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VOLUME XVI.-PART I.
Notices twice  or oftener repeated,  are only referred to once herein.
Page.  Page.
A. Appointments,  Executive - continued-
Baxter , F. W. E., Lieutenant ,  No. 8 Company,
Abatement of Duty on damaged Goods-vide " Customs." Q. V. Ri fles . ... ... ... 1101
Abbott,  H. P., Resignation  Member Board  of General Beardmore, F. J. W., Trustee,  Charters Towers
Education ... ... .,. 666 Cemetery ...  1182
Abbott, William, Notice in Will ... ... 730 Beattie , F., Commission ,  re  Additional  Wharfage
Abstracts- Accommodation,  Brisbane ... 656
Liabilities and Assets, Banks-vide "  Banks." Bergen, John D.,  a  Magistrate of the Territory ... 700
Receipts and Expenditure, Cemeteries-vide "Ceme- Bliss, Arthur, Fourth Locker,  Customs ,  Brisbane ... 216
teries." Bolden ,  Charles,  Line Repairer in Charge ,  Durab ... 2
Receipts and Expenditure, Municipalities -vile Bolitho, Samuel,  a Magistrate  of the Territory ... 881
" Municipalities." Botger, Henry-
Disbursements, Consolidated Revenue Fund and Pilot, Moreton Bay ... ... ...  827
Special Fund-vide " Treasury." Coastwaiter ,  Moreton  Bay ... ... 1057
Acts-Published as Supplements to the  Queensland Bourcicault ,  A. L., a Magistrate of the Territory 700
Government  Gazette- Bourne, George, Seventh Locker, Customs , Brisbane 216
Audit Act  of 1874 41 Brand, Charles  Hayman , Returning Officer,  Fassife rn  993
To  fix  the Salary of the Governor and of his Private Brannelly, Patrick, Inspector, Slaughter  Houses,
Secretary respectively, cited  " The  Constitu- Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 1177
tion  Act of  1867  Amendment Act  of 1874" ... 919 Brodziak, Mark, Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery .. 1132
Adam, C. E., appointed Junior Clerk, Office of the Brown, W. A., Clerk, Public Works Department ... 801
Legislative Assembly ... ... ... 1207 Bryman, Harry, Auditor, Gayndah Municipality ,.. 693
Adams, John Leguire, admitted a Chemist and Druggest 1167 Buchanan, Thompson-
Adams, John Leguire, Insolvency Notice .. ... 692 Land Agent, Bundaberg ... ...  788
Adrian, Wm. S. E., appointed Alderman, Mackay Muni- Clerk of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg ... 827
cipality ... 790 Buckland, Thomas, Trustee ,  Charters  Towers Ceme-
Affieck , George, appointed Returning Officer, Darling tery ... ... ... ... ...  870
Downs Electorate. (See "Retn rn ing Officers") 302 Burkitt, Horace-
Ali Chong, Notice in Will ... ... ...  ... 693 Sub-Collector, Customs, Bundaberg ... ...  250
Ali Yin, Insolvency Notice .,. ... ... 916 A Justice to celebrate  Marriages 302
Ali Yum, Notice to Creditors ... 403 Land Commissioner, District of Bundaberg,  vice
Ali Yum, Notice in Will ... ... ... .. 1124 Hughes transferred .. 827
Allen, Thomas, appointed  a Magistrate  of the Territory 881 Burtenshaw, W. A., Telegraph Operator, Gatton
Amamoor or Police Creek Run, open for Selection under Railway Station  .. ...  4Q8
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868... 1060 Bush, Henry, a Magistrate of the Territory ... 881
Anderson, Charles James,  re  Letter of Administration to Byrne, Michael, Inspector, Slaughter Houses, Cook-
A. H. Palmer ... ... ... ... 659 town  District ... ... ... ... 1177
Anderson, Richard, appointed Trustee, Drayton Town Cameron, John, Returning Officer, Mitchell 993
Commonage 1063 Campbell, Donald, Telegraph  Operator , Warwick
Appointments, Executive-See also " Bailiffs,"  " Disease Railway Station
66in Sheep Act,"  " Schools of Arts,"  " Real Cardew, H. P. L., Junior Lieutenant, No. 2 Com-
Properly Act,"  " Marriages," " Pound- pany Q.V.R. ... ... ... ...  790
keepers," " Jurors," "  Commissioners." Cardew, Pollet-
Adams, C. E., Junior Clerk,  Office  of the Legislative Acting Land  Commissioner  under  The Crown
Assembly 1207  Lands Alienation Act of  1868, Stanthorpe 1057
Affieck ,  George, Returning Officer ,  Darling Downs To be Acting Mineral  Land  Conan  issioner,
Electorate ... 302 Stanthorpe ... ... ... 1057
a Magistrate  of the TerritoryThomasAllen Pastoral Occu-881 Carter Officer in ChargeCharles C, ,
Armstrong, John Archibald, Mining Registrar,  Gold
,, .,
pation Branch,  Brisbane  ..  ...  939
Fields Act  of 1874, Palmer River 939 Challinor, Henry, Visiting  Surgeon and  Inspector of
Armstrong , Octavius- Orphanages ... ...  993
A Magistrate of the Territory ... ... 127 Chubb, Charles E., Auditor, Dalby Municipality ... 666
Police  Magistrate , Tenningering  ... ... 127 Clancey, Patrick G., Lieutenant, No. 8 Company,
Warden,  Gold Fields Act,  1874 ... .., 370 Q.V.R. ... ... ... ... 1101
Armstrong, William- Clarke, Charles J., a Warden,  Gold Fields Act of
Member, Committee of Management, Too- 1874 665
woomba Hospital 302 Cockburn, Henry M., Sub-Collector of Customs, at
Visiting Surgeon, Toowoomba Gaol ... 2 St. Lawrence ... .. ...  260
Medical Officer, Toowoomba 1 Compigne, Alfred W.,  Police Magistrate ,  Blackall... 127
Archer, William, Trustee of the Show Ground of Compigne, Walter-
the Central Queensland  Graziers '  and Farmers' Warden,  Gold Fields Act of  1874 ,.. ...  733
Society 1177 A. Magistrate of the Territory 881
Bailey, Samuel Bennett, a Magistrate of the Ter- Connath, T. W., Clerk in the Treasury, transferred
ritory 700 from Audit Office ... ... ... 301
Baird, James  C., Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery 1132 Conradi, Sigismund-
Bar ro n, T . H. B., Visiting Justice, Brisbane Gaol... 177 Health Officer, Cooktown ... ... ...  302
Barter ,  Samuel , Bailiff, Warden's Court, Gympie, Medical Officer, Cooktown ...  302
Gold Fields Act of  1874 . 216 Corser, E. B. C., Magistrate of the Territory 790
Baynes , William, Returning Officer, Bulimba Cowlishaw, James, Member, Board of Health,
Electorate  ... ... ... ... 127 Breakfast Creek District ,.. ...  406
iv. INDEX.
Page.
Appointments ,  Executive - continued-
Craig, Charles G., Government Agent, Recruiting
Vessels .
Crawford, William K., Operator, Dalby Railway
Station
734
406
Cross, Edward, Trustee of the Show Ground of the
Central Queensland Graziers, and Farmers,
Society 1177
Davidson , William Montgomery, Deputy Surveyor-
General , Department of Public Lands ... 1057
Dean,  William Henry-
Land Agent, Townsville ... ... ... 1
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Townsville ... 1
Registrar , Northern District Court ... ... 370
District Receiver in Insolvency ... 370
Acting Land Commissioner, Townsville 406
De Bovis,  Esprit Jean, Government Agent, Recru
ing Vessels ... ...
it-
... 734
Dickens ,  Charles S.-
Trustee, Ravenswood Cemetery 790
Police Magistrate, Charters Towers, Millchest er 993
Dickson , J. R., Member, Commission,  re  Addition
Wharf Accommodation, Brisbane ..
al
... 656
Member, Board of General Education 1058, 1132
Doonan , Cornelius, Telegraph Operator, Jondary
Railway Station
an
406
Douglas,  John, Trustee,  Brisbane Grammar Scho ol 1101
Drew ,  W. L. G., Chairman ,  Committee  of Mana
ment, Brisbane Hospital
ge-
1,693
Easton ,  H. E., Trustee  of the Land  reserved for P
toral and Agricultural Exhibits, Goondiwin
as-
di 993
Edgar ,  Benjamin ,  Engineer  Surveyor ,  Marine Boa rd 734
Edmondstone ,  George ,  Member ,  Commission,
Additional Wharf Accommodation,  B ri sba
re
ne 656
Emson , H. R., Captain, No. 5 Company Q.V.R. ... 939
Evans , John, River Pilot, Maryborough ... ... 370
Fahey,  Bartley , Shipping Inspector, Endeavour Ri ver 1057
Faircloth,  George , Warden,  Gold Fields Act  of 18 74 370
Fife, George R., a Magistrate  of the Territory
... 790
Flynn, F. W., Auditor, Dalby Municipality
... 666
Forbes ,  John Macdonald ,  Clerk ,  Customs, B ri sbane 216
Forrest ,  E. B., Member ,  Commission ,  re  Additio
Wharf Accommodation,  Brisbane
nal
. 556
Forsyth, Archibald, Government Agent, Recruiti
Vessels
ng
261
Fowles, W. L., Trustee, Clermont General Cemetery 1251
Fox, Thomas , Telegraph Operator, Gowrie Juncti
Railway Station
on
406
Fraser, Alexander ,  Trustee ,  Charters Towers Gene
Cemetery ,,, ,,,
ral
,,, 370
Fryer, The Honorable William-
Secretary , Public Lands ...
... 1095
Member ,  Executive  Council
.. 1095
Furlong , C. S. W., Telegraph  Station Master, B
daberg
un-
2
Gataker,  Charles F., Staff Surveyor  2nd Class
... 1177
Gi ll , Francis-
Po li ce Magistrate ,  Charters Towers and Mill.
cheater  ... ... ... ...
Po li ce Magistrate ,  Ravenswood
Gillies, James, British Viee-Consul, New Caledonia
Gordon, W., Boatman Pilot, Cleveland Bay ...
Gough, H. Bailiff, Warden Court, Palmerville ...
Gregory, A. C., Geological Surveyor .. ..,
Griffith ,  Rev. E .,  Member Committee of Manage-
ment , Brisbane Hospital
Gunn, Wm .,  Inspector Slaughter -houses, Ipswich
District
Gwynn , Joseph J., Licensed Surveyor, Upper Mary
Gold Fields
Ha ll , T .  S., to be a Magistrate of the Territory
Hamilton ,  D. D., Registrar ,  Weste rn  Dist ri ct Court
Hardgrave , John,  Member Board of Waterworks...
Harris, Honorable George ,  Member Marine Board
Hart, William, Returning Officer, Mulgrave ...
Heaney, F. X., Chief Clerk, Survey Office,  Brisbane,
vice  Huntley ,  transferred
Hill, W. R.  0-
To be  a Magistrate  of the Territory... ...
Warden,  Gold Fields Act of  1874 ...
Hoelscher ,  Charles ,  Telegraph Operator ,  Cambooya
Railway Station „ ,,,
Horton, Wi ll iam ,  Land Agent ,  Stanthorpe
Howlin, James, Surgeon No. 8 Company, Q.V.R.
Hubbard , Alfred,  Member Committee of Manage-
ment,  Brisbane Hospital
Hughes , Joseph, Sub-Collector of Customs, Towns-
vi lle ... ...
Hume, W. C.-
To be Staff Surveyor ,  1st Class ,  vice McDowe ll ,
transferred ... ... ... ...
To act as Commissioner Crown Lands ,  Darling
Downs ... ...
127
993
177
593
370
693
593
827
593, 676
1177
556
1207
733
993
829
881
881
406
1057
656
693 Pengelly, John H., Ranger Crown Lands, Wide Bay 700
301
Page.
Appointments,  Executive-continued-
Keane, Patrick, Inspector, Slaughter-house, Stan-
thorpe ... ... ... ... 1177
Kerr, Richard, Returning Officer, Stanley ... 993
Knox, Thomas F., Magistrate of the Territory ... 700
Laurie, A. S., Sheep Director, Springsure District...  1252
Lawson, A. C., 10th Clerk, Customs, Brisbane 370
Lee, Archibald, Police Magistrate, Nanango, to dis-
charge duties of a Warden ,  Gold Fields Act  216
Lewin, Alexander, 6th Locker, Customs, Brisbane 216
Lloyd, T. B., Government Agent, Recruiting Vessels 1132
Long, Honorable W. H., Trustee, Mackay General
Cemetery ...  ...  . ...  699
Lynde, H. G., Government Agent, Recruiting
Vessels ... ... ...  881
Lyons, Maurice, Member Board of Health, Break-
fast Creek District ... .. ... 406
Mackay, Angus, Member Board of -Inquiry, re
cause and best methods of prevention and
cure of disease in sheep ,  cattle, horses ,  wheat,
vines, &c. ... ... ... ... 1251
Mackinlay, James, to be 5th Locker, Customs,
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  216
Mason, J., Boatman Pilot, Maryborough . 370
Matthew, Robert H., to be a Magistrate of the Ter-
ritory ... ... ... ... 700
lency the Governor ... ...  209
Mineban, T., Assistant Pilot, Maryborough 370
Moffatt, Adam, Government Agent,  Recruiting
Vessels ... ... ...  1207
Morehead, B. D., Member Commission,  re  Addi-
tional Wharfage Accommodation,  B ri sbane 666
Mortimer, Albert, Government Agent, Recruiting
Vessels ... ... ... 881
Mortimer, J. B., Auditor, Gayndah Municipality... 693
Mowbray, Thomas, Trustee, Charters  Towers Gene-
ral Cemetery ... ... ... ...  370
Murphy, Denis, Trustee, Ravenswood  General Ceme-
tery ... ... ... ... ...  790
Murphy, John-
Visiting Justice,  Roma Gaol ., 2
Commissioner, Crown Land,  under  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869 ..  ...  ... 593
Murphy, W. E., Member  Committee,  Brisbane
Hospital ., .. 1
Myles, G. T., Trustee for Lands reserved  for Pastoral
Pechey, E. W., Trustee  Grammar School, Too-
woomba ... ... ... ... 2
Philps,  James, Sheep Director ,  Springsure Dist ri ct 1252
Pietzcker , Hugo, Returning Officer,  Logan 993
1101 Powell, Charles, Trustee, School of Arts, Maryborough 788
Prince,  A. N., Trustee, Charters  Towers General
1101 Cemetery  ... ... ... ... 370
Maudsley, A. P., Private  Secretary to His Excel-
and Agricultural Exhibits,  Goondiwindi ... 993
MacCarthy, H. H., Aide-de- Camp to His Excellency
the Governor .. 209
MacDonald, Donald, Trustee of the Show Ground,
Central Queensland  Graziers''and Farmers'
Society ..  ...  ... 1177
MacDonald, Hugh, (Trustee of the Show Ground,
Central Queensland  Graziers '  and Farmers'
Society ... ... ... ... 1177
MacDonald ,  Edmund , Member Committee Brisbane
Hospital ... ... ... 1,593
MacFarlane, Henry T.-
Clerk of Petty  Sessions, Roma .., 216
Recording Clerk, Maranoa District ... ...  216
Receiver in Insolvency ... ...  870
Registrar, Western District Court ... $70
Acting Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Maranoa
District .. .. ... 406
MacGavin, Robert, Government Agent, Recruiting
Vessels ... ... ... ...  1132
MacGroarty, B. C., Clerk of Petty Sessions, George-
town  ...  ... 2
MacTaggart ,  Malcolm,  Police Magistrate , Walgett,
N.S.W., to be  a Magistrate  of the Territory 790
Weil, John, Trustee, Goodna Cemetery ... ... 1207
Neill, Arthur, Pilot, Burnett River ...  1252
Nisbet, William, Engineer Harbor and  Rivers  ..,  1132
Norris, S. S., Sixth Tidewaiter, Customs,  Brisbane 370
Norris, William 0.-
A Magistrate of the Territory ... ... 127
Police Magistrate, Cunnamulla I ... 127
Norris, William C., Bailiff, Warden Court , Georgetown 370
Nugent, Frederick, Telegraph Operator, Clifton
Railway Station ... ... ... . 406
Oliver, Walter, Clerk, Department Harbors and Rivers 76
Palmer, HenryW.,Trustee, ChartersTowersCemetery 370
Parker,  James  Augustus,  Returning  Officer, Burke 993
Patton, Robert, Sheep Director, Springsure  District 1252
INDEX. V.
Appointments ,  Executive - continued-
Pugh, Theophilus P., Police Magistrate, Goondi-
windi, to be Officer of Customs, Customs
Border Patrol, Goondiwindi
Reid, David, Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery
Richards, Henry, Sheep Director, Springsure District
Riley, M., Trustee of the Show Ground, Central
Queensland  Graziers'  and Farmers' Society...
Rich, Charles W., 81-ipping Inspector, Port Curtis
Robertson , Robert, Accountant, Department of
Public Works ... ... ...
Rutherford, J. H., Trustee, Charters Towers Cemetery
Ryan,  Lawrence  B., Trustee , Ravenswood Cemetery
Ryan,  W. J., Trustee, Charters Towers Cemetery ...
Samwe ll, William, Mining Registrar, Ravenswood
Schneider, S. W., Fifth Tidewaiter, Customs, Brisbane
Scott, John, Trustee,  Brisbane  Grammar School ...
Sharpley, B. B., Sheep Director, Maranoa District
Shaw , W. T., Government Agent, Recruiting Vessels
Sheep Directors-  vide  "  Disease in  Sheep Act."
Slade, John, Government Agent, Recruiting Vessels
Smith, Charles R., a Magistrate of the Territory ...
Smith, John S., Captain No. 8 Company Q.V.R. ...
Smyth, Thomas, Inspector, Slaughter-houses, Roma
Stephens, T. B., Member Board of Education ..
Stewart,  George, junr., Telegraph Operator, Oakey
Creek Railway Station ... ... ...
Stewart,  Robert M., Member Commission,  re  Addi-
tional Wharf Accommodation, Brisbane ...
Tallon, Robert,  a Magistrate  of the Territory ...
Tassie,  William, Government Agent, Recruiting
Vessels
Tierney, William, Trustee, Charters Towers Cemetery
Towniep, William, Captain No. 2 Company, Q.V.A.
Tully, William A.-
Acting Surveyor-General ..
Nominal Defendant  re  Bank of New South
Wales ... ... ... ...
Tu rn er, John S., Member, Board of Health, Break-
fast Creek District ... ... ...
Tyler, Wm., Trustee, Mutdapilly Cemetery ...
Walsh, John-
Officer, Customs Border Patrol, Goondiwindi
Inspector, Slaughter-houses, Goondiwindi ...
Walsh, John, Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery ...
Warren, W. S., a Bailiff of Crown Lands ...
Watson,  George C.-
Commissioner, Crown Lands, Warrego District
A Magistrate of the Territory
Watson, Joseph, Bailiff, Warden Court, Ravenswood
Wilson, J. G. H., Sheep Director, Springsure District
Wills, B. H., Alderman, Mackay Municipality ..
Wolferston, Stanley, Bailiff, Warden Court, Char-
ters Towers ... ... ... ...
Appropriation,  Special-vide  " Treasury."
Aramae, appointed  a place for a Public Pound ...
Archer, Wm.-
Application  re  Pre-emptive right of the Grace-
mere Run
Appointed Trustee, Central Queensland  Graziers'
and Farmers ' Society ... ...
Sheep Director, Rockhampton District ... ...
Armst ro ng,  Octavius-
Appointed  Magistrate  of the Territory ...
Appointed Police  Magistrate , Tenningering ...
Appointed  Commissioner , Affidavits ...
Appointed  Magistrate to give consent to Marriage
Armstrong , John A., appointed Mining  Registrar, Pal-
mer River ... ... ... ...
Armst ro ng , William-
Appointed Medical Officer, Toowoomba ... ...
Visiting  Surgeon, Gaol, Toowoomba
Member  Committee  of Management , Toowoomba
Hospital  ... ...
Ashfield, Ambrose, Insolvency Notice ... ...
Attorneys,  Board for examination  of ... ...
Auctioneers'  Licenses -vide "  Licenses."
Auriferous Leases , List  of Rents  due-vide "  Mines De-
partment."
Azt, William, Notice to Creditors ... ...
B.
Badger , Eleanor  Pass , Notice in Will ... ...
Badger , Joseph, Notice in Will ... .
Bailey , Samuel B., appointed a Magistrate of the Terri-
tory ... ... ... ...
Bailiffs under  The Gold Fields Act of  1874-
Barter, S., Warden Court, Gympie ... ...
Gough, H., Warden Court, Palmerville ... ...
Norris, W. C., Warden Court, Georgetown ...
Watson, John, Warden Court, Ravenswood ...
Wolferston, S., Warden Court, Charters Towers ...
Page. Page.
Bailiffs, Small Debts Courts-
Boulter, G, J., Bowen ... ... ... 1235
Rose, W. A., Stanthorpe ... ... 108
301 Rose, W. A., Western District Court ... ... 108
1132 Bailiffs, Petty Debts Courts-
1252 Heavy, D., Goondiwindi ... ... ...  265
Johnstone, R., Beenleigh ... ... ...  384
1177 Baird, F. C., appointed Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery .. 1132
1057 Bananas, Board appointed  re  Cultivation  of-vide
" Boards."
177 Bancroft, J., appointed Member Board of Inquiry,  re
370 Sheep, &c. ... ... ... ... 369
790 Banks-
370 General Abstracts of Assets and Liabilities ...  573, 1085
881 Quarterly Abstracts-
370 Australian Joint Stock Bank ,.. ... 423, 967
1101 Bank of Australasia ... ... ... 152, 817
1252 Bank of New South Wales ...  353, 968
302 Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ...  352, 913
Queensland National Bank ... ... 270, 1017
811 Union Bank of Australia ... ...  269, 968
700 Half-yearly Abstract of the Aggregate Average
556 Amount of the Bank of Aust ralasia ... 853
1177 Barns, John, Notice to Creditors ... 403
594, 665 Barnes, John, Notice in Will 1290
Barracoutta, Signal to be observed on arrival at Cape
406 Moreton ... ... ... ... 173
Barrett, Samuel, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
656 Barron, T. H. B., appointed Visiting Justice, Brisbane
790 Gaol... .. ... ... 177
Barter, Samuel, appointed Bailiff, Warden Court, Gympie 216
76 Bartholomew, James, Notice in Will 692
370 Barton, Augustus P., appointed Sheep Director, Wide
302 Bay District ... ... ... ...  828
Bauer, F., appointed Trustee, Estate of Russell, Daunt,
593 and Co. ... ... ... ...  820
Barter, F. W. E., appointed Lietenant, No. 8 Company,
1177 Q.V.R. .., ... ... ... 1101
Baynes, William, appointed Returning Officer, Bulimba
406 Electorate  ... ... ... ... 127
6i9 Beardmore, F. J. W.-
Error in Deed, Notice  ... ... ... 223
301 Appointed Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery... ...  1132
790 Beattie, Francis, appointed Member Commission  re
1132 Additional Wharf Accommodation, Brisbane 556
1251 Beatty, T. S., appointed Sheep Director, Dalby District 828
Beckmann, Wilhelm, Notice in Will ... ... 357
827 Behan, Michael, Notice in Will ... ... ...  168
1058 Beit, William, Notice in Will ... 168
216 Bell, C., appointed Trustee, Town Common, Leyburn ... 370
1252 Bell, James T. M., appointed Sheep Director, Goondi-
790 windi District  ... ... 828
216
Bell, John, appointed Sheep Director, Gladstone Dis-
trict ... ...
Bennison , Edward, Notice in Will ... ... ...
302 Benson , Thomas B. C., Notice  re  Issue of  Orders on J.
828
W. Low ... ...  ...  203
Bergin, John Delany, appointed a Magistrate of the
776 Territory ... ... ... ... 700
Billiards and Bagatelle Licenses-vide " Licenses."
1127 Bills-
828 Proclamation to fix the Salary of His Excellency
the Governor and of the Private Secretary... 125
127 Application for-
127 To vest the Land Deed Grant 6,537 of the
693 Queensland Turf Club  ... ... ... 693
1087 To enable the Municipality of Rockhampton to
construct Waterworks ... ... ...  821
939 Bill of Mortgages-vide "Real Property Office."
Birkbeck, Carlos N.-
1 Reward for  Stolen Horses .. 436
2 Appointed Sheep Director, Rockhampton  District... 828
Births, Marriages, and Deaths-
302 District  Registrars  appointed-
915 Cockburn, H. M., St. Lawrence ... ...  383
204 MacGroarthy, B. C., Gilbert ... ...  1008
Miller, Robert, Logan ... ... ...  1227
Norris, William 0., South Warrego ... 901
Ramsay, J. P. B. H., Gilbert ... ...  388
403 Samwell, William, Ravenswood  ... ... 1118
Assistant-
Burkitt,  Horace,  Bundaberg ... ...  383
Buckley, P., Pine River ... ... ...  383
1{ 9 Dorsey, Alexander, Palmer ... ...  1118
404 MacFarlane, Henry T.,  Roma  ... ...  245
Black, Adam, Petition, Pe Logan Election ... ...  875
700 Blair, John Mitchell, Notice in Will ... ... 403
Blakey, James, Dividend Notice ... ... ...  867
216 Blakely, James, Notice in Will ... ... 1124
370 Blanc, J. and C., Partnership Notice 1124
370 Bliss, Arthur, appointed Fourth Locker,  Customs, Bris-
216 bane ... ... ... ... ...  216
216 Block , C. H. F., Dividend  declared  ... ...  730
vi.
Boards-
Education-vide " Education."
Health-vide  " Health Act."
Waterworks-vide " Waterworks."
Attorneys, for Examination of ... ... .
Appointed to report upon the causes and best
methods of prevention and cure of disease in
sheep and cattle, horses, wheat, sugar-cane,
vines, bananas, and other cultivated plants,
and improving the natural pasture of the
colony
Board , appointed to Report upon Additional Wharfage
Accommodation in Brisbane
Bode, Frederick, appointed Sheep Director, Kennedy
District ... ...
Bolden, Charles, appointed Line Repairer in Charge,
Durah
Bolitho, Samuel, appointed a Magistrate of the Terri-
tory ...
Boon , G eorge,  Notice to Creditors
Boreham , John F., Error in Deed
Bourne , George, appointed Seventh Locker, Customs,
Brisbane
Bostock ,  R. and  Co., Partnership Notice ...
Botger, H.-
Appointed Assistant Pilot, Moreton Bay
Appointed Coastwaiter, Moreton Bay
Borthwick , John, resigned as a Magistrate of the
Boulter, G. J., appointed Bailiff Small Debts
Bowen ... ... ...
Boundaries  of Police Districts-vide " Police."
Bourcicault, Arthur L., appointed a Magistrate
Territory
Terri-
Court,
of the
Bowden , H., Notice in Will ... ... ...
Bramston , Henry, appointed Member Committee of the
Brisbane Hospital
Brand , Charles H., appointed Returning Officer,  Fassi-
fern ... ... ... ... ...
Brands Act of  1872-
Brands Directory to be published
Notice,  re  Distinguishing Ear Mark for Inoculated
Cattle ...
Statement  of Brands
Brannelly, P., appointed Inspector of
Rockhampton District ...
INDEX.
Page
204
369, 1251
556
828
2
881
403
558
216
35S
827
1057
994
1235
700
617
597
993
356
.. 1167
... 113, 291, 583,
779, 975, 1173
Slaughter Houses,
Brian , Thomas, Notice to Creditors ... ... ...
Bristowe,  Edward H. C., Error in Deed .
1177
403
406
Brodziak, Martin, appointed Trustee, Cooktown Ceme-
tery  .. ... ... 1132
Brounley, Joh, Notice to Creditors ... ... 403
Brown,  Arthur, Abandoned Selection, Bundaberg ... 823,826
B ro wn , Charles, Notice in Will ... ... ... 693
Brown, George, Notice to Creditors ... ... 403
Brown, J. E., Insolvency Notice 915
Brown, William A., appointed Clerk, Public Works ... 301
Brown,  W. A., to be a Justice of the Peace to give con-
sent to Marriage ... ... 659
Bryce , Thomas, Correction in Name 700
Bryman, Harry, appointed Auditor, Gayndah Munici-
pality ... ... ... ... 697
Buchanan , Thompson-
Appointed Land Agent, Bundaberg .. ... 788
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions, Bundaberg .. 827
Buckland, John F., appointed Member Brisbane Hos-
pital 597
Buckland, T., appointed Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery ... 370
Buckley, P., appointed Assistant Registrar, Births, Deaths,
and Marriages, Pine River 383, 568
Bulger ,  Michael, Notice in  Wi ll  ... ... 1221
Bu ll more,  Edward A., appointed Sheep Director, War.
rego  District ... ... ... ... 828
Burke ,  Michael, Reward ,  re  Stolen  Horses ... ... 619
Burkitt, Horace-
Appointed Sub.Collector of Customs, Bundaberg ... 250
Appointed Assistant Registrar Births, Deaths, and
Marriages , Bundaberg ... ... ... 383
Appointed Laud Commissioner, Bundaberg ... 827
Burns , George, Notice to Creditors ... ... ... 403
Bush ,  Ernst,  Correction in Name ... ... 1101
Bush , Henry, appointed a Magistrate- of the Terri-
tory 881
Business  Licenses, Miners' Rights, and issues  of-vide
" Mines Department."
Buttenshaw, William A., appointed Telegraph Operator,
Gatton Railway Station... ... ... 406
Buzacott, C. H.-
Resigned  Member of the Legislative Assembly ... 581
Returned Member of the Legislative Assembly ... 734
Byrne, Michael, appointed Inspector Slaughter-houses,
Cooktown District ... ... ...
Byrne, William, Notice in Will ...
1177
916
C
Cainies, Emanuel , Notice to Creditors ... ...
Cairns,  William Wellington-
Landing of His Excellency ... ... ...
Oaths of Office Administered  to- ... ...
Page.
403
171
207
Commission appointing His Excellency to be Gover-
norand Commander-in-Chief ... 213
Cameron, John, appointed Returning Officer, Mitchell... 993
Campbell, A. D., Notice to  erect Gates  ...  289
Campbell, Donald, appointed Telegraph Operator, War-
wick Railway Station  ... .. ... 406
Cardell, Henry, appointed Sheep Director, Dalby District 828
Cardew, Henry P., appointed Junior Lieutenant No. 2
Company Q.V.R. ... ... ... 790
r'ardew, Pallet, appointed to be Acting Land Commis-
sioner and Acting Mineral Land Commis-
sioner , Stanthorpe ... ... ...  1057
Cardew, Walter C., appointed a Justice of the  Peace to
give consent to Marriage ... ...  659
Carter, C. C., appointed Officer in Charge,  Pastoral
Occupation Branch  .. ... 999
Carter, Joseph, appointed Member of Board,  re  Inquiry
Sheep, Cattle,  etc. ... ... ... 369
Carton, Joseph, Notice in Will ... ... ...  109
Castles, James, appointed Trustee, Leyburn Town Com-
monage ... ... ...  370
Castles, John, appointed Trustee, Leyburn Town Com-
monage ... ... ... ...  370
Cattanoch, J, Notice in Will ... ... ... 403
Cemeteries -
Abstracts of Receipts and Expenditure-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ...  674
Bowen ... ... ... ... ...  276
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 676
Cardwell  ... ... ... ... 674
Clermont ... ... ... ...  424
Drayton and Toowoomba ... ... ...  424
Gatton ... ...  ...
Gladstone ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Mutdapilly ... ...
Pimpama ... ...
Roc;. hampton ... ...
Warwick ... ...
... ... 1122
... ...  964
... ... 575
... ...  688
... ...  656
... ... 575
... ...  355
... ... 676
Rules and Regulations  confirmed-
Cardwell ...  ... ... ... 632, 945
Ravenswood ... ... ... ...  83
Tingalpa  ... ... ... ... 632
Trustees appointed-
Charters Towers ... - ... ... ...  370
Clermont ... ... ... ...  1251
Cooktown  ... ... ... ... 1132
U oodna ... ... ... ...  1207
Al ackay ... ... ... ...  699
M utdapilly  ... ... ... ... 699
Ravenswood ... ... ... ...  790
Certificates of Title-vide " Registrar-General."
Chaffers, Frederick, Notice in Will... ... ...  693
Challenor, Henry, appointed Visiting  Surgeon and
Inspector Orphanages  ...  ...  ...  993
Chatfield, William, appointed Sheep Director, Kennedy
District ... ... ...  828
Child, William, Notice in Will ... ... ...  693
Chubb, C. E., appointed Auditor, Dalby  Municipality ... 693
Claims against Estates,  Ac.-vide  " Intestacy Insolvency."
Clancey, P. G., appointed Lieutenant No. 8 Company,
Queensland Volunteer  Ri fles 1101
Clapperton, George, appointed Sheep Director,  Burnett
District ... ... .. ...  827
Clarke, Charles F., appointed Warden,  G old Fields Act  665
Clark, W. P., Insolvency Notice ... ... ...  971
Clark, W. P., Resignation  as Magistrate  of the  Territory 1068
Cleary, R., appointed Trustee, Drayton Town Com-
monage  ... ... ... ...
Clergymen, List of-vide  " Marriages."
Clipsham, Rev. Paul, appointed Minister to Celebrate
1063
Marriages . ...  1008
Closing of Roads, Notice,  re-vide  "  Roads."
Cockburn, Henry M., appointed Sub-Collector Customs,
St. Lawrence ... ...  250
Cockburn, Henry M., appointed as District Registrar,
Births, Deaths, Marriages, St. Lawrence ...
Cogzell, W. H. and Co., Partnership Notice ... ...
Collins, A. K., Notice in Will ... ,,, ..,
Collins, Otto, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Colonial Secretary-
Notices-
Re  Landing of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, from
833
1033
1124
1291
places beyond the Austr,lian  Colonies, ex-
tended to 30th June, 1876 710
Re  Election of Sheep Directors,  Dalby District 1252
INDEX. TH,
Colonial Secretary-continued-
Notices-continued-
Re Tenders-vide "Tenders."
Be  Holidays-vide "Holidays."
Commission appointed-re Additional Wharf Accom-
modation, Brisbane ...
Commissioners  appointed-
For Affidavits-
Page.
657
Armstrong, 0., Tenningering ... ...  693
Cowen, J. B., Beenleigh ... ... ... 1118
Dean,  W. H., Townsville ... ... ...  693
Elliott, John, Clermont ... ... 1118
Evans,  Wm., Solicitor, London ... ... 693
Okeden, W. E. P., Charleville ... ... 1203
Ramsay , J. P. B. H., Georgetown ... ...  693
Rich, C. W., Gladstone  ... ... ... 693
Sly, George  James, Sydney ... ...  1203
Smith, C. E., Gympie ... ... ... 1118
Stephens , S. A., Sydney ... ... ... 1118
Commissioner-
Common Law Process Act of  1867-
St. George, Howard, Cooktown
Commissioner  of  Po li ce-vide  "Police."
Commissioner  for Railways-vide " Railways."
Commonage  Regulations-
Drayton Town-
Trustees appointed under-
970
Anderson, Richard ... ... ...  1063
Cleary, Richard ... ... 1063
Droughton, Charles ... ... .,. 1063
Farquharson, Charles ... ... ... 1063
Hanrahan , Patrick ... ... ...  1063
Jenkins, Thomas ... ... ... 1063
Neale, Henry, senr. ... ... 1063
Whitaker, George ... ... ...  1063
Whitaker, Richard ... ... ...  1063
Common Law  Process Act of 1867-vide  " Pro-
clamation"  re.
Common Law  Process Act of  1867-Commissioners
appointed under  the- vide  " Commissioners."
Companies  wound  up-vide  " Partnership Notices."
Compigne , Alfred W., appointed Police Magistrate,
Blackall ... ... ... ... 127
Compign6 , W., appointed Warden,  Gold Fields Act,  1874 733
Compigne , W., appointed a Magistrate of the Territory 881
Concanon , William A., admitted a Medical Practitioner 1167
Confiscated  Goods-vide  " Customs."
Con Lam, Notice to Creditors ... ... ... 403
Connath, T. W., appointed Clerk, Treasury ... 301
Conradi, Sigismund, appointed Medical Officer Cooktown 302
Conradi, Sigismund, appointed Health Officer, Cooktown 302
Consolidated Revenue-vide " Treasury."
Cooper, John, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
Copeland, Wm., Notice to Creditors ... ... 403
Cormack, M. H., admitted as Chemist and Druggist ... 1167
Correction in Deeds-vide "Lands Department."
Corry, Anthony, Notice in Will ... . ... 1290
Cory, Gilbert C., appointed Sheep Director, Dalby District 828
Corser, E. B. C., appointed a Magistrate of the Territory 790
Corser,  Edward, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1168
Costin , Phillip, Notice in Will ... ... ... 434
Cowan, J. B., appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits 1118
Cowlishaw, James, appointed Member Breakfast Creek
District Board of Health ... 406
Craig, C. G., appointed Government Agent to accom-
pany Recruiting Vessels .. ... .. 734
Cran, James, appointed Sheep Director, Wide Pay
District ... ... .. ...  828
Cran ,  Robert,  Partnership Notice ... ... ... 435
Cranswick , J. T. W., Notice in Will ... ... 1124
Crawford, Archibald, Correction in Name 384
Crawford, W. K., appointed Telegraph Operator, Dalby
Railway Station ... ... ... 406
Creswell, Elliott, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
Croft, Edmund, Partnership Notice ... ... ... 435
Cross , Edward, appointed Tru-tee, Central Queensland
Graziers ' and Farmers' Society .. 1177
Cro ssing Place  in the Town of Bundaberg-vide "Pro-
clamation  " ... ... ... ...  699
Crowe,  Charles, Notice in Will ... ... ...  693
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868-
Abandoned Selection, District of-
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 823, 826
Cardwell ... ... ... ... 79, 80
Appointments under--vide "Appointments."
Description  of Lands open to Selection in the fol-
lowing  Land Agents' Districts-
Beenleigh  ... ... .. ... 4, 27,128,129,
178, 179, 217, 408, 556, 594,
625, 667. 701, 736, 791, 1254
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 4,5,76,77,78,
127, 128,178, 179, 217, 218, 250,  251, 252, 303, 304, 371,
625, 666, 668,  700,702,735,137,790,792,829,1252,1254
Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868- continued-
Description of Lands open to Selection in the fol-
lowing Land Agents' Districts-
raga
Bundaberg ... ... .,. ...  2, 80, 131,
181, 220, 1058, 1101, 1133, 1178, 1208, 1253
Burke ...
Clermont
Cooktown
Gympie
... ... ... 4,5,77,78,
128, 217, 251, 303, 371, 408
... ... ... ... 5, 76, 78, 127,
178, 217,  250, 303
... ... 10, 88, 138
... ... 5, 77, 78,
127, 177,  178, 216, 217, 250,  251, 303,  371, 594,
624, 625,  667,701,735,736,  791,1178,  1201,1253
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 4, 77, 128,
178, 831, 942, 996, 1062, 1103, 1178, 1238, 1252, 1253
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 594, 625, 667,
Rockhampton
Springsure
Stanthorpe
Toowoomba
Warwick
701, 736, 791, 1180
... ... ... 5, 78, 1253,
1254
... ... 1252
... ... 828, 829, 831,
882, 883, 884, 941, 942, 994,
995, 996, 1069, 1062,  1101, 1183
... ... ... 4, 77, 128,
178, 666, 700, 735,  791, 829,
830, 883, 884, 941, 994,1061
... 5, 78, 179,
218, 251, 666, 700, 735, 791, 829, 1207, 1262
Forfeited Selections in the following Land Agents'
Districts-
Beenleigh
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Clermont
Dalby ...
Gympie
Ipswich
Maryborough
Roma
Rockhampton
Springsure
Toowoomba
Townsville
Warwick
694, 623, 666, 700,
... ...  3,177,594
3, 76, 408,
734, 939, 1058, 1178,1252
... ... 3, 302, 1059
... ... 76
... ... 624
... ... 76, 594, 623,
734, 1178
... 76, 594,1132,
1178, 1252
... ... 76, 594, 1132
1178, 1252
... ... 666, 700, 734,
1178
... ... 594
... .. 1252
... ... 666, 700, 734,
939, 1059
... .. 1252
... ... 666, 700, 734,
1059, 1178, 1252
Reserves-vide " Lands Department."
Roads, Notices,  re  Closing and Opening  of-vide
" Roads."
Transfer from  Homestead Areas Act  to the  Crown
Lands Alienation Act.
Land Agents' District of-
Brisbane
Withdrawn from Selection-
Pikedale Run ...
Cawarral Run ...
Crown Law Offices-
Notice-
304
1213'
To Magistrates of the Territory,  re  Regulations
under the  Inquest of Death Act ... ...  606
Ile  Rules Small Debts Court, at Beenleigh and
Nerang ... ... ... ... 607
Cruikshank, J., Resignation as British Vice-Consul,
New Caledonia ... ... ... 177
Crummy, James, Notice in Will ... ... ... 693
Cudmore, Daniel Henry, Abandoned Selection, Card-
well ... ... ... ... 80
Cudmore, Daniel, Abandoned Selection, Cardwell .,. 80
Cunningham and Co., Notice to erect Gates ... 289
Cusack, W. G. K., resignation Trustee, Ravenswood
Cemetery ... ... ... ...  790
Customs-
Appointments-vide "Appointments."
Notices-
To Lighters,  re  Goods cleared for Drawback at-
Keppel Bay ... ... ' ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... ,.,
Townsville ... ...
Tooth and Cran,  Sugar Store set apart for a
18
265
265
265
265
266
265
Bonded  Store ... ... 18
Unclaimed Goods to be sold at custom House,
Rockhampton... ... ... ...  24,1166,1202
Unclaimed Goods to be sold fcr Arrears of
Rent  .., ...  1166,120
... 4, 82,132,188
INDEX.
Customs - continued-
Notices- continued-
To Lighters,  re  Goods cleared for Drawback at-
Overtime Goods to be sold at Customs-
Mackay ... ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Bowen ... ... ... ...
Comparative Statement of Duties received at
Port, QuarterVD ,,.
Re  Abatement uty on Damaged Goods ...
Be License to Owners of Boats for conveyance
or carriage  of Goods ... ... ...
Confiscated Goods to be sold at Customs, Rock-
hampton ... ... ... ...
Refundment of Duties on Spirits and Tobacco,
for Exportation Overland ... ...
Cuthbertson , Robert, Notice in Will ... ...
D.
D'Albedyhll, Conrad G., Notice in Will ...
Daveney, Charles B., Correction in Name
Davenport , George H., appointed Sheep Director, Dalby
District ... ... ... ...
Davidson ,  Wm. Montgomery , appointed Deputy Surveyor-
General ... ... ... ...
Dawson, Thomas , Insolvency Notice ... ...
Dean , William Henry-
Appointed Land Agent, Townsville .. ...
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions, Townsville ...
Appointed  Registrar  Northern District Court ...
Appointed Receiver in Insolvency ... ...
Appointed  Commissioner , Townsville ... ...
Appointed Commissioner for Affidavits ... ...
Deering ,  James,  Meeting of Creditors ...
De Bovis , Esprit Jean, appointed Government Agent
to accompany Recruiting Vessels... ...
De Gruchy, John William, Correction in Name ...
De Libert and Another, Partnership Notice ...
De Satg4,  Henry, appointed Sheep Director, Peak Downs
District ... ... ... ...
Demusse,  J., Notice to Creditors ... ... ...
Despatches-
Relating  to  The Statute  Law Revision  Act of  1874,
Relating to the Acts passed in the First  Session of
the Seventh Parliament of Queensland ...
Relating  to the Engagement of Foreign Seamen on
Board British Ships ... ... ...
Relating  to an Act to amend the Law to the  Engage-
ment, Discharge, and Desertion of Seamen
Appeal to the Privy Council-Judgment of the
Supreme Court of the Colony ... ...
Relating to-
An Act to Amend an Act intituled an Act to
Page. Page.
Dickson , J. R., appointed  Member Board ,  re  Additional
Wharf Accommodation , Brisbane ...
Dickson, J. R., appointed  Member Board of Education ...
Dippie, John D., Notice to Creditors ...
107  Diseases  in Sheep Act-
613 Directors  appointed-
964,1031  General  List ... ... ...
Burke District-
127 Gibson ,  James, Toomburra ...
265 Hetzer ,  Martin, Norman
265
711
Nash, Frederick E., Cambridge Downs
Palmer, Edward, Canobie
Walker, Samuel B., Sorghum Downs
Maranoa  District-
Sharpley, Booth,  Boolagar
556
1058,1132
403
827
993
993
993
993
993
1252
1078 Springsure District-
916 Laurie, Alexander S., Arcturus Downs
Patton, Robert, Cairdbeign ...
Philips, James, Mantuan Downs
Richards, Henry, Springsure ...
289 Wilson, John G. H., Orion Downs
406 Notice-
Re  Election of Directors ...
828 Proclamation-
Suspension of Section 44 ...
1057 Distil License to-vide "Licenses."
916 District Courts-
Northern-
1 Holdings of
370
370
406
693
247
734
177
730
828
403
53
249
249, 301
556
623
Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain
Banking Company called the Australian
Joint Stock Bank and for other purposes
therein  mentioned ;  and
An Act to Amend an Act intituled an Act to
Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain
Banking Company called the Bank of New
South Wales and other purposes  therein
mentioned  ... ... ... ...  881
Relating  to the Nominations to Naval Cadetships
assigned to certain Colonies 1089
On the subject of the Flags to be used by the
different Branches of Her Majesty's Service
and those reserved for the sole use of the
Governors of the Colonies ... 1129
Appointment of Mr. Augustus Gregory to the
Dignity of a Companion of the Order of St.
Michael and St. George... ... ... 1129
Treaty between Her Majesty and the Swiss Con-
federation, for the Mutual Surrender of
Fugitive Criminals ... ... ... 1129
On the subject of the Representation of Colonial
Productions and Manufactures at the Inter- cJ1.1a
national Exhibition, to be held at Philadelphia
in 1876 ... .. ... ... 1132
Relating to the International Exhibition to be held
at Philadelphia in 1876 ... ... ... 1237
On the subject of a proposed Scheme for the
Exchange of Money Orders between India
and certain British Possessions, including
Queensland ... ... ... ... 1247
On the subject of the Re-employment of Persons
who have been pensioned under the  Super-
annuation  Act ... ... ... ...  1248
Devane, Stephen, Notice in Will 916
Dicken, Charles S., appointed Trustee Ravenswood
Cemetery 790
Dicken, Charles S., appointed Police Magistrate, Mill-
chester, Charters Towers  ... ...  995
1252
1252
1252
1252
1252
556, 646
175
204,246, 288,
157, 403, 434, 577
Western-
Appointment  of Bailiffs - vide  "  Bai liffs."
Holdings of ... ... ...
Dividends declared-
1234
Blakey, James ... ... ... ... 667
Block, Charles H. F. ... ... ... 730
Ferguson, John ... ... ... ...  1086
Friend, Henry ... ... ... ...  820,1023
Hall, Josiah ... ... ...  866,1167
Hanran, P. F. ... ... ... 618, 692, 914,1086
Hawe, William ... ... ... ... 971
Henriques, Abraham F. ... ... ... 730
Holmes and Ramsden ... ... ... 667
Leeds, Robert  C.... ... ... ... 866
Mirls, Aaron  ... ... ... ... 730
Morison, Daniel ... ... ... ... 667
Peterson and Miller ... ... ...  730
Robinson, J. D. ... ... ... ... 729, 775
Smith, A. W. Swithin  ... ... ... 914,1086
Wilson, W. A. ... ... ... ... 869
Dixon, Bernard, Notice to Creditors ... ...  403
Dolan, Patrick, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
Donations for the Museum-vide " Mines  Department."
Doonan, Cornelius, appointed Telegraph Operator, Jon-
daryan Railway  Station ... ... ... 406
Domingo, Francis, Notice in Will ... ... ... 820
Donaghen, Patrick, Notice in Will .. ... ..  916
Done, Revd. John, Notice of Removal ... ... 901
Dovonan, Michael, Notice to Creditors ... 403
Dorsey, Alexander, appointed Assistant District  Registrar,
Births, Deaths, Marriages  ... 1118
Doudney, Edwin, Resignation Medical and Health  O8'icer,
Cooktown ... ... ... ...  302
Douglas, John, returned Member of the Legislative
Assembly for Maryborough ... 740
Douglas, John, appointed Trustee Brisbane Grammar
School ... ... ... ... 1101
Dowzer, James, appointed Poundkeeper, Maryborough...  1235
Downing, William, Notice in Will ... ... ... 247
Draper, B. H., resigned Bailiff, Western District
Court  ... ... ... ... 108
Drew, Thomas C., Notice in Will ... ... ...  434
Drew, W. L. G., appointed Chairman Committee, Bris.
bane Hospital ... ... ... ...  1, 597
Droughton, Charles, appointed Trustee Drayton and
Toowoomba Commonage ... 1063
Drury, E. R., appointed Member Milton Board of
Health ... ... ... ... 656
Dungan, John, Notice to Creditors ... ... ...  403
Dunstan, Samuel, Notice in Will ... $0,109
Dunstan, Samuel, Application for Letters of Adminis-
tration ... 972
Dutton, Charles B., appointed Sheep Director,  Dawson .., 828
E.
Easton, Henry E., appointed Trustee for Land reserved
for Pastoral and Agricultural Exhibits, Goon-
diwindi .. ..  993
Easton, Henry E., appointed Sheep Director, Goondi-
windi ... ... ... ...  828
Eaton , John, appointed Sheep Director,  Wide Bay ... 828
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction-
Notices relative to-
Abbott, William ...
Ah Chong ,,.
Ah Yum ...
Axt, William ... ...
Badger ,  Eleanor P.
Badger , Joseph ... ...
Barns , John ... ...
Barrett ,  Samuel  ... ... ...
Bartholomew ,  James ... ..,
Beckman ,  William
Behan, Michael ...
Beit, William
Bennison , Edward
Blair , John Michael ...
Blakley,  James ... ...
Boon , George .. ...
Bowden, Hannah
Brian , Thomas ...
Brownley, John ...
Brown, Charles ...
Brown ,  George ...
Bulger ,  Michael ...
Burns ,  George ... ...
Byrne, William ... ... ...
Cainies ,  Emanuel ... ... ...
Carton, Joseph ... ... ...
Cattanock, J. ... ... ...
Chaffers, Fred. ... ... ...
Child, William ...
Collins, otherwise Dr. Murray, A. K.
Coll ins Otto ... ... ...
Con, Lan ... ... ...
Cooper, John ... ... ...
Copeland, William ...
Corry, Anthony ... ... ...
Corser , Edward ... ... ...
Costin , Philipp ... ... ...
Creswell , Elliott ... ...
Crowe, Charles ... ... ...
Crummy ,  James  ... ... ...
Crunawiek, J. T. W. ... ...
Cuthbertson, Robert ... ...
D'Albedyhill, Conrad G. ... ...
Deichmann ,  George ... ...
Demuse, J. ... ...
Devane, Stephen ... ... ...
Dippie, John D....
Dixon, Be rn ard  ... ... ...
Dolan, Patrick ,,. ...
Domingo,  Francis ... ...
Donaghue, Patrick ... ...
Donovan, Michael ... ...
Downing, William ... ...
Drew, Thomas C. ...
Dungan, John ... ...
Dunstan, Samuel ... ...
Eustace,  William ... ...
Fans,  Charles ... ... ...
Ferrier ,  James  ... ... ...
Fitzgerald, Robert
Fleming, William
Foot, W. Hans ... ... ...
Fraser ,  James  ... ... ...
French, William... ... ...
Frederich, Carl ... ... ...
Gil lies , John ... ...
Goodall, David  McLean ... ...
Goodwin , C. A. ...
Gunn ,  Thomas ...
Hamilton ,  James...
Hane, Fritz
Harg reaves ,  E li zabeth
Hardmann ,  Zachariah ..,
Harington ,  James ...
Haryes,  Henry ...
Hawker , William...
Heller, Robert ...
Henderson, James ,,. .,,
Howe, James ... ... ...
Hughes, David ... ... ...
Hughes, Elizabeth ,,. ,.,
Jenson, Lewis ... ... ...
John, August F. W. ... ...
Johnson, Peter ... ... ...
Ireton, Charles ... ... ...
Kavanagh ,  Alexander B. ...
Keyes ,  Elizabeth Ann ,,.
Krebs, Peter F . ... ... ...
Lacy,  Hamilton Anne Montgomery ...
Lanney J. ... ... ...
INDEX.
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Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction-continued-
Notices relative  to-continued-
... 730 Leach, Abraham ... ... ...
... 693 Lewis, William ... ... ...
403, 1123, Lewthwaite , Joseph Macalister ...
1168 Linklater, William ... ...
... 403 List, Henry ... ... ...
... 109 Little, John ...
... 409 Luaqua, Antonio... ... ...
... 403, 1290 Lucas , James  ... ... ...
... 916 Madgee, Thomas... ... ...
... 692 Mann, Alexander ... ...
... 357 Marsden , John ... ... ...
... 168 Marshall, C. H. .,. ... ...
... 168 Marshall, Michael ... ...
... 247 Marston, P. E. ... ... ...
... 403 Martin, Frederick Alexander ...
... 1124 Martin, John ... ... ...
403 Merla, Louis ...
... 617 Merritt, William, the elder ...
403 Meston, Alexander .,. ...
403 Meyor, John ... ... ...
693 Michael, Charles ... ...
403 Miller, William ..
1291 Minophrio, Henry Christopher G. ...
403 Mitchell, Thomas  B. ... ...
916 Mogk, Paul ...
403 Mooney, James ...
109 Mullen, Charles ...
403 McClure, William
693 McCoy, Lewis R.
693 McDonald, Thomas
1124 McGawin, Edward
1291 MoGawin, James Harry
403 McGawin, Matthew
916 McGowan, James
403 McJennery, John
1290 McNally, James
1168 McNally, Michael
434 Neil, James ...
916 Neill, Michael ...
693 Neill, Robert ...
693 Neilson, James ...
1124 Newbold, F. G....
916 Noble, Ann Eliza
289 Noonan, Edward...
1291 Noonan, John ...
403 Orr, Charles ...
916 Owen, John ...
403 O'Day, James ,..
403 O'Hegan, John ,.. ...
916 O'Mara, Patrick... ...
820 O'Regan, Patrick  James ...
916 Parkinson ,  James ...
403 Parrish, Henry .. ...
247 Philipps, Edward... ...
434 Poole, Walter ... ...
403 Rabza, Vicenza ... ...
30 Radford, Thomas ...
693 Reeves , George ... ...
730 Reid, Robert ,.. ...
916 Richard, Thomas ...
243 Richards, William ...
659 Roberts, Richard ...
1234 Rotuma, R. Ben ... ...
693 Roulston, W. R.... ...
403 Sandwich, Tom .. ...
916 Scanlan , Jeremiah ...
403 Scheilds, Charles... ...
678 Schmidt , Hans ... ...
... 916 School , Rodger ,., ...
... 403 Scott, Senior ... ...
... 1124 Sharf, Henry .., ...
... 403 Sharpley ,  Jesse ... ...
... 617 Silke, John ... ...
... 109 Skene, John ... ...
... 403 Smith, Henry ... ...
... 1124 Smith, Samuel Davidson ...
... 288 Smith, William ... ...
... 1204 Sohlberger, George ...
... 1290 Sondergeld, John ..,
... 1168, 1203 Soon, Hab ... ...
... 1290 Spendlove, Job ,.,
... 916 Stephenson,  Isaac ..,
... 1224 Stevens, Charles ...
971 Stone, William ...
... 693 Stretch, James .
... 1234 Stutbridge, David...
1291 Sullivan, Lawrence
... 693 Summervi ll e, Samuel ... ...
... 660 Swan , Joel ..,
... 358, 404 Tail, James
... 403 Thees, J. J. Henri
ix.
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... 403
403
358
1291
693
916
693
1204
1124
... 693, 971
... 693
... 1093
... 1234
1124
693
... 1124
916
... 168
... 403
... 403
... 1124
... 403
... 618
... 916
... 288
... 867
... 578
... 1291
... 1291
... 916
... 403
... 357
109
... 678
... 403
... 357
288
... 1291
... 867
618
... 168
... 1247, 1033
693
916
403
... 247
... 1291
... 403
... 1290
... 1124
... 1234
... 916
... 693
... 403
...  '1290
... 693
... 617
776
... 403
... 403
... 916
... 403
... 1291
... 1033
... 1124
... 1234
693
916
693
678
916
1123
916
916
916
916,1291
1124
693
1124
1124
404
403
1124
916
916
,.. 1291
... 1124
... 288
403
403
289
X.
Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction- continued-
Notices relative  to-continued-
Thomas, James ... ...
Thorne, John ... ...
Tomity, John ...
Toohill, Frederick ...
Tull, George ... ...
Ulrich, Carl ...
Vockner, Frederick ...
Wang, Alfred .. ...
Wallis, Dederick ...
Watkinson, William ...
White, William ... ...
White, William .. ...
Wildemuth, David
Wiley, William ... ...
Wise, Henry ... ...
Wood, George ... ...
Wuss, Christian ...
Yurgensen, Otto ...
Edgar,
Zobler,  Ernest
Ben'amin , appointed Engineer Surveyor, Marine
Board ... ... ... ...
Edmondstone , G., appointed Member Commission,  re
Additional Wharfage Accommodation, Bris-
bane ... ... ... ... ...
Egan , C. W., appointed Poundkeeper, St. George ...
Elliott, A. J., Notice to erect Gates... .. ...
Elliott, John, appointed Commissioner for Affidavits ...
Emson,  Henry Robert, appointed Captain No. 8 Company
Q. V. Rifles ... ... ... ...
Eustace,  William, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Eva, Revd . Richard R., registered to celebrate Marriages
Evans , A., Reward for Stolen Horses-vide also" Rewards"
Evans,  John, appointed River Pilot, Maryborough
Evans , William, appointed Commissioner for Affidavits
Execution of-
Alick,  alias  Johnny,  Polynesian
Jackey Clayson, an Aboriginal ... ...
Executive  Council-
Appointment-
Fryar, The Honorable William, to be Secretary
for Public Lands ... ... ...
Fryar, The Honorable William, to be a Member
of the Executive Council ... ...
Resignation-
Stephens, The Honorable Thomas  Blacket, as
Secretary for Public Lands
Stephens , The Honorable Thomas Blacket, as
Member of the Executive Council ...
F.
Fahey, Bartley, appointed Shipping Inspector,  Endeavour
River ... ... ... ...
Faircloth ,  George-
Appointed  Returning  Officer for the Election of
Aldermen, Maryborough Municipality ...
Appointed Warden,  Gold Fields Act ... ...
Fane , Charles, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Farley , Henry, Partnership Notice ... ... ...
Farre ll, Joseph, Partnership Notice... ... ...
Fenwick, John, appointed Member Milton Board of
Health ... ... ...
Farquharson , Charles, appointed  Trustee,  Drayton Town
Commonage ... ... ...
Ferguson , John, Dividend Notice ... ... ...
Ferrier ,  James,  Notice in Will ... .
Fife, George  Robert, appointed a Magistrate of the
Territory ... ... ...
Financial Statement-
Tables referring to ... ... ... ...
Finney ,  Isles,  and Co., Tenders accepted for Blankets ...
Fire, Careless use of, Prevention Act-
Pro6lamation  extended to Land Agent District of
Ipswich ... ... ... ...
Fitzgerald , Robert, Notice in Will ...
Fitzgerald, Robert, appointed Poundkeeper, Ipswich .
Fitzgerald ,  Thomas Henry ,  resignation  Member of the
Legislative Assembly ... ... ...
Fleming , William, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Flood, Walter, appointed Sheep Director, Warrego
District ... ... ... ...
Flynn , J. W., appointed Auditor, Dalby Municipality ...
Folkestone  Run, Notice,  re-vide  " Lands Department."
Foot, W. H., Notice in Will ,.. ,,. ...
Foote , John Clarke, Error in Deed ... ...
Forrest , E. B., appointed Member Commission,  re
Additional Wharfage Accommodation, Bris-
bane ...
Forster , E. H., Insolvency Notice .
Forsyth,  A., appointed Government Agent to accompany
Recruiting Vessels ,,.
INDEX.
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Fowles, William Lambert, appointed Trustee, Clermont
General Cemetery 1251
1291 Fox, Thomas, appointed Telegraph Operator, Gowrie
1168 Junction Railway Station ... 406
693 Fraser, Alexander, appointed Trustee, Cooktown
916 Cemetery ... ... ... ...  370
693 Fraser, James, Notice in Will ... 693
403 Freeman, Richard Thomas, admitted  Medical Prac-
971 t it ion  er ... ... ... ... 287
916 French, William, Notice to Creditors ... ...  403
109 Friedrich, Carl, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
30 Friend, Henry, Meeting of Creditors .. ... 110
820 Friend, Henry, Resignation as Magistrate of the Territory 172
1124 Friend, Henry, Dividend  Notice ... ... ... 820
617 Fryar, The Honorable William-
916 Appointed Secretary Public Lands .. ...  1095
916 Appointed Member of the Executive Council  ... 1096
693 Fullerton, James, Notice  to erect Gates .. 289
617 Furlong, C. S. W., appointed Telegraph  Station Master,
916 Bundaberg ... ... ...  2
1291 Fyvie, James Gray, admitted a Chemist  and Druggist ... 726
734
556
659
917
1118
939
693
334
168
370
693
31
914
1095
1096
1095
1095
G.
Gataker, C. F., appointed a Surveyor,  Second Class  ... 1177
Gates-
Notices to erect, at the Courts of  Petty Sessions at-
Beenleigh  ... ... ... ... 660
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  $1,868
Clermont ... ... ... ...  917
Gatton ... ... ... ...  579
Gladstone ... ... ... ...  1235
Gympie 289
Ipswich 289,  358, 435
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 776
Toowoomba ... ... ... ...  1033
Townsville ... ... ... ...  289
Warwick
...
...
... ...
694
976, 618,By the undermentioned-
Campbell, A. D.... ... ... ... 289
Cunningham and Co. ... ... ...  289
Elliott, A. J. ... ... ... ... 917
Finlay, G. C. ... ... ... ... 776
Fullerton ,  James... ... ... ... 289
Gilmour, Allen ... ... ... ...  694
Goertz,  Ernest ... ... ... ... 31
Locke,  James  ... ... ... ...  694
Loveday, George ... ... ... ...  1033
Marshall and  Slade  ... ... ...  776
Moffatt,  James ... ... ... ... 858
Mort and Crace  ... ... ... ...  579
Neilan,  Philip ... ... ... ...  1291
Ranking, R. A. ... ... ... ... 660
1057 Smith, Adam ... ... ... ...  246
Toohey, James ... ... ... ...  358
Wilson, Charles ... ... ... ...  436
176 Wilson, Joseph ... ... ... ...  1285
370 Wildash and Hutchison ... ... ...  579, 618, 660
730 Wood, Richard ... ... ... ...  694
404 Notice  re  Cancellation of Licenses-
404 Main  Road from Warwick  to Killarney ... 604
Gibson,  James,  appointed Sheep Director ... 993
556 Gibson, Rev. Th. H., authorised  to celebrate Marriages 843
Gill, Francis-
1063  Appointed Police Magistrate, Charters  Towers and
1086 Millchester  ... .. ... 127
916 Appointed Police  Magistrate ,  Ravenswood ... 993
Dillies, Hugh C., appointed Sheep Director,  Dawson ... 828
790 Gillies, James, appointed British Vice-Consul, New
Caledonia ... ... ... ... 177
979 Gullies, John, Notice to Creditors  .. ... ... 403
1225 Gilmour, Allan, Notice  to erect Gates .. 694
Godson, Rev. William T., registered to celebrate  Marriages 334
Goertz,  Ernest,  Notice to  erect  Gates  ... ... 81
695 Goeths, Frederick, Notice  re  Bill  of Mortgage ... 203
434 Golden, George L., appointed Sheep Director , Dawson
659 District ... ... ... ...  828
Gold Fields  Act of  1874-
925 Regulations ...
659 P ro clamation-
16
Leyburn a Gold Field ...  ... ... 1251
828 Government Printer-
666 Notices-
Acts for Sale-
1234  Gold Fields Act of  1874 ... ...  22
223  Insolvency  Act of  1874 ... ... 22
Poundkeepers re Remittances .. ... 169
re  Describing Brands ... 247
656 Receipts of amounts ... ... ... 31, 110, 169,
915 205,  247, 289, 358, 404, 435, 579, 619,
660,694,730,  821, 868, 917, 972,1033,
216 1087, 1124,1169, 1204,1235, 1292
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Government  Printer-continued-
Notices-continued-
Scale of Charges for insertion in the  Gazette ...  110
Statutes of the Colony for  Sale  ... ... 108
Governor , His Excellency the-
Appointments of-
Maudsley, Alfred P., as Private Secretary ... 209
MacCarthy, Richard H., Aisle-de-Camp ... 209
Commission appointing him ... ... ... 213
Oaths of Office administered at Government House 207
Notices-
Full Dress Levee at Government House ,.. 211, 881
Landing of His Excellency ... ... 171
Be Receiving Visitors ... 250
Be Receiving Ladies and Gentlemen who at-
tended the Fancy Dress Ball 1132
Be  Signal to be observed on arrival of the
"Barracouta ' at Cape Moreton ... ... 173
Goodall, David McLean, Notice in Will ... ... 578
Goodwin, Charles Augustus, Notice in Will ... ... 916
Gordon, Andrew, appointed Sheep Director, Dawson
District ... ... ... ...  828
Gordon, William, appointed Boatman Pilot, Cleveland 593
Bay ... ... ...
Gordon, William, Correction  in name 1058
Gough, Henry, appointed Bailiff, Warden Court, Pal-
merville ... ... ... .. 370
Gray, Charles H., admitted a Chemist ... ... 579
Gray, Rev. William, Notice of Removal ... ... 711
Great Northern Railway-vide "Railways."
Green, W. B., appointed Sheep Director, Burnett Dis-
trict... ... ... ... ... 827
Greenup , Alfred, appointed Sheep Director, Warwick
District .., ... ... ...  828
Gregory, Augustus C.-
Appointed  Member, Board  of Inquiry  re  Cattle,
Sheep, &c. ... ... ... ... 369
Appointed Geological Surveyor .. ...  593
Griffith, S. G., appointed  Trustee,  Leyburn Town Com-
monage  ... ... ... ... 370
Grimes , George, appointed Member, Board of Inquiry
re  Cattle, Sheep, &c. ... ... ... 369
Grimes and  Petty, Tenders accepted  for Blankets  ...  1226
Grogan ,  Michael,  Insolvency Notice ... ... 915
Gunn, Thomas, Notice to Creditors... ... ... 403
Gunn , William, appointed Inspector,  Slaughter-houses 827
Guthrie, J., appointed Member, Milton Board of Health 556
Gwynne, James J., appointed  Mining Surveyor ... 593
H.
Haig,  Farrand, Abandoned  Selection , Cardwell District 79
Haire , William, Dividend Notice ... ... ... 971
Ha ll , Josiah-
Insolvency Notice ... ... ... 357
Dividend  Notice ... ... .. .. 866
Hall , T. S., appointed  a Magistrate  of the Territory ... 1177
Holy, C. R.-
Appointed Member, Board of Inquiry  re  Cattle,
Sheep, &c. . , . .. ... 369
Appointed Sheep Director, Burnett District ... 827
Hamilton , Douglas D.-
Appointed  Registrar , Western District Court ... 556
Appointed Deputy Sheriff for  issuing Summonses
for Jurors ... ... ... ... 711
Hamilton, James , Notice in Will ... ... ... 1124
Hane,  Fritz, Notice to Creditors ... ... ... 403
Hanran , P. F., Dividend Notice ...  618, 692, 915
Hanrahan , Patrick, appointed  Trustee,  Drayton Town
Commonage  ... .. ... ... 1063
Harmer ,  Thomas , appointed Sheep Director, Warwick
District ... ... ... ...  828
Hammond , Henry W ., appointed Sheep Director,  Maranoa
District ... ... ... ...  838
Harbors and  Rivers Department-
Appointments -vide  " Appointments."
Tenders-vide  " Tenders."
Harden , Carl, appointed  Trustee,  Estate of A. W. S.
Smith ... ... ... ...  916
Harden,  IT.  S., appointed  Sheep Director, Warwick Dis-
trict ... ... ... ... .. ,  828
Hardgrave , John, appointed Member, Board of Water-
works ... 1207
Hardman, Zechariah, Notice in Will ... ... 109
Hargreaves , Elizabeth, Notice in Will ... .. 617
Harlow , Edmond-
Last Examination  in Insolvency ... ... 403
Insolvency closed ... ... ... ... 867
Application for a Certificate of Discharge ... 821
Harrington,  James,  Notice to Creditors .. 403
Harris , The Honorable George, appointed Member,
Marine Board  ... ... ... ... 733
Hart, The Honorable F. H., appointed Sheep Director,
Moreton District ... ... ...
Hart, William, appointed Returning Officer,  Mulgrave...
Hartshorne, Edmund, Annullation of Petition,  Insol-
vency ... ...
Harges, Henry, Notice in Will ... ..,
Hawker, William, Notice in Will
Haylock, Alfred, appointed Sheep Director, Kennedy
District ... ...
Health Act of  1872-
Appointment of Boards ... ... ...
Proclamations-
Extension, Breakfast Creek District ..,
Extension, Milton District ...
Regulations , Central Board of Health ...
To be in force within the Municipality of-
Brisbane ... ... ...
Maryborough
Heavy, Dominick, appointed Bailiff, Petty Debts Court,
Goondiwindi ... .
Heeney, F. X., appointed Chief Clerk, Survey Office,
vice  Huntley ... ...
Heller, Robert, Notice in Will ...
Henderson, James, Notice in Will... ... ...
Hennessey, Rev. J. D., registered to celebrate  Marriages
Henriques, A. 0., Dividend Notice... ... ...
Hetzer, Martin, appointed Sheep Director,  Norman ...
Hicks, F., Insolvency Notice ... ...
Hill, Charles, appointed Poundkeeper, St. Lawrence
Hill, H. E, appointed Sheep Director, Moreton District
Hill, Thomas H., appointed Sheep Director,  Maranoa
District
Hill, W. R. 0.-
Appointed Warden, Gold Fields Act
Appointed  a Magistrate  of the Territory
Hirst, Augustus J. F., notice to him under  The Real
Property Act of  1861
Hoelscher, Charles, appointed Telegraph Operator, Cam-
booya Railway Station ... ... ...
Holidays-
St. George's Day ... ... ... ...
St. Patrick's Day ... ... ... ...
Holland, Alfred, appointed Trustee, Morley' s Estate ...
Holland, John, Error in Deed ... ...
Homes and Ramaden, Dividend Notice ... ...
Homesteads Areas Act of  1872-
Description of Land open to Selection in the follow-
ing Land Agents' Districts-
Bundaberg ... ...
Goondiwindi ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Roma ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Stanthorpe ..,
Page.
828
993
1290
1124
288
828
406, 566
126
126
332
1058
665
266
827
1204
1291
1008
730
993
1234
775
828
828
881
881
266
406
790
594
1086
886
867
... 1179, 1209, 1255
... 1179, 1209, 1256
737, 792,  831, 885, 943
3, 81, 131, 182, 221
... 1254
Toowoomba ... 6, 78, 128, 830, 942,  995, 1062
Forfeited Selection open to Selection in the follow-
ing Land Agents' Districts-
Brisbane ... ... ... 624, 667, 701, 735, 791
Toowoomba ... 5, 78,  1059, 1101, 1133, 1178,  1208, 1253
Warwick 1059, 1101, 1133, 1178,  1208, 1253
Withdrawn from Selection-
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert ... 9
Withdrawn from Selection and brought under the
Crown Lands Alienation Act-
Brisbane ..  4, 82, 132, 183
Hood, Walter C., appointed Sheep Director, Warrego
District  ... ... ... ... 828
Horsburgh, G. and Co., Partnership Notice ... ...  358
Horton, William, appointed Land Agent, Stanthorpe ... 1057
Hospitals-
Appointments of Member of Committee ... 1,302,593
Rules and Regulations approved of-
Warwick ... ... ... ... 1115
Hope, Louis, Error in Deed ... ... ... 886
Howe, James, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1168, 1203
Hubbard, Alfred, appointed Member Committee, Bris-
bane Hospital ... ... ... ... 597
Hughes, David, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1291
Hughes, Elizabeth, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
Hughes, Joseph, appointed Sub-Collector, Customs,
Townsville ... ... ... ...  301
Hume, W. C.-
Appointed Officer, lot Class Surveyor, Darling
Downs ... ... ... ... 1101
Appointed Acting-Commissioner, Crown Lands ... 1101
I.
Jamieson, Robert, junr., Correction  in name ... ... 1058
Jenkins, Thomas, appointed Trustee Drayton Town
Commonage ... ... ... ...  1063
Jenkir s, William Vaughan, appointed Sheep Director,
Goondiwindi District ... ... „  828
xii. INDEX.
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Jensen ,  Louis , Notice in Will ... ... ... 1121
Immigration  Act of  1869-
List of Rents due ... ... ... ...
Immigration  Act of  1872-
Land Orders-
Applications for, to be received by Clerks of
Petty Sessions ... ... ... ...  22
Importation  of Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, from places beyond
the Australasian Colonies-
Proclamation  ... ... ... ...  665, 699
Impoundings at-
A llora ... ... 111, 205, 620, 1169, 1205, 1276, 1292
Banana  ... ... ... ... ... 290, 405
Blackall ... ... ... 248, 580, 695, 1088, 1125, 1169
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... 359, 731
Brisbane ... .. .. ... 290, 1088
Charleville ... 169, 248, 290, 359, 435, 620, 660, 695, 869, 1124
Clermont ... ... ... ... 32, 111, 580, 620, 777
Condamine ... ... ... ... 359, 868, 1034, 1087
Dalby ... ... 248, 359, 660, 661, 731, 777,1088
Gayndah ... ... ... ... 31, 32, 405,
695, 777, 821, 868, 1087, 1125, 1205, 1292
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ...  32, 248
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... 620, 868
Gympie ... ... ... ... 868, 869, 1034
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... 917, 1236
Ipswich ... .. ... ... 110, 247, 359,
405, 620,  695, 821, 868, 1033, 1088, 1205, 1292
Leyburn ... ... ... ... ... 868
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 1292
Mi llchester ... ... ... ... ... 917, 1169
Mitche ll  ... ... ... ... ... 196, 206, 248,
405, 580, 619, 695, 731, 777, 868,
1034, 1087, 1205, 1292, 1293
Nebo ... ... ... ... ... 111, 169, 435
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 1236
Roma  ...  ... ... ... ... 111,169, 405,
619, 695, 777, 821, 917, 918, 972, 1034, 1124, 1205
Ro llestone ... 32, 111, 205, 359, 435, 695, 777, 1169, 1205
Springsure ... ... ... 32, 248, 580, 731, 868, 1088
Stanthorpe ... ... ... 169, 359, 1087, 1205, 1236
St. George ... ... ... ... 405, 619, 731,
821, 918, 973, 1034, 1169, 1292, 1293
Surat ... ... 169, 205, 731, 821, 868, 917, 1125
Tambo ... ... 206, 580, 619, 661, 694, 777, 869
Taroom ... ... 32, 661, 695, 732, 1033, 1125, 1236
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... 31, 111, 290,
405, 580, 620, 695, 731, 732, 777, 917,
821, 973, 1124, 1125, 1205, 1236
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 110,111, 205,
206, 680, 660, 731, 973, 1034, 1088, 1169, 1292
Yaamba ... ... ... ... 31, 169, 205, 694, 1087
Insolvency  Act  of 1874, for sale at Government Printing
Office-vide  " Government Printing Office."
Insolvency Jurisdiction-vide " Supreme Court."
Intestate Estates-
Notice of Claims relating to-
Cleland, Robert, late of Maryborough ... 30
Cooper, Benjamin, late of Hornet Bank ... 30
Deek (Chinaman),  late of  Woomblebank ... 30
Dunstan, Samuel,  late of  Charters Towers ... 30
Evans, William, late of Blacks' Waterhole ... 30
Manley, William, late of Springsure ... 30
Reeves,  John, late of Oakey Creek  ... ... 30
Rogen,  Claus, late of Canal Creek ... ... 30
Sah Boo, late of Brisbane... ... ... 30
Smith, W. S., late of Oakey Creek ... ... 30
Tronson, Edward Albert, late of Forest Grove,
Thompson River ... ... ... 30
Watkinson, William, late of Brisbane ... 30
Weir, David, late of Palmer River ... ... 30
Wells, Ascase, late of Bowen ... ... 30
John, August F. W., Notice in Will ... ... 972
Johnstone, Peter, Notice in Will ... ... ...  693
Jones, G eorge  H., appointed Sheep Director, Burnett
District ... ... ... ... 8271
Ireton, Charles, Notice in Will ... 1235
Jurisdiction ,  Ecclesiastical - vide " Ecclesiastical."
Jurisdiction ,  Insolvency - vide " Supreme  Court."
Jury Act  of 1867-
Appointments under-
Hamilton ,  Douglas Douglas ...
Jury List-
Preparation of-
Western District Court .. ...
Revision of District Courts at-
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ...  657
Clermont ... ... ... ...  689
Dalby ... ... ... ... 657
Gympie 618 ,  658, 726
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 657
Maryborough  ... ... ... ...  691
Rockhampton  ... ... ... ... 775
Page
Jury  List-continued-
Revision of District Courts  at-continued-
Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ... 679, 618, 657
Todwoomba ... ... ... ...  689
Warwick ... ... ... ...  689
H.
554
Kavanagh, Alexander B., Notice in Will ... 1291
Keane, Patrick, appointed Inspector, Slaughter-houses 1177
Kelly, James, Notice,  re  Lost Deposit Slip, Australian
Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... 1124
Kelly, Peter, Insolvency Notice ... 1204
Kerr, Richard, appointed Returning Officer, Stanley ... 993
Keyes, Eliza Ann, Notice in Will .. .. ...  693
Kilgour, William, appointed Sheep Director, Peak Downs 828
King, George B., appointed Sheep Director, Dalby District 828
Knox, Thomas F., appointed  a Magistrate  of the Terri-
tory ... ... ... ... 700
Krebs, Peter F., Notice in Will ... ... ...  660
L.
Lacy, Hamilton Ann M., Notice in Will  ... 358, 403
Lady Mary Gold Mining Company, Notice of Winding-up 289
Lamb, Edward W., appointed Sheep Director, Moreton
District ... ... ... ...  828
Lands Department-
Appointment of the Honorable William Fryar,
Secretary for ... ... ... ...
Resignation of the Honorable T. B. Stephens ...
Notifications-
All  Correspondence to be addressed to the
Secretary for Public Lands 11
Area of Lot 5, for Sale by Auction  at Ipswich,
to be 70  acres  instead of  80 ... ... 945
List of Rents due ... ... ... 437
List of Leases lying at Land Agent' s Offices ...222, 738,1 211
List of Rents overdue ... ... 1035
Office to be opened at Stanthorpe ...  68,997
Pikedale Run withdrawn  f ro m Selection  $04
Be Reserves of Botanical Gardens and the
Wharf Reserves at Maryborough ... 1135
Be Boundaries of Town Reserve, Gympie ...  1213
Rules and Regulations, Ravenswood Cemetery 83
Survey of Runs ... ... ... 887
Transfer of Leases  ... ... ... 24
Transfer of Runs ... ... ... 99
Transfer of Licenses ... ... ...  24
Errors in Deeds-
Beardmore, F. J. W.... ... ... 223
Boreham, John F. ... ... ...  558
Foote, John Clarke ... ... ...  223
Holland, John ... ... ...  886
Hope, Louis ... ... ... 886
Moody, John ... . .. ... 658
O'Keefe, Patrick ... ... ... 10
O'Keefe, John ... ... ... 11
O'Leary, John ... ... ... 558
O'Neil, Lawrence ... ... ...  886
Pacey, Patrick ... ... ...  945
Peterson, Annes ... ... ...  946
Runge, Carl F. W. ... ... ... 223
Smith, Frank Henry .. ...  886
Description of Land open to Selection in the follow-
ing Land Agents' Districts under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act-
Beenleigh ... ...  4, 77,128,
178, 179, 217, 408,  656, 594,
625, 667, 701, 736, 791, 1254
Brisbane  ... ... ... ...4,6,76,77,78,
127, 128, 129, 178, 179, 217, 218, 250, 251,
252, 303, 304, 371,  625, 666, 668,
700, 702, 735, 737, 790, 792,  829, 1252, 1254
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 2, 80, 131,
181, 220, 1058, 1101,  1133, 1178,  1208, 1253
Burke ... ... ... ... ... 4, 5, 77, 78,
711
Clermont
Cooktown
128, 178,  217, 251,  303, 371, 408
... .  5,76,78,  127,
128, 217,  250, 303
... . 10, 88, 138,
188, 228,  378, 664
Gympie ... ... ... ...  5,77,78,  127,
177, 178, 216, 217, 250, 251, 303, 371,  694, 624,
625, 66w, 701, 735, 736, 791,  1178, 1208,  1253
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 4, 77, 128,
178, 831, 942, 996, 1062,
1103, 1178, 1208,  1252, 1253
Maryborough  ...  ...  ...  594, 625,  667,
701, 736, 791, 1180
Rockhampton ... ... ... 6, 78, 1263, 1254
677
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Lands  Department - continued-
Description of Land open to Selection in the follow-
ing Land Agents' Districts under
Tice Crown Lands Alienation Act-
Springsure  ... ... ... ..  1252
Stanthorpe ... ... ... 828, 829, 831,
Toowoomba
Warwick
882, 883, 884, 941, 942, 994,
995, 996,  1059, 1062,  1101, 1133
,,, 4,77,128,
178, 666, 700, 735, 791, 829,
830, 883, 884, 941, 994,1061
,,, ,.• ... 5, 78, 171,
218, 251, 666, 700, 735,
791, 829, 1207, 1252
Forfeited Selection in the following Land Agents'
District-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... 3,177,594
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 3, 76, 408,
594, 623, 666, 700, 734, 939, 1058, 1172, 1252
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 3, 302, 1059
Clermont ... ... ... ... 76
Dalby ... ... ... ...  624
Gympie ... ... ... 76, 177, 594,
623, 734, 1178
Ipswich ... ... ... ... 76, 594,1132,
1178,1252
Maryborough ... ... ... 76, 594, 666,
700, 734, 1132, 1208
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 594
Roma  ... ... .. ... 666, 700, 734,
1178
Springsure  ... ... ...  ... 1252
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 666, 700, 734,
939, 1059
Townsville ... ... ... .. 1252
Warwick ... ... ... ... 666, 700, 734
1059, 1178, 1252
Lands Reserved-
Aborigines, Mackay ... ... ... 626
Camping-
Burnett Riser ... ... ... 9
Burrum River ... ... ... 7
County of Stanley ... 1181
Camping and Railway Station, County of
Aubigny 11
Camping and Crossing Place, County of Merivale 886
Camping of Travelling Stock, Parish of Roma 7
Cemeteri es-
'Charters Towers ... ... ... 371
Cooktown ... ... ... 1135
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... 595
Central Queensland Graziers' and Farmers'
Society 1180
Commonage-Walsh River, Palmer River Gold
Fields  ... ... ... ...  886
Cricketing  Purposes-
Parish of-
Chuwar ... ... ...  596
Gympie ... ... ... 83
Deodorising Night Soil ... .. 10
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society .. .. ...  8
Extension  Maryborough Hospital  Reserve ... 702
Ferry, Parish of Albert ... ... 6
Fitzroy Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticul-
tural Society 6
Grammar Schools, Toowoomba ... ... 10
Gravel, Parish of Albert ... 7
Immigration Barracks, Maryborough ... 223
Landing Place,  Raglan  Creek, Port Curtis
Dist ri ct ... ... ... ...
National Schools-
Parish of-
83
A llora ... ... ... ... 702
Darlington ... ... ... 1213
Esktown ... ... ... 10
Goolman ... ... ... ; 8
Isaac ... ... ... 10
Ki llarney ... ... ... 408
Meringandan ... ... ... 945
Mi llchester ... ... ... 595
Nerang  ... ... ... 702
Pratten ... ... ... 7
South Brisbane ... ... ... 9
Surat  ... ... ... 12
Tiffin ... ... ... 702
Warner ... ... ... 702
Fortitude Valley ... ... ... 10
Kelvin Grove Road ... ...  9
Police Paddocks-
Parish of Roma ... ... ... 9
Parish of  Roma ,  as Amended ... ... 793
Talavera Run  ... ... ...  1136
Lands  Department-continued-
Lands  Reserved- continuei-
Public Pound-
Town of-
Page.
Boolburra ... ... ..  183
Mitchell ... ... ... 221
St. Lawrence  ... ... ... 183
Public Purposes, Parish of Howard ... 702
Quarries-
Parishes of-
Bowenville, No. 2 and No. 3 ... 11
Oxley ... ... ... 557
Racecourse, Parish of Albert .. ...  82
Rafting Ground, Parish of Tantitha ... 83
Railway Reserves, Parish of Cambooya ... 11
Railway Camp Reserve-
Parishes of-
Tooth ... ... ... 11
Toowoomba ... ... ... 11
Watts ... ... ... 7
Railway Purposes-
Parishes of-
Gracemere ... ... ...  372
Leslie ... ... ... 1135
Oxley ... ... ... 945
Stanwell  ... ... ...  372
Recreation  Purposes-
Parish of North Brisbane ...  9, 183
Reserve No. 16, Parish of Drayton 792
Roads, Paddock, and Depot, Parish of Clermont 596
Road Purposes, Parish of  Tarampa .. 595
Road and Railway Purposes, Road from War-
wick to Stanthorpe ... ... ... 7
Sewerage , Parish of North Brisbane 595
Show Ground for the Agricultural Society of
Southern Queensland, Parish of Boyd ... 409
Timber-
Parishes of-
B ri llie  ... ... ... ...  252, 253
Crows' Nest ... ... ... 793
Grandchestor ... ... ... 557
Maroochy ... ... ...  6,183, 252
Mooloolah ... ... ... 7, 8, 800
Mutdapilly ... ... ... 183
Redcliffe ... ... 656
Gympie Road, between Mount Coochin
and Mellum Creek ... 183
Main Road, Brisbane to Gympie ... 252
Timber for Bridge Purposes, Parish of  Tinana 373
Timber and Gravel, Parish of Albert ... 132
Timber and Quarry, Half of Wivenhoe Run 6
Townships-
Clermont ...
Gympie .
On Hoganthulla Creek
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ...
Taroom ...
3
1102
79
883
736
1061
Thorgomindah ... ... ...  2
Tramway for Railway Purposes, Parish of
Bowenville ... ... ... 11
Water
Parish of-
Abington ... ... ... 103
Beaudesert  ... ... ...  9
Cawarral ... ... ... 7
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Philipps, Edward, Notice to Creditors ... 403
Philps,  James , appointed Sheep Director, Springsure
District ... ... ... ... 1252
Pietzeker ,  Hugo , appointed Returning Officer, Logan ... 993
Pikedale  Run-vide  " Lands Department."
Police Department-
Boundaries  of Police Districts-
Cardwe ll  ... ... ... ... 383
Cook ... ... ... ... ... 383
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 383
Warwick and Allora ... ...  383
Notices-
Sale of Unclaimed Property,  Mackay  ...  22, 108
Pol li ng Places  for the  East  Moreton Election  ...  1127
Polynesian  Laborers Act-
Appointments under-
Craig ,  Charles C .... ... ... ...  734
De Bovis , Esprit Jean  ... ... ...  734
Forsyth, Archibald ... ... ... 261
Lloyd, Thomas B. ... ... ... 1132
Lynda, Henry G. ... ... ... 881
Moffatt , Adam ... ... ... 1207
Mortimer , Albert ... ... ...  881
MacGavin , R. ... ... ... ...  1132
Shaw , William T. ... ... ... 302
Slade , John ... ... ... ... 881
Tassie , William ... ... ... 76
Poole, Walter , Notice in Will ... ... ... 1291
Porteus,  Rev. D .,  Registe re d  to celebrate  Marriages ... 646
Postmaster -General's  Department-
Notices-
Amendment of No. 7, Electric Telegraph Regu.
lations ,  re  Messages  beyond limit of delivery 233
Amendment of Clause 14, No. 6, of the  Postage
Act ... ... ... ... ...  1194
List of Unclaimed Letters... ... ... 155, 276,
426, 761, 1018, 1153
Meteo ro logical  Observations 153, 238,
268, 354, 401, 614, 725, 818, 966,
1016, 1152, 1198, 1232, 1287
Opening and  Closing of Money Orders-vide
11Money Orders."
Summary  of Rainfall ... ... 28, 102,
202, 422, 760, 864, 1084
Telegrams  to receive at the General Post Office 17
Transmission  of Money Orders by Telegram ... 1269
Appointments-vide " Appointment."
Tenders Invited and Accepted- vide "  Tenders."
Poundkeepers-
Appointed-
Dowzer , James, Maryborough ... ...  1235
Egan,  C. W., St. George ... ... 659
Fitzgerald, Robert, Ipswich ... ... 659
Hill, Charles, St. Lawrence ... ... 775
Johnstone, Robert, Beenleigh ... ...  384
Office."
Publicans' Annual Licensing Meeting-
A llora ... ... ...
Banana ... ... ...
Beenleigh ... ... ...
Blackall ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ...
Brisbane ... .. ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Condamine ...
Dalby ...
Gatton ...
Georgetown...
Gladstone ...
Goodna .
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Inglewood ...
Ipswich ...
Leyburn ...
Logan
Maryborough
Millchester ... ... ...
Nanango
Norm snton ...
Rockhampton
Springsure ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ...
St. Lawrence ...
Surat ...
Taroom ... ... ...
Tenningering ... ...
Toowoomba ...
Warwick .
Public Holidays,  vide  " Holidays,"
729
667
970
618
657
866
169
802
1007
416
416
108
993
870
820
971
596
869
699
788
176
176
665
1261
666
1264
sv& INDEX,
Page.
Pugh, T .  P., Police Magistrate ,  Goondiwindi, to be a
Justice to give consent to Marriages ... 658
Purce ll,  Herbert C.,  admitted Medical  Practitioner ... 970
Purchase, Edward ,  admitted  a Chemist and Druggist ... 1167
Q.
Queensland  Turf Club ,  application  for a  Bill-vide
" Bills."
R.
Rabza ,  Vizenco,  Notice in Wi ll  ... ... ...  693
Radford ,  Thomas , Notice in Will ... ... ... 617
Raff, Alexander-
Appointed  Sheep Director ,  Moreton District 828
Ap iomted Member Board  Enquiry Cattle, Sheep, &c. 369
Railways-
Noti fications-
Construction of Section 4, Great Northern,
pro ceeded  with ... ... ...
List  of Lost Property ... ... ...
400
Maps and Books of Sections 5, 6, 7,
,
8, have
been app ro ved of
Rates of  Coals  ...
... ... ...
231
240, 271, 351,
425, 571, 615
842
606
Rate of Flour, Warwick snd Hendon to Dalby 644
Rates of Passengers and Goods  ... ...  842
Season Tickets  ... ... ... ... 842, 900,
952,  1007, 1077,  1114, 1146,  1192, 1224,  1268
Stopping at Level Crossing, Moggill Ferry ... 606
.Tenders-vide " Tenders." -
Time Table, Southern and Western Railway .. 29, 106, 154,
201, 239, 272, 349, 1200, 1230, 1236
Time Table, Great Northern Railway .. 30, 107, 165,
200, 241, 273, 349, 399, 426, 572, 616, 656, 687, 724, 761,
819, 866, 912, 964, 1020,1083, 1122,1153,1201,  1229, 1284
Traffic Earnings  ... ... ... ...  30,105,  155,
200, 241, 273, 350, 402, 426, 572, 616, 656, 687, 724, 761,
819, 865, 912, 963,  1020, 1083,  1122,  1153, 1199, 1231,  1288
Ramsey , J. B. P. H.-
Appointed District Registrar firths, Deaths, and
Marriages  ... ... ... ...  383
Appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ... 693
Resigned Trustee, Ravenswood Cemetery  ...  790
Rankin, R. A., Notice to erect Gates ... ... 660
Real  Property Act of  1861-
Notices to bring Property under .. ... 105,151, 200,
241, 266, 348, 402, 421, 672, 613, 655, 688, 726, 759,
819, 865, 901, 902, 1016, 1083, 1123, 1197, 1199, 1231
Real Property Transfer Office-
Notices-
Mackay, H., licensed a Surveyor ... ... 711
Matthew, R. H., licensed a Surveyor ... 901
McLennan, G. G., licensed a Surveyor ... 383
Mossman, G., licensed a Surveyor  ... ... 147
North, Roger, licensed 's Surveyor ... ... 245
Williams, J. K., licensed a Surveyor ... 1008
Dispensing with production of Instruments ... 334, 203,
333, 334, 1079, 265
Issue of Provisional Certificate of Title ... ... 748
Issue of Provisional Deeds of Grants ... ... 420, 748, 802
Registrar-General's Department-
Appointments-vide "Appointments."
Appointments of District Registrars Births, Deaths,
and Marriages-vide " Births."
Buckley, P., Error in Name ... ... ... 568
Clergymen, List of, to celebrate Marriages-vide
" Marriage."
Reeds, David, appointed Trustee, Cooktown Cemetery ... 1132
Reeves, George, Notice in Will .. ... ... 776
Reid, Robert, Resignation, Magistrate of the Territory 406
Reid, John, Notice to Creditors ... ... 403
Reid, Wm., appointed Trustee Estate of Th. Dawson ... 1167
Remount Horses, Standard Price in the Bengal Presi-
dency ... ... ... 250
Resignations-'
Abbott, H. P., Member Board of Education ... 666
Borthwick, J., Magistrate of the Territory ... 994
Buzacott, C. H., Member Legislative Assembly ... 581
Clark, W. P., Magistrate of the Territory ... 1058
Cusack, W. G. K., Trustee Ravenswood Cemetery 790
Cruickshank, J., British Vice-Consul, New Caledonia 177
Doudney, Edwin, Medical and Health Officer, Cook-
town ... ... ... ... 302
Draper, B. H., Bailiff Western District Court 108
Friend, Henry, Magistrate of the Territory ... 177
Fitzgerald, T. H., Member Legislative Assembly ... 925
Manning, A. W., Visiting Justice, Brisbane Gaol ... 177
Moreton, The Hon. B. B., Member Legislative
Assembly  ... ...  ..# ... 663
Resignations-continued-
Nind, P. H„ Member Legislative Assembly
Ramsey, J. P. B. H., Trustee Ravenswood Ceme-
Page.
697
tery ... ... ... ... ... 790
Reid, Robert, Magistrate of the Territory ... 406
Ryan, J. M., Trustee Ravenswood Cemetery ... 790
Stephens, The Hon. T. B.-
Member Legislative Assembly ... ... 1056
Secretary Public Lands ... ... 1095
Member Executive Council ... 1095
Townsend, William, Magistrate of the Territory ... 302
Returning Officers-
Appointment of-
Affieck, George, Electoral Disrict of Darling
Downs  .. ... 302
Baynes, William, Electoral District of Bulimba 127
Brand, Charles H., Electoral District, Fassi-
fern  ... ...  993
Cameron, John, Electoral District, Mitchell ... 993
Hart, William, Electoral District of Mulgrave 993
Kerr, Richard, Electoral District  of Stanley  ...  993
Parker, J. Augustus, Electoral District of
Burk e ... ... ... ... 993
Piet.zcker, Hugo, Electoral District  of Logan ... 993
Sandrock, G. F., Electoral District  of Bowen ... 928
Revenue-
Abstract of Disbursements ... ... ...  122
Comparative Statements ... ... ... 117
Rewards, Government and Private-
Birkbeck, C ; Stolen Horses ... ... ...  435, 619
Burke, Michael , Stolen Horses  ... ... ...  619
Evans ,  A., Stolen Horses  ... ... ...  168
Mackenzie ,  Bros ,  Stolen Horses  ... ...  108
Newdeck, F .  S., Stolen Horses  ... ...  577, 619
Oddie, H. J., and Co., whereabout  of M. Taaffe  ... 1087
Thomas, J., Stolen Horses • ... ... ...  973
Young, Jacob , Stolen Horses  ... ... ... 147
Rich, C. W., appointed  Commissioner ,  Affidavits ... 693
Rich C. W,, appointed Shipping Inspector, Gladstone ... 1069
Richards, Henry, appointed Sheep Director , Springsure
District  .. ... ...
Richards Thomas, Notice to Creditors
Richards, William, Notice in Will ...
... ...
1252
403
916
Ridler, Robert R., appointed Sheep Director,  Burnett
District ... ... ... ...  827
Rifle  Brigade,  No. 8 Company-vide " Volunteers."
Riley, Michael, appointed Trustee Central Queensland `•• •
Graziers'  and Farmers ' Society ... ... 1177
Roads-
Closing .. ... ...  266, 348, 398,
421, 569, 609, 649, 681, 713, 715, 749,  793,808, 832,
833, 892 ,  893,944,946,947,996,997,999,1000,1068,
1070,  1105, 1107,  1135,1137, 1138,1140, 1182,1185,
1186,  1215, 1216, 1217, 1218,  1259,  1261, 1262
Final Notices ... ... ... ...  16, 261, 381,
567, 801, 841, 1113, 1145, 1191
First Notice  ...  ... ...  23, 100, 148,
267, 349, 565, 570, 610, 611, 613, 647, 649, 650, 651,
715, 716, 717, 749, 751, 752, 753, 759, 803,807, 912,
1010, 1148,  1149, 1150,  1279, 1283
Lands Reserved  for-vide  "  Lands Reserved."
Proclaimed  open  ... ... ..  883, 940, 991,
Second Notice
1061,  1103, 1179,  1209, 1255
14, 15, 16,
261, 380, 417, 644, 676, 709, 840,
1075, 1076, 1144, 1190, 1221
Roberts, Richard, Notice in Will ... .. ... 403
Robertson, Robert, appointed Accountant, Works Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... 177
Robinson,  James  D., Meeting of Creditors ... ... 205
Robinson, James D., Dividend Notice ... ... 729, 776
Rose Joseph, Partnership Notice ... ... 246
Rose, William A., appointed Bailiff, Western District
Court  ...  ... ... 108
Rose, William A., appointed Bailiff, Small Debts Court 108
Ross,  W. A., Meeting of Creditors ... ... ...  916
Rose,  Thomas N., appointed Poundkeeper, Stanthorpe ... 657
Rotunda, Ben, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1291
Roulston, Robert, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1033
Runge, Carl F., Error in Deed ... ... ... 223
Runs-
Application, Renewal of  Leases ...  ... 13, 140, 190
Appraised for Renewed Leases ... ... ... 13, 140, 190
Boundaries ... ... .. ... 1135, 1215
Forfeited and Open for Selection under  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act ... ... ...  1060,
1134,1180
Licenses granted for Pastoral purposes ... ... 312
Lists of Transfers ... ... ... 99, 712, 713
Lists of Payments for the Survey of Runs-
Unsettled District ... ... ...  648, 714,
List of Surveys
955, 1009
... 626
INDEX.
Runs-continued-
Resumed-
Page.
Smith, Saml. D., Notice in Will ..,
For Police Paddock .., ... ,.. 1135
For Township ... ... ... ...  6, 83, 738,
996, 997
Sales of Surveyed Runs by Auction ... ... 335, 385,1270
Sales of Uusurveyed Runs by Auction ... ... 340, 390,1280
Russe ll, Daunt, and Co., Insolvency Notice .. ... 692
Rutherford, J. A., appointed Trustee, Charters Towers
Cemetery ... ... ... ...
Rutledge, Rev. Arthur, Minister authorised to Celebrate
Marriage  ... ... ... ..
Ryan, J. M., resigned Trustee, Ravenswood Cemetery ...
Ryan ,  Law re nce B .,  appointed Trustee, Ravenswood
Cemetery
Ryan , W. J., appointed Trustee, Charters Towers
Cemetery ... ... ...
S.
Samwell , William-
Appointed Mining Registrar, Ravenswood
Appointed District  Registrar , Births, Deaths, and
Marriages  ... ... ...
Bandsman , The Honorable G., appointed Sheep Director,
Warrego District ..
Sandrock, G. T., appointed Returning Officer, Electoral
District of Bowen ... ... ...
-Sandwick, Tom, Notice in Will ... ...
Sapsford , A. F., admitted a Chemist and Druggist ...
Savings  Bank-
Notices-
Branches  Open ... .. ... ...
To Depositors ...
Scanlan , Jeremiah, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Schneider , C. W., appointed 6th Tidewaiter, Customs,
Brisbane ...
Schmidt,  Hans , Notice in Will ... ... ...
School, Rodger, Notice in Will ... ...
Schools of Art-
Appointment of Trustees-
Maryborough ... ... ... ...
Statement  of Receipts and Expenditure, Ipswich
Seortechini ,  Reverend B., Notice of Removal... ...
Scott,  Andrew, appointed Sheep Director,  Dawson
District ... ...
Scott, James  H., appointed Sheep Director ,  Kennedy
District .., ...
Scott, John-
Appointed Member Milton Board of Health ...
Appointed Trustee, Brisbane Grammar School ...
Scott , Senior,  Notice  in Will ...
Season  T ickets - vide  " Railways."
Selke , John, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Sellheim , P., Police  Magistrate , Palmerville, to give
consent to  Marriage
Shareholders, Meeting of, of the Peak Downs Co-
operative Company ... ...
Sharf , Henry, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Sharpley,  Jesse,  appointed Sheep Director,  Maranon ...
Sharpley, Jesse, Notice in Will
Shaw , J. Mackenzie, appointed Deputy Registrar, Vice
Admiralty Court ... ...
Shaw ,  Win.  T., appointed Government Agent to accom-
pany Recuiting Vessels ... ..,
Sheep Directors- vide  11 Diseases  in Sheep Act."
Sheilds, Charles, Notice in Will
Simpson,  William J., Correction in Name ... ...
Skene , John, Notice in Will .., ... ...
Skinner and  Co., Partnership Notice
Slade , John, appointed Government Agent to accompany
Recruiting Vessels .., ... ...
Slaughter House-
Appointment of Inspectors-
Byrne, Michael, Cooktown... ... ...
Brannelly, P., Rockhampton ... ...
Gunn, William, Ipswich ... ... ..
Keane , P., Stanthorpe ... ... ...
Smyth, Thomas, Roma ... ... ...
Walsh, John, Goondiwindi .
Sly, George J., appointed Commissioner for taking
Affidavits ... ... ...
Sma ll  Debts  Court  Rules , Beenleigh and Nerang ...
Smith, Adam, Notice to erect Gates ,,,
Smith , A. W. S., Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Smith , C. E., appointed Commissioner Affidavits
Smith  Charles R., appointed  a Magistrate  of the Terri-
tory  ... ...
Smith,  Frank  H., Error in Deed ... ... ...
Smith , Henry, Notice in Will ,.. ... ...
Smith , John S., appointed Surgeon No. 8 Company
Queensland Volunteer  Rifles ,,,
Smith, Win., Notice in Will
Smyth, Thomas, appointed Inspector , Slaughter -houses
Snell, John C., to be Justice to  give consent to Mar-
riage ...
Sohiberger, George, Notice in Will .., ... ,..
Sondergeld, John, Notice in Will ... ... ..,
Soon, Hab, Notice in Will ... .,,
Southerden, E. B., Correction in Name
370 Speech, Opening, of Parliament ... ...
Spence, Reverend R. W., Registered  to celebrate
843 Marriages  ... ... ... ...
790 Spendlowe, Job, Notice in Will .,. ,., ...
Spreckley, Chas., Notice in Will
790 Staiger, Karl Theodor, appointed  Member Board of
Enquiry Cattle, Sheep, &c.
870 St. George, Howard, appointed Commissioner under
the  Common Law Process Act ..
Stephen, S. A., appointed Commissioner for Affidavits...
Stephens, The Honorable T. B.-
mix
Pale.
916,1291
1124
1177
659
693
1124
1124
216
871
1147
404
971
869
970
1118
Appointed Member Board of Education... ... 694,665
Resignation as--
881 Member of the Legislative Assembly ...  1055
Secretary Public Lands ... ...  1095
1118 Member of the Executive Council ... ...  1095
Stephenson,  Isaac , Notice to Creditors ... ...  403
828 Stevens , Charles, Notice in Will  ... ... ... 1124
Stewart, George, appointed Telegraph Operator, Oakey
923 Creek Railway Station 406
1124 Stewart, R. M., appointed Member Board  re  Additional
1167 Wharf Accommodation,  Brisbane... ... 656
Stewart, R. W., to be a Justice to give  consent to
Marriage  ... ... ... ...  659
17 Stolen  Goods- vide  " Rewards."
17 Stolen or Strayed  Horses -vide " Rewards."
1234 Stone, William, Notice in Will ... 916
Stretch , James , Notice in Will .. ... ..  916
370 Stuart, James W., Correction  in Name  ... ... 790
916 Stutridge, D., Notice in Will ... ... ... 1291
693 Sullivan ,  Lawrence ,  Notice in Will ...  ... ...  1124
Summerville, Samuel, Notice in  Will ... ... 288
Supreme Court-
788, 822 Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction- vide " Ecclesiastical
274 Jurisdiction."
1226 Insolvency Jurisdiction-
828
Annullation of Petition-
Hartshorne,  E. ... ... ...
Application for Discharge-
1290
828 Harlow,  E, ... ... ... ... 821
Pritchard, A. B. ... ... ... 971
556 Wilson ,  William  A. ... ... ... 1289
1101 Appointments of Trustees-
578 Baur, Frederick ... ... ...  820
Harden, Carl ... ... ...  916
916 Holland, Alfred  ... ... ... 1088
Marks, Adolphus ... ... ... 1167
1087 Reid, William ... ... ... 1167
Turner, John  S. ... ... ... 288
973 Closed-
916 Harlow,  E. ... ... ,.. 867
828 Last Examination-
1124 Dowden, George ... ... ... 1087
694
Hannan, P. F. ... ... ... 1290
Harlow, Edmond ... ... ...  403
Pritchard, A. B. ... ... ... 820
302 W ilson, W. A. ... ,., ... 867
Meeting of  Creditors-
693 Ashfield, A. ... ... ... 916
790 Adams, J. L. ... ... ... 692
916 Ah Yin  ... ... ,.. ... 915
108 Brown, J. E., ... ... 915
881
Clark, W. P. ... ... ... 971
Dawson, Thomas ... ... ...  916
Deering, James  ... ... ... 249
Forster, G. H. ... ... ... 915, 1086
1177 Friend, H. .., ... ... 110
1177 Grogan,  M. ... ... ... 915
827 Ha ll , J. ... ... ... 357
1177 Hicks,  F. 1234
1177 Kelly, P. ... ... 1204
790 Lehane, T. ... ... ... ... 1289
Long, John  ... ... ... ... 578
1203 • McDonald, James, and A . Ross ... 578
607 McKelliget, R. ... ... ... 729
246 McSweeney , E. ... ... 1289
204 Moxley, T. C. ... ... .., 1032
1118 • Pennycuick, A. K. ... ... 776
Robinson, J. D. ... ... • 205
700 Bussell Daunt, and Co . ... ... 692
886 Smith, A. W. S. ... ... .., 204
916 Taylor, Henry ... ... ...  1032
Weisser, D. .. , ... ... 971
556 Westgarth aid Co. ,,. .,. ..,  1128
U,
Supreme  Court-continued-
In Intestacy-
Notice to Creditors- vide  " Intestate Estates."
Return of Amounts Received, Paid, and Balance
on Hand ... ... ...
Letters of Administration-
Relative to-
Anderson, Charles J.... ... ...
Dunstan ,  Samuel  ... ... ...
Hogarty, John ... ... ...
Notifications-
Commissioners for Affidavits, appointed-vide
" Commissioners."
Commissioners under the  Common Law Process
Act-vide " Common Law Process Act."
Fees,  Plaintiffs and Defendants ...
Fees for Administering Oath of Allegiance ...
Holdings of Northern Courts-
In Equity; Donald Ross
Money paid into Court to be kept at
Bank of New South Wales ...
Trades Mark Act of  1861-
Registrations under-
Martin, A. .. ... ... ...
Perry, Davis, and Co.... ... ...
Sup re me Court , New South Wales-
Insolvency Notice, Estate of--
Little, Dugald ... ...
Surveyor -General's Departments-
Surveyors Licensed-
Matthew, R. H.... ... ...
Mackay, Herbert ... ... ...
Mossmann, George ... ... ...
McLennan, G. G. ... ... ...
North, Roger ... ... ... ...
William, J. V. ... ... ...
Swan , Joel, Notice to Creditors
Swayne,  H. W., Admitted a Medical Practitioner ...
T.
Taffe, Michael, Reward  offered  re  his whereabout
Tait, James , Notice to Creditors ...
Tallon, Robert, appointed a Magistrate of the Territory
Tassie,  William, appointed Government Agent to accom-
pany Recruiting  Vessels ... ... ...
Taylor, Henry, Insolvency Notice ...
Tenders-
Accepted-
Blankets ...
B re ad ...
Brushware ...
Great Coate ...
Groceries  ... ... ...
Ironmongery ... ... ... ...
Milk ..
Mutton and Beef ...
Stationery ...
Surveyor  a Material
Ship Chandlery ... ...
Vegetables ... ...
Invited-
Additional Police Barracks, Rockhampton ...
Addition to Court House, St. George ...
Blankets, Extra St ro ng Brown ... ...
Blankets for Aborigines ...
Bonded Store-
Cooktown ... ...
Mackay ...
Booking and Telegraph Office, Indooroopilly ...
Booking and Telegraph Office and Platform,
Toowong ... ... ...
Book Stall, Brisbane Station ... ...
Book Stall, Toowoomba Station ...
Bridges-
Balonne River ...
Pioneer River ... ...
Timber for-
Waterford, Logan River ...
Yatala, Albert River ... ...
Brushware ... ... ... ...
Calico, Duck ...
Carriage Shed, Railway Terminus, Brisbane ...
Clocks, Regulating &c., and Watches
Clocks, Winding and Regulating, Public Offices
Coats, Great, for Turnkeys and Warders ...
Conveyance  of Mails  from S. and W. Railway
Terminus  to G. P. Office
Cottage for Assistant Surgeon, Lunatic Asylum
Cottage for Gatekeeper , Oxley Point
Cottage for Lightkeeper ,  Cowan Cowan Point
Cottage for  Pilot,  Port  Curtis ... ...
INDEX.
Page.
Tenders-continued-
Invited-continued-
Page.
Cottage for Station Master, IndooroopilIy ... 328
Cottage for Station Master, Toowong ... 329
103 Cottage for Workmen on S. and W. Railway 675
Court House-
Gympie ... ... ... ... 13, 92, 142
659 Townsvi lle ... ... ... ... 708
972 Engine Turn-table and Engine Pit, Brisbane ... 604
1087 Gaol, Townsville ... ... ... ... 1065
Goods Shed, Indooroopilly and Toowong ... 91
Horse  and Carriage Loading Bank, Terminus,
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 1188
Immigration Barracks, Maryborough ... 13
Immigration Depot, Townsville ... ...  231
693 Ironmongery ... ... ... ...  361
1123 Kerosene Bond to Lease ... ... ... 17
Lands Office, Warwick ... ... ... 141
1291 Lockup and Police Quarters, Gympie ... 13
Lockup and Police Quarters, Surat ... ... 14
1204 Old Metal Sheeting from Dredge, Lytton ... 953
Police Stations-
Hawkwood ... ... ... ... 141
1283 Neusa ... ... ... ... 140
820 Oxley West ... ... ... ... 140
31
Repairs-
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich  ... ... 1220
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... 799
Shed, Queen's Wharf... ... ... 1111
Schools-
886 Doughboy Creek, Detached Kitchen and
668, 827 Bedroom ... ... ... ...  1203
107 East Oxley, School House ... 576
384 Gatton, School House and Teacher' s Resi-
147 dence ... ... ... ...  1203
945 Jondaryan, School House and Teacher's
403 Residence. . . ... ... ... 1079
1167 Meringandan, School Building... ... 776
1087
403
790
Nerang Creek, School  Building ...  356,676
Old Cleveland Road, School  Room 420
Southern and Western Railway, School
Houses ... ... ... ... 744
South Pine School House and Teacher's
Residence... ... ... ...  1203
Warwick, Shelter Shed and Furniture ... 147
Sewer in Makerston street ... ... 744
Ship Chandlery  ...  ... ...  361
1032 Stables, Murphy's Creek, Walloon ... ... 141
Stationery ... ... ...  361
Steam Dredge, Harbors and Rivers Depart-
1225,1226  ment ... ... ... 95
49 Surveyors'  Material  ...  ... ... 361
646 Tank Stand, Terminus,  Brisbane  Station ... 1075
954 Temporary Goods Shed, Brisbane Station ... 951
50 Temporary Engine Shed and Pit,  Brisbane
646 Station  ... ... ... ...  1142
50 Telegraph Offices-
49 Beenleigh ... ... ... ... 1005
646 Nerang ... ... ... ... 1005
646 St. George ... ... ... ...  1188
646 St. Lawrence  ... ... ...  1220
50 Surat ... ... ... ... 1188
Tewantin ... ... ... ...  668
140 Telegraph and Post Office- `
1188 Tiaro  ... ... ... ...  799
1008 Telegraph Lines-
1079 Junction Creek to Palmer ,.. ... 17
Mackay to Flat-top Island ... ... 710
897 Timber for Embankment, Mackay ... ...  606
1075 Upholstery ... ... ... ...  361
191 Theses, J. J. H., Notice in Will ... .. ...  289
Thomas, James, Notice in Will ... ... ...  1291
92 Thomas, J., Notice of Reward ... ... ...  973
1193 Thomas, Nicholas W., admitted a Chemist and Druggist 970
193 Thorn, John, appointed Sheep Director, Moreton Dis-
trict .. ... ... ... ...  828
13, 1111 Thorne, John, Notice in Will ... ...  1168
14, 92, 142 Tiaro, Petition, Town Common  (vide  also "Petition"}..,  372
Timber Licenses-vide " Licenses."
1264 Time Table, Railways-vide " Railways."
1264 Tom, Henry--
361 Appointed a Magistrate to give  consent to Marriage 669
1285 Appointed Sheep Director, Warrego  District ... 828
708 Tomity, John, Notice in Will ... ... ... 693
141 Toohey, James, Notice to erect  Gates ... 358
141 Toohill, Frederick, Notice in Will ... ... ... 916
802 Tooth, Robert, Partnership Notice ... ..  436
Toowoomba No. 8 Company, Q. V. R. Corps, Services
1147 offered accepted ... ... ... 177
675 Tosh, James, appointed Sheep Director,  Gladstone Dis-
92 trict ... ... ... ... ...  828
897 Toussaint, Charles W., appointed Sheep Director, Peak
416 Downs District  ... ... ... 828
76
INDEX. tzi.
Town Common-
Leyburn-
Trustees  appointed of-
Bell, C.
Castles, James ...
Castles,  John ,,,
Griffith, S. G.
McLeod, A.
Towns Police Act-
P ro visions of, Extended to-
Cardwell .,.
Charters Towers ,,, ,,.
Millchester ...
Town Reserves-vide "Lands Reserved."
Townley, William, appointed Captain No. 2 Company
Q.V.A.
Townsend, William, resignation Magistrate of the Terri-
tory
Trades Mark, Registration under-vide " Supreme
Court."
Travis, Robert, appointed Sheep Director, Wide Bay
District ,.. ..
Treasury-
Abstract of Disbursements-
Quarterly and Yearly
Quarterly ... ...
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAuRicE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
j N pursuance of the thirty-third section of  " 77ze
1 Mineral Lands Act oj '1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES  O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands comprised  in the forfeited Mineral Selection
hereunder  described, shall be set apart  as areas for
Mining Licenses  under the said Act, and shall be
available for  claims under such licenses , on and
after  21st January, 1875.
AREAS FOR MINING LICENSES.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Brisbane Local
No. No.
466
Late Holder.
E. Greville  and  T.  B. Boyce
0
[No. 1.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
jj  IS  Excellency the Administrator of the
JL Government,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN
to be Land Agent at Townsvi ll e.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
. Brisbane, 1st January, 1875.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Townsville, in the
Police District of Townsville, under the provisions
of the Act of Council, 3 Wm. IV., No. 3.
A. MACALISTER.
I -
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
i IS Excellency the Administrator of the
1 Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
WILLIAM  LEWORTHY  GoODE DREW,
to be Chairman, and
Acres.
40
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
December , in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty- eighth year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
WILLIAM EDWARD  MURPHY, and
EDMUND MCDONNELL,
to be Members of the Committee  of Management
of the Brisbane Hospital.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Cert. New South Wales,
to be Medical Officer at Toowoomba.
A. MACALISTER.
2Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Cert. New South Wales,
to be Visiting Surgeon to the Gaol at Toowoomba
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st December , 1874.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
JOHN MvapHY , the Police Magistrate,
to be Visiting Justice to the Gaol at Roma.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1874,
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the  Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
EDWARD WILMOT PEcHRY, Esquire, M.L.A.,
to be  a Trustee  of the Toowoomba  Grammar
School ,  in terms of  the Act of Council, 24 Victoria,
No. 7, in the  room of Charles  J. Anderson,
deceased.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to appoint
BERNARD C.  MAcGROARTY,  Mining Registrar,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions, at Georgetown, in
the Police District of Etheridge, under the pro-
visions of the Act of Council, 3 Win. IV., No. 3.
A. MACALISTER.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1874.
H1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been  pleased to make the following
promotions  in the Electric Telegraph Department,
viz.
Mr. CHARLES STUART WILLIAMS FURLONG, Line
Repairer  in Charge, Durah,
to be Station  Master, Bundaberg ,  vice  Welch,
resigned ;
Mr. CHARLES BOLDEN, Line Repairer, Dalby,
to be Line  Repairer in charge ,  Durah ,  vice  Fur-
long.
GEORGE THORN, JUNE.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella  the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San  Fernando , a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland , and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
TN  ppursuance of section forty-one of  " The
i Gsrown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I,
Sir MAURICE CHARLES O 'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that  the lands hereunder  described shall
be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Aot, on  and after  MONDAY, the first day of
February ,  1875, at the  Bundaberg  Land Office.
DESCRIPTION OF PORTION OF THE LEASED HALF
OF THE RUN TANTITHA ,  IN THE  WIDE BAY
AND BURNETT DISTRICT ,  NORTH OF THE
MOUNT PERRY ROAD.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of a Camp-
ing and Water Reserve on Splitter 's Creek about
twenty- five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over  T over V ; thence by  that creek upwards
about 150 chains in a direct line to a blood-wood
tree marked broad-arrow over T over  VII ; thence
by a line north 171 degrees east about 250 chains
to the road from Boolboonda to Bundaberg ; thence
by that  road northerly and easterly to the west
boundary of portion 7, parish of Tantitha ; thence by
part of the west boundary of that portion and a line in
continuation bearing north about 150 chains  ;  thence
by a line bearing north  forty- five degrees east
about ninety chains to the south boundary of Camp-
ing and  W ater Reserve  ;  thence by that south
boundary west to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirty-first day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -four, and
in the thirty -eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President of
the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland , and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
[ N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify  and pro claim,
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection  or sale by auction otherwise than in town
or suburban lots. -
RESERVE  FOR A TOWNSHIP  TO BE CALLED  THAEGo-
MINDAH,  ON THE BULLOO OR  CORNI-PAROO
RIVER, WARREGO DISTRICT.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River,  at a tree  marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the  south-east
by that river downwards to a point about 160
chains in  a direct line from starting point  ;  thence
on the west by a north  line 230 chains  ; thence on
the north by an  east  line 120  chains  to the Bullo or
Corni-Paroo River ; and thence on the east by the
right bank of that  river downwards  to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred  and seventy-
four, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVII  r II E QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the eight-
eenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, SIR MAURIcF CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, as an extension of the Cler-
mont Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area, 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Theresa Creek
at a point bearing north-west from the summit of a
remarkable hill called Mount Livingstone, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing
north-west 320 chains; on the north-west by a line
bearing south-west 400 chains ; on the south-west
by  a line bearing south-east about 425 chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south-west by Theresa
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative  Council of  the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of section one of  "  The Home-
I stead Areas  Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation , notify  and` pro-
claim that the lands hereunder described shall
be and  are hereby  set apart as a Homestead Area,
subject to the provisions  of the  said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise ,  at the Roma
Land Office, on and after  MONDAY, the let
day of February, 1875.
AREA  SURRENDERED BY THE LESsEEs OF THE
RUNS BUNG BACK, TICKOOL, AND MULGA
M ULGA.
itlaranoa District.
24 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek,
at a point twelve chains north-north-west from a
tree marked 48 on the survey of the creek, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
west-south-west about four miles and sixty chains
to Bungewargorai Creek ; thence on the south-west
by that creek upwards to the south corner of the
Roma Reserve ; thence on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of that reserve east-north-
easterly about six miles and sixty chains to the
right bank of Bungil Creek ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
i\lajesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her  Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and  proclaim
that the leases of the followin g  selections  of Land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
A. R. P.
956 Martin Mylett .. 460 0 0  Brisbane
1,041 Samuel  McAlister ... 120 0 0
1,210 Frederick Benfer ... 20 0 0
1,299 Ditto .. 40 0 0
1,665 Christr. H. Llewellyn 111 0 0 „
1,829 Alfred Watts. ... 140 0 0 „
169A John W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
231 Albert Albertson ... 80 0 0
266 Matthew Howie ... 170 0 0
318 William Pointon, juur. 80 0 0
336 John W. Scott ... 104 0 0
337 Ditto ... 1100 0 0
348 Matthew Howie ... i 110 0 0I
533 John Orr 482 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOT) SAVE  THE QUEEN !
4PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles  Ill.  of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
,r  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICF, CHARLES O'CONNELL,  the Administrator
afore said ,  with the advice of theExecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Art,
on and after  MONDAY, the  first day of February,
1875 ,  at the several Land Offices.
ao
c
Parish.
X4
o2
0
r
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
-
----
A.
1
U. Y,'
1 966 M. Mylett 460 0 0 Brisbane
121 Redland 1,041 S. McAlister 120 0 0 Ditto
347 Tingalpa 1,210  F. Benfer 20 0 0 Ditto
99 Ditto 11,299 Ditto 40 0 0 Ditto
598 Kedron 1.666 C. H. Llewellyn 111 0 0 Ditto
157 Redland  1,829  A. Watts 140 0 0 Ditto
Oiieton  169A J. W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
225 Albert  231 A.  Albertson 80 0 0 Ditto
227 Ditto 266 M .  Howie  1170 0 0 Ditto
229 Ditto  318 W.Pointon,jnn. 80 0 0 Ditto
40 Oileton 330 J. W. Scott 104 0 0 Ditto
505 Ditto $37 Ditto 100 0 0 Ditto
2261 Albert 348 M. Howie 110 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this  thirty- first day
of December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  seventy-four,
and in the  thirty- eighth year  of 1-ler
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, Sir
MAIIRICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twenth-sixth day of
January, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Offices.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra•
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
TN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applics-
tion.
Name of Lessee .  Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
7 i Ellis Read ... 80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely ... 210 0 0 ditto
13 J. O'Dowd ... 230 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of section 3 of  "The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHAamts
O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that  the unalienated and unselected
lands within the boundaries of the Tambourine
Homestead Area hereunder described are and shall
be withdrawn from the operation of the said Act.
And I further notify and proclaim, in pursuance
of section 41 of  " The Crown . Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," that the unalienated and unselected
lands as aforesaid shall be open to Selection by
lease, under the provisions of the last-mentioned
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 26th day of
January, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
I•
No. of
Por- Parish.
tion.
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
42 Darlington 459 P. McCabe ...
A. 1. P.
80 0 0 Beenleigh
401 Walloon ... 1530 J. Gaynor ... 81 0 0 Ipswich
52 Helidon .. 1854 R. Little 80 0 0 ditto
34
.
Mort ... 2125 J. McGrath 116 0 0 ditto
Clifton ... 54 F. Murphy ... 280 0 0 Toowoom-
... 208 W. Cooke .. 320 0 0
ba
ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of HerMaj esty's
reign . DESCRIPTION.M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command, Commencing at the north- east  corner of pre-
A. MACALISTER.
emptive selection No. 1,524, and bounded thence by
the eastern boundary of that  selection  and by parts
GOD SAVE THE  QIIEENI of the northern and eastern boundaries of pre-
emptive selection No. 1,525 and the northern and
eastern of pre-emptive selection No. 1,524i, and
part of the northern and the eastern boundary of
portion No. 2, and part of the northern, the eastern,
and southern boundary of portion No. 3 to the
Coburg River ; thence by that river upwards to the
northern boundary of portion No. 4; thence by the
northern boundary of that portion and a line bear-
ing east about half-a-mile; thence by a line north
till it intersects the eastern boundary of the Tam-
bourine ten years' lease ; thence by part of that
eastern boundary and part of the northern boundary
northerly and westerly to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD S1va THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MALTRICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, a Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary
of Charles  111.  of Spain, President of the
Legislative Council of the Colony of Queens.
land, and Administrator of the Government
thereof.
N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as a Homestead Area, subject to the pro.
visions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as a Homestead, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 14th day of January.
1875.
Par ish.  i  selection .  Late Lessee .  Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R P I. .
Motley,  700 Christian Peter 160 0 0 Toowoom-
--
ba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of' the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the under-mentioned forfeited  selections
shall continue to form part of the Homestead
areas within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to Selection as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 14th day of
January, 1875, at the Toowoomba Land Office.
Parish o a°
U District
Homestead Late d.
O Area .  Lessee.
_ ' e.
Felton ... 832 Toowoomba Felton F. W. S. Whit•  300
West- I 861 ditto ,,,
church
Westbrook L. McKinnon + 320
brook
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
four, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M.  C.  O'CONNELL-
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUR1cn CHARLES
O'CoxNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extar-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof-
N pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir MAUR1cE
CHARLES O'CONNELL,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  THURSDAY,  the 14th day of
January ,  1875, at the several Land Offices
named.
ANo. of . No. of Fame  of Land
Por-
tion. I
i
Parish. Applies-
I tion. Lessee.
Area. Agent's
District.
_
I
63 1Wararba 1506 H. Schulz  ...
A.
140
R.
0
P.
0 Brisbane
275 G.  Fagg  ... 160 0 0 Warwick
269 W. Garde ,.. 452 0 0 Gympie
349 P. Dunne  ... 640 0 0 Rock-
108 W. J. Dibdin 80 0 0
hampton
Clermont
109 G. Porter  ... 160 0 0 ditto
14 J. McCarthy I 239 0 0 Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of De-
cember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign,
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD ti  VE THE QUEEN I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1874.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
RIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th  section  of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed  from the leases of the Runs called
" Entally" and " lluntworth," in the Warrego
District , and that the said lands will be reserved
for Township  purposes ,  under  the name of " Thar-
gomindah."
A. MACALISTER.
ENTALLY RUN.
Area  Resumed - 2 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing  north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains; thence on the west by a north line twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an east line about
120 chains  to the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River ; and
thence on the east by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
HUNTWORTU RUN.
Area Resumed-2 square miles.
Commencing on  the right bank of the Biilloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a line bearing  north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains ; thence  on the west by a south line 210
chains to  the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River; and
thence on  the south- east  by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lanes hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
WATER  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of  Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an iroubark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east 21 chains and 25 links ; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing  west 21 chains and 25  links ; and on
the west by  a line  bearing north 20 chains and 2
links  to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres  two roods  for a reserved  road one chain
wide ,  as shown on plan  of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's Office.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish,  on the leased  half of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres  3 roods.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
1 Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a ] ne bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains : and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
W
HERE IS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHow GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
14ITZROYPASTORAL , AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL  SOCIETY.
County of  Livingstone ,  town  of Rockhampton.
5 acres  1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection  of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west  by that street at right angles to Denham
street  south-easterly  ten chains  to William street ;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street ;  and on  the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten  chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73, 74,  and 75.
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River  on a road one  chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
thatroad bearing east 13 chains and 5 links; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 92 links
to the Logan River; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing  on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant  70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a  line bearing east  about 124 chains and
90 links ;  on the  west  by a line bearing south 5
chains and  50 links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39  chains and 60 links ; on the
north- east by lines bearing  333 degrees  5 minutes
82 chains , 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes  21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes  17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296  degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing  225  degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west  by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement
7Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING ON  THE BURRUM RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Burrum.
64 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burrunl
River at the east corner of portion 15, on the Bun-
daberg Road; and bounded thence on  the south-
west by that road bearing 304° 30' 9 chains and 74
links, 296° 53'  8 chains  and 33 links, and 273°
12 chains and 47 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 34° 30' 25 chains and 85 links; on the
north-east by a line bearing 124° 30' 13 chains ;
again  on the north-west by a line bearing 34° 30'
15 chains and 5 links;  again  on the north-east by a
line bearing 124° 30'  8 chains  and 16 links to the
Burrum River ; and on the south-east by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR ROAD AND RAILWAY PURPOSES, ON
THE NEW ROAD FROM WARWICK TO STAN-
THORPE, ON  THE MAIN RANGE.
Commencing at the 23 mile post on the Stan-
thorpe Road, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing east  to tbs New South Wales boundary
line ; on the east by the said boundary line south
to a point bearing east from the 30 mile post on
the Stanthorpe Road ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west to that post ; and on the west by the Stan-
thorpe Road bearing northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
TIMBRE RESERVE ON PAYNTE R'S CREEK.
County of Canning, parish if Mooloolah.
1,542 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1768.)
Commencing on the north boundary of portion
No. 23 at a point  bearing west  80 chains from its
north-east  corner  ; and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north 80 chains ; on the north by
a line bearing east 185 chains  and 50 links ; on the
east by a  line bearing  170° 81  chains  30 links ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 200 chains to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING  OF TRAVELLING STOCK.
Parish of Roma.
55 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek,
at the north corner of the Old Police Paddock ;
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east 5 chains; on the east by a line parallel with
and distant 5 chains from Bungil Creek to a road
150 links wide ; on the south by that road bearing
west 5 chains to Bungil Creek ; and on the west by
that creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING, RURLONGE
RANGE.
County of Wodehouse.
300 acres.
(Being  Forfeited Mineral Selection 1,406.)
Commencing at a point 10 chains  east  from the
north-east  corner  of Mineral Selection No. 1865,
and bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing
east  74 chains and 99  links ; on  the east by a line
bearing  north 40  chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west 75 chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south 40 chains and  4 links  to the point of
commencement.
NO. 9, RAILWAY  CAMP RESERVE.
Parish of Watts, county of Aubigny.
43 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 31st October,
1874, page 2082.)
Commencing on Oakey Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 20; and bounded on the south by
the north boundaries of portions  18 and 20, bear-
ing west 33 chains and 9 links ; on the west by
a line bearing north 10 chains 63 links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing north 16° 48'  east 22
chains and 38 links, part of this boundary being
along the south-east boundary of allotment 1 of
section 1, Oakey Creek Township ; on the nort6
east by railway fence bearing north 107° 8' east 2
chains 27 links ; again on the north-east by the
railway fence bearing north 109°  5' east 13 chains
31 links to Oakey Creek ; on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone.
5 acres 2 roods 34 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
9; and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south 10 chains; on the south by aline
bearing west 5 chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 351° 52' 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east 6 chains and 43 links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1874.
7 HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
Y " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
man eptly reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees  30 minutes
West, and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by,that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly  six chains  ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of  commencement.
8RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence  on  the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains  and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River ; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1874.
:TN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose of preserving the
Timber.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning, Moreton
District.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government  Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,196 acres.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion 21
at a point bearing south and distant 20 chains
from its north-west corner, and bounded thence on
the east by parts of the west and south boundaries
of that portion bearing south 22 chains 5 links
and east 10  chains; thence by the west boun-
dary of portion 52 bearing south 48 chains
64 links and by a line bearing south 2 chains
21 links ; on the south by lines bearing 203
degrees 30 minutes 1 chain 97 links, 247 degrees 15
minutes 6  chains 15 links, 289  degrees 43  minutes
1 chain 82  links, 253 degrees 2 minutes 3 chains
28 links , 202 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains 33 links,
233 degrees  30 minutes 3 chains 53 links, 254
degrees 3 minutes  5 chains 74 links, 272 degrees 10
minutes 3 chains 95 links; thence by the north
boundary of portion 64 bearing 268 degrees 8
minutes 3 chains  97 links, 276 degrees  22 minutes
5 chains 60 links, 177 degrees 48 minutes 1 chain
95 links,  186 degrees  45 minutes 1 chain 37 links,
256 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains  40 links, 299
degrees  20 minutes 3 chains 43 links, 269 degrees
50 minutes 2 chains 30 links, 267 degrees 10
minutes 2 chains  88 links ; thence by part of the
west  boundary of the same portion bearing south
15 chains 33 links ; thence by a line bearing west
85 chains 60 links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 100 chains ; and on the north by a line
bearing east  120 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
District of Moreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government  Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,800 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line bearing  135 degrees 94 chains  45 links ; thence
by a line and the east boundary of portion 4
bearing south 10  chains 30  links to M ountain
Creek, commencing again at the south-east corner
of portion 30; and bounded thence on the north-
west by a line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65
links to the south-west boundary of portion 27; on
the north- east  by parts of the south-west and
south-east boundaries of that portion bearing 135
degrees 27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17
chains 35  links, and by the south-west boundary of
portion 1 bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to
the Mooloolah River; thence on the east by that
river upwards to its junction with Mountain
Creek ; and on the south by that creek upwards to
the south -west boundary of the  reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1874.
j7 HEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
r " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided  that  before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given , that  at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOIL Snow Y ARDS, l )RAYTON AND Too-
WOUMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICIILTLEAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road I chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains ; on the west by  lines  bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10  chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd December, 1874.
NOTICE.
MINERAL Selection N . 1,406 is withdrawn
from selection on the 22nd instant ; the land
comprised therein being required for a Water and
Camping Reserve.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Goolmon.
(Amended  description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated the 11th March,
1871,  page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purge Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
9Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
On the Burnett River, county of Cook.
About  715 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burnet
River at the south-west corner of portion 37, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion bearing
north eighty-nine chains and thirty-nine links ; on
the south by a line bearing east fifty chains ; again
on the east by a line bearing north sixty chains ;
on the north by a line bearing west fifty chains and
twelve links ; on the west by a line bearing south
seventeen  chains and twenty-seven links to a road
three chains wide ; on the north-west by that road
bearing two hundred and forty degrees twenty
chains  and sixty-five links, two hundred and eight
degrees  thirty chains, and south about one hundred
and fifteen chains to the Burnett River ; and on
the south-east by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A POLICE PADDOCK.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
About 645 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 19th November,
1872, page  1920.)
Commencing on the east bank of Bungil Creek,
opposite the south-east corner of allotment No. 22
(old Police Paddock), and bounded thence on the
south by a road forming the northern boundaries of
portions 75 and 76 northeasterly ; on the south-east
I
a road along the western boundary of selection
. 59, bearing north-easterly about eighty-five
chains ; on the north-east by a line north-westerly
to Bungil Creek, opposite the north-east corner of
portion No. 7, containing thirty-three acres ; and
on the west by Bungil Creek southerly to the point
of commencement,  exclusive  of fifty-five acres
along the left bank of Bungil Creek appropriated
as a reserve  for the travelling of stock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further notified that  the area is  withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of 1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and  forty  links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by  that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crou% Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder  described
will be reserved for the purposes  named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence  on  the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL, ON  THE KELVIN Gaovx
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes, and distant 105 2-l0ths links from  a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113  degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south-east by  a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six chains and sixty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES, CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street at an angle with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 21-1  links to Turbot street; on the
south-east by that street at an angle with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains and 34 links to Albert street ; on the south-
west by that street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes north-westerly 17 chains and 90 links ; on
the north-west by a line  at an angle  with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 60 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres 1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
W
' 7'HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A  SITE FOR GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side of Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirteen chains ; on
the north by  a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the east by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  AS PART OF THE ENDOWMENT OF THE
ToowooxBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries and
Mackenzie streets , and bounded thence on the east
by Mackenzie, street bearing north twenty chains
to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing  west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty chains to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing east eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the  east  by a line bearing north
thirteen chains ;  again  on the south by a line bear-
ing east ten chains  ; again on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing  east six chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of  Stanley, parish  of North  Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner  of the  School Reserve ,  and bounded
thence on the south -east by that  reserve five chains
and ninety -seven links  ; on the south- west by a line
three chains  and thirty- five links  ;  on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees  44  minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety -seven links ; and on
the north-east by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Aubigny, parish  of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on  I road  one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south -west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty -six, and bounded .  thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains  ;  on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of
Gallanani ,  section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of Middle and
Mary  streets,  and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street bearing east ten chains to East  street ;
on the east by that street bearing south ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street ; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR DEODORISING NIGHT-SOIL ON EREAR:-
FAST  OR ENOGGERA CEEER.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that publis'ed in
the  Government Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and fifty links
to a road one chain wide ; on  the  south-east by that
road and  a line  bearing 59  degrees  30 minutes
nineteen chains and seven links to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all other  sides  by that creek upwards to the
point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also  those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Feld, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent. or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1874.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned  in the schedule hereunder  written
being erroneous  in the particulars  therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act  of 1868,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instruments  endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names  of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants,  and in every
deed containing the erroneous names and such grants
respectively , and every such deed  shall  operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed, 25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.- Portion  61, selec-
tion 35, county  of Churchill,  parish of Alfred ; area
90 acres.
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Nature  of error.- The  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted  as that of  the intended
grantee, instead  of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Desrription of land granted.-Portion  62, selec-
tion 33, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name Patrick O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of John O'Keefe.
Department of Public lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS  interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  October, 1874.
, [HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
V  " The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of
18e8," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpcae, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notic. is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
Eeriou aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be  permanently reserved for the purposes named
wi,1i respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, No. 2, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
45 acres.
Commencing at a point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded.thence on the south by a line west thirty
chains; on the west by a line north fifteen chains;
on the north by a line east thirty chains; on the
east by a line south fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, NO. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
34 acres 1  rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve No. 2 bearing north eleven chains fifty-five
lint s; on  the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing west one chain thirty-
four links ; on the north- west  by a line bearing
north forty-two degrees thirty-five minutes east five
chains 29 links ; again  on the north-west by a line
bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes  east eighteen chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by a line bearing south nineteen chains
forty-five links ; again on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing  west twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY RESERVE AT CAMBOOYA.
Parish of Cambooya, county of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain road at a point two
chains south from the south-east corner of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an east boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty-two chains, and on the
north by a south boundary of portion  60 and the
south boundaries of portions 26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains ; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear-
ing west twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, TAKEN  FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Tooth, county of Aubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing at a point on the  railway fence of
the Warwick Railway, distant north 164  degrees
twelve  minutes east  thirty-seven  chains seventy-six
links from the southeast corner of portion 21 of the
same  parish, and bounded on the north  by a line
bearing west sixteen chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains; on the south by
a line bearing east thirteen chains to King's Creek,
which will be the south-east corner of the Railway
Camp Reserve ; again commencing at the starting
point, bounded on east by the Warwick line of
railway bearing north 167 degrees fifty-three
minutes east ten chains to King's Creek; and on
the. south-east by that creek downwards to the afore-
said south-east corner of the Railway Camp  Reserve.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND RAILWAY STATION,
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point north 296 degrees twenty
minutes east eight chains forty-six links from the
south corner of selection 5 in the Township of
Bowenville. bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing north 296 degrees twenty minutes
east twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-six degrees twenty min-
utes east ten chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 116 degrees twenty minutes east
twenty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
ROAp RESERVE FOR TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres 2 roods and 35 perches.
Commencing at a point distant due north nine-
teen chains forty-five links from the north-east
corner of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the .'south-east by a line
bearing north forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east sixty chains seventy-five links ; again
on the south-east by a line bearing north thirty-
eight degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and
seventy links ; on the north-east by part of south-
west boundary of Camping Reserve, bearing north
296 degrees twenty minutes east one chain two
links ; on the north-west by a line north 218
degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and forty
links ; again on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three minutes east sixty-
two chains fifty-nine links ; on the south-east by
part of the north-west boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east two chains and eight links to the
point of commencement.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, G0wEIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba, county of Aubigny.
20 acres 1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south corner of portion 152, and bounded on
the north-west by south-east boundary of portion
152, bearing north forty-nine degrees forty-eight
minutes east nine chains twenty-three links to the
Meringandan road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145 degrees nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine chains ninety-eight links to another
road ; on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains forty-six links to Gowrie Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd  October, 1874.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "Tice
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, " will hold the
Sitting in persuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
Atthe Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLIN G  DowNa DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land  Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874 , and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, St.  Lawrence , the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues,
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gapndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENTS DISTRICT OF COOETOWN.
At the Laud Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MLRANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs.
day in November, 1874, and every alter.
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues.
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
LEIcnnLnDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate mouth afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th October, 1874.
W
IHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCROOL.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
10 acres.
Commencing on the south side of Robert street
at a point  bearing  south and distant 160 links from
the south-east corner of section 11, and bounded
thence on the north by Robert  street bearing west
ten chains; on the west by Berthu  street bearing
south ten  chains ;  on the south  by a line bearing
east ten chains  ; and on the east by Cordelia street
bearing north ten chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874,  be also declared
available for  selection  by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS,
Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified, that  in accordance  with the
provisions  of "  The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869,"
(33 Victoria No. 10),  the annual  Rents of the under-
mentioned  Runs have been appraised for renewed
Leases from  the dates, and at the amounts specified
hereunder.
is
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the  Court  House , Gympie,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Court House  at Gympie.
Tenders to  be endorsed "  Tender for  Court House,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within  which  it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender,  as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the  event of the
Tender being  accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days  from the  usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Run. Lessee.
Date of
com-
mence-
able Jerre'
went  ar ea under
of re - in I newel
newed square lease.
lease . miles.
s. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
1874.
Tourangle Charles Lloyd Williams 1 July 25 25
ditto 1 25
B
0 0
ditto
otrrlgomAllah
8
ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District  of Darling
Downs South , will, on the first TUESDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of the  Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts pro claimed on the
30th December ,  1878 ,  at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869.11
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Lease* Ace  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four.
teen years  of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December ,  1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
mouths prior to the expiration of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
f`hiPf Commissioner of Crown Land,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration  Barracks, at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks , Maryborough."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders  must be  on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on  amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
74.6012
74-6010
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next, from
ppersons willing to contract for the erection of
Lock-up and Police Quarters at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Look-up,
4'c., Gymppie."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms,
and must state  the time within which it  is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent .  on amount  of Tender  as  security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance , a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
74-6011
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER THE BALONNE RIVER, SURAT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1875, from persons willing to contract
for erection of a Bridge over the Balonne River,
Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge
over Balonne River ,  Surat."
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained, at this office,
and at  the office of Foreman of Works, Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
14.
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perfor-
mance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 27th November, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS AND LOCK-UP, SURAT.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
January, 1875, from persons willing to contract
for the  erection  of Police  Barracks  and Lock-up,
Surat.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tenders for Police
Barracks  and Lock-up,  Surat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained,  at this
Office,  and at  the Polic e  Office, Surat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute and  deliver, at the Office of the
Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE, OVER PIONEER RIVER, AT MACKAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th February next,
from persons willing to contract for construction of
a Bridge over Pioneer River, at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Pioneer  River." `
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of a-c
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted,
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
 t 1874, folio 805,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road through portion No.
91, parish of .Redland, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby  given, in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been  pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the  Colonial  Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or  they  will be
forever foreclosed from  such claim.
74-6246. H. E. KING,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BUNGA, COUNTY
OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 12th
August, 1874, folio 1663,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
in Portion 66, parish of Bunga, county of Stanley:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV.,No.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and tlfe Police
Office, Brisbane ; and all  persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3726.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DENISON, COUNTY
OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
't,
ITH reference to the Notice datal 28th
September, 1874, folio 1937,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion 1, parish of Denison, county of
March, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion- of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road, are here-
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
If. E. KING,
74x4182.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF MERIVALE
AND BENTINCK.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
October, 1874, folio 2103,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Warwick to Stanthorpe, in the counties of
Merivale and Bentinek, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV. 1  No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
theOffice of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days  from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-6865.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W% 7ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th1 September, 1874, folio 1936,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through farms on left bank of Laidley Creek,
parish of Mort, countyof Churchill: Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-5407.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
September, 1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Colothin Creek to King King Creek, county
of March, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency they
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to. according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gympie ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation  in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they, will  be forever foreclosed from
inch claim.
74.3960.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
September, 1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Gympie to Coosa, county of March, Wide
Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient o open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gympie ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3950.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th Sep-
tember, 1874, folio41937,  Government Gazette.
relative to the opening of. a new Road in the
Rosewood Scrub, parish of Walloon,  munty of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as areprovided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-5563.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IRVINGDALE,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 23rd June,
1874, folio 1168,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Irving-
dale (Homestead Area) to Dalby, parish of Irving-
dale, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyoi-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manger and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-2664.
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Department  of Public Works,
Bri sbane,  14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 22nd
June, 1874, folio 1169,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions 476, 425, and 459, parish of
Walloon, county of Churchill: Notice is hereby
Zoe.
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV.,
N . 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice  of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make  the road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim  compensation  in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as  are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever  fore-
closed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3542.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BOYD, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 5thOctober, 1874, foli 1987,  Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a new Road in Portion
57, parish of Boyd, county of Ward : Notice is
hereby  given, in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No.11, that His Excellency the.Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm  the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient o open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police
Office , Beenleigh ; and all  persons  intending to
claim compensation  in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that  notice must  be served upon
the Colonial  Secretary , within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth  section of  the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-5779.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Townsville to Ravenswood, and
Branch Road from the said road towards Bowen,
parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinstone,
district of Kennedy (referred to in Notices dated
4th November, 1873, and 21st January, 1874,
folios 1876 and 198, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and  the same is  now open for
public use.
74-6049.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1874.
N OTICE.
I OMPLAINTS  having been made to this Office
. that persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads, it is hereby noti fied that any  person
^„ persons found obstructing or enclosing
PublicRoads without authority, will  be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
persons interested ,  that the issue of the under-
mentioned Auriferous Leases awaits the payment
of the balances of rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due in each case is paid within three months
from this date, the leases will be declared forfeited.
H.  E. KING.
No. In whose favor. Gold Field. Balanceto pay.
194 Messrs .  Pemberton and G ympie
£ d. d.
4 16 0
198
Atherton
Messrs. Pollock and Durietz ditto 14 15 0
3 Messrs .  Mosman and  Wynd- Charters. 10 15 0
ham Towers
36 Messrs. Dahl, Ward, and I ditto 4 15 0
others
Department of Mines,
B ri sbane,  18th December, 1874.
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernmeut , with  the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to rescind clauses 21 and
26 of  the Gold Fields Regulations published in the
Government Gazette  of let October last, and to
establish the following Regulations ,  under the
provisions  of  "The  Gold Fields  het of  1874."
H. E. KING.
REGULATIONS.
1st. The holder of any miners' right is entitled
to occupy and enclose, for the purpose of residence,
an area  of land not exceeding one quarter of an
acre , to be marked off in a rectangular block, or as
near thereto as possible, the frontage of which to
any road, creek, or water, shall not exceed seventy-
two feet (72 ft.), the boundaries to be defined by
corner pegs three inches in diameter, and standing
eighteen (18) inches out of the ground.
2nd. When the owners of any claim or gold
mining leasehold, by the erection of any appliance
for drainage, can show that they have effected a
saving of labor in adjoining claims or gold-mining
leasehold, the owners of adjoining claims or gold-
mining leaseholds deriving such benefit shall be
liable to pay in respect thereof, to the owners of
such appliance, such reasonable sum or sums of
money, and at such times as may be ordered by the
Warden.
3rd. Any miner or miners who have  done six
consecutive months' work in any registered claim,
which is then not deemed payable under the Regu-
lations, may apply to the Warden (after having
posted a notice on the claim of his or their intention
so to do, three clear days before making the appli-
cation), to have his or their claim exempted from
work for any period not exceeding six months, for
any bona  fide  and sufficient  reasons  to be stated in.the n tice poste , and i  th  application to the
Warden, and the Warden, if satisfied that the
grounds upon which the application  is made are
good and sufficient, may register  the claim as
exempt from work for any period  not exceeding six
months, upon payment of a fee of ten shillings.
4th. Any shareholder in a registered claim who
may desire to abandon his share or interest therein,
may give to one of the remaining shareholders, and
also to the Warden, a notice in writing to that
effect, and may post a copy thereof on a conspicu-
ous spot near the working shaft of such claim, and
in such case the Warden, after satisfying himself
that notice has been given in manner aforesaid,
shall forthwith cancel the registration by which
such share has been held, and the said shareholder
shall thereupon  be released  from all further liability
in respect of such share thereafter incurred.
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The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1874.
KEROSINE BOND.
T
ENDERS will be received up to the 14th
January, 1875, from persons willing to lease
the Government Kerosine Bond.
For conditions and other particulars, application
to be made  to the Collector of Customs.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS IN THE
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
IT is hereby notified that applications for the
Withdrawal of Deposits cannot be received
between the 1st and 9th January inclusive, during
which time the Head Office will be closed for the
purpose of preparing the Annual Savings Bank
Accounts.
Deposits will, however, be received as usual
during the above time.
Attention is also called to the regulation that
Pass-books must be sent to the Treasury on or
before the 31st January, in order that interest may
be entered, &c.
W. L. G. DREW.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 14th December, 1874.
NOTICE TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND
OTHERS.
F
ROM and after the 1st January, 1875, new
Forms of Vouchers for " Articles supplied "
and " Services performed" on account of the Public
Service, rendered necessary by  "Tlee Audit Act of
1874," are to be adopted in place of those hereto-
fore in use. These forms will be supplied on appli-
cation to the Government Printer.
New Forms of Monthly Returns to the Auditor-
General of Receipts and Disbursements by Public
Accountants will be supplied on application to the
Audit Department.
The Treasury,
17th December, 1874.
W. HEMMANT.
ACCOUNTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.
IN order to prevent inconvenience tb the Public
Creditor, it is hereby notified that accounts
against any of the Public Departments for articles
supplied and services performed, &c., during the
year 1874, must be rendered at the end of the
present month. As the accounts of the current
year will be finally closed on the 28th February
next, and the unexpended balances of Votes, with
the exception of those for Public Works, &c., will
then lapse, no money will be available for any
other accounts not rendered and paid by that date:
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
18th December, 1874.
The Treasury, Queensland,
11th December, 1874.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.APPLICATIONS for the appointment of En-
gineer for Harbors and Rivers, under this
Government, accompanied by Testimonials, will be
received by the undersigned.
The salary provided for the office is £700 per
annum , with the necessary travelling  all owances.
W. HEMMANT,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st December, 1874.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,Banana, Beenl igh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Clermont, Cleveland, Conda-
mine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby,
Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Green.
mount, Great Northern Railway, Gympie, Ipswich,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Marathon, Marlborough,
Maryborough, Milchester, Mount Perry, Murphy's
Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile Creek
(Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Brisbane), Spring-
sure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George,
St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba,
Townsville, Warwick, Westwood, Yengarie, and
Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
on and after the 2nd .January, 1875, a Branch
Office for the Receipt of Telegrams will be opened
at the General Post Office.
GEORGE THORN, JtNIon.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately:
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance of
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
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Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The *Electric Telegraph Act" for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line; also,
for damage so caused to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and  to  enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left oven within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, Ji7Nloii.
LIGHTERS.
OFICE is  hereby given ,  that at the Port of
Kepple Bay all Goods cleared for Drawback,
or from the Bonded Warehouse ,  and carried or
waterborne to be put on board any ship for ex-
portation ,  or Goods carried or waterborne from any
importing ship to be landed at any wharf, quay,
or other place ,  shall be so carried or waterborne
only by persons authorised for that purpose under
the hand of the Collector or Principal Officer at
said port ,  and only in such vessels as may be
approved of by him. And  all Goods unshipped,
landed, or removed contrary to above notice, shall
be forfeited ,  together  with the barge,  lighter, or other
ship, employed jn removing the same.  (Vide  22nd
and 49th clauses  "  Customs Act  of 1873.")
WILLIAM  THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 30th November, 1574.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that  Messrs. Toothand Cran' s new Sugar Store at Yengarie
Re finery is hereby set apart for the purposes of
a Bonded Store, within the meaning of  "  The Cus-
toms Act of  1873," for warehousing refined sugar,
.fining Act of  1874."under  "  The Imported  Sugar  Re
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Coll ector of Customs.
0
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE ,  TREASURY.
CHART  of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in th re e sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street ,  Brisbane.
6th November, 1874.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
MUNICIPALITY OF CLERMONT.
W
HEREAS  by "The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864," section 70, it is amongst other
things enacted that the Council of any Municipality
may make bye-laws for the regulation of their own
proceedings : And whereas, by the 74th section of
the said Act, it is further enacted that such bye-
laws, when confirmed by the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, and published in
the  Government Gazette,  but not sooner or other-
wise, shall have the force of law : And whereas the
Council of the Municipality of Clermont have, under
the power hereinbefore recited, made the following
bye-laws for the regulation of their own proceedings
and other matters ; and the said bye-laws, having
been duly confirmed by the said Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, tinder his hand, in
accordance with the said Act : the same are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
A. MACALISTER.
Bye-laws of the Municipality/ of Clermont, made
by the Council, of the Municipality of Clermont
,for the Regulation of the various Proceedings
hereinafter mentioned, made and passed at a
regular Meeting of the Council, held 15th
August,  1874.
WIiEiEAS it is expedient that provision should
be made for regulating the proceedings of the
Council of the Municipality of Clermont, and
for other purposes hereinafter mentioned : It is
hereby ordered that the said Council, by virtue
of the powers and authority vested in the said
Council in that behalf, that the following shall be
the standing order., and general rules and bye-laws
for regulating the proceedings of the said Council,
and for other purposes hereinafter mentioned.
DIITIES OF CHAIRMAN.
1. If at any meeting of the Council duly held,
the Mayor shall be absent at the expiration of fifteen
minutes after the time appointed for holding the
meeting, the members present shall choose for that
meeting a Chairman from amongst themselves.
2. The Chairman may take part in all the pro-
ceedings of the Council.
3. All questions duly proposed shall be put by
the Chairman, and the sense of the Council thereon
shall be taken and declared by him.
4. Every such question shall be put Arst in the
affirmative, and then in the negative ; and this may
be done as often as the Chairman may deem neces-
sary for enabling him to determine which side has
the majority.
5. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same time, the Chairman shall decide which of them
is entitled to pre-audience.
6. The Chairman shall preserve order, and his
decisions on disputed points of order shall be final
ORDER OF BusiuEss.
7. The business of each ordinary meeting of the
Council shall be transacted in the following order
(1.) The reading and confirmation of the
minutes of previous meetings.
(2.) The reading of official correspondence.
(3.) The presentation of petitions.
(4.) Reports brought up by committees.
(5.) Questions to be asked.
(6.) Miscellaneous business.
(7.) Motions of which notice has been given.
(8.) Notices of motion.
(9.) Orders of the day.
8. The question for confirming the minutes of the
previous meetings shall be proposed by the Mayor
immediately upon their being read, and such pro-
position shall,, be to the effect that-" The minutes
now read are a  correct record of the proceedings;"
and no discussion shall be allowed thereon, except
upon a point of accuracy.
9. Orders of the day shall comprise all business
set down for the day by order of any previous meet-
ing, or  necessarily arising out of the proceedings of
a former meeting.
RuLEs  OF DEBATE.
10. Every person  shall stand when speaking, and
shall address the Chair.
11. Except  in committee ,  no member shall speak
more than once upon the same question,  except in
explanation when misrepresented or misunderstood
Provided, however, that the mover of any question
shall be allowed the liberty of reply ; and provided,
further, that every member shall be at liberty to
speak once on any amendment,  as well as on the
original motion. But the right of reply shall not
extend to the mover of an amendment.
12. No member shall speak upon any motion or
amendment for a longer time than fifteen minutes,
unless by permission from the Council.
13. No member shall digress from the matter
under discussion, nor make personal reflections on
members, or impute motives.
14. When any member shall use any expression
which the Chairman shall think capable of being
applied offensively to any other member, the mem-
ber so offending shall be required by the Chairman
to withdraw the expression, and to make a satisfac-
tory apology to the Council.
15. Whenever any matter of order arises, it shall
be taken into consideration immediately ; and upon
a member rising to order, he shall be heard, and
the member who was speaking shall sit down until
the question of order has been decided.
16. Any member may require the question under
discussion to be read for his information at any time
during the debate, but not so as to interrupt any
other member when speaking.
17. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of
the day, or another day specified ; and the member
upon whose motion the debate is adjourned shall be'
entitled to pre-audience on the resumption of the
debate.
MOTIONS.
18. No member shall make any motion initiating
a subject for discussion but in pursuance of a notice
openly given at a previous meeting of the Council,
and duly entered on a notice-paper, with his signa-
ture thereto ; but it shall be competent, on the pre-
sentation of any document except a petition, for
the member presenting it to move without previous
notice that a day be appointed for its consideration.
19. Motions shall take precedence of orders of
the day, and may be moved or postponed in the
order in which they stand on the notice-paper ;
otherwise such motions shall lapse.
20. No motion shall be put unless it is seconded.
21. When any motion has been proposed and
seconded, it shall be the property of the Council,
and shall not be withdrawn without the consent of
the Council.
22. Any number of amendments may be proposed
on a motion before the Council, and when more
than one amendment is moved and seconded, the
question shall first be put on the last amendment,
and then on the next one to the last, and so on, in
the inverse order in which they are moved : Pro-
vided, however, that when such motion or amend-
ment shall relate to the fixing of salaries, rates, or
other matters of finance, the lowest sum shall be
put first, then the next lowest, and so on to the
highest.
23. Any motion for adjournment, if seconded,
shall be put immediately, without discussion, but
if such motion be negatived, it shall not be com-
petent for any member to make a similar motion
until at least half-an-hour shall have elapsed from
the period of moving the one negatived.
24. No motion, the effect of which, if carried,
would be to rescind or be repugnant to any resolu-
tion which has been passed by the Council, shall
be entertained during the same municipal year ;
and no motion , if negatived by the Council, shall
be again entertained during the same municipal
year, unless in either  case a call of  the whole
Council has been duly made for the purpose.
PETITIONS.
25. It shall be incumbent on any member pre-
senting  a petition to acquaint himself with the con-
tents thereof, and to report to the Council that it
does not contain any disrespectful language.
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26. On the presentation of a petition, no debate
shall take place, and the only question that can be
entertained by the Council shall be that the petition
be received, or that it be referred to a committee.
Provided, however, that any petition which has
been received by the Council may be taken into
consideration upon notice of motion in the usual
w7. Every petition received by the Council shall
be received only as the petition of the person or
persons whose name or names it bears ; and no
petition shall be received unless at the least one
signature be upon the sheet containing the petition.
COMMITTEES.
28. In a committee of the whole Council, the
general rules of the Council shall be observed, ex-
cept the rule limiting the number of times of speak-
ing.
29. No select committee shall consist of less than
three members ;  and the majority of the whole
number ,  or one -half when the whole number is
even, of any select committee shall, at meetings
duly held, form a quorum.
30. Every select committee of which the Mayor
of the municipality is not a member shall choose
its own Chairman ,  and the Chairman of that com-
mittee shall be the convener thereof, and may
direct the Town Clerk to call meetings of the com-
mittee whenever he may think  fit.
31. Every report of a committee shall be signed
by the Chairman thereof.
32. When the report of a select committee is
brought up and presented  to the  Council, the ques-
tion of its reception may be moved and put at once,
but it shall not be adopted or taken into considera-
tion without notice in the usual way.
33. There shall be two standing committees, to
be called respectively  "  The Committee of Finance"
and " The Committee  of Works."
34. The standing committees shall be appointed
for the municipal year at the  first meeting of the
Council after the election of a Mayor of the muni-
cipality, and any vacancies occurring therein during
the year shall be filled up by the Council.
35. All reports of committees shall be fairly
written upon foolscap paper ,  for the convenience of
filing or binding.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
36. The Mayor of the municipality shall be
ex-officio  the Chairman of the Finance Committee.
37. No matters of accounts shall be disposed of
by the Council until they, have been examined and
reported on by the Finance Committee.
38. No payments out of the funds of the Corpo-
ration shall be made but such as are authorised by
a vote of the Council. Provided always that the
Committee of Finance may, on its own discretion,
authorise disbursements of current expenses to any
amount not exceeding five pounds (£5) in any one
week; and provided, further, that in cases of emer-
gency, the Mayor, with the consent of any two
aldermen, may authorise the expenditure of any
sum not exceeding fifty pounds (£50) in all during
a recess. But all such discretionary payments,
whether by the Committee of Finance or the Mayor,
shall be reported to the Council at its next meeting.
39. All drafts upon the funds shall be signed by
the Mayor and one other member of the Finance
Committee, and countersigned by the Town Clerk ;
except that in cases of emergency as hereinbefore
provided for, drafts may be signed by the Mayor
and any two aldermen, and the countersignature of
the Town Clerk may be dispensed with.
COMMITTEE  OF WORKS.
40. No public works, involving a probable ex-
penditure of more than fifty pounds (£50) shall be
undertaken until the Committee of Works have
reported to the Council  an estimate  of the cost
thereof.
41. All accounts against the Corporation relating
to works shall be examined by the Committee of
Works, and such as are found correct shall be cer-
tified and  passed  to the Committee of Finance.
MAKING BYE-LAWS.
42. No bye-law shall be finally passed or adopted
at the meeting at which it shall have been first pro-
posed, nor until the next meeting of the Council
regularly convened, and every such bye-law shall,
in the interim, remain open for the inspection of
any of the ratepayers in the Town Clerk's office,
free of charge.
43. A ll  bye-laws, when passed by the Council,
shall be signed by the Mayor, and countersigned
by the Town Clerk.
44. All bye-laws, when confirmed and published
as required by law, shall be fairly transcribed into
a book to be kept for that purpose, signed by the
Mayor, and countersigned by the Town Clerk, and
the said book shall, at all reasonable times, be open
to public inspection.
MISCELLANEOUS.
45. Whenever the Council is adjourned for want
of a quorum, the name of the members then present,
and the hour at which the adjournment takes place
shall be entered on the minutes.
46. Any member may record his protest against
any decision of the Council, provided the protest be
handed to the Town Clerk not later than the next
Council meeting ; and provided, also, that notice of
the intention of any members present to protest
be given immediately on the passing of the resolu-
tion to which the resolution refers.
47. The Common Seal, and all charters, deeds,
muniments, and records of the Corporation shall be
kept in the office of the Town Clerk, and in his cus-
tody ; and such seal, and charters, deeds. muniments,
and records shall be securely kept under lock and
key in the said office, unless f'or any special reason
the Council shall otherwise order.
48. The Common Seal shall not be affixed to any
document without the express authority of the
Council, and every impression so authorized shall
be verified by the signature of the Mayor and Town
Clerk.
49. No officer of the Corporation shall be at
liberty to show, lay open, or expose any of the
books, papers, or records of the Corporation to any
person other than an alderman without leave from
the Council, except as otherwise provided by law.
50. In cases where security is required by  " The
Municipalities Act of  1864," or any other Act on
that behalf, no sureties shall be accepted otherwise
than by a vote of the Council ; and it shall not be
competent for the Council to accept as surety any
of its own members, nor any person holding office
in the Corporation.
51. Any one or more of the standing orders may
be suspended,  pro tern pore,  in case of emergency,
if a majority of the Council then present shall con-
sider such suspension to be necessary.
52. Any councillor or officer of the Corporation
offending against any of the foregoing provisions of
these bye-laws by refusal, neglect, or otherwise,
shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five
pounds (£5).
I
VERANDAHS, FOOTPATHS.
53. No verandah, shade, or awning, bridge, build-
ing, or erection of any nature or material whatso.
ever, shall be erected over or across any street or
footpath, or any part thereof ; and no tree shall be
planted in any such street or footpath within the
said municipality without the consent, in writing,
of the said Municipal Council first had and obtained.
54. Every verandah, shade, awning, bridge,
building, or erection over or across any public street
or footpath, for the erection of which, and every
tree, for the planting of which such consent as
aforesaid has been obtained, shall be erected or
planted in accordance with plans approved of, and
subject to whatever restrictions may be imposed
by the said Council, and under the supervision and
direction of the said Council. Provided that every
such verandah, shade, or awning shall be erected
with upright posts or columns, and shall not project
beyond the outside edge of the kerbstone, or other
boundary of the footpath, in front of any shop,
dwelling-house, or other premises, to which such
verandah, shade, or awning shall be attached, and
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that every plate, rafter, or tie of any such verandah,
shade, or awning, shall not be of less  height from
the surface  of such footpath to the under side of
such plate ,  rafter ,  or tie, than ten feet in the clear.
55.  It shall not be lawful for any person or per-
sons to cross  the kerb of any footpath  as aforesaid
with any cart,  waggon, or other vehicle, unless at
a place or places where a bridge shall be erected
across such kerbing, under a penalty not exceeding
five pounds (£5) for each offence.
56. All persons requiring access to their premises
for such cart or vehicles across any  kerb and foot-
paths as aforesaid, are required to erect such bridge
as aforesaid upon receiving notice so to do from the
said Council, under a penalty not exceeding one
pound for every week during which such notice
shall remain  uncomplied with.
57. Any person riding or driving horses or cattle,
or wheeled vehicles, along any footpath shall, on
conviction, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding £20.
58. It shall be lawful for the said Council to
direct and require the removal of any shade, awn-
ing, or other erection erected across, over, or ad-
joining any public street or footpath within the
said municipality, except the same be in strict
accordance with the above regulations, and any
persons neglecting or refusing to remove any such
erection when so required shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding £5.
59. It shall not be lawful for any person whatso-
ever, without the consent of the said Council in
writing, to cut through, or alter, or interfere with
the streets and footpaths, or the kerbs and ;;utters
of the same ; and any person convicted of the ofienco
in this section stated shall forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding five pounds (£5).
60. It shall not be lawful for any person or per-
sons to expose goods for sale on any footpaths, or
attached to any verandahs over such footpaths, or
exposed beyond the boundaries of his, her, or their
premises, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
(£5).
61. Any person who shall suffer any kind of
swine, or any ass, mule, sheep, goat, horse, bullock,
cow, or other cattle belonging to him or her, or
under his or her care or charge, to stray, or to be
taken or depastured on any improved road, street,
or public place within this municipality, shall be
liable, on conviction of the offence, to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds (£20).
62. It shall not be lawful for any person or per-
sons to drive any mob of horses or cattle through
any of the improved streets or lanes of the said
municipality between the hours of seven a.m. and
eleven p.m.. unless such horses or cattle be led by
halters ; and any person or persons 'so offending
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
63. Any person who shall discharge any firearms
without any lawful excuse, or let off'any fireworks,
or shall ring or cause any bell to be rung, or use
any sounding  instrument  for the purpose of attract-
ing the notice of the public within the said muni-
cipality, without the consent of the Council first
had and obtained, shall, on conviction, forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding two pounds.
64. Any person riding or driving through any
street or public place in the municipality in a
negligent, careless, or furious manner, shall forfeit
and pay for every such offence a penalty not ex-
ceeding ten pounds. And in any prosecution for
such offence the justice or justices bearing the case
shall have discretionary power to decide whether
the person or persons prosecuted under this bye-
law shall have been guilty of an infraction thereof,
without its being proved or appearing that the con-
duct of the person complained of endangered the
life of any person or caused any actual danger.
65. Unless with special license from the Council,
no person or persons shall keep, or suffer  to be kept,
any stack of hay ,  corn, or straw ,  of any size or
quantity whatever ,  either raised or lying, or being
in, upon. or about any enclosed or unenclosed yard
or premises ,  public or private street ,  way, or waste
ground in the said municipality ,  within  fifty feet
of any building or street ,  unless  in transitu ,  or under
a covered shed or building ,  which must not, how-
ever ,  be composed of or roofed with bark ,  thatch,
canvas, calico , or any  textile fabric .  Any  person
or persons in any  way  offending against this bye-
law  shall, on conviction ,  forfeit and  pay a penalty
not exceeding £20.
Regulations  for Carriers.
66. All wood, water ,  and general carriers carrying
for hire within the boundary of the Municipality
of Clermont, shall be annually  licensed as wood,
water,  and general carriers.
67. An annual  license shall be issued to any
person applying for the same upon payment of one
pound sterling per annum.
68. All persons  licensed as aforesaid shall have
their names and numbers legibly painted  upon the
near  side of the dray, and also the words "Licensed
Carrier, Clermont Municipality," and, in default,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds (£5).
69. Half-yearly  licenses may  be issued on pay.
ment of ten shillings, provided that all persons
applying f'or licenses  after the first day of January,
and before the first day of July, shall pay the full
license  fee of one pound sterling.
70. All persons carrying for hire within the
boundaries of the Municipality of Cleri,iont, not
being carriers licensed by the municipality , shall,
upon conviction, forfeit and pay any sum not ex-
ceeding five pounds (£5).
71. All persons found bathing, without the con-
sent of the Municipal Council, in the Clermont
Lagoon, or any other waterhole from which water
is obtained for domestic purposes within the muni.
cipality, shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding five pounds.
72. All licensed  water-carriers  failingto have their
butts filled with water on leaving off work for the
day, and kept filled during the night, shall, upon
conviction, pay any surn not exceeding five pounds
(£5) sterling.
73. The licensed water-carrier, or any other per-
son first arriving at any fire with one ton of water
shall be entitled to and receive payment of the sum
of one pound sterling as a reward.
74. N o water-carrier shall obtain  a license unless
he has a proper water-butt, with hose attached, to
be approved of by the Town Clerk, under a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
75. No licensed water-carrier shall charge to any
person whom he may supply with water a greater
sum than one shilling per hundred gallons of water.
Prevention and extinction of Fires.
76. Any person making or causing to  be made a
fire in the open air, at a less distance than twenty
feet from any building, enclosure, or public way,
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding five pounds (£5).
77. No canvas or calico building shall be erected
within fifty feet of any building, enclosure, or
public way, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds (£5).
Payment of Rates.
78. All annual rates and assessments shall be
due and payable by two instalments, the first of
such instalments to be payable on and after the
expiration of seven days from the day appointed
by the Council for holding the Court of Appeal
against the  assessment , as provided for by section
79 of  " The Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,"
and the second instalment to become due on that
day  so:  months.
Water  Reserves.
79. Any person who shall cast any filth, rub-
bish, or dead carcase into or upon any water
reserve, well ,  or tank within the municipality, or
encamp or cause horses to encamp or graze within
any enclosed water reserve within the municipality ;
or shall cast any rubbish, filth, or any dead carcase
into, or bathe or wash clothes in or otherwise tamper
with any lagoon, reservoir ,  pump, well, or  drain,
shall be liable ,  on conviction ,  to a penalty not ex-'
ceeding ten pounds.
80. Any  person wilfully or negligently injuring
any public fence, pump, tank, or the apparatus
connected therewith, or any tank, or the approaches
thereto, and any person clandestinely taking away,
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or using or  wantonly wasting water from any water
reserve , well, or reservoir; and any person wilfully
or negligently taking away or leaving open any
gate, slip-rail, or fence belonging to any enclosed
water reserve, or  any  person lighting fires so as to
endanger the safety of any fence or bridge, shall,
upon conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing ten  pounds.
81. Any person or persons other than licensed
water-carriers who shall take from any lagoon,
water reserve, well, or waterhole under the control
of the said municipality any water, without the ex-
press permission of the said Council first had and
obtained, except for the purpose of being used at
any conflagration which may hereafter take place
in Clermont aforesaid, shall pay to the said Council,
or their proper officer, the sum of threepence for
every cask of water of one hogshead so taken as
aforesaid.
Nuisances.
82. All  carcases or meat being  conveyed  in carts
from slaughter -yards through the municipality shall
be covered with a clean and suitable covering, un-
der a  penalty not exceeding five pounds, to be-
re-covered from the person or persons driving such
cart or conveying such carcase or meat.
83. Any person casting any filth, rubbish, or
dead carcase  into or -upon any public street, road,
or bye-way, thoroughfare, vacant allotment, unsold
Crown land, or private premises, shall, upon con-
viction, be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds.
84. Any person refusing or neglecting to remove,
cleanse, or purify any shambles, slaughter-yards,
cesspool, or other nuisance, when required so to do
by the Mayor, Committee of Works, or Inspector
of Nuisances, shall, on conviction, be liable to a
penalty not  exceeding  ten pounds.
85. Any person feeding, keeping, or breeding
swine on any  premises , or in any house or yards
erected  on private property or unsold Crown land,
within a distance  of forty-five yards of any public
street  or road or public place within the town
boundary, shall, on conviction, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds sterling.
S'laugh ter-yards, 4'c.
86. Any person slaughtering cattle, sheep, or
pigs within the town boundary of Clermont shall,
on conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
87. Any person failing to deliver at the office of
the Town Clerk, seven days previous notice in
writing of his intention to construct any shambles,
slaughter-yards, pig-stye, cesspool, ash-pit, drain,
or other receptacle for rubbish or drainage, shall,
on conviction, be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
88. The owner or occupier of any dwelling-house,
shop, store, or warehouse within the said munici-
pality, which shall be built on or near the boundary
line of any street or road within the said munici-
pality, shall cause to be affixed to such house, shop,
or warehouse, sufficient and proper spouting, in
order to prevent the rain water which may fall on
the roof of such house, shop, or warehouse, from
falling on the footpaths within the said munici-
pality ; and if such owner or occupier shall neglect
to comply with this bye-law, or any part thereof,
he shall, on conviction thereof, forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding five pounds (£5).
89. The owner of any land within the said muni-
cipality shall keep the footpaths in front of his
property in good order and condition, and shall
keep the same to the level to be fixed from time to
time by the said Municipal Council.
90.  All rubbish or filth that may hereafter accu-
mulate or be upon any private property within the
said municipality shall be removed by and at the
expense of the owner thereof, and shall be removed
to and deposited by him from time to time in such
place or places as the said Municipal Council shall
from time to time appoint.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Clermont,
at a special meeting of the Council convened
on Wednesday, 15th August, 1874.
JOHN MACKAY,
J. G. CEOGHAN,
Town Clerk.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-four, and in
the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."APPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either f o the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
Police Department,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
91HE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
.1 in possession of the Mackay Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by Auction, at
the Police Office, Mackay, on MONDAY, the 11th
January, 1875.
1 bay gelding, branded
ML over CS near
shoulder, star
colonial saddle, rough
made
bridle do.
1
1
Mayor.
1 razor
1 mirror
1 pair boots
1 towel
1 horse bell, and
Sundries.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF  1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency/ Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " 1Xe Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of tlj Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price 2s.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Leybuin to Drayton, through Felton
Run : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Leyburn ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
74;4837.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LEYBURN TO  DRAYTON  THROUGH FELTON RUN, PARISHES OF TOOTH
AND HODGSON ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
00
No. Portion of Road. Q. How Reputed Occupier. I Bearings. Length Breadth A
eld. is .  f
ohs' lke. A. a. P.
A Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson ...  N. 17° E.  ...  53
south-west corner of
portion 74, parish of
Tooth, and running
about N. by E.1,E. to
its north boundary
B Commencing  at the ..., freehold  Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ... N. 17° E. ...  50
south boundary of
portion 65,  parish of
Tooth, and running
about N. by E.E. to
its northern boundary
C Commencing at the ... freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E.  ...  20
south boundary of
Felton pre-emptive 23,
and running  about N.
by E.1,E.  to its northern
boundary
D Commencing at the  ...  freehold  Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E. .. .  20
south boundary of
Felton pre -emptive 21,
and running about N.
by E.x,-E. to its northern
boundary
E Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50'  E. 23
south boundary  of
Felton pre- emptive 9,
and running about N.
N.E.;E, to its northern
boundary
F Commencing on the ... fre ehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 32
south boundary  of
Fe ton pre -emptive 18,
and running about
N.N.E.;E.to its north-
ern boundary
G Commencing at the  ..  freehold Jae. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 23
south boundary of
Felton pre -emptive 7,
and running about
N.N.E.;E. to its north-
ern boundary
H Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 13
south boundary  of
Felton pre -emptive 17,
and running about
N.N.E.,E.  to its east-
ern boundary
J Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jae. Tyson  ... N. 31° 50' 50
west boundary of por-  89° 50' 9
tion 41, parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N.N,E.;E.to its
no rt h boundary and
branch road running
about east to the
south-east boundary
A Commencing on the . ..  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50'  5
south boundary of 24° 06' 49
portion 40,  parish of
Hodgson ,  and running
about N N.E. to its
no rt h boundary
L Commencing on the  ..  fre ehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  24° 06' 87
south boundary of por-
tion 34,  parish of Hodg-
son, andrunningabout
N.N.E. to its no rt h
boundary
M Commencing on the ... freehold  'Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  24° 06 '  23
south boundary of 89° 56' 2
portion 34A,  parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N.N.E. to its
no rt h boundary and
branch road running
about east to the west
boundary.
76 2 chains 10 0 38 Unimproved
forest land
89 2 chains 10 0 28 Unimproved box
forest
93 2 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
04 2 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
58 2 chains 4 2 34 Open black so il
plain, south
side fenced
60 2 chains 6 2 3 Open black soil
plain
37 2 chains 4 2 27 Open black soil
plain
65 2 chains 3 0 27 Open black soil
plain
86 2 chains 10 2 17 Open plains
20 11  chains 1 1 23
72 2 chains 11 0 20 Open plain
91
69 2 chains 17 2 2 Open plain
80 2 chains 3 3 13 Open plain
35 1 chain
2 4,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that the interests of the previous occupants in the Leases
of the undermentioned Runs, which have been subdivided or are held under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," have been transferred during the Quarter ending 31st December,
1874, with  the sanction of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the parties hereunder particularised.
GEORGE HUNTLEY,
For  Under  Secretary.
Name of  Rim.
Morenish  No. 2 ...
Governor Blacka ll  ...
MORETON DISTRICT.
Eskdale  ... ... ... J. Ivory ... .... S. Lord,
Beaudesert ... ... .. W. D. White and G. Robinson  ...  G. Robinson.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872" is
directed to sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations, dated 31st October,  1872,  which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year, and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor-
mation.
A. MACALISTEB.
Register Local No. District.No
7 12 Rockhampton
8 22
9 24
10 41
11 43
12 45
13 46
14 47
15 48
Lessees.
Transfe re e.
Area. Year. Rent.
A. R. P.  2  S.  d.
W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... 160 0 0 3 40 0 0
J. G. Hess and J. A. Zoehammer 160  00  3 40 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... 160 0 0 3 40 0 0
J. G. Hess  4,0  0 0 3 10 0 0
J. Cook, W. Absolon, J. Absolon, G. R.
Absalon ... .. 40  00  3 10 0 0
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey ... ... ... ... 20 0 0 3 5 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson 40 0 0 3 10 0 0
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey ... .. 80 0 0 3 20 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson ... 20 0 0 3 5 0 0
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
TO be Sold atthe Custom House, Rockhampton, on the 38th day of January, 1875, at Eleven
o'clock.
Date.  Ship.  Master.  I  Whence. Mark.  Description.
1873.
20 Janua ry  ...
2 February...
1874.
20 Janua ry  ...
19 Februa ry ...
9 July ,,.
Lord Ashley ... ...
Transferrer.'
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
T. A. Stratford ... ... .. } A. Stuart.
Stuart
Bristow ,,,
Ditto ... ... Harley ...
Governor  Blackall . ..  Saunders ...
Glamorganshire  ...  Riches ...
Sydney  ...  BT2 over 140,  31&S over 8 One case  containing 12 boxes, each 3 dos.
tins 1 oz spice
Ditto ... LJJ,  samples ... .,.  One cock containing 7 tins paint, each 28
lbs.
Ditto ... HBS over B
Ditto ... W over 927
London ... No  mark ...
Custom House, Brisbane, 19th December, 1874.
One ease containing round back  office  chain
One case containing 144 doz. Rimmel's 127
lavender water
One bundle containing 6 saddle cloths
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
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Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1875
LIST of Medical Practitioners qualified to practise in Queensland, under  " The Medical Act  of 1867,"
and who have been enrolled as such up to the present time
No.  Of Certificate,  and Date
of Registration . - - - - -- - --- - l ----- - -- -- -
No. Date.
Name.  Address.
124 5 Nov., 1874 ... Andrews, A. B. ... Brisbane
Armstrong, William .
71 4 Oct., 1866 ... Bailey, Wm. Lee Maryborougli ...
89 19 Jan. 1869 ... BalIs-Headley, Walter Warwick
... ... Bell, Hugh ...
63 4 Jan., 1866  ...  Benson , John R.
9 3 Feb., 1862 ...  Barnett , Henry C. ...
22 1 Jan., 1863 ... Brock, Fred. Geo. ...
24 5 Mar., 1863 ... Burke, Stephen J....
33 26 July, 1863 ... Bellinfante, Simon ...
76 7 Nov., 1867 ... Begge, Jos. Thos. ...
42 5 Nov., 1863 ... Bucknill, Ebenezer ...
54 6 April, 1865 ...  Bancroft, Joseph ...
60 7 Dec., 1865 ... Bullen, Francis D....
61 „ ... Burncastle, Julius ..
72 4 Oct., 1866 ... Byrne, Theodore E. D.
100 1 Sept., 1870 ... Blundell, John W. F.
81 6 Aug., 1868 ... Browne, Wm. Agnew
82 1 Aug., 1868 ... Bull, George ..
115 5 March, 1874... Burgoyne, John T....
... ... Canaan, Kearsey ...
Cumming, Fredk. ...
62 4 Jan., 1866 ... Cunningham, C. L....
... Challinor, Henry ...
6 22 July, 1861 ...
80 5 March, 1868 ...
70 6 Sept., 1866
34 26 Aug., 1863 ...
45 11 Feb., 1864 ...
Callaghan, Win.
Callaghan, Jos.
Adelaide street,
Brisbane
Rockhampton ...
Rockhampton ...
Port Denison ...
Dalby ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Wiekhamterrace,
Brisbane
Brisbane
South Brisbane
Bowen ...
Qualification.
Mem. R. Coll.  Surg., Eng., 1843; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1843.
Cert., N. S. Wales.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., London, 1830.
M. B., 1864; Mast. Surg., 1865;  M.D.,
1868 ,  Univ. Camb . ;  Mem. R .  Coll. Phys.,
Lend., 1866.
L.A.C. Lond. ;  M.D.  Lend.,  F.R.C.S.,
Eng.
M.D. of Queen ' s College,  K ingston, Canada.
Mem. R .  Coll . Surg., Eng ., 1854;  Lie. R.
Coll . Phys., Edin., 1860.
Lie. R .  Coll. Surg.,  Edin., 1829.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg .,  Eng., 1856;  Lie. K. Q.
Coll . Phys.,  Irel., 1862.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg.,  Eng.,  1859;  M.D.
Univ. St. And., 1861.
Lie. K. Q. Coll. Phys., Irel.,  1866;  Lie. R.
Coll. Burg., Irel., 1866.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1859;  Lic. Soc.
Apoth., London, 1859; M.D. Uni. St.
And., 1862.
M.D. Uni., St. And., 1859;  Mom. R. Coll.
Surg., Eng., 1859 ; Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud.,
1859.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin.
Lic. R. Coll. Surg., Mn.
Mem. R. Coll.  Surg., Eng .,  1858  ; Lie. R.
Coll. Phys.,  Edin., 1859.
M.D. Giessen,  1851  ; Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin., 1859.
Lie. Midwif., 1863; R. Coll.  Surg.,  Irel. ;
M.D., Q. Univ., Irel., 1863.
M.B., Camb .  and Melbourne.
Mount Perry .. Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1871.
Hodgson terrace , F. R. Coll . Burg.,  Eng., 1837; Cert., N. S.
Brisbane Wales.
M.D., Cert., N. S. Wales.
S. Brisbane  ... Lic. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1857; Lie. Soc.
Kangaroo Point,
Brisbane
Rockhampton ...
Springsure ...
Callen, John Berth... Toowoomba
Candiottis, Spiridion Clermont
Costerton, Horatio ... Bowen ...
Toowoomba ...
'96 2 June, 1870 ... Codrington, John Fred. Copperfield ... Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1867;  Lie. R.
120 4 June, 1874 ... Conradi, Sigismund Taroom
105 2 Nov., 1871 ... Clayworth, Chas. C.... Townsville
84 18 Dec., 1868 ... Carter, Wm. F.
118 7 May, 1874 ... Cranewick, Wm. N. Beenleigh
... Dorsey, Wm. M. ... Ipswich
16 4 Sept., 1862 ... Dixon, Fred. B.
98 4 Aug., 1870 ... Doudney, Edwin ...
125 3 Dec., 1874 ... De Leon, Jacob ..
104 2 Feb., 1871 ... De Negri, Athenadore
35 26 Aug., 1863 ... Ewington, Wm. Fredk. Clermont
122
20
87
113
Fullerton, Geo. ... Sandgate
6 August, 1874 Fuller, Jas. M.  ...  Warwick
4 Dec., 1862 ... Ford, Branthwayte B.
18 Dec.,  1868  ... Fotheringham, Thos. Millchester, Char-
ters Towers
8 January, 1874 1 Frost, R. R. ... Townsville ...
97
}
7 July, 1870 ...
81 126 May, 1868 ...
88 8 Sept., 1863 ...
Forbes, A. L. A.
Gunn, Ronald
Geiger,  Sainrieh
Apoth., London, 1859.
F.R. Coll.  Burg., Eng.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1858.
Lic. Fac. Burg., Glasg. ; Mem. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.
Diploma, Corfu, M.D.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1852;  Lic. Soc.
Apoth., Loud.,  1857;  Lic. R. Coll. Phys.,
London, 1868.
Coll., Phys., Edin.,1867 ; Lic. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1867; Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lend.,
1867.
Doctor of Medicine , Univ . Lipzig ,  Saxony,
1869.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng ., 1865;  Lie. R
Coll. Phys., Edin., 1866.
Lic. R.  Coll. Surg., Irel.,  1863  ; Lie. It. Coll.
Phys., Edin., 1865.
Lic. Sec.  Apoth., Lend., 1865 ;  Mem. R. Coll.
Burg.  Eng., 1858.
M.D.,  1857,  Cert.,  N. S. Wales ; Mem. R.
Coll. Burg., Edin., 1874.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng. ; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond. ; M.D., Aberdeen ; Mem. R. Coll.
Phys., Lend.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1870.
Mem. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Eng., 1863.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1861; Lie. Mid-
wif., 1861; Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond,1862 ;
M.B., Univ., London, 1863.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1853; Lic. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1861.
M.D.; Cert., N. S. Wales.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg. Eng., 1863.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1860.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1856.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg, Eug., 1870; Lic. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin., 1870; Lie. Soo Apoth.
Lend., 1870.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1870; Lic. Fae
Phys.  and Surgg., Glasg., 1870.
Logan River  ...  I M.D., Glasg. ;  Mem. R.  Coll. Burg., Eng.
Stataa  Exam, Cart.
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LIST OF MEDICAL  PRACrITIONgE8 - con 41111ed.
No. of Cert ificate ,  and Date
of Registration.
Name. Address. Qualification.
No. Date.
Hobbs, William ,.,
114 8 January, 1874 Harricks, F. M.
117 2 April, 1874 ... Harricks, J. H.
6 4 July, 1861 ... Hancock, Robert ..,
67 5 April,  1866  ... Harrison, Hy. Edw.
13 3 March, 1862... Homan, Fredk.
15 26 July, 1862 ... Huntley, Win. Albert
32 26 May, 1863 ... Howitt, W. G. .
41 6 Nov., 1863 ... Howlin, Jas.
57 7 Sept., 1865 ... Hodgkinson, Edw. B.
103 2 Feb., 1871 ... Jaap, John ... ...
95 2 June, 1870 ...  Jones, Richd. Thos....
Adelaide street, M.R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1843; Cert., N. S.
Brisbane Wales.
Rockhampton ,,, Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1870; Lic. Midwi£,
1871; K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel. 1871.
Rockhampton ,,, Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1873.
George street, Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1858; Lie. Soc.
Brisbane  Apoth., Lond., 1860.
.., Mem. R. Coll. Surg, Eng., 1865.
Dalby Cert., N. S. Wales.
Warwick .,, Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Bug.
,,. Mem. R. Coll. Surg, Eng.
Dalby ... M.D., Univ., Edin., 1852.
Leyburn ... M.D. Univ., St. And., Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond.
WoogarooLunatic M.D., Univ. Glasg., 1858; Mem. R. Coll.
Asylum Burg., Eng., 1861.
Diplomas ,  Glasg. and Edin.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg.,  Edin , ; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin.
91 2 Dec., 1869  ... Jones, Jas. Aberdeen Dalby ...
110 3 July, 1873 ... Kennedy, Nicholas .,,
50 6 Oct., 1864 ... Keogh, Pat. Mooney
65 5  Max., 1866 ... Kempf, Joseph
111 7 Aug., 1873 ... Kortum, Axel H. F. B.
119 . 4 June, 1874 ... Little, J. H. ...
17 2 Oct., 1862 ... Lyons, Michael J. ...
39 3 Sept.,  1863  ... Lansdowne, Joe. R....
43 9 Dec., 1863  ... Luce, Jae. J.
47 6 May, 1864 ... Lossberg, W. H. von
107 12 Nov., 1872 ... Lane, John Pearse ...
56 6 April,  1865  ... Lang, Ludwig ...
77 2 Jan, 18'8 .. Lee, Washington
112 8 January, 1874 Macan, J. John ,,,
66 5 April, 1866 ... Mason, John B. ...
25 5 Mar., 1863 ... Margetts, Fredk. ...
37 3 Sept., 1863 ... McPherson, Chas. H.
29 2 April, 1863 ... McNeely, Hugh  ..
116 2 April, 1874 Mobs, E. J. R. ... I Brisbanellospital
18 2 Oct., 1862 ... Moran, Chas. J.
101 3 Oct., 1870 ... Mondelet, Wm. Hy.
21 4 Dec., 1862 ... Mullen, J. J. ...
49 1 Sept., 1864 .., Morton, Selby M. ...
85 18 Dec., 1868 ... McBurney, Robt. ...
108 3 April, 1873 ... McGrath, H. F.
14 3 Mar., 1862 ... O'Doherty, Kevin I.
28 2 April, 1863 ... O'Grady, Thos. John
51 7 Nov., 1864 ... Oldmeadow, J. H. P.
Palmer, E. Fielding
4 25 Feb., 1861 ... Paynter, Geo. W. ,,,
46 7 April, 1864 ... Purdie, Robert ,,,
48 6 May, 1864 ... Plowman, Win. T....
56 6 April, 1865 ... Prentice, Chas.
99 4 Aug., 1870 .. Power, John Joe.
88 7 Jan., 1869 ... Poulden, Fred. Geo.
3 2 Aug,, 1851
74 17 Aug,, 1867
79 6 Feb., 1868
123 3 Sept., 1874
109 3 July, 1873
Robertson , Archd. C.
Rowlands, Thos.
Roche, Wm. Augtine
Roberts, Edwin .,.
Ryan, John P. ...
Senftleben, Hugo
68 f 5 July, 1866  ...  I Shaw, Alfred
Brisbane Lie. R. Coll. Surg. and Phys. ; Lie. Mid.,
Edin. ; Lie. Apoth. Hall, Dublin.
... Mein. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1856.
Surgery, Medicine, and Philosophy.
Bowen ... ... Doctor of Med. and  Surg ., Berlin, 1872;
States Exam. 3rd March,  1873;  M.D.
Maryborough .., M. B., 1871 ; Mast. Surg., 1871; Univ., Edin.
. Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Irel.
... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1858;  Lie. Fac.
Phys. Surg., Glasg.,  1858;  Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin., 1860.
... Lie. Soo, Apoth., Loud.,  1838;  Mein. R.
Coll. Surg., Eng., 1840; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys. Edin., 1860; M.D., Univ. St. And.,
1860.
Ipswich... ... Diploma of Hesse-Cassell.
Maryborough ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1845.
Heidelberg Diploma.
Glengallan ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Rug.
Rockhampton ... Mein. R. Coll. Surg.  Bug.,  1870.
,., Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1858; Lic.,Mid-
wif.,  1859;  Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1860.
Warwick ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1837; Mein. R.
Coll. Surg., Eng., 1838.
Lie. Fac. Phys.  Surg.,  Glasg., 1857.
Rockhampton ... M.D.,  1860;  Mast. Surg.,  1860;  Univ.,
Glasg.
Doctor of Medicine, and Surgery, and Mid-
wifery ; studied at Berlin and Halle from
1860 to 1864; passed States Exam. in
Halle, 1865 ; M.D.
Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1861.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng. ; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lend., 1868.
Fortitude Valley, Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1860; Lie. K. Q.
Brisbane  Coll'Phys., Irel., 1861.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1862; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1863.
M.D.; Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin. ; Lic. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin.
Brisbane Hospital Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1857 ; M.D.
George street, Fell. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1857 ; Lie., 1859;
Brisbane  Lie. Midwif., 1859; K. Q. Coll. Phya.,
Irel.
Drayton ... Lio. R. Coll. Surg.,  Edin., 1856.
Mom. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1851.
., Cert., N.  S. Wales.
Rockhampton ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1851.
M.D., Univ., Edin. 1834; Lic. Soc. Apoth.,
Long., 1841 ;  Mem. R . Coll. Phys., Lend.,
1862.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Lond.
South  Brisbane... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1857.
,,, Mein. R. Coll. Surg., Eng. ; Lie. Med. K,
Q. Coll., Irel.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1854; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lend., 1858.
Rockhampton ... Cert. N. S. Wales ; M. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Eng. ;
Doctor of Mee., Republic of Peru.
R. Col,  Surg.,  Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud.
Townsville ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng. ; Cert., Victoria.
Toowoomba ... Mom. R. Coll. Surg ., Eng., 1863.
Gympie ... Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel. 1866; Lie. Midwif.,
K. and Q. Coll, of Phys., IreL 1870.
Doct. of Med. and Surgery, Koenigsberg,
1854;  passed States Exam.,  1855;  regis.
tered by Med. Council of United Kingdom,
1871.
Spr;uga4re  ... Lie. Apot4. Hall, Dublin, 1856; Lic. R.
_ Coll.  Burg.,  Irel., 1$61 ;  Lic. R. Coll.
Phye.,  1863.
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LIST CF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS - Continued.
No. of Certificate ,  and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
27
102
58
12
90
106
2 April,  1863 ...
1 Nov., 1870 ...
6 Oct., 1865 ...
7 Feb., 1862 ...
14 Aug., 1869 ...
7 March, 1872 ...
11 6 Feb., 1862
94 5 May, 1870
7
8
19 Aug., 1861
3 Oct., 1861
30  1  7 May, 1863
121
69
64
59
92
93
Name.  Address.
Stacey ,  John E. ...
Spencer, John
Scharffenberg , John A.
Salmond, David
Smith, Walter S.
Smith, Wm. Jas.
Smith, Frederick
Toowoomba ...
Mt. Abundance
... Rockhampton ...
... ;Bowen ... ...
Qualification.
Cert .,  N. S. Wales.
Mem. R. Coll . Surg .,  Eng., 1841.
M.D.; States Exam. ; Cert.
Lic. Fae. Phys. Surg., Glasg., 1840.
Lic. Med. and Surg., Lond.
Roma ... ... Mast. Burg.  ;  M.D., Aberdeen.
Milton,  Brisbane  Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond ., 1866  ;  Lie. R. Coll.
Surg., Edin., 1867; Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin., 1867.
Thon, Guido  ...  Rockhampton ...  ; States  Exam . ; Cert., Weimar.
Taylor, Wm. Fredk. ' Clermont ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lend.,  1862;  Mem. R.
... Ward, Jos. 11.
Coll, Surg., Eng., 1867.
Maryborough ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1853;  M.D.,
Univ AndSt .. .
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1840 ; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1840.
Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1840 ; M.D.,
Ward, Wm. J. ... Gayndah
Waugh, John N. .,. Brisbane
6 August, 1874
6 Sept., 1866 ...
1 March, 1866 ...
3 Nov.,  1865 ...
7 April, 1870 ...
5 May, 1870 ...
Webb, E. R.
Webster, M. H. .
Wilkie, Oscar A. G.
Univ. St. And., 1856; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lend. 1856.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg. Eng., 1873.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1861.
M.D., Berlin ; States  Exam . ; Cert.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1859.
M.D., Melbourne.
M.B., 1866 ; M.D., 1869, Univ., Edin. ; Fell.
R. Coll. of Surg., Eng., 1869.
WoogarooLunatic
Asylum
Wilson, Jacob Affirett1 ...
Wuth,  Ernest  Magnus Tambo
Wigg, Henry Carter
LIST OF CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS  UNDER  THE SAME ,ACT.
Abraham, William
Armati, Pio
Barnes, Samuel A.
Bellimey, Richard Thos.
Berkley, James
Blandford. Morgan Chas.
Block, Frederick
Brackebusoh, Ernest
Buss, Thomas
Brocklebank, William
Bruce, Alexander K.
Brown, Janes Gompertz
Cardell, Edmund Boys
Clark, David
Cavanagh, Charles Innes
Carmichael, Laughlin
Coumbes, Edward
Challinor, William Henry
Costin, William J
Coffey, Michael C.
Gotham, Lawrence
Cripps, Charles F.
Coates, Richd. Appleby
Connell, E.
Cowley, W. R.
Coyle, William
Clayton, William
Dalrymple, David Hay
Davidson, John
Drew, Thomas C.
Dent, Thomas
Drake, Francis S.
Davies, Charles
Dickens, Geo. Lockington
Eastes, Charles
Ernst, Gustavus
Elliott, John Edward
Ellis,  George
Ellison, John Clermont
Fitzgibbon, J. H.
Flynn, John William
Form, Henry
Formann, George
Hart , William
Hains , Philip John
Heeney , Fergus J.
Heeney, John P.
Henning, Cecil
Hoare, Fred. Albert
Hodgson ,  Isaac L.
Holberton,  Wm. Beer
Hughes, Chas. Henry
Hunter, Edward H.
Hughes, T. H.
Hoare ,  Thomas
Hopkinson, Joseph
Jackson, William George
Jones, James
Jenning, C. R. M.
Kenway, E. L.
Laughter, C. H.
Long, M. H.
Long, Jos. H.
McKenna, John
McLean, Thomas
Mearns, Robert L.
Merritt, Franklin Martin
Moffatt, James Campbell
Mitchell, Graham
Miller, Robert
Nelson, Samuel M.
Nott, John
Nutt, Edwin
Pring, Edward J. L.
Page, William J.
Palmer, Edward F.
Poore, James E.
Power, John Baptist
Rowland, Walter
Rowland, Harold
Rutherford, H. R.
Rutherford, John E.
Rutherford, Geo. Lewis
Rice, Edmund
Row, Edward R.
Sabine,  John Randolph
Saunderson, Wm. Hutchinson
Silvester, Robert R.
Smith, George S.
Sneyd, Sam. H. S.
Stafford, William
Scott, J. S.
Smith, B. B.
Steele, William
Smith, Peter
Saunders, James
Saunders, Samuel
Taylor, Edward
Taylor, Walter
Thomas,  Benjamin
Vaillant, Reginald
Whelan, Phillip
Wonderly, Joseph
Ward, Moses
Woolcott, Henry C.
Wilson, John
Weeding, Henry
Williams, James
K. CANNAN, President.
0.  C. 4IORROCKS,  Secretary.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 24th December,•1874.
T
HE  following SUMMARIEs of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of OCTOBER, 1874, are published for general information.
GEORGE THORN,  Ju on,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1874.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the'returns obtained from new  Stations  added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Latitude  (South). Longitude  (East). Distance fro mSea-coast.
Maximum in 24
hours, and date.
No. of
fell.
days Rain TotalRainfall.
Miles. Inches.  Date. Inches.
Banana .. .  24° 30' 1500 10' 80 1.55 27th  7 2.61
Beenleigh (Windaroo)*...  27 49 153 8 10
-Bloomsbury ... ...  20 39 148 32 12  0 65 17th  9 2-90
Bowen ...  20 1 148 16 on coast 0.42 19th 7 1-32
Brisbane ... ...  .27 28 153 6 10  0-52 5th  9 0.96
Caamboon  25 1 150 25 105 2-18 28th 2 2-95
Cabulture (Morayfield)...  27 7 152 55 5 0.40
.
5th 5  0-93
Cape Moreton ... ...  27 1 153 28 on coast 1 50 5th 10  5.80
Cardwell 18 6 146 0 on coast 1-50 22nd 5  2-95
Cashmere  18 3 145 13 50 0-98 27th 5  1.19
Charleville  26 35 146 6 350 1.10 29th 2  1-70
Clermont  22 45 147 38 130 0.88 28th 3 2-18
Cleveland1'  27 32 153 18 on coast
Condamine  ... 26 67 150 6 180 1-05 1 28th 5 1.84
Cooktown* ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Craven* .  ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek  ... 18 0 142 0 119 0195  16th 1 0.95
Dalbyy ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 ! 112 0.80  28th 3  2-05
Dur  ah ... 26 20 150 28 135 2.50  29th 6 4.40
Enoggera Reservoir* ... 27 27 152 55 16
.Fairlie Plains ... ... 27 9 145 0 509 0 20 25th  5  0-73
Gayndah ... ... 25 38 151 36  72  0.36 4th 6 0.99
George-tn, Ethridge Riv. 17 57 143 40 176 0.78 25th 5 1.74
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 0.32 27th 3 0.57
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 0'63 16th 3 0.68
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 0-22 3rd 1  0-22
G_ympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 0.40 21st 5  2-46
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 0'46 1st 6 0'96
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 5 1-89 7th 17 6.52
Ipswich . ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.27 7th 7  0-72
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 2.44 23rd ' 3 3.21
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 0.50 16th 2 0.75
Kimberley ... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast 1.17 26th 2  2-27
Lyttont ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10 149 5 5  1-25  27th 7  2-60
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 160 1 40 0-43 26th 5 0.91
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 0-26 5th 8 1.18
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.75 29th 5 1.05
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 0-26 26th 2 0.49
Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 0-17 29th 1  0-17
Roma  .. ... ... 26 37 148 42 230  1-20  28th 1 1.20
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 0-22 1st 11 0.77
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1-10 29th
0. h
6 3.36
.Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 24t90 ... 0 2 142
St. Helena ... ... 27 26 153 16 on coast 0-85 5th 7  2-60
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 0.40 6th 4 0.84
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0-49 29th 7  1-71
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 1.40 29th 7  1-42
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 1.15 18th 4  2-14
Valley of Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 140 1.32 27th
.
6  2-36
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 1 05 30th 8  2-06
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 0.59 7th 21  2-78
Westwood ... ,.. 23 38 150 8 45 1115 7th 8 1.93
Woody Island .. 25 21 152 57 on coast 0.30 5th 8 1.10
• No Return  received .  t No rain fell.
Greatest Rainfa ll during the month ,  6-52 inches ,  was at  Lower Herbert River .  Greatest number of days  rain fell, 21, at  Woody Island
Greatest  fail in 24  hours, 2-50 inches, on 29th, at Durah.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological  Observer.
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th November,71874.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after 1st December, 1874, the following Time Table  will come into  operation until further notice.
0%LEY WEST ,  IPSWICH ,  TOOWOOMBA,  DALBY, AND WARWICK.
PSET
ABOVZ
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
MILES.
From
Oxley
West.
From Too-',
woomba. I
STATIONS.
ter'
77
62 17
43 8
68 10
74 147
65 171
111 i 257
140 291
188 357
274 387
574 427
335 461
340 5511
465 667
788 761
1530 861
2005
1921 951
100
1577 1021 7
1577 1027 7
107* 121
111 16
1522 119 24
126 31
135 40
1432 137 42
139 44
1500 148 53
151 56
157 62
1498 160 65
1577
1257
1122
1024
1071
1144
1231
1
31441
1471
Oxley  West ...
Oxley ... ...
Goodna ... ...
ReRlbank ... ...
Bundamba... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Walloon .. ...
Rosewood ... ...
Western Creek ...
Grandchester ...
Victoria Tunnel ...
Laidley ... ...
Gatton ,,, ...
Helidon ... ...
Murphy's Creek ...
Highftelds ...
Summit of Range
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate ..
Gowrie Junction...
Gowrie Junction ...
For Williams' Camp
Westbrook Cro ssing
Cambooya ... ..
Emu Creek Siding
King's Creek ...
Clifton .
Simpson's Siding...
Hendon  (for Allora)
Deuchar's Crossing
Lyndhurst Road ...
Warwick
Gowrie Junction..
Gowrie ..
Oakey Creek ...
Jondaryan... ...
Bowenville ...
Blaxland '  Siding ..,
Dalby ... ...
A.Y. A.M .  P.M. P3ie.
8.50 .., ... 3'30
8.55 ... ... 3'36
9.17 ... ... 4.1
A ... ... A
UP TRAINS
A
(arrive 9.45
 ... ... 4.30
1. depart 10.0 ... ... 4.35
10.28 ... ... *5 12
A ... ... A
A ... ... A
arrive
 *11,13  ... ... 5.41
depart 11.17 ... ... 5.45
... .,. A ... ... A
... ... 11.54 ... ... 6'22
... .,. 6.51... ... 12.23  ,
arrive 12.58 ... ... *7.26
depart 1.13 ... ... 7.41
arrive 1.53
depart  *1.59 I ... ...  8,21
... ... ! 2.50 ... ... 9.13
f arrive 3.38 100
2 depart 40 7 0 60 410
...  ... ... ! B I B ...
arrive
 ... ! *11.16 ...
depa rt *11.25
A
A
12.20
A,
1.13
1.23
A
2.0
A
4.35
A
A
5.30
A
6.23
6.33
A
*7.10
A
A
7.502'40
130
133
1377
1397
146
1477
• Trains meet here.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
P.Y.
7.6
7.11 3 !
7.36 16
A 24
A 33
8.5 40
-_-- 45
46
47}
52
54
61
71
From
Warwick.
9
12
21
23
25
34
41
49
521
68
,SrATION$.
Dalby •..
Blaxiand's Siding ...
Bowenville ... ...
Jondaryan... ... ...
Oakey Creek ... ...
Cowrie ...
Gowrie Junction... ...
Warwick...
Lyndhurst  Road...
Deuchar's Crossing
Hendon  (for Allora)
Simpson's Siding...
Clifton
King 's Creek
Emu Creek Siding
Cambooya ... ...
Westbrook Crossing
For Will iams' Camp
Gowrie Junction...
58 IIGowrie Junction...
80.45 Mahoney's Gate ...
65 Toowoomba ...
Summit of Range
Highfelds ...
... Murphy' s Creek ...
81
92
101
105
109
112
I 118
122
Helidon ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Laidley ..
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Grandchester ...
Western Creek ...
Rosewood ... ...
Walloon ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Bandamba ...
Redbank ...
Goodna ... ...
Oxley .. ...
Oxley West ...
arrive
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
A.M.
...
arrive 1 ...
departl
arrive
depart
arrive
3 depa rt
arrive
depart
arrive
depa rt
f arrive
Cdepa rt
6.50
7.44
8.44
*9.24
9.39
109
10.34
A
11.9
*11.13
A
A
11.52
12.20
12.25
A
A
12.57
1.19
1.26
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.Y.
8.40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A
P.M.A.M.
8.5
A
A
8.45
A
9.22
9.32
A
10'25
A
A
*11.25
B
1165
7.67
8.19
8.25
6.30
A
A
7,10
A
7.48
7.58
A
8.51
A
A
*11.16 9.51
a
11 44 10.20
124
1258
•1.68
2.2
2.37
2.52
3.22
3.47
A
4.22
4.26
A
A
*52
5.30
5.40
A
A
6.12
6.34
640
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available
 to return on the following Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only  at those places
 at which they  are timed  to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,
 A, will stop by  signal
 to take  up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice  at the preceding
Station  to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare
 at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they propose to alight.
(a.) The Trains leaving
 Toowoomba at 1060  a.m. and 4x10 p,m. on the  11p journey ,  and leaving  Warwick at 85  a.m. and 6.30 p.m .  on the Down journey ,  will, for  the present ,  stop at this  Crossing ,  subject to  the foregoing  regulation.
90
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
`;NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and
I  into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
15
24
30
38
44
Stations
Rockhampton_ ...
Gracemere ...
Stanwell ...
Rosewood ...
Westwood arrive ...depart ...
Goganjo ... ...
Rocky Creek ... ...
TIME TABLE.
after lot October, 1874, the following Time Table will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
All Day Tickets issued on SaturdaXs available to return on the following Monday.
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
1
5. 0
5.36
6. 0
•• I
(A.) The Trains  marked  thus, A,  will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only,  who will be charged  the fare to the Station et
which their journ ey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by  giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying  the fare t  the time of booking, from the place at which  they  join the Train to the place
oa which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£
Week ending December  26th, 1874... ... 1306
Corresponding  week to st year ... ... ... 662
Increase
Decrease
643
s.  d.
4 11
8  0
16 11
6
14
20
29
38
44
Stations.
Rocky Creek ...
Goganjo
Westwood arrive ...
I depart ...
Rosewood ... ...
Stanwell ... ...
Gracemere ... ...
Rockhampton... ...
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. 2 x. d.
1,831 12 0 55 19 5 3,193 16 4
1,312 7 1 68 13 3 2,043 8 4
519 4 11 1,150 8 0
12 13 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Intestate Estates of William Evans, late of
Blacks' Waterhole, Mitchell District ; William
Manley, late of Springsuro ; Sah Boo and
William Watkinson, late of Brisbane ; Rober
Cleland, late of Maryborough ; Samuel Dun-
stan , late of Charters 7 owers ; Benjamin
Cooper, late of Hornet Bank; David Weir,
late of Palmer River, Claus Rogen, late of
Canal Creek ; Ascase Wells, late of Bowen
John Reeves, and W. S. Smith, late of Oakey
Creek ; Edward Albert Treason, late of Forest
Grove, Thompson River ; and Dick (Chinaman),
late of Woomblebank.
PURSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10,  all persons  having any  claims against
the above-named deceased  persons are  to come in
and prove their debts at my office, Queen street,
Brisbane , on or before the 2nd (second) day of
March next ; or, in default, they will be peremp.
torily excluded from all benefit accruing from the
said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane,  2nd  January, 1875.
879 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Samuel
Dunstan, late of Charters Towers, deceased.
To James Dunstan, brother.
And of the Personal Estate of William Watkinson,
late of Brisbane Hospital, deceased.
To a wife.
T
AKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the Per-
sonal Estates of Samuel Dunstan and William
Watkinson, deceased, intestate, or show cause within
one calendar month after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judges thereof, why orders should not be
made for me to collect, manage, and administer the
said Estates of the said Samuel Dunstan and
William Watkinson, I shall, at the expiration of
the said one calendar month, apply by Petition to
the said Court, or the Judges of the said Court, for
such orders, and the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 2nd day of January, 1875.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will he expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY,
the third day of February, at Ten o'clock,
before the Judge then sitting, in Chambers, at
the Court House, Queen street, Brisbane.
878 6s. 6d.
31
No. 12,144.
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Dugald Little, of Bal-
main Road, Petersham, near Sydney, gentle-
man.
W
HEREAS the Estate of the above-named
Insolvent was, on the twenty-third day of
October, 1874, placed under sequestration by order
under my hand, and it appearing that the available
assets were of less value than one hundred pounds,
I appointed a First and only Meeting, to be holden
before me or the Registrar in Insolvency, at the
Court Room, King street, Sydney, on Wednes-
day, the ninth day of December instant, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, for the proof of debts
against the said Estate, and for the collection,
administration, and distribution of the same ; that
the Insolvent might account for his insolvency, and
for directing the Official Assignee whether the
Insolvent should be allowed to retain for his own
use his household furniture, wearing apparel, beds,
bedding, and tools of trade, or any part thereof
respectively. And whereas such First and only
Meeting has been by me adjourned until WED-
NESDAY, the tenth day of February next, to be
holden at the same place, and to commence at a
like hour as above mentioned, notice of such
adjournment is hereby given for the information
of all creditors and persons interested residing out
of the Colony of New South Wales.
Dated at Sydney, the ninth day of December,
A.D. 1874.
GEORGE HIBBERT DEFFELL,
Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates.
ARTHUR HENRY,
Registrar in Insolvency.
JOHN PIPER MACKENZIE, Esquire,
King street, Sydney,
Official Assignee.
865 lOs.
H. M. Gaol,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1874.
W E, the  undersigned,  do hereby declare and
testify that we have, this day, been present
when the extreme penalty of the law was executed
on the  body of Alick,  alias  Johnny (a Polynesian),
lately convicted at the Assize Court ,  Brisbane,
held on the 1st December ,  and duly sentenced to
death  ;  and that the said Alick,  alias  Johnny, was,
in pursuance of said sentence , "  hanged by the
neck until his body was dead."
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,  Sheriff.
F. R. BERNARD,  Principal Gaoler.
SAM. S. PRIDAY, Principal Turnkey.
S. S. SNEYD, Turnkey.
GREGORY GRANT,  Turnkey.
JOHN  KINGSFORD,  Baptist Minister.
THos. R. ANDERSON,  Detective Sergeant.
CHARLES SAUTER.
WALTER J. MORLEY,  Reporter.
JAMES HAWKINS.
W. W. EVANS,  Reporter.
JOSEPH MOLLOY.
I, WILLIAM HOBBS, being the Medical Officer of
the Gaol of Brisbane, do hereby declare and certify
that I have this day witnessed the execution of
Alick,  alias  Johnny (a Polynesian), lately convicted
and duly sentenced to death, at the Court of Assize,
Brisbane. And I further certify that the said
Alick,  alias  Johnny, was, in pursuance of such
sentence, " hanged by the neck until his body was
dead."
Given under my Hand, this twenty-ninth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy.four.
W. HOBBS,
Medical Officer.
£5 REWARD.
STOLEN from  Ange llala, one Light Roan  Marc,
with blaze on forehead ,  and black mane and
points, about 5 years old ,  branded pM near shoulder.
The above reward will be given to any person
who shall give evidence to convict the thief.
(Signed ) JACOB YOUNG.
Angellala ,  20th November, 1874.
877 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.I hereby give notice, that I intend to apply at he
Court of  Petty Sessions, Brisbane, on TUES-
DAY, 2nd February , 1875, for permission to erect
a Single Gate  on the  new Road from Sideling Creek
to Rush Creek ,  between selections Nos. 6 and  39;
and a pair of Gates between selections 36 and 39.
ERNEST  GOERTZ.
Brisbane, 29th December, 1874.
876 5s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1874. £ s. d.
Dec. 26.-J. L. Denne ... ... ...  0 3 0
26.-A. Geddes ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-J. Wilson ... ... ... 0 3 0
26.-R. Goggs ... ... ... 1 0 0
26.-H. Lloyd... ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-Phillips and Samuel ... ... 0 1 8
26.-A. McLeod ... ... ... 0 6 0
29.-Cribb and Foote ... ... 1 10 0
29.-J. Fisher... ... ... ... 0 3 0
29.-W. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 9 0
30.-G. F. Gli ssan ... ... ... 1 0 0
30.-T Black... ... ... ... 0 10 0
31.-F. J. Gregson ... ... ... 0 14 0
31.-McDonald, Smith, and Co. ... 2 0 0
3fmpounbingo.
CW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisement s
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accom-
panied  bga remittance sufficient to cover  the cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Connnonage,
on the 19th December, 1874, by Peter Healy.
Driving, 9 miles.
One chesnut horse, JK conjoined near shoulder, 85 or
B5 near saddle, 596 near thigh, star, near hind foot
white.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
867
HANNAH LLOYD , Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba ,  on the  17th  December
1874, by the  Yaamba Police.
One bay gelding, short tail, 66 under near saddle, and a
very indistinct brand like heart sideways or capital
writing B near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
869 is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from the Municipality or
Reserve, on the 24th December, 1874, by order of
the Municipal Council. Damages.
One bay mare, star, P near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
873 is.
32
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Boobyjan, on the
23rd December, 1874, by order of Thomas Evans,
Esquire. Driving, 6s. 2d.
One bay mare, R near cheek, R over E9C (registered
brand) near shoulder ; bay colt foal at foot, E9C
(registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
872 18.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Mondure, on the
23rd December, 1874, by order of Messrs. McEwen and
Green. Driving,  8s. 8d.  per head.
One brown mare, JP and blotch near shoulder,  star and
snip, near hind foot white.
One bay mare,  star  and snip, like WA conjoined near
shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay gelding, like J near shoulder.
One bay gelding, M over JB near shoulder, white spots
on back.
One bay mare, W and like J near shoulder, off fore and
hind feet white.
One bay gelding, gL conjoined near shoulder, Gin square
near  thigh, off hind leg bumble.
One chesnut gelding, like Q 0 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, BA near shoulder, near hind foot
white, off fore foot bumble.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
871 88.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Meteor Downs, on
the 9th December; 1874, by order of Wm. Gelman,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut horse, like SC (the 8 reversed) near shoulder,
like ZY over 0 in circle off shoulder, C in circle off
thigh, blaze face, off hind foot white.
At same time, from Carnarvon. Driving expenses,
14s. 2d. per head.
One bay horse, like HY near neck, GM near shoulder,
star, near hind foot white, fistula mark.
One brown horse, CM or 6M near shoulder, 2 off shoul-
der, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
875 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Wealwandangie,
on the 18th December, 1874, by order of W. F.Macdermott, Esquire. Driving, a. 2d. ; damages for
trespass, 28. 6d . per head.
One bay horse, DB over G  near  shoulder, hind feet
white,  star and snip , lame off fore leg.
One bay mare, J in diamond near shoulder, R in circle
near thigh.
One bay colt, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1875,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
870 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Dungaree, on the
16th December, 1874, by order of John S. Bell,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 10s. per head.
One black horse, D in circle near shoulder, D near cheek.
One chesnut horse, g near shoulder, pa under saddle
near side, blaze down the face, four white feet.
One bay horse, H near shoulder, wR off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray ezpenees.
J. WILSON, Poundkeeper.
868 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Peak Downs Station,
on the 11th December, 1874, by order of J. Turn-
bull, Esquire. Driving expenses, 6s. ; trespass, Is. 6d.
per head.
One black gelding, long switch tail, star, MC near shoul-
der.
One chesnut mare, blaze face, near hind fetlock white,
long tail, Yover r,5 off shoulder.
One light-chesnut gelding, long rat tail, blaze face, RT
near shoulder, HW off shoulder, like F58 or F68
indistinct near thigh.
One bay gelding, long tail, small star, EG near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, star and snip, near hind fetlock
white, like WF conjoined over td near shoulder,
like T65 off shoulder indistinct.
One yellow-bay gelding, hind fetlocks white, blind off
eye, switch tail, EX (the E reversed) conjoined over
JH conjoined near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 12th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
866 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Juandah, on the 17th
December, 1874, by order of W. Gordon, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One brown horse, JS top part off shoulder, near hind
fetlock white.
One black mare,  star,  SO near shoulder, little white on
near fetlock.
One brown mare, star, like 0 over like A-L conjoined
near  shoulder, small blotch under, little white hind
fetlock ; brown colt foal at foot, unbranded, star.
One bay  mare, star , 20 near shoulder, M(` (Warwick
pound brand) off shoulder, hind fetlocks white,
white star on back.
One chesnut  mare, star , Aj off shoulder ; black colt foal
at foot, unbranded , star,  hind fetlocks white.
One black filly, off fore and hind fetlocks white, un-
branded.
One bay horse, H over like J-B conjoined off shoulder,
dark  mane  and tail, black points, white  star  on back.
One bay horse, snip JB off shoulder, dark  mane  and tail,
switch, black points.
One bay mare, RO over SAY (registered brand) near
shoulder, dark mane and tail, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
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VTCTORIA, BY TIIE GRACE OF GOD, OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
QUEEN, DEFENDER OF TIIE FAITH, AND SO
FORTH.
To all to whom these Presents shall  come,  Greeting,-
To
Abbott, Henry Palmer, Brisbane
Abbott, Thomas Kingsmill, Sydney
Ackerley, William Howarth, Goodna
Adams, Francis Somerset, Sydney, New South Wales
Adams, Henry John, Bogandina
Adams, George, Culloden, Mitchell District
Addison, Glentworth Walsh Frazer, Police Magistrate,
Tenterfield, New South Wales
Aflleck, John, Swan Creek
Aland, Robert, Toowoomba
Aldham, Henry Moore, Newland, Brisbane River
Alexander, Robert, Preston
Allan, James Thomas, Enniskillen, Mitchell District
Allen, William Thomas Bryant, Barcoo River
Amhurst, Francis Tyssen, Fouldcn, Mackay
Anderson, William, Clifton
Andrew, John Leishman, Amby Downs
Andrews, Alexander Livingstone, Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve
Aiming, William, Mount Sturgeon
Aplin, Christopher D'Oyley Hay, Somerset
Aplin, William, Townsville
Aplin, Henry, Georgetown
Ardagh, Arthur, Coomera
Armour, Robert, Brisbane
Armstrong, David William, Maryborough
Armstrong, Maxwell, Mitchell District
Ascough, William Nicholson, Palm-tree Creek
Atherton, James, Mount Hedlow, Rockhampton
Aumdller, Karl, Beaufort, Clermont
Ayrey, Charles, Worronooke, Victoria
Bailey, William Gill, Tiaro
Baird, James C., Cooktown
Baker, John, Charles Town
Bale, John Lloyd, Brisbane
Ball, Albert Throckmorton, Haselwood, Mackay
Ballard, Robert, Rockhampton
Balls, Charles William, Warwick
Barker, Francis Lindsay, Sydney, New South Wales
Barker, William, Tamrookam
Barker, John, Walla, Maryborough
Barlow, Alexander, Warkon, Condamine
Barlow, Andrew Henry, Ipswich
Barnett, John Frederick, Glenora, Springsure
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman, Brisbane
Barton, Augustus P., Moolboolaman, Wide Bay District
Barton, Hugh Hawthorn, Ravenswood
Barton, Robert Crofts, Toweran, Port Curtis
Barton, William, Sydney
Barwell, Charles H. Arthur, Rockhampton
Bays, Frank Buckle, Surat
Bean, James, Yenda
Beardmore, Francis John Wathen, St. Lawrence
Beardmore, Frederick Joshua Wathen, Cooktown
Beardmore, George Oakes, Oakey Creek
Beardmore, Owen Charles Joseph, Tooloomba
Beattie, Francis, Brisbane
Beddek, Frank Newell, Rockhampton
Bedwell, Edward P., Commander R.N., Brisbane
Beed, Henry, Rockhampton
Beit, Robert, Warrego
Bell, Donald, Bowen
Bell, Joshua Peter, Brisbane
Bell, The Honorable John Alexander, England
Bell, Hugh, Brisbane
Bell, James Thomas Marsh, Umbercolie
Bell, Robert North, Tambo
Bennett, Israel, Wales,
Bennison, Edward, Brisbane
Benson, John Robinson, Gympie
Berens, Siegmund, Brisbane
Bcrnays, Lewis Adolphus, Brisbane
Berkleman, William Furlong, Listowell, Mitchell District
Bette, Henry, Fairlight, Flinders River
Biddulph, John Linden, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego District, New South Wales
Bigge, The Honorable Francis Edward, England
Bignell, Edmund, Dillalah, Warrego District
Birkbeck, Carlos, Narcissus, North Rockhampton
Biseoe, Henry, Wooroonga, Fitzroy Downs
Black, Joseph Hume, Eaglefield, Nebo
Blakeney, William Theophilus, Brisbane
Bligh, John O'Connell, Police Magistrate, Gympie
Board, Richard, Redcliffe
Bode, Henry Morrell, Leichhardt Downs
Bode, Frederick Robert, Strathdon, Kennedy District
Booker, Charles Edward Sydney, Maryborough
Borthwick, John, Carpentaria Downs
Burton, Frederick, Burrandowan
Bowman, William McArthur, Mount Brisbane
Bowman, Alexander, Oaklands, New South Wales
Box, The Honorable William Draper, Brisbane
Bracker, Henry, Warroo
Brameton, Honorable John, Attorney-General, Hong
Bong
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Bramston,  Henry, Brisbane
Brand, Charles Hayman, Ipswich
Bray, Joshua, Wollumban, Tweed River, New South
' Wales
Brewster, John, Sydney, New South Wales
Brice, Thomas, Stoney Creek
Bridgeman, George Francis, Fort Cooper
Bristowe, Edward II. Charles, Ravenswood
Broadbent, John, Widgets
Brodie, John Bissett, Donor's Hill, Flinders River
Brodziak, Abraham, Townsville
Brodziak, Mark, Cooktown
Brookes, William, Brisbane
Brooks, Fitzherbert, Werie Ela, Warrego District
Brown, Alfred Henry, Gin Gin
Brown, John, Tempe Downs, Burke District
Brown, Nugent Wade, Wide Bay
Brown, John, Babillora, Warrego District
Brown, Arthur, England
Brown, John Dowling, Superintendent of Police, New
South Wales
Brown, David Laughlan, Brisbane
Brown, Charles Fenwick Elphinstone, Melbourne, Vic-
toria
Brown,  James Edwin, Maryborough
Browne, Henry, Travelling Superintendent of Police
Brown, Thomas Henry, Bogabilla, McIntyre River
Brown, William Agnew, Bowen
Brown, Joseph, Rockhampton
Browne, Cornwallis Wade, Bolingbroke, Nebo
Buchanan, The Honorable Archibald Berdmore, Brisbane
Buchanan, Benjamin, Sydney, New South Wales
Buchanan, James, Police Magistrate, Armidale, New
South Wales
Buckland, Charles James, Gympie
Buckley, Henry, Brisbane
Bullmcre, Edward Augustus, Oakwood
Burkitt, Horace, Sub. Collector of Customs, St. Lawrence
Burne, Henry, Maranoa District
Buttanshaw, Henry Reginald, Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton
Butler, William, Albinia Downs
Buzacott, Charles Hardie, Rockhampton
Byerley, Frederick John, Brisbane
Byrnes, James, Sydney, New South Wales
Byrnes, Henry James, Parramatta, New South Wales
Cadell, James John, Ideraway, Burnett District
Cain, George, Nulla Nulla, Upper Burdekin
Callaghan, William, Rockhampton
Callaghan, Joseph, Springaure
Callan, Albert, J., Toowoomba
Cameron, Alpin Grant, Cooktown
Cameron, Hugh, Callandoon
Cameron, John, Brisbane
Cameron, John, Enniskillen Downs
Cameron, Alexander Stewart, Jingi Jingi, Dalby
Campbell, Murdoch, Sorghum Downs, Cloncurry River
Canny, William Peter, Eton Vale, Maryborough
Cannan, Kearsey, Brisbane
Cardell, Henry, Tieryboo
Cardew, Pellet, Police Magistrate, Stanthorpe
Cardew, Walter Clare, Police Magistrate, Leyburn
Carpendale, Victor, Grantham
Carr, John Cuthbert, Cardigan
Challinor, Henry, Brisbane
Charters, William Skelton Ewbank Melbourne, Charters
Towers
Chase, Richard William, Fort Cooper North
Chatfield, William, junior, NatalDowns, Kennedy District
Chatfield, William, Sydney, New South Wales
Christian, William, Wilangi, St. Lawrence
Clapperton, George, Tarong, Nanango
Clark, William Peter, Mooloolah
Clarke, George, Warwick
Clarke, William, Young, New South Wales
Clarke, John Kerr, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Duncan, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Francis, Bowen
Clarke, Charles James, Gympio
Clarke, Charles, Talgai
Clayton, Reginald Bryant Buchanan, Maryborough
Clifton, William, Townsville
Codrington, John Frederick, Copperfield
Compignd, Alfred William, Blackall
Connolly, John, Gayndah
Cooper, Harry, Talgai, Leichhardt District
Corfield, Henry Cox, Wide Bay District
Cory, Gilbert Goatwyck, Cecil Plains
Costello, John, Cooper's Creek
Couldery, William Henry, Gympie
Coutts, Thomas, North Toolburra
Coward, Thomas, Palmer Gold Fields
Cowl, Thomas Holder, Normauton
Cowlishaw, James, Brisbane
Cowper, Charles, jun., Water Police Magistrate, Sydney,
New South Wales
Cowper, Sir Charles, Agent-General for New South
Wales, London
Cowper, Sedgwick S, London
Cox, Charles Clarendon, Mudgee, New South Wales
Cox, Charles, Pimpama
Coxen, Charles, Brisbane
Coxen, Henry William, England
Crace, Edward Kendall, Franklin Vale
Cran, Robert, Yengarie, Wide Bay District
Crawford, William, Crawfordsbourne
Cribb, Robert, Brisbane
Cribb, Benjamin, jun., Police Magistrate, Dalby
Crofton, Charles James, Bowen
Crombie, James, Blackall
Cudmore, Daniel, Argyle, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Edward, Molonglong, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Michael, Burdekin Downs, Kennedy Dis-
trict
Carr, Montague, Cardigan
Daintree, Richard, London
Dalrymple, George Elphinatono
Dalrymple, David Hay, Mackay
Dangar, Frederick Holkham, Sydney
Dangar, Thomas Gordon, 1llaranoa District
Darvall, Frederick Orme, Brisbane
Datson, Richard Henry, Boolbunda
Daveney, Charles Beevon, Warwick
Davidson, William Moutgomerie, Maryborough
Davidson, John Ewan, Cardwell
Davis, Sydney Beavan, Rockhampton
Davy, John, Becnleigh, Albert River
Dawson, Robert, Police Magistrate, Cooma, New South
Wales
Day, Edward Denny, junr., Brisbane
Day, Edward Denny, Maitland, New South Wales
Day, William Henry, Brisbane
Dean, William Handley, Ipswich
Degraves, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Degruchy, John, Highfields
Delaney, Joseph Francis, Stoney Creek
De Salis, Leopold William Fane, Strathmore
De Satge, Oscar, Wolfang, Clermont
De Satgd, Henry, Wolfang Downs, Clermont
Diclien, Charles Short, Ravenswood
Dickson, James Robert, Brisbane
Dixon, Joseph Black, Brisbane
Dixon, Joseph Chapman, Mooloolah
Dorsey, William McTaggart, Ipswich
Dorsey, William Augustus, Inspector of Border
Customs Patrol
Dorsey, Alexander, Palmer River Gold Fields
Douglas, John, Brisbane
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
Dowling, Vincent, Warrego District
Doyle, Robert, Tookabarroo, Wilson River
Drew, William Leworthy Goode, Brisbane
Drury, Edward Robert, Brisbane
Duncan, James, Maryborough
Dunlop, James Haldane, Warwick
Dutton, Charles Boydell, Eingindali, Leichhardt District
Dutton, Francis, Bauhinia Downs
Eaton, John, Maryborough
Easton, Henry Edward, Billa Billa
Easton, Frederick Charles, Spring Creek, Darling Downs
Edkins, Edward Roland, Mount Cornish
Edmondstone, George, Brisbane
Edwards, Charles, Burketown
Edwards, Charles, Fort Bourke, New South Wales
Eldred, William Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Elliot, Aynsley John, Langton Downs, Leichhardt Dis-
trict
Eliott, Gilbert William, Police Magistrate, Toowoomba
Eliott, Thomas, Tilpal, Rockhampton
Emmelhainz, Albert, Brisbane
Ettershank, John, Melbourne, Victoria
Evans, Augustus, St. Ruth's
Ewan, James, Sydney
Fairclotb, George, Police Magistrate, Maryborough
Faithful, William Percy, Maryborough
Fanning, Matthew Patrick Boyle, Police  Magistrate, St.
Lawrence
Faveno, Peter, Drayton
Fcez, Albrecht, Rockhampton
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Fenwick, John,  Brisbane
Ferguson, John, Rockhampton
Ferrett, John, Wallan, Condamine
Finney, Thomas, Brisbane a
Fitz, The Honorable Henry Bates, Brisbane
Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry, Mackay
Fitzsimmons, Charles, Mackay
Fletcher, Joseph, Townsville
Foote, James, Ipswich
Foote, John Clarke, Ipswich
Forbes, Fred. Augustus, Ipswich
Forbes, George Edward, Colinton, Ipswich
Ford, Frederick, Boonara, Burnett District
Forrest, William, Wombah, Kolonga
Forrest, Edward Barrow, Brisbane
Forsythe, William, Lilyvale, Malvern Downs
Fountain, Joseph, Burpengam
Fox, George, St. Lawrence
Fraser , John, Kooingal, Leichhardt District
Fraser, Simon, Brisbane
Frew, Robert, Claverton Downs
Friend, Henry, Gladstone
Frith, Charles, Sydney
Frost, Richard Russell, Townsville
Fryer, William, Brisbane
Fullerton, George, Sydney
Gaden, Thomas Brocklebank, Sydney
Gaden, William Henry, Gladstone
Garnett, Herbert, Mitchell District
Gataker, Charles Frederick, Maryborough
Geary, Edward Montague, Claverton, Warrego District
Gedye, Charles  Townsend , Sydney
George, Henry, Stanthorpe
Gibson, Andrew Faithful, Goulburn, New South Wales
Gibbon, The Honorable James, Brisbane
Giblin, Vincent Wanostroclit, Sydney, Now South Wales
Gibson, James, Stanmore, Albert River
Gibson, Jaynes, Saxby Plains, Flinders River
Gibson, William, Canindah, Burnett
Gibson, Angus, Doughboy Creek
Gill, Francis, Millchester
Goertz, Ernest,  Brisbane
Goodall, William Robert, Police Magistrate, Mackay
Goodchap, Frederick, Gympie
Goodwin, Alfred,  Bogarilla
Gordon, James, Sub-Collector of Customs,  Townsvi lle,
Cleveland Bay
Gordon, Frederick,  Townsville
Gordon, Henry, Tahiti, Wide Bay
Gordon, James, North Pine River
Corry, Christopher, Ipswich
Govett, John,  Barcoo River
Govett, Robert, Portland Downs
Graham, Charles James, Clermont
Graham, John, Gayndah
Graham, Robert William, Mackay
Grahame, John Vetch, Euthella, Roma
Graharn, William, North Branch, Darling Downs
Graham , Peter, Maryborough
Graham, John, Lockwood, Upper Calliope
Grant, Alexander, Rockhampton
Grant, Alexander, Ogilvie, Burke, New South Wales
Gray, Robert, Immigration Agent, Brisbane
Gray, Samuel William, Tweed River, New South Wales
Gray, Robert Hughendon, Flinders River
Gray, Henry Jardine, Marybororgh
Green, Charles Henry, Goomburra, Warwick
Green, William B., Mondure
Greene, Rawdon, Peak Downs
Greennp, Alfred, Maryland, Tenterfield, New South
Wales
Gregory, Augustus  Charles, Brisbane
Gregory, Francis Thomas, Darling  Downs District
Gregson, Jesse, Rainsworth, Leichhardt  District
Gregson, Francis John, Springsure
Griffith, Edward, junior, Sydney
Griffiths, George Neville, Sydney
Gunn, Donald, Pikedale
Grimes, Thomas, Spring Creek
Haig, Farrand, Herbert River
Halloran, Arthur Edward, Sheriff, Brisbane
Haly, Charles Robert, Taabinga
Hamilton, Douglas Douglas, Police Magistrate, St.
George
Hamilton, Thomas, London
Hammond, Henry, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Hammond, Henry William, Balonne River
Hanmer, Thomas, Talgai, Warwick
Hann, William, Kennedy  District
Hannell, James, Newcastle, New South Wales
Harden, Charles, Rockhampton
Hardgrave, John, Brisbane
Hardgrave, Stephen, Moggill
Harding, Elias,, junr., Grassmere
Karlin, Thomas,  Brisbane
Harpur, Richard Donovan Speer,  Barmundoo ,  Gladstone
Harrington, William Frederick, Maryborough
Harris, The Honorable George, Brisbane
Harris, John, London
Harriott, Thomas Ware, Commissioner  of Crown Lands,
Armidale
Hart, John, Adelaide
Hart, The Honorable Frederick  Hamilton ,  Brisbane
Hay, James Leith, Police  Magistrate ,  Condamine
Haylock, Alfred, Sonoma, Burdekin
Hays, Enoch Price Walter, Richmond Downs
Hazard, Robert, Ballallynd, Moonie River
Headley, Walter Balls, Warwick
Headrick, John, Rockhampton
Heath, George Poynter,  Brisbane
Heeney, Francis Xavier, Charleville
Helsham, Douglas, Wide Bay
Hemmant, The Honorable William,  Brisbane
Hendren, William, Ipswich
Henning, Edward Biddulph, Sydney
Henry, Ernest, Cloncurry
Henry, Alfred, Police Magistrate, Normanton
Herbert, Robert George Wyndham, London
Herbert, Arthur Orpen, Brisbane
Hetzer, Martin, Saxby River, Burke District
Heussler, The Honorable John Christian,  Brisbane
Hewitt, Alfred, Mackay
Hickson, William Murray Cox, Ravenswood
Ihgginson, James Clinton, Moura
Hill, Charles Lumley, Barcoo River
Ifill, Thomas, Eurambah, Narran River
Hill, Henry Edward, Fassifern
Hirst, Augustus Frederick John, Taroom
Hirst, George Aldborough Prettie, Darling Downs
Hishon, Patrick, Millchester
Hobbs, The Honorable William, Brisbane
Hobler, Francis Helvetius, Westwood
Ilockings, Albert John, Brisbane
Hodgkinson, William Oswald, Georgetown
Hodgson, Samuel, Ipswich
Ilodgson, Arthur, London
Holberton, William, St. John, Avington, Blackall
Holmes, Alexander Scott, Albert River
Holt, William Harvey, Kolonga, Gayndah
Hood, Alexander, Currawinga, Paroo River
Hooper, Harry, Gatton
Hope, The Honorable Louis, Cleveland
Hopkins, Richard Ashmore Robinson, Wamba
Horsley, Charles John, Pilliga, New South Wales
Ilosking, Thomas, Mount Perry
Hnesman, Augustus, Brisbane
Hughes, Joseph, Sub-Collector of Customs, Bundaberg
Hughes, Robert Maurice, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Hughes, John Maddock, Bowen
Hume, Walter Cunningham, Stanthorpe
Hunt, James, Daandine
Hunter, Robert Miller, Rockhampton
Hunter, William, St. George
Hunter, Herbert, Redford, Maranoa
Hurst, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Hutchins, Richard, Brisbane
Hutchinson, Albert Maxwell, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Ipswich
Ilbery, Thomas, Nocatnnga,  Wilson River
Isambert , John, Ipswich
Jackson, Thomas,  Ravenswood
Jaap, John, Goodaa
James, George Venables, Cardwell
Jamieson , Robert, Bulimba
Jamison, Hosea,  Mount Emu Plains ,  Burke District
Jardine, Frank Lascelles,  Somerset
Jardine, John R., Marlborough
Jaffray, Murdo, New South Wales
Jenkins, Richard Lewis , Callandoon
Jenkins,  William Vaughan,  Callandoon
Jones, Richard, Mount Perry
Jones, Henry, Rockhampton
Jones,  David M., Georgetown
Jordan, Henry,  Brisbane
Joseph, Henry, Gympie
Josephson ,  Thomas Francis ,  Albinia Downs
Joyner, William Charles, Samson Vale
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Kates, Francis, Allora
Kellett, William, Gatton
Kelsey, Joseph Francis, Bowen
Kemball, Arthur Clark, Sydney
Kent, William Henry, Brisbane
Kerr, Robert, Tower Hill, Mitchell District
Kerr ,  Richard, Murphy 's Creek
Kilgour, William, Gordon Downs
Kilner, Frederick, Rockhampton
King, George, Sydney, New South Wales
King, George Beresford ,  Gowrie
King, Johnson George, Police Magistrate ,  Casino, New
South Wales
King, The Honorable Henry Edward ,  Brisbane
King, William Selwyn, Sydney, New South Wales
Kingsford ,  Richard Ash ,  Brisbane
Knyvett, Edward Ferres, Wyaga
Lacy,  Dyson, Aramac Creek
Laidley, James ,  Sydney, New South Wales
Lalor ,  James, Roma
Lamb, Edward  William, Brisbane
Lamb, Charles, New South Wales
Lambert, The Honorable William Frederick, Rock-
hampton
Lamond, William Ogilvy, Stanwell, Rockhampton
Lando, Patrick, Dalby
Lea, Robert, Clermont
Lee, Archibald, Police Magistrate, Nanango
Lenneberg, Theodore, Pimpama
Lennon, William James, Sydney
Lester, Leonard Edward, Rosenthal, Warwick
Lethem, Basil Roberton, Pine River
Lewis, Ralph Fitzgibbon, Durunder
Lillis, Patrick, Gympie
Littleton, Honorable Henry Stuart, Gigoomgan
Littleton, John Thomas, Toowoornba
Livermore, Edward Pike, Rockhampton
Living, John, Port Curtis
Lloyd, Ed•vard Henry, Redbank, Burnett District
Long, Edward Maitland, Mackay
Long, The Honorable William Houstoun, Mackay
Lord, Frederick, Darling Downs
Lord, Robert Stewart, Gympio
Lord, Simeon, Brisbane
Lossberg, Henry Von, Ipswich
Low, Jacob, Welltown, McIntyre River
Lucock,  Henry, Oxley
Lukin ,  George Lionel ,  Brisbane
Lukin, Gresley, Brisbane
Luya, Abraham Fleetworth, Cootharaba
Lyon, George Owen, Failie Plains, Paroo River
Macon, Jamison John, Rockhampton
Macarthur ,  Patrick, Police Magistrate, Bowen
Macartney, John Arthur, Glenmore, Rockhampton
Macartney, Sir John, Bart., St. IIc'en's, South Kennedy
Macartney ,  William, Bloomsbury , Kennedy District
Macdonald, Campbell, Livingstone, Logan River
Macdonald, William Martin, Flinders River
MacDonald, Peter Fitzallan, Yaaniba
MacDonald, Robert Stair Graham, Balmagowan, Rock-
hampton
MacDonald, Alexander Cameron, Geelong, Victoria
MacDonald, John Graham, Police Magistrate, Springsuro
Macdonald , Neil Hugh, Mount Margaret, Wilson River
Macdonnell ,  Randall, Brisbane
Macdonnell ,  Edmund, Brisbane
MacFarlane, John, Leichhardt District
Mackay, Colin ,  Morinish
Mackay, Eric  Henry, Huntly Downs
Mackay, John, Clermont
Macintosh, Peter, Mitchell District
Macintosh ,  James ,  Freestone Creek
Mackenzie , Alfred P. Herbert River
Mackenzie ,  James ,  Cardwell
Mackellar, Alexander, Richmond River, New South
Wales
Maclean, Cottnam  Walter, Caboolturo River
Macrae, John , Ipswich
Macrossan , John Murtagh, Millchcster
McArthur, John, Glenelg, Warwick
McAuley, Peter  Milling , Bomnbah
McCleverty, George, Darling Downs
McConnel, John ,  Durundur
McConnel, David, Cressbrook, Ipswich
McCord, William Foster, Coonambula, Gayndah
McDonald, William, Leichhardt Downs
McDonald, John McPherson, Callandoon
McDonald, Hugh, Frazer's Creek, Ashford, New South
Wales
McDonnell, John,  Brisbane
McDougall, The Honorable John Frederick, Rosalie
Plains , Drayton
McDowell, Archibald, Darling  Downs District
McFarlane, Henry T., Bendomere
McGhio, James, Gympie
McIhvraith, Thomas, Warrego District
McKay, Duncan Forbes, Nincligully, Moonie River
McLean, George Robertson, Brunel  Downs, Maranoa
District
McLean, Jonathan,  Bendango
McManus, John Charles, Maranon District
Me 19 aster ,  John, Brisbane
Maine, Crawford, Victoria
McPhail, Alexander, Emu Creek,  Darling Downs
McWhannell, Thomas, Rodney Downs
Major, Thomas, Dalgangal, Burnett District
Munches, John Charles, Doondic,  Maranon  District
Manning , John Edye, Sydney, New South Wales
Manning, Arthur Wilcox, Brisbane
Alant, George, Gigommgan
Marcetts, Frederick, Warwick
111arkwell, John, Beaudesert
Marlay, Edward Fische, 1) rrling Downs
Marsh, William, Young, New South Wales
Marsh, John Melbourne, Police Magistrate, Bathurst
Marshall, Sampson, Goondiwindi
Marten, George Nisbet t, Branscombe, Mackay
Martindale, Charles Clewley, Oxley Creek
Massie,  Hugh lemon, Brisbane
Matveiff, Alexey Frotoff, Bowen
Mayne, Edward Graves, Waverley
Mayne, Robert West, Jimbour
Mayne, William Colburn, L'irkhead, Mitchell District
Martin, Arthur, Britbano
Mellish, Richard, Mount Hutton
Mellor, Edmund, Oaklands, Caboolture
Miles, William, Dulacca, Condamine
Miles, Michael, Cleveland, Kennedy District
Milman, Hugh, Elizabeth Creek, Barcoo
Milson, James, junior, Sydney
Mitchell, James Sutherland, Sydney, New South Wales
Mitchell, James; Bedouri, Banana
Moffatt, Samuel, Cunkillenbar, Dalby
Molls , George Blaxland, Brisbane
Moore, Thomas, Cub abar, Maranon District
Morehead, Boyd Dunlop, Brisbane
Moran, Charles Ignatius, Roma
Morcom, Alfred, Antigua, Mary River
Morey, Edmund, Police Magistrate,  Banana
Moran, James, Warwick
Morisset, Aulaire S.,  Inspector  of Police
1\1orisset, Edric Norfolk Vaux, New South Wales
Morisset , Rudolf R.,  Carpentaria
Mort, Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Moreton, Honorable Berkeley Basil, Gayndah
Moreton , Honorable Seymour, Gayndah
Mowbray, Thomas,  Millchcster
Muir, Robert, Nerang Creek
Mullen, Honorable John, Brisbane
Mulligan, Daniel Thomaa, Rockhampton
Manne, William John, Brisbane
Mu-ray, George I'ultency Malcolm, Police  Magistrate,
Clermont and Copperfleld
Murray, John, Agricultural  Reserve, Rockhampton
Murphy, John, Police Magistrate, Roma
Myles, Frederick William, Leichhardt River
Myles, George T., Inspector of Sheep and Cattle, Goon-
diwindi
Mylne, Graham, Amby Downs,  Maranon
Mytton, Edward, Oak Park, Cook  District
Nash, Francis E., Cambridge Downs, Dalrymple
Neame, Frank, Cardwell
Neil, Robert, Consuelo, Gainsford
Neill, William,  Sydney
Neilson, Robert Disher, Brisbane
Nelson, Hugh, St. Ruth, Dalby
Newton Richard, Redland Bay
Nicholls, John, Dulacca, Condamine
Nicholson, Frank Villeneuve, Noogoorah, Brisbane River
Nind, Philip Henry, Pimpama
Nixon, Foster Fitzhcrbert, Yengario
Nolan, Charles, George Town
North, Joseph, Ipswicll
North, William, Ipswich
Norton, Albert, Rodd's Pay, Port Curtis
Nutting, John Bligh, Inspector Police, Roma
O'Connell, The Honorable Sir Maurice Charles, Brisbane
O'Doherty, Kevin Izod, Brisbane
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O'Kelly, Peter, Mary River
Ogg, Edward, Ipswich
Okeden, William Edward Parry, Police Magistrate,
Charleville
Ord, David, Dalby
Osborne, John A., Mitchell Downs, Roma
Osborne, Abraham Shortland Rawlins, Mount Perry
O'Reilly, Henry, Brisbane
O'Shanassy, Sir John, Melbourne, Victoria
O'Shanassy, Kevin, Weribone, Maranoa
Paige, Thomas Henry, Brisbane
Palmer, Arthur Hunter, Brisbane
Palmer, Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Richard Edward, Bundaberg, Burnett
Palmer, Henry Wyndham, Charters Towers
Palmer, John, Bowen
Parbury, Alfred, Sydney
Paterson, Robert Laidlaw, Nive Downs
Pattison, William, Rockhampton
Patton, Robert, Leichhardt District
Paul, William, Sheffield, Springsure
Payne, Henry Howard, The Gap, Brisbane
Pechey, Edward Wilmot, ]Iighficlds
Peitzker, Hugo, Beenleigh
Perry, William, Brisbane
Petrie, John, Brisbane
Petersen, Ernest, Clermont
Pettigrew, William, Brisbane
Pettigrew, John, Ipswich
Peyton, Nicholson, Millcliester
Pinnock, Philip, Police Magistrate, Warwick
'Plant, Edmund Harris Thmvbury, Ravenswood
Plunkett, Thomas, Tambourine
Pocklington, B. Mitford, Mackay
Pocock, William, Townsville
Powell, Charles, Maryborough
Power, John Joseph, Maryborough
Praed, Arthur Campbell Mackworth, Monte Christo,
(Iladstono
Price, Willian Henry, Mount Ccora
Frmgle, James, Mount Perry
Prior, The Honorable Thomas Lodge Murray, Brisbane
Prior, Thomas do Montmorenci Murray, Logan
Pryde, Thomas, Ipswich
Pugh, Theophilus Parsons, Police Magistrate, Goondi-
windi
Pyne, Thomas Stephen Lawless, Maryborough
Pyne, Clement Lawless, Tiaro
Quinlan, Michael, Brisbane
Radcliffe, Amos, Oxley
Rae, Augustus James, Springsure
Raff, George, Brisbane
Raff, Alexander, Brisbane
Raff, Robert, Morayfield
Ramsay, John Bonar Peter Hamilton, George Town
Ramsay, Percy, Tinana Creek, Maryborough
Ramsay, Robert, England
Ranken, John, Police Magistrate, Gayndah
Ranken, John Logan Campbell, Afton, Flinders River
Ranken, John L., Herbert River
Ranken, John Thomas, Campbell, Bowen Downs
Ranking, Robert A., Police Magistrate, Beenleigh
Rawlins, Frederick, Police Magistrate, Brisbane
Rawson, Charles, Shamrock Vale, Mackay
Raymond, Gerald William, Burton Downs, Leichhardt
District
Raymond, Robert Peel, Sydney, New South Wales
Raven, Joseph William, Ban Ban, Burnett District
Reid, Mark Watt, Woodstock, Townsville
Reid, Robert, Echo Hill
Reid, Walter, Rockhampton
Reynolds, William Henry, Mount Perry
Rice, Lionel Knight, Waverley
Rich, Chas. W., Sub-Collector of Customs, Gladstone
Richards, William Hewison, Springsure
Richardson, Archibald John, Rockhampton
Ridler, John Clement, Cania, Burnett District
Roberts, Edwin, Toowoomba
Robertson Thomas, Baffle Creek, Port Curtis
Robertson, The Hon. John, Sydney, New South Wales
Robertson, Robert Reid Cunningham, Wellington Vale,
Armidale, New South Wales
Robertson, John, Mount Abundance
Robinson, James W., Lady Elliot Island
Robinson, Edwin Woodward, Toowoomba
Robinson, Arthur Anthony, Coomera
Robinson, Richard Josias, Rockhampton
Robinson, John, Gatton
Roche, Frederick William, Dalby
Rode, Franz Joseph August, German Station
Rolleston, Christopher, Sydney, New South Wales
Rome, Charles, Northampton Downs
Rome, Thomas, Northampton Downs
Romilly, Charles C., Plewstowe, Mackay
Ross, John L., Warwick
Ross, Donald, Nooroondo, Maranon District
Rowland, Thomas, Ipswich
Royds, Edmund Molyneux, Juandab, Dawson River
Royds, Charles James, Juandab, Dawson River
Rule, John, Mitchell District
Rundle, Matthew Sandoe, Rockhampton
Russell, Henry Edward, Rockhampton
Rutherford, John, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Ryan, Jelin, Townsville
Sadlier, Thomas John, Police Magistrate, Tambo
Salmond, David, Rockhampton
Same, Albert James Dawson, Entalli, Melbourne
Sandeman, Gordon, Burenda
Sandrock, George Frederick, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Bowen
Savage, James, Beenleigh
Schneider, Henry, Nerang Creek
Scary, Frank, Commissioner Crown Lands, Mitchell
Scholefield, Richard William, Darling Downs
Scott, Arthur Jervoise, Alton, England
Scott, David Charles Frederick, Sydney, New South
Wales
Scott, James Hall, Kennedy District
Scott, James Hamilton, Brisbane
Scott, Walter Jervoise, Valley of Lagoons, Kennedy
District
Scott, John, Brisbane
Scott, Walter, Taromeo, Nanango
Scott, Henry, Brisbane
Sellheim, Philip Alexander, Police Magistrate,Palmerville
Seymour, David Thompson, Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane
Sharkey, John Philip, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Bowen
Shaw, Frederick, Beenleigh
Sheaffe, Roger Hall, Marathon, Flinders River
Shenton, Samuel, Ipswich
Sheridan, Richard Bingham, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Maryborough
Sheridan, Brinsley Guise, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Cardwell
Sheridan, Henry Antoine, Maitland, New South Wales
Sherwood, Thomas Henry, Richmond River, New South
Wales
Simpson, John Macneil, Armidale, New South Wales
Simpson, The Honorable Henry George, Brisbane
Simpson, George Morris, Dalby
Simpson, W. C., Saltern Creek
Skelton, James, Dalby
Skinner, Robert Alfred, Charleville
Slade, William Ball, Chiverton
Sly, William, Mungy, Burnett
Smellie, Robert R., Brisbane
Smith, Alexander, Emu Creek, Darling Downs
Smith, Henry Fletcher, Lyndhurst, Upper Burdekin
Smith, Harold Selwyn, Melbourne
Smith, Richard Joseph, Ipswich
Smith, George, Bowt n
Smith, Thomas, Gympie
Smith, William, Dotswood, Townsville
Smith, Ernest Octavius, Sydney, New South Wales
Smyth, Joseph Cape], Maranoa
Snell, John Cooke, Ellangowau, Darling Downs
Somerset, FitzRoy W. H., Police Magistrate, Townsville
Southerden, Edward Broughton, Brisbane
Southerden, Wi lliam, Maryborough
Sparrow, Robert, Brisbane
Spiro, Henry, Toowoomba
Spry, James, New South Wales
Stable, George Robert, Gympio
Steel, James, Fairfield, Banana
Stephens, The Honorable Thomas Blacket,  Brisbane
Sterling, Robert, Mackay
Stevens, Ernest James, Tintinchilla, Bulloo River
Stevens, William Playne, Gympie
Stevenson, John, Rockhampton
Stewart, Alexander, Brisbane
Stewart, James 0., Melbourne
Stewart, Robert, Southwick, Kennedy District
Stewart, James William, Mackay
Stewart, Robert Muter, Brisbane
Stone, Henry Wortley, Cardwell
Steward, Henry, Maryborough
St. George, Howard, Police Magistrate, Cooktown
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St. John,  Henry Jervis,  Ban Ban
Strachan, James William, Loganholme, Logan
Strathdee, Robert, Gayndah
Stuart, Alexander, Sydney, New South Wales
Stuart, Richard Wingfield, Mitchell Downs
Suurt, Evelyn P. S., Melbourne, Victoria
Sullivan, Alexander Falconer, Tilbooroo, Warrego River
Suter, Richard George, Brisbane
Sutherland, Alexander, Canmaroo
Sutherland,  James,  Mount Walker, Flinders River
Sutherland,  James,  Georgetown
Sutherland, Joseph, Melbourne, Victoria
Swan,  James,  Brisbane
Sylvester, John Brown, Gympie
Tait,  James  Andrew,  Brisbane
Tagg, Thomas Francis, St. Lawrence
Taylor, The Honorable James, Toowoomba
Taylor, William Frederick, Clermont
Taylor, Richard Target, Police  Magistrate, Surat
Taylor, William John, Brisbane
Thomson, Alexander,  Brisbane
Thomson, James, Prabran, Victoria
Thompson, Abraham Hamilton, Toowoomba
Thompson, Harry Herbert, Copperfield
Thompson, William, Rockhampton
Thompson, Thomas  James,  Taurus Downs
Thomson, Matthew Charles, Springsure
Thomas, Alfred Cayley
Thorn, George, Ipswich
Thorn, The Honorable George, jun., Ipswich
Thorn, Henry, Warra Warra, Dalby
Thorn, Charles, Normanby
Thorn, John, Ipswich
Thornton, The Honorable William, Brisbane
Tkorntou, Edmond Lambert, Warwick
Thornton, Thomas, Cunnamulla
Tom, Charles, Forest Vale
Tom, Henry, Yeulba, Maranon, District
Tooth, Robert, Yengarie, Maryborough
Tooth, William Butler, Clifton
Toussaint, Charles Walter, Nebo
Townley, William, Police  Magistrate , Ipswich
Townsend , William,  Sandgate ,  Brisbane
Travers , Roderick, Malvern Downs, Clermont
Travers, Samuel  Smith, Gordon Downs, Leichhardt
District
Travis,  Robert, Maryborough
Trebeck, Prosper Nicholas, Woollahra, New South Wales
Trundle, Charles Joseph, Brisbane
Tulloh, William Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Tulloh, Arthur Robertson, Cape River Gold Fields
Tully, William Alcoek,  Brisbane
Turnbull, George Edward, Medway
Turnbull, William, Bullemon, Moonie River
Tyrel, John de Poix, Stanthorpe
Turner, John  Sargeant , Brisbane
Tyson, James, Warrego District
Uhr, Reginald Charles Heber, Police Magistrate, Taroom
Unmack, Theodore, Brisbane
Verner, Robert Cluen, Brisbane River
Vignolles, Francis Durell, Western Creek, Darling Downs
Voss, Houlton Harris, New South Wales
Walker, Thomas Gabriel, Lewra, Leichhardt District
Walker, William, Maryborough
Walker, Alexander, Bundaberg
Wallace, Donald, Emerald Downs
Waller, Edwin Shepherd, Cardwell
Walter, Frederick, Delallah, Warrego River
Walsh, John, Cooktown
Want, George Frederick, Sydney
Waraker John C., Georgetown
Ward, Moses, Brisbane
Warde, St. Andrew, Brisbane
Warland, William, Springdale, Ipswich Reserve
Warren, William Stanley, Stanthorpe
Warry, Richard Symes, Brisbane
Watkins, William, Pilton, Darling Downs
Watt, John Brown, Sydney
Watt, Alexander, Indooroopilly
Weaver, Charles Thomas, Police Magistrate, Kempsey,
New South Wales
Webb, Ernest Hervey, Brisbane
Welsby, Samuel Pearson, Redbank Plains
Wessen, Theodore Van, Peak Vale
Wheelright, John Hanley, Burncluith, Dalby
Whish, Claudius Buchanan, Brisbane
Whitchurch, John Samuel, Toowoomba
White, The Honorable William Duckett, Tingalpa
White, Ernest, Beaudesert, Logan River
White, William George, Bluff, North Kennedy
White, George, Gladstone
White, Thomas, Mount Perry
Wienholt, Arnold, Maryvale, Warwick
Wienholt, Edward, Jondaryan, Darling Downs
Wienholt, Arthur, Fassifern
Wildash, Frederick John Cobb, Warwick
Williams, Donald Lewis, Glenlee
Williams, Edward, Yandilla
Williamson, Walter, Tower Hill, Burdekin River
Wilmington, Alfred Hippomine, Salisbury Plains, Bowen
Wilson, John George Hannay, Orion Downs
Wilson, George Harrison, Ipswich
Wilson, William, Pilton, Darling Downs
Wilson, William, Brisbane
Wilson, David, Raglan, Gladstone
Wilson, Andrew Heron, Maryborough
Winship, Taylor, Cleveland
Witham, John David, Zamia Downs
Witt, Alfred, Miriam Vale, Gladstone
Wolfe, James Ephraim, Maitland
Wonderley, Joseph, Toowoomba
Wood, Edward, Lake Victoria, Leichhardt District
Wood, James Ferguson, Maryborough
Woodcock, Charles Alexander John, Tinana Creek
Woodhouse, William, Copper Mines, Clermont
Woodward, Arthur, Brisbane
Woore, John Charles, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Albert District, New South Wales
Wrench, Edward, Sydney, New South Wales
Wright, Albert Andrew, Nunalbin, Leichhardt District
Wyndham, Alexander, Winton, McIntyre River
Wyndham, Guy, Arthur's Seat, Ashtord, New South
Wales
Yaldwyn, John, Humboldt Creek, Leichhardt District
Yaldwyn, The Honorable William, Warwick
Young,  John, Sydney ,  New South Wales
Zillman, John Leopold,  Eagle Farm, Brisbane
F IRST  Assignment .- KNOW Ye that we haveassigned you, and each and every of you, Our
Justices to keep Our Peace, in Our Colony of Queens-
land and its dependencies ,  either alone or in conjunction
with one or more of Our Justices that have been
appointed ,  or hereafter shall be appointed ,  in Our said
Colony and its dependencies ,  and to keep and cause to
be kept all  Ordinances and Statutes for the preservation
of the Peace ,  and for the quiet rule and government of
Our people ,  made in all and singular their articles in
Our said Colony and its dependencies ,  according to the
form and effect  of the  same ,  and to punish all  persons
offending against the said Ordinances and Statutes, or
any of them ,  in the said Colony and its dependencies,
and to cause to come before you all those within Our
said Colony and its dependencies who, to any one or
more of Our people ,  concerning their bodies or the
firing of their houses, shall  have used threats, to find
security  for the  peace or their good behavior towards
Us and Our people . And if they  shall refuse to find
such security then them in Our prisons, until they shall
find  such security, to cause  to be  safely kept.
Second Assignment .- We have also assigned you,
either alone  or with any  one or more of such Justices
appointed or to be appointed as aforesaid ,  to inquire
the truth more fully by all  lawful means by which the
truth of the matter shall be better known, of all and all
manner of felonies, poisonings ,  trespasses ,  or extortions
whatsoever ,  and of all  and singular other crimes and
offences of which the Justices of Our Peace may or
ought lawfu lly to inquire ,  by whomsoever and after
what manner soever, in the said Colony and its depen-
dencies, done or perpetrated ,  or which shall happen to
be done or attempted . And also of  all those who in
the aforesaid Colony or its dependencies ,  in companies
against Our peace ,  in disturbance of Our people with
armed force ,  have gone or rode, or hereafter shall
presume to go or ride .  And also of all those who have
there lain in wait ,  or hereafter shall presume to lie
in wait, to maim or  out  or kill Our people. And also of
all Victua ll ers, and all  and singular other persons, who
in the abuse of weights and measures ,  or in se ll ing
victuals against the form of the Ordinances and Statutes
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or any of them, therefore made for the common benefit
of the said Colony or its dependencies, and Our people
thereof, have offended or attempted, or hereafter shall
presume, in the said Colony or its dependencies, to offend
or attempt. And also of all Sheriffs, Constables, Keepers
of Gaols, and other officers, who, in the execution of
their offices about the premises or any of them, have
rudely behaved themselves, or hereafter shall presume to
behave themselves rudely, or have been or shall happen
hereafter to be careless, remiss, or negligent in Our
aforesaid Colony cr its dependencies. And of all and
singular articles and circumstances, and other things
whatsoever that concerns the premises, or any of them, by
whomsoever and after what manner soever in Our said
Colony or its dependencies, done or perpetrated, or which
hereafter shall happen to be done or attempted in what
manner soever. And to inspect all indictments what-
soever so before you, either alone or in conjunction with
such Justice or Justices aforesaid taken or to be taken,
or before others late Our Justices of the Peace in the
aforesaid Colony or its dependencies, made or taken and
not yet determined. And to make and to continue
processes thereupon, against all and singular the persons
so indicted, or who before you shall hereafter happen to
be so indicted, until they can be taken, surrender them-
selves, or be outlawed. And to hear and determine all
and singular the felonies, poisonings, trespasses, extor-
tions, unlawful assemblies, and indictments aforesaid.
And all and singular other the premises according to
the Law and Statutes of England, and of the said
Colony and its dependencies, as in the like case it has
been accustomed or ought to have been done. And the
same offenders and every of them for their offences,
by fines, ransoms, amerciaments, forfeitures, and other
means, as according to the Law and Customs of England,
or the Forms of the Ordinances and Statutes aforesaid
it has been accustomed, or ought to have been done, to
chastise and punish. Provided always that if a case of
difficulty upon the determination of any premises before
you shall happen to arise, then let judgment in no wise
be given thereon before you, unless in the presence of
Our Justices of the Supreme Court of the said Colony
And therefore We command you, that to keep the Peace
or Ordinances and Statutes, and all and singular other
the premises, you diligently employ yourselves, and at
certain days and places duly appointed, or to be appointed
for these purposes, into the premises you make inquiries.
And all and singular the premises hear and determine,
and perform and fulfil them in the aforesaid form, doing
therein what to Justice appertains, according to the Law
and Custom of England, saving to Us the amerciaments
and other things thereto belonging. And We command
Our Sheriff of the said Colony, at certain days and
places duly appointed, or to be appointed  as aforesaid, to
be aiding by all lawful means in the performance and
due execution of the premises.
In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our
Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal of
the Colony to be thereunto affixed.
Witness Our Trusty and Well-beloved the Honorable
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, by  Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of Isabella
the Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, and a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative Council
of the Colony of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof, at Government House,
Brisbane, in Queensland aforesaid, this thirty-first
day of December, in the thirty-eighth year of Our
Reign, and in the year of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority:  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, Wi lliam  street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second  Class of
San Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President of the Legis-
lative Council of the Colony of Queensland, and Administrator of the Government
thereof.
IN pursuance of  " The Audit Act of  1874," 38 Victoria, No. 12, I, the Administrator of theGovernm nt aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim the following Regulations for the due care and management of the
Public Moneys, and for the more effectual record, check, and audit of all receipts and disburse-
ments, to be in force in this Colony from and after this date.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
REVENUE BRANCH.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS.
1. The full amount of all Collections by Clerk4 of Petty Sessions shall be paid into  the  run  collection.
Treasury, without any, deductions whatever, the following excepted, viz.:-Fines payable to to uesete paid
Informers, or to Hospitals, Fees under  "The Aliens Act,"  Immigration Collections,  and ceptions.
Collections on account of Intestate Estates.
2. When any goods, the property of the Government, are sold by auction, or otherwise , sale, by
by order of the Justices, the Account Sales shall be sent to'the Treasury with the net proceeds . Auction.
If the Clerk of Petty Sessions or Chief Constable acts as auctioneer, a Commission, at the
rate of five per cent., will be allowed.
3. The fee chargeable for administering the Oath of Allegiance, and for filing and copying
s iesfor
oath othe record of the same, is four shillings and sixpence ; one shilling of this fee is to be remitted
to the Treasury, and the balance, three shillings and sixpence, is to be forwarded to the Registrar
of the Supreme Court-.
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Time of Pay. 4. In Brisbane, Collections shall be paid into the Treasury fortnightly, viz., on the 15thwent.
and last day of each month ; and in the country, monthly, the remittance to be despatched
by the first mail after the last day of the month. In the event of no Revenue being col-
lected, Vouchers must still be furnished, the word " Nil " being written in the place for inserting
particulars.
Vouchers. 5. Every remittance to the Treasury shall be accompanied by a sufficient Voucher. Col-
lections on account of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, the Police Reward Fund,  " The Diseases
in Sheep Act,"  &c., &c., must be shown on the respective Vouchers supplied for the purpose.
Collections 6. Clerks of Petty Sessions, on receipt of an collections under the Immigration
under Immigra• y
tionaegulations. Regulations, shall immediately remit the amount to the Immigration Agent, Brisbane, with a
statement, on the proper form, of the particulars thereof.
Certilleatesl by 7. The lists of certificates granted by Justices, for Publicans' and Auctioneers' Licenses,
Publican  for
Publicans' and shall be transmitted to the Treasur y within fourteen days from the issue of the certificate.
Auctioneers'Auctioner The  names  of the parties to whom Licenses for Billiards and Bagatelle are granted,  must be stated
'treasury.  in the Monthly Returns to the Treasury.
Licenses to be 8. Licenses issued by the Bench of Magistrates are on no account to be prepared on
issuedbook.from loose forms, but shall be taken in numerical order from the books supplied for that purpose, and
Spoiled;licensel the butts filled up to correspond with the licenses issued. Should any license form be spoiled informs. filling up, or from other cause, the form is not to be destroyed, but shall be left attached to the
butt, and produced to the Inspector of Accounts or other officer duly authorised.
Fees, pirit  9. The fees payable by Wholesale Spirit Dealers, and for Auctioneers' and Publicans'
Dealers'
and Licenses, should be remitted direct to the Treasury by the parties themselves. Fees for CountryPublicans' Publicans' Licenses are, however, payable to the Clerks of Petty Sessions, and should be sent to
Register of
Spiri t Dealers,
Auctioneers,
Publicans, &c.
the Treasury, accompanied by the necessary certificates, immediately after the latter are granted.
10. To enable the Police Magistrate or Inspector to ascertain what persons in each
district are duly licensed, the Clerk of Petty Sessions shall keep a Register showing, under
separate  heads, the
Wholesale Spirit Dealers,
Publicans receiving Certificates,
Auctioneers receiving Certificates,
Billiards and Bagatelle Licenses,
and shall each month, from a List published in the  Government Gazette,  enter against the respec-
tive names the actual issue of the Licenses by the Treasury as therein enumerated.
Any default in gazetting the names of persons entitled to licenses should be enquired into
immediately.
C.P. S.peaudit 11. Clerks of Petty Sessions are required by the 31st section of the Act 27th Victoria,
accounts. No. 22, to audit the monthly accounts of the Poundkeepers, and to transmit certified copies of
Certifed copies such accounts to the Treasury, immediately after each audit, which are to be accompanied byto Treasury'
receipts for moneys paid to Hospitals and to the owners of animals sold.
Poundkeepers 12. Poundkeepers are instructed to hand the balance of the proceeds of each sale, togetherPay co C. P. s.
with a detailed account of the animals sold, to the Clerk of Petty Sessions, within ten days gfrom
the date of sale, to be forwarded with his other Collections to the Treasury.
Fine unclaimed 13. Fines payable to Informers, and not claimed within three calendar months after the
how to be dealt
with. receipt thereof, are to be transmitted to the Treasury, to be placed to the credit of the "Trust
Fund."
INSTRUCTIONS TO LAND AGENTS.
SALES BY AUCTION.
11
1. The Land Agent, on every occasion of an Auction Sale, shall prepare, in addition to
the Sale List, a Voucher or Report of such sale, on the established form-
1.-By the first post after each sale by auction, the Sale List containing the signature
of the purchaser of each lot, shall be transmitted to the Under Secretary for
Lands, and by the same post the amount received for deposits, viz., not less
than 20 per cent. on the price of each lot, at the fall of the hammer, together
with the Report, shall be transmitted to the Treasury, with the usual letter of
advice.
II.-When any purchaser has paid for his lot in full, the amount shall also be
sent, together with the Deed, Survey, and Real Property Act Assurance Fees.
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III.-At the termination of one calendar month from the date of `sale a Final
Report, showing the amount received for balance of purchase money and
Fees, shall be prepared and transmitted to the Treasury.
IV.-Land Orders received on account of Auction Sales shall be forwarded to the
Treasury with a schedule showing the number and amount of each Land Order,
amount appropriated, and the balance available in each  case, if any.
SELECTION OE LEASE OF LAND.
2. Persons  applying to purchase or lease lands open to selection  shall be required to fill
in two forms  of application only; one to be retained by the Land Agent in the  local office, and
one to be forwarded to the Under Secretary for Lands.
3. Homestead and Conditional Purchase  Selections.-Deposits  received  on account of
Homestead or Conditional Selections shall be lodged to the credit of the Commissioner  in one of
the local banks until the next sitting of the Lands Court. When the applications  for selec-
tions  have been decided, the Commissioner shall return to each person, whose application has
been rejected, a cheque (initialed by the Land Agent) for the amount of the deposit paid by
him, and shall forthwith remit to the Treasury the balance of the receipts, with a schedule con-
taining  the names of the Selectors, &c., on the prescribed form.
When deposits have been made wholly or in part, in Land Orders, the Land Orders
shall be  retained by the Land Agent until the sitting of the Court, when they shall either be
forwarded to the Treasury, or returned to the applicant, according as the application  has been
accepted or rejected.
4. The Second and succeeding years' rents  for Homestead and Conditional  purchases, and
balances of rents and survey fees, together with any Deed Fees payable, shall be specified on
a proper form of abstract, and the amount paid for the same shall be remitted to the Treasury
immediately after the close of each month-vouchers or abstracts being by the  same  post for-
warded to the Under Secretary for Lands.
5. Moneys received on account of Leases of Sugar Lands, and Leases under Section 67 of
the Act of 1868, and for Excess on Immigration Selections, shall be remitted to the Treasury
immediately after the close of the month, the Amounts being included in the Vouchers forwarded
at the close of each month, and not on separate returns.
6. Selections  by Purchase after Auction.-Payments  received on account of the above
selections  shall be forthwith remitted to the Treasury, with a schedule of the  purchasers '  names,
showing  the amount of each purchase, distinguishing Deed, Survey, and Real Property Assur-
%nce Fees , and by the same post the Land Agent shall forward to the Under Secretary for
Lands one copy of the Selector's application duly signed and completed.
7. Mineral Selections.--Dep osits received on account of Mineral Selections shall be forth.
with remitted to the Treasury, with a Schedule of the Selectors ' names ;  and by the same post,
the relative Selection Vouchers, duly signed and completed, shall be forwarded to the Under
Secretary for Lands.
8. Other Receipts.-Other  Receipts on account of Land shall be forwarded to the Trea-
sury with the proper form of Advice in each  case-the corresponding Vouchers, duly signed and
completed, being by the same post forwarded to the Under Secretary for Lands.
BOOKS TO BE KEPT BY LAND AGENTS.
9. In addition to the Application Book and Minute Book provided for in  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," every Land Agent shall keep the following Books regularly and
,arefully posted up:-
I,- General Cash  Book.-Supplied by the Lands Department, in which shall be entered
on the left-hand or debtor side all sums received on Public Account,  from
whatever source derived ,  distinguishing Cash from Land  Orders ; and on the
credit side the several  sums  refunded to applicants,  remittances to the Treasury,
and other payments if any.
II.-Register of Auction  Sales.-In which shall be entered the number  and area of
every ldt offered for sale by auction, showing the Lots disposed of, Lots with-
drawn from Sale (if any), with other  particulars  denoted by  the headings in the
several columns . Every Lot not sold at the time  of auction ,  and afterwards
selected, whether by Lease or Purchase, shall be duly written off on the day of
the selection.
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III  -Register of Homestead and Conditional Purchase Selections.-In  place of the
several Registers of Homestead and Conditional Selections now required, one
Register only (viz., that supplied by the Audit Office) shall be kept, in which
shall be incorporated any additional particulars required by the Lands Depart-
ment, and not expressly provided for in the several columns.
LAND ORDERS.
10. Land Orders issued under the provisions of the-
L-" Immigration Act  of 1872," are available for payment of the purchase money for
any Country or Suburban Land which may be offered for sale by auction, or
which may be open for Selection, and-
II.-For payment of instalments of rent upon Conditional or Homestead Selections
by the person  only  to whom they are issued.
III.-Land Orders under the Land Order Acts of 1872 and 1874, are available for
the purchase money of any Country or Suburban Lands which  may  be offered
for sale by auction, or which may be open for selection, also for the payment
of deposits of first year's rents of Homestead and Conditional Purchases.
IV.-Land Orders issued under the above Acts, are available for the payment of the
deposit and balance of purchase money on Mineral Applications, but are not
available for the ' purchase of Pre-emptive Selections under  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868," or  "Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
INSTRUCTIONS TO GOLD FIELDS WARDENS.
Warden to keep 1. Every Warden shall keep a General Cash Book, in which shall be entered on theboo eral cash debtor side all moneys received by him on Public Account, from whatever source arising,
and on the credit side all remittances made to the Treasury, or other payments made by him.
NOTE.-The names of the several persons from whom fees have been received for
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses need not be entered in detail in the
General Cash Book. It will be sufficient that the total sum received shall each
day be entered from the Registers hereinafter referred to.
Also registers. 2. He shall also keep a detailed Register of the names of persons to whom Miners'
Rights have been issued and Business Licenses have been granted or transferred by him, as well
as Registers of Auriferous Leases, Leases under the Gold Fields Homestead Act, and Transfers
of Claims, &c. The total of the several sums received daily shall be shown in the Registers, and
the amounts shall be transferred from the Registers to the Cash Book at the close of each day's
transactions.
To remit 3 . At the end of every month all collections then in hand, which are not required by the
monthly to  Gold Fields Act, or other Law or Regulation, to be otherwise disposed of, shall be remitted to
Treasury. the Treasury, accompanied by Returns on the established forms ; corresponding advices or
vouchers shall by the same post be forwarded to the Secretary of the Mines' -Department.
Miners' rights, 4. All Miners' Rights, Licenses, Transfers, &c., shall be issued on the established forms,iac.th be issuedtaken from the books supplied for the purpose, and, as far as practicable, in numerical order.
establuhedform. The butts shall be carefully filled up to correspond with the Rights or Licenses, and, together
with any forms which may have been unavoidably spoiled, shall be exhibited to the Inspector of
Public Accounts when required by him.
SAFE CUSTODY OF PUBLIC MONEYS.
Officers charged 1. Every Officer charged either with the receipt or disbursement of Public Money, shall
ddiisbur'aemenc or deposit the same as soon as received, in some place of security, and shall be held responsible for
public money. its safe custody.
collections to be 2. In all places where a Local Bank is established, the actual Collections received shall be
deposited in
Hank, lodged in the Bank daily, to the credit of a public account to be opened for the purpose. Under
not  chehe s no circumstances  is an  officer justified in cashing either his own or other private cheques fromGovernment funds in hand, or in any way mixing up his public and private transactions, in his
bank account or otherwise.
Hough cash book 3. In addition to all other necessary books now or hereafter required to be kept, everyto be kept. officer, either receiving or paying public money, shall keep a rough cash-book, in which each
transaction, whether by way of receipt or payment, shall be entered as it occurs. This book is
to be balanced daily, and the balance of cash on hand, with a memorandum of the cheques, notes,
or coin, of which the same is composed, shall be shown at the close of each day's transactions.
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EXPENDITURE BRANCH.
INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFICERS CHARGED WITH THE DISBURSEMENT OF
PUBLIC MONEYS.
1. Vouchers (other than salary vouchers)  shall be prepared in duplicate by the person to  vouchers how
whom the money is due, who shall append a Certificate that the amount claimed is due and prepay h°mowing for the services or articles specified therein. The Receipts heretofore signed when
accounts  were rendered shall in future be signed by the persons to whom the moneys are payable,
or by their authorised agents, on settlement of the claim, and not before.
2. Vouchers received as above shall be examined and certified by the Head of  the Accounts by
Department which incurred the expenditure, who shall be responsible not only for the  correctness  who ert mined
of the accounts arithmetically, but that funds for the services in question are legally available.
3. At the close of each month, or other convenient time, the Vouchers rendered  and Absteaots tobe
examined  as above shall be carefully scheduled on the proper form of abstract, wherein shall  be prepared.
set forth the amounts due under each head of Service, Parliamentary vote, or authority.
Services chargeable against Loan, Revenue, and Trust Funds respectively, shall be scheduled
on separate Abstracts.
4. The Abstracts so prepared, with one copy of the relative vouchers (one voucher being
obstructs
andoe
retained by the Department), shall be submitted for the approval of the Responsible Minister  of submitted for
the Department, or his Deputy, and the Abstract, when so approved, shall be transmitted to the = of
Treasury, the vouchers being retained in the Ministerial office. Abstracts to be
forwarded to
Treasury.
5. Should the said Abstracts, upon receipt at the Treasury, be found in order, and the if  abstracts
amounts legally available, the sums therein specified shall be drawn from the Treasurer's Public iheedumsonamed
Account, and lodged to the credit of the Public Banking Account of the proper officer,  who therein to be
shall thereupon make the payments as required. offfioer''seredtt
account.
6. Vouchers for Salaries and Allowances  shall be prepared, scheduled, submitted  for Salary vouchers
Ministerial approval, and otherwise dealt with as provided for herein in the case of other how  prepared.
vouchers. In preparing salary vouchers care is to be taken that the instructions printed on the
back of each form are carefully complied with.
7. In the case of services specially authorised by the Governor in Council to be defrayed  cash credit pay-
from Cash Credit Accounts, the Public A ccountant authorised to make the payment, shall, oebe forwarded
immediately after the payment of any such accounts (or at such other time as he may  be to Treasury.
specially instructed to do so), schedule the same on the proper form of abstract, which, together
with the supporting vouchers duly acquitted, shall be forwarded direct to the Treasury.
8. Upon receipt of the said Vouchers and Abstracts at the Treasury, or as soon thereafter  on receipt of
as practicable, the amounts shown to have been disbursed shall be withdrawn from the Trea - Vouchers,, &c.
surer's Public Account, and lodged in the proper Bank, to the credit of the Public Accountant bursed to be
who shall have made the payment. The vouchers shall, at the same time, be forwarded from lodgeude ocredit
the Treasury to the several Ministerial Departments for examination and audit, the abstracts Accountant.
being retained in the Treasury.
9. Every Public Accountant, whether operating upon a Cash Credit Account or otherwise, Public Account.
shall pay such accounts only as form a part of expenditure which shall have been approved by au t" no sae:.
one or other of the Responsible. Ministers, and, at the time of making Such payments,  shall penditureonlyd
obtain from the persons to whom the accounts are payable, acquittances under their hands, or
those of their agents, for the sums so paid.
10. Every Public Accountant charged with the duty of disbursing moneys on Public To keep Cask
Account shall keep a Cash Book, in which he shall enter on the debtor side all moneys  received  Book-
from the Treasury, or placed to the credit of his Public Banking Account, and, on the credit side,
the several payments made by him.
11. Every Head of a Department shall keep a detailed account of the Expenditure of To keep account
the Several Votes, or Parliamentary Appropriations on account of his Department, and shall civoteediture
be held responsible that the Same are on no account exceeded without special written authority.
12. The financial year being from 1st July to 30th June , and all sums  of money appropri-  Votesnot be
ated  for the service of any year being available during that year and no longer, unless  a nth eudt mepa°
contract or engagement shall have been entered into in respect thereof before the expiration LO uand
of such year, the several Heads of Departments are required on or before the 1st day of June sanction.
in each year, to forward to the respective Ministers a statement of all Votes respecting which no
such contract or engagement shall have been entered into, in order that votes for necessary works
and services may be brought under the consideration of the Executive Council, before the same
are allowed to lapse.
Notwithstanding  anything  contained in these instructions to the contrary,
Vouchers and Returns. &c., on account of Expenditure chargeable against Votes for the
year 1874,  are to  be  forwarded,  as at present, to the  Auditor-General until the 28th
February,  1875,  when it is intended  to finally  close the 1874 accounts. Vouchers on
account of Votes  for 1875 are to be forwarded to the Treasury,  as herein directed.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO PUBLIC OFFICERS.
Receipts  1. Receipts given by Officers for moneys paid to them on Public Account shall, in all cases,
be prepared on the duly appointed official form, taken from the books supplied for that purpose.
Payments in 2. In all cases where payment of Fees, &c., is authorised, or directed to be made in duty
Duty stamps. stamps, the stamps shall be cancelled and affixed to the relative vouchers, and produced to the
Inspector of Public Accounts at his next visit of inspection.
Monthly pay- 3. All Collectors of Public Revenue either in Brisbane, or the Country Districts, not
meats. before particularly alluded to, shall pay, or remit, their collections to the Treasury on the last
day of each month, with such
special form of voucher as they may have been directed to use.
Mode of remit- 4. Unless where otherwise specially directed, remittances to the Treasury shall be madeLance. by duplicate Bank Deposit Slip in favor of the Manager of the Government Bank for the time
being.
R
adeoi ifltyof 5. The Head of every Public Office entrusted with the collection of Public Revenue, shallDepart,
ments as to  be personally responsible for its due collection, and shall be required to sign the attested accounts,
collections and containing the usual statutory declaration required by  " The Audit Act."
Treasury to
adriss Lands
Department.
Police Magis.
trates respon.
sible.
Vouchers and
attested
accounts
to correspond.
6. The Treasury shall prepare daily and forward to the Under Secretary for Lands,
Advices (numbered in consecutive order) of the several Amounts received at the Treasury on
account of the purchase or lease of land.
7. Police Magistrates will be held responsible that all money transactions are daily posted
in the proper books by the Clerks of Petty Sessions, and that all returns and remittances which
those officers are called upon to make are punctually forwarded. It will be also their duty to
see that the returns and remittances required by the 19th and 21st clauses of  " The Impounding
Act,"  are regularly sent to the Treasury.
8. As every remittance to the Treasury is credited in accordance with the Vouchers
therewith, care must be taken by Collectors of Revenue in the interior that such Vouchers
correspond in amount, and also in the sub-heads of revenue, with the monthly attested account.
Payment by 9. Collectors of Revenue receiving private cheques on Government account will be hold
cheques.
responsible for the due payment of the same.
letters.
Registered 10. Letters to the Treasury, or other Public Department, containing remittances, shall be
registered at the Post Office. If not so registered, the sender will be held liable.
Perquisites or 11. Government officers are not allowed to receive perquisites or gratuities from the public
gratuities' for anything done in their official capacity.
Printed forms. 12. Printed forms of accounts and vouchers are procured, by requisition, from the
Government Printer, and care should be taken that a sufficient supply is always kept on hand.
Want of forms  " Want of forms" will not be accepted as an excuse for accounts not rendered. Should the
no excuse. necessary printed vouchers not be on hand at any time, they must be prepared in manuscript.
Explanation by 13. In case it should be found impossible, on any particular occasion, to forward accounts
telegram. or collections at the proper time, a letter or telegram explaining the cause of the delay must be
forwarded to the Head of the Department, to whom the accounts or collections ought to have
been sent.
N it  Returns.
Answering
queries.
Payment of
salary sus.
pended.
Disregard of
Regulations
14. Where no money is collected, vouchers shall still be sent, the word  "Nil "  being
written in the place for inserting particulars.
15. Queries or letters from any Public Department, calling for explanation, shall be
answered promptly, and the fullest information given that it may be in the power of the officer
to afford.
16. When any Collector of Revenue shall have neglected to pay his collections or to
render his accounts within the time prescribed by the above Regulations, the payment of his
salary shall be suspended until his accounts shall have been satisfactorily adjusted.
17. Any case of habitual disregard of the Government Regulations on the part of
Collectors of Revenue, shall be submitted for the decision of the Executive, whether the Officer
so offending shall continue in the Public Service.
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Regulations  for the  guidance  of Public Accountants  in making up and
rendering  their periodical Accounts to the Auditor- General.
O
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS DISBURSING PUBLIC MONEYS.
1. Every Public Accountant disbursing  money  on account of the public service shall, not later than
the fourth day after the expiration of each month, transmit to the Auditor-General a detailed Statement of
the several cheques drawn during the preceding month, and shall make and subscribe a statutory declara-
tion of the correctness of such Statement.
2. If the Public Accountant operates upon a Cash Credit opened in his favor at the Government
Bank, the Form marked A is to be used ; but if his Cheques are drawn against sums lodged to his credit
by the Treasury or any other public officer, the Form marked B is to be used.
3. In addition to the above Statement of Drafts every Public Accountant who keeps a Collection
Account at the Government Bank, Brisbane, shall, not later than the fourth day after the expiration of
each month, transmit to the Auditor-General a Statement, on the Forni marked C, of all public moneys
deposited to the credit of, and all Cheques drawn against, the said Collection Account during the preceding
month.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS RECEIVING OR COLLECTING PUBLIC MONEYS.
1. Every Clerk of Petty Sessions, Land Agent, Collector of Customs, Gold Fields Warden, Pound-
keeper, and Public Accountant, shall, not later than the fourth day after the expiration of each month,
transmit to the Auditor-General a Return on the proper Form (D. to I.) of all moneys received by them
respectively during the preceding month, and shall make and subscribe a Statutory Declaration of
the correctness of such Return.
2. These Returns, duly certified as above, are to be transmitted to the Auditor-General every
month, even if no moneys have been received or disbursed ; when such is the case, the word  " Nil "
should be legibly written on the face of each Return.
3. All requisite official Receipt Books, Forms of Licenses, Summonses, Warrants, &c., &c., as well
as all forms of returns for transmission to the Audit Office, will be supplied by the Auditor-General on
receipt of written applications, and the non-possession of such forms will not be accepted as an excuse for
failing to forward the returns or receipts above specified.
CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS.
Forms.-The  greatest care is to be taken to account for all Forms, &c., supplied from the Audit
Office. The Forms are to be issued or used in numerical order, and should any Receipt, License,
Summons, or other Form be cancelled, it is to be attached to the corresponding butt, and produced to the
Inspector of Accounts when required.
.Fines.-The  payment of such portions of penalties as are shown to be due to Informers or Prose-
cutors, Hospitals, and Municipal Institutions, must be vouched for by acknowledgments (duly stamped)
signed by the Informers or Prosecutors, Treasurers of Hospitals, and Mayors or Town Clerks of Corpora-
tions respectively. These receipts are to be forwarded to the Auditor-General at the close of each month
with the Monthly Return (Form D).
Any fine due to an Informer or Prosecutor, but not claimed or otherwise disposed of, for the
period of three calendar months is to be forwarded to the Treasury.
LAND AGENTS.
No Land Agent is, on any pretence whatsoever, to use any other Receipts than those supplied by
the Audit Office, the butts or Duplicate Receipts are to be attached to the Monthly Returns, and for-
warded to the Auditor-General.
All  Refundments  made to Selectors must be vouched for by Receipts signed by the respective appli-
cants or their duly authorised agents. These Receipts are to be forwarded to the Auditor-General at
the close of each month with the Monthly Return (Form E).
WARDENS OF GOLD FIELDS.
All Forms of Plaints, Summonses, Notices of Defence, Judgments, Orders, Injunctions, Warrants,
Transfers, Certificates of Registration, Miners' Rights, Business Licenses, &c., &c., furnished for issue by
the Audit Office, must be accounted for correctly and in consecutive order ; it is therefore necessary that
all cancelled forms should be attached to the corresponding butts, and be exhibited to the Inspector of
Accounts when required.
By Authority  : J.uss C.  Bsu, Government Printer, William street , Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
CONTRACTS FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICE.
THE under-mentioned Tenders for the supply of Provisions and other articles on account of the Public
Service, at Brisbar e, St. Helena, Dunwich, Lunatic Asylum Woogaroo, Toowoomba, and Rock-
hampton, from 1st January to 31st December, 1875, having been accepted, the particulars thereof are
published for the information of Departments and persons concerned.
A. MACALISTEli.
. SCHEDULE No. 1.
Articles.
Brisbane-
A. Billett.
Bread ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... per 1b.
Articles.
Brisbane-
Co-operative
Butchers.
s. d.
Fresh 13cef ... ...
. per 1b. 0 2``
Salt Beef ... ... 0  2
Fresh Mutton ... ... 0 2
Suet ... ... ... 0 4
SCHEDULE No. 2.
s. d.
Toowoomta- Rockhampton-
J. Ilartnell. Si-. Pattison.
S.  d.  S.  d.
0 1 j 0 2 0 2
St. Helena- Dunwich-
Co-operative Co-operative
Butchers. Butchers.
s. d.
0 2
0 2
0 2F
0 4
s. d.
0 2;
0 21,-,
0 2
0 4
I
woogaroo-
D. 1cParlane.l
G.  d.
0 2n
0  2
0 2a
0 4
Rock-
hampton-
W. Pattison.
S.  d.
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
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SCHEDULE No. 3.
Articles. Brisbane-M. Hughes.
St. Helena - Dun
H. Hughes. M. H
wich-
ughes.
Woogar
H. Hu
oo-
Toowoomba  Rockhamp-
ghes. -1V'. Hand-  ton-Vi. Pattison.
cock.
s. d. s. d.  S. d. s. d. s.  it. 8. d.
Arrowroot ... ... ...per lb. 0 42 0 4z 0 4 2'-  0 !2 0 8 0 7
Rice ... ...  0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 32 0 3
Tea ... ... 1 8 1 8 1 8 1 8 2 3 2 6
Coffee ... ... 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 0
Sugar, fine ... 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 32'
Salt, coarse 0 02 0 O a 0 022-  I 0 0; 0 11 , 0 1
fine 0 014 0 0, 0 04 0 0; 0  111 0 111
Maizemeal ... ... 0 14  0 14 0 14 0 1 0 22 0 2
Oatmeal ... ...  0 3  0 3 0 3 0 3 0 41 0 4
Pepper ... ..,  0 6  0 6 , 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 8Soap ... ...  0 3  0 3 0 3 0 3 1 0 4 0 32Soda .. ...  0 1  0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 12
Tobacco, fig .,.  4 6  4 6 4 6 4
'
6 5 0 4 0
„ cake 3 9  3 9 1 3 39 9 5 0 4 0
Pipes ,..per gross  2 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 4 0 2 3
Salt, Butter... ... ...per lb.  1 3  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 0
Port Wine ... ... ...per doz.  30 0 30 0 30 0 30 0 40 0 25 0
Brandy ... .,. ...per gal. 16 0 16 0 16
1
0 16 0 24 0 1 20 0
Gin 15 15 0 I 150 0 15 0 18 0 15 0
E. Ale, bottled (quarts) ...per doz. 11 0  .11 0 it 0 11 0 15 0 1 12 0
(pints) 8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6 9 0 9 0
E. Porter „ (quarts) 11 11 0 11 0 11
6 8
0 11
6 8
0
6
15 0
9 0
12
9
0
0
11
1) (pints) 8 6  8
Colonial ale ... ...per gal. 2 3  2 3 2 3 2 3 2 6 1 6
Vinegar 11 2 6  2 6 2 6 2 6 2 8 2 6
Kerosine Oil 2 3  2 3 2 3 2 3 3 10 4 0
Sperm Candles, 16 oz. ...per lb. 0 10  010 0 10 01 0 1 0 1 1
Tallow 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 8 0 6
Currants fl 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 7 0 6
Raisins ,f 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 9 0 6
Mustard It 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 6
Treacle .. 0 2l  0  2' 0 2l 0 22 0 22 0 4
Pearl Barley 0 3l  0 3; 0 32 0 3l 0 4 0 6
Sago ... 0 4,i  0 4 12 0 42'  0 42 0 6 0 6
Tapioca ... 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 8 0 6
Starch .,. 0 51  0 52 0 52 0 52 0  6 0 6
Blue 1 0  1 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 1. 0
Colonial Cheese 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0, 1 0
Lime Juice... ...per gal. 4 0  4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0
Peas ...per lb. 0 3  0. 3 0 3 0 3 0 22 0 6
Malt ... 0 42  0 42 0 42 0 42 0 6 0 2
Hops ... 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 2 0 1 6
SCHEDULE No. 4.
Articles.
Vegetables ,  including Potatoes ,  Greens,
Pumpkins, Onions, Carrots, and Tur-
nips ... ... ... ... per lb.
Brisbane-
M. Hughes.
s. d.
0 1
St..  Helena-
M. Hughes.
Dunwich-
M. Hughes.
Woogaroo- Toowoomba Itockhamp-
J, 'Williams . -W. Hand, On-W.cock. Pattisan.
Articles.
Milk
8. d.
0 1
s. d.
0 1
SCHEDULE No. 5.
.., per quart
s. d.  Y.  d. s. d.
0 04 0 2 0 12
Brisbane—
X. Hughes.
Woogaroo-
J. Williams.
Hockhampton-
W, Pattison.
s. d.
0 4
S.  d.
0 4
By Authority JAMES C. Bsei, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th September, 1874.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
L1 the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a Petition
addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter set
forth, signed by three hundred and twenty-four
householders of the town of Maryborough, praying
for the erection of their locality into a Municipality.
A. MACALISTER.
Petitioners state that  they  are householders of
Maryborough ,  and that they are desirous of the
[No. 5.
same ,  being established a Municipa lity under the
name of the  "  Municipality of Maryborough," the
population of which is about four thousand, and
that the limits and boundaries thereof may be
defined according to the following description
Commencing on the left bank of the River Mary
at Copenhagen Bend; thence by a  line northerly
to Saltwater Creek ; thence by that creek to the
River  Mary ;  and thence by the River Mary up-
wards to the point of commencement.
(The signatures to the above petition will be found
in the Supplement to the Gazette  of Saturday,
26th September,  1874,  No. 125, page  1855.)
By Authority  s JAAmas C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs the subjoined Circular Despatch,  received
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, together with the copy enclosed of  " The  Statute
Law Revision Act,  1871 (Ao. 2)," passed in the  last session  of Parliament. to be published  for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
[CIRCULAR.] Downing street,
28th August, 187 1.
SIR,-I have the honor to transmit to you, for your information, and for publication in the Colony  37 and 38 Vic,
tinder your Government, the enclosed copies of the Act 37 and 38 Vic., Cap. 96, passed in the last  Session Cap' 96'
of Parliament: entituled  " An Act for,further promoting the Revision of the Statute Law by repealing
certain E nactmnents which  have ceased to be in  force, or have become unnecessar/."
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
CHAPTER 96.
An Act for further  promoting the Revision of the Statute  Law by repealing  certain Enactments which have ceased to be A.D. 187S.
in force or have become unnecessary . [7th  August ,  1874.]
W'HEREAs, with a view to the revision of the Statute Law, and particularly to the preparation of the
Revised Edition of the statutes now in progress, it is expedient that certain enactments (mentioned in the
schedule to this Act) which may be regarded as spent, or have ceased to be in force otherwise than by
express and specific repeal by Parliament, or have, by lapse of time and change of circumstances, become
unnecessary, should be expressly and specifically repealed :
4I
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same, as follows :
Enactments in 1. The enactments described in the schedule to this Act are hereby repealed, subject to the
Schedule re- exceptions and qualifications in the schedule mentionedpealed. Providedthat where any enactment not comprised in the schedule has been repealed, confirmed,
revived, or perpetuated by an enactment hereby repealed, such repeal, confirmation, revivor, or perpetua-
tion shall not be affected by the repeal effected by this Act :
and the repeal by this Act of any enactment shall not affect any enactment in which such enact-
ment has been applied, incorporated, or referred to ;
nor shall such repeal of any enactment affect any right to any hereditary revenues of the Crown,
or affect any charges thereupon, or prevent any such enactment from being put in force for the collection
of any such revenues, or otherwise  in relation  thereto ;
and this Act shall not affect the validity, invalidity, effect, or consequences of anything already done
or suffered,- or any  existing  status or  capacity,-or any right or title already acquired or accrued, or any
remedy or proceeding in respect thereof,-or any release or discharge of or from any debt, penalty, claim,
or demand,-or any indemnity,-or the proof of any past act or thing ;
nor shall this Act affect any principle or rule of law or equity, or established jurisdiction, form or
course of pleading, practice, or procedure, or existing usage, franchise, liberty, custom, privilege,  restric-
tion, exemption, office, appointment, payment, allowance, or emolument, notwithstanding that the same
respectively may have been in any manner affirmed, recognised, or derived by, in, or from any enactment
hereby repealed ;
nor shall this Act revive or restore any jurisdiction, office, duty, drawback, fee, payment, franchise,
liberty, custom, right, title, privilege, restriction, exemption, usage, practice, procedure, or other matter
or thing not now existing or in force;
and this Act shall not extend to repeal any enactment so far as the same may be in force in any
part of Her Majesty's Dominions out of I he United Kingdom, except where otherwise expressed in the
said schedule.
Amendment  of 2. The Statute Law Revision Act, 1874, shall be read and construed as if in the entry in the
ti schedule to that Act relating to the Act passed in the first year of Her Majesty's reign, chapter eighty-a 3Gnastopa  t i'L
repeat of  7 win, eight, intituled  " An Act to Amend certain Acts relatinq to the crime of' Piracy,"  the words "  section
4 and 1  Viet. C.six " and "section seven" had been substituted for the words " section four " and "section five "
ss.
respectively.
abort title, 3. This Act may be cited as  " The S''tatnte Late Revision Act,  1874  (No. 2)."
SCIIEDt7LE.
.1 description or citation of a portion of an Act is inclusive of the words, section, or other part first or last mentioned, or
otherwise referred to as forming the beginning, or as forming the end, of the portion comprised in the description or citation.
VICTORIA.
1 & 2 Viet. c. 1. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to continue for six Calendar Months all such
Commissions of the Peace," and ends with the words, "Reign of Her Present Majesty."
c. 2. An Act for the support of Her Majesty's Household, and of the Honour and in part; namely,-in part. Dignity of the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
g. .
in part. of the Peace 1
Section two.
c.  S.
I
An Act to enable Her Majesty to grant an annual Sumn to Her Royal Highness Victoria Maria Louisa
Duchess of Kent.
C.  11  to apply the Sum of Two Millions to the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and
thirty-eight.
c. 12. An Act for raising the Sum of Eleven millions four hundred and thirteen thousand seven hundred and
fifty pounds by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and
thirty-eight.
C.  13. An Act to enable the Grand Juries of the County and County of the City of Waterford to make
Presentments, at the Spring Assizes for the Year One thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, for
the House of Industry of the said Counties.
c. 14. An Act the title of which begins with the words,-" An Act to repeal so much of )
in part. an Act of the Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Years,"-and ends with the words,- - in part; namely,-
Custody of such Persons " )
Section one.
Section two to " repealed, and ", the words  "  after the passing of this Act "-" kept in Custody or"
and "in Custody or" (wherever such last-mentioned words occur)-from "to the Keeper"
to " if hereafter apprehended," and the words " in Custody at the Time of passing this Act, or
shall be hereafter ".
Sections three, six, and seven.
c. 17. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and f'or the better Payment of the Army and their Quarters,
c. 18. An Act for the Regulation of Iter Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on shore.
c. 19. An Act to Amend tile Act for the Abolition of Slavery in the British Colonies.
Section two from " or front " to " India Duties,".
Section three from " commence " to " Fourth, and " and from " the first Charge " to " ensuing
Quarter ;".
Section four.
Section seven from "and it "  to " aforesaid:".
Sections sixteen and eighteen.
c. 3. An Act to carry into further Execution the Provisions of an Act for completing the full Payment of
Compensation to Owners of Slaves upon the Abolition of Slavery.
I An Act to remove doubts as to summoninc 4 Juries at adjourned Quarter Sessions in part; namely,--
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c. 20. An Act for the Consolidation of the Offices of First Fruits, Tenths, and Queen in part ;  namely,-in part. Anne's Bounty
Section two from " and that" to end of that Section.
Sections eleven to fifteen.
Section sixteen to "Ripon, and ".
Section twenty-five.
The Schedule.
c. 21. Au Act to apply the Sum of Eight Millions out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.
c. 23. An Act to amend the Law for providing fit Houses for the beneficed Clergy-in part; namely,-
in part. Sections two and three.
Section fifteen from "except" to end of that Section.
c.24. An Act the title of which begins with the word-, " All Act to repeal part of an Act," and  ends  with the
words, " Care and Guardianship of Her P,•rson."
c. 26. An Act for raising the Sum of Thirteen Millions by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.
e. 27 . An Act to make more effectual Provision for the Prevention of Offences by insane in part ; namely,-P i I dt lin par ersons n. re an
Section four from " and that" to end.
c. 28. An Act to repeal the several Acts now in force relating to Bread to be sold in
in part. Ireland ,  and to provide other Regulations for the snaking and Sale of Bread , to part; namely,-
and for prev'intmg the Adulteration of Meal, Flour ,  and Bread , in that part
of the United Kingdom called Ireland
Section ore.
Section eight ,  the words  "  and one Moiety of such Penalty  "  and the subsequent words " Penalty
and".
Section thirteen front "together "  to " proper "  and from " and the Residue "  to "committed ;".
Section sixteen from "and the Monies" to end of that Section.
Section twenty -six from " and every " to " Authority of this Act  ; ",  from " if the  "  to " done, or"
and from " or shall " to  "  aforesaid,".
Sections twenty-eight, twenty -nine, and thirty-one.
c. 31. An Act for facilitating the Sale of Church Patronage belonging to Municipal in part ;  namely,-in part. Corporations in certain Cases
Section five,
c. 32. An Act to enable Her Majesty's Courts at Westminster to hold Sittings in Bane in time of Vacation.
e. 33. An Act for granting to Her Majesty, until the fifth day of July one thousand eight hundred and thirty-
nine, certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the year one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.
e. 34. An  Act  to continue for five years, and from thence until the end of the then next Session of Parliament,
an Act of the second and third years of the Reign of His late Majesty, to restrain for five  years,  in
certain cases, party processions in Ireland.
c. 36.  A.  Act to make further Provisions and to amend the Acts relating to the Harbor in
part ; namely,-art f Ki f D blit d h P d H bin p o ngs u i Son an t ort an ar or oe
Sections one, sixteen, and nineteen.
c. 37. An Act to empower the Foreman or any other member of Grand Juries in Ireland
in part ; namely,-in part. to administer Oaths to Witnesses on Bills of Indictment
Section three.
c. 38. Au Act to amend an Act for punishing idle and disorderly persons and rogues and in part ; namely,-in part. vagabonds
Section three.
c. 44. An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws for collecting and securing the Duties  of Excise on Glass.
c. 46. An Act the title of which begiim with the words "An Act to continue until the thirty-first day of
December," and ends with the words " Western Australia on the Western Coast of New Holland."
c. 49. An Act the title of which begins with the words " An Act to transfer the Manage-
in part. meat of certain Annuities," and ends with the words "Life Annuities and in part ; namely,-
Annuities for terms of years."
Section one.
Section four from " the first" to end of that section.
Section ten.
c. 50. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to continue until the thirty-first day of
December," and ends with the words, " Administration of Justice in Now South Wales and Van
Diemen's Land."
c. 51. An Act to amend the Laws relating to the Levy of Grand Jury Cess in the county in part;  namely,-in part. of the city of Dublin
Section one.
Section two from " according" to " Assessment,".
Sections three to six.
Section eight from " and such" to end of that  section.
Sections ton and eleven.
c. 52. An Act to continue for five  years,  and from thence until the end of the then  next Session of Parliament,
an Act of the fifth and sixth years of His late Majesty, for the Regulation of the Linen  and Hempen
Manufactures in Ireland.
c. 53. An Act to amend an Act of  the last Session  of Parliament  for providing more )
in part. effectual  means to make Treasurers  of Counties and Counties of Cities  in } in part  ;  namely,-
Ireland account for public  monies, and  to secure the same )
Sections four and five.
c. 56. An Act for the more effectual relief of the destitute poor in Ireland... ,.. ...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections one, two, and nine to twelve.
Section thirteen, the words " or Assistant Commissioner,".
Section eighteen from " Provided always" to end of that section.
Section twenty-six from " shall order" to " Commissioners may".
Section twenty-seven, the words " and Assistant Conunissioner".
Se,,tion thirty-one from " in the surveying" to •` rated,".
Sections sixty-six, sixty-eight, eighty-seven, and ninety-seven.
Section ninety-eight, the words Assistant Commissioner,".
Section ninety-nine, the words " or Assistant Commissioner,".
Sections one hundred and one hundred and two, th- words " or Assistant Commissioners,".
Section one hundred and three from " and the penalties" to end of that section.
Sections one hundred and four and one hundred and eleven.
Section one hundred and thirteen, the words " Assistant Commissioner,", from " and every" to
" thereupon;" and from " or shall" to "  as aforesaid,".
5(;
Section one hundred and fourteen, the words " or Assistant Commissioners" and the words "or
rate" (wherever they occur).
Sections one hundred and fifteen and one hundred and sixteen, the words "or rate".
Sections one hundred and eighteen to one hundred and twenty-three.
Section one hundred and twenty-four from " or composition" to " in Ireland".
Section one hundred and twenty-five.
The second and third schedules.
C.  61. An Act to amend an Act for enabling persons to make Deposits of Stock or Ex-
in part. chequer Bills in lieu of giving security by Bond to the Postmaster-General and
-
in part ; namely,-
Commissioners of Land Revenue Customs, Excise, Stamps, and Taxes
c. 63.
c. 64.
in part.
e. 65.
Section one from " and that so" to end of that section.
An Act to amend the Acts relating to the Police of the District of the Dublin Metropolis.
An Act to facilitate the Merger of Tithes in Land ... ... ... ... ... in part ; uamely,-
Section seven.
An Act for relieving the Commissioners and others acting in the execution of divers Local Improve.
ment Acts from certain Penalties and Disabilities.
c. 67. An Act for the better Government of Prisons in the West Indies ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section eleven.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 68. An Act to continue until the first day of June one thousand eight hundred and forty, and to the end of
the then Session of Parliament, the Local Turnpike Acts for Great Britain which expire with this or
the ensuing Session of  Parliament.
c. 71. An Act to amend and continue for one year, and from thence to the end of the then  next Session ofParliament, the several Acts relating to the importation and keeping of Arms and Gunpowder in
Ireland. ,
c. 72. An Act to continue for one year, and from thence until the end of the then next  Session of  Parliament
the several Acts for regulating the Turnpike Roads in Ireland.
e. 74. An Act to facilitate the Recovers of Possession of Tenements after due Deter- in part ; namely,-
in part. urination  of the Tenancy
Section nine.
c. 75. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to amend so much of
in part. an Act of the Twenty-fifth Year, and ends with the words, "  as relates  to Manu- in part ; namely,-
factories of Pitch, Tar, and Turpentine"
Sections two and three.
c. 80. An Act for the Payment of Constables for keeping the Peace near Public Works ... in part ; namely,-
in part . Section four.
c. 82. An Act for establishing  a Prison  for young Offenders ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section nine to "attend ; and".
Section eighteen.
c. 86. An Act to diminish Delay and Expence in Advocations  and Suspensions  in the in part ; namely,-
in part. Court of Session in Scotland )
Sections one to three,  seven , eight, ten and twelve.
c, 88. An Act to authorize a further Issue of Exchequer Bills for Public Works and Fisheries and Em.
in part. ployment of the Poor, and to amend the Acts relating thereto
Except Section eighteen.
e. 89. An Act respecting the Transfer of certain Funds to the Secretary  at War  and the in part  ;  namely,-
mastP -G lay er enerain part.
Section three from " and the" to end of that section.
e. 90. An Act to suspend until the End of the next Session of Parliament the making of Lists and the Ballots
and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c. 91. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to defray the Charge of the Pay," and ends
with the words, " Militia, until the First day of July One thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine."
e. 92. An Act to repeal the Four and a-Half per Centmn Duties.
c, q An Act for raising the Sum of Eleven millions forty-four thousand five hundred and fifty Pounds by
Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.
c. 94. An Act for keeping safely the Public Records ... ... ... ... ... ... in part; namely,-
in part. Section one from " and until" to end of that Section.
Section eight from " as soon" to " Provisions of this Act,".
Section nine from " and in" to " subsist,".
Sections ten, eighteen, and twenty-one.
c. 95. An Act to provide for the Payment of certain Pensions in part; namely,.-
in part. Sections three and five.
c. 96. An Act to amend, until the End of the next Sessio>i of Parliament, the Law relative
in part. to Legal Proceedings by certain Joint Stock Banking Companies against their in part ; namely,-
own Members , and by such Members against the Companies
Section one from  "  at any Time during "  to " this Act,".
Sections five and six.
c. 98. An Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railways ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
ix part. Section  twenty.
0.100.
An Act for continuing, under certain Limitations, the Powers given to the Judges for altering the Forms
of Pleading in the Courts of Common Law at Westminster and elsewhere.
c. 103. An Act to restrain the Alienation of Corporate Property in certain Towns in Ireland.
,.104. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to authorize the County of Clare to borrow,"
and ends with the words, " Default of such late Treasurer."
o. 106. An Act to abridge the holding of Benefices iu Plurality, and to make better in part ; namely,-
in part. Provision for the Residence of the Clergy
Section one.
Section two, the words "Distance, joint yearly Value, and".
Section three.
Section four from "nor shall any Spiritual Person hold together" to and of that Section.
Sections five, eight, twelve, fourteen and fifteen.
Section sixteen from " and the" to " Pounds,".
Section thirty-seven from " or Principal" to " of this Act,".
Section forty-six from " or" to "Act" and the words " shall have been or".
Section fifty-four from " or" to " Third,".
Section sixty-one.
Section eighty-two from " and that" to end of that section.
Section one hundred and three.
Section one hundred and ten from " except" to " also".
Section  one hundred and twenty-three, the words "Master or".
Section one  hundred and thirty-one from "and of" to "Chancellor,".
c. 107. An Act to amend and render more  effectual the  Church Building Acts ... ,..  in part; namely,-
in part. Sections  one, three  to five and eleven.
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c. 108. An Act for suspending until the First Day of August one thousand eight hundred and thirty- nine, and to
the End of the then Session of Parliament, the Appointment to certain Dignities and Offices in
Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, and to Sinecure Rectories.
c. 109. An Act to abolish Compositions for Tithes in Ireland, and to substitute Rent in part ; namely,-in part. charges in lieu  thereof )
Section one from " provided that" to " permanent. and", and from " nor to any" to end of that
Section.
Sections  two to six.
Section eleven from " Provided nevertheless" to end of that Section.
Sections thirteen to fifteen.
Sections  sixteen and seventeen, the words ' or Exchequer in Ireland," and " or the Chief or Second
Remembrancer,".
Section thirty, the words " or Exchequer in Ireland,".
Sections thirty-three to forty-eight and fifty-five.
e. 110. An Act for abolishing Arrest on Mesne Process in Civil Actions, except iii certain
in part. Cases ; for extending the Remedies of Creditors against the Property of in part ; namely,-Debtors ; and for amending the Laws for the Relief of Insolvent Debtor, in
England
Section eleven from " Provided also" to end of that Section.
Section twelve from " after" to " Act,".
Section thirteen, from " or in Cases" to " from the Time appointed for the Commencement of this
Act," and from "Provided also" to "passed :".
Section sixteen.
Section eighteen from "and all Orders" to " of the Court of Review in Matters of Bankruptcy,"
and from " and by " to " Bankruptcy,"
Section  nineteen , the words " Bankruptcy or ".
Section twenty-one from " Provided also, that no Order directing " to the end of that Section.
c. 111. An Act to apply a Sum out of the Consolidated Fund, and the Surplus of Ways and Means, to the
Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, and to appropriate the Supplies
granted in this Session of Parliament.
c. 112. An Act for indemnifying those who have issued or acted under certain Parts of a ce'•tain Ordinance
made under color of an Act passed in the present Session of Parliament, intituled An Act to make
temporary Provision for the Government of Lower Canada.
c. 114. An Act to amend the Law of Scotland in Matters relating to Personal Diligence, in part ; namely,-in part. Arrestments, and Poindings
Sections thirty-three, thirty-four, and thirty-six.
c. 115. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to amend an Act of the
in part. Sixth and Seventh Years", and ends with the words, "  Baronies respectively  in part ; namely,-
whereto the  same may adjoin or  wherein the  same are locally situate
Section two.
e. 118. An Act to make  certain  Alterations in the Duties of the Lords Ordinary, and in
in part. the Establishment of Clerks and Officers of the Court  of Session and Court in part ;  namely,-
of Commissioners for Teinds in Scotland, and to reduce the Fees payable in
those Courts
Section two from " and upon" to the end of that Section.
Section three from " and that" to "such Rotation ;"
Section four from " Provided always " to end of that  Section.
Section six to present Issue Clerks ;".
Section nine from "and so much" to end of that Section.
Section eleven from " on the Death" to end of that Section.
Section fifteen from "that all Causes depending " to "formerly depended :" and from " such of "
to " as well as ".
Section sixteen from " and so much " to end of that Section.
Sections  thirty-one and thirty-two.
Section thirty- four  from "and the whole" to end of that Section.
Section thirty-five.
c. 119. in Act to regulate the Constitution, Jurisdiction, and Forms of Process of Sheriff) .
-in part . Courts in Scotland in part ; namely,
Sections one and seven.
Section twenty-seven from " and provided also " to end of that Section.
Sections twenty-nine, thirty-three, and thirty-six.
c. 120. An Act for the Abolition of the Duties payable on the Coinage of Tin in the Counties of Cornwall and
in part. Devon, and for giving Compensation in lieu of such Duties, and to reduce the Duties of Customs
payable on Tin
Except Sections  three to five.
2 bt 3 Viet.  c. 1. An Act to  amend an Act of the First and Second Year of Her present Majesty
j in part; namely,-in part.  for the more effectual Relief of the destitute poor in Ireland
Sections ten and eleven.
c. 2. An Act to apply  the Sum of Two Millions to the Service  of the  Year One thousand eight hundred and
thirty-nine.
e. 3. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to authorise the immediate  Distribution,"
in part. and ends with the words, " Tithes in Ireland and to substitute Rentcharges in lieu thereof ; and for
other Purposes":-
Except Section three from "Provided always " to "to be established by virtue hereof," and
Section  five.
c. 5. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better Payment of the Army and their
Quarters.
e. G. An Act to apply the sum of Eight Million, out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year
j One thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine.
c. 7. An Act for the Regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on shore.
c. 8. An Act for raising the Sum of Thirteen Millions by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine.
c. 9. An Act the ,it -e of which begins with the words, " An Act for repealing Part of an Act of the last
Sessiox , and ends with the words, "Appointment to certain Dignities and Offices in Cathedral
and Collegiate Churches, and to Sinecure Rectories."
c. 11. I An Act for the better Protection of Purchasers against Judgments, Crown Debts, in part ; numely,-iu part. Lis pendens, and Fiats in Bankruptcy. 1
in part. County Palatine of Durham and Sadverge
Sections one to seven, nine ,  and ten.
Section eleven from  "  shall subject  " to " therefrom, or ",
Sections twelve and eighteen,
Section one.
C.  16.1 An Act for improving the Practice and Proceedings of the Court of Pleas of the Z in part ; namely,-
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Section nineteen from " or Writ " to " as aforesaid,", from " or such Sheriff " to " be had,", the
words " or Trial," and from " and the Verdict " to end of that Section.
Sections twenty-one and thirty-five to thirty-eight.
The Schedule.
The following Sections from and after the first day of November, 1875 ; namely,-
Sections eight, thirteen to fifteen, thirty and thirty-one.
c. 19. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to amend an Act of )
in part. the Sixth and Seventh Years," and ends with the words, " although situate in in part ; naiuely,--
the County of the City of Waterford"
Sections two to four.
e. 21. An Act for granting to Her Majesty, until the fifth day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty,
certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine.
c. 22. An Act to enable Justices of Assize on their Circuits to take Inquisition of all Pleas in the Court of
Exchequer of Pleas which shall be brought before them without a Special Comnussiou for that
Purpose.
From and after the first day of November, 1875.
c. 23, An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws for collecting and securing the Duties of Excise on Paper
made in the United Kingdom.
c. 26. An Act to provide for the Enactment of certain Laws in the Island of Jamaica.
c. 27. An Act for regulating the proceedings in the Borough Courts of England and Wales in part ; namely,-
in part. i Section four,
c. 28. An Act for  more  equally assessing and levying Watch Rates in certain Boroughs ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section three.
c. 31. An Act to continue until the first day of June one thousand eight hundred and forty-one, and to the end
of the then Session of Parliament, the Local Turnpike Acts in England and Wales which expire with
this or the ensuing Session of Parliament.
c 32. An  Act to  continue until the end of the Session of Parliament next after the thirty-first day of May one
thousand eight hundred and forty-one, certain of the Allowances of the Duty of Excise on Soap used
in Manufactures.
c. 34. An Act to confirm certain Rules and Orders of the Supreme Courts of Judicature at Fort William and
Madras ; and to empower the same Courts, and the Supreme Court of Judicature of Bombay, to
make Rules and Orders concerning Pleadings.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty s Dominions.
c. 36. An Act to regulate the Duties to be performed by the Judges in the Supreme Z in part ; namely,-in part. f Courts of Scotland, and to increase the Salaries of certain of the said Judges )
Sections four and five.
Section nine to " Provided always that".
Sections fourteen and sixteen.
c. 37. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to amend, and extend until the first day of
January," and ends with the words, "Operation of the Laws relating to Usury."
c. 40. An Act for procuring returns relative to the Highways and Turnpike Roads in England and Wales.
c. 43. An Act to suspend until the end of the next Session of Parliament the making of Lists and the Ballots
and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c.41. An Act to prevent, until the end of the next Session of Parliament, ships clearing out from a British
North American port loading any part of their cargo of timber upon deck.
c•. 45. An Act to amend an Act of the fifth and sixth years of the Reign of His late in  part ; namely,-
in part. Majesty King William the Fourth relating to Highways
Section three.
47. An Act for further improving the Police in and near the Metropolis .. .. ...iii part ; namely,-
in part. Section three.
Section four to " of the said Act".
Section six from " and also " to end of that section.
Section  twenty.
Section twenty-one front " and that" to end of that section.
Section twenty-four.
Sections thirty-nine and forty, the word "usually" (wherever  it occurs).
Section forty-four from "Provided"  to end of  that section.
Section forty-nine.
Section fifty-six to " next".
Section eighty.
c. 49. An Act to make better provision for the Assignment of Ecclesiastical Dig, ricts to
in part. Churches or Chapels augmented by the Governors of the bounty of Queen in part ;  namely,-
Anne; and for other purposes
Section  one  to" repealed ; and".
c. 50. An Act the title of which begins with the words, An Act to extend  and amend
in part. the provisions of the Acts for the Extension and Promotion of Public Works  in part ; namely,-
in Ireland" and ends with the words " Parochial Assessments"
Sections one, two, seven, twenty, twenty-one, and twenty-seven.
c. 51. An Act to regulate the Payment and Assignment in certain cases of Pensions
in part. granted for Service in Her Majesty's Army, Navy, Royal Marines, and in part ; namely,-
Ordnance
Sections  one and five.
o. 55. An Act to suspend, until the first day of August one thousand eight hundred and forty, certain Cathedral
and other  Ecclesiastical  Preferments, and the operation of the new  arrangement of Dioceses  upon the
existing  Ecclesiastical Courts.
c. 56. An Act for the better ordering of Prisons
in part. Except section twenty-two and section twenty-three to " Law ;" so  far as  they  relate to prisons or
places of confinement to which 28 and 49 Viet. c. 126 does not extend.
c. 57. An Act to continue, until six months after the commencement of the next Session of Parliament, an Act
of the last Session of Parliament, for aut iorizmg Her Majesty to carry into immediate execution by
Orders in Council any Treaties for the Suppression of the Slave Trade.
c. 58. An Act to make further provision for the Administration of Justice, and for iui-
iu part. proving the practice and Proceedings, in the Courts of the Staunariea of Corn-
in part -, namely,--
wall; and for the Prevention of Frauds by workmen employed in Mines
within  the County of  Cornwall
Section five to " and that."
c. 59. An Act for taking away the Exemption, except in certain case,. of Officers of the Z in part; namely,--pail Militia to serve as oheriftin .
Section one  from " a-we" to end of that section.
Section three.
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c. 61. An Act for the Improvement of the Navigation of the River Shannon ... ...in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections one to thirty-five.
in part, and Wales 3
Section thirty-eight.
c. 64. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to defray the charge of the Pay,"  and ends
with the words, "Militia until the first day of July one thousand eight hundred and forty."
c. 67. An Act to amend an Act of the fifth and sixth years, of the Reign of King)
in part. William the Fourth, intituled An Act to amend the Law touching Letters  in part ; namely,-
Patent for Inventions
Sections  one and three.
c. 68. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue, until the thirty-first day of
August, and ends with the words, "Joint Stock Banking Companies  against their own Members, and
by such Members against the Companies."
c. 69 An Act to authorise the Purchase or building of Lodgings for the Judges of Assize in  part ; namely,-in part. on their Circuits
Section three.
c. 71. An Act for  regulating  the Police Courts in the Metropolis-in part ; namely,-
in part. Section  three from " of " to " such other," and from " and also every " to " or  Offices".
Section four.
Section nine  from " the first " to " Act ; " and so far as the rest of that  section relates to the
amounts of  the salaries of the chief magistrate and receiver.
Section ten.
Section forty-five, the words " continued or".
Sections fifty-four and fifty-seven.
c. 72. An Act for enabling Justices of V Assize and Nisi Prins, Oyer and Terr"iner, and
in part. Gaol Delivery, to hold Courts f'or Counties aL ]urge in  aajoining  Counties of in part ;  namely,-
Cities and Towns, and conversely +
Section two.
c. 74. An Act the title of which begins nith the words, "An Act to extend and render
in part. more  effectual for Five Years-and ends with the words, " preventing the in part  ; namely,-
administering and taking unlawful Oaths in Ireland"
Sections  five and six.
c. 75. An Act for the better Regulation of the Constabulary Force in Ireland  in part ; namely,-
in part. Section ten from " Provided " to end of that Section.
Sections  twenty- five, twenty- nine,  and thirty-one.
c. 76. An Act to restrain the Alienation of Corporate Property  in certain  Towns in Ireland until the first day
of September, one thousand eight hundred and forty.
c. 77. An Act for the better  Prevention  and Punishments of Assaults  in Ireland  for Five Years.
c. 78. An Act to  make further Provisions relating to  the Police  in the  District of Dublin in part  ;  namely,-in part. Metropolis
Sections one to ten.
Section thirteen  from " and such " to " Evidence".
Section eighteen.
The Schedule.
c. 81. An Act to authorise for one year, and from thence to the end of the then  next Session of Parliament,
the application of a portion of the Highway Rates to Turnpike  Roads in certain cases.
c. 82. An Act for the better Administration of Justice in detached Parts of Counties ...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Section four.
in part. the Relief of  the Poor
Sections four and five.
c. 85. An Act to enable  Justices  of the Peace in Petty Sessions to make orders for the support  of Bastard
Children.
c. 87. An Act for improving the Police in Manchester for two years, and from thence until the end of the then
next Session of  Parliament.
c. 88. An Act for improving the Police in Birmingham for two years, and from thence  until  the end of the
then  next Session  of Parliament.
c. 89. An Act to apply a sum out of the Consolidated Fund, and the surplus of Ways and Means, to the  Service
of the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine, and to appropriate the Supplies  granted in
this Session  of Parliament.
c. 90 An Act for raising the sum of twelve millions twenty-six thousand and fifty pounds by Exchequer Bills,
for the Service of the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine.
c. 92. An Act to explain and amend an Act of the First and Second Years of Her present Majesty, so far as
relates to  Fines and Penalties levied under the Revenue Laws in Ireland.
c. 93. An Act for the establishment of County and District Constables by the authority in part ; namely,-in part. of Justices of the Peace
Section one.
Section three from " or" to " which "
Section five, the words " the adoption of this Act, or ".
Sections nineteen, twenty-one, and twenty-two.
Section twenty-three from " and if " to " under this Act," and the words " out of the  general
Stock of the said County".
Section twenty-five fropr " and all" to " been made:".
Sections  twenty-six and twenty-nine.
c. 95. An Act for improving the Police in Bolton for two years, and from thence until the end of the then
next Session  of Parliament.
c. 96. An Act  to authorise  tier Majesty, until Six Mouths after the commencement of the next  Session of
Parliament, to carry into effect a Convention between Her Majesty and the King of the French
relative to the Fisheries on the Coasts of the British Islands and of France.
3 & 4 Viet. c. 1. An Act for exhibiting a Bill in this present Parliament for naturalising His Serene Highness Prince
Albert of Saxe Coburg and Gotha.
c. 3. An Act for enabling Her Majesty to grant an Annuity to His Serene Highness Prince Albert of Saxe
Coburg and Gotha.
c. 4. An Act to apply the sum of Two Millions to the Service of the Year one thousand eight hundred andforty.
c. 5. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to repeal so much of an Act passed in the
Thirteenth Year-and ends with the words, "  as relates  to the subject  of Horse Racing.
Section sixty- nine from  " and the Venue" to " by the Authority of this Act ;" and from "  or shall "
to " Place,".
Sections seventy -two, seventy-three, and seventy-five.
e. 62. An Act  to explain  and amend the Acts for the Commutation of Tithes in England  I in part ; namely,-
c. 83. An let  to continue  the Poor Law Commission until the fourteenth day of  August, one thousand eight
hundred and forty, and thenceforth until the end of the then next  Session of Parliament.
c. 84. An Act to amend the  Laws relating to the Assessment  and Collection  of Rates for  I in part ; namely,-
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c. 6. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better payment of the Army and their
Quarters.
c. 7. An Act to apply the sum of Eight Millions out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year
one thousand eight hundred and forty.
c. 8. An Act for the Regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on shore.0.10.  t  authorise the Issue of Exchequer Bills for Public Works and Fisheries and Employment of
in part. the Poor:--
Except Section fourteen to "accordingly," and from "to any Person or Persons, Body or Bodies
Politic or Corporate, or Company or Companies, in" to end of that Section.
c. 12. An Act for raising the Sum of Eleven Millions by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and forty.
c. 13. Au Act to amend an Act of the first and second years of the Reign of Her present Majesty, to abolish
Compositions for Tithes in Ireland, and to substitute Rent-charges in lieu thereof.
c. 14. An Act to continue for one year, and to the end of the next Session of Parliament, the Acts for the
Relief of Insolvent Debtors in Ireland.
c. 15. An Act further to explain and amend the Acts for the Commutation of Tithes in ? in part ; namely,-in part. England and Wales
Sections two and thirty.
c. 17. An Act for granting to Her Majesty Duties of Customs, Excise, and Assessed Taxes:-
in part. Except Section one to " throughout the United Kingdom," and Section six, so far as such Sections
re late  to the additional duty or charge of £5 per centum upon the produce and amount of the
duties of excise.
c. 1S. An Act to discontinue the Excise Survey on Tobacco, and to provide other Regu- Z in part ; namely,-
t ti i li th oflin par . ons n eu erea
Sections one, sixteen ,  and seventeen.
c. 19. An Act for granting to Her Majesty an additional Duty of Customs on Timber.
c. 20. An Act the title of which begins with the words " An Act to amend an Act passed
in part. in the  first year ,"  and ends with the words , "  Agreements which have been in part ; namely,-
made in pursuance of the said Act ; and for other Purposes"
Section one.
C. 22. An Act to impost"  upon Broad or Spread Glass the same Duties of Excise that are payable upon German
Sheet Glass.
c. 23. An Act for granting to Her Majesty,  until the fifth day of Judy, one thousand eight hundred and forty-
one, certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the year one
thousand eight hundred and forty.
c. 24. An Act the title of which begins with the words , "  An Act to reveal part of an
in part. Act of the forty-third year of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth ,' and ends with  in part; namely,-
the words  "  further Provisions in lieu thereof"
Suction one.
Section two ,  the words  "  writ of trial or".
c. 26. Au Act to remove Doubts as to the Competency of Persons ,  being rated Inhabitants of any Parish, to
give Evidence in certain Cases.
.c. 27. An Act the title of which begins with the words , "  An Act to continue to the  first day of August," and
ends with the words , "  persons born in Scotland and Ireland ,  and chargeable to Parishes in England."
c. 30. An Act for the more equal Assessment of Police Rates in Manchester ,  Birmingham ,  and Bolton, and to
make better Provision for the Police in Birmingham ,  for one year, and to the end of the then next
Session of Parliament.
c. 31.  An  Act to extend the Powers  and Provisions of the several Acts relating to the in  part  ;  namely,-in part. lnclosure of Open and Arable Fields in England  and Wales
Section six.
c. 32. An Act to continue for one year ,  and from thence until the  cud  of the then next Session of Parliament,
the several Acts relating to the Importation and keeping of Arms and Gunpowder in Ireland.
c. 33. An A et the title of which begins with the words , " An Act to make certain Pro-
in part. visions and Regulations ,"  and ends with the words, " Bishops and clergy  r  in part ; namely,-
other than those of the United Church of England and Ireland" )
Section seven from  "  Provided "  to end of that Section.
e. 35. An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada , and  for the Government of Canada :-
in part. Except Sections twenty-eight ,  twenty-nine ,  and sixty.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty 's Dominions.
e. 36. An Act for preventing Ships clearing out from a British North American Port loading any Part of their
Cargo of Timber upon deck.
c. 37. An Act the title of which begins with the words,  "Ali  Act to consolidate and amend the Laws for pun-
ishing Mutiny and Desertion of Officers and Soldiers in the S ,'rvice of the East India Company," and
ends with the words  " Dying in service."
Repealed as to  all  Her Majesty 's Dominions.
c. 39. An Act to authorise Trustees or Commissioners of Turnpike  Roads  to appoint in part; namely,-in part.  M eetings for executing their Trusts in certain cases
Sections one and three.
c. 40. An Act to amend two Acts of His late  M ajesty King Wil li am the Fourth ,  for  the 't in part ;  namely,-part. Relief of certain of Her Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in the West Indies S
Section ten.ction
c. 42. An Act to continue the Poor Law Commission until the thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and forty-one.
e. 44. An Act to amend an Act of the seventh year of King George the Fourth, for con- in part ; namely,-
solidatin and amendin the Laws relatinart to Prisons in Ireland yg gm p . g
Section six.
c. 45. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue," and ends with the words, " Local
Turnpike Acts for Great Britain which expire with this or the  ensuing Session  of Parliament."
c. 46. An Act to  continue for one year  from the passing of this Act, and thenceforth until the end of the then
next  Session of  Parliament, the several Acts for regulating the Turnpike Roads in Ireland.
c. 47.
A.
Act to repeal so mulch of an Act of the ninth year of the Reign of Her late Majesty Queen Anne as
prevents the  Re-election of Mayors of Parliamentary Boroughs and other  annual  Returning Officers.
c. 48. An Act to enable Proprietors of Entailed Estates in Scotland to feu or lease on
in part. loug Leases Portions of the same for the building of Churches and Schools, in part ; namely,--
and for Dwelling Houses and Gardens for the Ministers and Masters thereof
Section eight.
c. 50. An  Act to  provide for keeping the Peace on Canals and Navigable Rivers in part; namely,-
in part. Section fifteen from "  and all " to end of that section.
Section twenty-one.
v.52. An Act to provide for the Administration of the Government in case the Crown should descend to any
Issue of Her Majesty whilst such Issue shall be ruder the age of Eighteen Years and for the Caro
and Guardianship of such Issue.
c. 53. An  Act for  vacating any Presentment for rebuilding  the Gaol  of Newgate in Dublin and vacating any
Contract between the Commissioners for rebuilding the said Gaol and the Contractor.
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c.  54, An  Act for making further Provision for the Confinement and Maintenance of in part  ;  namely,-in part. Insane Prisoners
Section two from " and in" to  "  confined;".
Section three from  "  and in all "  to " acquitted on the Ground of Insanity ;".
Section six.
Section seven from  "  so much  of the said  Act as relates to such Directions "  to " that".
Section ten.
C. 56 . An  Act further to regulate the Trade of Ships bu ilt and trading within the  limits) in art  namely,-'in part. of the East India Company ' s Charter 3 p
Sections one to seven.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 59. An Act for the Amendment of the Law of Evidence in Scotland  ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section five.
c. 60. An Act to further amend the Church Bu ilding Acts .., ... in part  ;  namely,-
in part. Section six, the words  "  enrolled and".
Sections eight to eleven ,  thirteen ,  fourteen ,  and twenty.
c. 61. An Act to amend the Acts relating to the general Sale of Beer and Cider by Retail
in part. in England in part ;  namely,-
fourteen.
Section eighteen from  "  nor" to " recited Acts  ;"  and from  "  on the" to  "  aforesaid,".
Section twenty-three.
c. 65. An Act to improve the Practice and extend the Jurisdiction of the High Court of I in part  ; namely;__in  part.  Admiralty of England
Sections ten and twenty-four.
c. 66. An Act to make Provision for the Judge, Registrar ,  and Marshal of the High in part ; namely,-in part. Court of Admiralty of England
Section one ,  the words  "  after the present Parliament,".
Section two to " and that ",  and from  "  out" to  "  mentioned,".
Section three to " Admiral ,  as the Case may be ; and ",  and from " and every such "  to end of
that section.
Section four to " Act, and".
Section five from  "  out" to " mentioned".
Section six from  "  and the Salaries ,"  to end of that section.
Section ten ,  the words  "  being a Proctor of the said Court,".
«Section eleven from  11 being"  to said Court ,"  and from " be  paid"  to  "  and „ .
Section seventeen from  "  or" to " them,".
Sections nineteen and twenty.
C.  69. An Act the title of which begins  with  the words,  "  An Act to continue ,  for Six Months," and ends with
the words , "  Fisheries on the Coasts of the British Islands and of France."
c. 70. An Act  the title of which begins with the words, " An  Act to defray  the Charge of the Pay," and ends
with the words, " Militia, until the First Day of July, One thousand eight hundred and forty-one."
e. 71. An Act to suspend until the End of the next Session of Parliament the making of Lists and the Ballots
and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c.72.  An Act to provide for the Solemnization of Marriages in the Districts in or near in part ;  namely,-in  part. which the Parties reside
Section six.
c. 77. An Act  for improving  the Condition  and extending the Benefits of Grammar in part ; namely,-in part. Schools
Section twenty-six.
c. 78. An Act to provide for the Sale of the Clergy Reserves in the Province of Canada , in part ; namely,-in part . and for the Distribution of the Proceeds thereof
Sections eleven and thirteen.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 80. An Act to continue until the First Day of March ,  One thousand eight hundred and forty -five, and from
thence to the End of the then next Session of Parliament ,  the several  Acts  relating to Insolvent
Debtors in India.
c. 83. An Act the title of which begins with the words , " An Act  to continue ,  unt il  the First Day of January,"
and ends with the words , "  exempting certain Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes fro m the
Operation of the Laws relating to Usury."
c. 84. An Act for better defining the Powers of Justices within the Metropolitan Police in part ; namely,-in part .  District
Section one.
Section ten so far as it relates to retu rn s and lists under 42  Geo.  3, c. 90.
Sections fourteen and sixteen.
c. 85. An Act for the Regulation of Chimney Sweepers and Chimneys ... ... ...in part; namely,-
in part. Section one.
Section two to " and forty -two," and the words " or less than Five  Pounds."
Section three from  "  from" to " Act" and the words " after such Date".
Sections four, five, nine ,  and thirteen.
c. 86. An Act for better enforcing Church Discipline  ... ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section one.
Section sixteen from  "  now" to " hereafter".
Section twenty-six.
e,88. An  Act to amend the Act for the  Establishment  of County and District Constables ...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Section three to " and that ,",  from " in which" to " force," and from " Provided "  to end of that
section.
Section five.
Section eight from  "  and the" to "said Rates ;"  and from  "  upon Receipt "  to " Constable,".
Sections twenty -nine and thirty.
Section thirty -five from " Provided "  to end of that section.
Section thirty-six.
c. 89. An Act to exempt ,  until the thirty-first day of December ,  One thousand eight
in part. hundred and forty -one, Inhabitants of Parishes ,  Townships ,  and Villages from in part ; namely,-Liab ility to be rated as such, in  re spect of Stock in Trade or other P ro perty,
to the Relief of the Poor
Section two.
c. 91. An Act the title of which begins with the words,  " An Act  for the more effectual
in part. Prevention of Frauds and Abuses committed by Weavers ,"  and ends with the
-
in part  ; namely,-
words , "  then next Session of Parliament "
Section one, twelve ,  and twenty-nine.
Section thirty -two, so far as it  re lates to plea of general issue.
Section thirty-five from  11 and shall commence  "  to end of that section.
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c. 92. An Act for enabling Courts of Justice to admit Non-parochial  Registers as in  part ; namely,-
in part. Evidence of Births or Baptisms, Deaths or Burials, and Marriages
Section one from " Provided " to end of that  section.
Section seven from " according " to end of that section.
Sections eighteen, nineteen, and twenty-one.
c. 93. An Act to amend the Act for the better Regulation of Ecclesiastical Courts in
'
in part ; namely,-
in part. England
Section three.
c. 94. An Act for facilitating the Administration of Justice in the Court of Chancery.
e. 95. An Act the title of which begins with  the  words, " An Act to enable Her Majesty to carry into effect
certain Stipulations contained in a Treaty," and ends with the words, "Purposes of Trade with Her
Majesty's Dominions, as the National forts of  such  States."
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 96. An Act for the Regulation of the Duties of Postage ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections four and twenty-eight.
Section thirty-eight from "and all" to end of that section.
Section forty-three from "and thereupon " to " Table,".
Sections sixty-eight and sixty-nine.
Section seventy, the words " or any three of them " (wherever they occur).
Sections  seventy-two and seventy-three.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 98. An Act to authorize, for a limited time, the Application of a Portion of the Highway Rates to Turnpike
Roads in certain Townships and Districts.
c. 99. An Act for taking an Account of the Population of Great Britain.
c. 100. An Act for taking an Account of the Population of Ireland.
c. 102. An Act to amend the Law relating to Court Houses in Ireland ... ... ... in part; namely,-
in part. Section eight.
c. 103. An Act to amend an Act of the last Session for making further provisions relating in part ; namely,-
in part . to the Police in the District of Dublin Metropolis
Section one.
c. 105. An Act for abolishing Arrest on Mesne Process in Civil Actions, except in certain
in part. Cases ; for extending the Remedies of Creditors against the Property of in part; namely,-
Debtors ; and for the further Amendment of the Law and the better
Advancement of Justice in Ireland
Sections  six and nineteen.
Sections  twenty-one, twenty-three, twenty-four, and twenty- seven, so far as  they relate to the
Court of Exchequer.
Section seventy-seven from "and all Powers given to or Duties directed to be performed by the
Court " to " same Court ; ".
Section seventy-nine.
c. 106. An Act for raising the Sum of Ten millions seven hundred fifty-one thousand lave hundred and fifty
pounds by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and forty.
c. 108. An Act for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations in Ireland ... ... in part; namely,-
in part. Sections seventy-five to eighty, ninety-six, ninety-seven, and one hundred and one.
Section one hundred and five to " passed ; and ".
Sections one hundred and six and one hundred and seven.
Section  one hundred and thirty-nine, so far  as it  relates to the Court of Exchequer.
Sections one hundred and forty-three to one hundred and forty-five, one hundred and forty-seven
to one hundred and forty-nine, and one hundred and fifty-one.
Section one hundred and  fifty-two  from  " and until " to end of that section.
Section one hundred and seventy from " Provided also " to end of that section.
Sections  one hundred and seventy-one, one hundred and seventy-two, and one hundred seventy-four.
Section one hundred and seventy-six from " Provided " to end of that section.
Sections  one hundred and seventy-eight, one hundred and eighty-two, one hundred and eighty-seven,
and one hundred and eighty-eight.
Section one hundred and eighty-nine from ,. Provided " to end of that section.
Section one hundred and ninety-nine from and no person" to such Borough Fund;
Section two hundred and four from " and in " to " thereupon ;
Section  two hundred and six to two hundred and twelve, and two hundred and seventeen.
c. 109. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to annex certain parts
in part . of certain Counties of Cities," and ends with the words, " Alienation of
-
in part ; namely,-
Corporate Property in Ireland"
Section one from " Provided nevertheless" to " longer :
Sections  two to seven, eleven to thirteen, and fifteen.
c. 110. An Act to amend the Laws relating to Loan Societies ... ... ... .., in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections  one, two, twenty-five, thirty, and thirty-one.
c. 111. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue," and ends
in part. with the words, "Legal Proceedings by certain Joint Stock Banking Com- in part ; r:amely,-panies against  their own Members, and by  such  Members against the
Companies" )
Section one.
Section two from " shall steal " to " Copartnership, or ".
c. 112. An Act to apply a Sam out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year One thousand eight
hundred and forty, and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this Session of Parliament.
C. 113 An Act to carry into effect, with certain modifications, the 'Fourth Report of the in part ; namely,-
in part. Commissioners of Ecclesiastical Duties and Revenues
Sections  nineteen, thirty-eight, forty, and sixty.
Section sixty- six, so far as it  relates to the collegiate church of Manchester.
Section eighty-one to "repealed ; and ".
Sections ninety-two and ninety-four.
The Schedule, so far as it relates to St. David's and Llandaff.
4 and Viet. c. 2. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better payment of the Army and their Quarters.
c. 3. An Act for the regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on shore.
c. 4. An Act to apply the stun of Eight Millions out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year one
thousand eight hundred and forty-one.
c.6. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to facilitate the Recovery of Arrears of Tithe
Compositions in Ireland "-and ends with the words, "substituting Reutcharges in lieu thereof."
c. 6. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue, until the Fourth day of August
and ends with the words, "and to amend the Acts for regulating Turnpike Roads in Ireland."
c. 7. An Act to amend the Aets of the  last Session  for taking account of the Population.
c. 8. An Act to reduce the duty on Rum and Rum Shrub the Produce of and imported from certain British
Possessions  in the  East  Indies into the United Kingdom.
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C. 9. An Act for  removing doubts as  to the  continuance of certain  Local Turnpike Acts.
c. 14. An Act to make good certain contracts which have been or may be entered into in part  ; namely,-
in part. by  certain  Banking and other Co-partnerships
Sections  two and three.
c. 17. An Act to abolish Arrest in personal Actions commenced by process of Subpoena  at the law side of the
Court of Exchequer in Ireland.
c. 19. An Act for raising the sum of Eleven Millions by Exchequer Bills, for the  Service  of the Year one
thousand eight hundred and forty-one.
c. 20. An Act to alter and amend certain laws relating to the collection and management in part ; namely,-in part.  of the Duties of Excise
Sections eight to fourteen.
Section nineteen from " under the" to " Westminster, and ".
Sections twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-five, and thirty-five.
c. 21. An Act for rendering  a Release as  effectual for the conveyance of Freehold  Estates as a Lease and Release
by the same parties.
c. 22. An Act to remove doubts as to the liability of Lords and Peers of Parliament to in  part ; namely,-
in part. Punishment in certain cases of Felony
To "and that ".
c. 23. An Act to suspend until the thirty-first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, the
making of Lists and the Ballots and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c. 24. An Act to amend an Act to grant certain Powers to Heirs of Entail in Scotland, and to authorise the
Sale of Entailed Lands for the payment of certain Debts affecting the same.
c. 28. An Act to prevent Plaintiffs in certain frivolous Actions from obtaining their full Costs of Suit.
c. 29. An Act for granting to Her Majesty, until the fifth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and forty-
two, certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the  year one
thousand eight hundred and forty-one.
c. 30. An Act to authorise and facilitate the completion of a Survey of Great Britain, Z in part ; namely,-
in part. Berwick upon Tweed, and the Isle of Man
Sections eighteen and nineteen.
c. 31. An Act to provide for the Surrender of Premises formerly used for Court Houses, but  no longer  used for
that purpose in Ireland.
c. 35. An Act for the Commutation of certain Manorial Rights in respect of Lands
in part. of Copyhold and Customary Tenure, and in respect of other Lands subject in part ; namely-to such rights, and for facilitating  the Enfranchisement  of such Lands, and
for the improvement of such Tenure
Section six.
Section seven ,  so far as it  relates to the amount of the salary  of a commissioner.
Section twelve to nineteen, twenty-three to thirty-two, and thirty-four.
Section thirty-six from "the first Payment (except " to "  Rights as  aforesaid;".
Sections thirty-seven and thirty-eight.
Section forty-three, so far as it relates  to any commutation  therein referred to.
Section forty-four from " or in " to " before the said C.ommissioners  or Assistant Commissioner,"
and so far as the rest of that Section  relates to  any objection.
Section fifty-one.
Section fifty-two from " but " to " or good behaviour ;", from " and whenever" to " interested
therein :" and so far  as the rest  of that Section  relates to the commencement  of a rentcharge
or to a schedule of apportionment.
Section fifty-six from " and whenever" to "of the Case ;", from " and every " to " interested
therein :", from " when such" to "  aforesaid , or the words  confirming  such Apportionment, or"
and " their Confirmation of the Apportionment, or", and so far as the rest of that Section
relates to a schedule of apportionment.
Section fifty-seven to " fi t,".
Section fifty-eight so far as it relates to a schedule of apportionment.
Sections sixty to sixty-three.
Sections  sixty-five to sixty-seven so far as they relate to a schedule of apportionment.
Sections sixty-eight to seventy-one.
Section seventy-three from " subject " to "mentioned," and from "  pursuant  " to " Reward ; ".
Section seventy-eight from "and for" to end of that  Section.
Section ninety-three, the words "Award, Schedule of Apportionment,".
Section one hundred and one.
Section one hundred and two from " the Words " Land" to " therein ; ".
e. 37. An Act for the more easy Recovery of Arrears of Compositions for Tithes  from Persons of the Persuasion
of the people called Quakers, in Ireland.
c. 38. An Act to afford further  facilities  for the Conveyance and Endowment of Sites for in part ; namely,-Schoolst ).in par
Sections one, four, and sixteen.
Section twenty-two from "an Act passed" to "Scotland, or".
Section twenty-three.
c. 39. An Act  to explain and amend  two several Acts relating  to the Ecclesiastical Com. in art ; name]
missioners for England p y't11 par .
Section three from "and that" to " shall remain in the patronage of the Archbishop or Bishop of
the Diocese for the time being until a successor shall be collated thereto;".
Section eight.
Section nine from " Provided always" to end of that section.
Section twelve from " That" to repealed ; and".
Section fourteen.
Section eighteen to "and that", and from " provided" to cud of that section.
Section twenty-eight.
Section thirty from  " ° and that" to end of that section.
Section thirty-one.
c. 41. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to provide for the Payment of Debts," and
ends with the words, " Houses of Industry and Workhouses, in certain cases, in Ireland."
c. 43. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue until the thirty-first day of
December," and ends with the words, " Settlements in Western Australia on the Western Coast of
New Rolland."
c. 44. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue until the thirty-first day of
December," and ends with the words "New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, and for the
more effectual Government thereof."
c. 45. An Act to amend an Act passed in the third and fourth years of the Reign of His )
in part. late Majesty King William the Fourth, intituled " An Act to amend the Laws - in part ; namely,-
to Sewers." )
C,
49. Sections nine, sixteen, and seventeen.
in part. An Act to provide for repairing, improving, and rebuilding County Bridges... ... in part ; namely,--
Section five.
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c. 50. An Act to make further provision relative to the Returns to be made by Banks of the amount of their
Notes in Circulation.
c. 52. An Act to amend an Act of the fourth year of Her present Majesty, intituled " An Act for  facilitating
the Administration of Justice in the Court of Chancery."
c. 53. An Act to apply  certain sums  of money to the Service of the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-
one, and to appropriate the Supplies  granted in  this Session of Parliament.
0.54. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to continue until the first day of January,"
and ends with the words, "  exempting  certain Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes from the
operation of the  Laws relating  to Usury."
c. 55. An Act further to continue, until the first day of April one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, an
Act of the third and fourth year of the Reign ofHer present Majesty, intituled "An Act to amend
the Laws  relating  to Loan  Societies."
c. 56. An Act for taking away the Punishment of Death  in certain cases , and substituting other punishments in
in part. lieu thereof :-
Except sections one, four, and six  so far as  they relate to offences mentioned in 55 Geo. 3 . c.185.  B.  7,
and except section  five to " Britain,".
c. 58. An Act to amend the law for the trial of controverted Elections.
c. 59. An Act to authorise for one year, and until the end of the then next  Session of
in part. Parliament ,  the application of a portion  of the Highway  Rates  to Turnpike in part ;  namely,-
Roads ,  in  certain cases
Section three  from "nor on" to end of that section.
Sections six and seven.
c.61. An Act the title of which begins with the words " An Act to defray the  charge  of the pay," and ends
with the words, " Militia, until the first day of July one thousand eight hundred and  forty-two."
5 Pict. c. 5. An Act to  make further  provisions for the Administration of Justice... ... ... in part  ;  namely,-
in part ,  Sections  two and three.
Section six  from "the sum of one" to "Exchequer ; and" (where  those words  first occur).
Section twenty-one.
Section twenty-five to " Westminster ; and that", and from " after the death" to "respectively,".
Sections  thirty-two to thirty-four.
Section tbirtyfive to "either of them,", from "(but subject  and" to "General ; , from "the net" to
" appointed under this Act,", from " and the net" to " Chancery ;"  and from " and  (except the
salary " to end of that section.
Section thirty -seven from  "from" to "England" and the words "other than the present Vice-
Chancellor."
Section thirty-eight from " and that Edward" to "respectively named ;".
Section forty from "and Richard" to "respectively  named;".
Sections forty-three to forty-five.
Section forty-eight, the words " Masters  in Ordinary,", "the Masters in Ordinary of the said Court
of Chancery, and other",  and "Masters  and other".
Section forty-nine from " (other" to " Ordinary),".
Section fifty-six, the  words "after the said fifteenth day of October one thousand eight hundred and
forty-one,", from "to be paid out" to "them, (but subject and without prejudice  as aforesaid,)"
and from " by the Governor" to " in every year,".
Section  sixty-six.
The following  names of causes  in the Second Schedule; namely,-
The King v. Delamotte.
Okey.
Rent.
Whitworth.
The Queen v. Lane.
Holt.
and the  sums of  cash opposite thereto.
The two last names or titles in the third Schedule and the salaries set opposite thereto.
The following sections from and after the first day of November 1875; namely-
Sections  nineteen , twenty, twenty-two, twenty-three and twenty-eight to thirty-one.
c. 6. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to  amend an  Act made
in part. in the twenty-sixth year," and ends with the words, " Countries out of His  in part ;  namely;
Majesty's Dominions."
Section six.
c. 7. An Act to continue until the Thirty-first Day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty-two, such
Laws as may expire within a limited Period.
c. 9. An Act to provide for Payment of the  Persons  employed in taking Account of the Population in England.
c. 10. An Act to continue the Poor Law Commission until the Thirty-first day of July One thousand eight
hundred and forty-two.
c. 11. An Act for raising the sum of Ten millions six hundred and twenty-six thousand three hundred and fifty
Pounds by Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and forty-one,
and for appropriating the Supplies granted in this Session of Parliament.
5 and 6Viet. c. 1. An Act better to provide for the Application to the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and
forty-one of the Sums granted in the two last  Sessions  of Parliament.
c. 3. An Act to confirm an Act of the Legislature of Van Diemeu's Land for authorising the Levy of certain
Duties of Customs and on Spirits.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty' s Dominions.
c. 4. An Act to provide for the Increase of the Number of Bishoprics and Archdeaconries in the West Indies,
in part. and to amend the several Acts relating thereto:-
Except section one.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 5. An Act to  continue  to the First Day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-three the Act to
amend the Laws relating to Loan Societies.
c. 6. An Act to amend an Act of Her present Majesty for vacating any Presentment for rebuilding the Gaol of
Newgate in Dublin, and any Contract between the Commissioners for rebuilding the said Gaol and
the Contractor
c. 7. An Act to explain the Acts for the better Regulation  of certain  Apprentices ...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Section two.
c. S. An Act to apply the sum of Eight millions out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and forty-two.
c. 9. An Act to authoriso the Advance of Money out of the Consolidated Fund to a
in part. limited amount for carrying on Public Works and Fisheries, and Employment in part ;  namely,--
of the Poor ; and to amend the Acts authorising the Issue of Exchequer Bills
for the like Purposes
Sections  one to three, five to eight, ten, twelve, thirteen, twenty-two, and twenty-three.
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c. 11. An Act for appointing Commissioners to inquire as to the Issue ,  Receipt, Circulation ,  and Possession of
certain forged Exchequer Bills.
c. 12. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better Payment of the Army and their Quarters:
c. 13. An Act for the Regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on Sho re .
c. 14. An Act to amend the Laws for the Importation of Corn ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part .  Sections one to eight ,  and nineteen.
Section twenty -two, the words  "  or any three or more of them,"  (whe re ver they occur),
Section twenty -eight fro m  "  by" to  "  shall  be  regulated,";  fro m " for the "  to " said Duties
and from  "  and shall  on"  to end of that section.
Section  thirty.
Section thirty-seven from " or to any" to " Cambridge respectively,".
Section forty- five.
The Table of Duties.
The Schedule of Cities and Towns so far as it relates to the Counties of Rutland and Hereford, to
Shropshire and Staffordshire, and to the  towns against  which  an asterisk is placed.
Repealed as to all  Her Majesty ' s Dominions.
c. 15. An Act to impose an additional Duty on Spirits ,  and to repeal the Allowance on Spirits made from Malt
only, in Ireland.
e. 16. An Act to continue until the End of the Session of Par li ament next after the Thirty -first Day of July
One thousand eight hundred and forty-four ,  certain of the A ll owances of the Duty of Excise on Soap
used in Manufactu res."
c. 17. An Act for preventing, until the First Day of May One thousand eight hundred and forty-five, Ships
clearing out from any Port in British North America, or in the Settlement of Honduras ,  fro m loading
any Part of their Cargo of Timber upon Deck.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty 's Dominions.
c. 21. An Act for raising the Sum of Nine millions one hundred thousand Pounds by Exchequer Bi lls, for the
Service  of the Year One thousand eight hundred and forty-two.
c. 22. An Act for conso lidating  the Queen' s Bench, Fleet ,  and Marshalsea Prisons ,  and in part ;  namely,-in part .  for  regulating the Queen's Prison y
Section one from  "  and after" to end of that section.
Sections two to four and eight to fifteen.
Section sixteen to "  repealed:".
Sections seventeen  to twenty-eight.
c. 23. An Act to continue  until the Thirty- first  Day of July  One thousand eight hundred and  forty-three,  and
to the End of the then Session of Parliament,  the several Acts for regulating Turnpike Roads in
Ireland.
c. 24. An Act for improving the Dublin Police  ... ... ... ... ... ... in part; namely;
in part. Section two an  Jar  as it relates to turnpike roads.
Sections  forty-one to forty-four.
Section seventy-five from  "  or unless" to  "  Dublin;".
Sections seventy-six, seventy-seven, and eighty
c. 25. An Act the title of which begins with the words , "  An Act to repeal the present and impose," and ends
with the words , "  Allowance on Spirits made fro m Malt only in Ireland."
c. 26. An Act to alter and amend the Law relating to Ecclesia -tical Houses of Residence...in part; namely,-
in prrt. Sections three and  fifteen.
c. 27. An Act for  better enabling Incumbents of Ecclesiastical Benefices to demise  the in part ; namely, -in part. Lands belonging to their Benefices on Farming Leases
Section seventeen.
c. 28. An Act to assimilate the Law in Ireland,  as to the Punishment of Death, to the
in part. Law in England  ;  to abolish the Punishment of Death in certain Cases in in part ; namely,-
I reland, and to substitute other Punishments in lieu thereof
Sections three, twenty-two, and twenty-three.
c. 29. An Act for establishing a Prison at Pentonville ... ... ... ... ...in part ; namely,-
in part. Section three from  "  and that" to end of that section.
Sections four ,  five, eleven ,  twenty-three, and thirty-two.
c.  80.
in part.  An Act
to  provide Regulations for preparing and using Roasted Malt in coloringI in part , namely;
Section one,  the words  " from and after the Commencement of this Act".
Section two to " forty-two".
Section nineteen.
c. 31. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to indemnify Witnesses who may give
Evidence before the Committee appointed  by the  House of Commons ,"  and ends with the words,
" whether such Bribery has really taken place."
c. 32. An Act for better recording Fines and Recoveries in Wales and Cheshire ... ... in part ;  namely,_
in  part .  Section two from  "  P rovided always "  to end of that Section.
Section three from " Provided also" to end of that Section.
Section six.
c. 34. An Act for granting to Her Majesty, until the Fifth Day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty-
three ,  certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and forty-two.
c. 33. An Act for granting to Her Majesty ,  Duties on Profits arising from Property, )
in part .  Professions ,  Trades, and Offices, until the Sixth Day of April One thousand in part ;  namely,-
eight hundred and forty- five )
Sections one and two.
Section  three  to " and that".
Section five from  "  the Directors "  to " South Sea Company,".
Sections twenty- five and twenty-six.
Section thirty-five from  " and from serving" to "dwe ll".
Section thirty -nine ,  the words  "  Ireland, or" (wherever  they occur).
Section fifty-four fro m "Provided also" to end of that Section.
Section eighty-eight, Schedule  (C.), Rules from  " and to"  to "resident in Ireland,".
Section eighty-nine so far as it relates to the South Sea Company.
Sections inety to ninety-two.
Section ninety-four from "the Bank of Ireland" to "respectively,".
Section one hundred ,  Schedule  (D.), Fourth Case and Fifth Case respectively ,  the words " in
I re land, or".
Section one hundred and two,  the words  " in Ireland, or".
Section one hundred and six  from - P rovided always,  that the" to end of that section.
Sections one hundred and seven ,  one hundred and forty -three to one hundred and forty -five, and one
hundred and forty -eight.
Section one hundred and seventy-two  from "by quarterly"  to " directed,".
Section one hundred and seventy-five.
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Section  one hundred and seventy-six from " and the said" to end of that  section.
Section one  hundred and seventy-nine, the words " Contract of Composition,".
Section one  hundred and eighty-three from " and for the careful",  to " otherwise  ;" and from
" Provided also" to end of that section.
Section one  hundred and eighty-six to " Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes :" and from "out" to
" Duties".
Sections  one hundred and ninety-three and one hundred and ninety-four.
c. 37. An Act to continue until the Fifth Day of April One thousand eight hundred and )
in part.  forty-four, Compositions for Assessed  Taxes  ; and to amend the Laws relating
5
in part ; namely,-
to the LRnd and Assessed Taxes
Sections  one and two.
c. 38. An Act to define the Jurisdiction of Justices in General and Quarter  Sessions  of in part ; n;uncly,-in part. the Peace
Section one, the item of offences numbered 13, and from " Provided" to end of that section.
Section five.
C. 39. An Act to amend the Law relating to Advances bona fide made to Agents intrusted } in part ; namely,-in part.  with (foods )
Section ine.
c. 43. An Act to confirm certain Proceedings which may have been had after the passing of the Act intitutled An
Act to define the Jurisdiction of Justices in General and Quarter Sessions of the Peace.
c. 44. An Act for the Transfer of Licences and Regulation of Public Houses ... ... in part ; namely,-
in  part . Section four.
c. 45. An Act to amend the Law of Copyright... ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in  part. Sections  one and thirty.
c. 46. An Act to amend an Act of the Third and Fourth Years of Her present Majesty, in part ; namely
in part. for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations in Ireland )
Sections one, two, and six.
c. 50. An Act to continue, until the First Day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-three, the
Exemption of Inhabitants of Parishes, Townships, and Villages from Liability to be rated as such, in
respect of Stock in Trade or ether Property, to the Relief of the Poor.
c. 52. An Act to indemnify Witnesses who may give Evidence before the Lords Spiritual and Temporal on a
Bill to exclude the Borough of Sudbury from sending Burgesses to serve in Parliament.
c. 54. An Act to amend the Acts for the Commutation of Tithes in England and Wales,
in part . and to continue the Officers appointed under the said Acts for a Time to be in part ; namely,-
limited
Section one.
Section fifteen from " the Registrar" to " and after the passing of this Act".
Section twenty-one.
c. 55. An Act for the better Regulation of Railways, and for the Conveyance of Trools... in part; namely,-
in part. Sections one, three, and twenty-three.
c. 57. An Act to continue until the thirty-first Day of July One thousand eight hundred
seven and to the End of the then next Session of Parliamentin and fort thea t , ,yp r . i t ln ar ; name y,-pPoor Law Commission ; and for the further Amendment of the Laws relatin g
to the Poor in England
Sections  one, three, and six.
Section eighteen from  "  and so" to  "  Number in Ireland,", from  " or the" to "last recited,", from
" (except the said" to  " Poor in Ireland )",  and from "or by" to end of that section.
Section nineteen to "Removal,".
Section twenty.
The Schedule.
c. 58. An Act for further suspending ,  until the First day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-
th re e, the Operation of the new Arrangement of Diocesses ,  so far as it affects the existing
Ecclesiastical Jurisdictions.
c. 60. An Act to continue until the  first day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-three certain
Turnpike Acts.
c. 63. An Act to continue until the  first day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-three, an Act
for carrying into effect a Convention between Her Majesty and the King of the French ,  relative to
the Fisheries on the coasts of the British Islands and of France ,
c. 68. An Act the title of which begins with the words ,  An Act to amend and continue,"
in part. and ends with the words , "  Linen, Ilempcn ,  Union, Cotton ,  Silk, and Woollen in part ; namely,--
Manufactures in Ireland ,  and for the bettor Payment of their Wages
Section one.
Section four from "so much "  to `' thereof."
Section seven.
c. 70. An Act to amend the Laws relating to the Payment of Out-pensioners of Chelsea Hospital.
c. 72. An Act to suspend until the thirty- first day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-three,
the making of Lists and the Ballots and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c. 73. An Act to continue until the thirty -first day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty -three, and
to the end of the then Session of Parliament ,  an Act for amending the Law for the Trial of contro•
verted Elections.
c. 74.  An  Act to amend an Act of the second and third years of His late Majesty, to
in part. amend the Representation of the People of Ireland ,  in respect of the Right of in part  ;  namely,-
Voting in the University of Dublin
Sections one to three and eight.
c. 77. An Act the title of which begins with the words , " An Act to enable Grand Juries at the ensuing summer
and spring Assizes," and ends with the words , "  Places recently annexed to Counties at large in
Ireland."
c. 79. An Act to  re peal the Duties payable on Stage Carriages and on Passengers con-
in part. veyed upon Railways ,  and certain other Stamp Duties in Great Britain ,  and to in part  ;  namely,-grant other D,tties in lieu thereof ;  and also to amend the Laws relating to the
Stamp Duties.
Section one.
Section two from  " for and in respect of every Licence "  to " Carriage ,  and," from 01 and also" to
" printed," and from  " and that all "  to end of that Section.
Section four from "and every such" to  "  rendered as aforesaid ;".
Section seven ,  the words  "  or Insolvent,".
Sections twenty, twenty -six, and twenty -seven.
c. 80. An Act to grant Relief from the Duties of Assessed Taxes in certain Cases, and to
in part. provide for the assessing and charging the Property Tax on Dividends  payable  in part; namely,--
out of the Revenue of Foreign States
Sections one and three.
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c. 81. An Act to transfer the Collection and Management of the Duties on Certificates)
in part. to kill Game in Ireland to the Commissioners of Excise in part; namely,-
Sections four, six, and nine, to eleven.
c. 82. An Act to assimilate the Stamp Duties in Great Britain and Ireland, and to make
in part. Regulations for collecting and managing the same, until the tenth day of in part ; namely,-
October, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five.
Sections forty-two to forty four.
c. 81. An Act to alter and amend the Practice and Course of Proceeding under Commissions in the Nature of
Writs Dc lunatico inquirendo.
c. 85. An Act to amend the Law relative to legal Proceedings by certain Joint Stock Banking Companies
against their own members, and by such members against the Companies.
c. 86 . An Act for abolishing certain Offices on the Revenue side of the Court of Exchequer
in part. in England, and for regulating the Office of Her Majesty's Remembrancer in in part; namely,-
that Court
Sections one, three, six, and eleven.
c. 88. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue," and ends with the words,
"Settlements in Western Australis on the Western Coast of New Holland."
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 89. An Act to promote the Drainage of Lands, and Improvement of Navigation and; in part ; namely
art in IrelandWitter Power  in connection  with such Draina ein p . g ,
Section fifty-two so far  as it relates  to the Court of Exchequer.
Section one hundred and thirty-eight from " and such Penalties" to end of that Section.
Sections one hundred and forty-two and one hundred and sixty-two.
c. 90. An Act th, title of which begins with the words, "An Act to defray the Charge of the Pay," and ends
with the words, "Militia, until the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and forty-three."
c. 92. An Act to permit, until the thirty-first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, Wheat
to be delivered from the Warehouse or the Vessel Duty-free, upon the previous substitution of an
equivalent quantity of Flour or Biscuit in the Warehouse.
c. 93. An Act to amend an Act of the fourth year of Her present Majesty, to discontinue in part ; namely,-in part. the Excise Survey on Tobacco, and to provide other Regulations in lieu thereof 5
Sections nine, eleven, twelve, fifteen, and sixteen.
c. 94. An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to the Services of the Ordnance
in part. Department, and the Vesting and Purchase of Lands and Hereditaments for
-
in part ; namely,-
those Services, and for the Defence and Security of the Realm.
Sections one to four.
Section seven to " and that".
Section nine from " and all" to end of that section.
Sections eleven, thirty-five, and thirty-eight.
c. 95. An Act for consolidating the Four Courts Marshalsea, Dublin, Sheriff's Prison, Dublin,'and City Marshal-
in part. sea, Dublin, and for regulating the Four Courts Marshalsea in Ireland:-
Except Section one to "contained :" and Section nine.
c. 97. An Act to amend the Law relating to Double Costs, Notices of Action, Limitations in part ; namely,-in part. of Actions, and Pleas of the txeneral Issue, under certain Acts of Parliament
Section six.
c. 98. An Act to amend the Laws concerning Prisons... ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections seven, nine, eleven, fourteen, and seventeen.
Section eighteen, the words " heretofore incurred, or hereafter to be", and from "Provided" to end
of that section.
Sections nineteen and twenty, the words " heretofore incurred or hereafter to be".
Section thirty-four.
C. 100. An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to the Copyright of Designs
in part ; namely,-in part. for ornamenting Articles of Manufacture
Sections one and two.
Section three from "provided" to " Ireland,".
Section eleven from " and unless" to " Ireland,".
Section fourteen to " Clerks, Officers, and Servants ; and," and the words " and such Registrar
shall have a Seal of Office."
Section twenty-one.
Schedules (A.) and (B.)
c. 103. An Act for abolishing certain Offices of the High Court of Chancery in England ... in part; namely,-
in part. Sections one and  two.
Section three to " Clerk ; and from and after the said twenty-eighth day of October", and the sub-
sequent words " from and after the said twenty-eighth day of October" (,wherever they occur).
Section four from " That" to "Act; and".
Section seven from " and also" to " Chancery,".
Section eight, the words " or Clerk of Affidavits,".
Section nine from  and  every such Clerk shall be entitled under this Act to a" to "Annum,".
Section ten.
Section eleven to " of.this Act" and the words " that from and after the said Twenty-eighth day of
October".
Sections twelve and thirteen.
Section fourteen from "or which" to "of Compensation," and the subsequei;t words "the said
Twenty-eighth day of October next after the passing of this Act, or" and " (whichever shall
last happen)".
Sections fifteen to seventeen.
Section twenty-eight from "and shall" to "Manner,".
Section twenty-nine.
Section thirty from "at" to "fit,".
Sections thirty-three, thirty-five, and thirty-eight.
c. 109., An Act to explain and amend certain Enactments contained respectively in the
[in part. Acts for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations in England and Wales, and in part; namely,-
in Ireland
Sections three to six.
Section seven, the words "and to have been" and from " (unless" to "Act),".
Section nine.
e. 105. An Act to amend an Act of the First and Second Years of His late Majesty King
in part. William the Fourth, to empower Landed Proprietors in Ireland to sink, in part ; namely,-
embank, and remove Obstructions in Rivers
Section eight from "Provided" to end of that Section.
Section thirteen.
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c. 106. An Act to regulate the Irish Fisheries .. ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section one to " been passed ;" and from " Provided also, that nothing herein contained shall repeal"
in part. Leases for long Terms of Years
Section thirty-two from "and to" to "Man,".
Section thirty-three.
c. 109. An Act for the Appointment and Payment of Parish Constables .. ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section one from "after the Expiration" to "Act, and", and the word " following".
Section two, the words "within Thirty Days next after the passing of this Act, and" the word
"following" (wherever it occurs) and from "within Eighty" to "Act and".
Section eight, the words " on the Three Sundays next before the Day limited for making their
Return in this Year, and", from "during" to "Year, and", and the word "following" (wherever
it occurs).
Section eleven, the words " of such Number", from " as they" to " of the Parish)" and the words
it as herein-after p ovided,".
Section fourteen, the words "  and swearing".
Section fifteen from " Provided" to end of that section.
Section sixteen from " and in the" to end of that section.
Sections  eighteen to twenty and twenty- seven.
C. 111. An Act to confirm the Incorporation of certain Boroughs, and to indemnify  such Persons as have sus-
tained Loss  thereby.
c. 112. An Act for suspending, until the First Day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-three,
Appointments to certain  Ecclesiastical  Preferments in the Dioceses  of Saint  Asaph and  Bangor, and
for securing  certain Property to the said Sees.
e. 113. An Act for Confirmation of certain  Marriages  in Ireland ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections  three and four.
c. 115. An Act for raising the Sum of Nine  millions  one hundred and ninety-three thousand Pounds by
Exchequer Bills, for the Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and forty-two.
c. 117. An Act to amend and continue until the First Day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-
two the Acts regulating the Police of Manchester, Birmingham, and Bolton.
C. 118. An Act for guaranteeing the Payment of the Interest on a Loan of One million five hundred thousand
Pounds to be raised by the Province of Canada.
c. 120. An Act for amending the Constitution of the Government of Newfoundland ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections five, six, and eight to eleven.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 121 . An Act to apply a Sum out of the Consolidated Fund, and certain other Sums, to the Service of the
Year One thousand eight hundred and forty-two, and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this
Session  of Parliament.
c. 123. An Act for amending until the First Day of August One thousand eight hundred
in part. and forty-five, and until the End of the then next Session of Parliament, the in part ; namely,-
Law relating to private Lunatic Asylums in Ireland
Section forty-eight from "and shall" to "Authority of this Act ;" and from "or that" to
" County,"
Sections  fifty-one and fifty-three.
6 & 7 Vic. c 1. An Act to enable Her Majesty to indemnify the Holders of certain Forged Exchequer Bills.
c. 2. An Act to discontinue certain Actions under the Provisions of an Act of the Second Year of King
William the Fourth, for regulating the Vend and Delivery of  Coals in  the Cities of London and
Westminster, and in certain Parts of the adjacent Counties.
c. S. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better Payment of the Army and their
Quarters.
c. 4. An Act for the Regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on shore.
C. 5. An Act to apply the Sum of Eight Millions out of the Consolidated Fund to  the Service  of the Year
One thousand eight hundred and forty-three.
c. 7. An Xet to amend the Law affecting transported Convicts with respect to Pardons) in part; namely,-in part. and Tickets of Leave.
Sections one and six.
c. 8. An Act to empower Justices of the Peace in Ireland to act in  certain Cases relating in  part;  namely,-in part. to Rates to which they are chargeable.
Sections  two and three.
c. 11. An Act to indemnify Witnesses who may give Evidence before the Lords Spiritual  and Temporal on a
Bill to exclude the Borough of Sudbury from  sending Burgesses to serve  in Parliament.
c. 12. An Act for the more convenient holding of Coroners' Inquests. ... ... ... in part; namely,-
in part. Section five.
in part, on the Coast of Africa and in the Falkland Islands
Section three.
c. 17. An Act for raising the Sum of Nine millions and Fifty thousand Pounds by Exchequer Bills, for the
Service of the Year One thousand eight hundred and forty-three.
c. 18. An Act to amend the Law for the Registration of Persons entitled to vote, and to
in part. define certain Rights of voting, and to regulate certain Proceedings in the in part ; namely,-
Election of Members to serve in the Parliament for England and Wales
Section one.
Section two from " come" to " thenceforth ".
Section fourteen, the words " in the present and " and " succeeding ".
Section twenty-eight from " of less' to " standing or ".
Section forty-nine to " forty-three; and "
Section fifty-nine from "and a ll  " to "Ireland :" and from " and every such Sum" to " Fund,".
Sections sixty-one, seventy-two, and one hundred and two.
Schedule (A.) Form No. 1.
c. 20. An Act for Abolishing certain Offices on the Crown Side of the Court of Queen's in part ; namely,-in part. Bench, and for regulating the Crown Office
Section one from "from and" to "forty-four", from "and from" to end of that section and so far
as the rest of that section relates to One Assistant Master.
Section two to " Behaviour ; and ", and from " Provided" to end of that section.
Section three, the word "Three" (wherever it occurs), from ' or any person " to "abolished :",
the word " absolutely " and from " and no " to end of that Section.
Section six so far as it relates to the Assistant Master.
Section seven from " and the said" to  11 forty-four, and ".
to end of that section.
Sections one hundred and four and one hundred and nine.
Section one hundred and ten from " and the Defendant" to " Authority of this Act ;".
Section one hundred and fifteen.
c. 108. An Act for enabling Ecclesiastical Corporations, aggregate and sole, to grant in part; namely,-
c. 13. An Act to enable Her Majesty to provide for the Government of Her Settlements I in part ; namely,-
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Section eight.
Section nine from " Provided " to end of that  section.
Section ten.
Section thirteen to "and the said Officers, and ", from " where" to "said  Act, and ", and from
" and all Officers " to end of that Section.
Section  fifteen so far  as it relates to the Assistant  Master.
Section seventeen , the words " from and after the said First day of January One thousand eight
hundred and forty-four" (wherever they occur) and " and Assistant  Master,".
Sections  eighteen and nineteen.
c. 21. An Act to continue until the Thirty-first day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty-four and to
the End of the then Session of Parliament, the several Acts for regulating Turnpike Roads in Ireland.
C. 22. An Act  to authorize  the Legislatures of certain of Her Majesty' s Colonies to pass
in part. Laws for the Admission, in certain Cases, of unsworn Testimony in Civil and  in part ; namely,-
Criminal Proceedings
Section two.
c. 24. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue, until the )
in part . Fifth Day of April," and ends with the words, " Duties on Profits  arising fro m  }  in part ; namely,-
Property, Professions, Trades, and Offices " )
Sections one  to three and nine.
C. 26. An Act for regulating the Prison at Millbank ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections one and thirty.
c. 27. An Act for granting to Her Majesty, until the Fifth Day of July One thousand eight hundred and forty-
four, certain Duties on Sugar imported into the United Kingdom, for the Service of the Year One
thousand eight hundred and forty-three.
c. 30. An Act to amend the Law relating to Pound-Breach and Rescue in certain Cases...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Section two, the words " or insolvency,".
c. 32. An Act to amend the Laws in force relating to Grand Jury  Presentments _
in namel ,in part. in  Counties of Cities and Towns in Ireland part; y
Section one from " and that all " to " quashed :".
Sections two and three.
Section four from " or any  Sums  " to " issuable,".
Sections eixteen to eighteen and twenty-seven.
c. 34. An Act for the better Apprehension of certain Offenders ... ...  in part ; namely,-
in part . Section ten from " such  as " to " Sessions  of the  Peace,".
Section eleven.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
C. 35. An Act to amend so much of an Act of the  last Session , for the Government of New South Wales and
Van Diemen's Land,  as relates  to Norfolk Island,
c. 37. An Act to make better Provision for the Spiritual Care of populous  Parishes  ... in part ; namely,-
in part. Section twenty-seven.
c. 38. An Act to make further Regulations for facilitating the hearing Appeals and other
in  art ;  namely,-in  part . Matters by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ) p
Sections four, six, and eight.
Section eleven from "and from" to "Westward thereof,"  and fro m  " and all  Causes "  to "appealed
from,".
Section  sixteen.
0.39. An Act for Confirmation of certain  Marriages  in Ireland ... ... ... ...  in part ; namely,--
in part . Section two.
C. 40• An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to  amend the Laws for
in part. the Prevention of Frauds and Abuses,"  and ends  with the words, " Wages of  in part ; namely,--
the Workmen engaged therein"
Section twenty-four, the words "Informer  or Prosecutor, or".
Sections thirty-two, thirty-six, and thirty-seven.
C. 41. An Act to continue to the First Day of August One thousand eight  hundred and  forty- four ,  and to the
End of the  then Session  of Parliament, the Act to amend the Laws  relating to Loan Societies.
c. 42. An Act to amend an Act of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Years of King George)
in  part . the Third, for empowering Grand Juries in Ireland to present Bridges, and-  in part ;  namely,-
Tolls to be paid  for passing the same,  in certain Cases
Section three.
C. 43. An Act to suspend until the Thirty-first Day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty- four the
making of Lists and the Ballots and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c. 44- An Act to amend the Acts for carrying on Public Works in Ireland:-
in  part . Except Sections fourteen and fifteen.
c. 45. An Act to continue, until the First Day of January One thousand eight hundred and forty- six, an Act
for exempting  certain  Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes from the Operation of the  Laws relating
c. 47.
to Usury.
An Act to continue until the First Day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-four, and to the
End of the then Session of  Parliament , an Act for amending the Law of controverted  Elections.
c. 48. An Act to continue until the First Day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-four, the
exemption of Inhabitants of Parishes, Townships, and Villages from Liability to be  rated as  such, in
respect of SiQck in Trade or other Property, to the Relief of tire Poor.
c. 49. An Act to reduce the Duty on Spirits in Ireland, and to impose other countervailing Duties  and Draw-
backs on the Removal of certain Mixtures and Compounds between Ireland, England,  and Scotland
respectively.
c.54. An Act the title of which begins with the words "An Act for extending to Ireland
in part . the Provisions not already in force there of an Act of the Third and Fourth  in part ;  namely,-
Years," and ends with the words "and to explain  and amend  the said Act"
Section five.
C. 55. An Act for the Amendment of the Proceedings and practice of the Equity Side of the Court  of Exchequer
in Ireland.
c. 59. An Act to continue until the First Day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-four, and, if
Parliament be then sitting, to the End of the then  next Session  of Parliament, an Act  for authorizing
the Application of Highway Rates to Turnpike Roads.
c. 60. An Act for suspending, until the First Day of October One thousand eight hundred and forty-four, the
Operation of the new Arrangement of Dioceses , as far as it affects the existing Ecclesiastical
Jurisdictions.
c. 63. An Act for granting Relief to the  Islands of  Antigua,  Saint  K itts ,  Nevis, Dominica ,  and Montserrat.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty 's Dominions.
c.66- An Act  to amend  the Laws relating to the Copyright  of Designs  ... ...  in part  ;  namely;
in pa rt. Section one.
Section  two so far as it relates to 38 Geo .  3. c. 71.
Section seven to "  re pealed ;  and",
Section twelve.
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c. 68. An Act for Regulating Theatres ..- .-. ,-. .. in part , namely,-
in part. Section one.
Section two to  "as  aforesaid "
Sections eighteen and twenty-five.
c- 69. An Act to continue until the First Day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-four,  and to the
End of the then  next Session of Parliament , certain Turnpike Acts.
c. 70. An Act the title of which begins with the words " An Act to defray, until the First Day of August One
thousand eight hundred and forty-four, the Charge of the Pay," and ends with the words "  Mili tia ;
C. 71.
and to authorize the Employment of the Non- Commissioned Officers."
An Act to make further Provision  in respect  of Grand Jury Presentments in Counties of Cities and
C. 73.
Counties of Towns in Ireland.
in art.
An Act for  consolidating and amending several  of the  Laws  re lating  to Attornies in part  ; namely,-
and Solicitors  practising in England and Wales
Section one  to " Always,".
Section two from "or in the Court for" to "Debtors,".
Section  three from " on" to end of that section.
Section five from " or take " to " Debtors,".
Sections fifteen and seventeen so far as they relate to the oath of  allegiance.
Section twenty-two to " next " and from " and the " to end of that section.
Section twenty-three from " in the Form " to end of that section.
Sections twenty-five, thirty-four to thirty-six, forty-four, forty-five,  and forty-nine.
The First Schedule, the first part.
The First Schedule, the second part so far  as it relates  to the following Acts ;  namely,-
3 Edw. 1. c. 33.
3 Edw. 1. c. 42.
12 Edw. 2. c. 1.
15 Edw. 2. c. 1.
1 Her.. 5. c. 4.
15 Hen. 6. c. 7.
12 Geo. 2. c. 13.
22 Geo. 2. c. 46.
23 Geo. 2. c. 26.
25 Goo. 3. c. 80.
30 Geo. 2.  c. 19. (inaccurately quoted as 30 Geo .  S.  c. 19.)
34 Geo. 3. c. 14.
37 Geo.  3. c. 90.
44 Geo.  3. c. 59.
49 Geo.  3. c. 28.
54 Geo. 3. c. 141.
6 Geo. 4. c. 16.
7 & 8 Geo.  4. c. 29.
1 & 2 Will. 4. c. 56.
5 & 6 Will. 4. c. 11.
6 & 7 Will. 4. c. 7.
3 & 4 Viet. c. 16.
7 Will. 4. c. 12.
1 Viet. c. 16.
3 Viet. c. 16.
4 Viet. c. 11.
5 Viet. Sess. 2. c. 10.
6 Viet. e. 9.
The third schedule.
c. 74 An Act to amend, and continue for two years, and to  the end  of the then  next session of Parliament, the
Laws in Ireland relative to the registering of Arms, and the Importation, Manufacture,  and Sale of
Arms, Gunpowder, and Ammunition.
c. 77 An Act for regulating the Cathedral Churches of Wales ... ... ... in part ; namely,--
in part . Section five to "repealed ; and that."
Section eight to " Bishop of Bangor, and," and from `• provided" to end of that  section.
Sections nine and ten.
Section thirteen from "That" to "repealed; and."
Sections fifteen and  sixteen.
c. 78 An Act for the further regulation of the Officers of Chief  and Second Remembrancer of the Court of
Exchequer in Ireland.
c. 80 An Act for the bitter Government of Her Majesty' s subjects resorting  to China ...  in part  ; namely,-
in part. Sections  two, five, and seven.
Repealed  as to all Her  Majesty's Dominions.
c. 83 An Act to amend the law respecting the duties of Coroners  ... ... .,. ... in part  ;  namely,-
in Dart. Section four.
c. 85 An Act for improving the Law of Evidence ... ... ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in part . Section  one from  " Provided that this " to " respectively ;"-
Section three.
c-86 An Act for regulating Hackney a_id Stage Carriages  in and near  London ... ...  in part ;  namely,-
in part . Section one.
Section two from " and the word " Waterman " to " for Passengers ; ".
Section the ee, the words " and to Watermen " (wherever they occur), from " and except " to
"Commissioners," and from " Provided " to end of that section.
Sections five and six.
Section seven from " together" to " to such Carriage."
Section eight from " and shall " to " suspended ; " and so far  as the  rest of that section  relates to
a waterman.
Section nine.
Section ten from " or for" to " a Waterman,", the words " or Waterman," and from "  and every
licensed" to "his License,".
Section eleven to thirteen.
Section fifteen from " and after" to end of that  section and so far as  the rest of that  section relates
to a waterman.
Section seventeen  so far as it  relates to  a waterman.
Section twenty, the words " or for any Waterman,".
Section twenty-five so far as it relates  to a waterman.
Section twenty-seven, the words " or as  waterman,".
Section twenty-eight so far  as it relates to a waterman .
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Section twenty -nine from " to appoint  "  to " Standing ,  and also  ",  and from " every  "  to " also."
Section thirty-four.
Section thirty-six, the words "  or to  Watermen."
Section forty-one so far as it relates to a waterman.
Section forty-eight.
e. 87. An Act the title of which begins with the  words, "  An Act for  raising the Sum " and ends with the
words, " Relief to certain Islands in the West Indies."
C. 89. An  Act to  amend the  Act for the Regulation  of  Municipal  Co orations in
in part. England and Wales in  part; namely,--
Section one from "which has" to  " take pla ce ," from  " heretofore made "  to "made," and the
words "or have been."
Sections two to four.
Section six to " and that."
Section seven.
e.  90 . An Act for removing Doubts as to the Service- of Clerks or Apprentices to Public
in part .  Notaries ,  and for amending the Laws  eegulating the Admission of Public in part ; namely,-
Notaries
Section seven ,  the words  "  in addition to the Oaths of Allegiance and Supremacy ,"  and from
"And that" to end of that section.
e. 9l. A.  Act to consolidate and amend the laws for the Regulation of Charitable Loan in part ;  namely,-in part. Societies of Ireland .1
Sections one and twenty-nine.
Section fifty-five from " an i every such " to end of that  section.
Section fifty-eight to "Proceeding; and" and from "and in any" to end of that section.
Section sixty-three.
C.  92. At Act for the further Amendment of an Act for the  more effectual Relief of the in part ; namely,-in part .  destitute Poor in Ireland
Section seven.
Section ine to  "  and that."
Section ten from "That the Provisions "  to "repealed ; and."
Sections twenty-seven and twenty-nine.
c. 93. An Act to amend an Act of the third and fourth years of Her present Majesty I
in part ; namely,-in part. for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations in Ireland
Sections one, ten to twelve, sixteen ,  twenty-one, and thi rt y-two.
c. 94. An Act to remove Doubts as to the Exercise o1 Power and Jurisdiction by Her
in part . Majesty within divers Countries and Places out of Her Majesty's Dominions ,  in part; namely,-
and to render the same more effectual.
Sections eight and nine.
c. 96. An Act to amend the Law respecting defamatory words and Libel ... ... ...  in part  ;  namely,-
in part . Section ten to  "  and  that."
c. 97. An Act  for appointing Commissioners to inquire into the existen ce  of Bribery in the Bo ro ugh of
Sudbury.
c. 98. An Act for the more effectual Suppression of the Slave Trade... ... ... ...in part ; namely;
in part. Section seven.
c. 99. An Act to apply  a sum out of the Consolidated Fund, and certain other sums ,  to the Service of the year
one thousand eight hundred and forty-three, and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this Session
of Parliament.
7 A 8 Viet., c. 2. An Act for the more speedy trial of Offences committed on the High  Seas  ... ... in part ; namely;
in part. Section five.
c. 3. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to stay Proceedings," and ends with the
words, "  Gaming, and to prevent any Proceedings being taken under those Statutes during such
limited time."
c. 6. An Act to apply the sum of Eight Millions out of the Consolidated Fund to the Service of the year one
thousand eight hundred and forty-four.
c.7. An Act to indemnify Witnesses who may give Evidence during this Session before either House of
Parliament touching Gaming transactions.
c. 9. An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and for the better Payment of the Army  and their
Quarters.
c. 11. An Act for the Regulation of Her Majesty's Royal Marine Forces while on Shore.
c. 12. An Act to amend the Law relating to International Copyright ... ... ...in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections one and twenty-one.
c. 14. An Act  for raising the sum of Eighteen mi llions four hundred and seven thousand th re e hundred pounds
by Exchequer Bills for the Service of the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-four.
c. 15. An Act to amend the Laws relating to Labour in Factories ... ... ... ... in part; namely,-
in part . Section one.
Section two, the words, " to serve upon any Jury, or."
Section fourteen to " but," from  "  and any  "  to " passing of this Act ,"  and the words, " in either
case.
Section eighteen  to "and that."
Section nineteen to " operation."
Section twenty-eight to " and that."
Section Thirty-one from " nor " to "any Saturday."
Section thirty-four from " that no " to " Law ; and."
Section thirty-five, forty, and seventy-four.
c. 17. An Act for giving additional Powers to the Commissioners for the Relief of part ;  namely,-
in part. certain of Her Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in the West Indies
Section one from " That so " to " repealed ; and," and from " except as " to end of that  section.
Section five.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 19. An Act for regulating the Bailiffs of Inferior Courts ... ... ... ... ...in part; namely,-
in part . Section ten.
c. 22. An Act to amend the Laws now in force for preventing Frauds and Abuses in the
in part ; namely,-in part. marking of Gold and Silver Wares in England
I Sections one, eighteen ,  and nineteen.c. 23. An Act to continue for Five Years an Act of the Second and Third Years of Her present Majesty, for the
better Prevention and Punishment of Assaults in Ireland.
in  pa2rt.
An
fortreforpeaalingecertain  hStaat tes passed  in restraint  of Trrade, and engrossing ,  and; in part  ;  namely,-
Sections two, three, and five.
c. 25. An Act to repeal the Duty of Excise on Vinegar, and to make the Duties and Drawbacks now payable on
in part. Flint Glass the same as on Bottle Glass:-
Except  section two from  "  every " to  and  of that section and sections three and four,
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c. 27. 1 An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to explain and amend
in part. an  Act of the last Session of Parliament, intituled an Act for extending to in part ; namely,--Ireland," and ends with the words, " and to explain and amend th  sai  Act " S
Section one.
c. 29. An Act to extend an Act of the Ninth Year of King George the Fourth, for the
in part. more effectual Prevention of Persons going armed by Night for the Destruc- in part; namely,-
tion of Game
Section two.
c. 32. An Act to regulate the Issue of Bank N'tes, and for giving to the Governor and in part ;  namely,-in part.  Company of the Bank of England certain Privileges for a limited period
Section eight.
Section nine from "and such" to end of that section.
Section twenty-three from " the several Agreements " to " that Day."
Section twenty-nine.
c. 33. An Act for facilitating the Collection of County Rates, and for relieving High
in Part. Constables from Attendance at Quarter  Sessions  in certain  Cases , and from in  part  ;  namely,-
certain other Duties
Section one from " from and " to " otherwise, then."
Section five from " so" to " Constable as aforesaid."
Section  nine  from " or under " to " Employment of the Poor."
c. 35. An Act to suspend until the thirty-first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, the
making of Lists and the Ballots and Enrolments for the Militia of the United Kingdom.
c. 36. An Act to continue until the thirty-first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, and to
the end of the then Session of Parliament, certain Acts for regulating Turnpike Roads in Ireland.
c. 37. An Act to secure the Terms on which Grants are made by Her Majesty out of
in part. the Parliamentary Grant for the Education of the Poor ; and to explain the in part ; namely,-Act of the Fifth Year of the Reign of Her present Majesty, for the Con-
veyance of Sites for Schools
Section six.
c. 38. An Act to amend an Act of the last Session, to consolidate and amend the Laws in  part ; namely,-
in part. for the Regulation of Charitable Loan Societies in Ireland
Section one.
Section two from " Provided also " to end of that section.
Section three.
c. 40. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue until the first day of October,"
and ends with the words, "Stock in Trade or other Property, to the Relief of the Poor."
c. 41. An Act to continue until the first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-five, and to the
end of the then Session of Parliament, certain Turnpike Acts.
o.44. An Act to facilitate the disjoining or dividing of extensive or populous Parishes,
in part. and the erecting of new Parishes, in that part of the United Kingdom called in part ;  namely,-
Scotland
Section one to and that."
Section seventeen.
c. 45. An Act for the Regulation of Suits relating to Meeting Houses and other Property )
in part . held for Religious Purposes by Persons dissenting from the United Church of )} in part ;  namely,-
England and Ireland
Section three.
c.46. An Act to continue, until the Fifth day of April One thousand eight hundred and
in part. forty-six, Compositions for Assessed Taxes; and to amend certain Law. in part; namely,-
relating to Duties under the Management of the  Commissioners of Stamps
and Taxes.
Sections one and two.
Section seven, the words " or any Three or more of them."
Section eight.
c.47. An Act to amend and continue for Five Years, and to the end of the next  Session
in part . of Parliament, certain Acts relating to Linen, Hempen, and other Manufac - in part ; namely,-
tures in Ireland
Sections  one and six.
c. 48. An Act to repeal certain Acts for regulating the Trade in Butter and Cheese.
c. 49. An Act for the better Regulation of Colonial Posts .. .. .. .. .. in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections one, seven, and eleven.
Repealed as to all Her Majesty's Dominions.
c. 51. An Act to continue, until the end of the Session of Parliament next after the Thirty-first Day of July,
One thousand eight hundred and forty-six, certain of the Allowances  of  the Duty  of  Excise on Soap
used in Manufactures.
c. 52. An Act to extend the Powers of the Act for the Appointment and Payment of in part ; namely,-
art  Parish C nstablin p o es
Sections two and five.
c. 53. An Act for Disfranchisement of the Borough of Sudbury.
c. 54. An Act to continue until the First day of October, one thousand eight hundred and forty- five, and to the
End of the then Session of Parliament, the Act to amend the Laws  relating to Loan Societies.
c. 55. An Act the title of which begins w.th the words, "An Act to amend  and explain
in part. the  Acts for the Commutation,"  and ends  with the words, " Imp ro vement  of. in  part; namely;
such Tenure."
Section Two.
Section Four from "and on any" to the end of that Section.
Section Nine.
c. 57. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act to continue until the Thirty-first Day of
December," and ends with the words, " Settlements in Western Australia on the Western Coast of
New Holland."
c. 68. An Act the title of which begins with the words, "An Act further to stay, until the End of the next
Session," and ends with the words, " during such further limited Time."
c. 60. An Act to provide for the Care and Preservation of Trafalgar Square in the City in part ; namely,-
art of Westminsterin p .
Section four.
c. 61. An Act to annex detached Parts of Counties to the Counties in which they  are in part  ;  namely,-in part.  situated
Section four from "and that" to end of that Section.
Sections six and eight.
C. 68. An Act to continue until the First day of June one thousand eight hundred and forty-five an Act of the
Second and Third Years of His late Majesty,  for restraining  for five years,  in certain eases, Party
P ro cessions in Ireland.
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o. 67. An Act to transfer the Collection of the Duty on Licenses to let Horses for Hire in part ; namely,--
in part .  in Ireland from the Commissioners of Stamps to the Commissioners of Excise
Section four.
c. 68. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to suspend, until the
in part. thirty-first day of December," and ends with the words, " and for obtaining in part ; namely,-
Returns  from, and the inspection of, the Registries of such Jurisdictions"
Section one.
Section two, the words "granting Probates and Administrations or ".
i Section five.
o. 69. An Act for amending an Act passed . in the Fourth Year of the  Reign of  His
in part. late Majesty, intituled "An Act for the better Administration of Justice in in part; namely,-
His Majesty's Privy Council ; and to extend its Jurisdiction and Powers"
Section  five from  "  and no" to end of that section.
Sections six, seven ,  and thirteen.
c. 71. An Act for the better Administration of Criminal Justice in Middlesex .. ..  in part ; namely,-
in part . Sections  three,  six, and seven.
Section eleven from "after the Session" to " holden, and."
Sections twelve and seventeen.
c-75.  An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to defray until  the first day of August one
thousand eight hundred and forty-five, the (-barge of the Pay," and ends with the words "Militia;
and to authorise the Employment of the Non-commissioned Officers."
c. 77. An Act to amend so much of an Act of the Fifth and Sixth Years of His late )
in part . Majesty as  relates  to the Salary of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery  in part ; namely,-
and to make other Provisions in respect of the said Office )
Section one to "thereof " and from " which shall" to end of that Section.
Section two from " and the Allowances " to " now paid ;".
Section three.
c. 78. An Act the title of which begins with the words, " An Act to continue for One Year an Act of the
Second and Third Years," and ends with the words, " preventing  the administering and taking
unlawful Oaths in Ireland."
c. 81. An Act for Marriages in Ireland  ;  and for registering such Marriages  .. ..  in part; namely,-
in part . Section fifty to " but that."
Section seventy-seven from " and one" to  "  Majesty."
Section eighty-five.
c. 82. An Act to continue for Five Years so much of an Act of the Second and Third Years  of Her present
Majesty ,  as enables Justices to grant Warrants for entering Places in which Spirits are sold without
License  in Ireland.
e. 85. An Act to attach certain Conditions to the Construction of future Railways
in part, authorised or to be authorised by any Act of the present or succeeding Session: in part  ;  namely,-
of Parliament ; and for other purposes in relation to Railways
Section nineteen from " Provided " to end of that Section.
Sections twenty and twenty-six.
c, 86. An Act for the Relief of Clerks to Attornies and Solicitors who have omitted to
in part. enrol their Contracts ; and for amending the law relating to the Enrolment of
such Contracts, and to the Disabilities of such Clerks, in certain cases
Except Section four.
c. 87. An Act to amend the Law for regulating Places kept for slaughtering Horses  ...  in part ; namely,--
in part. Section eight from " and the " to end of that Section.
c. 89. An Act for auditing. the Accounts of the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Woods, 2 in part ; namely,-
in part . Forests ,  Land Revenues ,  Works, and Buildings I
Section one from " shall be deemed "  to " heretofore and ", from  an  Act of " to  "  force, or,"
and from " Provided " to end of that Section.
Section two from  " declared" to  " Exchequer".
Section four.
C. gp. An Act the title of which begins with the words,-" An Act for the Protection of
in part . Purchasers against Judgments ,"  and ends with the words , "  Laws in Ireland in part ; namely,-
respecting Bankrupts and the Limitation of Actions"
Section six.
Section twelve to "under this Act " and fro m  "  and the Cost of " to end of that Section.
Sections  thirty-four, thirty-five, and forty.
c. 91. An Act to consolidate and amend the Laws relating to Turnpike Trusts in South in part ; namely,--
in  Part. Wales
Sections  one to twenty-three, twent7• seven  and twenty-nine to thirty- three.
Section thirty -five from  "  or if any  '  to "  Months,".
Sections  thirty-nine to forty-one.
Section forty -three to  " determine ; and ".
Sections forty -four to forty-six.
Section sixty -two from  "  of the Commissioners  "  to " determined,".
Sections sixty -five and sixty-six.
Section sixty -seven from  "for the  said" to "determined ,"  and the words  " their or
Section seventy-six.
Section seventy-eight from "of the said Commissioners, or" to "determined,".
Section eighty ,  the words  " to the said Commissioners ,  or, after the said Commission shall have
determined,", from " for the said Commissioners " to " determined ", the words "  their or ",
the subsequent words  "  the said Commissioners or ", and the word ' respectively  " (where it
next he re after occurs).
Section eighty-one from "of the said Commissioners" to "determined,".
Section ninety-one from  " at" to "afterwards ".
Section ninety-six from "Provided" to end of that section.
Section ninety-nine from "and the High" to end of that Section.
Sections one hundred and eight and one hundred and fifteen.
c. 92. An Act to amend the Law respecting the Office of County Coroner ... ... ... in part ; namely,-
in  part .  Sections  one, twenty-three, and thirty-one.
c. 94. An Act to explain and amend an Act for making better Provision for the Spiritual in part ; usmely,-in part . Care of populous Parishes
Section twelve.
c. 96. An Act to amend the Law of Insolvency ,  Bankruptcy ,  and Execution  .. , ...  in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections seventy and seventy-one.
Section seventy-three from "the Word "Property  " shall" to "Seal  ;  and ", and the subsequent
words  "  of the said recited Act and ", "  respectively  "  and " by the said recited Act and '.
Sections seventy-four and seventy-five.Saiednle (A.)
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c.97. An Act for the  mo re  effectual  Application of Charitable  Donations and Bequests in
) in part  ;  namely,--in part . Ireland
Sections  one, thirteen, and twenty-three.
c. 100. An Act to supply an Omission in an Act of the Sixth and Seventh Years of Her present  Majesty, for
amending and continuing the Laws in Ireland relative to the  registering  of Arms, and the Importation,
Manufacture, and Sale of Arms, Gunpowder, and Ammunition.
c. 101. An Act for the further Amendment of the Laws relating to the Poor in England... in part ; namely,-
in part. Sections  one, nine,  and ter..
Section twelve from "after" to "next".
Section thirteen from " of an  Act passed in the Forty-third" to "Kingdom, or " and the word
" other".
Section  fourteen to " and that ".
Section fifteen from "Provided also" to end of that Section.
Section seventeen from " and that " to end of that Section.
Sections twenty-three, twenty-seven, and twenty-eight.
Section thirty- two so far as it relates  to powers of Commissioners with regard  to salaries  of auditors.
Sections thirty-four and thirty-seven.
Section  fift -one from " and where  "  to " a District  School,".
Sections  fifrytwo, sixty- seven , seventy- six, and  seventy -seven.
Schedule (A.)
c. 102 . An Act  to repeal certain Penal Enactments made against Her Majesty 's Roman Catholic  Subjects.
c. 104. An Act to  apply a Sum  out of the Consolidated  Fund and certain other Sums  to the  Service of the Year
One thousand  eight hundred and forty -four ,  and to appropriate the Supplies  granted in this Session
of Parliament.
c. 106 . An Act to consolidate  and amend  the Laws for the Regulation of Grand Jury in part ; namely,-in part .  Presentments  in the County of Dublin
Section one.
Section twenty -three from  "  Provided "  to " distinct;"  and so far as the rest of that section relates
to pre sentments  for dispensaries.
Section forty- nine,  fifty-two, sixty, and ninety-eight.
Section ninety-nine from "and the Person to" to "Judgment :" and the  words  " shall be included
in any such Applotment, or".
Sections  one hundred, one hundred and thirteen, one hundred and fifteen,  and one hundred and
sixteen.
Section one  hundred and twenty-nine to " of the said County ;"
Sections  one hundred and thirty-two and one hundred and thirty-three.
Section one  hundred and forty-three from " to be applied" to end of that section.
Section one  hundred and forty-nine from "and all" to "shall direct;".
Section  one hundred and fifty -one from  " and no "  to end of that  Section ,  and so far as the rest of
that Section relates to plea  of general issue.
Section one hundred and fifty-five so far as it  relates to venue.
Sections  one hundred and  fifty-seven and one hundred and fifty-eight.
o. 107. An Act to regulate and reduce the Expenses of the Offices attached to the  Superior in part  ;  namely,-in part . Courts of Law in Ireland payable out of the Consolidated Fund
Sections  one and two.
Section three from " ° and the said" to "respectively set forth,", the words "and the  said Assistants
and Clerks," and from " and that the said principal and other  Officers and Assistants" to end
of that Section.
Sections four  and five.
Section seven  from " and that when" to " such Junior Clerk :".
Sections  twelve to fourteen ,  sixteen ,  and seventeen.
Section nineteen to "year; and that".
Section twenty-eight so far as it relates to any officers therein mentioned, except the  Master, the
Clerk of the Rules, and the Marshal of the Marshalsea of the Four Courts at Dublin.
Sections thirty-four to thirty-seven.
Section forty to " directed to be paid :".
Sections  forty-one and forty-two.
Schedule (A.), the words " their Assistants and Clerks,", " and Salaries", "Assistants, and Clerks
respectively", " [Arthur Bushe, Esq.]" and " and Re-docketings", from " to check" to " such
Duties,]" and from "Principal Assistant" to "[Mr. Richard Marlow]", the words " [Mr.
Robert Cooper]", from " to receive and enter" to " Parliamentary Appearances ;" and from
"Assistant" (where it next thereafter occurs) to end of that Schedule, and the column for
yearly salaries.
Schedule (B.), the words "their Assistants and Clerks ,",  "-and  Salaries ", " Assistants,  and Clerks
respectively", " [The Honorable David Plunket]" and "and Re• docketings ", from " to check"
to " such Duties,]" and from " Principal Assistant " to "[Mr . William M. Mee]",  the words
" [Mr. John Clancy ]",  from " to receive  and enter "  to " Parliamentary  Appearances ;" and
from  " Assistant  [ Mr. James  Lynam]" to end of that schedule, and the  column for yearly
salaries.
Schedule  (C.), the words "their Assistants and Clerks,", "and Salaries", "Assistants,  and Clerks
respectively", " [Robert Hitchcock, Esquire]" and " and Re-docketings", from " to  check" to
" such Duties,]" and from " Principal Assistant" to " Clerk [ ]" (under the  head Rules
Department ),  the words  " [ Mr. Arthur Greene] "  from "  to receive and enter "  to " Parliament.
ary Appearances  ;"  and from " Assistant  [ Mr. William Yee ] " to end of that Schedule, and
the column for yearly salaries.
Schedule (D.)
e. 108 .  An Act to  amend an Act  of the sixth year  of Her present Majesty, intituled "An)
in part .  Act to regulate  the Irish  Fisheries  ;  and to empower the Constabulary Force in part ; namely,-
to enforce certain P ro visions respecting the Irish  Fisheries"
Section nine.
c. 109.  An Act to indemnify Persons connected  with  Art Unions,  and others,  against certain Penaltie
SS Autlsoeittj i J "M  0 . Bsaz ,  Go,ernment Printer,  William stre* Brisbate.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Parliament ofQueensland, passed in twenty- ighth
year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An Act to
amend the  Laws relating to Municipal Institutions,"
it is  amongst other things enacted, that any city or
town,  either alone or combined with any adjoining
defined portion of any province, not being part of
such city or town or any rural district, may, as there-
inafter enacted,  be constituted a Municipality ; and
it is  by the same Act enacted, that the Governor,
on receipt of a petition signed by not fewer than
one hundred householders, resident within any such
city or town,  alone or  combined, or within any such
rural district as aforesaid, praying that the same
may be declared a Municipality under the said Act,
such petition stating the number of the inhabitants
of such city or town, alone or combined,  as afore-
said, containing a population of not less than two
hundred and fifty inhabitants, may, with the advice
of the Executive Council, cause the substance and
prayer of such petition to be published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  ;  and unless a counter petition,
si
deng ted by  a greater  number of householders resi-as  afores id espectively, be r ceived by the
Colonial Secretary within three months from the
date of such publication, the Governor, with the
alike advice, may, by proclamation published in
like manner, declare such city or town to be a
Municipality, by a name respectively to be men-
tioned in such proclamation, and may also, by the
same or any  other  preclamation , define the limits
and boundaries of such Municipality, and upon
such publication the Municipality shall be consti-
tuted accordingly. And whereas a petition signed
by three hundred and twenty-four householders,
resident within the town of Iaryborough, in the
district of Maryborough, in the colony of Queens-
land, praying that the same may be declared a
Municipality under the  provisions  of the said Act,
and stating  the number of the inhabitants thereof
to be about four thousand, was presented to the
Governor, and the substance and prayer of such
petition duly published in the  Government Gazette,
in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
And whereas no counter petition, signed by a
greater number of householders, resident within
the said town of Maryborough, was received by the
Colonial Secretary within three months from the
date of such publication. And whereas the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has , in exercise  of the powers
conferred by the said Act, determined  to declare
by Proclamation, such town of Maryborough to be
a Municipality, by the name hereinafter  mentioned,
and to define the limits and boundaries thereof, in
the manner hereinafter defined. Now, therefore,
I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Admi-
nistrator of the Government  aforesaid ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of the said Act, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare that the town hereinafter
described and named shall be  a Municipality
within the meaning of the said Act, and that the
limits and boundaries  thereof shall be as follows,
that is to say
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOBOUGH.
Commencing on the north side of  the main road
from Gayndah to Maryborough at the south-west
corner of allotment number one of section number
one hundred and seventy -four containing  thirty-
one acres  two roods twelve perches, and bounded
thence on part of the west by the  western boun-
dary of that allotment and by a line  bearing north
to Saltwater Creek ; on the north by Saltwater
Creek downwards to the Marv River, thence by
the said river and by a line bearing north to the
main  road from Maryborough to Gayndah at the
point of commencement.
And I do hereby, with the advice  aforesaid, declare
and direct that such Municipality shall be called by
the name of the Municipality of Maryborough.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern.
ment House,  Brisbane ,  this  eighth day
of January, in the  year  of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAPS THE QUEEN I
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th January, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been  pleased to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE  at Bowen
to act as Commissioner  of Crown Lands for the
Unsettled  Districts  of Nerth and South Kennedy
and Cook, under the provisions  of "The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869."
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER OLIVER
to be Clerk in the Harbor Department at Rock-
hampton. Appointment to take effect from the 1st
January instant.
WILLIAM HEMMAN T.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, K night,  and by  Her Majesty's
'Royal  License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella  the Catholic,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles  III. of  Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause  forty -one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY , the sixteenth day of Febru-
ary, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
o n0
Land Agent's
0 Parish. Late Lessee. Area. District.
Colonial Secretary's Office, xa
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-826 Enoggera 0401 P.  Brown  ... A. R. P.40 0 0 Brisbane
ernment, with the advice of the Executive Clermont
,
69 W. Baldwin 2,170 0 0 Clermont
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM TAssIE
to be  an Agent to accompany ships employed in
carrying Polynesian Laborers between the South
Sea Islands and Queensland ,  under the provisions
of  " The Polynesian Laborers  Act of  1868."
A. MACALISTER.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAVRIcE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando , a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Leases of the following Selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
Register
Not of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
1,040 Thomas Brown ... 40 0 0 Brisbane
329 Patrick Hoolihan ... 80 0 0' Afaryboro'
330 Dalton Kelly ... ... 109 3 0
69 William Baldwin ... 2,170 0 0 Clermont
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year  of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
'Op SJVZ TUE QVEEN !
Given under  may  Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's  reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain? President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim  that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
Register LandNo. of f A A 'Applica- Lessee.Name o rea . gent sDistricttion. .
A. R. P.
2,322 August Muller 160 0 0 Ipswich
391 William Thomas 77 0 0 Gympie.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this fifth  day  of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-fire, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
Al. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE T$ E QVEFN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
()'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," 1, Sir
MAUEICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that th9  lands  hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
' A. E. P.
Laguna 391 W. Thomas ... 77 0 0 (Iympie
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -five, and in  the thirty-
eighth year of  Ifer Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, K night, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 ," 1,  Sir
MAUEICE CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of theExecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the first day of February,
1875, at the several Land Offices.
00
G F
z °a
Pat ish.
a
o:z
O O
Land
Late Area. Agent'sLessee.  District.
7
121 Redland
347 Tingalpa
99 Ditto
598 Redron
157 Redbird
7 Gilston
'225 Albert
227 Ditto
2`L9 Ditto
4, Glisten
00 Ditto
226i Albert
956 M. Mylett 460 0 0 Brisbane
1,041 S. McAlister 1h0 0 0 Ditto
1,210 F. Beeler 20 0 0 Ditto
1,299 I Ditto 40 0 0 Ditto
1.665 C. It. Llewellyn 111 0 0 Ditto
1.829 A. Watts 140 0 0 Ditto
169A J. W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
231 A. Albertson 80 0 0 Ditto
266
l.
Howie 1 170 0 0 Ditto
318 W. Pointon, j an.I 80 0 0 Ditto
336 J. W. Scott 104 0 0 Ditto
337 Ditto 100 0 0 Ditto
348  H.  Howie 1110 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this thirty -first day
of December ,  in the  y ear of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in  the thirty- eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER3.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN J
PROCLAMATION.
By  R's  Excellency Sir MAUEICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, K night, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CoNNELL ,  the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the  second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee .  Area. LandAgent's
Applica- District.
tion.
A. R. P.
7 Ellis Read ... 80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto 70 4  0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald  280  0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely 210 0 0 ditto
13 J. O'Dowd . 230 0 0 ditto
_ I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall  be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twenth-sixth day of
January, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Offices.
No. of
For- Parish.
tion.-I--
42
401
52
31
208 W. Cooke ,..
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
80 0 0  i Beenletgh
81 0 0 Ipswich
80 0 0 ditto
116 0 0 ditto
280 0 0 Toowoom-
320 0 0
ba
ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth yearo£HerMajesty's
i
reign.
Late Lessee.
Darlington  459 P.  McCabe ...
Walloon  ... 1630  J. Gaynor ...
Itelidon  ...  1854 R. Little ...
Mort ... 2125 J. McGrath
Clifton ...  54 F. Murphy ...
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, a Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary
of Charles III. of Spain, President of the
Legislative Council of the Colony of Queens-
land,  and  Administrator of the Government
thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of  "Tlie Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of  the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as a Homestead  Area, subject to the pro-
visions  of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as a Homestead, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 14th day of January,
1875.
Parish. Selection. Area.
A.Z.  P.'
Motley 700 Christian Peter 160 0 0 Toowoom-
_ ba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of Decem-
ber, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal. License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the under-mentioned forfeited selections
shall continue to form part of the Homestead
areas within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to Selection as Homesteads, and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 14th day of
January, 1875, at the Toowoomba Land Office.
Late  Lessee.
Pari sh. oY
x
m
District. + HomesteadArea.
Felton ...
West-
brook
832
861
Toowoomba
ditto ...
I
Land
Agent's
District.
Late
Lessee.
A.
Felton  ...  F. W.  S. Whit- 300
church
Westbrook L. McKinnon 320
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand  eight hundred and seventy.
four, and  in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, K night, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License,  a  K night Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extar•
ordinary of Charles III .  of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  " Vie  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CoNNELL,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  THURSDAY,  the 14th day of
January, 1875 ,  at the several Land Offices
named.
No. of  I  No. of
Por- Parish . Applica-
Lion. tion.
Name of
Lessee. I
Land
Area. Agent's
{ District.
A. R. P.
63 Wararba  1505  H. Schulz ...  140 0 0  Brisbane
'175 G.  Fagg  ..  100 0 0 Warwick
269 W. Garde ... 452 0 0 Gympie
349 P. Dunne  ...  640 0 0 Rock-
hampton
108 w .  T. Dibdin 80 0 0 Clermont
109 G. Porter ..  160 0 0 ditto
14 J. McCarthy 1 239 0 0 Burke.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of De-
cember, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,  the 16th day of
February,  1875,  at the Brisbane Land Office.
County of Stanley ,  parish  of Warner,
Nos. 47,  48,  and 49.
71 acres and 12 perches.
portions
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 46, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
thirty -one chains  ;  on the west by portion 50
bearing south twenty -four chains and seventy links
to another road one chain  wide ;  on the south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty -one chains;
and on the east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this  fifth day of
January,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordi-
nary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
j in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
Reserve for a Township, on the Hogonthulla Creek,
Warrego District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Hogon-
thulla No. 1 Run about sixty chains south of a tree
marked A. IV. on the right back of Hogonthulla
Creek, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line crossing said creek forty chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eighty chains ; thence on the
north by an east line eighty chains crossing Hogon-
thulla Creek; thence on the east by a south line
eighty chains to the south boundary of Hongon-
thulla No. 1 Run ; and thence again on the south
by a part of the last-named boundary line west
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knigt Commander o f
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III, of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
WHEREAS the land hereunder specified was
W  some time since selected by one Farrand
Haig, and a lease of the said land bearing date the
twenty-sixth day of February A.D. 1873, issued to
the said Farrand Haig, under the provisions of the
51st section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been
proved to the satisfaction of the Land Com-
missioner for 'the district wherein the said land
is situated, that the said lessee has abandoned his
said selection, and failed in regard to the per-
formance of the conditions of residence prescribed
by the said Act, during the period of six months,
being part of the term of the said lease, and the
said Commissioner has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has been made
to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it
has been determined by me, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to declare the said lease forfeited and vacated: Now,
I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, in pursuance of the said Act, and
of the power and authority in me vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and pro-
claim, that the said lease is and shall be absolutely
forfeited and vacated.
Area--1,280 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. 17, Cardwell District.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide at a point bearing twenty-five degrees and dis-
tant four chains and fifty links from the west corner
of selection 108, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by that road and a line bearing forty-five degrees
147 chains and eleven links ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 315 degrees 113 chains and fourteen
links ; on the north-west by a line and a road one
chain and fifty links wide bearing 225 degrees 132
chains and thirty-seven links to a road ; and on the
south-west, and all other sides by that road hearing
seventy-eight degrees nineteen chains, 102 degrees
twenty-eight chains, 130 degrees thirty-nine chains,
161 degrees twenty-two chains, 230 degrees thirty
chains, 191 degrees six chains, 158 degrees seventeen
chains, and 112 degrees four chains and sixty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License , a Knight  Commander of
Isabella  the Catholic, Knight of  the Second
Class of San Fernando , a Knight Extra.
ordinary  of Charles III. of  Spain, President
of the Legislative Council  of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government  thereof.
W the land hereunder specified was1 some time  since selected by one Daniel Henry
Cudmore, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twenty-first day of May, A.D. 1873, issued to the
said Daniel Henry Cudmore, under the provisions
of the 51st section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during  the currency of the said  lease,  been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land is situated, that
the said lessee  has abandoned his said selection,
and failed in regard to the performance of the con-
ditions of residence  prescribed by the said Act,
during the period of six months, being part of the
term of  the said lease , and the said Commissioner
has reported to the Secretary for Public Lands that
such proof has been made to his satisfaction as
aforesaid. And whereas it has been determined
by me, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, to declare the said
lease  forfeited and vacated : Now 1, Sir MAIIRICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
in pursuance  of the said Act, and of the power and
authority  in me vested , and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my  Proclama-
tion, hereby notify and  proclaim , that the  said lease
is and  shall be absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area- 640 acres.
Selection -No. 32, Cardwell District.
Commencing  on the left bank of Palm Creek at a
point bearing 159 degrees  and distant one chain and
fifty links from the south-west corner of selection
Z18, and bounded thence on the west by a road
three chains wide bearing 159 degrees thirty-one
chains  and fifty  links , 240 degrees fifteen chains,
and 186 degrees forty-three chains and ninety-three
links  ; on the south by a line bearing east eighty-six
chains and  twenty-nine links ; on the east by a line
bearing north sixty-nine chains and forty-three
links to Palm  Swamp  ; and on the north by that
swamp downwards  to Palni Creek, and by that creek
downwards  to the point of commencment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella  the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San  Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland , and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected  by one Daniel
Cudraore,  and a  lease of the said land bearing
date the ninth day of August, A.D. 1873, issued
to the said Daniel Cudmore under the provisions
of the 51st section of  "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately,
and during the currency of the said lease,
been proved to the satisfaction of the Land
Commissioner for the district wherein the said
land is situated, that the said lessee has aban-
doned his said selection, and failed in regard
to the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of six
months, being part of the term of the said lease,
and the said Commissioner has reported to the
Secretary for Public Lands that such proof has been
made to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas
it has been determined by me, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to declare the said lease forfeited and
vacated : Now I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the
said Act, and of the power and authority in me
vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify
and proclaim, that the said  lease is  and shall be
absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area-80 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. H 18, District of Cardwell.
Commencing on the right bank of the Herbert
River at the north corner of portion 6, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that land bearing 135
degrees 38 chains and 72 links to a road three
chains wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
51 degrees 20 chains and 11 links ; on the north-
east  by selection 35 bearing 315 degrees 38 chains
and 20 links to the Herbert River ; and on the
north-west by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of  the Second
Class of San Fernando , a Knight  Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the  Legislative  Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  thereof.
Ni pursuance  of section  forty-one of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," I,
Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator  aforesaid , with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
pproclaim that the  lands  hereunder described shall
be open  to Selection , under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after MONDAY, the first day of
February, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
DESCRIPTION OF PORTION OF THE LEASED HALF
OF THE RUN TANTITHA, IN THE WIDE BAY
AND BURNETT DISTRICT, NORTH OF THE
MOUNT PERRY ROAD.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of a Camp.
ing and Water Reserve on Splitter's Creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
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over T over V ; thence by that creek upwards
about 150 chains in a direct line to a blood-wood
tree marked broad-arrow over T over VII ; thence
by a line north 171 degrees east about 250 chains
to the road from Boolboonda to Bundaberg ; thence
by that road northerly and easterly to the west
boundary of portion 7, parish of Tantitha ; thence by
part of the west boundary of that portion and a line in
continuation bearing north about 150 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north forty-five degrees east
about ninety chains to the south boundary of Camp-
ing and Water Reserve ; thence by that south
boundary west to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the  Catholic,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President of
the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim,
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale by auction otherwise than in town
or suburban lots.
RESERVE FOR  A TowNsHIP TO BE CALLED THARGO-
MINDAH, ON THE BULLOO OR CORNI-PAR00
RIVER, WARREGO DISTRICT.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River, at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the south-east
by that river downwards to a point about 160
chains in a direct line from starting point ; thence
on the west by a north line 230 chains ; thence on
the north by an east line 120 chains to the Bullo or
Corni-Paroo River ; and thence on the east by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under any Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
four, and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
G9p SAVE TIER QU$Efir
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License, a  Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain , President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the eight-
eenth section of "  The Crown Lands  Alienation Act
Of  1868," I, SIR 'MAURICE  CHARLES  O'CONNELL,
the Administrator  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be  reserved
for Township purposes,  as an extension  of the Cler-
mont Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area,  16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Theresa Creek
at a point bearing  north- west from the summit of a
remarkable  hill called Mount  Livingstone, and
bounded thence on the north -east by a line bearing
north-west 320 chains  ;  on the north -west by a line
bearing south -west 400 chains  ;  on the south-west
by a line bearing south -east about 425 chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south-west by Theresa
Creek  downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the  thirty-eighth  year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
Al. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTEI.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Home-stead Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES  0  CONNELL, the Administrator afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and pro-
claim that the lands hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, at the Roma
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of February, 1875.
AREA SURRENDERED BY THE LESSEES OF THE
RUNS BUNG BACK, 'T'ICxOOL, AND MULGA
MULGA. -
Alaranoa District.
24 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek,
at a point twelve chains north-north- west from a
tree marked 48 on the survey of the creek, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
west-South-west about four uniles and oiKty chai4a
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to Bungewargorai Creek ; thence on the south-west {
by that creek upwards to the south corner of the
Roma  Reserve ; thence on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of that reserve east-north-
easterly about six miles and sixty chains to the
right bank of Bungil Creek ; and thence on the i
east  by the right bank of that creek downwards to 1
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CORNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of section 3 of  "The Homestead
Areas Act  of  1872 ,"  I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the unalienated and unselected
lands within the boundaries of the Tambourine
Homestead Area hereunder described are and shall
be withdrawn from the operation of the said Act.
And I further notify and proclaim ,  in pursuance
of section 41 of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," that the unalienated and unselected
lands as aforesaid shall be open to Selection by
lease, under the provisions of the last-mentioned
Act, on and after  TUESDAY,  the 26th day of
January, 1875 ,  at the Brisbane Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-east corner of pre-
emptive selection No. 1,524, and bounded thence by
the eastern boundary of that selection and by parts
of the northern and eastern boundaries of pre-
emptive selection No. 1,525 and the northern and
eastern of pre-emptive selection No. 1,526, and
part of the northern and the eastern boundary of
portion No. 2, and part of the northern, the eastern,
and southern boundary of portion No. 3 to the
Coburg River; thence by that river upwards to the
northern boundary of portion No. 4; thence by the
northern boundary of that portion  and a line bear-
ing east about half-a-mile ; thence by a line north
till it  intersects  the eastern boundary of the Tam-
bourine ten  years ' lease ; thence by part of that
eastern  boundary and part of the northern boundary
northerly and westerly to the point of commence-
ment,- exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
ment house, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUEIcE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the thirty-third section of  "TheMiner l Lands Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands comprised in the forfeited Mineral Selection
hereunder described, shall be set apart as areas for
Mining Licenses under the said Act, and shall be
available for claims under such licenses, on and
after 21st January, 1875.
AREAS FOR MINING LICENSES.
D ISTRICT OF  DARLING D owNs SOUTH.
Brisbane t Local
No. I No. Late Holder. Area.
Acres.
466 ... E. Grevillc and T. B. Boyce 40
Given under any Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Tands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve  chains and  four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ;  and on  the east by that creek down-
wards to the  point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek ,  Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag.
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north -west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south -easterly to the west
boundary of selection  665;  thence north to Raglan
Creek ,  and  thence  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RAFTING GROUND.
Parish  of Tantitha ,  county  of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha ,  and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda ;  on the north -west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty -seven chains  ;  thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains  ;  thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy -three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty -two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty -five chains
to the Burnett River; and on the south -east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement
RESERVE FOR CRICKETING PuaposEs.
County of  March ,  parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees ,  and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve ,  and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty- five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty -two links to the Gympie  road one  chain
wide ; and on the north -east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
[IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 65th section of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed  from the leases of the Runs called
Hogonthulla No. 1 and Hogonthulla No. 2, in the
Warrego District, and that the said lands will be
reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
H000NTHULLA No. 1  Rum.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A. IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla No. 1 Run about twenty
chains; thence on the north by an east line forty
chains; thence  on the east by a south line eighty
chains to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south by the last-named boundary
line west forty  chains  to the east boundary of
Hogonthulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the west
by a part of the last-named boundary line bearing
north about  sixty chains  to the point of commence-
ment.
HOQONTHULLA  No. 2 Rum.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence
en the east by a south line, being part of the west
boundary line of the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south -west comer of the last
named run  ;  thence on the south by a west  line
forty  chains ; thence on the west by a north line
eighty chains  ;  thence on the north by an east line
forty  chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned run ; and thence again on the east by
part of the last-named boundary  line south about
twenty chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
RAVENSWOOD GENERAL CEMETERY.
THE following  Rules and Regulations, made bythe Trustees of the Ravenswood General
Cemetery, pursuant to  "The Cemetery Act of 1865,"
having been approved and confirmed by His
Exce ll ency the Administrator of the Government in
Council, are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
A. MACALISTER.
RAVENSWOOD GENERAL CEMETERY.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1, Before any funeral shall be admitted within
the gates of the cemetery ,  the sexton must be fur.
nished with the usual certificate of the district
registrar ,  coroner, or magistrate ,  as the case may be.
2. The cemetery  shall be  opened  for burials on
week days from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. from the 1st
April to 31st August  inclusive ,  and from 7 a.m, to
7 p.m. during the remaining months of the year ;
and, on Sundays ,  from 8 to 9 a.m., and from 3 to
5 p.m. throughout the year.
3. The space for a single grave shall be eight feet
by four feet ; for a double grave or vault, eight feet
by eight  feet ;  and for a family grave, eight  feet by
twelve feet. A grave intended for an adult shall
be -dug at least six feet deep, where practicable;
and for a child,  not less  than four feet  six inches.
All graves shall be dug either by, or under the
immediate direction of, the sexton.
4. The sexton 's duties shall include the follow.
ing :-Digging graves, being present at all funerals
and rendering  whatever  assistance may be required,
closing in the graves ,  affixing a number to each
grave (immediately on completion of interment)
corresponding  with the entry  in the register, seeing
that the gates are properly and securely fastened
and fences in good repair ,  keeping down the grass
and weeds, and generally keeping the grounds in
good order, keeping the register of burials accord.
ing to Schedule B (which shall be open to the
inspection of the public free of charge),  collecting
burial and other fees and paying  over same fort-
nightly to the,Treasurer of the trustees, and furnish.
ing to the Secretary monthly returns of the burials.
5. The sexton shall not allow, on any pretext
whatever, any grave or vault to be interfered with,
except for the satisfaction of the ends of justice,
and then not without an order from  a magistrate,
or other sufficient authority.
6. The  undertaker or person ordering grave shall
give at least eight working hours' notice to the
sexton of the hour fixed for the funeral,  and sha ll,
at the same time, furnish the particulars required
in Schedule B.
7: The scale of fees payable to the trustees for
burials, tombstones ,  vaults, and enclosures shall  be
according to Schedule A.
8. All tombstones, fences,  enclosures ,  and erec.
tions must be made ,  removed, and replaced at the
cost  of the owner,  and under the supervision of the
sexton.
9. The trustees shall meet the first Thursday in
every month-or, if necessary, oftener-to authorise
payments, which shall be by cheque signed by the
Treasurer and Chairman of the meeting, and to
ransact any other business.
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SCHBDIILB A.
£ s. d.
Single grave, 8 ft. x  4ft. ... 1 0 0
Children's grave ,  under five years of age  ... 0 10 0
Double grave, 8ft. x  Sft. ... ... ... 2 10 0
Family grave, 8&  x  12ft. ... ... ,., 5 0 0
Sinking or  re-opening  grave  ... . ,.,  0 15 0
Sinking children 's grave  ... 0 10 0
For permission  to erect a head and foot stone 0 10 0
For permission  to erect railings  ,.. ...  0 10 0
Registration of grave and  iron label  ... .  0 5 0
Paupers ,  gaol and hospital inmates  ... ... 0 10 0
SCHEDULE B.
Name of deceased :
Age :
Sex :
Occupation  or calling :
Birthplace :
Denomination :
Cause of death :
Date of death :
Day and hour of funeral :
Name of undertaker:
Officiating minister :
Number of grave :
CHAS. S. DIC:EN.
LAURENCE B. RYAN, 1
ROBERT  V. SMYTH,
GEO. L RUTHERFORD, Trustees.
D. MURPHY,
JOHN BENJAMIN,
Ravenswood , 16th November, 1874.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By  Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1874.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
t7 IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th section of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases of the Runs called
" Entally" and " liuntworth," in the Warrego
District, and that the said lands will be reserved
for Township  purposes , under the name of " Thar-
gomindah."
A. MACALISTER.
ENTALLY RUN.
Area Resumed - 2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing  north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains  ; thence on the west by a north line twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an east line about
120 chains to the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River ; and
thence  on the east  by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
HUNTWORTII RUN.
Area Resumed-2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a line bearing  north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains; thence on the west by a south line 210
chains to  the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River; and
thence on the south- east  by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lanes hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved forthe purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOB, TIMBER,
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of  Cavendish , on  the leased  half of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east 21 chains and 25 links  ;  on the east
by a line bearing south  20 chains  ;  on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25  links;  and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's Office.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish ,  on the leased  half  of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874 ,  page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant  70 links  from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide ,  as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor -General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1Y 11  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
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hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  Pon SHOW GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone,  town  of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of George and
Denham streets , and bounded thence on the north.
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and  thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that  street  at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street ;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions 1Vos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1  rood 30 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line  bearing north 20 chains and 929 links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect toeach.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE Foil CAMPING ON THE BURRUM RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Burrum.
64 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burrum
River at the east corner of portion 15, on the Bun-
daberg Road; and bounded thence on the south-
west by that road bearing 304° 30' 9 chains and 74
links, 296° 53' 8 chains and 3$ links, and 273°
12 chains and 47 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 34° 30' 25 chains and 85 links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 124° 30' 13 chains ;
again on the north-west by a line bearing 34° 30'
15 chains and 5 links; again on the north-east by a
line bearing 124° 30' 8 chains and 16 links to the
Burrum River ; and on the south-east by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR ROAD AND RAILWAY PURPOSES, ON
THE NEW ROAD FROM WARWICK TO STAN-
THORPE, ON THE MAIN RANGE.
Commencing at the 23 mile post on the Stan-
thorpe Road, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing east to the Ndv South Wales boundary
line ; on the east by the said boundary line south
to a point bearing east from the 30 mile post on
the Stanthorpe Road ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west to that post ; and on the west by the Stan-
thorpe Road bearing northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
TIMBER RESERVE ON PAYNTEB'S CREEK.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,542 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1768.)
Commencing on the north boundary of portion
No. 23 at a point bearing west 80 chains from its
north-east corner ; and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north 80 chains ; on the north by
a line bearing  east 185 chains  and 50 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing 170° 81 chains 30 links ; and
on the south by a line bearing west  200 chains to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOIL CAMPING of TRAVELLING STOCK.
Parish of Roma.
55 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of  Bungil Creek,
at the north corner of the Old Police Paddock;
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east 5 chains ; on the east by a line parallel with
and distant 5 chains from Bungil Creek to a road
150 links wide ; on the south by that road  bearing
west 5 chains to Bungil Creek ; and on the west by
that creek upwards to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOB WATER AND CAMPING, K URLONGB
RANGE.
County of Wodehouse.
300 acres.
(Being Forfeited Mineral Selection 1,406.)
Commencing at a point 10 chains east from the
north-east corner of Mineral Selection No. 1865,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east 74 chains and 99 links ; on the east by a line
bearing north 40 chains; on the north by a line
bearing west 75 chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south 40 chains and 4 links to the point of
commencement.
No. 9, RAILWAY CAMP  RESERVE.
Parish of Watts, county of Aubigny.
43 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 31st October,
1874, page 2082.)
Commencing on Oakey Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 20 ; and bounded on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 18 and 20, bear-
ing west 33 chains and 9 links ; on the west by
a line bearing north 10 chains 63 links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing north 16° 48'  east 22
chains and 38 links, part of this boundary being
along the south-east boundary of allotment 1 of
section 1, Oakey Creek Township ; on the north-
east by railway fence bearing north 107°  8' east 2
chains 27  links; again on the north-east by the
railway fence bearing north 109° 5'  east  13 chains
31 links to Oakey Creek ; on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
Parish of Cawarral,  county  of Livingstone.
5 acres  2 roods 34 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
9; and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south 10 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west  5 chains  ; on the south-west by a no
bearing 351° 52' 10 chains and 10 links; and on the
north by a line bearing  east  6 chains  and 43 links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL.
Parish  of Albert,  county  of Ward,  portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west ,  and distant about six and a-half chains from
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the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains  and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide  ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain  wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54  chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing  south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten,  allotments  1, 2,  3, 8, 9,  and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets , and bounded on the west by White
street northerly  six chains  ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to  Bugden street; and on the south by
that street  at right angles  to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclje, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the  west corner  of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by a line bearing 36
degrees 19  chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose of preserving the
Timber.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
.Parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning, Moreton
District.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,196 acres.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion 21
at a point bearing south and distant 20 chains
from its north-west corner, and bounded thence on
the east by parts of the west and south boundaries
of that portion bearing south 22 chains 6 links
and east 10 chains ; thence by the west boun-
dary of portion 52 bearing south 48 chains
64 links and by a line bearmg south 2 chains
21 links ; on the south by lines bearing 203
degrees 30 minutes 1 chain 97 links, 247 degrees 15
minutes 6  chains 15 links, 289 degrees 43 minutes
1 chain 82 links, 253 degrees 2 minutes 3 chains
28 links, 202 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains 33 links,
233 degrees 30 minutes 3 chains 53 links, 254
degrees 3 minutes 5 chains 74 links, 272 degrees 10
minutes 3 chains 95 links; thence by the north
boundary of portion 64 bearing 268 degrees 8
minutes  3 chains 97 links, 276 degrees 22 minutes
5 chains 60 links, 177 degrees 48 minutes 1 chain
95 links, 186 degrees 45 minutes 1 chain 37 links,
256 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains 40 links, 299
degrees 20  minutes  3 chains 43 links, 269 degrees
50 minutes 2 chains 30 links, 267 degrees 10
minutes  2 chains 88 links ; thence by part of the
west  boundary of the same portion bearing south
15 chains 33 links ; thence by a line bearing west
85 chains 60 links; on the west by a line bearing
north 100 chains ; and on the north by a line
bearing east  120 chains  to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  von  TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain  Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of  Canning,
District of Moreton.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,800 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence
by a line and the east boundary of portion 4
bearing south '10 chains 30 links to  Mountain
Creek, commencing  again at  the south- east corner
of portion 30; and bounded thence on the north-
west by a line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65
links to the south-west boundary of portion 27; on
the north-east by parts of the south-west and
south- east  boundaries of that portion bearing 135
degrees 27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17
chains 35 links, and by the south-west boundary of
portion 1 bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to
the Mooloolah River ; thence on the east by that
river upwards to its junction with Mountain
Creek ; and on the south by that creek upwards to
the south-west boundary of the  reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
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W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be ppermanently  reserved  as show yards for use
of the lJrayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOn Suow YARDS, DRATTON AND Too.
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved  6rom sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road  from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
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thence on the south- east  by that road  bearing
thirty-two degrees  nineteen chains;  on the east
by that road
bearing eight  degrees one chain andtwenty- five links ; on  the north by a line  beari g
west ten chains  and fifty  links  to Purga Creek;
and on  the west by that  creek upwards  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply,
It is further notified that the  area  is withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by  that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
-Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the  purposes named  with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north.
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the  east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOB A SCHOOL, ON THE KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of .Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a' point tbearing 238 degrees 45
minutes , and distant 105 2-10ths links from a corner
of Victoria' Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north- cast  by a line bearing  293 degrees  45 minutes
six chains  and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains  and one and  a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113  degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south- east  by a line bearing 23  degrees 46
minutes  six chains  and sixty -nine links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES , CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east  by Edward street at an angle with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 216 links to Turbot street; on the
south-east by that street  at an  angle with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains and 31 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that street  at an angle  of 90 degrees and 20
minutes north-westerly 17 chains and 91)  links ; on
the north-west by  a line at an angle  with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 50 links to Wickham Terrace; and on
the north- east  by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres 1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1874.
W IfEREAS, by the twenty-fi fth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR A SITE FOR  GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side of Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirteen  chains ; on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the cast by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE AS PART  OF THE ENDOWMENT OF  THIN
ToowooMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries and
Mackenzie  streets, and  bounded thence on the east
by Mackenzie street bearing north twenty chains
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to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty  chains  to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing east eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the east by a line bearing north
thirteen chains ; again on the south by a line bear-
ing east ten chains ; again on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing  east six  chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner of the School Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that reserve five chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the south-west by a line
three chains and thirty-five links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees 44 minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety-seven links ; and on
the north-east by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south-west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty-six, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of
Gallanani, section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Middle and
Mary streets, and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street  bearing east  ten chains to East street ;
on the east by that street bearing south ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  DEODORISING NIGHT-BOIL ON  BREAK-
FAST OR ENOGOEBA CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  G•mernment  Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west
portion
a line bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and fifty links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east by that
road and a line bearing 59 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen  chains and  seven  links to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all other sides by that creek upwards to the
point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1874.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned  in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous  in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor  will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by  instruments  endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names  shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed  shall  operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed, 25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land ,granted.-Portion  61,  selec-
tion 35, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  62,  selec-
tion 33, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name Patrick O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of John O'Keefe.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
W HERE AS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
i
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, No. 2, FOB RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
46 acres.
Commencing at a point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded thence on the south by a line west thirty
chains ; on the west by a line north fifteen  chains ;
on the north by a line east thirty chains ; on the
east  by a line south fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
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RESERVE FOR  A. QUARRY, No. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Pariah of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
34 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve  No. 2 bearing north  eleven  chains fifty-five
links  ; on the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing  west  one chain thirty-
four links  ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty- two degrees  thirty-five  minutes  east five
chains 29 links  ;  aga in on the north-west by a line
bearing north  seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east eighteen  chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by  a line  bearing south  nineteen chains
forty-five links ;  again  on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing west  twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY RESERVE AT CAMBOOYA.
Parish of Cambooya, county of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain road at a point two
chains south from the south-east corner of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an east boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty-two ehans, and on the
north by a south boundary of portion 60 and the
south boundaries of portions 26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear-
ing west twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE,  TAKEN FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Toeth, county of Aubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing at a point- on the railway fence of
the Warwick Railway, distant north 164  degrees
twelve  minutes east  thirty- seven  chains seventy-six
links from the south- east corner  of portion 21 of the
same parish , and bounded on the north by a line
bearing  west sixteen  chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains; on'the south by
a line bearing east  thirteen chains to King's Creek,
which will be the south- east corner  of the Railway
Camp Reserve  ;  again commencing  at the starting
point, bounded on east by the Warwick line of
railway bearing north 167  degrees  fifty-three
minutes east ten chains to King's  Creek ; and on
the south-east by that creek downwards to the afore-
said south -east corner of  the Railway Camp Reserve.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING  AND RAILWAY  STATION,
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville,  county  of Aubigny.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point  north 296  degrees twenty
minutes east eight  chains forty- six links  from the
south corner of  selection  5 in the Township of
Bowenville , bounded thence on the south-west by
a line  bearing north  296 degrees  twenty  minutes
east twenty chains ; on the north- west  by a line
bearing north twenty-six degrees twenty min-
utes east  ten chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing  north 116 degrees twenty  minutes east
twenty chains; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
ROAD  RESERVE  FOR TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres 2 roods  and 35 perches.
Commencing  at a point  distant  due north nine-
teen chains  forty- five links  from the north-east
corner  of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east  sixty chains seventy-five links; again
on the south-east by  a line bearing  north thirty.
eight degrees  thirteen  minutes east five chains and
seventy links; on the north-east by part of south-
west boundary of Camping  Reserve , bearing north
296 degrees twenty minutes east one  chain two
links ; on the north-west by  a line north 218
degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and forty
links ; again on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three  minutes east sixty-
two chains fifty-nine links; on the south-east by
part of the north- west  boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north  seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east two chains and eight links to the
point of  commencement.
RAILWAY  CAMP RESERVE,  GownIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba,  county  of Aubigny.
20 acres 1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south corner of portion 162, and bounded on
the north- west  by south-east boundary of portion
162, bearing north forty-nine degrees forty-eight
minutes east nine  chains twenty-three links to the
Meringandan  road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145 degrees  nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine chains ninety-eight links to another
road ; on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains  for ty-six links to Gowrie Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
PERSONS interested  are hereby  informed, that
all Correspondence  with the  Government on
business relating  to the Public  Lands  of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds,  Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868." will hold the
Sitting in  persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates:- '
MORETON DISTRICT.
Last Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigb, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
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PONT  C URTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thui day in December, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah ,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the seenod
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT OF COOBTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURSE.
At the Land Office,  Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday  in every  third month.
MABANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHABDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter.
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS  ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands  within the  Pikedale Run, in
the above dist ri ct, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January ,  1874 ,  be also declared
Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified, that in accordance with the
provisions of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
(33 Victoria No.10), the annual Rents of the under-
mentioned Runs have been appraised for renewed
Leases from the dates, and at the amounts specified
hereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Run.
Date of
com-
mence-
Lessee. ment
of re-
newed
lease.
Avail-
able
area
in
square
miles.
Rent
under re-
newed
lease.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
1874.
Yourangle Charles Lloyd Williams 1 J  25uly 25 0 0
Yoerangle No. 3 ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
Barrlgomallsh ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1874.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the first  TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings ,  as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December ,  1878, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of " The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December , 1870,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office.  These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lend.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th December, 1874.
NOTICE.
CC OMPLAINTS having been made to this Officethat persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads, it is hereby notified that any person
er persons found obstructing or enclosing Public
Roads without authority, will be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. SING.
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Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1875.
MINERS' RIGHTS AND BUSINESS
LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Miners' Rights and Busi-
ness Licenses have been returned as issued by the
Gold Fields Wardens, at the places respectively
specified.
H. E. KING.
.
BRISBANE. Daring the Month ended 30th November, 1874.
During the Month ended  31st,  December, 1874. MINERS'  RIGHTS.
MINERS' RIGHTS. No. Name. No. Name.
No. Name. No. Name. 59,826 T. Oxford 59,836 John Murphy
50 827 D. Simmonds Maruke59 837 H71,965 Hy. Dose 71,969 J. Wm. Perry ,59 828 T. Clarke
I
.,
838 John Creed5971,966 Thos. Walters 71,970 Jno. McDiarmid ,59 829 G. Lewis
,
rnes839 M B5971 967 Jno. Scott 71 971 J. Hunter , . y,,
71,968 Abel Rossitor
, 59,830 George Duncan
59,831 E. W. Lockhart
59,840 S. B. Harris
59,841 R. Maxfield
59,832 John Jones 59,842 A. D. Murray
59,833 W. Kelly 59,843 C. Shields
59,834 K. Howe 59,844 Peter Lund
CHARTERS TOWERS. 59,835 W. Williams 59,859 Charles Engles
During the Month ended 30th November, 1874.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
MINERS'  RIGHTS.
No. Name.
70,997 Charles Ekblad
70,99K Michael Murphy
70,999 Charles Lee
71,000 Thomas Smith
71,001 Andrew James
71,002 George Crossman
71,003 Thomas Keelan
71,004 C. J. Young
71,005 John Wilson
71,006 Thomas Higgins
71,007 Albert Lloyd
71,008 William Belcher
71,009 J. J. Walsh
71,010 Henry Mackay
71,011 James Hunter
71,012 Henry Croes
71,013  John  Maxwell
71,014 Harry Blackney
71,015 John Hill
71,016 T. M. Higgins
71,017 Dennis Kennedy
71,018 Thomas Maguire
71,019 John Smith
71,020 Robert Fullarton
71,021 John Yates
71,022 Edward Watson
71,023 William Campbell
71,024 Thomas Pope
71,025 Thomas Spargo
71,026 Louis Bloomfield
71,027 Patrick Devitt
71,028 Benjamin Jones
71,029 Geo. Humphreys
71,030 J. S. Magnusen
71,031 Ole Swanson
71,032 Elgin Anderson
71,033 Peter Fraser
71,034 J. A. McDonald
71,035 Thomas Skahn
71,036 W. Yon Harmfeldt
71,037 William Somerville
71,038 Thomas Neale
71,039 William Skelton
71,040 Alexr. McLister
71,041 Edward Fagan
71,042  S. W. Osborne
71,043 J. S. Bradshaw
71,044 Albert Chambers
71,045 Daniel Collins
71,046 Henry Healy
71,047 Minnie Booth
71,048 George Linklater
71,049 Nicholas Armbrust
71,050 Joseph Sherworn
71,051 Nicholas Gerard
71,052 C. E. Christensen
71,053 Peter Hansen
71,054 Colin Dean
71,055 John Watkins
71,056 Robert Roo
71,057 Bank Neilson
71,058 Robert Revil
No. Name.
71,059 Peter Eardley
71,060  Thomas Rice
71,061 John Shanahan
71,062 Dennis Miller
71,063 John R. Clarke
71,064 John Brown
71,065 Patrick Leahy
71,066 Thomas Casten
71,067 Andrw. McFarlane
71,068 Charles Janson
71,069 John Brooks
71,070 Michael Culhane
71,071 Henry Unsworth
71,072 Joseph C. Martin
71,073 Jens Henricksen
71,074 Andrew Daly
71,075 Patk. O'Donaghue
71,076 Joseph Keeling
71,077 John Pollard
71,078 W. J. Trowland
71,079 Alexander Henry
71,080 Terance Brady
71,081 Edw. Griffiths
71,082 James Rishton
71,083 Henry Holt
71,084 W. G. Wright
71,085 Alexander Power
71,086 James Power
71,087 A. H. Anderson
71,088 Charles Tully
71,089 Al f.  Barklay
71,090 Archibali Grey
71,091 William Montieth
71,092 Andrew Huxley
71,093 Henning Anderson
71,094 Yans Hansen
71,095 Michael Brennan
71,096 Thomas Chapman
71,097 Andrew Danielson
71 098 James C. Hutton
71,099 David Dixon
71,100 Richard Edwards
71,101 E. C. Dean
71,102 Edward Stock
71,103 Theodore Schrok
71,104 John Smith
71,106 W. H. White
71,106• Edwin Morrisby
71,107 Donald Forbes
71,108 W. W. Capper
71,109 Hugh Ward
71,110 T. P. Smith
71,111 Joseph Owens
71,112 Patrick Guinane
71,113 Michael McCann
71,114 D. K. C. Pettigrew
71,115 James B. Orr
71,116 Louis G. Raff
71,117 George Clifton
71,118 John Kenyon
71,119 William Thomas
71,120 James Mellvenna
BUSINESS LICENSES.
No. Name.
5,098  Ali  Jah
5,101 P. J. Cronin
5,102 Richard Allnutt
5,103 Tommy  Ali  Nee
5,104 Edward Tyler
5,105 Thomas Mowbray
No. Name.  No. Name.
4,870 Ah Lam 4,871 Ali Sam
BURNETP.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1874.
MINERS '  RIGHTS.
No. Name. No. Name.
60,531 Cyril Elias 49,051 George Hooper
60,535 William Plummer 49,052 Thomas Deoass
TENNINGERING.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1874.
MINERS' RIGHT.
No. Name.
52,351 James Davidson
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
S. AND W. RAILWAY-BRISBANE EXTENSION.
GOODS  SHEDS  AT INDOOROOPILLY AND
TOOWONG.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
January, from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of Goods  Sheds at  Indooroopilly and
Toowong.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Goods Sheds,
Indooroopilly and Toowong."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders  must be  on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
.fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty  for securing  such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
if. E. KING.
No. Name.
5,106 Thomas Mowbray
5,108 Annie Lee
5,111  Brodziak&Rodgers
5,112 Ali Sue
5,114 W.S.Hetherington
GEORGETOWN
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
S. AND W. RAILWAY-BRISBANE EXTENSION.
GATEKEEPER'S COTTAGE ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER-OXLEY POCKET.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
January, 1875, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Gatekeeper's Cottage at the
Brisbane River, Oxley Pocket.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Gate-
keeper's Cottage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
S. AND W. RAILWAY-BRISBANE EXTENSION.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES AND
PLATFORM, TOOWONG.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
January, 1875, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of Booking and Telegraph Offices
and Platform at Toowong.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Booking
and Telegraph Offices at Toowong."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office ,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the  event  of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance, otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, MARYBOROUGH.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
774-6012
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, GYMPIE.
n'SENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Court House at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed"  Tender for Court house,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit he sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the  usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform.
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
74-6010
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS ,  GYMPIE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, andat the Court House ,  Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 22nd January next, from
ppersons willing to contract for the erection of
Lock- up and Police Quarters at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenser for Lock-up,
cf c.,  Gympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, or at the Court House ,  Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms,
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the  party  tendering ,  agr eeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
74-6011
H. E. KING.
03
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE, OVER PIONEER RIVER, AT MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th February next,
from persons willing to contract for construction of
a Bridge over Pioneer River, at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Pioneer River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, or at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of a-e
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
1 1874, folio 805,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road through portion No.
91, parish of Redland,  county  of Stanley: Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has  been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-6246. H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BUNGA, COUNTY
OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice  dated 12thAugust , 1874, folio  1663,  Gov rnmen
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
in Portion 56, parish of Bunga,  county of Stanley:
.Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.11, that  His Excellency  the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of  Reference,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -Geueril, Brisbane ,  au4 the ?olicp
Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
If. E. KING.
74-3726.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DENISON, COUNTY
OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
11`A]
ITH reference to the Notice datt-3 28th
September, 1874, folio 1937,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion 1, parish of Denison, county of
March, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book  of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation  in respect of the said road,  are here-
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in  such manner and form as  are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed  from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-4182.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF MERIVALE
AND BENTINCK.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
October, 1874, folio 2103,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Warwick to Stanthorpe, in the counties of
Merivale and Bentinck, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord.
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick; and  all persons  intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and  form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-5865.
Department of Public  Works,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W ITH reference  to the Notice dated 28th
September ,  1874, folio 1936,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through farms on left bank of Laidley Creek,
parish  of Mort, county of  Churchill: Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with  the Act 4  William
IV.,  No. 11, that  His Excellent the Governor,
with  the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore  hereby  declared expedient to open and
make  t4 o road  referred to, accordin ¢  to tbp 1l 4
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and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro -
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-5407.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITII reference to the Notice dated 28th
September , 1874, folio  1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Colothin Creek to King King Creek, county
of March, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open  and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gympie; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim. -
H. E. KING.
74-3950.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITI- I reference to the Notice dated 28th
September ,  1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Gympie to Noosa, county of March, Wide
Bay District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  in accord-
ance with  the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road  ;  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the  Surveyor.
General,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Gympie ;
and all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road ,  are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3950.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th Sep-
tember, 1874, folio 1937,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a now Road in the
Rosewood Scrub, parish of Walloon, vounty of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased to confirm the said  portion of road ; and it
is therefore  hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road  referred  to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-5563.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IRVINGDALE,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 23rd June,
1874, folio 1168,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Irving-
dale (Homestead Area) to Dalby, parish of Irving-
dale, county of Aubigny: Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Dalby ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof,  in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will
be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-2554.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference  to the Notice  dated 22nd
June, 1874, folio  1169,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a now Road
through Portions 476, 425, and 459, parish of
Walloon, county of Churchill: Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3542.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BOYD, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 5th
October, 1874, folio 1987,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in Portion
57, parish of Boyd, county of Ward : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
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fore hereby declared expedient o open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-5779.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a now line of
1' iload from Townsville to Ravenswood, and
Branch Road from the said road towards Bowen,
parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinstone,
district of Kennedy (referred to in Notices dated
4th November, 1873, and 21st January, 1874,
folios 1876 and 198, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and the same is now open for
public use.
74.6049.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to rescind clauses 21 and
26 of the Gold Fields Regulations published in the
Government Gazette  of 1st October last, and to
establish the following Regulations, under the
provisions of "  The Gold Fields Act  of 1874."
H. E. KING.
REGULATIONS.
1st. The holder of any miners' right is entitled
to occupy and enclose, for the purpose of residence,
an area  of land not exceeding one quarter of an
acre, to be marked off in a rectangular block, or as
near thereto as possible, the frontage of which to
any road, creek, or water, shall not exceed seventy-
two feet (72 ft.), the boundaries to be defined by
corner pegs three inches in diameter, and standing
eighteen (18) inches out of the ground.
2nd. When the owners of any claim or gold
mining leasehold, by the erection of any appliance
for drainage, can show that they have effected a
saving of labor in adjoining claims or gold-mining
leasehold, the owners of adjoining claims or gold-
mining leaseholds deriving such benefit shall be
liable to pay in respect thereof, to the owners of
such appliance, such reasonable sum or sums of
money, and at such times as may be ordered by the
Warden.
3rd. Any miner or miners who have done six
consecutive months' work in any registered claim,
which is then not deemed payable under the Regu-
lations, may apply to the Warden (after having
posted a notice on the claim of his or their intention
so to do, three clear days before making the appli-
cation), to have his or their claim exempted from
work for any period not exceeding six months, for
any  bona fide  and sufficient reasons to be stated in
the notice posted, and in the application to the
Warden, and the Warden, if satisfied that the
grounds upon which the application is made are
good and sufficient, may register the claim as
exempt from work for any period not exceeding six
months, upon payment of  a fee  of ten shillings.
4th. Any shareholder in a registered claim who
may desire to abandon his share or interest therein,
may give to one of the remaining shareholders, and
also to the Warden, a notice in writing to that
effect, and may post a copy thereof on a conspicu-
ous spot near the working shaft of such claim, and
in such case the Warden, after satisfying himself
that notice has been given in manner aforesaid,
shall forthwith cancel the registration by which
such share has been held, and the said shareholder
shall thereupon be released from all further liability
in respect of such share thereafter incurred.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1875.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY,  the 1st day of April,
1875,  from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans  may be inspected ,  and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained,  at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors  and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Queensland,  31st December, 1874.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of December, 1874.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(To 30th June, 1875.)
Place.
Childs, W. Cardwell
Casey, M. Cooktowa
Chevesick, P. ditto
Flaherty, J. O. ... ditto
Neil, J. ... ditto
Donald, M. ... Georgetown
Martell, Thos. ditto
Welsh, R. ... ditto
Nettle, W. ... Millchester
Owen, Joseph ... ditto
Power, W. H. ... ditto
Ali Bin, Johnny ... Palmerville
Ali Cam ... ditto
Ali Sloo, J. ... ditto
Ali Hoy ... ditto
Ah Sam ... ditto
Chong, Tommy  Sing ... ditto
Court, A. ... ditto
Campbell; J. ... ditto
Dines, E. ... ditto
Fraser, J. ... ditto
Freeman, G. ... ditto
Greedbam, Hy. ... ... ditto
Hocking, J. ditto
2
J. ditto
op, J. ... ditto
Miley, E. ... ditto
Reid, J. ... ditto
Anderson, J. ... Roma
Hansen, W. ... Rockhampton
Hodel, Joseph ... Townsville
Snow, Elliott ... Toowoomba
BILLIARDS.
O'Neill, M. ... .. Clermont
Steel, W. B. ... ..
[
I ditto
Desmond, J. Blackall
Lucas, A. Toowoomba
Walker, C. E. ditto
BAGATELLE.
Duff, P. ... ... I St. Lawrence
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The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above arnow open at Allora,Banana, Beenleigh, Blaekall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi, Dal by, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,Goondi-
winds, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 29th December, 1874.
KEROSINE BOND.
TENDERS will  be received up to the 14th
1 January ,  1875, from persons willing to lease
the Government Kerosine Bond.
For conditions and other particulars, application
to be made to the Collector of Customs.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND
OTHERS.
F
ROM  and after  the 1st  January,  1875, new
Forms of Vouchers for "Articles  supplied"
and " Services performed "  on account of the Public
Service, rendered necessary  by  " The Audit Act of
1874 ," are to be adopted in place of those hereto-
fore in use. These forms will be supplied on appli-
cation to the Government Printer.
New Forms  of Monthly  Returns to  the Auditor-
General of Receipts and Disbursements  by Public
Accountants will  be supplied on application to the
Audit  Department.
The Treasury,
17th December, 1874.
W. HEMMANT.
ACCOUNTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.
IN order  to prevent inconvenience  to the PublicC editor ,  it is hereby  not fied that  accounts
against any of  the Public  Departments for articles
supplied and services performed , &c., during the
year 1874,  must be rendered at the end of the
present mouth.  As the accounts of the current
year will be finally closed  on  the 28t1i 'ebruary
next, and the unexpended balances of Votes, with
the exception of those for Public Works, &c., wi11
then lapse, no money will be available for any
other accounts not rendered and paid by that date.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
18th December, 1874.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
11th December, 1874.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS  AND OTHERS.APPLICATIONS for the appointment of En.
gineer for Harbors and Rivers, under this
Government ,  accompanied by Testimonials, will be
received by the undersigned.
The salary provided for the office is £700 per
annum ,  with the necessary travelling allowances.
W. HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
on and after the 2nd January, 1875, a Branch
Office for the Receipt of Telegrams will be opened
at the General Post Office.
GEORGE THORN, JuNton.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1871.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
T
ENDERS  will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire. f
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance o
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more or less
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtainingmateriajs, on signing a Boud indemnifying
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the Government against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line.  also,
for damage so caused to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment,  it shall  be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non. fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as  sureties, agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a suns equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within  forty
(4.0) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet fron.
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned , which in the judgment of the
inspecting  officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must he cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special 'permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles'Bhall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the  final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, JuNIon.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 181'5.
T
HE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Gayndah, having been  confirmed
by His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under his Hand,  in accordance  with the
74th section of  "The Municipal Institutions Act of
1564, "  the same is  hereby published in the  Govern-
ment Gazette.
A. MACALISTER.
BYE-LAW OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
OF GAYNDAH.
COMPLAINTS having been made to the Municipal
Council of Gayndah, that persons are in the habit
of allowing an inferior class of Bulls to run at large
on the Gayndah Municipality or Reserve, whereby
the stock of the inhabitants are injured, the said
Municipal Council have passed the following Bye-
law
Any person or persons who, after the passing of
this -Bye-law, shall depasture, or cause to be
depastured, within the limits of the Gayndah
Municipality or B eserve, otherwise than in a
secure enclosure ,  or shall allow to run at large
within the same limits, any bull or bulls, without
first submitting the same for, and obtaining the
approval of, the Municipal Council of Gayndah, or
such officer as they may appoint, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Passed this 7th day of November, 1874.
JOHN HAMER,
Mayor.
Taos. BLACK,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice  of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF " THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE  attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  " The Mineral Lands  Act of  1872" is
directed to sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations ,  dated  31st October, 1872,  which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year, and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following  list of payments due on  the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor
mation.
A. MACALISTER.
Register
No
ti
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
Local No. District.
12 Rockhampton
22
24
41
43
45
46
47
„
„
48
Lessees.  Area. Year. Rent.
f A. R. P. f  £ s. d.
W. Robertson and C. Keeley  ... ...  160 0 0 40 0 0
J. G. Hess and J. A. Zochammer  ...  160 0 0 3 40 0 0
Ditto . .. ... ... ...  160 0 0 3 40 0 0
J. G. Hess ...  ... ... ...  40 0 0 3 10 0 0
J. Cook, W. Absolon, J . Absolou,  G. R.
Absalon ... ... ... ... 40 0 0 3 10 0 0
W. Absolon,  R. Baker, and  At.
McCluskey  .. ... ...  20 0 0 3 5 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W .  Watson 40 0 0 3 10 0 0
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey  ... ...  80 0 0 3 20 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W . Watson ...  20 0 0 3 5 0 0
Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the  Licenses
of the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, have been trans-
ferred, during the Quarter ended 31st December, 1874, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned  persons.
A. 0. HERBERT,
pro Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferror.
G. H. Davenport and Ed. Wien-
holt
F. J. C. Wildash  and Ken . Hutchi-
son
F. J. C. Wildash ... ... ..
A. F. Sullivan
John Bignell
Transferee.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
William A llan ... ... ...
William Allan ... ... ...
William Allau ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Colin Campbell Finlay and Alex.
Kirkman Finlay
Archibald McDonald and Peter McDo-
nald
Dewurra.
Culgoa  X, Culgoa Z.
Yancho North, Yancho South, Cul-
goa V, Culgoa W.
Warrungunna.
Charlotte Plains, Pine Hill, Louisa
Plains, Wolsoy, Pine Hill West,
Charlotte Plains West.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Henry  A. Terry ... .., John Ashburn ... ... ... Westbrook Downs North.
J. F. Barry  and W. P.  Tozer  ... ( John Abbotsford Craig ... I Paradise Downs No.  1, Paradise
Downs  No. 5, Paradise Downs
No. 6
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Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 31st December, 1871, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons
hereunder particularised.
A. O. HERBERT,
pro Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Transferror.  Transferee.
Thomas Holt
Name of Run.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Benjamin Buchanan and Henry Mort Rayleigh ,  Tarraba.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
F. R. Aikman
A. Campbell and J. hay
Henry Clifford  Brock Hollinshead,
Charles Cecil  Hazlerigg, and
Thomas Henry Baker
The North British Australasian Co.
(Limited)
The Bank of Australasia , by their  1  The  Queensland  National
attorney , D. C. McArthur  (Limited)
IT.  C. B . H ollinshead ,  T. H.  Baker,! J ( hn Living
and C. C. Hazlerigg
Shotover.
Police Lagoon No. 1, Police Lagoon
No. 2, Police Lagoon No. 3,
Broom Creek, Beere, Isla, Wal-
laby, South End, Melginch.
Bank f Rosevele, Sandy Creek ,  Swampingah,
' Lily Vale, Markland.
... Shotorer.
F. Hoboes and M. G. Tooker . The Corporation of the Bank of New The Mount.
South Wales
Marcus 1 ravers . George Barnard and Thomas Barnard Sharpers Creek,  Bone Creek.
James Glass ... ... ... ... Arthur Kemmis and Chas. Kelley I Burton Downs No. 1.
David Ramsay .,. .. A. 13. Mel)onald ... ... Goonyella, Moranbah,  Roseylie,
Teviot  Bank ,  Broad  Meadow,
Broadlee ,  Hermitage Forrest.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Geo.  II. lfolmes curl  Geo.  M.  Kirk  George  Kirk ... ... ... ...  Wagaily.
A. M e Douald and Charles Smith  ...  William Allan  ... ... .,.  Culgoa Y, Miamonungindi North,
Miamonungindi South,  Tootha-
rang.
A. McDonald and Charles  Smith  ...  William Allan ... .. ... Whitalby.
J.  M.  Cotgishoun  ... ... ...  Raphael Lewin  ... .. ... ...  Cyprus, Olympus, Samia.
G.  If.  Davenport and Ed .  Wienholt William A ll an  .. .. .. ...  Guy Guy, Upper Guy Guy, Eugun,
Utbullingdie.
Hiram John  Kirwan ... i William Lalor Weeyan.
J)inald Ross  .. ... ...  Benjamin Buchanan and Henry Mort. South Muccadella.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
A. F. Surliek .. ... .. t Danville  Tilsou Leadbetter  ... ...  Alba Creek No. 2.
SOUTH KENNEDY.
R. Mcllaster  and  A. Small ... Andrew Small
MITCHELL I)ISTRIC'T.
G. Gostwyck Cory .. ... ... 'James Taylor
C. L. Hill, W. T. B. Allen, a nd F John Stevenson ..,
W. St. J. Holberton
W. J. Forrester ... .. George Forrester
Chas. L. Hill John Stevenson
J. R. Lomax...
William P. Tozer ...
James Gibson
. James Taylor
William Kelmau
... Kulkabue,  Glenmore.
Campsie No .  1, Campsie No. 2,
Campsie No. 3.
Isis Downs No. 4, Isis Downs No. 5.
Mount Harris.
Isis Downs  No. 11,  Cleanskin ,  Black-
bill, Redbill. The Land of Nob,
Isis Downs No. 10.
Wallon ,  Alfred Downs  No. 1, Alfred
Downs No. 5,  St. Albans.
Jundah, Holborn Hill.
BURKE  DISTRICT.
William Sloane  and Robert Jonathan  1 1'he Lake, Mount. Little, Little Sax-
Jelfray by  Plains, Gerah ,  Ginbar.
100
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having  deemed it  expedient to open  a new  Road from Gowrie Siding to Meringandan, parish
of Meringandan , county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are
requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council. within one month from this
date , any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-6096. H. E. KING.
Boox OF REFERFNCE OF ROAD FROM  G ownia SIDING TO SOUTH-WEST  CORNER OF  PORTION No. 53,
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY or AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 1 From Gowrie Siding
along the  railway line
to the  west  boundary
of Gowrie pre-emptive
No. 1
2 A strip of  land along
the  south-west bound-
ary of subdivision 1 of
Gowrie  pre-emptive
No. 8
3 A strip of land along
the south -west bound-
ary of portion No. 53
How IIeld. Ow
Reputed
1 Occupier.ner.
Freehold ...
Freehold...
Freehold...
How held. >oeesd
Freeb old,.. George King
George King
George King
George King
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWRIE SIDING TO MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No Portion of Road.
z o
IV d
m•,
aio
1 From Railway Level •...
Crossing in Gowrie
pre-emptive 1 to the
north-western corner
of said pre-emptive
2 A triangular piece out
of the north-eastern
co rn er of pre-emp-
tive 8
3 Commencing on the ...
south boundary of
po rt ion 13, and run-
ning north-westerly
to its weste rn  bound-
ary
4
5
6
7
Commencing on the ...
east boundary of  por-
tion  53, and running
no rt herly to its north
boundary
Commencing on the ...
south boundary of por-
tion 540, running
northerly to its no rt h-
ern  boundary
Commencing on the ...
south boundary  ofpor-
tion  58, and running
north-easterly to its
no rt h-east co rn er
A triangular piece out ...
of the south-east
co rn er of  portion 59
8 Commencing on the I  6
west boundary of  por-
tion  6, and  running'
north-easterly  to its I
no rt h boundary ; also
connection with road 1
from Oakey Creek
9 Commencing on the ,o
south boundary of a
selection No. 13, and o°
runningnorth -easterly B
to its east boundary F°0
.  r4
Unoccupied
Breadth
Bearings.  Lengths. of Area.
Road.
chs. lks.
292° 0' 5 18
Unoccupied )  292°0' 30
Unoccupied
Occupier.
Unoccupied N.335-  30'  E. 13 14 2 chains  1
Freehold... George King' Unoccupied
292° 0'
Bearings. Lengths.
17
links. A. R. P.
150 0 3 11
Remarks.
Open plain.
150 4 0 32 Open plain.
16 57 40 0 2 20 Open plain.
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
Breadthof
Road,
chs, lks. A.  R.  P.
5 38 12 chains
335° 30 '  4 05 1 2 chains
354° 18 28
2 chains
Freehold...  ,George King Unoccupied  356° 10 77  2 chains 1
Freehold...George King Unoccupied 354° 39 0'1
Freehold...; George King  Unoccupiedi 17° 16 19
Area. Remarks.
3 35 1 Open plain.
2 6 Open black soil
plain.
2 13 Open plain.
0 e Unimproved
open plain.
3 0 ' Unimproved
black soil
plain.
2 28  Unimproved
open fo re st
1
0
2
7
2 chains 3
Freehold ...  George King Unoccupied !  17° 4 43 2 chains 0
Selection G. B. King  •  Unoccupiedi 17° 40 42 1 2 chains 14  0-10  Pa rt ly fenced
under 24° 30'  28 39  1 chain j and reservoir
Lea8h?p  270° 10' 9 87 on selection.
Act of I
1866
Crown
Lando Act
q/ 1868
G. B. King, Occupied
by gate-
keeper.
24° 38'
290
3 0.1 2 chains, 2 3 0 1 North and
8 44 west bound-
( aries fenced,
and house on
selection.
Remainder  of road through Crown  Lands.
Freehold ... George King Unocoupiedl 335° 30'
101
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st  December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.  FIRST  NOTICE.
TJ IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
(j having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Leyburn to Drayton ,  through Felton
Run : 11\ otice is hereby given ,  that in conformity  with  the provisions of the Act 4 William IV ., No. 11,
and now in  force  in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Leyburn;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one mouth from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4837.
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LEYBURN TO DRAYTON THROUGH FELTON RUN, t ARISHEs OF TOOTH
AND HODGSON ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT , TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
0
zo
SO How
.4 held.
cAo
Reputed Occupier.  Bearings. Length BreadthOwner.  in Chains .l of Road.
A Commencin g  at the  ...  freehold
south-west corner of
portion 74,  parish of
Tooth,  and running
about N. by E.3E. to
its north boundary
B Commencing at the  ... freehold
south boundary of
portion 65, parish of
Tooth,  and running
shout N. by  E.IE. to
its northern boundary
Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E.  ...
Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson ...  N. 17° E . ...
C Commencing at the ... freehold ,  Jas. Tyson Jas.Tyson ...
south boundary of
Felton pre -emptive 23,
and running  about N.
by B.,4E.  to its northern
boundary
D Commencing at the
south boundary of
Felton pre -emptive 21,
and running about N.
by E.;E. to its northern
boundary
freehold  la,. 't' sou .las. Tyson  ... 1.17° . ...
E Commencing at the .. freehold  ,]as. T)  soil  Ja ,. Ty ,on . N. 31° 50 L.
south boundary ofl
Felton pre -emptive 0,
and running about N.
N.E.,E., toils northern
boundary
F Commencing on the
south boundary ofl
Fe ton pre -emptive 18,
and running about
N.N.E,IE. to its north-
bern oundary
C Commencing at the
south boundary of
Felton  pre -emptive 7,
and running about
N,N.E.tE. to its north-
ern boundary
H Commencing on the
south boundary ofl
Felton pre-emptive 17,
and  running about
N.N.E.;E. to its east-
ern boundary
.1 Commencing on tine
west boundary of por-,
tion 41,  parish of
Ilodgson ,  and running;
about  to its
no rt h boundary and
branch road  running
about east to the
south-east boundary
K Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 10,  parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N.N.E. to its
north boundary
L Commencing on the
south boundaryof por-
tion 34,  parish of Ilodg-
son, andrunntngabout
N\•E, to its north
boundary
?f Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 34u, parish of
Ilodgson ,  and running
about N.N.E. to its
nort h boundary and
branch road  running
about east to the west
boundary.
., freehol' Jits. '1'y,on
Jas.  T3 son
freehold '  Jas. Tyson Ja,. Tyson .
freehold
freehold
freehold) Jas. Tyson
Jas. Tyson Jas. T3son .
Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson ...
freehold
freehold
Jas. Tyson  ... 1. 11° 51r L'.
N. 17° E. ...
N. 31° 50'  E.
N. 311 50' E.
N. 31° 50'
89° 50'
Jas. T son ... N. 310 50'
I 24°  06'
Jas. Tyson 21° 06'
Ja,. Tyson Jas. Tyson ... 21' 013'
S91 56'
Area. Remarks.
ohs.lks.  A. it. P.
53 76  3 chains 10 0 38 Unimproved
forest land
50 89 2 chains 10 0 28 Unimproved box
forest
20 93 2 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
20 91  2 chains  4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
23 5s  2 chains .4 2 31 Open  black  soil
plain, south
side fenced
a'S 0) 2 clutins 6 2 3 Open black soll
plain
23 37  2 chains 4 2 27 Open black soil
plain
13 65 2 chains  3 027 Open  black soil
plain
50 86 2 chains 10 2 17 Open plains
9 20 1;1; chains  1 123
5 92  2 chains 1 11 0 20 Open  Plain
49 91
87 59  2  chains  17 2 2  Open plain
23 8o 2  chains  3 3 13  Open plain
2 35 1 chain
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A
-RETURN in Intestacy, showing gross amount received,  gross  amount paid, and the  balance in hand
in each Estate, from the 1st day of July to the 31st day of December, A.D. 1874,  inclusive.
Received. Paid. Balance in hand.
s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.Balances of forty-five Estates paid into the
Colonial Treasury ... 882 18 9
Six ears' interest ... ... ... 211 18 0
William Fleming .. 58 15 5 18 5 1 136 11 8
John Thomas Higgings ... 43 5 6 18 9 7 24 16 11
William Fowler ... ... 1 0 0 1 0 0
Carrington Jones 2 17 ti 2 5 4 0 13 2
Mina Berzon ... 11170 5 0 0 6170
Michael Finecane 2 0 0 1 11 9 2 4 8
Thomas Fanning 19 10 0 8 6 6 11 3 6
John Moronev ... ... ... 2 7 11
James Reynolds,  alias  O'Brien ... 7 8 0
114 7
6
48
16
3
3 0
3 66
7
3
5
9Joseph Benson ... ... 0
James Ritchie ... ... 26 14 0 3 13 1 23 0 11
Wallace Hans Foote ... ... ...  379 13 8 41 11 5 338 2 3
Charles Atkins 24 9 9 9 17 5 14 12  4
Henry Jacques ... ... ... ... ...  7 15 0 7 15 0
George McJennett .. ... 20 8 6 2 12 7 25 15 1
Edward Albert Tronson .., ... ... ...  50 0 0 7 12 4 42 7 8
Samuel Butterworth ... ... 10 0 0 5 16 0 4 1 0
John MacDonald ... ... ... ... ...  27 4 3 2 17 5 28 7 9
John Derwin ... ... ... ... 3 15 10 1 9 9 2 6 1
-Margaret Hill ... ... ... ... 3 18 7 1 10 0 2 8 7
Richard Doyle ... ... ... ... ...  1 16 0 222 2 6
John Henry Kelly ... ... ... ... ...  10 17 2 2 8 4 8 8 10
James Davis ... ... ... ...  42 10 4 5 11 10 36 18 6
James Stewart ... ... ... 21 14 7 10 19 11 10 14 8
F. V. Sharp 20 5 0 15 11 10 4 13 2
Koir Dickson 3 18 11 3 11 5 0 7 6
John Mercer ... ... ... ... ...  65 16 0 39 4 3 25 8 11
John Donla ... ... ... 2 18 0 47 1 3 104 14 6
Patrick Carpenter ... ... 106 17 7 36 19 9 69 17 10
Robert Kennedy ... 1 16 8( 0 2 6 23 3 1
Percival J. James ... ... ... ...  52 14 1 6 4 8 46 9 5
Thomas Rideal, or Riddle ... 18 14 5 3 14 7 14 19 10
Thomas Feely (£4 returned) ... ... ...  110 0 0 118 19 4 238 17 10
Ah Wen ... ...  18 13 9 3 3 7 15 10 2
Old Jack ... ... ... 17 0 1 1 3 0 0 14 0 1
James Toohey 4 14 6 2 11 10 9 16 2
Michael Flannery ... ... ... ... 3 15 0 0 12 8 3 2 4
Johann Bock ... ... ... ... ...  7 10 6 5 1 6 2 9 0
Harry B. Unwire ... ... ... 68 13 6 47 3 9 21 9 9
Horatio Nelson ... ... ... ... ...  3 10 0 2 3 0 1 7 0
George Easther ... ... .. ... ...  0 11 1 0 11 1
John J. Greer ... ... ... ... ..  12 7 10 7 4 5 5 3 5
George Heap ... ... ... ... ...  371 0 6 32 13 7 338 6 11
Harriet Hammersley 8 10 7 0 5 0
Edward Thomas Quinn ... ... ... 0 15 0 0 13 0 8 10 11
James Hunter ... ... ... ... ...  153 8 9 30 10 5 122 18 4
Thomas Pascoe 3 0 0 1 8 8 1 11 4
John Augustus Ford ... ... ... ...  27 15 0 18 8 7 9 6 5
Rasmus Alikkelsen... ... ... 1 13 0 1 4 6 0 8 6
Edward Cryder 2 18 0 2 18 0
17 9 3 1 4 14 7 8Coomb (S. S. I.) ... ... 0
- Handcutch ... ... 27 7 6 4 7 3 23 0 3
Richard Sephton ... ... ... ... 30 3 7 3 14 8 26 8 11
Joseph Branfoof ... 432 13 4 35 2 :3 397 11 1
James Farquharson Beekerleg ... 2,216 17 3 207 19 4
0 1 3
- Harvey . ... ...
M th P
... ...
4 15 0 3 1 0 1 14 0ewat ratt
11,  C. Blair 25 0 6 27 18 6 0 15 0
Charles Seidling ... 108 16 t3 28 2 11 80 13 7
John Neil, or Neal 19 3 6 16 12 10 2 9 2
Edward Butler ...
... ...
21 2 0 18 11 0 2 11 0
Mary A. Guthrie 1 16  0 1 It 5 0 4 7
Annie H. Jones
... ... ...  29 3 6 ! 20 0 6 9 3 0
George Sanderson If illyard
... ... ... 3 I8 4 3 l8 4
t ClR b l d 18 5 8 3 0 10 2 4er e ano ... 4
James Kearsley ... 6 15 7 2 16 2 3 19 5
Charles Warukune ... 22 2 2 7 18 5 14 3 9
William Manley ... ... 15 4 7' 8 5 4 6 19 3
Peter Fitzpatrick .. ... 51 17 0 11 17 8 39 19 4
Morgan 0  Donoghue .. 0 1 6
Samuel Sibly Dodd ... ... ... 0 10 0 0 10 0
Sah Boo ... ... ... ... ... 41 10 8 4 10 7 37 0 1
John Strauve... .. .. ... ... 69 14 6 20 1 7 49 12 11
Bede Bjornebye ... ... ... ... ...  41 0 0 8 13 5 32 6 7
William Maxwell ... 63 10 0 63 10 0
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INTESTATE  ESTATES-continued.
ReeeiNed. Paid. Balance in hand.
£: s d• £ .. d. k .. f.
Daniel McNeil ... ..,  20-1 0 0 10 18 11 163 1 1
C. Dosch ... ... ...  4 19 2 4 19 2
Joseph Mills 2 12 1) 2 12 0
James McCann 9 7 6 8 :3 11 1 3 7
James Swain ... ...  31 2 6 5 4 1 25 18 2
William Young ... ...  74 15 O 1 16 13 3 58 1 9
Cornelius Harford ... ...  8 5 6 2 2 10 6 2 8
John Healy ...  , . 13 2 0 16 18 1 26 0 8
Charles F. Rundt ... ..,  19 15 6 . :3 9 7 16 5 11
John Fraser ... ... 22 2 8 1 3 17 6 18 10 6
Andrew Anderson ... 11 8 8 7 8 9 3 19 11
James Wright .. ... 6 5 0 ' 1 18 0 4 7 0
William John White .., 1 7 0 1 7 0
Rebecca Templeton ... ... 11 10 6 11 6 7 0 3 11
J T 10 7 6 7 5 10 3 1 8ames aylor ...
David Weir ...
...
30 7 6 14 17 5 15 10 1
Claus Rogen ... 19 15 4 10 10 3 9 5 1
Benjamin Cooper ... ... t 2 6 It 2 2 0 0 It
John Reeves ... ... ... 38 12 6 5 17 0 32 15 6
W. S. Smith ...
..
64 3 1 9 9 :3 54 13 10
J. F. Beckerleg (rent account) 27 0 0 ! 12 0 3 14 9 9
7 10 0 1 12 6 5 17 6Ascase Wells... ...
William Evans ... ... 1 0 0 1 0 0
Dick (Chinese) ... 5 4 6 2 5 10 2 18 8
William Watkinson... 10 0 0 2 5 0 7 15 0
Carlo or Joseph Halgatte ...  .. 105 0 0 13 13 6 101 15 7
James Merry Gilmour  78 0 2 7 17 8 70 2 (3
Henry Schmalfeldt ... ... 2 15 5 25 18 :3 46 7 1
Samuel Dunstan ... ... (1 6 6
Charles Ireton ... 1 7 5
John Smith (Toowoomba) ... 7 15 3 116 8 4
5 2 4 13 14 2Richard Prichard ... ...
David Hume ... ... 0 2 11
James Richards 0 2 4
R. Douglas ... ... 0 13 0
George Beckett ... ... 0 1 6 4 8 9
Adolpe Dobite ... ... 0 1 6
Bernard Horisk ... ... 2 19 11 0 6 0
Thomas Griffin ... ... 5 9 8
Charles Moran ... ... ,.. I 0 14 .4
Johann Bohn 7 7 0 13 10 9
William Hereford, or Holtham 68 7 11 35. 16 9
John Quinlan ... .., 35 5 10 (iS 17 9
Patrick Stanton ... ... 3 1 0 246 7 0
John Griffiths ... ... 2 5 0 1 13 1
James Souter ... ... 7 7 0 33 18 3
Lawrence Dunn ... ... 11 2 2 0 7 6
Patrick McQuade ... ... 18 16 7
Thomas Yeowell ... ... (3 4 8
Matthew Monaghan .. ... 10 10 7
13 12 2John Mahoney
Thomas Loughlin
... ...
... ...
10 0 0 14 19 10
Ah Foo ... ()  1 0 j 14 10 5
William Hayter 3 6 0
Edward Charles Johnston ... 52 7 0 1 1 0
Michael Murphy ... ... 184 19 3
Charles McDonald ... ... 10 13 11
Frank Mearoff ... ... 0 1 9 19 10 2
John Romriel ... ... 0 7 6 5 6 7
Carl Henry Lousil ... ... 0 1 6 11 7 4
John Beck ... ... ... 0 7 6 4 11 1
G. B. Evan s ... ... ... I 1 0 38 0 3
John Kelly 0 15 0 16 1 1
Charlotte Power 0 2 8
James Boyce ... ... ... 1 1 n 29 11 1
Eric Anderson ... ... 0 7 6 17 7 3
G. C. Neilsen ... 0 7 6 2 2 2
Matthew Jackson ... 0 7 6 0 7 8
H. G. Skinner ... U 7 6 20 3 9
George Senior, or Saineour 1 1 0 88 0 6
11 7 6 :3 't 11John Stevens...
George Morton
...
...
...
...
0 7 6 14 19 9
.>Lwadenny ... 0 7 6 7 11 7
William Gillon
...
0 7 6 7 13 (3
Michael Burke 11 7 6 :3 1S 5
John Lyons .. ... ... 0 7 6 • 16 15
James Malcolm ... ... 0 9 1 20 16 2
John Caplice... ... ... 1 1 (1 70 1 1
John Black ... ... .., 0 7 6 9 3 5
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INTESTATE  ESTATES-Continued.
I Received. Paid . Balance in hand.
£ .v. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
C. B. McAuley
... ... ...
0 7 6 5 5 6
J. R. Watchorn .. 0 4 3
Charlie Ali Nee
.
... • • • 0 7 6 5 16 5
Thomas Brown
.. ... ... ... ...
0 7 6 3 7 10
German Jack ...
.
... ... ...
0 7 6 5 19 10
Andrew Manson
... ... ... ... ...
... 0 10 6 35 4 11
John  Macpherson
... ...
... 3 16 6 19 17 8
Charles Graves
... ... ... ... ..
.. 4 14 2 0 7 6
In accordance with section twenty-one of  "The Curator  of Intestate .Estates  Act  of  1867," 31
Victoria , No. 10.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Dated at Brisbane, this seventh day of January, A.D. 1875.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICR.
TARE Notice , that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real  Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicant. l Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
25 acres 3 roods  24 perches, being part of portion 259, Wm. Pettigrew .. .. 9th March, 187.5.
parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley
26 acres 2  roods, being portion 263, parish of Enoggera, Henry DtcCaughan ... Ditto.
county of Stanley
5 acres , being suburban allotment 38, parish of Mary- Christopher Rolleston, sole 9th February, 1875.
borough, near Maryborough, county of March Trustee, with power of 1
sale, under  the Will of
Diary Esther Anderson,
widow,  deceased ; and  1
Robert Little, as Attor-
ney, with power of sale,
of Patrick Leslie and
Charles Arthur Aylmer,
Trustees , with power of
sale, under marriage
settlement of Mrs.
Falbe, formerly Leslie
22-,c=,, perches, being part of allotment 10 of section 15, Frederick A. Forbes . 28th January, 1875.
parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley
181 perches, being subdivision 46 of northeastern Anne Ward .. Ditto.
suburban allotment 87, parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
1 rood and j of a perch, being subdivision 1 of sub- John McConnel .. .. 5th February, 1875.
urban  allotment  25, parish of South Brisbane, at
Kanga ro o  Point, county of Stanley
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending January 2nd, 1875
Cor re sponding week last year ..
Increase
Decrease
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
945 10  2 1,221 2 1
507 4 6  588 19 9
- i -
438 5 8 632 2 4
Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
60 4 6 2,22616 9
47 8 6 1,14312 9
12 16 0 1,083 4 0
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
From
Warwick.
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st De cember, 1874 ,  the fo llowing Time Table wi ll  come into operation until farther notice.
OXLEY WEST, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
PEFT MILES. UP TRAINS
ABOVE
HiGH
WATER
MARK.
From
txley
West.
STATIONS.liFro m  Too
woomba
77 ...
A.M.
... Oxley West ... ... .. 8.50
A.M. P.M.
...
62 1 ...  Oxley ... ... 8'55 ...
43 8 ... Goodna ,,, ... 9.17
68 10 ...  Redbauk ...  ... ,.. A
`74 141,, ...  B i mdamba.. ... A ...
(arrive 9'k5 I ...65 1711 Ipswich ... . Z depart I0.0
...
... ...
171 251 ...  Walloon  „ 10-28 ... ...
140 29 ...  Rosewood ... . ... .., A
198 354 ...  Western Creek ...  A ...
5 arrive  * 11'13 ..271 :38'-,-, ...  Grandchester ... depart 11.17
... .
... ...
574 423 ...  Victo ri a Tunnel ...  ... .. A ... ...
335 4C1 ..  Laidley  11.54
340 55; ...  Garton ... ... 12.23 ,.. ...
465 663 j arriv e
I 12.58
...  Helidon ...( depa rt ; 1'13
f arri ve 1.53788 7q ... Murphy' s Creek ,,, (  depart *1.58
1530 afi ... Highdelds ... ... ... ... 2.50
2005 ,.. ... Summit of Range
1921 95 ...
 Toowoomba ... 5 arrivedepa rt
3.38
i
4.0 10.50  4.10
100 Mahoney 's Gate ... B  B
1577 1024 7 Gowrie Junction... arri ve *11,16
1677 102 7 Cowrie Junction  .. depart *11*25  1.35
lb7j 121, For Wil liams' Camp A A
111 16 Westbrook Crossing A A
152'2 119 24 Cambooya ... ..
.5
12.20  30
126 31 Emu Creek Siding A  A
135 40 King 's Creek 1.13  (1 2'3
1432 137 42 Clifton 1.23 6.33
139 11 Simpson 's Siding ... A  I A
1500 ]is 53 Hendon
 (for Allora) 20  *7-10
131 38
 Deuehar•s Crossing A A
137 62  Lyndhurst Road . . A A
1498 160 6 ; Warwick ..• 2.40 7'50
1-577 1021 ..,
 Gowns  Junction... depa rt  4.30
107' I ., Cowrie
]1.1-1,
... Oake. 5 Creek ... ... .5 8
125. 123; ..  Jounaryan... ... ... 5.38
1:31.' ... L'owenville A
1 1i; Blaxland ' siding
1122 117; .. Dalby ... ... ... ...  '50
P.M.
3 -30
3-36
4'1
A
480
4'35
"5'2
A
A
5.41
5'45
A
6.22
6'51
*7'26
7'41
821
9'13
MILES.
From
Dalby.
7,5
711 I 3
7.36 16
A 24
A 33
8 5  4
- 45
100 ,. 45
- ... 17;
... 52
55
61
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
133
137;
1391
146
117;
Trains meet here.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 16th November, 1874.
STATIONS.
A.M. A.M.
... Blaxland 's Siding
... Bowenville ...
... Jondaryan... ...
... Oakey  Creek ••.
... Gowns  ... ... ... ... ...
... Cowrie Junet  on... ... ... arrive
Warwick...
3 Lyndhurst  Road... ...
9 11e-char's  Crossing
12 Hendon (for Allora)
21 Simpson' s Siding...
23 Clifton ...
25 King's Creek
31 Eros Creek Siding
41 Cambooya ...
49 Westbrook  Crossing
52-,' For Williams' Camp
58 Cowrie Junction,., arrive
58 Gowrie Junction... ... ... depart,
60'45 Mahoney's Gate ... ... ... .. ...
65 Toowoomba
 ..•
arrive
depart, 6,50
... Summit of Range ..
..... IIighilelds ... ... ... ... 7'44
Murphy's Creek {depart t  depa rt 8.44
arrive *9.24Helidon ... ... f depart 9 39
Gatton ... ... 109
Laidley ... .. 10.34
Victoria Tunnel ...
arrive
A
11.9Grandchester ... depart l *11.13
Western Creek ... ... .. A
Rosewood ... ... ... .. A
Walloon ... ... 11.52
arri ve 12.20Ipswich ... ... { depart 12.25 7.25
Bundamba ...
Redbauk .. ...
Goodna ... ...
A
A
1257 757
Oxley ... ... ... 1.19 8.19
Oxley West ... ... ... 1.25 8,25
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M.
8.5
A
A
8.45
A
9.22
9.32
A
10•25
A
A
A.M. P.M.
8.40 ...
A
A
9.58
10*30
A- ....
6.30
A
A
*7.10
A
7,48
7,58
A
8.51
A
A
*11.25 *11.16 9.51
118 a 11--44 1020
12.4
12.58
*1.58
2.2
2'37
2.52
3.22
3.47
A
4.22
4'26
A
A
*5.2
530
5.40
A
A
6.12
6.34
6.40
All Day Tickets issued on Sal urda, s available to return on the following Monday.
Norr --The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
fs.; The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and pay ing the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which  they  join the Train to that at which they propose to alight.
(B.) The Trains leaving Tooui omnba at 10.40 a m. and
 4.10 p.m. on the Up journey, and leasing Warwick at 8.3 a.m. and 6-30 p.m. on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
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NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On andinto operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rook.
hampton.
Stations
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6Rockhampton,,, ,.,6 Gracemere ,,, ..,
15 Stanwe ll  ,,.
24 Rosewood ,,. ,.,
30 Westwood arrive  ,,.depart ,..
38 Goganjo .,. ,,,
44 Rocky Creek .., ...
14
20
29
38
44
I
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up  passengers  only,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which  their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare t the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
TO be sold by Public Auction, at
1875 ,  at 11 o'clock.
OVERTIME GOODS.
the Custom House, Mackay, on SATURDAY, the 6th February,
Fending Ship , Master , whence . Merchant.
1871.
June  21 Licensed  Dray McLennan  ... Alexandra Dis- Rennie & Bore
tillery
y
Commissioner for Railways.
Stations.
P.m.)
Rocky Creek ... ,.  3. 0
Goganjo  ,,, ..  3.24
Westwood
€ depart ,,, ., 4-0
Rosewood ... ... .. A
Stanwell  ... ... ..  5. 0
Gracemere  ..  5.36
Rockhampton.. , ,,, ...I 6.0
Bond Mark.
Q34
Goods.
1 Package Col. Rum ,..
Down Train
Mixed.
Quantity.
15 Gals,
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane , 31st December, 1874.
0 be Sold at the CustomT 'o clock.
Date. Ship.
1873.
20 January  ...  Governor Blackall ...
2 February... Lord Ashley ... ...
1874.
19 February ...  Governor  Blackall ,,,
9 July  ...  Glamorganshire ...
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
House, Rockhampton ,  on the 18th day of January ,  1875, at Eleven
Master.  Whence. Mark .  Description.
Stuart  ...  Sydney  ,..  ST2 over  149, M&S over S One case containing  12 boxes ,  each 3 dos.
Bristow
tins 1 oz. spice
.. Ditto ., LJJ,  samples  ... ...  One cask containing 7 tins paint ,  each 28
lbs.
Saunders  ... Ditto ... W Over 927
Riches  ...  London ... No mark ..,
Custom  House,  Brisbane, 19th December, 1874.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1875.
RETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates,  'at
Stantborpe,  from the 1st  day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December , 1874, both inclusive.
One case containing 144  doz. Rimmel's 127
lavender water
One bundle containing 6 saddle cloths
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9thJanuary, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for T mber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistr tes, at Bow n,
from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st day
of December, 1874. both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIF.,
Under Colonial Secretary.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name . Desc ri pLice
tion  of! Whether
nse. gra nted or
refused.
Amount
01 Fee, Applicant 's Name.
Description of
License.
whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Joseph Millard ... Hardwood Grantel 1
Thomas Little ...
„ 1 Henry Thorn ,,, Cedar & pineGrantedJames Rollen ... „ „David McCarthy .., „ 1
Maurice Casey ... 1 Surveyor -General 's Office,
Maurice Connell ... 1 Brisbane ,  8th January, 1875.
Henry Riebelt ,., 1 HIS is  to certify that Mr. GEORGE MOSSMANCharles Stuart ... 1
T ,
of Brisbane having exhibited evidence ofJames Patchet ... 1 ,competency as a Surveyor has been licensed toRichard Hayden ,.. 1 ,
Frederick Hooper ,,,
„
„ 1 effect surveys under the provisions of  " The Crown
"John Ferguson . 1 Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868, and subject to the
Arthur H .  Meleyard 1 rules of this Department.
Benjamin Samuels ,,, „  1 A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table will come
A. 0. HERBERT,
Up Train,
Mixed.
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Queensland  Medical Board,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1875.
N O7,`ICE is hereby given, that ADOLPHUS
NoRRIE, of Brisbane, has this day been
admitted as a duly  qualified Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
Brisbane , 30th December, 1874.
THIS  is to  certify that I have this day appointedMr. WILLIAM  ALFRED Rosa , of Stanthorpe,
Baili ff  of the  Western District Court, at that place,
in the room  of Mr.  Bourne  Hall Draper,  resigned.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of Western District Court.
NOTICE.
AI R  WILLIAM  ALFRED  Ross  has this day been
11 appointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court,
at Stanthorpe, in the room of Mr. Boerne H. Draper,
resigned.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY, C.P.S.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 29th December, 1874.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received  and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages ,  either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty  Sessions , by whom printed Forms of Applica.
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immi gr ation Office,
Brisbane ,  24th March, 1874.
Police Department,
Brisbane ,  23rd December, 1874.THE undermentioned Unclaimed Property, now
in possession  of the Mackay Police, will,
unless previously claimed,  be sold by Auction, at
the Police Office, Mackay, on MONDAY, the 11th
January, 1875.
1 bay gelding, branded
ML over CS near
shoulder, star
1 colonial saddle, rough
made
1 bridle do.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
1 razor
1 mirror
1 pair boots
1 towel
1 horse bell , and
Sundries.
NOTICE TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
SI TOLEN  or strayed from G airloch Plantation, 1 Lower Herbert ,  near Cardwell :-
One brown gelding ,  two hind feet white ,  branded
C near shoulder; also
One brown mare, white face ,  and two hind feet
white, branded CC near shoulder.
If stolen, £20 reward will be paid on their recov-
ery and the conviction of thief ; and if strayed, £10
reward on their delivery ,  at Gairloch Plantation.
MACKENZIE BROS.
1 - 4s. 6d.
£5 REWARD.
STOLEN from Angellala, one Light Roan Mare,
with blaze on forehead, and black  mane and
points, about 5 years old, branded f M near shoulder.
The above reward will be given to any person
who shall give evidence to convict  the thief.
(Signed ) JACOB YOUNG.
Angellala, 20th November, 1874.
877 3s. 6d.
JUST ISSUED FROM TIIE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s . the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street,  Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with " General Rules in Insol.
vency." Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy  8vo. Price 2s.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
11
N OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office,  William street, the Statutes of the
Colony,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. O. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Partnership
heretofore subsisting between us,  the under-
signed ,  Brainard Skinner ,  Henry Gascoigne Lynde,
and George Clark, at Brisbane, as meat preservers,
under the style or firm of  "  B. Skinner  &  Co.," was,
on the seventh day of January ,  1875, dissolved by
mutual consent .  All debts due to the late  firm
will be received  by Mr.  Walter Horatio Wilson,
solicitor, Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  whose receipt
will be a sufficient discharge.
Dated this seventh day of January, 1875.
B. SKINNER.
H. G. LYNDE.
GEORGE CLARK.
Witness-
W. G. NoaRis,
Articled Clerk to W. H. Wilson,
22
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Partnership
lately existing between the undersigned, as
farmers and  graziers , on Tent Hill, near Gatton, in
the Colony of Queeneland,  carried on  under the
style or firm of " Powell and Buchan," was, on the
seventh day of November, 1874, dissolved by mutual
consent.  The business of the  late firm will in future
be carried on by Mr .  Powell ,  who is to receive all
debts due to, and liquidate all the liabilities of the
late firm.
Dated this fourth day of January, A.D. 1875.
J. R. POWELL.
C. BUCHAN.
Witness-
RonT. W,  BUCHANAN.
11 5s. 6d.
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NOTICE is hereby given, that the Copartner-
ship lately composed of Messrs. Edward
John Nolan, Charles Nolan, and David Medlam
Jones, formerly carrying on business at Georgetown,
Etheridge River, as quartz-crushing machine pro-
prietors, under the style or firm of " Nolan and
Jones," was determined on the twenty-fourth day
of August., 1874, in accordance with the provisions
of the Deed of Partnership.
Dated this 2nd day of January, A.D. 1875.
D. M. JONES.
15 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Act of Parliament, 31 Vic.,
No. 10, and of the Personal Estate of Samuel
Dunstan, late of Charters Towers , deceased.
To James  Dunstan , brother.
And of the Personal Estate of William Watkinson,
late of Brisbane Hospital, deceased.
To a wife.
I TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
1 obtain Letters of Administration to the Per.
sonal Estates of Samuel Dunstan  and William
Watkinson, deceased, intestate, or show cause within
one calendar  month after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction  of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judges thereof, why orders should not be
made  for me to collect , mane  e, and administer the
said Estates of the said  Samuel  Dunstan and
William Watkinson, .I shall, at the expiration of
the said one calendar month, apply by Petition to
the said Court, or the Judges of the said Court, for
such orders, and  the  same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 2nd day of January, 1875.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you,  if at all , on WEDNESDAY,
the third day of February, at Ten o'clock,
before the Judge then sitting, in Chambers, at
the Court House, Queen street,  Brisbane.
878 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Wallis, late of Spring.
sure, in the Colony of Queensland, sheep
overseer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Frederick Wallis, deceased, may
be granted to Robert Patton, of Cardbeign, near
Springsure, in the colony aforesaid, and William
Ffrench Macdermott, of Wealwandangie, near
Springsure aforesaid ,  the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this 30th day of December,
A.D. 1874.
REES It. JONES AND BROWN,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Executors.
By W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
13 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of Eleanor Pass Badger ,  of Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  widow, deceased,
intestate.
1lTOTICE is hereby  given, that after the expira.
TN tion of  fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application will be made  to the  said Honor.
able Court that Letters  of Administration of all the
goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above.
named deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Eleanor Pass Badger, of Brisbane aforesaid,
spinster, the daughter and next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this seventh day of January,
A.D. 1875.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Eleanor  Pass  Badger.
18 6s. 6d.
in the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the W ill of Zachariah  Hardman, late of
Currawillinghi, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
L'
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of all and singular the goodQ,
chattels, credits, and effects of the above-named
Zachariah Hardman, deceased, may be granted to
Mary Hardman, widow of the above-named de-
ceased.
Dated this 4th day of January, A.D. 1875.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
14
Proctors for Mary Hardman,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Matthew McGavin,  late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, Minister
of the Presbyterian Church, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Matthew McGavin, deceased, may
be granted to Robert Russell Smellie, of Brisbane
aforesaid, iron-founder, the sole Executor  named in
the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of January, A.D. 1875.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
12
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Joseph Carton, late
of Yo Yo Barracks, in the Maranoa District,
in the Colony of Queensland, police sergeant,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
N the above Estate have this day been filed in
my  office,  and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my ottce,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before MONDAY, the eighth day of February
next, and inspect he said accounts, and if they
shall think fit, to object thereto ; and if no excep-
tion shall be taken to the said accounts, the same
will be duly enquired into, at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this eighth day of January, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the Executor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
23 6s. dd.
110
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Friend, of Gladstone, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by the said Henry
Friend.
PON the hearing of this Petition thMien ayit is
VV ordered that the said Henry d be,
and he is hereby adjudied, insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the Creditors of the said
Henry Friend, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the twenty-fifth day of January, 1875, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Henry Friend shall, on the twenty-
third day of January, 1875, at Brisbane, de-
liver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this 6th day
of January, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
The GovERNxsxT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1875. £ s. d.
Jan. 2.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 1 9 0
2.-R. Fitzgerald  ... ... ... 0 1 0
2.-S. E. Pointon ... ... ... 0 1 10
4.-T. Holt . ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
4.-Municipal Council, Bowen ... 0 4 0
4.-J. A. Gregory ... ... ... 2 0 0
4.-Mackenzie  Brothers ... ... 1 0 0
4.-A. Goodie ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-T. Little ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
4.-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 2 0 0
„ 4.-A. McLeod... ... ... ...  0 3 0
5.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
6.-J. T. Adams ... ... ... 0 0 2
6.-J. McKay . .. ... ... 3 15 0
7.-R. Fitzgerold ... ... ... 0 3 0
7.-H. Lloyd ... ...  0 2 0
7.-Simpson and Campbell 1 0 0
„ 7.-Scottish Australian Investment Co. 2 0 0
„ 8.-H. Lloyd ... 0 0 2
„ 8.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 8.-J. Stewa rt  ... ... ... ...  0 12 0
NOTICE.
/11HE Scale of  Charges  for the insertion of ddve rt iu.
1. meats in the  Queensland Government Gazette  is
u  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Adve rt isements  re lat in g to Impounded Stock, I
-ter animal.
All other Advertisements will be  charged for at the
rate of 3s . for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers  are reminded that xo ADUERTISBMEN!
WILL BE  INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost  of its insertio n,
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. REAL,
`7n vernment Printer.
IEntponnbinp.
OW Poundiceepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will he  charged  f or at the rate of
Oxn SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient to coverthecost of its
insertion.IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern . Driving,
5s.
One bay mare,  black points,  small  white  spot on near
wither, like  TM near  shoulder.
If not released on  or before the 19th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R, FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper,
is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bundamba. Driving,
1s. 6d.
One bay entire , AA5 (registered brand ) near  shoulder
star and snip ,  four white feet ; damages, £1.
Also, from Franklyn Vale. Driving, 4s. 2d. per head.
One bay mare ,  I over ZB near shoulder, star.
One Chesnut mare, like .. over JW over BK over AA
near  shoulder, like .. over JW near thigh.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
16 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick ,  from Canning Downs
South, on the 23rd December, 1874, by order of
Messrs .  Chauvel and Wilson. Damages and driving ex.
penses ,  5s. 4d .  per head.
One bay filly, 5 and indescribable brands near shoulder.
One bay mare, like R blotched over 2 off shoulder.
One Chesnut  horse,  JTJ near shoulder, hind feet white,
star and large white stripe down face.
One bay horse, half circle over SW near shoulder, star
and snip, near hind foot white.
One black mare ,  M near shoulder ,  hind feet white, star,
grey hairs on fore feet, off hip down.
One bay horse, no brand visible, star, near hind heel
white.
One chesnut mare , indescribable brand and D conjoined
off shoulder, L over RG over AV near shoulder, 7
near ribs ,  star and stripe.
One black mare, like M blotched over like M blotched
over JJ near shoulder, CL or GL off shoulder, of
hind foot white.
One grey mare,  EC over TS near shoulder,  broken knees.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One bay mare, PR (the P upside down)  near shoulder ;
foal at foot unbranded.
One bay mare,  W over 59, and blotched brand off
shoulder, DC off thigh, like ND or WD near
shoulder,  hind heel white.
One chesnut filly, unbranded, hind feet white.
One bay filly, like 0 and blotch brands new shoulder
star.
One bay mare, 5 over SR  (the S sideways) near
shoulder ; foal at foot unbranded.
If not  released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
2 158.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Chiverton, on the
,26rd December, 1874, by order of B. C. Parr'
Esquire . Damages and driving expenses ,  3s. 8d. per
head.
One roan mare, blotch brand  near  shoulder, BY off
shoulder, star.
One bay mare,  P or R over like P or R sideways over
half circle,  over M near shoulder,  V in diamond off
shoulder, like  21  now  ribs, star.
One dark-brown mare,  M near ribs,  hind feet  white, star.
One brown  horse, DC near shoulder, short tail.
One bay horse, AN near shoulder.
One bay colt, unbranded ,  off hind heel  white, star.
One cream-colored mare, like C over  P over MB6 near
shoulder.
One light-brown  horse, MB6 over W (writing capital)
over 44  near  shoulder.
One brown mare, PR over 0 - or half circle  over - or
half circle  near ribs.
If not released on  or before the 29th January, 1875,
will  be sold  to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
S 9e.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick ,  from Martin 's Paddock, on
29th December ,  1874 ,  by Mr. M'Namara .  Damages
and driving expenses ,  38. per bead.
One dark bay mare,  QS over FF near shoulder, PD con-
joined  (the P reversed )  off shoulder ,  star ,  stripe and
snip ,  near  fore foot white.
One bay filly ,  P sideways over M near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
4 2s.
111
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Perrott's Gap, on
the 28th December, 1874, by John Aspinall.
Damages  and driving  expenses , 20a. per head.
One black mare, A over H sideways over J8 over LA
over 3  near  shoulder,  star ;  foal at foot unbranded.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
5 is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, on
the 24th December, 1874, by order of Messrs.
Coutts Bros. Damages and driving expenses, 3s. 10d.
per head.
One brown horse, heart 6 heart over HM near shoulder,
EG upside down off shoulder, white spots under
saddle.
One brown horse, like C over U over like 8 near shoulder,
star.
If not  released  on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
6
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Grosvenor Downs, on the
21st day of December; 1874, by order' of R. Grey,
Esquire. Driving, 10s. per head.
One brown horse, TI near shoulder, switch tail, star.
One bay mare, ^ over 8 over JT over W near shoulder,
MM off shoulder, hind feet white, small star, long
tail.
If not released  on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
9
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, on
the 19th December, 1874, by P. D. Brodie,  Esquire.
Driving,  3s. 4d. per head.
One dark-brown or black draught mare, like FL or TL
near shoulder, near hind foot white,
One roan horse , SM near shoulder,  star , saddle-marked.
If not  released  on or before the 19th January, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
8 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from the Springs, on the
14th December, 1874, by A. Small, Esquire. Driv-
ing and trespass ,  4s. 6s.  per head.
One bay mare, black points, long tail, like JE conjoined,
P or EP  near shoulder.
One brown gelding, switch tail, G over G over 55 or 33
near shoulder, JD off ribs, JD off shoulder, D off
cheek.
Also, from Logan Downs, on the 15th December,
1874, by D. S. Wallace, Esquire. Driving 6s. 8d.;
trespass , Is. 6d.
One bay mare, short tail, star, 5 over C near shoulder,
like 343 near neck.
If not  released on or before the 12th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. M'LEOD, Poundkeeper.
10 as.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from Greenbank,  Emu Creek,
on the 31st December, 1874, by order of D.
Mackintosh.  Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving,  3s. 6d.
One roan colt, MOC near shoulder.
One bay mare, 7AE near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One dark-roan  mare,  JM near shoulder, A near ribs,
fistula mark, hind feet white, star.
One black horse, broad-arrow over R over F'dM near
shoulder, M over M off shoulder, star, shod all
round.
One roan filly, silver mane and tail, E4T near shoulder,
strip down face.
One black horse, over B over r (reversed) over Wp
near shoulder , B off shoulder, fistula.
One bay horse, DD near shoulder, like D off  hip, strip
down face.
One bay mare, like RA (the R reversed, the A writing
capital) near thigh, star.
One bay mare, WM off shoulder, star.
One black mare, A3B near shoulder, A3B off shoulder,
near hind foot white, off fore foot white, star.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2s. 20
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
108.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from Greenhill, Spring Creek,
on the 4th January, 1875, by order of John Macgee.
One black entire colt, unbranded ; damages, £2.
One black mare, JG or JC over 9 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
21 2s.
1 MPOUNDED at Roma, from Rockybank, on the 31st
j December, 1874, by order of Mr. D. Ross. Driving,
4s. 2d.
One bay horse, blotched brands near shoulder, A9E(registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, like JR over 2 two hearts near shoul-
der, like JH off thigh.
If not released on or before 2nd February, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
2s.
19
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba , fr om the lands of
George  McCleverty,  Esquire.
One brindle cow, MD near rump, like 7 or 1 near shoul-
der.
Also, from the Toowoomba Commonage, by Peter
Heley. Driving, Is. 6d.
One chesnut horse, JK conjoined near shoulder,  596 near
thigh, B5 or 85 near saddle, T off ribs, like H or
H7H off' shoulder, star, near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
17 2s.
Printed and Published by Jsxzs 0. BsAL,  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane, 9th January,1876.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of December last, is published for  general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office  of Registrar of Brands , Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 5th January, 1875.
Brand
Ro tstered.
No. of
Certificate.
Horses.
C)<o
C>(4I
C)(7
C)(8
C4)<
9295
9296
9297
9298
9299
9311
9312
DORMER BRAND.
Cattle.
Nil ...
Various
M over 2 near shoulder
Various
Nil
Nil
C 5 ><  9314 Nil
Cb)( 9315
r/ )( 9316
C 8) ( 9325
C 9) ( 9328
a  (")(j 9330
1C)( 9331
2 C  >( 8341
3  C )(  9342
4 C >( 1 9358
bC)(
9360
9360
7C)<
993613638C)(
9 C )(' 9364
O Z C3 9366
31 near shoulder
Various ...
CA ..,
Various
8 over III ...
Nil
Nil ..,
Various
Various
Various
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
Various ..
R off shoulder
Nil ...
Various ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil
Nil ...
I Nil.i
N il
M near shoulder
Various
Nil ..
Nil
3 over IM
Nil ...
I MC and AII...
1
Various
Nil ,,,
Nil ,,,
Nil ...
Nil
118  off  aide ...
Various ,.,
Nil
Name.
William  Cuffe .. ...
James Reed
.
John Crawford ... ...
... Robert Clarke ,..
1 John Lundin ..
William  Henry  Couldery
Bernard Gilbride ..,
Thomas Hall
... Jeremiah Maher ... ...
... James Walker Cran
... Charles Augustus Anger...
.. I James Salisbury ... ...
;:, John McGrath ::;
William Bollen
Malcolm McIntyre
John McNamara ... , ..
George Hemmond
Martin Croger
Spencer Grosvenor Hackett
John William Major
Michael Stackpool
Robert Wilkinson
Christopher Roles
rsoranrros.
Run or  perm Where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used.  of Run or Farm.
Dawson Bridge
Rockhampton
One-mile
Cooyar
Severn River .,.
Ageston Plantation...
Mount Pleasant, Emu
Creek
Reserve, and Quay
street
One-mile
Mackay .,.
Albert Saw Mills ...
Reserve, Harrisville
Roemore ... ...
Daandine ,
Summer Hill, Cooby
Creek
Springfield .,,
Eden Reserve
Gladstone ...
Lolworth ...
Commonage ,,,
Ipswich ...
hosewood Scrub
,,.' Commonage ,,,
Bulburra
Rockhampton
annaN ngo
Stanthorpo
Yatala
Qreenmount
Rockhampton
Mac ay
Highfields
Ipswich
Laidley
Dalby
Highfields
Drayton'
Warwick
Gladstone
Dalrymple
Townsville
Ipswich
Glamorgan Vale
A llora
114
Brand
Registered.
3
8
b
7
Z9
6z
2Z
3Z
C5Z
No. of
Certificate
9367
9374
9375
9376
9377
9378
9379
9380
9387
D A 8 9307
D 8 Ot 9362
D
8
D L
`9273
9273
9 D L 9384
D 3 N 9333
D P 8 9284
5 D P 9385
2 D T 9368
E N 4 9347
E  V3 9390
9349 Nil
9317 Nil
4 9283 Nil
8 F F
9274 Nil
9274 I FNS
F b Q  9357 Various
(i F J 9278 JF over y
Ti' 9 M 9294 Nil
FTb
F U 4 9345 1Nil
a2E 9324 ', WE
Horses.
M  over 6
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
O'D
FORMER BRAND.
Cattle.
Ra over 6 .,.
JC off side ...
Nil ,..
15K off rump
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ,.,
Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearre,t Post Town
Brand is to  be used, of Run or Farm.
Michael Brogan  ... .., . Galway Downs
John  Hogan .. Holmes Camp
John Southam Hordern ...  Reserve ...
Catherine  Jane  Maltman... Geegoom ...
John Adams ... ... Tent Hill ...
Georgina Macalister .,.  Sanders ...
James Harpur ,,,  Avondale ...
August Muller ... ... Walloon ...
John French ... ... Commonage ...
Nil .,, ... Alexander Daniel McIntosh Jones' Creek ..
Various ... .. .  David McLean Goodall . ..  Cabbage-tree Creek
Nil ... ... Duncan  McLeod ... ....  Reserve ... .,,
Nil ,., William John O'Donn ell Spring  Vale, and
Mount  Margaret
Nil John McDonell ... ...  Greendale  ...
Nil . John Dennis . .... Eight-mile Plains ...
Nil ... Wil liam Dunkin Parsons Palmer Road ...
Nil „ ,,, I )e Burgh  Perose  ... ... Connemara  ... ,..
MD over 2 ... ... John Durack  ... ...  Galway Downs
Various ...
Nil ...
WP
Nil ...
MD over 2 ...
Nil
Nil
H 9 E 9272
9319
H
H( 9289
H  (5  Y 9300
2 H Y 2982
J 4 Y 9346
J )(,3  9383
K A 7 9306
KP2
9344
1 K T 9327
2 K W 9280
K Z 5 8866
Nil
F near shoulder
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Etheridge River
Thorgomindah
Murphy 's Creek
Tambo
Maryborough
Gatton
Bulburra
Westwood
Ipswich
Allora
Gympie
Brisbane
Stanthorpe
Thorgomindali
Tambo
Eight-mile Plains
Cooktown
Thorgomindalr
Thorgomindah
,,, ii Iillehester
Nil ,., Henry Thomas Costin  ...  Logan River ... i Beenleigh
Nil ... Fritz Fricke ... Mondure ... ... Nanango
Various ... ... Francis Cashel Gardiner... Buslifield ... .. Lower Herbert
Nil ,.. John Fraser ... ,.. I Wombinderry South Thorgomindalr
Various
...
... Frederick Morris... ...
-
Kedron Brook
...
Brisbane
Nil . Alexander Reid , Tiaro Caro
Nil , Frank Taylor . Mimilo Plains Bulburra
Nil ,,, ,,, Andrew Morrison,,. ... Maryborough Maryborough
WE
I
Ebenzer Nott . 1Barlolin ... ... Bundaberg
Charles Evans  ... ....  Whitburn  ... ... Laidlcy
Alexander Falconer Caden- Millchester ...
head
Ellis and  Wright ,.,
... 1HJH (the JH con. Edward Hammond ...
joined)
... F near shoulder ... Hugh Fiddes
... Nil ,.. The Honorable William
Hobbs
... Nil .., ... Peter Hoy... ...
... Nil ... James 'falter Huddy ...
... Georgetown
Humbug ... ... Thorgomindah
Reserve ... ... Rockhampton
Redeliffe . .. ... . Brisbane
Reserve Clermont
Carrier ... ... i Georgetown
Nil ,.. John Steley ,.. Burrum River
... Nil
... Nil
,., Nil
Various
Various ... Various ...
WK near shoulder ... Nil
HK9 near shoulder HK9 off rump
L 2 H 9355 Nil
L b H 9386 Nil
5 L L 9365 Nil
L T 4 ' 9336 1 Nil
b L T 9381 JL
M 5"F  9382
M U 3 9393
M U 4 9313
... Nil
James Lawrence Fox ... Reserve ,,,
August Kaddatz .,
Augustus Charles Knight
Toni Kirkpatrick ... ...
Carl Tesch ,..
William Kettle ,., ,.,
Hiram John Kirwan ...
Blythdale ...
Cooper's Plains ..
Maringadan, and
Ruthven street
Logan River... ...
Glenelg ... ..,
Reserve ... ..,
Maryborough
St. Lawrence
Roma
Cooper's Plains
Toowoomba
Logan  Reserve
Leyburn
St. George
Eden, Port Curtis Rockhampton
Road
Tattersell  Hotel ... I Gympie
Tambourine ... ... I  Beenlei ggh
Yo Yo ,,, ,.. Charlevilla
Towner
William John Lovett ... Sanders Bulburra
Various ...
M1M near shoulder
Nil ..,
9309 Nil
9354 Various
9293 Nil
0351 Nil
9321 Jr
... Nil ...  .. Loris Hof ... ... ...
... JL near shoulder ...  James  Lynch ... ,,,
... Nil ... John Leigh ...
... Nil ,.. Lionel Edward Dyne
Various ... ... Joseph Macfarlane ... One-mile ... ... , Gympie
Nil ,.. ,., Michael Murphy ... ... James street... ... Toowoomha
Nil ... .,. Richard Murphy ... ... Milton Road ... Brisbane
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
JN
John Ballinger ... ...
... Thomas Bernard Bryson,.,
... Elizabeth Bunting
,., John Huchooa .,.
,., John Noonan ...
Clifton .. ..,
Rockhampton
Mount Kilkoy,  Durun-
dur
Warwick ,.. ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Mooloolah
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Warwick
Toowoomba
115
,Brand No, of
Registerod.  Certificate
BON
p g
4PE
33? P
PbR
P7 U
PYb
R5L
S 5 D
S D
SBR
3SSR
2SY
TBA
5 T A
T6@
T
bTY
5 U B
3 U H77
3 U
5 U U
1UW
Horses,
PORSiER BRAND.
9318  I Various
9305 Nil
40801  Nil
9277 Nil
9286 Various
9394 Various
9373 Nil
9369 Nil
9320 Nil
9343 Nil
9391
9290
,,, ,.. Various
Cattle.
Nil
,,. Nil
.,, Nil
... Various
,,, Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
HR
L near shoulder
9356 Various
9370 C+ over SI)
9302 Nil
9276 l
9302
Nil
9318 Various
9389  Nil
HR
Nil
Nil ..,
Nil .,,
-Nil  ...
Nil ...
Various ,..
Nil ...
HS over C ...
9281 Various ... ... Various
9275 Nil ,,, Nil
9371 JW near shoulder  ,..  Various
932 2  Nil . .. ... Nil
9350 Nil ... ... Nil
9337
0372
9323
9392
9339
9388
I V A 9279
V B 2 9303
b V.B 9308
V U 2 -9326
WU5
W2Y
9329
9291
Y4B
YM4
Y M 5
2YM
4YM
YW1
1 Z H
7 Z Z
9353
9334
9335
9352
9285
9288
9287
0304
9310
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil Nil
'Various ... ... Various
Nil Nil
Various ,., ... Various
Nil .., ,.. Nil
Nil ,,, ... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil .. ... Nil
Nil ... ,.. WU near ribs
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Various ...
Nil ... .., Nil ,..
Nil ,.. ... Nil ...
Nil Various ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Name
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest  Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Michael O'Neill ... ... Banana  .,. ,,. . Banana
Joseph Batham ... ...  Blythdale ... ... Roma
Patrick Egan ... ... Dawson Bridge ... Bulburra
John James Presho Coorado . .. ... Taroom
Wendt and Peterson ...
She "home  TownsvillePatrick Ring ... ... Ileaddington Hill ... Clifton
Patrick Rhin ... ... South Pine River  ... Brisbane
John Patrick  Redgravc  .., Thyhingra ... ... Thorgomingah
Peter O'Malley ... ... . Blackall ... Blacka ll
Charles Perry ... ... Kedron Brook ...  Brisbane
Ilernian Runge ...
Robert Alfred Lewis
James Sargo6d ...
James Scott Davidson ...
Thomas Shannon ... ...
Robert Stubbins ... ...
Jacob Skinner ...
Stephen Charles Broom ...
Henry C. Stanley... ...
Annie Townsley .. ...
Alfred C. Tewkesbury ,,,
Timothy O'Neil .,,
William Charles Thomas
Toocr Petersen Yelm ,,.
John Creps ..,
George Hall .>.
John Carr... ... ..
James Shea ...
Morris Murray Prior ,..
John Williamson, junr. ...
Rholo
Wcrribonc ... ...  Surat
Reserve ... ... St. Lawrence
Yaudilla ... ... Yandilla
The Auburn... ... Gayndah
Rosewood Gate  ...  Ipswich
Carlton. Six-mile Creek Gympie
Agness Vale .. ... Maryborough
Toowoong ... ... Brisbane
Reserve  ... ... Roma
Reserve ... ... Gayndah
Cambooya ... ... Cambooya
Blackall . ...  Blackall
Tinana Creek ,,,  Tinana
Alberton ... Yatula
Three-mile Scrub ,.,  Brisbane
Woodstock  ... ... Townsville
Oakey Creek... ... Walloon
Maroon  .. ...  Ipswich
Coomera  ... ... Coomera
Joseph Avis ... .,. Ali Ali Creek ... Gatton
Valentine Burckhardt ... Winton ... ... Goondiwindi
William Speir Ban ... Churchill ,., ... Ipswich
Joseph Holliday ... ... Inglewood ... ... Pimpama
William Underwood .., Eight-mile Plains ... Eight-mile Plains
Robert Edward Way ... Queen's Park ... Toowoomba
Henry  Boyd,  junr. ... Warwick ... ... Warwick
Henry Jervis St. John ... Ban Ban ... ... Gayndah
John Thomas Mitchell ... Murphy's Creek ... Murphy's Creek
William Milward... .., Spring Creek, Killer- Warwick
nev
James Maloney ... ... Tuinman ills ... ... Levburn
Henry McCotter ... ... Rockhampton ... Rockhamptou
Charles Thomas Williams North Pine ... ... North Pine
Matthias 1Tamiaui Queensland Northern Bulburra
Railway
Stephen Henry Weedon... Pimpama .. .. Pimpama
... Ipswich
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BBANDs TSANBFERBBD during the Month of DECEMBER, 1874,
Brand , No. ofCertilloate
S H 1 2993
7 Q rT 8751
H K 9 1016
2 P B 8743
S A 7 2022
L H 1 1824
W C 5 107
Transfer re r.
Stirling and Harper .
George  Brown Turnbull...
Hiram John Kirwan ...
Powell and Buchan ...
Rourke and Munro ...
R. Towns and Company
William Do Morley Chase
Transferee.
Robert  Johnston Stirling
Forsyth and Turnbull ...
Peter Milley McAuley ...
John R. Powell ... ...
Donald McIntyre ,.,
Edmund G. L. Wood ...
Chase and Fraser ...
Name of Run  where Brand
is to be used.
... Kelvin Grove
Gordon Downs
Weyan ...
... We flee ...
... St. Ann's ...
... Calliungal ...
... Reserve ...
Nearest  Post Town.
... I Westwood
... Lillyvalc
St. George
Gatton
.. Bo*en
.. Westwood
., St. George
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority :  Jaxsa  0. Bn  ,  Government Printer,  Wiliam  street, Brisbane.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the  QUARTERS ended
31st  DECEMBER , 1873, and 31st DECEMBER, 1874, respectively, showing the  INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st December, 31st December,  Decrease .  Increase.
1873. 1874.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits
Wine
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ...
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c. ...
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c....
Miscellaneous  ... .., ,,,
Ad valorem ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits ... ...
£ a. d. 2 a.  d, $ a. d. £ a. d.
37,694 6 3 43,845 14 5 6,161 9 2
6,440  16  2  6,318  15  10 122 0 4
6,538 7 5  9,566 15  8 ... 3,028 8 3
14,250 16  2 15,313 6 0 ... 1,062  9 10
8,963 9 1  11,402 13  2 ... 2,439 4 1
10,313 3 0  11,927 17  1  1,614 14  1
2,301 13  11 2,257 8 7 44 5 4 ...
2,092 6 8  1,004 11  0  1,087 14  8
1,849  0 10  ... 1,849  0 10
2,64912 8 4,994 9 4 ...  2,344 16  8
194 18 2 1,028 10 6 833 12 4
29,086 6 7  17,276 11  3  11,809 15  4
120,525 14  11126,785 13 8  13,063 15  8  19,323 15  3
6,096 4 7 7,045 8 2 948 3 7
9,604 3 5 201 5 10STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ... j 9,402 17 7
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COMPARATIVE STATEIIRNT OF QUARTER'S REVENUE- coutiuued.
Quarter ended
31st December,
1873.
GOLD-
Duty on Gold
Miners'  Rights and  Business Licenses
Other Receipts ... ,,, ...
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales
Rents of Conditional Purchases ... ...
Rents of Homestead Selections ..
Selections under  "Leasing  Act of  1866" ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...
Rents of  Land for  Pastoral Purposes ...
All other  Rents ...  ... ... ...
Mining Licenses .., ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ...
Transfer Fees ...
POSTAGE ...
£ s. d.
798 6 8
936 10 0
1,952 1 11
3,686 18 7
13,776 5 5
19,945 7 8
867 11 10
10,427 15 5
5,795 16 3
9,202 16 11
28 13 0
35 2 6
4,702 19 0
220 8 0
65,002 16  0
Quarter ended
31st December.
1874.
£ s. d.
2,377 10 0
1,934 19 4
4,312 9 4
i
Decrease.
£ s. d.
798 6 8
17 2 7
815 9 3
12,102 14  3 1,673 11 2
9,282 15  5  10,662  12  3
764 0 8 103 11 2
7,389 7 6 3,038  7 11
1,753 6 0 4,04210 3
4,635 5 6  4,567 11  5
174 13 3 ,..
64 0 0
3,259 4 0 1,443 15
183 9 0 36 19
39,608 15 7 25,568 18 2 174 17 9
,,.  6,731 11  7  6,905 16  8
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks,  &c. ... .,.
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distil ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
Licenses to Publicans, for Billiard and
Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ...
All other Licenses ... ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General .., ... ... ...
Sheriff
Courts of Petty Sessions
Shipping Master ...
A ll  other Fees ...
337 1 0
242 10 0 360 10 0
190 6 10 146 0 0
380 0 0 470 0 0
101 0 0 28 0 0
966  7 11  1,180 4 3
626 17 9 1,206 11 10
285 0 0 230 0 0
110 0 0 190 0 0
166 8 6 126 7 0
3,068  it  0  3,937 13  1
349 8 6
638 5 0  1,059 15  0
965 8 0 1,086 9 9
98 4 7 4319 0
379 14 7 370 14 3
102 18 6 137 9 9
156 1 8 81 13 6
.t.
174 5 1
12 7 6
118 0 0
442 6 10
90 0 0
73 0 0
55 0 0
40 1 6
213 16 4
579 14 1
80 0 0
212 8 4  1,081 10  5
54 5 7
9 0 4
74 8 2
421 10 0
121 1 9
34 11 3
2,340 12 4 1 2,780 1  3  137 14 1 577 3 0
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and
Unclaimed  Property .. ...
Cro wn's Share of Seizures  ... ... ...
All oilier Fines  ... ... ... ...
RENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
Tolls and Ferries  ... ... ...
Wharves ...
Government Buildings and Premises
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ... ...
Light Dues . ... ...
Marine  Board ... ...
•
543 19  3 608 2 9 ...  64 3 6
78 2 8 21 6 9 561511
31 2 6 1  ...  31 2 6
10 5 0 12 0 0 ... 115 0
666 9 5  '--641 9 6 90 18 5 65 18 6
I
47  4 11 168 19 4 ... 121 14 5
27 2 6 298 6 8 ... 271 4 2
148 4  1  253  11 5 1 ...-105 7 4
222 11 6 720 17 5 -- +- 498 5 11
1,314 10 5  1,861 11  11 547 1 6
1,035 17 1 1,332 15 1 296 18 0
32 0 0 80 6 8 .,. 48 6 8
2,382  7 6 3,274 13 8 ... 892 6 2
Increase.
146 0 3
28 17 6
0 1
0 I--
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western
Northern ... ...
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION  FUND
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ...
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer ... ... ...
Balances in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ...
Letters of Registration ... ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
409 1 6
4,515 6 1
384 3 7 24 17 11
5,550 2 4 ...  1,034  16  3
1,266 18 3 268 19 2 997 19 1
152 18 3 463 12 2 310 13 11
2 8 0 2 8 0
53 5 3  160  12  5 ... 107 7 2
122 0 0 124 0 0 2 0 0
6,451 6 2 2,133 12 1 4,317 14 1
8,048 15 11 3,150 15 10 5,318 1 2 420 1 1
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER £ 1268,817 1 8 254,313 1 5 45,232 3 0 30,728 2 9
Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  45,232 3 0
Decrease of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1873 ... £ I 14,504 0 3
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ... ... ...
Assurance Fund, Real  Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ...
Gold Fields Homesteads Act  Fund...
Quarter ended I Quarter ended
31st December,  31st December ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1873. 1874.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
32,492 10 5 35,049 18 3 ... 2,557 7 10
2,887 12 7  4,211  11  2 ...  1,323 18  7
35,380 3 0 39,261 9 5 ... 3,881 6 6
:.
..
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS £
2,779 13  3 I  1,579 10  0
1,144 5 0 1,195 0 0
1,320 15 3 1,450 2 9
646 11 0 380 2 5
144 5 3 139 13 6
330 3 5 360 15 3
180 13 9 312 14 1
411 9 1 486 9 2
24 0 6 4 2 6
6,981 16 6 5,908 9 8
1,200 3 3
266 8 7
4 11 9
19 18 0
50 15 0
129 7 6
36'11  10
132 0 4
75 0 1
1,491 1 7 41714 9
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ...
.
... ... ... £ 1,491 1 7
Decrease of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 1873 ... £ 1,073 6 10
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
F. 0. DARVA.LL,
Auditor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  6th January, 1875.
PARTIC TLA$S of CASH and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land, during the Quarters
ended 31st December, 1873, and 31st December, 1874, respectively.
Proceeds of Land Sales  ... ... ...
Conditional Purchases ... ... ... ...
Homestead Selections  ... ... ...
Selections under  " Leasing  Act of  1866" ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...
QUARTER ENDED
31ST DECEMBER ,  1873.
QUARTER ENDED
31sT DECEMBER, 1874.
Land Orders.l • Cash. (Land Orders.l Cash.
e. d. ££ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
17 5 12,804971 8 0 4,972 16 7 7,129 17 8
253 8 6  119,69119 2 710 19 7 8,57115 10
28 3 3 i 839 8 7 50 10 6 713 10 2
...  :10,427 15 5 5 14 7 7,383 12 11
... _ 5,795 16 3 60 0 0 1,693 6 0
1,233 9 2 149,559 7 5 5,800 1 3 25,492 2 7
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the YEARS ended
31st DECEMBER, 1873, and 31st DECEMBER, 1874, respectively, showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Head of Revenue or Receipt.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits
Wine
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar, &c.
Tobacco , Snuff ,  and Cigars ...
Tea, Coffee , Cocoa, Chicory ...
Provisions ,  Fruits, Pickles, &c.
Grain ,  Malt, &c. ... ...
Sugar and Molasses ...
Iron Castings , Wire, &o.
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap, Starch, &c.
Misce ll aneous  ... ... ...
Ad valorem  ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Year ended Year ended
31st December, 31st December,
1873. 1874.
8,863 8 0
1,269 9 7
6,063 3 1
7,529 15 7
4,298 12 2
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 144,332 3 1 153,195 11 1 ...
... 19,965 6 0  21,234  15  7 ...
...  23,694  19  4 29,758 2 5 ...
.., 52,232  4  10  59,762 0 5
... 36,842 17 2 41,141 9 4
,,,  40,671  16  6 39,473 5 10  1,204  10  8
.,, 5,243 14 11 5,627 5 4 ,,.
... 4,785 7 6 6,429 1 5 ...
,,, 4,685  12 5 ...
... 11,501 18 10 20,348 18 7
..  466  15  9  3,938 16  4
...  141,169  16  5  99,757  12  4 41,412 4 1
480,913 0 4  485,382  11  1  42,616 14  9
20,870 6 7 25,568 6 8
383 10 5-
1,643 13 11
4,685 12 5
8,846 19 9
3,502 0 7
47,086 5 6
4,698 0 1
STAMP DUTY  .,. ... ... ... 34,333  0 2 41,808 7 11
GFOLD-
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ,.. ... 7,218 6 5 17 3 2 7,201 3 3
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses  ... 5,625 0 0 5,822 0 0
Other Receipts... ... ... ... ... 8,346 6 9 7,320 19 9 1,025 7 0
21,189 13 2
7,475 7 9
197 0 0
13,160  2  11 8,226 10  3 197 0 0
Decrease. Increase.
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales ... .,. 27,352 14 8 67,377 5 7
Rents of Conditional Purchases,  Alienation 128,710 1 4 118,621 13 1 10,088 8 3Act  of 1868 ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead Selections,  Alienation
Act  of 1868 10,289 13 6 9,157 15 7 1,131 17 11
Selections under  Leasing Act of  1866  ...  19,417 9 9 14,399 1 3 5,018 8 6
Mineral Selections ... ... ... ... 18,100 13 3 11,978 8 6 6,122 4 9
Rents of Land for Pastoral purposes .. 118,017 4 11 121,748 18 4
All other Rents ... ... 188 16 0 557 3 3
Assessment on Runs ... 430 0 0 170 0 0 260 0 0
Mining Licenses ... ... ... ... 186 12 6 899 2 6 ...
Survey Fees ... ... ... ... ... 16,612 6 7 12,684 10 0 3,927 16 7
Transfer Fees ... ... ... 777 10 0 786 10 0
POSTAGE
COMMISSION ON POST OFFICE ORDERS 1,247 12 6 1,246 9 6
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... ... 2,021 13 6
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 551 9 10
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers... ... ... 2,800 0 0
To Distil ... ... 339 0 0
To Bonded Storekeepers ... 3,760 13 7
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 18,405 16 11
To Publicans for Billiard and Bagatelle 1,005 0 0Tables
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ... 470 5 0
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 1,756 17 10
31,110 16 8
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar -General ... ...
Sheriff ... ,,, ,,,
Courts of Petty  Sessions ,.,
Curator of Intestate Estates...
Shipping Master ... ...
A ll  other Fees ... ... ...
340,083 2 6 357,880 8 1 26,548 16 0 44,346 1 7
,,. 25,413 17 5 26,143 5 1
1 3 0
1,851 10  0 170 3 6
724 4 5
3,140 0 0 ..
196 0 0 143 0 0
4,761 16 7 ...
19,427 16 9 ...
1,010 0 0 ...
610 0 0
1,66010 6 96 7 4
40,024 10 11
3,731 13 5
368 7 3
212 10 0
9 0 0
729 7 8
172 14 7
340 0 0
1,001 3 0
1,021 19 10
5 0 0
139 15 0
33,381 18  3 4091010  2,680  12  5
1,777 18  0 3,099 5 0 ... 1,321 7 0
3,667 13  6  4,689 14  0 ... 1,022 0 6
178 19 1 219 4 10 ... 40 5 9
1,161 5 1  1,208 19  5  47 14  4
76 19 11 64  9 8 1210 3
311 2 6 544 9 9 233 7 3 1
489 17 10 371 2 0 118 15 10 ... >
7,663 15  11 10,197  4 8 131 6 1 2,664 14 10
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF YEARS' REVENUE- continued.
Head  of Revenue or Receipt.
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty  Sessions
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated andl
Unclaimed Property ... ... J
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ... ...
All other Fines ... ... ... ...
RENTS , EXCLUSIVE OF LAND-
To ll s and Ferries ... ...
Wharves ... ...
Gove rn ment Buildings and Premises
Year ended
31st December,
1873.
Year ended
31st December ,  Decrease .  Iuerease.
1874.
£  s. d. £ s. d.  £  a. d. £ s. d.
136 12 10 136 12 10
2,057  1 10 1,913 16  2 143 5 8
206 4 5 192 13 2 13 11 3
173 0 10 153 0 1 20 0 9
77 16 1 45 3 4 ! 32 12 9
2,514 3 2 2,441 5 7  209 10  5  136 12 10
492 8 6  717 5  9 ...  224 17  3
28 2 6 444 6 8 ... 416 4 2
498 12  6 878 0 8 ... 379 8 2
1,019 3 6  2,039 13  1
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage  .:. ... ... ... ... 6,623 16 11
Light  Dues ... ... ... ... ...  3,791 14 4
Marine Board  ... ... ... ... ... 200 10 0
9,194 11 4
4,922 2 2
266 1 2
10,616 1 3  14,382 14  8
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southe rn  and Western ... ... ..,  97,632 10 10  106,822 13 8
Northe rn  9,637 13 0  12,555 13 6
107,270  3 10  119,378 7 2
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND  1,598 14 5 1,614 19 8
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ...  22,131 14 8 21,381 12 2 750 2 6
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Gove rn ment  Property ... ...  2,390 14
Government  Printer ... ... ... ...  623 8
Balances in hands of Public Officers 63Refunded ... ...
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ... 160
Letters of Registration ... ... ... 538
Balances of Intestate Estates ... ... 1,007
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 11,349
5 2,085 3
0 1,218 12
9 4 102 13
7 4 530 7
0 0 729 0
4 0 767 18
3 1 11,319 5
16,132 6 2 i 16,753 0
2
3
10
7
0
5
4
7
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER ... £ 1,124,107 12 3 1,172,760 7 1
-^^ 1,020 9 7
305 11 3
239 5 7
29 17 9
2,570 14 5
1,130 7 10
65 11 2
3,766 13 5
9,190 2 10
2,918 0 6
12,108 3 4
16 5 3
595 4 3
39 4 6
370 0 3
191 0 0
574 14  7 1,195 9 0
79,468 8 5 128,121 3 3
Deduct Decrease .,, ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 79,468 8 5
Increase  of Revenue Proper on Year 1873 ..,
SPECIAL RECEIPTS-
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony
Scab Assessment ,.. ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ... ..,
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act .
Police Reward Fund ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund... ..
Gold Fields Homesteads Act  Fund ...
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act
Dead Letter Office Trust Account ...
Health Act ...
... £ 48,652 14 10
11,139 18 3 7,061 11 0 4,078 7 3
3,77911 0 5,89910 0 ...  2,119 19  0
1,897 18  8 2,055 17 2 15718 6
3,321 6 5 2,789  7 10 531 18  7
734 1 8 985 1 8 ... 251 0 0
605 15  5  873 19  8 ... 268 4 3
721 1 6 850 12 2 ... 129 10 8
1,284  11  8  1,558 18  9 274 7 1
234 9 9 178 3 0 56 6 9
2,770  0 0 ... 2,770 0 o
26 13 8 i 26 13 8
8 0 0 ... 8 0 0
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS  ... £I  26,515 8 0 22,261 1 3 [:7,4636 3 3 .208 19 6
Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  7,463 6 3
Decrease  of Special Receipts on Year 1873
... £ 4,254 6 9
WILLIAM  HEMMANT.
F. 0. DARVALL,
Auditor-General.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January, 1875.
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PARTICULARS of CASH  and LAND  ORDERS  received on account  of Sales and Rents  of Land during the Years ended
31st December, 1873, and 31st December, 1874, respectively.
YEAR ENDED YEAR ENDED
31ST DECFMBER ,  1873. 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Land Orders.
Proceeds of Land Sales ... ...
Conditional  Purchases ...
Homestead Selections  ... ... ... .
Selections under  " Leasing  Act of  1866 "
Mineral Selections  ... ... ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0 916 13 4; 4,000 0 0
3,459 2 10 4,399 6 7' 13,685 16  11
125 0 0 91 13 4 358 6 8
£  a. d.  £ s.  d. £  e. d. £ s. d.
... ... ... ... ... 2,728 15 11 24,623 18 9 9,146 16 8 58,230 8 11
... ... ... ... 1,2.46 5 2 127,46316 2 2,302 0 6 116,319 12 7
... ... 68 1 3  10,221 12  3 121 8 0 9,036 7 7
... ... ... ...  29  16  3  19,387 13  6 38 6  5 14,3601410
... ... ... ... ... ... ...  18,100 13  3 204 0 0 11,774 8 6
£ 4,072 18 7  199,797 13  11 111,812 11 7 209,721 12 5
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES, received at each PORT Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the Quarters and Years ended 31st
December, 1873, and 31st December, 1874, respectively.
Port. Quarter ended31st December, 1873.
Quarter ended
31st December, 1874.
Year ended Year ended
31st December, 1873. 31st December, 1874.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
Brisbane 64,27115 11 65,716 6 8  266,388 18 0  265,297 4 1
Ipswich 6,260 7 6 4,926 17 3 28,919 5 0 23,124 9 8
Maryborough 8,101 6 2 9,243 18 1 33,135 14 0 34,377 3 7
Burnett River 625 0 8 500 5 0  1,902 7 8 944 0 8
Rockhampton 15,041 15 5 14,324 13 7  58,839 12 6  60,282 19 0
Gladstone 857 7 11 645 17 9  2,902 16 2 2,568 10 5
Mackay 1,528 15 8 1,345 6 10 6,978 14 6 7,948 15 2
St. Lawrence 3,33116 10 1,954 1 11 11,421 19 9 6,835 3 7
Cleveland Bay 15,387 1 6 14,398 12 10  56,377 16 9 50,910 0 6
Port Hinchinbrook 256 9 8 250 13 6  1,346 10 2 1,066 5 2
Port Denison  1,954 13 4 1,505 15 9 6,225 13 5 5,730 14 0
Sweer 's Island  2,055 12 9 1,401 14 1 4,222 4 10 4,231 17 3
Endeavour River 9,589 4 2 18,407 4 0
Border Customs  853 10 9 982 6 3  2,251 7 7 3,658 4 0
TOTAL  120,525 14 1 126,785 13 8 480,913 0 4 485,38211 1
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January, 1875.
TREASURY STATEMENT.
CONSOLIDATED REVEBTlUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS,  during  the Quarters and Years ended the  31st December ,  1873 ,  and 31st
December, 1874, respectively.
I FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOX THE YEARS ENDED
31st December ,  31st December ,  31st December,
1873.  1874. 1873.
No. 1.-SCHEDUAES.
Schedule  A ... ... ...
Schedule B ... ... ...
Schedule  C ... ... ...
Interest on Loans . .. ... ...
No. 2.-Bx c TivE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Governor ... ...
The Executive Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Council ... ... ...
The Legislative Assembly  ...
The Legislative Council and Assembly ...
Cash.  'Land  Orders. Cash.
1
248,137 0 0
4,584 2 10 5,407 13 3 i 266,181 3 7
298 0 0 396 10 0
122 5 0 143 12 0
687 13 6 753 7 4
701 1  71 918 12 3
558 4 8I 354 7 0
2,367 4 9
1,262 16 8
517 6 4
2,805 18 3
2,729  15 3
3,019 2 5
2,566 8 7, 10,33118 11
31st December,
1874.
£ s. d.
4,166 13 4
16,088 2 4
316 13 4
257,479 0 0
278,050 9 0
1,711 0 0
569 0 0
3,311 2 10
3,739 0 5
2,949 14 5
12,279 17 8
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CONSOLIDATED  REVENUE FUND - ABSTRACT OF DISBURSEMENTS - continued.
FOR THY  QDA TERS ENDED
No. 3: COLONIAL SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department ...
Registrar-General ... ... ...
Immigration ... ... ... ...
Steamer "Kate"
Police ... ... ... ...
Gaols
Penal Establishment ...
Medical ... ... ... ...
Education ...
Stores ... ... ...
Government Printing ... ...
Charitable Allowances ... ...
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ...
Orphan Schools ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum and Reception Houses
Endowments to Municipalities ...
Harbor of Refuge, Somerset ...
Admiralty Survey ... ... ...
Volunteers ... ... ..,
Miscellaneous  ... ... ...
31st December, 31st December,
1873. 1874.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
.,. 537 3
... 1,363 1
... 964 16
... 578 16
... 23,760 7
... 1,683 0
... 1,694 19
.., 422 12
13,501 18
3,255 16
2.836 15
7 531 10 0
1 1,385 19 6
6 924 17 11
1 696 10 0
2 29,482 6 1
4 1,655 12 8
8 1,966 5 0
6 497 3 11
6• 20,576 1 5
5 7,206 10 11
6 3,751  4  10
3,143  10  7 4,893 16 2
462 5 11 761 13 7
1,546  19  1 2,045 6 1
2,561 9 2 2,970 4 3
812 4 3
282 17 8 404 8 5
505 18 6 421 10 0
155 12 0 80 12 8
4,291 1 7  2,616  12  5
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme Court ...
District Courts ,.. ...
Sheriff ... ... . ...
Miscellaneous ... ...
No. 5.-COLONIAL TREASURER.
Treasury, Stamp, and Lithographic Offices
Customs and Border Patrol ... ...
Excise ,.. ... ...
Harbors, Lighthouses, and Pilots ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange ...
Superannuation Allowances ... ...
Refundments and Drawbacks ... ...
Unrendered Claims ... ... ... ...
Dredges, Steamers, and Plant .., ...
Improvement of Harbors and Rivers ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ... .,.
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department of Lands ... ...
Survey  and Sale of  Lands ... ...
Occupation of Lands ... ...
Botanic Gardens ... ... ...
Miscellaneous
64,364 6 1 82,871  5 10
... 528 1 6 570 12 10
... 865 6 8 1,348 2 6
... 1,517 0 6 1,967 6
... 589 5 8 662  14
... 181 3 0 461 14
FOR THE  YEARS  ENDED
31st December, 31st December,
1873. 1874.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,992
5,011
9,975
2,586
93,298
6,399
6,977
1,570
46,561
19,082
11,874
14,762
2,107
5,517
9,865
4,811
2,033
1,241
1,046
13,672
260,386
1,864 9
3,121 6
6,876 2
2,122 7
1,379 6
2
4
5
6 1,998 4 11
9 5,144 12 2
3 7,232 12 1
7 2,830 2 0
1 1,400 14 11
3,680 17  4  5,010 10  3  15,363  12  2
1,347  13  2 1,455 0 1
6,382  4  10 7,087  14  4
723 0 8 887 19 4
5,456 2 3  4,968 16  1
1,311 17  9 1,419 9 6
76 1 2 444 4 5
3,196 9 2  2,706 11  8
428 1 9 270 18 7
289 9 0 362 4 9
2,259 6 7 1,83411 8
4,410 9 0 8415 0
25,880 15  4 21,522 5 5
631 1 791 10 2
6,991  12  9 8,447 18 2
1,024  17 10  995 17 6
341 4 1 326 18 2
559 16  4 1,864 7 6
9,548  12  7  12,426  11  6
No. "7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public Works ... ... ...
Railways- Southern and Western ... ... ...
Ditto Great Northern ... ... ... ...
Roads and Public Buildings-Departmental ...
Public Works and Buildings ... ... ..,
Roads and Bridges-Southern Division, including
Wide Bay and Burnett ... ... ...
Roads and Bridges-Central Division - Depart-
mental ... ... ...Roads and Bridges-Central Division-Construc-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ... ..
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division-Depart-
mental
Roads and Bridges-Northern Division-Cone true-
tion and Maintenance ... ... ... ...
Gold Fields ,,, ,,,
Miscellaneous ... ... ...
No. 8.-POSTMASTER- GENERAL.
Post Office ,.. ... ...
Steam Mail Services... ... ...
Conveyance of Mails ...
Electric Telegraphs ... ...
No. 9.-AUDIT OR-GENERAL.
Department ... ... ...
GRAND TOTAL
1,050 13  9 964 3 4
17,880 15  2 16,554 9 11
2,128 1 5 3,969 7 7
913 5 0 1,813 3 11
7,479  16  7 7,017 0 0
8,301  8 10  21,233 0 1
679 16 91 378 18 11
1,486 4 5 2,909 4 0
191 13  It  115 1 8
1,317 17 9 1,498
3,923  4 10  3,596
45,352 17 10
5,445
22,631
3,298
21,137
3,897
1,267
12,767
4,293
1,015
5,089
11,311
92,156
4 9 2,213 2 7
4 1 5,522 18 9
4 5  9,958 19 10
7 1 3,538 0 2
8 8 110,586  9 11
8 8 7,111 2 7
4 7 6,729 6 4
12 1 2,032 5 11
5 3 77,567 13 3
14  10  17,993 0 3
10 1 15,556 8 9
19 10 18,153 10 3
2 4 2,621 1 10
6 11 7,308 15 8
5 4 11,362 2 7
15 10 7,513 1 9
5 4 2,191 13 1
10 4 1,019 6 5
2 1 673 3 3
2 2 13,182 17 2
14 8 322,835 0 4
18,606 6 1
15 1 5,908 9 2
15 8  28,018 19  6
6 1 3,719 0 1
14 6  24,184 12  0
10 3 2,918 2 6
1 8 907 17 11
4 4 14,531 15 4
10 10  5,969 4 4
19 8 2,203 16 7
17 8 7,7791010
12 10 4,711 16 0
8 7 100,853 4 3
2,902 12 7 2,939 13 5
30,780 13  4 32,668 4 5
3,72418 1 4,280 7 8
2,314  7 11 3,573 15  3
1,452 6 1 . 3,372 19 11
41,174  18  0 46,835 0 8
4,269  15  0 3,896  6  10
70,421 0 8  69,224  13  3
9,970 6 7  12,697  12  10
3,216 10  0 6,023 11 11
30,339 3 7  28,610 11  9
31,82619 2 61,052  5  2
2,599 13 5  2,335  12  4
6,458 14 8 9,913 19 8
895 10 0 1 279 4 10
2 2 9,332 2 10
4 10 12,868 10 11
60,048  16  5 182,198  6 10
3,357 3 10 4,101 17 9 13,262 5 7
1,543 2 8 5,000  0 0 6,939 7 4
8,762  1711  10,382 10  7  36,472 15  9
6,844 0 2 9,432 6 5  27,72618 3
20,507 4 7  28,916  14  9 83,401  6 11
94414 2  926 13  9  3,653 19 10
£ X177,230 15 6 219,696 19  9195$ 856  9 6
11,226 16 5
14,930 15 1
200 0 0
221,421 10 1
15,677 8 1
16,376 16 3
36,955 15 0
35,594 7 9
104,604 7 1
3,894 8 11
1,109,380 4 1
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
AB9TEAOT of DISBVRSEMENT9 for the  Quarters and Years ended 31st December , 1873,  and 31st December,
1874, respectively.
QUARTER! ENDED YEARS  ENDED.
31st December ,  31st December, 31st December, 31st  December,
1873. 1874. 1873. 1874.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Immigration
... 36,462 2 0 21,40414 2  99,006 17  2 57,770 6 2
Electric Telegraphs
... 12,169 9 4 6,823 0 0 26,870 4 6 24,634 5 10
Railway, Southern and Western
... 48,669 1 3  50,810  12 6  104,384 15  6 233,472 4 2
„ Great Northern ... 34,135 16 3 35,738 3 8 75,046 0 6  147,009 19 2
Lighthouses
... 650 0 0  3,087 15 8 5,013 9 5  5,818 16 2
Harbors and Rivers
... 2,184 2 5 2,051  4 11 10,106 18  5  7,957 10 5
Municipalities (Loans to) ... ... 3,000 0 0  19,649 17  5 4,587 8 3
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division
... 6,017 5 9  1,782 18 7  20,610 18  9  9,966 13 9
Wide Bay and Burnett 3,044 4 4  423  17 3  13,680 19 11  5,186 1 9
Central Division 2,746  18  5 1,655  8 11 11,316 11  5 14,951 5 0
Northern Division 1,214  15  1  728 15 4 3,239 7 8  7,984 10 9
Miscellaneous 6,175 13  4I 2,916 6 2 20,897 7 3 19,634 1 0
TOTAL £ 153,469 8 2 1130,422 17 2 409,823 7 11 538,973 2 5
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of  DISBURSEMENTSfor the Quarters and Years ended 31st December, 1873, and 31st December,
1874, respectively.
QUARTER! ENDED YEAR!  ENDED
31st December ,  31st December, 31st December ,  31st  December,
1873. 1874. 1873. 1874.
£ s. d.  £ a. d.  £ a. d. £ s. d.
Sheep Account ...
Pl i F d
...  431 15 4 460 18 2  1,721 4  5 1,705
0 3
6 8
euro-pneumona un ...
Poundage ...
...
...
24
40  5  9  22 18 4  553
1
3  4  473 1 11
Police Reward Fund ... 10 0 0 10 0 0  97 16 8 599 16 6
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... 59 2 10 59 2 10 202 17 4 236 11 4
Immigration  Remittances 933 8 6  1,011 8 2 2,357 9 1  3,679 19 5
London Immigration Collections ... 3,925 14 8  3,968 0 0  13,470 7 7 16,343 7 7
Polynesian Immigration 4 10 0 42 8 0 59 18 0
Parliamentary and other  Buildings 267 19 0
Brands Act  Fund
... 76118 2 835 4 10  2,591 18 9 2,645 16 6
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act ... 200 0 0 700 0 0 1,500 0 0
Real Property Assurance Fund 1,500 0 0  28 15 8 1,506 5 0
Gold Fields Homestead Act 27 14 0 41 7 6
Health Act  Fund ... ... 8 0 0
TOTAL £  6,366 15  3 7,895 6 4I  22,058 10  1 28,799 10 5
--1
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.
(Sun nus  R EUNITE FUND.)
ABSTRACT of DXSBUBSEMENTS for the Quarter and Year ended 31st December, 1874.
I
Quarter. Year.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Immigration ... ... ... ... ... 6,731 2 5 75,000 0 0
Electric Telegraphs ... ...
... ...
4,753 2 3
996 7 9
19,942
1061
16  6
4 3Railway Surveys ... ,
Dock ... ...
...
33418 8 1,655 19  4
Dredge,  Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 766 13 3 756 13 3
Dredge, Upper Brisbane ... ... ... ... 346 4 7 624 13 10
Small Dredge ... ... ... 2 17 1 1,91812 4
Steam Tug, Maryborough ... ... ... ... 1,500 0 0 1,505 5 0
Wharf, Bundaberg... ... ... 34 18 11 77 13 11
Groin, Fitzroy River, Rockhampton 267 11 3 734 17 7
Improvements, Cleveland Bay ... ... 6 2 0
Wharves, Etc., Endeavour River... ... ... 2,498 2 0
Light and Signal Station, Cape Capricorn ... 400 0 0
40 0
600
4
0 0
3 0Light Vessels, Torres Straits ...
... ...
3 3 03
Beacons,  Torres Straits  ... ... ... ... 306 16 0 1,811 16 10
1 16,833 15 2 108,64119 10
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 6th January, 1875.
By Authority  I  JADCS9 C. B>.L, Gavermneut Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MsvnicE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  thereof.
W
HEREAS by an Act of the Imperial Parlia-
ment  of Great  Britain and  Ireland,  passed
in the eighteenth and nineteenth years of the reign
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled  " An Act
to enable  Her Majesty  to assent to a Bill, as
amended , of the Legislatu3•e of New South Wales,
to confer  a Constitution  on New South Wales, and
to grant a  Civil List to Her Majesty,"  it is, amongst
other things, enacted, that the provisions of an Act
of Parliament passed in the fourteenth year of Her
Majesty, chapter fifty- nine,  intituled  "An Actjor
the better Government  of Her Majesty's Australian
Colonies,"  and an  Act  of the  sixth year of Her
Majesty, chapter seventy-six, intituled " An  Aot
for the  Government  of New South Wales and Pan
Diemen's  Land,"  which relate to the giving and
withholding of Her Majesty's Assent to Bills, and
the Reservation of Bills for the signification of Her
Majesty' s pleasure  thereon, and the instructions to
be conveyed to Governors for their guidance in
relation to the matters aforesaid, and the disallow-
ance  of Bills by Her Majesty, shall apply to Bills
to be passed by the Legislative Council and Assem-
bly constituted under the said Bill as amended, and
the aforesaid Act of the eighteenth and nineteenth
years of Her Majesty, chapter fifty-four : And it
is further provided by the, aforesaid Acts that no
Bill which shall be reserved for the signification of
Her Majesty' s pleasure  thereon shall have any
force or authority within the Colony of New
South Wales until the Governor of the said
Colony shall signify, either by Speech or Mes-
sage  to the Legislative Council of the said Colony,
or by  Proclamation in the New South Wales
Government Gazette ,  that such Bill has been laid
before Her Majesty in Council, and that Her
Majesty has been pleased to assent  to the same. And
whereas by an Order in Council bearing date the
13th day of May, 1859, Her Majesty did, in
exercise of the powers vested in her by the said
recited Act passed in the 18th and 19th years of
the reign of Her said Majesty, approve certain
Draft Letters Patent to be passed under the Great
Seal for separating certain Territories therein
described from the Colony of New South Wales,
and for erecting them into a new Colony, by the
name of the Colony of Queensland, and by an
another Order in Council, bearing date the 6th
day of June, 1859, did, in exercise of such powers
as aforesaid, order that there should be within the
said Colony a Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly, and that the provisions of the before.
mentioned Acts of Parliament, respecting, among
other things, the reservation of Bills for the signi-
fication of Her Majesty' s pleasure  thereon, should
apply to Bills passed by the said Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly. And whereas on the
2nd of July, 1874, the Governor of the said Colony
of Queensland reserved a certain Bill passed by the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of
the said Colony, entitled  " A Bill to fix  the Salaries
of the Governor and of his Private Secretary
respectively"  for the signification of Her Majesty's
pleasure thereon.
Now, therefore, I, Sir MAUaicE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, as the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation,
signify and declare that the Right Honorable the
Earl of Carnarvon, one of Her Majesty's Principal
Secretaries of State, has transmitted an Order made
by Her Majesty in Council, confirming, ratifying,
and finally enacting the said Bill, which will take
effect accordingly, as therein provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTEB.
GoD SAVE THE QuEERI
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AT THE COURT AT BALMORAL, THE
20rn DAY OF OCTOBER, 1874.
PRESENT :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty,
His Royal Highness Prince Leopold,
Lord Chancellor, Lord President,
Lord John Manners.WHEREAS by anAct passed in the 5th and
6th years of Her Majesty's Reign, entitled
An Act for the Government of New South Wales
and Van Diemen's Land,"  it is, amongst other
things, enacted that no Bill which shall be reserved
for the signification of Her Majesty' s pleasure
thereon shall have any force or authority within the
Colony of New South Wales until the Governor of
the said Colony shall signify, either by Speech or
Message to the Legislative Council of the said
Colony, or by Proclamation as therein aforesaid,
that such Bill has been laid before Her Majesty in
Council, and that Her Majesty has been pleased to
assent to  the same. And whereas the said recited
provisions  were maintained in force as regards Bills
passed by the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of the said Colony, by an Act passed in
the 18th and 19th years of the reign of Her said
Majesty, entitled  " An Act to enable Her Majesty
" to assent  to a Bill as amended of the Legisla-
" ture  of New South Wales,  to confer  a Constitu-
" tion  on New South Wales, and to grant a Civil
'• List to Her Majesty."  And whereas, by an
Order in Council, bearing date the 13th of ay,
1859, Her Majesty did, in exercise of the powers
vested in Her by the said last recited Act, approve
certain Draft Letters Patent to be passed under the
Great Seal for separating certain territories therein
described from the Colony of New South Wales,
and for erecting them into a new colony, by the
name  of the Colony of Queensland ; and by another
Order in Council, bearing date the 6th day of June,
1859, did, in  exercise  of such powers as aforesaid,
order that there should be within the said Colony a
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly, and
that the provisions of the before mentioned Acts of
Parliament respecting, among other things, the
reservation of Bills for the signification of Her
Majesty' s pleasure  thereon, should apply to Bills
passed by the said Legislative Council andAssembly.
And whereas on the 2nd of July, 1874, the
Governor of the said Colony of Queensland re-
served a certain Bill passed by the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of the said
Colony, entitled  " A Bill to fix the Salaries of the
Governor and of his Private Secretary re-
spectively,"  for the signification of Her Majesty's
pleasure thereon. And whereas the. said Bill so
reserved as aforesaid has been laid before Her
Majesty in Council, and it is expedient that the
said Bill should be assented to by Her Majesty.
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, in pursuance of
the said Acts and Order in Council, and in  exercise
of the powers thereby reserved to Her Majesty as
aforesaid, doth by this present Order, by and with
the advice of Her Majesty's Privy Council, declare
Her assent to the said Bill.
EDMUND HARRISON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight,  and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabe lla the Catholic , Knight of  the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of  the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
WHEREAS by  "The Health Act of  1872 "
it is amongst other things enacted , that the
Governor in Council may, by Proclamation ,  declare
that any place not within the limits of any Munici.
pality shall be a district for the purposes of the
said Act  .  And whereas it is deemed expedient
and necessary to extend the provisions of the said Act
to the District of Breakfast Creek, such district not
being within the limits of any municipality : Now,
therefore, I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the power
and authority vested in me by the hereinbefore
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the Ex-
ecutive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify,
declare, and proclaim the District of Breakfast
Creek, comprising all that portion of land situate
in the county of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
commencing on the left bark of the Brisbane River
at the termination thereon of the boundary ofthe Bris.
bane Municipality, being the road dividing portions
18 and 19; and bounded thence on the north-west
and south-west by that boundary north-easterly
and north-westerly to Gregory Terrace ; thence by
Gregory Terrace south-westerly to the Bowen
Bridge Road, at the north corner of surburban
allotment 260 ; thence by the Bowen Bridge Road
northerly to Breakfast Creek ; then by the road
forming the western boundaries of portions 15, 14,
13, 12, 11, 10, and 148, parish of Enoggera; then
by the road forming the northern and eastern boun-
daries of portions 148, 149, and 150 to Breakfast
Creek, and by that creek to the Brisbane River;
and on the remaining sides by that river upwards
to the point of commencement, not being within
the limits of any municipality, to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of Jan-
uary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
HEREAS  by "The Health Act of  1872," it
is amongst other things enacted, that the
Governor in Council may, by Proclamation, declare
that any place not within the limits of any Munici-
pality shall be a district for the purposes of the
said Act; And whereas it is deemed expedient
and necessary to extend the provisions of the said
Act to the District of Milton, such district not being
within the limits of any Municipality : Now,
therefore, I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES  0  CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the
powerand authority vested in me by the hereinbefore
recited Act, and of all other powers enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, declare, and proclaim the District of
Milton, comprising all that portion of land situate
in the county of Stanley, parishes of North
Brisbane and Enoggera, commencing on Enoggera
or Breakfast Creek, at the Bowen Bridge, and
bounded thence by the Bowen Bridge Road
southerly; then by the boundary of the Municipality
of Brisbane westerly and southerly to the Brisbane
River, and by that river upwards to the south
corner of portion 17, parish of Enoggera ; then by
the southern and western boundaries of portions
17, 41, 42, and the eastern boundary of 228, by thq
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western boundaries of 227 ,  226, and 218, and by
the northern boundary of 218 east to its north-east
corner ;  then by a road forming the western
boundaries of portions 216, 214,  213,  736, 735, 734,
733, 732, 535,  536, 537,  538, 539, 662, and 661, to
Ithaca Creek ,  and by that creek to its junction
with Enoggera Creek ,  and by that creek downwards
to the west boundary of portion 25 ; then by a road
forming the western and northern boundaries of
portions 25, 24, 23, 22 ,  21, 20, 19, and 18, to the
Bowen Bridge  Road, and by that road southerly
to Bowen Bridge ,  the point of commencement, not
being within the limits of any municipality, to be a
district for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty -eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C.  O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of  Spain , President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  cf  1868,"  I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the  Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of Febru-
ary, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
C L10 ova, Land Agent'.
o N
xo
Parish.
za,^
Late  Lessee. Area. District.
826 Enoggera 1,040 T. Brown ..
A.  X.  P.
4000 Brisbane
Clermont 68 W. Baldwin ... 2,17000 Clermont
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1875.
LT IS  Excellency the Administrator of the
1 j Government has been pleased to appoint
the undermentioned gentlemen to be Magistrates
of the Territory :-
OCTAVIUa ARMSTRONG,  Tenningering;
WILLIAM OSBURN NoRRis, Cunnamulla,
Warrego District.
A. MACALISTER..
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments
ALFRED WILLIAM COMPIGNE, Police Magistrate
at Tenningering,
to be Police Magistrate at Blackall, in the Mitchell
District ;
OCTAVIUs ARMSTRONG
to be Police Magistrate at Tenningering, in the
room of Alfred Wi lliam  Compigne;
FRANcIs GILL
to be  Police Magistrate  at Charters Towers and
Millehester
WILLIAM OSBURN NORRIS
to be Police Magistrate at Cunnamulla ,  under the
provisions  of the Act  of Council , 20 Vic., No. 32.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  15th  January, 1875.
I  J
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
D erninent ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM BAYEES
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Bulimba ,  under the provisions of  " The Elections
Act of  1874," in the room of Charles Coxen,
resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUBICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
j N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
j Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of
( Parish.  Applica-
tion.
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. F.
Laguna 391 W. Thomas ... 77 0 0 Gympie
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By H:s Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. E. P.
7 Ellis Read ., 80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely  ... 210 0 0 ditto
13 J.  O'Dowd ...1 230 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twentb-sixth day of
January, 1876, at the undermentioned Land Offices.
No. of
Por-
tion.
Parish.
0
a
z
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
42 Darlington 459 P. McCabe ...
A. R. P.
80 0 0 Beenleigh
401 Walloon ... 1630 J. Gaynor ... 81 0 0  Ipswich
62 Hendon 1854 R. Little 80 0 0  ditto
34
...
Mort ... 2125 J. McGrath ' 116 0 0 ditto
Clifton .. 64 F. Murphy ... 280 0 0  Toowoom-
208 W. Cooke ,..
ba
320 0 0  ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth yearof HerMajesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the  Catholic, Knight  of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary  of Charles  III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government  thereof.
N pursuapce of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
I , Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator
aforesaid , with the  advice of theExecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  MONDAY,  the first day of February,
1875 ,  at the several Land Offices.
2 Land
0 2 0 4 Late Agent's
c Parish,  I c Lessee. Area. District.
tin 4,
"1
A.  K.  P.
1 956 M. Mylett 460 0 0 Brisbane
121 Redland 1,041 S. McAlister 120  0 0 Ditto
347 Tingalpa 1,210 F. Benfer 20 0 0 Ditto
99 Ditto 1,299 Ditto 40 0 0 Ditto
598 Eedron 1.665 C. II. Llewellyn 111 0 0 Ditto
157 Redland 1.829 A. Watts 140 0 0 Ditto
7 Gilston 169A J. W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
225 Albt.rt 231 A. Albertson 80 0 0 Ditto
227 Ditto 266 M, Howie 170 0 0 Ditto
229 Ditto 318 w. Point on, jun. 80 0 0 Ditto
49 Gilston 336 J. W. Scott 104 0 0 Ditto
50 Ditto 337 Ditto 100 0 0 Ditto
226 Albert 348 M. Howie 110 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, a Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary
of Charles III. of Spain, President of the
Legislative Council of the Colony of Queens-
land, and Administrator of the Government
thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of  " he Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the-
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as a Homestead Area, subject to tile' pro-
visions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as a Homestead, and
not otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on
and after THURSDAY, the 14th day of January,
1875.
Parish.
Motley
Selection
700
Late  Lessee.
Christian Peter
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Toowoom-
ba.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this seventh day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thous pp .i
eight hundred and seventy -four, ac .'u the
thirty -eighth year of Her Maj M a reign.
M. C.:i CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando; a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 16th day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Warner,  portions
Nos. 47,  48,  and 49.
71 acres and  12 perches.
Commencing on a road  one chain wide at the
north- west corner  of portion 46, and bounded
thence on  the north by that road bearing west
thirty- one chains  ; on the west by portion 50
bearing south twenty-four chains and seventy links
to another road one chain wide ; on the south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty-one chains ;
and on the  east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordi-
nary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from selec-
tion  or sale  by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
Reserve for  a Township ,  on the  Hogonthulla Creek,
Warrego District.
640 acre s. -
Commencing  at the south-west corner of Hogon-
thulla No. 1 Run about sixty chains south of a tree
marked A. IV. on the right  bank of Hogoathulla
Creek, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line cussing  said creek forty chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eighty chains ; thence on the
north by an east line eighty chains crossing Hogon-
thulla Creek ; thence on the east by a south line
eighty chains to the south boundary of Hongon-
thulla No. 1 Run ; and thence again on the south
by a part of the  last-named  boundary line west
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knigt Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III, of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
WHEREAS the land hereunder specified was
11 11 some time since selected by one Farrand
Haig, and a lease of the said land bearing date the
twenty-sixth day of February A.D. 1813, issued to
the said Farrand Haig, under the provisions of the
51st section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been
proved to the satisfaction of the Land Com-
missioner for the district wherein the said land
is situated, that the said lessee has abandoned his
said selection, and failed in regard to the per-
formance of the conditions of residence prescribed
by the said Act, during the period of six months,
being part of the term of the said lease, and the
said Commissioner has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has been made
to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it
has been determined by me, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to declare the said lease forfeited and vacated: Now,
I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, in pursuance of the said Act, and
of the power and authority in me vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and pro-
claim, that the said lease is and shall be absolutely
forfeited and vacated.
Area-1,280 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. 17, Cardwell District.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide at a point bearing twenty-five degrees and dis-
tant four chains and fifty links from the west corner
of selection 108, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that road and aline bearing forty-five degrees
147 chains and eleven links ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 315 degrees 113 chains and fourteen
links  ;  on the north-west by a line and a road one
180
chain and fifty links wide bearing 225 degrees 132
chains and thirty-seven links to a road ; and on the
south-west, and all other sides by that road bearing
seventy-eight degrees nineteen chains, 102 degrees
twenty-eight chains, 130 degrees thirty-nine chains,
161 degrees twenty-two chains, 230 degrees thirty
chains, 191 degrees six chains, 158 degrees seventeen
chains, and 112 degrees four chains and sixty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
I1EREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected by one Daniel Henry
C idmore, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twenty-first day of May, A.D. 1873, issued to the
said Daniel Henry Cudmore, under the provisions
of the 51st section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said  lease , been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land is situated, that
the said lessee has abandoned his said selection,
and failed in regard to the performance of the con-
ditions of residence prescribed by the said Act,
during the period of six months, being part of the
term of the said lease, and the said Commissioner
has reported to the Secretary for Public Lands that
such proof has been made to his satisfaction as
aforesaid. And whereas it has been determined
by me, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, to declare the said
lease forfeited and vacated : Now I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
in pursuance of the said Act, and of the power and
authority  in me  vested, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, hereby notify and proclaim, that the said lease
is and  shall be absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area-640 acres.
.selection-No. 32, Cardwell District.
Commencing on the left bank of Palm Creek at a
point fearing 159 degrees and distant one chain and
fifty licks from the south-west corner of selection
Z18, at d bounded thence on the west by a road
three chains wide bearing 159 degrees thirty-one
chains and fifty links, 240 degrees fifteen chains,
and 180 degrees forty-three chains and ninety-three
links ; oh the south by a line bearing  east  eighty-six
chains and twenty-nine links; on the east by a line
bearing north sixty-nine chains and forty-three
links to ?alm Swamp ; and on the north by that
swamp downwards to Palm Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencment.
Given uidcr my Hand and Seal, at Government
Haase, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M,, C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'COENELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder  specified was
some time since  selected by  one Daniel
Cudmore,  and a lease  of the said land  bearing
date the ninth day of August, A.D. 1873,  issued
to the said Daniel Cudmore under the  provisions
of the 51st  section  of  "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately,
and during the currency of the said lease,
been proved to the satisfaction of the Land
Commissioner  for the district wherein the said
land is  situated, that the said lessee  has aban-
doned his  said  selection, and failed  in regard
to the  performance  of the conditions  of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of six
months , bein part of the  term  of the said lease,
and the said Commissioner has reported to the
Secretary for Public Lands that such proof  has been
made to his satisfaction  as aforesaid . And whereas
it has been determined by me, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to declare the said lease forfeited and
vacated : Now I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the
said Act, and of the power and authority in me
vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify
and proclaim, that  the said lease is and  shall be
absolutely forfeited  and vacated.
Area-80 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. 1-I 18, District of Cardwell.
Commencing on the right bank of the Herbert
River at the north corner of portion 6, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that land bearing 135
degrees 38 chains and 72 links to a road three
chains wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
51 degrees 20 chains and 11 links ; on the north-
east by selection 35 bearing 315 degrees 38 chains
and 20 links to the Herbert River ; and on the
north-west by that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD,SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of section forty-one of  " TheI Croton Lands Alienation Act  of  1868," I,
Sir MAURICE CHARLES O ' CONNELL, the Adminis.
trator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
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Council, do,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act ,  on and after  MONDAY , the first day of
February, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
DESCRIPTION  OF PORTION OF THE LEASED HALF
OF THE RUN TANTITHA, IN THE  WIDE BAY
AND BURNETT DISTRICT, NORTH OF THE
MOUNT PERRY ROAD.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing at the south- west corner  of a Camp-
ing and Water  Reserve on  Splitter's Creek about
twenty-five  chains  above a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over V ; thence by that creek upwards
about 150  chains in  a direct line to a blood wood
tree marked  broad-arrow over T over VII ; thence
by a line north 171 degrees  east  about 250 chains
to the road from Boolboonda to Bundaberg ; thence
by that  road  northerly and easterly to the west
boundary of portion 7, parish of Tantitha ; thence by
part  of the  west  boundary of that portion  and a line in
continuation bearing  north about 150 chains ; thence
by a. line bearing north forty-five degrees east
about  ninety chains  to the south boundary of Camp-
ing and  Water Reserve; thence by that south
boundary  west  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President of
the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," 1, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim,
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale by auction otherwise than in town
or suburban lots.
RESERVE FOR A. TOWNSHIP TO BE CALLED TnARGO-
MINDAH, ON THE BULLOO OR COENI-PAROO
RIVER, WABREGO DISTRICT.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River, at a tree marked broad-arrow
over  C12, and  bounded thence on the south-east
by that river downwards to a point about 160
chains in a direct line from starting point ; thence
on the west by a north line 230 chains ; thence on
the north by an east line 120 chains to the Bullo or
Corni-Paroo River ; and thence on the east by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
four, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TUE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the  provisions  of the eight-
eenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, SIR MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be  reserved
for Township purposes,  as an  extension of the Cler.
mont Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area, 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Theresa Creek
at a point bearing north-west from the summit of a
remarkable hill called Mount Livingstone, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing
north-west 320 chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing south-west 400 chains ; on the south-west
by  a line  bearing south-east about 425 chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south-west by Theresa
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of section one of  " The Home-
stead Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES 0 CONNELL, the Administrator afore.
said , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and pro-
claim that the lands hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to  Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise,  at the Roma
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of February, 1875.
AREA SURRENDERED  BY THE LESSEES OF THE
RUNs BUNG BACK, TlcxooL, AND MULGA
MULGA.
Haranoa Dibtrict.
24 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek,
at a point twelve chains north-north-west from a
tree marked 48 on the survey of the creek, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
west-south-west about four miles and sixty chains
to Bungewargorai Creek; thence oil the south-west
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by that creek upwards to the south corner of the
Roma Reserve ; thence on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of that reserve east-north-
easterly about  six miles  and sixty chains to the
right bank of Bungil Creek; and thence on thee
east by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SATTINRE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Hex' Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
'IN pursuance of section 3 of  The Homestead
Areas  Act  of 1872," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the unalienated and unselected
lands within the boundaries of the Tambourine
Homestead Area hereunder described are and shall
be %ithdrawn from the operation of the said Act.
And I further notify and proclaim,  in pursuance
of section  41 of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1868," that the unalienated and unselected
lands as aforesaid shall be open to Selection by
lease , under the provisions of the last-mentioned
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 26th day of
January, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her  Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of  the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the thirty-third section of  "The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872," I, Sir MAuRIcn
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim  that the
lands comprised  in the forfeited Mineral Selection
hereunder described, shall be set apart  as areas for
Mining Licenses under the said Act, and shall be
available for  claims  under  such licenses, on and
after 21st January, 1875.
Brisbane
No.
466
AREAS FOR MINING  LICENSES.
DISTRICT of DARLING DowNs SOUTU.
Local
No. Late Holder. Area.
E. Greville and T. B. Boyce
Acres.
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Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Drsc aIPTION.
Commencing  at the north- east  corner of pre-
emptive selection  No. 1,524, and bounded thence by
the eastern  boundary of that  selection  and by parts
of the northern and eastern' boundaries of pre-
emptive  selection No. 1,525 and the northern and
eastern of  pre-emptive  selection  No. 1,526, and
part of the northern and the eastern boundary of
portion No. 2, and part of the northern, the eastern,
and southern  boundary of portion No. 3 to the
Coburg River ; thence by that river upwards to the
northern  boundary of portion No. 4; thence by the
northern boundary of that portion  and a line bear-
ing east  about half -a-mile  ; thence by a line north
till it intersects the eastern boundary of the Tam-
bourine  ten years '  lease ; thence  by part of that
eastern boundary  and part of the northern boundary
northerly and westerly to the point of commence-
ment ,- exclusive  of all selected  and alienated lands .
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
ment  House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TSE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty- fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved  for Timber  and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE POR TIMBER  AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government. Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south-east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four  chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 281, ; on the south by portion  282 bear
ing east nineteen  chains  and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten  chains and
thirty-eight links ;  again on  the south by portion
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295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the pint of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th  January, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at' the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under  the thirty- fourth section of  " The
Mineral Lands  Act of  1872."
GEORGE HUNTLEY,
pro  Under- Secretary.
During the Month of December,  1874,
No. Name. No. Name.
1,315 Jas. Reddaeliff 1,323  James  Mortimer
1,316 •los. Austin 1,324 Thos. Marsdel
1,317 Wm. Waterson 1,325 James Fuller
1,318 John Cumberton 1,326 Daniel Williams
1,319 Alexr. Kemp 1,327 Edwd. Elleoson
1,320 M. Docherty 1,328 H. Long
1,321 Walter French 1, 29 J. Robinson
1,322 Henry Fordo 1,33 0  Joseph Hall
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance, of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. &TACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by it line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing  at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west  corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south- west  corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
,the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains ; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ;  and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CRICEETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gyinpie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at it point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line be iring 7 dearces three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
H
IS  Exce llency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  directs it to be notified ,  in pursuance of
the 55th section of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases of the Runs called
Hogonthulla No. 1 and Hogonthulla No. 2, in the
Warrego District ,  and that the said lands will be
reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
HOGONTHULLA  No. 1 RUN.
Area resumed ,  320 acres.
Commencin g  at a tree  marked A IV  on the right
bank of Hogonthuia  Creek,  and bounded thence on
the west by a north line  along  part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla  -No 1 Run  about  twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an east line forty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line eighty
chains to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south  by the last- named boundary
line west forty chains to the east boundary of
Hogonthulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the west
by a part of the last-named boundary line bearing
north about sixty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
HOGONTHULLA N o. 2 RUN.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla  Creek,  and bounded thence
on the east by a south line, being part of the west
boundary line of the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south-west corner of the last
named run ; thence on the south by a west line
forty chains ; thence on the west by a north- line
eighty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
forty  chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned run ; and thence again on the east by
part of the last-named boundary line south about
twenty chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1874.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
Ii
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment; with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th section of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases of the Runs called
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" Entally" and " Huntworth," in the  Warrego
District, and that the  said lands  will be  reserved
for Township purposes, under the  name of "  Thar-
gomindah."
A. MACALISTER.
ENTALLY RUN.
Area Resumed-2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains ; thence on the west by a north line twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an east line about
120 chains to the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River ; and
thence on the east by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
HUNTWORTH  RUN.
Area Resumed-2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over C12, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a line bearing north 50 degrees west eighty-five
chains; thence on the west by a south line 210
chains to the Bulloo or Corni-Paroo River; and
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lanes hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroocby River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing  225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish ,  on the leased  half  of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancel ling that pub lished in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes ,  and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R ,  and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east 21 chains and  25 links;  on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains  ;  on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
two acres two roods  for a  reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
TIMBER AND QIIARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of  "The
11  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHow GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres  1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham  streets , and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray  street ; on the
south-west by that street at  right angles  to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William  street;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five  chains  and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOE FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73, 74,  and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing South 18 chains
7 links to a road 150  links  wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains  and 5 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north 20 chains and 9212links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  ON THE BURnum RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Burrum.
64 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burrum
River at the east corner of portion 15, on the Bun-
daberg Road; and bounded thence on the south-
west by that road bearing 304° 30' 9 chains and 74
links, 296° 53' 8 chains and 33 links, and 273°
12 chains and 47 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 34° 30' 25 chains and 85 links ; . on the
north-east by a line bearing 124° 30'  13 chains ;
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again on the north-west by a line bearing 34° 30' !
15 chains and 5 links;  again  on the north-east by a
line bearing 124° 30' 8 chains and 16 links to the
Burrum River ; and on the south-east by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD AND RAILWAY PURPOSES,  ON
THE NEW ROAD FROM WARWICK TO STAN-
THORPE ,  ON THE MAIN RANGE.
Commencing at the 23 mile post on the Stan-
thorpe Road, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing east to the New South Wales boundary
line ; on the east by the said boundary line south
to a point bearing east from the 30 mile post on
the Stanthorpe Road ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west to that post ; and on the west by the Stan-
thorpe Road bearing northerly to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
TIMBER RESERVE ON  PAYNTER 'S CREEK.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,542 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1768.)
Commencing  on the north boundary of portion
No. 23 at a point bearing  west  80 chains from its
north-east  corner  ; and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north 80 chains ; on the north by
a line  bearing east 185 chains and 50 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing 170° 81 chains 30 links ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 200 chains to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  CAMPING OF TRAVELLING STOCK.
• Parish of Roma.
55 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek,
at the north corner of the Old Police Paddock ;
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east 5 chains ; on the east by a line parallel with
and distant 5 chains from Bungil Creek to a road
150 links wide ; on the south by that road bearing
west 5 chains to Bungil Creek ; and on the west by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING, KUELONGE
RANGE.
County of Wodehouse.
300 acres.
(Being  Forfeited Mineral Selection 1,406.)
Commencing at a point 10 chains east from the
north-east corner of Mineral Selection No. 1865,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east 74 chains and 99 links ; on the  east  by a line
bearing north 40 chains; on the north by a  line
bearing west 75 chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south 40 chains and 4 links to the point of
commencement.
No. 9, RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE.
Parish of Watts, county of Aubigny.
43 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 31st October,
1874, page 2082.)
Commencing on Oakey Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 20; and bounded on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 18 and 20, bear-
ing west 33 chains and 9 links ; on the west by
a line bearing north 10 chains 63 links ; on the
north- west  by a line bearing north 16° 48' east 22
chains  and 38 links, part of this boundary being
along the south-east boundary of allotment 1 of
section 1, Oakey Creek Township ; on the north-
east by railway  fence bearing north 107° 8' east 2
chains 27 links; again on the north-east by the
railway fence bearing north 109° 5' east 13 chains
31 links to Oakey Creek ; on the east by that creek
downwards  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone.
5 acres 2 roods 34 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
9; and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing  south 10 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west  5 chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 351° 52' 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing  east 6 chains  and 43 links
to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1874.
W
by the twenty -fi fth section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given,  that at the expiration  of the' period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert ,  county  of Ward,  portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south -east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide  ;  on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide  ;  on the north  by that  road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten ,  town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street ; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Burden street; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife, portion  12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose of preserving the
Timber.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning, Moreton
District.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,196 acres.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion 21
at a point bearing south and distant 20 chains
from its north-west corner, and bounded thence on
the east by parts of the west and south boundaries
of that portion bearing south 22 chains 5 links
and east 10 chains; thence by the west boun-
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dare of portion 52 bearing south 48 chains
64 links and by a line bearing south 2 chains
21 links ; on the south by lines bearing 203
degrees 30 minutes 1 chain 97 links, 247 degrees 15
minutes 6 chains 15 links, 289 degrees 43 minutes
1 chain 82 links, 253 degrees 2 minutes 3 chains
28 links, 202 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains 33 links,
233 degrees 30 minutes 3 chains 53 links, 254
degrees 3 minutes 5 chains 74 links, 272 degrees 10
minutes 3 chains 95 links; thence by the north
boundary of portion 64 bearing 268 degrees 8
minutes 3 chains 97 links, 276 degrees 22 minutes
5 chains 60 links, 177 degrees 48 minutes 1 chain
95 links, 180 degrees 45 minutes 1 chain 37 links,
256 degrees 25 minutes 2 chains 40 links, 299
degrees 20 minutes 3 chains 43 links, 269 degrees
50 minutes 2 chains 30 links, 267 degrees 10
minutes 2 chains 88 links ;  thence by part of the
west boundary of  the  same portion bearing south
15 chains 33 links ; thence by a line bearing west
85 chains 60 links; on the west by a line bearing
north 100 chains ; and on the north by a line
bearing east 120 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
District of Moreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette • of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
1,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
line bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence
by a line and the east boundary of portion 4
bearing south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain
Creek, commencing again at the south-east corner
of portion 30; and bounded thence on the north-
west by a line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65
links to the south-west boundary of portion  27;  on
the north-east by parts of the south-west and
south-east boundaries of that portion bearing 135
degrees 27 chains 27 links ; thence 45 degrees 17
chains 35 links, and by the south-west boundary of
portion 1 bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to
the Mooloolah River ; thence on the east by that
river upwards to its junction with Mountain
Creek ; and on the south by that creek upwards to
the south-west boundary of the reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof' shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder  desc ri bed
will be permanently reserved for School  purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains ; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
W 11'
HEREAS, by the twenty-f'th section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further notified that the  area is  withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOE  WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, 'and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty- six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR Snow YARDS ,  DRASTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871,  page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County  of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2 ,  Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Berries street
with a road 1 chain wide ,  and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links  to James street  ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on  the west by  lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Berries street  ;  and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved  fr om sale for  any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
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thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide; on the west
by that road bearing south ten  chains  to another
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  ON  THE KELVIN GBOVB
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes, and  distant 105 2-lOths links from a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner  of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains  and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing  216 degrees
13 minutes  one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees  five chains and one  and a-half links ;
on the south-west by  a line  bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the  south-east  by a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six chains  and sixty- nine  links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION PURPOSES , CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods  28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street at an angle with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 21j- links to Turbot street ; on the
south-east by that street  at an angle  with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains  and 34 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that street  at an angle  of 90 degrees and 20
minutes  north-westerly 17 chains and 90  links ; on
the north-west by a line  at an  angle with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 50 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of 2 acres 1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as  a Reserve f'or Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
L] Ia Excellency the Governor, with  the  advice
j ( of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
1' V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T: B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SITE  FOR  GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of  Anbigny, parish  of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side oP Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by aline bearing north thirteen  chains ; on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the east by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE As PART OF  THE ENDOWMENT OF THE
TOOWOOMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection  of Herries and
Mackenzie streets, and bounded thence on  the east
by Mackenzie street bearing north twenty chains
to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty chains to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing  east  eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the east by a line bearing north
thirteen chains ; again on the south by a line bear-
ing east ten  chains ; again on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing east  six chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner of the School Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that  reserve  five chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the south-west by aline
three chains and thirty-five links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees 44 minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety-seven links ; and on
the north-east  by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds  three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south-west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty-six, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of
Gallanani,  section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Middle and
Mary streets, and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street bearing  east  ten chains to East street ;
on the east by that street bearing south  ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street ; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR DEODORISING NIGHT-SOIL ON  BREAx-
-FAST OR ENOGGEBA  CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and  fifty  links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east by that
road and a line bearing 59 degrees  30 minutes
nineteen chains and seven links to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all other sides by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
I
T is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instruments endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his and and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed, 25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  61,  selec-
tion 35, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-Tbe  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.- Portion 62 ,  selec-
tion 33,  county  of Churchill, parish of Alfred; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.- The  name  Patrick O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the  intended
grantee, instead  of John O'Keefe.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  October, 1874.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof sha ll  be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
pperiod aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described  will
be  permanently  reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY, No. 2, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
45 acres.
Commencing  at a point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded thence on the south by a line west thirty
chains  ; on the west by a line north fifteen  chains ;
on the north by  a line east  thirty chains ; on the
east by a line  south fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A QUARRY, No. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
. 34 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve No. 2 bearing north eleven chains fifty-five
links ; on the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing west one chain thirty-
four links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty-two degrees thirty-five minutes east five
chains 29 links ; again on the north-west by a line
bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east  eighteen chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by a line bearing south nineteen chains
forty-five links ;  again  on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing west twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY  RESERVE  AT CAMB00YA.
Parish of Cambooya, county of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain  road at a  point two
chains south from the south- east corner  of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an east  boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty-two chains, and on the
north by a south boundary of portion 60 and the
south boundaries of portions 26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear-
ing west twenty chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY  CAMP RESERVE , TAKEN  FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Tooth,  county  of Aubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing at a point on the railway fence of
the Warwick Railway, distant north 164 degrees
twelve minutes east thirty- seven  chains seventy-six
links from the south- east  corner of portion 21 of the
same parish , and bounded on the north by a line
bearing  west sixteen  chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five  chains  ; on the south by
a line bearing east  thirteen  chains  to King's Creek,
which will be the south- east corner  of the Railway
Camp Reserve  ;  again commencing  at the  starting
point, bounded on east by the Warwick line of
railway bearing  north 167 degrees fifty-three
minutes east ten chains  to King's Creek ; and on
the south -east  by that creek downwards to the afore-
said  south-east corner of the Railway Camp Reserve.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AN]) RAILWAY S TATION,
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
20 acres.
Commencing  at a point  north 296 degrees twenty
minutes east  eight chains forty- six links  from the
south corner of  selection  5 in the Township of
Bowenville, bounded thence on the south-west by
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a line bearing north 296 degrees twenty minutes
east  twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty- six degrees  twenty min-
utes east  ten chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 116 degrees twenty  minutes east
twenty chains ; on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty  minutes east  ten chains
to the point  of commencement.
ROAD RESERVE  FOR TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres 2 roods  and 35 perches.
Commencing at a point distant due north nine-
teen  chains  forty-five links from the north-east
corner of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north  forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east -sixty chains seventy-five links ; again
on the south- east  by a line bearing north thirty.
eight  degrees thirteen minutes east  five chains and
seventy links ; on the north- east  by part of south-
west boundary of Camping Reserve, bearing north
296 degrees  twenty minutes  east  one chain two
links  ; on the north-west by a line north 218
degrees  thirteen  minutes east  five chains and forty
links ;  again  on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three minutes  east sixty-
two chains  fifty-nine links ; on the south-east by
part of the north-west boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north  seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east  two chains and eight links to the
point of commencement.
RAILWAY CAMP  RESERVE, GowxIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba,  county  of Aubigny.
20 acres  1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south  corner  of portion 152, and bounded on
the north-west by south- east  boundary of portion
152, bearing north forty-nine  degrees forty-eight
minutes east nine chains  twenty-three links to the
Meringandan  road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145 degrees  nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine chains ninety-eight links to another
road ; on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains  forty-six links to Gowrie Creek; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
j all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating  to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
-Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West  Moreton.
-At the Land Office, Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine , the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues.
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the secood
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENTS DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards
At the Land  Office, Springsure , the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
da .
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time to time.
T. $. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
f IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the  lands  within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district ,  pro claimed an area  for Mining
Licenses  on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for  selection  by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands , subject to the conditions that the
area selected does  not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified, that in accordance with the
provisions of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
(33 Victoria No.10), the annual Rents of the under-
mentioned Runs have been appraised'for renewed
Leases from the dates, and at the amounts specified
hereunder.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE BARRACKS, ROCK-
HAMPTON.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Police Office, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Police Barracks, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the 'foot of  every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
I Date of
com-
mence-
Avail-
able I Rent
area under re-
in newed
square lease.
mites.
Run. Lessee. ment
of re-
newed
lease,
£ 8. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
1874.
Yourangle  harles Lloyd Williams 1 July 25 25 0 0
Yourangle No. 3  ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
Bar ri gomallah  ditto Iditto 25 25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner  for the District of Darling
Downs South,  will, on  the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within  certain  districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" P42TORAL LEASES ACT OF  1869."
IT is hereby noti fied that Applications under theprovisions of th  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will  expire on and after the
31st December ,  1870 ,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office.  These Applica.
tions will  require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lan4e
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1874.
NOTICE.
C
OMPLAINTS  having been made to this Office
that persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads ,  it is hereby notified that any person
er persons found obstructing or enclosing Pub lic
Roads without authority ,  will be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. KING.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, OXLEY WEST.
TENDERS will be' received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of Police Station at Oxley West.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Oxley West."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted. and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEUSA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police  Station at Neusa.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Neusa."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the  foot  of every Tender
there must be a memorandums signed by the party
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tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, WALLOON AND MURPHY' S CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 29th
instant, from persons wil ling to contract for the
erection of Stables at Walloon and  Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Stables,
Walloon and  Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICE, WARWICK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lands Office, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lands Ofice,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gayndah, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of Police
Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station , Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on  amount of  Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted , and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING,
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of  the  Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
REGULATING, &c., CLOCKS AND WATCHES
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Regulating and Re airing and keeping in
Repair, the Clocks and Watches belonging to the
Railway Department, Southern and Western Lines,
for two years from the date of the acceptance of
the Tender.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Regulating
If e., Clocks and Watches, Southern and Western
Raelway."
Specification and number of Clocks, &c., &c.,
may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at
this Office ; at the Traffic Manager's Office, Ipswich
and the Station Master's Office, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed by the party  tendering and
two responsible persons  as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being  accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver, at
the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into considera.
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS AT
PUBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Winding and Regulating the Clocks at the
various Public Offices in Brisbane, for the term of
two years.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Winding,
4c., Clocks,  Brisbane."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti.
culars obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering and
two responsible  persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown Soli-
citor ,  in Brisbane ,  within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty
in the penal  sum of £20 for  securing  such per-
formance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION BARRACKS, MARYBOROUGH.
T
will be received at this Office, and
j at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, at Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender, as security for the due
pperformance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
74-6012
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS.AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, GYMPIE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January next,
from persons willing to contract for erection of
Court  House at  Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed"  Tender for Court House,
Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
II, E. KING.
74.6010
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1874.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP AND POLICE QUARTERS, GYMPIE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
.in. on FRIDAY, the 22nd January  next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Lock-up and Police Quarters at Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed "Tender for Lock-up,
Ike.,  Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms,
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept.
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will nut necessarily
be accepted.
74-6011
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE, OVER PIONEER RIVER, AT MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th February next,
from persons willing to contract for construction of
a Bridge over Pioneer River, at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge,
Pioneer River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Mackey.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of a-c
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
1874, folio 805,  Government  Gazette,  relative
to the opening of anew Road through portion No.
91, parish of Iledland, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, in  accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said per-,
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tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all persons intending to' claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
7d-6246. H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BUNGA, COUNTY
OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 12th
August, 1874, folio 1663,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
in Portion  56, parish  of Bunga, county of Stanley:
Notice is hereby  given , in accordance with the Act 4
William IV.,N o.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been  pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is-therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and  Book  of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all  persons intending to claim
compensation  in respect  of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
11. E. KING.
74-3726.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DENISON, COUNTY
OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W V '
ITH reference to the Notice datal 28th
 r September , 1874, folio 1937,  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road
through Portion 1, parish of Denison, county of
March , Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation  in respect of the said road, are here-
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in  such manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-4182.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF MERIVALE
AND BENTINCK.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
October, 1874, folio 2103,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Warwick to Stanthorpe, in the counties of
illerivale and Bentinck, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that  His Exce ll ency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe.
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice  must  be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-5865.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
11
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
September, 1874, folio 1936 ,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through farms on left bank of Laidley Creek,
parish of Mort, countyof Churchill: Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich  ; and all persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-5407.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
September, 1874, folio  1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Colothin Creek to Ring King Creek, county
of March, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby  given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor- General ,  Brisbane , and the
Police Office, Gympie ;  and all persons  intending
to claim compensation  in respect  of the said road,
are hereby  reminded  that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3950.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
y September, 1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Gympie to Noosa, county of March, Wide
Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance with  the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
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that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
con firm  the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gympie ;
and all  persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form  as are  provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-3950.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th Sep-
tember, 1874, folio 1937,  Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a new Road in the
Rosewood Scrub, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby
Z
iven ,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV.,
o, 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich;  and all  persons intending to
claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
in the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-5563.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IRVINGDALE,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 23rd June,
1874,  folio 1168,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the  opening  of a new Road from Irving-
dale (Homestead  Area) to Dalby, parish of Irving-
dale, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Dalby ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will
be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-2554.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W`,'ITH  reference to the  Notice  dated 22ndY June,  1874, folio  1169,  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening  of a new Road
through Portions 476, 425,  and 459, parish of
Walloon, county  of Churchill:  Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance with  the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office,  Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road,  are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or  they will  be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3542.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BOYD, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
«T ITH reference to the Notice dated 5th
y October, 1874, folio 1987,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in Portion
57, parish of Boyd, county of Ward : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient o open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such  manner and form as are
provided in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-5779.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to rescind clauses 21 and
26 of the Cold Fields  Regulations  published in the
Government Gazette  of 1st October last, and' to
establish the following Regulations, under the
provisions of  " ° The Gold Fields Act of  1874."
H. E. KING.
REGULATIONS.
1st. The bolder of any miners' right is entitled
to occupy and enclose, for the purpose of residence,
an area of land not exceeding one quarter of an
acre, to be marked off in a rectangular block, or as
near  thereto as possible, the frontage of which to
any road, creek, or water, shall not exceed seventy-
two feet (72 ft.), the boundaries to be defined by
corner pegs three inches in diameter, and standing
eighteen (18) inches out of the ground.
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2nd. When the  owners of  any claim or gold
mining leasehold, by the erection of any appliance
for drainage, can show that they have effected a
saving of labor in adjoining  claims  or gold- mining
leasehold, the owners of adjoining claims or gold-
mining leaseholds deriving such benefit shall be
liable to pay in respect thereof, to the owners of
such appliance, such reasonable sum or sums of
money, and at such times as may be ordered by the
Warden.
3rd. Any miner  or miners  who have done six
consecutive months' work in any registered claim,
which is then not deemed payable under the Regu-
lations , may apply to the Warden (after having
posted a notice on the  claim  of his or their intention
so to do, three  clear  days before making the appli-
cation), to have his or their  claim  exempted from
work for any period not exceeding six months, for
any  bona fide  and sufficient  reasons  to be stated in
the notice posted, and in the application to the
Warden, and the Warden, if satisfied that the
grounds upon which the application is made are
good and sufficient, may register the claim as
exempt from work for any period not exceeding six
months, upon payment of a fee of ten shillings.
4th. Any shareholder in a registered claim who
may desire to abandon his share or interest therein,
may give to one of  the remaining  shareholders, and
also to the Warden,  a notice in  writing to that
effect, and may post a copy thereof  on a conspicu-
ous spot near  the working shaft of such claim, and
in such case  the Warden, after satisfying himself
that notice has been given  in manner  aforesaid,
shall forthwith cancel the registration by which
such share has been held, and the said shareholder
shall thereupon be released from all further liability
in respect of such share thereafter incurred.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
T Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st 'January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at A llora,Banana, Beenleigh ,  Blacka ll . Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burrenda ,  Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamu lla,
Curriwillinghi ,Dalby, Drayton ,  Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah,GeorgeTown ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna,Goondi-
windi ,  Greenmount , Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn ,  Mackay, Mara.
thon ,  Marlborough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester,
Mount Perry,  Murphy' s Creek, Nanango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek  (Gympie ),  Pim ppama,  Ravens.
wood, Rockhampton ,  Roma, Nebo,  Shipping  Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure ,  S. and 7 Railway,
Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Tambo, Taroom ,  Toowoomba Townsville ,  Warwick,
Westwood ,  Yengarie ,  and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
NOTICE TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND
OTHERS.
F
ROM and after the 1st January, 1875, new
Forms of Vouchers for "Articles supplied"
and " Services performed"  on account  of the Public
Service, rendered  necessary  by  "The Audit Act of
1874," are to be adopted in place of those hereto-
fore  in use.  These forms will be supplied on appli-
cation to the Government Printer.
New Forms of Monthly Returns to the Auditor.
General of Receipts  and Disbursements  by Public
Accountants will be supplied on application to the
Audit Department.
The Treasury,
17th December, 1874.
W. HEMMANT.
ACCOUNTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS.
IN order to prevent inconvenience to the Public
Creditor, it is hereby notified that  accounts
against any  of the Public Departments for articles
supplied and  services  performed, &c., during the
year 1874, must be rendered at the end of the
present month. As the  accounts  of the current
year will be finally closed on the 28th February
next, and the unexpended balances of Votes, with
the exception of those for Public Works, &c., will
then lapse, no money will be available for any
other accounts not rendered and paid by that date.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
18th December, 1874.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
11th  December, 1874.
TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.APPLICATIONS for the appointment of En-
gineer for Harbors and Rivers ,  under this
Government ,  accompanied by Testimonials ,  will be
received by the undersigned.
The salary provided for the office is £700 per
annum, with the necessary trave ll ing allowances.
W. HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
TENDERS will be received at heOffice of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance of
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more  or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
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Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make  use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage  to fences  or other
property caused by the erection of the line; also,
for damage  so caused  to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay  the same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work  in the manner
and at  the rate of  progress  required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be  in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all  sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money , whether named in the Bond to be entered
into  by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the  amount shall
be considered  as ascertained  damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed  by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that the will severally execute and deliver
at the Office lithe Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.SPECIFICATION.
The course of the  line to  be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet  on each side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance  mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting  officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing  cleared roads  which  may become
blocked by fallen timber,  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)  inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of  six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be  not more  than eighty-eight (88)
yards  apart, unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required,  struts or  supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices  to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material  used  in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of .Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, Jt cion.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
tat. " The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade t  the Bench f Magistrates, at Tiaro,
from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st day of
December, 1874, both inclusive.
H.H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant ' s Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether (Amountgranted or of Fee.
refused.
Rudolph Henry Brown
William  Molloy ...
Hardwood Granted
Hardwood I Granted
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14thJanuary, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Gympie,
from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st day of
December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether (Amountgra
refused.
nted orLicense .
Of Fee.
Robert Tatnell ... Hardwood
William Lilwall „
Keeren  K enney ... General
James Harwood  (2) General em-
Copson and Pouting (1)
John Copson ... ...
Henry Ponting ...
Patrick Joyce ..,.
Richard Gill ...
William Grippe
James Me ll or ...
William Elworthy
Peter Stephens
John Priddy ...
ployers'
11
General
£
Granted 1
Hardwood
General „
Hardwood
employers'
George F. S. & J. Carter General em-
Ludovic Cameron
Ali  Ling ...
Henry Grant ...
ployers'
General
Hardwood
James Holbeck
Robert Perry .. ... General
Alexander McIntosh ... Hardwood
Thomas Poole .,
John Bell ,. .. General
John McCarthy ... Hardwood
Charles Drain .,. General
William McLennan ,,. Hardwood
James  Rattray .,. »
1
2
4
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Charle-
ville, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st
day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Walter Flood ,..
George Bredhauer
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditt
Description of Whethe
License. granted orrefused.
Employers'
general
»
„
o
Timothy•Calnon  .. . General
Robert Brown . Hardwood
Charles Crouch
John McKenzie
William Randall
»
..
„
„
Granted
Amount
of Fee.
2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Surat,
from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st day
of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether
grantedor
refused.
Hardwood GrantedJ. Brindley .
Benjamin Hi ll  ...
Wm. Collie
Amount
of Fee.
£
1
1
1
'Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Tenningering, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of Whether (AmountApplicant 's Name. License, granted  or of Fee.refused.
John Turner ...
Isaac Sma ll am
Jeremiah Werth
John Hoffman
Daniel Finch ...
James Brisbane
Chrietr. Shneider
Hans Quick ...
Wilifred Teal ...
Robert Munrow
Saml. Kilpatrick
Andrew Jungar
James  Marshall
£
Hardwood Granted 1
General
Hardwood
„
1
1
1
1
1
1
WARWICK.
TO CARPENTERS.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1875.
THE Board of Education will receive ,  until ngon
on MONDAY , the 18th instant, separate
Tenders for the erection of Shelter Sheds, and for
the construction of Furniture for the new Schools
at Warwick ,  in accordance with Plans and specifi-
cation ,  which may be seen on application to Messrs.
Marlay and Selke, Warwick .  For the furniture,
alternative prices for pine or cedar are required.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1896.
NOTICE.
MR. GEORGE MossI AN,  of Brisbane ,  is this daylicensed as a Surveyor qualified to act un er
the provisions and for the purposes of  " The Real
Property  Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
THIS is to certify that Mr. ROGER NORTH, of
Ipswich, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
surveys under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868," and subject to the rules of
this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
NOTICE TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
TOLEN or strayed from Gairloch Plantation,S Lower Herbert, near Cardwell:-
One brown gelding, two hind feet white,  branded
C near shoulder; also
One brown  mare , white face, and two hind feet
white, branded CC near shoulder.
If stolen, £20 reward will be paid on their recov-
ery and the conviction of thief ; and if strayed, £10
reward on their delivery, at Gairloch Plantation.
1
MACKENZIE BROS.
4s. 6d.
£5 REWARD.
STOLEN from Angellala, one Light Roan Marc,
with blaze on forehead, and black mane and
points, about 5 years old, branded  jr 11  near shoulder.
The above reward will be given to any person
who shall give evidence to convict the thief.
(Signed) JACOB YOUNG.
Angellala, 20th November, 1874,
877 3e. 6d.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF  , THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses of  "The Mineral Lands Act of 1872" i5
directed to sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations, dated 31st October, 1872, which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each  year,  and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there.
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January next, is `published for general infor
mation.
A. MACALISTER.
Local No.  District.
D,
41 ,
24
12 Rockhampton
22 it
48
45 1  11
46 I „
47
48
,,
Lessees. Area .  Year. Rent.
A. R. F.  £ a. d.
W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... 160 0 0 3 40 0 0
J. G. Hess and J. A. Zochammer ... 160 0 0 3 40 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  1600  0 3 40 0 0
J. G. Hess ... ... ... ... 4000 3 10 0 0
J. Cook, W. Absolon, J. Abeolon, G. R.
Absalon ... ... ... ...  4000  3 10 0 0
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey  ... ... ... ...  2000  3 5 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson 40 0 0 8 10 0 0
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey ... ... 8000 8 20 0 0
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson ... 20 0 0 3 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
jI8 Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1111 to open a new  Road through portion No. 119, on Emu Creek, county of Merivale, Darling
Downs  : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Warwick;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road  in question.
By Command,
74-6837. H. E. KING.
Boos :  OF REFERENca  OF ROAD TROUGH  PORTION  119, ON  EMU CREEK ,  COUNTY  OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS, TO BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. How held. ReputedOwner. I Bearings.
North ..."  Zeat so dot  A. McDonald and C.1 Commencing at the
y1886" Smithsouth-west  corner of
portion 119,  parish of
Cunningham, and run.
ring  north  along its
west  boundary
Length
in Chains.
Chas. Ike.
25 91
Breadth
of Area .  Romer"
Road.
A.  R. P.
1 chain 2 2 10
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Government , with  the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gowrie Siding to Meringandan ,  parish
of Meringandan ,  county  of Aubigny  Darling Downs District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity
with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showin g  the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all  persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the  Clerk of  the Executive Council, within one month from this
date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-6096. H. E. KING.
Boo% OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM Gow .rR SIDING TO SOUTH-WEST CORNER OF PORTION No. 53,
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BR PROCLAIMED
As A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road. How Held . ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings .
Breadth
Lengths ,  of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
chs. lks * links . A.  H.  P.
Freehold  ...  George Ring Unoccupied 292° 0'  5 18 150 0 3 11 Open plain.
Freehold ... George Ring Unoccupied 292° 0' 30 17 150 4 0 32 Open plain.
Freehold... George Bing Unoccupied 292001 18 57 40 0 2 20 Open plain.
A strip of land along
the south -west bound.
ary of subdivision 1 of
Gowrie pre -emptive
No. 8
A strip of land along
the south -west bound-
ary of portioh No. 53
From Gowrie Siding
along the railway line
to the west boundary
of Oowrle pre-emptive
No.1
Boor OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWRIE SIDING TO MERINGANDAN ,  PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT  OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No Portion of Road. How held. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth of Area .  Remarks.Owner. Road.
on
1 From Railway Level ...
Cro ssing  in Gowrie
pre-emptive 1 to the
north-western corner
of said pre-emptive
2 A triangular  piece out
of the  north -eastern
corner  of pre-emp•
tive S
Freehold  ... George  King Unoccupied N.335°  30' E. 13 14 2 chains 1
Freehold ...  George King; Unoccupied 335° 30'  6 38 2  chains 0
3 Commencing on the  ...  Freehold  ...  George  King
south boundary of
portion 13,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its western bound-
ary
Unoccupied 335° 30'
354° 1 28
ohs. Ike, e, n. P.
4 05 2 chains 2
4 Commencing on the ... Freehold  ...  George Ring Unoccupied 364° 10 77 2 chains 4
east boundary of por-
tion 53, and running
northerly to its north
boundary
5 Commencing on the ... Freehold ...  George  King  Unoccupied 354° 39 0.1 2 chains 7
south boundary of por-
tion 540, running
northerly to its north.
ern boundary
6 Commencing on the  ...  Freehold  ... George Ring, Unoccupied 17° 16 19 2 chains 3
south boundary of por  - I
tion 58, and running
north-easterly to its
no rt h-east corner
7 A triangular piece out  ...  Freehold...
of the south-east
corner of port ion 69
8 Commencing on the 6 Selection
west boundary of por- under
tion 6, and running  Leasing
no rt h-easterly  to its  Act of
north boundary ;  also 1886
connection with road
from Oakey Creek
9 Commencing on the  Ipc  Crown
south boundary of 6
c Land* Actselection  No. 13,  and 3 x y 1888
running north-easterly  8
to its east boundary o
George  King
G. B.  King
G. B. Kirg
Unoccupied 17° 4 43  ,  2 chains 0
Unoccupied 17°
24° 30'
270° 10'
40 42
28 39
9 87
2 chains 14
1 chain
Occupied 24° 38' 3 011
by gate- 29° 8 44
keeper.
2 chains
3 35 Open plain.
2 8 Open black
plain.
soil
2 13 Open plain.
0 8 Unimp ro ved
open plain.
3 0 Unimproved
black soil
plain.
2 28 Unimproved
open forest.
1 4
0 20  ,  Partly fenced
and reservoir
on selection.
3 0 No rt h and2
west bound-
aries fenced,
and house on
selection.
Remainder of road th ro ugh Cro wn Lands.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  21st December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Government ,  with the  advice  of the Executive  Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new  Road from Leyburn to Drayton ,  through Felton
Run : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions  of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in  this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Leyburn  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections  which may exist
to the formation  of the  Road in question.
74.4837.
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM LEYBURN To DRAYTON THROUGH FELTON RUN ,  PARISHES OF TOOTH
AND HonosoN ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
zo
How Its uteri  I  Length BreadthNo. Portion of Road . held
p Occupier .  Bearings .  Area .  Remarks.Owner .  in Chaine .  of Road. --_T
ohs.lks .  A. K. P.
A Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas .  Tyson ... N. 170 E. ... 63 76 2 chains 10 0 38 Unimproved
south-west  corner of  forest land
portion 74 parish of
Tooth, and running
about N. by E.}E. to
its north boundary
B Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jag ,  Tyson as. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E. ... 0 89 2 chains 10 028 Unimproved box
south boundary  of, forest
portion 65, parish of
Tooth, and running
about N. by E.}E. to
its northern boundary
C Commencing at the ... freehold Jas. Tyson Jag. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E . ...  20 93 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
south boundary of box forest
Felton pre -emptive 23,
and running about N.
by E.}E. to its northern
boundary
D Commencing at the ...  freehold Jae. Tyson Jas, Tyson N .  17° E. ... 20 94 2 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
south boundary of box forest
Felton pre -emptive 21,
and running  about N.
by E.JE. to its northern
boundary
E Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jas .  Tyson Jag .  Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50'  E. 23 58 2 chains 4 2 34 Open  black soil
south boundary of plain, south
Felton pre-emptive  9, side fenced
and running about N.
N.E.E ., toits northern
boundary
F Commencing on the ... freehold Jag .  Tyson Jas. Tyson  ,..  N. 31° 50' It. 32 60 2 chains 6 2 3 Open black soil
south boundary of plain
Fe ton pre-emptive 18,
and running about
N,N.E.#E .  to its north-
ern boundary
O Commencing at the .. freehold Jag .  Tyson Jag .  Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 23 37 2  chains 4 2  27 Open black soil
south boundary  of plain
Felton preemptive 7,
and  ru nning about
N.N.E.lR .  to its north-
ern boundary
H Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jag. Tyson Jag. Tyson  ,..  N.  31"  50' E. 13 65 2 chains 3 0 27 Open black soil
south boundary  of plain
Felton pre-emptive 17,
and running about
N.N.E.#E .  to its east-
ern boundary
J Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jas .  Tyson Jag .  Tyson ,,. N. 31° 50' 50 86 2 chains 10 2 17 Open plains
west boundary of por. 89° 50' 9 20 1}  chains 1 1 28
tion 41,  parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N.N,E .3E. to its
north boundary and
branch road  running
about east to the
south-east boundary
K Commencing on the ... freehold Jag. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ..,  N. 31° 50' 5 72  2 chains  • 11 0 20 Open plain
south boundary  of 24° 06' 49 91
portion 40, parish of
Hodgson. and  running
about N N.E. to its
north boundary
L Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jas .  Tyson Jag .  Tyson ... 24° 06' 87 59 2 chains 17 2 2 Open plain
south boundary of por-
tion 34, parish ofHodg-
son, and  ru nning about
N.N.E. to its north
boundary
M Commencing on the  ,,,  freehold  [Jas. Tyson Jae. Tyson . ..  24° 06' 23 80 2 chains 3 3 13 Open plain
south boundary of 89° 56' 2 35 1 chain
portion 34A,  parish of
Hodgson ,  and  ru nning
about N.N.E. to its
north boundary and
branch road  ru nning
about east to the west
boundary,
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
BARE Notice ,  that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The  Real Property act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat  inform  B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation of Land.
19 perches,  being subdivision 5 of block 19 of eastern
surburban all otment 73 ; parish of North Brisbane,
county of Stanley
36 perches,  being allotment 11 of section 51; parish
and town of North Brisbane,  county of Stanley
£  jr.  d.
S
TATEMENT  of REcElrrs and EXPENDITURE of the  WAnwicx MUNICIPALITY,  from the 1st July to
31st December, 1874.
1874. Dr.
July 1st.
To balance A.J.S. Bank  ... £412 17 10
Balance in hand  ... ...  10 16 6
October 8th.
Government grant  ... ... ...
December 81st.
„ Rates coll ected  ... ...  357 11 6
Town Hall rents  ... ...  124 3 0
„ Sale yards „  ... ...  16 16 6
Weigh bridge  ... ...  9 2 6
„ Carters' licenses ... ...  6 5 0
„ Police  Court  fines  ... ...  9 2 0
„ Bathurst burr account  ...  1 16 0
,, Cheque not presented  (No. 169) ...
423 13 4
100 0 0
Foot bridges over Conda-
mine  ... ... ...
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Oaveab
may be lodged.
James  Chislett ... ... 16th February, 1875.
Edward  Griffith  ... ... Ditto.
Office furniture  ... ...  6 16 0
Stamps and law expenses 2 11 9
1874. Cr.
July 2nd.  £  S.,  4.
By cheque not presented  last half-year ... 6 3 6
December 81st.
Salaries  ... ... ...  140 0 0
Printing ,  stationery ,  &c.
...
... £22 17 3
,,
Improvements-
Canning street  ... ...  155 6 9
Fitzroy „ ... ... 331811
Dragon  „ ... ...  44 8 0
Albi 32 4 6on „ ... ...
52416 5 I Grafton  „ ... ...  19 7 0
1 7 0 Percy „ ... ... 1 9 4
Albert „ ... ...  3 8 4
Wantley  „ ... ...  101710
Palmorin  „ ,.,  18 12 0
„ 11 710Wood
'Sandy Creek and Lynd-
hurst road 27 9 0
Freestone Creek road 11 7 6
6 3 6
32 6 0
- 376 0 6
„ Day work ,.. ... ... ... ...  48 0 0
cartage  of metal for  repairs of streets  ...  69 2 8
Recreation  square and shade trees 54 14 6
Cleaning and lighting hall 19 16 8
„ Repairing tools and new ditto 9 19 3
Nuisance account  ... .  1 2 0
„ Repairing and lighting
lamps on bridge  ... ...  9 14 6
40 12 6
Balance  A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ...  121 9 9
„ Exchange ... ... .., ... ...  0
„ Town Hall additions ,  dec. ... 92 17 6
„ Weigh bridge  on account 69 6
„ Insurance account  ... ... ... ?. 6
£1,04916 9
I hereby certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
FRAs.  B. Woons,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.,
We hereby certify that  we have examined the BoQks of  Account  and Vouchers connected there.
with, kept by the  Warwick Municipal Council, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
THOMAS HORSMAN, 2 Auditors.ARCH. STEWART, I
£1,04918 9
J. LIDDELL ROSS,
Municipal Chambers,
Warwick,  8th January, 1875.
37 30r.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
qilIE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANS  OF  AUSTRALASIA, within the  Colony  of Qu RxsLAND, during the Quarter from
1st OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER, 1874, is Published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount
LIABILITIES.
of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK oP AUSTRALASIA, in the Colony of QUEENSLANV, taken from the several Weekly  Statements
during the Quarter, from the 1st  OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER, 1874.
A3(otNT. TOTALS.
£ i. d.  £  S.  d.
Notes in  Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ...
t Bearing Interest ... ...
8,854 0 0
Bills in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other Banks ...
4,271 15 9
S ...Not bearing InterestDeposits 54,408 9 6...............
.
Bearing Interest 151,058 13 2 205,467 2 7
Total Amount of Liabilities  £ 218,592 18  4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date 1,200,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders... ... 11 per cent. per annum
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... 66,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 343,760 8 8
ASSETS.
Coined Gold
 and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Stamp Account
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances due  fr om other Banks
Amount of
 all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bi ll s of Exchange ,  and all  Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,
 excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank
 fr om other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
33,365 0 4
75 10 7
9,000 0 0
210 19 3
308,039 S 11
£
 350,690 19  1
JOS. B. DIXON,  Manager.
F. W. MORRIS,  Acting Accountant.
I, Joseph Black Dixon, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank, during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 15th day of January, 1875.
WILLIAM H. LONG, Justice of the Peace.
JOS. B. DIXON.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the BANK OP AUSTRALASIA, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14 , section 9 ,  the sum ": of
£66 8s . Id. for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £8,854, being one
 quarter's
 composition of the duty payable on the annual  average  of, the money  value of the notes; in
circulation  of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland,
 according  to the annexed return.
Dated this 14th day of January, 1875. JOS. B. DIXON.
General Post Office,
Bri sbane ,  Queensland ,  30th December, 1874.
r 11F. following
 SUMMARIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, CAPE
 MORETON,  during the Months of April, May, and June ,  1874, are published for
eeneral information.
GEORGE THORN, Junior,
Postmaster -General
APRIL.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr . Temperature of
Air.
a a
d a 1 d
p M m
maximum
mean
minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
mean
Minimum
MAY.
JUNE.
1873. 70.2 12
1872. 71.3 „ 10
1871.
 71-4  16
1870. 72.6 13
MAY, 1874 -Mean  Shade Temperature ' of Mouth ,  86.6 degrees . Rain fell on 6
1873. 690 10
1872. „ 67'3 8
1871. 68.4 „ ,. 7
1870. 669 16
JUNE, 1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 61.3 degrees .  Rain  fell  on 10
1873. „
 64-2 18
1872. 64'0 8
1871. » ..
 62.8 » » 9
„ 1870. 6210 „ 11
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING  THE MONTHS  OF APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE, 1874.
LATITUDE,  270 1'
 S.;  LONGITUDE,
 1530 28 '  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  320 PEST.  ON SBA-COAST.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
8 P 33
ai . . of
CO P9 W M
N 0. a
00  w M
68.0 94
60-9 -76
64'0 •58
... 30.210  30,143 30-192  77.0 84.0 78'0 72.0 78.0
 72-0  •88
... 30040  29,979
1
30-031  71'5 76'6 71.9 66.5 69.9 65.9  73
... ... 29.826 29.758 129.825 66'0 68.0 87.0  60-0
 64.0 60'0 •58
... 30.300 30314
... 0020 29.958
... 29.724
 29-644
30353
30.016
29.708
75.0  77-0
64.1 69.5
550 62.0
74.0 87.0
66.2 59.7
58.0 51.0
73.0
63.9
560
... ... 30.38130 .334130511 66'0 72.0 87.0 63.0 66'0
... ... 30.093  30,043  58.7 64'1 61.1 65.6 59.2
... ... 29'859 29.841  129.854 53.0 53'0 54.0 48.0 50.0
Humidity.
oa
M
-89
.68
.47
1'00
•72
.46
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
RAIN.
ca d
C7 m m aQ6 ' c.
P4 o m
cf- !
.i{
A
Cm
,9 ,9 Q H d
N F
•94  142-0  109.0 68'0 83'0 75.0 15.0
71 1251  96'6 62'6 78.2 68.2 10'0
63 80.0 72'0 58.0 72'0 63'0  4,0
-94
-72
•48
2.26 ...
•401 ...
•000 ...
WIND.
 CLOUD.
 OZONE.
Summary of Direction. 0-10.
9 am. 9 P.M.
NO NWO NO NW2
W1  SW 8 W 1 SW4
9 P.M. 'p 4
d 0.
W M
Ni  NWO
W1 SW2
85 SE 5 84 BE12 85 BE 10
EllNE2 E7 NE0 E10NE1
NO NW1
135-0 101-0  82.0 79'0 89.0  19-0  •850 ... W 3 SW 17
122-4  88.9 53.8 71.9 606  11,31 •087
 ... ;8 7  BE  2
85.0 76.0 44.0  64-0  53-0 5-01  -000
 ...  E 0 NE 1
86.0  1,00  •94 100
56-9
 •81 73 •76
480 •84 •55 •50
APR1L ,  1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  73.3 deg re es .  Rain fe ll  on 19 days.
1290 95.0  57'0  72.0 84.0 14.0
112-9  88'4 49.3 65.8 55.2 10.5
74-0  83.0  39-0 62-0  49.0 5.0
1000
-152
-000
N0 NW2
W 4 SW 15
84 BE 2
E3 NEO
N1 NW2 N3 NW1
W5SW1O W28W13
86 BE 6 83
 BE  5
EO NE0 El NEO
NO NW1 NO NW2
W5 SW5 W4 SW6
86  BE 10  87 BE 3
E3 NEO E4 NE2
Total Rainfall ,
 12-04  inches .  Electrical Observations - 66 Positive  ;  24 Negative
4.21 „ 50 „ 40
.. 2'18 63 » 28
,. 8'64 47 „ 43
4:49 „ 84 6
days .  Total Rainfa ll , 2.72 „ Elect ri cal Observations - 31 Positive ;  62 Negative.
3-87
 „ 20 „ 73
1-47 70 „ 23
1.26 , 34 „ 67
11.61 „ 78 15
days. Total Rainfall, 4.57 Electrical Observations - 35 Positive  ; "65 Negative.
„ 13'23 „ 49 „ 41 ,
3.12 64 „ 26
,. » 3'97 28 , 62
» 391 30 60
10 10
5.5 5.2
1 0
9 10
4-0  4.0
0 0
10
3.8
0
9
41
0
Prevailing Winds ,  E & S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
B.E.
E.
Prevailing Winds, B.W.
B.E. A E.
S.E.
S.W. &  S.E.
S.E. & S.W.
Prevailing  Winds, S.W.
S.W. & N.E.
S.W.
S.W.
.. » B.W.
10
5.4
0
10
4.2
0 «
10
4.4
0 ... .--
The
 re adings of the Barometer at Cape More ton are  corrected to 32Q Fah re nheit ,  and  re duced to mean sea level.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
TIME TTABLE.
Commissioner
 for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1874.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
 RAILWAY .- On and after lot December,  1874,  the following Time Table will came into operation until further notice.
OXLEY WEST ,  IPSWICH ,  TOOWOOMBA,  DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
rEar
AEOVE
SHOE
WATEE
MASK.
MILES.
F
ro
m
Oxley
West.
From Too-
woomba.
STATIONS.
... Oxley West .. ..
02 it Oxley
43 S ,,. Goodna
6a 10
 ...  Redbank
 ,., ... ...
74 144
 ...  B undamba ... ... ...
66
 371 ...
 Ipswich  ... ... ...
IIl 254
 ...  Walloon
 ... ... ...
140 291
 ...
 Rosewood  ... ... ...
198 364
 ... Western Creek ... ..
274 30  ... Grandchester
974 424 ... Victoria Twtuel ... ,.
335
,
464
...
Laidley
 ,, ... ...340  654 Gatton ... •,. ...
4065 664
.,. $elidon ... ...
788 784  ...  Murphy's Creek ... ...
1530  864 ... Highflelds
 ... ... ...
2006 ... ... Summit of Range ...
1921 an ... Toowoomba ... ...
100 Mahoney 's Gate ... ...
1677 1024 7 Gowrie Junction... ...
1677
1074 121
 For Williams' Camp ...
111 16 Westb ro ok Crossing ...
I521 119 24 Cambooya ... ...
126 31 Emu Creek Siding. ...
135 40 King's Creek
1132 137 42 Clifton ...
139 44 Simpson 's Siding... ...
1500 148 53 Hendon  (for
 Alters)  ...
151 56 Deuchar 's Crossing
157 62 Lyndhurst Road ... ...
1498 100 65 Warwick ... ...
1577 1021  Gowrie Junction.,
107} ... Gowri e .
1144 ... Oakey Creek ,..
1267 123} ...  Jond aryan ... ... ...
1311
 ..,  Bowenville ... .,.
1182 147} ...
 Dlabb
nd' Siding ... ...
Y
A.M. A.M.
... .» 8.60 ..,
8'65
8.17
A ...
A ...
(arrive  9.45
"' I depart 10.0
... ... ... 10.28 ...
... ... ... A
A
ar ri ve +11.13
. depart
 11.17 ...
A
... ... ... 11.54
,,, 12.23 ...
arrive 12.58
1  depart 1.13
s( arrive 1.63
•'•  depart  +1.58
... 2.50 ...
arrive 3.38
••• depa rt  40 10.60
... ... ... E
... ar ri ve  ... +11.16
depart
 ... +11.25
A
A
12.20
depart
A
113
... 1.23
... A
2A
A
2.40
430
A
6.8
538
A
A
50
UP TRAINS
P.M. P.M. I P.M.
330 7.5
3.36 7.11
... 4.1 7.36
... A A
... A A
4.30 8.5
4,35  -
... •5.2 ...
A ...
... 5.41 ...
... 5.45 ...
... 6.22 ...
... 6.51 ...
... +7.26 ...
... 7.41 ...
... 8.21 ...
913
4.10
B
100
4.36
630
A
623
1*16.33
+7.10 ...
A
A
7.50 ...
From
Dalby.
MILES.
3
16
24
33
40
46
From
Warwick.
STATIONS.
Dalby
Blaxland 's'Siding •
Bowenville
Jondaryan... ...
Oakey Creek ...
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction...
... Warwick... ...
3 Lyndhurst Road...
9 Deuchar 's Crossing
12 Hendon  (for Allors)
21 Simpson 's Siding...
23 Cli fton ...
25 Kings Creek
34 Emu Creek Siding
41 Cambooya ... ..
40 Westbrook Crossing
521 For Williams' Camp
68 Gowrie Junction...
46 58  Gowrie Junction...
471 6046  Mahoney's  Gate ...
62 65 Toowoomba ...
54 ... Summit of Range
61 ... Highflelds ... ...
71 Murphy' s Creek ...
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
130
137}
1394
146
147}
+ Trains meet here.
He lidon ... ...
Gatton
Laidley
Victoria  Tunnel ...
Grandchester ...
Western Creek ...
Rosewood ... ...
Walloon ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Bundamba ...
Itedbank  ... ...
Oxley ..
Oxley West
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.M .  A.M. A.M. P.M.
... ... ... 840
A
A
9.68
10.30
A
arrive
... depart
arrivefS
t depart
arrive
depart
arrive
depart
j
arrive
.
depart
£
arrive
, depa rt
8.5
A
A
8.45
A
9.22
9.32
A
10.25
A
A
6.60 ...
7.44
8.44
•9.24 ...
9.39
109
1034 ...
A
11.9
11.13
A
A
11.52
12.20
12.25
A
A
12.57
1.19
1.25
7.25
7.57
8.19
6.25
*11. 5 +11.18
B
11.55 11.94
12.4
1258
... •1.58
2.2
... 2.37
2.52
... 3.22
... 3.47
A
„• 4.22
4.26
A
A
*5'2
6.30
5.40
A
A
8.12
6.34
8.40
630
A
A
+7.10
A
7.48
7.58
A
N8.51
A 01
A
9.51
3
10.20
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to retu rn  on the fo llowing Monday.
Nora .- The Trains wi ll  stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,
 A, will stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to slight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fro m the place at which they join the Train to that at which they pro pose to alight.(a) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.60 am, and 4.10 p .m. on the Vp jou rn ey ,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m, and 6.30 p.m. on the Down journey ,  will, for the  pre but,  stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
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Commissioner for  Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
?Z ORTHERN RAILWAY.---On and after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will  come
11'  into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
Up Train,
Mixed.
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
S.M.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0
6 Gracemere ... ... 11'24 6
16 Stanwell ... ... 12. 0
A 1424
30
Rosewood
Westwood arrive ...depart ...
1. 0
1.15
1. 7
20
29
3838 Goganjo ... ... 4
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10 44
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
p.m.
Rocky  Creek ... .. ... 3. 0
Gogano ... ... 3.24
Westwood 1
a rive
.
3.66
depart ::
:..
410
Rosewood ... ... ... A
Stanwell ... ... ... 6. 0
Gracemere ... ... ... 6.86
Rockhampton... ... ... 6'  0
All Day  Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  j ourney terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight  at those places  can only  do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare  t the time  of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to slight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
TotaL
R. s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. s. d.
Week  ending January  9th, 1875 ... 667 16 2 1,398 1 1 .123 0 3 2,188 16 6
Corresponding week lest year... ... 558 18 6 1,18917 10 78 14 10 1,827 11 2
Increase
Decrease
108 16 8 208 3 3 44 6 5 356 6 4
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railway,.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
No. 12.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1874.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office,  are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country  makin written  applications should accompany  such  written applications
with the auwunt of postage required  for transmission ; and, in addition to the  former particulars, are
requested  to state  where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster  is required to file these  Lists,  and to place  them where  any person may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE. The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of  the General Post Office  is opened  for delivery,  daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten  a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 27 Allison -, Highfelds o
28 Althous Paul, Toowoomba c
1 ADAMS -,  Petrie Terrace c 29 Anderson Mrs., Toowoomba u k
2 Adams Gabriel, Cooktown w a 30 Anderson A., Maryborough o a
3 Adams Mary Ann, South  Brisbane o 31 Anderson Andrew,  Stanthorpe c
4 Ah Aing (Chinaman ),  Roma o 32 Andersen Miss Caroline Rockhampton o c6 Ah Chong, Wallan c 33
,
Andersen C., Townsville  it  k
6 Ahearn F. (boundary  rider ), Dalby o c 34 Andersen E., Stan thorpe o
7 Ahern T., Cardwell o c 35 Anderson F., Burendah c
8 Ali  Quinn (boarding-house-keeper), Cooktown c 36 Anderson James, Palmer a9 Ahrews A., Warwick o c
'
37 Anderson James D., Cooktown a
10 Ali  Lane, Stanthorpe  o c 38 Anderson John Maryborough o ii11 Ali  Sue, Palmer a 39
,
Anderson John (miner ),  Palmer e
12 Ah Tat (Chinese gardener),  Blackall a 40 Anderson Neils Peter,  Mackay e13 Alcock J. G., Dalby o 41 Andrews John, Palmer a
14 Alcorn James, Stanthorpe c 42 Andrews 'Miss Louisa Gympie c15 Alders John, Brisbane u k 43
,
Arbuthnot Jas. Warwick o c16 Aldridge E. T., Ipswich c 44
,
Archer Joseph, Cooktown s (3)
17 Alford John T.,  Brisbane m 45 Argles E., Rocky Creek c
18 Alfred -, South Brisbane o 46 Arman Alex., Stanthorpe a19 Alfred  Mrs., South Brisbane c 47 Arman  Miss Jane Brisbane c20 Allan James, Roma o 48
,
Arman John,  Brisbane c
21 Allan Mrs. James R., Toowoomba in 49 Arman M. D., Palmer c
22 A ll cott Frederick ,  Edwards Camp ,  Palmer s 60 Arostine John Palmer s23 Allen J. G., Severn River c 51
,
Arrowsmith Edward, Maytown p  o and a (2)24 Allen Mrs. S., South Brisbane o 52 Arwinn Wi ll iam Stanthorpe c25 Alley Betty,  Brisbane c 63
,
Ash William, Goodna m26 Allison  -,  Brisbane c 54 Ashby John, Lower Camp,  Palmer o
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55 Asher Wm.,  Palmer m 78 Blakely Matthew, Ipswich o
56 Atherton  James, Palmer o (2) 79 Blewett Mrs. (leo., Gympie a
57 Ashly -, Brisbane c 80 Bligh R. J., Roma c
58 Ashwin Arthur, Cooktown  a m and s (5) 81 Bloom H. S., Roma c
59 Atherton J., Palmer c 82 Bluett Mrs. Catherine, Gympie c
60 Atkins Mrs., Toowoomba c 83 Boag Chas., Beenleigh c
61 Atkins Frank, Palmer a (3) 84 Boag R. R. (solicitor), Beenleigh  s c and o c (4)
62 Atkins George, Brisbane s 85 Boase Chas, One-mile Creek u k (2)
63 Atkins H., Roma c 86 Boase Chas. (miner), Palmer c
64 Atkins Thomas Freeman, Stanthorpe u k 87 Bohen J., Townsville c
65 Attenborough Geo., Palmer c (2) 88 Boler Wm., Rockhampton u k
66 Attwood G., Fleetwood c and u k (2) 89 Bolton Chas., Palmer a
67 Aubrey G., Cooktown c 90 Bolton Geo., Gagango c
68 Austin Dr. William Edward, Cooktown a 91 Bolton Laurence, One-mile Creek c
69 Autteridge Mrs., Brisbane n z 92 Bolton Wm.,  Blacka ll  s
93 Brisbane u kBond Miss
B. 94
,
Bone Mrs. Ann, Copperfield u k
1 BACH A., Gowrie c 95 Boner Thomas,  Palmer c
2 Bachmann Rudolf, Stanthorpe c 96 Bonham Saml., Ipswich c
3 Bacon Miss Caroline, Ipswich e 97 Bonn -, Brisbane e
4 Bacon W., Copperfield o 98 Bonnto Oswaldo, Marlborough f
5 Bade Detlif, Palmer a (2) 99 Bonsworth John, Palmer s
6 Bagley Mra., Wharf street c 100 Booth J., Cooktown a (2)
7 Baibs Wm., Brisbane o 101 Booth  Samuel , Booval c
8 Baird -,  Brisbane o 102 Boyer Mrs. Ann, Warwick o
9 Baker Miss F., Rockhampton a 103 Borne  Thomas, Cooktown s
10 Baker Joseph,  Brassa ll  c 101 Boulton Wm., Palmer n z
11 Baker Mrs. Mary A., Kangaroo Point o c 105 Bourke  Dennis , Palmer s
12 Ballard -, Ipswich c It 6 Bourke Walter, Palmer c
13 Balfie Joseph, Palmer c 107 Bourne Mrs., Brisbane o
14 Battzer R. Pedersen, Beenleigh c 108 Bourne Thomas, Palmer c  and s (3)
15 l anntrey R. H., Stanthorpe c 109 Bovmann Heinrich, Toowoomba f
16 Bankier Alex., Brisbane o 110 Bowlais Joseph,  Palmer a
17 Banks Joseph,  Brisbane o a 111 Bowsen Charles, Palmer c (2)
18 Barbezat Edward, Palmer n z 112 Boyd )Vm., Ipswich a
19 Barclay John, Brisbane f 113 Boyd Joseph, Dalby c
20 Barnes Harry, Brisbane s 114 Boyle Michael, Palmer s
21 Barnes H. J., Palmer s 115 Bradbury F. (groom), Warwick o o
22 Barnett Mrs. B., Rockhampton e 116 Bradford Joseph B., Brisbane a
23 Barr  Geo. (of Sydney),  Brisbane a 117 Bradley Wm., Brisbane u k
24 Barron Edward, Palmer e 118 Bradley Wm., Maryborough o c (2)
25 Barsiza  Stephen, Palmer in 119 Bradley Wm., Nambuera River s
26 Barton  John (laborer), Brisbane o c 120 Bradshaw Wm., Brisbane c
27 Barty Wm. (blacksmith),  Palmer a (2) 121 Brady M. A., Ipswich
28 Basseth J. B., Townsville a 122 Branagan  W., Cooktown o
29 Bates A., Palmer c 123 Brandt Albert,  Palmer s
30 Bates  John, Edward's Camp a 124 Brealey Miss, Roma o
31 Batson P., Paddington o 125 Breman John, Toowoomba o e
32 Batty Mrs. Thos., Glenmore e 126 Bremner Edwd.,  Brisbane s
33 Baumann  Gustav, Cooktown  m and n z (2) 127 Brendon L. G., Palmer n z
34 Bauman  Jos. (gunsmith),  Brisbane f 128 Brennan John,  Palmer o
35 Baxter Daniel, Brisbane f 129 Brennan James (miner), Cooktown o a
36 Baxter  Wm., Palmer m 130 Brennan Mortimer, Palmer c (2)
37 Bayley Tbos., Cleveland Bay a 131 Brenner James, Palmer e
38 Beare  James, Cooktown p o 132 Brenton John, Townsville a and c (4)
39 Beattie  Mrs. James, Lyon Creek e 133 Brett J. A., Palmer a
40 Beaty Mrs. Mary Jane,  Brisbane o 134 Brett J., Palmer s
41 Beck Mrs . E., Townsville s 135 Brigg J. T. (contractor),  Brisbane e
42 Beer Geo., Brisbane u k 136 Briggs Dan., Dalby o c
43 Beesley Miss N., South  Brisbane e 137 Briscoe Captn.,  Cleveland Bay a
44 Beeston Capt. R., Palmer o c 138 Bromley Mrs., Severn River o
45 Beier Johann,  Palmer c (2) 139 Bromley Geo., Severn River e
46 Bell - (of Crawford  and Bell),  Blackall o 140 Brooker Edward, Stanthorpe p o
47 Bell H., Cooktown a 141 Brosnan Bbn)'amin, Palmer o
48 Bell J. Helyriggs,  Brisbane uk (2) 142 Brostrup A. M , Townsville a
49 Bell R. G., Bundaberg c 143 Brown  -, Spring Hill o
50 Bell W., Copperfield c 144 Brown Miss,  Brisbane a
61 Belough  Miss , Sandgate c 145 Brown Alfred, Rockhampton o
52 Bemi Henry, Palmer c 146 Browne A. J., Roma a
53 Bendemuller Jacob, Hospital,  Brisbane c 147 Brown Ebenezer,  Brisbane u k
54 Bennie John, Maryborough a 148 Brown Frederick,  Toowoomba a
65 Bennett -- (merchant), Maryborough u k 149 Brown John,  Brisbane m
66 Bennett (carrier), Warwick c 150 Brown John (carrier),  Palmer c (2)
57 Bennett Edward, Toowoomba e 151 Brown John (laborer ), Dalby a c
58 Bennetts  Geo., Cooktown u k 152 Brown J. L., Brisbane c
59 Benson  Daniel, Edward's Camp s 153 Brown and Party,  Messrs. Rudolph, Gymppie o c
60 Berg Fred., Toowoomba c 154 Brown William (carter ), Rockhampton u k
61 Bergan Wm., Palmer s 155 Brughes Walter,  Palmer a
62 Berry Joseph, Brisbane u k 156 Bryant John, Palmer  n z and o (3)
63 Bertelsen Lars, Bundaberg a (3) 157 Bryant John, Brisbane u k
64 Best Walter, Hellwater Creek c 158 Bryson Wm., Palmer m
65 Betts Alfred, Palmer e 159 Buck Thomas,  Brisbane e
66 Bees Miss M. J., Brisbane e 160 Buckerstein -, South Brisbane c
67 Bibb Wm., Westwood c and o e (8) 161 Buckley James, Brisbane m
68 Bigg W. G., Flinders  Station s 162 Bugden IF., Warwick a
69 Biles  T., Bundaberg u k 163 Buhard Louis, Palmer e
70 Billings Alice, Rockhampton o 161 Bull W. A., Georgetown a
71 Billings Alex., Lang Dell, Broadsound u k 165 Bundy John, Palmer m (2)
72 Birch Richd. R., Cooktown n z and m (4) 166 Bunhill Henry (carpenter),  Brisbane c
73 Birkinshaw Wm., Palmer a 167 Bunow -, Maryborough s
74 Birley John, South Brisbane c 168 Burge John (baker), Warwick o
75 Black Spens, Rockhampton u k 169 Burke Walter, Rockhampton f
76 Blackiston H., Dalby a (2) 170 Burke W. S., Valley c
77 Blake H., Brisbane m 171 Buckenstan C. (carpenter),  Brisbane o
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172 Burnett W. S., Blaekall c 77 Clifford J. W., Cooktown s
173 Burnett Bros. Messrs .,  Bundaberg c 78 Clinton Sarah Jane, Brisbane o
174 Burns Henry, Palmer c 79 Clans Michael ,  Palmerston Diggings s
175 Burns Pat., Gympie o 80 Clune M., Edwards Town m
176 Burston J., Maryborough s 81 Coates  -,  Brisbane c
177 Burton Harry ,  Brisbane s 82 Cock Thomas ,  Palmer m and s (2)
178 Busby Thomas ,  Maryborough u k 83 Cocker R. W., Palmer c
179 Butchart J. H. of Sydney ,  B ri sbane c 84 Cock Few (Chinese doctor ),  Roma e
180 Butler  -,  Brisbane o 85 Cochrane Mrs. T.,  Toowoomba c
181 Butler Henry ,  P. 0. Palmer m 86 Coggill  D., Brisbane o c
182 Butler Henry ,  Palmer m 87 Colahan Thomas  (constable ),  Goodna e
183 Byrnes Edwd.,  Palmer o (4) 88 Coles Henry ,  B ri sbane u k
184 Byrnes J. A., Edward ' s Town c 89 Colman James ,  One-mile m
185 Byrnes J. H., Palmer c 90 Colville Jno., Palmer o
186 Byrne Martin, Hospital ,  B ri sbane c 91 Collins And., One-mile c
187 Byrne Pat and Ned,  Palmer c 92 Collins Dan., Palmer o (2)
93 Collins John,  Dalby o e
C. 94 Collins Joseph ,  Ipswich u k and c (2)95 Coll ins J. W.,  Palmer.
CAFFERATTE Blas, Palmer s 96 Compton James, Port Curtis  road u k
Cahill Michl . (laborer ),  B ri sbane o e (2) 97 Comyn W .,  Cooktown o
Cahill Thomas ,  One-mile Creek s 93 Conn Robert ,  Palmer s (3)
Cahill Thomas,  Noose,  Saw-mill c 99 Connell  Mrs., Dalby o
Calder A .,  Palmer c 100 Connell  D., Dalby o
Caldwell Alexander ,  Cooktown m 101 Conelly Mrs., South Brisbane c
Callan Hugh ,  Millchester n z 102 Connolly Annie  (s. Juliet ),  Brisbane Depot c
Callaghan Denis ,  East street c 103 Conno lly Edward ,  Townsville u k
Callaghan Jeremiah ,  Ipswich o 104 Connors John ,  Mount Abundance c
Callighan Mary Ann, Palmer o e 105 Cook Edward,  Ethridge u k
Calnon T., Roma o 106 Cook F .,  Palmer c and s (3)
Calnon Timothy ,  Charlevi ll e o c 107 Cook John ,  Cooktown s
Calorn Miss Anne, B ri sbane o 108 Cooper George, Brisbane o
Camb ri dge C. (gardener ),  Ipswich e 109 Cooper W. F., Stanthoipe e
Cameron Duncan ,  Greenmount a 110 Copy  James ,  B ri sbane c
Cameron D. H., Palmer c 111 Corkill D., Dalby c
Cameron Samson Pierce, Palmer c 112 Corne ll  P., Copperfield e
Came ro n W .  J. B., Palmer e 113 Corrington Clement,  South Brisbane c
Campbell G .  M., Brisbane m 114 Corri gan Mrs. Rockhampton u k
Campbell J.  W., Maryborough o c 115
,
Coste ll o Alex., Bald Hi lls u k
Campbe ll  William, Palmer c (2) 116 Cottingham W. or J .,  Palmer e
Cannon  Richard,  Butchers '  Camp, Palmer n a 117 Cottingham Wardlow, Palmer c and s (2)
Cannon Richard ,  Palmer n z 118 Coulter R., Palmer o
Canovan John ,  Palmer c 119 Cox  Alick (miner),  Palmer e
Canvick Thomas, Ipswich o a 120 Cox Frank, Cooktown c
Carey Michael ,  Palmer n z 121 Cox Mrs. John W., Copperfield s
Carlyon Cornelius ,  Dalby s 122 Craig John A., Tambo  in
Carpenter Wil li am,  Burrandowan Station c 123 Cramer Henry ,  Palmer c (2)
Carroll John (miner ),  Palmer c 124 Cran James W., Be ll endon Plains u k
Carrey Denis  (miner ),  Palmer c 125 Crane Daniel,  Ipswich o c
Carter and Berry Messrs., Palmer s 126 Crane Thomas, Mackay e
Carter Mrs., Brisbane c 127 Crawford D., Rockhampton c
Carter Caroline, Brisbane o 128 Crawford Geo., Saddler s Crossing s
Carter J .  C., Burrawah ,  Dalby f 129 Cray John ,  Palmer s
Carter - ,  Brisbane c 130 Creaney James,  Morayfield c
Carter T. R., Sandy Creek c 131 Cribbon Patrick, Gympie c
Carter T .  R., Palmer s 132 Crowley Edward ,  Georgetown f
Carter Wi ll iam Henry ,  Copperfield u k 133 Crowley Miss E .,  Copperfield u k
Cartwright T. U., Palmer c 134 Crools Geo., Palmer a
Casey John ,  Charlevi ll e o c 135 Crook John ,  Beenleigh a
Cash F .  S., Palmer n z, s, and o (3) 136 Crowe Denis,  Palmer c
Cashman Edmond ,  Cooktown u k 137 Crowe Michael,  South Brisbane o
Cashman Edward ,  Palmer c 138 Cullenane John, Brisbane o
Cassady Charles ,  Palmer a 139  Collins Mary , G eorgetown u k
Cassey J., Rockhampton e 140 Cummins Thomas,  Cooktown n z
Castles J., Branga s 141 Cunningham J., Rockhampton o
Cavenagh J. P., Brisbane s 142 Cuppage Geo., Toowoomba o c
Cavenagh Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c 143 Curtis L., Queen street e
Cents Mrs. Ann ,  B ri sbane s 144 Cased  Mrs., Kangaroo Point o
Chamber lin  -,  Brisbane c
Chandler John W., Brisbane o
Chandler Thomas, Palmer c
Charlton Wil liam ,  Palmer s (2)
145 Cutler James,  Brisbane u k (2)
D.
Charrey James ,  Bundaberg c 1 DALVERN Thomas,  Brisbane  is  and m (2)
Chatfield Henry ,  Cooktown m (3) 2 Daly John M .,  Palmer c
Chidlow Thomas Walter, Roma s 3 Daly M.,  Pine River e
Chin Cha, Palmer s 4 Darner F .  H., Toowoomba c
Chri stensen Lornitz ,  Rockhampton f and c (2) 5 Dance A119n,  Rockhampton u k
Christiansen Hans Henrick ,  Maryborough f 6 Dandy Joseph,  Dalby c
Christianson Margaret ,  Yenga ri e c 7 Danaher Miss  K ate, Ipswich u k
Churchouse A. R., Palmer n z 8 Darby Fred., Cooktown o c
Cichotzki Valentine ,  Rockhampton f 9 Darly James ,  Palmer s
Claire Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k 10 Darly Thomas P., Ravenswood u k
Clare Miss M., Toowoomba c 11 Davenport T., Cooktown a (2)
Clark - ,  Five-mile c 12 Davies Mrs. F re dk .,  Brisbane u k
Clark Frank ,  Palmer o c 13 Davies J. H., Palmer c (6)
Clark Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o 14 Davies M., Mackay s (3)
Clark Jphn ,  Palmer c 15 Davis A .,  Dalby e
Clark Kenneth A. McK.,  Cooktown t 16 Davis E., Dalby o
Clarke John ,  Bundaberg o 17 Davis Fredk .,  Brisbane u k (3)
Clark Robert A., Roma u k 18 Davis J .  C., Milton ,  B ri sbane c
Clarridge William ,  B ri sbane o 19 Davis  Mrs .  Margt .,  Gympie o
Clausen M .  A., Mackay f 20 Davis Mary ,  B ri sbane o
Clegg H., Cooktown o c and s (3) 21 Davis S., Townsvi lle a
Clenfleld  Joseph ,  Glenmore c 22 Davison John ,  South Brisbane c
Clifford John,  Maryborough u k 23 Daw Thomas,  Brisbane u k
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24 Dawson  Miss Jane , Dungaree o 13 Edwards  Wm. (baker), Stanthorpe c
25 Dawson J., Oval c 14 Eggie Mrs. W., Amby Downs o
26 Dawson Joseph, Gympie o 15 Eggleton John, Fortitude Valley c
27 Dawson R. B., Warwick s 16 Eggleton John, Upper Albert River c
28 Day John, Cooktown s 17 Eldridge Miss E., Gregory Terrace c
29 Deans Colin, Palmer c 18 Eldridge Leonard, Upper Camp, Palmer s
30 DeJersey Jo., Palmer c 19 Elliott F. W., South Brisbane c
31 Delaney Michl.. Palmer c 20 Elliott J. E. (chemist), Brisbane s
32 Delle Pianne B., Cooktown s 21 Ellwood E. L., Bundaberg c
33 Dewford Chas. W., Palmer c (5) 22 Elvery Mrs., Bundaberg c
34 Denny Maynard, Bundaberg e 23 England Herbert, Brisbane o c
35 Derben Henry, Rockhampton road c 24 English David, Palmer s
36 Devon Luke, Maryborough s 25 English Mrs. W., Brisbane c
37 Dickie John, Palmer n z 26 Erickeson Johan. Ayrshire Park f
38 Dickson  Geo.  A., Palmer c (2) 27 Etchels John Andrew, Palmer u k
39 Dickson John (shearer), O. K. Station, Dalby c 28 Evans Geo., Brisbane u k and a (2)
40 Diamond Patk., Cooktown c 29 Evans  G. J. A., Edwards Town c
41 Diestel Henry, Palmer c . 30 Evans Seymour, Palmer c
42 Dineen Wm., J., Oakey Creek,  Palmer c 31 Evenden  Geo.,  Brisbane c
43 Divinney H., Brisbane o 32 Eyre Chas., Cooktown s (4)
44 Divinney  Miss  M., Brisbane o
45 Debbie J., Maryborough m (2)
46 Dobson Samuel, Charleville o
47 Dodds Geo., Palmer u k 1 Hartlen Place u kFAGGO Thomas48 Dodsworth Barker, Palmer n z 2
,
Fairfax It. G. (carrier), Palmer c (2)49 Dolan Peter, Blackall u k 3 Fairfield John Brisbane c50 Dolling H., Palmer c 4
,
Fairhally Eugene, Rockhampton e51 Donald John, Palmer o and o (2) 5 Cooktown sFairly David52 Donald John, Cooktown o 6
,
Fallon Joseph, Palmer s (2)63 Donally John, Amby Downs c 7 Palmer sFarmer Chas.54 Donnelly John, Palmer o (2) 8
,
Ipswich fFarrell Miss Maria55 Donoghue John, Brisbane o 9
,
Farrelly Andrew, Palmer a56 Donovan Mrs., South Brisbane c 10 Warwick u kFarrelly Peter57 Donovan - (contractor), Petrie Terrace e 11
,
Rockhampton cFaulkner T.58 Donovan John, Brisbane u k 12
,
Coomrith u kFellowes E. It.69 Donovan M., Cooktown o 13
,
Fensholdt T. Brisbane o60 Donovan Patrick, Stanthorpe c 14
,
Ferguson John, Townsville o e61 Doonan William, Palmer c 15 Dalby cFerguson J.62 Doran R., Ipswich c 16
,
Ferguson R. Palmer o e63 Dougherty Wm., Palmer c (4) 17 Gympie eFerguson Wm.64 Douglas Charles, Palmer s 18
,
Fewtrell Miss J., Brisbane c65 Douglas Miss E. M., Brisbane o 19 Fidler John,  Brisbane a66 Douglas  Miss Susan , Ipswich e 20 Palmer sFidler J. J.67 Dow James, Palmer c 21
,
Brisbane oField Louis68 Dowdall, Albert River e 22
,
Brisbane mFielding Mrs. T.69 Dowling  Mrs. Rosanna , Rockhampton o 23
,
Palmer n zFife -
70 Dowling Vincent, Rockhampton s 24
,
Fife James, Cooktown a (2)
71 Downie D., Toowoomba e 25 Brisbane u kFile Edwin
72 Downing Charles, Brisbane u k 26
,
Cooktown u kFinlayson A.
73 Doyle Erick, Palmer c 27
,
Finlinston John, Townsville e
74 Drake James, Yatala c (2) 28 Fischer Fr. Ch., Palmer n z and c (2)
75 Drake Joseph, Cooktown o 29 Bundaberg cFisher Henry
76 Draus James, Palmer a 30
,
Fitzgerald John, Dalby u k
77 Drausfield Joshua, Palmer u k 31 Fitzgerald John Stanthorpe e78 Drewet Wm., Cooktown c 32
,
Samford cFitzgibbon --
79 Dring Geo., Townsville c 33
,
Fitzsimmons Joseph, Brisbane o and u k (2)80 Driscoll Daniel, Georgetown a 34 Tamrookum st. cFlaherty John81 Driscoll Jeremiah, Palmer s 35
,
Flanegan Francis, Palmer s
82 Droney Austin, Palmer c 36 Palmer sFlanagan Michl.83 Dudley Joseph L., Palmer m (2) 37
,
Palmer cFlanagan Patrick84 Dudley Wm,, Maryborough o c 38
,
Fleidle Jacob, Palmer c (2)
85 Duff David, Palmer c 39 Palmer cFleming Hugh86 Duff John, Palmer e 40
,
Palmer oFleming Hugh and Wm.87 Duff J. H., Palmer o 41
,
Fleming Margt Brisbane c88 Duffy E., Ipswich u k 42
,
Fleming Wm., Georgetown u k
89 Dugan Joseph, Rookwood p o 43 Fleming W., Dalby s90 Duggan James, Palmer c (2) 44 Fletcher -- (carrier), Warwick c91 Dulhunty Fred, Dalby s (2) 45 Cooktown cFletcher Henry92 Dulhunty L. J. E., Dalby s 46
,
Fletcher Thomas, Roma u k93 Duncan James (puntman), South Brisbane e 47 Floyd John, Cooktown n z94 Duncan John, Palmer p o 48 Flynn Mrs. Janet, Gympie o95 Dunn S. L., Palmer c 49 Flynn John, Dalby o c96 Dunstan Richd. H. G., One-mile  Creek  o f and 50 Foare James, Brisbane o c
u k (7) 51 Foley -, Roma c97 Durham T., Palmer c (2) 52 Folkman Wm., Rockhampton c98 Durham Wm., Palmer c (2) 53 Fontaine G., Brisbane f99 Dwyer James, Palmer c 54 Foo Hap, Cooktown c
100 Dwyer Wm., Rosenthal o c 55 Foot A., Palmer o101 Dyer William, Murphy's Creek u k 56 Ford  Miss,  Bowen Bridge c
57 Fordam H., Fortitude Valley c
E. 5S Foreman R. J., Palmer s
1 FADE William, Maryborough u k 59 Forgan Alexander, Palmer n z
2 Eames Constable, Cooktown c 60 Forrest J., Townsville e
3 Eborne Miss C., Brisbane c 61 Forrest James, Allenstown c
4 Edelfeldt E. G., Townsville f 62 Fortey Mrs. John, Toowoomba a and m (2)
5 Eden Geo., Cooktown c 63 Foster Charles, Edwardstown c
6 Edwards Mrs., Toorilla u k 64 Foster Chas. H., Palmer c
7 Edwards Mrs. Elizth., Brisbane o c 65 Fowet P. C., Eagle Farm Road e
8 Edwards E. George, Ipswich c 66 Fowler Mrs., Cooktown o
9 Edwards John, Emu Creek c 67 Fowles B.,  Brisbane c
10 Edwards John, Copperfield o e 68 Fox Henry, Brisbane u k
1 L Edwards Joseph, Palmer a and c (3) 69 Fox J., Palmer s
12 Edwards Miss M. A., Spring Hill c 70 Fox Joseph, Palmer a
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71 Fox Thomas, Brisbane o H.
72 Fox William, Emu Creek o c
73 Frackelton H., Canning Downs South c I HALES Peter, Litbgow a
74 Francis Mrs., Spring Hill o 2 Hacker A. J., Ipswich c
75 Franklin G. M., Brisbane c 3 Halbrooke Henry, Brisbane n k
76 Franklin Henry, Tennevyle u k 4 Hall Algernon, St. George a
77 Fraser Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o c 5 Hall George, Cooktown c
78 Freman  Geo.,  Palmer c 6 Hall Henry, Ipswich c
79 Freeman N., P. 0., Brisbane o 7 Hall John (butcher), Cooktown a
80 Freshmon -, Petrie Terrace c 8 Hall William, Gympie o
81 Fritch Adam, German Station c 9 Halverson Mrs., Toorilla Station u k
82 Frith E., Dalrymple c 10 Halzberger P., Brisbane f
83 Frost J., care of McDonald, Copperfieldl u k  11 Hamilton -, Toowomba c
84 Fruss Wm., Marlborough f 12 Hamilton -, South Brisbane c
85 Brisbane u k 13Fry John Hamilton and Son, Queen street c
86
,
Fullartou James, Palmer u k 14 Hamilton James Campbell, Palmer River a
87 Fundeleisen A., Palmer c 15 Hamilton Miss J., Cooktown c
88 Funk Chas., Palmer c 16 Hamilton Patrick, Brisbane m
17 Hamilton T. G., Brisbane a and m (5)
G. 18 Hampton Amelia, Ipswich o c
19 Hancock -, Oval c
GAFFNEY James, Palmer s 20 Hand -, Cooktown c
Gakowki Fredk., Mackay f 21 Handle John, Bundaberg c
Gallagher J., One-mile Creek o c 22 Hanna John, Palmer c
Galvin Miss M., Brisbane c 23 Hannan Patrick, Palmer c
Garawski John (laborer), Murphy's Creek o c  24 Hammersley  George,  Gympie c
Gardner George, Brisbane c 25 Banns Albert, Sandy Creek c
Gardener Wm., Mackay u k (2) 26 Hanny James. Dalby c
Garland C. F., Dalby c 27 Hanrahan Michael, Townsville c
Garling F., Palmer a 28 Hansen C., Maryborough o e (2)
Garrard S., Gympie a 29 Hanson Geo., Fortitude Valley c
Gartland Thomas, Cooktown c 30 Hansen Jane H., Port Mackay e
Gatjous Johannes, One-mile Creek o c 31 Hansen L., Bingera f
Geddes G., Mackay c 32 Hansen W., Brisbane f (2)
Geddes J. H., Palmer c 33 Hanahie Mrs., Brisbane c
Geddes Robert, Roma u k 34 Harden -, Palmer c
Geiger Fredk., Mackay o c (2) 35 Harding -, Cleveland Road c
Gellespie Francis (saddler), Stanthorpe c 36 Harding W., Caboolture u k
Geoghan -, King street c 37 Hardy P. J., Palmerville c
Giblett Hugh, Two-mile, Gympie u k 38 Harie -, Yengarie c
Gibbon -, Brisbane o c 39 Harks John, Ipswich c
Gibbs Wm. (cordial maker), Townsville a (2) 40 Harper Alex., Townsville t
Gigor August, Maryborough o c (3) 41 Harper Charles, Charleville o
Gilchrist D., Palmer c 42 Harradin A. D., Toowoomba s and u k (2)
Gill Henry, Palmer c 43 Harrington Timothy, Palmer River s
Gillard Wm. John, Rocky Creek u k 44 Harris George, Palmer River s
Gillian Stewart, Palmer a 45 Harris Mary, Peak Downs u k
Gillies James, Palmer c 46 Harris W. J., Port Mackay u k
Gillis Joseph, Palmer a 47 Harrison Peirce, Copperfield c
Gilliver Chas., Gympie f 48 Harrison T. M., Palmer c
Gilmour John, Oval c 49 Harry A., Copperfield o
Glassan Allick, Townsville c 60 Harstoff F., Dalrymple c
Gleho Jcdzn, Highfields c 51 Hart John, Rockhampton n z
Gleeson Thomas, Cooktown o 52 Hartell  Isaac,  Rockhampton u k
Glisson Geo., Charleville c 63 Hartley John, Cooktown c
Godden Mrs. Ellen, Gympie o 64 Hartley J. W. (butcher), Palmer c
Gogay H., Palmer c 65 Hartman Jacob, Pimpama a (3)
Golding Mrs., Dalby o 56 Harvey M., Cooktown c
Gollop James, Brisbane u k 57 Harvey W., Palmervillo c
Gomersall Joseph, Palmer c 68 Harwood John, Palmer a
Goodwin H., Cooktown c 59 Hasse Charles, Bundaberg c
Gorge  Mrs., Ipswich u k 60 Haswell H., Stanthorpe e
Gough Peter, P.O., Maryborough u k  61 Hathaway Leonard, Warwick u k
Gow  George, Brisbane a 62 Hatton James, Roma c
Gragerstrom -, Rocky p o +63 Hausman J. G., Ipswich c
Graham Benjamin, Bundaberg u k and c (2) 64 Hayes Barney, Cooktown c
Grant I., Five-mile Water c 65 Hayes C., Ipswich u k
Grant Neil, Cooktown m (2) 66 Hayes Edmund, Warwick a
Grant William, Palmer c 67 Hayes E., Ipswich c
Gray H. G., G.P.O., Brisbane u k  68 Hayes George, Palmer n z
Gray J. (miner), Palmer c 69 Haynes A. C., Brisbane n z
Greer Alexander, Brisbane u k 70 Haynes Charles, Palmer c
Green Fred., Cardwell a 71 Haynes C. A., Palmer c
Green John, South Brisbane u k 72 Headley H., Port Mackay c
Green Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane o o 73 Heaney T., Stanthorpe c
Greene Thomas, Milchester u k 74 Heaney Thomas, Toowoomba c
Green T., Palmer c 75 Heatley John, Cooktown a
Green W. C., Dalby c 76 Hede Dora C., Townsville c
Greenfield Joseph, Toowoomba u k 77 Heeley Bridget, One-mile o
Greenwood Stephen, Copperfield u k 78 Heeney Charles, Maryborough u k
Gregory Mrs., Breakfast Creek c 79 Heeney James, Darling Downs c
Grewsen Paul, Maryborough o 80 Heeney William, Cooktown c
Griffin Miss Catherine, Rockhampton u k 81 Hefferman G., Reserve c
Griffiths Frank, Brisbane o 82 Hehir John, Falmer c (2)
Griffiths Walter, Rockhampton a 83 Heilich John, Warwick c
Grogan Thomas, Brisbane o 84 Helmore H., South Brisbane o
Groom Walter, Rockhampton u k 85 Henderson --, Toowoomba a
Gross Mrs. Eliza, Brisbane o o 86 Henderson John, Palmer u k
Grover Mrs. E. A., Maryborough u k 87 Henderson Walter, Cooktown a (2)
Grum James, Palmer o c 88 Henderson W., Cooktown o
tilfoyle  Thomas , Palmer s
89 Henley Jas. McCulloch, Port Mackay s
lland Willia , M ryborough a 90 Hennessy J., Ipswich o
Gulliable John G., Palmer c 91 Henricks W., Toowoomba c
Gunny Martha, Gympie o 92 Henry -, Townsville o
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93 Henry Capt. (soh. "Anne Moore"), Maryborough m
94 Henry Denis, Brisbane a k
96 Hensleor George, Palmerville c
96 Hensley J. M., Palmer u k
97 Hensley J. M., Port Mackay m
98 Hepton J., Cooktown c
99 Herbertson John, Palmer a
L00 Herigan John, Gympie c
_O1 Herwick Otta, Cooktown c
.02 Hetherington Thomas, Palmer c (3)
L03  Hewett J., Cleveland Bay u k
L04 Hice - (gardener), South Brisbane c
.05 Hickey John, Palmer c (2)
L06 Hickscroflt, Valley c
L07 Hickson G., Palmer c
L08 Hickson George (blacksmith), Cooktown a
L09 Hickson George or Joseph, Palmer c
L10 Hickson George, Cooktown t
L11 Hickson Walter S., Palmer o
L12 Higgins Cornelius Cooktown s
L13 Higgins James, Palmer c
L14 Higgins Susan ,  Brisbane a
L15 Higgins William, Palmer o
L16 Higginson James ,  Palmer c
L17 Higgs M. E., Brisbane o
L18 Hill - (saddler), Breakfast Creek a
L19 Hill Henry,  Palmer a
L20 Hills James, Maryborough m
L21 Hill John, Palmer a
L22 Hills Samuel, Cooktown a (2)
L23 Hill W.  M., Roma o
124 Hines Isaac ,  Gym pie  a
125 Hitchcock W., Palmer s (3)
126 Hobbs H., Palmer s
127 Hockings Joseph, Palmerville c (2)
128 Hodges  A., Millchester u k
129 Hodge Charles Stephen (master mariner), Brisbane a
130 Hodges E. Miss, Toowoomba c
131 Hodgkinson J. C., Cooktowh a
132 Hodgeton J., P.O. c
133 Hogarth A. C., Cooktown c
184 Hogan Patrick,  Cooktown a z
185 Hogue Miss,  Brisbane a
136 Hogg  F., Dalby u'k
137 Hoigh George, Rockhampton u k
138 Holden Charles, Stanthorpe c
139 Holmes W., Brisbane u k
140 Holohan John, Rocky Creek u k
141 Holt Miss Rebecca ,  Brisbane o
14,2 Honeycombs J., Cooktown s
143  Hook Henry, Palmer r
144 Hook John, Palmer m
145 Holohan James, Brisbane o
146  Hop Mrs. Catherine, Rockhampton a
147 Hope George, Sydney u k
148 Horn  Miss  Anna, Rockhampton c
149 Horning H. L., Rockhampton o
150 Horsburgh Mrs., Fortitude Valley c
151 Horsley N. R., Dalby o
152 Hoes Anthon , Dalby u k
153 How Miss Ellen,  Stanthorpe c
154 Howard Mrs., Brisbane o c
165 Howden J., One-mile c (3)
166 Howes Mrs., c
167 Howes Samuel, Warwick a (2)
158 Howley Elizabeth, Stanthorpe c
159 Hoyer Charles, Brisbane u k
160 Hayer  E., Palmer e
161 Hoyland Charles, Brisbane a
162 Hude H., Ipswich m
163 Hudson  W., Rockhampton c
164 Huggett Fknk., Cooktown m
165 Hughes B., Warwick c
166 Hughes C. H., Roma o
167 Hughes Arthur H., Brisbane u k
168 Hughes  James, Gympie a
169 Hughes Mrs. Mary, Maryborough o c
170 Hughes John Thomas, Maryborough u k
171 Hulig John, Warwick a
172 Hume Thomas,  Palmer e
173 Humphries Hugh, Warwick e
174 Humphreys John, Coomrith Station c
175 Hunt C. P., Melbourne is k
176 Hunter Captain A., Brisbane e
177 Hunter D., Palmer o
178 Hunter D. H., Sandy Creek c
179 Hunter Robert, Sydney u k
180 Hunter Tho., Palmer c
181 Hutchinson -, Gympie c
182 Hutchins H. R., Palmer c
183 Hutchinson Mrs. A., Brisbane c
184 Hutton Robert, Warwick u k
185 Hynes R., Brisbane o
I.
1 ILLENDEN Frederick, Brisbane o
2 Ingram Mr., Palmerville a
3 Ingold G., Maryborough a
4 Ingram S. A., Burenda a
6 Irish J. P., Charleville a
6 Irwin Rebecca, Gympie c
7 Iversen M. Charles, Brisbane f
8 Iversen Richard, Palmer River c
9 Ives William, Bundaberg c
J.
1 JACK Miss Maggie, Townsville is k
2 Jackson Mr. E. U., Cooktown s
3 Jackson M., Gympie c
4 Jackson Michael, One-mile c
5 Jackson Michael, Gympie c
6 Jacobson Heinrick, Mackay f
7 James Miss, Redbank u k
8 James David, Brisbane c
9 James Miss  Mary, Brisbane u k
10 Jamieson Mrs., Brisbane a
11 Jamieson William, Palmer River c
12 Jamieson -, Bundaberg c
13 Jameson -, Palmer River c
14 Jans Jan August, Brisbane f
15 Jaques J. L., Copperfield a
16 Jeffries E., Toowoomba s
17 Jenkinson Richard, Cooktown m
18 Jennings John, Brisbane c
19 Jensen Christian, Brisbane c
20 Jensen Mr. (blacksmith), Maryborough c
21 Jensen Frederick, Cooktown f
22 Jensen Jorgen, Rockhampton f
23 Jensen Mrs. Maria, Brisbane a
24 Jessop Mr., Palmer a
25 Jessop Kensley and Smith  Messrs., Palmer o
26 Johannessen J. H., Brisbane a
27 Johansen Nills Peder, Toowoomba f
28 Johensen William, Mackay c
29 Johns James, Palmer a
30 Johns James,  Palmer c
31 Johns Louis D., Palmer m
32 Johnson Fred. G., Blackall c
33 Johnson James, Rockhampton m
34 Johnson John, Stanthorpe c
35 Johnson  Mary Miss, Brisbane  (Valley) a
36 Johnson  Peter, Cooktown is
37 Johnson Peter, Cooktown s
38 Johnston William,  Palmer s
39 Jolly David, Roma c
40 Jolly Chas., Palmer a
41 Jones W. A., Palmer c
42 Jones Beresford, Roma s
43 Jones C. J., Mackay a
44 Jones Francis, Mackay a
45 Jones H., Jimbour c
46 Jones H., Stanthorpe o
47 Jones Jeremiah (butcher ), Palmer o
48 Jones J. and J. (butchers),  Palmer m
49 Jones John,  Palmer a
50 Jones John, Toowoomba s
61 Jones J. W., Palmer a
52 Jones M. A., Stanthorpe c
53 Jones Thomas,  Palmer o
54 Jones William Alexander, Palmer c
55 Josson August, Bundaberg f
66 Jonson Karlen  Hann , Maryborough f
57 Johnston W., Palmer a
58 Jorgenson  Mr., South  Brisbane a
59 Jorgenson J. L., Mackay o
60 Jaynor Patrick, Samson Vale a
61 Judd James , Brisbane u k
K.
1 KANE John, Palmer o
2  Kerins C., Palmer c
3 Kavenaugh A., Malvern Hills o
4 Kavanagh Jos., Rosewood Station near Laidley c
5 Kavanagh  Thomas, Palmer a
6 'Kaye H. P., Palmer u k
7 Keage Mr., Maryborough is k
8 Kean Mr .,  Brisbane a
9 Keane John,  Palmer a
10 Keane J., Palmer c
11 Keane J., Palmer c
12  Kearsley George,  Palmer Road c
13 Keary John (farmer), Murphy's Waterhole c
14 Keast Mrs. Mary, Peak Downs u k
15 Keating John,  Palmer s
16 Keating John, Cooktown a
17 Keating Thomas, Cooktown c
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18 Keaveny L., Stanthorpo c 32 Lee Samuel, Palmer c
19 Keehn Albert, Blackall c 33 Leeman John, Gympie e
20 Keily Daniel. Palmeri; 34 Lemin John, Peak Downs u k (3)
21 Keily D., Brisbane c 35 Leonhardt Charles,  Palmer s
22 Kelleway Mr., New England c 36 Leslie Fred., Goondiwindi c
23 Kellick James, Georgetown c ,•7 Leslie James, Palmer s
24 Kellick Jas., ( -eorgetown c 38 Lester James,  Palmer a (2)
25 Kelly Mrs. Chas., Brisbane u k  39 Letchford Charles, Rockhampton u k
26 Kelly Daniel, Palmer e 40 Levy Samuel, Gympie m
27 Kelly Daniel, Palmer c 41 Lewis Abbott, Palmer s
28 Kelly Edward, Rockhampton c 42 Lewis Abbott or Games, Palmer c
29 Kelly John H., Copperfield s 43 Lewis Jacob, Palmer s
30 Kelly John, Cooktown a 44 Lewis Samuel, Brisbane c
31 Kelly tlichae], Stanthorpo c 45 Lewis William, Palmer a
32 Kelly Patrick (boot maker), Brisbane c 46 Liddy John, Palmer a (2)
33 Kelly Thomas, Brisbane n z 47 Lincoln F. J. C., Brisbane u k
34 Kelly Thomas, Toowoomba s 48 Lindsay -, Maryborough s
35 Kelly Thomas L., Toowoomba s 49 Lindsay John, Brisbane o
36 Kilman James, Cooktown o 50 Lindsay Thomas Palmer m
37 Kemp Mrs., Palmer c 51 Lings Phillip, Palmer.
38 Kemp Mrs., Palmer c 52 Linklater Joseph, Palmer o
39 Kemp James, Maryborougb c 53 Linnane Martin,  Palmer a
40 Kemps William, Mackay u k  64 Lloyd E., Maryborough a
41 Kenedy Margaret, Brisbane u k 55 Lister and Co., Townsville s
42 Kennedy W. F., Townsville c 56 Lister James, Palmer a
43 Kennedy W. D., Palmer c 57 Little Wm. (butcher), Cooktown a
44 Kenning Mr. (boot and shoe  maker ), Ipswich c 58 Little W., Maryborough o
45 Kerr Mrs. Elizabeth. Dalby a 59 Litton Mrs., Brisbane m
46 Kerr Mrs. Thomas, Cleveland Bay s 60 Livingstone D'Arcy'H., Cooktown a
47 Kerry  Miss . Harriet, Rockhampton s 61 Lobbe J. J., Palmer o c
48 Ketting Mr. (shepherd), Spring Creek e 62 Locklin W., Brisbane f
49 Kevin  Roger  (shepherd), Roma o c 63 Lochree W., Ipswich s
50 Kewin Edward, North Kennedy u k 64 Lodge James, Burnett c (2)
51 Keyes William, Palmer c 65 Lofsell John, Ipswich o
52 Keyes William, Palmer c 66 Loftus J., Roma e
53 Kiddie  James ,  Brisbane c  67 Logan Alex. " Martha and  Jane," Maryborough c
54 Kilgour A. K., Palmer c 68 Lomas William, Cooktown o
55 Kilmartin M., Toowoomba c 69 Long Margaret, Stanthorpe o a
56 Kilroy Patrick, Merivale Station s 70 Long Patrick,  Palmer s (2)
67 King Alexander, Palmer o 71 Longland J., Queen street e
68 King Joseph, Palmer a 72 Larth Emma,  Brisbane o
69 King Mrs. S. M., Ipswich c 73 Louat P. C., Eagle Farm c
60 Kirby J. L., Melbourne u k 74 Louder R., Palmer c
61 Knight Edward, Cooktown a 75 Loughfield John, Gympie o
62 Knight Edwin, Cooktown a 76 Low Daniel, Maryborough o c
63 Knight George, Toolburra e 77 Lovell and Hume Messrs . (lawyers ), Helidon e
64 Knight G., Cooktown o 78 Lover Samuel, Cooktown c
65 Knowles W., Cooktown e 79 Low Isaac, Toowoomba c
66 Kundstrup G., Palmer o 80 Lowe J., Toowoomba c
67 Koch Sophus, Rockhampton f 81 Lowe Thomas,  Palmer a
68 Kolle  F., Ipswich o 82 Lublow  H., Bundaberg n z (2)
69 Kohn N. L., Kolan c 83 Lucas G., Ipswich e
70 Koppe Franz, Waranga c 84 Luck E. C., Townsville c
71 Koppe Frank, Warrego Station c  85 Lund H . P., Mackay f
72 Bringer Mr., Toowoomba c 86 Lund Peter, Townsville c
73 Kroush John, Palmer o 87 Luxmoore  James, Brisbane u k
74 Krunk Bettry, Brisbane o 88 Lyne  James ,  Palmer o
75 Kyle Henry,  Palmer s  89 Lyne  H., Palmer t (4)
76 Kyle W., Canning Downs c  90 Lyons -,  Enoggera Creek  s-
91 Lyon G. 0., Beechell e
1
L.
LALERDEN Joseph, Townsville o M.
2 Lacey E. (seaman ), Maryborough (2) o c 1 MADDEN Mr., Murphy' s Creek c
8 Laird William,  Palmer n z 2 Madden Mr., Rockhampton c
4 Lake John, Palmer (2) e 3 Madden George, Towers c
5 Lamb Charles 0., Dalby (2) s and c 4 Madden G., Etheridge a
6 Lamb Charles 0., Tenningering (3) s and c 5 Madsen Herr M., Rockhampton f
7 Lamb Richard, Morayfield u k 6 Madsen Jonkes Carl, Brisbane f
8 Lambert Louis, Palmer c 7 Magoffin  James,  Tin Mines, Warwick m
9 Lambirth H., Cooktown u k 8 Maguir Ellen, Brisbane u k
10 Landy Peter, Cooktown (2) u k and n z 9 Mahatzky Theodor,  Palmer c
11 Lane William, Endeavour River (2) c 10 Mahan Martin (carrier), Etheridge c
12 Langford Capt. N.,  Brisbane m  11 Mahon M.,  Brisbane c
13 Lannan Miss  Ann, Brisbane c 12 Main John  R., South Brisbane n z (2)
14 Lannar James,  Basin  Pocket c 13 Maister F. A., Warwick u k
15 Lantour -, Townsville a 14 Mailberg  Hanna , Brisbane o
16 Lantry Patrick,  Palmer a 15 Mallar William (storekeeper), Palmer c
17 Larbalestier  James , Palmer (2) c 16 Malone Patrick, Brisbane c
18 Larkin A. W. T., Rockhampton u k 17 Malone Thomas, Etheridge a k
19 Lassen J. R., Cooktown f 18 Maloney P., Ipswich c
20 Last Joseph, Herbert River e 19 Manaasian  Jacob, Fleetwood c
21 Last Joseph, Cardwell o 20 Manning John , Palmer c
22 Lau Claus,  Highfields c  21 Mansbridge Robt .,  Rockhampton u k
23 Law W.,  Stanthorpe c  22 Mansfield  James ,  Coomera c
24 Lawrence John, Ipswich c 23 Mant Mr., Ipswich c
25 Lawrence  W. R., Palmer u k 24 Manton Mr., New Zealand  Gully n z
26 Lawson C. W., Palmer u k 25 Manuell Charles Leslie, Cooktown n z
27 Learer Walter, Stanthorpe a  26 Mansell W., Maryborough c
28 Learey Thomas, Maryborough o c 27 Mappin  James,  Toowoomba c
29 Leadingham  T. H., Palmer a 28 Maqumn  Mrs. P., North  Rockhampton c
30 Lee Land,  Cooktown c 29 Margetts F. G., Palmer m
31 Lee E .,  Endeavour  River u k 30 Margetts  F. G., Palmer m
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31 Mariucovich Matteo, Palmer s 125 Moore John J. (baker), Stanthorpe o c
32 Mark Mrs. M. K., Rockhampton o c 126 Moore P. H., Palmer c
33 Murvney Mary Ann, Brisbane o 127 Moore Tom, Audit Office Brisbane e
34 Marriott W., Cooktown u k 128 Moran James, Georgetown o
35 Marshall Mr., Cedar Creek c 129 Moran John, Palmer c
36 Marshall A., Brisbane c 130 Moran Michael, Cooktown c
37 Marshall Mont, Palmer o 131 Moran Michael, Palmer s
38 Marshall Robert, Palmer e 132 Moran R., Palmer m
39 Marshall Robert, Palmer c 133 Morris Mr., Townsville u k
40 Martenesen Miss Elna, Rockhampton c 134 Morris Mr., Brisbane c
41 Martin Andrew, Dalby o 135 Morris Mr., Brisbane c
42 Martin A., Rockhampton u k 136 Morris Frank R., Brisbane u k (2)
43 Martin F. (ship " Star Queen"), Brisbane o 137 Morris Henry, Brisbane in
44 Martin Franciq, Cooktown n k 138 Morris John, Warwick Reserve c
45 Martin J. H., Charleville c 139 Morris Samuel (dairyman), Etheridge e
46 Martin Mrs. L., Townsville c 140 Morris Samuel, Palmer c
47 Martin Wm., Townsville o e 141 Morrisy Patrick, Palmer c
48 Martin W., Townsville o c 142 Morrison, Johnson, O'Brien, and others, Palmer c
49 Marton Henry, Gympie c 143 Morison Roderick, Palmer c
50 Marzke Miss Adeline, Rockhampton f 144 Morrow T., Dalby e
51 Matchett Thomas, Palmer s 145 Morrow T., Dalby c
52 Mathews George, Gympie f 146 Mortimore C., Palmer c
53 Matthews J., Gympie c 147 Mortimore Charles, Palmer c
54 Matthews S., Stanthorpe c 148 Morwick Hugh, Palmer in
55 Matthews S., Stanthorpe c 149 Morwick Hugh, Palmer m
56 Mathewson John, Gympie o 150 Marwick James, Palmer a
57 Maurice John, Rockhampton m 151 Moses Mrs. G., Townsville s
58 May Mr. (farmer), North Pine River c 152 Moss Messrs. M. and Co., Brisbane m
59 May James, Cooktown u k 153 Moss Morris A., Brisbane in
60 Mayne Nicolas, Palmer c 154 Mossman A., Palmer c
61 Meade Murty, Toowoomba c 155 Mott P., Mackay c
62 Meadows R., Palmer t 156 Mowbray Phil., Palmer o
63 Meany Dennis, Stanthorpe m 157 Mowbray Philip H., Palmer in
64 Meany D., Stanthorpe o e 158 Mowbray P. H., Palmer in
65 Meany Laurenoe, Palmer u k 159 Moy Miss S., Brisbane s
66 Mellor William, Palmer c 160 Muir John Douglas, Cooktown m
67 Melsis Elemeld, Dalby c 161 Muller Claus, Palmer c
68 Mendelsohn S., Clermont u k 162 Mulligan P., Doughboy Creek n z
69 Menzies James, Cooktown u k 163 Mulroy Martin, Stanthorpe m
70 Merquired Margaret, Brisbane o 161 Melks M., Highfields c
71 Merrett Franklin, Brisbane s 165 Munnecke Louis, Palmer c
72 Merry William, Goondiwindi s 166 Munroe Miss, South Pine River e
73 Meston A., Palmer c 167 Munro Miss, South Pine River e
74 Metzger W., Brisbane o c 168 Munro George (overseer of roads), Cardwell u k
75 Merzzatk D. (farmer), Logan River f 169 Munt Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane c
76 Michal Peter, Palmer c 170 Murfin William, Brisbane f
77 Mickelborough John, Rockhampton u k 171 Murfin William (carpenter), Valley, Brisbane c
78 Mijeh Peter, Palmer s 172 Murphy Eliza, Brisbane o
79 Miller H. P., Palmer s 173 Murphy John, Palmer c
80 Miller J. R., Cooktown s 174 Murphy M., Toowoomba c
81 Miller Peter, Warwick c 175 Murrane Patrick, Palmer c
82 Miller Richard, Palmer c 176 Murrey Mrs., Ipswich c
83 Miller Richard (storekeeper), Palmer c 177 Murray A. (blacksmith), Valley c
84 Miller Robert (storekeeper), Palmer c 178 Murray John, Palmer n z
85 Miller Thos. C., Palmer c 179 Murray S. E., Brisbane c
86 Miller Thos. G., Cooktown c 180 Murray Patrick Bourne, Darling River s
Cleveland Bay s 18187 Miller William Murray William, Brisbane m,
88 Miller William Cochrane, Palmer e 182 Myder Mrs., Rockhampton u k
89 Miller W. C., Palmer c 183 Myers Alex., Cooktown c
90 Miller W. Cochrane, Palmer c 184 Myles William, Brisbane c
91 Millett W., Palmer c 185 Mylnre --, Western Creek s
92 Millett W., Palmer c
93 Millett, W., Palmer c Mc,
94 Millett W., Palmer c 1 MOANDULEY Isabella, Rockhampton n z
95 Millner H., Ipswich c 2 McAtens John, Toowoomba u k
96 Mills John B., Rosenthal Creek c 3 McAurey M. J., Roma s
97 Millson Anne, Brisbane s (2) 4 McCall Duncan, Palmer n z
98 Minson J., Palmer s 5 McCallum James, Palmerville c
99 Minon Peter, Brisbane u k 6 McCallum C., Palmer s
100 Mitchell A. R., Emu Creek, Ipswich o 7 McCarey T., Cooktown c
101 Mitchell Duncan, Palmer c  8 Me Carey Thomas, Townsville u k
102 Mitchell Robert (miner), Palmer c 9 Macarthy James, Drayton c
103 Moffatt J., Cooktown a 10 McCarthy Joseph, Cooktown e
104 Mohr J., Toowoomba c 11 McCaughey John, Palmer m
105 Mollerick Patrick, Palmer e 12 McCaw Wm., Cooktown s
106 Molan Daniel, One-mile Creek c 13 McClaskey James, Palmer m
107 Molloy Mr., Petrie terrace c 14 MeCoig John, Palmer s
108 Moller Alexander, Stanthorpe c 15 McColl James, Charlevillo a
109 Molloy James, Stanthorpe a 16 MaCollin E., Bundaberg c
110 Moloy Michael, Cooktown m 17 McConnell P., Goondiwindi c
111 Molloy P., Cooktown u k 18 McCormick John P., Palmer in
112 Maloney Miss Ellen, Stanthorpe c 19 McCoughie --, Cooktown c
113 Moloney James, Warrill Creek c 20 McCoy Elizabeth, Brisbane o
114 Moloney Martin, Palmer c 21 McCrea Thomas, Palmer in
115 Moloney Michael, Stanthorpe o c 22 McDonald C. O. H., Palmer c
116 Melville Alexander, Palmer s 23 McDonald Colin, Stanthorpe o e
117 Monahan Patrick, Palmer c 24 McDonald E. H., Palmer c
118 Monaghan Philips, Palmer a 25 McDonald C. H., Palmer e
119 Monneeke Louis, Palmer c 211 McDonald E., Brisbane f
120 Moon John, Rockhampton o c 27 McDonald F. C., Palmer c
121 Moon John, Rockhampton o c 28 McDonald J. C., Rockhampton c
122 Moon John, Rockhampton o c. 29 McDonald Kenneth, Roma o
123 Moor John, Doughboy Creek u k 30 McDonald Mrs. S. A., Old Post Office u k
,24 Moore John, Doughboy Creek o 31 McDonald William, Cooktown s
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32 McDonald William, Palmer River c 21 Nielsen Rasmus, Toowoomba f
33 McDermott  -,  Toowoomba c 22 Nielsen Rasmus H., Doughboy Creek f
34 McDermott E. C., Cooktown e 23 Nielsen Thomas, Tambo f
35 McFadden Robert, Cooktown s 24 Nielzen --, Maryborough e
36 McFerdies David, Palmer n z (2) 25 Nilsen Christine ,  Brisbane e
37 Mc Fedrit David, Palmer s 26 Nicolitch J. P., Palmervi lle a
38 M,•Fie John, Palmer c 27 Nolan Miss, Cooktown c
39 McFuten Thomas, Brisbane c 28 Nolan C.,  Brisbane o
40 McGarvie Bernard, Brisbane c 29 Nolan James, Palmer o
41 McGhee Charles, Murphy's Creek e 30 Noon Thomas ,  Bungewogorai c
42 McGhee James, Palmer s (2) 31 Norris Thos .,  Cooktown c (2)
43 McGeorge W .  H., Brisbane n k 32 Norris Z., Brisbane u k
44 MeGiven --,  Warwick c 33 Nott Charles ,  Palmer c (2)
45 McGluchey C., Palmer c 34 Nugent Patrick ,  Westwood c
46 McGlinn Hugh, Palmer s 35 Numan M.,  One-mile c
47 McGlynne  - Dalby c (2)
48
,
McGowan  --,  Palmer s 0
49 McGrath Francis, Townsville c 1 O'BERG Charles W., Brisbane o
50 McGrath James, Brisbane o c 2 O'Brien James,  Palmervillo  a
51 McGrath T., Cooktown c 3 O'Brien James ,  Murphy's Creek c
52 McGregor John, Mackay o 4 O'Brien John ,  Port Mackay c
53 McGuinness  -,  Palmerville c 5 O'Brien Michael ,  Warwick o
54 McGuire James ,  Rockhampton c 6 O'Brien Patrick, Cooktown n z
55 McGuire Phi ll ip, Cooktown a 7 O'Brian William ,  Palmer c
56 McGuire Thomas ,  Peak Downs u k 8 O'Connel H., Brisbane s
67 Macintosh John, Palmer c 9 O'Connell Daniel ,  Townsville c
58 McIntosh Mrs., Roma c 10 O'Connor James, Brisbane c
59 McIntyre John, Palmer s and  in  (2) 11 O'Connor John, Palmer c (2)
60 McKay Donald, Palmer s 12 O'Donnell Charles, Palmer c
61 McKay Mary, Brisbane o 13 O'Donnell George, Palmer c (2)
62 McKee -, Irishtown c 14 O'Dowd James, Georgetown c
63 McKellie A., Palmer  in  15 Ofenham H., Palmer s
64 McKenly John, Brisbane o 16 Offrett James, Stanthorpe f (2)
65 Mackay G. W., Toowoomba  in  17 Oger John ,  Palmer c
66 McKenna Patrick ,  Brisbane c (2) 18 O'Gorman  0.,  Goodna s
67 McKenzie Mrs., Brisbane c 19 O'Halloran Robert, Palmerston m
68 McKenzie W. D., Palmer s 20 Ohve Peter H., Brisbane f
69 McKiernan Hugh, Rockhampton o 21 O'Keefe Edmund, Dalby f
70 McKinley Denis, Palmer s 22 Oldenborg A. R., Palmer e
71 McKinnon Angus, Brisbane  in  23 O'Leary Timothy, Palmer s
72 McKinnon and Co. Messrs .,  Warrego  in  24 Olivey Ellen ,  Brisbane o
73 McKinnon D., Hospital c 25 Glivey William, Townsville u k
74 McKuen  --,  Cooktown o c 26 O'Loughlan A. M., Callandoon a
75 McLaide Alex., Ipswich  in  (2) 27 Olsen Miss Marie ,  Townsville f
76 McLaren J., Dalby c 28 Olsen E., Brisbane f
77 McLaughlin John, Darling Downs a 29 Olsen Peter ,  Brisbane o
78 Maclean Mrs., Caboolture ,  s and u k (3) 30 O'Maley Daniel, Warwick o c
79 Maclean Archibald ,  Ipswich s 31 O'Neil Arthur ,  Palmer a
80 McLean Jas., Palmer s (2) 32 O'Neil ,  Daniel, One-mile e
81 McLean Job, Breakfast Creek o 33 O'Neil D., Brisbane o c
82 McLennan  -,  North Pine c 34 O'Neil J .,  Warwick a
83 McLeod Donald W., Palmer a (3) 35 O'Neil Owen ,  Palmer o c
84 McLeod D. W., Brisbane o 36 Opole Apostol ,  Palmer n z
85 'McLeod James, Palmer c 37 Orgill T. E .,  Cooktown c
86 McLough lin Jaires, Maranoa c 38 Orr G. A., Gympie e
87 MacMahon C. (farmer ),  Brisbane o c 39 Orr J .,  Palmer c
88 McMahon Henry ,  Rockhampton c 40 Orr John ,  Waterford c .
89 McMahon Thomas, Ipswich c 41 Orr John ,  Coomera c
90 McMullan James, Palmer n z 42 Orr Thomas H., Palmer c (2)
91 McMullen James, One-mile c 43 O'Sullivan  -,  Helidon c
92 MacNair R., Palmer nt (3) 44 O'Sullivan Denis, Palmer s and c (2)
93 MacNalley E., Palmer c 45 O'Su ll ivan E., Helidon c
94 McNamara James, Palmer m 46 O'Sullivan John, Stanthorpe o
95 MeNickle  Alexander ,  Palmer n z and s (3) 47 O'Shannessy  -,  post office  in
96 McNutt A., Palmer c (3) 48 O'Shannessy Andrew, Palmer c
97 McQuade Terence, Palmer o 49 O'Shannessy A.  0.,  Palmer s
98 Macquarie  -,. Palmer c 50 O'Shannessy T. J., Palmer c
99 Mellory Joseph, Cooktown s 51 Osbo rn e Thomas ,  Brisbane c
100 McShane A., Dalby c 52 Otes John, Brisbane o
101 McSharry Matthew, Gympie u k 53 Owens John W., Brisbane e
102 McShea  - Cooktown c
103
,
McSloape  - (saddler ),  Dalby e P
1 PACEY Alfred  (carrier),  Rockhampton e
N. 2 Paine J. J., Copperfield u k
1 NAGEL Otto,  Maryborough f  3 Pain Robt .,  Brisbane Hospital s
2 Napier Thomas ,  Gympie a  4 Palmer Charles, Logan River o
3 Naylon Michael ,  Stanthorpe c  5 Palmer Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
4 Naylor William E .,  Rockhampton te k  6 Palmer William ,  Purga Creek ,  near Ipswich o
6 Neilan Phillip ,  Rosenthal c  7 Paris Nicholas ,  Palmer c
6 Ne ilson H. S., Toowoomba c  8 Parker C.  IT.,  Rockhampton o
7 Nelson B. Mrs., - o c  9 Parker Mr .  F.. A., Charlestown a
8 Nelson Joseph, Palmer c  10 Parker James, Valley u k
9 Nesbitt M .,  Comet Downs c  11 Parks J., Mackay c
10 Newcombe Geo., Ipswich c  12 Park T.  (painter), -  in
11 Newell David, Maryborough s  13 Park Wi ll iam ,  Palmer c
12 Nicholas P .,  Peak Downs u k  14 Park William ,  Palmer c
13 Nicholls C.,  Brisbane  in  (4)  15 Parkes Mary Ann, Rockhampton o
14 Nicholl W .  A., Post Office o c 16 Parr Daniel McD., Palmer u k
15 Nickalls Henry ,  Brisbane u k 17 Parkin James, Palmer a
16 Nicholson Williams ,  Palmer c 18 Partridge  Jae.,  Burke ,  Darling River u k
17 Nicol Miss, Government Park c 19 Pary Robert ,  Palmer s
18 Nicol A. H., Townsville c (2) 20 Pascoe J., Rockhampton c
19 Nickelsen H., Maryborough c 21 Paskin J. S .,  Brisbane s
20 Nielson M. P., Palmer c 22 Petersen Mrs. Ann ,  Gympie c
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23 Paterson James  (carrier), Maryborough u k
24 Paton John, Palmer c
Z5 Patrick A., Townsville u k
26 Patten C. B., Brisbane o
27 Patterson William ,  Cooktown c
28 Paul John, Rockhampton u k
29 Pauley Mrs .,  Brisbane o
30 Payne Mrs. Wm. ,  Indooroopilly ,  Brisbane c
31 Pearson  Charles, Caboolture u k
32 Pearson Francis, Palmer a
33 Pearson Francis, Palmer a
34 Pearson  F., Palmer s
35 Peck Mr., Mackay c
36 Peel J .  N., Brisbane o
37 Peirce P., Bowen u k
38 Peirce P., Bowen u k
39  Ferman  G., Brisbane u k
40 Percey William, Palmer c
41 Perrey Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k
42 Perry  Nathaniel, - c
43 Perry William, Maryborough e
44 Pert Miss Eliza ,  Maryborough c
45 Peters  Arthur, Ipswich u k
46 Peters Arthur, Ipswich u k
47 Petersen  John, Maryborough f
48 Petersen M. Palmer, c
49 Petersen P., Maryborough e
60 Petersen Peter ,  Townsvi lle c
61 Petersen  Peter,  Mackay o
62 Peterson Mr., Brisbane c
63 Peterson  Mrs. Alexander, North Rockhampton c
54 Petersen Christian  V., Cooktown c
55 Peterson John, Neardie Antimony Mines, near
Tiaro m
56 Peterson Miss  Nally,  Brisbane c
57 Pethbridge T. G. (master mariner ),  Brisbane c
58 Petry F .,  Pine River c (2)
59 Phillippe D. M. (miner), Clermont e
60 Phillips Mrs., Euthulla Station c
61 Phillips David, Mackay c
62 Phillips George  T., Palmer a
63 Phillips , George T., Palmer c
64 Phillips, H, Palmer c
65 Phillips Joseph, Cooktown a
66 Phillips Joseph, Cooktown a
67 Phillip J. A., Cooktown e
68  Phillips  Miss Maggie ,  Brisbane o
69 Phillips Mrs. Thomas ,  Beenleigh o
70 Phillips W. (" schooner Naomi "), Townsville c
71 Phillips Wm., Gatton o
72 Phimister R. J., Palmer s
73 Peirce T., Bowen u k
74 Pierce T. 0., Bowen u k
76 Pierce Thomas ,  Bowen c
76 Pierce R., Brisbane c
77 Paskerton Richard, Brisbane s
78 Platte Henry,`Palmer c
79 Platte Henry, Cooktown o
80 Pohlmann F., Palmer c
81 Pohlmann F., Palmer o
82 Po lleur Carl August ,  Maryborough o
83 Poison N., Brisbane o
84 Poison  Joseph,  Toowoomba s
85 Pond J., Dalby o
86 Poole George  (blacksmith ),  Palmer c
87 Poole George  (blacksmith ),  Palmer e
88 Poole George  (blacksmith ),  Palmer e
89 Porter Miss, Rockhampton s
90 Porter Chas .,  Palmer e
91 Porter H., Spring Hi ll  c
92 Portley W., Ipswich c
93  Ponlsen Hans  .Larsen, Brisbane f
94 Poulton Richard, Rocky Creek u k
95 Powell H. H. P., Brisbane c
96  Power Alexander and ,Tames,  Georgetown n k
97 Power John  (carrier ),  Clermont c
98 Pratt George, Palmer a
99 Pratt Thomas ,  Cooktown a
100 Price Mrs. F .  L., Brisbane c
101 Price Wm., New Zealand Gully c
102 Pringle James, Palmer c (3)
103 Preuss Gottfred, Mackay f
104 Proctor H. B., Cooktown a
105 Pugh Richard ,  Palmer o
106 Pummer T. (ship "Great Queensland "),  Mary-
borough f
107 Purtell Thos., Churchhill c
Q.
1 QUADE  M., Roma m
2 Quartermain James, Nerang Creek o
3 Quinlan Michael ,  Brisbane c
4 Quinn Peter,  Rockhampton m and n z (3)
R
1 RACH Albert, Brisbane f (2)
2 Raddicliff James, Ipswich c
3 Ramps Innocento ,  Palmer a (3)
4 Ramsay James, Brisbane c
5 Ramsay Thomas, Cooktown  C
6 Randle Mrs. South Brisbane, c
7 Rankin Alexander, Rocky Creek c
8 Rant G., Rockhampton u k
9 Rasmussen H. P., Port Mackay f
10 Rasmussen Jens, Brisbane o
11 Rasmussen R., Brisbane o
12 Ratbbone E., Laidley c
13 Ray William, French Post Office f
14 Reane C. D., Palmerville
15 Reardon A., Toowoomba c
16 Reddcliffe John,  Brassall e
17 Redmond William B., Millchester f
18 Redmond B., Palmer u k
19 Reeve A., Brisbane m
20 Reeve W. M., Palmer o
21 Reichardt Jacob, Cooktown n z
22 Reid James  (barque " Monkchester  "),  Brisbane
23 Reid G. M., Palmer e
24 Reid Mary Stewart, Brisbane c
25 Reinberg G. Y. Warwick e
26 Rienicke Herman, Maryborough s
27 Renn Jeremiah, Dalby c
28 Rentoul William, Copperfield e
29 Rentoul W., Charleville s
30 Rapp Stephen, Brisbane s and e (2)
31 Repinger -, South Brisbane c
32 Rover Harbert, Kennedy f
33 Rewcastle David, Charters Towers f
34 Reymond Mrs. Annie, Brisbane o
35 Reynolds, Rinando, and Co., Palmerston m
36 Reynolds Owen, Palmer m (2)
• 37 Richards H., Endeavor u k
38 Richards G., Palmer e
39 Richards H. G., Palmer c (3)
40 Richards Robert, Palmer a e and m (3)
41 Richards Thomas, Palmer m
42 Richardson W., Port Mackay e
43 Richardson L. W. Mrs., Brisbane m
44 Rickerts Johann, Ipswich o (2)
45 Ridland  James , Cooktown u k (3)
46 Ridgeway Alfred, Palmer c
47 Rion  James, Stanthorpe a
48 Rierkats Johann, Mackay c
49 Riordan John, Peak Eowns f
60 Ressley H. J. P., Townsville c
61 Ritchie A., ship " Winefred,"  Brisbane u k
52 Ritchie John, Palmer a
63 Ritson John, Gympie c
64 Robbins John G., Palmer u k
55 Robbins George, Bundaberg u k
56 Roberts Charles, Charters Towers o
57 Robert Ernest, Maytown o c
58 Roberts James, Brisbane a
59 Roberts John Ambrose, Palmerville c
60 Roberts William (carpenter), Cardwell c
61 Robertson George A., Cooktown m
62 Robertson James, Palmer c
63 Robinson  -,  Petrie terrace c
64 Robinson Mrs. (schoolmistress ),  Townsville c
66 Robinson Chas .,  Georgetown o c
66 Robinson Edward, Charleville o c
67 Robinson George L., Georgetown c
68 Robinson Jeff, Palmer n z
69 Robinson Thos .,  Bowen Bridge c
70 Rodgers Joseph,  Brisbane s
71 Roe J. Christian ,  Brisbane f
72 Roessler  John,  Brisbane e
73 Rogan P., Dalby c
74 Rogers Patrick ,  Brisbane e
75 Rogers William, Cooktown m
76 Rohan Mrs. Jenny,  Palmer c
77 Rolfe James, Charleville o
78 Rollston David, Palmer u k
79 Ronan Cornelius, Palmerville c
80 Rook Charles, Maryborough c
81 Rooney James, Ipswich f
82 Root William, Toowoomba c
83 Root William, Ageaton Plantation u k
84 Ross Alexander, Bowen Bridge c
85 Ross James C., Palmer c and u k (3)
86 Ross Lauehlin S., Palmer n z
87 Ross  Lauehlin S .,  Palmer f
88 Ross Robert , Copperfield u k
89 Rewcaatle David ,  Palmer u k
90 Rowland D., Palmer c
91 Royle William, Warwick c
92 Rugan M .,  Palmervi ll e c
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'93 Rumpel Emil, Cooktown c 84 Smith Lewis Sydney, Cooktown m
94 Russell Charles, Brisbane o 85 Smith Michael, Ipswich o
95 Russell William, Palmer c 86 Smith Patrick, Stanthorpe m
96 Rutherford John, Palmer a (2) 87 Smith Robert, Palmer c
97 Rutherford J., Palmer a (2) 88 Smith Robert, Maryborough o c
98 Ryan E., Warwick c 89 Smith Mrs. C., Brisbane c
99 Ryan J. H., Palmerville c 90 Smith T., Gympie c (2)
100 Ryan Michael, Warwick a 91 Smith Thomas, Rosewood c (2)
101 Ryan Michael, Ipswich c 92 Smith Thomas Henry, Palmer c
102 Ryland Mrs. J. H., Breakfast Creek s 93 Smith William, Palmer c
S. 94 Smith William, Warwick c (3)
1 Gympie 0 95SALLEM Charles Smith William A., Gympie c
2
,
Flinders River c 96Sam Quee (Chinaman) Smith William A., Warwick a
3
, 97Palmer cSamuels  John Smith William C., Stanthorpe c
4
,
Condamine c 98Sanders  Alfred Smithson William, Palmer c
5
,
Rockhampton u k 99Sanders Edwin Sochtig Christian, Palmer c (2)
6
, 100Ipswich cSanders Walter Somerville George C., Palmer c (2)
7
, 101Jimbour cSanne  Christopher Somerville Harry, Charters Towers o
8
, 102Palmer cSandrofski Charles Soren Mary, Brisbane o
9
, 103Post Office o cSaunders James P.
Sorensen A. K., Townsville f
10
, 104Brisbane u ker SSaw Sorensen Gueririus, Brisbane c
11
.,y 105P 0 Roma sSearle Francis Jokn
Sorensen Jens S., Breakfast Creek i
12
, 106Brisbane u kScarfe  Jane  Miss
Sorensen William, Mackay f
13
, 107Palmer cScarborough Tom.
Sorhern --, Cawarral c
14
, 108Townsville oSchatling C H.
Sour D. (carrier), Roma c
15
. , 109Ipswich cSchullia Katie
Sparkes William, Brisbane o
16
, 110
Seblamecher -, Cooktown s and a (5) 111
Sparre Charles, Palmer c
T,Summerfield H S dne m17 Maryborough  o cTSchoales  W .,. y y
18
.,. 112
Schofield Thomas,  Brisbane  u k and c (2) 113
Spencer John, Brisbane m
"Zoroaster " Brisbane u kSpencer John19 Cooktown sSchulitz William , ,
20
, 114Gympie oSchumer Mrs. Sproier Hermann, Townsville o c
21
, 115Scougall  It. W. Pahnerville c (3) 116
Sproule Miss M. J., Brisbane o
Stacy - (general dealer) Roma c
22 Stanthorpe aRScorra E ,
23
. ., 117Palmer cScott Alexander Stafford William, Cooktown o
24
, 118Scott J. E., "ship Ramsay," Brisbane u k (3) 119
Stanbridge A., Palmer c
Staub Henry Rockham ton f25 Scott J. T. Moncrieffe, Mackay o 120
, p
Starke Alfred Post Office a k26 Roma aSearle John Francis ,
27
, 121Seilfeildt and Reynolds (storekeepers) Palmer c Stark Christy, Warwick o c (2)
28
, 122Crocadile Creek u kShambrook Joseph Stark James, Cooktown n z
29
, 123
Stanthorpe cShanahan Garrett
Stark Jakob, Ipswich c
30
, 124Cardwell n zShanrahan Richard Starkey John, Rockhampton o c
31
, 125Brisbane eSharkey - St. Croix Aaron de, Warwick  is  k
32
, 126Shairp Charles Norman, Brisbane u k (4) 127
St. Croix Aaron de, Toowoomba  is  k
Stedman Henry W. Maryborough u k33 Sharpe Jane Ann, Nerang Creek c 128
,
Steinhage George One-mile c34 Shattling Henry, Palmer c 129
,
Palmer cStenl S d35 Tallebuggera cShears John yy .,
36
, 130Etheridge cSheele William junr Stephens W. M., Warwick a
37
.,, 131Halliford cSheils James Steven It., Ipswich c
38
, 132Sheldon Chas. One-mile c Stevens Miss Mary, Maryborough a
39
, 133Copperfield cShelly Patrick Stevens W. H., Inverell a (3)
40
, 134Toowoomba cShephard  Emma Steavenson Samuel, Blackall a
41
, 135Sheran George, Palmer a (2) 136
Stewart Alexander, Roma c
Stewart A T. It. Palmer n z42 Sheridan James, Mackay e 137
,.
Stewart James Palmer a43 Sheridan John, Palmer c 138
,
Townsville cStewart John44 Sherrin John Palmer e ,
45
, 139Sherwood T Breakfast Creek cH Stewart Peter, Palmer c
46
. ., 140Cooktown aShie Yan (storekeeper) Stewart Robert, Palmer c
47
, 141Shorter William Lill vale a Stewart Thomas, Millchester u k
48
, y 142Siddons Thomas, Roma o 143
Stewart William, Brisbane o c
Mar borouStiles if h o cW49 Sibmell H. L. Bundaberg e y g. .,
50
, 144Simcoot Edward Palmer m Stoddern Martha, Brisbane u k (2)
51
, 145Simmons  W A Goondiwindi u k Stokes Alfred, Stanthorpe c
52
. ., 146Simpson John, Mackay c 14'7
Stone -, Brisbane o
Brisbane oStone James53 Simpson Jose h Brisbane o c ,
54
,p 148l i hSi J C P k 2 Stopford William, Rgrella onc ra o n ., almer u ( ) 149 ton sStrachan -- Batham55 Sin Foo Cooktown a p,
56
, 150Skeehan Thomas, Palmer a (2) 151
Shaven John, Post O ffice c
Chas Mar borou h o cStreet Wm57 Skinner Mrs Anne George  street o c ., g. y
58
. , 152S1ackFrederick, Palmerville c (3) 153
Street Edward, Brisbane o
Stretcherid Gatton ce --59 Slade  Jacob, Palmer u z and a (2) 154
g ,
Streten James Brisbane u k60 Slatte ry Terry Endeavor c ,
61
, 155S Stringfellow Thomas, Palmer aloan Thomas, Palmer C 156 Stuart John, Palmerville e (2)X62 Small John, Palmerville c 157 Stuart ---- Oake Creek c63 Small William, Brisbane u k 158
, y
Stebbins IElijak Helidon o64 Smith and Part Palmerville cMessrs ,
65
y ., 159S i Sturah Thomas, Ipswich u km th -, Bundaberg o 160 Sussmilch C Palmer s66 Smith A. A., Stanthorpe n z 161
.,
Suirs Edward Palmer u k67 Smith Alexander, Palmer m 162
,
Sullivan G Helidon o cM68 Smith Miss Annie, Palmerville c 163
. .,
Sullivan John Dalb c69 Smith Miss Arabella, Brisbane o 164
, y
Sullivan Mar Brisbane e70 Smith A. H. (grocer), Brisbane o c (4) 165
y,
Summers John Brisbane u k
.71 Smith Edward, Brisbane c 166
,
Suter F Brisbane w kS
.72 Smith Edward, Stanthorpe a 167
. .,
Cooktown cSutherland David73 Smith F. T., Rockhampton o k 168
,
Emanuel Gatton f (3)Svenber74 Smith George, Curriwillinghi o 169
,g
Palmer eSvendson Edward75 Smith Geo., Bulimba c (2) 170
,
Swanbur Emanuel Western Creek a76 Smith G. C. (painter), Milton c 171
,g
Swanson G Rockham ton u k77 Smith Herbert,  Brisbane c (2) 172
., p
borouS Mar h u kmons John78 Smith Jabez,  Palmer c 173
yy g,
Brisbane oS ne Brid et79 Smith James ,  Palmer a y g ,
so Smith James E., Cooktown c T.
81 Smith John,  Brisbane o  1 TAIT James, Cleveland Bay m
82 Smith John, Ipswich c 2 Tait W., Brisbane a
'63 Smith  J. F., Brisbane o  3 Talbot James,  Roma o c
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4 Talbot William, Gympie c
5 Talbot Mrs. W., Stanthorpe c
6 Tancred M., Palmer a
7 Tancred M., Millchester, Charters  Towers s (4)
8 Tancred Michael,  Palmer a (3)
9 Tany John, Cooktown a
10 Tarver George, Maryborough o o
11 Taylor Andrews, Brisbane u k
12 Tate James, Palmer c
13 Taylor Charles, Cool-town u k
14 Taylor G. C., Roma c
15 Taylor G. W., Palmer c
16 Taylor Henry, Palmer  in
17 Taylor Henry, Felton Station, Darling  Downs u k
18 Taylor  James,  " Great Queensland " o
19 Taylor James, " Great Queensland " c
20 Taylor John, Palmer c
21 Taylor John, Stanthorpe c
22 Taylor  John, Stanthorpe o c
23 Taylor  John, Stanthorpe o c
24 Taylor Machison, Cooktown c
25 Taylor P. R., Palmer m (2)
26 Taylor Mrs. Robert, One-mile, Gympie o
27 Taylor William, Burnet River u k
28 Taylor William, Dalby c
29 Taylor Wm., Palmer c
30 Tennyson  Miss  Mary, Tattersalls  Hotel u k
31 Teitzel George, Palmer c
32 Tuffe M., Cooktown c
33 Tulin Joseph, Palmier c
34 Tellers  Mrs. Christ  an, Blacka ll Coppermine, via
Rockhampton u k
35 Telker Angus, Maryborough c
36 Telson J. W., Palmer a (2)
37 Templeton Thomas, Palmer c
38 Terris Mrs. Mina, Wickham st. o c
39 Teroni Nicolo, Palmer o
40 Terry H. H. (carpenter), Cooktown c
41 Tessamond J., Mackay s
42 Thomas John (carrier), Palmer c
43 Thomas Julia, Stanthorpe o
44 Thompson Mrs., Dally u k
45 Thompson Miss B., Rockhampton s
46 Thompson Miss Clara, Mount Lun c
47 Thompson Charles, Palmer c
48 Thompson Charles, Palmer c
49 Thompson James, Palmer c
50 Thompson J. G., Brisbane m
51 Thompson John (storekeeper ), Palmer e
52 Thompson Robert,  Brisbane o
53 Thompson T., Brisbane o
54 Thompson T., Townsville c
55 Thompson Wm., Palmer c
56 Thompson Wm., Warwick c
57 Thomson John, Palmer f
58 Thomson John, Palmer c
59 Thomson John, Palmer m
60 Thomson Mrs. T., Palmer c
61 Thomson William (carrier), Townsville c
62 Thonson S. Mackay,  Brisbane o
63 Thorne  Miss,  " Great Queensland," Maryborough
uk
64 Thornton Thos., Palmer c
65 Thornton Thos., Palmer s
66 Thudgold Andrew, Palmer c
67 Thurston Francis,  Brisbane n z
68 Thavne Alexander,  Blasems  Town, Gayndah Road c
69 Thynne W., Palmer o
70 Thynne James, Normanton c
71 Tierney George, Stanthorpe a (2)
72 Tilley Edward, Cooktown o
73 Tils Samuel, Palmer c
74 Tims Mrs. Henry, Cooktown c
75 Tobin Patrick,  Brisbane m
76 Todd William, Palmer n z
77 Toll Mrs. Fredericka, Maryborough o c
78 Tollster Mark , Rockhampton c
79 Tonkin  Thomas ,  Palmer s (2)
80 Tonking William, Palmer s
81 Topping W., Noose c
82 Tortole  Patrick ,  Brisbane c
83 Tout  Walter, Brisbane a
84 Towns  Wm. and Mrs .,  Warwick c (2)
85 Tregise  John (carrier ), Palmer c
86 Trestrain  John,  Mackay n z
87 Tritton F. G., B eenleigh o
88 Trongaton El :is (commission agent ),  Brisbane c
89 Tubbs Mrs. L+'. H., Brisbane c
90 Tucheart A., Palmer o
91 Tuite Michael, Dalby c
92 Tully George ,  Eagle Farm c
93 Tully James ,  Rockhampton u k
94 Tully John ,  Brisbane c
95 Tuomy Martin,  Rookhampton o
96 Tuplin Joseph,  Palmer c
97 Turnbull Jno., One-mile ,  Gympie e
98 Turner  Alfred,  Palmer c
99 Turner  Alfred, Palmer s
100 Turner  Charles W., Mount  Hutton Station, Roma a
101 Turner George (tinsmith), Dalby c
102 Turner James , Stanthorpe c
103 Turner  John, Killnary,  via  Roma c
104 Turner Walter, Rockhampton u k
105 Turner  W., Rockhampton u k
106 Tussmilch  C., Palmer s
107 Tyack John, Palmer m
U.
1 UHR W. D'Arcy, Cooktown o
2 Uprickard  James, Brisbane c
3 Usresium  W., Maryborough c
4 Uzzell George, Charleville o c
V.
1 VALLALEY John, Palmer c
2 Verge S. G., Pahnerville s
3 Vertelli Madame, Rockhampton e
4 Veveris Geo. A.,  Brisbane a
5 Veitch -,  Brisbane c
6 Vobland Conrad, Toowoomba c
W.
1 WADDINGTON Robt., Mooney River e
2 Waddington Wm. (cabinet -maker ),  Rockhampton
uk
3 Walker Mr. (late messenger Colonial Secretary's
Office),  Brisbane c
4 Walker Mrs., Brisbane c
5 Walker Alexander, Palmer u k
6 Walker Fred. C., Brisbane s
7 Walker James C., Gympie  in
8 Walker James, Palmer o c
9 Walker Mrs. James ,  Palmer c
10 Walker Joseph G., Flinders River c
11 Walker Joseph, Dolswood e
12 Walker W., Toowoomba c
13 Wallace Thomas, Cooktown m
14 Wa llace Mrs. W.  (currier ),  Palmer c
15 Wallen P. C., Brisbane e
16 Wal li ngton George, Brisbane u k
17 Walalie Mr., Coomera c
18 Ward  Mrs., Alice street o
19 Ward M., Rockhampton s
20 Ward B .,  Brisbane a
21 Ward Daniel (farmer), Warwick Road e
22 Ward Patrick,  Palmer c
23 Wardrop Henry, Mackay u k
24 Warddel L. F., Cooktown n z
25 Ware Mrs., North Quay c
26 Ware M. (carrier), Dalby c
27 Warner Thomas, Maryborough u k
28 Warwang C. (storekeeper ),  Stanthorpe m
29 Warren Edward, Gympie t
30 Warren L. P., Brisbane o c
31 War re n Mary M., Brisbane o c
32 Warring C. (storekeeper ),  Stanthorpe m
33 Wasmund Albert, Roma c
34 Wason Hugh ,  Palmer o c
35 Watson Georgie  (ship  "  Storm  K ing"), Brisbane a-
36 Watkins James, Kolan River c
37 Watkins J., Brisbane o
38 Watson  John  E., Palmer s
39 Watt Alex .  M., Palmer c (2)
40 Watts Mr. (contractor ),  Kangaroo Point a
41 Watts Frederick ,  Caboolture c
42 Weaver A., Mackay e
43 Webb John, Pike Creek, near Gympie e
44 Weber William, Rockhampton f
45 Webster John  (miner ),  Cooktown e
46 Webster John ,  Palmer c
47 Weidanz H. (baker),  Palmer c (2)
48 Weidanz H., Gympie c
49 Weise Miss Elizabeth ,  Queen street c
50 Weitzel  Jacob ,  Palmer c
51 Welch Chas .,  Palmer c
52 Welsh Michael, Stanthorpe s
53 Welch Robert,  Brisbane a
54 West Oscar, Brisbane c
55 Westwiad Miss Rosan, Rockhampton o
56 Wheatley Henry J., Palmer o
57 Wheeler Aston Thos., Palmer u k
58 Wheeler Chas .,  Brisbane o c
59 Whelan Warren L. (ferryman), Burnet River o
60 White August  (schoolmaster ),  Fortitude Vall ey e
61 White Caleb,  Palmer c (3)
62 White E llen ,  Stanthorpe o c
63 White George, Cooktown o
64 White George Louis, Palmer e
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65 White Jonathan, Charters  Towers a  125 Wise Michael, Blackall c
66 White T. B. Cooktown a 126 Wolton Mrs., South Brisbane c
67 White  Miss  M. F., Warwick o 127 Wong Sin --, Palmer a
68 White Mary  J. A., Brisbane o e 128 Wood P. Alfred,  Brisbane o c
69 White Thomas,  Palmer c 129 Woods Alfred, Enogerra c
70 White Thos.  H, Palmer a 130 Wood Henry, Rockhampton o
71 Whiteman G. H. (engineer on the " Royal Dane"), 131 Woodbridge Frank, Palmer c (2)
Brisbane u k 132 Woodgate Robert (ship Herman),  Brisbane u k
72 Whiteman G. H. (engineer on the " Royal  Dane"), 133 Wooels John, Palmer s
Brisbane u k I 134 Wool James (digger), Palmer c
73 Whiteman G. H. (engineer on the Royal  Dane"), 135 Woolcoek E., Stanthorpe c
Brisbane u k 136 Woorter H., Cooktown a
74 Whitford W. H., Palmer c 137 Workman Joseph, Roma, Railway Survey Camp,
75 Whitney Revd. G., Beenleigh c near Toowoomba o c
76 Widow Mrs., Toowoomba c 138 Wrather  Mr., Palmer a (3)
77 Wiet John, Palmer c 139 Wratten Osborne Mead, Palmer c
78 Wiesenfeld August (shepherd), Roma o c 140 Wright James, Stanthorpe o c
79 Wilke R. C., Brisbane e 141 Wright  Miss  Lydia, Servants'  Home, Brisbane c
80 Wilkins R., Gympie e 142 Wright R., Bulimba c
81 Williams Mrs., South Brisbane c 143 Wurcig C., Brisbane f
82 Williams Mrs. A.,  Brisbane a  144 Wyaldwn W. G., Goondiwindi c
83 Williams Mr. A., Toowoomba c 145 Wyatt Mr., Sandgate road e
84 Williams Mrs. Elizabeth, Copperfield o 146 Wytcher Miss Agnes, Brisbane c
85 Williams  F. E., Gregory Creek, Cooktown o 147 Wyvill James, Palmer a (2)
86 Williams  George, Euthulla Station Roma c
87 Rockhampton o cMargaretWilliams  Mrs
88
. ,
Williams Robt., Spring Hill c Y.
89 Rockhampton cSarahWilliams Mrs
90
,. 1Ravenswood u kWilliams William YALDWYN Chas., Gracemere u k
91
, 2Wil liams Wil liam, Stanthorpe a Yard William, Palmer a
92 3Townsville aWilliams W. Yates W., Palmer s (2)
93
, 4Blackall sWilliams W H. Yonson Anders, Maryborough c
94
, 5Williamson  James  (carrier),  Roma c Young Donald, Palmer c
95 6Willinett J. Palmer in Young James L., Palmer  n z and a (3)
96
, 7Willis Thomas Brisbane in Young John D., Palmer a and a (2)
97
, 8Wilmoth  Miss  Bridget, Brisbane c Young W. S., Palmer c (2)
98 Wilmoth B. M., Brisbane o
99 Wilmot Edwd. S. Eardly, Cooktown u k (4) Z.
100 Wilmot E. E., Palmer e
101 Wilmot George, Palmer c 1 ZEDLACH Carl, Charters Towers f
102 Willmett T., Toowoomba c 2 Ziebell Rudolf, Rockhampton f
103 Wilson Andrew Pigoreet, Post Office, Victoria c 3 Zerdlach Carl, Palmer c
104 Wilson Charles, Rochford a (4) 4 Zillman W., One-mile c
105 Wilson Edward, Palmer c 5 Zunker Mrs. Apolonia, Maryborough o c
106 Wilson C., Palmer e
107 Wilson F. IT., Ipswich u k Initials, Etc.
108 Wilsey James, Palmer c
109 Wilson J. M., Cooktown c 1 D. F., Post Office c
110 Wilson Mrs. John, Stanthorpe c 2 D. S., Post Office c
111 Wilson John, (mariner ),  Brisbane o e (2)  3 F. D., G.P.O., Brisbane c (2)
112 Wilson John P., Palmer c (2) 4 If. W., G.P.O., Brisbane c
113 Wilson Robert, Rollestone c  5 W. D. G.,  P.O., Maryborough c
114 Wilson R., Ann street, Valley o 6 Captoon (South Sea Islander),  care  Mr. Aldridge,
115 Wilson  R., Brisbane a Maryborough o c
116 Wilson Wm., Maryborough o c 7 Committee of Management, School of Arts, Roma c
117 Winkworth Charles,  Palmer c  8 Emily, Chinaman's Gardens c
118 Winson  Crs., Roma c 9 Kean (Polynesian), Maryborough o c
119 Winter Ludwig,  Stanthorpe o c 10 Man in charge , Messrs. Thomson and Govett's fat
120 Winterbine John, Cooktown c sheep, Roma c
121 Winterbolton W., Montague  Road, South Brisbane a  11 nugane (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o cPa
122 Winters  James ,  Palmer n z (
123 Winters Robt.,  Palmer a  12 Secretary Mountain  Rise  Gold Mining Company,
124 Winters Robt., Palmer a (3) Brisbane c
OVERTIME GOODS.
TO be sold by Public Auction,  at the Custom House ,  Mackay, on  SATURDAY, the 6th February,
1875,  at 11 o'clock.
Date of
Bonding.
1871
Ship.
June 21 ... Licensed Dray
Master.
McLennan ...
Whence.
Alexandra Dis-
tillery
Merchant.
'Kennis & Borcy
Bond Mark.
Qo
54
Goods.
1 Package Col. Rum ...
Quantity.
15  Gals.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
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£10 REWARD.
LOST, from St. Ruth, and supposed to have
been stolen, some time between 24th and 31st
December, 1874, one Dark-brown or Black Horse,
branded large a near shoulder, slightly saddle-
marked.
The above reward will be paid on conviction of
the thief ; or £2, if strayed, on delivery to the un-
dersigned.
A. EVANS.
29 3s. 6d.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s . the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.ON SALE, at he Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal Svo. Price 2s. 6d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
®N
SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy Svo. Price 2s.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office,  William  street, the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto -
. £ s. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
• J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Beit, late of Westbrook,
in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, de-
ceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have this day been filed in my
office, and all parties having any claims on the said
Estate, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
WEDNESDAY, the tenth day of February next,
and inspect the said accounts, and if they should
think fit, object thereto; and if no objection shall
be taken to such accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said office, on the above day,
at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twelfth day of January, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND  BROWNS,
Solicitors for the Executors and Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
32 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Michael  Behan, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
above-named deceased be granted to James Behan,
of Brisbane, brother of the said deceased, and sole
Executor in the said Will named.
Dated this 14th day of January, 1875.
34
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctor for  the said Executor.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICT ION.
In the Wi ll  of William Merritt ,  the elder, late of
Highfields, near Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the pub-
lication hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named William Merritt, deceased, may be
granted to Wil liam Harding Merritt and Alfred
Merritt , both  of Highfields aforesaid ,  farmers, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this fifth day of January ,  A.D. 1875.
EDWARD JOHN MAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said William Harding Merritt
31
and Alfred Merritt.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Neilson, late of Mona, in the
Colony of Queensland, sugar-planter.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamedJames Neilson, deceased, maybe granted
to Elizabeth Neilson, of Mona aforesaid, the widow
of the said deceased and sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this 14th day of January, A.D. 1875.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Neilson,
33
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
rr1HE Scale of Charges  for the insertion of Advertise.
g ments  in the  Queensland Government Gazette  ii
to follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent  o_ Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration , 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, I
her animal.
A ll  olner Advertisements  will be charged for at the
rate of  3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line,  all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEEIEII
WILL BR INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JAMES 0. BEAL,
lovernment Print*.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, on 29th December, 1874,
1 by R. E. Lovell, Esquire, The Oaks.
1875. £ s. d. One bay mare, J11 and UlY off shoulder.
Jan. 11.-Toowoomba Corporation .. ... 2 0 0 One brown horse, off hind foot white, CM over like WC
„ 11.-Power, Gardiner, and Bell ... 4 0 9 near shoulder.
„ 11.-A. Goode ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 If not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
11.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
11.-Allan McMaster ... ... ... 1 0 0 A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
11.-I oration ...swich Cor ... 1 0 0p p
12.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 4 0 27 2s.
12.-W. Livesey.., ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-W. Murphy ... 0 2 0 MPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from the Mount Marlay
13.--J. Ranken ... ... ... . 0 5 0
I
Tin-mining Company's property, on 4th January,
13.-H. A. Kenny ... ... ... 0 10 6 by order of James Duncan, Esquire.1875
...13.-J. Watson ... 0 2 0
,
... ...
...13.-C. Wilson ... 0 3 0 One black mare, horse-shoe over TJ near shoulder.... ....
15.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 8 0 One bay horse, J reversed over C horizontally over FB
... ...15.-W. Livesey ... 0 1 0 (the F reversed) near shoulder, C E off shoulder, T...
15.-W. Murphy ... ... ... 0 10 0 horizontally off  neck, both hind feet white, saddle
15.-W.  J. Scott... ... ... ... 1 0 0 marked.
„ 15.-Municipal Council, Warwick ... 1 10 0 if not released on or before the 29th January, 1875,
f
- - - -- ---- - - - ------- ----
ray expenses.will be sold to de
NOTICE. Poundkeeper.MURPHYWM
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
,.
28  2s.
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements MPOUNDED rt Roma, from Bindango, on 4th
will be returned.
I
1875, by order of Arthur Staples, Esquire.January
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
,
Driving, 2s. 8d.
One Chesnut horse, bell on, blotched brand like J over J
over M off shoulder.1tmpnunbfngs. One bay horse, AR near rump, blind off eye.
JW Poendkeepers are reminded that Advertsements One roan mare, T over D near shoulder, like NE con-
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of joined sideways RL over RL near thigh, foal at foot.hit ddlO hi d f t B3 Lb hONE SHILLING nER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver- near san ee e, over e.ne ay orse, w
tisement will he inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom- One bay  filly, blotched brand near shoulder, star.
panied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its One grey horse, indistinct brand like ZYl off shoulder.
insertion. M From enclosed lands of George Uff, Roma, by his
D 2 d
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Police Paddock,
on 2nd January. 1875, by order of Charleville Police,
for trespass.
One brown gelding, BP1 (registered brand) over PS
near shoulder, DYR off shoulder, J near cheek.
If not released on or before the 16th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
25
W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
I
MPOUNDED  at Mitchell, from Woomblebank, on
3rd January, 1875, by order of A. Davidson, Esquire.
Driving, Us.
One chesnut gelding, white spots on saddle, WY near
saddle.
One chesnut gelding, silver mane and tail, EB near
shoulder, like faint horseshoe brand high up near
shoulder.
From Tooloombilla, 3rd January, 1875, by order of
W. Rait, Esquire. Driving, 9s. 4d.
One roan mare, black points, like tSM near shoulder,
star, and blaze.
One bay gelding, like 1JL (registered brand) near
shoulder, -i over t i off shoulder.
if not released on or before the 2nd February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
24 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Tierawomba, on the 28th
1 day of December, 1874, by order of R. H. Temple-
ton, Esquire. Driving, 5s. 10d. per head. Damages on
brown mare, £1.
One brown mare, s, near shoulder, four white feet,
white mark on forehead, switch tail.
One bay  mare,  like Jm over X near shoulder, very hol-
low backed and ruptured.
If not  released on  or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
26. 2s.
amages, s. 6 .order, on 5th January, 1875.
One brown or black mare, blotched and indistinct brand
like PL over PL near shoulder, blotched brand like
KA off shoulder, hind feet white, star, short tail.
From Rockybank, wrongly described in former adver-
tisement. Driving, 4s.
One roan mare, MO off rump ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 16th February, 18752
will be sold to defray  expenses.
35
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
8s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Charleville, from Delalah, on the
5th January, 1875, by order of F. Walter, Esquire,
for trespass. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay gelding, like  ;A  over 5 near shoulder, star, white
spots under saddle.
If not released on or before the 16th February, 18751
will  be sold to defray expenses.
36
W. LIVESEY, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Talavera, on the 5th
January, 1875, by order of A. Tooth, Esquire.
Driving, 8d.
One bay horse, small star and snip, off hind foot white,
like i+ over M near shoulder, saddle-marked.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Impounded from Corrora, by order of S. Brown,
Esquire. Driving, IOs.
One brown horse, E + R near shoulder, 21 off shoulder.
If not released on or before 2nd February, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
30
JOS. WATSON , Poundkeeper.
2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane , 18th January, 1876.
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VOL. XVI.] TUESDAY, 19TH JANUARY, 1875. [No. 11.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 19th  January, 1875.
IS  Excellency  WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNs being expected to
ll land at Brisbane on or  about Friday,  the 22nd instant ,  the Chief
Justice, the Members of Par li ament, the Judges ,  the Mayor and Aldermen
of the  City of  Brisbane ,  Foreign Consuls ,  Ministers of Religion ,  and such
other of the Inhabitants as may think proper to be present , are invited to
assemble at the landing place ,  in the Queen's Park ,  at an hour and day of
which due notice wi ll  be given ,  to receive His Excellency.
Immediately after landing, His Exce ll ency will proceed to Govern-
ment House, where  Her Majesty' s Commission, appointing him to Administer
the Government of Queensland ,  will be read,  and the usual Oaths of Office
administered.
Guards of Honor of the Volunteers will  attend at the landing place
and at Government House.
As soon as His Exce llency lands at the Queen's Park, a salute of
seventeen guns wi ll  be fired from the Battery ,  and a second salute, of the
same number of guns, immediately after the Oaths of Office have been
administered to His Exce llency.
The day of His Excellency 's arrival will be observed as a Holiday,
and all  Public  Offices  will  be closed.
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority  ;  Jeiss C. Been ,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XVI .]  WEDNESDAY ,  20Th  JANUARY,  1875. [No. 12.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th January, 1875.
I N  addition to the usual signal ,  on arrival of steamers of war, the arrivalof H.M .S.S. Barracouta "  at Cape Moreton  will be notified by the
following Signal :--
A Blue Flag on the Mast of the Observatory ,  and the firing of two guns.
On the  day of  official landing ,  when the Government steamer " gate"
crosses the Bar and enters the River ,  the Union Jack over Steamer Flag over
White Flag  wi ll  be hoisted on  Mast on Observatory, and be kept  flying until
the arrival  of the  Steamer at the place of disembarkation.
It is to be observed , that this  signal is hoisted on the mast on the top
of Observatory ,  not on the ordinary signal staff.
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority ; J.& a C. B$ar,, Government erinter, William street,  Brisbane.
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SATURDAY,  23RD  JANUARY, 1875.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAu BICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class  of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W HEREAS by an Act passed  and made in
the thirty-first year of Her Majesty's
reign, and numbered thirty-five, known as  "The
Diseases  in Sheep Act  of 1867," it  is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor may by Procla-
mation suspend  the provisions of any one or more
of sections forty-three, forty-four, forty-five, or
forty-six of the said Act, for any period not ex-
ceeding six  months in respect to sheep introduced,
or proposed to be introduced, from any colony in
which disease is not known to exist. And whereas
no disease  is known to exist in the Colony of New
South Wales : Now, therefore, I, the Administra-
tor of the Government aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, suspend for a period of six months
from the first day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, or until this my Pro-
clamation  shall have been revoked by a subsequent
Proclamation, so much of the forty-fourth section
of  " The Diseases in Sheep Act  of 1867 "  as renders
necessary  the production of a certificate from the
Inspector of that portion of New South Wales con-
tiguous to the crossing-place by which such sheep
are to be introduced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER,
GOD SAVE TSB QQNBN I
[No. 13.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAVBICI CHABLIS
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight  of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W HEREAS, by an Act of the  Parliament of
Queensland ,  passed in  the thirty -first year
of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Municipal Insti-
tutions  Act  of 1864,"  it is enacted that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council, upon the
receipt of a Petition signed by the majority of
the proprietors of any portion or section of land
within the municipality, or at the request of the
Municipal Council, to declare by Proclamation such
portion or section to be of the first  class , for the
0
urposes of the said Act: Now, therefore, I, Sir
AU RICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
of the Government of the colony aforesaid, do, by
this my Proclamation,  declare  such portion of the
town of Rockhampton  as is  comprised in Section
60, in the map of the said town, deposited in the
office of the Surveyor-General, to be of the first
class for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER,
GOD SAVE TYI QUINN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
WHEREAS by an Act of Council passed in
11 the second year of the reign of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered two, for
regulating the police in certain towns, and for
removing and preventing nuisances and obstruc-
tions, and for the better alignment of streets
therein, it was amongst other things enacted, that
whenever the Governor, or Acting Governor for the
time being, should deem it expedient to extend the
said Act to any towns in the said colony, in addi-
tion to those specially named therein, it should and
might be lawful for the said Governor, or Acting
Governor for the time being, to declare the same
by Proclamation : Now, therefore, I Sir MAvaicE
CHARLES O'CONNELL. the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, in pursuance of the
power and authority so vested in me by the said
recited Act, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
direct that the provisions of the said Act, as
amended by a certain other Act of Council, passed
in the eleventh  year  of Her said Majesty's reign,
and numbered forty-four, and by a certain other
Act of Council, passed in the nineteenth year of
Her said Majesty's reign, and numbered twenty-
four, be extended to the town of Millchester, in the
county of Davenport, Kennedy District, and that
for the purposes of the said Acts the boundaries
hereinafter described shall be taken to be the
boundaries of the said town, namely :-
Bounded on the east by a north and south line,
passing through a point distant forty chains east
from the south corner of Section 2, at the intersec-
tion of Macdonald and Jardine streets, town of
Millchester ; on the north by an east and west line
distant forty chains north from the same point ; on
the west by a north and south line distant eighty
chains west from the east boundary ; and on the
south by an east and west line distant eighty chains
south from the north boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN t
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
W
% 7HEREAS by an Act of Council passed in
V V the second year of the year of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered two, for
regulating the police in certain towns, and for
removing and preventing nuisances and obstruc-
tions, and for the better alignment of streets
therein, it was amongst other things enacted, that
whenever the Governor, or Acting Governor for the
time being, should deem it expedient to extend the
said Act to any towns in the said colony, in addi-
tion to those specially named therein, it should and
might be lawful for the said Governor, or Acting
Governor for the time being, to declare the same by
Proclamation : Now, therefore, I, Sir MAURICE
CHABLE6 O'CozrrraLL, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, in pursuance of the power
and authority so vested in me by the said
recited Act, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
direct that the provisions of the said Act, as
amended by a certain other Act of Council, passed
in the eleventh year of Her said Majesty's reign,
and numbered torty-four, and by a certain other
Act of Council passed in the nineteenth year of
Her said Majesty's reign, and numbered twenty-
four, be extended to the town of Charters Towers,
in the county of Davenport, district of Kennedy,
and that for the purposes of the said Acts the
boundaries hereinafter described shall be taken to
be the boundaries of the said town, namely
Bounded on the east by a north and south line
passing through a point forty chains east from the
north-west corner of Section No. 5, at the inter-
section of Mossman and Gill streets, town of
Charters Towers ; on the north by an east and
west line distant forty chains north from same
point; on the west by a north and south line die-
taut eighty chains west from the east boundary;
and on the south by an east and west line distant
eighty chains south from the north boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth  year  of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C.  O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURicE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of' the
Government thereof.
W
H EREAS by a certain Proclamation, dated
the eighth day of January, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and duly made and
published under the provisions contained in  " The
Municipal Institutions Act of  1864," in the  Gazette
of the ninth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, a certain town in the said
Proclamation described and named was declared to
be a " Municipality" within the meaning of the
said Act, by the name and style of " The Munici-
pality of Maryborough ;" and whereas in such
Proclamation as aforesaid, the limits and bounda-
ries of the said municipality were defined, pur-
suant to the said Act; and whereas it in
by the said Act provided and declared
that the first election of Aldermen for any new
municipality shall take place on a day to be
notified by the Governor, within three months
after its incorporation, and that the Returning
Officer at such election shall be nominated by
the Governor : Now, therefore. I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator of the
Government, in pursuance of the provisions of the
said Act, do, by this my Proclamation, nominate
and notify that GEORGE FAIRCLOTH, of Mary-
borough, shall be the first Returning Officer of the
said Municipality, and that the first meeting of the
electors thereof shall be held at Noon, at the Court
House, at Maryborough, on TUESDAY,the twenty-
third day of February, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-five, for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER,
GOD SAVE TUE QUEEN 1
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the
l j Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT ROBERTSON,
Accountant in the Department of Public Works.
Appointment to take effect from the 1st instant.
H. E. KING.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  22nd  January, 187 5.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment directs it to be notified for general
information that Her Majesty the Queen has been
pleased to approve the appointment of
Mr. JAMES GILLIES,
to be British Vice-Consul at New Caledonia, in
succession to Mr. J. Cruikshank, resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
P IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
1t ernment has been pleased to accept the
resignation tendered by
HENRY FRIEND,
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name of
EDWARD BURTON SOUTHERDEN
be substituted for Edward Broughton Southerden ;
and the name of
JOHN WILLIAM DR GRucHY
be substituted for John Degruchy ;
appearing in the General Commission of the Peace,
published in the Supplement to the  Government
Gazette  of 2nd January, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
HIS  Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment, with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS HENRY BOWMAN BARRON
to be Visiting Justice to the Brisbane Gaol, in the
room of Arthur  Wilcox  Manning, resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Leases of the following Selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
Register
No.  of
Applica-
tion.
Late Lessee.
Name  of Lessee.
A. E. P.
388 Arthur Dixon ... 239 0 0 Beenleigh
228 George Bull ... ... 134 0 0 Gympie
271 Archibald Banks ... 154 0 0 „
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  twenty-first  day of
January,  in the year of our
Lord one thou-sand eight hundred and seventy-five, and
in the thirty- eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAuRIcE  CIIARLEI
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of  San Fernando , a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain , President
of the Letislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
T N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open  to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the 22nd day of February, 1875,
at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Amamoor 228
Como ... i 271
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
[] IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment directs it to be notified that, acting
in the name  and on behalf of Her Majesty, and in
accordance  with'the provisions of the Act of Council
28 Vic.,' .No.  10, he has been pleased to accept the
services  of the Volunteers enrolled at
ToowooMBA,
as No. 8 Company of the Queensland Volunteer
Rifle Brigade.
By Command,
A. 1ACALISTER.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHAELEs
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation  J4
G. Bull ...
A. Banks ...
Land
Area.  Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Area.
A. E. P.
134 0 0
1540  0
Land
Agent's
District.
Gympie
ditto
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-first
clay of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and  in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
I  Lands Alienation  Act (f1868,"  I, Sir MAURICE
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CHARLES O 'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid , I  aforesaid , with the advice of the  Executive Council,
with the advice  of the  Executive Council , do, by do, by this  my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that that the lands hereunder described shall be open
the lands hereunder described shall be open to to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
Selection ,  under the  provisions  of the said  Act, on  on and after  TUESDAY the  second day of March,
and after  TUESDAY, the sixteenth  day of  Febru- 1875,  at the Normanton Land Office.
ary, 1875 ,  at the several  Land  Offices named.
O
a Parish.
00 FI
z a y
Late  Lessee. Area. Land  Agent'District.
A. H. P.
9E Enoggera 1,040 T. Brown 4000 Brisbane
Clermont 69 W. Baldwin ,.. 2,170 0 0 Clermont
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
7 Ellis Read .., 80 0 0 Burke
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern- 9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
B i b thi ffifth dt H 10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 dittoouse, r ane, ay os smen 12 T. Feely ... 210 0 0 ditto
January, in the year of our Lord one 13 J.O'Dowd .., 230 0 0 ditto
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
Laguna
No. of
Applica-
tion.
391
Late Lessee.
W. Thomas ...
Area.
A. R. P.
77 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Gympie
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN ! '
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class  of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation Act f 1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES  O'CONNELL, the Administrator
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
Bf  Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CH&RLE8
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twenth-sixth day of
January, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Offices.
No*of
Por-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
Parish.
Area.
A. B. P.
Late  Lessee. Area,
Land
Agent's
District.
I
42 Darlington 459 P. McCabe ...
A.  R.  P.
80 0 0 Beenleigh
401 Walloon ... 1530 J. Gaynor ... 81 0 0 Ipswich
52 Helidon ... 1854 B. Little 80 0 0 ditto
34 Mort 2125 J. McGrath 116 0 0 ditto
Clifton ., 54 F. Murphy ... 280 0 0 Toowoom-
208 W. Cooke .. 320 0 0
badit to
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth yearof Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
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aforesaid, with the advice of theExecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the first day of February,
1875, at the several Land Offices.
Parish. Late
Lessee.
Land
Area . Agent'sDistrict.
A.  R.  P.
1 958 M.  Mylett 460 0 0 Brisbane
121 Redland 1,041 s. McAlister 120 0 0 Ditto
347 Tingalpa 1,210 F. Benfer 20 0 0 Ditto
99 Ditto 1,299 Ditto 40 0 0 Ditto
598 Redron 1,685 C. H. Llewellyn 111 0 0 Ditto
157 Redland 1.829 A. Watts 140 0 0 Ditto
7 Gliston 169A J. W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
225 Albert 231 I A.  Albertson 80 0 0 Ditto
227 Ditto 266 N. Howie 170 0 0 Ditto
229 Ditto 318 W .  Pointon jun. 80 0 0 Ditto49Gileton 398 ,J . W. Boots 104 0 0 Ditto
50 Ditto 937 Ditto 100 0 0 Ditto
226 Albert 348 M. Howie 110 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one  of "The Crown
Lands Alienation jet of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and pre claim that the
lands hereunder  described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the twenty-second day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
DEscRIPTIox.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 720 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the north
branch of the Maroochy River at a point bearing
west and distant seventy-three chains and ninety
links from the north-west corner of Portion 31, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west twelve chains ; on the east by a line bearing
south eighteen chains and thirty-two links ; again
on the south by a line bearing 270 degrees thirty
minutes forty- nine  chains and ninety links ; again
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-two
chains  to the Brisbane road ; on the south-west by
that road bearing 335 degrees ten chains and sixty-
five links, 318 degrees twelve chains, 308 degrees
thirty-one chains, 333 degrees twelve chains and
fifty links, and 354 degrees thirty minutes thirteen
chains ; on  the north-west by a line bearing forty.
five degrees about ninety-four chains and fifty links
to the north branch of the Maroochy River ; and
on the north-east by that branch downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year  of  Her
Majesty's reign.
[L.s.] M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 23rd day of
February, 1875, at the Warwick Land Office.
DESCRIPTION OF LANDS SURRENDERED BY THE
LESSEE OF THE PIHEDALE  RUN, IN THE UN-
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF DARLING DOWNS.
50 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Reserve
No. 18, at the head of Pike's Creek, and bounded
thence on the west by a south line to the watershed
between Pike's Creek and the Severn River;
thence on the south-east by that watershed north-
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over F, at
the south-west corner of the Folkestone Run ;
thence on the east by the same watershed northerly
to the watershed separating the Pike's Creek and
Severn River waters from those flowing into the
Condamine River ; thence on the north-east by
that watershed north-westerly to a point north of
the north-east corner of No. 18 Reserve, on the
Pikedale Run, at the head of Pike's Creek ; and
thence again on the east by a south line to the
north-east corner of said reserve, and along its
eastern boundary to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of Janu-
ary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 16th day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner, portions
Nos. 47,  48,  and 49.
71 acres and 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 46, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
thirty-one chains ; on the west  by  portion 60
bearing south twenty-four chains and seventy links
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to another road one chain wide ; on the south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty-one chains ;
and on the east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com.
mencement,-exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordi-
nary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authcrity in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from selec
tion or sale by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
Reserve for a Township, on the Hogonthulla Creek,
Warrego District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Hogon-
thulla  N o. 1 ]Run about sixty chains south of a tree
marked A. IV. on the right bank of Hogonthulla
Creek, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line crossing said creek forty chains ; thence on the
west by a north line eighty chains ; thence on the
north by an east line eighty chains crossing Hogon-
thulla Creek ; thence on the east by a south line
eighty chains to the south boundary of Hongon-
thulla No. 1 Run ; and thence again on the south
by a part of the last-named boundary line west
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knigt Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III, of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council  of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government  thereof.
WHEREAS  the land hereunder speci fied was
some time since selected by one Farrand
Haig, and a lease of the said land bearing date the
twenty-sixth day of February  A.D. 1873, issued to
the said Farrand Haig, under the provisions of the
51st section of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act  oJ' 1868." And whereas  it has  lately, and
during the currency of the said  lease, been
proved to the satisfaction of the Land Com-
missioner for the district wherein the  said land
is situated, that the said lessee has abandoned his
said selection, and failed in regard to the per-
formance of the conditions of residence  prescribed
by the said Act, during the period  of six months,
being part of the term of the said  lease, and the
said Commissioner has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has  been made
to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it
has been determined by me, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to declare the said  lease  forfeited and vacated: Now,
I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, in pursuance of the said Act, and
of the power and authority in me vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and pro-
claim, that the said lease is and shall be absolutely
forfeited and vacated.
Area-1,280 acres.
County- Cardwell.
Selection-No. 17, Cardwell District.
Commencing on a road one chain and fifty links
wide at a point bearing twenty-five degrees and dis-
tant four chains and fifty links from the west corner
of selection 108, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that road and a line bearing forty-five degrees
147 chains and eleven links ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 315 degrees 113 chains and fourteen
links ; on the north-west by a line and a road one
chain and fifty links wide bearing 225 degrees 132
chains and thirty-seven links to a road ; and on the
south-west, and all other sides by that road bearing
seventy-eight degrees nineteen chains, 102 degrees
twenty-eight chains, 130 degrees thirty-nine chains,
161 degrees twenty-two chains, 230 degrees thirty
chains, 191 degrees six chains, 158 degrees seventeen
chains, and 112 degrees four chains and sixty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of Sari Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
V 1
W IIEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected by one Daniel Henry
Cudmore, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twenty-first day of May, A.D. 1873, issued to the
said Daniel Henry Cudmore, under the provisions
of the 51st section of "  The Crown Lands 1lienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land is situated, that
the said lessee has abandoned his said selection,
and failed in regard to the performance of the con-
ditions of residence prescribed by the said Act,
during the period of six months, being part of the
term of the said lease, and the said Commissioner
nzhas reported to the Secretary for Public Lauds that
such proof has been made to his satisfaction as
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aforesaid .  And whereas  it has been determined
by me, the Administrator  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council.  to declare the said
lease forfeited  and vacated  : Now I,  Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid.
in pursuance  of the said Act, and of the power and
authority  in me  vested, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby notify and proclaim, that the  said lease
is and  shall be absolutely forfeited  and vacated.
Area-640 acres.
Selection-No. 32, Cardwell District.
Commencing on the left bank of Palm Creek at a
point bearing 159 degrees and distant one chain and
fifty links from the south-west corner of selection
Z18, and bounded thence on the west by a road
three chains wide bearing 159 degrees thirty-one
chains and fifty links, 240 degrees fifteen chains,
and 180 degrees forty-three chains and ninety-three
links ; on the south by a line bearing east eighty-six
chains and twenty-nine links ; on the east by a line
bearing north sixty-nine chains and forty-three
links to Palm Swamp ; and on the north by that
swamp downwards to Palm Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNFLL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected by one Daniel
Cudmore, and a lease of the said land bearing
date the ninth day of August, A.D. 1873, issued
to the said Daniel Cudmore under the provisions
of the 51st section of  "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately,
and during the currency of the said lease,
been proved to the satisfaction of the Land
Commissioner for the district wherein the said
land is situated, that the said lessee has aban-
doned his said selection, and failed in regard
to the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of six
months, being part of the term of the said lease,
and the said Commissioner has reported to the
Secretary for Public Lands that such proof has  been
made to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas
it has been determined by me, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to declare the said lease forfeited and
vacated : Now I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the
said Act, and of the power and authority in me
vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify
and proclaim, that the said lease is and shall be
absolutely forfeited and vacated.
degrees 38 chains and 72 links to a road three
chains wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
51 degrees 20 chains and 11 links ; on the north-
east by selection 35 bearing 315 degrees 38 chains
and 20 links to the  Herbert River ;  and on the
norf j-west by that river upwards  to  the  point of
commencement.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her  Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extraor.
dinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
T
N pursuance of section forty-one of  " The
Crown Lands Alie ;iation Act of  1868," I,
Sir MAURICE CHARLES O 'CONNELL,  the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after  MONDAY, the first day of
February ,  1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
DESCRIPTION OF PORTION OF THE LEASED HALF
OF THE RUN TANTITHA, IN THE WIDE BAY
AND BURNETT DISTRICT, NORTH OF THE
MOUNT PERRY ROAD.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of a Camp.
ing and Water Reserve on Splitter's Creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over V ; thence by that creek upwards
about 150 chains in a direct line to a blood-wood
tree marked broad-arrow over T over VII; thence
by a line north 171 degrees east about 250 chains
to the road from Boolboonda to Bundaberg ; thence
by that road northerly and easterly to the west
boundary of portion 7, parish of Tantitha ;  thence by
part of the west boundary of that portion and aline in
continuation bearing north about 150 chains ; thence
by a line hearing north forty-five degrees east
about ninety chains to the south boundary of Camp-
ing and Water Reserve ; thence by that south
boundary west to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eightli year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Area- 80 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection -No. H 18, District of Cardwell.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Herbert
River  at the north corner of portion 6, and bounded
thence on the south -west by that  land bearing 135
M. C. O'CON HELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President of
the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim,
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale by auction otherwise than in town
or suburban lots.
bounded thence on the north-east by  a  line bearing
north-west 320 chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing south-west 400 chains ; on the  south-west
by a line bearing south-east about 425  chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south-west by Theresa
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
RESERVE FOR  A TOWNSHIP  TO BE CALLED  THAROO-
MINDAH ,  ON THE BULLOO OR  CORNI-PABOO
RIVER, WABREGO DISTRICT.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River, at a tree marked broad-arrow
over  C12, and  bounded thence on the south-east
by that river downwards to a point about 160
chains in a direct line from  starting  point ; thence
on the west by a north line 230 chains ; thence on
the north by an east line 120 chains to the Bullo or
Corni-Paroo River ; and thence on the east by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
four, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the eight-
eenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
Of  1868," I, SIR MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes,  as an  extension of the Cler•
mont Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area, 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Theresa Creek
at a point bearing north-west from the summit of a
remarkable hill called Mount Livingstone, and
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the  Legislative Council of the Colony  of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of" The Home-stead Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and pro-
claim that the lands hereunder described shall
be and are hereby  set apart  as a Homestead Area,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be  open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, at the Roma
Land Office,, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of February, 1875.
AREA SURRENDERED BY THE LESSEES OF THE
RUNS BUNG BACK, TICKOOL, AND MULGA
MULGA.
Maranoa District.
24 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek,
at a point twelve chains north-north-west from a
tree marked 48 on the survey of the creek, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a  line bearing
west -south-west about four miles and sixty chains
to Bungewargorai Creek ; thence on the south-west
by that creek upwards to the south corner of the
Roma Reserve ; thence on the north-west by the
south- east  boundary of that reserve  east -nortb-
easterly about  six miles  and sixty chains to the
right bank of Bungil Creek ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of section 3 of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAUBICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the unalienated and unselected
lands  within the boundaries of the Tambourine
Homestead Area hereunder described are and shall
be withdrawn from the operation of the said Act.
And I further notify and proclaim, in pursuance
of section 41 of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," that the unalienated and unselected
lands  as aforesaid shall be open to Selection by
lease,  under the provisions of the last-mentioned
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 26th day of
January, 1875, at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the north-east corner of pre-
emptive selection No. 1,524, and bounded thence by
the eastern boundary of that selection and by parts
of the northern and eastern boundaries of pre-
emptive selection No. 1,525 and the northern and
eastern  of pre-emptive selection No. 1,526, and
part of the northern and the eastern boundary of
portion No. 2, and part of the northern, the eastern,
and southern boundary of portion No. 3 to the
Coburg River; thence by that river upwards to the
hero boundary of portion No. 4; thence by the
n rthern boundary of that portion and a line bear-
ing east  about half- a-mile  ; thence by a line north
till it intersects  the eastern boundary of the Tam-
bourine ten years ' lease ; thence by part of that
eastern boundary and part of the northern boundary
northerly and westerly to the point of commence-
ment ,- exclusive  of all selected  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
ment  House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with  respect  to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town  of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main  three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south.
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north  86 degrees  15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five  chains  by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison , allotment  No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four  chains ;  on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road  between  Mount Coochin and
Kellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north -east  by a line
bearing south-east sixty chains; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains; and again on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains and fifty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB  RECREATION  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the  east  side of Petrie  Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
I
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of theBremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four  chains and  thirty-four links to  a road one
chain wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three  chains  and eighty-two links;
again on the south by  a line  bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road  one chain  wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that  river upwards  to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands  hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBRE AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing  on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south- east corner  of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 28*?, ; on  the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ;  again  an the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ;  again  on the south by that
road bearing  east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of.commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FORA RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes  eleven chains  and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north by
That road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty- six chains  fifty links; on the south by a line
bearing  east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Coinbi6fieing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main  road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road South-easterly to the west
b oundary  of selection W; thence north to Raglan
Creek ,  and thence  by t4 4t creek downwards to the
point of eoF,q peucement.
RESERVE von RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda ; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CRICKETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the cast by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th section  of  "The  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed  from the  leases of the Runs called
Hogonthulla No. 1 and Hogonthulla No. 2, in the
Warrego District, and that the  said  lands will be
reserved  for Township  purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
HOGONTHULLA No. 1 RUN.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked  A.  IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla No. 1 Run about twenty
chains; thence on the north by an east line forty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line eighty
chains to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south by the last-named boundary
line west forty chains to the east boundary of
Hogonthulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the west
by a part of the last-named boundary line bearing
north about sixty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
HOGONTHULLA No. 2 RUN.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line, being part of the west
boundary line of the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south-west corner of the last
named run ; thence on the south by a west line
forty chains ; thence on the west by a north line
eighty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
forty chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned run ; and thence again on the cast by
part of the last-named boundary line south about
twenty chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lanas hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of'  portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links; on the north-west by a line
bearing 225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of  Cavendish ,  on  the leased  half of  Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes ,  and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east 21 chains and 25 links; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains  ;  on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General ' s  Office.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of  Cavendish ,  on the leased  half of  Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant  70 links from  an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence  on.
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement ,-  exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
W  1
W  HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  ex iration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands  hereunder  described will be
permanently reserved for the  purposes  named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW GROUNDS  FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone,  town  of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the  intersection  of George and
Denham  streets, and  bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that  street  at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William  street ;
on the south-east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Not.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south  18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing  east  13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north 20 chains  and 92, links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON THE BURRUM RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Burrum.
64 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Burrum
River at the east corner of portion 15, on the Bun-
daberg Road; and bounded thence on  the south-
west by that road bearing 304° 30' 9 chains and 74
links, 296° 53' 8 chains and 33 links, and 273°
12 chains and 47 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 34° 30' 25 chains and 85 links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 124° 30' 13 chains ;
again on the north-west by a line bearing 34° 30'
15 chains and 5 links; again on the north-east by a
line bearing 124° 30' 8 chains and 16 links to the
Burrum River ; and on the south- east  by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR ROAD AND RAILWAY PURPOSES, ON
THE NEW ROAD FROM WARWICK TO STAN-
TBOBPE ON THE MAIN RANGE.
Commencing at the 23 mile post on the Stan-
thorpe Road, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing east to the New South Wales boundary
line ; on the east by the said boundary line south
to a point bearing east from the 30 mile post on
the Stanthorpe Road ; on the south by a line bear-
ing west to that post ; and on the west by the Stan-
thorpe Road bearing northerly to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated lairds.
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TIMBER RESERVE  ON PAYNTER'S CREEI:.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
1,542 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1768.)
Commencing on the north boundary of portion
No. 23 at a point bearing west 80 chains from its
north-east corner ; and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north 80 chains ; on the north by
a line  bearing east 185 chains and 50 links ; on the
east by a line bearing 170° 81 chains 30 links ; and
on the south by a line, bearing west 200 chains to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING OF TRAVELLING STOCK.
Parish of Roma.
55 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungil Creek,
at the north corner of the Old Police Paddock ;
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
cast 5 chains ; on  the east by a line parallel with
and distant  5 chains  from Bungil Creek to a road
150 links wide ; on the south by that road bearing
west 5 chains to  Bungil Creek ; and on'the west by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING, KURLONGE
RANGE.
County of Wodehouse.
300 acres.
(Being  Forfeited Mineral Selection 1,406.)
Commencing at a point 10 chains east from the
north-east corner of Mineral Selection No. 1865,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east 74 chains and 99 links; on the east by a line
bearing north 40 chains; on the north by a line
bearing  west 75 chains ; and on the west by a line
bearing south 40 chains and 4 links to the point of
commencement.
No. 9, RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE.
Parish of Watts, county of Aubigny.
43 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 31st October,
1874, page 2082.)
Commencing on Oakey Creek at the north-east
corner  of portion 20; and bounded on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 18 and 20, bear-
ing west 33 chains and 9 links ; on the west by
a line bearing north 10 chains 63 links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing north 16° 48' east 22
chains and 38 links, part of this boundary being
along the south-east boundary of allotment 1 of
section 1, Oakey Creek Township ; on the north-
east by railway fence bearing north 107° 8' east 2
chains 27 links; again on the north-east by the
railway fence bearing north 109° 5'  east  13 chains
31 links to Oakey Creek ; on the east by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone.
5 acres 2  roods 34 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
9; and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south 10 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west 5 chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 351° 52' 10 chains and 10 links ; and on the
north by a line bearing east 6 chains and 43 links
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
Y Y
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street ; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street ; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of RedcliJ e, portion  12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1874.
\,%' HEREAS , by  the  twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpcse, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRATTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, toam of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
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the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
r  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  A.  NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains ; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on. the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
"  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice  is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply,
It is further notified that the area is withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER..
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a -point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  20th November, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the  twenty -fifth  section of" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the  expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be  reserved  for the  purposes  named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE 'FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes, and distant 105 2-10ths links from a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south-east by a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six chains and sixty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES, CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street at an angle with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 212 links to Turbot street; on the
south-east by that street at an angle with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains and 34 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes north-westerly 17 chains and 90 links ; on
the north-west by a line at an angle with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 50 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres 1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
I
I IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lards within the  Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area for Mining
Licenses  on the 31st day of October, 1872,  be also
declared available  for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands ,  subject  to the  conditions  that  the area
selected  does not comprise  any alluvial tin deposits
which  the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should  be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1t "The Crown Lands alienation met of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SITE FOR GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side of Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirteen chains ; on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the east by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE As PART  OF THE ENDOWMENT OF THE
ToowooMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of A.ubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries and
Mackenzie streets, and bounded thence on the east
by Mackenzie street bearing north twenty chains
to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty chains to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing east eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the east by a line bearing north
thirteen  chains  ; again on the south by a line bear-
ing east  ten chains ; again on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing east six chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner of the School Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that reserve five chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the south-west by a line
three chains and thirty-five linkk ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees 44 minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety-seven links ; and on
the north-east by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigay, parish of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south-west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty-six, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of .Esk, town of
Gallanani,  section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Middle and
Mary streets, and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street bearing east ten chains to East street;
on the east by that street bearing south ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street ; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR DEODORISING NIGHT-SOIL ON BREAX-
FAST OR ENOGGEEA CREEK.
Cbunty of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank  of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line  bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes  seven chains  and fifty links
to a road one  chain wide ; on the south-east by that
road and a line bearing 59 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen  chains  and seven  links to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all  other  sides  by that creek upwards to the
point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  "The Crown
Lands AlienationAct  of 1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act  of 1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instruments endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed, 25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  61, selec-
tion 35, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-Tbe  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  62,  selec-
tion 33, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name Patrick O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of John O'Keefe.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
V V
HERE AS. by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, No. 2, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
45 acres.
Commencing at a point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded thence on the south by a line west thirty.
chains; on the west by a line north fifteen chains;
on the north by a line east thirty chains ; on the
east by a line south fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, No. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
34 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve ]Vo. 2 bearing north eleven chains fifty-five
links; on the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing west one chain thirty-
four links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty-two degrees thirty-five minutes east five
chains 29 links ; again on the north-west by a line
bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east eighteen chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by a line bearing south nineteen chains
forty-five links ; again on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing west twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY RESERVE AT CAMBOOYA.
Parish of Cambooya, county of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain road at a point two
chains south from the.south-east corner of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an east boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty-two chains, and on the
north by a south boundary of portion 60 and the
south boundaries of portions 26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains ; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear.
ing west twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, TAKEN FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Tooth, county of Aubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing at a point on the railway fence of
the Warwick Railway, distant north 164 degrees
twelve minutes east thirty-seven chains seventy-six
links from the south-east corner of portion 21 of the
same parish, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing west sixteen chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east thirteen chains to King's Creek,
which will be the south-east corner of the Railway
Camp Reserve ; again commencing at the starting
point, bounded on east by the Warwick line of
railway bearing north 167 degrees fifty-three
minutes east ten chains to King's Creek ; and on
the south-east by that creek downwards to the afore-
said south-east corner of the Railway Camp Reserve.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND RAILWAY  STATION,
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point north 296 degrees twenty
minutes east eight chains forty-six links from the
south corner of selection 5 in the Township of
Bowenville, bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing north 296 degrees twenty minutes
east twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-six degrees twenty min-
utes east ten chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 116 degrees twenty minutes east
twenty chains ; on the south-east  by  a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
ROAD RESERVE FOR TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres 2 roods and 35 perches.
Commencing at a point distant due north nine-
teen chains forty-five links from the north-east
corner of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east sixty chains seventy-five links ; again
on the south-east by a line bearing north thirty-
eight degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and
seventy links ; on the north-east by part of south-
west boundary of Camping Reserve, bearing north
296 degrees twenty minutes east one chain two
links ; on the north-west by a line north 218
degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and forty
links ; again on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three minutes east sixty-
two chains fifty-nine links ; on the south-east by
part of the north-west boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east two chains and eight links to the
point of commencement.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, GOWRIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba, county of Aubigny.
20 acres 1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south corner of portion 152, and bounded on
the north-west by south-east boundary of portion
152, bearing north forty-nine degrees forty-eight
minutes eatt nine chains twenty-three links to the
Meringandan road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145 degrees nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine' chains ninety-eight links to another
road; on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains for ty-six links to Gowrie Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be  also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers  workable, and should be  reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October ,  1874.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT
is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation, Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
MAHANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma ,  the second Wed.
nesday in November , 1874,  and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November ,  1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the  third Tues.
day in December ,  1874 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October,  1874,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DARLING Dowxs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A T the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the secood
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOxTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every  third month.
Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1874.
IT is hereby notified, that in accordance with the
provisions of "  The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869,"
(33 Victoria No.  10),  the annual Rents of the under.
mentioned Runs have been appraised for renewed
Leases from the dates, and at the amounts specified
hereunder.
Run.
Yourangle
Yourangle No. 3
Bar ri gomallah
W. ALCOCK TULLY;
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lessee.
Date of
com-
I Avail-
able
mence-
ment areain
of re- (square
newed
lease.  .
Rent
under re-
newed
lease.
£ a. d.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
1874.
Charles Lloyd  Williams 1  July I 25 125 0 0
ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
ditto ditto 25 25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown loa4
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th December ,  1874.
NOTICE.
C OMPLAINTS  having been made to this Office
that persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads ,  it is hereby notified that any person
er persons found obstructing or enclosing Public
Roads without authority ,  will be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY-BRIS_
BANE EXTENSION.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES, &c.,
INI)OOROOPILLY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Booking and Telegraph Offices, and
Platform at Indooroopilly.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Booking, and
Telegraph Ofces, 4'c., Indooroopilly."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE BARRACKS, ROCK-
HAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Police Office, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Police Barracks, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty fqr securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, OXLEY WEST.
T
ENI)ERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Police Station at Oxley West.
Tenders to he endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Oxley West."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work. and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security tor the due
performance of the Contraci in the event of the
'l'ender being accepted. and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEUSA.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at Court House , Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February  next, from
persons  willing to  contract  for the erection of
Police Station at Neusa.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Police
Station, Neusa."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Court  House, Gympie.
Tenders must be ,on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and  at the foot  of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by  the party
tendering agreeing  to deposit  the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
i
H. E. KING.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICE, WAR WICK.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lands Office, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lands Ofce,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Warwick.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Court House, Gayndah, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of Police
Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station,  Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreein to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, WALLOON AND MURPHY'S CREEK.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
L Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Stables at Walloon and Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Stables,
Walloon and Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
REGULATING, &c., CLOCKS AND WATCHES
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Regulating and Repairing and keeping in
Repair, the Clocks and Watches belonging to the
Railway Department, Southern and Western Lines,
for two years from the date of the acceptance of
the Tender.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Regulating
4'o., Clocks and Watches, Southern and Western
Railway."
Specification and number of Clocks, &c., &c.,
may be seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at
this Office ; at the Traffic Manager's Office, Ipswich ;
and the Station Master's Office, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed  by the party  tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver, at
the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS AT
PUBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Winding and Regulating the Clocks at the
various Public Offices in Brisbane, for the term of
two years.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Winding,
4c., Clocks, Brisbane."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti-
culars obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown Soli-
citor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £20 for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE, OVER PIONEER RIVER, AT MACKAY.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office,
J and at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th February next,
from persons willing to contract for construction of
is. Bridge over Pioneer River, at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Bridge,
Pioneer River."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of a-c
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, TOOWOOMBA STATION.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
February next, from persons willing to Rent a
Book-stall at Toowoomba Railway Station, for the
term of two years.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Book-stall,
Toowoomba."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book-stall according to Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane ; or at the Resident Engineer's Office,
Toowoomba.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W Y Y
ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
F 1874 ,  folio 805 ,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road through portion No.
01, parish of Redland ,  county of Stanley  :  Notice
is hereby given ,  in accordance with '  the Act 4
William  IV., No.  11, that His Exce ll ency the
Governor , with  the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road  ;  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan  and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of  the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty  days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the  Act above  referred  to, or they will be
forever  foreclosed from such claim.
74-6246.  '  H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BUNGA, COUNTY
OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 12th
v August , 1874, folio  1663,  Government
,Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
in Portion 56, parish of Bunga, county of Stanley:
Notice is hereby  given, in  accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
If. E. KING.
74-3726.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DENISON, COUNTY
OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
V V September, 1874, folio 1937,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion 1, parish of Denison, county of
March, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Maryborough ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road ,  are here-
by reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
7"182.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF MERIVALE
AND BENTINCK.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 24th
October, 1874, folio 2103,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Warwick to Stanthorpe, in the counties of
Merivale and Bentinck, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said portion
of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared expe-
dient to open and make the road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at
the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Warwick; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-5865.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W` 7IT- reference to the Notice dated 28th1 September , 1874, folio 1936,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of  a new Road
through farms on left bank of Laidley Creek,
parish of Mort, countyof Churchill: Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
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IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-5407.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
.i, EW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
September, 1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Colothin Creek to King King Creek, county
of March, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV.. No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen'at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gympie; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-3950.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MARCH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 28th
W  September, 1874, folio 1938,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Gympie to Noosa, county of March, Wide
Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in accord-
ance 'with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gympie ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3950.
Department of' Mines,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
PEAK DOWNS.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1874.
No. Name .  No. Name.
3,774 Hing Hap I 501 Tommy Ah Loo.
3,775 Hans Mortesen'
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1875.
THE following Donations have been received by
the Curator of the Brisbane Museum during
the month of December:-
Mr. W. Gardner-Two boars' tusks, used as a bow-
guard, from the Banks Group, South Sea Islands.
Mr. St. George, Cooktown-Two fish.
Mr. P. H. Nind, M.L.A.-One small walking fish
(Antennarius).
Hon. W. H. Walsh-Three spear-heads used in fishing,
and one lizard.
Master T. C. Jones-One canoe, with outrigger.
Mrs. Cunnington-One young shark.
Mr. Allen-One goat-moth and one sphinx (hawk-moth).
Mr. Josephson, Albinia Downs-Beetles, fossil, one
snake.
Mr. Talbot, Toowoomba-Nests and eggs.
Mr. Alexander, Redbank-One block of coal.
Mr. A. Henry, Warden, Cloncurry-Two specimens of
gold in calcite.
Mr. G. Petrie-Rattle of rattlesnake, ant-eater, Ameri-
can mole, etc.
Dr. Bancroft- One frilled lizard.
Mr. W. Hamilton-One octopous (middle size).
Mr. White-Collection of eggs.
Mr. Daintree-100 specimens of rocks from Germany.
Mr. Barron-One large nest, with some eggs.
Visitors, 2,003.
H.  E.  KING.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,Banana, Beenl igh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaherg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,Goondi-
windi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, A anango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per  cent.  per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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NOTICE TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
OTHERS. execution of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern.
FROM and after the 1st January, 1875, new went, it shall be in the power of the Government,
Forms of Vouchers for "Articles supplied" by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,11"d S ban ervices performed on account of thePu lic
Service, rendered necessary  by "The Audit Act of
1874," are to be adopted in place of those hereto.
fore in use. These forms will be supplied on appli-
cation to the Government Printer.
New Forms of Monthly Returns to the Auditor-
General of Receipts and Disbursements by Public
Accountants will be supplied on application to the
Audit Department.
The Treasury,
17th December, 1874.
W. HEMMANT.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
TENDERS will be received at heOffice of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris
bane,  until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February  next,  from  persons desirous  of contracting
for the supply of all material, except  wire and insu-
lators, and  for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according  to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications  appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance of
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more  or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane . The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall hays
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which Stich
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of tie line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The .Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line ; also,
for damage so caused to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed. ,
All existing cleared roads which clay become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices  to be  made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
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A ll  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,  Jvxioa.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
RETURN  of all  Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates ,  at Gatton,
from the 1st day of  July,  1874, to the 31st day of
December ,  1874 ,  both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Samuel Greer ... ...
Joseph Hume ... ...
Samuel  Lovel ... ...
Henry L. Pentacost ...
Samuel McGaw
James  Andrews
Edward Stone ,,,
William Mooney
Description of
License.
Hardwood
„
11
Cedar and
pine
„
Hardwood
Whether Amountgranted or
of Fee.
refused.
£
Granted 1
„
„
„
„
„
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st January, 1875.
RETITRN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Copper.
field, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st
day of December, 1874, both. inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Fox and Adair...
Henry Jemmenson ...
Charles Berringer ,,,
Jacob Walter ... ...
Fredk. Walsh ... ...
James Kelly ... ...
John Cook ... ...
William Toogood ,,,
Hugh Fletcher
Benjamin  Barber ...
Anton  Bopf, senr.
Anton Bopf, junr.
Abraham Swain ...
John Fulton ... ...
John Smith ... ...
John Munster,,,
James  Meagher ,,,
Thos. Ricketts ... ...
John Petroski ... ...
Andrew  Ferguson ...
Bernard do Berontos ...
Joseph Joncom ...
John Barron ...
Henry Cox ..
Giovani Tierney
John Rowe ,,,
Description of I Whether
License. Wanted orrefused.
Hardwood Granted
Amount
of Fee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Clermont, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Peter Polson ...
Hans Murtesen
Charles Miller
Desc ri ption of
License.
Hardwood
Whether
granted or
refused.
Granted
Amount
of Fee.
1
1
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
j ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
1k made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Glad-
stone, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st
day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Saml.  J. Wills
ditto
ditto
W. O'Brien ...
Hardwood
„
Whether
grantedor
refused.
Granted
Amount
of Fee.
1
1
1
1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
R, made to the Bench of Magistrates, at St.
Lawrence, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name. Description of
I Whether
License. granted orrefused.
George Fox ... ... Hardwood Granted
Richd. Cooke ... ...
William Iicarscy
Amount
of Fee.
£
2
1
1
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
ETURN of  all Applications for Timber Licenses
1 . made to the Bench of  Magistrates,  at
Springsure ,  from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Henry Ditch ... ...
John Ryan ... ...
Horace Shills .. ...
George Chipperfield ...
John Middleton ...
Henry Isles ...
William Cornwall ...
Description of
License.
Desc ri ption of
Licen,c.
Hardwood
Whether lmountgranted or
of Fee.
refused.
Granted
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF "THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
. OF 1872."
T
HE attention  of Selectors under  the Leasing  clauses  of  " The Mineral Lands Act of  1872" is
directed to sections 6 and 7  of the  General Regulations , dated 31st October, 1872, which provide
that the  rent chargeable  must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year,  and to section  29 of the
Act, which  provides for forfeiture b ing defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following list of payments due on the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor
mation.
A. MACALISTER.
Register 11
No
{
7
8
9
10•
11
Local No. District.
12 Rockhampton
22
24
41
43
12 45
13 46
14 47
15 48
„
„
Lessees.
W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... ...
J. G. Hess and J. A. Zochammer ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
J. G. Hess  ...  ... .
J. Cook, W. Absolon, J. Absolon, G. R.
Absalon
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey ... ... ... ...
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson ...
Area. Year. Rent.
A. R. P. 1 £ s. d.
16000 3 40 0 0
160 0 0 3 40 0 0
160 0 0 3 40 0 0
4000 3 10 0 0
40  0 0 3 10 0 0
20  0 0
4000
80 0 0
20  0 0
3
3
3
3
5 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
5 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
ISIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 119, on Emu Creek, county of Merivale, Darling
Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
74-5837. H . E.  KING.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 119, ON EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DowNs, TO BE PROCLAIMED
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1
How held. ReputedOwner.
AS A
1 Commencing at the  I " Leasieg  Act  A. McDonald and C.
south -west corner  of gy 1866" Smith
portion 119,  parish of
Cunningham, and run-
ning north along its
west boundary
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
North ...
chas. lke.
25 91 1 chain
A.  H. P.
2 2 10
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
p
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open •a new Road from Gowrie Siding to Meringandan,  parish
of Meringandan, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the. Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council. within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-6096. 11. E. KING.
BOOK or RF.FEItENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWRIE SIDING TO SOUTIL-WEST CORNER OF PORTION No. 53,
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC LOAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held.
1 From Gowrie Siding Freehold ...
along the railway line
to the west boundary
of Gowrie pre-emptive
No.1
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
eke. Iks.
George  King i Unoccupied 291° 0' 15 18
2 A strip of laud along Freehold... George King
the south-west bound-
ary of subdivision 1 of
Gowrie pre-emptive  I
No. 8
3 A strip of land along Freehold... George King
the south-west bound-
ary of portion No. 53 I
Unoccupied 292°0' 30 17
Bearings.! Lengths. Area. I 1Leinarl.o.
A. R. P.
0 3 11 Open plain.
4 0 32 Open plain.
Unoccupied I 292° 0'  16 57 40  1 0 2 20 Open plain.
•
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWRIE  SIDING TO  MERINGANDAN,  PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT , TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT  OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
uted Breadth ot}No Portion of Boad, m How held, ORepw Oecui-ier. Bearings. Lengths. Road. Area. Remarks..o m ! ner.
ym
I
1
2
From Railway Level,...
Crossing in Gowrie
pre-emptive 1 to the
north-western corner
of said pre-emptive
A triangular piece out
of the north-eastern I
corner of pre-emp-
tive S
chs
(Freehold  ... 'George King !  Unoccupied  \. 335° 30'  E. 13
Freehold ...  George  King  Unoccupied 333° 30' 5
3 Commencing  on the ... Freehold ... George King Unoccupied 33151 30' 4
south boundary  of331-' 1
portion 13,  and run-
ping north -westerly
to its western bound-
ary
4 Commencing on the
east boundary of por-
tion 53, and running
northerly to its north
boundary
... Freehold ... George King Unoccupied ;351' ' 10
5 1 Commencing  on the  ... '  Freehold ... George King Cnocenpied 351° 39
south boundarv ofpor-
tion 540, running
northerly to its  north-
ern  boundary
17°  1  106 Commencing  on the •.• Freehold... George King Cnoecupied
south boundary ofpor-
tion 58, and running I
north-easterly  to its
north-east corner
7 A triangular piece out  -••  Freehold  ... George King Unoccupied 17°
of the south-east,
corner of portion 59
8 1 Commencing on the 6 ( Selection
west boundary of per- under
tion 6, and running  Leasing
north-easterly to its  Act of
north boundary ;  also 1886
connection with road
from Oakey Creek
G. B. King Unoccupied
9 Commencing on the n„  Cowa  G. B. King, Occupied
south boundary  of  Lands  Act,  by gate-
selection No. 13, and  °o;e.  of  1868  keeper.
rnnningnorth -easterly ido
aito its east boundary o 0
17-
24-  30'
270° 10'
`24° 38'
29°
.lks. A. ]tR.  P.
4
40
28
9
3
8
Breadth
of
Road.
links.
1150
150
14 1 2 chains , 1 3 35 Open plain.
38 2 chains 0 2 6 Open black soil.
plain.
05 2 chains ', 2 2 13 Open plain.
28
77 2 chains  t 0 6  Unimproved
open plain.
01 2 chains 7 3 0 Unimproved
black soil
plain.
19 2 chains :3 2 28 1 Unimproved
open forest.
43 2 chains 0 1 4
42 2 chains  14 0 20 Partly fenced
39 1 chain  and reservoir
87 on selection.
0.1 2 chains  2 3 0 North and
44 west bound-
aries fenced,
and house on
selection.
Remainder of road through Crown Lands.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st December,  1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Leyburn to Drayton, through Felton
Run : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Leyburn ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4837.
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM LEYBURN To DRAYTON  THROUGH FELTON RUN, PARISHES OF TOOTH
AND HODGSON ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DowNs DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
z o
No. Portion of Road. 4 0
Q m
How Reputed
held. Owner . Occupier . Bearings .
A Commencing at the  ...
south-west corner of
freehold Jas. Tyson Jas .  Tyson  ,,,  N. 17° E. ...
Length  I Breadth Area .  Remarks.in Chains .  of Road.
chs. lks ,  A. a. P.
53 76 2 chains 10 0 38 Unimproved
forest land
portion 74,  parish of
Tooth,  and running
about N. by  E.$E. to
its north boundary
B Commencing at the ... freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N.  170 E. 0 89 2 chains 10 0 28 Unimproved box
south boundary of forest
portion 65,  parish of
Tooth, and running
about N. by E.JE. to
its no rt hern boundary
C Commencing at the ... fre ehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 17° E. ... 20 93 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
south boundary of box forest
Felton pre -emptive 23,
and running about N.
by E.4E.  to its no rt hern
boundary
D Commencing at the  ...  freehold Jas .  Tyson Jas .  Tyson ... N. 17°  E. ... 20 94 2 chains 4 0 29 Unimproved open
south boundary  of box forest
Felton pre -emptive 21,
and running about N.
by E.l1E. to its northern
boundary
E Commencing at the  ...  fr eehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 23 58 2 chains 4 2 34 Open black soil
south boundary of plain, south
Felton pre-emptive 9,  side  fenced
and running about N.
N.E.{E., toits northern
boundary
F Commencing on the ... freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 50' E. 32 60 2 chains 6 2 3 Open black soil
south boundary of plain
Fe ton pre -emptive 18,
and running about
N.N.E.3E. to its no rt h-
ern  boundary
G Commencing at the ., freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 310 50' E. 23 37 2 chains 4 2 27 Open black soil
south boundary of plain
Felton pre -emptive 7.
and running about
N.N.E ;E. to its no rt h-
ern  boundary
11 Commencing on the  ...  freehold Jas .  Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 310  50' E. 13 65  2  chains 3 0 27 Open black soil
south boundary of plain
Felton pre-emptive 17,
and running about
N.N.E,fE.  to its east- -
em boundary
J Commencing on the ...  freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson .., N .  31° 50'  50 86 2 chains 10 2 17 Open plains
west boundary  of por-  89° 50' 9 20 1*  chains 1 1 23
tion 41, parish of
Hodgson, and  ru nning
about N.N,E.}E.to its
no rt h boundary and
branch road running
about east to the
south-east boundary
K Commencing on the ,.,  fr eehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ,,,  N. 31° 50' 5 72 2 chains 11 0 20 Open plain
south boundary of 24° 06' 49 91
portion  40, parish of
Hodgson ,  and  ru nning
about N N.E. to its
north  boundary
L Commencing on the ...  fr eehold Jas. Tyson Jas .  Tyson ... 24° 06' 87 59 2 chains 17 2 2 Open plain
south boundary of por-
tion 346  parish of Hodg-
son, and running about
N.N.E. to its no rt h
boundary
M Commencing on the  ...  fr eehold  'Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson  ...  240  06' 23 80 2 chains 3 3 13 Open plain
south boundary of 89° 56' 2 35 1 chain
portion 34A, parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N .N.E. to its
north boundary and
branch road  ru nning
about east to the west
boundary.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do to by
I odging , by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on, r before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
35 perches,  being allotment 3 of section  48, pariah of
Ipswich, town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
Name of Applicant.
Robert Tallon
OVERTIME GOODS.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
... 123rd  February, 1875.
TO be sold by Public Auction, at the Custom House , Mackay, on SATURDAY, the 6th February,
1875, at 11 o'clock.
Date of Ship Master . Whence. Merchant . Bond Mark . Goods.
Bonding.
1871.
June 21 ... Licensed Dray McLennan  ... Alexandra Dis- Bennis  &  Borcy Q, 1 Package Col.  Rum ...
i
finery 34
Stations.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
- ORTHERN  RAILWAY.- On and
I i into operation until further notice.
TIME TABLE.
after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
stations
Rockhampton,., ...
6 Gracemere ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood
30 Westwood
I
arrive ...
depart...
38 Goganjo
44 Rocky Creek ...
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1.0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
Quantity.
15 Gals.
Down Train
Mixed.
P.M.
Rocky Creek ... .. ... 3. 0
Goganjo 3.24
Westwood 1 daepart ... ... 4-
*50
Rosewood ... ... ...  A
Stanwell ... ... ... 5. 0
Gracemere  ... ... ...  5.36
Rockhampton... ... ... 5. 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays  available to return on the following  Monday.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only, who will  be charged  the fare to  the  station  at
which their jou rn ey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare t  the time of  booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which tFey propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and TotalFares. Stock. Miscellaneous. .
£.  S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending January 16th, 1875 ... ... 639 9 6 1,73815 4 76 1 8 I 2,454 6 G
Corresponding week last year... ... ... 55513 9 1,543 1 8 I_ 76 7 10 _ 2,175 3 3
Increase ... ... 83 15 9 195 13 8 279 3 3
Decrease ... ... 0 6 2
~YN'A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Ofice,
TIME TABLE. Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after  28rd  Jamuary, 1875, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice.
OXLEY POINT, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE,
HIGH
WATER
MARK.
MILES.
From
Oxley
West.
From Too-
woomba.
STATIONS.
Oxley Point ...
77 ,.. Oxley West ...
62 11
 ... Oxley ... ...
43 8 Goodna
68 10 ... Redbank .. ...
74 141  ( ...  Bundamba.. ...
65 171  ... Ipswich ... ...
ill 251 Walloon ...
140 291  Rosewood  ... . ...
198 351 ... Western Creek ...
274 381 ...  Grandchester ...
574 421 ... Victoria Tunnel ...
335 463  ... Laidley ... ...
340 551 ...
 Cation  ... ...
465 661 ... Helidon ... ...
788 761 ... Murphy' s Creek ...
1530
 861 ... IIighdelds ... ...
2005 ... ... Summit
 of Range
1921 951
100
1577 1021
1577 102;
1071
111
1522 119
126
13!
1432
 137
139
1500 148
151
1498
157
160
'1577 102,-
1071
1141,
1257 1231
1311
1441
1122 147-,
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney 's Gate ..
7 Gowrie Junction...
7 Gowrie Junction... ...
121 For Williams' Camp ...
16 Westbrook Crossing ..,
24 Cambooya ... ... ...
31 Emu Creek  Siding ...
40 King's
 Creek ... ...
42 Clifton ... ...
44 Simpson' s Siding ... ...
53 Hendon (for Allora) ...
56 Deuchar 's Cro ssing ...
62 Lyndhurst  Road ... ...
65
 Warwick
... Gowrie Junction... ...
... Gowri e ... ... ...
... Oakey Creek ,,, ...
...
 I Jond aryan ... ... ...
... Bowenville .,. ...
Blaxland's Siding,.. .,.
... Daib
 ... ... ...
UP TRAINS
...  A.Y. A.M. P.M.
... ... 8.35 ... ...
... .. ... 8150 .., ...
... ... ... 8.55 ... ...
... ... ... 9.17 ... ...
... ... ... . A ... ...
... A ... ...(ar ri ve 9.45 ... ...
"' 4 depart 10.0 ... ...
... ... ... 10.28 ... ...
... ... A ... ...
P.M.
3.15
3.30
3.36
4.1
A
A
4.30
4.35
*5.2
A
... ... ... A ... ... A
arrive
 *11.13 ... ... 5:414 depart 11-17 ... ... 5.45
A ... ... A
11154  ... ...  6.22
... 12.23 ...  ...  6.51
arrive 12.58 ... ... *7'26
€ depart 1.13 ... ... 7'41
ss arrive 1.53
••• 4depart
* 58
 ... ... 821
... ... ... 2150 ... ... 9.13
arrive 338 100
depa rt  4.0 1650 44 0
arrive
depart
depart 4.30
A
6.8
598
A
6so
All Day Tickets  issued  on Saturdays  available to retu rn on the  following Monday.
NOTE.- The Trains will atop only at those places at
 which they are timed to stop.
B
*11.16 ...
*11.25
A
4.35
A
A A
12.20 5.30
A A
1.13 623
1.23 6.33
2.0 *710
A A
2.40
 7 *50
45
471
52
54
61
71
From
Warwick.
3
9
12
21
23
25
34
41
49
521
58
STATIONS.
Dalby
Blaaland's Siding
Bowenville .,.
Jondaryan... ...
Oakey Creek ...
Cow ri e
Gowrie  Junction...
Warwick...
Lyndhurst  Road ,,,
Deuchar's  Crossing
Hendon  (for Allora)
Simpson's Siding...
Cli fton ...
King's Creek
Emu Creek Siding
Cambooya ... ...
Westbrook  Crossing
For Williams' Camp
Cowrie Junction...
58 Gowrie Junction...
60.45 Mahoney's Gate ...
65 Toowoomba ...
... Summit of Range
... Hightields ... ...
... Murphy's
 Creek ,..
81 ... He lidon  ... ... ...
92 ... Gatton  ... ... ...
101 ... Laidley  ... ... ...
105 ... Victoria Tunnel ... ...
109 ... Grandchester ... ...
112 ... Western Creek ... ...
118 ...  Rosewood  ... ... ...
122 ... Walloon ... ... ...
130 ... Ipswich  ... ... ...
... ... 133
,.. ... 1371
... 1391
... 146
1474
* Trains meet here.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
P.M.
7.15
30 3
7.36 16
8.1 24
A 33
A 40
8.30 45
Bundamba
Redbank ...
Goodna ...
Oxley
Oxley West
Oxi Point
arrive
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
A.Y.
arrive ...
depart l  ...
arrive
4 depart
{ arrive
2 depart
arrive4depart
arrive
4  depart
s arri ve
t depart
6'50
7.44
8.44
*9.24
9.39
109
10.34
A
11.9
*11.13
A
A
11.52
12.20
12.25
A
A
12.57
1.19
1*25
1.35
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.M.
8.5
A
A
8.45
A
9.22
9'32
A
10.25
A
A
*11.25
B
11.55
7.0
A
A
7.32
7.54
8.0
8.10
A.M. P.M.
8'40
A
A
9.58
10.30
A ...
I
*11.16
11.44
12.4
1258
*158
2.2
2.37
2.52
3.22
3.47
A
4.22
4.26
A
A
*5.2
5.30
5.40
A
A
6.12
6.34
6.40
6.50
9.51
B
10.20
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their jou rn ey terminate s.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they pro pose to alight.(B.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10.50 a.m. and 410 p.m .  on the li p journey ,
 and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m. and 6.30 p .m. on the Down journey, will, for the present ,  stop at this Cro ssing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 19th January, 1875.
T
HE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of NovRMBEU, 1874, are published for general information.
GEORGE THORN,  JrNIon,
Postmaster.Geneial.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1874.
SHOWING the  Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Seacoast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of  same , the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station . Latitude  (South). Longitude  (East). Distance fromBea-coast .
Maximum in 24 No of
hours ,  and date. days Lainfell. .
Total
Miles. Inches. Date . Inches.
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 1500 10'  80 1.57 .26th 4 2-24
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ...  27 49 153 8 10 0.76 24th 6 1.59
Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32  12 0.30 10th 2 0.45
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast 0.04 10th 1 0.04
Brisbane ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 0.80 24th 5 1.48
Caamboon .. 25 1 150 25  105 1.18 15th 5 3.38
Cabulture (Morayfield)...  27 7 152 55  5 0.62 17th 3 1.35
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  on coast 1.32 17th 6 2.41
Cardwell 18 6 146 0 on coast 1.02 10th 3 2.40
Cashmere 18 3 145 13 50 0.02 11th 1 0.02
Charleville 26 35 146 6  350 0.38 17th 2 0.62
Clermont 22 45 147 38 130 1.86 28th 4 4.93
Cleveland 27 32 153 18  on coast 1.40 24th 2 1.42
Condamine 26 57 150 6  180 1.01 15th 2 1.49
Cooktown* 15 27 145 15  one mile
Craven* . 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek* 18 0 142 0 119
Dalbyy 27 30 151 15  112 .. 2 2-40
Durah 26 20 150 28  135 2.95 24th 3 6-35
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55  16 1.10 24th 2 185
Fairlie Plains ... ... 27 9 145 0  500 0.25 16th 2 0-41
Gayndah  25 38 151 36  72 1-13 17th 3 1.70
George-tn, Ethridge Riv.  17 57 143 40 176 2.04
.
14th 3 2.82
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 1 20 27th 2 2.02
Gladstonet ... ... 23 50 151 20  on coast
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 1-25 23rd 2 1.65
Gympie* ... 26 12 152 38 30
Helidon ... ...
... 27 39 152 3 60 3.75 16th 5 6-20
Herbert River, Lower ...  18 25 146 6  5 0.09 2nd 2 0.12
Ipswich .  27 38 152 48 28 1.63 24th 4 2.89
Junction Creek*  17 45 144 9 78
Seppel Bap  23 28 151 4  on coast 0.28 26th 1 0.28
Kimberley  17 28 141 0  on coast
L tt ..  27on . 25 153 11 on coast 1.50 24th 2 1.53
cMak ay*. .  21 10 149 5 5
Marlborough  22 57 150 1 40 1.92 29th 4 3.04
Maryborough 25 35 152 43 18 1.32 17th 3 1.80
Nebo ..  21 55 148 10 50 1.50 27th 2 2.00
Normanton  17 38 141 25  38 1.60 16th 4 2.19
Ravenswood* ...  20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton- ...  23 25 150 25 20
Roma .. ... ...  26 37 148 42  230 1.26 15th 3 2.73
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25  on coast 0.95 30th 5 1.92
Springsure (Rainworth)*  24 30 149 0 180
Stanthorpe ... ...  28 40 152 0  ... 1.60 15th 3 3.08
St. Helena  27 26 153 16 on coast 1-25 23rd 2 1.70
St. Lawrence  22 21 149 30  8 1-73 27th 3 1.76
Taroom .  25 38 149 45 160 2.35 27th 5 4-87
Toowoomba ...  27 34 152 10 80 2.15 16th 5 I 4.93
Townsville} ...  19 18 146 50  on coast
Valley of Lagoons  18 23 145 0 140 0.11 29th 3 0-21
Warwick ...  28 12 152 16 90 0.62 16th 4 1.38
Waterview ...  18 5 146 10 5 0.97 11th 2 0.99
Westwood ...  23 38 150 8 45 0.50 27th 4 0.97
Woody Island ...  25 21 152 57 on coast 1.05 16th 3 1.26
•  No Return received . t  No rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month ,  6135 inches ,  was at Durah .  Greatest number of days rain fell ,  6, at Beenleigh and Cape Moreton
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 3'75 inches ,  on 16th, at lle lidon.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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EVENUE and  EXPENDITUIRR of the MUNICIPALITY of ToowooMBA, for the  Half-Year ended 31st
December, 1874.
Dr.
£ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... 713 2 3
Government endowment on rates for
half-year ended 80th June, 1874 110 6 5
Balance, rate ,  and land endowments,
1873, refunded .. ... 187 8 3
Government  grant , queen's Park 600 0 0
Government loan ... ... ... 3,000 0 0
Cheque, 'swamp drainage,
not paid ,,, ... ... £41 9 0
Interest , fixed deposit ... 10 8 0
„ Summons cases .. 0 5 6
Impressions  -  Corporation
Seal .., .. 210 0
Rents-Queen's Park, Cor-
poration sale yards, and
market dues .. 28 10 0
Licenses-drays  and cabs 28 10 0
,, Rates ... ...
111 12 6
696 12 9
£6,319 2 2
Cr.
By Town Clerk' s salary  ... ... ...
„ Day labor ... ... ...
„ Auditors '  fees ... £2 2 0
Printing ,  advertising , &c.... 33 15 0
Stationery ... ... ... 1 1 9
Insurance  ... ... .. 6 5 0
Interest .. ... 176 11 6
Incidental and petty ex-
penses  ... ... ... 41 17 2
£ r. d.
100 0 0
161 8 3
261 12 5
Queen's Park ... ... ... ... 310 18 4
Swamp drainage  .. ...  908 0 8
Improvements, North Ward 98 6 10
South „ 27 ,, 9 9
Central „ 117 1 6
242 17 1
,,  Balance,  Australian Joint Stock  Bank 3,334 5 5
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Account, do hereby certify the same to be correct.
B. J. BEIRNE, Auditors.
CHARLES JONES,
Jng::  M.  FLYNN,
Town Clerk.
Toowoomba Municipality,
7th January, 1875.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Revd. JoKN McARA, having removed from
Warwick, in the Registration District of
Warwick, to Laidley, in the Registration District
of Ipswich, has given me notice of such removal, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the ninety-
fifth section of  "The Real Property pct of  1861,"
on and after the eighth day of February next, to
dispense  with the production of duplicate Bill of
Mortgage No. 24862, from Friedrich Goeths to
George Wolter, over sixty acres, portion 37,  and six
acres  one rood twenty and eight-tenths perches,
subdivision 1 of portion 43, in the parish of Albert,
entered in the Register Books, vols. 150 and 151,
folios 3 and 177, and will permit a Memorandum of
Release  to be endorsed on the original Bill of
Mortgage, now lying in this office ; such endorse-
ment , when so made and registered, releasing and
discharging the lands above described from the
charge created  by such mortgage as aforesaid, the
duplicate of such mortgage having been destroyed
in error.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
" The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
ROBERT ALAND,
Mayor.
19s.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
. ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.NOTICE is hereby given, that THOMAS B. C.
Bsasow, now in charge of our herd  of horned
cattle on Glenearn and Donga Stations ,  near Surat,
is no longer empowered to issue Orders on our Firm
for station or other purposes of whatever nature,
or to contract debts with storekeepers orothers for
goods of any description our account.
JACOB AND WILLIAM LOW.
Welltown, 1st January, 1875.
43 4s.
PEAK DOWNS MUTUAL CO-OPERATIVE
COMPANY (LIMITED).
N
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that a special  resolu-
tion  has been passed  by the  Shareholders in
General Meeting ,  that the above Company be wound
up voluntarily.
ROBERT ARMITAGE,
Copperfield, 29th December, 1874.
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£5,319 2 2
Secretary.
5s.
£5 REWARD.
S
TOLEN  from Angellala ,  one Light Roan Mare,
with blaze on forehead,  and black mane and
points, about 5 years old, branded  _CA near shoulder.
The above reward will be given to any person
who shall give evidence to convict the thief.
(Signed ) JACOB YOUNG.
Angellala ,  20th November, 1874.
877 3s. 6d.
2O4
NOTICE TO CONSTABLES AND OTHERS.
STOLEN or strayed from Gairloch Plantation,
Lower Herbert, near Cardwell:-
One brown gelding, two hind feet white, branded
C near shoulder ; also
One brown mare, white face, and two hind feet
white, branded CC near shoulder.
If stolen, £20 reward will be paid on their recov-
ery and the conviction of thief; and if strayed, £10
reward on their delivery, at Gairloch Plantation.
MACKENZIE BROS.
1 4s. 6d.
£10 REWARD.
I OST,  from St .  Ruth ,  and supposed to have
J been stolen ,  dbme time between  24th  and 31st
December ,  1874, one Dark -brown or Black Horse,
branded large H near shoulder ,  slightly saddle-
marked.
The above reward will be paid on conviction of
the thief ;  or £2, if strayed ,  on delivery to the un-
dersigned.
A. EVANS.
29 3s. 6d.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol•
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October  24,  1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
TOW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto r-
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. V. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1875.
IT is hereby notified, that the Board of Examiners
for Attorneys have appointed the following
days, during the current year, for the examination
of Candidates for admission as Attorneys of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, on which days only
will such examinations be conducted :-
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 2, 3, and 4
March.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 18, 19, and
20 May.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 31 August,
1 and 2 September.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 30 Novem-
ber, 1 and 2 December.
JOHN KEANE,
Secretary to Board of Examiners.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  "The District Courts Act
of  1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns or places in the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil  Jurisdiction.
AT ROCHSAMPTON.
Monday, March 8th.
Monday, June 7th.
Monday, September 6th.
Monday,  December 6th.
Tuesday, March 9th.
Tuesday,  June 8th.
Tuesday, September 7th.
Tuesday ,  December 7th.
AT CooxTowN.
Thursday, March 25th. Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th. Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th. Saturday, September 18th.
AT MILL CIFESTEB.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th. Saturday, September 25th.
AT TowFsvILLa.
Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, Jttne 30th.
Friday, October 1st.
Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, June 30th.
Friday, October 1st.
AT Bower.
Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th.
Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th.
AT MACKAY.
Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th.
Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLSEMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday, November 27th. 1 Saturday, November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Augustus Walter Swithin Smith, of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, mer-
chant, but at present a confinee in Her
Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane, in the said colony,
by the said Augustus Walter Swithin Smith.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Augustus Walter
Swithin Smith be, and  be  is hereby adjudged, insol-
vent ; and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Augustus Walter Swithin
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Smith, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
office of the Registrar of this Court, on the second
day of February, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Augustus Walter Swithin Smith shall, on the first
day of February, 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabi-
lities of every kind, and of the names and resi-
dences,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes of  his inability to meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this 19th day
of January, 1875.
By the Court, .
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1875. £ s. d.
Jan. 16.-Peak Downs Co-operative Company 0 5 0
„ 16.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
18.-R. Lyons ... ...  2 0 0
18.-Municipal Council, Gladstone ... 2 0 0
19.-Municipal Council,  Toowoomba  ...  0 19 0
„ 19.-Cowton and Irwin... ... ...  0 1 0
19.-J. Morgan ... ... . ... 0 0 6
20.-H. H. Smith  .. ... 0 8 0
20.-Gayndah Municipal  Council ... 2 2 0
20.-J.  Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-,J. Fletcher... ... ... ...  0 2 0
22.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
22.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 13 0
22.-Municipal Council, Warwick ... 2 0 0
22.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
22.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
22.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 4 0
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Dawson Robinson, of Caxton street,
Petrie Terrace, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, grocer, by the said James Dawson
Robinson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said James Dawson Robin-
son be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and
that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the Creditors of the
said James Dawson Robinson, for the election of a
Trustee, be. held at the office of the Principal
Registrar, at Brisbane, on the first day of February,
1875, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Dawson
Robinson shall, on the thirtieth day of January,
1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this 20th day
of January, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments in the  Queensland  G overnment  G azette  is
sr
follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent ci Intestate
Estates , or Letters  of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded  Stock, I
-:er animal.
All other Advert isements will  be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines (or  under),
and 3d. for every additional  line ,  allowing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according to the above scale.
By Order,
JA U,$ C. BEAL,
`tovernment Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  five shil lings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Ifmpauttbing.
4W Poundlceeper.s are reminded that Adverts menu
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  aremittance .sufcient to coverthe cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at,Yaamba, on 7th January, 1875, by
Thomas Moffatt; Esquire, " Leura."
One brown  mare, like  F x A near shoulder ; foal at foot,
unbranded.
One bay  mare,  RF near shoulder, F off shoulder, 0 over
diamond off thigh.
One bay horse, small  star , hind feet white, JB near
shoulder, IC off shoulder, IC near rump.
If not released on or before 9th February, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
40 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat,from Tartalla, on the 12th
January, 1875, by order of Win. Beckett, Esquire.
Driving, 6s.
One roan horse, star, off hind foot white, G over dia-
mond near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
42 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om the Allora Commonage,
on the 14th January, 1875, by order of A. Cameron.
Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving, 10s.
One chesnut horse, RH5 near shoulder, two hind feet
white, stripe down face.
If not  released on  or before the 16th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
41 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Warwick ,  from Freestone Creek, on
16th January ,  1875 ,  by Mr. James Wilson. Driv-
ing expenses ,  Is. 4d.
One bay horse ,  RHK conjoined  (the R reversed) near
shoulder ,  7 near thigh, B sideways off shoulder,
blind off eye ,  collar-marked ,  sma ll  star.
If not released on or before 16th February ,  1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIIIAN , Pouudkeeper.
53 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, on
26th December, 1874, by order of P. D. Brodie,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 39. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, C near W over B off shoulder, saddle-
marked, black points.
If not released on or before 29th January, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
50
J. FISHER, Pouudkeeper.
Is.
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IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from  Bogarella , on the 6th
January, 1875, by order of A. Goodwin,  Esquire.
Driving, 14s. each.
One dapple-grey horse, JML conjoined over .. under
near  saddle, 22 near shoulder.
One cream-colored mare, JML conjoined over - under
near  saddle,  22 near  shoulder, white strip down
face.
One bay mare, like HE conjoined off shoulder,  6 under
off saddle, small star, near hind foot white.
One bay horso, like HE conjoined off shoulder,  5 under
off saddle, black points, long tail.
If not  released  on or before the 2nd February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHRISTOPHER COOPER, Poundkeeper.
44 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Babbilora, on the 6th
January, 1875, by order of John Butler, Esquire,
for Messrs. Hall and Albertson. Driving, 14s. each.
One bay mare, blotched brand like 118 near shoulder,
hind fetlocks white, long tail.
One chesnut colt foal, unbranded, and white on face.
If not released on or before the 2nd February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHRISTOPHER COOPER, Poundkeeper.
45 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromChiverton, on 26th
December, 1874, by B. C. Parr, Esquire. Damages
and driving, 3s. Sd. per head. (Wrongly described in a
former advertisement.)
One brown mare, PR over - or half-circle over  0  over
- or half-circle near ribs.
Also, from Canning Downs South, on 23rd December,
1874, by Messrs. Chauval and Wilson. Damages and
driving expenses, 6e. 4d. per head. (Wrongly described
in a former advertisement.)
One bay  fill y, like CS sideways near shoulder, star.
Also, from Canning Downs South, on 18th  December,
1874. Damages and driving  expenses , 5s. 4d. per head.
(Wrongly described in a former advertisement.)
One cream-colored mare, 5 over HD near shoulder, off
fore heel white ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded,
star.
If not released on or before 16th February, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATE. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
51 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs Sta-
tion, on the 15th January, 1875, by order of R. W.
Stuart, Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One black gelding, black points, of hip down, like ao
near shoulder, old sore back.
One black mare, white spots on saddle, like N over o
over "a near  shoulder.
Also, from Eurella, on the 15th January, 1875, by
order of Messrs. Menzies, Douglas, and Co., Eurella.
Driving,  4s. 2d.
One chesnut  mare ,  heart near  shoulder, heart near rump.
One chesnut colt ; foal at foot.
One cheenut gelding, 99 near shoulder, M near thigh
If not  released  on or before the 16th February, 1875'
will  be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
64 45.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Mt. Enniskillen, on
the 26th December, 1874, by order of J. Crombie,
Esquire, for J. T. Allen and  partners . Driving,  5s. each.
One bay horse, ME off thigh, off hind fetlock white, shod
all round.
One brown pony mare, AD near shoulder, like 0-0
near thigh.
One brown mare, like CC near thigh.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One cheenut colt, unbranded.
One chesnut horse, 5 near shoulder, A and like ace of
spades reversed near saddle, near hind fetlock white,
and saddle-marked.
One bay mare, -. over S off shoulder, RL conjoined
over RL conjoined (the R's reversed) near shoulder,
E2 near neck.
One bay colt, unbranded.
If not released on or. before the 15th January, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
CHRISTR. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
49 85.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Greendale, on the 28th
December, 1874, by order of L. S. Ormely, Esquire.
Damages,  2s. 6d. each ; driving,  2s. each.
One brown mare, CS over W near shoulder,  star in
forehead, short tail, and saddle-marked.
One bay filly,BH1 (registered) near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHRISTR. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
46 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Tambo Station, on the
27th December, 1874, by order of R. N. Bell,
Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d each ; driving, 2d. each.
One bay horse, CC near shoulder, like Y of shoulder,
near bind fetlock white, star in forehead, sore on
wither, blind near eye.
One bay horse, like JAO (registered) over 2 in circle
near shoulder, star in forehead, near hind fetlock
white.
If not released onor before the 29th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHRISTR. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
47 2s.
I
MPOUNDED at Tambo, from Greendale, onthel7th
December, 1874, by order of S. S. Ormsley, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d. each ; Driving, 2s. each.
One brown horse, C over  S near  shoulder, 0 near cheek,
like S off thigh.
One black more, ^ over P over W over D near shoulder,
D near cheek, 3 near thigh.
One brown mare, small  star  in forehead, PL conjoined
(the P reversed) of shoulder, like 1T off saddle,
L78 off rump, both hind fetlocks white, saddle-
marked, broken down near fore fetlock.
One black horse, WR near shoulder, few white hairs in
forehead.
One black mare, CM over m) near shoulder, like ro) over
CV near thigh, sear on near thigh, saddle-marked,
bell on.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHISTR. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
48 5e.
I
MPOUNDED  at Warwick, from Freestone Creek, on
12th January, 1875, by Mr. J. A. C. Eirkeguard.
Damages and driving expenses, £5 la. 8d.
One bay entire, WP and indescribable brand near shoul-
der, white stripe down face, near fore fetlock and
hind feet white.
If not released on or before 16th February, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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PATE. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
Is.
Printed and  Published  by JA sax  0.  Bee7 , Government Printer
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1875.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation By His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON
to wit. ) CAIRNS, Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
(L.s.) Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
GaLernor.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Her Majesty has been graciously pleased, by Letters Patent,under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, bearing date at Westminster, the sixth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four to constitute
and appoint me, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, of the United
Kingdom, to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over Her
Majesty's Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies : Now, therefore,
I, the Governor and Commander-in-Chief aforesaid, do hereby proclaim
and declare that I have, this day, taken the prescribed Oaths before
His Honor Charles Lilley, Esquire, Q.C., and His Honor Edmund Sheppard,
Esquire, Judges of the Supreme Court of the said Colony ; and that I
have assumed the said Office of Governor and Commander-in-Chief
accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
twenty-third day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-eighth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
By Authority  :  Jutae C. BAAL, Gorernment Printer,  WiWar..  street, Briubano.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to appoint
ALFRED PERCIVAL MA.UDSLAY, Esquire,
to be His Excellency's Private Secretary.
By His Excellency 's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD HAWES MACCARTIIY, 4th Regt.,
to be His Excellency's Aide-de-Camp.
By His Excellency's Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority  :  JAMAS C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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• Government House,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Full Dress Levee at Government
House, on. FRIDAY next, at Twelve o'clock Noon.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, Lieut., A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official dress, full
uniform, or evening costume. Each Gentleman will come provided with
two cards, with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in the
Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of  Entree  will assemble in the
principal Drawing Room ; Members of both Houses of Parliament will
assemble in the Dining Room ; and the Public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, Lieut., A.D.C.
By Authority .  J as C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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form part of our said Colony of Queensland. And
whereas by certain other letters patent under the
Great Seal of our said United Kingdom, bearing
date at Westminster the twelfth day of April, 1871,
in the thirty-fourth year of our reign, we did con-
stitute and appoint our right trusty and entirely Governor theMarquis of
beloved Cousin and Councillor George Augustus Normanby's
Constantine, Marquis of Normanby (now Knight
" is "I'",Ail, 1871,Commander of our Most Distinguished Order of cited.
St. Michael and St. George), to be Governor and
Commander-in-Chief in and over our said Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, as upon re-
lation being had to the . said recited letters patent
will more fully and at large appear : Now know
you that we have revoked and determined, and by
these presents do revoke and determine, the said
last recited letters patent of the twelfth day of
April, 1871, and every clause, article, and thing
therein contained. And further know you that we,
reposing especial trust and confidence in the pru-
Revocation of
Letters Patent
of 1871.
deuce, courage, and loyalty of you the said WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, of our special  race , certain Appointment org Mr, w. W. Cairns
knowledge, and mere motion, have thought fit to  as Governor.
constitute and appoint and by these presents do
constitute and appoint you to be, for and during
our will and pleasure, our Governor and Com-
inander-in-Chief in dnd over our Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies. And we do hereby
authorise and command you to do and execute all
things in due manner that shall belong to your
said Command, and the trust we have reposed in
you, according to the several powers and directions
granted or appointed you by this our present com-
mission and by a certain order made by us in our
Privy Council, bearing date the sixth day of June, Order in Council,
1859, and by the instructions herewith given you, 6th Jane, 1859.
or by such further instructions as may hereafter be
given by us, under our Sign-Manual and Signet, or
by our order in our Privy Council, or through one
of our principal Secretaries of State, and according
to such laws as are now or shall hereafter be in
force in our said colony.
2. And we do hereby authorise and empower  Great seal.
you to keep and use the Great Seal of our said
colony for sealing all things whatsoever that shall
pass the said Seal.
3. And we do further authorise and empower grants  of Lands.
you, in our name and on our behalf, to make and
execute, under the said Seal, grants and dispositions
SATURDAY, 30TH JANUARY,  1875. [No. 17.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
THE COMMISSION APPOINTING WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, ESQUIRE, C.M.G.,
TO BE GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER-
IN-CHIEF OF THE COLONY OF QUEENS-
LAND AND ITS DEPENDENCIES.
III* Excellency the Governor directs the pub-
lication of the subjoined Commission and
Royal Instructions.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND.
DRAFT  of a Commission passed under the Great
Seal of the United Kingdom, appointing  WIL-
LIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, C.M.G.,
to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
Queen, Defender of the Faith, to our trusty
and well-beloved WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, Companion of Our Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George,
GREETING :
1. WHEREAS we did by certain letters patent,
under the Great Seal of our United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, bearing date at West-
Letters Patent ,  minster  the sixth day of June, 1859, in the twenty-
6th June, 1859, second year. of our reign, erect certain territories
constituting the
Colony, cited. therein described, into a colony by the name of the
Recites  Letters
Patent of 30th
May, 1872,
Colony of Queensland. And whereas by certain
other letters patent under the said Great Seal,
bearing date at Westminster the thirtieth day of
May, 1872, in the thirty-fifth year of our reign, we
did, amongst other things, appoint our Governor,
for the time being, of our Colony of Queensland to
be Governor of all islands within sixty miles from
the coast of our said colony, with power to sur-
render the said islands to the Colony of Queens-
Reeites Procla-  land. And whereas by proclamation and deed of
mation  and transfer, under the hand and seal of our saidDeed of Transfer
of Islands  to the Governor, both bearing date the twenty-second
Colony dated day of August, 1872, in the thirty-sixth year of our
18872, August,
reign, the  said islands were annexed  to and now
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of any  lands  which may be lawfully granted and
disposed of by us within our said Colony.
Executive coun- 4. And we do hereby declare our pleasure to be
cil, Constitution that there shall be an Executive Council for ourof,
said Colony, and that the said Council shall consist
of such persons as are now or may at any time be
declared by any law enacted by the Legislature of
our said Colony, to be members of our said Council,
and of such other persons as you shall, from time
to time in our name and on our behalf, but subject
to any such law as aforesaid, appoint under the
said Seal to be members of our said Council.
Appointment of 5. And we do hereby authorise and empowerJudges,  Justices, you to constitute and appoint in our name and on
&c'
our behalf all such Judges, Commissioners, Justicesf th  Peace, and other necessary Officers and
Ministers of our said Colony as may be lawfully
constituted or appointed by us.
Grant of  Par- 6. And we do further authorise and empower
dons and Re- you  as  you shall see occasion ,  in our name and on
mission of Fines.
our behalf, when any crime has been committed
within our said Colony, or for which the offender
may be tried therein, to grant a pardon to any
accomplice, not being the actual perpetrator of such
crime, who shall give such information and evidence
as shall lead to the apprehension and conviction of
the principal offender; and further to grant to any
offender convicted of any crime in any Court, or
before any Judge, Justice, or Magistrate within
our said Colony, a pardon, either free or subject to
lawful conditions, or any respite of the execution
of the sentence of any such offender for such period
as to you may seem fit ; and to remit any fines,
penalties, or forfeitures which may become due and
payable to us.
Suspension or 7. And we do further authorise and empowerRemoval from you, as far as we lawfully may, upon sufficient
Summoning,
Proroguing, or
Dissolving any
such Legislative
Body.
Appointment of
Members of any
Legislative Body.
Power of grant-
ing Marriage
Licenses and
Probates of
Wills; Custody
of Idiots.
cause to you appearing, to remove from his office,
or to suspend from the exercise of the same, any
person exercising any such office or place within
our said Colony, under or by virtue of any Com-
mission or  warrant granted, or which may be
granted, by us in our name, or by our authority.
8. And we do further authorise and empower
you to exercise all powers lawfully belonging to us
In respect of the summoning, proroguing, or dis-
solving any Legislative Body, now or hereafter
established within our said Colony, and in respect
of the appointment of the members thereto.
9. And we do by these presents authorise and
empower you, within our said Colony, to exercise
all such powers as we may be entitled to  exercise
therein in respect of granting licenses for  marriages,
letters of administration, and probates of wills, and
with respect to the custody and management of
idiots and lunatics, and their estates.
Succession to 10. And we do hereby declare our pleasure to be
the Government. that in the event of your death, incapacity, or
Proviso : Lieu-
tenant-Gover-
nor, &c.,  to take
oaths of  office
before adminis-
tering the
Government.
Of leers and
others',to  obey
and assist the
Governor.
absence out of the said Colony, all and every the
powers and authorities herein granted to you shall,
until our further pleasure is signified therein, be
vested in such person as may be appointed by us
under our Sign-Manual and Signet ,  to be our
Lieutenant -C overnor of our said Colony, or if there
shall be no such Lieutenant -Governor in our said
Colony, then in such person or persons as may be
appointed by us under our Sign-Manual and Signet
to administer the Government of the same. Pro-
vided that no such powers or authorities shall vest
in such Lieutenant -Governor , or such other person
or persons ,  until he or they shall have taken the
oaths appointed to be taken by the Governor of
our said Colony ,  and in the manner provided by the
instructions accompanying this our Commission.
11. And we do hereby require and command all
our Officers and Ministers, Civil and Military, and
all other the inhabitants of the said Colony, to be
obedient ,  aiding, and assisting unto you the said
William We ll ington Cairns, or in the  event  of your
death, incapacity ,  or absence ,  to such person or
persons as may from time to time, under the pro-
visions of this our Commission ,  administer the
Government of our said Colony.
In witness whereof we have caused these our
letters to be made patent .  Witness ourself at
Westminster ,  the sixth day of November, in the
thirty-eighth year of our reign.
By warrant under the Queen's Sign -Manual.
0.  11OMILLY.
QUEENSLAND.
DRAFT of Instructions  passed under the Royal
Sign-Manual,  and Signet  to WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, C. H.G., as Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
VICTORIA R.
INSTRUCTIONS  to our trusty  and well -beloved
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Companion
of our Most Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, our Governor and
Commander-in-Chief in and over our Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies, or, in
his absence, to our Lieutenant- Governor, or
the Officer Administering  the Government
of our said Colony and its  Dependencies for
the time being.
Given at our Court at Balmoral,  this sixth day
of November, 1874, in the thirty-eighth
year of our reign.
1. WHEREAS by a Commission under the Great
Seal of our United Kingdom of Great  Britain and
Ireland, bearing even date herewith,  we have con-
stituted and appointed you to be,  for and during
our will and pleasure, ourGovernorand  Commander-
in-Chief in and over our Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies, and have further  authorised and
commanded you to do and execute all  things in due
manner that shall belong to your said  Command,
and the trust thereby reposed in you,  according to
the several powers and directions  therein mentioned,
and particularly according to such  instructions. as
should therewith be given to you : Now, therefore,
we do by these our instructions  under our Sign-
Manual and Signet, being  the instructions so
Dated 5th Nov
ember, 1874.
Prdfmble,
referred to as aforesaid, declare. our pleasure to  be, Publication of
that you shall with all due solenity  cause our said
Commission to be read and published  in the presence
of the Chief Justice for the time being  or other Judge
of the Supreme Court of our said Colony,  and of the
Commission.
members of the Executive Council thereof;  and oathltobstaken
you shall then and there take the Oath  of Allegiance
in the form provided by an Act passed in the
Session holden in the thirty-first and thirty- second
years of our reign, intituled  " An Aet to Amend the
Law relating to Promissory Oaths,"  and  likewise
that you do take the Oath for the  due execution
of the office and trust of our Governor  and Com-
mander-in -Chief in and over our said  Colony and
its Dependencies, and for the  due and impartial
by OOVernor.
IN!
1sl Act 81
Yletorla,
cap. I i1.
administration of justice, which said oaths the Chief
Justice for the time being of our said Colony, or,
in his absence, any Judge of the Supreme Court of
our said Colony, shall and he is hereby required to
tender and administer unto you.
2. And we do authorise and require you from Oaths to be ad-
ministered
r- the ou the ov erGoveronor.time to time, and at an y time hereafter,  by y ,
self or by any other person to be authorised by you
in that- behalf, to administer to all and to every
persons or person, as you shall think fit. who shall
hold any office or place of trust or profit, the said
oath of allegiance, together with such other oath
or oaths as may from time to time be prescribed
by any laws or statutes in that behalf  made and
provided.
3. And we do require you to communicate forth- Gmoanitooeom-
with to our Executive Council for our said Colony struotions to
these our instructions, and likewise all such others Executive
from time to time as you shall find convenient  for  0oi.m0
our service to be imparted to them.
4. And we do hereby direct and enjoin that  our Executive
said Executive Council shall not proceed  to the proceed
not to
b said
of business unless duly summoned  by your nnesseudnless auto-
authority, and unless two members at the  least authority of(exclusive of yourself or the member presiding)  be Governor.
present and assisting throughout the whole of  the Quorum.
meetings at which any such business- shall be dis-
patched.
5. And we do further direct and enjoin that you  Governor to
do attend and preside at the meetings of our said preside,
Executive Council, unless when prevented by some
necessary or reasonable cause ; and that in your
absence such member as may be appointed by you or appoint $
in that behalf, or, in the absence of any such  mem- President..
ber, the senior member of the said Executive Council
actually present, shall preside at all such meetings ;
the seniority of the members of the Council being
regulated according to the order of their respective
appointments  as members  of our said Qo4ncii.
Journals and
Minutes of
Council to be
kept.
Govern or to
consult Execu-
tive Council.
Governor may
act in opposition
to Council.
Rules to be ob-
served in assent-
ing to, dissenting
from,orreserving
kilis.
Different sub-
jects not to be
mixed in the
same law.
Desc ri ption of
Bills not to be
assented to.l
6. And we do further direct and enjoin that a
full and exact journal or minute be kept of all the
deliberations, acts, proceedings, votes, and resolu-
tions of our said Council, and that at each meeting
of the said Council the minutes of the last meeting
be read over, confirmed, or amended, as the case
may require, before proceeding to the dispatch of
any other business.
'. And we do further direct and enjoin that in
the execution of the powers and authorities com-
mitted to you by our said Commission, you do in
all cases consult  with our said Executive Council,
excepting only in cases which may be of such a
nature, that, in your judgment, our service would
sustain material  prejudice by consulting our Council
thereupon ; or when the matters to be decided shall
be too unimportant to require their advice, or too
urgent to  admit of their advice being given by the
time within which it may be necessar for you to
act in respect of' any such  matters.  I rovided that
in all such urgent cases  you do subsequently, and
at the earliest  practicable period, communicate to
the said Council  the measures  which you may so
have adopted, with  the reasons  thereof.
8. And we do authorise you in your discretion,
and if it shall  in any case  appear right, to act in the
exercise  of the  power  committed to you by our said
Commission, in opposition to the advice which m ay
in any such case be given  to you by the members
of our said Executive  Council. Piovided neverthe-
less, that in any such case  you do fully report to us
by the first convenient opportunity every such pro-
ceeding, with the grounds  and reasons  thereof.
9. And for the execution of so much of the
powers as  are vested in you by law for assenting
to, or dissenting from, or reserving for the signifi-
cation of our pleasure, Bills which have been passed
by the. Legislature of our said Colony, we do
further direct and enjoin that you guide yourself,
as far as may be practicable, by the following
rules, directions, and instructions (that is to say) :-
10. In the passing of all laws each different matter
is to be provided for by a different law, without
intermixing in one and the same law such things
as have no proper relation to each other ; and no
clause is to be inserted in or annexed to any Act
which shall be foreign to what the title of such
Act imports, and no perpetual clause is to be part
of any temporary law.
11. You are not to assent in our name to any
Bill of any of  the classes  hereinafter specified, that
is to say :-
1. Any Bill for the divorce of persons joined
together in holy matrimony.
2. Any Bill whereby any grant of land or
money or other donation or gratuity may
be made to yourself.
3. Any Bill whereby any paper or other cur-
rency may be made a legal tender, except
the coin of the realm or other gold or
silver coin.
4. Any Bill imposing differential duties, other
than as allowed by  " The Australian
Colonies Duties Act,  1873."
5. Any  Bill the provisions of which shall appear
inconsistent with obligations imposed
upon us by treaty.
6. Any  Bill interfering with the discipline or
control of our forces in the Colony by land
and sea.
7. Any Bill of an extraordinary nature and
importance, whereby our prerogative, or
the rights and property of our subjects
not residing in the Colony, or the trade
and shipping of the United Kingdom and
its Dependencies, may be prejudiced.
8. Any Bill containing provisions to which our
assent has been once  refused, or which
have been disallowed by us :-
Unless such Bill shall contain a clause suspending
the operation of' such Bill until the signification in
the Colony of our pleasure thereupon, or unless you
shall have satisfied yourself that an urgent necessity
exists requiring that such Bill be brought into
immediate operation, in which case you are
authorised  to assent  in our name to such Bill
unless the same shall be repugnant to the law of
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England, or inconsistent with any obligations
imposed upon us by treaty. But you are to trans-
mit to us by the earliest opportunity the Bill so
assented to, together with your  reasons for assent-
ing thereto.
12. You will take care that all  laws assented to
by you in our name, or reserved for the significa-
tion of our pleasure thereon, shall, when transmitted
by you, be fairly abstracted in the margins, and be
accompanied in such cases as may seem to you
necessary with such explanatory observations as
may be required to exhibit the reasons and occasion
for proposing such laws ; and you  shall also trans-
mit fair copies of the journals and minutes of the
proceedings of the Legislative bodies of our said
Colony, which you are to require from the clerks or
other proper officers in that behalf of the said
Legislative bodies.
13. And whereas we have by our said Commission
authorised and empowered you as you  shall see
occasion, in our name and on our behalf, to grant
to any person convicted of any crime in any Court,
or before any Judge, Justice, or Magistrate within
our said Colony, a pardon either free or subject to
lawful conditions :. Now we do hereby direct and
enjoin you to call upon the Judge who presided at
the trial of any offender who shall have been con-
demned to suffer death by the sentence of any
Court within our said Colony to make to you a
written report of the case of such offender, and such
report of the said Judge shall by you be taken into
consideration at the first meeting thereafter which
may be conveniently held, of our said Executive
Council, at which the said Judge may be specially
summoned to attend ; and you shall not pardon or
reprieve any such offender as aforesaid,  unless it
shall appear to you expedient so to do, upon
receiving the advice of our Executive Council
therein, but in all such cases you are to decide
either to extend or to withhold a pardon or reprieve,
according to your own deliberate judgment, whether
the members of our said Executive Council concur
therein or otherwise ; entering, nevertheless, on the
minutes of the said Council, a minute of your
reasons at length, in case you should decide any such
questions in opposition to the judgment of the
majority of the members thereof.
14. And we do further direct and enjoin that you
do, to the utmost of your power, promote religion
and education among the native inhabitants of our
said Colony, or of the lands  and islands  thereto
adjoining, and that you do especially take care to
protect them in their persons, and in the free
enjoyment of their  possessions  ; and that you do.
by all lawful means, prevent and  restrain all
violence and injustice which may in any manner be
practised or attempted against them.
15. And we do further direct and enjoin that all
Commissions granted  by you  to any person or
persons to be Judges, Justices of the Peace, or
other officers, shall, unless otherwise provided by
law, be granted during pleasure only.
Laws sent home
to have marginal
abstracts, and to
be accompanied
by explanations
and proceedings
of Legislature in
passing them.
Pardon power,
regulation of.
To take the
advice of the
Council in such
cases ;  but may
exercise his own
judgment, enter-
ing his reasons
in the Minutes
of Council.
Promotion of
religion and
education
amongst the
Natives.
Judges, dec., to be
appointed du ring
pleasure.
16. And we do further direct and enjoin that Blue Book.
you do forward to us punctually from year to year,
through one of our principal Secretaries of State,
such annual returns as have been customarily trans-
mitted to us from the Colony of Queensland relative
to the revenue and expenditure, militia, public
works, legislation, civil establishments, pensions,
population, schools, course of exchange, imports
and exports, agricultural produce, manufactures,
and other matters in the said " Returns " more
particularly specified, with reference to the state
and condition of our said Colony.
17. And whereas great prejudice may happen to Governor's
our service and to the security of our said Colony absence.
by the absence of the Governor, you shall not upon
any pretence whatever quit our said Colony with-
out having first obtained leave from us for so doing
under our Sign-Manual, and Signet, or through
one of our principal Secretaries of State, except for
the purpose of visiting any neighboring Colony for
periods not exceeding one mouth at any one time,
nor exceeding in the aggregate, one month for every
year's service in the Colony.
V. R.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
H i d.IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-j ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be Recording Clerk for the Maranon, District, in
the room of W. O. Norris, transferred.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
STANLEY WOLFERSTAN,
Bailiff to the Warden's Court, Charters Towers ;
JOHN WATSON,
Bailiff to the Warden's Court, Ravenswood ;
SAMUEL BARTER,
Bailiff to the Warden's Court, Gympie ;
under the provisions of  " The Gold Fields Act of
1874."
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARCHIBALD LEE, P.M., Nanango,
to discharge the duties of a Warden under "  The
Gold Fields Act of  1874."
H. E. KING.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with theadvi  of the Execu ve Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following appointments
and promotions in the Customs Department, viz
ARTHUR BLISS
to be 4th Locker, Brisbane,  vice O.  Armstrong,
resigned ;
JAMES  MACKINLAY
to be 5th Locker, Brisbane,  vice  Bliss, promoted ;
ALEXANDER LEWIN
to be 6th Locker, Brisbane,  vice  Mackinlay, pro-
moted ;
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARCHIBALD FORSYTH
to be an Agent to accompany Ships employed in
carrying Polynesian Laborers between the South
Sea Islands and Queensland, under the provisions
of  "The Polynesian Laborers Act of  1868."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st January , 1875.HIS Excellency th  Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be  Clerk of  Petty Sessions at Roma, under the
provisions  of  "The Clerks of Petty  Sessions Act of
1872."
A. MACALISTER.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
H
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be Registrar of the Western District Court at
Roma, in the room of William O. Norris, trans-
ferred.
A. MACALISTER.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the 22nd day of February, 1875,
at the Gympie Land Office.
GEORGE BOURNE Parish.
No. of
Applica- Late  Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
to be 7th Locker, Brisbane,  vice  Lewin, promoted ;
tion. District.
and
JOHN McDONALD FORBES, at present Acting Clerk,
Amamoor 228 G. Bull ...
A. B. P.
134 0 0 Gympie
to be Clerk at Mackay: Como ... 271 A. Banks ... 154 0 0 ditto
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
CORRECTION.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe name o  Edwa d Burton Southerden, as
a Magistrate of the Territory, was erroneously
inserted in the  Government Gazette,  No. 13, of 23rd
January instant, page 177, instead of the name
EDWARD BARTON SOUTHERDEN.
A. MACALISTER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-first
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year  of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
1 N pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
1 Lands Al ienation  Act  of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation; notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of Febru-
ary, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
0 F1
za
Parish.
a0
Z aN
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'District.
A.H.P.
826 Enoggera 1,040 T. Brown .. 40 0 0 Brisbane
Clermont  69 W.  Baldwin ... 2,170  00  Clermont
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of. Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish. No ofAca -
tion.
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
I t Laguna  391 W. Thomas .. 77 0 0.1 Gympie
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
aGD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By H's Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License, a  K night Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described sha ll  be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the  second day of March,
1875, at the Normarton Land Office.
Register) I
No. of
ApplicaName of Lessee . (  Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
A. R . P.
7 Ellis  Read ... 80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely ... 1 210 0 0 ditto13 J. O'Dowd ,., li 230 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  fifteenth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in  the thirty  - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By' Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N ursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of theExecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the first day of February,
1875, at the several Land Offices.
-- ------ a
o oy
Parish.0 i d2
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
I A. it.  P.
1 956 M. Mylett 460 0 0 Brisbane
121 Redland  1,041  S. McAlister 120 0 0 Ditto
347 Tingalpa 1,210 F. Ben fer 20 0 0 Ditto
99 Ditto 1,299 ittoD 40 0 0 Ditto
,6981 Eedron  1 5
I '
66 . II. Llewellyn 111 0 0 Ditto
157 Re dland  1.829 A. Watts 140 0 0 Ditto
7 Gilston 169.. J. W. Scott 100 0 0 Beenleigh
225 Albert 231 ' A. Albertson 80 0 0 Ditto
227 Ditto 266 [ M. Ho wie 1 170 0 0 Ditto
229 Ditto 318 1 W. Poi nton, jun. 80 0 0 Ditto
49 Gils ton 336 J. W. Scott 1 104 0 0 Ditto
50 Ditto 337 Ditto 1100 0 0 Ditto
226 Alb ert 348 M.  Ho wie 1110 0 0 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this thirty- first day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in  the thirty- eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, K night, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of'the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III, of Spain .  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Jet of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after  MONDAY,  the twenty -second day of
February, 1875 ,  at the Brisbane Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 720 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the north
branch of the Maroochy River at a point bearing
west and distant seventy-three chains and ninety
links from the north-west corner of Portion 31, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west twelve chains ; on the east by a line bearing
south eighteen chains and thirty-two links ; again
on the south by a line bearing 270 degrees thirty
minutes forty-nine chains and ninety links ; again
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-two
chains to the Brisbane road ; on the south-west by
that road bearing 335 degrees ten chains and sixty-
five links, 318 degrees twelve chains, 308 degrees
thirty-one chains, 333 degrees twelve chains and
fifty links, and 354 degrees thirty minutes thirteen
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about ninety-four chains and fifty links
to the north branch of the Maroochy River ; and
on the north-east by that branch downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES  O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection , under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 23rd day of
February, 1875, at the Warwick Land Office.
DESCRIPTION  OF LANDS SURRENDERED BY THE
LESSEE OF THE PIKEDALE RUN, IN THE UN-
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF DARLING DOWNS.
50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, at the head of Pike's Creek, and bounded
thence on the west by a south line to the watershed
between Pike's Creek and the Severn River;
thence on the south -east by that watershed north-
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over F, at
the south -west corner of the Folkestone Run ;
thence on the east by the same watershed northerly
to the watershed separating the Pike's Creek and
Severn River waters  from  those  flowing into the
Condamine River  ;  thence on the north-east by
that watershed north-westerly to a point north of
the north-east corner of No.  18 Reserve, on the
Pikedale Run, at the  head of Pike' s Creek ; and
thence again on the east by a south line to the
north -east corner of said reserve ,  and along its
eastern boundary to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fifteenth day of Janu-
ary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURIC>y
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 16th day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner, portions
Nos. 47,  48,  and 49.
71 acres and 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-west corner of portion 46, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
thirty-one chains ; on the west by portion 50
bearing south twenty-four chains and seventy links
to another road one chain wide ; on the south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty-one chains ;
and on the east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Hand and' Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth, day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal  License , a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordi-
nary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authcrity in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes ,  and be withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction ,  otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
Reserve for a Township,  on the  Hogonthulla Creek,
Warrego District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Hogon-
thulla No. 1 Run about sixty chains south of a tree
marked  A. IV. on the  right bank of Hogonthulla
Creek ,  and bounded thence on the south by a west
line crossing said creek forty chains  ;  thence on the
west by a north line eighty chains ; thence on the
north by an east line eighty chains crossing Hogon-
thulla Creek; thence on the east by a south line
eighty chains to the south boundary of Hongon-
thulla No. 1 Run ; and thence  again on  the south
by a pait of the last-named boundary line west
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNEIL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knigt Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III, of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
IIEREAS the land hereunder specified was
1 1 some time  since selected by one Farrand
Haig, and a  lease  of the said land bearing date the
twenty-sixth day of February A.D. 1873, issued to
the said Farrand Haig, under the provisions of the
51st section of  "T/ze Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been
proved to the satisfaction of the Land Com-
missioner  for the district wherein the said land
is situated, that the said lessee has abandoned his
said selection , and failed in regard to the per-
formance of the conditions of residence prescribed
by the said Act, during the period of six months,
being part of the term of the said lease, and the
said Commissioner  has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has been made
to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it
has been determined by me, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
to declare the said lease forfeited and vacated: Now,
Z, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adnlinis.
trator aforesaid ,  in pursuance of the said Act, and
of the power and authority  in me  vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by. this my Proclamation, hereby notify and pro-
claim, that the said  lease is  and shall be absolutely
forfeited and vacated.
Area -1,280 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. 17, Cardwell District.
Commencing on a road one chain and  fifty links
wide at a point bearing twenty-five degrees and dis-
tant four chains and fifty links from the west corner
of selection 108, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that road and a line bearing forty-five degrees
147 chains and eleven links ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 315 degrees 113 chains and fourteen
links ; on the north-west by a line and  a road one
chain and fifty links wide bearing 225 degrees 132
chains and thirty-seven links to a road ; and on the
south-west, and all other sides by that road bearing
seventy-eight degrees nineteen chains, 102 degrees
twenty-eight chains, 130 degrees thirty-nine chains,
161 degrees twenty-two chains, 230 degrees thirty
chains, 191 degrees six chains, 158 degrees seventeen
chains, and 112 degrees four chains and sixty-five
links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -five, and in the thirty-
eighth year cf Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
W IIEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected by one Daniel Henry
Cudmore, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twetlty-first day of May,  A.D. 1873,  issued to the
said Daniel Henry Cudmore, under the provisions
of the 51st section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land is situated, that
the said  lessee has  abandoned  his said selection,
and failed in regard to the performance of the con-
ditions of  residence  prescribed by the said Act,
during the period of six months, being part of the
term of the said lease, and the said Commissioner
has reported to the Secretary for Public Lands that
such proof has been made to his satisfaction as
aforesaid. And whereas it has been determined
by me,  the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, to declare the said
lease forfeited and vacated : Now I, Sir AlAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
in pursuance of the said Act, and of the power and
authority in me vested, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, hereby notify and proclaim, that  the said lease
is and shall  be absolutely forfeited  and vacated.
Area-640 acres.
Selection-No. 32, Cardwell District.
Commencing on the left bank of Palm Creek at a
point bearing 159 degrees  and distant one chain and
fifty links from the south -west corner of selection
Z18, and bounded thci co on the west by a road
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three chains wide bearing 159 degrees thirty-one
chains and fifty links, 240 degrees fifteen chains,
and 186 degrees forty-three chains and ninety-three
links ; on the south by a line bearing east eighty-six
chains and twenty-nine links ; on the east by a line
bearing north sixty-nine chains and forty-three
links to Palm Swamp ; and on the north by that
swamp downwards to Palm Creek, and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir  MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since selected by one Daniel
Cudmore, and a lease of the said land bearing
date the ninth day of August, A.D. 1873, issued
to the said Daniel Cudmore under the provisions
of the 51st section of  "The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act  of 1868," And whereas it has lately,
and during the currency of the said lease,
been proved to the satisfaction of the Land
Commissioner for the district wherein the said
land is situated, that the said lessee has aban-
cloned his said selection, and failed in regard
to the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of six
months, being part of the term of the said lease,
and the said Commissioner has reported to the
Secretarv for Public Lands that such proof has been
made to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas
it has been determined by me, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, to declare the said lease forfeited and
vacated : Now I, Sir MAUEICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, in pursuance of the
said  Act, and of the power and authority in me
vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify
and proclaim, that the said lease is and shall be
absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area-80 acres.
County-Cardwell.
Selection-No. H 18, District of Cardwell.
Commencing on the right bank of the Herbert
River at the north corner of portion 6, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that land bearing 135
degrees 38 chains and 72 links to a road three
chains wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
51 degrees 20 chains and 11 links ; on the north-
east by selection 35 bearing 315 degrees 38 chains
and 20 links to the Herbert River ; and on the
north-west  by  that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraor.
dinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  thereof.
TN pursuance of section forty-one of  " The
.1 Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,
Sir MAUEICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described shall
open to Selection, under the provisions of thebor
said Act, on and after MONDAY, the first day of
February, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
DESCRIPTION OF PORTION OF THE LEASED HALF
OF THE  RUN TANTITHA,  IN THE  WIDE BAY
AND BURNETT DISTRICT, NORTH OF THE
MOUNT PERRY ROAD.
About 2,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of a Camp-
ing and Water Reserve on Splitter's Creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over V ; thence by that creek upwards
about 150 chains in a direct line to a blood-wood
tree marked broad-arrow over T over VII; thence
by a line north 171 degrees east about 250 chains
to the road from Boolboonda to Bundaberg ; thence
by that road northerly and easterly to the west
boundary of portion 7, parish of Tantitha ; thence by
part of the west boundary of that portion and a line in
continuation bearing north about 150 chains ; thence
by a line bearing north forty-five degrees east
about ninety chains to the south boundary of Camp-
ing and Water Reserve; thence by that south
boundary west to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and
in the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUEICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabe lla the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extraor-
dinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President of
the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin  accordance with the provisions of the 18th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868,"  I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim,
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that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale by„auction otherwise than in town
or suburban lots.
RESERVE FOR A. TOWNSHIP  TO BE  CALLED THARGO-
MINDAH ,  ON THE  BULLOO OR CORNI-PAROo
RIVER, WARREGO  DISTRICT.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the right dank of the Bulloo or
Corni-Paroo River,  at a tree marked  broad-arrow
over 012, and bounded thence on the south-east
by that river downwards to a point about 160
chains in  a direct line  from starting point ; thence
on the west by a north line 230 chains ; thence on
the north by an east line 120 chains to the Bulb or
Corni-Paroo River ; and thence on the east by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day
of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight.hundred and seventy-
four,  and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the eight-
eenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, SIR MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes,  as an  extension of the Cler-
mont Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area, 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Theresa Creek
at a point bearing north-west from the summit of a
remarkable hill called Mount Livingstone, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing
north-west 320 chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing south-west 400 chains ; on the south-west
by  a line bearing south-east about 425 chains to
Theresa Creek ; and on the south-west by Theresa
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando , a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Home-stead Areas Act of  1872," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and pro-
claim  that the lands hereunder described shall
be and are hereby set apart as a Homestead Area,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, at the Roma
Land Office, on and after MONDAY, the 1st
day of February, 1875.
AREA SURRENDERED  BY THE  LESSEES OF THE
RUNS BUNG BACK, TICKOOL, AND MULGA
MULGA.
Maranoa District.
24 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungil Creek,
at a point twelve chains north-north-west from a
tree marked 48 on the survey of the creek, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
west-south-west about four  miles  and sixty chains
to Bungewargorai Creek; thence on the south-west
by that creek upwards to the south corner of the
Roma Reserve ; thence on the north-west by the
south-east boundary of that reserve east-north-
easterly about six miles and sixty chains to the
right bank of Bungil Creek; and thence on the
east by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January,  1875.
W  T
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north- west  by Cambridge
street bearing north-Gast two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains ;
on the south-east  by  allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."IT is hereby notified thatthe undermentioned
Leases under  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868," having been executed by His Excel.
lency the Administrator of the Government, are
now lying at the Land Agents' Offices, to be
delivered to the Lessees.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
LEASES LYING  FOR  DELIVERY - Continued.
Register
No. of
Applica
tion.
772
781
788
789
791
Name  of Lessee.
534
598
599
600
601
602
A. R. P.
DISTRICT OF TOOWOOHBA.
Campbell, Alexander ... 1 1,713 0 0 4834
Bonham ,  Samuel  ...  80 0 0 4835
Campbe ll ,  Alexander  ...  1,320 0 0 4836
Campbell, Alexander ... 940 0 0 4837
Leane , John ... ..  80 0 0 L 4838
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under-Secretary.
Name of Lessee. Area No. ofLease.
I A. n. P.
DISTRICT OF BRISBANE.
47 Josey ,  James  ... ...  1,910 0 0 4789
1820 Cockerill, John... .. 100 0 0 4790
1496 Barker, William ... 1,000 0 0 4791
1497 Barker, William 600 0 0 4792
1504 Macdonald, Campbell 302 0 0 4793
Livingstone ,  Thomas
Hugh Coulson, and
Frank John Coulson
1506 Prior, Thomas Lodge 425 0 0 4794
Murray
1507 Prior, Thomas Lodge 330 0 0 4795
Murray
1522 Prior Thomas Lodge 1,000 0 0 4796
Murray
1524 Delpratt, Joseph Henry, 730 0 0 4797
as assignee , with our
consent, of Matthew
Buscall Goggs
1525 Delpratt, Joseph Henry, 672 0 0 4798
as assignee,  with our
consent, of Matthew
Buscall Goggs
1587 Coll ins, John ... ... 640 0 0 4799
1607 Coll ins , John ... ...  360 0 0 4800
1608 Collins ,  John  ... ...  600 0 0 4801
1857 Woods ,  John  .. ...  224 0 0 4802
1893 Tyler , William Henry...  895 0 0 4803
1900 Tambleyn ,  John  ...  160 0 0 4804
1907 Field ,  Henry  ... ...  90 0 0 4805
1916 Fels ,  Martin ...  ,.,  278 3 0 4806
1959 Delpratt, Joseph Henry 101 2 0 4807
2091 Petrie ,  Thomas  ...  500 0 0 4808
2095 Gordon, David 114 0 0 4809
2096 Foreman ,  James 87 0 0 4810
2125 Campbell ,  Frederick 91 1 0 4811
Augustus Francis
Il2147 McDonald ,  John  ...  108 0 0 4812
DISTRICT  OF BEBNLEIGH.
482 I Grenside ,  Joseph Rose 243 3 0 4813
617 Heathwood, Robert ... , 191 0 0 4814
DISTRICT OP IP$WIOH.
1676 Handley, John, as 160 0 0 4815
assignee, with our
consent,  of Robert
Gw7nne
2032 Ord, David,  junior 1,100 0 0 4816
2174 McConnel, David 715 0 0 4817
Cannon
2176 MoConnel,  David 808 0 0 4818
Cannon
2227 Cowan, William ,  junior 321 0 0 4819
2394  Wood, Henry Conwell 967 0 0 4820
2396 Barclay ,  James  ...  82 0 0 4821
2897 Hope ,  Louis  ... ...  490 0 0 4822
2398 Hope, Louis ... ... 500 0 0 4823 1
2401 Patrick, William, junior 644 0 0 4824
2546 Forbes, George Edward 4,224 0 0 4826
2653 McKay, George ... 140 0 0 4827
2699 Mason ,  George 449 0 0 4828
2709 Lorterton, John, senior 321 0 0 4829
2750 Seib, John Adam 80 0 0 4830
2911.  Carpendale,  Alexander 427 1 0 4831
Victor
3069 Thompson ,  James  ..  80 0 0 4832
3060 Lindemann ,  August ... 68 0 0 4833
DISTRICT  OP WARWICK.
Jones ,  Henry ... ...
The Bank of  Australasia
The Bank of  Australasia
The Bank of Australasia
The Bank of Australasia
The Bank of Australasia
380 0 0
920 0 0
640 0 0
1,600 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
Area.
DISTRICT OF DALBY.
8 Wienbolt, Edward ,  and 320 0 0 4845
William Graham,
Charles WiUiars and
John Sargent Turner,
trustees of the late
William Kent
261 Palgrave,  Robert, and 597 0 0 4846
Frederick William
Bigge
262 Palgrave ,  Robert ,  and 1,963 0 0 4847
Frederick William
Bigge
DISTRICT of Gooiniwx DI.
1
11
15
18
20
Bailey, Charles William
Heavey, Dominick ...
McIntyre, Allan ...
McKenzie, John ...
Drougbton ,  Samuel ...
640 0 0
235 0 0
521 0 0
21 2 24
140 0 0
4848
4849
4850
4851
4852
DISTRICT oP RocsHAMPTog.
433 Wenzel, Henry
452 Wenzel, Henry
463 Wenzel, Henry
48 2 0
10 0 0
17 1 31
4839
4840
4841
4842
4843
4844
4853
4854
4855
DISTRICT of MARYBououaH.
301 1 Nash, James  ... ...  748 0 0 4856
DISTRICT OF GYMPIE.
200
253
254
335
338
339
345
346
414
Olsen,  Jacob
Broadbent, John, and
Daniel Williams
Broadbent ,  John, and
Daniel Williams
Caulley, Thomas
Liddy,  James ... ...
Liddy, James ,.. ...
Pyne, Clement Lawless
Pyne, Hugh  Lawless ...
Hutchinson, Abraham
80 0 0
2,300 0 0
120 0 0
80 0 0
2,525 0 0
1,913 0 0
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
244 1 0
4857
4858
DISTRICT OF BUNDABERG.
100 Moore ,  Isaac .. ...
174 Thornton, Thomas
Edward
183 Brown , Arthur ...
184 Brown , Arthur ...
185 Brown , Arthur
196 Knox ,  Edward, and
Consett Stephen
214 Duncan ,  James ..
222 Barton ,  Robert Crofts...
228 Moore , Isaac ... ...
230 Williams , Thomas ...
269 Faulker , Charles
275 Tanner,  Edward
305 Barton, Augustus Pur-
ling
311 Walsh, William Henry
326 Newall, Alexander ...
332 Tanner ,  Edward ...
335 Gaylard, John
4859
4860
4861
4862
4863
4864
4865
800 0 0 4866
40 0 0 4867
850 0 -0 4868
850 0 0 4869
860 0 0 4870
210 0 0 4871
800 0 0 4872
626 0 0 4873
968 1 0 4874
107 0 37 4875
132 0 0 4876
678 0 0 4877
2,560 0 0 4878
1,000 0 0 4879
80 0 0 4880
80 0 0 4881
162 0 0 4882
DISTRICT OF BOWEN.
244 Bode, Henry Morrell .,,  1  633 0 0  1  4883
DISTRICT OF TowgayILLE.
76 Corveth,  Francis  ... 80 0 0 1 4884
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Department of Public Lands,
[Brisbane ,28th January, 187 5.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved as a site for  an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving  the samejands for a
Grammar  School, published in page 1619 of the
Government  Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is  cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRAGE.
Town and parish  of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street ,  and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south.
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south -east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty -three  links to gent
street; on the south -west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street; and on the aorth-west  by that street
north -easterly nine chains and  eighty-five  links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of '  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed  containing  the erroneous names,
and such grants  respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and  three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name  Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended  grantee,  instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule • hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the  said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing  on a road one  chain wide
at the west corner of portion 611, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that  road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty  chains  and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line beating 60
degrees twenty  chains  and ninety-eight links ; on
the north- east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the  south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-77
acres 23  perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing  on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by  a line  bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty  chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 21st January, 1876.
',TTHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section ofWHEREAS,
" Vie Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently  reserved  from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given,  that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land  granted.-Allotment 9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks . Area, two roods  and sixteen  perches.
Nalure of error  -The name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been  inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Wathen  Beardmore.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of cot-
mencement.
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RESERVE  FOE A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken.
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road between Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing  south-east sixty chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south- west  eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-cast
eighty  chains ; and again  on the north-east by a
line bearing  south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane  Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line  bearing  forty-five  degrees
about fifty- nine chains  and fifty links ; on the
north-east by a.  line bearing  315 degrees sixty
chains  ; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south- east  by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty  chains  and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RECREATION  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres  1 rood  and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east  side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing  349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right- angles , to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of MutdapillJ.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the BremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven  degrees three chains and eighty-two links ;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south-east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four  chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion  2893;  on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty- eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north- east  by that road  bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links , 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven  chains  and twenty- six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and lour links, 327 degrees
30 minutes  eleven chains  and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees  45 minutes six chains  and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road  bearing west  thirty-three  chains and
thirteen  links ;  on the west by a line  bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty  links ;  on the south by a line
bearing east  about  sixty-seven chains  to the Half-
way Creek ;  and on  the east by that creek down-
wards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing  at a point  on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains ; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CEICxETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to ,the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency th  Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  directs it to be notified ,  in pursuance of
the 55th section  of  " The  Pastoral  Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases  of the  Runs called
Hogonthulla  No. 1 and Hogonthulla  No. 2, in the
Warrego  District ,  and that the said lands will be
reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
H000NT$ULLA No. 1  RUN.
Area  resumed ,  320 acres.
Commencing  at a tree marked  A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla No. 1 Run about twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an  east  line forty
chains  ; thence on the east by a south line eighty
chains to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south by the last-named boundary
line west forty chains to the east boundary of
Ho„ onthulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the west
by a part of the last-named boundary  line bearing
north about sixty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
HOGONTHULLA No. 2 RUN.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence
on the cast by a south line, being part of the west
boundary line of the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south-west corner of the last
named run ; thence on the south by a west line
forty chains ; thence on the west by a north line
eighty chains ; thence on the north by an  east line
forty chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned run ; and thence again on the east by
part of the last-named boundary line south about
twenty chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section ofThe Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lanes hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by  a line  bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east. 21 chains and 25 links; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing  east  41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st .December, 1874.
W
IIEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
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hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW GROUNDS FOB USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of George and
Denham  streets , and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains  and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that street at right  angles  to Denham
street south-easterly  ten chains  to William street ;
on the south-east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five  chains  and thirty
links to George  street ; and on the north-east by
that street  at right angles  to Denham street north-
westerly ten  chains to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions oe.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 92- links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west , and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25  chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links; on the west by a
line bearing  south  58 chains  and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek doM awards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of -Iferivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten,  allotments  1, 2, 3,.8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains  to Bugden street ; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too.
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
of
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96  links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period afbresaid,the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purpose
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
W
'I, J HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further notified that the  area is  withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County  of Ward,  parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty -nine chains and thirty -six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty -five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty -three chains and
ninety -six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty -eight links to the afore-
said lagoon ,  and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" 1'he Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
CouIy of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing  west and distant one chain from the north.
west  corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence  on the  north by that road bearing west five
chains to  another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south  ten chains  to another
road one chain wide ; on the south by that road
bearing east  five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL, ON THE KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 46
minutes, and  distant 105 2-10tbs links from a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of
toy,
tion 499, and bounded thence on the
north- east  a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains  and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south- east  by a line bearing 23 degrees 46
minutes six chains  and sixty -nine links to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RECREATION PURPOSES ,  CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North  Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods  28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street  at an angle  with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees  and 51 minutes  southerly
7 chains and 21; links to Turbot  street ; on the
south-east by that  street at an angle with Edward
street of 149 degrees  10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains  and 34 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that  street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes  north-westerly 17 chains  and 90 links ; on
the north-west by a line  at an angle  with Albert
street of 119 degrees  and 20 minutes  northerly
1 chain and 60 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive  of 2 acres  1 rood  and 8 perches ,  appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within  the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October,  1872 ,  be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as  mineral
lands , subject to  the conditions that the area
selected does  not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral  Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be  reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SITE FOR GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side of Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirteen chains; on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the east by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE AS PART OF THE ENDOWMENT OF THE
TOOWOOMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries and
Mackenzie streets, and bounded thence on the east
by Mackenzie street bearing north twenty chains
to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty chains to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing east eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the east by a line bearing north
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thirteen chains ; again on the south by a line bear-
ing east ten  chains ;  again on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing east six chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL DESERVE FOB A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner of the School Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that reserve five chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the south-west by a line
three chains and thirty-five links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees 44 minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety-seven links ; and on
the north-east by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south-west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty-six, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of
Gallanani, section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Middle and
Mary streets, and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street bearing east ten chains to East street ;
on the east by that street bearing south ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR DEODORISING NIGHT-SOIL ON BREAK-
FAST OR  ENOGGEBA CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and fifty links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east by that
road and a line bearing 59 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and  seven links  to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all other sides by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the ]ands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles  on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on  the  monthly requisition for auction
lands , kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November,  1874,
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grantmentioned in the schedule reunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act  of 1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instruments endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his Hand and the Seal
of the  Colony, describe the names of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed, 25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  61,  selec-
tion 35, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  62, selec-
tion 33, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name Patrick O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of John O'Keefe.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY, No. 2, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
45 acres.
Commencing at a, point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded thence on the south by a line west thirty
chains ; on the west by a line north fifteen chains;
on the north by a line east thirty chains ; on the
east by a line south fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY, No. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
34 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north-west corner of Jonda-
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve No. 2 bearing north eleven chains fifty-five
links ; on the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing west one chain thirty-
four links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty-two degrees thirty-five minutes east five
chains 29 links ; again on the north-west by a line
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bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east eighteen chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by a line bearing south nineteen chains
forty-five links ; again on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing west twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY RESERVE AT CAMBOOYA.
Parish of Cambooya, county of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain road at a'point two
chains south from the south- east  corner of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an east boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty-two chains, and on the
north by a south boundary of portion 60 and the
south boundaries of portions 26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains ; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear-
ing west twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY CAMP  RESERVE, TAKEN  FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Tooth, county of d.ubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing at a point on the railway fence of
,the Warwick Railway, distant north 164  degrees
twelve minutes east thirty-seven chains seventy-six
links from the south-east corner of portion 21 of the
same parish, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing west sixteen chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east thirteen chains to King's Creek,
which will be the south-east corner of the Railway
Camp Reserve ; again commencing at the starting
point, bounded on east by the Warwick line of
railway bearing north 167 degrees fifty-three
minutes east ten chains to King's Creek ; and on
the south-east by that creek downwards to  the  afore-
said south-east corner of the Railway Camp Reserve,
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND RAILWAY STATION,
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point north 296 degrees twenty
minutes east eight  chains  forty-six links from the
south corner of selection 5 in the Township of
Bowenville, bounded thence on the south-west by
a line bearing north 296 degrees twenty minutes
east twenty,  chains ;  on the north-west by a line
,bearing north twenty-six degrees twenty min-
utes east ten chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 116 degrees twenty minutes east
twenty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
ROAD  RESERVE FOR  TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres  2 roods and 35 perches.
Commencing at a point distant due north nine-
teen chains forty-five links from the north-east
corner of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east sixty chains seventy-five links ; again
on the south-east by a line bearing north thirty-
eight degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and
seventy links ; on the north-east by part of south-
west boundary of Camping Reserve, bearing north
296 degrees twenty minutes east one chain two
links ; on the north-west by a line north 218
degrees thirteen minutes east five chains and forty
links ; again on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three minutes east sixty-
two chains fifty-nine links; on the south-east by
part of the north-west boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north seventy-seven degrees nineteen
minutes east two chains and eight links to the
point of commencement.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, GowRIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba,  county  of Aubigny.
20 acres 1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south  corner  of portion 152, and bounded on
the north-west by south- east  boundary of portion
152, bearing north forty-nine  degrees forty-eight
minutes east nine chains  twenty-three links to the
Meringandan  road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145 degrees  nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine chains ninety-eight links to another
road ;  on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains  forty-six links to Gowrie Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS  interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIXEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the  lands  within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874,  be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown  Lauds  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  will hold the
Sitting in persuance  of the  fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the foll owing dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East )Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane ,  the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the  Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
Best Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
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Poi'! CuRTIS DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Offce, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month,
WIDE BAY AND BuuNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in cT cry month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BurNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Qflice, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the secnnd
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in  November, 1874,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF  1869.11
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the  41st  section  of -  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869"  for renewed leases for tbur.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will  expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at  his  office.  These Applica.
tions will require to be  lodged  not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands
I
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returged as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
PALMER RIVER.
During the  Month ended  3 1at December, 1874.
BusINass
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BUEKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIIIARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont,  the last
Thursday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above clays falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when  necessary , in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from time  to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, bold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at_Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
No. Name.
5,276 Lin Kin
6,277 Song You
5,278 Ah Hong
5,279 Lun Son
5,280 Jo Ming
5,281 How Mish
5,282  A. C. Taylor
5,340 Dan Rice
5,341 Jno. McIntyre
LICENSES.
No. Name.
5,342 J. McLoughlin
5,343 Geo. Jeatzel
5,344  Yoon Fat
5,345 Ah Bow
5,346 Ham Jye
5,347 Sam Nook
5,348 Ali Foo
5,349 Ah Jam
5,350  Jane Campbell
RAVENS WOOD.
During  the Month  ended 31st  December, 1874.
No. Name.
4,598 Stewart and Lucas
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for the information ofpersons interes ed , that the issue f the under-
mentioned Auriferous Leases awaits the payment
of the balances of Rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due in each case is paid within three months
from this date, the leases will be declared forfeited.
H. E. KING.
(Balance due
No. In whose  favor.
i Gold Field .  on drat
year's rent._
E a.  d.
3 Messrs. Southerland Georgetown ... 9 15  0
and Party
4 Ditto .. Ditto ... 11 5 0
9 Messrs.  Harman, Ditto ... 10 5 0
Sharp, and others
11 Mr. 0. J. Walker ... ChartersTowers 4 15 0
16 Mr. J. O. Armadale Ditto ... 6 5 0
45 Messrs. Warren. Rat- Ditto ... 6 5 0
cliffe, and others
191 Messrs. Walker and Gympie ... 9 15 0
Reed
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Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office.
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, Section No. 4, from 51
miles 13 chains to the Dawson River, 58 miles 4
chains, has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that, in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line, Northern Railway (Section No. 4), from
51 miles 13 chains to the Dawson River, 58 miles
4 chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book
of Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th December, 1874.
NOTICE.
C OMPLAINTS  having been made to this Office
that persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads ,  it is hereby noti fied that any person
er persons found obstructing or enclosing Public
Roads without authority ,  wi ll  be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will hereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th February next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS  AND  OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEUSA.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract f'or the erection of
Police Station at Neusa.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, .2 eusa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICE, WARIVICK.
P  ENDERS will be received  at this Office, until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of Lands Office, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Lands Ofce,
Warwick."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at  Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at  the foot of  every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification f acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, IIAWKWOOD.
1 [1E \ D ERS will be received at this Office, and
T at the Court House, Gayndah, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY. the 12th February next, from
persons wilhug to contract for the erection of Police
Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tende,• for Police
Station, Ilawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
{ complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
(Frown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
REGULATING, &c., CLOCKS AND WATCHES
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
February next ,  from  persons  willing to contract
for Regulating and Repairing and keeping in
Repair, the Clocks and watches belonging to the
Railway Department, Southern and Western Lines,
for two years from the date of the acceptance of
the Tender.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Regulating
4'c., Clocks and Watches, Southern and Western
Railway."
Specification and number of Clocks, &c., &c.,
may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at
this Office ; at the Traffic Manager's Office, Ipswich ;
and the Station Master's Office, Toowoomba and
Warwick.
At the foot of each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver, at
the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification
of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of £20 for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th January, 1875.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS AT
PUBLIC OFFICES, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Winding and Regulating the Clocks at the
various Public Offices in Brisbane, for the term of
two years.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Winding,
&., Clocks, Brisbane."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti-
culars obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender  being accepted, and
undertaking in that event that they will severally
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown Soli-
citor, in Brisbane, within seven days from the usual
notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty
in the penal sum of £20 for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th December, 1874.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PIONEER RIVER, AT MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th February next,
from persons willing to contract for construction of
a Bridge over Pioneer River, at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bridge,
Pioneer River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this,
Office, or at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of a-c
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
1874, folio 805,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road through portion No.
91, parish of Redland, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion  of the Act above, referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
7"246. H. E. KING.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKSTALL, TOOWOOMBA STATION.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
February next, from persons willing to Rent a
Book-stall at Toowoomba Railway Station, for the
term of two years.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Book-stall,
Toowoomba."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book-sta ll  according to Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Cbief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane  ;  or at the Resident Engineer 's Office,
Toowoomba.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1875.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from  persons willing  to contract for the con-
struction  of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be  inspected , and copies, of the Speci-
fications  obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Banana ,  Beenleigh ,  Blacka ll . Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondi-
win.di, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION.
`IT is hereby  noti fied for general information,
that His Exce llency  the Acting  Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the amendment  of No. 7 of
the Electric Telegraph Regulations ,  as follows
" Messages which are addressed beyond the
limits of delivery, or  which do not  contain special
directions as to transport ,  may be posted to their
address by the terminal Telegraph Station, free of
charge.'
GEORGE THORN, Juxu.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance of
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more  or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent. on the  value of the work
reported  to have  been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect  the same ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of  rejecting  and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire  contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or  condemn  any portion of the
work or  materials.
The contractor  may avail  himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtainingmaterials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line: also,
for damage  so caused  to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the non.fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under  the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the  clearing.
Any branches  overhanging  from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
n specting  officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
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A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, JUNIOR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Rock-
hampton, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
Applicant's Name.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
I  eDescription of wh
L,cense, granted
theror
of Feen t.
refused.
L. T. Olson ...
Thomas Thomasen
August  Beech ...
William Hawley
Charles William Jewell
Hardwood
£
Granted ` 1
„
„
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Blackall, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name.
Ole Bye ...
Matthew Donnelly ...
Alexander Thomson ,,,
Alexander Thomson ...
Henry Smith ... ...
Description  of Whether Amount
License. granted of  Fee.
refused .
Hardwood Granted 1
1
1
1
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenseemade t  the Bench f Magistrates , at Roma,
from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the 31st day of'
December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
Description  of Whether AmountApplicant's Name. License, b anted or of  Fee.refused.
Dougald Carr ...
William O'Brien
Thomas Bradley
John Funk
Hardwood  I Granted
...
...
... General
1
1
1
2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
R made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Too-
woomba, from the 1st day of July. 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Whether
Applicant's Name. Description of granted orLicense. refused.
Am
of
ount
Fee.
Samuel Kent Hardwood Granted 1
Moses Merritt 1
Thomas Russell 1
Matthias Grehan  Cedar 2
Thomas Jones Hardwood 1
Thomas Jones „ 1
John Fitzgerald 1
Eugene Gallagher
'
1
Duncan Munro  Cedar 2
Charles Cocks 2
Charles Cocks 2
Jacob Hirning Hardwood 1
Gottlieb Blind 1
James Burns 1
James Burns 1
Win. Goldenstein 1
Daniel Young 1
James Jackson 1
Samuel Jackson 1
James Miller Cedar
August Hock Hardwood 1
Jacob Kohnle 1
Pierre Felix 1
William Wenzel 1
Fredk. Wenzel 1
John Ridinger  ,, 1
Henry Branner 1
Allan Burgess 1
Thomas Jones  „ 1
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
4 PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
_tl 11The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions throughout he colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application,  and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers are requested,.
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tiofi for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
Immigration Agent_
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
PAYMENTS UNDER THE LEASING CLAUSES OF , THE MINERAL LANDS ACT
OF 1872."
T
HE attention of Selectors under the Leasing clauses  of  " The Mineral  Lands  Act of  1872" is
directed to sections 6 and 7 of the General Regulations ,  dated 31st October, 1872 ,  which provide
that the rent chargeable must be paid on or before the 2nd January in each year ,  and to section 29 of the
Act, which provides for forfeiture being defeated if rent and penalty are paid within ninety days there-
after.
The following list of  payments  due on the 2nd of January next, is published for general infor
oration.
A. MACALISTER.
Register
No Local No .  District.
7 12
8 22
9 24
10 41
11 43
12 45
13
14
46
47
I
16 48
Rockhampton
r,
Lessees.
W. Robertson and C. Keeley ... ...
J. G. Hess and J. A. Zochammer ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
J. Cook, W. Absolon, J. Absolon, G. R.
Absalon
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and  id".
McCluskey .. ...
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson .
W. Absolon, R. Baker, and M.
McCluskey .. ...
G. R. Absolon and W. Watson ...
Area. Year. Rent.
A. R. P.  s. d.
160 0 0 3 40 0 0
160  00  3  40  0 0
16000 3  40  0 0
40 0 0 3 10 0 0
4000  3 10 0 0
20 0 0 3 5 0 0
4000 3 10 0 0
8000 3  20  0 0
200  0 3 5 0 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through portion No. 119, on Emu Creek, county of Merivale, Darling
Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
74-5$37. H. E. KING.
B OOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 119, ON EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS, TO BE
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. How held. ReputedOwner.
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Chas. lks.
I Commencing  at the  Leasing Act A. McDonald and C. North ... 25 91
south-west corner of  of 1866 Smith
portion 119, parish of
Cunningham ,  and run-
ning no rt h along its
west boundary
PROCLAIMED AS A ACT OF COUNCIL
Breadth I
of Area. Remarks.
Road. i
I A. R. P.
1 chain 12 2 10
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council'
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gowrie Siding to  Meringandan , parish
of Meringandan, county of Alibi gny Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor.General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
74-6096. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWEIE SIDING TO SOUTH-WEST CORNER OF PORTION No. 53,
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. I Portion of Road.
1 From Cowrie Siding
along the railway line
to the west boundary
of Gowrie  pre-emptive
No.1
2 A strip of  land along
the south-west bound-
ary of subdivision 1 of
Gowrie pre -emptive
No. 8
3 A strip of land along
the  south-west bound-
ary of portion No. 53
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GowBIE SIDING  TO MERINGANDAN,  PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. How held. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.Owner.
17°
che. lks.
1 From Railway Level
...
Freehold ... George King Unoccupied N.335° SO' E. 13 14
Crossing in Gowrie I
pre-emptive 1 to the
north-western corner
of said pre-emptive
2 A triangular piece out ... Freehold  ...  George Kingl Unoccupied 335° 30' 5 38
of the north-eastern I
corner of pre-emp-
tive 8
3 Commencing on the' ... Freehold  ...  George King Unoccupied 335° 30' S 4 05
south boundary of, 354° 1 28
portion 13,  and run-
ning north-westerly
to its western bound-'
arp
4 Commencing on the, ... Freehold ... George Kings Unoccupied ;354° 10 77
east boundary of por-I
tion 53, and running,
northerly to its north
boundary
5 Commencing on the ... Freehold... George Kingl Unoccupied 354° 39 011
south boundary of por- I
tion 540, running'
northerly to its north-
ern boundary
6 Commencing on the' ... Freehold ...'GeorgeKing, Unoccupied 17° 16 19
south boundary ofpor-
tion 58, and running
north-easterly to its I
no rt h-east corner
7
0
A triangular piece out
of the south-east
corner of portion 59
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. links . A.  R.  r.
Freehold ... George King Unoccupied 292° 0' 5 18 150 0 3 11 Open plain.
Freehold... George King Unoccupied 292° 0' 30 17 150 4 0 32 Open plain.
Fre ehold... George King Unoccupied 292° 0' 16 57 40 0 2 20 Open plain.
on
zo
Fa.
Freehold ...
Commencing on the 6 Selection
west boundary of por- under
tion 6, and running  Leasing
north-easterly to its  Act of
north boundary;  also 1866
connection with road
from Oakey Creek
George King  Unoceupie
G. B. King Unoccupie
Lengths.
4 43
17° 40 42
24° 30' 28 39
270° 10' 9 87
9 Commencing on the iA ti Crown  G. B. King Occupied 24° 38' 3 0.1
south boundary of E  Lands Act  by gate- 29° 8 44
selection No. 13, and 3 of 1868 I keeper.
I running north-easterly B
to its east boundary 13
Remainder  of road through Crown Lands.
Breadth of Area. Remarks.Road.
A.
2 chains 1
B. r.
3 35 Open plain.
2 chains 0 2 6 Open black soil
2 chains 2 2 13
plain.
Open plain.
i
2 chains 4 0 6 Unimproved
2 chains 7
open plain.
3 0 Unimproved
2 chains 3
black soil
plain.
2 28 Unimproved
6
open forest.
2 chains 1 0 1 4
2 chains 14 0 20 Partly fenced
1 chain and reservoir
2 chains 2 3 0
on selection.
North and
west bound-
aries fenced,
and house on
selection.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st December, 1874.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
L
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Leyburn to Drayton ,  through Felton
Run:  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor .General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Leyburn ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74.4837.
H. E. KING.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM LEYBURN To DRAYTON  THROUGH FELTON RUN, PARISHES OF TOOTH
AND HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  As A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
zo
No. Portion of Road. ( v How I Reputed Occupier.  Bearings. Length Breadth Area .  Remarks.
m beld. Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
A 'Commencing at the
south-west corner of
portion 74,  parish of
Tooth,  and  running
about N. by  214"E. to
Its north boundary
B Commencing at the
south boundary of
portion 65, parish of
Tooth, and  running
about N. by  E.4E. to
its no rt hern  boundary
... freehold Jas. Tyson
freehold Jas. Tyson
C 1 Commencing at the ... freehold Jas. Tyson
south boundary of
Felton pro-emptive 23,
and running about N.
by E ;F.. to its northern
boundary
D Commencing at the
south boundary  of
Felton pre -emptive 21,
and running about N.
by E.4E. to its northern
boundary
E Commencing at the
south boundary of
Felton pre-emptive 9,
and running about N.
N.E.3E.,toits northern
boundary
F Commencing on the
south boundary  of
}'e ton pre-emptive 18,
and running about
N.N.E.;E. to its north-
ern boundary
. freehold
G Commencing at the ; .. freehold
south boundary  of
Felton pre-emptive 7,
and running about
N.N.R4E. to its north-
ern boundary
Jas. Tyson
H Commencing on the ... freehold has. Tyson
south boundary  of
Felton pre-emptive 17.
and running about
N.N.E.7E. to its east-
ern boundary
J Commencing on the ... freehold Jas. Tyson
west boundary of por-
tion 41, parish of
Hodgson, and running
about N.N,E.}E. to its
north boundary and
branch  road  running
about east to the
south-east boundary
R Commencing on the
south boundary of
port ion 40, parish of
Hodgson, and running
about NN.E. to its
north boundary
Jas. Tyson  ...  N. 31° 60' E. 23  37 12 chains
20 93
Jas. Tyson 1 Jas. Tyson ... N. 17° F. ...  20 94 1 2 chains
ohs'
Ike.
Jas. Tyson ... N. 17° E.  ... 5.3 76
Jas. Tyson ... N.  170  E. ...
Jas. Tyson ... N. 17° E.
... freeholds Jas. Tyson I has. Tyson ... N. 31° 50' E. 23 58  2 chains
,., freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson ... N. 31° 50' E. 32  60 2 chains
2 chains
2 chains0 s9
chains
has. Tyson ... N. 31° 50' E. 13 65
Jas. Tyson .., N. 31° 50' 6o 86
89° 50' 9 20
2 chains
2 chains
11 chains
... freehold Jas. Tyson Jas. Tyson .,, N. 310 50'  5 72 2 chains
24° 06' 49 91
L Commencing  on the ... freehold Jas. Tyson
south bounda ry of por-
tion 34, parish of Hodg-
eon,andrunningabout
N.N.E. to its north
boundary
Al Commencing on the ... freehold ,Jas. Tyson
south boundary of
portion 34s, parish of
Hodgson, and  running
about N.N.E. to its
north boundary ands
branch road  ru nning
about east to the west
boundary.
Jas. Tyson  ... 24° 06' 87  59 2 chains
Jas. Tyson ... 24° 06' 23 80 2 chains
89° 56'  2 35 1 chain
I
A. H. P.
10 0 38 Unimproved
forest land
10 0 28 Unimproved box
forest
4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
4 0 29 Unimproved open
box forest
4 2 34 Open black soil
plain, south
side fenced
6 2 3 Open blank soil
plain
4 2 27 Open black soil
plain
3 0 27 Open black soli
plain
10 2 17 Open plains
1 1 23
11 0 20 Open plain
17 2 2 Open plain
3 3 13 Open plain
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 22nd January, 1875.
ifE following  SUMMARIES  of OBSERVATIONS taken at the M ETEOROLOGICAL  STATION, ToowooMBA, during the Months of April, May, and June, 1874, are published for
1 general information.
GEORGE THORN, Junior,
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE, 1874.
LATITUDE,  27° 34 '
 S.; LONGITUDE, 152° 10'  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL ,  1,960  FEET .  DISTANCE  FROM SEA-COAST ,  80 MILES.
BAROMETER.
8
8
O)
Cor. to 32° Fahr . Temperature of Temperature ofAir. Evaporation.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
APRIL.
8
0M
28-153 28-08S28-149
28.016 27972 123.007
27'874 27.829127.844
... ... 28.220
 28,239
... ... 27.957 27.926 27,940
... •.. 27.755 27,705 27.809
w
°J
0N
MAY.
APRIL,
M.LY,
JUNE,
1874.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 63.5 degrees.
1873. 601
1872.
 638
1871. 63.0
1870. 63.8
1874 - Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 55.2 degrees.
1873. „ 57.6
1872. 56.7
1871. 574
1870. 56.1
1874.- Mean Shade
 Temperature  of Month ,  50.1 degrees.
1873.
 54.8
53.3
51.4
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
8
a,
N
Humidity.
ri 0 a a
d o, d
Cs W 0 C,
66-0 65-0
 •941 •82
60-7 58-31
 •83 •62
56.0 54.0 •52
 -49
69.0
 76-0
61.1 68.3
55.0 61.0
HYGROMETER.
14
d .a
W W
67.0  64-0
61.1 57.6
57.0 46.0
59.0 70.01 59.0 57.0
51.2 62.8 51.9 48.0
41.0 54'0 44.0 39.0
JUNE.
Maximum ... 28.284 28.257 28.191 58.0 62.0 58.0 55.0
Mean ...
1
28.021
 27-989,27,961 454  56.4
 48-6  429
Minimum 27.806
 27164 27-7641 35.0 52.0 37.0 34.0
I 1 i
1870.
1872.
1871.
00.0
53.8
460
56.0
49.4
43.0
58.0
48.0
40.0
55.0
45.1
35.0
S
D
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
0%
r
mW
•94 100.0 11510
-82  132-0 '100.8
•67  109-0 87-0
•93 •88 •94  137-0  1108.0
-79  •56  1 5 125.2 94.3
39 •48 •51 77.0 72.0
93 87 93 136.0
•81 •61
 -77  1123.0
•63 •41
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Rain fell on 8 days.
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S
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0
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80  SE  41
E0 NEOI
80 SE 5
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0
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3.0 3.0
0 0
I
10 10 ... ...
3.6 3.3 ... ...
10
3.2
0 0 0
EO NEO
Total Rainfall, 5.53 inches. Electrical Observations-61 Positive; 29 Negative
1.20 75 „ 13
0.76 72 „ 14 „
3-57
 72 „ 13
3.34 78 6
Total Rainfall, 0.77 „ Electrical Observations-67 Positive ; 10 Negative.
0-52  65 „ 20018 80 „ 13
0.62 „ 70 „ 5
4-12  „ 79 7
Total  Rainfall , 1.77 „ Electrical Observations-52 Positive ; 20 Negative.
11 13.76 „ 55 „ 30
1.97 73 17
4 0.57 „ 58 2
50.5 12 „ 2.61 „ 89 1
The  re adings of the Barometer at Toowoomba  (1,960  feet over mean sea level) are reduced to 32° Fahrenheit only.
•00
WIND.
2 p.m.
Summary of Direction . 0-10.
8
 am.
NO NWO
woSw1O
85 SE 9
E2 NEO
I I
NO  NWO;NO NWO
30.0 •66 ... WOSW21 WOSW13
22-8  •02 ...
 8 0 SE 5 8 1 SE 6
11.0 00 ... EO NEOIEl NE1
Prevailing Winds,
 S.E.
S.W. & S.E.
Prevailing Winds,
S.E. &  S.W.
E.
E.•&N.E.
S.W.
S.E. & S.W.
S.W. &S.E
S. W,'
E&aW
Prevailing Winds, S.W.S.E. & S. W.
S.W.
S.W.S.W.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obeeiver.
OZONE.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY ,- On and after 23rd  Jamuary , 1875,  the following Time Table will  come into operation until further notice.
FEFT
AIIOVE
IIIGII
WATER
MARS.
77
62
43
68
74
63
111
144)
118
274
574
335
340
465
MILES.
From
Oxley
West.
From Too-'
woomba.
STATIONS.
Oxley Point ...  ...
Oxley West ...  ...11
Oxley ... ...  ...
8 Goodna ... ...  ...
10 Redbank .. ...  ...
14; Bundamba. . ... ...
17 Ipswich ... ...
25;
 Walloon ... ...  ...
291  Rosewood ... ...  ...
351-1  Western Creek ...  ...
381  Grandchester ...
"'
424,  Victoria Tunnel ... ...
461-  Laidley .. ...
55k
 Gatton ... ...  ...
W.  Helidon ... ...
788 761
1930 861
2009
1921
 952,
1577
100
1021
Murphy 's Creek ...
Ilighdelds ...
Summit of Range
Toowoomba ...
Mahoney's Gate ,.
Gowrie Junction...
"' t  depa rt
"' ( depa rtf
arrive
1577 102 7 Gowrie Junction .`
1071 121 For Williams' Camp
111 16 Westbrook  Crossing
1522 119 24 Cambooya...
126 31 Emu Creek Siding
135 40 King's Creek
1132  137 42 Clifton ...
139 44 Simpson 's Siding...
1500 148 53 Hendon  (for Allora)
151 56 Denchar 's Cro ssing
157 62 Lyndhurst
 Road ...
1498 160 65 Warwick ._
1577 1024, Gowrle  Junction...
1071 ... Gowrie
1141, ... Oakey Creek ,,,
1257 1231 Jondaryan...
i 1311 Bowenville ...144; Blaxland 's Siding,.,
1122
 1  1471 Dalb ...
... .,.
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
t arrive
depart
... ...
...
arriveJ
t depart
...
f arrive
depart
ar ri vess
depart
... ...
... ...
depart
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
OXLEY POINT ,  IPSWICH,  TOOWOO MBA ,  DALBY, AND  WARWICK.
UP TRAINS MILES. DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
From
Dalby.
Fro m
Warwick.
A.M. A.M. Y.M.  PM. P.M. A.Y. A.M. A.M.  A.M. P.M.
835 316 7.15 Da1by 8.40
8'50 9 30 7'30 3 Blaxland's Siding A
8.56 3 36 7'36 16 Bowenvi lle ... A
9.17' 4.1 8.1 24 Jondaryan... ... 9.58
A A A 33 Oakey  Creek ... 10,30
A A A 40 Gow ri e A
9'45 430 8.30 45 Gow ri e Junction ... ... ... arrive
1010 4.3510.28 "5.2 8.5 6.30
A A 3 Lyndhurst Road... A A
A A 9 Deuchar's Crossing A A
*11.13 5.41 12 Hendon  (for Agora) 8.45 +7.10
11.17 5.45 21 Simpson 's Siding... A A
A A 23 Clifton ... 9.22 7'48
11.54 622 25 King 's Creek 9.32 7.58
12.23 6.51 34 Emu Creek Biding A. A
12'58 +7.26 41 Cambooya... ... 10'25 8.51
1'13 7-41 49 Westbrook Crowing ' A
1.53 521 For Williams '  Camp ... ... .. A A
*1.58 ... 8.21 58 Gowrie  Junction  ... ... ... arrive
2'60 ... 9.13 I
3'38 100
4 5
4f7;
58
60.45
Gowrie Junction...
Mahoney's Gate ...
depa rt I *1126
a
*11.16 9.51
B
410 ]0•b0 4.10
...
f arri  ve 11.55 11-44 10.20
a a
:;: 52 65 Toowoomba ... 2 depa rt 6.50 1 12-4 --
*11.16
 ... ... 54 ... Summit of Range ... ..
.
- - 61 ... Highfelds ... ... 447 12.58
*1125  4.35
'
arrive +1.58 ...
A
... A  .., "'... 71
s Creek ...
... Murphy depart 8-44 2-2 ...
A  A
•'•
... 12.20 5.30
.
"' 81 He lidon S arrivedepart
*9'24
9.39
237
2.52
...
...
A  A  ,, ... 92 ... Gatton ... ... 109 3.22 ...
1.13 623 ... ... 101 ... Laidley ... ... 10'34 3.47 ...
1.23 6.33 105 ... Victoria Tunnel ... A A ...
A A
2.0  *7.10 "' "• 109 ... Grandchester ,..
c arrive
1  depart
11.9
*11.13
4'22
4.26 ...
A A 112 ... Western Cre ek ...
A
A
. .A A ... 118 ... Rosewood ... ... ... A.
2.40 7.50  ... ... 122 ... Walloon ... ... 11.52 *5 *2 ...
arrive I 12'20 5.30 ...
4.30 130 ... Ipswich ... ... depart 12.25 7.0 5'40
A 133 Bundamba ... .. A A A ...
5-8 1374 Redbank .. A A A ...
538 1391] Ooodna .., 12.57 7.32 6.12 ...
146 Oxley ...
'
1 .19 7.54 634 ...
A I 1471 Oxley West .. ... 1.25 8.0 6.40.6.50 (Ox1 Po ... ... 501.35  8.10 6
All Day Tickets
 issued on
 Saturdays  available to return  on the following Monday.
* Trains meet here.
OTE.- The Trains wllistop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fa re  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they pro pose to alight.(a.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10
.50 am .  and 4.10 p.m .  on the tip  journey,  and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m .  and 6.30 p.m ,  on the Down  journey,  will, for the present ,  stop at this Crossing ,  subject to the foregoing regulation.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody  of the  Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager,  Ipswich , and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY ,  the 13th March next,  they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST  P ROPERTY ON HAND ,  AT IPSWICH STATION,  3 1ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Date.
1874.
2 July ... ..
27 July ... ..
30 July  ... ...
30 July  ... ...
30 July ... ...
30 July ... ...
5 August ...
7 August ...
8 August ...
10 August ...
10 August ...
11 August ...
12 August
29 August
31 August
1 September
2 September
8 September
16 September
8 September
9 July ...
23 April
22 April
28 April
2 October
6 October
12 October
29 October
29 October
29 October
29 October
29 October
29 August
7 October
29 September
10 October
15 October
Station and Place.
Murphy 's Creek
Ipswich ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Murphy' s Creek
Laidley ...
Ipswich ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Laidley
Ipswich
Ditto
Helidon
Ipswich
Ditto
Ditto
Helidon
Ipswich
Ditto ...
Toowoomba ...
Ipswich
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DittoI
Ditto ...
Grandchester
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Dalby ...
Toowoomba ...
G}randebester
Ditto ...
Helidon ...
Where  found.
M. C.
6230
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gcswrie Junction
1st class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25 on line
27 40 on  line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
M. C.
28 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
On line
2nd class carriage
1st class carriage ...
On platform ...
On platform .
Received unentered...
Horse-box
Left by owner in cloak room
On platform ... ...
On platform ... ...
On line  ... ... ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
On line ... ... ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
Office ...
Office ...
Office ... ...
On platform ... ...
On line ... ...
On  line ... ...
On platform ... ...
In carriage ... ...
23 December ... Ditto ...
24 December  ... Grandchester
31 Decem ber  ...  Toowoomba ...
16 September  ...  Ipswich ...
14 November  ...  Laidley
24 November  ...  Ditto
Date.
1874.
9 July
30 January
M. O.
4700
On line
Co llected out of waggons
from bags in loose order
On  line ...
On platform ... ... ...
Description  of Article.
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
1  paper.  parcel containing shirts, &c.
1 pair rding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
1 child 's straw hat
1 coat
1 paper parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man 's felt bat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black hat
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
1 paper box sundries
1. handkerchief
1 bag cotton ,  no marks or address ,  weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
1 package ,  Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief ,  bundle sundries
1 parcel note-paper
1 saddle bag containing hair brush, &c.
1 hat
1 drab felt bat with handkerchief
1 hat box
1 carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
1 child's hat
2 drab felt hats
1 bundle containing basin, &c.
1 parcel containing prints
1 blue parasol
2 felt hats
damaged sarcenet, &c.
1 bag tin ore,  70 lbs.
1 girl's straw hat
1 bag sundries
LIST  OP UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND ,  IPSWICH STATION ,  31ST DECEMBER ,  1874.
Station from.
Cli fton ...
Left by owner
9 February ... Toowoomba...
Station to .  Description.
Cambooya  ... ... ...  1 bale chaff.
Laidley ... ... ... ' 2 paper parcels  containing wearing apparel,
Ipswich
and addressed  F. Hughes ,  Rosewood
Station.
1 package  containing pair of moleskin
trousers.
INFe '^""^'^ 7'^AP"+T
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SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
I PassengerFares.
Goods and Live
stock.  I
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£. a. d. £ a. d. £ .e. d. £ s. d.
Week ending January 23rd, 1875
... 640 19  3 1,559 2 3 43 10  1 2,243 11 7
Corresponding  week lest year...
...  541 7 9 1,587 13 9 42 18  2 2,17119 8
Increase ... 99 11 6 0 11 11 71 11 11
Decrease ... 28 11 6
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIATE TABLE.
N OI{Tl{ERN RAILWAY.-- On and after 1st October,  1874,  the following Time Table will comeinto operation until further notice.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton,,, ...
Fi Gracemero-
15 Stanwell ...
24 Rosewood ...
30 Westwood 11arrive ...depart ...
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
Dp Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1'15
1.47
2.10
miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
L
Stations.
Rocky Creek ...
Goganjo
Westwood
I
arrive ...
depart ,,.
Rosewood ... ...
Stanwell ... ,..
Gracemere ... ...
Rockhampton... ,..
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.
3'  0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A.
5.0
5.36
5. 0
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available  to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
wbirh  their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare t the time of booking ,  f ro m the  place at which  they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
ri`AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
ll provisions of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land . Name of Applicant.
1 rood, being subdivision 1 of suburban portion 126, Mary Henessey ...
parish of Ipswich, at Ipswich, county of Stanley
1 rood 341 perches, being subdivision 1 of portion 150, Richard Bulcock...
parish of Goodna, county of Stanley
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
19th February, 1875.
...  1 2nd  March, 1873.
4,o. perches, being re-subdivision A of subdivision 44 of John Bow, otherwise John Ditto.
eastern  suburban allotment 41, parish of North Boe
Brisbane, county of Stanley
1 acre 1 rood 24 perches, being subdivision 34 of allot- Lewis Adolphus Bernays, i Ditto.
ment 12, at the Swamp, near Drayton, parish of as attorney, with power
Drayton, county of Aubigny of sale, of Abraham Fitz-
gibbon
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 27th  January, 1876.
1T OTICE.- In accordance  with  the provisions  of the 6th  section of  " The Marriage Act"  (28 Vic.,
ll No. 15),  it is hereby notified that the undermentioned Clergymen are registered in this Office,
as Ministers of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Name of Minister.  Religious Denomination.
Abrahams ,  Thomas ... ...
Addison ,  John  .. ... ...
Agnew ,  Ph ilip Peters ... ...
Amos ,  Charles Edward... ...
Antonini ,  Michael
Black ,  James  K., M.A.... ...
Blain ,  Thomas  ... ... ...
Brentnall, Frederick Thomas ...
Brown, Frederick Henry ...
Bucaa ,  Peter ...
Buckle ,  Joseph ... ... ...
Burghard ,  Wi lliam
Byrne, Denis J.... ... ...
Campbe ll,  Henry  J. ... ...
Capra ,  Peter  ... ... ...
Carson, John .
Clementoni, Nazarino .. ..
Conno lly, James Patrick Maria
Copas, Frederick ...
Court, David Alexander
Crawford, Alexander ...
Craig, Thomas ... ...
Creyke, Robert ...
Dandie, Alexander ...
Davadi ,  Jerome ... ...
Done, John ... ... ... ...
Draper, William... ... ...
Dunham, Robert Fitz William...
Dunham, Francis Augustus Fitz Wil-
liam
Dunne ,  Robert  ... ... ... ...
Eager, Clefden Henry ... ... ...
Ferguson ,  James ... ...
Fouhey ,  Denis . .. ... ... ...
Fuller, Edward ... ... ... ...
Gammie, James Ivel  ... ... ...
Gardiner, John ... ... ... ...
Gaustad ,  Christopher  ... ... ...
Gerard, Thomas ... ... ... ...
Gilbertson, James
Glennie ,  Benjamin, B.A.
Godson, William Theophilus ...
Gray, Elder ... ... ...
Gray, William ... ... ...
Griffith, Edward... ... ...
Hampe, Godfried Daniel ...
Hansen ,  John Henry ... ...
Harding ,  Isaac .. . ... ...
Hartley, Robert... .. ...
Hasse ll , James Samuel ... ...
Hausemann , John Gotfried .
Hausemann , John Godfried, Junr.
Hay, Alexander... .
Heiner ,  Ernest Christian F. T.
Hellmuth, Carl Godfried ...
Hely, William ... ... ...
Henry, Joseph Wilson ... ...
Horan , Andrew ... ...
Horan, Matthew ...
Horan, James  J.... ... ...
Hugill, W.
Hughes, Henry Philip William
Irvine, John ...
I'Erson, Thomas  Wni.... ...
Jamieson , Leslie...
Jenkyn, Thomas, M.A.-
Jones, Thomas .. .
Kaercher, Francis X. G.
Kildahl, William ...
Kingsford, Thomas ...
Kingsford, John... ...
Knipe, Joseph Irwin
Laing, Adam Arbuthnot
Leigh, Richard ... ... ...
Love. James ...
MacGuinness ,  Patrick Joseph ...
Mackenzie ,  Wi ll iam
allather, William Benson
Church of  England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
United Church of Eng-
land and Ireland
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Congregational... ...
Roman Catho li c ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Lutheran .. ...
Roman  Catho lic ...
Church of  England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian .. ...
I Roman Catholic ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Lutheran
Church of  England
Presbyterian
Presbyterian ...
Church of England
Presbyterian .. ..
Roman Catholic
Church of  England
Congregational... ..
Roman Catholic
Roman Catho li c
Residence .  Registration District.
Toowoomba
Ipswich ...
Brisbane ...
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Brisbane
Dalby ...
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Mackay ...
Brisbane ...
Toowoomba ...
Dalby ... ...
Allora ...
Etheridge... ...
Bowen ... ...
Bowen .. ...
Townsvi lle ...
Maryborough
Kangaroo Point ...
Gympie ... ...
Ipswich . ...
South  Brisbane ...
Warwick ... ...
Warwick ... ...
Ravenswood ...
Goodna ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ..'
Dalby
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Mackay
Brisbane
Ipswich
Mackay
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Dalby
Warwick
Gilbert
Bowen
Bowen
Townsvi lle
Maryborough
Brisbane
Gympie
Ipswich
Brisbane
Warwick
Warwick
Ravenswood
Goodna
Rockhampton
Roma
Roman Catho li c  ...  Toowoomba  ... ...  Toowoomba
United Methodist Free Dalby . .. ... ...  Dalby
Church
Presbyterian  ... ...  Springsure  ...  Springsure
Roman Catho lic  ...  Roma  ... ... ...  Roma
Primitive Methodist  ...  Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Congregational ... ...  Roma ... ... ... Roma
Wesleyan Methodist ... Brisbane ... ... . Brisbane
Lutheran  ... ...  Walloon  ... ... ...  Ipswich
Particular Baptist ... Ipswich  ... ... ...  Ipswich
Church of  England ... Beenleigh ... ... ... Logan
Archdeacon ,  Church of Drayton  ... ... ...  Toowoomba
England
Baptist ... ... ... Maryborough ... ... Maryborough
Presbyterian  ... ...  Bald Hills... ... ... Brisbane
Congregational  ... ... Oxley ... ...  Goodna
Congregational ... ...  Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Lutheran  ... ...  Toowoomba  ... ...  Toowoomba
Lutheran  ... ...  Marybo ro ugh  ... ...  Maryborough
Wesleyan Methodist  ...  Pimpama ... ... Logan
Primitive Methodist  ...  Rockhampton  ... ...  Rockhampton
Church of  England ... South Brisbane  ... ...  Brisbane
Lutheran ... ... Albert River ... ... Logan
Presbyterian  ... ...  Stanthorpe  ... ...  Stanthorpe
Presbyterian  ... ...  South Brisbane  ...  Brisbane
Lutheran ... ... Ipswich ... ... ... Ipswich
Lutheran ... ... Logan Reserve ... ... Logan
Roman Catholic  ...  Logan ... ... ... Logan
Congregational ... ...  Rockhampton  ... ...  Rockhampton
Church of Rome ... Ipswich ... ... ... Ipswich
Roman Catho lic ... Mar borough  ... ...  Maryborough
Roman Catholic  ...  Brisbane  ...  Brisbane
Church of  England ...  Leyburn ... ... ... Leyburn
Church of England ... Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Particular Baptist ... Townsville ... ... Townsville
Baptist ... ... Rockhampton ... ... Rockhampton
Congregational... ... Gympie ... ... ... Gympie
Congregational ... ...  Rockhampton  ... ..  Rockhampton
Church of  England ... Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Roman Catho li c ... Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Church  of England  ...  Townsvi ll e  ... ...  Townsville
Presbyterian ... ... Warwick ... ... ... Warwick
Particular Baptist . ..  Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
Presbyterian ... ... Maryborough ... .. Maryborough
Presbyterian Gladstone... ... ... Gladstone
Church of England ...  Rockhampton  ... ... Rockhampton
Church of  England ...  I Warwick ... ... ... Warwick
Roman Catholic ... 'i Georgetown, Etheridge ... Gilbert
Presbyterian  ..  Herbert River ,  Cardwe ll  ...  Cardwell
Wesleyan Methodist ... Mount Perry ... ... Gayndah
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Name of Minister.
Matthews, James ...
Meiklejohn, William David ...
Midgeley, Alfred ... ..,
Mobe-ly, Edmund G. ... ..,
Moore, William... ... ...
Mosely, John .. ... ...
Mossop, Daniel  ... ... ...
Murlay ,  Charles...
Murray, Michael Joseph
Myers, Jonas M. ...
MoAra, John ... .,,
McCleverty, James
McCulloch, Colin
McDonough, Stephen Henry
Nelson,  William Lambie, LL.D.
O'Brien ,  Thomas ,.. ...
Ogg, Charles ,.. ...
O'Reilly, John ... ... ,..
Orr, John Flanagan ...
Parkinson ,  Matthew Henry ...
Pear ce, Robert  ... ...
Pincombe , H. W. F. ... ...
Powell, William... ... ...
Quinn , Right Revd. James ...
Romani , Joseph ... ... ...
Rossolini ,  Constantino ... ...
Richmond, Frederick ,., ...
Savage, Samuel ... ...
Schermeister , C. F. A. F. ...
Scortechini ,  Benedict ... ...
Scott, Charles James ...
Sneyd, John Braidwooci ...
Spence,  Joseph ... ... ...
Spooner, John ... ... ...
Stephenson, William Geo. R. ...
Sutton, John ...
Thatcher, Thomas ... ...
Tanner, Edward... ... ...
Taylor, William George ...
Tissot, Paul ... ..
Townson, William Parker, B.A.
Wagner, Godfried ...
Waraker, John Thomas
Warner, Thomas Davenport, ...
Warr, James William ... ...
West, Charles Thomas ... ...
Wiles, Charles ... ... ...
Williams,  James ... ... ...
Williams, Loyde Cosmo ,.,
Wilson, Benj. Gilmore
Woodhouse, Henry .., .
Woolcock, William ... .,,
LIST OF  MINISTERS - continued.
Re ligious Denomination.
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church  of England ...
Baptist ...
Church  of England ...
Congregational... ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Jewish ... ... ...
Presbyterian .. ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian .
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian ...
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian ..
Roman Catholic ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ,,,
Baptist ... ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Bishop, Church of Rome
Roman Catholic
Roman  Catholic
Church  of England
Cong re gational...
Lutheran .
Roman  Catholic
Church of England
Baptist ...
Wesleyan Methodist
Church of England
Wesleyan Methodist
Church of England
Primitive Methodist
Church of England
Wesleyan Methodist
Roman Catholic
Church of England
Presbyterian ..
Congregational...
Church of England
Residence.
Fortitude  Valley ...
Bald Hills ...
Toowoomba ...
Gympie ... ...
Milton ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Granchester ,..
Rockhampton ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Laidley ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Warwick ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Maryborough ...
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Mount Perry ...
Maryborough ..,
Logan ... ,,.
Ipswich ...
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane ... ...
Nanango ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Stantborpe ...
South Brisbane . Brisbane
... Kent  st., Fortitude  Valley  I Brisbane
... Gympie .., ...
Cardwell ... ...
1 Pimpama ... ...
I Brisbane ... ...
Bowen
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane ...
South Brisbane ..,
Maryborough ...
Warwick ... ...
Maryborough
Warwick ...
German Station ...
Toowoomba ,,,
... I Roma .., ,..
Gladstone ... ...
Gayndah ... ...
Registration District.
Brisbane
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Gympie
Brisbane
,.. Ipswich
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Bowen
.. Brisbane
Ipswich
.. Mackay
... Brisbane
,.. Warwick
... Rockhampton
,,. Maryborough
... Brisbane
,.. B ri sbane
... Gayndah
... Maryborough
... Logan
... Ipswich
... Rockhampton
... Brisbane
... Nanango
.., Gayndah
.., Stanthorpo
Gympie
Cardwe ll
,., Logan
,., ' Brisbane
.. Bowen
Ipswich
Brisbane
B ri sbane
Maryborough
Warwick
Maryborough
Warwick
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Roma
Gladstone
Gayndah
Church of England
Burnett Protestant
Church
Wesleyan Methodist ..
Primitive Methodist ..
Church of England ..
Baptist ...
Wesleyan Methodist .,
Bible Christian ..
Gympie ... ... ... , Gympie
Gympie ... ... .. Gympie
Ipswich ... ... .., Ipswich
Brisbane ... ... ,.. Brisbane
Rockhampton ... ,.. Rockhampton
Brisbane  ... ... ...  Brisbane
REVENUE and XPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of AL ORA, for Half-year ending 31st
December, 1874.
Dr.
£  Jr.
To balance , . , . „ . , 118 5
„ Land Endowment for 1873 31 11
„ Rate Endowment to 30th June, 1874 82 13
„  Rates collected .. .. 89 19
„ Commonage  fees  .. , . .. 27 16
„ Misce ll aneous receipts  , , . , .. 9 15
„ Dishonored cheque refunded .. „ 4 14
Cr.
d. £ s. d.
3 By improvements , . , . .. 27 16 9
6 „ Printing and advertising .. .. 6 3 10
0 „ Dishonored cheque ., „ 4 14 4
9 „ Salaries and Auditors' fees .. 69 14 0
0 „ Advertising and leasing allotments „ 3 3 0
6 „ Office expenses , . .. .. .. 2 0 1
4 „ Balance „ „ „ .. .. 251 3 4
£364 15 4 £364 15 4
FRANCIS KATES,
ALEXANDER  CAMERON, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
We, the  undersigned , having examined the Books and Vouchers  in connection  with the above
accounts , do hereby certify the  same to be  correct.
Municipal Council Chamber,
January, 1875.
70
ROBERT COOKE, Auditors.WILLIAM SCOTT,
13s. 6d.
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STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and ESPENDITBRE  of the  BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from Time 30
to December 31, 1874.
Dr.
1874-  June 30.
To Cash in  Bank ,  as per last statement,
(Rate account ) ... ... ...
December 31.
Rates received-
East Ward . .. £1,139 18 8
Kangaroo  Point Ward 168 8 6
North Ward ... ... 697 3 7
South Ward ... ...  224 19 0
Valley Ward ... ... 467 19 0
West Ward ... . . .  590 13 11
„ Arrears Rates-
East  Ward £163 17 2
Kangaroo  Point Ward 11 6 3
North Ward ... ... 60 10 7
South Ward ... ... 72 11 10
Valley Ward ... ...  59 10 3
West Ward ... ... 44 5 10
„ Lighting Rates-
East Ward ...
North Ward ...
West Ward ...
Watering Rates-
East Ward ...
North Ward ...
West Ward ...
£86 0 9
13 7 5
38 17 2
-•- 138 5 4
„ Ferry  Rents received-
Alice stre et  ... £ 280 0 0
Edward street  ... 90 0 0
Kangaroo  Point ... 57 14 11
Turbot street ... ... 13 15 0
441 9 11
Bridge Tolls ... ... ... ... 2,913 15 3
Sundries, use of Seal, &c. ... ... 5 12 7
Waterway Account ... ... ... 900 0 0
Government Land Endowment ... 2,150 0 0
Government Rate Endowment ... 738 11 9
Licenses ... ... ... ... ... 73 5 0
„ Market Rent ... ... ... 179 11 9
„ Police Fines ... ... ... 7 6 6
Sale Yard Rents ... ... ... 51 0 0
„ Town Hall Rents ... ... ... 593 8 2
Wharfage Rent ... ... ... ... 35 10 0
Overdraft (Bridge Account) ... ... 236 6 6
£12,488 4 0
Cr.
£ s. d.
1874-June 30.
By overdraft  as per last statement  (Bridge
Account) ... ... ...
December 31.
„ Improvements-
East Ward £520 5 7
Kangaroo  Point Ward 200 13 4
North Ward ... ...  539 13 6
South  Ward ... ... 191 19 0
Valley Ward ... ... 500 9 1
West Ward ... ... 518 18 5
„ Local Board of Health... ...
Bridge Interest , &c. ... ...
„  Culvert Construction ... ...
Ferry Approaches ... ...
„ Fire Brigade
Interest and Exchange... ...
Lighting Streets ...
Government ,  on Account Loan
Garrick's Claim ...
Market,  Interest and Repairs ...
Serving Summonses ... ...
Salaries, &c. ... ...
Sale Yards  (Fencing ) ... ...
„ Town Hall Interest , &c. ...
Watering Streets ... ...
„ Contingencies-
Printing , Advertising,
Stationery, &c.
Ironmongery and Tools
Timber,  &c. ... ...
Law Expenses ...
Incidental Expenses...
Auditors, 1874 ...
£84 17 2
2,471 18 11
135 18 6
3,104 6  3-
894  6 1
105 12 1
50 0 0
419 10 0 -
197 12 7
700 5 1-
1,000 0 0x
97 7 0-
8 0 6-'
595 0 0i
25 18 0
853 19  4-
87  10 0
£66 12 2
41 15 3
16 6 3
90 9 8`.
9 3 6
37 10 0 -
- _ 261 16
,,  Cash in Bank (Rate Account) ... 1,394 5
10
8
£12,488 4 0
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
ROBERT B . HALL,  Accountant.
I hereby certify  the foregoing Statement to be correct.
JAMES SWAN,  Mayor.
We hereby certify that, we have examined the Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the
Brisbane Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JOHN CROWTHER Auditors.WILLIAM WALLACE
Brisbane, January 2, 1875.
71 ' 338.
OVERTIME GOODS.
1
10 be sold by Public Auction, at the Custom House, Mackay, on SATURDAY, the 6th February,
1875, at 11 o'clock.
Date of
Bonding. Ship. I Master. Whence.
1871.
Juno 21 ... Licensed Dray McLennan ... Alexandra  Dis-
tillery
Merchant.
Kennis & Borcy
Bond Mark.
Qo
34
Goods. i Quantity.
1 Package Col. Rum ... 15 Gals.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
£ s. d.
37 19 3
3,289 2 8
412 1 11
... £186 9 0
... 20 9 1
... 77 19 5
- 281 17 6
Customs, Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
D ALBY MUNICIPALITY. -REVENUE
Half-year ending 30th June, 1874.
1873- Dec. 31-
DR.
£  s. d.
To Balance ... 64 19 7
1874- June 30-
To Rates ,,, ,,, ,,, 46 4 3
Loan  from Dam account ... 353 3 0
Carriers'  li censes ... ... 5 10 0
„ Water licenses .. ... 14 7 0
Reserve Inspector - Fees ... 82 9 6
Sale of old whim drum ... 2 10 0
Registration of dog ... ... 0 2 6
DR.
1873-Dec. 31- £ s. d.
To Balance - Special Account ... ... 1,174 9 6
„ Interest on account ... ... 13 15 0
£1,188 4 6
C. W. EBBS, Town Clerk.
£1,188 4 6
P. LANDY,  Mayor.
We have this  day examined the foregoing Accounts in connection  with the books  and vouchers,
and hereby certify the  same to  be correct.
Dalby, 27th July, 1874.
56
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
N
OTICE.-Mr. ROGER NORTH, of Ipswich, is
this day licensed as a Surveyor qualified to
act under the provisions, and for the purposes of
" The Beal Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified that, under the provisions of
the Act 19th Vic., No. 34, Mr. HENRY TAYLOR
MACFARLANE, Recording Clerk and Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Roma, has been appointed Registrar of
Births, Marriages, and Deaths for the Registration
District  of Roma, in  the room of Mr. W. O. Norris,
transferred.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
CR.
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AND EXPENDITURE  of the DALBY MIINICIPALITY for the
New frame for whim, fitting , &c. ... 2 15 61 „ First a rival at fire ... ... :  2 r 0 0
„ Lopping trees and hauling logs out of
Creek .. ... 2 3 6
„ Printing and advertising  ...  46 18 6
„ Doorkeeper at Municipal election  ...  0 10 0
Auditors '  fees ... ... ... 2 10 0
„ Cleaning out wells ... ... ... 2 2 0
„ New books, &c. ... ... ... 3 15 0
Timber ... 59 7 6
Town Crier - public meetings ... ...  1 5 0
Rent-School of Arts ... ... ... 4 10 0
Plans of  reserves ,  roads, &c. ... 5 5 0
„ Destroying Bathurst burr 50 0 0
„ Insurance ,  Town Hall ... ... 3 2 6
Petition ,  Supreme Court ... ... 2 2 0
Ironwork  (Kirby's Bridge ) ... ...  3 18 10
„ Oil for pumps and whim ... ... 1 0 0
„ Repairs to we ll  bucket ... ... ...  1 0 0
Bank charges  ... ... 1 14 4
„ Balance ... ... ... 16 0 8
£569 5 10
DALBY DAM.
1874-June 30- £ s. d.
By Stationery , &c. .. ... 4 12 2
Byrne-expenses to Bowenvi lle ... 0 4 0
Leather, kerosene ,  nails, rope, &c. ... 5 12 4
„  Telegrams  ... ...  0 12 7
„ Town Clerk ... 57 14 0
„  Town Inspector ... ... ... 57 8 0
„  Reserve Inspector  ... ... ...  49 1 0
„  Postage, &c. ... .. ...  2 10 4
„ Law expenses-transfer of lane to Cor-
poration  ... ... ...  33 5 2
Removing carcass . .. ... ...  0 5 0
Carriage and cartage  ... ... ...  0 16 3
Labor ... ... 93 14 0
Loam for footpaths  ... ... ...  30 4 8
J. T. Smith-travelling  expenses ... 6 6 0
„ Half-year's rent and new gate for Show
Yards ... ... ... 10 0 0
£569. 5 10
CR.
1874-  £ , s. d.
Jan. 3-By Gargctt-on acct. Dam contract 435 5 0
June 6-,, Do. Balance  . ...  399 16 6
Feb. 16-,, Loan to current account  ...  143 3 0
June 6- „ „ ... ...  210 0 0
JULIUS OTTO Auditors.A. A. GASKARTH
63s.
£10 REWARD.
LOST, from St. Ruth, and supposed to have
been stolen ,  some time between 24th and 31st
December, 1874, one Dark-brown or Black Horse,
branded large a near shoulder, slightly saddle-
marked.
The above reward will be paid on conviction of
the thief; or £2, if strayed, on delivery to the an-
1 dersigred.
29
A. EVANS.
3s. 6d.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C
H ART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in  three sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had  at the Government
Printing Office,  William street ,  Brisbane.
5th Novergber, 1874.
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INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
0
N SALE, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with  "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershipheretofore existing between the undersigned
Joseph Rose and James McCloy, as General Brush
Manufacturers, carried on in Wharf street, in the
city of Brisbane, under the firm of " J. Rose and
Co," has been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be carried on by the under-
signed Joseph Rose, who will receive all debts due
to, and discharge all the liabilities of the late Firm.
Witness our hands, at Brisbane, this twenty-
sixth day of January, 1875.
JAMES McCLOY.
JOSEPH ROSE.
WITNESS-M. B. MAGILL.GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
-of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. ',Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW  published ,  at the Government Printing
Office,  William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BEACONS, TORRES STRAITS AND INNER
ROUTE.
THE  following additionalBeacons are now erectedin the Inner Route and Prince of Wales
Channel, Torres Straits. Vessels bound eastward
through the Straits, and southwards in the Inner
Route, will pass those which are Red and Triangular
on the Starboard hand, and those that are Black
and Square on the Port hand.
Red and Triangular. Black and Square.
Sand Bank dry with rocks X Reef north-west side.
E.S.E. 21 miles from Z Reef west side.
Point Lookout.
Ipili Reef. N.W. Reef, Hammond
Rock, bearing S. W. Ince
Point E. by S. ; S.
A small Red Beacon is also placed upon a portion
of wreck lying N.N.E. 4 mile from the Ipili Beef.
The Beacon referred to in the Notice to Mariners
issued from this Office on the 2nd November, 1874,
as being placed on r. reef, off the Cole Islands, has
been since shifted to the detached reef lying 4 mile
further to the N.E.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, January 22nd, 1875.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend to apply,
at the Court of Petty Sessions, to be holden
at Warwick, on the 9th day of March next, for
permission to erect a licensed public Gate on the
road running through Portions No. 260 and 263, in
the county of Merivale ,  under the provisions of
62 5s.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The ' District Courts Act
of 1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns orplaces in the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Monday, March 8th. Tuesday, March 9th.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September 6th. Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday, December 6th. Tuesday, December 7th.
AT Coo%TOWN.
Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th.
Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th.
AT MILLOHESTER.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th. Saturday, September  25th.
AT TowrsvrzLa.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, June 30th, Wednesday, June 30th.
Friday, October 1st. Friday, October 1st.
AT BOWEN.
Wednesday, April 7th. Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th. Tuesday, October 5th.
AT MACr&v.
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th. Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th. J Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday, November  27th.  Saturday, November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Estate of Charles Orr, late
of Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland,
draper, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
that Letters of Administration of all and singular
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named deceased may be granted to Annie Eliza Orr,
widow of the above-named deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
January, 1875.
" The Enclosure  of Roads Act of  1864." ROBERTS  AND DALY,
ADAM SMITH. Proctors for the said Annie Eliza Orr,
Sandy Creek. Queen street ,  Brisbane.
61 3s. 6d. 55 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Francis George
Newbold, late of Torilla, in the District of
Port Curtis, Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in the
above Estate  have been  this day filed in my
office, and all parties having any claims  on the said
Estate, or  being otherwise  interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
FRIDAY, the 26th day of February next, and if
they should think fit object thereto, and if no ex-
ception shall be taken to such Accounts ,  the same
will be duly  enquired into,  at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this 28th day of January, 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BROWNS,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
63 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward Benison, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  produce merchant,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland,  in its  Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
above-named Edward Benison, deceased, with the
Codicils thereto, be granted to John McMaster, of
Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, and Thomas Morrow, of Brisbane, in
the said colony, the Executors in the said Will
named,
Dated this 28th January, 1875.
60
W. F. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for  said Executors.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of William Downing,
late of the Glebe, near Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales, gentleman, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex ira-
tion of fourteen days from the date oTthe
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honorable Court, that Ancillary Letters of Probate
of the Will of the above-named William Downing,
deceased, may be granted to Graham Lloyd Hart,
of the city of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, the duly constituted attorney of the Honorable
Alexander Campbell, of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, Esquire, the Executor named
in the said Will, so far as relates to the property of
the Testator in the said Colony of Queensland.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1875.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
66 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Deering, of Clermont, in the said colony,
saddler, by John Harris and George Harris,
of Brisbane , in the said colony,  merchants.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, by
His Honor Charles Lilley, Esquire, a Judge
of the Supreme Court,  it is  ordered that the said
James Deering be, and he is hereby adjudged,  insol-
vent; and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the said James Deering, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court Office, Brisbane, on the
fifteenth day of February, 1875, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said James Deering shall, on the thirteenth day of
February, 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of January, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will he returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered" and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand" after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
The GOVERNMENT  PasNTna acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1875.
Jan.  26.-J. B. Murphy .
28.-Municipal Council, Allora
28.-Municipal  Council, Dalby...
„ 28.-R. Fitzgerald ... ...
„ 28.-P. Lenihan ... ... ...
28.-T. Pryde ... ... ...
,29.-W. Livesey... ... ...
29.-J. P. Wilkie ... ...
29.-M. D. Sullivan ... ...
„ 29.-J. Wilson  ... ... ... ...
„ 29.-W. P.  Mellefont  ... ... ...
£ s. d.
0 1 0
0 13 6
3 3 0
0 2 0
0 15 0
1 0 0
0 2 0
1 0 0
0 6 10
0 1 0
0 0 6
„ 29.-A. McLeod... ... ... ... 1 1 0
29.-Municipal  Council,  Rockhampton 3 10 0
29.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 29.-W. Bewley... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 30.--J. L. Deane ... ... ... 0 7 0
30.-H. H.  Smith ... ... ... 0 1 6
lEmpaunbinno.
&r Poundiceepere are reminded that Advertisements
q f Impounded Stock  will be charged  for at the ate of
ONE SHILLING PEa, ANIMAL ;  and no such*dver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittancesu fcient to  coverthe  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Rosewood Scrub, n
22nd January, 1875. Driving, 2s. 2d.  ; damages, £1.
One black  mare,  WW (like  -  joined to the bottom of
the first W) over o .1  near shoulder, star, near hind
foot white, fistula.
Also, from Normanby Reserve, on 22nd January, 1875.
Driving, 3s.
One bay mare, MA over LL near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 16th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
57
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
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MPOUNDED at Warwick, from enclosed paddock,
I' Crow's Nest, Sandy Creek, on 91st January, 1875,
by Mr. Thomas Stevens.  Damages  and driving  expenses,
4s. 6d . per head.
One brown  mare,  5 over DMC (the D reversed) near
shoulder, star.
One black horse, H over MM over 9 near shoulder, star
and snip.
One dark-chesnut mare, SA near shoulder, off fore heel
white, near fore and both hind feet white, bald face.
One grey entire, blotch brand and R near shoulder ;
damages, 10s.
One bay mare, N near shoulder, M and M sideways off
shoulder, small star.
One grey mare, W off shoulder.
One bay mare, M near shoulder,  sma ll  star.
Also, from Freestone Creek, on 16th January, 1875, by
Mr. James Wilson. Driving expenses, Is. 4d. (Wrongly
described in former advertisement.)
One bay horse, RHB conjoined (the R reversed) clear
shoulder, 7 near thigh, B sideways off shoulder,
blind off eye, collar-marked; small star.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1875'
will be sold to defray expenses.
59
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
8s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs
South, on 21st January, 1875, by Messrs. Chauval
and Wilson. Damages and driving expenses, 5s. 4d. per
head.
One brown horse, WB over W and like blotched B or 8
near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, CB over W near shoulder, 272 near
saddle, W near thigh, blaze down face, off hind foot
white, saddle-marked, broken knees.
One Lay horse, RW over SA near shoulder, 65 near thigh,
GH off rump, star, stripe and snip, off hind heel
white, saddle-marked.
One dark-bay horse, heart 6 heart over illegible brands
near shoulder, A over  0  near ribs, blind off eye.
One chesnut horse, JP near shoulder, cross and half-
circle off shoulder, star, stripe and snip.
One dark-bay mare, -y conjoined near shoulder,
blotch brand near thigh, star, white spots under
saddle.
One bay horse, T near shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
58
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
78.
IMPOUNDED  at Blacka ll,  from Barcaldine Downs,
on 9th January , 1875.  Driving, 10s. per head.
One blue-roan mare, T near neck, To over TD near
shoulder, LC over LC5 (registered brand) near
thigh ; bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, liken over HM over M over M near
shoulder ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One black mare, oo near shoulder, two hind feet white,
off fore foot white.
One bay entire colt, unbranded.
Also, from Home Creek, on the 9th January, 1875.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay horse, star and snip, like - over M near
shoulder, like - over M near rump.
If not released on or before 16th February, 1875, will
be sold# defray expenses.
VVM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
67 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, on 22nd January, 1875.
from Araby Junction, by order of J. Coglan, Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d.
One chesnut gelding, bind feet white, 2 two hearts near
shoulder, ZY over like circle within circle over like
writing 8 over Lt near shoulder.
One brown mare, slight star and blaze, near hind  foot
white, TB near shoulder, 96 near saddle.
One bay mare, 7 two hearts over S near shoulder.
One dark-chesnut mare, GK7 near shoulder, small star'
If not released on or before 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
96 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Jondaryan, on 22ndJanuary, 1875, by order of C. Willi ms,  Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 6d. per head.
One brown mare, like F over XX over blotched near
shoulder, stripe.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, docked, EW over WB over
T near shoulder, 29  near  ribs, COB near thigh,
heart 4 heart off shoulder.
One grey gelding, Jp near shoulder.
One black filly, like L near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  like 4 off shoulder, like A over J'C
near  shoulder, blaze.
One bay gelding, writing A near shoulder, BE off
shoulder,  small star.
One bay filly, 1J0 (registered brand) off shoulder, star,
off hind foot white.
One black gelding, WS near shoulder.
One bay mare, JR near shoulder, heart near thigh ;
bay filly foal at foot.
One black mare, like 0 with star over near shoulder,
collar-marked, star, hind feet white.
One brown mare, RH  near  shoulder, star.
One bay mare, WC3 over WC3 (registered brands)
near shoulder, like 1 blotched over P off shoulder ;
bay colt foal at foot.
One bay gelding, T near shoulder, F BOB6 (registered
brand) off shoulder, collar-marked.
One brown gelding, PR near shoulder, docked, star, hind
feet white, collar-marked.
One iron-grey mare, MH near shoulder.
One bay colt, I4 over H near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, k4 over H near shoulder, star and
snip, white near fore foot.
One Chesnut colt, WY near shoulder, bald face, off hind
and near fore feet white.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
64 188.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on 12th
January, 1875, by order of E. Bullmore, Esquire, for
trespass . Driving, 10s.
One brown mare, W near shoulder, M near thigh, star.
One brown cob, snip, CH near shoulder, J over M off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. LIVESEY, Poundkeeper.
65 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Wealwandangie, on
12th January, 1875, by W. F. Macdermott, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 4s. 2d. per head.
One brown horse, star in forehead, 3 near cheek, writing
B near thigh, writing B over BmD near shoulder.
One bay horse, G over G near shoulder, A near saddle,
off hind foot white, near fore foot white.
One chesnut horse, collar-marked, bald face, HL over 2
near shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay horse, like 17 near shoulder.
One bay horse, like a blotched Y near shoulder, like
writing W over like blotched P near thigh.
One bay horse, star and snip, like PV1 near shoulder,
ZY over C in circle off shoulder.
One bay mare, staff in forehead, green hide around neck,.
like a blotched W near shoulder, like 11 or H off
shoulder.
If not released on or before 16th February, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
72 7s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
MPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Dungaree, on 16tht.I December, 1874by order of J. S. Bell , Esquire.
Driving expenses, 10s.
One bay horse, H near shoulder, e1R over like 107 off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. WILSON, Poundkeeper.
68 Is.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, relating to the Acts
passed in the first Session of the Seventh Parlia-
ment of Queensland, to be published, for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, No. 36.
Downing street,
3rd December, 1874.
SIR,-I have the honor to inform you that Her
Ma)jesty will not be advised to exercise her power
of disallowance  with respect to the following Acts
of the Legislature of Queensland, transcripts of
which accompanied the Marquis of Normanby's
Despatch, No. 38, of the 10th of August last.
No.  8." An Act for granting to Her Majesty  certain
Duties of Customs."
No.  9.-" An Act for the further Amendment of the
Law of Evidence."
No. 1. " An Act to authorise the Appropriation out of
the Consolidated Revenue Fund of certain  sums to make
good the Supplies granted for the Years  1874  and  1873."
No. 2.-"An Act to Amend `The Carriers Act of
1866.1 "
No.  3." An Act to Amend ` The Supreme Court Act
of 1867. "
No.  4.-" An Act to grant a Civil List so far as
respects  Ministers of the Crown." .
No.  5.-" An Act to Provide for the Distribution of
the Estates of Insolvent Debtors amongst their Creditors
and their release from their Debts and for the Punish-
ment  of Fraudulent Debtors and for other purposes."
No.  6.---" An Act to Amend the Laws relating to
Parliamentary Elections."
No.  7.-" An Act for the Protection of Oysters and
Encouragement of Oyster Fisheries."
No. 8.-" An Act to Authorise the issue of Land
Orders in  certain cases  and for other purposes in con-
nection  therewith."
No.  9.-" An Act to Amend `The Brands Act of
1872.111
No. 11.-"  An Act for the Management of Gold
Fields."
No. 12.-"  An Act to Amend the Law relating to the
Receipt Custody and Issue of the Public Moneys and to
Provide for the Audit of the Public Accounts."
No. 13.-"  An Act to Provide for the Protection and
Recovery of Crown Property and the Enforcement of
Crown Rights and Claim."
No.  14." An Act  to enable Persons in certain cases
to Refine Sugar for Exportation only."
No. 15.-" An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out
of the  Consolidated  Revenue  Fund of certain  Sums to
make good  the Supplies granted for the Years  1875  and
1874.'
PRIVATE ACTS.
"An  Act to Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain
Company called the ` Western Peak Downs Copper
Mining Company (Limited) ' and for other Purposes
therein mentioned."
"An Act  to enable  the Trustees of Three Allotments
of Land in the Town of Warwick granted for the
purposes of the Religious Body called Methodists to sell
the same and to devote the proceeds to the building of a
Chapel on other  land in a more convenient situation."
"An Act to enable the Trustees of the Will of the
late Mary Isabella Moffatt of Waterstown  near  Ipswich
in the Colony of Queensland Widow to grant Leases of
the Coal or other Minerals on the Waterstown Estate."
" An Act to enable the Rockhampton Gas and Coke
Company (Limited) incorporated under the provisions of
`The Companies Act  1863'  to Light with Gas the Town
of Rockhampton and its Suburbs and for other purposes
therein mentioned."
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, together with the accom-
panying Notice to Shipmasters, relating to the
engagement of Foreign Seamen on board British
Ships, to be published in the  Government Gazette
for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
24th November, 1874.
Sin,-I transmit to you, for publication and
circulation in the Colony under your Government,
copies of a Notice which has been issued by the
Board of Trade, calling the attention of British
Shipmasters and of Foreign Seamen wishing to ship
on board British vessels, to the laws of certain
countries with regard to Military and Naval Service,
which forbid the engagement of the subjects of
these Countries on Foreign Service unless they are
provided with Certificates from the competent
Authorities to the effect that there is no objection
to their accepting such service.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) CARNARVON.
To the Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
NOTICE TO SHIPMASTERS.
ENGAGEMENT OF FOREIGN SEAMEN ON
BOARD BRITISH SHIPS.
The attention of British Shipmasters, and of
Foreign  Seamen  wishing to ship on board British
vessels is  hereby called to the provisions of the lawws$
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of certain  Countries with regard to Military and
Naval Service, which forbid the engagement of
the subjects of those Countries on Foreign Service
unless they are provided with Certificates from the
competent Authorities to the effect that there is
no objection to their accepting such service.
Masters  of British ships, and Seamen being the
subjects of Foreign Countries are therefore warned
that unless  the latter are provided with the Certifi-
cates from  the Authorities above referred to, any
engagements they may make to serve on board
British vessels  may be considered illegal according
to the laws of those Countries, and that the whole
responsibility and consequences of concluding such
engagements  will have to be borne by the parties
to the contract, who must not expect any interfer-
ence on their behalf on the part of Her Majesty's
Government, or of any British Consular Officer.
THOMAS GRAY.
Government House,
Brisbane, 4th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor will be happy to
receive visitors at Government House on
every WEDNESDAY, between the hours of
Eleven o'clock a.m. and Two o'clock p.m.
Public Officers, Gentlemen from the country, or
any other  persons,  wishing to communicate with
him on business  admitting of no delay, will be
received  by the Governor on all days of the week.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, Lt. 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
T
HE  subjoined Notice, with reference to the
standard price of Remount Horses required in
the Bengal Presidency, is published for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.
WITH reference to the marginally noted ex-
"Tha standard price for Cavalry  and tract from the notlfica-Field Artillery  remounts is Rupees
' 500-for Horse Artillery ,  Rupees 600. Lion dated 4th  June, 1874,
"Every horse presented for purchase
will  be separately valued ,  and in  it has been decided by
rices than the
i en, pro vided  the Government of Indiae e d lyd price mayebel
"the average of the purcases  does not that, in future, one class'exceed the  above limits." r r
only of remounts shall be purchased, for which the
standard price will be Rupees 550. As the number
of Horse Artillery remounts is one-fourth of the
total number of horses required, this change will
increase the average price of remounts by Rupees
25.  Each horse will be valued separately as
previously ordered.
This notification applies for the present only to
purchases in the Bengal Presidency.
(Signed) H. K. BURNE,  Colonel,
Secy. to the Govt. of India,
Military Department.
Calcutta, 9th December, 1874.
Exd.: G. C. Mookerjee.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HORACE BURKITT, Sub-Collector of Customs, St.
Lawrence,
to be Sub-Collector at Bundaberg ; and
HENRY  MONTAGUE  COCKBURN
to be Sub-Collector of Customs, St. Lawrence.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the 22nd day of February, 1875,
at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
Amamoor
Como ...
No. of
Applica-
tion.
228
271
Late Lessee.
G. Bull
A. Banks ...
Gympie
ditto
Area.
A.  R.  P.
1340  0
154 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this twenty-first
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Counoil, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of Febru-
ary, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
0
0
za
Parish. Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
M Enoggera 1,040
I
T. Bro wn .,
A. R. P.
4000 Brisbane
Clermont 69 W. Bgldwin  ,.. 2.170 0 0 Clermont
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty. eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QVEENI
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUBICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
Laguna
No. of
Applica-
tion.
391
Late  Lessee.
W. Thomas ...
Area.
A. B. P.
77 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Gympie
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
n SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By Hs Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class  of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described stall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
7 Ellis Read ...  80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto  704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald  280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely ,,,  210 0 0 ditto
13 J.O'Dowd ..  230 0 0 ditto
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her  Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight  Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation -let  of 1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall  be  open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the  said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the twenty-second day of
February, 1875, at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 720 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the north
branch of the Maroochy River at a point bearing
west and distant seventy-three chains and ninety
links from the north-west corner of Portion 31, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west twelve  chains  ; on the  east  by a line bearing
south eighteen chains and thirty-two links ; again
on the south by a line bearing 270 degrees thirty
minutes forty -nine chains  and ninety  links ; again
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-two
chains to the Brisbane road ; on the south-west by
that road bearing 335 degrees ten chains and sixty.
five links, 318 degrees twelve chains, 308 degrees
thirty-one chains, 333 degrees twelve  chains and
fifty links, and 354 degrees thirty minutes thirteen
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about ninety-four chains and fifty links
to the north branch of the Maroochy River ; and
on the north-east by that branch downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAUBICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 23rd day of
February, 1875, at the Warwick Land Office.
DESCRIPTION  OF LANDS SURRENDERED BY THE
LESSEE  OF THE  PIKEDALE RUN, IN THE UN-
SETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS.
50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, at the head of Pike's Creek, and bounded
thence on the west by a south line to the watershed
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between Pike's Creek and the Severn River;
thence on the south-east by that watershed north-
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over F, at
the south-west corner of the Folkestone Run ;
thence on the east by the same watershed northerly
to the watershed separating the Pike's Creek and
Severn River waters from those flowing into the
Condamine River ; thence on the north-east by
that watershed north-westerly to a point north of
the north-east corner of No. 18 Reserve, on the
Pikedale Run, at the head of Pike's Creek ; and
thence again on the east by a south line to the
north-east corner of said reserve, and along its
eastern boundary to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of Janu-
ary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 16th day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
County of Stanley ,  parish  of Warner,  portions
Nos. 47,  48,  and  49.
71 acres and 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -west corner of portion 46 ,  and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
thirty-one chains ; on the west by portion 50
bearing south twenty -four chains and seventy links
to another road one chain wide; on the south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty -one chains ;
and on the east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
January,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
• Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.IN pursuance of thtwenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
On the Maroochy River, near Iandina, parish of
Maroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.) .
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the •
south by  a line  bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links ; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains ; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links; on the north.
west  by  a line bearing 225 degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
On the main road from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20  miles on the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOE TIMBER.
On the Mooloolah River, parish of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty chains ; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains  fifty  links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion  10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the  main  road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description,  cance lling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the main road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point  bearing west  and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south- east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links ;  on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains  fifty links,  crossing  the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty -one chains  ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty  links  ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen  minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty-four links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in  every  deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice  thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin,  allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north- west  by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east  by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west  6 chains  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 187 5.
Ty,7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  as a site  for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRAcR.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and, two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
gunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231,  parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres  and three roods.
Nature of error.- The  name  Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been  inserted  as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant,  27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-A llotment  9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Wathen Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in  the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particular's therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the area and land intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
25i
the north-east by a line bearing 160 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
.Description of land intended to be granted.-77
acres  23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
611 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner  of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ;  thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266  degrees  15 minutes
east  five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB  A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken.
naird street bearing  east  ten chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing  south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road between Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing  south-east sixty chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north- west  by a line bearing north-east
eighty  chains ; and again  on the north-east by a
line bearing  south- east  forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains imd fifty links; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres  1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of cpm.
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of  Churchill, parish  of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right  bank  of the Bremer River
at the north-west corner of pgxtion 145 ,  and bounded
thence on the south  by that  portion bearing east
thirty- four chains and  thirty- four links to a road one
chain wide  ;  on the south -east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty -two links;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link  ;  on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide  ;  on the north by
that  road bearing west sixty -two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward,  parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874 ,  page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south -east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty -seven chains  ;  on the east
by that reserve bearing north  thirty- six chains and
fifty  links to a road 150 links wide  ;  on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty -four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 289! ; on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen  links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty -two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty -three chains and twenty -four links to
the Pimpama road  ;  on the south -west by that road
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south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six  links to a
road one chain wide ;  again  on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek'
at the  crossing  of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five  chains  and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees  twelve  chains  and lour links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees  45 minutes six chains  and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen  links  ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north -west  corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton, to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CRIC%ETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links,; on
the east by a lii3e bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on  the  north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of Commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th section of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases of the Runs called
Hogonthulla No. 1 and Hogonthulla No. 2, in the
Warrego District, and that the said lands will be
reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
HOGONTHULLA No. 1 RUN.
Area  resumed , 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded  thence on
the west by a north line  along  part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla No. 1 Run about twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an  east  line forty
chains ;  thence on the east by a south line eighty
chains  to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south by the  last-named  boundary
line west  forty chains to the east boundary of
Hogonthulla No. 2 Run; and thence on the west
by a part of the  last-named  boundary  line bearing
north about sixty chains to the point of  commence-
ment.
HOGONTHULLA No. 2 RUN.
Area  resumed ,  320 ac re s.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line, being part of the west
boundary  line of  the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south-west corner of the last
named run  ; thence on the south  by a west line
forty chains ; thence on the west by a north line
eighty chains ; thence on the north by an  east line
forty chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned run ; and thence  again  on the east by
part of the last-named boundary line south about
twenty chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1874,
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lanas hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by  a line  bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains,  and 296  degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing  225  degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Marooch River ; and on the south-
west  by that branch  downwards  to the point of
commencemen4.
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WATER RESERVE.
County of  Cavendish ,  on the leased  half of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing east 21 chains and 25 links; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
TIMBER AND QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and istant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41 chains and 30 links;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement,- exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW GROUNDS  FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL , AGRICULTURAL ,  AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres  1 rood 8  perches.
Commencing at the  intersection  of George and
Denham  streets , and bounded thence on the north-
west  by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains  and thirty links to Murray street; on the
south-west by that  street at  right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten  chains  to William  street ;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George  street  ; and on the north-east by
that street  at right  angles to  Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73, 74,  and 75.
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the  west  by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that  road bearing east  13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by  a line  bearing north 20 chains and 922 links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten ,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10, of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street  ;  and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
W rY
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen.  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR Snow YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
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96 links to  James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west  4 chains; on the west by  lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes  9 chains and  96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes  10 chains and 23  links to
Herries street  ; and on the north by that street
bearing east  1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of'
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  A NATIONAL SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a• road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence. on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains ; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th November, 1874.
W ii/ HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands  .hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further noti fied that the area is withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of 1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beauclesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by  a line  bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th November, 1874.
1 THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided  that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof sha ll  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide  at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain wide; on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL, ON THE KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes,  and distant 105 2-10ths links from  a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner  of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees  45 minutes
six chains and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south-east by a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six chains and sixty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES, CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street at an angle with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 212 links to Turbot street ; on the
south-east by that street at an angle with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains and 31 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes north-westerly 17 chains and 90 links ; on
the north-west by a line at an angle with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 50 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres 1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS  ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING  DOWNS SOUTH.
1-1I IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district ,  proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st  day of  October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the  Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable ,  and should be reserved for mining
li cense areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands A lienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SITE  FOE GRAMMAR  SCHOOL,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
13 acres.
Commencing on the north side of Herries street
at a point bearing west and distant 680 links from
Mackenzie street, and bounded thence on the south
by Herries street bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north thirteen chains ; on
the north by a line bearing east ten chains ; and
on the east by a line bearing south thirteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE AS PART OF  THE ENDOWMENT OF THE
ToowoOMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
37 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries and
Mackenzie streets, and bounded thence on the east
by Mackenzie street bearing north twenty chains
to Margaret street ; on the north by that street
bearing west twenty-five chains and forty links to
Mary street ; on the west by that street bearing
south twenty chains to Herries street ; on the south
by that street bearing east eight chains and sixty
links ; again on the east by a line bearing north
thirteen chains ;  again  on the south by a line bear-
ing east ten  chains ; again  on the west by a line
bearing south thirteen chains ; and again on the
south by Herries street bearing  east six chains and
eighty links to the point of commencement.
ADDITIONAL RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north corner of the School Reserve, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that reserve five chains
and ninety-seven links ; on the south-west by a line
three chains and thirty-five links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 31 degrees 44 minutes 30
seconds five chains and ninety-seven links ; and on
the north-east by the aforesaid road bearing
121 degrees 44 minutes 30 seconds three chains and
thirty-five links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Isaac.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing east and distant three chains from the
south-west corner of portion one hundred and
twenty-six, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a
line bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains to the aforesaid road ; and
on the south by that road bearing east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, town of
Gallanani ,  section 3.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Middle and
Mary streets, and bounded thence on the north by
Mary street bearing east ten chains to East street ;
on the east by that street bearing south ten chains
to Ann street ; on the south by that street bearing
west ten chains to Middle street; and on the west
by that street bearing north ten chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR DEODORISING NIGHT-SOIL ON BREAK-
FAST OR ENOGGERA CREEK.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
22 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  dated the 27th June,
1874.)
Commencing on the right bank of Enoggera
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 270, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
149 degrees 30 minutes seven chains and fifty links
to a road one chain wide ; on the south-east by that
road and a line bearing 59 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and seven links to Enoggera Creek ;
and on all other sides by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
-Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also  those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown.
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction,
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th November, 1874.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor  will, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instruments endorsed on such deeds of
grant respectively, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe  the names  of the intended
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants,  and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names  and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall  operate and
be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-22nd November, 1873. No. of
Deed,  25382.
Name of Grantee-John O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  61,  selec-
tion 35, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred ; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John O'Keefe
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Patrick O'Keefe.
Date of Grant-1st August, 1874. No. of Deed,
26664.
Name of Grantee-Patrick O'Keefe.
Description of land granted.-Portion  62, selec-
tion 33, county of Churchill, parish of Alfred; area
80 acres.
Nature of error.-The  name Patrick O'Keefe
having  been  inserted  as that of  the intended
grantee ,  instead of  John O'Keefe.
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W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR A QUARRY, No. 2, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
45 acres.
Commencing at a point due south three chains
forty-five links from the north-west corner of
Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and
bounded thence on the south by a line west thirty
chains;  on the  west  by a line north fifteen  chains;
on the north by a line east thirty chains ; on the
east by  a line south  fifteen chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOE  A QUARRY, No. 3, FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
34 acres  1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the north- west  corner of Jonda.
ryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion 4, and bounded
on the west by part of east boundary of Quarry Re-
serve No. 2 bearing north eleven chains fifty-five
links  ; on the south by part of north boundary of
Quarry Reserve No. 2 bearing west one chain thirty-
four links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty-two degrees thirty-five minutes east five
chains  29 links;  again on  the north-west by a line
bearing north seventy-seven degrees  nineteen
minutes east  eighteen chains twenty-three links ; on
the east by a line bearing south  nineteen chains
forty-five  links  ;  again  on the south by north
boundary of Jondaryan Pre-emptive, portion 4
bearing west  twenty  chains to  the point of com-
mencement.
RAILWAY RESERVE  AT CAMBOOYA.
Parish of Cambooya,  county  of Aubigny.
44 acres.
Commencing on a two-chain road at a point two
chains  south from the south- east corner  of portion
56, and bounded on the west by the east and part
of an  east  boundary of portions 56 and 60 respec-
tively bearing north twenty- two chains , and on the
north by a south boundary of portion 60 and the
south boundaries of portions  26 and 27 bearing east
twenty chains; on the east by west boundary of
portion 28 and part of another measured portion
bearing south twenty-two chains ; and on the south
by measured portions of Cambooya town lots bear.
ing west twenty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RAILWAY CAMP  RESERVE, TAKEN FROM KING'S
CREEK RESERVE.
Parish of Tooth, county of Aubigny.
40 acres.
Commencing  at a point on the railway fence of
the Warwick Railway, distant north-161 degrees
twelve  minutes east  thirty-seven chains seventy-six
links from the south-east corner of portion 21 of the
same  parish, and bounded on the north by a line
bearing  west sixteen  chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south twenty-five chains; on the south by
a line bearing east  thirteen chains to King's Creek,
which will be the south- east corner  of the Railway
Camp Reserve ;  again commencing  at the starting
point, bounded on  east  by the Warwick line of
railway bearing north 167 degrees fifty-three
minutes east  ten chains  to King's Creek ; and on
the south- east  by that creek downwards to the afore.
said  south- east corner  of the Railway Camp Reserve,
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND RAILWAY  STATION
TOWNSHIP OF BOWENVILLE.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
20 acres. •
Commencing at a point north 296 degrees twenty
minutes east  eight chains forty-six links from the
south corner of selection 5 in the Township of
Bowenville, bounded thence -on the south-west by
a line bearing north 296 degrees twenty  minutes
east twenty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-six degrees twenty min-
utes east ten chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 116 degrees twenty  minutes east
twenty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 206 degrees twenty minutes east ten chains
to the point of  commencement.
ROAD  RESERVE FOR  TRAMWAY, FOR RAILWA2
PURPOSES.
Parish of Bowenville, county of Aubigny.
6 acres 2 roods and 35 perches.
Commencing at a point distant due north nine-
teen chains forty-five links from the north-east
corner of Jondaryan Pre-emptive Purchase, portion
4, and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north forty-eight degrees thirty-three
minutes east sixty chains seventy-five links ; again
on the south-east by a line bearing north thirty-
eight degrees thirteen  minutes east five chains and
seventy links; on the north-east by part of south-
west boundary of Camping Reserve, bearing north
296 degrees twenty minutes east one chain two
links; on the north-west by a line north 218
degrees thirteen  minutes east  five chains and forty
links ; again on the north-west by a line bearing
north 228 degrees thirty-three minutes cast sixty-
two chains fifty-nine links ; on the south-east by
part of the north-west boundary of Quarry Reserve
No. 3, bearing north seventy- seven  degrees nineteen
minutes east two chains and eight links to the
point of commencement.
RAILWAY CAMP RESERVE, GOwRIE CREEK.
Parish of Toowoomba,  county  of Aubigny.
20 acres 1 rood and 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Gowrie Creek
at the south corner of portion 152, and bounded on
the north-west by south-east boundary of portion
152, bearing north forty-nine degrees forty-eight
minutes east nine chains  twenty-three links to the
Meringandan  road; on the north-east by that
road bearing 145  degrees nineteen minutes east
thirty-nine chains ninety-eight links to another
road ; on the south by that road bearing westerly
six chains for ty-six links to Gowrie Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek  downwards  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
TwB. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to he
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby noti fied for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," wi ll  hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited  Act at  the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON  .DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
. each month.
DARLING  DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Toowoomba ,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At  the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land  Office, Gladstone , the third
Thursday  in December , 1874,  and every
alternate  .month afterwards.
At the Land  Office, St. Lawrence ,  the  first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Maryborough ,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the  Land Office ,  Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office ,  Bundaberg ,  the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesdayin each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month a afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the secnod
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
LAND AGENT S DISTRICT  OF COOSTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF B 1aEE.
&t the Land Office,  Normanton, the second
Tuesday  in every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and  every  alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October, ] 874,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions f the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four.
teen  years of the  runs in  the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the  expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown LsnAn
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
NI j OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan.L and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, Section No. 4, from 51
miles  13.chains to the Dawson River,  58 miles 4
chains, has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that, in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
the line, Northern Railway (Section No. 4), from
51 miles  13 chains to the Dawson River,  58 miles
4 chains, according to the Map or Plan  and Book
of Reference so confirmed, to be  seen at  this Office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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N OTICE.
("
OMPLAINTS having been made to this Office
that persons are in the habit of fencing across
Public Roads, it is hereby notified that any person
"r persons found obstructing or enclosing Public
Roads without authority, will be prosecuted accord-
ing to Law.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th February next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, NEUSA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at Court House, Gympie, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Station at Neusa.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Neusa."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gayndah, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of Police
Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station , Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from  the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance;  otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
NEW
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ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14thNovember, 1874, folio 2287,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions Nos. 39, 38, and 69, parish of
Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance w ith the Act 4
William IV.,No.  11,  that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the, road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the. Police
Office, Ipswich; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
XT OTICE  is hereby given, that a new line of
L' Road from Brisbane and Gympie, road to
Mooloolah Wharf,  and selections near the same,
parish of Bribie ,  county of Canning  (referred to in
Notices dated 8th November, 1873, and 21st
January, 1874, folios 1875 and 198 respectively, of
the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened  by the  proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
H. E. KING.  H. E. KING.
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NEW ROAD. PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 13th April,
1874, folio 805,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road through portion No.
91, parish of lledland, county of Stanley: Notice
is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the,
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-6246. H. E. KING.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, TOOWOOMBA STATION.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
February next, from persons willing to Rent a
Book-stall at Toowoomba Railway Station, for the
term of two years.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Book-stall,
Toowoomba."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book-stall according to Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane ; or at the Resident Engineer's Office,
Toowoomba.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, lat January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,Banana, Beenl igh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Clearleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillingbi,Palby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, G eorge Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondi-
wind;, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna,Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, N orman-
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo,  Shipping  Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthc•rpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat;
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yennarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
bnrther in ormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 30th January, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information that
Licenses from the Treasury have  been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of January, 1875.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE WINE AND SPIRIT DEALERS.
(Year 1875.)
Kates, F. ... ... Allora
Clewitt, F. ... ... Blackall
Fitzpatrick,  E.... . Banana
Berens, Ranniger , and Co. Brisbane
Brown, D. L., and Co. ditto
Brabant and Co. ... ditto
Barker and Co. ... ditto
Burns, J. and J. ditto
Clarke, Hodgson, and Co. ditto
Corrigan, N. ... ditto
Donkin, Thompson, and Co.... ditto
Goertz and Co. ... ... ditto
Hutchins and Co., R.... ditto
Hughes, Michael ditto
Harris, J. and G. ditto
Lenneberg, I. H. ditto
Muir, Gosling, and Co. ... ditto
Medhurst and Co. ... ... ditto
Oliver, Reuben ... ... ditto
Quinlan and Co. ... ditto
Warry and Co. ... ... ditto
Woodward and Co. ... ... ditto
Webster and Co. ... ... ditto
Young, E. and J. ... ... ditto
Bell, D. ... ... ... Bowen
Palmer and Co., J. ditto
Benjamin  and Co., D. and J.... Condamine
Beardmore , F. J. W. Cooktown
Gray, A. .. ditto
Harris and Solomon ditto
Henriques and Co. ditto
Newman, R. ditto
Walsh and Co. ditto
Wing On and Co. ditto
Rahlend, Geo. Cardwell
Churdavoine, E. Clermont
Peterson, Ernest ditto
Skinner, R. A. Charleville
Brodziak and Rogers Charters Towers
Benjamin and Co., S. . Dalby
Clarke, Hodgson, and Co. ditto
Landy Brothers .. ditto
Wilson and Co., G. H. ditto
Breslin, C. C. ... Gladstone
McCollin, E. .. ... ditto
Cullinane, J. S. ... Gympie
O'Brien, D. ... ... ditto
Scott, W. ... .. ditto
Walsh and Co.... ditto
Clarke, 11odgson, and Co. Ipswich
Foote, James ... ... ditto
Johnstone, M. ... ... ditto
Pettigrew, J. .. .. ditto
Wilson, G. If., and Co. ditto
Bromberg and Co., S.... Mackay
Webster, C. ... ... ditto
Wills, K. H. ... ... ditto
Brown, IF. E. . Maryborough
Bogild, Bryant, and Co. ditto
Corser and Co. ... ditto
Duncan, J. ... ... ditto
Travis and Co. ... ditto
Jackson, W. ... ... Palmerville
Caporn, W. G. . Rockhampton
Hunter and Co., R. M. ditto
Headrick and Co, J.... ditto
Mulvena and Co. ... ditto
Reid and C•,. ... ... ditto
Walton, W. F. ... ... ditto
Brodziak and Rogers ... ... Ravenswood
Bassett and Skinner .. ... Roma
Benjamin and Co., D. and J.... ditto
Lewin and Co., R. ... ... ditto
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LIc sEs- continued.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE WINE  AND SPIRIT  DEALERS- continued.
Ash, A. „
Benjamin and Co.,  D. and J....
George, H. ,., ...
Jacobs, L.
Brown, E. L. .
Hinton Brothers ,.,
Meyers, L. . ...
Thompson, M. C.
Benjamin  and Co .,  D. and J....
Cavanough, J. ... ..,
Walker and Lamb
Bays,  F. B. ... ...
Scholt and Philips ...
Benjamin  and Co., D. and J....
Spiro,  H. ... ... ...
Belton, G.A. . ... ...
Brodziak and Rogers ... ...
Burns,  James  ... ...
Clifton, Aplin,  Brothers ...
Hanran,  P. F. ... ... ...
McLeod and Co.
Walker,  S. F. ... ...
Benjamin  and Co .,  H.... ...
Horwitz and Co. J. ... ...
Stanthorpe
ditto
ditto
ditto
Somerset
Springsure
ditto
ditto
St. George
ditto
ditto
Surat
ditto
Toowoomba
ditto
Tambo
Townsville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Warwick
ditto
AUCTIONEERS-1875.
Cameron , John ... Brisbane
Dickson, J. K. .. ditto
Kent, W. H. ... ditto
Martin, A. ... ditto
Morwiteh, Henry ,.. ditto
Todd, J. W. ditto
Castles, W. Beenleigh
Bell, G. T. ... Bundaberg
McShea, John ,.. ditto
Morris, R. .. Bowen
Smith, R. H. ditto
McLeod, Angus .,, Clermont
Beardmore, F. J. .. Cooktown
Baird, J. C. . ditto
Gilbert, E. T. ditto
Jones, J. ditto
Olive, Ed. ditto
Rose, T. N. ditto
Whitfield, Edwin Cardwell
Jessop, J. S. Dalby
Hawthorne, Js. Gladstone
Booth, E. H. Gympie
Mant, F. D. ditto
Hughes, David Ipswich
Jenkins, J. V. .,. ditto
Smith, G. Mackay
Aland, Isaac Mi llchester
Ackers, W. A. ... ditto
Prince, A. N. ... ditto
Duncan, James ,,, Maryborough
Hutchins, T. ... ditto
McKay, J. ,., Palmerville
Alexander, A. E. .,. Rockhampton
Davis, Sydney B. .,, ditto
Dibden, R. L. ditto
Kirwan, John ditto
Lambert, Sydney ditto
Nobbs, Thomas ,,, ditto
Murphy, W. B. Roma
Bellgrove, Edward ... ditto
Dexter, J. C. Stanthorpe
Ransome, H. C. ditto
Stein, F. W. Townsville
Williams, H. S. ditto
Bennett, 0. Toowoomba
Balls, C. ditto
Grimes, J. W. ditto
McIntyre, J. ditto
McCracken, A. ditto
Robinson, T. G. ditto
Curtis, G. S. Warwick
Daveney, C. B. ditto
Dunlop J. H. ditto,
Hughes, J. I ditto
Marley, Edward ditto
LICENsEs-continued.
Name. Place.
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Skiflins,  Robert .., Beenleigh
MeShea, John .,. Bundaberg
McMahon, Wm. ... Cooktown
Mumis, Patk. ... ditto
Pizzy, J. F. ., ditto
Prosser, R. ditto
O'Shaughnessy, Thos. J. ditto
Thredgold, A. ditto
Totten, T. ditto
Hennessey, Jas. Georgetown
Resto, Stephen ,.. ditto
Wooster, Henry ,.. ditto
Peterson, John ,.. Mackay
Dore, J. .. ,., Millcbester
Gard, J. .. ,,, ditto
Laughlin, G. 0. ... ,,, ditto
Silver, A. .. ,., ditto
Dee Faa ,,, .,. Palmerville
Gunn, A. .. ,,, ditto
McLennon, J. ditto
McIntyre, J. ditto
McTavish, A. D. ditto
Norris, E. .. ditto
Renstron, Nils ditto
Carrell, Michl. ,., Rockhampton
Downer, Philip ,,, ditto
Higgins, W. A. .. Toowoomba
Wilson, G. ditto
Skehan, Danl. .. Warwick
To DISTIL  FROM SUGAR  (30 VICT., No. 21).
Gibson, W. S. ... ... Mackay
Robinson Brothers .. ... ditto
Maryborough Sugar Company... Maryborough
diRamsay B ro thers ... ... tto
To DISTIL  FROM  WINE (30 VICT., No. 23).
Childs, J. R. Brisbane
Nicholson, W. ditto
Roessler, Jr. H. ... ... Toowoomba
BILLIARDS.
Landy, P. ... ... I Dalby
BAGATELLE.
McMahon, B. ... I Toowoomba
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
18?5, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH REGULATION.IT is hereby notified for general information,
that his Excellency the Acting Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the amendment of No. 7 of
the Electric Telegraph Regulations, as follows:-
11 Messages which are addressed beyond the
limits of delivery, or which do not contain special
directions as to transport, may be posted to their
address by the terminal Telegraph Station, free of
charge."
GEORGE THORN, JUNE.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.TENDERS will bereceived at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and insu-
lators, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately:-
1.  Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, Rhere necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction Creek to Palmer, a distance of
one hundred and eighty (180) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the notification of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed  by the  officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report  awl  payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall  have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the '  right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to  final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor  may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  " The electric  Telegraph  Act"  for
obtainingmaterials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor  will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line: also,
for damage so caused to roads ,  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same  fr om any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
,Should  the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution ot, or to complete the -work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required  by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice  in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work  renaming  to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties  for the  non• fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money  which  may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be
forfeited to the Government ,  and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown •Soliditor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and Underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
n specting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, JUNIoa.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd February, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend WILLIAM MASON VPALSH, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Church,
residing at Brisbane, within the Registration
District of Brisbane, is duly registered  as a Minis-
ter to celebrate Marriages within the colony, under
the provisions of "  The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar- General.
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NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  in con-
! fortuity with the provisions of the 95th sec-
tion of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"  on and
after the 22nd day of February  instant, to dispense
with the production of two Deeds of Grant, num-
bered 24215 and 24216,  in the name  of Augustus
Frederick John Hirst, for 2,600 (two thousand six
hundred ) acres, and  500 (five hundred)  acres re-
spectively,  situated in  the county of Aubigny, and
parishes  of Haldon and Pilton, and more parti-
cularly described in the Register Book, vol. 192,
folios 225 and  226;  and will cause  a Memorial of
Registration of nomination  of Trustees from the
said Augustus  Frederick John Hirst, in favor of
Charles Stuart  Mein,  of Brisbane ,  solicitor, and
Henry Buckley, of  Brisbane ,  accountant, to be
endorsed  on the duplicate Deeds of Grant in the
Register Book aforesaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
REGULATION,  No. 3, UNDER 163RD CLAUSE,
CUSTOMS ACT  OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that every boat used in plying for
hire, or in the carriage or conveyance  of goods of
any description ,  or in any trade or business within
the limits of  the Port of  Brisbane ,  shall be specia lly
licensed under above clause .  And before such
license shall  be granted the owner of such boat
shall enter into a Bond in double the value of the
boat, with  two sufficient sureties ,  that the conditions
to be set forth in such Bond shall be complied with.
After due  notification  of this  regulation ,  any such
boat found without such license as aforesaid, is
liable to forfeiture, and the owner thereof to a
penalty of £50.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February 1875.
REGULATION, No. 1, OF 1875, UNDER  22ND
CLAUSE  " CUSTOMS ACT  OF 1873."
T
HE  Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that at the Ports of Brisbane, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Bowen, and
Townsville, no vessel shall be employed as a
Lighter in carrying goods, cleared for drawback,
or from the warehouse, to be put on board any ship
for exportation or removal coastwise, or from any
importing ship, to be landed at any wharf, or quay,
or other place, unless the owner of such boat be duly
authorised for that purpose by license in writing
under the hand of the Collector, or of the principal
officer of the port, as the case may be, and unless
such vessels shall be approved of for the purpose by
him.
Such licenses will be granted to persons ap-
proved of by the Collector or principal officers on
conditions to be specified in a Bond, which each
person applying for such license must enter into,
with two sufficient sureties.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane. 5th February,  1875.
REGULATION, No. 2, UNDER CLAUSE 86,
"CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
O claim for an abatement of duty in respect of
TN any goods imported into Queensland shall be
allowed on account of damage on the voyage, or by
wreck, unless such claim shall be made in writing
to the Collector or principal officer on the first
examination of the goods, and unless it be proved
that such damage was sustained on the voyage.
If the Customs officers be incompetent to estimate
such damage, or if the importer be not satisfied
with the abatement made by them, the Collector, or
the principal officer, as the case may be, shall choose
one or more disinterested persons to survey same
with a view to estimating damage, and granting an
.abatement of duty. Before, however, such abate-
ment shall be made, the importer shall produce his
bill of lading or other document to show that the
.goods were shipped in good order ; and the master
of the ship importing the same goods shall make
.declaration to the like effect according to the
following form
M ASTER 'S DECLARATION.
I do hereby declare that the above-mentioned
is damaged and lessened in its value, by means of some
unavoidable accident which happened to the same
during the voyage, and after such was shipped and laden
in foreign ports on board the above ship, myself being
the master thereof, and importing  the same,  and before
such was unshipped or discharged from the  vessel.
Master.
Signed and declared, this day of
187 , in the presence of
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
,APPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this  Office  by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BEACONS, TORRES STRAITS AND INNER
ROUTE.
( HE following additionalBeacons are now erected
f  in the Inner Route and Prince of Wales
Channel, Torres Straits. Vessels bound eastward
through the Straits, and southwards in the Inner
Route, will pass those which are Red and Triangular
on the Starboard hand, and those that are Black
and Square on the Port hand.
Red and Triangular. Black and Square.
Sand Bank dry with rocks X Reef north-west side.
E.S.E. 21 miles from Z Reef west side.
Point Lookout.
Ipili Reef. N.W. Reef, Hammond
Rock, bearing S. W. Ince
Point E. by S.  I  S.
A small Red Beacon is also placed upon a portion
of wreck lying N.N.E. 4 mile from the Ipili Reef.
The Beacon referred to in the Notice to Mariners
issued from this Office on the 2nd November, 1874,
as being placed on r. reef, off the Cole Islands, has
been since shifted to the detached reef lying I mil i
further to the N.E.
G. P. HEATH , Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, January 22nd, 1875.
COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS, GOONDIWINDI,
PETTY DEBTS JURISDICTION.SIR. DoMINICK HEAVY has been appointed this
day as  Bailiff of the Court  of Petty Sessions,
Goodiwindi,  in its  Petty Debts  Jurisdiction.
THEO. P. PUGH, P.M.,
For the Bench.
Goondiwindi,
Thursday, January 21, 1875.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T
AKE Notice, that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of "  The Real  Property Act of  1861 ." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney , a Caveat  in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
35 perches, being subdivision 22, of eastern surburban
allotment 35, parish of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley.
Portion 40
Part of River Terrace ,  from Sidon South Brisbane
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter- Ditto ...
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
• Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
Applicant.
E. Simpson
The Crown
Ditto
0 3 4
0 1 26
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Exce ll ency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion  No. 119, on  Emu Creek ,  county of Merivale ,  Darling
Downs : Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of
Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the
Police Office,  Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any we ll-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-5837.
By Command,
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 119 ,  ON EMU CREEK ,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. How held.
Name of Applicant.
Wm. Thornton ...
Situation.
Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
6th March, 1875.
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Reserve road through part of I Cabulture ... ... I 1 0 7
Reputed
Owner. Bea ri ngs.
Length
in Chains.
chas. Ike.
North  ...I  25 91" LeasingAct  A. McDonald and C.I Commencing at the
south-west co rn er of of 1860" Smith
portion 119, parish of
Cunningham, and run-
ning north along its
west boundary
Breadth
of
Road.
1 chain
I
A.  B.  P.
2 2 10
Remarks.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th December, 1874.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gowrie Siding to Meringandan ,  parish
of Meringandan, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Toowoomba  ;  and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-6096. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GowRIE SIDING TO SOUTH-WEST CORNER OF PORTION No. 53,
PARISH OF MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 From Gowrle Siding
along the railway line
to the west boundary
of Gowrie pre-emptive
No. 1
A strip of  land along
the  south-west bound-
ary of  subdivision 1 of
Gowrle  pre-emptive
No. 8
3 A strip  of land along
the south -west hound-
ary of portion No. 53
Freehold...
Freehold...
Freehold ...
Occupier.
George King '  Unoccupied
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area.
Road.
I ohs. Ike, links .  A. R. P.
292° 0' 5 18 150 0 3 11
George King Unoccupied) 292°0'  30 17 150
George King  Unoccupied  •  ;92-(Y 16 67 40
Remarks.
Open plain.
4 0 32 Open plain.
0 2 20  i  Open plain.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOWRIE SIDING TO MERINGANDAN ,  PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
ReputedNo. Portion of Road. m How held .  Occupier .Owner..
coo
1 From Railway Level  ... (Free hold. ..  George  King Unoccupied
Crossing in  Gowrie
pre-emptive 1 to the
north-western corner
of said pre -emptive
2 A triangular piece out ... Freehold  ...  OGeorge King Unoccupied
of the north-eastern
corner of pre-emp-
tive 8
3 Commencing on the ...  Freehold  ... George King ,  Unoccupied
south boundary of
portion 13,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its western bound- II
ary
)4 Commencing on the ... Freehold  ...  George King Unoccupied)
east boundary of por-
tion 53, and running
northerly to its north
boundary
5 Commencing on the I •.• Freehold ... George Kingi Unoccupied
south boundarvofpor-
tion 540, running
northerly to its north-
ern boundary
6 Commencing on the  ...  Freehold... George King Unoccupied
south boundary of por
tion 58, and running
north-easterly to its
north-east  corner
7 A triangular piece out  ...  Freehold ... George King' Unoccupied
of  the  south-east
corner of portion 59
8
9
Commencing on the 6 Selection G. B. King ' Unoccupied
west boundary of por- under
tion 6, and running  Leasing
no rt h-easterly to its  Act of
north boundary ;  also 1886
connection with road
from Oakey Creek
Commencing on the am  Crown G.  B. King Occupied
south boundary of j13  Lands Act  by gate -
selection No. 13, and  c&.0  of 1868 I keeper.
running north-easterly o
to its east boundary  p 1 P4 1
Bearings Breadth of Area.Lengths Remarks. . .Road.
ohs' lks.
N. 335° 30'E. 13 14 2 chains 1 3 35 Open  plain.
335°30' 5 38 12 chains 0 2 6 I Open black soil
plain.
335°30' 4 05 2 chains 2 2 13  Open plain.
354° 1 28
354° 10 77 2 chains 4 0 6 Unimproved
354° 39 0.1 2 chains  1 7 3 0
open plain.
Unimproved
black so il
plain.
17°  16 19 1 2 chains 3 2 28 1Unimproved
17°  4 43 2;chains 0 1 4
open forest.
17° 40 42 2 chains 14 0 20 Part ly fenced
24° 30' 28 39 1 chain and reservoir
270° 10' 9 87 on selection.
24° 38' 3 0.1 2 chains 2 3 0 No rt h and
29° 8 44 west bound-
aries fenced,
and house on
selection.
Remainder of road through Crown Lands.
T' rIE following SUMMARIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL
general information.
HYDROMETER.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1874.
ON SEA - COAST ; LATITUDE ,  27 13 1'  S.;  LONQITUDE ,  1530 28'  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 320 FEET.
BAROMETER.
Cor.to32°Fahr,and Temperature of
red, to M.S. Level. Air.
JULY.
4
d d a i , d a
Qa M T Q M W Oa
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
AUGUST.
... 30.178 30.130 30176  65.0 74.0 6910 62.0
...  30,044  29971 30.021 58.0
 65-7  61.4 51.9
.., 29.793 29.650 29.684 50.0 57.0 54.0 45.0
,,, 130.299
 30-230 30,263
 73.0 77.0 70.0
... 30000 29.914 29 .632 64.9 71.3 86.2
29 800 29.564 29.578
 57.3 67.0 62.0
Temperature of
Evaporation.
69.0
59.7
is
Humidity.
M C M
69.0 I 69-0
58'0
 56-4
50 0 48.0
87.0
57'2
47'0
94
 1.00
8
a
SR
T
u AIN.
66.0 72.0 68.0  19-011-050
•78 •73  •76 1110.2  82.9 50.6
•57 48 •53 68.0
 60-0 43-0
66-o 88
54.6 •65
46-0  •10
70.0 70.0
60.6
51.0
63.2
1'00
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  30th January, 1875.
STATION, CAPE MORETON, during the Months  of July,  August, and  September, 1874, are published for
GEORGE THORN, Junior,
Postmaster -General.
•89  881141,0
•58 64 128.8
'41 '42 1110.0
1.00 1.00
•72 •63 '70
•52 B3 •40
SELF-REGISTERING
65-3  55.7 9.8 •214
60-0 48-0  4.0  000
96.0 58,0 73.0 63.0 15.0 •270
86-7  47.9 66.6 541  11.8 019
76.0 39'0 58.0
 47-0  6-0  000
148.0 101.0 65'0 77.0 68.0 1810
127.5 92.2 55.1 72.8 60.7 11.8
95.0 80.0 44.0 69.0 51.0 6.0
0.480
•037
•000
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
9
 am. 3 p.m. 9 p.m.
N1 NW3.N1 NW3 N4 NWI
W3SW 91W2 SW7 W2 SW41
89  SE 4 S3 SE11iS2 SES
E1 NE1E1 NE1' E5 NE3I
NO NW5
W6 SW9W4SW16
S3 SE 3  Si  SE 7
EO NEO'EO NE1
Ni NW61N9
W10SW4FW6
85  BE  2i80
El  NE1IE3
50-0  56.0
JULY, 1874.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 61.0 degrees.
1873. 58.5
 11
1872.
 608 .1
1871. „ 63'2
1870. 81.2
AUGUST, 1874 -Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 61.7 degrees.
... ... 30358 30.321 !30.329 69.0 70.0 69.0 68.0
... ... 30.138  30,069  ,30124 59.0 63.4 007 551
... ... 29.659 29.643 129.794 52.0 58.0 53.0 45.0
1873. 64.3 ,
1872. 81.0
1871. 6511 ,
1870. 62.6
SEPTEMBER,  1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,
 67-4  degrees.
1873. 69.2
1872. „ 66.2
„ 1871. 66.9
1870. 64.9
Rain fell on 14 days. Total Rainfall, 7.90 inches. Electrical Observations-37 Positive; 56 Negative
» ,. 7 4.96 , 76
7 6.40 79
7 1.55 87
14 »
 8-20  37
Rain fell on 3 days. Total
 Rainfall, 0.59 „ Electrical Observations-22
11 7.85 53
10 3.24 „ 82
6 1.26 „ 59
11 3.70 » 55
Rain
 fell on  5 days .  Total Rainfall ,  1.13 ,, Electrical Observations-38
2 ,. » 1'13 77
8 1'60 66
7 1.84 „ 61
13 201 50
„ 17
1411
26
56
Positive; 71 Negative.
37
„ 11
34
38
Positive; 52 Negative.
13
24
29
„ 40
N6 NWO1N6 NW3i
IW2 SWe
8 3 SE 3
NW5 N11NW4
SWO W2 SW3
SE51S1 SE 3
NE2 E3 NE3/
CLgUD.
0-10.
0) M
a
Q>
10 10 10
5.8
 5.71  5.7
0 0 0
8
2.3
0
9 10
2.8 2.0
0 0
10
4.5
0
10 10
4.2 3'5
0 0
Prevailing Winds, S.E. & S.W.
S.W.
w.
S. W.
S.W.&S.
Prevailing Winds, S.W.
S.E.
S.W. & S.E.
N.
S.W. & N.W.
Prevailing Winds, W. & N.W.
N.W.
E.
B.W.
OZONE.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 4th February, 1875.
T11E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,
 during
 the Quarter,'from
1st OCTOBER to 31st
 DECEMBER, 1874, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. IL MASSIF,
-- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and ASSETS
 of the UNION BANK of AUSTUALIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken  from the several  Weekly Statements
during the Quarter, from the 1st OCTOBER  to 31st DECEMBE$, 1874.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
Notes in
 Circulation Not bearing Interest
...Bearing  Interest
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ..,
Balances due to other Banks ,,.
Not bearing
...............
ing Interest ,..
Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up" at this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders...
Amount of the last Half-yearly Dividend declared ...
£ s. d.
98,623 1 1
289,902 6 2
TOTALS.
£ s.  Z.
43,706 11 8
3,837 6 0
148 18 4
388,525 7 3
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ..,
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ..,
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of  Ass--'s ...
1,250,000 0 0
14 per cent. per annum.
87,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved  Profits
 at the time  of
 declaring such Dividend ,,, .. ; 492,264 0 10
I
AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
94,502 3 3
225 18 6
15,500 0 0
117' 1 8
18,963 5 5
305,914 14 3
£ 435,223 3 1
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE, Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my
 knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets and  Liabilities of the
above Bank,  during the period specified ; and that the
 same was made
 up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this 30th day of January, 1875. A. THOMSON.
EDW.  B. FORREST, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the
 UNION  BANK OF AUSTRALIA, do hereby offer to pay  to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, section 9, the sum ' of
£327 16s. for  the duty after  the rate of  £ 3 per cent. per annum  upon the sum of £43,706 11s.
 8d., being one quarter's composition
 of the duty payable  on the annual average of the money value of the
notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland , according
 to the annexed return.
Dated this 29th day of January,  1875. A. THOMSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1875.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS Of the QUEENSLAND  NATIONAL BANK (LIMITED), during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to the
31st DECEMBER, 1874, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest...
I Bearing Interest
Dills in Circulation (Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balances due to other Banks ...
Deposits
 ...
,,, f Not bearing Interest ...
C Bearing Interest ...
TotalAmount of Liabilities ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Balances  due from other  Banks ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
46,847 5 8 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
72,836  12  4
37,596 7 2
20,375 0 1
820 18 8
34,356  14  2
499,448  13  9
377,799 13 3 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ 483,905 13 10
175,435 0 0
...  6 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,215 13 2
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 5,040 8 8
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... £
 665,434 6 : 2
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
Brisbane, 4th February, 1875. L. A. JOHNSTONE, Sub-Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the
 period specified; and that the  same was made
 up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this fourth day of February, 1875.
BOYD D
.
MOREHEAD,  Justice of the Peace.
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL  BANK (LIMITED),  taken from the several  Weekly Statements during the Quarter from
the 1st  OCTOBER to the  31st DECEMBER, 1874.
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ s. d.
58,129 10 9 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion  and Bars
Government Securities ... ...
1,129 4 2  Landed Property ...
120,642  17  4
257,156 15 11
E. R. DRURY.
I, the undersigned, being the General Manager of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK (LIMITED), do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the
sum of £435 19s. 6d., for, the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £58,129 10s. 9d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
notes in circulation of the said Bank in the
 Colony of  Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 4th day of February, 1875. E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
T OTICE  is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
1 Department ,  Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  the 13th March next ,  they will  be sold by pub lic
•Ruction,to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND, AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Date. Station  and Place. Where found. Description of Article.
1874. M. C.
2July ... Murphy's Creek 62 30 ... 1 cabbage-tree hat
27 July ... Ipswich ...  2nd class carriage 1 walking-stick
30 July ... Ditto ...  ... 2nd class carriage 1 basket
30 July ... Ditto ...  ... 2nd class carriage 3 mufflers
30 July ... Ditto ... ... Gowrie Junction 1 paper parcel containing shirts, &c.
30 July ... Ditto ...  ... 1st class carriage 1 pair riding gloves
5 August Ditto ...  1st class carriage 1 riding whip
7 August ...
M. C.
Murphy's Creek  62 25 on line 1 straw hat
'8 August ... Laidley ... 27 40 on line 1 child s straw hat
10 August ... Ipswich ...  2nd class carriage 1 coat
10 August ... Ditto ...  2nd class  carriage 1 paper parcel containing shirt
11 August ... Ditto ...  2nd class carriage
M. C.
1 jacket
12 August ... Laidley ... 28 40 on line 1 man's  felt bat
29 August ... Ipswich ...  2nd class carriage 1 walking stick
31 August ... I Ditto ...  2nd class carriage 1 woollen vest
1 September ... Helidon ... On line 1 black hat
2 September ... Ipswich ...  2nd class carriage 1 parasol
8 September ... Ditto ...  1st class carriage 1 smoking cap
16 September ... Ditto ... On platform 1 paper box sundries
8 September ... Helidon ... On platform . 1. handkerchief
9 July ... ... Ipswich ... Received unentered... 1 bag cotton,  no marks or address,  weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
23 April ... Ditto ... Horse-box ...  1 bridle
22 April ... Toowoomba ... Left by owner in cloak room 1 package, Punch and Judy show
28 April ... Ipswich ... On platform ... ... 1 umbrella
2 October ... Ditto ... On platform ... ... 1 handkerchief, bundle sundries
6 October ... Ditto ... On line ... ...  1 parcel note-paper
12 October ... Ditto ...  2nd class carriage ... ...  1 saddle bag  containing hair brush, &c.
29 October ... Ditto ... On line ... ... 1 hat
29 October ... Ditto ...  2nd class carriage ... 1 drab felt hat with handkerchief
29 October ... Grandchester  Office ... ... I hat box
29 October ... Ditto ...  Office ... ... ...  1 carpet bag  containing bottle, &c.
29 October ... Ditto ...  Office ... ... ...  parcel of  rice, &c.
29 August ... Dalby ... On platform ... ...  1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
7 October Toowoomba ... On line ... ... 1 child's hat
29 September G}randchester On line ... ...  2 drab felt hats
10 October Ditto ... On platform... ... ... 1 bundle containing basin, &c.
15 October Helidon ... In carriage ... ...
H. C.
...  1 uarcel containing prints
23 December Ditto ...  4700 1 blue parasol
24 December G--randchester On line 2 felt hats
.31 December Toowoomba ... damaged sarcenet, &c.
16 September Ipswich ...  Collected out of waggons  1 bag tin ore, 70 lbs.
from bags in loose order
14 Novem Laidley ... On line ... ... 1 girl' s straw hat
24 November Ditto ... On platform... ... 1 bag sundries
LIST  OP UNCLAIMBD GOODS ON  H AND, IPSWICH STATION,  MST  DzesmBEa , 1874.
Date.
1874.
9 July
.30  January ...
Station from.
Clifton ...
Left by owner
Station to.
Cambooya ... ...
Laidley
9 February ...  I  Toowoomba ... ... Ipswich
Description.
1 bale chaff.
2 paper parcels containing wearing apparel,
and add re ssed F. Hughes ,  osewood
Station.
1 package containing pair of moleskin
trousers.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.-On and after  28rd
 Jamuary, 1875, the following Time Table will  comp  into operation until further  notice.
OXLEY POINT, IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MASS.
5
 77
62
43
68
65
111
140
198
274
574
335
340
465
788
1530
2005
1921
1577
1577
1522
1432
1500
1498
1577
1257
1122
MILES.
From
Oxley
West.
i
From Too-'
woomba.
STATION&
UP TRAINS
From
Dalby.
MILES,
From
Warwick.
STATIONS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
Oxley
 Point ... ... ...
A.H.
... ... 8.35
A.M.  Y.M. P.M.
... 3.15
P.M.
7.15 Darby
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
8'40
Oxley West ...
... ... ... ... 8160 ... 3'30 7130 3 Blaxland 's Siding A
13 Oxley ... ... ... ... ... 8.55 ... 3'36 7.36 16 Bowenville ... A
8 Goodna ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.17 ... 4.1 81 24 Jondaryan... ... 9.58
10 Redbank ... ... ... ... ... A A A 33 Oakey Creek .,, 1
144 Bundamba .. ... ... ... A A A 40 Gowri e ... ... AA( arrive 9.45 4'30 8.30 45' Gowrie Junct'on... arrive173 Ipswich  ... ... ... .'. I depart 10.0 4.35 - -
2 Walloon .. ... ... ... ... ... 10.28 *5.2 ... Warwick... 85
291 Rosewood  .. ... ... ... ... ... A A 3 Lyndhurst Road ... A
353 Western Creek ... ... ... A A 9 Deuchar's Crossing A
arrive *11.13 5'41 12 Hendon (for Allora) 8.45381, Grandchester ... ...
"' 1 depart  11-17 5'46
...
...
21 Simpson' s Siding.,. A
42i Victoria  Tunnel ... ... ... ... ... A A ... 23 Clifton ... 9.22
46; Laidley  ... ... ... ... .. 11.54 0 22 ... 25 King's Creek 982
551, Gatton ... ... ... 12-23 6 61 ... 34 Emu Creek Siding A
arrive 12.58 *7.26 41 Cambooya ... 10-25663 D:elidon ... ... ...
"' depart 1.13 7'41
...
...
49 Westbrook Crossing A
763 Murphy's Creek ... arrive  153depart *1.58 821
521 For Williams' Camp
58 Gowrie Junction... arrive
A
883 Iligheelds ... ... ... ... 2'50 9.13 ...
... Summit of Range 45 58 Gowrie Junction... depart ... *1l'25 *11,16
( arrive 3.38 100 471 60.45 Mahoney's Gate S953 Toowoomba ... Z depart 4 0 10.50 4.10
, ...
arrive 11'55 11.44
100 Mahoney's Gate ...
.
B S 52  65 Toowoomba ... depart 6'50 1`2'4
-I102'1 7
..
Gow ri e Junction... ..,
arrive ...
I *11.16 54  .., Summit of Range
61  ... Highfields ... ...
... ..
7 k4
I
1258
1021 7 Gowrie
 Junction depart *11.25 4.35
'
s arrive ... 1.58
1071 124
...
For Williams' Camp A A 71  Murphy s Creek ... t depart 8.44 2.2
111 16 Westbrook  Crossing A A arrive *9.24  ,.. 2,37
119  24 Cambooya ... 12.20 530 81  Ilelidou ... ... depart 9.39  ,., 252
128  31 Emu Creek Siding A A 92  Gatton ... ...
)
109 ... 3.22
135  40 King's Creek ... 1.13 623 101  Laidley .. ,,, ,.. 10-34 3.47
137  42 Clifton ... 1.23 6.33 105  Victoria Tunnel ... A  ... A
139  44 Simpson 's Siding A A arrive 11.9  ,,. 4.22
148  53
...
Hendon  (for Allora) 2.0 *7'10 109  Grandchester .,. depart *11.13  ,,, 4.26
151  56 Deuchar' s Crossing A 112  Western Creek ... I A A
357 62 Lyndhurst  Road ... A A 118  Rosewood ... A A
160  65 Warwick ... 240  7-50 122  Walloon ... 11'52 *5B
s arrive 12 20 5.30
10211 Gowrie Junction... ... depart  4-30 130  Ipswich ... t depart 12.25 70 5'40
107.4 Gow ri e „ ... ... 133  llundamba ... .. A A A
1144 Oake Creek 1 5.8 1371 Redbank A A .3
1234
y •.,
Jondaryan... ...
... ...
5.38 1393
...
Coodna ... ... .. 12'57 732 612
1313 Bowenvilie .. A 146 Oxley 1.19 7.54 6'34
I1444 Blaxland's Siding .. A 1473 Oxley West ... 125 8'0 6.401473 Dalb ... ... ... ... 6'50 Oxley Point ... ... 135 88110 ... 6'50
* Trains meet here.
P.M.
...
...
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing  Monday.
NOTE.-The Trains will stop only at those places
 at which they  are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus , A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers , who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates.  Passengers  requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time of booking, from the place at which  they  join the Train to that at which they propose to alight.
( s.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba
 at 10.50  am. and 4.10 p.m. on the Up journey,  and leaving  Warwick at  8.5 a.m. and 6.30 p.m. on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the foregoing regulation.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total
£. a. d. £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
Week  ending  January 30th , 1875
... 693 16 0 1,704 6 7 48 2 0 2,446 4 7
Corresponding  week last year... ... 475 15 0 1,185 3 7 _ 40 15 4 1,701 13 11
Increase
Decrease
218 1 0 519 3 0 7 6 8 74410 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
I.
N ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Book-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton...
6 Gracemere ,.. ,,.
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood
30 Westwood arrive .,,depart ...
38 Goganjo ... ,,,
44 Rocky Creek ... ..,
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11 0
11 24
12. 0
A
1-0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
Stations.
Rocky Creek ...
Goganjo
Westwood
I
arrive ..,
depart ...
Rosewood ,.. ,,.
Stanwell .., ,,,
Gracemere .., ,.,
Rockhampton... ...
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.j
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5. 0
5.36
5. 0
All Day Tickets issu ed on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus .  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who  will  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare t the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
oa which they propose to alight.
OVERTIME GOODS.
TO
be sold by Public Auction, at the Custom House, Mackay, on SATURDAY, the 6th February,
1876, at 11 o'clock.
Date of
Bonding.
1871
Ship.
June 21 Licensed Dray
Master.
McLennan ,,,
Whence.
Alexandra Dis-
tillery
Merchant.
Rends  & Borcy
Bond Mark.
34
Goods.
1 Package Col. Rum ...
Quantity.
15 Gals.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
BALANCE  SHEET of the MUNICIPALITY of GLADSTONB, for the Half-year ending December 31,1874.
Dr.
1874.
To Cash at A.J.S. Bank, June 30 ... ...
Cash  in hand  ,., ,,, ,•,
„ Endowment on Rates to  Dec., 1873 ...
Endowment on Rates to  June, 1874 ...
„ Rates collected  to Dec.  31st,  1874 ...
Overdraft at A.J. S. Bank
Cr.
£  S.  d.  1874.  £  S.  d.
6 4 0 By Repairs to roads, tools, &e. ... ... 117 15 3
0 18 11 „  Salaries and fees  ... ... ...  35 13 4
25 12 6 „ Stamps, printing, &o. ... ... ... 17 0 2
35 2 6  „  General stores  ... ... ... ...  19 8 9
114 13 0 „ Interest and repayment on  Loan
50  19  3 account  ... ... ... ...  37 10 8
Commission, Bank interest, &c. ,.. 5 10 3
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... 0 11 9
£233 10 2  £233 10 2
Compared with books  and vouchers, and found  correct.
C. W. RICH, P.M.
30th January 1875.
94
JAMES HAWTHORNE,  Mayor.
W. B. PRIZEMAN, j Auditors.JOSEPH FLATMAN,
12s.
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BALANCE SH ET of the CORPORATION of IpswIc $, to 31st DECEMBER, 1874.
Dr.
1874.
lot July. 2  s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance  ... ... ...  33 2 6
Slot Dec.
„ General Revenue-
Rent of wharves and
frontages  ... .. 74 17 10
Cottage ... ... 4 1 0
Store ... ... ... 1 18 0
Sale yards
...  15 4 2
Market  and weighbridge 3 15 0
Water reserve . 12 10 0
Baths and waterworks 44 10 0
Corporation wharf dues ... 3 2 6
Fines for breaches of Bye
Laws  ... ... 7 1 6
Gravel ... ... 4 0 0
Licenses-drays ... 18 15 0
Cars ... ... 2 5 0
192 0 0
„ Rates on assesment  ... ... ... 617 18 5
„ Overdraft at A.J.S. Bank ... ... 54 18 1
£897 19 0
Cr.
1874.
1st July.  £ s. d. £ a. d.
By overdraft at A.J. S. Bank  ... ...  246 5 6
31 Dec.
„ Salaries -Town Clerk ... 95 0 0
„ Rate Collector ... 65 0 0
Auditors ... 10 0 0
„ Public Works- 170 0 0
Labor and  cartage ... 350 2 8;
Smiths and carpenters  ... 50 18 2
Metal , Timber, &c. ... 23 6 101
Lighting  st re ets, tools,
Ironmongery ... 32 10 2
--- 456 17 11
Insurance on market  buildings ... 6 5 0
Printing,  advertising , &c. ... ... 10 9 0
Interest charged on  overdraft ... 5 17 2
„ Cash in hand ... ... ...  2 4 5
£897 19 0
I certify the above statement to be correct.
THOMAS PRYDE , Mayor.
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk.'
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of this Municipality, and certify the above to be
correct statement.
WILLIAM HAVARD, Auditors.RICHARD SKINNERTY, 3
92 19s.
BALANCE SHEET of  the IPswic$  SCHOOL of ARTS, to 31st December, 1874.
Dr.
1874.  £ S. d.
To Loan from Government ... ... 2,600 0 0
Cr.
1874.  £ a. d.
1st July.  £  a. d. £ a. d.
To Balance  in A. J.  S. Bank  ... 15 11 8
„ „ Cash in Hand ... 1 1 1
16 12 9
Slot  December.
To Subscriptions  ... 50 19 0
„ Hire of Rooms  ... ... 71 10 9
„ Rent of  Offices  ... ... 47 10 0
Use of Piano  ... ...  6 5 0
- 176 4 9
£192 17 6
I certify the above to be  a correct statement.
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk.
Slot December.
By Secretary's Salary and Com-
mission ... ... ...
Printing, Advertising, &c....
Improvements and repairs
to building .
Incidental  charges , including
lighting ... ... ...
Books, periodicals , and news-
papers, supplied to library
and reading room ...
Insurance ... ... ...
Interest  charged by  Bank ...
„ Balance  in A.J.S. Bank ...
„ it Cash in hand ...
£ s. d. £ a. d
36 15 3
1 17 0
39 18 0
24 6 0
47 5 4
18 0 0
168 1 7
0 2 2
20 6 5
4 7 4
----- 2413 9
£192 17 6
THOMAS PRYDE,  Mayor.
We have examined the books and vouchers of the Ipswich School of Arts, and certify the above
Statement  to be correct.
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WILLIAM HAVARD, Auditors.
RICHARD SKINNERTY,
19s.
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BALANCE SH ET of theMUNICIPALITY of MACKA , for the Half-year ending 31st December, 1874.
Dr.
£ S. d,
To Rates collected  ...  ...  ...  327 14 9
Dray licenses ...  ...  3 0 0
Government ,  for draining Court House
Reserve ... 8 8 7
Overdraft A. J. S. Bank  .,, ...  371 1 6
£710 4 9
Cr.
44 1 0
5 0 0
„ Auditor ' s Fees  ... ... ...  2 2 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ...  2 9 3
Office expenses ... .. 5 18 7
Cash in band 6 3 3
Interest on overdraft  ... ...  14 18 9
Inspector  of Nuisances ,  Salary
„ Culvert  ,.. ,., ... ...  4 19 0
Printing , &c., &c. ... ... ... 2 14 6
„ Town Clerk ,  Salary  ,,, ...  50 0 0
Clerk of Works ,  salary  ., ...  43 4 0
„ Day labour
£ a. d.
By Dr .  Balance  ... ,.. ...  181 11 4
„ Carlyle street ... ... ... 206 14 0
Albert street  ... ... ...  7 7 4
„ G regory stre et  ... ...  5 16 0
Shakespea re  street  ... .., ...  17 1 0
Curbing  ... ... ... ...  29 0 0
„ Carting  ... ... ... ..,  29 12 0
„ Ballast ... ... ,.. ... 60 12 9
D. H. DALRYMPLE ,  Mayor.
H. G. MEnYAN,  Town Clerk.
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Audited  and found correct.
A. M. RHEWBEN,IAuditors.B. J. KEMP,
17s.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  of the CORPORATION of RccKHAMPTON, for theHalf-year ending December, 1874.
RECEIPTS.  DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
To cash in hand, June 30,
1874 184 10 1
Ditto in A.J .S. Bank,
Water Supply Fund 5,936 6 8
„ Wharfage  dues  collected
„ Miscellaneous receipts ,,.
„ Carriers '  licenses ,,. ,..
Toll-gate and pumps ,,.
Receipts of punt, ferries, &c.
„ Market Account - rents received ..,
„ Additional loan, Water Supply ,.,
„ Rates account Leich-
hardt Ward ,  collected 218 15 0
Endowment to
June 30, 1874  ...  21 9 4
ArcherWard,col-
lected ... 837 18 6
Endowment to
June 30,  1874  ...  74 1 2
Fitzroy Ward, col-
lected  ...  204 8 0
Endowment to
June 30,  1874  ...  35 10 7
£ a. d.
By Interest on Loan  ... ,..  131 1 4
„ Loan account  re paid  ... ...  180 13 11
„ Miscellaneous account  .. ...  10 4 0
„ Punt and Ferry account  ... ...  343 7 8
6,120 16 7  ,, Salaries  . 340 10 0
1,133 19 4
13 7 0
19 15 0
82 18 1
342 5 2
169 0 5
3,000 0 0
240 4 7
„ Charges - printing ,  advertising ,  tools , &c. 435 16 10
„ Commission on wharfage collection ...  113 7 11
„ Leichhardt Ward - repairs
and works... £98 1 10
„ Fitzroy Ward-repairs and
works  ...  164 6 8
„ Archer Ward - repairs and
works  ... ...  489 6 4
„ River Frontage- repairs
and works  ... ...  264 6 5
Waterworks ... ...  5,807 7 5
„ Alignment  ... ...  0 10 6
„ Broken metal  ...  30 10 0
£710 4 9
6,854 8 2
A. J. S. Bank, overdraft  re paid  ..  551 5 7
„ Balance in A. J. S. Bank-Water Sup-
ply Fund ... ... ,..  3,144 2 10
911 19 8 In hand  ... ... ...  169 6 2
239 18 7
£12,274  4 5 £12,274 4 6
WILLIAM PATTISON ,  Mayor.
Wx.  DAVIS,  Town Clerk.
We have this day examined the Corporation Accounts for the Half year ending December 31st,
1874, and found same correct.
H. B.  VIZE. Auditors.T. W. I'ERSON,
Rockhampton,  14th January, 1875.
89 23s.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1875.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Bowen Cemetery, for theYear ended 31st December, 1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS by the Trustees of the BOWEN CEMETERY, for the Year
ended 31st December, 1874.
RECEIPTS.
1874-  £ a.
9 Jan . No. of Receipt, 22 ... 1 0
28 Feb. No. of Receipt, 23 ... 1 12
12 June No. of Receipt,  24 ... 2 12
4 July No. of Receipt, 25 ... 0 13
24 Nov. No. of Receipt,  26 ... 2 3
12 Dec. No. of Receipt, 27 ... 1 15
31 Jan. No, of Receipt, 28 9 10
To cash from A. J. S. Bank to balance... 10 14
DISBURSEMENTS.
d.  1874-  £ a. d.
0 7 Jan. O'Connell, survey fee ... 8 0 0
6 7 Jan. Testing ground for new  site ... 2 0 0
6 4 Feb . Sexton ,  fees  ... ...  2 5 0
6 9 Mar. Sexton, fees ... ... 1 5 0
0 7 July Secretary' s salary , 12 months 10 0 0
0 21 July  Sexton's fees  ... ... 0 19 6
0 8 Aug. Timber for repairs, and Sexton's
0 fees...  ...  ... 110 0
26 Aug. Clearing Road through Ceme-
tery ... ... ... 2 16 0
31 Oct. Sexton's fees ... ... 1 5 0
£30 0 6 £30 0 6
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Bowen  Cemetery,  do solemnly and sincerely declare, that
the above Abstract  is a correct account of all Receipts and Disbursements  for the Year  ending 31st
December ,  1874 ;  and we make  this  solemn declaration ,  conscientiously  believing  the same to be true, and
by virtue of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
C. J. CROFTON,  Treasurer.
D. BELL.
D. MILLER.
Produced and declared before me,  at Bowen, this  14th January, 1875.
G. F. SANDROCX, J.P.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1875.
No. 1.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1875.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
r give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an  unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER  BRANCH of  the General Post  Office is  opened for delivery,  daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday ,  fro m Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
1
A.
ABBOTT Henry, Warwick u k
28 Allingham Johnston,
Dalrymple c
29 Al li son W., Wa ll oon c
Hillgrove  Station, near
2 Abbott Joseph, Rockhampton c 30 Ancott Fredk., Palmer s
3 Ackerley Mrs., Cooktown c 31 Anders Franz, Charters Towers c
4 Adair John, Palmer s 32 Andersen Christian, Mar yborough c
5 Adams Mr., Petrie terrace c 33 Andersen C., Westwood e
6 Adams Chas. E., Brisbane uk 34 Anderson  James , Alfred street c
7 Adams G., schooner " Clarice," Port Denison w a 35 Anderson  Mrs. Jane, Sta nthorpe o
8 Adkins James, Brisbane c 36 Anderson J. C., Stanthor pe s
9 Ali Chai -, Stanthorpe o 37 Anderson Robt., Ravens wood c
10 Ahelan James, Brisbane c 38 Andresen Johane, Brisba ne c
11 A Fue, Blunde Station c 39 Andreasen Oluff, Maryb orough f
12 Ali Foo Jemmy, Lansdown c 40 Anderson Patrick, Warw ick o c
13 Ah Hee (Chinaman), Charleville o 41 Anderson Sarah, Samford 0
14 Ahlers Mrs. Dorothea, Charters Towers c (2) 42 Anderson Willie, Maryb orough uk
15 Ah Lin, Grenadie Diggings s 43 Antill J. M., Brisbane a
16 Ah Loch, Yandilla Station c 44 Archer Mrs. M., Marybo rough o
17 Ahrens August, Allora c 45 Armbrost Nicholas, Dalr ymple o
18 Ali Sue, Copperfield c 46 Armstrong John, Rockha mpton u k
19 Ali Tam, Germans' Creek c 47 Armstrong M. D., Palme r s
20 Aitcheson Mr., Petrie terrace c 48 Armsen Andres, Ravens wood c
21 Aitkins F., Palmer s 49 Arnold Miss M., South Brisbane
22 Akesson Lars, Stanthorpe o o 50 Arnold Miss,  Brisbane a
23 Aldrick Alf, Spring Hill• e 51 Arnoldi Raeffaeli, Alfred c
24 Alexander James, Palmer m 52 Arrowsmith  E., Palmer a
25 Alison William, Ipswich u k 53 Ash Robt.,  Gladstone o
26 Allen Richard, Lake Ceron Station,  Elangowan  in 54 Ashby John, Goodna o
27 Allen J. G., Severn River c I 56 Ashby John,  Brisbane a
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56 Ashton John, South Brisbane c 80 Blanchet A., Rrisbane c
57 Ashwin Arthur, Yam Creek a 81 Blank F., Toowoomba o
58 Atkin J. V., Allora a 82 Bleakly Alexander, Yengarie u k
59 Atkinson Joseph, Brisbane u k 83 Blakely Alexander, Yengarie u k
60 August S., Brisbane p o 84 Blakely Alexander, Yengarie u k (2)
61 Autoberic Fernando, Townsville o 85 Bleakly Alexander, Yengarie f
62 Avins, H. (drayman), Ipswich c 86 Bleakly Alexander, Yengarie a (3)
63 Ayre J., Millehester 87 Bleske Augusta, Maryborough c
64 Ayscough, J. W., Upper Logan c 88 Blundell Edwd., Brisbane u k
99 Blyth Alex., Brisbane u k (2)
B.  90 Blyth A., Yengarie c (3)
1 BAIRD Robert, Palmer m 91 Blyth Robert, Mackay t
2 Baker Jas., Townsville c 92 Board Oliver, Charters Towers c
3 Baker James, Warwick a 93 Boland J., Palmer s
4 Baker James, Bundaberg c 94 Belle J. W., Smelting Works, Balimba c
5 Baker Leonard, Ravenswood o 95 Bonny Mrs., Milchester a (2)
6 Baker William, Valley c 96 Book Samuel, Brisbane s (2)
7 Baker W. L., Millchester c 97 Boor L. J., Brisbane u k
8 Bakke Carl, Sharon Plantation, Bundaberg n z 98 Booth Mrs. H., Stanthorpe n z
9 Bamford John, Ipswich n k 99 Boothurg John, Millchester o
10 Banderob Claus (shepherd), Tarooiu o c 100 Booval W., Toowoomba c
11 Bannister William, Stanthorpe a 101 Borgher Louis, Palmer s
12 Barr William, Brisbane s 102 Borgero Emanuel, Charters Towers a
13 Barker Mrs., Spring Hill o 103 Boston John, Ravenswood e
14 Barker Walter, Palmer a 104 Boulter W. K., Cooktown m (2)
15 Barlow John, Cooktown u k 105 Bourne George, Palmer a
16 Bame A. F., Brisbane n z 106 Bourne Horatio F., Charters Towers a
17 Barnes John George, Bundaberg a 107 Bourne Horatio F., Charters Towers t
18 Barnes John, Bundaberg c 108 Bowden J., Cooktown a
19 Barne J. C., Brisbane f 119 Bowers C., Goodar Station c
20 Barret Mr., Charters Towers c 110 Bowler Miss E., Bowen Bridge Hospital c
21 Barrett John, New Zealand  G4 y,  near Rockhamp- 111 Boyce Thomas, Morayfield u k (2)
ton uk 112 Boylan William, Etheridge c
22 Barron Edmond, Palmer c 113 Boyle Miss Matilda, Brisbane u k
23 Barry Michael, Bogandnia Station, Brenda c 114 Boyle M. (contractor), Ipswich c
24 Barsiza Stephen, Palmer m 115 Boyle Joseph, Cambooya o c
25 Barkett G., telegraph camp between Roma and 116 Boyle Richard (storekeeper), Cooktown c (3)
Surat c 117 Boyling Mrs., Brisbane c
26 Bastin, Harry, Rockhampton n z (5) 118 Bracker Gottlieb, Maryborough o c
27 Beaton Archibald (baker), Cooktown c 129 Bradley E., Georgetown c
28 Beatty James, Valley o c 120 Bradley Chas., Burketown c
29 Becker Mr., Tank street c 121 Brady Mrs. C. A., Gladstone c
30 Beckus The Revd. Father, Brisbane c 122 Bradford George $., Paroo River c
31 Behan Michael, Cooktown a (2) 123 Bradford George B., Brisbane u k
32 Beide Johan, Ipswich o 124 Bradford George B., Cunnamulla o c
83 Beier Johann, Cooktown c 125 Bradley Charles, Warwick c
34 Beik Peter, Maryborough o 126 Bradley James Hugh, Brisbane o c
35 Belgin G. Millchester o 127 Bradley Wm. (laborer), Elizabeth street o c
36 Bell Andrew, Brisbane u k 128 Bradshaw Miss J., Fleetwood c
37 Bell Grace, Gladstone u k (31 139 Breed Charles, Georgetown o e
38 Bell Grace, Brisbane c (2) 130 Bremner IC. (carver and gilder), Brisbane u k
39 Bell Henry (carrier), Etheridge c (2) 131 Brenton John, Cleveland Bay a
40 Bell N., Breakfast Creek c 132 Bridger Ludrie, Ravenswood a
41 Bell W. T., Palmer m 133 Brien James, Rockhampton u k
42 Bellwood Thomas, Cooktown in 134 Bright Harry, Dawson Bridge c
43 Benettson H., Gladstone f 135 Bringolf Leon, Copperfield c
44 Bennett Mrs. Andrew, Ipswich c 136 Bringolf Leon, Copperfield u k
45 Bennett and Soden Messrs., Townsville a 137 Brinkley Edward, Westwood c
46 Bennetts Mark, Rockhampton c 138 Brisbane Mr. (storekeeper), Brisbane m
47 Bennet Robert, Toowoomba a k  149 Briatoe Frank (carpenter), Dawson River s
48 Bennett Mrs. W. (care of Mr. Johnstone, store- 140 Britton Joseph, Dalby o c
keeper), Brisbane c 141 Broadfoot Thomas, Eagle Farm c
49 Benson Chas., Cooktown c 142 Brooks Chas., Maryborough u k
50 Benson T., Queen street c 143 Brookes John, Palmer p o
51 Benson W., Brisbane u k 144 Brophy Mrs. E., Petrie Terrace c
52 Berger Julius, Rockhampton c 145 Brosnan John, Ipswich c
53 Bernicker Mr., Belmont c 146 Brown Mrs., Cambooya o c
54 Bernicker A. C., Belmont a  147 Brown  -,  Spring Hill c
55 Bernstein C., Rockhampton o 148 Brown Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
56 Berry J. C., George street c 159 Brown Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton o c
57 Bermnein H., Gainsford o 150 Brown Mr. Francis, Palmer c
58 Beael Carl, Maryborough c 151 Brown Henry, Rockhampton c
59 Bestmann Johann, Stanthorpe o 152 Brown James, Winton Station c
60 Bettens Miss Mary Jane, Fleetwood o 153 Brown John, Wivenhoe c
61 Betts Susan, Ipswich o 154 Brown John, Dalby o c
62 Bezold Michael, Warwick c 155 Brown John, Allora o o
63 Bielby Richard, Brisbane a 156 Brown J. (Queen street), Brisbane c
64 Biemer Mr., Westwood c (2) 157 Browne J. A., Brisbane m
65 Biggins Mrs., Taroom c 158 Brown Mrs. M., Brisbane o c
66 Biggins Miss, Ravenswood m 169 Bruhn Eline K. W., Brisbane o c
67 Biles Joseph, Bundaberg o c 160 Bruhn Eline K. W., Brisbane c
68 Bills Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 161 Brinat Alfraus, Spring Hill c
69 Bill R. G., Bundaberg c 162 Bryan Mr., Brisbane e
70 Bindon N., Georgetown a 163 Bryam Mr., Maryborough c
71 Binge John, Townsville m 164 Bryne Patrick, Warwick c
72 Birch Richard, Palmer m 165 Buck George, Cooktown c (3)
73 Bjerrum Anders, Palmer c 166 Budd Margaret, Gladstone o e
74 Bittle Joseph or James, Callaroo Station, Rock- 167 Budge Mrs., Brisbane c
hampton u k 168 Bug Helena, Drayton c
75 Black Gavin, Maryborough c 179 Bullock Mr., Brisbane u k
76 Black John (bootmaker), Cooktown c 170 Bundy John, Cooktown c
77 Black John, Cooktown a 171 Bundy John, Cooktown m
78 Blackeston H., Ipswich c 172 Bunney S. E., Bribie Island c
79 Blanchet A. C., Brisbane a z 173 Burgess Mrs. R., Brisbane a
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174 Burges  W. J., Bundaberg c 64 Clewett IF., Goganjo 0 0
176 Burke  Mr., Turbot street c 65 Clin Peter, Stanthorpe o c
176 Burke  (constable ),  Taroom c 66 Clinton M., Palmer s
177 Burke Daniel ,  Brisbane c  67 Clune M., Palmer m
178 Burke Daniel ,  Ipswich o c (2) 68 Coal John, Copperfield m
189 Burk Miss  Mary Ann Edith  Isabella ,  Brisbane o c  69 Cock Alexander, Charters  Towers a
180 Burkq Michael,  Rockhampton o c 70 Cock Harry R., Brisbane u k
181 Burke Pat., Stanthorpe o c 71 Cocks J., Toowoomba c
182 Burke  William,  Brisbane o  72 Cockerall Mark, South Brisbane c
183 Burke  W. R., Palmer c 73 Coebren William, Stanthorpe c
184 Burley Robert, Spring Hill c 74 Cohen Mrs. Lewis, Brisbane e
185 Burley  Mrs. Robert ,  Brisbane o (2) 75 Cole John, Copperfield o
186 Barnhill J. if., Georgetown c 76 Cole Frederick Thomas, Western Creek in
187 Burnt  James, Rockh ampton u k  77 Coles Angus, Nanango c
188 Burns James,  Westwood o c 78 Colreavy Bernard, Edward's Camp c
199 Burns  J. J., Millchester a 79 Colson Charles, Brisbane t
190 Burns William, Dalby o c 80 Coll -, Maryborough c
191 Burton  R. C., Dalby c 81 Coll Michael, Rockhampton c
192 Butchard  William, Cooktown a 82 Coll Thomas, Ravenswood o
193 Butchart  Jacob,  Cooktown a 83 Colley -, Brisbane c
194 Butler Thomas, Charters Towers c 84 Collins Mrs., Ravenswood c
195 Butler J., Brisbane u k 85 Collins Mrs. B., Cleveland Bay c
196 Byrne Breakfast Creek c 86 Collins Daniel, Tambo o
197 Byrne  John senr .,  Maryborough o c 87 Collins Mrs. K., Tewantin u k
198 Byrne  John  (carrier),  Mi llehester c 88 Collins Matt., Georgetown o
209 Byrne Patrick, Warwick c 89 Collins Mrs. William, Fortitude Valley u k
200 Byrne  Phillip ,  Clifton c 90 Collins William, Yandilla o
201 Byrnes Samuel ,  Dorswood  Station a 91 Comher Annie, South  Brisbane o
92 Comyn W. A., Cooktown c
C. 93 Condon John, Cooktown c
94 Condon Patrick, Charters Towers c
1 CABLE Edward ,  Charters  Towers c 95 Conh R., Maryborough c
2 Cadell W., Cooktown a 96 Con Ham, Townsville c
3 Cahill James, Maryborough c 97 Con Lan, Kilkivan o c
4 Caines  -,  Mary River c 98 Connolly Bartholomew, Charters  Towers a
6 Caising  Mrs. Fanny ,  Brisbane a 99 Connolly Edward, Palmer River c
6 Callahan Daniel ,  Jimborn o 100 Connolly John, Ipswich o
7 Callahan Henry ,  Milchester a 101 Connevy Edward, Oakey Creek c
8 Campbell  Mrs., Yarra s 102 Connor Thomas, Irishtown c
9 Campbell A.,  Ellangowan c 103 Connors T. L., Goodna o
10 Campbell A., Brisbane a 104 Cook F., Palmer c
11 Campbell Mrs. Christina, South Brisbane o c 105 Cook George, Cooktown a (2)
12 Campbell  E., Toowoomba o, 106 Cook Henry, Brisbane u k
13 Campbell  James ,  Stanthorpe m 107 Cook R., Spring Hill a
14 Campbell J., Bulimba o c  108 Cooksey John, Maryborough u k
15 Campbell M., Comerith c 109 Cooksey William, Maryborough u k
16 Campbell Peter, Charters Towers u k 110 Cooper Mrs., Petrie Terrace c
17 Campbell  Thomas, Red Jacket Swamp c 111 Cooper -,  Brisbane c
18 Cane David ,  Brisbane o  112 Cooper George, Millchester a
19 Cannagh  Edmond ,  Charters  Towers a 113 Cooper John, Brisbane c
20 Canning  -,  Bundamba Station c 114 Cooper Matthew, Brisbane c
21 Caplice J., Petrie Terrace c 115 Cooper Thomas, Bundaberg o c
22 Carey A ,  Townsvi lle c  116 Coopley Susan, Owanilla o
23 Carey J .,  Ravenswood c 117 Corey A., Breakfast Creek c
24 Carkeet  Thomas, Maryborough e 118 Cornhill -, South Brisbane c
25 Cameron  Hugh, Taroom o c 119 Costigan Patrick, Cooktown ri z
26 Cameron  Hugh, Palmer River n z 120 Cotton F. L., Townsville c
27 Cameron J., Edward street c 121 Coutts C. F., Brisbane m
28 Cameron  Mrs. Lucy, Toowoomba o 122 Cowen Joseph, Gympie o
29 Cameron  L. P., Georgetown e 123 Cowan S., Coape's Creek, New South Wales 0
30 Cameron  W., Rockhampton c 124 Cox Charles, Brisbane u k
31 Carroll Joseph, Charters Towers u k (2) 125 Craffe Mrs., Kangaroo Point f
32 Carter  Mrs., Toowoomba o c 126 Craig James, South Brisbane c
33 Carter  Charles, Rockhampton c 127 Craig Joseph, Townsville a
34 Carter  John, Bunya o c 128 Craney James, Brisbane w a
35 Carter Sophia, Toowoomba o 129 Cranney James, Morayfield c
36 Casey Michael, Ravenswood u k 130 Cravine L., Cooktown f
37 Casse ll s  James George ,  Cooktown u k 131 Crockford --, Cooper's Creek a
38 Cavanagh  Mrs. John ,  Rockhampton m 132 Croft --, Toowoomba c
39 Cavanagh  Michael, Rockhampton m 133 Cronin John, Ravenswood u k
40 Chalmer John, Charters Towers c 134 Cross W. (contractor), North Pine River c
41 Chamberlin Arthur, Rockhampton u k 135 Cross Mrs. E. H., Toowooiuba u k
42 Chamberlain  -,  Rockhampton a 136 Cross T. C., South Pine c
43 Champion  Capt. W. H., Cooktown a 137 Crowe Denis, Brisbane c
44 Channon  Thomas, Upper Palmer s (4) 138 Crowe Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
45 Charlton William, Cooktown  c and a (4) 139 Crowley Miss, Peak Downs u k
46 Charalton William,  Palmer c 140 Cuckow Mrs. E., Townsville c
47 Chenastrong  -,  Capes Creek c 141 Cullum Miss, Loganholme c
48 Chi John ,  Spring Creek c (2) 142 Cullum  Miss Honora , Harris' Terrace c
49 Chisholm -, Logan c 143 Cullen  P., Palmer a
50 Chisholm L., Beenleigh o 144 Cunningham -, Rockhampton in
51 Chisholm Malcolm, Dalby c 145 Cunningham Denis, Stanthorpe o
52 Christensen  Wilhelmine, Townsville f 146 Curliz John, Palmer m
63 Christie  John,  Palmerston a (2) 147 Curra Miss E. J., Maryborough e
64 Christey Joseph, Leyburn a 148 Currell C., Dalby o
65 Church T., Maryborough c 149 Cutts George, Stanthorpe u k (2)
56 Chynoweth John,  Georgetown u k (3)
67 Clark George Rosewood u k
68
,
Clark Henry ,  Brisbane c D.
59 Clark James ,  Warwick a 1 DALTON Michael, Georgetown c
60 Clark John, Palmer River c 2 Daly Lawrence, Etheridge a
61 Clark J.  R., Palmer a (3) 3 Daniel -, Gregory terrace c
62 Cleary William ,  Brisbane o 4 Darley G., Cooktown c
63 Cleverton  Cornelius, Rosewood c 5 Daseoke A. Carl, Rockhampton f
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6 Davey - (puntman), Brisbane o 8 Edge Joseph, Gympie m
7 Davey Francis, Townsville c 9 Edridge Thomas, Maryborough u k
8 Davey Richard, Ravenswood in 10 Edwards Miss, Euston, Drayton e
9 Davey William, Cooktown m 11 Edwards Charles, Maryborough u k
10 Davidson -, Kangaroo Point u k 12 Edwards Evan, Rockhampton n z
11 Davidson H., Townsville o 13 Edwards G., Stanthorpe o c
12 Davidson J. P., Claverton e 14 Edwards J. B., Goondiwindi o e
13 Davies A. C., Maryborough o 15 Edwards Robert, Charters Towers c
14 Davies F., Brisbane u k 16 Edwards W. C., Ravenswood c
15 Davies J. H., Charters Towers u k 17 Egan R,, Townsville a
16 Davies William L., Millchester s 18 Eliasson Carl, Brisbane f
17 Davis --, Dalby c 19 Elliott A. J., Northampton Downs c
18,
'
Davis F., Nerang Creek c 20 Elliott Edward, Stanthorpe o
19 Davis Frank, Brisbane c 21 Ellis Captn. E. P., s. " Winifred,"  Brisbane a (2)
20 Davis Frederick, Georgetown u k 22 Ellis John, Brisbane u k
21 Davis Joseph, Brisbane c 23 Ellis John (veterinary surgeon),  Brisbane u k
22 Davis J., Ravenswood c 24 Ellis Peter, Charters Towers m
23 Davis Miss S. A., Kedron Brook m 25 Ellis Peter, Charters Towers s
24 Davis Williams, Georgetown c 26 Ely George, Ipswich o c
25 Dawson C. Johnson, Herbert's Creek c 27 Engfen Herrman, Brisbane c
26 Dawson W., Ravenswood a 28 Erb Henry, Bundalla c
27 Deamer C., Newinga Station s 29 Erikson Lars, Maryborough f
28 Deely Lawrence, Georgetown s (2) 30 Erskine Robert, Brisbane a (2)
29 Degedan Patrick, Ipswich o 31 Eugon -, Brisbane c
30 Delehart T., Rockhampton o 32 Evans David, Millchester u k
31 De Lucie G. W., Brisbane u k 33 Evans George F., Charters Towers u k
32 Dempter Alexander, Cape River o o 34 Everest Edward, Goombust  n z and u k (2)
33 Den --, Charters Towers o c 35 Eyre Joseph (blacksmith), Ravenswood c
34 Denford Charles Charters Towers a
35
,
Dennis Stephen, Palmer c F.
36 Denny John, Fassifern o 1 FAIRCLOUGH Miss M. E., Brisbane u k
37 Desmond  Miss  Mary Jane, Brisbane n k 2 Fairis William, Rockhampton u k
38 Diamond John, Brisbane s 3 Fairly David, Rockhampton a
39 Dientel John, Gympie o 4 Fallon Joseph, Cooktown a (2)
40 Diesman F., Charters Towers c 5 Fanning -,  Brisbane o
41 Dillon Tames, Cooktown c 6 Farmer Henry, Ravenswood u k
42 Dimond William, Brisbane s 7 Farrell Mrs. 0., Brisbane u k
43 Dimond W., Brisbane s 8 Fay Daniel, Roma m
41 Diminds Mrs., Ipswich c 9 Featherstone Mrs. Mary Ann, Tambo e
45 Dodd Mr., Brisbane o 10 Fehhan Miss Kate, Rockhampton o c (2)
46 Dodd John George, Rockhampton u k 11 Ferguson Miss A., Toowoomba a
47 Doherty Mrs. Alice, Cooktown o c 12 Ferguson James, Maryborough c
48 Dolling James, Brisbane c 13 Ferguson Robert, Cooktown u k
49 Donaldson Mrs., Brisbane u k 14 Ferguson Thomas, Maryborough o c
60 Donaldson Robert, Brisbane o 15 Ferner -, Tambo c
51 Donkin F. W., Dalby s 16 Ferritt M., Ipswich o
62 Donnolly --, Warrah c 17 Fiebig A., Gibbon terrace c
53 Deny W., Charters Towers c 18 Finch T., Millchester o
54 Doonan William, Cooktown c 19 Finlayson John, Townsville m
56 Dooval -, Fortitude Valley c 20 Finlayson N. D., Oakey Creek c
66 Dorman William, Stanthorpe o 21 Finnigan J., Rockhampton e
57 Dorsey H. S., Georgetown p 22 Fischer F. C., Cooktown o
68 Doughan Miss Elizabeth,  Brisbane c 23 Fisher  Miss , Dalby p. o.
69 Dougherty If., Brisbane o 24 Fitzgerald (hawker), Drayton c
60 Douglas James, Port Darwin a 25 Fitzgerald W., Charters Towers eX
61 Douglas J., Palmerstown a 26 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Charters Towers o
62 Douglas  William, Rannes Station e 27 Fitzsimmons Joseph, Brisbane o
63 Dow John,  Palmer s 28 Fit Mrs. M., Brisbane u k
64 Dowall William M., Georgetown o 29 Fitts Mrs. M., Brisbane u k
65 Dowling John, Townsville c 30 Flanagan John, Rockhampton o c
66 Dowling N., Toowoomba c 31 Fleet Joseph, Brisbane u k
67 Down M. H., Ravenswood u k 32 Fleming Patrick (miner), Millchester o c (2)
68 Dove F. T., Gainsford u k 33 Fogarty John, Cambooya c
69 Drain James, Palmer c 34 Foley M., Westwood o
70 Driscall John, Charters Towers o 35 Foley Michael, Cooktown o
71 Duffey Daniel, Gladstone c 36 Forbes Lawrence, Cooktown f
72 Duffy P. V. K., Brisbane s 37 Forden -, Gogango c
73 Duffy W., Millchester c 38 Foster A., South Brisbrne c
74 Duggan Miss Kate, South Brisbane u k 39 Foster Charles H., Palmer a
75 Duggan Michael, Westbrook c 40 Foster Daniel, Cooktown o
76 Duman William, Millchester u k 41 Frances Thomas, Edward street c
77 Dunbar Miss S. M., Maryborough o 42 Franks W., Toowoomba c
78 Duncan Alexander, Ravenswood u k 43 Fraser Alexander, Leyburn o c
79 Dundee W. C., Roma c 44 Fraser George, Maryborough o
80 Dunn -, Pickering's Paddock c 45 Fraser Sydney P., Brisbane o c
81 Dunn C. F., Townsville s 46 Fraser William, Charters Towers s
82 Dunne L. F., Cooktown c 47 Freeman M. P. C., North Pine River o
83 Dunne Sub-Inspeetor, Roma c 48 French S. A., Brisbane u k (2)
84 Dunning Patrick, Westwood c 49 French Walter, Dalby o
85 Dunsford F. E., Maroon Station c 50 Freyling W., Drayton o c
86 Durass B. S. (laborer), Roma o c (2) 51 Fry Henry (carrier), Roma c
87 Ddus Jes Jensen, Brisbane c 52 Fry John, Roma u k
88 Dyers --, Fortitude Valley c 53 Fulcher Edward, Brisbane o
89 Dwyers R., Drayton c 54 Fuller J. M., Brisbane c
90 Dyer T. S., Ipswich c 55 Fulton R., Cooktown c (4)
56 Fulton W. M., Cooktown o a
57 Furlon Mar borouM h a
1
E.
EABON John, Stanthorpe o
g y g.,
G.
2 Earley John Durkin, Yandina Station u k 1 GADS DEN Charles, Gladstone  a u k and o (6)
3 Ebbs Charles, Dalby u k 2 Gahan M., Townsville a
4 Ebenston Joshua, Ipswich e 3 Gallbally Oliver, Cooktown m
5 Eddy Mrs. Mary, Gympie o 4 Gallagh T., Gympie o
6 Eden George, Townsville c 5 Gallagher D., Brisbane o
7 Eden Mrs. J., Townsville c 6 Gallagher James, Brisbane c
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7 Gallan Patrick ,  Brisbane c  101 Grove Ambrose, Millchester m
8 Galloway Mrs . J., Brisbane c 102 Guilfoy John, Cooktown c (2)
9 Ga ll oway R., Palmer n z  103 G uilfoile William, Cooktown f
10 Gannon  John,  Stanthorpe o e  104 Gunn Donald, Leyburn e
11 Gant James  S. H., Brisbane u k 105 Gurellens Richard, North Pine  River c (2)
12 Gardiner  Charles, Ravenswood o 106 Gurr Edward, Townsville a
13 Gardner  G., Brisbane u k 107 Guthrie  Mrs. Marion , Mount Perry o
14 Gardiner H., Maryborough u k 108 Gwynne W., bl urphy's Creek s
15 Gardiner  James , Palmer c
16 Gardiner  J., Ravenswood o H,17 Gardiner  William, Ravenswood o
18 Garn er Mrs . Mary, Dalby o c 1 HABERECHT  Ernst,  Walloon Station, Ipswich f
19 Garnett Henry, Charters Towers c 2 Hagen Francis, Charters Towers e
20 Garrett  William (carrier), Copperfield c 3 Haize John, Stony Creek c
21 Garry James, Millchester t 4 Hall Fred. James, Brisbane u k
22 Garten  R. J., Rockhampton u k 5 Hallahan Jas., Edwasdstown n z
23 Garvey  James , Allora u k 6 Hallihan Peter, Millcheater e
24 Gassam  Alick, Cooktown in 7 Halls Charles, Muckalilla o
25 Gath  Miss E.,  Toowoomba c 8 Harnett John, Mariana Farm u k and f (3)
26 Gattler  -, Toowoomba c  9 Hamilton -, South Brisbane c
27 Gaul  G. H., Ravenswood f 10 Hammon James P., (of Gympie)  Brisbane c (2)
28 Gaynard Thomas,  Prairie  Station u k and a (3) 11 Hammond Fredk (carrier ), Warwick c (2)
29 Gaynor  Miss Catherine ,  Brisbane u k  12 Hanadine A. D., Brisbane o
30 Gaynor Patrick,  Brisbane o  13 Hancock John, Bowen u k (2)
31 Gee  Henry , Charters Towers m 14 HancockThomas Jag. (of London), Cooktown uk (2)
32 Gilham James, Dawson e  15 Hands H., Millcheater c and o (2)
33 George  C. J., Brisbane c 16 Hannen E., Brook's Camp e
34 Gespe  E., Brisbane c 17 Hansen Christian, Maryborough o c
35 Gibb George, Burketown m 18 Hansen Hans Martin, Brisbane f
36 Gibbetts Joseph, Palmer e 19 Hansen James, Copperfield o c
37 Gibbons Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton o e (5) 20 Hansen Niels, Cooktown c
38 Giblet Hugh, Two-mile u k 21 Hansen Niels, Charters Towers c
39 Gibson Miss, Toowoomba c 22 Hanson Richd., Brisbane u k
40 Gibson  Miss  Louisa, Brisbane c 23 Hanson Peter, Charters Towers n z
41 Gibson John, Brisbane u k 24 Harden -, Gympie c
42 Gibson J. D., Cooktown c 25 Harder Joseph (farmer) Yandilla o c
43 Gibson  Wm., Banana c 26 Harding Mrs., Brisbane c
44 Giddings John,  Brisbane  p o and c (2) 27 Harding Wm., Caboolture u k
45 Giger August, Maryborough s 28 Harding Wm., Charters Towers c
46 Gilchrist  Messrs.  Watt and Co., Leyburn s 29 Hardman J., Endeavour River c
47 Gilchrist D., Palmer s (2) 30 Hardy C. H., Millchester o c
48 Gillespie Francis, Dalby u k  31 Hargreave Wm., Cooktown a
49 Gillies J., Stanthorpe o 32 Harman J. G., Townsville c
50 Gilmour  James  M., Yowar Barracks u k 33 Harnholz C., Palmer e
51 Gimpel Mrs. A. M., Ipswich o 34 Harper G., Brisbane u k
52 Glasson  William, Peak Downs u k (2) 35 Harradine A. D., Toowoomba s
53 Glennon  Mrs., Toowoomba e 36 Harrighan Mrs., Gympie c
54 Glennon  Miss E ll en , Toowoomba a 37 Harrington Robert  (shearer ), Jimbour c
55 Godson G. R., Palmer  s and c (4) 38 Harris  Dan., Cooktown c
56 Godwin G. H., Charleville c 39 Harris Mrs. Louisa, Brisbane o
57 Goneytes Monsieur A., Charters Towers s 40 Harris Stephen, Westbrook c
58 Good John, Toowoomba o 41 Harris Thomas (carrier)  Springsure a (2)
59 Goodman Caleb, Brisbane u k 43 Harrison James (gold extractor), Charters Towers in
60 Goodman F., Biddenham  Station a  43 Hartill  Isaac  (butcher) Rockhampton u k (2)
61 Goodwin George, Nerang Creek c 44 Harvey Master J., Charters Towers c
62 Goodwin Henry,  Brisbane s  45 Harvey W. J., Morayfleld c (3)
63 Gordon H., Strathbogie s 46 Harward A. A., Cooktown a
64 Gordon James, Brisbane c 47 Harward Mrs., Brisbane o
65 Gottlieb Anna,  Brisbane o  48 Hasson J., Sydney a
66 Gough  B., Brisbane c  49 Hatton  Miss  A., Brisbane c
67 Gough Harry, Cooktown m and u k (2) 50 Hatton Edwin Albert, Rockhampton u k
68 Gough P., Maryborough u k 51 Hatton J., Brisbane c
69 Gowans  Capt. (schooner " Isabel"),  Brisbane t 52 Hawken Fredk. John,  Brisbane u k (2)
70 Gracey E., Dawson Bridge m 53 Hawkins Lilly, Mary street 0
71 Graham B., Roma c 54 Hawks J., Cooktown c
72 Graham  C. P. T., Brisbane c 55 Hay C., Waterstown c
73 Graham Jacob, Cooktown m (2) 56 Hay W. (tailor), Rockhampton o c
74 Graham  Miss  Kate, Warwick f 57 Hayes Jas. W.,  Palmer s (3)
75 Granshaw George, Warwick o c 58 Hayes Jas. W., Palmer c
76 Grant  Daniel , Millcheater  m and s (2)  59 Haymes A. C., Brisbane n z
77 Gratz Henri, Brisbane f GO Haynes 31. H., Fortitude Valely o
78 Gray Robert,  Brisbane c  61 Healy Jeremiah , Brisbane c
79 Gray William, Westwood m 62 Healy  Mrs. Mary ,  Brisbane o c
80 Greaves  John, Millchester u k 63 Heap  Mrs., Brisbane u k
81 Green Michael, Eagle Farm c 64 Heath Alfred,  Georgetown a
82 Green Mrs. W.,  Brisbane c  65 Hedley John, Palmer m
83 Greely Gordon, Charters Towers c 66 Heffernan Pat. (laborer), Dalby o c
84 Greenlees  Captain, Townsville a 67 Heinrich Peter, Rockhampton c
85 Greeney M., Ravenswood c 68 Helmore D., Warwick c
86 Greer --, Rosenthal c 69 Hend  Mrs. Margaret , Brisbane o c
87 Greer John S., Leyburn o c 70 Henderson Donald, Charters Towers
88 Greig  Joseph, Townsville o c 71 Heney M. J., Ipswich o
89 Greig  Joseph, Townsville u k 72 Hennessy Jae., Brisbane o
90 Greig J. (carrier), Townsville s 73 Henricksson Henrick, Yengarie f
91 Greiner J. A., Brisbane o c 74 Henrigne E., Townsville o
92 Grenham D., Cooktown c 75 Henery D., Charters Towers c
93 Grey Joseph (carrier), Townsville a 76 Henry John, Brisbane c
94 Griffiths David, Cooktown o 77 Henry Robert, junior, Georgetown a
95 Griffith E., Ipswich o c 78 Henry Thos., Palmer c
96 Griffith  Mrs. Susan , Brisbane f 79 Herbert  Miss,  Rockhampton u k
97 Griffiths William B., Ravenswood c and s (3) 80 Herbert Mr., Oakey Creek c
98 Grimaldi C. B. (solicitor), Cape River o c 81 Herbert Jas., Dalby c
99 Gripp H., Palmer c 82 Herford J. C., Fassifern  Hotel Station c
L00 Gripp R. C., Fortitude Valley c 83 Hervey W., Morayfleld a
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84 Hewit Mr. (hawker), Maryborough c 177 Hutchinson F. J. S., Palmer c
85 Heyborne Mrs. Pearlwell Estete u k 178 Huttman John (butcher), Cooktown c,
86 Heyden Thos., Toowoomba c 179 Huxley T., Brisbane, u k
87 Heyden W., Oakey Creek c 180 Hyde Mrs., Brisbane u k•
88 Hjelrn Thos. Petersen, Maryborough f
89 Hicks Jas., Nerang Creek o I.
90 Hicks Thomas, Nerang Creek a 1 ILENERY D. W. (saddler),  Brisbane u k
91 Hicks John (per " Great Queensland "), Mary 2 Illsley A., Brisbane u k
borough c 3 Imrie, - Esq., Eagle Farm c
92 Hides George P., Maytown in 4 Innes  Alex., Brisbane a
93 Higgins  Jas., Charters Towers o c 5 Inns The Rev. G. A. C., Maryborough s
94 Higson Henry, Brisbane u k
95 Hilfling Mrs., Bulimba road o
96 Hill Mrs., Rockhampton c
97 Hill A., Bundaberg o 1
J.
JACKSON R., Valley c
98 Hill C., Brisbane n k 2 Jacka Wm., Rockhampton u k
99 Hill Harry, Cooktown a 3 Jacobsen H. J., Ravenswood o
100 Hillier Stephen, Ipswich o 4 Jahanneson E. G, Arisbane e
101 Hilaley A., Brisbane u k 5 James  Miss , Redbank u k
102 Hirschall W. M., Toowoomba c 6 James Chas. (miner), Brisbane o c (2)
103 Hoare Fredk., Tingalpa u k 7 James Edwd. E., Ravenswood in
104 Hoban  Miss  Catherine, Maryborough f 8 James John, Cooktown u k
105 Hodges Jas. (bushman), Dalby o c 9 Jameson James, Ipswich u k
106 Hodgkinson A. W., Nilsborough s 10 Jamison John, Townsville u k
107 Hodson L., Rockhampton u 11 Jamison John, Townsville f
Bundaberg o108 Hoff L. 12 Jamison John, Charters  Towers s,
109 Hoffmann Mr. and Mrs., Maryborough o 13 Jamison John, Charters Towers s
100 Hogan J. W., Logan c 14 Janetzkey Mrs. Mary, Charleville c
111 Hogan Michael, Westwood e 15 Jay William, Townsville o c
112 Hogan P., near Gayndah a 16 7efferies E. (photographer),  Toowoombe a
113 Hogarth A. C., Ravenswood a 17 Jefferies Edward (photographer),  Toowoomba a
114 Hogarth A. C., Ravenswood o 18 Jenkins  W. K., Rockhampton o c
115 Hogarth Jas., Cooktown c 19 Jensen Hans, Port Denison f
116 Heigh Mrs. George, Rockhampton f 20 Jensen  J., Brisbane o
117 Holcroft Wm., Maryborough u k 21 Jensen Willes, Barcoo  Station c
118 Holland Ambrose, Rush Creek o 22 Jessop  Mr., Palmer River  in
119 Hollingworth  G. (seaman ), Bundaberg o c 23 Joel Miss  M., Brisbane c
110 Holmberg J. (ship "Great Queensland "), f 24 Johanuessen Johan Hendrick,  Brisbane c
121 Holt Mrs. P., Brisbane c 25 Johansen Caroline, Rockhampton o
122 Holzknecht Peter P. (storekeeper), Dawson c 26 Johannsen  J. Chr., Rockhampton f
123 Roan Carl, Ravenswood c 27 Johns Louis D., Karibo o
124 Hontup H. E., Cooktown o c 28 Johson August,  Ravenswood e
125 Hood Jas. (A.J.S. Bank), Millchester o 29 Johnson Mrs. Edward, Brisbane u k
126 Hopkins Jno., Maryborough c 30 Johnson F., Cleveland Bay in
127 Hopson Mr. or Mrs., Squatters in 31 Johnson James, Stanthorpe in
128 Hors, Miss, Leichhardt street a • 32 Johnson James, Brisbane e
129 Horan Patrick, Merri Merri Creek c 33 Johnson Jens, Rockhampton o c
120 Horan James, Rockhampton c 34 Johnson S. A., Stanthorpe o
131 Horan Wm., Brisbane u k 35 Johanson W., Eton Vale a
132 Hors Wm., Walloon o 36 Johnston Thomas, Townsville o
133 Hornby Jas., Weranga a 37 Jones Edwin, Burdekin Downs  Station s
134, IIorsfield Thos., Bundaberg a 38 Jones Evan, Cooktown c
135 Horst Theodore, Brisbane o 39 Jones Harry E., Redbank Farm c
136 .iosking Thos., Bundaborg c 40 Jones F., Palmer c
137 Howard Mr., Rockhampton c 41 Jones John B., Brisbane u k
138 Howard Miss Alice, Petrie terrace c 42 Jones John B., Charters Towers c
139 Howard Chas., Georgetown u k 43 Jones J. and J. (butchers), Palmer River in
140 Howard Denis, Charters Towers a 44 Jones  Miss  Margaret, Brisbane c
141 Howard William, Bulloo River c 45 Jones R. J. (farmer), Pimpama e
142 Howe Miss Mary Ann, Rockhampton o c 46 Jones W., Gympie c
143 Howe Morgan, Yandilla Station c 47 Jones W., Gympie c
144 Howe W. J., Maryborough u k 48 Jonsen A. J., Bundaberg o
145 Howe W. J., Maryborough o c 49 Jope P. J., St. Lawrence c
146 Hoyles H. W., Cooktown c 50 Jorgensen H., Goodna o
147 Hughes Mr., Spring Hill c 51 Joyce James,  Palmer a
148 Hughes Andrew, Boowarie c
149 Hughes Chas., Brisbane o K.
150 Hughes Edmund, Ward River s 1 KAVANAGH Mr., Enoggera Hotel c.(2)
151 Hughes Henry Arthur, Millchester u k 2 Kavanagh Hy., Enoggera Hotel e
152 Hughes Henry Arthur, Millchester u k 3 Kavanagh H. M., Enoggera Hotel e
153 Hughes J. F., Toowoomba e 4 Kallan Miss Britch, Ipswich C
154 Hughes, Matthew, Allora c 5 Kastrup N., Woodleville, Yandilla f
155 Hughes Thos. W., Ipswich c 6 Kay Waw, Dalby c
156 Hughes W., Brisbane in 7 Keagguw Hugh, South Brisbane s
157 Hulbert Miss, Brisbane u k 8 Keareley George, Cooktown c
158 Humphries George, Jimbour s 9 Keating Bernard, Maryborough o c
159 Hunt Mrs. C., Ipswich 9 10 Keating Edward, Yandilla c
160 Hunt Chas., Cooktown c 11 Keen Mr. (second officer:ship "Southern  Belle"),
161 Hunt C. P., Palmer a Brisbane u k
162 Hunt A., Sandgate c 12 Kelly Con, Rockhampton e
163 Hunt Chas. W., Ipswich c 13 Kellett J. A., Brisbane c
164 Hunt Jas., Darling Downs in 14 Kelly Matthew, Peak Downs Station, Rockhampton
165 Hunt Miss Mary, Gladstone c uk
165 Hunter Alfred, Dalby o 15 Kelly Matthew, Peak Downs Station, Rock-
167 Hunter Andrew, Townsville in hampton c
168 Hunter David, Rockhampton c 16 Kelly Patrick, Mitchell Downs u k
169 Bunter John, Maryborough a 17 Kelleway Mrs. W., South Brisbane a
170 Hunter John, Westwood c 18 Kemp James, Maryborough c
171 Hunter Magnus, Ipswich o 19 Kemp J. P., Gladstone s
172 Hunter M., Hill End o 20 Kenaly P., Fortitude Valley a
173 Hutcheson Robt., Maryborough o 21 Kenealy Mrs. James, Bulloo a
174 Hutchins Henry, Cooktown in 22 Kenna Mr. M., Canning Downs Station o (2)
175 Hutchins Saml., Cooktown c 23 Kennedy Mr., Warwick c
176 gutchinson Eli, Cooktown c 24 Kennedy Mr., South Brisbane c
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35 Kennedy Mrs., Brisbane a 55 Livia Mrs. Elizabeth, Gladstone o
36 Kennedy A., Kirk Diggings c 56 Livingstone Charles, Beenleigh o (2)
37 Kennedy John, North Yanco a 57 Lloyd Mr., Bundaberg o (2)
38 Kennedy Patrick, Brisbane c 58 Lloyd E. H., Goodna c
19 Kenny Peter, Palmer c 59 Lloyd Thos., Lilyvale Downs u k (2)
30 Kenney Wm., Stanthorpe o 60 Loll Wilhelminie, Maryborough c
31 Kennington Mrs. C., Ravenswood c 61 Lomas William, Cooktown c
32 Keoug John, Gympie c 62 Loo Shoohe Foo, Canal Creek Diggings, via Ley
33 Kernick James, Cleveland Bay u k burn a
34 Kerr Robert, Palmer m 63 Lorenzen Mrs. H. (bricklayer ), Bundaberg o (2)
35 Kerr Robert, Palmer a 64 Loughlin John, Dalby o
36 Kerr E., Palmer s 65 Love R. S., Brisbane u k
37 Keys Chas., Barcoo o c  66 Lowther Mr. Jas. or Mrs. Elizabeth , Brisbane u k
38 Kielan Thomas, Ravenswood a 67 Lucas Mr., Bailey street c
39 Kiely Charles, Canindah c 68 Luck E. C., Cooktown a
40 Killin Lawrence, Brisbane o 69 Luckis T., Toowoomba c
41 Kings Alexander, Palmer o  70 Lund M. A., Brisbane e
42 King Henry, Brisbane o 71 Lynch James, Owanilla p. o. m
43 King H. E., Palmer c 72 Lynch Wm. (carrier), Nulalbin c
44 King R., Valley c 73 Lyons Bartholomew, Ravenswood t
45 King Wm., NorthAtockhampton c 74 Lyons David, Rockhampton e
46 King W., Spring Hill c 75 Lynott Thos., Millchester a
47 King W. S., Ipswich u k
48 Kingsford Thos., Roma o c M.
49 Kinleyside John, Ravenswood in  1  MAAG Henri, Pine Creek f
50 Kirby Michael, Stanthorpe  in  2  Mack James , Maytown a (2)
51 Kirkegaard E. Peter., Bastard Bay f  3  Madden J,, Brisbane o
52 Kirwin Frank (carpenter), Dalby c  4  Maddocks  Miss  Sarah Ann, S. Brisbane c
53 Kite George, Stanthorpe c  5  Mahood George, Stanthorpe c
54 Kin Yean and Co.  Messrs ., Stanthorpe c  6  Mahoney Messrs. Hugh and others,  Cannigera
55 Kjoge Laura, Ipswich o Creek c
56 Knight Mr., Brisbane u k  7  Malon Edwd., Warwick c
57 Knight Frederick P., Mount Adah u k  8  Malone John, Brisbane o
58 Koppter James, Stanthorpe c  9  'Mallehauge H. Jorgensen, Maryborough f
59 Korsch Wilhelm, Maryborough f  10  Manbey Chas., Millchester o c
60 Krach Conrad, Tambo o c  11  Mane Johan Jacob, Ravenswood p o
61 Kranz Ludurg (bootmaker), Mary street C  12  Mangnuson J. E., Charters Towers a
M13 ar Win., Rockhampton c
L. 14  Marchmont Amelia,  Dawson Bridge o a
1 LACH T. C., Townsville e 15  Marchmont Amelia,  Gogango c
2 Lade Miss, Brisbane o  16  Markeom Mrs.  Ann, Rockhampton o c
3 Ladewig Carl, Coomrith Station a  17  Marmine Henry, Gpmpie o
4 Lamb Joseph, Brisbane o  18  Manne A., Gympie a
5 Lambie George, Cooktown e 19  Marquis Samuel, Toowoomba c
6 Lambert John, Milton c (2)  20  Marshall Mrs. F., Westwood u k
7 Land William, Palmer m  21  Marshall  K. F., Brisbane o a
8 Lane Chas., Pine River c 22  Marshall Mont,  Palmer a
9 Lang Owen, Condamine u k  23  Martin D.,  Ravenswood a
10 Larcombe Mr., Rockhampton t  24  Martin George, Westwood o
11 Larkon John, Georgetown o 25  Martell John,  Ravenswood a
12 Larkins Patrick, Tambo o  26  Martin Thomas  (carter),  Charters Towers c
13 Larsen August, Toowoomba c  27  Martyn F. A., Laura River c
14 Last Joseph, Georgetown c  28  Macey F. A.,  Roma a
15 Lawler B. A., Dalby o c  29  Marlin Joseph, Warwick s
16 Lawrence John, Gongolan Station u k  30  Mason Alexander Leyburn o a
17 Lawton Arthur A., Brisbane u k  31  Mason James, Pahnerville on
18 Leach Miss Mary, Townsville o  32  Massinbird Thomas, ship "Juliet"  Brisbane u
19 Leach Mr., Fassifern Station a  33  Masters Wm. and T.,  Palmer a
20 Lear Benjamin, Loran Station u k  34  Masters Wm. and T.,  Palmer m
21 Leavey James, Palmer a  35  Matersen Jacob, Townsville s
22 Leaken George (seaman), Brisbane o a  36  Mathas John, Jimbour Station a
23 Leavy James, Rockhampton 0 c  37  Mather George, Brisbane o
24 Leavy Thomas, Rockhampton o c  38  Mather Thos., Coomrith Station c
25 Lee Mr., Ravenswood f  39  Matheson Mr., Gympie c
26 Lee Samuel, Brisbane c  40  Mathews Hyman, Charters Towers o
27 Leech Mr., Brisbane u k  41  Matthews Walter, Ethridge a
28 Leggoe Chas., Tambo p o  42  Matthewson Miss Julia, Townsville a
29 Leigh Harry, Tambo o  43  Mathison Keneth, Charetre Towers s
30 Leishman James, Millchester u k  44  Maxwell Melbourne,Charters Towers o
31 Len Theodore (farmer), Rosewood Scrub o c  45  May George, near Gympie u k
32 Leonard Bacom, Gainsford a 46  May George, Millchester o a (2)
38 Leslie John, Tambo o e 47  Mayer Andrew, Cooktown a
34 Less Mrs. Henry, Bald Hills o  48  Mayers Kate, Brisbane o
35 Lester George, Gympie c 49  Mayne Alex., Brisbane m
36 Levan Andrew, Cooktown c 50  Mayne Joseph, Millchester f
37 Lewin John, Charters Towers o c 51 Mayne Joseph, Millchester u k
38 Lewis Miss, Bulimba c 52  Melville J., Brisbane a
39 Lewis Mr., Brisbane a 53  Meriator M., Ravenswood c
40 Lewis Henry, Upper Pine River c 54 Metzger Wm., Brisbane c
41 Lewis James (carpenter and joiner), Warwick c (4) 55 Meyer Karl, Charters Towers c
42 Lewis M., Darling Downs c I 56 Meyer John, Oakey Creek c
43 Lidingham J. H., Cooktown o e 57 Meyer J. F. C., Townsville c
44 Linane James, Palmer c 58 Michael Edward, Charters Towers c
45 Linane Martin, Palmer c 59 Middleton John, Brisbane u k
46 Linch Mr., Brisbane c 60 Mijch Peter, Oakey Creek s
47 Lincoln F., Brisbane c 61 Milne Mrs., Spring Hill a
48 Ling S. (bootmaker), Brisbane a 62 Millar Mrs., Muirs Lane c
49 Linett Daniel, Townsville a (2) 63 Miller Chs., Cooktown  in
50 Linneth Peter Christiansen, Brisbane f 64 Miller John, Millchester m
51 Lister Thos., Charters c 65 Miller J. S. Cooktown o
52 Listrange Robert, Palmer s 66 Miller R. D. (storekeeper), Brisbane a
53 Little M., Palmer c 67 Mills David (miner),  Brisbane o c
64 Little W. C., Cooktown a 68 Mills J. H. G., Townsville*
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69 Mirls and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba a 22 McCoor C., Charters Towers in
70 Mirls and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba m 23 McCormack William (inukeeper), Charters Towers a
71 Mirls and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba s 24 Macrow Frederick, Dawson Bridge c
72 Misonery David, Brisbane c 25 McCotter Henry, Brisbane o
73 Mitchell E., Charters Towers 0 26 McCulloch Mrs. Mc., Fig-tree Pocket c
74 Mitchell M., Brisbane m 27 McCulloch George, Townsville u k
75 Mitchell Thomas, Charters Towers c 28 McDonald Colin, Stanthorpe a
76 Moffatt Adam Robt., Drayton e 29 MacDonald Donald, Gracemere c (2)
77 Moffatt J., Dalby o t 30 MacDonald Hugh, Ravenswood a
78 Moffitt J., Dalby c 31 McDonald James, Rockhampton c
79 Moffet Mick, Rockhampton e 32 McDonald John, Glinely Station c
80 Moffat Robert, Ravenswood Station n k 32 McDonald J., Brisbane o
81 Mohr Peter, Charters Zowers c 34 McDonald J. G., Charters Towers e
82 Monigan J., Gympie o 35 McDonald W., Brisbane o
83 Monsom Mr., Twelve-mile Creek c 36 McDonell James, Townsville c
84 Monson Carl Johan, Bundaberg c 37 McDowell Wm., Georgetown t (3)
85 Montgomory Mr., Glengallen c 38 McDowall Wm., Cardwell c
86 Moodie A., Toowoomba c 39 MoDowall Wm., Georgetown c
87 Moonie P., Gladstone a 40 McDougall John, Yengarie c
88 Moore Andrew, Dotswood Station a 41 McDugal Dan., Bowen Bridge c
89 Moore Master Andrew P., Dotswood Station s 42 McEwen Capt. T., Kangaroo Point c
90 Moore Arthur E., Bulloo River c 43 McEwen Wm. S., Palmer n z
91 Moore Arthur E., Thurlgoona Station in 44 McFarland Miss Ellen, Charters Towers c
92 Moore Charles, Rockhampton u k 45 McFarlane J. H., Brisbane o
93 Moore C. C., Brisbane a 46 McGee Joseph, Cooktown c
94 Moore Isaac, Brisbane o 47 McGibbon Thomas, BundabergE a
95 Moore John, Doughboy Creek o 48 McGill - (late butcher), Blndaberg c
96 Moore W., Millchester c 49 McGlynn Bernard, Telegraph Camp, Maryborougk c
97 Moore W. W., Ravenswood s 50 McGough P., Maryborough u k
98 Moran F. G. or R., Palmer c (2) 51 McGowan Thomas, Cooktown s
99 Moran Michael, Palmer a 52 McGowan W., (schooner " Isabella"), End!lvor s
100 Morgan Edward, Palmer a 53 McGregor A., Cape River o
101 Morgan G. B., Rockhampton u k 54 McGuire Edward, Stanthorpe a
102 Morgen John, Ravenswood o 55 McIntyre James, Bookhampton c
103 Morgen Moses, Fleetwood u k 56 Mackay George, Charters Towers u k
104 Morgan Rachel, Dalby o 57 Mackay Robert, Rockhampton c
105 Morofshee Mrs., Brisbane c 58 McKay William, Great Northern Railway Exten-
106 Morran Joseph, Charters Towers c sion e
107 Morrices James, Cooktown m 59 McKean W., Kangaroo Point c
108 Morrison Mrs., Redbank Plains c 60 McKenna Patrick, Brisbane c (2)
109 Mann John (chief mate, brig "Camilla"), Pt. 61 MacKenzie Colin, Maryborough u k
Adelaide t 62 MacKenzie W. A., Palmer c
110 Morris John, Etheridge e 63 McLaren James, Millchester o c
111 Morris John S., Cooktown a (2) 64 McLaughlin -, Rockhampton c
112 Morris Miss Mary Ann Walker, Ipswich o 65 McLea Peter, South Brisbane c
113 Morris Miss Nelly, Charters Towers o 66 McLean George, Burenda c
114 Morrison Mrs. F. S., Breakfast Creek o 67 McLellan D., Banana c
115 Morrow Thomas, Ipsw,*ch c 68 McLeod Angus, Deuchar's Pocket c
116 Morley Michael J., Charters Towers c 69 McLeod Stuart, Millchester o
117 Mortal John, Ravenswood c 70 McLoughlin J., Brisbane c (3)
118 Mortimer Mr. D., Rockhampton c 71 McLoughlin J., (wheelwright) Townsville c
119 Morton Thomas C., Rolleston o 72 McLoughlin J., Brisbane c
120 Moser J., Toowoomba c 73 McMichial -, William street c
121 Mow Gee (gardener), Townsville c 74 McMillan James, Palmer m (2)
122 Mullen John, Maryborough a 75 McMullan Jas., Palmer n z
123 Muller Mrs., Toowoomba c 76 McNamara Jas., Charters Towers a
124 Mueller C., Gympie Road f 77 McNamara Jas., Palmer in,
125 Muller Daniel, Millchester f 78 MacNamara W., Cooktown c
126 Muller John, Millchester m 79 McNamara Michael (laborer), Leyburn o c (2)
127 Munce Wm., Charters Towers o c 80 McNilhann -, Rockhampton c
128 Munt Mrs. Richard E. (ship "Indus"), Brisbane uk 81 McRae Colin, Charters Towers m
129 Murphy - Esq., (police office), Brisbane a 82 Mactaggart D. A. C., Rockhaven u k
130 Murphy Mr., Petrie Terrace c 83 McTanish T., Waingora Creek n z
131 Murphy J., Sugarloaf Road c (2)
N132 Murphy John, Yandilla Station c .
133 Murrene Patrick, Millchester u k 1 NAGHTON James, Toowoomba c
134 Murry James, Eurella c 2 Natty Miss S., Toowoomba p o
135 Murray J., Tambo c 3 Nash Gee., Goodna u k and c (5)
136 Murray John, Millchester s 4 Nathan N. B., Callandoon c
137 Murty and Sullovan, 20, Queen street,; Brisbane in 5 Nay W., Millchester o c
138 Myle Joseph, Brisbane c 6 Nears Saml., Edward's Camp c
7 G ie oNeil Jane m
Mc. and Mac. 8
y, p
Neil Mrs. K., Townsville c
9 Neilson Powel, Yengarie c
1 MoANDULEY Miss Isabella, - n z (2) 10 Neilsen J. P., Brisbane o
2 McArthur John, Glenelg Station c 11 Nelson Peter, Warwick c
3 McBean Charles (carpenter), Rocky Creek c 12 Neese P., Palmer c
4 McBean L., Grevellia c 13 Neville James, Clermont s
5 McBowall, Cardwell t 14 Newman Nathaniel, Palmer c
6 McCabe James, Curra Station c 15 Newell David, Maryborough u k (2)
7 McCabe P., Warry street c 16 Newlands James, Georgetown c
8 McCabe Thomas, Charters Towers s 17 Newman J. H., Palmer o
9 McCallum -, Wivenhoe c 18 Newton M. Christensen, Mackay f
10 McCallum Hugh, Millchester c 19 Neylan Patrick, Dawson a and c (2)
11 McCallum John, Cooktown o 20 Nichols G., Palmer c
12 McCann J., Port Macquarie s 21 Nichols W. D., Gladstone c (2)
13 McCann M., Palmer u k 22 Nickson Mrs. J., Brisbane u k
14 McCarthy Cornelius, Rockhampton u•k 23 Nickson James, Brisbane n z
15 McCartney James, Millchester m 24 Nicolson Alex., Charters Towers in
16 McCartney and Magnus Messrs., Waverley in 25 Nie John Van, Townsville a
17 McCaul Thomas, Ravenswood c 26 Nielssen John, Toowoomba c
18 McClelland Archibald, German Bar c 27 Nielsen C. H. W., Elliott o
19 McClelland Mrs. Margaret, Allora c 28 Nielsen Hans Peter, Degilbo, Marlborough o
20 McClintock James, Taroom f 29 Nielsen Kaiser, Brisbane o
21 McConnell P., Goondiwindi c 30 Nielsen N., Rockhampton o c
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31 Nielson  Jean Christian, Maryborough c 28 Peters Nichols, Charters  Towers s
32 Nilson Henry, Toowoomba f 29 Petersen August Carl, Brisbane f
33 Nilsson Miqs Johanna, Bundaberg f 30 Petersen G., Millchester o
34 Nilsson  Johan, Brisbane f 31 Petersen  Henrich, Maryborough o c
35 Night Edwin, Cooktown s 32 Petersen  Jens, South Brisbane c
36 Night James, Peak Downs Copper Mines u k 33 Petersen Jens, Stanthorpe o
37 Nisbet John, Dawson Bridge o 34 Petersen Mick, Rockhampton c
38 Nitoche John, Palmer p. o. 35 Petersen  P., Townsville f
39 Nolledge Herbert, Cooroora, near Dalby u k 36 Petersen Peter H.;'Townsville c (2)
40 Norriss Fred., (blacksmith), Rockhampton o c 37 Peterson R. P., Fortitude Valley c
41 Norris  Mrs. Sarah, Brisbane o c 38 Petersen S., Elliott o
42 Norton Geo., Brisbane s 39 Petersson  Whilhelmino, Brisbane o
43 Norton Henry, Etheridge c (2) 40 Petterson Chas., Rokford a
44 Norton Tobias, Palmer c 41 Phenson Mrs., Brisbane u k
45 Norton W., Charters Towers n k 42 Phero H., Brisbane c
46 Norwood Thomas, Toowoomba c 43 Philbin Ellen, Stanthorpe o
47 Nowell -,  Brisbane u k 44 Phillips G. T., Palmer s
48 Noyes  Mrs. James , Brisbane c 45 Philips and Co.  Messrs.  Henry, Goombilla o e
46 Phillips and Co. Messrs. H., Goombilla o e
0. 47 Phillips Miss Nelly, Brisbane c
1 O'BRIEN - Woogaroo c 48 Phillips Mrs. Thomas, Beenleigh o
2
,
O'Brien Chas., Charters Towers o 49 Picton R. W., Copperfield a
'
50 Stanthorpe cPimm Fredk.3 O Brien John, Ravenswood o c (3) ,
4 O'Brien Wm Cooktown n z 51 Pice Wm., Tiaro a
5
,
O'Brine Jas Rockhampton u k 52 Plunkett T., Toowoomba c
6 O'Byrne Join, Leyburn c 53 Plummer E. A. E., Roma c (4)
7 O'Callaghan  Denis,  Rockhampton m 54 Plummer J. A., Oakey Creek o
8 O'Connor  Maurice  D. Cooktown a 55 Pollard Thos., Charters Towers p o
9
,
O'Dea W. (miner), Gympie c 56 Pollock Mrs. J., Sandgate c
10 40 'Dempsy P. (farmer), Warwick c 57 Polly Carl August, Yengarie o
11 O'Donnell Chas., Palmer c 58 Poole Henry, Cooroora u k
12 O'Donnell Geo., Palmer c 59 Poole Joseph, Millchester u k
13 O'Donell J. Warwick c 60 Doppler Mrs. Mary Hannah,  Brisbane o
14
,
O'Grady John Ellengowan e 61 Porter H., Spring Hill c
15
,
O'Grady  Miss Margt ., Tambo o c 62 Portia Wm., Brisbane u k
16 O'Hara Miss  Annie Copperfield c 63 Potter Stephen (brickmaker), South Brisbane o
17
,
O'Keaf - (carrier), Townsville e 64 Poulsen Christian, Westwood o
18 Olds Wm., Brisbane o c 65 Powell Edwd, Ravenswood c
19 Oleary Constable, Palmer m 66 Powell E. T., Brisbane s
'
67 Powell Henry H P Brisbane u k20 Leary T., Cooktown c (3)O . .,
21 O'Line John,  Fleetwood o 68 Powell Thomas, Cooktown s
22 O'Loughlin T. Rockhampton u k 69 Powell Thos., Cooktown c
23,
,
Olsen Carl  Johan Bundaberg c 70 Powell W., Rockhampton c
24
,
Olsen Johannes , Rockhampton e 71 Power J., Tiaro c
25 Olsen M., Toowoomba p o 72 Powles Harry, Townsville c
26 Olson Wm., Cooktown s 73 Pratt Richd., Charters Towers o
27 Olson Wm. Peak Downs  Station c 74 Price A. B., Townsville c
28
,
O'Malley Niel, Palmer o 75 Priek Mrs. C. E. F., Brisbane f
29 One Mrs., Toowoomba c 76 Priestley C., Townsville e
30 O'Neale Patrick, North Branch o a 77 Primrose J., Emu Creek c
'
78 HelenPringle Mrs Stanthorpe o31 Neill  Dan. (farmer ), Indooroopilly c (2)O ,.
32 O'Neill John, Warwick o 79 Prior and  Son Messrs ., Taroom c
33 O'Reilly Bridget Mary, Townsville o 80 Pritchard -, Gainsford c
34 O'Reilly Mary, Townsville o 81 Pritchard B. H., Gainsford o c
35 O'Reilly Michl., Millchester u k and c (2) 82 Probert R., Palmer u k
36 Orr Mrs .,  Brisbane o 83 Prove Fried., Cooktown o
37 Orr Wm.  James Rockhampton u k 84 Punchin J., Cooktown c
38
,
Osbourne  Mrs. J.,  Brisbane s 85 Purcell Thos., Townsville c
39 Osborn  Robert Brisbane c 86 Purdies --, Charters Towers c
40
,
Oshaughneesy T. J., Palmer e 87 Putt Edwd., Dalby u k
41 Oslear C. E. 0., Bundaberg s
42 O'Sullivan Patk., Cooktown n z (2) Q.
43 O'Tiner -,  Sandgate c 1 QUINN Hugh, Edwardstown c
44 Owen Alfd., Breakfast Creek c 2 Quinn  James , Millchester s (2)
3 Quinn Thomas (carter ), Charters  Towers c
P. 4 Quintel Mrs., Ipswich f
1 PATTZSEN Arnold, Lorne Station f 5 Quirk Martin, Charters Towers s.
2 Pankewitz  Albert Maryborough f
3
,
Parker W. H., Brisbane s R.
4 Parrat Miss  Ellen, Dalby c 1 RABBE C. (blacksmith), Ipswich Reserve o
5 Parringreen  Mrs., Sandgate s 2 Radcliffe -, Wharf street c
6 Parrish  Henry, Bowen Bridge road c 3 Raine  Arthur, Tamborine c
7 Parsons  Wm., Brisbane o c 4 Raishel Mrs., Dalby c
8 Pascoe J., Dawson o 5 Raleigh Walter, Ravenswood o
9 Pascoe Wm., Georgetown s 6 Rankin Ronald, Millchester c
10 Paterson  Jas., South Pine c 7 Rappel 0., Brisbane u k
11 Paterson Water, Millchester e 8 Rassmussen  Jens (carpenter),  Brisbane o c
12 Patients  Wm., Dalby u k 9 Rawlison  H., Brisbane a
13 Paur George, (cowrie m 10 Raymond G. W., Burton Downs c
14 Payne -, Logan e 11 Raynbrid Mrs. M., Brisbane u k
15 Pearce Miss, Breakfast  Creek o e 12 Reardon Daniel, Gympie c
16 Pearse  J. T., Charters  Towers a 13 Reckitt Albert, Tallegalla u k
17 Peel Joseph, Rockhampton o c 14 Reeley Peter, Ravenswood a
18 Penberthy James, Kilkivan m 15 Refford Benj., Brisbane c
19 Pencraa  Mrs. Z . Y., Brisbane n z 16 Regan Ned, Westwood c
20 Pengelly and Cowliahaw  Messrs ., Bundaberg o c 17 Reid James, Brisbane u k
21 Penny Joseph, Cooktown c 18 Reid John, Bundaberg c
22 Perchall -, South Brisbane c 19 Reiney Mrs. John, Maryborough c
23 Percy Geo., Brisbane p o and c (2) 20 Rew Mrs. Mary, Kangaroo Point c
24 Permain  G., Wallan Station u k 21 Reynolds S., Cooktown m
25 Perrin  W., Georgetown u k 22 Richards Mrs., Drayton o c
26 Perry Mrs. Robert, Gympie o 23 Richards Geo. (carrier), Roma c
27 Perry T., Morayfield u k 24 Richards Wm., Charleville c
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25 Richards Wm., Sadler's Waterhole o c 11 Sawyer S., Brisbane u k
26 Richardson Geo., Brisbane u k and f (2) 12 Scandlan Andrew (laborer), Brisbane u k
27 Richardson R., Brisbane a 13 Schaw J .,  Millchester o c
28 Ride W. R., N. Branch Condamine o 14 Schwerne -, Middle Ridge a
29 Rider A., Bundaberg e 15 Schwerin Franz, Highfield c
30 Rigand Stephen, Donnybrook c and o c (5) 16 Schweikert John ,  Port Curtis Rd. e
31 Riley James, Tinpglpa o c 17 Schmidt N. L., Mackay a
32 Riley Mrs. Peter, Cooktown o 18 Schofield Walter N .,  Stanthorpe u k
33 Ring, Christian, Mackay f 19 Scholefield G. A., Northampton o
34 Ring Christian Hansen, Mackay o 20 Schroder Julius ,  Brisbane f
35 Ring Christian R., Copperfield o 21 Sciaroni Louis, Cooktown a
36 Bison Alfred, Gladstone e 22 Scott Joseph, Brisbane c
37 Ritchie G. E., Cooktown f (3) 23 Scott Thomas, Rockhampton f
38 Robinson Chas. Nathaniel, Ipswich o 24 Scott Walter, Maryborough c
39 Roberts Charles, Palmer c 25 Scott Walter, Westwood s
40 Roberts G. L., Brisbane c 26 Scott W., Toowoomba c
41 Roberts W., Gympie c 27 Senant Richd., Burdekin River s
42 Roberts W., Ravenswood a 28 Serrington Mrs., South Brisbane e
43 Roberts W., Cooktown o 29 Sexton R. E., Brisbane f
44 Robertson --, Oakey Creek c 30 Seymour Richd., Ross's Hotel c
45 Robertson Win., Townsville c 31 Shaw W. H., Millchester t
46 Robins Mrs., Brisbane m (2) 32 Sharpe Hiram ,  Werango c
47 Robins Edwd., Rockhampton c and u k (2) 33 Shea Mrs., Ravenswood c
48 Robins G. J., Brisbane c 34 Shea Joseph, Charters Towers e
49 Robinson Arthur (contractor), Brisbane c 35 Shealer Captain R ,  Brisbane m
50 Robinson A. C., Woollongabba c 36 Sheehan Bartholemew ,  Edward's Camp n z
51 Robinson Charles, Brisbane u k (2) 37 Sheehan J., Dalby c
52 Robinson Elizth., Rockhampton c 38 Sheehan Simon, Brisbane c
53 Robinson and Co. Messrs. John, Brisbane m 39 Sheen -, Ravenswood c
54 Robinson Joseph ,  Rockhampton s 40 Shepherd Abraham ,  Tambo o
55 Robinson Robt., South Brisbane c 41 Shepherd Thomas, Cooktown c
56 Robinson Saml .,  Brisbane u k 42 Shepherd Thomas, Etheridge c
57 Robinson W. B., Brisbane o c 43 Sherlock A., Charters Towers a (2)
58 Robison Mrs .,  Warwick o 44 Sherrington Mrs., Rockhampton c
59 Robson F., Cooktown c 45 Shillard W., Cooktown s
60 Robson Walter, Goodna c (2) 46 Shirwin Miss Bessy ,  Brisbane s
61 Rochford George, Charters Towers c (2) 47 Shmith Mary, Rockhampton o
62 Rochford Patrick, Rockhampton s and c (3) 48 Short Bernard ,  Toms Camp Station o
63 Roe M .,  Brisbane c 49 Short John, Toowoomba o
64 Roessler J. and H., Warwick c 50 Shorter Wm. D., Peak Downs Station u k (3)
65 Rogers John, Rockhampton u k (2) 51 Shroder R. G., Cooktown s
66 Rogers Wm., Rockhampton u k 52 Shwerkert John, Port Curtis road o
67 Rollin T., Millchester c 53 Sidenias Ludwig, Bundaberg f
68 Rollinson Captn., Redbank c 54 Sielfeldt Jacob, Cabbage-tree Creek o
69 Ron Jacob Christensen, Rockhampton f 55 Siever  A., Charters  Towers e
70 Ronson  W.,  --  c 56 Simes T. W., Leyburn e
71 Rose Enoch, Rockhampton c 57 Simmonds F. L., Charters Towers o a
72 Ross -, Gogango s 58 Simms Mrs .  Harriet ,  Brisbane f
73 Ross Charles, Townsville c 59 Simonsen John, Brisbane f
74 Ross Daniel, Stanthorpe o 60 Simpson J.  W. G.,  Bundaberg o
75 Ross David, Peak Downs Coppermines c 61 Simson Robert, Three-mile Creek £
76 Ross E. S.,  Rockhampton c 62 Sinclair Jhn. W., Palmer s
77 Ross Lachlan ,  Palmer n z (3) 63 Skene John W., Palmer e
78 Rourke Connor, Jimbour o o 64 Skinner Messrs. T. and J .,  Baaon Creek o e
79 Route Miss Kate ,  Rosedale m 65 Slade Mrs., Warwick u k
80 Rowe John C., Charters Towers u k and s (2) 66 Slade Ge.  M., Cape River u k and o (2)
81 Rowe W., Gympie a 67 Slater  -,  Brisbane a (2)
82 Rowen Thomas, Rockhampton e 68 Slattery'Thos .,  Cooktown o
83 Bowling Thomas, Charters Towers s 69 Slebet Peter ,  Townsville o c
84 Rowse Elijah, Ravenswood m 70 Sloan John, Ravenswood u k
85 Rudd John, Stanthorpe c 71 Sloane Wm .,  Gladstone c
86 Ruford Miss, Toowoomba e 72 Smart Wm., Brisbane m
87 Rule John, Bulimba c 73 Smee Thomas ,  Ipswich c
88 Rushton J. E., Bulimba c 74 Smellie Wm., Beenleigh s
89 Russell G., Nanango c 75 Smeett John, Cooktown s
90 Russell Mrs. S., Beenleigh s 76 Smiley H., Breakfast Creek e
91 Russell Wm., Cooktown u k 77 Smith -, Pine River e
92 Rutherfora and Guthrie  Messrs.,  Quambatook m 7S Smith Mrs .,  Sandgate c
93 Rutherford J., Palmer s 79 Smith Miss Annie, North Pine u k (2)
94 Rutherford G., Quambatook m 80 Smith Alex., Palmer m (2)
95 Ruston John, Townsville c 81 Smith Arthur ,  Brisbane u k
96 Ryan Mrs., Stanthorpe c 82 Smith A. H. (grocer), Brisbane o e
97 Ryan Ellen, Dalby u k 83 Smith Charles ,  Palmer c
98 Ryan J. H., Palmer e 84 Smith Charles, Ipswich o c
99 Ryan Margt., Ipswich o 85 Smith D., Maryborough s
100 Ryan Michael, Charters Towers c 86 Smith F. (builder), Brisbane o
101 Ryan Michael ,  Ravenswood c 87 Smith John, Brisbane o
102 Ryan M., Waneroo Creek c 88 Smith John, Millchester in
103 Ryan Patrick, Stanthor e u k 89 Smith John, Cooktown c
104
p
Ryan Martin, Charters Powers a 90 Smith John ,  Charters Towers C
105 Ryan Ma-ter T., Bloomsburry c 91 Smith John, Gympie o
92 Smith Joshua C., Burenda o c
93 Smith J R Gladstone cS. 94
. .,
Smith Patrick, Charters Towers a
1 SALIS Mrs. S., Brisbane u k 95 Smith Richd., Bald Hills o e
2 Salls John ,  Banana c 96 Smith Walter, Kilkivan o c
3 Saltwell David, Maryborough s 97 Smith Walter, Westwood c
4 Sam Fat (Chinaman), Cape River c 98 Smith Walter, Rockhampton o c
5 Sandberg Mrs. Johanna ,  Brisbane a 99 Smith Wm. Law, Cooktown m (2)
6 Sanderson F. J., Cooktown a 100 Smith W. M., Stinking Gully c
7 Sanne Christopher, Jimbour c 101 Smyth Chas., Townsville t
8 Sansonn John, Brisbane u k 102 Smyth John, Ipswich u k
9 Sare Enoch, Palmer a and m (2) 103 Soicktieck C., Cooktown s
10 Saunderson Mrs., Ipswich c 104 Soklimand  ---,  Bundaberg c
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105 Solomon  Messrs.  M. and J., Charters Towers s 19 Templeton  George,  Rockhampton u k
106 Sorensen  Christian, Rockhampton f 20 Terrell James, Millchester  is  k
107 Sorensen Christian, Kyarga,  Banana o c 21 Terriere Charles, Cooktown s
108 Sorensen  Ole, Goodna f 22 Tescoe  Charles, Brisbane a
109 Southerden Miss, South  Brisbane c 23 Thaeney Mrs., Ravenswood c
110 Spalding W., Ravenswood c 24 Thomas -, Stanthorpe u k
111 Sparks Mrs. Joseph, Rockhampton c (2) 25 Thomas A. B., Cooktown c
212 Spearing Thomas, Taromeo c 26 Thomas James, Copperfield c
113 Spearman  Walter,  Brisbane m 27 Thomas W., Cooktown  is  k
114 Spencer John, Rockhampton u k 28 Thomas William, Peak Downs m
115 Spillan Michl., Cooktown n z 29 Thomas William Eaves, Cooktown m
116 Sporer Herman, Cooktown o 30 Thomas W. E., Dalby s
117 Stacey J. D. M., Brisbane o 31 Thompson Charles, Glenelg Station c
118 Stacey Thos., Westbrook p o 32 Thompson F., Palmer s
119 Stachelroth -, Lyon Creek a 33 Thompson G., Spring Hill s
120 Stapleton M., Brisbane a (2) 34 Thompson G. H., Millchester m
121 St. Croix Aaron de, Toowoomba  is  k 35 Thompson H. P., Rockhampton c
122 St. Croix Aaron  de, Toowoomba u k (2) 36 Thompson Mrs. Martin, Ravenswood c
123 St. Croix Mrs. Thomas de, Toowoomba o 37 Thompson  Thomas, Brisbane a (3)
124 Stiene W. F., Maryborough c 38 Thompson Th. Chr. F., Tambo o
125 Steigmeore  Mark (carrier), Dawson c 39 Thomson Andrew, Maryborough  is  k
126 Stephens John, Twix Downs c 40 Thomson George F., Palmer s
127 Sterling  J., Westwood c 41 Thomson John, Oakey Creek c
128 Still Hugh,  Palmer c 42 Thomson Peter (painter), Dalby  is  k
129 Stevens  Chas., Jimbour s 43 Thomson Thomas (carrier ), Cooktown e
130 Stevens  Geo., Maryborough s 44 Thomson William,  Talgai c
131 Stevens  W. M., Warwick s 45 Thorson Miss Marie Elisa, Rockhampton f
132 Stewart Geo., Bowen Bridge o 46 Thwaite James, Dawson Bridge c
133 Stewart  Janno, Copperfield c (2) 47 Tierney  James , Millchester o
134 Stewart  Mrs. James , Charters  Towers o e 48 Tippett George, Gympie c
135 Stewart John, Cooktown a 49 Tippett Reginald, Sandy Creek c
136 Stewart J. S., Brisbane o 50 Tobin Patrick, Brisbane  is  k
137 Stewart L. G., Toowoomba c 51 Tonsen John, Oakwood o
138 Stewart  Robert, Roma c 52 Torrener James, Booroondara c
139 Stewart Thomas, Millchester u k 53 Tough George (butcher), Sandy Creek c (2)
140 Stokes -•- (publican), Rockhampton road c 54 Toussaint C. W., Oxford Downs s
141 Stokes John and Jane, Gympie o 55 Towers C., Millchester o c
142 Stone  John, Charters Towers c 56 Towle James, Oakey Creek e
143 Stott - (confectioner), Bald Hills e 57 Trathen Mrs. James, Bundaberg c
144 Strachan John,"Townsville c 58 Travis F. W., Millchester u k
145 Straher Alfred, Gilbert u k 59 Tresselt Hugo, Palmer c
146 Strand J. F. W., Cooktown s 60 Trindle J., Westwood c
147 Strangman Alfred, Millchester m 61 Tritton F. G., Toowoomba o
148 Stranks Wm., Brisbane c 62 Tuller H. C., Millchester o e
149 Street A. W., Rockhampton a 63 Tully James, Rockhampton c
150 Street  Mrs. Harriet , Charters Towers o c 64 Tully Patrick, Nebo a
151 Strong  -,  Mont Estate c 65 Turk G. (ship 10 Great Queensland "), Mary
152 Strov P. 0., Dawson Bridge p o borough u k (2)
153 Strurop Jacob, Gladstone f 66 Turner Charles T., Toowoomba o c
154 Stumpf Carl, Warwick f 67 Turner Charles, Rocky Creek c (4)
155 Stune Mrs., Gympie c 68 Turner John, Westbrook c
156 Stutridge David (miner), Charters Towers c 69 Turner John,  Sugarloaf o c
157 Styrold Miss Laura, Charters Towers c 70 Turner John D., Millchester c
158 Suhr L., Palmer c 71 Turnbull Wallace or David, Charters Towers  is  k
159 Sutterby H., Millchester c 72 Tyler -, Samford c
160 Sullivan Dennis, Dalby w a 73 Tyler J. F. F., Brisbane u k
161
162
Sullivan George, Brisbane a
Sumerville Harry, Millchester e U.
163 Sun  Cam Cune (Chinese storekeeper), Klope Dig- 1 ULLMAN Joseph, Rockhampton c
gings n z 2 Urquhart J., Glen Langton e
164 Surell  Miss Kate , Spring Hill o
165 Sursmilch C., Palmer s V.
166 Svansen  J., Roke Creek c 1 VALLI Giacomo Charters Towers  is  z
167 Sutcliffe George, Goodna c 2
,
Vernow Charles, Rockhampton s
168 Sutton Mrs., Warwick c 3 Vertelli Mrs. Rockhampton s169 Swan  Walter, Palmer n z 4 Rockhampton aVertelli M.170 Swanson George, Westbrook u k 5
,
Verron or Verson If., Allora c
171 Swansson  T., Millchester e 6 Vesperman Henry, Oxford Downs e
172 Sweeney T. T. (carrier), Roma c 7 Brisbane cVi Mrs. J.
173 Sweeney Wm., Westwood o c 8
,
Tinter Miss Mary, Mount Perry o c
174 Sem One Swet (chinaman), Cleveland Bay f
175 Sword Henry, Burenda c W.
176 Symes Thos., Brisbane s I WRITE Edwin, Dawson Bridge  is  k
2 Wakenshaw -- Gainsford cT. 3
,
Walden Henry, Tingalpa c
1 TAFFEE M., Eton Vale c 4 Walker and Co.  Messrs., Cooktown  is  k
2 Tairndale William, Cooktown o 5 Walker A. (carpenter), Townsville u k
3 Tait John, Darling Downs s 6 Walker Robert  Francis,  Millchester u k
4 Takop Mrs., Bundaberg c 7 Walker John, Sandgate u k
5 Talbot J. W., Nanango o 8 Walker W. G., Fort Cooper e
6 Taltey Miss  Susan,  Townsville o e 9 Wallace John, Brisbane u k
7 Taplin Mrs., Westwood c 10 Walsh Mrs., Kent street, Valley c
8 Tarrant  Richard, Millchester p o 11 Walters -, Rosewood c
9 Taylor Mrs. George, Westwood c 12 Walters Thomas, Thorgomindah o
10 Taylor G. H., Gladstone c 13 Warang C., Stanthorpe o
11 Taylor G. W., Palmer c 14 Ward Alfred, Cleveland Bay c
12 Taylor James, Rosewood Gate u k 15 Ward W., Palmer a
13 Taylor  James,  Toowoomba u k 16 Ward William, Palmer a (3)
14 Taylor James, Brisbane c 17 Ward W. J., Lansdowne  is  k and c  (3)
15 Taylor William, Toowoomba c 18 Ware Mrs., North Quay c
16 Taylor W., Westwood o 19 Warner F. H., Brisbane c
17 Tears  James , Cooktown  is  k 20 Warren L. P., Brisbane o c
18 Telford James, One-mile 'Swamp e 21 Warren Nicholas (carrier), Westwood e
2*7
22 Watkins Michael, Maytown c (2) 81 Wills John, Upper Palmer a
23 Watkins Richard, Brisbane u k 82 Wilson and Co. Messrs., Stanthorpe u k
24 Watkins William (carrier), Townsville c 83 Wilson Andrew, Cooktown a,
25 Watson W. P., Rockhampton c 84 Wilson Frank, Cooktown c
26 Watt Alexander M., Charters Towers c 85 Wilson George, Palmer s
27 Weaber Mrs., Cooktown u k 86 Wilson Henry, Brisbane u k
28 Webb Mrs. (laundress), Fortitude Valley e 87 Wilson Mrs. J., Ipswich c
29 Webb E. T., Brisbane s 88 Wilson John, Townsville o c
30 Weber William, Copperfield o 89 Wilson Martin, Toowoomba o
31 Webster -, Charters Towers* 90 Wilson Robert, Townsville c
32 Webster T. W., Brisbane u k 91 Wilson Robert Saxton, Brisbane u k
33 Weddell -, Fortitude Valley m 92 Wilson T. N., Ipswich a (2)
34 Weeks William, Rockhampton u k (2) 93 Wilton George, Palmer s
35 Weighen Mrs. Elizabeth, Warwick u k 94 Wilton G., Palmer a
36 Weinthal Frederick, Gogango c 95 Wing War, Millchester c
37 Weir Matthew, Ipswich u k 96 Winogue John, Nerang Creek c
38 Weir Robert Martin, Maryborough o c  97 Winton Frank, Charters Towers u k
39 Weir Robert Martin, Mary River c 98 Wise Joseph Mrs., Copperfield c
40 Weir Thomas W., Cooktown'n z 99 Withhardt - (watchmaker), Brisbane o
41 Weitemeyer Thowald, Cooktown m and f (2) 100 Withie George, Brisbane o
42 Weller Mrs. E. D., Gympie o 101 Wood Charles S., Townville u k
43 Wells Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane o c 102 Wood Mrs. Elizabeth, Toowoomba o
44 Welsh John, Rockhampton u k 103 Wood E. T., Brisbane u k .
45 Welsh T., Gainford u k 104 Wood W., Dugandan Station o
46 Welsh Thomas, Rockhampton o c 105 Moods William, Doughboy Creek c
47 Wernthal Fred., Westwood o 106 Worker James, Cooktown s
48 Westphal John, Brisbane o c 107 Wright Mrs., Petrie Terrace c
49 Wheinthal Frederick, Fleetwood a 108 Wright George William, Brisbane u k
50 White - Lilyrack u k, 109 Wright R., Bulimba o
51 White C., Upper Palmer a 110 Wych George, Stanthorpe o
52 White J. W., Townsville o 111 Wyett Elizabeth, Copperfield o
53 White Henry F., Felton Station c 112 Wyllie John, Warwick u k
64 White Thomas, Brisbane u k
55 White Thomas H., Chaters Towers e Y.
56 White William Henry, Charters Towers u k 1 YENSEN Louis, Maryborough c
57 Whitman William, Taroom o c 2 Yortch George, Cressbrook c
58 Whitton Thomas, Maryborough in 3 Younge Augustus, Dalby u k (2)
59 Wilken J., sen., Spring Creek c 4 Cooktown cYoung H.Palmer n z60 Wilkins Joseph W.
,
, 6
61 Wilkinson A. E., Brisbane a 6
Young Shim Johan, Cape River n z
Yrdshaaman (bootmaker) Bowen Bridge c62 Wilkinson Mrs. Elizabeth, Ipswich c 7
,
Yule Udney Brisbane f
63 Wilkinson E., Charters Towers c
,
64 Williams E. P., Brisbane c (2) Z.
65 Williams George, Canal Creek c
66 Williams James, Millchester m 1 ZUHELL M., Gracemere c
Cooktown c67 Williams J. ,
68 Williams John E., Charters Towers m Initials, Etc.
69 Williams Mrs. J., Brisbane u k 1 B. C., P. 0., Brisbane c
70 Williams Miss Olympia, Brisbane c 2 C. P. S., Western Creek o c
71 Williams Robert, Brisbane c 3 D. E. T., P. 0., Brisbane c
72 Williams R., Spring Hill c 4 G. T. C., Cooktown a
73 Williams Sam, Charters Towers o c 6 M. A. T., P. 0., Brisbane c
74 Williams Mrs. T., Barcoo c 6 R. B., P. 0., Brisbane o
75 Williams William, Cooktown m 7 Captain (ship " Royal George,") Brisbane c
76 Williams W. J., Cooktown p o and c (4) 8 Lewin (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o e
77 Williams W. S., Georgetown m 9 Sergeant of Police, Cape River o c
78 Williamson Robert, Dalrymple m 10 The Manager, Ellangowan o c
79 Willis Charles, Neran Creek u k 11 The Manager, Strathane o c
80 Wilmot John (carrier), Fleetwood c 12 The Manager, Winchester Downs o a
Queensland Medical Board, GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874 WITH
1%T
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
that Rlcmtun Tnoau.sOTICE is hereby given
,
REGULATIONS.
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,
FREEMAN, of Cooktown, and WILLIAM LANE N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,O
MORLEY, of Brisbane, have been admitted as duly in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
qualified Medical Practitioners. of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
K. CANNAN, President. Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
CHARLES C. HORROCKS, Secretary. Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY. J. C. BEAL,
C
HART of the Brisbane River, from the Government Printer.
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government October 24,1874.
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874 ,"  together with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,  1874,
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, decoy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound 4 10 0
Half Bound 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested  to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Adve rt isements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDBEEPERS and others are requested, when
desc ri bing  brands,  to make  a distinction between
"Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered  Brand" after the description of the former
Registered  brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where  these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. REAL,
Government  Prinfer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th May, 1874.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act
of  1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns orplaces in  the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say
Cri minal Jurisdiction. Civil  Jurisdiction.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Samuel Summerville , late  of
Ipswich,  in the Colony  of Queensland, free-
holder.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date hereof,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court , that Probe of the Will of  the above-named
Samuel Summer lle, deceased ,  may be granted to
Elizabeth Summerville , widow of the said de-
ceased, the Executrix named  in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich ,  this second  day of  February,
A.D. 1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Summerville.
By his A ent--
G. V HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
87 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Hawker ,  late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland, laborer ,  deceased,
intestate.
'V OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
IN tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of the
goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the above-
named William Hawker ,  deceased ,  may be granted
to Lydia Hawker ,  of Warwick aforesaid ,  widow of
the said deceased.
AT ROCKHAMPTON. Dated at Warwick, this third day of February,
Monday ,  March 8th.
Monday , June 7th.
Monday ,  September 6th.
Monday ,  December 6th.
Tuesday, March 9th.
Tuesday, June 8th.
Tuesday, September 7th.
Tuesday, December 7th.
A.D. 1875.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Palmerin street,  Warwick,
Proctor for the said Lydia Hawker.
AT COOxTOWN. 86 6s. 6d.
ThursdayMarch 25th ThursdayMarch 25th, . , . In the  Supreme  Court of QueenslandFriday,  June 25th . Friday June 25th. .
Saturday ,  September  18th.
,
Saturday, September 18th. ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
AT MILLCHESTER. In the Will of Michael McNally, late of Warwick,in the Colony of Queensland, hotel- keeper
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th. ,deceased.Saturday September  25th. Saturday, September 25th.,
OTICE is hereb iven that at the ex ira-
AT TowirsvILLE.
y g , p
tion of fourteen days from the publicationN
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd. hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
Wednesday, June 30th. Wednesday, June 30th. able Court, that Probate of the last Will of the
Friday, October 1st. Friday, October 1st. said Michael McNally, deceased, may be granted
AT Bownx. to Bridget McNally, of Warwick, and Edward
Wednesday April 7th. Wednesday April 7th. Malone, and James Campbell, of the Agricultural,
SaturdaJul 3rd
,
SaturdaJul 3rd Reserve,  near Warwick aforesaid, the Executorsy, y .
Tuesday, October 5th.
y, y .
I Tuesday, October 5th. na med in the said Will.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN
AT MACKAY. ,Palmerin  street , Warwick,
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th. Proctor for the said Executors.
Monda Jul 6th July 5th.Mondayy, y .
Thursday, October 7th.
,
Thursday, October 7th. 85  6s. 6d.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday,  November  27th. I Saturday, November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
T
HIS is to certify that John Sargent Turner, of
Eagle street , in the City of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, merchant, has been duly
appointed Trustee of the property of Henry Friend,
of Gladstone, in the colony aforesaid, adjudicated
insolvent on the sixth day of January, 1875.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of January, A.D. 1875.
[L.s.] J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
91
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Paul Mogk, late of the Township
of Condamine, in the Colony of Queensland,
settler, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, that Letters of Administra-
tion of the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the above-named  deceased, may be granted to
Siegmund Berens , of the City of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, Merchant, the duly consti-
tuted attorney pf Richard Mogk, of Mengering-
hausen, in the Empire of Germany, solicitor, and
Agnes Marc, formerely Agnes Mogk, of Wiesbaden,
in the said Empire, the only brother and sister, and
next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of February, A.D. 1875.
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Siegmund Berens,
77
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Conrad George D'Albedyhll, late of
Sydney, in the Colony of Now South Wales,
Esquire, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Conrad George D'Albedyhll,
deceased, affecting his Queensland estates only,
may be granted to Graham Lloyd Hart, of the
City of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
the duly constituted attorney of the Honorable
Alexander Campbell, of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, Esquire, the sole Executor
named  in the said Will.
Dated  at Brisbane , this fifth day of February,
A.D. 1875.
81
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Jurje Henri Theess, late of
Boonara, in the Burnett District, and Colony
of Queensland, shepherd, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Jurje Henri Theess, deceased,
may be granted to F. Copas, of Maryborough, in
the colony aforesaid, Lutheran Minister, and
August Euller, of Boonara aforesaid, the Executors
named  in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this first clay of Febru-
ary, 1875.
R. K. MACNISH,
Bazaar street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the  said  F. Copas and August Euller.
By his Agents-
T HoMPBoN  AND HELLIc Ji,
Town Hall,  Brisbane.
90 6s. 6d.
THE LADY MARY GOLD MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
AT a Special General Meeting of the Share-
holders of the Lady Mary Gold Mining
Company, Limited, held at the office of the Company,
on Monday, December 21st, 1874, a quorum being
present, the following resolution was unanimously
carried :-
Moved by Mr. Alexander Pollock, seconded by
Mr. C. T. -Tabb-" That this meeting requires the
Lady Mary Gold Mining Company, Limited, to be
wound up voluntarily under the provisions of  ` The
Companies Act  of 1863."'
And at a  Special  General Meeting of the Share-
holders, held on the 11th January, 1875, a quorum
being present,-
Moved by Mr. Alexander Pollock, seconded by
Mr. Charles T. Tabb-" That the Special resolution
passed at  the Special General Meeting of Share-
holders held on Monday, the 21st day of December,
1874, viz., That this  meeting  requires the Lady
Mary Gold Mining Company, Limited, to be wound
up voluntarily  under the provisions of  `  Tlie Com-
panies  Act of  1863,' be now confirmed." Carried
unanimously.
Moved by Mr. Newman Wilson, seconded by
Mr. Charles T. Tabb That John Staley and
Ernest Hardwick Booth be appointed Liquidators."
Carried unanimously.
The minutes of this  meeting , having been read,
were confirmed , and duly signed by Mr. Robert
Arthur Pollock, the Chairman.
73
(By order,)
JOHN STALEY,
Secretary.
9s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I hereby give notice that on the 1st day of March
next,  I intend to apply to the Ipswich Bench
of Magistrates for permission to erect Two Swing
Gates on the road separating portions 213 and 214,
parish of Wivenhoe, from portions 132, 133, 134,
135, 144, 145, 146, 147, 156, 157, 158, 159,167,168,
parish of England.
ALEX. D. CAMPBELL.
1st February, 1875.
74 3s. 6d.
NOTICE FOR LICENSED GATE.
I
hereby give notice that I intend to apply at the
Court of Petty Sessions, to be held at Gympie,
on the 9th day of March, 1875, for leave to erect
a Double Gate, sixteen feet wide, upon the road
passing between my selections Nos.  280, 222, and
397, on Eel Creek, near the Mary River, Gympie.
JAS. FULLERTON.
Gympie, 29th January, 1875.
76 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.
V V
WE intend to apply, on the 18th of March,
1875, to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Townsville, for permission to erect a Gate on the
road or track from Strathalbyn to Ravenswood,
situated about eleven miles from Woodhouse
Head Station.
CUNNINGHAM AND CO.
Woodhouse,
January 18th, 1875.
78 4s.
NOTICE.
WE intend o apply, onthe 18th March, 1875,
to the  Bench of Magistrates ,  at Townsville,
for permission to erect a Gate on the main road
from the Burdekin to Ravenswood , • situated about
ten miles from Woodhouse Station.
CUNNINGHAM AND CO.
Woodhouse,
January 18th, 1875.
79 4s.
NOTICE.WE intend to apply, on the 18th March, 1875,
to the Bench of Magistrates, at Townsville,
for permission to erect a Gate on the main road
or track to Ravenswood from Bowen,  vid  the Bridge
situated on Lander's Creek, about ten miles from
Woodhouse Head Station.
CUNNINGHAM AND CO.
Woodhouse,
January 18th, 1875.
80 5s.
The GovEni MENT PRINTER acknowledges the receip
of the  following amounts
£ s. d.
Jan. 30.-J. L. Donne ... ...  0 7 0
,, 30.-H. H. Smith ..  0 1 6
Feb. 1.-Municipal Council, Mackay  1 10 0
2.-W. Livesey ... ... 0 12 0
2.-A. D. Campbell ... ...  0 3 6
2.-J. Fletcher ... ... ...  0 0 10
3.-J. Fullerton .  0 3 6
4.-Municipal Council, Ipswich  2 0 0
4.-R. McLeod... ... ...  0 3 0
5.-W. Higgins ... ...  0 15
5.-M. D. Sullivan ... ...  0 13 0
, 5.-H. Lloyd ... ... ...  0 3 0
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3Fmpottnbingo.
it ,- Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisemesits
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER AientjL;  and  no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance.suficient to cover the cost of its
insertion. '
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Burenda, on the
22nd January,  1875,  by order of Alex. McDougall,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 10s.
One black horse, like DC near shoulder, JL over 8 off
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, JM conjoined off rump, -a (the W
writing capital) near shoulder.
One bay horse, HN3 (registered brand) near shoulder,
HN conjoined off shoulder.
One bay horse, S near shoulder, H near thigh.
One brown mare, gB over W near hip, W off shoulder.
One bay horse, like HR near shoulder.
One bay mare, ,Z near shoulder, TA2 (registered
brand) near thigh ; bay  filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, D1C (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay filly, no visible brand.
One bay horse, IM near shoulder, WM over DR3
(registered brand) off rump.
Also, from Mill ie, on the 23rd January ,  1875 ,  by order
of R. Crawford ,  Esquire, for trespass .  Driving, is. 8d.
One brown  filly, cross in diamond over  E B7 (registered
brand )  near shoulder, QEB (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One brown mare, S-p near shoulder, white spots under
saddle.
If not released on or before the 2nd March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
75 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, on 21st January, 1875.
One grey mare, brand like X03.
One black mare and foal, OP near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
82
F. HINGSTON,  Poundkeeper.
2a.
IMPOUNDED at Banana, from Rannes, on the 22nd
of January, 1875, by order of A. S. McLeod,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. 6d. each.
One chesnut horse, star, long stripe on nose, white spot
on near hind foot, like - over t1 over WT near
shoulder, saddle and collar marked.
One bay horse, small running star, two hind feet white,
collar-marked, like over JT near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, two hind feet white, off hind foot
bumble,  W  near shoulder,  W  near thigh, S near
hip, 282 near saddle; bay entire colt, progeny of
above, unbranded, lame on near shoulder.
One bay mare, scab patch on forehead, tip off near ear,
saddle and collar marked, FJH (the F writing
capital) near shoulder, 3S over 3S off shoulder ;
black foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 26th of February,
1875, will be sold to defray expenses.
R. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
81 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Commonage,
on the 2nd of February, 1875, by Peter Healy.
Driving, Is. 6d. per head.
One yellow and white poley cow, like small blotched B or
No. 8 off ribs, like M or W near ribs ; strawberry
heifer calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, M near shoulder, like II or JH
conjoined under half-circle near ribs, piece off near
ear ; red bull palf at foot.,
From same place, on the 3rd of February, 1875.
Driving for three miles ; damages, 15s.
One brown colt, AK near shoulder and thigh, AK off
thigh, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 2nd of March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
IANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
83 3s.
Printed and Published by JAMES  C. BEAL, Government  Printer,
William  street,  Brisbane ,  6th February, 1875.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 18 72."
T
HE  following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of January last, is published for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all  such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office  of Registrar  of Brands , Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 6th February, 1875.
Brand
Registered.
Uiobtrnmtnt J%ait t
ICertihQ $e
Name
l"ZMSZ ,  BRAND.
Horses. Cattle.
CbZ
C7Z
C8z
C9Z
1 CZ
2CZ
3CZ
5 CZ
b C Z
7 CZ
8CZ
9 C 'Z,
DA9
D5A
DbA
D9A
oDA
2DA
5DA
9402 I JS ... ,.. Nil ... ... I John Scholes ...
9403 Various ... Various .. ... Denis Donovan ...
9404 I AB near shoulder ... AB near shoulder ... Anton Buerschafer
9410 1 Nil ... ... Various ... ... Henry Sharp ...
9411 Nil ... ...
9412 Nil
9433 JW near and off
shoulder
9441 Various
9444 Nil
9451 Various
9440 Nil
9453 ST
9461 Nil
9462 Nil
9463 B near shoulder ...
9464 Nil ... ...
9465 B ... ...
9466 Nil ... ...
9467 Various ... ...
9470 Nii
9471 HW near shoulder ...
9172 Nil ... ..,
9476 Nil .,.
Nil ... ... John Skehan ,.,
Nil ... ... Carl Grapentien ...
JWp off rump ... James Williamson
Nil ... ... James Milkins ...
Various ... ... John Brennan ...
Nil ... William Schulz ...
Nil ... ... Charles Zeller ...
ST ... ... Samuel Thompson
Nil ... ... Thomas Thomason
Nil ... ... Mary Mageeon ..,
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
...  Richard Brewer ... ...
... William Beuermann ,,.
George Henry Brown
... I Christian Andrew Schmidt
...
I John Curran ::: ..:
{I Wi ll iam Scott
. Henry Wockner ...
Hans  Rasmusien .. ...
Matthew Henry Hasted ...
PBOPRIETOB.
Run or Farm when 11 Nit Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
Mount Wyatt ... Bowen
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Clermont ... Clermont
Welcome Home, Port Rockhampton
Curtis road
Eaton Vale, Emu Creek Greenmount
Gowrie Road ... Toowoomba
Cluny ... Dalby
Goomburra .,, Allora
One-mile  ...  Gympie
Wivenhoe ... Wivenhoe
Hume street ... Toowoomba
Rome ... ... Roma
Gracemere ... Gracemere
Crescent Lagoon ... Rockhampton
Port Curtis road ...
Dawson Bridge, &c....
Springsure ...
Rocky Creek ...
Gympie
Sugar Loaf
Dalby
Commonage
Reserve
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Springsure
Rockhampton
Gympie
Sugar Loaf
Dalby
Gladstone
Roma
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Brand
Registered.
No, of
Certiloate
POIIMRR BRAND.
Horaee.
S D A 9478
9 D A 9479
DE(5 9512
DES 9513
D E b 9490
D E 7 9514
DES 9515
D E 9 9518
D 2 E 9526
D 3 E 9527
D 4 E 9528
4 D H 9113
G D N 9450
D 5 P 9407
G D T 9531
D 4 Y 9459
E9ER
A 9520
9414
F';4 (n 9421
F 5 G; 9420
F 5 K 9419
,3-FL 9505
23F  N 9482
FP5 9415
F SR 9424
F b  R 16448
F T 7 9534
G19  K 9439
3aL 9501
G: 7 N 9510
a 8 N 9521
(n (i P 9422
b H E 9426
Nil
Nil
over C
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Various
TOD
Various
Nil
Nil
FG near shoulder
AK .,.
Nil ,.,
Various ,.,
FP ,,,
FR ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
GP
H
H 5 F 9540 Various
H 7 K 9473
7 H U 9398
HY2 9468
H 2 Y 9487
3 H Y 9416
4J0  9536
K B 4 9434
KC3 9401
K I D 9511
KbM 9532
K W 7 9452
L 2 B 9445
L C 7 9500
L 3,C 9538
2 L H 9504
4L M 9488
L,3 S 9502
N B S 9430
2NC 9483
2 N E 9454
N F b 9425
N G:4 9522
N 4 J 9506
N b  d 9438
3 N J 9539
N b L 9435
N M E3 9524
MH over g
Nil
HI
GH
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Various
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Cattle.
Various ,.,
Nil ,.,
over C
Nil ...
Nil ,., ,,,
Nil ,,, ,,,
Nil .
over SA off rump
Various ,. ...
NB conjoined near
rump
Nil
Various
Various
Various
TOD
Nil
Name.
John  Bourke ... ..,
August  Blanck ,..
James Crawford ... ...
John  Barton .
John James Macdermott
George Mann ,.,
James Hodges
James Shannon, sear.
Alexander Meldrum
Johann Bolek ,..
Frank Joseph Chardon
Henry Peter Degen
Daniel Nicol ...
Patrick Donaghy .,.
Andrew Todd ..,
William Dausey ,,,
,,. Nil .,. .., Ellen Slaughter
.,. Nil ,,, Elizabeth Rondall
Nil
FG off ribs
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
FR
Francis Gillespie ..,
Frederick Goths
Frederick Kretschmar
Francis Lonstrom
James Furguson
Frederick Proellocks
Francis Ramsay
Nil .,. ... Fritz  Rose ,.,
Nil ,., ,,, Francis Turner ,.,
,,, ... Nil ,,, ,,. George Frederick King ... Ellangowan ... Cambooya
... .. Nil ,,, ,,, George Lewis Nocatunga ... Thorgomindah
,,, ,,, Nil ,,. ,,, James Gordon ... ,., Moyra, Don River ... Bowen
Nil ,,, ,,, Glenny Naish ... ... Crescent Lagoon ,., Rockhampton
.. Nil ,,, ,,, George Perry ... ... Yandilla ,,, Yandilla
H ,., ,,, Alfred Hewitt ,
Various ... ... Frederick Humphreys
MH over ... ... Michael Hacket ...
Nil ,., Archibald Huges
Nil ,,, ,,, Henry Iles ...
Nil ,., ,,, George Hay ,,,
Nil ,,. ,., John Franklin ..,
ruorRIRTOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to  be used.
Reserve
Long street
Townsville
Bowen
Reserve
... North Branch
,., Reserve
Allora
Town Reserve
.. Port Curtis road
,,, I Seven-mile Creek
Rocky Cre ek
Kangaroo Point
Gracemere
Commonage
Currawillinghi
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Oakey Creek
Toowoomba
Townsville
Bowen
Springsure
Cambooya
Dalby
Allora
Springsure
Rockhampton
Boolburra
Rocky Creek
Brisbane
Gracemere
Copperfield
Currawillinghi
.., Albury
Oakwood ... Bundaberg
Commonage ... Leyburn
Ageston Flat ... Yatala
Cowrie road ... Toowoomba
Charters Towers ... Charters Towers
Ipswich ... Ipswich
Range  ...  Toowoomba
McDowall's Paddock Brisbane
and Queen street
Beenleigh Beenleigh
Avoca Springsure
Pleystowe  ...  Mackay
Quarry Gardens, Bu- Brisbane
limbs
Dalton ... Mount Margaret
Bundamba ... Ipswich
Springsure  ...  Springsuro
Fern Vale, Sandy Ipswich
Creek
Maryborough ... Maryborough
.. Various ... ... John Olive ,,, .., Dawson ... Boolburra
.. Nil .,, ,,. Richard Bagnall ... ... Bootham ... Brisbane
Nil ,,, ,,, Kearsoy Cannon, junr, ,,. George street ... Brisbane
Nil ... ,,, David Downes ... ... Kirk ... Ravenswood
Nil ,,, ,,. Henry Markham ..: ,.. Tiaro ... Tiaro
Various ... ... William Watkins ,,, Peak Mountain ... Ipswich
,,. Various Matthew and  Corn elius
Lynch
,,. ,,, Various ... ... Claus Lahrs ,,. ,,,
,., ,,, Nil ,,, ,,, Lawrence Cotham ...
,,, ,,, Nil ,., ,,, George Hall ... .,,
,., Various  ... John  Marsha ll  ,,,
,,, Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
... ,,, John Lewis ..,
Ben Burton ,., ,,,
Christenson Norgaard ...
Adolphus  John Nagle
Nathaniel Mason Foster...
George Edward Newsan
Goodrum
Soien Jensen ,,,
John Jenkinson ,
Jacob Nathaniel Jonas
Samuel Lawson Nail
Martin Haldsom
E ll  Creek ... Gympie
Logan River ... Beenleigh
Kybong ,,, Gympie
Hefier Station, Swan Warwick
Creek
Gogango Rockhampton
Nocatunga ... Thorgomindah
Primrose
Drayton
Town Reserve
Roma
Cashmere
,., Tingalpa
Ipswich
Drayton
Toowoomba
Roma
St. George
Don River ... Bowen
Bunya, South Pine... Brisbane
North Pine ... North Pine
Maryborough
Logan River ... Beenleigh
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Brand + No. of
Registered. (Certificate 1
Horses.
N N 4 9477
N 2 T 9418
N 5W 9499
0° B(5 0396
b @ H 9523
0 G N 9533
O a (j 9508
O R 3 9491
OQ S b 9442
5PJ
P4L
5PL
P5R
Nil
Nil
Nil
PB
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Cattle.
Nil
Nil
Various
PB ...
Various ...
Nil ..,
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
9493 Various ... ... Nil
9397 Various ... ... Various
9474 Nil ,.. ... Nil
9443 Nil ,., Nil
4 R A 9457
R 5 D 9530
4 R D 9529
5  RD  9417
SRN 9535
R4P 9409
R U S 9525
Various ... ... Nil
Nil ... ,., Nil
Various ... ... Nil
WD ,.. ... WD
Various ... ... Nil ,,,
Nil ... Nil ,,,
Various ... Nil ,,,
9399 B9U ,.. Various
4SF
3 S
N 9443 Nil Nil ,.
9395 J4 off shoulder . J4 off shoulder
b
$ p 9436 Nil ... ... Nil ...
$ 9449 Nil Nil
7SP 9458 Various ... ... Nil
3 S U 9431 Nil ,.. ,,, Nil ..,
T9 A 9406 Nil
T 2 N 9428 JT over 2
T Z 2 9498 Various
4UB
4 UU C
UD1
U7F
U 1
U3
4U
9U
U Z 1
9432 Nil ,,,
9429 Various ,,,
9405 Nil
9492 Various
9519 Various
9485 Various
9496 Nil
9408 Nil
9455 Various
9480 Various ,,,
9486 Nil ,.,
9469 Nil ,..
9447 Nil ...
Y7L 9503 Nil ,,.
YbY 9488Nil
... Nil
.,, Nil
Various ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Name.
.. Hugh McManus ... Reserve
... Nelson Augustus Tooth ... Clifton
... Asians Wohlsen ... Albert River
.., Patrick O'Brien ,,,
,.. Richard Hutchins
,,, Martin O'Neil ...
... Hans Oldsen
... Mary Anne O'Reilly
,.. Martin Sullivan ,,,
,,, Purton and Jenson
,., Michael Purcell
,,, Patrick Lynch
... Patrick Connor ...
James Alexander ,,.
Thomas Rochford
Robert Dew ,.,
Rose Duncan ,,,
John Robertson ,,,
Richard Pleace ,..
Robert John Jones
PE(IPEIETOR.
Run or Farm wher@
Brand is to be used.
... Mege Mount ,,,
... Donatham ...
... Town Reserve .,,
,,. Bowen ,.,
.. Westwood ...
,., Christmas Creek ,.,
of R Farm.
Charleville
Clifton
Beenleigh
Clifton
Maroochie
Clermont
Bowen
Westwood
Telamon
,,, Albert stre et
Gympie „
Cattle  Cre ek...
,,, Grandchester
,,, Perwell ,
.., Maryborough
,,, Rockhampton
... Kerriba ...
,,, Rockhampton
,., Caboolture ,,,
,,, Pimpama .,.
,,, Evans and Squire
.,, John Finnegan Smith
,,, Michael Sheehan ..,
,.. Philip  Silcock .,
,,, Johan Peter Stern
,.. John Spreadborough
... Joseph Brown ...
,,, Thomas A llen ...
... John  Tobin ...
... Timothy Zornig ,..
Nil ...
C W near shoulder ...
Nil ,.. ,,,
Acland
Christmas Creek
Luckey Valley
Redcli ffe ..,
Beenleigh ,.,
Cawildi ,.,
Greenfell ,,,
,,, Reserve
,,, Warri ll  Cre ek
,,, Logan River
,., Brisbane
,,, Gympie
.,, Dalby
,,, Grandchester
St. George
Maryborough
Rockhampton
.,, Nerang Creek
,,, Rockhampton
.,, Caboolture
,,, Pimpama
Toowoomba
Telemon
Warwick
North Pine
Beenleigh
St. George
Gracemere
,,, Oakey Creek
,,, Ipswich
,., Beenleigh
Bunya, South Pine ...
Ipswich ... ...
Mount Sturgeon ...
Westwood ,
Green Swamp ,  Harris-
Ville
Samson Vale .,.
Tingalpa
Ipswich road
East Haran ... ...
Arrandale ... ,.,
Ilimba ..,
Logan Sugar Factory
Telemon ... ..,
John Austin ,..
Albert Bugler ...
Charles Chappel ... ...
John Currie ...
William Andrew Mahaffey
James Mitchell ... ...
Frederick Uhlmann
John Jorgensen ... ...
Joseph Saunders ... ...
Arthur Macalister ...
Charles Alexander Bonney
Charles Wilson ...
Constance L. Wood ...
Brisbane
Ipswich
Dalrymple
Westwood
Ipswich
Brisbane
Doughboy Creek
Brisbane
St. George
St. George
Caboolture
Beenleigh
Telemon
,., Nil ... William Olliffe ... ... Chastleton, Cooper's Thorgomindah
Creek
... Nil ,.. Albert T. Ball ... ... Varroville ... ... Mackay
) (6 C 9494 CX near shoulder ... CX
)(Fi 1 9509 Nil  ,,, ,.,  Nil
><I M  9427  JM ,,, ,,, Nil
>(S l  9497 Nil ,,, Various
YGB
3YB
YC2
YC4
Y5C
YMb
Y2z
YW4
Y8Y
9517
9507
9537
9460
9481
9484
9495
9437
9516
9400
9446
9475
Anvil near shoulder
Nil ,,, ,,,
Nil ,,,
Various ,.. ...
Nil .,,
M near shoulder ,..
Various ,,, .,,
Various ,.. ,.,
Nil .,. .,,
Various .,, ...
JT
JC
.,. Tom Cox ..,
... Christopher Francis
.,. John Marshall ,.. .
,,, William Schilling...
Anvil near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil
Various ,,.
Nil
M near shoulder
Nil ..,
Various ,,,
Nil ,,,
Various ...
Nil
Nil
.,. Freestone Creek
,,, Reserve .
... Slack's Creek
... Logan River
Cooper' s Plains
Blenheim ...
Lyon Creek ,.,
Reserve .,,
Coolbah ...
Dalby ...
Warwick ,..
Oxley
German Station
Colinton ,.,
Commonage ...
Reserve ,..
Thomas Boylan ...
William John Bailey .,,
Henry Cranston ... ...
John Wallace Cavanagh...
John Carney ,.,
Michael Murray .. ...
Bernard McCabe ...
Samuel Sweet .,,
John Stubbs ...
Robert Williams ...
James Twible ...
James Collins ,,,
Nil William Orchar ,,,Z 8 Z 9456  1 Various
FORMER  BRAND.
Gnoolooma ..,
.,, Warwick
,,, Normanton
,,, Beenleigh
,,, Logan Reserve
Cooper' s Plains
Bowen
Rockhampton
St. George
Condamine
Dalby
Warwick
Oxley
German  Station
Ipswich
Dalby
Dalby
,,. Mungindi
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BRANDS TaANeBERRED  during the Month of JANIIARY, 1875.
Brand No. ofCertificate.
Z 7 7031
B b 3210
(„ 3 2697
Transferror.
Charles Joseph Harden ...
Samuel Barnes ... ...
Peter Gordon ... ...
Transferee.
George Byrne .. ...
William Gibson and Sons
R. Keatinge
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used.
Foalow ...
Tingalpa ...
Stratlnnoor
The following BRANDs have been CANCELLED
a D W No. 9207.
S B b No. 3210.
ALTERATION in ADDRESS.
Brand.
U Z 7
No. of
Certificate.
7081
IORMEB BRAND.
Horses.
Nil
Cattle.
Nil
Name.
George Byrne
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Bowen Bridge road ...
Nearest  Poet Town.
Jimna
Tingalpa
Bowen
Nearest Post Town of
Run or Farm.
Brisbane.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified for general
11 information, that in the absence from the Colony of the Honorable
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, a Writ under His Excellency's
Hand hath been issued, and the following arrangements have been made
for the Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland for the Electoral District of DARLING DowNs, in the room
Of EDWARD WIENHOLT, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly
hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof by the said
EDWARD WIENHOLT, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Leyburn.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 11th February, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 9th March, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 23rd Marcb, 1875.
Return  of Writ ... ... ... 9th April, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
By .Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GLAD.
STONE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF MARCH, 1875.
OF SATURDAY, 6TH FEBRUARY, 1875.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation By His Excellency
to wit. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(a.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the following
Lots of Land will be offered for sale by public
auction at the under-mentioned  places , at Eleven
o'clock, on the days specified, at the upset price
affixed to  each Lot respectively. (Deposit 20 per
cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under.
mentioned  Lots will be charged according to the
following  scale :-Under 1 acre, £1 12s.; 1 acre,
and under  5 acres,  £1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10
acres,  £2 12s. ; 10  acres and  under 15 acres, £2 ISs.;
15 acres and under 20 acres, £3 4s.; 20 acres
and under 30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30. acres and under
40 acres, £3 18s. ; 40 acres and under 50 acres,
£4 Ss. ; 50 acres and under 60  acres,  £4 13s. ; 60
acres and under 80 acres, £5 Is. ; 80 acres and
under 100 acres, £5 17s.; 100 acres and under 120
acres, £6 2s. ; 120 acres and under 160 acres,
£6 14s.; 160 acres and under 240 acres, £7 6s.;
240 acres and under 320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres
and under 480 acres, £8 10s. ; 480 acres and under I
500 acres, £0 8S.; 500 acres and i.r..ler 610 acres,
£9 18s. ; GLA) acres, £10; above ulO'aeres and not
exceeding 1,00) acres, £11.
No. of No. of No. of Price
Lot. Portion. I Area. per Acre.
aette
_`.
A. It. P. £ a.
SUBURBAN LOT.
County of Clinton, parish of Gladstone.
1 80 I ... 1 83 216 1 1 0
COUNTRY LOT.
2 I 54 ... 125 0 0 1 0 15
Being forfeited Selection, 64.
County of Clinton, parish of East Stowe, town of
Calliope.
TOWN LOTS.
Allotment..ection.
3 1 1  0 1 9 8 0
4 2 1 0 0 35 8 0
5 3 1 0 0 17 8 0
6 1 2 0 0 23 8 0
7 2 2 0 11 2  8 0
8 3 2 0 2 2 8 0
9  1 3 0 1 17 8 0
10 2 3 0 1 17 8 0
11 3 3 0 1 17 3 0
12 4 3 0 1 17 8 0
13 5 3 0 1 17 8 0
14 6 3 0 1 17 8 0
15 7 3 0 1 17 8 0
16 8 3 0 1 17 8 0
17  9 3 0 117 8 0
18 10 3 0 1 17 8 0
19 1 4 0 1 17 8 0
20 2 4 0 1 17 8 0
21 3 4 0 2 35 8 0
22 4 4 0 2 35 8 0
23 5 4 0 2 35 8 0
24 6 4 0 1 17 8 0
25 7 4 0 1 17 8 0
26 1 5 0 1 17 8 0
27  2 5 0 1 17 8 0
2S 3 5 0 2 35 8 0
`9 4 5 0 2 35 •8 0
30  5 5 0 2  35 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No.  Of
Lot.
No.  Of
Allotment
No. of
( Section. Area.
I
Price per
Acre.
A. B.  P. £ a.
31 6 5 0 2 35 8 0
32 1 6 0 1 30 8 0
33 2 6 0 2 18 8 0
34 1 7 0 2 35 8 0
35 2 7 0 2 9 8 0
36 3 7 0 2 37 8 0
37 1 8 0 1 17 8 0
38 2 8 0 1 17 8 0
39 3 8 0 2 35 8 0
40 4 8 0 2 35 8 0
41 5 8 0 2 35 8 0
42 6 8 0 2 35 8 0
43 1 9 0 1 32 8 0
44 2 9 0 2 13 8 0
45 3 9 0 2 35 8 0
46 1 10 0 1 32 8 0
47 2  10 0 1 32 8 0
48 3 10 0 1 32 8 0
49 4 10 0 1 32 8 0
50 5 10 0 1 32 8 0
51 1 11 0 3 0 8 0
52 1 12 0 2 35 8 0
53 2  12 0 2 35 8 0
54 3 12 0 2 35 8 0
55 4 12 0 2 35 8 0
56 5  12 0 2 35 8 0
57 1 13 0 2 35 8 0
58 2 13 0 2 34 8 0
69 3 13 0 2 17 8 0
60 1 14 0 2 17 8 0
61 2  14 0 2 30 8 0
62 1 15 0 3 10 8 0
63 2 15 0 2 28 8 0
64 3 15 0 2 28 8 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CHARTERS
TOWERS,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 8T 11  DAY OF Arm, 1875.
No. Of No. of No. of I Price per
The Purchaser
Lot. Allot. See.  I Area . Aore, to pay forIm-ment. tion. provements.
A. E. P. £ s. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester, town
of MilIcIiester.
1 1 1 0 010 8 0 450 0
2 2 1 0 0 51 8 0 80 0
3 3 1 0 0 7 8 0 25 0
4 4 1 0 0 104 8 0 400 0
5 5 1 0 0 31 8 0 45 0
6 6 1 0 0 141  8 0 60 0
7 7 1 0 0 161  8 0 120 0
8 8 1 0 0 13  8 0 75 0
9 9 1 0 017  8 0 665 0
10 10 1 0 0 29  8 0 205 0
11 11 1 0 0 7 8 0 5 0
12 12 1 0 0 12 8 0 9 0
13 13 1 0 0 8  8 0 12 0
14 14 1 0 0 201 8 0 315 0
15 15 1 0 0 16  8 0 90 0
16 16 1 0 0 284  8 0 40 0
17 17 1 0 0 124  8 0 25 0
18 18 1 0 0 21  8 0 30 0
19 19 1 0 0 111  8 0 15 0
20 20 1 0 0 6 8 0 6 0
21 21 1 0 0 26 8 0 200 0
22 22 1 0 0 25  8 0 180 0
23 23 1 0 0 8 8 0
24 24 1 0 0 9  8 0
25 25 1 0 0 7 8 0
26 26 1 0 0 9 8 0
27 27 1 0 0 16 8 0 2 10
28 28 1 0 0 4 8'0
29 29 1 0 0 7 8 0
30 30 1 0 0 5 8 0
31 31 1 0 0 11 8 0 6 0
32 32 1 0 0 9 8 0
No. of
Lot.
No' of
Allot.
ment.
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Sec-
tion.
Area. Price per,
The Purchaser
Acre. to pay for Im-provements.
I 1 I A.  R.  P. £ s. ) £ a.
33 33 1 0 0 16 8 0
34 1 2 0 0 5 8 0 220 0
35 2 2 0 0 7 8 0 200 0
36 3 2 0 013 8 0 38 0
37 4 2 0 017 8 0 41 0
38 5 2 0 017 8 0
39 6 2 0 017 8 0 12 0
40 7 2 0 0 17 8 0
41 8 2 0 017 8 0
42 9 2 0 0 17 8 0
43 1 3 0 0 27 8 0 800 0
44 2 3 0 0 204 8 0 70 0
45 3 3 0 0 11; 8 0
4
9 0
46 4 8  03 0 0  9 25 0
47 5 3 0 012 8 0 120 0
48 6 3 0 1 12 8 0 320 0
49 7 3 0 0 37 8 0 200 0
50 8 3 0 1 1 8 0 75 0
51 9 3 0 1 1 8 0 6 0
52 10 3 0 1 1 8 0
53 1 4 0 0 18; 8 0
1
75 0
54 2 4 0 0  36 8  0
55 3 4 0 0 36 8 0 36 0
56 4 4 0 0 36 8 0 10 0
67 5 4 0 0 361 8 0
58 1 5 0 0 364 8 0 50 0
59 2 5 0 0 28 8 0 3 10
60 3 5 0 0 29 8 0 8 0
61 4 5 0 0 30 8 0 100 0
62 5 5 0 0 341 8 0 8 0
63 6 5 0 0 36 8 0 9 0
64 7 5 0 1 0 8 0 8 0
65 8 5 0 1 0 8 0
66 9 5 0 113 8 0
67 1 6 0 0 44 8 0 245 0
68 2 6 0 0 7 8 0 325 0
69 3 6 0 016 8 0 65 0
70 4 6 0 0 311 8 0 255 0
71 5 6 0 0 25 8 0 121 0
72 6 6 0 0  17; 8 0 65 0
73 7 6 0 0 364 8 0 70 0
74 8 6 0 1 0 8 0 30 0
75 9 6 0 0 22 8 0 60 0
76 10 6 0 0 164 8 0 27 0
77 11 6 0 1 8 8 0 55 0
78 12 6 0 0 331 8 0 200 0
79 13 6 0 0  111 8 0 10 0
80 14 6 0 0 28A 8 0 35 0
81 15 6 0 0 134 8 0 25 0
82 16 6 0 0 121 8 0 160 0
83 17 6 0 0 17 8 0 100 0
84 18 6 0 0 14 8 0 12 0
85 1 7 0 0 211 8 0 30 0
86 2 7 0 0 15 8 0 10 0
87 3 7 0 0 35 8 0 17 0
88 4 7 0 1 0 8 0 16 0
89 5 7 0 0 36 8 0 8 0
90 6 7 0 0 38 8 0 18 0
91 7 7 0 0 34 8 0 40 0
92 8 7 0 0 30 8 0 18 0
93 9 7 0 1 0 8 0
94 10 7 0 1 0 8 0
95 11 7 0 1 4 8 0 4 0
96 12 7 0 0 34 8 0 8 0
97 13 7 0 0 36 8 0 80 0
98 14 7 0 0 36 8 0 100 0
99 15 7 0 1 0 8 0
100 2 8 0 1 24 8 0 220 0
101 3 8 0 1 8 8 0 30 0
102 4 8 0 1 8 8 0
103 5 8 0 1 2 8 0
104 7 8 0 1 23 8 0
105 8 8 0 119 8 0
106 1 9 0 0 34 8 0 18 0
107 2 9 0 1 0 8 0
108 3 9 0 1 0 8 0
109 4 9 0 1 0 8 0
110 5 9 0 1 0 8 0
111 6 9 0 1 0 8 0
112 7 9 0 1 0 8 0
3
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No. of +I
No of
Lot. Allot-
ment.
TOWN  LOTS-continued. TOWN  LOTS- COirtinued.
Nof',,o
tion.
113 1 8 9
114 9 9
115 10 9
116 1 1A
117 2 1A
118 3 1A
119 4 1A
120 5 1A
Area.
A. B. P.
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1' 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 24
Price per
Acre.
a S.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
The Purchaser
to pay for Im-
provements.
£ s.
55 0
County of Davenport, parish of Charters Towers,
town of Charters Towers.
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
1 0 0 28
1 0 1 91
1 0 0 39
1 0 1 6
1 0 0 222
1 0 0 15
1 0 0 27
1 0 0 14
1 0 0 32
1 0 1 5
1 0 0 30
1 ; 0 1 10
1 0 1 9
1 0 0 211
2 0 1 41
2 0 1 41
2 0 1 41
2 0 0 39
2 0 1 92
2 0 1 0
2 0 0 32
2 0 0 36
2 0 0 36
2 0 0 36
7 0 1 0
7 0 1 0
4 0 0 26
4 0 0 21
4 0 0 24
4 0  0110
4 0 0 28
4 0 0 30
4 0 0 16
4 O 0 28
4 0 0 28
4 0 0  251t,-
4  0 0 32
5 0 020
5 0 0 272
5 0 0 26
5 0 0 21
5 0 0 29
5 0 023-
5 0 0 261
5 0 1 8
5 0 1 9
5 0 0 36
5 0 0 36
5 0 0 16
5 0 0 36
5 0 0 17
5 0 1 16
5 0 1 8
5 0 1 4
5 0 1 5
5 0 1 54
6 0 1 0
6 0 0 38
6 0 0 36
6 0 1 0
6 0 1 0
6 0 1 0
6 0 1 0
6 0 1 0
6 0 0 32
3 0 1 8
3 0 1 61
3 0 0 361
3 0 0 31
3 0 0 22
8 0 90 0
8 0 95 0
8 0 560 0
8 0 500 0
8 0  175 0
8 0 200 0
8 0 320 0
8 0 15 0
8 0 95 0
8 0 380 0
8 0 100 0
8 0 900 0
8 0 160 0
8 0 220 0
8 0 45 0
8 0 15 0
8 0 20 0
8 0
8 0 25 0
8 0 8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0 25 0
8 0
8 0 940 0
8 0 70 0
8 0 85 0
8 0 70 0
8 0 140 0
8 0 80 0
8 0 80 0
8 0 80 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0 350 0
8 0 700 0
8 0 400 0
8 0 68 0
8 0 22 0
8 0 60 0
8 0 60 0
8 0 160 0
8 0 700 0
8 0 250 0
8 0 70 0
8 0 8 0
8 0 20 0
8 0
8 0 250 0
8 0 25 08 0 6 0
8 0 14 0
8 0
8 0 500 0
8 0 8 0
8 0 8 0
8 0 40 0
8 0
8 0 30 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0 320 0
8'0  380 0
8 0 384 0
8 0 5 10
8 0 5 0
No. of I Ne of
Lot. Allot-
ment.
Area. Price perAcre.
The Purchaser
to pay for Im-
provements.
A. B. P.  £
$. ' £  S.0 0 261 8 0 50 0
0 0261 8 0 80 0
0 026 8 0 210
0 0351 8 0 5 0
0 0 38 8 0 22 0
0 033 8 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0 10 0
0 1 0 8 0 20 0
0 039 8 0
0 038 8 0
0 037 8 0
0 029 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0 70 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0 150 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 110 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 116 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0 10 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO.
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 16TH DAY OF  MARCH,  1875.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Aubigny,  parish of Yandilla.
No. ofNo. of
I
No. of
I-Lot. Portion.
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
A.  R.  P.
8 0
8 0
8 0
Area.
152 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Price
per Acre.
P. S.
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
Parish of Cecil Plains.
9 84 ... 160 0 0 1 10
10 84A ... 155 3 0 110
11 88 ... 130 0 0 1 10
12 88A ... 129 3 0 110
13 93 ... 160 0 0 1 10
14 94 ... 160 0 0 1 10
15 98 ... 160 0 0 1 10
16 98A ... 120 0 0 110
17 183 .. 171 0 0 1 10
18 184 ... 160 0 0 1 10
19 185 ... 160 0 0 1 10
20 186 ... 160 0 0 1 10
21 187 ... 160 0 0 1 10
22 188 ... 160 0 0 1 10
23 189 ... 160 0 0 1 10
24 190 ... 160 0 0 1 10
25 191 ... 160 0 0 1 10
No. of
seo-
tion.
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COUNTRY  LOTS--continued.  COUNTRY  LOTS-Continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of Area. Price perAcre.
A. B. 40r.  S.
26 192 ... 160 0 0 1 10
27 193 ... 160 0 0 1 10
28 194 160 0 0 1 10
29 195 160 0 0 1 10
30 196 ... 148 0 0 1 10
31 197 ... 160 0 0  1 10
32 198 ... 160 0 0  1 10
33 199 ... 160 0 0 1 10
34 200  ... 125 0 0  1 10
35 201  ... 160 0 0  1 10
36 202  ... 160 0 0  •1 10
37 203  ... 160 0 0  110
38  204  ... 162 0 0  1 10
39  205  ... 160 0 0 1  10
40 160 0 0  1 10
41 207  ... 160 0 0  1 10
42 208  ... 160 0 0  1 10
43 209 148 0 0 1 10
44 210 158 0 0 1 10
45  211 ... 160 0 0 1 10
46  212 ... 160 0 0 1 10
47 213 ... 160 0 0 1 10
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
I
-
No. of Area. Priceper Acre.
I 1 1 A. B. P.  I Jr,  S.
48 214 ... 160 0 0 1 10
49 215 ... 160 0 0 1 10
50 216 ... 160 0 0 1 10
51 217 ... 160 0 0 1 10
52 218 ... 160 0 0 1 10
53 219 ... 160 0 0 1 10
54 220 ... 167 0 0 1 10
55 221 ... 171 0 0 1 10
56 222 ... 160 0 0 1 10
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day
of  February,  in theyear of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Authority :  Jm"s C. Ezin, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, together with the accom-
panying Notice to Shipmasters, relating to the
engagement of Foreign Seamen on board British
Ships, to be published in the  Government Gazette
for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
[CIRCULAE.]
Downing street,
24th November, 1874.
SIR,-1 transmit to you, for publication and
circulation in the Colony under your Government,
copies of a Notice which has been issued by the
Board of Trade,  calling  the attention of British
Shipmasters and of Foreign Seamen wishing to ship
on board British vessels, to the laws of certain
countries with regard to Military and Naval Service,
which forbid the engagement of the subjects of
these Countries on Foreign Service unless they are
provided with Certificates from the competent
Authorities to the effect that there is no objection
to their accepting such service.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) CARNARVON.
To the Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
NOTICE TO SHIPMASTERS.
ENGAGEMENT OF FOREIGN SEAMEN ON
BOARD BRITISH SHIPS.
The attention of British Shipmasters, and of
Foreign Seamen wishing to ship on board British
vessels is  hereby called to the provisions of the laws,
of certain  Countries with regard to Military and
Naval Service, which forbid the engagement of
the subjects of those Countries on Foreign Service
unless they are provided with Certificates from the
competent Authorities to the effect that there is
no objection to their accepting such service.
Masters of British ships, and Seamen being the
subjects of Foreign Countries are therefore warned
that  unless the  latter are provided with the Certifi-
cates from the Authorities above referred to, any
engagements they may make to serve on board
British vessels may be considered illegal according
to the laws of those Countries, and that the whole
responsibility and consequences of concluding such
engagements will have to be borne by the parties
to the contract, who must not expect any interfer-
ence on their behalf on the part of Her Majesty's
Government, or of any British Consular Officer.
THOMAS GRAY.
Government House,
Brisbane ,  4th February, 1875.
T7 IS Excellency the Governor will be happy to
j receive visitors at Government House on
every  WEDNESDAY,  between the hours of
Eleven o'clock a.m. and Two o'clock p.m.
Public Officers, Gentlemen from the country, or
any other persons, wishing to communicate with
him on business admitting of no delay, wi ll  be
received by the Governor on all days of the week.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, Lt. 4th Re
.Dt.,A C
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceof the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALEXANDER BROWN,
Clerk in  the Department  of Public Works.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
J09EPH HUGHES, at present  Sub-Collector of Cus-
toms,  Bundaberg,
to be Sub-Collector at Townsville,  vice  James
Gordon,  resigned.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1875.
q IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I I of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THEOrnILUS PARSONS PUGH, P.M., and JOHN
WALSH, Sergeant of Police, at Goondiwindi,
to be Officers of Customs for that district,  in con-
nection with the Customs Border Patrol.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1875.
1] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
fL the Executive Council, has  been pleased to
transfer
THoMAS W. CoNNAH, from the Audit Office,
be to Clerk in the Treasury.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SIGISMUND CONBADI, M.D.,
to be Medical Officer at Cooktown, in the room of
Edwin Doudney, resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
Z] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SIGISMUND  CONBADI, M.D.,
to be Health Officer at Cook town, Endeavour River,
for the purposes of "  The Quarantine Act of  1863,"
in the room of Edwin Doudney, resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ARMSTRONG
to be a Member of the Committee of Management
of the Toowoomba Hospital, in the room of Charles
James Anderson, deceased.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
AEAMAC, in the Police District of Marathon,
to be a place for establishing a Public Pound, under
the provisions of  " The Impounding Act of  1863."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM TowNSEND,
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the  Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HoiucE BUBBITT, Justice of the Peace,
to be a Justice, under the provisions of  "The
Justices Marrying Act of  1872,' authorised  to cele-
brate Marriages  within the limits of the Police
District of Bundaberg, hereunder described
Commencing  at the mouth of the Elliot River,
and bounded thence by the southern watershed of
that river westerly ; then by a line bearing north-
west ,  crossing  the Burnett River to the Kolan River
at the junction of Gin Gin Creek, and by a continu-
ation of the said line north-west to the watershed
separating  the Bolan River from Baffle Creek ; and
by said watershed easterly to the head of Littabella
Creek, and by that creek to its mouth ; and thence
by the sea-coast southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE AFFLEC%
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Darling Downs, under the provisions of  " The
Elections  Act  of 1874."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1873;
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM THOMAS SHAW
to be an Agent to accompany ships employed in
carrying Polynesian Laborers between the South
Sea Islands and Queensland, under the provisions
of"The Polynesian Laborers Act of  1868."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint, by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,
No. 2 Battery, Queensland Volunteer Artillery,
to be Captain,
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
vice  John William Bedford, resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excel.
TO WIT. I lency WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIBNs, Esquire, Companion of
the Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
Of  1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim  that the Lease of the following Selection of
land, under  the said Act, is declared forfeited:-
Register LandNo. of Name of Lessee. Area. Agent'sApplica-
tion, District.
207 Frederick L. Symons
A. B. P.
112 1 25* Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane , this ninth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPIfENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAIIRICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the 22nd day of February, 1875,
at the Gympie Land Office.
Parish.
Amamoor
Como ...
No. of
Applica-
tion.
228
271
Late  Lessee.
G. Bull ...
A. Banks ...
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The
I Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixteenth day of
February, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Area.
No. of
Land  Parish.  Applica-
Agent's tion.
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
District.
A. B. P.
1340  0
Laguna
G i
391 W. Thomas ...
A. B. P.
77 0 0 Gympie
1540  0 dmp
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-first
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles  III. of  Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  sixteenth day of Febru-
ary, 1875 ,  at the several Land Offices named.
° °Parish. a'a o Late Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
Di t i tPV s r .c
A. B. P.
828 Enoggera 1,040 T. Bro wn  ... 40 0 0 Brisbane
Clermont 69 W. Baldwin  ... 2,170 0 0 Clermont
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year ofHer
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONN ELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
)II SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra•
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No of Land Agent's. Name of  Lessee.Applica-
tion.
Area. Dist ri ct.
A. R. P.
7 Ellis Read ... 80 0 0 Burke 4
9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely ... 210 0 0 ditto
13 J. O'Dowd ... 230 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the yekr of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation -let of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the twenty-second day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 720 acres.
Commencing on the. right bank of the north
branch of the Maroochy River at a point bearing
west and distant seventy-three chains and ninety
links  from  the north-west corner of Portion 31, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west  twelve chains ; on the east by a line bearing
south eighteen chains and thirty-two links ; again
on the south by a line bearing 270 degrees thirty
minutes forty-nine chains and ninety links ; again
on the east by a line bearing south thirty-two
chains to the Brisbane road ; on the south-west by
that road bearing 335 degrees ten chains and sixty-
five links, 318 degrees twelve chains, 308 degrees
thirty-one chains, 333 degrees twelve chains and
fifty links, and 354 degrees thirty minutes thirteen
chains  ; on the north-west by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about ninety-four chains and fifty links
to the north branch of the Maroochy River ; .and
on the north-east by that branch downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAIIRICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned portions shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 16th day of
February, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
County  of Stanley,  pari sh. of Warner,  portions
Nos. 47,  48,  and 49.
71 acres and 12 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -west corner of portion 46 . and bounded
thence on the north  by that road  bearing west
thirty-one chains ; on  the west by portion 50
bearing south twenty-four chains and seventy links
to another road one chain wide ; on the  south by
that road and a line bearing east thirty-one chains ;
and on the east by portion 46 bearing north twenty-
four chains and seventy links to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of five acres and eighteen
perches for a reserved road one chain wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
TIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1l of the  Executive Council, directs it to be
notified for general information, that the fifty square
miles of land situate at the head of Pike's Creek,
surrendered  by the  lessee of the Pikedale Run, in
the Unsettled District of Darling Downs, which
were declared open to selection under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," on and after the
23rd February, 1875 ,  by proclamation dated the
15th January, 1875, are withdrawn from selection,
pursuant to section 41 of the above Act.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned  as issued  at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe, under the thirty-fourth section of  "The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under-Secretary.
During the Month of January, 1875.
No. Name.  No. Name.
1,331 Thos. Paull 1,365 Wm. Leahy
1,332 Geo. Mullins 1,366 J. Mulherring
1,333  Hy. Spring 1,367 Michael Grogan
1,334 Jas. Bishop 1,368 George Hartican
1,335 Hy. Ash 1,369 Edward Wilson
1,336 Jiio. Mann 1,370 Matthew Gilbert
1,337 Jas. McLaughlin 1,371 T. Fitzsimmons
1,338 David Crawford 1,372 Michael Carrell
1,339  Wm. Mason 1,373 R. Burnett
1,340 Chas. Butler 1,374 James Allison
1,341 Chistopher  Reeves  1,375 Hugh Campbell
1,34.2 W. H. Cooper 1,376 Edmund Power
1,343 Jas. Balford 1,377 Wm. Laird
1,344 Wm. McDonald 1,378 James Warrell
1,345 Wm. Watson 1,379 Robert Warrell
1,346 Hy. Andrews 1,380 George Warrell
1,347 Jas. Andrews 1,381 Mary Warreil
1,348 Chas. White 1,382 John Warrell
1,349 Owen Fleming 1,383 John Duncan
1,350 Jas. Bond 1,384 H. Hoyer
1,351 S. Harris 1,385 Alfred Crisp
1,352 Jno. C. Brun 1,336 R. W. Walmsley
1,353 Jno. McCan 1,387 W. H. Warren
1,354 By. Liddon 1,388 Hy. Ginn
1,355 Edward Scott 1,389 Jas. Cooley
1,356 Jno. Broom 1,390 Jno. Ryan
1,357 J. Coles 1,391 Parmenas Jelbart
1,358 G. A. Hollingdale 1,392  Geo.  Lag
1,359 Jno. Graham 1,393 Francis Shailer
1,360 Jos. Hannam 1,394 Joe. McCormac
1,361 F. Hannam 1,395 Robt. Day
1,362 A. V. George 1,396 Patrick Chines
1,363 A. L. Vernon 1,397 Jno. Macadamy
1,364 Edwd. Tarlington
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" the Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBRE.
On the Maroochy River , near  Iandina, parish of
Maroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains  ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees ffteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains; thence 296 degrees fifteen minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links ; on the north.
west by a line bearing 225 degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the  main  road from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20  miles on the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood  tree  marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains; on the
south-east by  a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains  fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Mooloolah River, parish of 13ribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by  lines  bearing
south forty chains; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
On the main  road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the main road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line  bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links ; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty-four links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
%7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB  A.  PUBLIC PouND.
County of  Dublin ,  allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north -west by Cambridge
street bearing north -east two chains  ;  on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south -east five chains;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains  ;  on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
117 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  as a site  for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish  of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south -west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street ,  and bounded
thence on  the north- east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street  ;  on the south -east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to gent
street ; on  the south -west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street  ;  and on the north -west by that street
north- easterly nine chains and eighty -five links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres  and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.  Allotment 9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of Ian d in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 612. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on  the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30  minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W i' Y
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each..
. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of  section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south fouF chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the  twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road between Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty- mile tree  from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north- east by a line
bearing south-east sixty chains; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains ;  and again  on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
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RESERVE  FOR,  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty- nine chains  and fifty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains ; on  the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty  chains ;  and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of North  Brisbane.
2 acres 1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the  north -west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks,  and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles  to Petrie  Terrace,
about three chains and twenty- five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street ,  bearing 320
degrees  fifty -five minutes ,  about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank oft he BremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-two links ;
again  on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1875.
7 N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County  of Ward,  parish  of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874 ,  page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south -east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty -six chains and
fifty  links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty -four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north -west corner
of portion  281;  on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty -three chains and twenty -four links to
the Pimpama road; on the south -west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees  five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes  eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve  chains and  four links, 327  degrees
30 minutes eleven chains  and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes  six chains  and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty- six chains  fifty links; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty  chains  north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main ro; d from Rockhampton, to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About •280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three  chains ;  thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CRICEETING  PuarosxS.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie  road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant  two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains  and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and  nine  links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine  links to the
point of  commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified, in pursuance of
the 55th section of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869," that the lands hereunder described have
been resumed from the leases of the Runs called
Hogonthulla No. 1 and Hogonthulla No. 2, in the
Warrego District, and that the said lands will be
reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
HOOONTHULLA No. 1 RUN.
Area resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the west
boundary of Hogonthulla No. 1 Run about twenty
chains ; thence on the north by an  east  line forty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line eighty
chains  to the south boundary of last-named run ;
thence on the south by the last-named boundary
line west forty chains to the east boundary of
Hogonthulla No. 2 Run ; and thence on the west
by a part of the last-named boundary  line bearing
north about sixty chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
HOGONTHULLA No. 2 RUN.
Area  resumed, 320 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked A IV on the right
bank of Hogonthulla Creek, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line, being part of the west
boundary line of the Hogonthulla No. 1 Run, about
sixty chains to the south-west corner of the last
named run ; thence on the south by a west line
forty chains; thence on the west by a north line
eighty chains ; thence on the north by an  east line
forty chains to the west boundary of the before-
mentioned  run ; and  thence again on the east by
part of the last-named boundary line south about
twenty chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by a line bearing south 5
chains and 50 links ; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains and 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains, 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50  links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links; on the north-west by a line
bearing 225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish,  on the leased  half of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 105 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked R, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  east  21 chains and 25 links ; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
TIMBER AND  QUARRY RESERVE.
County of Cavendish , on the leased  half of Wivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes,  and distant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east 41  chains  and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement ,-exclusive
of four acres one rood for  a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st  December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved  from  sale for any  public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR  SHOW GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL ,  AGRICULTURAL ,  AND  HORTI-
CULTURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street ;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73, 74,  and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing cast 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 922 links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-cast by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street ; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclie, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
W
1 ,7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
T " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AxD Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government  Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1  and 2, Section No. 3A.
of
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
W YY
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
 F  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School  purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  A.  NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees  nineteen  chains ; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees  one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for an public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further notified that the area is withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by that road bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155  degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by  a line  bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by  a line bearing
north Ave chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain wide ; on The south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ]KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing  at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes, and  distant 105 2-lOths links from  a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains  and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes  one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes five  chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south- east  by a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six  chains and sixty-nine links to the
point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PURPOSES , CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley,  parish  of North Brisbane.
7 acres  2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street  at an angle  with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 2126 links to Turbot street; on the
south-east by that street  at an  angle with Edward
street of 149  degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains  and 34 links to Albert street; on the south-
west by that street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes  north-westerly 17 chains and 90  links ; on
the north-west by a line  at an angle  with Albert
street of 119 degrees and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 50 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north- east  by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres  1 rood and 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
U IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
Al of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as  mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along  the road to the Palmer Gold Veld, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be  addressed  to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands , kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Bublio Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd  October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
J
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868.11
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "Tie
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," wi ll  hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs.
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CIIRTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office,  Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S Dlsrnrcr OF CoorTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUBKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in N ovember, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues.
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October,1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within certain districts  pro claimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IP is hereby noti fied that App lications under theprovisions of th  41st section of "  The  Pastoral
Lease, Act  of  1869"  for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will  expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office.  These Applica-
tions will  require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown La 4 .
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the within -named persons have been licensed
to occupy for Pastoral purposes the undermentioned
Runs, situated in the UNSETTLED DISTRICTS, in
accordance with the provisions  of  "The  Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869 ,"  33 Victoria ,  No. 10, and the
Regulations established thereunder.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Tara No. 2.
Licensee-John Shipp.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the south side of Undulla Creek
about two and a-half miles above the western boundary
of Tara Run, pnd bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south four miles ; thence west seven miles
thence north crossing Undulla Creek about eight miles ;
thence east to the western boundary of Tara Block ;
thence south to Undu lla Creek, and by that creek up-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bengalla North.
Licensee-Charles William Bailey.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
A block of vacant Crown lands, containing about 70
square miles, situated north of Bengalla, and being all
the vacant Crown lands between Bengalla, Bethecurriba,
West Merawa, and Goondiwindi.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Name or Ran-Gobongo North.
Licensee-John Mortimer.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Gobonga
Run, and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-two degrees thirty minutes east
about ninety-nine chains along a part of the eastern
boundary of the Baramba Ranges Run to the range
separating the Settled District of Wide Bay from the
Unsettled District of Burnett ; on the north by said
range in an-easterly direction to a spot bearing north of
the north-east corner of the Toomcul Run ; on the east
by a south line to the north-east corner of last-mentioned
run; and on the south by a west line along the north
boundaries of the Toomcul Run and Gobonga Run to
the point of commencement.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Snake Creek.
Licensee-Donald Ross.
Estimated area-36 square miles.
Snake Creek, commencing at the north corner of Park
Run on the east side of Bungil Creek, said point being
about fifteen miles north-west from the Balonne River ;
thence nine miles north-east to the south-west corner of
Wallabella Run ; thence two miles east to the north-
west corner of Tinowon ; thence five miles south to the
south-west corner of Tinowon and cast and west boundary
of Combarngo ; thence one and a-half miles west to the
north-west corner of Combarngo, it being the north-east
boundary of Bainbilla North ; thence three miles north-
west to the north corner of Bainbilla North ; thence
five miles south-west to west corner of Bainbilla North ;
thence one mile south-east to the north corner of North
Wallumbilla; thence one mile south-west to the eastern
boundary of Park Run ; thence five miles north-west to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boanbirra, No. 1.
Licensees - Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point about twelve miles in a south-
westerly direction from the south-west corner of Moo-
rundoora Run on the west side of the Mungallala Creek ;
thence on the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on
south by a west line ten miles ; thence on the west by a
north line ten miles ; and thence on the north by an
east  line ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boanbirra No. 2.
Licensees - Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Boanbirra
No. 1 ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles ; thence on
the west by a south line ten miles ; and thence on the
south by the north boundary of Boanbirra No. 1 Run
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Boandirra, No. 3.
Licensees - Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the north-east corner of Boanbirra
No. 2; thence on the east by a north line five miles ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles ; thence on
the west by a south line five miles ; and on the south by
an east line ten miles to the point of commencement,
running along the northern boundary of Boanbirra No.
2 Run.
Name of Run-Noogilla.
Licensee-David William Dunstan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked D situated in a
south-westerly direction from Neabul Run, on the
Neabul Creek, about twenty miles ; thence west five
miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east five miles ;
and thence north ten miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Weirbolla West.
Licensees-Frederick Collins and John Piper.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked B situated at the
south-east corner of Homeboin Run, and bounded thence
on the north by a part of the south boundary of last-
named run west about two miles to the north-east corner
of Borerundooer North Run ; thence on the west by the
east boundary of last-named run, and part of the east
boundary of Borerundooer Run bearing south ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line about six miles and
a-quarter to Wallam Creek ; and thence on the north-
east by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Camlet.
Licensees-Frederick Collins and John Piper.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Weirbolla
West Run, and bounded thence on the west by a part of
the east boundary line of Borerundooer Run South to its
south-east angle ; thence on the south by a part of the
north boundary of Bandemarango Run to its north-east
angle ; thence again on the west by a part of the east
boundary of the last-mentioned run bearing south about
three miles and three-quarters ; thence again on the south
by an east line about eight miles and a-half crossing
Wallam Creek ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to the south-east angle of Weirbolla Run ; and
thence on the north by the south boundaries of Weirbolla
and Weirbolla West Runs to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Duck Creek.
Licensees-James Dunn Moore and John Moore.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Yourangle
No. 4 ; thence east ten miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence west ten miles ; and thence north five miles by
the boundary of Yourangle No. 4 to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Hoolah No. 1.
Licensees-James Dunn Moore and John Moore.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east angle of Drysdale
Ponds No. 1 Run ; thence north-east ten miles ; thence
north-west five miles ; thence south-west ten miles ; and
thence south-east by the boundary of Drysdale Ponds to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hoolah No. 2.
Licensees-James Dunn Moore and John Moore.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east angle of Undulgumbal
Run ; thence north-east ten miles ; thence north-west
five miles ; thence south-west eight miles ; thence south-
east by the boundaries of Mombah and Undulgumbal
Runs to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Annie Vale.
Licensee-Charles Lloyd Williams.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Bounded on the north by a line commencing at the
north-west corner of Dunkeld and running due west
about four miles to the point where it intersects the
east boundary of Corycus ; bounded on the east by the
west boundary of Dunkeld ; bounded on the south by
a line commencing at the south-west corner of Dunkeld
and running due west to the point where it intersects
the east boundary of Marathon ; bounded on the west
by the east boundaries of Marathon, Delphi, and
Corycus.
Name of Run-Baker's Ridge.
Licensee-Malcolm MacKinnon.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point three miles south-west from
the north-west corner of Lauristina ; bounded on the
north by a west line five miles ; on the west by a south
line ten miles ; on the south by an east line five miles ;
and thence on the east by a north line ten miles to the
point of  commencement.
Name  of Run-Nebinedulla.
Licensee-Benjamin South.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a point situated about five miles in a
south-westerly direction from south-west angle of Bin-
debango Run on the Mungallala Creek ; thence west
five miles ;  thence north five miles ; thence east five
miles  ; and thence south five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-The Glen.
Licensees - Archibald McDonald and Peter
McDonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked MD situated about
twelve miles in a south-westerly direction from south-
west angle of Tyconnah Block on the Nebine Creek ;
thence north five miles ; thence west five miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east five miles ; and thence
again north five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glen Tate.
Licensees-Archibald MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Glen
Run ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence north along the western
boundary of said run ten miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mount Hogan.
Licensee-Thomas Close.
Estimated area-S0 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east angle of Mannandilla
No. 2 Run ; thence by a line running north-east to the
south-east angle of Upper  Possession  Run about seven
miles ; thence by a line running north-east to the north-
west angle of Kinloch Run about five miles ; thence by
a line running south along the western boundary of
Kinloch Run about twelve  miles  ; thence by a south-
west line to the south- east angle  of the said Mannandilla
No. 2 Run about one mile ; thence by a'north-west line
along the north-eastern boundary of last-named run
about eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Woollambar.
Licensee-Esrom Baldwin.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked BXE near the
south-east corn er  of Woollambar Swamp about  ten miles
in a northerly direction inclining west, from the north-
east  corner of Utbullingdie ; thence bounded on the
south by a line running west five miles ; thence on the
west by a line running north ten miles ; thence on the
north by a line running east five miles ; thence on the
east by a line running south  ten miles to  the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Letterkenny No. 1.
Licensee-Samuel Stewart.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west angle of the Dulby-
dilla Run ; thence east along the southern boundary and
extending to the western boundary of Fairview No. 2
about seven miles ; thence south along the western
boundaries of Fairview No. 2 and Mangarella No. 2, and
extending in a straight line to the northern boundary of
Mungulla Run about twelve miles ; thence westerly in a
straight line about ten miles to the dividing boundary of
the Warrego and Maranoa Districts ; thence along that
boundary in a northerly direction to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Letterkenny No. 2.
Licensee-Samuel Stewart.
Estimated area-95 square miles.
Commencing at the south- west angle  of Letterkenny
No. 1; thence east along  portion of southern boundary
of said  run to the north-west  angle of the Mungulla
Run about  seven miles  ; thence south  along the western
boundary of the last- named run to its south-west angle
about ten miles ; thence  west along  portion of the
northern boundary of the Scalby  Run in a straight line
to the dividing boundary of the Warrego and  Maranoa
Districts about twelve miles ; thence along that boundary
in a northerly direction to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Macclesfield No. 1.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east boundary of the Glen
Run ; thence west fifteen miles, being along south
boundary of said and of Glen Tate Runs ; thence south
six miles ; thence east fifteen miles ; thence  six miles
north to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Macclesfield No. 2.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of M acclesfield Run
No. 1; thence west fourteen miles along south boundary
of said run ; thence south five miles ; thence east
fourteen miles ; thence five miles to point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Macclesfield No.  S.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at boundary of Boanbirra Run No. 2;
thence west ten miles to Macclesfield No. 1 ; thence
nine miles to south corner of Macclesfield No. 2 ; thence
east for ten miles to south-west corner of Boanbirra Run,
No. 2; from thence nine miles to point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bundaleer No. 1.
Licensee-Charles Brown Fisher.
Estimated  area -100 square miles.
Commencing at the south boundary of Macclesfield
No. 3 Run ; thence  west ten miles  ; thence south ten
miles ; thence  east ten miles  ; thence north  ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bundaleer No. 2.
Licensee-Charles Brown Fisher.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west boundary of Bundaleer
Run No. 1 ; thence running eight miles west, and thence
ten miles  in a north direction thence east eight miles ;
and thence south ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bundaleer No. 3.
Licensee-Charles Brown Fisher.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at south boundary of Bundaleer No. 1;
thence running ten miles west, and thence ten miles in a
south direction ; thence ten miles cast ; thence ten miles
north to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Macclesfield No. 4.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Glen Tate Run ;
thence west six miles ; thence south ten miles to north-
west boundary of Macclesfield Run No. 1 ; thence six
miles along east boundary of said run ; thence ten miles
north to point of commencement.
Name  of Run-North Glen.
Licensee - Archibald MacDonald and Peter Mac-
Donald.
Estimated area-100 square  miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Glen
Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east along the northe rn
boundaries of the runs Glen Tate and The Glen to the
I oint cf commencement,
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Name of Run-Dunrobin.
Licensees - Archibald MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the north-west corner of the run
known as Macclesfield No. 4, thence five miles west ;
thence ten miles south ; thence five miles east ; thence
ten miles north to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Macclesfield No. 6.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Macclesfield
No. 1, and bounded thence on the north by a west line
four miles and fifteen chains ; thence on the west by a
south line eleven miles ; thence on the south by an east
line five miles and fifteen chains to the south-west corner
of Macclesfield No. 2 Run ; thence on the east by the
west boundary of that run north four miles to the south
boundary of Macclesfield No. 1 Run ; thence by part of
the south boundary of that run west one mile ; and thence
again on the east by the west boundary of the last-named
run north six miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bundaleer No. 5.
Licensee-Charles Brown Fisher.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Bundaleer
Run No.  3;  thence running west nine miles ; thence
southerly direction for ten miles ; thence running east for
seven miles ; and thence ten miles north to point of
starting.
Name of Run-Bundaleer No. 7.
Licensee-Charles Brown Fisher.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Bundaleer
No. 2 Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line five miles ; thence on the west by a south line ten
miles ; thence on the south by an east line five miles ;
and thence on the east by the west boundary of Bunda-
leer No. 2 Run North ten miles to point of commencement.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name  of Run-Buthana.
Licensees -George Owen Lyon; Lyon McDonald
Playfair, and Charles Hugh Lyon.
Estimated  area-45 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of  Fair lie Plains
West ; thence north five miles ; thence west about nine
miles ; thence south five miles ; thence  east  about nine
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-K aryrie.
Licensees -George Owen Lyon, Lyon McDonald
Playfair, and Charles Hugh Lyon.
Estimated  area - 65 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Narraport Run,
thence west about six miles to the south-west corner of
Chum P lains  ; thence south ten miles ; thence east
about six miles  to the south- west corn er  of Narraport
Run; thence north  ten miles  to the point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cogee.
Licensee- James Glass.
Estimated  area-94 square miles.
Commencing at south- easte rn  corn er  of Randwick
Run, thence north eight miles ; thence east thirteen
miles ;  thence south about six  and a-half miles to boun-
dary of New South Wales and Queensland ; thence
westerly by that boundary about fourteen  miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Randwick.
Licensee- James Glass.
Estimated are a-83 square miles.
Commencing  at south-east corner of Thurulgunnia
South, thence  east nine miles  ; thence south about eight
miles to boundary of New South,Wales and Queensland;
thence westerly by that boundary about nine miles ;
thence north about nine and a-half miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Holkham.
Licensee-James Glass.
Estimated  area - 55 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of Thurulgunnia
South, thence north five miles ; thence east four miles ;
thence north two mi],es ; thence east about five miles ;
thence south seven miles; thence west  nine miles to
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Waverle.
Licensee-James Glass.'
Estimated area-30 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Noorama South
Run, thence south six miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence north six miles ; thence west five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Balmain.
Licensee-Tames Glass.
Estimated  area-88 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Noorama South
Run, thence south about eleven miles ; thence east eight
miles  ; thence north eleven miles ; thence west eight
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Oxford.
Licensee-James Glass.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Noorama East ;
thence north five miles ; thence west  four miles  ; thence
north ten miles ; thence east four  miles  ; thence south
five miles ; thence east  six miles  ; thence south ten
miles  ; thence west six miles to point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Cottonbush.
Licensee-James Glass.
Estimated  area-88  square miles.
Commencing at south- east  corner of Thurulgunnia
North ; thence north eleven  miles  ; thence east eight
miles; thence south eleven  miles ; thence west eight
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Saltbush.
Licensee-James Glass.
Estimated  area-90 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Thurulgunnia
North ; thence west  ten miles ;  thence north  about six
miles ; thence east about four miles ; thence north about
five miles; thence east about six miles; thence south
about eleven miles to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Goono.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of D4 No. 9
Run ; thence south five miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence north five miles; thence west five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cheverel.
Licensee-Robert Beit.
Estimated area-53 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Hurtle Vale Run ;
thence east seven miles ; thence south nine miles ; thence
west about five miles ; thence north about four miles ;
thence west two miles ; thence north five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Bunburra.
Licensee-Robert Beit.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at north- east corner  of A No. 1 Run ;
thence east five miles; thence south ten miles; thence
west five miles ; thence north ten miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Jolly.
Licensee-George Henry Davenport.
Estimated  area-53 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Ningingubber
Run, thence west about eight miles to Balboona Run ;
thence south about three miles to Ilhroka Run ; thence
east  about three miles ; thence south about five miles ;
thence east about one mile ; thence south about half-a-
mile; thence east about four  miles  ; thence north about
nine miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Burrah.
Licensees-Andrew Gordon and James Crawford.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Long Downs
Run, thence north five miles to the eastern boundary of
Burenda Ranges Run ; thence east ten miles ; thence
south five miles ; thence west ton miles to point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run - Halton.
Licensee-Joseph Read.
Estimated area-64 square miles.
Commencing at south -west corn er of Cash lton  Rim,
thence west seven miles fifty-six chains; thence north
eight miles thirty-one chains ; thence east seven miles
fifty-six chains ; thence south eight miles thirty-one
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Strip.
Licensees- William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford.
Estimated are a-37 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Wyandra Run,
thence south ten miles ; thence east five miles ; thence
north  five miles ; thence west two and a-half miles;
thence north five miles ; thence west two and a•half
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Stairs.
Licensees -William  B ro wn Bradley and James
Rutherford.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at south -east corn er of Northam Run,
thence north about fifteen miles; thence west about
four miles ; thence south  five miles ; thence east about
one and a-half miles ; thence south five miles ; thence
east about one and a-half miles ; thence south five miles ;
to point of  commencement.
Name of Run-World.
Licensees - George Williams ,  Thomas Williams,
James Williams ,  and Francis Wi ll iams.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked  WE,  about twenty
miles east of No. 18 tree on the Warrego River ; thence
east two miles ; thence south ten miles  ;  thence west six
miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence east four miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Jonathan.
Licensees -George Williams, Thomas Williams,
James Wil li ams, and Francis Williams.
Estimated are a-91 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east corner of Hi ll 's Dale
Run ; thence south thirteen miles ; thence east seven
miles; thence north thirteen miles;  thence west seven
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Playboy.
Licensees - George Wi ll iams, Thomas Wi ll iams,
James  Williams ,  and Francis Wi ll iams.
Estimated area - 50 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corn er of the Knife
Waterhole Run ; thence east  five miles  ;  thence north
ten miles ; thence west five miles  ;  thence south ten
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Florian.
Licensee-Joseph Hollingsworth.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corn er of  Speeling  East ;
thence east eleven miles  ;  thence south ten miles ; thence
west four miles; thence north five miles; thence west
seven miles ; thence  north  five miles  to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Napoleon.
Licensee-Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corn er of Balthazzar Run ;
thence north ten miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence
south ten miles  ;  thence  west ten miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Thiers.
Licensee-Joseph Becker.
Estimated area - 95 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Phipps' Run ;
thence east about five miles ; thence north fifteen miles ;
thence west seven miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east  about two miles ; thence south five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Venue.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated  area-32 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corn er of Tuen No. 1
Run ; thence south five miles ;  thence  east seven miles ;
thence north four miles; thence west three and a-half
miles ; thence north one mile ; thence west three and
a-half miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Diana.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at south-cast corner of Kempsey Run
thence north about ten and a-half miles ; thence east
eight miles ; thence south about nine and a-half miles
to boundary of Queensland ; thence westerly by that
boundary to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Coll.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated  area -93 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Gullan Run ;
thence north  nine miles  ; thence west  nine miles ;
thence south twelve miles ; thence east four miles ;
thence north about three miles ; thence east five miles
to point of commencement.
Name of Run- Staffa.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner- of Yarraboota
North Run ; thence south five miles ; thence west four
miles ; thence north twelve miles ; thence east four
miles ; thence south seven miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Flora.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Mary Run ;
thence extending southerly down Gumboo Gumboo Creek
fifteen miles, with an average depth of five  miles back-
wards easterly from the creek.
Name of Run-May.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated  area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corn er of Rose Run ;
thence extending southerly down  the weste rn  side of
Gumboo Gumboo Creek fifteen miles, with  an average
depth of five  miles backwards  westerly  from the creek.
Name of Run-Mary.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated  area-75 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked  N on the easte rn
bank of Gumboo Gumboo Creek about thirty  miles north-
westerly from Morley  Station ; thence extending
northerly up Gumboo Gumboo Creek fifteen  miles to.
southern boundary of Tobermory Run, with an  average
distance of five miles eastward  back from creek.
Name of Run-Rose.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Mary Run on
Giunboo Gumboo Creek ; thence extending northerly up
the western side of Gumboo Gumboo Creek about fifteen
miles to southern boundary of Oban Run, with an
average distance of  five miles backwards westerly from
the creek.
Name of  Run-Corcen  East.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corn er of Gu ll an Run ;
thence west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east five miles ; thence north five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Nane of Run-Juanbung.
Licensee -William Tyson, junr.
Estimated  area-98 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of  Roto Run ;
thence north fourteen miles ; thence  west seven miles ;
thence south fourteen  miles ; thence east seven miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bel.
Licensee-William John O'Donnell.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at north-west coiner of Oban Run ;
thence west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east five miles; thence north ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run-Mull.
Licensee - Christina McRae.
Estimated area- 4 0 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Ross Run ;
thence north four miles  ;  thence east ten miles ; thence
south four miles ;  thence west ten miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Stoney Point.
Licensees-James Williams,  George  Wi ll iams,
Thomas Williams, Francis Williams.
Estimated area- 56 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corn er of Toolonga North
Run ; thence north six miles ; thence west nine miles ;
thence south seven miles  ;  thence east about three and
a-half miles ; thence north one mile ; thence east about
six miles to point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Clover  Lake.
Licensees - James Williams, George Williams,
Thomas Wil liams, Francis Williams.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commeneing at a box -tree marked WB about seven
miles east from centre of east boundary of Inguin East
Run ; thence north two and a-half miles ; thence east
five miles; thence south five miles ; thence north five
miles ; thence west two and a-half miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Nulbear.
Licensees - James Wi ll iams, George Wil liams,
Thomas Williams, Francis Williams.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked WB about twenty-
five miles east from the tree marked No. 18 on Warrego
River ; thence east two and a-half miles ; thence south
five miles  ;  thence west five miles ; thence north five
miles  ;  thence east two and a-half miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Knife  Waterhole.
Licensees - James Williams, George Wi ll iams,
Thomas Wil liams, Francis  Williams.
Estimated area - 25 square miles.
Commencing at a box-tree marked WB about twelve
miles east from the tree marked No. 20 on Warrego
River ; thence five miles north  ;  thence five miles east ;
thence five m iles south  ;  thence five miles west to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Boopenbury.
Licensees - James Williams ,  George Williams,
Thomas Wi ll iams, Francis Wil liams.
Estimated area- 25 square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corn er  of Knife Water -
hole Run ; thence  north five miles ; thence east five
miles ; thence south five miles ; thence  west five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Widgegoara West.
Licensee - John Bignell.
Estimated area - 30 square miles.
Commencing at no rt h-west corner of W idgegoara Run ;
thence west six miles  ;  thence south five miles ; thence
east six miles ; thence north  five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Nyngin West.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-98 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corn er of Moble Run ;
thence north fourteen miles ; thence east seven miles ;
thence south fourteen miles  ;  thence west seven miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Denman.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-94 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corn er of Owthorpe No. 1
Run ; thence west nine miles ; thence south eleven
miles  ;  thence east four miles ; thence north one mile ;
thence east  five miles  ;  thence north ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Galvin.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Yungerah Run ;
thence west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east ten miles  ;  thence north ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Ran-Stop.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-100 squa re  miles.
Commencing at south -west corn er of Gunadorah West
Run ; thence west ten miles  ;  thence north ten miles ;
thence east ten miles  ;  thence south ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Gap.
Licensee-Joseph Becker.
Estimated area- 50 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corn er of Gunadorah West
Run ; thence west ten miles  ;  thence south about  five
miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence north five miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Youngwoman.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-6 0 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Korraggarak
Run ; thence east eight miles ; thence north eleven
miles ; thence south -westerly about eleven miles ; thenoe
south about four miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Annie Joe Joe.
Licensee-Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corn er of Korraggarak
Run ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence south ten miles ;
thence west ten m iles ; thence north ten m iles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run -- Phipps.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corn er of Lake Colless
Run ; thence east twelve m il es ; thence north  five miles ;
thence west twelve miles  ;  thence south  five miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run -Charlotte Plains West.
Licensees - Archibald  MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corn er of Charlotte Plains
Run ; thence  north  five miles ; thence west five m iles ;
thence south five miles ; thence east five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Pine  Hill West.
Licensees -Archibald  MacDonald and Peter Mac-
Donald.
Estimated area - 25 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Pine H il l Run ;
thence north  five miles ; thence west to boundary of
Khancoban Run about five miles  ;  thence south five
miles ; thence east to point of commencement about five
miles.
Name of Run-Spee ling East.
Licensee - Joseph  Hol li ngswo rt h.
Estimated area - 25 square miles.
Commencing at a point about three m iles east of
north-west corner of Pine Hi ll  Run ; thence north five
miles ; thence west five miles  ;  thence south five miles ;
thence east five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Balthazzar.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-95 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corn er of Gre en Run ;
thence east ten miles  ;  thence no rt h ten miles ; thence
west nine m iles : thence south five miles ; thence west
about one mile ; thence south five miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Green.
Licensee-Joseph Becker.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corn er of Becker Run -
thence north ten miles ; thence west ten miles  ;  thence
south ten miles ; thence east ten miles to point of com
mencement.
Name of Run - Becker.
Licensee - Joseph Becker.
Estimated  area- 100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Goorie Goorie
Run ; thence east ten miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Blondin.
Licensees - George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-65 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Booma ll y Run ;
thence west five and a-half miles ; thence south eleven
miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence north one mile ;
thence  west five miles  ;  thence north ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Clayton.
Licensees -  George  Henry Cox  and Vincent dames
Dowling.
Estimated area - 49 square miles.
Commencing at north -east  corner of Cowara Run ;
thence east seven miles  ;  thence  south  seven miles ;
thence west  seven miles ;  thence north  seven miles to
point  of commencement.
Name  of Run-Cowara.
Licensees - George  Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at north- east corn er  of Wiralla North
Run ; thence  east seven  miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence  west seven miles  ;  thence north  ten miles  to point
of commencement.
Name of Run- Three Pioneers.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area - 100 square miles.
Commencing at north -east corn er of Wira ll a Run ;
thence east twelve miles to eastern boundary of Wyara
Run ; thence  six miles  south to northern boundary of
Duck Ponds Run ; thence west five miles ; thence
south five miles ; thence west seven miles ; thence north
ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gonda.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dow ling.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Wiralla South;
thence north ten miles ; thence east six miles; thence
south ten miles ; thence  west six miles  to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Belmore.
Licensees -George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-100  square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Thuringowa
North Run ; thence  east nine miles ;  thence south ten
miles ;  thence west ten miles ; thence northerly by part
of east boundary of Winbourne Run, and by part of
southern boundary of Thuringowa North, and by eastern
boundary of said run to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bal.
Licensees -George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area- 32 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Round Hills
Run ; thence north eight miles ; thence east four miles ;
thence south eight miles ; thence west  four miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Toolonga South.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated  area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Toolonga
Run in the west boundary line of the Jumma Run, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line about five
miles along portions of the west boundaries  of last-
named run and Quartpot Run ; thence on the south
by a west line about eight miles along a part of the
north boundary of the Yanda Run ; thence on the west
by a part of the east boundary of Redbank Run about
five miles north ; and thence on the north by an east line
about eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Toolonga.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated  area -48 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Toolonga
North Run, in the west boundary line of the Round
Sand Hills Run, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line about eight miles along a portion of the west
boundaries of last-named run and Jumma Run ; thence
on the south by a west line about six miles ; thence on
the west by a north line about  eight miles  to the south
west angle  of the Toolonga North Run ; and thence on
the north by an east line along the south boundary of
last-named run about  six miles  to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Toolonga North.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated  area-48 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner  of the Round
Sand Hills Run, and bounded thence on the north by a
west 'line six miles ; thence on the west by a south line
about eight miles ; thence on the south by an east line
about six miles to the west boundary of the  Round Sand
Hills Run ; and thence on the east by a north  line along
a part of the west boundary of last-mentioned  run about
eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Adginbong.
Licensee - James Henry Douglas.
Estimated  area(-48 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Adgin-
bong South Run, on-the east boundary line of the
Quandon Run, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line  along the north boundary  of the aforesaid
Adginbong South Run; thence about six  miles to the
south-west angle of the Toolonga North Run ; thence on
the east by a north line along the west boundary line
of last-mentioned run about eight miles ; thence on the
north by a west line about three miles and a-half to the
east boundary of the Inquin Run ; thence by a part of
the east boundary of that run south to its south-east
angle ; thence by a part of its south boundary west to
the north- east angle  of Gidgee Camp Run; thence by
the east boundary of last-named run south to the north
boundary of Quandon Run ; thence east to the north-
east corner of that run, and thence south to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Adginbong South.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Quandon
Run, and bounded thence on the south by an east line
along portions of the north boundaries of the Redbank
and Toolonga South runs, about six miles to the south-
west angle of Toolonga Run ; thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of last-named run
about eight miles to the south-west angle of the Toolonga
South Run ; thence on the north by a west line about
six miles to the east boundary of the Quandon Run ;
and thence on the west by a part of the east boundary
of last-named run about eight miles south to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Khancoban.
Licensee - Jamas  Henry Douglas.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the Billycan
Run ; bounded thence on the north by an east line along
the south boundary of said run to the west boundary of
Spee&ng Run ; thence on the east by a south line to the
south-west angle of last-named run ; thence  again on
the north by an east line about four miles  along a part
of the south boundary of the said Speeling Run ; thence
on the east by a south line about four and a-half miles ;
thence on the south by a west line ten miles to the east
boundary line of Coban Run ; thence on the west by a
part of the east boundary of last-named run to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Coban.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated area-45 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Quart-
pot Run ; bounded thence on the north by the south
boundary of that run, being a west line about five miles ;
thence on the west by a south line about nine miles
thence on the south .by an east line about five miles
thence on the east by a north line about nine miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Turnworth North.
Licensee-James Henry Douglas.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Round
Sand Hills Run ; bounded thence on the south by an
east line along portions of the north boundaries of the
Turnworth and Balboona runs five miles ; thence on
the east by a north line ten miles ; thence on the north
by a west line five miles to the north-east corner of the
aforesaid Round Sand Hills Run ; and thence on the
west by a south line along the east boundary of last-
named run ten miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Minitta.
Licensee-Robert Frew.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Murweh
West Run ; thence by a line west about six miles ;
thence by a line south ten miles ; thence by a line east
about six miles ; thence by the eastern boundary of
Murweh West Run north ten mules to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Chum Plains.
Licensee-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west boundary of Yalyery
West Run ; thence west five miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence east five miles to the south-west boundary
of Yalyery West ; thence north ten miles to point of
eommencement.
Name of Run-Warrungunna.
Licensee-Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Tilbooroo
East Run, bounded thence by a north line  ten miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
west five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wyara South.
Licensees--Lloyd Jones, Molesworth Richard Green,
and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Bundilla or Boongi-
thara Creek, at the western corner of Wyara or Hutchin-
son's Lake, which is situated about fourteen miles in a
north-westerly direction from Dynevor Downs head
station ; bounded thence by a line west three miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
north five miles to the Bundilla or Boongithara Creek ;
and thence by the said creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kempsey.
Licensee-Richard Blarney.
Estimated area-62 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of D4 No. 5
Run, thence north about three miles ; thence east three
and a-half miles ; thence north about five miles ; thence
east about seven miles ; thence south about seven miles
to boundary of Queensland and New South Wales ; and
thence south-westerly about ten miles and forty chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Louisa Plains.
Licensees - Archibald MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Pine Hill Run,
thence north five miles ; thence east five miles ; thence
south five miles ; thence west five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Wolsey.
Licensees - Archibald MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Charlotte Plains
Run, thence north five miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence west five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Balbon.
Licensee - John Bigne ll .
Estimated area - 50 squa re  miles.
Commencing at south-east corn er of Widgegoara Run,
thence  east  five miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west five miles  ;  thence south ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Quambone.
Licensee -John  Bigne ll .
Estimated area-50 squa re  miles.
Commencing at south-west corn er of Widgegoara
Run, thence south five miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence  north five miles ; thence west five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Rmi-Poonah.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Moltke
Run, thence west four miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east four miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Albury.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Grosvenor
Run, thence west four miles ; thence south ten miles ;
thence east four miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-The Gibbers.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Cheshunt
South Back Block No. 3, thence north five miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south five miles ; thence east ten
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kilellan.
Licensees-Colin Campbell Finlay and Alexander
Kirkman Finlay.
Estimated area-52 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Boondoona
Run No. 2. thence north ten miles ; thence east eight
miles ; thence south three miles ; thence west four mules ;
thence south seven miles ; thence west four miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ardyne
Licensees-Colin Campbell Finlay and Alexander
Kirkman Finlay.
Estimated area-56 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Boondoona
Run ; thence north eight miles ; thence east seven
miles ; thence south eight miles ; thence west seven
miles to point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Stronsaul.
Licensees -Colin Campbell Finlay and Alexander
Kirkman Finlay.
Estimated  area-25 square miles.
Commencing  at the north-west corner of  Moonjarree
Run ; thence north five miles ; thence  east five miles ;
thence south along western boundary of Gomarrah Run
five miles ; thence west five miles to point of  commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Ross.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Cathoo Run ;
thence south six miles ; thence east sixteen miles ; thence
north six miles ; thence west sixteen miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Timboon.
Licensees-Colin Campbell Finlay and Alexander
Kirkman Finlay.
Estimated  area -40 square miles.
Commenciug  at north-east  corn er of  Koroit Run ;
thence south  ten miles  ; thence east four miles ; thence
north  ten miles  ; thence west four miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Leura.
Licensees -Colin Campbell Finlay and Alexander
Kirkman Finlay.
Estimated are a-64 square miles.
Commencing at south -east corner of Timboon  Rim  ;
thence south five miles; thence west one mile ; thence
south seven miles ; thence west four miles ; thence north
along easte rn  boundary of Koroit South Run seven
miles ; thence east about four miles ; thence north about
four miles to south boundary of Koroit ; and thence
east nine  miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run - Salsette.
Licensee-Frederick Burne.
Estimated area - 25 square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Ber li n
Run, thence west five miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence north five miles to point
of commencement.
Name" of Run-Roto.
Licensee -William Tyson, junr.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corn er of Barbara Plains
Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east  five miles to point
of commencement.
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Name of Run-Tyson.
Licensee-William Tyson, junr.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Cliffdale Run
No. 2 ; thence north ten miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south ten miles; thence east five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Wirrarah.
Licensees-Lloyd Jones, Molesworth Richard
Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Oonungoo
Run ; bounded thence by a line west ten miles ; thence
south five  miles ;  thence east ten miles ; and thence
north five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wirrarah West.
Licensees-Lloyd Jones, Molesworth Richard
Greene, and Alexander Falconer Sullivan.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Dynevor
Downs South Run ; bounded thence by a west line ten
miles ; thence by a south line five miles ; thence by an
east line ten miles ; and thence by a north line five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Meadows.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated area-41 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Riversleigh Run ;
thence east six miles ; thence north six miles ; thence
west seven miles ; thence south five miles ; thence
easterly and southerly by part of boundary of A No. 3
Run to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pendennis.
Licensees-Charles Henry Humphrey, and Edward
Augustus Bullmore.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at a point three miles south from north-
west corner of Ahmoo Beembah Run ; thence west nine
miles nineteen chains ; thence north eleven miles sixty
chains to southern boundary of Walker's Creek Run ;
thence east five miles sixty chains to western boundary
of Gibber Ahmoo Run; thence south by part of that
boundary eight miles sixty chains to south-west corner
of last-mentioned run ; thence by part of southern
boundary of that run three miles twenty chainsto north-
west corner of Ahmoo Beembah Run ; thence south
three miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Zetland.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked C on north bank of St.
John's Creek about six miles east from Bulloo River,
and about fifty miles southerly from the junction of
Gumbardo Creek with Bulloo, and running ten miles up
the creek by an average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Beltram.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked G on the south side of
St. John's Creek, about six miles from the Bulloo River,
and running up the creek ten miles by an average depth
of five miles back.
Name of Run-Avoca.
Licensee-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Zetland Run,
thence east ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
west ten miles to the south-east corner of Beltram Run ;
and thence by north-east boundary of that run to St.
John's Creek ; and thence by north-east boundary of
Zetland Run to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Onay.
Licensee-Joseph Read.
Estimated area-64 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Onay Angellala
Run, thence west five miles ten chains ; thence north
ten milss ; thence east seven miles fifty-six chains ;
thence south five miles ; thence west two miles forty-six
chains ; and thence south five miles to point of com-
mencement
Name of Run-Colaroy.
Licensee-William Tyson, junior.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Urdah Urain
Run, thence west five miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence south ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Juan.
Licensee-William Tyson, junior.
Estimated area-80 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Meekin go lly
Run, thence west eight miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence east eight miles ; thence south ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-99 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Cuttaburra West
No. 4 Run, thence west twelve miles ; thence north
eight miles and twenty chains ; thence east twelve miles ;
thence south eight miles twenty chains to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 2.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-99 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Mowellen Run
thence west six miles ; thence south sixteen miles
thence east about six miles and forty chains ; thence
north six miles ; thence west forty chains ; thence north
ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 3.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-48 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Mulgar No. 2
Run ; thence west six miles forty chains ; thence south
two miles ; thence west five miles ; thence south three
miles ; thence east eleven miles forty chains ; thence
north about one mile ; thence west about one mile ;
thence north four miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 4.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-7G square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Mulgrave No. 3
Run ; thence west eight miles ; thence south about ten
miles ; thence easterly about eight miles ; by boundary
between New South Wales and Queensland ; thence
north about nine miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 5.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Mulgrave Run ;
thence west five miles ; thence south twelve miles ;
thence east five miles ; thence north twelve miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgrave No. 6.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Mulgrave
No. 5 Run ; thence west about six miles ; thence south
sixteen miles ; thence east six mules ; thence north six-
teen miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 7.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Mulgar No. 6
Run ; thence west five miles thirty chains ; thence
north thirteen miles ; thence east five miles thirty
chains ; thence south thirteen miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 8.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Mulgar No. 7
Run ; thence west five miles thirty chains ; thence south
fourteen miles ; thence east five miles thirty chains ;
thence north fourteen miles to point of commencement
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 9.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-84 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Mulgar No. 8
Run ; thence south fourteen miles ; thence east six
miles ; thence north fourteen miles ; thence west six
miles to point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Mulgar No. 10.
Licensee--James Tyson.
Estimated  area-82  square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Finsbury Plains
Run ; thence south about fourteen miles thirty chains
to boundary of Queensland and New South Wales ;
thence easterly by that boundary about six miles fifty
chains ; thence north about eleven miles fifty chains ;
thence east about one mile thirty chains ; thence north
about two miles ; thence west about five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Mulgar No. 11.
Licensee-James Tyson.
Estimated area-59 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Mulgar No. 10
Run ; thence north about five miles ; thence east four-
teen miles ; thence south about three miles and a-half
to boundary of Queensland and New South Wales ;
thence by that boundary about fourteen miles more or
less to point of commencement.
Name of Run-North Gibbers.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Pinidary
Block (west side of Bulloo River) at its junction with
Yapenalla Block ; thence south crossing Pinidary Creek
ten miles ; thence west five miles ; thence north ten
miles to South Pinidary boundary ; thence east five
miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gonda.
Licensees-George Henry Cox and Vincent James
Dowling.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Wiralla South ;
thence north ten miles ; thence  east six miles  ; thence
south ten miles ; thence west six miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run - Pine Hills West.
Licensees -Archibald  MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area - 25 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corn er of Pine Hill Run ;
thence north  five miles ; thence west to boundary of
Xhancoban Run about five miles; thence south five
miles ; thence east to point of commencement.
Name of Run -Charlotte Plains West.
Licensees -Archibald  MacDonald and Peter
MacDonald.
Estimated area-25 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Charlotte Plains
Run ; thence north five miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south five miles ; thence east  five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Boroit.
Licensee-John Officer.
Estimated area-55 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of Boobara Run
on the Paroo River ; thence south five miles by the
eastern boundary of said run ; thence east five miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west about six miles to
the eastern boundary of Boobarra North Run ; thence
south by the eastern boundary of that run to the
northern boundary of Boobara Run ; thence by said
boundary to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Koroit South.
Licensee-John Officer.
Estimated area -- 45 square miles.
Commencing at a point five miles south of the north-
east  angle of Boobara South Run; thence south five
miles  by the eastern boundary of said run ; th once east
five miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence west about
four miles to the eastern boundary of Boobara Run ;
thence south to the south- east  angle of said run ; thence
west  by the southern boundary of said run about one
mile  to the  eastern  boundary of Boobara South Run ;
thence south by boundary  of said run  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ravenswood.
Licensees-Richard Luck Hewitt and Frederick
Walker.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the northern boundary of
Cox Run where it is intersected by the westsrn boun-
dary of Ballymana Run; thence west ten miles;
thence north ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
south ten miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Moama.
Licensees-Richard Luck Hewitt and Frederick
Walter.
Estimated area-56 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Cox Run.;
thence west seven miles ; thence north eight miles ;
thence east seven miles ; and thence south eight miles to'
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yentooroo.
Licensees-Alexander Hood, James Wyse Torrance
and James Hood.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Beginning at a tree marked HT near the south-wes
corner of Tilbury Run, thence north ten miles ; thence
west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east five
miles to place of commencement.
Name of Run-Naunton.
Licensee-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated area-92 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Cheshunt
Back Block No. 2 Run, thence north about eight miles ;
thence east about sixteen miles and a-half ; thence south
about three miles ; thence west about eight miles ;
thence south about five miles ; thence west about eight
and a-half miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tamboryne.
Licensee-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Boogana
Run, and bounded on the north by a line west ten miles ;
thence by a line south ten miles ; thence east by a line
ten miles to the south-west corner of Boogana Run ;
and thence by a line north ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Boogana.
Licensee-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked cross in square
about five miles south from the north-west corner of
Injamulla Run, and bounded on the east by a line run-
ning north ten miles ; thence west by a line ten miles ;
thence south by a line ten miles ; thence east by a line
ten miles to the point of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-St. Ronans.
Licensee-Robert Christison.
Estimated  area-30 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  boundary of run named
Lammermoor West on the west bank of Tower Hill
Creek, thence south along said creek west bank six miles
to northern boundary line of run named Montgomery,
where Raff's Creek  jo in s  Tower Hill Creek ; thence west
five miles ; thence six  miles  north parallel to frontage
line adjoining south-west  corn er  of Lammermoor West ;
thence east five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-May Downs.
Licensee-Robert Christison.
Estimated  area -27 square miles.
Commencing on the west bank of Landsborough Creek
at the north -east  corner of Mingeburra, thence up said
creek nine  miles,  thence in a westerly direction for three
miles  ; thence in a southerly direction  nine miles
parall el to said creek; thence in an  easterly direction for
three miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Castle Martha.
Licensee-Jbhn Francis Barrv.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner  -of Westbrook
Downs  East, thence north ten and a-half miles ; thence
east  five miles ; thence south nine and a-half miles ;
thence west three miles ; thence south  one mile ; thence
west two miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Hughendon.
Licensees -The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of St.  Helena
Run, and bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
north twelve miles ; on the north by the south boundary
of Darhall Run bearing west eight miles ; on the west
by the east boundary of Mary Downs Run bearing south
twelve miles to the north boundary of St. Helena Run ;
and on the south by St. Helena Run to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Mary Downs.
Licensees-The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Cormencing at the south-west corner of Hughendon
Run, and bounded thence on the east by the west bouu-
dary of Hughendon Run bearing north twelve miles ;
on the north by a line bearing west eight and a-half
miles ; on the west by a line south twelve miles to
Hazlewood Run ; and on the south by parts of the north
boundaries of Hazlewood and St. Helena Runs bearing
east eight and a-half miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Douglas Downs.
Licensees-The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mary Downs
Run, and bounded thence on the cast by the west boun-
dary of that run, bearing north twelve miles ; on the
north by a line west eight and a-half miles ; on the west
by a line south twelve miles, to the north boundary of
Quorn Run; and on the south by parts of the north
boundaries of Quorn and Hazlewood runs east eight
and a-half miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hazlemere.
Licensees-The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated area-98 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Douglas
Downs Run, and bounded thence on the east by the
western boundary of that run bearing north about
fourteen miles to Ernestina Run ; on the north-west by
the south-east boundaries of Ernestina and Moselle
runs bearing south-west about twenty miles to Colston
Run ; and on the south by parts of the north boundaries
of Colston and Quorn Runs bearing east about fourteen
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Fernhirst.
Licensees -The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Darhall
Run, and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary of Mary Downs Run bearing west eight and
a-half miles ; on the west by a line bearing north about
nine and a-half miles to Blackall Downs Run ; on the
north-west by Blackall Downs Run to the north-west
corner of Wellshot Run ; and on the east by the west
boundaries of Wellshot and Darnhall runs to the point
of commencement.
Name of  Run-Fittleworth.
Licensees-The New Zealand and Australian Land
Company (Limited).
Estimated  area-40 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Fernhirst
Run, and bounded thence on the east by the west boun-
dary of that  run ; bearing  north about nine and a-half
miles  ; on the north-west by part of the south-east
boundary  of E rn estina  Run bearing south-west about
twelve miles  to the north corner of Hazlewood Run
on the west  by a line south about two miles ; and on
the south  by the north boundary of Douglas Downs Run
bearing  east about eight and a-half miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Mungalella.
Licensee-Thomas Henry.
Estimated  are a-90 square miles.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of Rostrevor
and running ten miles cast ; thence nine miles south to
the northern boundary of Westbrook Downs North
thence ten miles west to the eastern boundary of Evora
thence nine miles north to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Westbrook Downs North.
Licensee-John Ashburne.
Estimated area-51 square miles.
Starting from the north-cast corner of Westbrook
Downs East, thence north six miles ; thence west eight
miles forty chains to the boundary of Evora Run ;
thence south along that boundary six miles to the
northern boundary of Westbrook Downs ; thence east
eight miles forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Evora.
Licensee-Thomas Henry.
Estimated  area -100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east comer of Rostrevor
Run, thence ten miles south ; thence ten miles west
along the northern boundary of Westbrook Downs Run ;
thence ten miles north along the eastern boundary of
Recovered Run ; thence ten miles cast along the southern
boundary of Rostrevor to the point of commencement.
Name of Ran-Rostrevor.
Licensee-Thomas Henry.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point one mile north of the north-
east  corner of Recovered Run, thence east ten miles ;
thence north five miles ; thence west ten miles to Home
Creek No. 2 Run ; thence by that run south five miles
to the point of commencement.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Toomba.
Licensees-Fanning, Griffiths, and Co.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Weanervalo
Run, thence south by the eastern boundary line of that
run five miles ; thence easterly ten miles ; thence north
about five miles to the Basalt wall ; and thence westerly
by the Basalt Wall to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rocky Bar.
Licensee-William Mark.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek at the
north-west corner of Reeves' Lake Run, and bounded
thence on the east by the Nvest boundary of that -run
bearing south about five miles and twenty chains ;
thence by a line bearing south-west ten miles ; thence
by a line bearing north-west five miles to Sandy Creek ;
and thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Meadowlands.
Licensee-William Mark.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek at the
north-west corner of Rocky Bar Run, and bounded
thence on the north-east by the south-west boundary of
that run bearing south-east five miles ; thence by a line
bearing south-westerly parallel to the general course of
Sandy Creek ten miles ; thence by a line bearing north-
west five miles to Sandy Creek ; and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-South Wynyard.
Licensee-Timothy O'Sullivan Green.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Hugh's
Hill Run, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line about eight miles to the Drummond Range ; thence
on the cast by that range northerly to the south-east
corner of the Wynyard Run ; thence on the north by a
west line, being part of the south boundary of that run
about eight miles and forty chains to the north-east
corner of Hugh's Hill Run ; and thence on the west by
the east boundary of that run southerly ten miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Camberwell.
Licensees-Henry Rourke and Lawrence Munro.
Estimated area - 64 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Satter River at
the south-west corner of the Mount Kroman Back Block
Run, and bounded thence on the north by part of tho
south boundary of that run bearing cast five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west about nine miles
ten chains to the Sutter River ; and thence by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Bowlee No. 2.
Licensee-Geonge Irlam.
Estimated area-50  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Mistake (or Gordon's)
Creek at the north-east corner of Bowlee No. 1 Run, and
bounded then on the south by the north boundary of
that run bearing west five miles ; on the west by a line
parallel to the general course of Mistake Creek northerly
ten miles ; on the north by a line bearing  east five miles
to Mistake (or Gordon's) Creek ; and thence by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dunrobin.
Licensee-William Cullen.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Dunda Creek at a
point where the Bowen Downs and Clermont road  crosses
same, and bounded on the north by a line bearing west
six miles ; thence by a line running parallel to the general
course of Dunda Creek south-westerly fifteen miles ;
thence east six miles to Dunda Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commencement.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Prindary.
Licensee-Percival E. Walsh.
Estimated  area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Sturt's Plains
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
cast six miles ; on the cast by a line bearing south ten
miles  to the north boundary of Tholmeenbal Run ; on
the south by portions of the north boundaries of Thol-
meenbal and Ginbar runs, being a line bearing west six
miles ; and on the west by the east boundary of Stunt's
Plains Run, being a line bearing north ten miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Warraldunga.
Licensee-Percival E. 'Walsh.
Estimated  area -60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Camino Run,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
six miles ; on the east by a line bearing south ten miles
to the north boundary of Prindary Run ; on the south
by portions of the north boundaries of Prindary and
Sturt's Plains runs, being a line bearing  west  six miles ;
and on the west by the east boundary of Cammo Run,
being a line bearing north ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Tholmeenbal.
Licensee-Percival E. Walsh.
Estimated area-G0 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Giubar Run,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
six miles,  forming also a portion of the south boundary
of Prindary Run ; on the east by e line bearing south ten
miles to the north boundary of Budgen Budgen Run ;
on' the south by portions of the north boundaries of
Budgen Budgen and Corolla runs, being  a line bearing
west six miles ; and on the west by the east boundary
of Ginbar Run, being a line bearing north  ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Budgen Budgen.
Licensee-Percival E. Walsh.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Corolla Run,
and bounded thence on the north by  a line bearing east
six miles, forming also a portion of the south boundary
of Tholmeenbal Run ; on the east by a line bearing
south ten miles ; on the south by a line bearing west
about four miles and forty chains to the boundary of
Saxby Plains Run ; and by the boundary of that run to
the south-east corner of Corolla  Run,  at  a tree marked
broad-arrow over 42 over E ; and on the west by the
east boundary of Corolla Run bearing north ten  miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kamarooka East.
Licensee-George McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the east or right bank of
Eastern Creek where the southern or upper boundary
of Alma Run crosses the said creelt, such point  bearing
easterly from the south end of Mindie Run distant
about seventy-two miles, and bounded thence by a line
bearing east five miles ; by a line bearing southerly
parallel with the upward course of Eastern Creek ten
miles ; by a line bearing west to that creek about five
miles ; and by  its course  downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kamarooka West.
Licensee-George McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the west  or left bank of
Eastern  Creek, where the southern or upper boundary
of Alma Run  crosses the  said creek ,  such point  bearing
easterly from the south end of Mindie  Run distant
about seventy-two miles, being opposite  the commencing
point of Kamarooka  East  Run, and bounded thence by
a line bearing  west five miles  ;  by a line bearing  southerly
para ll el  with the upward course of Eastern  Creek ten
miles ; by a line bearing east about five miles to that
creek  ; and by its downward course to the point of com.
mencement.
Name of Run-Leelaville West.
Licensee-Alexander Sykes McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Fullarton or Marchant
River two miles above the spot where the road from
Fort Constantine Station to Eddington Station crosses
the said river, which spot is about thirty-eight miles due
east of Sheaffe and Henry's Copper Mine on the Clon-
curry River (being also the commencing point of Leela-
ville East Run), and bounded thence by a line bearing
west five miles ; by a line bearing northerly parallel with
the Marchant River ten miles ; by a line bearing east
about five miles to that river ; and by the river upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Leelaville East.
Licensee-Alexander Sykes McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the Fullarton or Marchant
River two miles above the spot where the road from
Fort Constantine Station to Eddington Station crosses
the said river, which point is about thirty-eight miles
due east of Sheaffe and Henry's Copper Mine on the
Cloncurry River (being also the commencing point of
Leelaville West Run), and bounded thence by a line
bearing east five miles ; by a line bearing northerly
parallel  with the  Marchant River ten miles  ;  by a line
bearing west about  five miles to the Marchant River;
and thence by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Malakoff No. 1.
Licensee-Roger Hale Sheaffe.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing on the east side of William's Creek, a
tributary of the Dugald River, at a tree marked -S over
S about half-a-mile below the junction of a creek named
Tommy's Creek with the Williams, the said tree being
about north-north-westerly from Fort Constantine Head
Station about fifteen miles ; and bounded thence by a
line bearing south-east five miles ; by a line bearing
south-westerly parallel with the upward course of
Williams Creek fifteen miles ;-'by a line bearing north-
west to that creek about five miles ; and by its course
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Malakoff No. 2.
Licensee-Roger Hale Sheaffe.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked - over S on the west
side of Williams Creek, bearing about north-north-
westerly from Fort Constantine Head Station distant
about fifteen miles, and being opposite to the commencing
point of Malakoff No. 1 Run ; and bounded thence by
a line bearing north-west five miles ; by a line bearing
south-westerly parallel with the upward course of
Williams Creek fifteen miles; by a line bearing south-
east about five miles to that creek ; and by its downward
course to  the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Willies Plains East.
Licensee-George McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the east or right bank of Eastern
Creek at a tree marked M over VI, such tree being also
the commencing point of Devon Run, and bearing about
east from the northern part of Fort Constantine Run
distant about fifty-five miles ; and bounded thence by a
line bearing east five miles ; by a line northerly parallel
with the downward course of Eastern Creek ten miles ;
by a line bearing west to that creek about five miles ; and
thence by its course upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
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Name of Run-Gilliat No. 1.
Licensee-George McGillivray.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the west or left bank of the Gilliat
River where the road from Fort Constantine Station to
Eddington Station crosses said river at a tree marked
H VI, such tree bearing about east from the northern
part of Mindie Run distant about sixty miles ; and
bounded thence by a line bearing west five miles ; by a
line bearing southerly parallel with the upward course
of the Gilliat River ten miles ; by a line bearing east
about five miles to that river ; and thence by its down-
ward course to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berwick East.
Licensees-George MacGillivray and Robert Paulin.
Estimated area -50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked P over I on the right
bank of the, Fullerton or March ant River, about two
miles Lip from where the road from Fort Constantine to
Eddington intersects the said river, and which tree is at
the upper boundary and starting point of Leelaville East
Run, and bounded thence by a line bearing east five
miles ; by a line parallel with the upward course of the
Fullerton River ten miles ; by a line bearing west five
miles to that river ; and by its downward course to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berwick West.
Licensees-George MacGillivray and Robert Paulin.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked P over II on the left
bank of the Fullerton or Marchant River, about two
miles up from where the road from Fort Constantine to
Eddington intersects the said river, and which tree is at
the upper boundary and starting point of Leelaville West
Run, and bounded thence by a line bearing west five
miles ; by a line parallel with the upper course of
the Fullerton River ten miles ; by a line bearing east
five miles to that river ; and by its course downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Berwick No. 3 East.
Licensees-George MacGillivray and Robert Paulin.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Fullerton or
Marchant River, at the upper boundary of Berwick East
Run, and bounded thence by the upper boundary of
that run, being a line bearing easterly five miles ; by a
line parallel with the upper course of the Fullerton
River eight miles ; by  a line bearing westerly five miles
to that river ; and by its downward course to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Berwick No. 4 West.
Licensees-George MacGillivray and Robert Paulin.
Estimated  area -40 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Fullerton or
Marchant River, at the upper boundary of Berwick West
Run, and bounded thence by the upper boundary of
that run, being a line bearing westerly five miles by a
line parallel with the upward course of the Fullerton
River eight miles ; by a line bearing easterly five miles
to that river ; and by  its course  downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Clutha No. 3.
Licensee -James Thompson.
Estimated  area -75 square miles.
Commencing at the south side of the Flinders River
one mile and ten chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow  over XVIII, being also the north-west corner of
Mary Plains Run, and bounded thence by the Flinders
River downwards fifteen miles ; by a line bearing south
six miles  ; by a line bearing east to the north-west
boundary of Nonda Run ; thence by the northern boun-
daries of that run to a point due east of the south-west
corner of Clutha No. 3; and again by a line bearing
east to  the western boundary of Mary Plains, and by
that boundary, being a  line bearing north about four
miles , to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Iffley.
Licensees-Charles Joseph Scrutton and Percival
Eyre Walsh.
Estimated  are a-36  square miles.
Commencing  at a pear -tree marked S + W at the
lower end of a waterhole in Spear Creek, known as
Weatherley's Waterhole, said waterhole bearing about
easterly from a tree on the Saxby River marked broad-
arrow over 17 over E, and bounded thence by the down-
ward course of Spear Creek four miles ; by a line bearing
easterly four miles ; by a line parallel with the upward
course of Spear Creek nine miles ; by a line westerly
about four miles to Spear Creek ; and thence by its
course downwards to the point of commencement.
COOK DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Sandlewood.
Licensees-Charles Collins and Thomas Collins.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Lynn Water
Run, and bounded thence on the north by the south
boundary of that run bearing east seven miles ; thence
by a line bearing south five miles ; thence by a line
bearing west seven miles ; and thence by a line bearing
north five miles to the point of commencement.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 1.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Diamentina River
with Middleton Creek ; thence west ten miles ; thence
north ten miles ; thence cast about ten miles to tbo
Diamentina River ; thence about south along that river
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 2.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Diamentina
No. 1 ; thence west five miles ; thence about north
parallel to the Diamentina ten miles; thence east ten
miles ; thence about south ten miles to the northern
boundary of Doveridge No. 1 ; thence west to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 3.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Diamentina
No. 2; thence about north parallel to the Diamentina
River ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence about
south parallel to the Diamentina ten miles to the north-
east corner of Diamentina No. 2; thence west ten miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 4.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the Diamentina River where that
river is intersected by the northern boundary of Dia-
mentina No. 3 ; thence west five miles ; thence about
north parallel to the Diamentina ten miles ; thence east
ten miles ; thence about south parallel to the Diamen-
tina ten miles to the northern boundary of Diamentina
No. 3 ; thence west along that boundary to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 5.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Diamentina
No. 1 ; thence west five miles ; thence about south
parallel to the Diamentina ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence about north parallel to the Diamentina
ten miles to the south boundary of Doveridge No. 1 ;
thence along that boundary five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 7.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the Diamentina River where that
river is intersected by the south boundary of Diamentina
No. 6 ; thence west five miles ; thence about south
parallel to the Diamentina ten miles; thence east ton
miles; thence about north parallel to the Diamentina
ten miles to the south boundary of Diamentina No.  6;
thence west along that boundary to the point of com-
mencement.
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Name of Run-Middleton No. 1.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on Middleton Creek where that creek is
intersected by the west boundary of Diamentina No. 1;
thence north five miles ; thence about north-west parallel
to the creek ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
about south-east parallel to the creek ten miles ; thence
north five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Middleton No. 2.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on Middleton Creek where that creek is
intersected by the western boundary of Middleton No. 1;
thence north five miles ; thence about north-west
parallel to the creek ten miles ; thence south  ten miles ;
thence about south-east parallel to the creek ten miles to
the western boundary of Middleton No. 1 ; thence north
along that boundary five miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Diamentina No. 6.
Licensee-William Forsyth.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing on the Diamenntina River where that
river is intersected by the south boundary of Diamentina
No. 5; thence west five miles ; thence about south
parallel to the Diamentina ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence about north parallel with the Diamentina
River ten miles to the south boundary of Diamentina
No. 5 ; thence west along that boundary five miles to
the point of commencement.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Alba No. 2.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Xerella Run ;
extending thence fifteen miles down Farrar's Creek with
an average depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Tural.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Maroko Run ;
extending thence fifteen miles down Farrar's Creek with
an average depth of five miles.
Name of Rnn-Larra.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Tartulla Run,
and running north fifteen miles along the eastern boun-
dary of that run and Callilpie Run at an average depth
of five miles.
Name of Run-Toorley Wooler.
Licensee-Robert Doyle.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the southern bank of the
Wilson River, five miles down the river from a coolaba-
tree marked D on the northern side of Toorley Wooler
Watcrhole, which tree is about thirteen miles east of
Tookabarnoo Station ; thence five miles south ; thence
ten miles west ; thence five miles north to the river ;
and thence by the river downwards to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Minnie Vale.
Licensee-Frances Mary Hammond.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at soutb-cast corner of Grabben Gullen
Run ; thence cast ten miles ; thence north five miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence south five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Barryulah.
Licensee--Robert Doyle.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Goonbabinna
Run and extending thence ten miles up the right
(western) bank of Cooper's Creek, and having an average
depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Conga.
Licensee-Richard Wingfield Stuart.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked W about five and a-
half miles north-east of the south-east corner of Berella
North ; thence north ten miles ; thence east five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west  five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Rnn-Burleigh.
Licensee-Richard Wingfield Stuart.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east corner of Be re lla North
Run ; thence west ten miles  ;  thence north five miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cotesmore.
Licensee-Richard Wingfield  Stuart.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Burleigh
Run, thence west ten miles ; thence north five miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south five miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Moyo.
Licensee - Christina McRae.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east  corner of Kalboora
East  Run, thence south ten miles ; thence east  ten miles ;
thence north ten  miles  ; thence west  ten miles  to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cromarty.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated  area-75 squa re  miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Boorarie North
thence north five miles ; thence east fifteen miles ; thence
south five miles ; thence west fifteen miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Dingwall.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Cromarty Run,
thence 'north ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence west ten miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Aberdeen.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Boorarie North
Run, thence north ten miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west ten miles to point
of commencement. -
Name of Run-Forfar.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Fife Run, thence
south fifteen miles ; thence east six miles ; thence north
fifteen miles ; thence west six miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Fife.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-90 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Delga West
Run ; thence north fifteen miles ; thence  east six miles ;
thence south fifteen miles ; thence west six miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Clunie.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of IIllomunta
Run ; thence east five miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence west five miles to Ginniapapa Creek ; thence by
the creek downwards to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Romsey.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at north-cast corner of IIllomnnta Rnn ;
thence west five miles ; thence north five miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence south five miles ; thence west
five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ann.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Delga West
Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence north ten miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south ten miles to point
of commencement. .
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Name of Run-Havelock.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Ann Run ;
thence north  sixteen miles ; thence west six miles ;
thence south sixteen miles; thence east six miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ness.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at south -east corner of Kalboora West
Run ; thence west twelve miles  ;  thence south five
miles ; thence east twelve miles  ;  thence north five miles
to point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Chinton.
Licensee -- Christina McRae.
Estimated  area-26 square miles.
Commencing  at the north -east  corner  of Havelock
Run, thence west six miles  ;  thence north sixteen miles ;
thence east six miles  ; thence south  sixteen miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Victoria.
Licensee- Robert Mailer.
Estimated area- 100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east  corner of Naccowlah Run,
thence  south ten miles  ;  thence  east ten miles ; thence
north ten  miles; thence west ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Glencairn.
Licensee- Robert Mailer.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at south corner of Naccowlah Run,
thence north about five  miles to south-west corner of
Victoria Run ; thence east five miles : thence south
fifteen miles  ; thence west about four  miles to Cooper's
Creek ; and thence by the creek upwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Douglas.
Licensee- Robert Mailer.
Estimated  area- 75 square miles.
Commencing at north -east corner of Lara Run ,  thence
south fifteen miles; thence east five miles; thence north
fifteen miles ; thence west five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run- Marmion.
Licensee- Robert  Mailer.
Estimated area.--50 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Callilpie Run,
thence  south five miles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence
north five miles ; thence west ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mo reland.
Licensee- Robert Mailer.
Estimated  area-75  square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Glencairn Run,
thence south fifteen miles ; thence oast five miles ; thence
north fifteen miles ; thence west five miles to point of
commen cement.
Name of Run -Coburg.
Licensee - Robert Mailer.
Estimated area---75 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Moreland Run ;
thence  south  fifteen miles  ;  thence  east five miles  ;  thence
north fifteen  miles  ;  thence west  five miles to point of
commencement.
Name of  Run-Rose.
Licensee- David Mailer.
Estimated area-55 square miles.
Commencing  at south-east corner of Warlaby Run ;
thence extending down Cooper's Creek eleven miles, with
an average  depth of  five miles.
Name of Run-- Strathearn.
Licensee-David  Mailer.
Estimated area- 55 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner  of Rose Run, and
extending thence eleven miles down Cooper's Creek, with
an average  depth of five miles.
Name of Run-Perth.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated are a-98 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Dunoon Run ;
thence east seven miles ; thence north fourteen miles ;
thence west seven miles ; thence south fourteen miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glenlyon.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
Estimated area-98 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Edinburgh Run ;
thence south fourteen miles ; thence west seven miles ;
thence north fourteen miles; thence east seven miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glengyle.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
Estimated are a-98 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Glenlyon Run ;
thence south fourteen miles ; thence  west seven miles ;
thence north fourteen miles; thence ast seven miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Glenfall.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
-  Estimated area- 98 square  miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Warlaby Run
thence south twelve miles ; thence west seven miles ;
thence north fourteen miles ; thence east about  six miles
to boundary of Durham Downs Run ; and thence
southerly and easterly by boundary of that run to point
of commencement.
Name of Ruu-Dunham.
Licensee-Frances Mary Hammond.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked H on the eastern
boundary of Humbug Run, thence by said boundary
north five miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence south
five miles ; thence west ten miles to point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Thunda.
Licensee-Jeremiah Durack.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked J about fifty miles north-
westerly from Thilyungra Station and about  two miles
south from the east end of a waterhole called Thunda,
thence north five miles; thence west  ten miles  ; thence
south five miles ; thence cast ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Key.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Victoria Run,
thence east five miles  ;  thence north ten miles  ;  thence
west five miles  ;  thence south ten miles to point of
commencement.
Name of Run- Crieff.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated area-84 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Douglas Run,
thence east seven miles ; thence north twelve miles ;
thence west seven miles ; thence south twelve miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Comrie.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Marmion
Run ; thence south four miles ; thence east seven miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west seven miles ; thence
south six miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ivanhoe.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Marmion
Run ; thence north seven miles ; thence west five
miles ; thence south seven miles ; thence east five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Scone.
Licensee-Robert Mailer.
Estimated area- 60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Perth Ran ;
thence east ten miles ; thence north six miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south six miles to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Minehead.
Licensees-Thomas Webber and John Webber.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the western end of a waterhole on
Burke's Creek at a tree marked W, distant about forty-
four miles westerly from Turtulla Run ; thence extend-
ing easterly along the northern side of said creek ten
miles. with an average depth of five miles backwards.
Name of Run-Dunster.
Licensees-Thomas Webber and John Webber..
Estimated  area-50  square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Minehead
Run ; thence ten miles west along Burke's Creek, with
an average  depth of five miles backwards.
Name of Run-Speck.
Licensee-William Kenavan.
Estimated area-28 square miles.
;Commencing at the north-west corner of Grabben
Gullen Run ; extending thence about four miles down
Kyabra Creek to southern boundary of Humbug Run,
with an average distance of seven miles backwards.
Name of Run-Sydney.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated  area-70 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Backwater Run ;
thence north five miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
south about seven and a-half miles ; thence west about
five and a-half miles ; thence north two miles ; thence
west about four miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Exeter.
Licensees-Thomas Webber and John Webber.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Minehead
Run ; thence ten miles east along Burke's Creek, with
an average depth of five miles backwards.
Name of Run-Taunton.
Licensees-Thomas Webber and John Webber.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Minehead
Run ; thence ten miles west along Burke's Creek, with
an average  depth of five miles backwards.
Name of Run-Springvale.
Licensee-William John O'Donnell.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked JOD on the north or
right bank of a creek about fifteen miles south of Wom-
bundery Home Station, and running north five miles ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south about five miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence north five miles to point
of commencement.
Name  of Run-Pinnacle.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area- 60 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Backwater Run ;
thence south ten miles ; thence  west six miles  ; thence
north  ten miles  ; thence east  six miles to  point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Candie.
Licensee-John Robertson.
Estimated area-70 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Worlow Run ;
thence extending up Kyabra Creek ten miles, with an
average depth of seven miles backwards.
Name  of Run-Westbank.
Licensee-John Robertson.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Candie Run ;
thence extending up Kyabra Creek ten miles, with an
average distance of ten miles backwards from the creek.
Name of Run-Orkney.
Licensee-John Robertson.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Candie Run ;
thence east two miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence east
three miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Shetland.
Licensee-John Robertson.
Estimated area-45 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Candie Run ;
thence west four miles ; thence north about five miles ;
thence east about seven miles ; thence south about one
and a-half miles ; thence east about two miles ; thence
south about four miles ; thenbe west about five miles ;
thence north about half-a-mile to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Try.
Licensee-William Kenavan.
Estimated area-28 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Springfield Run ;
thence extending about four miles down Kyabra Creek
to Cooramundra Run, with an average depth of seven
miles backwards.
Name of Run-Roma.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-36 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Backwater Run ;
thence east nine miles ; thence south four miles ;
thence west nine miles ; thence north four miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ovens.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Stroud Run ;
thence south about six miles ; thence west about two
miles ; thence north five miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence north six miles to Kourungulla Creek ; and
thence downwards by that creek to point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Kenmore.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-96 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Dingwall Run ;
thence east twelve miles ; thence north eight miles ;
thence west twelve miles ; thence south eight miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Killim.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated  are a-60  square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Dingwall
Run ; thence south ten miles ; thence  east six miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence  west six  miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Clyde.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Forfar Run ;
thence west twelve miles ; thence north five miles ;
thence east twelve miles ; thence south five miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cairn.
Licensee-Christina McRae.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Conga Run ;
thence north  ten miles  ; thence west four  miles  ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east four miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Lock.
Licensee-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Nilparoo East
Run ; thence east five miles ; thence south five miles ;
thence west seven miles ; thence north five miles ; thence
east two miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Balloch.
Licensee-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated  area-36 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Lock Run
thence south six miles ; thence west six mules ; thence
north six miles ; thence  east six  miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Targowna.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
Estimated area-36 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked M east bank of Dry
Creek at south-east corner of Balloch Run ; thence east
one mile ; thence south nine miles ; thence west four
miles ; thence north  nine  miles ; thence east three miles
to point of commencement,
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Name of Run-Bowling.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
Estimated area-45 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Large Run, on
south bank of Parkamennie Creek ; thence east by said
creek nine miles ; thence south five miles ; thence west
nine miles ; thence north five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-MacGregor.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estimated area-55 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Nilparoo East
Run ; thence south eleven miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence north eleven miles ; thence east five miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Large.
Licensee-Duncan MacGregor.
Estimated  area -45 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked M south bank of
Parkamennie Creek ; thence by said creek west nine
miles i thence south five miles ; thence east nine miles ;
thence north five miles to point of commencement, said
marked tree being about ten miles north-easterly from
Scone Run.
Name of Run-Esk.
Licensees-William Hatton and Bulwer Lytton
Dickens.
Estimated  area -100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Morinish West
Run ; thence north ten  miles  ; thence west ten miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east ten miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Para.
Licensees -William  Hatton and Bulwer Lytton
Dickens.
Estimated area - 27 square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corn er of Nilparoo East
Run ; thence west three miles ; thence north nine miles ;
thence east three miles  ;  thence south nine miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Nundramundoo.
Licensees-William Hatten and Bulwer Lytton
Dickens.
Estimated area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Stanley Run ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Cithara.
Licensees-William Hatten and Bulwer Lytton
Dickens.
Estimated area-27 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Para Run ;
thence west three miles ; thence north nine miles ;
thence east three miles ; thence south nine miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Elm.
Licensees-William Hatten and Bulwer Lytton
Dickens.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Pamamaroo Run ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west four miles ; thence
south ten  miles  ; thence east four miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Cam.
Licensee-William John O'Donnell.
Estimated  area -50 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Tweed Run ;
thence east ten miles ; thence south five miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence north five miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Avon.
Licensee-William John O'Donnell.
Estimated  area-100 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Largs Run ;
thence north ten miles ; thence east ten miles to Parkam-
annie Creek ; thence westerly by that creek ten miles to
point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Styx.
Licensee -William John  O'Donnell.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing  at north-east corner of Abbotsford East
Run ; thence  east ten miles  ; thence south  five miles ;
thence west  ten miles ; thence north five  miles to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Mailer.
Licensee-Neil Hugh Macdonald.
Estmated  area- 64 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Morinish East
Run ; thence south eight miles ; thence  east  eight miles ;
thence north eight miles ; thence west eight  miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bookaberry.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated area-69 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Cumbroo West ;
thence west ten miles parallel with Kyabra Creek;
thence south about seven miles crossing Kyabra Creek ;
thence east about six miles; thence north about three
and a-half miles ; thence east about nine miles ; thence
north about three miles ; thence west about five miles to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Worlow.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing on east bank of Kyabra Creek at north-
west corner  of Thilyungra South Station No. 1, thence
extending northerly up the creek ten miles with an
average depth of five miles backwards easterly from the
creek.
Name of Run-Mummell.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated area-40 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked P near the south corner
of'Thilyungra South No. 1 Run; thence north  ten miles;
thence east four miles ; thence south ten miles; thence
west four miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bulgroo.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked P about two  miles west
from the north end of a waterhole called Bulgroo, which
is north-east about  sixteen miles  from Thilyungra Run ;
thence north five miles ; thence east five miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence west  five miles  ; thence north
five miles to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Loddon.
Licensee-John C. Cotton.
Estimated area-35 square miles.
Commencing on the east bank of Cooper's Creek, at
the south-west corner of Lough Isle {taken up by Durack
Bros.) ; thence east five miles ; thence south about seven
miles to a run taken up by John Costello ; thence west
five miles to Cooper's Creek; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nappamerry.
Licensee-John Conrick.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Barmarooh Run,
thence extending fifteen miles down the southern bank
of Cooper's Creek, with an average depth of five miles
backwards from the creek.
Name of Run-Worlow West.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated  area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-west corner of Worlow Block ;
thence west five miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence
east  five miles to Kyabra Creek : thence southerly by the
creek to point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Gurta.
Licensees-Patrick Durack and Michael Durack.
Estimated area-52 square miles.
Commencing at north-east corner of Mount Ortheven
Run ; thence north five miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence south five and a-half miles ; thence east five
miles ; thence north half-a-mile; thence cast five miles
to point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Ray.
Licensee -Patrick Tully.
Estimated area-50 square m iles.
Commencing  at a tree marked T, about three miles
south from south-east corner of Rasmore Run; thence
east five miles ; thence  north ten  miles  ; thence west
five miles ; thence  south ten miles to point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Rockton.
Licensees-John Collins, Robert Collins, William
Collins, and George Collins.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing on the southern boundary of Murning
at a point one mile east from the south-western corner ;
thence south fifteen miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence north fifteen miles ; thence east five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Telemon.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing on the eastern boundary of Alba No. 2
at a point eight miles north from the south-east corner
thence east five miles ; thence north fifteen miles ; thence
west five miles ; thence south fifteen miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Wheeo No. 2.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the north-western corner of wheeo ;
thence west six miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east six miles ; thence north ten miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Maroon.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-75 square miles.
Commencing at the western boundary of Tural at a
point eight miles from the south-western corner ; thence
west five miles ; thence north fifteen miles ; thence east
five miles ; thence south fifteen miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Burke.
Licensees-Robert Bostock, George Ware, and
William Ware.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-western corner of Warrnambool
Run ; thence north about two miles ; thence west about
eight  miles  to boundary of Queensland ; thence southerly
by that boundary to Cooper's Creek; and thence by that
creek upwards to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wills.
Licensees-Robert Bostock, George Ware, and
William Ware.
Estimated area-45 square miles.
Commencing at north-west corner of Coolumaroo Run;
thence south about twelve miles ; thence west about six
miles to boundary of Queensland ; thence by that
boundary northerly to Cooper's Creek ; and thence by
that creek upwards to point of commencement.
Name of Run-Homebush.
Licensee-John Costello.
Estimated area-50 square miles.
Commencing at south-east corner of Western Downs
Run ; thence running south five miles to north-east
corner of Dry Creek Run ; thence west along northern
boundary of that run five miles ; thence west from north-
west corner of said run to a point five miles ; thence
north five miles to south-west corner of Western Downs
West Run ; thence east along southern boundary of
that run and Western Downs to point of commence-
ment.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1875.
T
HE following Donations have been received by
the Curator of the Brisbane Museum during
the month of January  -.-
Mr. Gulliver, Kimberley-Collection of butterflies,
beetles,  fishes, &c.
Mr. F. Smith, Bundaberg-1 longicorn  (Baiocera boisdu-
vallii).
Mr. C. Hartman, Toowoomba-Twice during the month,
a collection of beetles.
Mr. Rodgers-1 lizard  (Diplodactylus).
Miss Burn-1 lizard.
Hon. A. B. Buchanan-Collection of fossils and opals.
Captain Robert Simpson-The clearance of first cargo
from Moreton Bay to London, in March 1851.
Mr. Hamilton, Dunwich-1 horned trunk-fish.
Mr. Merett, Dalby-1 jaw of  Diprotodon Australis.
Mr. R. Daintree-4 copies of report on Stanthorpa Tin-
field.
Mr. Carrington-2 emu eggs, shells, &c.
Mr. Robert Johnstone, Lower Herbert-1 skin of a
carpet snake, 15 feet long.
Mr. W. H. Wilson-1 carpet snake, 6 feet long.
Visitors, 2,140.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1874.
No. Name. No. Name.
5,121 John Clarke f 5,128 Ali Gee
5,122 Antonia Silver 5,129 Fredk. Gordon
5,124 Mary Ann Tully 5,133 Charles Fountain
5,126 Andrew Guimelli 5,134 Wm. H. Buchanan
GYMPIE.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1874.
No. Name. No. Name.
1,198 Matthew Devine 1 Matthew Miller
1,199 Walsh and Co.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY-BRIS -
BANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STATION MASTER'S COTTAGE, INDOOROO-
PILLY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th
February, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Station Master's Cottage at Indooroo-
pillp.
'1 enders to be endorsed  " Tender for Station
Master's Cottage, Indooroopilly."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form,
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.-BRISBANE EXTENSION-
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STATION  MASTER'S COTTAGE, TOOWONG.
TENDERS will  be received at this  Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th
February ,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection of Station Master's Cottage at Toowong.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Station
Master 's Cottage ,  Toowonq."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper  printed forms,
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Ten der  being accepted , and undertaking in that
event to  execute and  deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within seven
days  from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond  to Her Maje y for  securing  such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will  not necessar ily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Map or Plan
l and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, Section No. 4, from 51
miles 13 chains  to the  Dawson  River,  58 miles 4
chains ,  has been approved and confirmed  without
any alteration  ;  and that,  in pursuance  of the 17th
section of  the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern.
ment  intend to proceed with the construction of
the line ,  Northern Railway  (Section  No. 4), from
51 miles 13 chains  to the  Dawson River ,  58 miles
4 chains, according  to the  Map or Plan and Book
of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at  this Office,
and  copy  thereof  at the office of the  Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  29th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th February next,
from persons will ing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks ,  Townsvi lle.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks , Townsville."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
November, 1874, folio 2287,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions Nos. 39, 38, and 69, parish of
Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm  the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road  referred  to, according  to the Plan
and Book of  Reference ,  to be seen  at the Office of
the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Ipswich; and  all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect  of the said  road  are hereby
reminded  that  notice must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof ,  in such manner  and form  as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
If. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given ,  that a new line of
Road from Brisbane and Gympie, road to
Mooloolah Wharf ,  and selections near the same,
parish of Bribie, county of Canning (referred to in
Notices dated 8th November, 1873, and 21st
January, 1874, folios 1875 and 198 respectively, of
the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  12th February, 1875.
THE following Notice to Mariners  is publishedfor general information.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
NOTICE is hereby given  of the  existence of a
coral reef and rock on the west coast  of Ceylon,
which are  not marked  on the Admiralty Chart.
Particulars as follows :-
Reef.-About ,I of a  mile long running parallel
with the shore , and 4 mile broad, with sound-
ings on it of 3126, 4, 926, and 52 fathoms, 8; fathoms
close in shore  of it,  and 9 fathoms close outside of
it. The 3* fathoms  patch, which  is on its southern
end, bears from Kalutara  Fort W 1 S. distant 2;
miles.
Rock - lies 24 miles from Barberyn  Island, with
31,, fathoms water on it, and 13 fathoms close to it.
From it Barberyn Island bears E. 22° S .,  and Beach
Hill E. 34° N.
JAMES DONNAN,
Master Attendant.
Master Attendant's Office,
Colombo, 9th November, 1874.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCIIES of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burrenda ,  Calliope,
Cardwell, Charlevi lle,  Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland ,  Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah , George Town ,  Gladstone ,  Goodna, Goondi-
windi, Greenmount ,  Great Northern Railway,
Gympie ,  Ipswich ,  Jimna ,  Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Mur by's Creek, Nanango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek  (Gympie ),  Pimpama ,  Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton ,  Roma,  Nebo, Shipping  Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Tambo ,  Taroom ,  Toowoomba Townsville ,  Warwick,
Westwood ,  Yengarie ,  and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shill ings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will  be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of  five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1875.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Noon , on THURSDAY,  the 1st day  of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for  the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies  of the Speci-
fications obtained ,  at the  Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th  December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION CREEK TO PALMER.
T
ENDERS will be  received  at the  Office of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris
bane ,  until  Noon on MONDAY,  the 22nd day of
February  next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all  material, except wire and insu-
lators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned line of Telegraph,
according to the terms ,  general conditions, and
specifications appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price,  per foot, for  extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction  Creek to  Palmer, a distance of
one hundred  and eighty  (180) miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane .  The whole contract to be completed and
handed over to the Government within twelve
months from the noti fication of the acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment wi ll  be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall  have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments  may  have been made. The
total balance will  be  paid when  the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtainingmaterials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it sh  ll be lawful for the
Superintendent from money?due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all  claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line; also,
for damage so caused to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of prpgress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all  sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be
forfeited to the Government ,  and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking in that
event, that they will severa lly execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days  from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle -track, of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of the
n specting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber ,  must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
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roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen'timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed not  less  than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space  of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices  to be made as directed, and the
wire  tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders,  forms,  and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, Jvxloa.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th February, 1875.
T
HE subjoined Notice, with reference to the
standard  price of Remount  Horses required in
the Bengal Presidency, is published for general
information.
A. MACALISTER..
NOTICE.
WITH reference to the marginally noted ex-
"The standard price for  Cavalry and tract from the notifica-
"Field Artillery remount. is Rupee.
'50()-for Horse Art illery ,  Rupees 6M. tion dated 4th June, 1874,
"Every horse presented for purchase
sill be separately valued, and  in it has been decided by
"special cases,  higher prices than the
"s tandard price may be given,  provided  the Government of India
"the average of the purchases dose not that, in future, one class''exceed the above limits." r r
only of remounts shall be purchased, for which the
standard price will be Rupees 550. As the number
of Horse Artillery remounts is One-fourth of the
total number of horses required, this change will
increase the average price of remounts by Rupees
25. Each horse will be valued separately as
previously ordered.
This notificatign applies for the present only to
purchases in the Bengal Presidency.
(Signed) H. K. BURNE,  Colonel,
Secy.  to  the Govt. of India,
Military Department.
Calcutta, 9th December, 1874.
Exd.. G. C. Mookerjec.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
L7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
lj of the Executive Council, having been
pleased to approve the following Rules and regula-
tions for the management of the Branch School
for Girls, the same are hereby published for
general information.
A. MACALISTER.
BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
BRANCH SCHOOL FOR GIRIS.
R$atLLrIOxa.
1. There shall be a Branch of the Grammar
School for Girls, not under 12 years of age, in
which the school hours shall be fixed by the
Trustees from time to time, so that they be not less
than five hours in every working day, with the
exception of Wednesday, which shall be a half-
holiday.
2. The whole holidays shall be-
(a.) Every Saturday throughout the year.
(b.) Foundation Day-the last day of February,
Good Friday, Easter Monday, the Queen's
Birthday, the Prince of Wales' Birthday,
and Separation day.
3. The vacations shall be-
(a.) Six weeks at midsummer.
(b.) Two weeks at midwinter.
4. The school quarters shall each contain eleven
weeks, and shall commence at the times following :-
(1.) The first on the fifth Monda in the year.
(2.) The second eleven weeks after the com-
mencement of the first.
(3.) The third thirteen weeks after the com-
mencement of the second.
(4.) The fourth eleven weeks after the com-
mencement of the third.
Provided that, whenever  by  the operation of
this regulation, the furth quarter of
any year shall commence before the
second day of October, such quarter
shall contain twelve weeks instead of
eleven.
5. The minimum age of pupils shall be twelve
years ; and no girl shall be received as a pupil who
cannot read, and write legibly and correctly from
dictation ; and who cannot work examples in simple
addition and subtraction.
6. The school fees for each school quarter shall
be £4 4s.
7. In the case of two members of the same
family attending the school; a reduction of lOs. 6d.
each, and in the case of three members or more, a
reduction of £1 is. each, shall be made from the
fees specified in Rule 6.
8. All fees shall be paid in advance.
9. All the girls attending the school shall be
required to learn either Latin, French, or German.
10. Gymnastics shall be taught, and no girl shall
absent herself from gymnastic practice without the
permission of the Lady Principal.
11. There shall be two examinations and one dis-
tribution of prizes in each school year. The exa-
minations shall be conducted by such examiners as
the Trustees may appoint.
12. The ordinary work of the school shall be
selected from the following list of subjects
The English, Latin, French, and German
languages ; political and physical  geogra-
phy ; history, arithmetic, mental arith-
metic, and mathematics ; the elements of
natural and physical science ; the elements
of political and social economy ; drawing,
and vocal music.
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13. Instrumental music shall be an extra subject.
14. The power of expulsion shall be vested in the
Lady Principal, but shall not be used without
previous consultation with the Head Master and
the Trustees.
15. The preceding regulations shall be read with
the regulations of the 18th of March, 1872.
Adopted at a meeting of the Trustees of the
Brisbane Grammar School, held in Mr.
Justice Lilley's Chambers, Supreme Court
House, on Thursday, December 24, 1874.
THOMAS HARLIN,
Honorary Secretary to the Trustees.
Approved, with the advice of the Executive
Council, at Government House, Brisbane,
this 11th day of February, 1875.
W. W. CAIRNS.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
CENTRAL BOARD  OF HEALTH.
T
HE following  Regulation ,  framed by the Central
Board  of
Health, for  the better working ofthe Earth  Closet System ,  under the provisions of
"The Health  Act of  1872 ,"  having been approved
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
REGULATION.-CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH.
New Rule for the Better Working of the Earth
Closet System.
ANY person having on his or her premises, or in
use in any privy or closet, any bucket, closet-pan,
or other vessel placed above the surface of the
ground for the reception or deposit of human
excrement, shall keep at all times a sufficient
quantity of fresh dry earth, with scoop placed in a
convenient situation for use, and every person
who shall neglect or refuse to keep such sufficient
quantity of dry earth or scoop, or who shall neglect
to supply the earth to the excrement in sufficient
quantity to keep the excrement in a dry state, or
who shall suffer any such bucket, closet-pan, or
other vessel, or self-acting machine to leak or
overflow, shall be deemed guilty of a nuisance, and
liable for every such offence to a penalty not exceed.
ing five pounds.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
T
HE following Rules and Regulations for the
guidance of Members of the Toowoomba
Company of the Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade, having been approved by His Excellency
the Governor, are hereby published in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE TOO-
WOOMBA VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
1. The name of the corps to be the Toowoomba
Volunteer Rifles.
Effective Volunteers.
2. All British subjects above the age of 18 shall
be eligible to become members of the corps, and
their admission shall be regulated by clause 5.
Honorary Members.
3. The corps shall  also consist  of honorary mem-
bers, in addition to effective members mentioned
in clause 2, who will not be required to attend drill,
and shall not vote at any meeting.
Subscriptions.
4. Members (effective) shall be required to sub-
scribe monthly to the general fund, payable in
advance, is. each. Honorary members shall pay
an annual subscription of one  guinea.
Admission of Effective Members.
5. Persons desirous of joining the corps after
its formation, being British subjects above the age
of 18, shall be admitted members thereof on the
nomination of any two members of committee men-
tioned in clause 19.
Oath to be taken by Effective Members.
6. No person can be regarded  as an  effective
member of the corps untiL he has taken the oath of
allegiance as prescribed by the Act 28 Vic., No.
10, and signed the muster roll.
Uniform.
7. The uniform shall be selected at a general
meeting of the members, and submitted for the
approval of the Governor.
Alteration of Uniform.
S. After the uniform shall have been approved of
by the Governor, it shall not be altered in quality
or pattern, except by a special general meeting of
the corps, and with like approval.
Members Resigning.
9. Any member desiring to resign must give
fourteen days, written notice of his intention to the
officer in command of corps (provided the corps has
not been called out at the time by competent
authority). At the expiration of such period, and
having returned all accoutrements and uniform, or
value of such uniform, if the property of the
Government, such member shall cease to belong to
the corps.
Subscriptions  not to be returned.
10. No subscription or other money shall be
repaid to any person  so resigning, or to any person
dismissed from the corps.
Registration of Address.
11. Every member shall, within fourteen days of
his enrolment, register his address in such office as
may be appointed, and shall likewise from time to
time register any change in his abode within seven
days of such change. For every case of neglect of
this rule the member so offending shall be fined
(2s.) two shillings.
Attendance.
12. It shall be incumbent on every member
(effective)-those sick or on leave excepted-to
attend as prescribed by the bye-laws, or when
specially ordered.
To appear  at Reviews.
13. No member shall appear at reviews except
as prescribed by the bye-laws, or when specially
ordered.
Nomination of Commissioned Officers.
14. The members, being duly summoned, shall
be at liberty to recommend to His Excellency the
Governor such of their own body as they may
desire to be appointed commissioned officers, and
no recommendation shall be made otherwise than
upon a ballot of the members present at  a general,
or special general meeting, of which at least four-
teen days, notice shall have been previously given
by notification in one or more of the local journals.
15. It shall be competent to the corps, being
summoned in like manner in all respects, to recom-
mend members of their own body to the officer
commanding the corps for the appointment of non-
commissioned officers.
16. No member shall be recommended for ap-
pointment as commissioned or non-commissioned
officer who has not been dismissed drill.
Places and Times of Drill, 4'c.
17. The adjutant or commanding officer shall
fix the times and places for drills, parades, and
practices.
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Commanding  Officer's Parade.
18. There  shall be a commanding officer's parade
monthly, and any member being absent without
leave shall be liable  to the following fines, viz.
Officers ... ... 5s. (five shillings.)
Non-commissioned ...  2s. 6d . (two shillings and
sixpence.)
Privates  ... ...  2s. (two shillings.)
Non-Military  Business  to be conducted by
Committee to be appointed.
19. To  assist the commanding  officer in the
financial and general non-military business of the
corps there  shall be a committee  of nine  members,
without  reference  to their rank in the corps ; such
committee  to be chosen by ballot .  A secretary
and treasurer  shall in like  manner be  appointed.
Five to form  a quorum.
General  Meeting of  Members.
20. There shall be a general  meeting of  members
of the corps in the month of June of each year, the
day to be fixed by the  commanding  officer, at
which meeting  there shall be elected by ballot
members to  perform the  duties  mentioned  in clause
19 for the  ensuing year . Should any vacancy.
however, occur in the  interval ,  the committee shall
have power to fill such vacancy.
Special Meetings.
21. A special general meeting  of the  members
of the corps  may be convened at any  time by the
officer commanding ,  either on his motion ,  or on the
requisition in writing  of not less  than  (9) nine
members.
Meeting of  Committee.
22. The ordinary meeting of  the committee shall
be on such  days as may  be determined by a
majority of their own  number ,  but the committee
may be specially convened at any time by the com-
manding officer,  either on his motion or at the
instance  of (3) three members thereof.
Commanding  041cer only  to have Power to
impose Fines.
23. The officer commanding  only shall have
power to impose fines in accordance with rules and
bye-laws  ;  or he may, in his discretion ,  remit or
reduce the same, saving ,  nevertheless ,  the authority
to impose fines given to a court  of inquiry.
Misconduct  at Parades, Drill, or Practice.
24. Any  member misconducting himself on parade
or  at'drill  or at practice ,  either by  using threatening
or improper language to  any other  member ,  or dis-
obeying any lawful orders of any commissioned or
non-commissioned  officer, shall  be liable to a fine
not exceeding  (5s.)  five shill ings.
Disobedience  of Orders  at Parades, cte.
25. Any member while  on parade ,  or at drill, or
at practice ,  if guilty  of insulting  conduct to, or
gross disobedience  of, the orders of any officer, may
be placed under arrest by such officer, or by any
superior  officer  then being  present, and thereupon
it shall be imperative on the member so in arrest
to retire  from parade ,  drill ,  or practice ,  and he shall
not be at liberty  while so under arrest  to appear
publicly  in the uniform  of the corps.
Conduct while  under Arrest.
26. Whenever any member shall be so placed
under arrest  the case shall  be immediately  reported,
through the  senior officer present, to  the com-
mandant, who shall assemble a court  of inquiry to
try the case ,  consisting  of nine members of the
corps chosen  by ballot  ;  but the member in arrest
may have  the absolute  right to challenge any three
members of such court; and, after duly hearing
the case and  defence ,  if any is made, it shall be
competent for the court so appointed after such
challenge ,  if any  is exercised ,  by a majority of
votes, if they find the charge well founded, to
sentence the member so accused, either to dismissal
from the corps, or to the payment of a pecuniary
fine not to exceed five pounds  (£5). But in case of
dismissal from the corps the sentence shall not
take effect until approved and confirmed by the
Governor.
Summoning of Members to Court of Inquiry.
27. It shall be competent for any such court, or
the president thereof, to  summon any member of
the corps to give evidence touching any such in-
quiry. Any member refusing to attend after being
so summoned ,  or refusing or declining to give
evidence in the case ,  shall be guilty of disobedience
of orders within the meaning of clause 24.
Representations  or  Complaints  to  be made
through Commanding Officer.
28. Any member desiring to make any suggestion,
representation ,  or complaint ,  may submit the same
in writing, through the officer commanding, to the
commandant ,  who shall respectively take such steps
for inquiry into the matter as shall be fit.
Military  Salute to be given  when in Uniform.
29. Non- commissioned officers and privates of
the corps shall  give  the military salute to all  com-
missioned officers in  Her Majesty' s service, or in
any volunteer corps in the colony, when both are in
uniform.
Leave of  absence.
30. Leave of absence exceeding fourteen days
must be applied for in writing to the commandant
through the  commanding officer.
Notice of Fine to be given by Commanding Officer.
31. In the  case of any member being fined, the
officer commanding shall give the member fined
notice of ,  and the cause for, such fine  ;  and at the
expiration of seven days ,  should the fine not be
paid ,  it shall be recovered in accordance with the
provisions of the sixth clause of Volunteer Act 28
Victoria, No. 10.
Disposal  of Fines.
32. All such  fines and penalties ,  and all sub-
scriptions and donations shall form a fund to be
appropriated  in such manner as may be agreed
upon from time to time by the committee.
33. That all fines, subscriptions ,  and donations,
be paid to the treasurer.
Members Eligible to vote.
34. No member shall exercise a vote at any time
in  ri ght of membership who has not paid all sub-
scriptions then due ,  and all  fines already imposed.
The above rules were agreed upon at the time of
the original enrolment of the Toowoomba Volunteer
Rifle Corps.
JAMES HOWLIN,
Chairman.
Approved.
W. W. CAIRNS.
Brisbane 29th January, 1875.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1875.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  in con-
formity with the provisions of the 95th sec-
tion of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on and
after the 1st day of March next,  to dispense  with the
production of a Duplicate Bill of Mortgage, No.
13361, from Robert Hancock to Frederick Orme
Darvall ,  over twenty-one acres of land situated in
the parish of Redcliffe, county  of Stanley, being
portion No. 227, in the Redcliffe Agricultural Re-
serve, and more particularly desc ri bed in the
Register Book ,  vol. 106 ,  folio 63; and will cause
a Memorial of Registration of Transfer by the said
Frederick Orme Darvall,  as Mortgagee exercising
power of sale in favour of Seth Lothrop Peterson,
of Brisbane, to be entered on the Certificate of
Title, No. 1?533, vol. 106, folio 53, above men-
tioned, and the original of such mortgage, such
entries when so made completing the above Transfer,
and vesting the above-mentioned property in the
said Seth Lothrop Peterson, the said Duplicate Bill
of Mortgage having been lost or destroyed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, under
the provisions of the 95th section of  "The
Real Property Act  of 1861," on and after the 1st
day of March next, to dispense with the production
of a Certificate of Title, No. 7106,  in the names of
Amos Neden  and Isaac  Neden, for twelve  acres one
rood thirty-one perches, being subdivision 3 of
portion 401, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny,
and more particularly described in the Register
Book, vol. 60, folio 126; and will cause a Memorial
of Registration of a Transfer from the said Amos
Neden and Isaac Neden, in favor of Louisa
Henning, wife of Gotlieb Henning, of Toowoomba,
to be endorsed on the Duplicate Certificate of Title
in the Register Book above mentioned,  as well as
on the Certificate of Title, No. 7107, also in the
names of  the above-named Amos Neden and Isaac
Neden, such endorsements, when so made, com-
pleting the above transfer, and vesting the property
in the said Louisa Henning ; the above Certificate
of Title, No. 7106, having been totally destroyed
by fire.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-formity with the provisions of the 95th sec
tion of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on and
after the 1st day of March next, to dispense with the
production of a Duplicate Nomination of Trustees,
No. 12338, from Alexander Brown Pritchard to
James Honeyman and William Wilson over twenty
perches and eight-tenths of a perch of land, situated
in the parish of Sandgate, and town of Sandgate,
and county of Stanley, being subdivision 5 of
allotments 5 and 6 of section 5, and more par-
ticularly described in the Register Book, vol. 96,
folio 189 ; and will cause a Memorial of Registra-
tion of Transfer from the said James Honeyman
and William Wilson, in favor of John Barker, of
Brisbane, to be entered on the Certificate of Title,
No. 12169, vol. 96, folio 189, and the original of
the  said nomination of Trustees ; such entries,
when so made, completing the above transfer, and
vesting the above property in the said John Barker ;
the above Duplicate nomination of Trustees having
been lost.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE  Reverend RICHAEDRoaERTS EvA, Minister
of the Church of England, at Cooktown, and
the Reverend WILLIAM THEOPHIaus GODSON,
Minister of the Baptist denomination, residing at
Maryborough, within the Registration District of
Maryborough, are duly registered in this Office as
Ministers of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages within the colony, under the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
REGULATION, No. 1, OF 1875, UNDER  22ND
CLAUSE  " CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that at the Ports of Brisbane, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Bowen, and
Townsville,  no vessel shall  be employed as a
Lighter in carrying goods, cleared for drawback,
or from the warehouse, to be put on board any ship
for exportation or removal  coastwise , or from any
importing ship, to be landed at any wharf, or quay,
or other place , unless  the owner of such boat be duly
authorised for that purpose by  license in  writing
under the hand of the Collector, or of the principal
officer of the port, as the case may be,  and unless
such  vessels shall be approved of for the purpose by
him.
Such licenses will be granted to persons ap-
proved of by the Collector or principal officers on
conditions to be specified in a Bond, which each
person applying for such license must enter into,
with two sufficient sureties.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 2, UNDER CLAUSE 86,
11 CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
N
O claim for an abatement of duty in respect of
any goods imported into Queensland shall be
allowed on account of damage on the voyage, or by
wreck, unless such claim shall be made in writing
to the Collector or principal officer on the first
examination of the goods, and unless it be proved
that such damage was sustained on the voyage.
If the Customs officers be incompetent to estimate
such damage, or if the importer be not satisfied
with the abatement made by them, the Collector, or
the principal officer, as the case may be, shall choose
one or more disinterested persons to survey same
with a view to estimating damage, and granting an
abatement of duty. Before, however, such abate-
ment shall be made, the importer shall produce his
bill of lading or other document to show that the
goods were shipped in good order ; and the master
of the ship importing the same goods shall make
declaration to the like effect according to the
following form
MASTER 'S DECLARATION.
I do hereby declare that the above-mentioned
is damaged and lessened in its value, by means of some
unavoidable accident which happened to the same
during the voyage, and after such was shipped and laden
in foreign ports on board the above ship, myself being
the master thereof, and importing the same, and before
such was unshipped or discharged from the vessel.
Master.
Signed and declared, this day of
187 , in the presence of
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 3, UNDER 163RD CLAUSE,
" CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that every boat used in plying for
hire, or in the carriage or conveyance of goods of
any description, or in any trade or business within
the limits of the Port of Brisbane, shall be specially
licensed under above  clause.  And before such
license shall be granted the owner of such boat
shall enter into a Bond in double the value of the
boat, with two sufficient  sureties , that the conditions
to be set forth in such Bond shall be complied with.
After due notification of this regulation, any such
boat found without such  license as aforesaid, is
liable to forfeiture, and the owner thereof to a
penalty of £50.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers  are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1875.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 6th April, 1875, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed-six months
to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed  by the Act, the Lease may become  cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 6TH APRIL,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
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Malingmal
Buckenbun
WARREGO DISTRICT.
44 Commencing at a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow
over L  in squa re  in  the bed of the Langlo River,
two miles below a marked tree  (Maltese-cross)
at the junction of Whitechapel Creek with the
Langlo River, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line eight miles ; thence on
the west  by a north line eight  miles  ; thence
on the north by an east line eight miles and
a-half to the Langlo River at a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over M in triangle ;
thence on the east by the Langlo River
downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described
25
3 Kullinjah .. 27
1875
7J 1 July
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Mackenzie
River at a tree marked broad -arrow and star
by Mr.  Commissioner Wiseman, about one
mile above the junction of Cooro orah Creek ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
seven miles ; thence on the east by a south line
five miles and  twenty  chains ; thence on the
south by a  west line five miles  forty chains to
the MacKenzie  River  at a tree  marked broad-
arrow over C in t ri angle  ; and thence on the
west by  the aforesaid river downwards to the
point  of commencement - - - - I 13
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Commencing at a box -tre e marked  broad-arrow
over K  in triangle at the  north-west corner of
the Gulnarbar West Run, and bounded thence
on the north  by a west line  eight  miles ; thence
on the  west  by a south li ne  five miles  ; thence
on the south by an  east line eight miles to a
box-tree marked  broad- arrow  over KI in tri-
angle ; thence  on the  east  by a north  line five
miles  to the  marked tree  hereinbefore first
described - - - - -
4 Samos  ...  25 Commencing on the left bank of the Wa llam
Creek at the south -west corner of the Media
Run, being a point about two miles in a direct
line below or down the creek from a tree
marked  X.XXIV  over broad -arrow ; bounded
on the north by an east  li ne along a part of the
south boundary of Media Run four and a-half
miles  ;  on the east by a south  li ne  five miles ;
on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of the Ephesus Run five miles to the
left bank of the Wa ll am Creek  ;  and on the
west by Wallam Cre ek upwards to the point of
commencement - - - - -
1 July
2J 1 July
1 1 July
1882.
31 Dec.
1888.
30 June
0 15
0 15
1877.
31 Dec. 0 15
1876.
30 June 0 15
d
£  S.
12 10
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6 Serpentine
6 Yena ...
UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  R UNS--continued.
Description  of Boundaries.
WARREG O  DISTRICT.
70 Commencing at a box-tree on the left bank of
the head of Quilberry Cre ek, marked broad-
arrow over K in triangle on its east side ; said
tree being also the starting point in description
of Kargoolnah East Run  ;  bounded thence on
part of the south by an east line four miles to
a spot one chain and sixty links south of a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over SW in triangle
on its south side  ;  thence on the east by a
north line ten miles ; thence on the north by
a west line five miles to a box -tree on the left
bank of Quilberry Creek marked broad-arrow
over Q over XII in triangle on its south side ;
thence again on the north by a west line five
miles passing through a box-tree ten chains
west from the right bank of Quilberry Creek
marked broad -arrow over S in triangle on its
west side  ;  thence on the west by a south line
ten miles to a mulga -tree marked broad-arrow
over S in triangle on its east side  ;  thence on
the south .  by an east line two miles to a spot
one chain south of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over KSS in triangle on its south-east
side ;  thence again on the south by an east
line four miles passing two chains and thirty-
seven links south of a box -t re e on the right
bank of Quilberry Creek marked broad-arrow
over  K S in triangle on its south side to the
marked tree hereinbefore first described - -
53 Commencing at a spot one chain east of an iron-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over YMD in
triangle on its north -east side ,  which spot is
also the south -west corner of Dilallah Ret ro
Run ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to north -west corner of Dilallah Retro
Run  five chains sixty-three  li nks south of a
gidgee-tree marked broad-arrow over DR over
Y in triangle on its east side;  thence on the
south by an east  line thirty-eight chains to
south -west corn er of Dila llah West Run dis-
tant eighteen chains west and  five chains  thirty-
three links south from a mulgar-tree marked
broad-arrow over YD over V in triangle on its
north -east side ; thence north  five miles and six
chains to aspot twenty -two chains westand ninety
links north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over YD in triangle on its north side; thence
west five miles thirty-eight chains to a spot
sixty links south and three chains west from a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over VI
in triangle on its south -east side  ;  thence on the
west by a south line five miles and six chains
to a spot thirty links south from a gidgee-tree
marked broad-arrow over YM in triangle on
its south side ;  thence east five miles to point of
commencement - - -
7 Ashford  ...  35 Commencing at a spot on the right bank of Erac
Creek bearing west from a blue gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over X in triangle
on its west side situated on the  left  side of
said creek ,  and bounded thence on the south
by a west line four hundred and  fifty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line eight
hundred chains;  thence on the north by an
east line three hundred and sixty chains to the
right bank of Erac Creek at a  spot  north-
westerly ,  and distant about twenty chains from
a box -tree marked broad -arrow over E over
XXII in triangle on the left bank of that
creek  ;  and thence on the east by the right
bank of Erac Creek downwards to the point of
commencement
8 Ashford East 35 Commencing on the left bank of Erac Creek at a
spot four chains west and six chains north  fr om
a tree on the left bank of said creek marked
broad-arrow over E over XXII in triangle on
its west side ,  and bounded thence on the no rt h
by an east line six iriles and fifty -nine chains ;
thence on the east by a south line seven miles
q
a y
is •aN
A O
1875. 1895.
20 1 July 30 June 0 15
£  S.
25 0
20 1 July 30 June 0 15 13 6
20 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
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WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
and sixty  chains to  the north boundary of the
Yens  Run ; thence  on the south by a part of
the northern boundary of the  last -named run
and a  prolongation thereof bearing west four
miles  and fifty-nine chains to the Erac Creek,
at a point  about thirty chains below  a tree on
the left bank of said  creeek  marked broad-arrow
over  E over XIII  in triangle ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of Erac Creek upwards
to the point  of commencement - -
. BURKE DISTRICT.
20
1876.
1 July
pWo
1895.
30 June
m
w Pi
m p
b m
wa
CAae.
m
£  8. 12  R.
0 16 12 10
9 Compton
Downs No.  3 30 Commencing on the north-west bank of the
Dutton River for Charcoal Creek) at a tree
10 Gregory
Downs No.1 40
11 Gregory
marked broad-arrow over XLI, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing
north -west five miles ; on the north -west by a
line bearing south-west ten miles to the north-
east boundary of Compton Downs No. 2 Run ;
on the south-west by a line being a portion of
that boundary bearing south- east  six miles to
the Dutton River at a point fifty chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over XLVII ; and
on the south-east by the Dutton River up- 1880.
wards to the point of commencement - - 5 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 10
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XLII, said point
being distant about four m iles thirty-two
chains in a direct line above or up the river
from its junction with the Nicholson River ;
bounded thence on the north by a west line
four miles ; thence on the west by a line bear-
ing south thirty degrees west eleven m iles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the south by
an east line four miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point, opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI ;  nd thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned 1879.
river downwards to the point of commencement 4J 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 10
Downs No. 2 30 Commencing on the west or left bank of the
12 Gregory
D wns No.3 30
Gregory River  at a point  opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI, said point
being distant  about sixteen  miles and a-quaff ter
in a direct line above  or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson River, bounded
thence on the north by a west line four miles ;
thence on the west by a south line  eleven and
a-half miles ; thence on the south by an east
line five and a-half  miles  to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad- arrow  over XVIII ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of commence- 1890.
meat -  - - - - - - - 15 1 July 30 June 0 10 7 10
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII, said point
being distant about twenty-six miles thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from its junction with the Nicholson
River, said point being also distant about four
miles in  a direct line below or down the first-
named river from the junction on the opposite
bank of the Tozer Creek ; bounded thence on
the north by a west line five and a-half miles ;
thence by a south- east line  fourteen miles ;
thence on the south by an east line three and
a-half  miles  to the left bank of the Gregory
River at a point opposite to a tree marked
broad-arrow over VII ; and thence by the left
bank  of last -mentioned river downwards to the 1879.
point of  commencement  - - - - 4* 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 6 0
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13 Gregory
Downs No. 4I 50
14 Albert Downs
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
Commencing on the west or left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over VII, said point being
distant about eight and a-half  miles  in a direct
line above or up the river from the junction on
the opposite aide of the Tozer Creek with said
river, and also about five miles in a direct line
below or down the river from the junction of a
western effluent of said river, called Macadam
Creek ; bounded thence on the north by a west
line two  miles  ; thence on the west by a south
line eleven  and three-quarter miles ; thence on
the south by an  east  line five and a-half miles
crossing  the aforesaid Macadam Creek to the
left bank of the  Gregory  River at a point
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXXVIII ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of said river downwards to the point of 1875. 1879.
commencement - - - - - - 4j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 8 17
No. 1 ... 40 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
15 AlbertDowns
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVI, situated about ten miles in a
direct line above or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson River ; bounded
thence on the north by an east line four miles
twenty-eight chains, crossing Beames' Brook at
about two and a-half miles ; thence by a line
bearing south twenty-five degrees fifty minutes
west eleven and a-half miles, crossing Beames'
Brook at about one mile forty-eight chains ;
thence on the south by a west line three miles
to the right bank of the Gregory River, about
half-a-mile in a direct line below or down the
river from a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXIV ; and thence on the west by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of
commencement - - - - - - 4} 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 19
No. 2 ... 30 Commencing on the right  or east  bank of the
16 AlbertDowns
Gregory  iver at a point  about half -a-mile in
a direct line below or down the river from a
tree marked broad-arrow  over  XXIV, said
point being also distant about nine miles thirty-
four chains in  a direct  line below or down the
river from the junction cf Tozer Creek with
said river; bounded thence on the north by an
east line  five miles thirty chains ; thence on
the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by a west line one mile and a quarter
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
point about  one mile  thirty-two chains in a
direct  line above or up the river from the
junction  of Tozer Creek ; and thence on the
west by the right bank of the said river down- 1890.
wards to the point of commencement - - 15 1 July 30 June 0 10 6 12
No. 3 ... 26 Commencing  on the right or east bank of the
17 I AlbertDowns
No.4 40
Gregory iver at a point about one mile thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river ; bounded thence on the north by an
east  line nine miles thirty chains crossing
Beames' Brook about three  miles  in a direct
line above or up the brook from the effluence
of Barclay River ; thence on the east by a
south line eleven  miles  thirty chains ; thence
on the south by a  west  line one mile fifty
chains to the right bank of the Gregory River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over LXX, said
tree being distant about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of  Beames'  Brook from said river ;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
the  Gregory  River downwards to the point of 1879.
commencement - - - - - - 4,j 1 July 31 Dec. I 0 10 4 4
Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over LXIX, situated about sixty-four chains in
a direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beames' Brook from said river ;
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BURKE  DISTRICT-continued.
bounded thence on the north by an east line
four  miles  and a quarter ; thence on the east
by a south line eleven  miles  thirty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line seven miles
to the right bank of the Gregory Biver at a
tree marked broad-arrow over LXXXIV
situated about four miles sixteen chains in a
direct line below or down the river from the
effluence on the opposite side of the Macadam
Creek ; and thence on the west from last-
mentioned marked tree by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point of 1875. 1879.
commencement - - - 4} 1 July 31 Dec.
Maryan Vale
No. 1 ... 40 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River, an eastern effluent of the
Beames' Brook , at a point about twelve miles
in a direct line above  or up the Barclay River
from its junction with the Albert River, said
point being  also situated  about thirty-two
chains in a direct line below or down the
Barclay River from a tree marked broad-arrow
over BXV ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line four miles twenty-eight chains ;
thence on the west by a  line bearing south
twenty-five degrees fifty minutes west eleven
miles  and a-half ; thence on the south by an
east  line six miles sixteen chains crossing
Beames ' Brook at about four miles thirty-two
chains to the left bank of the Barclay River
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
BXXIV ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of the Barclay River downwards to the
point of commencement - - - -
Maryan Vale
No. 2 ... 30 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River,  an eastern  effluent of the
Beames ' Brook, at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over BXXIV, situated
about seven miles ten chains in a direct line
below or down the Barclay River from its
effluence from the Beames' Brook ; bounded
thence on the north by a west line three miles
seventy chains,  cro ssing  Beames' Brook at
about one  mile sixty-four chains ; thence on
the west by  a south line  ten miles ; thence on
the south by an east line four miles to the
left bank of Beames' Brook at a point opposite
to a tree marked broad-arrow over ALIII ;
and thence on the  east  by the left bank of
Beames ' Brook downwards to the effluence of
the Barclay River; and from thence by the
left bank of the Barclay River downwards to
the point of commencement - - - -
20 Augustus
21
Downs No. 1 39 Commencing on the right bank of the Gregory
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over VI,
and bounded thence on the south by an east
li ne six miles and  fifty chains ; thence on the
east  by a north line eleven  miles  to the south
boundary of Albert  Downs  No. 4 Run ; thence
on the north by a portion of the south boun-
dary of last-named run  bearing went two miles
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
tree marked broad- arrow  over LXXXIV ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that
Augustus
river upwards to the point of  commencement -
Downs  No. 2 25 Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory
River opposite  a tree  on the right bank
marked broad- arrow  over LXXXVII, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line
crossing  MacAdam Creek,  one mile  and fifty-
four chains; thence on the west by a north
line eight  miles  to the south- west corner of
Gregory Downs No. 4 Run ; thence on the
north by an east line crossing MacAdam
Creek, five miles and  forty chains to the
Gregory River, opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow over LXXXIII ; and thence on the east
by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement
0 10 7 10
4J 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 7
1890.
15 1 July  30 June 0 10 5 14
1879.
4} 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 16
41 1 July 31 Dec 01015 5
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1875.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries  of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 6th April, 1875, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous  Lessee  in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries  of any Unsurveyed  Runs so  offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The country  comprised  in the runs  has not  yet been surveyed, but arrangements are being made
to have the  boundaries  defined, and the Government reserve the right of increasing the available area if
it shduld be discovered  that the estimate  set down opposite each run  is less than  the character of the
country warrants .  In the event of the  available area  being  increased ,  the purchaser will be liable for
the rent  on account  thereof during the period  commencing  from date of unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per  square  mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid
shall be the  annual Rent  for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule  annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser of the  remainder  of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so  far as is  known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
SALE AT TKE  AUCTION Rooms OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  Gig APRIL,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
U F.
Years.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
1 Campaie No. 100 Commencing on Catherine Creek at the  north-
west  boundary of Campsie No. 3 Run, thence
about north -east five miles  ;  thence para ll el
with the said creek upwards ten miles  ;  thence
about south -west, crossing  Catherine  Creek ten
miles ; thence parallel  with  the said creek
downwards ten m iles  ;  thence about north-east 1875.
five miles to the point of commencement - 21 1 July
2 Campaie No. 100 Commencing on Catherine Creek at the north-
5 west boundary of Campsie No. 4 Run ; thence
I
about north-east five miles  ;  thence parallel
with the said creek upwards ten miles  ;  thence
about south -west crossing Cathe ri ne Creek ten
m iles ; thence para ll el with the said creek
downwards ten m iles ; thence about north-east
five miles to the point of commencement
3 Campsie No. 100 Commencing on Katherine Creek at the north-
6 west boundary of Campsie No. 5 Run ;
thence about north-east five miles  ;  thence
para ll el with the said creek upwards ten
m iles ; thence about  south  -  west crossing
Kathe ri ne Creek ten m iles  ;  thence parallel
with the said creek downwards ten miles ;
thence about north-east five miles to the point
of commencement
1896.
30 June 0 15
21 1 July ' 30 June 0 15
21 1 July
4 Campaie  No. 25 Commencing at the easte rn  corn er  of Campsie
7 No. 3 Run ; thence about north- east two and
a-half miles ; thence  about north- west ten
miles ; thence  about south -west two  and a-half
mil es to the  northern  corn er  of Campaie No. 3
Run; thence  by that run ten miles to the
point of  commencement  - - - - -  21 1 July
5 Hopwood 40 Commencing at a point  on the eastern boundary
Downs of Eversleigh  No. 1 Run,  five miles  north from
the south- east corn er  of said run ; thence fire
miles east  ; thence north about five miles to the
south -west corn er of Desert  Hills Run ; thence
five miles along the western  boundary of said
30 June 0 15
30 June 0 15
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,Lot.
run ; thence about six miles west to the eastern
boundary of Eversleigh No. 2 Run ; thence by
said boundary five miles south to the northern
boundary of Eversleigh No. I Run ; thence
east along said boundary about two miles ;
thence south five miles along the eastern
boundary of said run to point of commence-
ment - - - - - - - - -
6 Woodsberry 40 Commencing at the north-west corner of Ensay
Run, on the south bank of Rockwood Creek ;
thence by a line bearing south five miles ; thence
by a line running parallel with that creek eight
miles upwards ; thence by a line bearing north
five miles to the creek ; thence by said creek
downwards to point of commencement - -
7 Rockwood- 50 Commencing on the north bank of Rockwood
Ville Creek, opposite the north-west corn er of
Woodsberry Run; thence by a line  bearing
north five miles ; thence by a line running
parallel with creek downwards ten miles ;
thence 'oy a line bearing south five miles to
creek ; thence by said creek upwards ten miles
to point of commencement - - -
8 Eusay ... 50 Commencing at the north-east corner of Albion
Run, on the south bank of Rockwood Creek ;
thence by a line bearing west five miles ; thence
by a line running parallel with creek upwards
eight  miles  ; thence by a line bearing north
five miles to creek ; thence by said creek down-
wards about fourteen miles to point of com-
mencement - - - - - - -
g Rokkwood... 80 Commencing at the south-east corner of Gowan
Run ; thence west twelve  miles ;  thence south
eight miles ; thence east twelve miles ; thence
north eight miles to the point of commencement
,10 Coliban ... 30 Commencing at the south-east corner of Laurie-
ton ; thence north ten miles ; thence east two
m iles forty chains to Ravensbourne Creek ;
thence following that creek to the north-west
boundary of Prairie Run; thence south six
miles ; thence west four miles twenty chains to
the point of commencement - - - -
11 Bloomfield 70 Starting at the south- east  corner of Glen Stuart
Run; thence five miles north ; thence five
miles east  to Dalkeith; thence south by the
west boundary of that run to its south-west
corner; thence by the boundaries of Dalkeith
and Swaylands to a point on the south boun-
dary of Swaylands one mile west of its south-
east corn er  ; thence by a line south to the
north- west  corner of Camberwell or Boree
Creek, and following the boundaries of Cam-
berwell and Forest Hill to a point on  Ravens-
bourne Creek where the north and west boun-
daries of Forest Hill meet ; thence south about
three miles ; thence west six miles to the east
boundary of Prairie Run ; thence north four
miles  to a point in Ravenabourne Creek at the
north-east corner of Prairie Run ; thence fol-
lowing the course of Havensbourne Creek to
the point of commencement - - - -
,12 Rokewood 40 Commencing at the south-east corner of Dead-
F H
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West lock Run ; thence west seven miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east three miles to
Rokewood Run ; thence north five miles ; thence
east four miles t) south-west corner of Gowan
Run ; thence north five miles to the point of
commencement - - - - - -
;13 Ilfracombe... 67 Commencing at the south-east corner of Tenter-
den; thence south five miles and sixty-four
chains ;  thence  west eleven miles sixteen
chains ;  thence  north five miles sixty-four
chains  thence east eleven m iles and sixteen
chains to the point  of commencement -
Names
MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30  June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 Jul 30 June
21 1 July 30 June
21 1 July 30 June
0
0
15
15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 )1 July 30 June 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT-- continued.
14 Oakhampton 46 Commencing at the north-west corner of Barcal-
dine Downs No.  3;  thence five miles south ;
thence ten miles west; thence north four miles
and forty chains to Dartmouth ; thence follow-
ing the boundaries of Dartmouth  and Barcal-
dine No. 4 to the point of commencement - 21
16 Evesham No. 75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
6 where the said creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 1; thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel to the said
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence by a line parallel to the creek
downwards ten miles ; thence west five miles
1875. 1896.
1 July 30 June 0 15
to the point of commencement - - 21 1 July 30 June 0 15
16 Vergemont 75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
No. 1 where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 2; thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence  east ten miles ;
thence by a line parallel with the creek down-
wards ten miles ; thence west five miles to the
point of commencement - 21 1 July 30 June 0 15
17 Vergemont 75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
No. 2 where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 3; thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
downwards ten miles ; thence  west five miles
to the point of commencement - - -
18 Vergemont 75 Commencing at the junction of Vergemont Creek
No.  3 and the Thompson River; thence  west ten
miles  ; thence north ten miles ;  thence east
ten miles, being the south boundary of Verge-
mont No. 2 Run ; thence south  ten miles to
the point of commencement - - - -
19 Vergemont 30 Commencing on the north-west point of Alfred
No. 4 Downs No. 3; thence by a line west to the
boundary of Vergemont No. 3; thence fol-
lowing the boundary of that run to the
Thomson River ; thence by that river upwards
to the south-west boundary of Alfred Downs
No. 3; thence by the boundary of that run
to the point of commencement - - -
20 Baratria  No. 100 Commencing at a point on the western branch
1 of Maneroo Creek, or West Darr, where that
creek is intersected by the northern boundary
of Evesham No. 1; thence following the creek
upwards ten miles by  an average  width of five
miles on each side of the creek - - -
21 Baratria No. 100 Commencing at a point on the western branch of
2 Maneroo Creek, or West Darr, where that creek
is intersected by the northern boundary of
Baratria No. 1; thence following the creek
upwards ten miles by  an average  width of five
miles on  each side of the  creek  - - -
22 Paradise 70 Commencing at the north-east corner of Spring-
Downs No. block Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
2 west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east ten miles to the point of commencement .
23 Paradise 70 Commencing at the north-east  corner  of Llangy-
Downs No. nidr Run ; thence north  ten miles  ; thence
3 west ten miles ; thence south five miles to
Harden Run ; thence east  five miles  ; thence
south five miles to Llangynidr Run ; thence
east  five miles to the point of commencement
24 Paradise 30 Commencing at the north-east corn er of Douglas
Downs  No. Ponds Run; thence east  seven miles  to Paradise
4 Downs No. 3 Run ; thence south four  miles to
Harden Run; thence west five miles ; thence
south six miles to Brynderwin Run ; thence
west two miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of  commencement - - - -
21 1 July 130 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June .0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June a 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July SOJune  0 15
21 1 July 30 Jane 0 15
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25 Paradise 70I
Downs No.
1
26 Paradise 35
Downs No.
5
27 Paradise 40
Downs No.
Commencing at the north-eastern corner of Ennis-
killen Downs ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west ten miles; thence south ten miles to the
north-west corner of Enniskillen Downs ;
thence east ten miles along the northern
boundary of Enniskillen Downs to the point of
commencement - - - - 1
Commencing at the north-east corner of Paradise
Downs No. 1 Run ; thence north five miles ;
thence west ten miles to the north-cast corner
of Paradise Downs No. 2 Run; thence south
five miles ; thence east along the northern
boundary of Paradise Downs No. 1 Run ten
miles to the point of commencement - -
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Paradise
Downs No. 5 Run ; thence  east  to the western
6 boundary of Birkhead No. 2 Run ; thence
south along the western boundary of Birkhead
No. 2 Run to the northern boundary of
Lowdon Run ; thence west along the northern
boundary of Lowdon Run to the eastern
boundary of Enniskillen Downs ; thence north
along the eastern boundaries of Paradise
Downs Nos. 1 and 5 Runs to the point of com-
mencement - - - - - - -
28 Adelong ... 35
29 St. Mungo 60
30 Culloden ... 99
31 Glenullin ... 90
32 St. George 100
Commencing at a point where the east boundary
of Spring Downs strikes Reedy Creek ;
thence five miles north ; thence five miles east ;
thence ten miles south ; thence five miles
west ; thence five miles north to the point of
commencement - - - - - -
Commencing at the north-western corner of
Overton Run ; thence west three miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east eight miles ;
thence by a line being the  west side  of Overton
Run eleven  miles to  the point  of commence-
ment - - - - - -
-
-
Commencing at a point one mile west of the
north-west corner of Overton Run, thence
north eleven miles along the western boundary
of Demeron ; thence west nine miles ; thence
south eleven miles ; thence east nine miles to
the point of commencement - - - -
Commencing at the north-west corner of St.
Mungo Run ; thence south ten miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence north six miles ; thence
east two miles ; thence north four miles ;
thence east eight miles to point of commence-
ment - - - - - - - -
Commencing at a point six miles north of the
north-west corner of Culloden R thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten m. a thence
east ten miles ; thence north ten miles to point
of commencement - - - - -
33 Loehiel ... 100 Commencing at the south-east corner of St.
George Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence cast ten miles ; thence
north ten miles to the point of commencement
34 St. David ... 100 Commencing at a point four miles north of the
north-west corner of St. George Run; thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement - - - -
35 St. Andrew 100 Commencing at the south-east corner of St. David
Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north
ten miles to the point of commencement
MITCHELL  DISTRICT -continued.
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15
15
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1894.
20 1 July 30 June 0 15
1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
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36 I
37
Bon Venture
No.  2
35
Saitbush 35
Park
MITCHELL  'DISTRICT- continued.
Commencing  at the north -east corn er of Bon
Venture No.1 Run ;  thence parallel to Patrick's
Creek  upwards ten miles ; thence south cross-
ing Patrick 's Creek  five miles ; thence para ll el
to that creek downwards ten m iles to Bon
Venture No .  I Run ;  thence  by that  run north,
crossing Patrick 's Creek five m il es to the point
of commencement
Commencing at a point one mile north of a tree
marked H on the south bank of the next creek
north of Patrick 's Creek; thence east five
miles; thence south five miles; thence west
ten m iles  ;  thence north crossing the said creek
five miles  ;  thence east five miles to the point
of commencement  - - - - -
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 16-
WARREGO DISTRICT.
38 Bermondsey 25 Commencing at the south-east corner of Tollong
Run, on the Langlo River ,  and bounded thence
on the south by an east line about eight miles
and twenty chains to the west boundary of
Bayrik Run ; thence on the east by a north
li ne about three m iles twenty chains  ;  thence
on the north by a west line about forty-five
chains ; thence again on the east by a north
li ne about three miles ,  said line being part of
the west boundary of To ll iness Run ; thence
again on the north by a west line about eight
m iles to the eastern boundary of Tollong Run ;
thence by a south line about six miles and
twenty chains to the point of commencement  -
39 Paddy Paddy 50 Commencing at a spot about eleven miles north
of a gidyah -t re e in the Noorama Creek marked
broad -arrow over N 1 in triangle ,  and bounded
thence on the south by a west  line five m iles ;
thence north five miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence south five miles ; and thence
east  five miles to the point of commencement  -
40 Belfast  ...  34 Commencing at the north -west corn er of Ow-
thorpe No. 4 Run ;  thence west about six
miles and twenty-eight chains; thence south
eight m iles and forty chains; thence east six
m iles and twenty-eight chains  ;  and thence
north eight miles and forty chains to the point
of commencement  - - - - - -
41 Eastfield  ...  30 Commencing at the south-east corner of Ow-
thorpe No. 8 Run ;  thence east ten miles;
thence north five miles  ;  thence west ten mil es
to boundary of Owthorpe No. 8 Run ; thence
south to the point of commencement  - -
42 South Down 30 Commencing at the south -east corn er of Ow-
thorpe No. 10 Run ;  thence east ten miles ;
thence north five to southern  boundary
of Down Run  ;  thencewestten m il es to north-
east corn er of Owthorpe No. 10 Run; thence
south five miles to starting point - -  -
43  Noble  North 60 Commencing at the north-east corn er of  Noble
44 Gu ildford 50
Plains
1878.
31 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15.
1880.
51 1 July 31  Dec. 0 15
1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30  June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
West Run, thence west five miles ; thence north
ten m iles ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence south
five m il es to northern boundary of  Noble Run
thence west about one m ile to  Noble  Creek ;
thence southerly by  Noble  Creek to northern
boundary of  Noble  West Run ; and thence by
that boundary about four miles to point of com-
mencement  - - - -  - - - 21 1 July 30 June 0 16
Commencing at a tree marked WJM ,  about five
miles east from a tree marked VD conjoined on
the left bank of the Paroo River  (situated
about four miles below the southe rn  end of the
Cooney Paroo Waterhole ),  and being the south-
east corner of the Caiwarro Left Run ; bounded
thence on the south by an east  li ne five miles ;
345
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WARREGO  DISTRICT-continued.
thence on the east by a north line about fifteens
miles ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles to the north-east corner of the Kyearing
East Run ; thence on the west about fifteen
miles by the boundaries of the Kyearing East
Run and Caiwarro Left Run south to the point 1875. 1896.
of commencement - - - - - - 21 1 July  120  June 0 15
Commencing  at a tree  marked WJM, about five
miles east  from a tree marked VD conjoined,
on the left bank of the Paroo River (situated
about four miles below the southern end of the
Cooney Paroo Waterhole)„and being the north-
east  corner of the Lower Caiwarro Left Run ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
five  miles; thence on the east by a south line
about ten miles ; thence on the south by a west
line five miles to the south-east corner of the
Lower Caiwarro Left Run ; thence on the
west about  ten miles  by the boundary of the
Lower Caiwarro Left Run north to the point
of commencement
35
MARANOA DISTRICT.
25 A five-mile block, having for its eastern boundary
the Maroungle block, and extending thence on
the south five miles in a westerly, direction ;
and thence on the west by a north line five
miles ; and thence on the north by an east line
five miles ; and thence on the east by the west
boundary of Maroungle five miles to the point
of commencement - - - - - -
1
47 Chadford ...  25 Commencing at the western  boundary of Ingle-
bogie  Run, by  which it is bounded at its
eastern extremity ,  and extending up a western
branch of the Yulebah Creek, called Kangaroo
50
30 June' 0 16
1878.
30 June 0 15
Creek, twelve miles by two and a-half miles on 1886.
each side thereof -  - - - - - 11 1 July 30 June 0 15
48 Mount Elliott 25 Commencing on the Mannandilla Creek at a tree
marked MII, and bounded thence partly on
the south 208 chains  along  the northern boun-
dary of Mannandilla No. 2 Run to the north-
west corner  of that run, and bounded thence
on the west by the watershed of the  Mannan-
dilla Creek round to Mount Elliott, and thence
on the north and east by the watershed of the
Mannandilla Creek round to the north-east
corner  of Mannandilla No. 2 Run ; and thence
seventy-two chains along the northern boun-
dary of that run to the point of commence-
ment - - -
49 Wallburry...
50 . Sutton
21
3
5#
1 July
1 July
1880.
1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Wallburry is bounded on the east for thirteen
miles by the River Mackenzie ; on the north
for four miles by a line running from east to
west ; on the west by a line running from
north to south six miles ; then again on the
north for seven miles by the southern boun-
dary of Sutton ; then again on the west for
six miles by a line running from north to
south; then on the south by a  line running
from west to east eleven miles till it meets the 1877.
Mackenzie - - - - - - - 2* 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15,
28 Sutton is situated on Springton Creek, and is
bounded on the south by Ellesmere, taking
seven miles down the creek, with two miles
back on each side ; and on the north by the
Mackenzie River - - - - - -
1876.
1 1 July 30 June 0 15
51 1 Argyle ... 100 Argyle Run starts from the Keilambete boundary
1{I on Retreat Creek  ; and runs to  the head of
said creek, taking in all the watershed of 1880.
Retreat and Argyle Creeks 5 1 July 30 June 0 16'
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52 1GlengourDownsEast
53
54
55
66
BURKE DISTRICT.
25 Commencing at a tree marked M over V on the
eastern bank of the River Gi liott, and bounded
thence on the north by a line beari ng east five
miles ; on the east by a  li ne southerly ten miles ;
on the south  by a line bearing west five miles
to the River Giliott  ;  and thence by the eastern
bank of that river to the point of commence-
ment - - - - - - -
-
Glengour 25 Commencing at a tree marked M over VI on the
Downs West western bank of the River Giliott, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing  west five
miles ; on the west by a line bearing southerly
ten miles  ;  on the south by a line bearing east
five miles to the River Giliott ; and thence by
the eastern bank of that river to the point of
commencement - - -
Rasmore ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
35 Commencing at a tree marked T,  about fifteen i
miles north-easterly  from Thilyungra South
No. 1 head  station ; thence east  five miles ;
thence  north ten miles  ;  thence  west  five miles ;
thence south  ten m il es to point of commence.
ment -  - - - - - -
Venture No. 70
1
Venture No.
2
Commencing at a point on  lagoon  Creek, five
m il es below a waterhole known as Trooper's
Camp ; thence by a line southerly five miles ;
thence easterly parallel to the said creek ten
m iles  ;  thence northerly ten m iles ; thence
westerly para ll el with Lagoon Creek ten miles ;
thence southerly five miles to the point of com-
mencement  - - - - - - -
70 Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the
western boundary of Venture No. 1; thence
fo llowing that boundary northerly five miles ;
thence westerly para llel to the creek ten m iles ;
thence southerly crossing the creek ten miles;
thence easterly parall el with the creek ten
miles; thence northerly five m iles to the point
of commencement - - - -
57 Venture No. 70 Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the east
3 boundary of Venture  No.  I; thence foll owing
that boundary in a northerly direction five
m iles; thence easterly parallel with the creek
ten miles  ;  thence southerly ten m iles crossing
the creek  ;  thence westerly para llel with the
cre ek ten m iles  ;  thence northerly five miles to
the point of commencement - - - -
58 Venture No. 70 Commencing on Lagoon Cre ek adjoining Venture
4
59 Revel 30
60 Glenmith  ...  30
61 Kingsgold ... 30
No. 3 on the east;  thence following that
boundary northerly five mil es  ;  thence easterly
parallel with the creek ten miles ; thence
southerly crossing the creek ten miles ; thence
westerly parallel with the creek ten miles ;
thence northerly five miles to the point of
commencement - - - - -
Commencing at a tree marked G on the western
bank of the main western channel of Cooper's
Cre ek,  and about twelve miles west from the
north-west corner of Lime ri ck Run ; thence
down the creek ten miles with an average width
of five miles • - - - - -
Commencing at the south -west corner of Revel
Run ; thence down the main western channel
of Cooper 's Cre ek ten m iles with an average
depth of five miles
Commencing at the south -west corner of Glen-
with Run ; thence down the main western
channel of Cooper's Creek ten miles ,  with an
average width of five miles
$ S.
1876. 1880.
51 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10
54 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10
1896. I
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12`
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
I
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12.
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GREGORY SOUTH  DISTRICT- continued.
62 1 Modock ... 1 80
Mulgrave ... 50
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Kings.
gold  Run ; thence down the main western
channel  of Cooper's Creek ten miles, with an
average width of five miles - - - -
Commencing  at the south-west corner of Modock
Run ; thence down the main western channel
of Cooper's Creek fifteen miles, with an
average  width of five miles - - - -
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
,64 Wokingham 100 Commencing at a point on a large creek called
No. 1 Wokingham Creek, which joins the western
river (from the north) about five miles from its
junction with the Diamentina, where the said
creek is intersected by the northern boundary
of the Doveridge Run ; thence  east five miles ;
thence parallel to the said creek upwards ten
miles ; thence west crossing said creek ten
miles ; thence parallel to said creek down-
wards ten miles ; thence east five miles to the
point of commencement - - - -
'65 Wokingham 100 Commencing at the north-east corner of Woking-
No. 2 ham No. 1 Run, thence parallel to Woking-
ham Creek upwards ten miles; thence west
crossing said creek ten miles; thence parallel
to creek downwards  ten miles  ; thence east by
Wokingham No. 1 Run ten miles to point of
commencement
66 Wokingham 100 Commencing at the north-east corner of Woking-
No. 3 ham No. 2 Run, thence parallel to Woking-
ham Creek upwards ten miles ; thence west
crossing said creek ten miles, thence parallel to
creek downwards ten miles ; thence east by
Wokingham No. 2 to the point of commence-
ment
'67 Vindex No.  1  100 Commencing on the Western River at the eastern
boundary of Doveridge No. 4; thence by said
river ten  miles , by an average width of five
miles on each side - - - - -
68 Vindez No. 2 100 Commencing on the Western River at the eastern
boundary of Vindex No. 1 Run ; thence up
the said river about south-easterly ten miles,
by an average width of five miles on each side
69 Vindex No. 3 100 Commencing on the Western River at the eastern
.70 Cork No. 1
.71 Cork No. 2
72 Cork No. 3
boundary of Vindex No. 2 ; thence up the
said river in a south-easterly direction ten
miles, by an average width of five miles on
each side - - - - - - -
100 Commencing on the Diamentina River at the
lower boundary of Diamentina No. 7 Run ;
thence down the said river ten miles by an
average width of five miles each side - -
100 Commencing on the Diamentina River at the
lower boundary of Cork No. 1 Run; thence
down the said  river ten miles by an average
width of five  miles on each side  - - -
1
100 Commencing on the Diamentina. River at the
lower boundary of Cork No. 2 Run ; thence
down the said river ten miles  with an average
width of five miles on each side - - -
£ s.
1875. 1896.
21
21
1 July
1 July
30 June
30 June
0
0
12
12
•
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30  June 0 12
21 1 July 30  June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice, that  applications  have been made to bring the Lands described  below under theprovisions  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring  to oppos  must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-G eneral.
Descri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Data  within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
36 perches, being allotment 17 of section 24, parish of
South Brisbane, city of Brisbane, county of Stanley
John Carr ... 13th March, 1875.
26 acres 2 roods, being portion 263, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley
Harry McCaughan ... 9th March, 1875.
25 acres 3 roods 24 perches, being part of portion 259,
parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley
Wm. Pettigrew ... ... Ditto.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section  of  "Tlie Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests  affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's  Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHEN S.
•
No. Applicant.
1 E. Sampson
2 The Crown
3 I Ditto
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Situation.
Reserve road through part of
Portion 40
Part of River Terrace, from Sidon
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter-
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Parish. Area.
I
Caboolture ...I
A. B. P.
1 0 7
South Brisbane 0 3 4
Ditto ... 0 1 26
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 119, on Emu Creek, county of Merivale, Darling
Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
74-5837. H . E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 119, ON EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS, TO BL PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, U?DER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  I How held.
1 Commencing at the
south -west corner of
portion 119, parish of
Cunuiegham, and run-
ning north along its
west boundary
" Leasing Act
of 1886„
Reputed  V LengthBearingsOwner.
A. McDonald and C.
Smith
(
in Chains.
chas. Ike.
North ... 25 91
Breadth
of
Road.
1 chain
Area . Remarks.
A. R. P.
2 2 10
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 1, parish of Redland ,  county of Stanley ,  district of Moreton :
Notice  is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any we ll-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  1, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY  OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
zo
No. Portion of Road. $ $
to
Commencing at the
south boundary of por-
tion 1,  and running
north - easterly to
mouth of Weinam
Creek
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Remarks.
Forest land, on.
improved.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock. Miscellaneous. Total.
R.  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ S.  d.
Week ending February 6th, 1875 .
.. 638 7 11 1,702 4 1 57 9 1 2,398 1 1
Corresponding  week last year... . .. 58813 0 1,360 7 2 47 17  1 1,996 17  3
Increase
Decrease
49 14 11 341 16 11 ' 9 12 0 401 3 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for  Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874,
TIME TABLE,
-ORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October,  1874, the following Time Table will come
1\ into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rook-
bampton.
Stations
Rockhampton...
... ...
6 Gracemer a ... ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ... ...
24 Rosewood ... ...
30 Westwood depart ...
38 Goganj o ... ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ...
How
held.
freehold
Reputed
Owner.
Newton and
Co.
Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains ,  of Road.
ohs. lks.
Area.
A. E. P.
Newton and 357° 14 4 72  Irregular'  6 2 24
Co. 19° 0' 6 00 breadth
381  W  a  26
660 0' 14 30
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train,
Mixed.
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.;
11. 0 Rocky Creek  ... ... 3' 0
11.24 6 Goganjo  ,,. ... 3.24
12' 0
5A 14 Westwood 1 part ... ... 4. 0
20 Rosewood ... ... ... A
1.15 29 Stanwell ... ... ... 5. 0
1.47 38 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5.36
2.10 44 Rockhampton... ... 5. 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the  Guard of the Train, and paying the fare t the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
TIME TABLE.
8 ,UTHERg7 AND WESTERN RAILWAY. - On and after 23rd Jannuary, 1875, the following Time Table will  cone into operation until furt her notice.
OXLEY POINT ,  IPSWICH ,
 TOOWOOMBA,  DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
PENT
ABOVE
BIOn
WATNR
MARY.
MILES.
From
Oxley
West.
From  Too*
woomba.
STATIONS.
Oxley Point ... ...
77 ... Oxley West ... ...
62 1} ... Oxley  ... ... ...
43 8 ... Goodna
68 10  ...  Redbank ... ... ...
74 144 ...  B undamba ... ... ...
65 17} ...
 Ipswich  ... ... ...
111 20 ...  Walloon  ... ... ...
140 29} ...  Rosewood  ... ... ...
198 351 ... Western Creek ... ...
274 381  ...  Grandchester ... ...
674 424 ...  Victoria Tunnel ... ...
335 40 ...  Laidley .•• .•• •••
340 551 ...  Gatton ... ...
465 60 ...  Helidon  ... ... ...
788 761  ...  Murphy 's Creek ... ...
1530 86} ... Highflelds ... ... ...
2005 ,.. ... Summit of Range ...
1921 951 ...
 Toowoomba ..• •••
100 ... Mahoney 's Gate ... ...
1577 1021  7 Cowrie Junction... ...
1577 102}  7 Gowrie  Junction ...
1071  121 For  Williams' Camp
111 16 Westb ro ok Crossing
1522 119 24 Cambooya ... ..
126 31  Emu Creek Siding
135 40 King's Cre ek
1432 137 42  Clifton ...
139 44 Simpson's Siding...
1500 148 53 Hendon  (for Allora)
151 66 Deuchar 's Cro ssing
157 62 Lyndhurst Road ...
1498 160 65 Warwick •••
UP TRAINS
A.Y. A.M.  P.M. P.M.
... ... 8.35 ... ... 3i
... ... 8.50 ... ... 3.30
8.55 ... ... 3136
917 ... ... 4.1
A ... ... A
( arrive
 9.45 ... ... 4.30
2 depart 10'0 .., ... 4135
10.28 ... ... •5.2
. ... A ... ... A
A ... ... A
arrive  +11.13 ... ... 5.41
depart 11.17 ... ... 5.45
... ... 11.54 ... ... 8.22
12.23
 ... ... 6151
arrive  12.58 ... ... •7.26
depart
 1.13 ... ... 7'41
arrive 1.53
depart  • 1.58 ... ... 8 21
... ... 2.50 ... ... 9.13
_ ..,.
... ...
100
r50 4.10  --
B  B ...
arrive ...  +11.16 ... ...
depart
1577 1023 Gowrie Junction ... ... ...  depart
1071
 ... Gowrie ..
114} ... Oakey Creek
1257 1231  Jondarpan..,
1311
 ... Bowenville .. ..
1444 ... Blaxland 's Siding,..
1122  147} ... Dalb ... ...
4.30
A
5.8
5.38
A
A
6•&)
•11.26
A
A
12.20
A
1.13
1.23
A
2.0
A
A
2.40
4.35
A
5.30
623
8.33
A
*7.10
A
A
7.50
MILES.
From From
Dalby .  Warwick.
P.M.
7.16
7130 3
7-36 16
8.1 24
A 33
A 40
8.30 45
STATIONS.
Bllaaaland 's Siding
Bowenville
Jondaryan... ...
Oakey creek ...
Cowrie
Gowrie Junction...
Warwick... ...
S Lyndhurst Road...
9 Deuchar 's Crossing
12 Hendon
 (for Aiora)
21 Simpson 's Siding...
23 Clifton ...
25 King 's Creek
34 Emu Creek Siding
41 Cambooya ... .
49 Westbrook Crossing
62A.  For Williams' Camp
58 Gowrie Junction ,,,
45 58 Gowrie Junction...
471  60 .45 Mahoney 's Gate ...
52 65 Toowoomba ...
54 ... Summit of Range
61 ... Highflelds ... ...
71 ... Murphy' s Creek ..,
81 ... Helidon
92 ... Gatton ... ...
... 101 ... Laidley ... ...
105 ,.. Victo ri a Tunnel ..,
"' 109 ... Grandcbester ...
112 .., Western Creek ...
... 718 ... Rosewood ... ...
...
 122 ... Walloon ... ...
130 ... Ipswich ... ...
133 ... Bundamba ...
...  1371 ... Redbank ... ...
139# ... ;oodns ...
... ... 146 ... Oxley ...
... ... 147} ... Oxley  West ...
Oxley  Point ••.
• Trains meet here.
arrive
arrive
depart
fSarrive
t depart
arrive
depa rt
arrive
depart
S arrive
t depart
ar
ri ve
depart
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN  TRAINS.
A.M.
6.50
7.44
8'44
 9.24
9139
109
10.34
A
11.9
•11.13
A
A
11.52
12.20
12.25
A
A
12.57
1.19
1.26
135
A.M. A.M.
 A.M.
 P.M.
eA0... ... ...
... ... A ...
... ...  9-58  ...
... ... 10,30 ...
...
A
...
70
A
A
7.32
7.54
80
8.10
8.5
A
A
8.45
A
9.22
9132
A
10.25
A
A
•11.25
a
11.55
•11.16 9'51
B
11.44 10.20
12.4
12.68
•1.58
2.2
2.37
2.52 ...
3.22 ...
3.4
A
7
...
4.22 ...
4.26 ...
A
A
•62 ...
5.30
5.40 ...
A
&12
6.34 ...
640 ...
650
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to  re turn on the following Monday.
Norf .- The Trains wi ll  atop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A. w ill stop by signal to take up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they pro pose to alight.
(s.) The Trains leaving Toowoomba at 10'50
 am.  and 4.10 p.m. on the Up journey, and leaving Warwick at 8.5 a.m ,  and 6.30 p.m .  on the Down journey, will, for the present, stop at this Crossing, subject to the fore going  re gulation.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane,  27th January,  1876.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the  Traffic Manager ,  Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  the 13th March next ,  they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Date.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND ,  AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Station and Place. Where found. Description of Art icle.
1874.
2 July  .I  Murphy's Creek
27 July ... ... I Ipswich
30 July ... ... I Ditto
30 July ... ... Ditto
30 July ... ... Ditto
30 July ... ... Ditto
5 August ... Ditto
7 August ... Murphy's Creek
8 August ... Laidley ...
10 August ... Ipswich ...
10 August ...  Ditto ...
11 August ... Ditto ...
12 August ... Laidley ...
29 August ... Ipswich ...
31 August ... Ditto ...
1 September ... Helidon ...
2 September  ... Ipswich ...
8 September ... Ditto ...
16 September ... Ditto ...
8 September  ... Helidon ...
9 July ... ... Ipswich ...
23 April ... Ditto ...
22 April ... Toowoomba...
28 April ... Ipswich ...
2 October ... Ditto ...
6 October ... Ditto ...
12 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ..
29 October ... Grandchester
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 August  ... Dalby ...
7 October ... Toowoomba ...
29 September  ... G randchester
10 October ... Ditto ...
15 October ... Helidon ...
23 December  ... Ditto ...
24 December ... Grandchester
31 December ... Toowoomba ...
16 September ... Ipswich ...
14 November ... Laidley ...
24 November ... Ditto ...
Date.
1874.
9 July
30 January
V.  C.
62 30 ...
2nd class  carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gowrie Junction
let  class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25  on line
27 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
M. C.
28 40 on line ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
2nd class  carriage ... ••.
On line ... ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
1st class carriage ... ...
On  Platform
On platform ... ...
Received unentered... ...
Horse-box ...
Left by  owner in cloak room
On platform
On platform
On line
2nd class  carriage
On line
2nd class carriage
Office
Office ...
... Office ...
... On platform
On line ...
On line ...
On platform ...
In carriage ...
M. C.
47 00 ... ...  1 blue parasol
On line ... ... ... 2 felt hats
damaged  sarcenet, &c.
Collected out  of waggons  1 bag  tin ore , 70 lbs.
from  bags in loose order
On line ... ...  I girl's straw hat
On platform... ... ...  1 bag sundries
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
1 paper  parcel containing shirts, &c.
1 pair riding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
1 child' s straw hat
1 coat
I paper  parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man's felt hat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black hat
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
I paper box  sundries
1. handkerchief
1 bag cotton,  no marks or address ,  weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
1 package, Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief, bundle sundries
1 parcel note-paper
I saddle bag containing hair brush, &c.
1 hat
1 drab felt hat with handkerchief
1 hat box
1 carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
1 child's hat
2 drab  felt hate
1 bundle containing basin, &c.
1 narcel containing prints
LIST or UNCLAIMED Goons oN HAND ,  IPSWICH  STATION, 31sT  DECEMBER, 1874.
Station from. Station to. Description.
Clifton .
Left by owner
9 February ...  I  Toowoomba ...
Cambooya ... ... . . 1 bale chaff.
Laidley ... ... ... . 2 paper parcels containing wearing apparel,
and addressed F. Hughes, Rosewood
Station.
Ipswich ... ... ...  1 package  containing  pair of moleskin
I trousers.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
Tt 1HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, during the1 Quarter from the 5th OCTOBER to the 28th DECEMBER, 1874, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the CommsRCIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY, within the Colony  of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly
Statements  during the Quarter from the 5th  OCTOBER to the 28th  DECEMBER, 1874.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balances
 due to other  Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of  Liabilities ... £ 252,424 16  5 Total Amount of Assets
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... 500,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 22 per cent.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 50,875 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 315,000 0 0
£
 370,735 15 11
THOS. H. PAIGE, Manager.
Brisbane, 8th February, 1875. J. H. RENDALL, Acting Accountant.
I, Thomas H. Paige, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the  same
 was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South W ales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this eighth day of February, 1875.
J. HAMILTON  SCOTT, Justice of the Peace.
TOTALS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ a. d. £  S.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
28,548 0 0 Coined
 Gold  and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals  ... .........  49,877 13 3
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ... .........
Government Securities ... ... ... ... ... . .........
606 10 11 Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 11,200 0 0
ASSETS.
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 3,766 1 2
Balances  due from other  Banks  ... ... ... ... .........  735 15 8
2,426 12 7 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
105,984 15 4 ......... of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
114,858 17 7 220,843 12 11 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
305,156
 5  10
THOS. H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the
sum of  £214  2s.  2d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £28,548, being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the  notes incirculation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland , according  to the annexed Return.
Dated this 8th day of February, 1875. THOS. H. PAIGE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1875.
THE following General Abstract
 of the  Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH  WALES,  within the  C olony of  QUEENSLAND,  during the Quarter
from the 1st
 OCTOBER
 to the 31st  DECEMBER, 1874, is published in conformity with the third  section of  the Act of  Council,  4 Victoria, No. 13.
if. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND,  taken  fr om the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter  from the  1st OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER, 1874.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...{Bearing Interest ...
B il ls in  Circulation..
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balances due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits ............... Not bearing Interest ...{.Bearing Interest ...
AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
429,339 11 6
316,103 10 0
£ s. d.
117,671 0 9
19,236 18 3
745,443 1 6
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... £ 882,351 0 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... £ 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 171 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 87,500 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 363,333 0 0
Brisbane , 6th February, 1875.
£ s. d.
ToTALs.
£ s. d.
177,063 2 8
32,470 18  4
20,080 4 2
4,483 12 8
4,658 9 7
731,836 6 4
£
 970,592 13
 9
EDWD. D. DAY,
 Assistant Manager.
JN. CRIBB , Accountant.
I, Edward Denny Day, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified ; and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales, 4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane ,  this sixth day of February, 1875.
WILLIAM PERRY,  Justice of  the Peace.
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
Gold and Silver  in Bu ll ion and Bars .. . ... ...
Government Securities ... ...
Landed Property
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other  Banks ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills,  and Balances
due to the  said  Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets ...
EDWD. D. DAY.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Assistant Manager of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria ,  No.14, Section 9, the sum of
 £ 882 10s. 8d., for the
duty after the rate of  £ 3 per cent. per annum  upon  the sum of £117,671 Os.'9d., being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation of the said
B ank, in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 6th day of February,  1875. EDWD .  D. DAY.
General
 Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 9th February, 1875.
Tr HE following
 SumMARY of OBSERVATIONS
 taken
 at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE,  during the Month of JANUARY,  1875, is published  for general  information.
GEORGE THORN , JUNIon, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1875.
LAT., 270 28' 3"
 S.;  LONG., 153° 16' 15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 140 FEET ; DISTANCE
 FROM  SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
BAROMETER.
!Maximum ... ... ... ... 30.151
Mean
 ... ... ... ... 29.958
Minimum .. . ... ... ...  29.642
RTOROMETEB.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean  of Air.
 Evaporation.
Rea level
Cl
W W
30.114
29.885
29.515
30.156 88.0
29.945 8010
29882 72.0
LL
91.5
84.7
73.0
Summary of January , 1875
 Mean  Shade Temp .,  79.5 degrees.
1874 79.0
„ 1873 75.2 „
„ 1872 781 „
„ 1871 767
1870  77-7 „
1869 81'7
.. „ 1868  76,9 „
„ 1867 ., „ 77.0
„ 1866 75,8 „
1865  76-3
a a
W W
d ` >3 8
a 0, ,a
°i W W
78.0
71.9
66-5
Humidity.
a
a
M
0
A
7
W
75.0 •890
69-1  •615
65.0 480
•890, •940 167.0
523
B80
•759 149,3
•4401 103.0
SELF -REGISTERING
THERMOMET&BS.
m
m O
a? R
I
a m
m
ea°
7 p
RAIN. WIND.
U
133.0 74.0
 86-0 99-0  76.0 29.0  3-000
119.0 67'4 81.2 88.5 68.2 20.3 •169
99.0 60.0 75.0
 79,0  61,6 10.0 •000
3 p.m.
Summary of Direction. 0-10.
9 a.m.
221 N6 NW1
W o 3w1
155.6
8 9 SE8
99 E 3 NE 3
N2 NW1!N9 NW2 10
wo SW01W0 Bw1
80 BE 982 BE3
CLOUD.
S
so
OZONE.
10 1 10 6 11
4B 33  I 3.0  3-4  6.4
0 0 2 3E6 NE13E7 NE7 0
Rain fell on 10 days .  Total Rainfall ,  5.25 inches .  Evaporation 6.310 inches .  Electrical Observations - 67 Positive; 26 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, N.E. & S.E.
18 11108 5.560  52 „ 41 B.E.
18 4.67 ,.  „  6-410 41 ,. 52 S.E.
19 8.37  6-760  48 „ 45 „ » »  N.E.
13 8'79 7.205  26 „ 68  ., „ ., S.E. & N.E.
» ,.
 11 n » 4.92 » n 7-920  54 n 39 S.E. & N.E.
11 7.97 7-490  „ ,. 30 „ 63 „ •, „ N E.
„ 16 7.22 6814  41 a  52 N.E. & W.
.. .. 11 „ .. 6.85 „ ,. 64 17 ., „ ,. 36 „ 57 N.E. & S.E.
,. .. 14 ,. „ 7.00 N.E. & N.
10 » ,. 764 ., 7.837 „ .. . ,. N.E & N.
The weather has been much warmer than usual during the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  79.5°, being 2.0° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 1.9° over the, previous three years .  The highest reading in
s bade,  99.0°, was on the 2nd ;  the lowest on grass, 6000 ,  was on the morning of the 24th .  The mean barometric readings hive been about the average of the month; the highest ,  30.156 ,  was at 9p m. on the 19th, and the lowest ,  29.515, at 3 P.M. on the 1st.
Rain fell on 10 days; the total fall 5.25 inches ,  being 2.20 under the average .  The maximum fall during 24 hours, 3,00 inches, was on the 17th. The month began with hot and changeable weather ,  dry up to the 10th, when a sma ll  amount of
rain fell. On the night of the 17th, a storm, with heavy rainfa ll  of three inches ,  occurred  ;  theme to the 27th the weather was variable ,  when a thunderstorm from south took place, the remainder of the month being fine. For further information as to
the rainfall of the Colony ,  see the general summary published monthly in the  Gobernment Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
government
 Meteorological Observer.
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  by the COUNCIL of the MUNICIPALITY of BOWEN,for the Half-year ending 31st December, 1874.
RECEIPTS.
July 1.  £ s. d.
To Cash on hand ... ... ... ... 1 13 1
„ Balance in  Bank  ... ... .. ... 423 18 11
„ Dray Licenses ... ... ... 3 0 0
„ Rates ... ... ... ... ... 219 9 0
„ Town Common Fees 7 11 0
„ Government endowment on Rates for
half-year ending 30th June, 1874 ... 23 4 0
Baths-Sale of Machine ... ... 2 0 0
„ Jett
"h rfge ... ... 198 15 1
Old Account ... ... 3 11 11
Cattle Yard 9 9 0
Sale of Old Iron and
Wire ... ...  3 7 6
Sale of Drags  ... ... 1 5 0
DISBURSEMENTS.
By Brisbane street ... ...
„ Herbert street ...
„ William  street ...
„ Poole  street ...
Gregory street ... ...
„ Quay street ...
„ Gordon  street ...
„ Don street ...
„ Sinclair st re et ...
„ Streets cleaning ..,
„ Jetty-
Wages ... ... ... £102 10 0
Rent, two years ... 120 0 0
Insurance ,  one year ... 8 0 0
Wharfinger's  Salary  ... 48 5 0
216 8 6 Incidental Expenses  ...  20 9 11
„
8 15 6
„ Stationery ... ,., ... ...  6 19 0
„ Printing  ... ... ... ... ...  13 11 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  80 19 0
„ Incidental  Expenses  ... ... ...  2 10 0
„ Cash on hand ... ... ... ... 6 7 0
Balance  in Bank  ... ... ... ... 89 18 2
£902 0 10 £902 0 10
R. H. SMITH, Town Clerk.
£ s.  d-
62  0 0
14 17 6
31 19 3
12 0 0
1 1 0
10 4 9
3 13 6
0 17 6
2 16 0
3 3 0
299 4 11
Council Chambers Building Account 10 0 1
Baths, amount placed to credit with
Bank of New South Wales ... ... 200 0 0
Interest on Loan ... ... ... ...  29 9 2
Horse Expenses  ... ... ..  10 0 6
Reception of Governor and Colonial
Treasurer  ... ... ... ...  8 19 0
Implements  ... ... ... ...  3 19 0
Town Common-
Inspector's Salary 5 0 0
Half-Fees paid to In-
spector  ... ...  3 15  6
JOHN  PALMER, Mayor.
We have this day examined the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality that have been
exhibited to us, and find them correct.
Bowen, 29th January, 1875.
T. K. HORSEY, j Auditors.J. M. PRATT,
107 28s.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th February, 1875.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Rockhampton Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1874, is hereby published  for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  ROCKHAMPTON CEMETERY for the Year ended
December 31st, 1874.
Dr. Cr.
1874. 1874.
1st January. £ s. d.  £  s. d. 31st December. £ s, d. £  J.  d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... .. . 50 10 4 By Wages to date ... ... 169 10 1
Interment Fees 245 15 0 Improvements ... ... 76 8 6
„ Rent of Cemetery Paddock 7 0 0 Printing, Stationery, &c. 3 15 0
252 15 0 „ Tools, &c. 3 1 9
- 242 15 4
„ Balance to next  year ... ... 60 10 0
£303 5  4 £303 6 4
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Rockhampton General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ending 31st December,
1874 ,  is correct ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the provisions of  "The Oaths  Act of  1867."
ALEX. TRANT,
CHARLES PYBUS,  Trustees.
M. ALEXANDER,
Declared and signed before me, this 29th day of January, 1875.
JoHN HEADRICN, J.P.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BEACONS, TORRES STRAITS AND INNER
ROUTE.
(j HE following additional  Beacons are  now erected
1 in the Inner Route and Prince of Wales
Channel, Torres Straits. Vessels bound eastward
through the Straits, and southwards in the Inner
Route, will pass those which are Red and Triangular
on the Starboard hand, and those that are Black
and Square  on the Port hand.
Bed and Triangular. Black and Square.
Sand Bank dry with rocks X Reef north- west side.
E.S.E. 2a miles from Z Reef  west side.
Point Lookout.
Ipili Reef. N.W. Reef, Hammond
Rock,  bearing  S. W. Ince
Point E. by S. I S.
A small Red Beacon  is also  placed upon a portion
of wreck lying N.N.E. ; mile from the Ipili Reef.
The Beacon referred to in the Notice to Mariners
issued from this Office on the 2nd November, 1874,
as being placed on r. reef, off the Cole Islands, has
been since shifted to the detached reef lying 4 mile
further to the N.E.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, January 22nd, 1875.
THE BRANDS DIRECTORY FOR 1874,C ONTAINING an Alphabetical List of the
Names, Residence, and Post Address of every
Stock-Owner in the Colony (nearly 10,000  names),
forming the only reliable Country Directory for
Queensland,  is in  the Press, and will be published
on or about 1st March.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
TO CARPENTERS.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 1st proximo, Tenders for
the erection of School Buildings at Nerang, in
accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application, either to Mr. P. C.
Burke, Nerang, or at this office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
A MEETING of the Justices of the Peaceacting in  and for the District of St. George
will be held at the Court House, St. George, on
TUESDAY,  the 23rd instant , at Ten o'clock a.m.,
for the purpose of appointing a Poundkeeper for
this District,  vice  W.  D. Chase,  resigned.
D. D. HAMILTON, P.M.
Court House,
St. George, 11th February, 1875.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with " General Rules in Insol-
vency."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. Cd. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CIIART  of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay ,  to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing  Office, William  street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
NOW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto
£  8.  d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not  appear  the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court  House ,  Brisbane , before
His Honor Sir James  Cockle, Knight, Chief  Justice
of Queensland, and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty
Court of Queensland, on MONDAY, the fifteenth
day of February, A.D. 1875.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL.
Registrar.
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NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act
of 1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns orplaces in the Northern District
hereinafter  mentioned, that  is to  say:-
Criminal  Jurisdiction. Civil  Jurisdiction.
AT RocxHAMPTON.
Monday, March 8th. Tuesday, March 9th.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September 6th. Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday,  December  6th. Tuesday, December 7th.
AT COOBTOWN.
Thursday, March 25th. Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th. Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th. Saturday, September 18th.
AT MILLCHEBTER.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th. Saturday, September 25th.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To Josiah Hall, of Rockbam ton, in the Colony of
Queensland, draper.
TAKE Notice, that an Insolvency Petition has
been presented against you to this Court, by
James Isles, Thomas Finney, and Thomas Taylor,
trading in co-partnersnip as drapers at Rockhamp-
ton aforesaid, under the style or firm of " Isles,
Finney, and Company," and at Brisbane, in the said
colony, under the style or firm of " Finney, Isles,
and Company," and the Court has ordered that the
publication of this notice in the  Gazette  shall be
deemed to be service of the Petition upon you on
the eighth after such publication. And further
take Notice, that you are required to appear to the
said Petition within eight days of such service ; and
if you do not appear, the Court may adjudge you
Insolvent in your absence.
The Petition can be inspected by you on appli-
cation at this Court.
Dated this eighth day of February, 1875.
104
AT TowrsvmLLa.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd. In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Wednesday, June 30th. Wednesday, June 30th. ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
October 1stFrida Frida October 1sty, .y, . In the Will of James McNally, late of Warwick,
AT Bowxi. in the Colony of Queensland, hotel-keeper,
Wednesday, April 7th. Wednesday, April 7th. deceased.
July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd.Saturday NOTICE is _ hereby given, that at the expira-,
Tuesday, October 5th. Tuesday, October 5th. tion of fourteen days from the publication
ill b th id Hli ti d th f
AT MACKAY.
onor-ca on w e sa, app e ma e oereo
that Probate of the last Will of theable Court
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th.
,
said James McNally, deceased, may be granted to
Monday, July 5th. Monday, July 5th. Bridget McNally, of Warwick, and Edward Malone
Thursday, October 7th. Thursday, October 7th. and James Campbell, of the Agricultural Reserve,
AT CLERMONT. near Warwick aforesaid, the Executors named in
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday,: May 29th. the said Will.
Saturday, November 27th. Saturday„November 27th. Dated at Warwick, this fourth day of February,
A.D.  1875.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas French, of Ann street, Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, overseer.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this, day,
and of the affidavit of the said petitioner
thereto annexed, it is ordered that the said Thomas
French be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ;
and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
Creditors of the said Thomas French, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registry, on the twenty-second day of February
instant, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Thomas French
shall, on the said twenty-second day of February
instant, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements. And it is further
ordered that notice of this order shall be advertised
in the  Queensland Government Gazette, Brisbane
Courier,  and  Maryborough Chronicle.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of February, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Palmerin street, Warwick,
Proctor for the said Executors.
106 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Wilhelm  Beckmann ,  late of Too-
woomba, in  the Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that after the  expira-tion of fourt en  days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate  of the Will of
the above -named Wilhelm Beckmann, deceased,
may be granted to Ferdinand Hartwig, of  Too-
woomba  aforesaid ,  farmer, the sole Executor named
in the  said Will.
Dated this ninth day of February ,  A.D. 14 5.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
RICHARD DODD,
Russell street ,  Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Ferdinand Hartwi gg.
d6s.6
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Harvey McGavin, late of
Whiteside, North Pine River, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named James Harvey McGavin, deceased,
may be granted to Jane McGavin, of Whiteside,
North Pine River, in the Colony of Queensland
aforesaid, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this eleventh day of February, A.D. 1875.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
103
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Macalister Lewthwaite, late
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate have this
day been  filed in my office, and all parties having
any claims on the said Estate, or being otherwise
interested therein ,  are required to come in before
me, at my office,  Supreme Court House, Queen
street, Brisbane ,  on'or before  MONDAY , the 8th
day of March next ,  and inspect the said accounts,
and if  they  should think fit, object thereto ; and if
no exception shall be taken to such accounts, the
same will be duly enquired into, at my said office,
on the above day, at the hour of 11 o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this 8th day of February ,  A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
WALTRR HORATIO WILSON,
112
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor to Estate.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Hamilton Anne Montgomerie Lacy,
late of Glenbar, in the district of Wide Bay,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to the said Honorable Court,
that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Mamilton Anne Montgomerie Lacy, deceased, may
be granted to David Kelly, of Glenbar, in the said
colony, and Daniel Mactaggart, of Kilkivan, in
the said colony, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this 2nd day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1875.
99
ROBERT LYONS,
Bazaar street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
THE  Partnership hitherto subsisting betweenRobert Bostock, George Ware, and William
Ware,  as graziers at Inamingea , on Cooper Is Creek,
in the Gregory District, Colony of Queensland,under the style or firm of "Robert Bostock and Co.,"
was on the 31st day of December, 1874, dissolved
by mutual consent. All debts owing on account
of the Partnership will be paid, and, all amounts
due the Partnership will be received, by the said
George Ware and William Ware, who will hence-
forth carry on the concern in Partnership on their
own account.
THOMAS BUNTON,
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Attorney for the said George
Ware and William Ware.
5s. 6d.
AT OTICE  is hereby given , that the  Partnership
N  between the undersigned ,  George Horsburg
and George Horsburg ,  junior ,  in the trades or busi-
nesses of tinsmiths ,  plumbers, &c.,  at Maryborough,
under the firm  of " George  Horsburg and Co.," was
this day dissolved by mutual consent, and in future
the said businesses will be carried on by the said
George Horsburg junior, on his own account, under
the same style or  firm,  who will pay and receive all
debts owing from and to the said Partnership.
Witness our hands ,  this twenty-third day  of
January, 1875.
GEORGE HORSBURGH.
GEORGE HORSBURGH,  Junior.
Witness--T. MORTON,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
113 5s. 9d.
THIS is to Certify, that the undersigned, Henry
Farley and James Lindsay, have formed a
Partnership under the provisions of  "The Mercan-
tile Act of  1867," and that the style of the firm
under which the Partnership is to be conducted is
James Lindsay and Another. The names  and places
of residence of all the partners, are Henry Farley,
who resides at Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queens-
land, who is a special partner, and James Lindsay,
who resides at Town Marie, Bremer River, near
Ipswich, in the said colony, who is a general partner.
The amount of capital which the special partner,
the said Henry Farley, contributes to the Partner-
ship, is two hundred and fifty pounds sterling; the
general partner , the said James Lindsay, contributing
no capital. The general nature of the  business is
that of mining for and selling coal, either in home
or foreign markets. The principal place at which the
business  of the Partnership is to be transacted is at
Town Marie, Bremer River aforesaid. The time
when the Partnership under this deed is to com-
mence is the third day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five ; and the time when
it is to terminate is the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two.
Dated the third day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five.
HENRY FARLEY.
JAMES LINDSAY.
The above certificate was, at Ipswich, on the
third day of February,  one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -five, acknowledged  by Henry Farley
and James Lindsay ,  before me,
JOHN RYAN,
Justice of the Peace.
101 9s.
NOTICE.
I JAMES TOOHEY, hereby give notice that it
is my intention to apply to the Bench of
Magistrates, in Petty Sessions assembled, for the
District of Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 16th March,
1875, for permission to erect a Single Gate on the
road from the Ipswich Road to the Eight-mile Hill,
between lots Nos. 246, 248, and 390.
98
JAMES TOOHEY.
4s. 6d.
NOTICE.
I
T  is intended to apply to the Bench of Magis-
trates, at Ipswich , on TUESDAY,  16th March
next, for permission to erect a Licensed Gate
between the south -east corner of portion 169 and
the north-east corner of portion 172, county of
Churchi ll,  parish of Normanby.
108
JAMES MOFFAT.
3s. 6d.
The GoVRRNMBNT PRINTaR acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1875. £ s. d.
Feb. 6.-C. Dagg ... ... ... ... 0 12 6
„ 6.-W. A. Rose ... ... ... 0 7 0
9.-J. King ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
9.-W. Livesey... ... ... ... 0 5 0
10.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
6 610.-R. Lyons
„ ll.-R. Dodd
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0
0 6 6
12.-G-. J. Boulter ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 12.-M. 0. Sullivan ... ... 0 6 6
12.-Municipal Council, Bowen ... 6 4 0
12.-•J. P. W ilkie ... ... ... O 5 6
„ 12.-J. Fisher ... ... ... . 0 1 0
12.-Marcus and Mellefont ... ... 0 4 0
12.-W. E. Roberts ... ... ... 0 5 9
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Empounbingo.
W Poundkeepersarereminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEL ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a  remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Glenlyon, on 30th
January, 1875, by order of  Messrs.  Harden and
Walker. Driving expenses, 7s. 6d. per head.
One dark-grey horse, M near shoulder, J-C off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  D over R near shoulder, blaze down
face, both hind legs white.
One Chesnut-bay pony, docked tail, EB over C over
like No. 4 near shoulder, CCC over W near rump,
white spots on wither.
One grey horse, long tail, W over S off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  RD conjoined (the R reversed) near
shoulder ; foal at foot.
One brown share, JB off shoulder, like JB near shoulder;
foal at foot.
One irou-grey mare, docked tail, A under near saddle,
A near shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 2nd March, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM A. ROSE, Acting Poundkeeper.
95 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Murweh, on the
29th January, 1875, by order of F. B. Shepherd,
Esquire. For trespass and driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay horse, BIG near shoulder.
One bay horse, like SN2 (registered brand) near shoulder.
One grey pony, like CB over 29 new shoulder, - over
W off shoulder.
One bay filly, RJ7 (registered brand)  near  shoulder.
One chesnut mare, like heart 0 near thigh, RK off
shoulder, blaze down face.
If not released on or before the 2nd M arch, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. LIVESEY, Poundkeeper.
97 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Daandine, from the
Branch Creek, on 3rd February, 1875, by order of
James  Hunt, Esquire. Driving, 5s. 8d. each.
One brown gelding, like P over NS near shoulder, star
One bay gelding, M over K  near shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, n over JJJ near shoulder.
Also, from the Duekponds. Driving, 2s. 6d. each.
One Chesnut  gelding,  like v off shoulder, star, white
patch off rump.
One bay colt,  P9S (re gistered ) off shoulder, stripe,
near  fore and off hind feet white.
If not released on or before 16th of March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Cameron's Flat, on
2nd February, 1875. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay mare, J over R near shoulder,  star , near hind
foot white ; foal at foot.
If not  released  on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
100 is.
I
MPOUNDED  at Bowen,  from the  Burdekin , on 25th
January , 1875, by the Police. Driving, 13s. 4d.
One black gelding, JC over co over D near shoulder,
blaze and snip, like OLT near saddle, saddle-marked,
grey hairs under jaws.
Also, from Birralee, on 26th January, 1875, by order of
J. M. Hughes, Esquire. Driving, 13s. per head.
One roan gelding, writing M over 29 near shoulder,
like R85 blotched off shoulder, black points, saddle-
marked, near hind foot little white.
One brown gelding, spade near neck and near shoulder,
over GD off shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 25th of February,
1875, will be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
110 3s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Rolleston, from Albina Downs, on
the 23rd January, 1875, by order of T. F. Joseph-
son, Esquire. Driving, 6d. ; damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One Chesnut horse, S over 1 0 near shoulder, AT7 off
shoulder, star and running snip, hind feet white,
white marks on back.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray expences.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
109 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Tieryboo, on the
2nd February, 1875, by order of H. Cardell,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One chesnut gelding, B near shoulder, near fore and
hind feet white, blaze down face.
One bro wn mare , like Y over Q)<9 (registered brand)
near  shoulder,  fistula mark ,  star  and snip; foal at
foot.
One bay mare, LJ over W near thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 9th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
96 3s.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper. Printed and  Published  by Jeasas C. Beet„  Government  Printer,
ill 6s. William  street, Bri sbane , 13th February, 1875.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1875.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1876.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until Noon, on THURSDAY, 4th March next, from  persons
willing to contract for the Supply of Stationery, `Surveyors' Materials, Ironmongery, Ship Chandlery,
Upholstery, and Brushware, as per accompanying lists, during the year 1876, in such quantities as may
be required from time to time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from whom printed forms of
Tender and all necessary information can be obtained.
It will be optional for persons to tender for any one or more of the classes iflto which the supplies
are divided, but no Tender can be received for only a portion of the articles enumerated in each class.
Ad valorem  duties to be included in the prices quoted.
" A sample of each article to be tendered for will be kept open for inspection in the Colonial Stores,
and each article supplied must be in every respect equal to the sample."
The Tenders must state the price at which each separate article tendered for is to be supplied.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of the contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in such case that they will severally execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the notification
of the acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in the sum of
one hundred pounds.
The probable quantities of each article required are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only approximative, and the contractors must supply  more or less
of each article as required.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
A. MACALISTER.
Probable Quantities. Articles. At-
STATIONERY.
35 reams Paper-demy, blue, plain ... ... ... ... ... per ream
35 ruled .. ... ... ... ...
150 foolscap, cream laid, plain ... ... ... ...
200 ruled .. . .
150
11
blue laid, plain ...
..
...
..
...
..
250 „ 11 ruled ... ... ... ...I
50 „ letter, cream laid ... ... ... ... ...
50 11  blue laid ...
100 „ note, cream laid, common ... ... ... ...
50 11  best
150 blue laid ... ... .. ...
10 brief, hand-made ... ... ... ... ...
75 „ brown, common, large ... ... ... ... ...
Pro bable Quantities.
25 reams
35
50
75 „
75
7,000 skins
4,000
500
50 lbs.
300 dozen
60
120
120
150 boxes
50
15
100
30
50
50
50
450 bottles
30
100
100
300
60 dozen
50 „
300 pieces
150
100
50 dozen
10 „
100 packets
1,200 boxes
1,200
150
150
150
100
48 cards
40 dozen
70
70
70
25
25
50 cards
100 pieces
50
50
50
100
100
75
150
15,000
15,000
15,000
10,000
150,000
150,000
600,000
5,000
200,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
5,000
75 dozen
25
25
75
75
75
20 dozen
200 bottles
24
24
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE,  1876-continued.
Articles.
STATIONERY-continued.
Paper-brown, common,  small ...
„ best, large
blotting, white, best
red ...
Parchments 18 x 28 ...
18 x 24 ...
18 x 20 ...
Gum arabic ... ... ...
Pencils-Rowney's, ordinary letters
At-
per ream
„
... per lb.
I  per dozen
„ red and blue in one ...
red ...
blue ...
...
...
...
...
Elastic bands-Perry's No. 6 ... ...
Letter balances-Salter's 16 ounce
„ Mitchell's „
Date boxes-small ... ...
l„ arge ...
Bodkins-handled, with eyes
„ plain ...
...
...
...
Damping brushes
Ink-black, Walkden's best
blue „
blue-black, Stephens'
copying, Underwood's
'
...
red, Cochran s ... ...
Inkpowders-black ... ...
red ... ...
India rubber ... ... ...
Desk knives ... ... .,.
Erasing knives .. ... ...
Millboards-foolscap, paper covered
„ demy ... ...
Pounce ... ... ... ...
Steel pens-Mitchell's S ...
„ N ...
Gillott's broad nibs
„ „ medium ...
fine '
Mitchell's J nibs ... ...
lithographic crowquill ...
... Penholders-India rubber
„ cedar, long taper ... ...
short ... ...
„ common
Copy presses -foolscap  size ,, .
,,, ,,,
... ,..
... ...
Copy press stands-cedar with drawer...
Ribbon-green silk, A.inch
Ferret 1
Ebony rulers, 12 inch
18
24 „
Scissors -Mappin's 9 inch
„ „ 5 „
Clips-band letter ...
„ foolscap ... ...
Envelopes-cartridge, large, cameo ... ...
medium „ ... ...
foolscap ... ...
blue wove, ofcial ... ...
„ foolscap „ ... ...
„ cream laid „ „ ... ...
blue wove, letter „
11 „ plain ... ...
„ cream laid  „  cameo ... ...
plain ... ...11
blue wove, note cameo ... ...
„ plain ...11
„ cream laid „ comeo ... ...
11 1P plain ...
blue wove, demy, cameo ... ...
Faber's ink and pencel  erasers  ... ... ...
Paper folders, ivory ... ... ... ...
„ knives „ ... ... ... ...
Paper files, 9-inch ... ... ... ...
11 „ ... ... ... ...
16 „ ... ... ...
Inkwells for pewter inkstands ... ...
h
...
es ...Mucilage, with brus ... ... ...
Stones, in wood  cases . .. ... ... ...
Ebony inkstands ... ... ...
per box
each
per dozen
per packet
per box
„
per card
per dozen
„
„
each
01
per card
per piece
each
„
per thousand
per dozen
each
per dozen
per bottle
each
„
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Probable Quantities.
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE,  1876-continued.
12 Sq uare pewter inkstan ds... .. .... ... each
100 I t d dk t l i
200
...
...
n an s-roun , pew er, p as n ... ...
„ pewter, cap and plate
„
It
150 ... to  glass , spring and top
25 R ld t b dgross
25
... e inenape- roa ,
middle „
...
...
...
...
per gross
25 narrow „
50 boxes ... W afers-common red ... ... per box
250 „ ... „ legal seals ... ...  11
1,700 lbs. ... W ax-best red ... ... per lb.
50  to ... „ common red ... ...
10,000 ... Quill pens-best cut ... ...  per thousand
30 ... W ater wells-for lette r pre ss ,..  each
300 ... Oi l sheets-foolscap  size... ...  It
40 boxes ... Pa per binders-Perry' s 03 ... per box
40  to 04 ...  It
40 05 ... „
20 06 ... „
150 Gla ss gum bottles, wit h br ush ...  each
150 Pap er weights ...
„
24 $ai r pen cleaners...
24
15 cwt.
Can
Wa
ton strops ...
ste paper . per cwt.
1,000 sheets Pre ss drying paper per sheet
3,500 balls Cor d-strong ... per ball of 'lb.
2,800  to fine ...
„
1,500 superior ... to
SURVEYORS' MATERIALS.
24 dozen
24
24
24
50 quires
40 rolls
35 bottles
24 cakes
24
24
24
24
24
10
24
24
24
24
36
24
24
24
40
40
40
20
45
30 bottles
30 cakes
50
24 nests
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
20
Pentagraph pins ...
Scales and offsets
2
ao
„  to
Articles.
STATIONERY- continued.
40
40
40
„ „ fu ... ...
Tracing paper-double crown ...
„ linen, 36 inches wide ...
Ox gall, Newman's liquid ... ... ... ...
Water colors-Windsor and Newton' s-gamboge ...
„ „ „ burnt sienna
„ „ „ raw „
„ „ „ Prussian blue
„ ,. it raw umber
It  „ „ sepia
„ „ „ vermillion
„ „ „ neutral tint
to „  to  cobalt ..
„ „ „ burnt umber
„ „ „ crimson lake
It to
Camel hair brushes-large
„
„ „ medium ... ...
to
of small ..
Sable  brushes, Windsor and Newton's-
carmine
At-
per dozen
each
to
„
per quire
per roll
per bottle
per cake
It
to
to
of
of
„
„
„ large swan quill ...
„ „ medium „
„ „ small „
„
„
„
Compasses
Drawing Pens, Ivory
Instrument Oil ...
Indian Ink ... ... ...
Measuring Tapes, Links and Decimals
Palettes ... ... ... ... ...
Parallel Rulers, 12 inches, ivory ...
toIt
per bottle
per cake
each
per nest
each
„ „
18 „ „
„ „
24 to
„
„ „
12 to brass edge „
„ „ 18 to  „ „
„ „
24 to  „ „
„ „
12 to  brass is
„
18 to  „ „
11 11 24 to „  „
Surveyor's Chains, complete ...
IRONMONGERY.
of
100 ... ... Axes,  American ,  Sharp's each
40 ... ... Baskets,  waste  paper ,.,
24 ... ... Boilers -oval, large ,,.
24 ... ... „ „ small
36 ... ... Cash boxes-Chubb's 11-inch
Probable Quantities.
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE,  1878-continued.
Articles. At-
I IRONMONGERY-continued. 1
12 ... ... Marching chains for 6 men ... ... ... ... ... each
24 quires ... ... Emery cloth ... ... ... ... ... per quire
36 ... Files-cross-cut ... ... ... ... ... ... each
36 ... It hand-saw ... ... ... ... ... ... ... It
36 ... Frying pans ... ... ... ... ... ...
1,000 ... ... Lamp-glasses, assorted ... ... ... ... ... ...
400 lbs. ... ... Glue ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
24 ... ... Hammers, claw ...
..
... ... ... ... ... each
24 ... ... to carpenters  ' . ... ... ... ... ... „
50 cwt. ... ... Iron-assorted, round, flat, square ... ... ... ... per cwt.
20 cwt. ... ..  It  hoop ... ... ... ... ... ... „
12 ... ... Leg irons ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
150 pairs ... ... Handcuffs, best hard ... ... ... ... ... ... per pair
100 ... ... Handles, American axe ... ... ... ... ... ... each
200 ... „ broom ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
75 ... ... „ mop
to300 ... ... Knives and forks, dinner ... ... ... per pair
25 ... ... „ „ carving ... ... ... ... ... „
50 ... „ butchers'... ... ... ... ... ... each
12 ... ... Lamps, kerosine, large ... ... ... ... ... ... „
36 ... ... „ „ medium ... ... ... ... ... „
12 ... ...
„ „
small ... ... ... ... ... ... „
36 ... ... „ hand, Archer's patent ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... Lanterns, bull's-eye ... ... ... ... ... ... It
36 ... ... „ stable ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  It
7 gross ... ... Matches, wax, 250's ... ... ... ... ... ... per gross
10 to ... ... „ wood, patent safety ...
24 ... Door mats, No. 6, large ... ... ... ... ... ... each
21 ... ... It No. 5, medium ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... It No. 4, small ... ... ... ... ... ... If
30 cwt. ... ... Wire nails, assorted ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
50 packets ... ... Tin tacks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per packet
50 packets ... ... Iron 11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... Saucepans-4 quarts ... ... ... ... ... ... each
24 ... ... „ 2 quarts .. ... ... ... ... ... „
12 ... ... Hand- saws , Gray's or Sorby'a ...
24 ... ... Cross-cut  saws, Gray's or Sorbly' s .. ... ... ... „
12 ... ... Saw-sets, hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... ... „ cross-cut ... ... ... ... ... ...  to
24 ... ... Barbers' scissors ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... Screw-drivers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
36 ... ... Shovels, American, short ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... „  It long ... ... ... ...
50 ... ... Spades ... ... ... ... ... ...
300 ... ... Iron spoons ... ... ... ...
200 ... ... Horn „ ... ... ... ... ...
100 ... ... Tomahawks, American ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 doz. ... ... Lamp-wicks, assorted ... ... ... ... ... .. per dozen
30 cwt. ... ... Galvanized iron, 24 gauge ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
20 ... „ „ 26 „ ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... Iron rakes ... ... ... ... each
40 ... ... Plyers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
60 ... ... Side braces ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
16 ... ... Scythes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
36 ... Scythe-stones ... ... ... ... ... ...
48 ... ... Splicers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... Stable forks ... ... ... ... ... ...
75 ... ... Climbing ropes ... ... ... ... ... .. ... „
200 bushels ... ... Charcoal ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per bushel
24 ... ... Iron pots ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
36 ... ... Camp ovens ... ... ... ... ... ... ... It
100 ... ... Curry-combs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
100 ... ... Mane-combs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
75 ... ... Hand-vyces ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
24 ... Hoes-breaking-up ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... ... „ chipping, large ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... to „ medium ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... 11 „ small ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 ... ... Brace-bits, iz inch ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 ... ... „ a inch ... ... ... ... ..
100 ... Iron chamber pots, enamelled ... ... ... ... ...
200 ... ... Cups and saucers, iron, enamelled ... ... ... ...
200 ... ... Plates, iron, enamelled ... ... ... ... ... ...
100 ... ... Soap-basins, iron, enamelled ... ... ... ... ...
SHIP CHANDLERY.
to yards . .. ...  Bunting-red ,  white, bluo
1,500 „ ... ...  Canvas-No. 1
500 ... ... „ No.2
200  to  ... ... „  No.  3
... per yard
... it
... to
„
365
Probable Quant ities.
100 gallons
100
50
25
10
25
10
141, feet
14t „
50 cwt.
5 „
rJ „
3
2
50 lbs.
I cwt.
20 „
50 lbs.
20 „
100 gallons
401 S.
25
10 gallons
5 ,.
2 „
2
200 lbs.
25 gallons
50 lbs.
20
150
100
500
500 gallons
SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE,  1876-continued.
Articles. I At-
SHIP  CHANDLERY-con tin iced.
Oil-best, raw linseed ... ... per gallon
boiled . .. .. ... .. „
sweet ...
castor .. ... ... ...
colza
neatsfoot ... .. ... ... ...
Stover's machine, bell brand ... ... ... ..
Oars-best ash ... ... ... ... ... per foot
11 11 pine .. „
White lead, No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
Paint-black . . ... ... ... ... .. ... „
red ... ...
Peacock's patent ... ... ... .. „
zinc, best No. 1 ... ... ... .. ... ...
Patent dryers ... ... ... ... .. ... ... per lb.
Pitch ... ... ... ... per cwt.
Rope--Europe ... ... ... ...
„ Manilla ... ... ... ... ...
Resin ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Signal halliards ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Turpentine ... ... ... ... ... ... per gallon
Twine-roping ... ... .., ... ... per lb.
„ seaming  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
Coal tar ... ... ... ... ... ... per gallon
Stockholm tar ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Varnish-bright ... ... ... ... ... ...
copal ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
brown ..
Cotton waste ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per 1b.
Soap lees .. ... per gallon
Engine packing ... ... ... ... .... ... ... per lb.
Bees-wax ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Yellow ochre ... ... ... ... ... ...
Spun yarn ... ... ...
Whiting :,
Kerosine oil, Devoe's best per gallon
UPHOLSTERY.
150
150
30
30
30
30
... ... Hay mattresses each
...
...
...
Are... Fibre  mattresses
... ... Flax „
... ... Fibre pillows
... ... I Flax .,
BRUSHWARE.
200
75
200
200
175
24
24
24
40 sets
50
100
100
50
50
12
25
150
... ... Brooms ,  bass  .. ... ... ... ...
... ... „ millett  ... ... ... ... ...
... .. „ hair  .. ... ...
I Brushes ,  scrubbing
... ... ..
... ... „ whitewash ...
paint, 2, 0 ... ... ... ... ...
... I „ „ 3, 0 ... ... ... ... .. >
... .( „ „ 4,0
... ... „  shoe ... ... per set
.,. ... „ hand  ... ...  each
... ... „ horse  ... ... ... ... ... ,
... ... „ water  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
.. „ dandriff'... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.. „ battery ... ...
... ... „ instrument  ... ...
... ... „ tar,  handled  .. ... ... ... ...
.. ... „ deck scrub ,  handled  ... ... ... ... ...
... ... Mops, white wool, 16 ozs . ... :.. ... ...
By Authority-:  JsMas C. BEAt, Government Printer, Wil liam street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON
to wit. ) CAIRNS, Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
(L.s.) Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
Governor.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now stands Prorogued to
Tuesday, the second day of March, 1875: Now, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, in pursuance of the power and authority
in me vested, as Governor of the said Colony, do hereby further Prorogue
the said Parliament of Queensland to TUESDAY, the twenty-third day
of. March, 1875.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this
nineteenth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-eighth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Authority :  J 3 mEe O. BEez, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
-WHEREAS  by "The Common Law Process
Act of  1867  Amendment Act,"  34 Vic.,
No. 19,  it is amongst other things enacted ,  that it
shall be lawful for the Chief Justice of the Suprem e
Court to appoint ,  from time to time ,  by Commission
under his Hand and the Seal of the said Court,
some fit persons residing respectively at the towns
of Mackay and Townsvi lle,  or such other places as
His Excellency the Governor may, by Proclamation
in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,  for that
pur ose, appoint, or within two miles of the
said places, to be  Commissioners  of the said
Court, for the purposes of  " The Common Law
Process Act of  1867 "; And whereas it is now
deemed expedient and desirable to appoint Cook-
town to be a place at which persons may be ap-
pointed Commissioners under the provisions of the
Act firstly hereinbefore recited, for the purposes of
" The Common  Law Process Act of  1867" : Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
of the  power  and authority  vested in  me by the
said  "  Common Law Process  Act of  1867  Amendment
Act,"  and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, do, by this my Proclamation, appoint and
proclaim Cooktown, in the said colony, to be
a place at which His Honor the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court may from time to time
by commission ,  under his hand and the seal
of the said Court, appoint Commissioners for
the purposes  of "The Common Law Process
Act of  1867, "  which Commissioners ,  when so
appointed  as aforesaid , shall, at the  instance of
any plaintiff ,  have power to issue writs of summons
and of  capias ad respondendum  in the said Court
r.:;sinst any defendant about to depart out of the
s aid colony from Cooktown aforesaid, in cases where
by law an arrest upon  mesne  process is now allowed in
the said Court ; and to receive any  prcecipe  for, and
to issue  any writ  of summons  for the  said Supreme
Court ;  and also to issue any writ of subpcena to
give evidence  in any case, civil or criminal, in
the same manner  in every  respect as  the said
Chief Justice is authorised  to appoint Commissioners,
with  similar  powers under and by virtue of the
64th section of  " The Common Law Process Act of
1867," at the respective  towns mentioned in the
said section.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day
of February, in the  year of our Lord one
thousand  eight  hundred and seventy- five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to form a
Board to inquire into and report upon-
1. The causes and best methods of prevention
and of cure of Diseases in Sheep, Cattle, and
Horses ;
2. The same -  as to Wheat, Sugar -cane ,  Vines,
Bananas, and other cultivated Plants ;
3. The best method of improving the Natural
Pastures  of the Colony :-
JosEPH BANCROFT, Esquire, M.D.;
JosEPH CARTER, Esquire ;
GEORGE GRIMES, Esquire ;
CHARLES ROBERT HALY ,  Esquire ;
ROBERT MUIR, Esquire ;
ALEXANDER RAFF, Esquire ;
AUGUSTUS CHARLES GREGORY, Esquire,
F.R.G.S.;
KARL THEODORE  STAIGER, Esquire.
The Chief Inspector of Stock and the Curator of
the Botanic Gardens, to be  ex  officio  Members of
the Board.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
T7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY WYNDHAM PALMER,
THOMAS BUCKLAND,
W. J. RYAN,
W. TIERNEY,
THOMAS MOWBRAY,
ALEXANDER FRASER,
J. H. RUTHERFORD, and
ALBERT NAPTHALI PRINCE,
to be Trustees of the Charters Towers General
Cemetery, under  " The Cemetery Act of  1865."
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the 5th section of the Ad-
ditional Commonage Regulations of the 26th
September, 1870, established under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of•1868," it is hereby notified
for general information, that the undermentioned
persons have been elected Trustees of the Leyburn
Town Common under said regulations, in room of
the persons appointed by notice dated 2nd January,
1874 ,  which appears in the  Government Gazette,
published on the 10th January, 1874, and that the
Secretary for Lands has confirmed the appoint-
ments :-
CHARLES BELL,
JAMES CASTLES,
ALEXANDER MCLEOD,
JOHN CASTLES, and
SPENCER G .  GRIFFITHS.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY GouGH,
Bailiff to the Warden's Court, Palmerville ;
WM. CUNNINGHAM NORRIS,
Bailiff to the Warden's Court, Georgetown ;
under the provisions of  " The Gold Fields Act of
1874."
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 187 5.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned officers to dis-
charge the duties of Wardens ,  under  "The
Gold Fields  Act of  1874 ,"  viz.:-
GEORGE FAIRCLOTH,  Police Magistrate, of
Maryborough ;
OCTAYIUS ARMSTRONG ,  Police Magistrate,
Teningering.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
T] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
jj the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following appointments and promo-
tions in the Department of Ports and Harbors,
Viz.:-
JOHN EVANs, Assistant Pilot, Maryborough,
to be River Pilot at that port,  vice  Joseph Mont-
gomery, resigned ;
TIMOTHY MINEHAN, Coxswain and Boatman Pilot,
to be Assistant Pilot,  vice  Evans, promoted ; and
JAMES MASON
to be Boatman Pilot at Maryborough.
To take effect from the 1st ultimo.
WILLIAM I#EMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following  appointments and
promotions in the Customs Department -
SPENCER WILLIAM  SCHNEIDER
to be 5th Tide- waiter ; and
SYDNEY STEPHEN NORRIS
to be 6th Tide- waiter in  the Customs Out-door
Department at Brisbane; and
ALEXANDER CLARENCE LAWSON
to be 10th Clerk in the In-door Department.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.
I7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN, Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Townsville,
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court at
that town,  vice F.  C. N. Thistlethwayte,  dismissed.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN, Registrar of the
Northern District Court, Townsville,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency, under the
provisions  of  " The Insolvency Act of  1874," at that
town,  vice F. C.  N. Thistlethwayte ,  dismissed.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 18th February, 1875.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE, Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Roma,
to be Registrar of the Western District Court at
that town,  vice  W.  O. Norris, promoted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the adviceI of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR  MACFARLANE ,  Registrar of the
Western District Court, Roma,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency, under the
provisions of  " The Insolvency Act of  1874," at that
town,  vice  W. O. Norris, promoted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Government House,
Brisbane, 4th February, 1875.HIS Excellency the Governor will be happy to
receive visitors at Government House on
every WEDNESDAY, between the hours of
Eleven o'clock  a.m. and  Two o'clock p.m.
Public Officers, Gentlemen from the country, or
any other persons, wishing to communicate with
him on business admitting of no delay, w 11 be
received by the Governor on all days of the week.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, Lt. 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
1 N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY, the 22nd day of February, 1875,
at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of Land
Parish.  IApplioa- Late  Lessee. Area .  Agent's
Lion. Dist ri ct.
Amamoor
Como ...
228
271
G. Bull ...
A. Banks...
A. H. P.
134 0 0
154 0 0
Gympie
ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-first
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License ,  a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic ,  Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland ,  and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY,  the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of J
Applica-
tion.
Name of  Lessee, Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. H. P.
7 Ellis Read ... 80 0 0 Burke
9 ditto 704 0 0 ditto
10 W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12 T. Feely ... 210 0 0 ditto
13 J.  O'Dowd ... 230 0 0 ditto
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord- one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando ,  a Knight Extra-
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain .  President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony
of Queensland ,  and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the  advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and prcclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after MONDAY,  the twenty -second day of
February ,  1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
DESCRIPTION.
County of Canning, parish of Marooehy.
About 720 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the north
branch of the Maroochy River at a point  bearing
west and distant seventy-three chains and ninety
links from the north-west corner of Portion 3 L, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west twelve chains ; on the  east  by a line  bearing
south eighteen  chains  and  thirty- two  links ; again
on the south by a line bearing 270 degrees thirty
minutes  forty- nine chains  and ninety links ; again
on the east by a line bearing  south  thirty-two
chains to the Brisbane road ; on the south-west by
that road bearing 335  degrees  ten chains and sixty.
five links, 318 degrees twelve  chains, 308 degrees
thirty-one chains, 333 degrees  twelve chains and
fifty links, and  354 degrees  thirty minutes thirteen
chains  ; on the north-west by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about ninety-four  chains  and fifty links
to the north branch of the Maroochy River ; and
on the north- east  by that branch downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Aet of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOIL  A  CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TowERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."IN pursuance of thseventy-eighth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general inforniatlon.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CoN-
NELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it  please  Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly increasing ; and, also, that
most  of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already  alienated , which selections, when fenced
in, will leave  no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely, 2,800 acres (as set  forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents  ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Sere follow twenty-seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Railway purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVES  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES  ON THE RAIL-
WAY LINE FROM ROCKHAMPTON TO WEST-
WOOD.
No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing on the northern side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the south-west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway Station as
notified in the  Government Gazette,  No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve  bearing north 40 degrees 47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links ; on the north by the
main Dawson  road westerly about fifty chains ; on
the west by a line bearing south 40 degrees 47
minutes east  to the railway line ; and on the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 180 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 50
degrees thirty-nine chains; on the north-east by a
line bearing 320 degrees fifty-six chains thirty-nine
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north-east by that railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing Portion  50,  parish of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north  corner of  portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south- west  by the north-
east boundary of that portion  bearing 138 degrees
thirty-four chains fifty links ; on the south-east by
a line bearing 48 degrees twenty chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 318 degrees to the
railway line ; on the north by the  railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ; and on the west by
Neerkol Creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. 4.
About 160 acres.
Embracing Portion No. 1, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south-east corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the east by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line ; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
No. 5.
About 130 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Groat
Northern Railway Line, at the north-east corner of
Archer's Selection, No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the railway
line south-westerly twenty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty-five chains ; on the west by a line bearing
37 degrees 30 minutes to a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees; thence 132 degrees 30 minutes to the
point of commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south by that boundary line bearing west
about thirty-seven chains to a small creek ; on the
west by that creek downwards ; on the north by a
line east parallel to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same boundary bearing east to the railway
line ; and on the east by the railway line south-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
district ofMoreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
r Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the east boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain  Creek ; com-
mencing again at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65 links to the
south-west boundary of portion 27; on the north-
east by parts of the south-west and south-east
boundaries of that portion bearing 135 degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17 chains 35
links, and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to the
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Mooloolah River ;  thence on the east by that river
upwards to its  j unction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south-
west boundary of the reserve ,- exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, Brisbane
district.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER, FOR BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of  March ,  parish oflinana.
Portions 3 to 11, section 131 ;  and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About  312 acres.
Commencing on a road  one  chain wide at the
west corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by lines bearing west 20 chains
and 94 links 16 degrees 55 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 chains and 6 links, 197
degrees 29 chains ,  218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links ,  286 degrees 55 minutes 18 chains and
19 links ,  and 196 degrees 55 minutes 14 chains and
20 links to the point of commencement.
Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes 28 chains and
58 links west ,  16 chains and 2 links ,  308 degrees
34 minutes 16 chains and 2 links ,  and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER ,  FOR,  BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish  of Tinana.
Portions 1 to 10, section  132;  portions 2 to 8,
section 127 ; portions 1 to 8, section 128 ;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links ,  17 degrees 29 chains
and 82 links ,  107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees 29 chains and 82 links ,  107 degrees 24
chains and  83 links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 287
degrees 73 chains,  197 degrees 59 chains and 94
links ,  287 degrees 40 chains and 75 links ,  17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links ,  and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
[J IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified for general information ,  that the fifty square
miles of land situate at the head of Pike 's Creek,
surrendered by the lessee of the Pikedale Run, in
the Unsettled District of Darling Downs, which
were declared open to selection under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 ,"  on and after the
23rd February ,  1875 ,  by proclamation dated the
15th January ,  1875, are withdrawn from selection,
pursuant to section 41 of the above Act.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Maroochy  River, near  Yandina, parish of
1lsaroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west
and distant  thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion  34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing  east  ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty- six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain ; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains ; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links; on the north-
west by a line bearing 225 degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point ot'commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20  miles on the Gympie side of ' Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; on the
south- east  by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains  fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Mooloolah River, parish of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south- cast corner  of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty chains ; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the main road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the  main road  from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing cast fifty-three  chains  and eighty-five
links; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty-four links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice  thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment  5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the  section,
and bounded thence on the north -west  by Cambridge
street  bearing north-east two  chains ;  on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing  south-east  five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south- west  by a line bearing
north-west  5 chains  to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th January, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" T7ee Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  as a site for  an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving  the same lands for a
Grammar School, published  in page  1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871,  is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John  street ; on  the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street; on the south-west by that street north.
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds, of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names shall be
taken  to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed containing  the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate  and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres  and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended  grantee,  instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  9  of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-T he  name  Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead  of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and laud intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct  area  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west coiner of portion' 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight  links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres  23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains  and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315  degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north- west  by a line bearing 60  degrees
eighteen chains and forty -nine links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five  links ;  and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given,'that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A. PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII; thence south two
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chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of  section
No. 11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing  east  ten chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four  chains ; on  the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road  between  Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing south- east  sixty chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains ;  and again  on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south- east  by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains rnd fifty links ; on the
north-east by  a line  bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains  ; on the north-west by a line  bearing 225
degrees 120 chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish, of North Brisbane.
2 acres  1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the BremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-two links;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" lhe. Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER  AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)i
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south- east  corner of the  Racecourse  Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty- seven chains  ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty- six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four  chains ;
on the  west  by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains  and eighteen  links  to the north- west corner
of portion 289,;  on  the south by portion  282 bear-
ing east  nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line  bearing  south  ten chains and
thirty-eight links ;  again  on the south by portion
295 bearing  east  twenty- two chains  and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three  chains  and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion  bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide;  again  on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it  is hereby  notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and lour links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half•
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection  665;  thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links-, on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CRICKETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A. $
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 deees seven chains and nine links to the
point or, ommencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section ofThe Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
About 1,910 acres.
(Amended description of Reserve No. 1, cancelling
that published in the  Government  Gazette,  dated
28th March, 1874, page 682.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroocby River at a point bearing west,
and distant 70 chains 90 links from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east about 124 chains and
90 links ; on the west by  a line  bearing south 5
chains and 50 links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 45 degrees 39 chains apd 60 links ; on the
north-east by lines bearing 333 degrees 5 minutes
82 chains , 294 degrees 28 chains and 40 links, 326
degrees 15 minutes 21 chains and 50 links, 351
degrees 45 minutes 17 chains, 335 degrees 40
minutes 15 chains, and 296 degrees 15 minutes 25
chains and 70 links ; on the north-west by a line
bearing 225 degrees about 114 chains to the north
branch of the Maroochy River ; and on the south-
west by that branch downwards to the point of
commencement.
WATER RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Wivenhoe
Run.
40 acres.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 195 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 34 links from an ironbark tree
marked It, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  east  21 chains and 25 links ; on the east
by a line bearing south 20 chains ; on the south by
a line  bearing west 21 chains and 25 links ; and on
the west by a line bearing north 20 chains and 2
links to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres two roods for a reserved road one chain
wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor- ;eneral's Office.
TIMBER AND  QUARRY  RESERVE.
County of Cavendish, on the leased half of Vivenhoe
Run.
160 acres 3 roods.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 7th December,
1874, page 2029.)
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees 30
minutes, and distant 70 links from an ironbark tree
marked broad-arrow over R, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing north 40 chains ; on the
north by  a line  bearing east 41 chains and 30 links ;
on the east by a line bearing south 40 chains ; and
on the south by a line bearing west 41 chains and
25 links to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of four acres one rood for a reserved road one
chain wide, as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW GROUNDS FOR USE OF  THE.
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone,  town  of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street;
on the south-east by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 92.1 links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described w ill be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees  30 minutes
west,  and distant  about  six and a-half chains from
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the north  corner  of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54  chains  and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden  streets, and  bounded on the west by White
street northerly  six chains  ; on the north by allot-
ments  7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains  to Bugden street ; and on the south by
that street at right  angles to  White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife, portion  12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by 'that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35  links  to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
of
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR A NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871, page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by  a line  bearing
west ten chains  and fifty  links  to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th November, 1874.
W  Y
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Water Supply.
It is further notified that the area is withdrawn
from the operation of  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872."
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Ward, parish of Beaudesert.
26 acres.
Commencing on the lagoon at the south-west
corner of portion 81, at a point bearing 106 degrees,
and distant nineteen links from an apple-tree, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east twenty-nine chains and thirty-six links to a
road one chain and a-half wide ; on the north-east
by that road' bearing 153 degrees fifteen minutes
eight chains and thirteen links, and 155 degrees
forty-five minutes one chain and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west thirty-three chains and
ninety-six links ; on the west by a line bearing
north five chains and sixty-eight links to the afore-
said  lagoon, and by that lagoon northerly to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th November, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public.
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
5 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing west and distant one chain from the north-
west corner of suburban allotment 63, and bounded
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thence on the north by that road bearing west five
chains to another road one chain wide ; on the west
by that road bearing south ten chains to another
road one chain  wide ;  on the south by that road
bearing east five chains to the road first aforesaid ;
and on the east by that road bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL, ON THE KELVIN GROVE
ROAD.
County of Stanley, parish of Brisbane.
4 acres 17 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 238 degrees 45
minutes,  and distant 105 2-10tbs links from a corner
of Victoria Park, bearing about 71 degrees, and
distant about eleven chains from the north-east
corner of portion 499, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 293 degrees 45 minutes
six chains and five links to a road one chain wide
on the north-west by that road bearing 216 degrees
13 minutes one chain and seventy-one links, and
196 degrees five chains and one and a-half links ;
on the south-west by a line bearing 113 degrees 45
minutes  five chains and seventy-three links; and
on the south- east  by a line bearing 23 degrees 45
minutes six  chains and sixty-nine links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION PURPOSES, CITY OF
BRISBANE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
7 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Edward street
with Wickham Terrace, and bounded thence on the
east by Edward street at an  angle  with Wickham
Terrace of 39 degrees and 51 minutes southerly
7 chains and 211.6 links to Turbot street ; on the
south-east by that street  at an angle  with Edward
street of 149 degrees 10 minutes south-westerly
8 chains and  34 links to Albert street ; on the south-
west by that street at an angle of 90 degrees and 20
minutes  north-westerly 17 chains and 90  links ; on
the north-west by a line at an angle with Albert
street of 119  degrees  and 20 minutes northerly
1 chain and 60 links to Wickham Terrace ; and on
the north-east by Wickham Terrace south-easterly
and north-easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of 2 acres  1 rood anti 8 perches, appro-
priated as a Reserve for Waterworks.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IF Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October; 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands , subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands  within  the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also those  within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook,  are open  to Selection for conditional
purchases  and homesteads,  under  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
An area  extending  fdr six miles from Cooktown
along  the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on  each  side  of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that  all applications  to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed  to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands ,  kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to  the Public  Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds ,  Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary  for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS.
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
r7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 187.1.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
.East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT. .
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,. Dalby, the third Thurs.
day in each month.
Al the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards,
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wedues-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
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BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT  OF COO%TOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in December, 1874, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last
Thursday in October, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the ollowing
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown  Lauds Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby  notified that  Applications under theprovisions  of th  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869"  for renewed leases  for four.
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st  December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner  of Crown  Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Co=iissioner of Crown Lawlor
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE BARRACKS, ROCK-
HAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Police Barracks, Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance otherwise the "fender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-435.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNS'VILLE.
(TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
I at the Court House, Townsville, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th February next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender  for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the.work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, Section No. 4, from 51
miles  13 chains to the Dawson River, 58 miles 4
chains, has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that, in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern.
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
he line, Northern Railway (Section No. 4), from
51 miles 13 chains to the Dawson River,  58 miles
4 chains, according to the flap or Plan and Book
of Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions  at Rockhampton.
A. O. HEEBEILT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice  dated 21st
December ,  1874 ,  folio 2503,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Leyburn  to Drayton ,  parishes of Tooth and
Hodgson ,  county  of Aubigny ,  Darling Downs Dis-
trict  :  Notice is  hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that  His Excellency
the Governor ,  with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road  ;  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan  and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office  of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Leyburn ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon  the Colonial  Secretary,
within forty  days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided  in the sixth sec-
tion of  the Act above  referred to, or they will  be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-333. H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference  to the Notice dated 14th
v v November ,  1874, folio  2286,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 153, parish  of North,  county of
Churchill, Moreton District :  Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that  His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road  ;  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according  to the  Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office  of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,  Ipswich;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within  forty  days from the date  hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of  the Act  above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-4867.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF STEPHENS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference  to the Notice dated 14th
November ,  1874 ,  folio 2286,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from the Clifton Homestead Area to King's
Creek ,  parish of Stephens ,  county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 Wi lliam IV.,
No. 11,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyof -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Leyburn ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referrea
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-4849.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY  OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 19th
v November ,  1874, folio 2287,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Mount Perry to Boolboonda ,  county of
Bowen ,  Wide Bay and Burnett District  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  in  accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there-
fore hereby declared expedient o open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office,  Teningering  ;  and all  persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby  reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they wi ll  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-6109.
H. E. KING.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
V
W  ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
November ,  1874, folio  2286 ,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 532,  in the Rosewood Scrub,
parish of  Walloon ,  county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is  hereby  given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
confirm the  said portion  of road ;  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book  of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and
the Police Office ,  Ipswich ; and  all  persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby  reminded that notice
must be served upon  the Colonial  Secretary ,  within
forty days from  the date hereof ,  in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above  referred  to, or they  will  be forever fore.
closed from such claim.
74-3307.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH  OF BURNETT,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W
reference  to the Notice  dated 14th
1 November ,  1874, folio 2287 ,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions Nos. 39, 38, and 69, parish of
Burnett, county of Stanley , Moreton  District :
Notice is  hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.11,  that His Exce llency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
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t is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons intending  to claim
compensation  in respect  of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof,  in such manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
11. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a new Line of
Road from Rosalie Plains (homestead area)
to Bowenville, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs
(referred to in Notices dated 16th June, 1874, and
10th September, 1874, folios 1138 and 1808, re-
spectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the  same  is now open for public use.
75-687. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road in Portion 56, parish of Bunya, county
of Stanley (referred to  in  Notices dated 12th
August 1874, and 17th December, 1874, folios 1663
and 2459, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer,  and the same is now  open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-689.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
l
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portion No. 77, parish of
Coomera, county of Ward (referred to in Notices
dated 27th October, 1873, and 4th November, 1874,
folios 1797 and 2152, respectively, ofthe  Govern-
ment  Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and  the same is  now open for
public use.
75-692.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Gympie to Noosa, county of
March, Wide Bay District (referred to in Notices
dated 28th September, 1874, and 17th December,
1874, folios 1938 and 2460, respectively, of the
Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
75-522.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is  hereby  given ,  that a new line of
Road through Portion No .  1, parish of Deni.
son, county  of March, Wide  Bay District  (referred
to in Notices dated 28th September ,  1874, and
17th December ,  1874 ,  folios 1937 and 2459. respec.
tively, of the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer,  and the
same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-690.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road through Portions Nos. 21,  22, and 23,
parish of Ferguson, county of Churchill,  Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 22nd June,
1874, andl0th September, 1874, folios 1169and1807,
respectively, of the  Government  Gazette ),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same  is now open  for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-691.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
11 Road from Warwick to Stanthorpe, in the
counties of Merivale and Bentinck, Darling Downs
District (referred to in Notices dated 24th October,
1874, and 17th December, 1874, folios 2103 and
2459, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-343.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that new line of
Road in Portion 57, parish of Boyd, county
of Ward (referred to in Notices dated 5th
October, 1874, and 14th December, 1874, folios 1987
and 2460, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the
proper officer, and the same is now open for public
use.
74-5779.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Brisbane and Gympie, road to
Mooloolah Wharf, and selections  near  the same,
parish of Bribie, county of Canning (referred to in
Notices dated 8th November, 1873, and 21st
January, 1874, folios 1875 and 198 respectively, of
the Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and  the same is
now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANS.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open atAllora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondi-
windi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Norman.
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens.
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
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Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
rom any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of  five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate  of five  pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 7th January, 1875.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract  for the con-
struction of a Steam  Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans  may be inspected ,  and copies of the Speci-
fications  obtained ,  at the Office of  the Engineer
for Harbors  and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
'Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th December, 1874.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
JUNCTION  CREEK  TO PALMER.
T
ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Bris
bane ,  until Noon  on MONDAY, the 22nd day of
February  next ,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material ,  except  wire and insu-
lators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection  of the  undermentioned line of  Telegraph,
according  to the  terms ,  general conditions, and
specifications appended  hereto.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price ,  per mile, for clearing  and timber work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra  poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price, per  foot, for  extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretchng wire.
From Junction  Creek to Palmer,  a distance of
one hundred  and eighty  (180) miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered  to the contractor in
Brisbane .  The 'whole contract to be completed and
handed over  to the  Government  within twelve
months from  the notification of the  acceptance of
the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75) per cent .  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but ,  notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf ,  shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages ,  prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by  "The .Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line; also,
fbr damage so caused to roads, and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to  proceed  in the
execution of, or to complete  the work  in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern.
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties  for the  non•fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all  sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into  by the contractor  or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the  Government ,  and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached  to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
lender being accepted ;  and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty.
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (''20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned , which in the  judgment of the
n specting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original  width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark
removed not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)  inches in
diameter at the top ,  and twenty-five (25)  feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a- space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
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The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position,.and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, tobe supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices  to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained, on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN, JUNIOR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
POLICE DISTRICTS.
C ERTAIN modifications  having become neces-
sary in the Boundaries  of the  under -mentioned
Police Districts , the following  Boundaries of such
District s  are hereby  published  for general informa-
tion ,  and all former notices affecting the said
districts ,  or any part  thereof, are hereby  cancelled.
A. MACALISTER.
POLICE DISTRICT OF WARWICK AND ALLORA.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the east corner of portion 1, parish of
Ellangowan ; and bounded thence by a line bearing
south-west to the watershed separating Thane's
Creek from Canal Creek and by that watershed
southerly ; then by the southern watershed of the
Condamine River easterly to the Great Dividing
Range, and by that  range  northerly to the head of
King's Creek, and by that creek westerly to its
junction with the Condamine River ; and by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Warwick and Allora.
POLICE DISTRICT OF CARDWELL.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay in
latitude nineteen degrees south, and bounded
thence by that parallel of latitude true west to the
watershed separating the Herbert River from the
Burdekin River ; then by a line south-westerly to
the junction of the Clarke River with the Burdekin
River ; then by the southern watershed of the
Clarke River westerly to the Great Dividing Range
and by that  range  northerly ; then by a  line bear.
ing north-east to Cape Grafton and by the sea-
coast southerly to the point  of commencement,-
including  all islands adjacent  thereto.
Court of Petty Session-Cardwell.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF COOK.
Commencing at Cape Grafton, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south-west to the Great
Dividing Range, and by that  range  northerly to
latitude twelve degrees south ; then by a line
bearing east to Cape Grenville; and thence by the
sea-coast  southerly to the point of commencement,
-including  all islands  adjacent thereto.
Court of Petty Sessions-Cooktown.
Real Property  Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1875.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ToowooMBA.
Commencing  at the Great Dividing  Range at the
head of King's Creek, and bounded by that creek
westerly to its junction  with the Condamine River;
then by that  river and  its north  branch downwards
in anorth -westerly direction to the western boundary
of Warwick  Selection  No. 96, by the  western boun-,
daries of  that portion  and Tumaville  pre-emptive
purchase  IV., Warwick  selections  230, 308, 407,
and 262, south-south-westerly, and by a continuation
of the same to the watershed  separating  the Con-
damine  River from tributaries of the Barwan River ;
then by said watershed and that separating the
Weir River from Commorran Creek and Yarrell
Creek  and a line  north-westerly to the junction of
Borrinda Creek ; then by a line north-west to the
northern watershed of the Weir River ; then b7
that watershed easterly to the head of Wilkie a
Creek ; then by the-southern  watershed  of Wilkie's
Creek to the north-west  corner of  Cecil Plains
ten years '  lease ; then  by the northern boundary of
that lease  and of West Prarie and East Prarie
ten ears '  leases easterly  and by a line bearing
north to Oaky Creek at the west boundary of
Jondaryan pre-emptive purchase XXVIII. ; then
by Oaky Creek and the east boundary of Bowenville
Town Reserve and a line north to the watershed
separating Oaky Creek from Myall Creek, and by
that watershed easterlytothe Great Dividing Range ;
then by that range south-easterly and by a line
bearing  south to the south-east corner of Too-
woomba Selection No. 216; then west three chains
sixteen links , and south to the Ipswich and
Toowoomba Railway, and by that railway to the
summit of the Great Dividing Range ; then by a
line bearing east two hundred and thirty chains ;
then south to the Great Dividing Range, and by
that range southerly to the point of commencement.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Toowoomba and Drayton.
NOTICE.
R. GREGORY GRANT MCLENNAN, of
Brisbane, is this day  licensed as  a Surveyor
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of "  The Real Property .ct of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified that the undermentioned
have been appointed under the provisions of
the Act 19 Victoria ,  No. 34 ,  to be District Registrars
of Births ,  Marriages, and Deaths ,  in the districts
set opposite their names respectively ,  viz.:-
Mr. HENRY M .  CocsBURN,  at St. Lawrence, for
the Registration District of St. Lawrence, in
the room of Mr. Horace Burkitt ,  transferred ;
Mr. JOHN BONAR PETER HAMILTON RAMSAY, at
Georgetown ,  for the Registration District of
Gilbert ,  in the room  of M. C.  Greene, dismissed.
The undermentioned have been appointed Assist-
ant District Registrars of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths,  for the  Registration  District  set opposite
their names  respectively:-
Mr.  HORACE BURKITT, Assistant Registrar at
Bundaberg , for the Registration  District of
Maryborough ; and
Mr. P. BUCKLEY,  Assistant  Registrar  at Pine .
River , for the  Registration  District of  Brisbane.
HEN11Y SCOTT,
Registrar .General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE name ARCHIBALD CntwronD should be
substituted for Alexander Crawford, in the
list of Ministers  authorised to celebrate Marriages
in the colony, published in the  Government Gazette
of. 30th January, vol. 16,  N o. 17.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
shall enter into a Bond in double the value of the
boat, with two sufficient sureties, that the conditions
to be set forth in such Bond shall be complied with.
After due notification of this regulation, any such
boat found without such license as aforesaid, is
liable to forfeiture, and the owner thereof to a
penalty of £50.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 5th February 1875.
REGULATION, No. 1, OF 1875, UNDER 22ND
CLAUSE  " CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE  Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that at the Ports of Brisbane, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Bowen, and
Townsvi ll e,  no vessel shall  be employed as a
Lighter in carrying goods, cleared for drawback,
or from the warehouse, to be put on board any ship
for exportation or removal aoastwise ,  or from any
importing ship, to be landed at any wharf, or quay,
or other place, unless the owner of such boat be duly
authorised for that purpose by license in writing
under the hand of the Collector, or of the principal
officer of the port, as the case may be, and unless
such vessels shall be approved of for the purpose by
him.
Such licenses will be granted to persons ap-
proved of by the Collector or principal officers on
conditions to be specified in a Bond, which each
person  applying for such license must enter into,
with two sufficient sureties.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION,  No. 2, UNDER  CLAUSE 86,
"CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
NO claim  for an abatement of duty in respect of
any goods imported into Queensland shall be
allowed on account of damage on the voyage, or by
wreck ,  unless such claim shall be made in writing
to the Collector or principal officer on the first
examination of the goods ,  and unless it be proved
that such damage was sustained on the voyage.
If the  Customs officers be incompetent to estimate
such damage ,  or if the importer be not satisfied
with the abatement made by them ,  the Collector, or
the principal officer,  as the case may be, shall choose
one or more disinterested persons to survey same
with a view to estimating damage, and granting an
abatement of duty .  Before, however ,  such abate-
ment,shall be made, the importer shall produce his
bill of lading or other document  to show that the
goods were shipped in good order  ;  and the master
of the ship importing the same goods shall make
declaration to the like effect according to the
following form :-
MASTER 'S DECLARATION.
I do hereby declare that the above -mentioned
is damaged and lessened in its value ,  by means of some
unavoidable accident which happened to the same
during the voyage, and after such was shipped and laden
in foreign ports on board the above ship ,  myself being
the master thereof, and importing the same, and before
such was unshipped or discharged  fr om the vessel.
Master.
Signed and declared ,  this day of
187 , in the presence of
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 3, UNDER 163RD CLAUSE,
" CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that every boat used in plying for
hire, or in the carriage or conveyance of goods of
any description, or in any trade or business within
the limits of the Port of Brisbane, shall be specially
licensed under above clause. And before such
license  shall be granted the owner of such boat
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land  Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received  and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information  relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages , either to the Immigration
Agent  at Brisbane , or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 1st proximo, Tenders for
the erection of School Buildings at Nerang, in
accordance  with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application, either to Mr. P. C.
Burke, Nerang, or at this office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1875.
THIS is to certify that Mr. GREGORY GRANT
McLENxAN, of Brisbane, having exhibited
evidence of competency as a Surveyor, has been
Licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
A. C. GREGORY,
Surveyor-General.
COURT OF PETTY  SESSIONS, BEENLEIGH.
PETTY DEBTS JURISDICTION.
MR. ROBERT JOHNSTONE has this daybeen appointed Bailiff ' of the Court of Petty
Sessions ,  in its  Petty Debts  Jurisdiction.
For the Bench,
R. A. RANKING,
Court House,  Beenleigh,
9th February, 1875.
Police Magistrate.
NN OTICE.-At a Court of Petty Sessions, heldat Beenleigh, on the 9th instant, Mr. ROBERT
JOHNSTONE was appointed Poundkeeper for the
ensuing twelve  months.
For the Bench,
R. A. RANKING,
Police Magistrate.
Court House, Beenleigh,
9th February, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 9th February,  1875.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE  UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases  Jet of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunde -  described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A .  Martin ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 6th April, 1875,  at Eleven o 'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leaso  ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the  first year 's rent ,  will have to be paid at the time of
Sale ,  together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall  be allowed six months
to stock the country  ;  failing in which ,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 6TH APRIL,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
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Malingmal 44
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L in square in the bed of the Langlo River,
two miles below a marked tree (Maltese-cross)
at the junction of Whitechapel Creek with the
Langlo River, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line eight miles ; thence on
the west by a north line eight miles ; thenee
on the north by an east line eight miles and
a-Half to the Langlo River at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over M in triangle ;
thence on the east by the Langlo River
downwards to the marked tree hereinbefore
first described
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
Buckenbun 25 Commencing on the right bank of the Mackenzie
River at a tree marked broad-arrow and star
by Mr. Commissioner Wiseman, about one
mile above the junction of Cooroorah Creek;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
seven miles ; thence on the east by a south line
five m iles and twenty chains; thence on the
south by a west line five miles forty chains to
the MacKenzie River at a tree marked bread-
arrow over C in triangle ; and thence on the
west by the aforesaid river downwards to the
point of commencement
MARANOA DISTRICT.
3 Kullinjah .. 27 Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over K in triangle at the north-west corn er of
the Gulnarbar West Run, and bounded thence I
on the north by a west line eight miles ; thence
on the west by a south line five miles ; thence
on the south by an east line eight miles to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over KI in tri-
angle ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described
4 Samos ...  25 Commencing on the left bank of the Wallam
Creek at the south -west corner  of the Media
Run, being a point about two miles in a direct
line below or down the creek from a tree
marked  XXXIV over broad-arrow ; bounded
on the north by an east line along a part of the
south boundary of Media Run four and a-half
miles ; on the  east  by a south line five miles ;
on the south by a west  line along  the north
boundary of the Ephesus Run five miles to the
left bank of the Wallam Creek; and on the
west by Wallam Creek upwards to the point of
commencement - - - -
1875
V2 1 July
13 1 July
1882.
31 Dec.
dPP
m
£Ys.
0 15 I12 10
1888. 130 June , 0 15
I 1877.
212  1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
1 1 July
1876.
30 June 0 15
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5 Serpentine
6 Yena
WARREGO DISTRICT.
W
Be.
70 Commencing  at a box -tree on the left bank of
the head of Quilberry Creek, marked broad-
arrow over K in triangle  on its east  side ; said
tree being also the starting point in description
of Kargoolnah East Run ; bounded thence on
part of the south by an  east line  four miles to
a spot one chain and sixty links south of a box-
tre e marked  broad-arrovlllover SW in triangle,
on its  south side ; thence on the east by a
north line  ten miles  ; thence on the north by
a west line five miles to a box-tree  on the left
bank of Quilberry Creek marked broad-arrow
over Q over XII in  triangle on its south side ;
thence again  on the north by a west line five
miles passing through a box-tree ten chains
west from the right bank of Quilberry Creek
marked broad-arrow over  S in triangle on its
west side  ; thence on the  west  by a south line
ten miles to a mulga -tree marked broad-arrow
over S  in triangle  on its east  side ; thence on
the south by an  east  line two miles to a spot
one chain south of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over KSS in triangle on its south-east
side; thence again on the south by an east
line  four  miles passing  two chains and thirty-
seven  links south of a box-tree on the right
bank of Quilberry Creek marked broad-arrow
over KS in triangle on its south side to the 1875. 1895.
marked tree hereinbefore first described , - 20 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
53 Commencing at a spot one chain  east  of an iron-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over YMD in
triangle on its north- east  side, which spot is
also the south-west corner of Dilallah Retro
Run ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles to north-west corner of Dilallah Retro
Run five chains sixty-three links south of a
gidgee-tree marked broad-arrow over DR over
Y in triangle on its east side;  thence on the
south by an east  line thirty-eight chains to
south-west corner of Dilallah West Run dis-
tant eighteen chains west and five chains thirty-
three links south from a mulgar-tree marked
broad-arrow over YD over V in triangle on its
north-east side ; thence north five miles and six
chains to a spot twenty-two chains westand ninety
links north of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over YD in triangle on its north side; thence
west five miles thirty-eight chains to a spot
sixty links south and three chains  west from a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over VI
in triangle on its south-east side ; thence on the
west by a south line five miles and six chains
to a spot thirty links south from a gidgee-tree
marked broad-arrow over YM in triangle on
its south side; thence east five miles to point of
commencement - - - - - - 20 1 July 30 June
7 Ashford ... 35 Commencing at a spot on the right bank of Erac
Creek bearing west from a blue gum-tree
marked broad-arrow  over E over X in triangle
on its west side situated  on the left side of
said  creek , and bounded thence on the south
by a west line four hundred and fifty chains ;
thence on the west by a north  line eight
hundred chains; thence on the north by an
east  line three hundred and sixty chains to the
right bank of Erac Creek at a spot north-
westerly, and distant about twenty chains from
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
XXII in triangle on the left bank of that
creek; and  thence. on  the east by the right
bank of Erac Creek downwards to the point of
0 15 13 5
commencement - - - - - - 20 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
8 Ashford East 35 Commencing on the left bank of Erac Creek at a
spot four chains west and six chains north from
a tree on the left bank of said creek marked
broad-arrow over E over XXII in triangle on
its west side, and bounded thence on the north
by an east  line six iriles  and fifty-nine chains ;
thence on the east by a south  line seven miles
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WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
and sixty chains to  the north boundary of the
Yena Run ; thence on the south by a part of
the northern boundary of the  last-named run
and a  prolongation thereof bearing west four
miles and fifty-nine chains to the Erac Creek,
at a point about thirty chains below a tree on
the left bank of said creeek marked broad-arrow
over E over XIII in triangle ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of Erac Creek upwards, 1875.
to the point of  commencement  - - - 1 20 1 July
BURKE DISTRICT.
1895.
30 June
a 8. 12i 8.
0 15 12 10
9 Compton
Downs No. 3 30 Commencing on the north-west bank of the
10 Gregory
DownsNo. 1 40
11 Gregory
Dutton River (or Charcoal Creek)  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over XLI, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a  line bearing
north-west five miles ; on the north-west by a
line bearing  south- west ten miles  to the north-
east  boundary of Compton Downs No. 2 Run ;
on the south-west by a line being a portion of
that boundary bearing south- east  six miles to
the Dutton River at a point fifty chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over XLVII ; and
on the south- east  by the button River up- 1880.
wards to the point of commencement - - 51 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 10
Commencing on the left or west bank, of the
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XLII, said point
being distant about four miles thirty-two
chains in a direct line above or up the river
from its junction with the Nicholson River ;
bounded thence on the north by a west line
four miles ; thence on the west by a line bear-
ing south thirty degrees west eleven miles
seventy-seven chains; thence on the south by
an east line four miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI ; and thence
on the east by the left bank of last-mentioned 1879.
river downwards to the point of commencement 4; 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 10
Downs No. 2 30 Commencing on the west or left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI, said point
being distant about sixteen miles and a-quarter
in a direct line above or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson River, bounded
thence on the north by a west line four miles ;
12 Gregory
Downs No.31 30 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII, said point
being distant about twenty-six miles thirty-
two chains in a direct line above or up the
river from its junction with the Nicholson
River, said point being also distant about four
miles in a direct line below or down the first-
named river from the junction on the opposite
bank of the Tozer Creek ; bounded thence on
the north by a west line five and a-half miles ;
thence by a south-east line fourteen miles ;
thence on the south by an east line three and
a-half miles to the left bank of the Gregory
River at a point opposite to a tree marked
broad-arrow over VII ; and thence by the left
bank of last-mentioned river downwards to the 1879.
point of commencement - - - - 4it 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 6 0
thence on the west by a south line eleven and
a-half miles ; thence on the south by an east
line five  and a-half miles to the left bank of the
Gregory River at a point opposite  to a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII ; and thence
on the  east  by the left bank of last-mentioned
river downwards to the point of commence- 1890.
ment - - - - - - - - 15 1 July 30 June 0 10 7 10
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BURKE  DISTRICT --continued.
13 Gregory
Downs No. 4 50 Commencing  on the  west  or left bank of the
14 Albert Downs
No. 1 ... 40
15 AlbertDowns
Gregory River at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad-arrow over V l 1, said point being
distant about eight and a-half miles in a direct
line above or up the river from the junction on
the opposite Aide of the Tozer Creek with said
river, and also about five miles in a direct line
below or down the river from the junction of a
weste rn  effluent of said river ,  call ed Macadam
Creek ; bounded thence on the north by a west
line two miles ; thence on the west by a south
line eleven and three-quarter miles ; thence on
the south by an east line five and a-half miles
crossing the aforesaid Macadam Creek to the
left bank of the Gregory River  at a point
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXXVIII ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of said river downwards to the point of 1875. 1879.
commencement - - - - - - 4J 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 8 17
Commencing on the right or  east  bank of the
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVI,  situated about ten miles in a
direct line above or up the river from its
junction with the Nicholson River ; bounded
thence on the north by an east line four miles
twenty-eight  chains ,  crossing  Blames'  B ro ok at
about two and a-half miles ; fbence by a line
bearing south twenty-five degrees fifty minutes
west eleven and a-half miles ,  crossing Bea ni es'
Brook at about one mile forty-eight chains ;
thence on the south by a west line three miles
to the right bank of the Gregory River, about
half-a-mile in a direct line below or down the
river  fr om a tree marked bro ad-arrow over
XXIV ; and thence  on the west  by the right
bank of said river downwards to the point of
commencement  - - - - - -  4} 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 19
No. 2 ... 30 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a point about half-a-mile in
a direct  line below or down the river from a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV, said
point being also distant about nine  miles  thirty-
four chains in a direct line below or down the
river from the junction cf Tozer Creek with
said river ; bounded thence on the north by an
east line five miles thirty  chains  ; thence on
the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on
the south by a west line one mile and a quarter
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
point about one mile thirty-two chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
junction of Tozer Creek; and thence on the
west by the right bank of the said river down- 1890.
wards to the point of commencement - - 15 1 July 30 June 0 10 6 12
16 AlbertDowna
No. 3 ... 26 Commencing on the right or east bank of the
17 AlbertDownsl
No.4 40
Gregory River at a point about one mile thirty-
two Z.R. in a direct line above or up the
river from the junction of Tozer Creek with
said river; bounded thence on the north by an
east line nine m iles thirty chains cro ssing
Bea nies' Brook about three m iles in a direct
line above or up the brook from the effluence
of Barclay River ; thence on the east by a
south line eleven miles thirty chains  ;  thence
on the south by a west line one mile fifty
chains to the right bank of the Gregory River
at a tree marked  broad-arrow over LXX, said
tree being distant about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above or up the river from the
effluence  of Bea ni es' Brook fro m said river;
and thence on the west by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point of 1879.
commencement - - - - - - 41 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 4 4
Commencing on the right or east bank of the
Gregory River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over LXIX, situated about sixty-four chains in
a direct line above or up the river from the
effluence of Beanies' Brook from said river ;
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
bounded thence on the north by an out line
four miles and a quarter; thence on the east
by a south line eleven miles thirty chains ;
thence on the south by a west line  seven m iles
to the right bank of the Gregory River at a
tree marked  broad-arrow over LXXXIV
situated about four miles sixteen chains in a
direct line below or down the river from the
effluence  on  the opposite side of the Macadam
Creek ; and thence on the  west  from last-
mentioned marked tree by the right bank of
the Gregory River downwards to the point of 1876. 1879.
commencement - - - - - - 4} 1 July 31 Dec.
40 Commencing on the left or west bank of the
£ t. £ S.
0 10 7 10
Barclay  River,  an eastern effluent of the
Bea ni es' Brook , at a point about twelve miles
in a direct  line above or up the Barclay River
from its junction with the Albert River, said
point being also situated about thirty-two
chains in a direct line below or down the
Barclay River from a tree marked bro ad -arrow
over BXV ; bounded thence on the north by a
west line four miles twenty-eight chains ;
thence on the west by a line bearing south
twenty-five degrees fifty minutes west eleven
miles and a-half; thence on the south by an
east line six m iles sixteen chains crossing
Bea ni es'  Brook at about four miles thirty-two
chains to the left bank of the Barclay River
opposite to a tree marked broad-arrow over
BXXIV ; and thence on the east by the left
bank of the Barclay River downwards to the
19 Maryan Vale
No. 2 ... 30
20 Augustus
Downs No. 1 39
21 Augustus
Downs No. 2
point of commencement - - - 41 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 7
Commencing on the left or west bank of the
Barclay River,  an eastern  effluent  of the
Beames '  Brook ,  at a point opposite to a tree
marked broad -arrow over BXXIV, situated
about seven m iles ten chains in a dire ct  line
below or down the Barclay River from its
effiuence from the Beames '  Brook ; bounded
thence  on the north by a west line three miles
seventy chains ,  cro ssing Bea nies '  B ro ok at
about one mile sixty -four chains ; thence on
the west by a south line ten miles  ;  thence on
the south by an east line four m iles to the
left bank of'Beames '  Brook at a point opposite
to a tree marked broad-arrow over ALIII ;
and thence on the east by the left bank of
Beames '  Brook downwards to the effluence of
the Barclay River  ;  and from thence by the
left bank of the Barclay River downwards to 1890.
the point of commencement  - - - -  15 1 July 30 June 0 10 5 14
Commencing on the right bank of the Gregory
River at a tree marked broad -arrow over VI7
and bounded thence on the south by an east
line six m iles and fifty chains  ;  thence on the
east by a north line eleven mil es to the south
boundary of Albert Downs No. 4 Run  ;  thence
on the north by a portion  of the  south boun-
dary of last -named run bearing west two m il es
to the right bank of the  Gregory  River at a
tre e marked broad -arrow over  LXXXIV ; and
thence on the west  by the  right bank of that 1879.
river upwards to the point of commencement -  41 1 July 31 Dec. 0 10 7 16
25 Commencing  on the left bank of the Gregory
River opposite a tree on the  right bank
marked broad -arrow over  LXXXVII, and
bounded thence  on the south by a  west line
crossing  MacAdam Creek, one mile and fifty-
four chains; thence on the west by a north
line  eight miles to the south- west corner of
Gregory Downs No. 4 Run ; thence on the
north by an  east line crossing  MacAdam
Creek, five miles and forty chains to the
Gregory River, opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow  over LXXVIII ; and thence  on the east
by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of  commencement  - - 41 1 July 31  Dec. 0 10 6 6
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1875.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of " Tke Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 6th April, 1875, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The country comprised in the runs has not yet been surveyed, but arrangements are being made
to have the boundaries defined, and the Government reserve the right of increasing the available area if
it should be discovered that the estimate set down opposite each run is less than the character of the
country warrants. In the event of the available area being increased, the purchaser will be liable for
the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 6TH APRIL,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description  of Boundaries.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
m
aim
a$pa
Years. 2 s.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
1 Campsie No. 100 Commencing on Catherine Creek at the north-
4 west boundary of Campsie No. 3 Run, thence
about north-east five miles ; thence parallel
with the said creek upwards ten miles ; thence
about south-west, crossing Catherine Creek ten
miles ; thence parallel with the said creek
downwards ten miles ; thence about north-east 1875. 1896.
five miles to the point of commencement - 21 1 July 30 June 0 15
2 Campsie No. 100 Commencing on Catherine Creek at the north-
5 west boundary of Campsie No. 4 Run ; thence
j
about north-east five miles ; thence parallel
with the said creek upwards ten miles ; thence
about south-west crossing Catherine Creek ten
miles; thence parallel with the said creek
downwards ten miles ; thence about north-east
five miles to the point of commencement -
3 Campsie No. 100 Commencing on Katherine Creek at the north-
6 west boundary of Campsie No. 5 Run ;
thence about north-east five miles ; thence
parallel with the said creek upwards ten
miles  ;  thence about south -west crossing
Katherine Creek ten miles ; thence parallel
with the said creek downwards ten miles ;
thence about north-east five miles to the point
of commencement - - - - -
4 Campsie No. 25 Commencing at the eastern  corner  of Campsie
7 No. 3 Run ; thence about north-east two and
a-half miles ; thence about north-west ten
miles ; thence about south-west two and a-half
miles to the northern corner of Campsie No. 3
Run ; thence by that run ten miles to the
point of commencement - - - - -
5 Hopwood 40 Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary
Downs of Eversleigh No. 1 Run, five miles north from
the south-east corner of said run ; thence fire
miles east  ; thence north about five miles to the
south-west corner of Desert Hills Run ; thence
five miles along the western boundary of said
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July  30 June 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
run ; thence about six  miles west  to the eastern
boundary of Eversleigh No. 2 Run ; thence by
said  boundary five miles south to the northern
boundary of Eversleigh No. 1 Run ; thence
east along said  boundary about two miles ;
thence south  five miles  along the eastern
boundary of said run to point of commence-
ment - - - - -
6 Woodsberry 40 Commencing at the north-west corner of Ensay
Run, on the south bank of Rockwood Creek ;
thence by a line bearing south five miles ; thence
by a line running parallel with that creek eight
miles  upwards ; thence by a line bearing north
five miles to the creek ; thence by said creek
downwards to point of commencement - -
7 Rockwood- 50 Commencing on the north bank of Rockwood
Ville  Creek, opposite the north-west corner of
Woodsberry Run; thence by a line bearing
north five miles ; thence by a line  running
parallel with creek downwards  ten ,  miles ;
thence by  a line  bearing south five miles to
creek ; thence by said creek upwards ten miles
to point of  commencement - - - -
8 Eusay ... 50 Commencing at the north-east corner of Albion
Run, on the south bank of Roekwood Creek ;
thence by a line bearing west five miles ; thence
by a line running parallel with creek upwards
eight miles ; thence by a line bearing 'north
five miles to creek ; thence by said creek down-
wards about fourteen miles to point of com-
mencement - - - - - -
9 Rokewood... 80
10 Coliban ... 30
11 Bloomfield 70
the point of commencement - - - -
12 Rokewood 40 Commencing at the south- east  corner of Dead-
West lock Run ; thence  west seven miles  ; thence
south ten miles; thence east three miles to
Rokewood Run; thence north five miles; thence
east four miles to south-west corner of Gowan
Run ; thence north five miles to the point of
commencement - - - - - -
13 Ilfracombe... 67
Commencing at the south-east corner of Gowan
Run ; thence west twelve miles ; thence south
eight miles ; thence east twelve miles ; thence
north eight  miles to  the point of commencement
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Lauris-
ton ; thence north ten miles ; thence east two
miles forty chains to Ravensbourne Creek;
thence following that creek to the north-west
boundary of Prairie Run ; thence south six
miles ;  thence west four miles twenty chains to
the point  of commencement  - - -
Starting at the south- east corner  of Glen Stuart
Run ; thence five miles north ; thence five
miles  east to Dalkeith ; thence south by the
west boundary of that run to its south-west
corner  ; thence by the boundaries of Dalkeith
and Swaylands to a point on the south boun-
dary of Swaylands one mile west of its south-
east corner ; thence by a line south to the
north-west corner of Camberwell or Boree
Creek, and following the boundaries of Cam-
berwell and Forest Hill to a point on Ravens-
bourne Creek where the north and west boun-
daries of Forest Hill meet ; thence south about
three miles ; thence west  six miles  to the east
boundary of Prairie Run ; thence north four
miles to a point in Ravensbourne Creek at the
north-east corner of Prairie Run ; thence fol-
lowing the course of Ravensbourne Creek to
Commencing at the south- east corner  of Tenter-
den; thence south five  miles  and sixty-four
chains; thence west eleven  miles sixteen
chains ; thence north five miles sixty-four
chains ; thence  east eleven miles and sixteen
chains to  the point  of commencement -
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT-continued.
14 Oakhampton 46 Commencing at the north-west corner of Barcal-
dine Downs No.  3;  thence five miles south ;
thence ten miles west ; thence north four miles
and forty chains to Dartmouth ; thence follow-
ing the boundaries of Dartmouth and Barcal-
dine No. 4 to the point of commencement -
15 Evesham No. 75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
6 where the said creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 1 ; thence west
five miles ; thence  by a line parallel to the said
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence by a line parallel to the creek
downwards  ten miles ; thence west five miles
to the point of commencement - - -
16 Vergemont  75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
No. 1 where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 2 ; thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten miles ;
thence by  a line  parallel with the creek down-
wards ten miles ;  thence west five miles to the
point of commencement - - -
-
17 Vergemont 75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
No. 2 where  that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 3 ; thence west
five miles ; thence by  a line  parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
downwards  ten miles  ; thence west five miles
to the point of commencement - -
18 Vergemont 75 Commencing at the junction of Vergemont Creek
No.3 and the Thompson River; thence west ten
miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence east
ten miles, being the south boundary of Verge-
mont No. 2 Run ; thence south ten miles to
the point of commencement - - -
19 Vergemont 30 Commencing on the north-west point of Alfred
No. 4 Downs No. 3; thence by a line west to the
boundary of Vergemont No. 3 ; thence fol-
lowing the boundary of that run to the
Thomson River ; thence by that river upwards
to the south-west boundary of Alfred Downs
No. 3; thence by the boundary of that run
to the point of commencement - - -
20 Baratria  No. 100 Commencing at a point on the western branch
1 of Maneroo Creek, or West Darr, where that
creek is intersected by the northern boundary
of Evesham No. 1; thence following the creek
upwards ten miles by  an average  width of five
miles  on each side  of the creek -
21 Baratria  No. 100 Commencing at a point on the western branch of
2 Maneroo Creek, orWest Darr, where that creek
is intersected by the northern boundary of
Baratria No. 1 ; thence following the creek
upwards ten  miles b an average  width of five
miles on each side 07the creek - - -1
22 Paradise  70 Commencing at the north- east corner  of Spring-
Downs No. block Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
2 west  ten miles ; thence south  ten miles  ; thence
east ten miles to the point of commencement
23 Paradise  70 Commencing at the north-east corner of Llangy-
Downs No. nidr Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
3 west ten miles ; thence south five miles to
Harden Run ; thence  east  five miles ; thence
south five miles to Llangynidr Run ; thence
east five miles to the point of commencement
24 Paradise 30 Commencing at the north-east corner of Douglas
Downs No. Ponds Run; thence east seven miles to Paradise
4 Downs No. 3 Run ; thence south four miles to
Harden Run ; thence west five miles ; thence
south six miles to Brynderwin Run ; thence
west two miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement - -
1875. 1896.
21 1 July  30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July E30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July i 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
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25 Paradise
Downs No.
1
26
27
MITCHELL  DISTRICT-continued.
70 Commencing at the north-eastern corner of Ennis-,
killen Downs ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten miles to the
north-west corner of Enniskillen Downs;
thence east ten miles along the northern
fboundary of Enniskillen Downs to the pointo
commencement
Paradise 35
Downs No.
5
Paradise 40
Downs No.
6
Commencing at the north-east corner of Paradise'
Downs No. 1 Run ; thence north five miles ;
thence west ten miles to the north-east corners
of Paradise Downs No. 2 Run ; thence south
five miles ; thence east along the northern'
boundary of Paradise Downs No. 1 Run ten
miles to the point of commencement -
Commencing at the north-east corner of Paradise
Downs No. 5 Run ; thence east to the western
boundary of Birkhead No. 2 Run ; thence
south along the western boundary of Birkhead
No. 2 Run to the northern boundary of
Lowdon Run ; thence west along the northern
boundary of Lowdon Run to the eastern
boundary of Enniskillen Downs ; thence north
along the eastern boundaries of Paradise
Downs Nos. 1 and 5 Runs to the point of com-
mencement - - - - - -
28 Adelong ... 35 Commencing at a point where the east boundary
of Spring Downs strikes Reedy Creek ;
thence five miles north ; thence five miles east ;
thence ten miles south ; thence five miles
west ; thence five miles north to the point of
commencement
29
30
31
St. Mungo 60 Commencing at the north-western corner of
Overton Run ; thence west three miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east eight miles ;
thence by a line being the west side of Overton
Run eleven miles to the point of commence-
ment - - - - - - - -
Culloden ... 99 Commencing at a point one mile west of the
north-west corner of Overton Run, thence
north eleven miles along the western boundary
of Demeron ; thence west nine miles ; thence
south eleven miles ; thence east nine miles to
the point of commencement - - • - -
Glenullin ... 90 Commencing at the north-west corner of St.
Mungo Run ; thence south ten miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence north six miles ; thence
east two miles ; thence north four miles ;
thence east eight miles to point of commence-
ment
32 St. George 100 Commencing at a point six miles north of the
north-west corner of Culloden Run ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence north ten miles to point
of commencement - - - - -
33 Lochiel ... 100 Commencing at the south-east corner of St.
George Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence
south ten miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence
north ten miles to the point of commencement
34 St. David ... 100 Commencing at a point four miles north of the
north-west corner of St. George Run ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east ten miles ; thence north ten miles to the
point of commencement
35 St. Andrew
I
100 Commencing at the south-east corner of St. David
Run ; thence west ten miles ; thence south ten
miles ; thence east ten miles ; thence north
ten miles to the point of commencement -1
B s.
1875. 1896.
21 1 July  30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30  June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
1894.
20 1 July 30 June 0 15
1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30  June '  0 15
21
I
1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July  130 June 0 15
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36 Bon Venture
No.2
MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
35 Commencing at the north-east corner of Bon
Venture No. 1 Run  ;  thence parallel to Patrick's
Creek upwards ten miles ; thence south cross-
ing Patrick 's Creek five miles ; thence para ll el
to that creek downwards ten miles to Bon
Venture No.  1 Run ; thence  by that  run north,
crossing Patrick 's Creek five miles to the point
of commencement
£ t.
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 16.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
37 Saltbush 35 Commencing  at a point  one mile  north of a tree
Park marked If  on the south bank of the next creek
north of Patrick's Creek ; thence  east five
miles ; thence  south five  miles  ;  thence west
ten miles  ; thence north  crossing  the said creek
five miles ;  thence east  five miles to the point
of commencement - 1
twenty chains to the point of commencement - 3*
39 PaddyPaddy 50 Commencing at a spot about eleven miles  north
of a gidyah-tree in the Noorama Creek marked
broad-arrow over N 1 in triangle, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line five miles ;
thence north five miles; thence east ten
miles ; thence south five miles ; and thence
east five miles to the point of commencement - 51
40 Belfast  ... 34 Commencing at the north-west corner of Ow-
41
42
43
44
thorpe No. 4 Run; thence west about six
miles and twenty-eight chains ; thence south
eight m iles and forty chains; thence east six
miles and twenty-eight chains ; and thence
north eight  miles  and forty chains to the point
of commencement - - - - - - 21
Eastfield ... 30 Commencing at the south-east corner of Ow-
thorpe No. 8 Run ;  thence  east  ten m iles ;
thence north five miles ; thence west  ten miles
to boundary of Owthorpe No. 8 Run ; thence
south to the point of  commencement  - - 21
South Down 30 Commencing at the south-east corner of Ow-
thorpe No. 10 Run ; thence  east ten miles ;
thence north five miles to southern boundary
of Down Run ; thence west ten miles to north-
east corner of Owtborpe No. 10 Run ; thence
south five miles to starting point . - - 21
Noble North 60 Commencing at the north-east corner of Noble
1 July 31 Dec. 0 15-•
1880.
1 July 31 Dec. 0 15.
1896.
1 July 30 June 0 15•
1 July 30 June 0 15,
1 July 30 June 0 15
mencement - - - - I - - 21 1 July 30 June 0 15.
Guildford 50 Commencing at a tree marked WJM, about five
Plains miles east from a tree marked VD conjoined on
the left bank of the Paroo River (situated
about four  miles  below the southern end of the
Cooney Paroo Waterhole), and being the south-
east  corner of the Caiwarro Left Run ; bounded
thence on the south by an east line five  miles ;
WARREGO DISTRICT.
25 Commencing at the south-east corner of Tollong
Run, on the Lan glo River, and bounded thence
on the south by an east line about eight miles
and twenty chains to the west boundary ofI
Bayrik Run ; thence on the east by a north
line about three m iles twenty chains; thence
on the north by a west line about forty-five
chains; thence again on the  east by a north
line about three miles, said line being part of
the west boundary of Tolliness Run ; thence
again on the north by a west line about eight
miles  to the eastern boundary of Tollong Run ;
thence by a south line about  six miles  and 1878.
West Run, thence west five miles ; thence north
ten m il es ; thence east ten miles  ;  thence south
five miles to northern boundary of  Noble  Run ;
thence west about one m ile to  Noble  Creek
thence southerly by  Noble  Creek to northern
boundary of  Noble West Run  ; and thence by
that boundary about four m iles to point of com-
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WARREGO  DISTRICT-continued.
thence on the east by a north line about fifteen
miles ; thence on the north by a west line five
Imiles to the north-east corner of the Kyearing
East Run ; thence on the west about fifteen
miles by the boundaries of the Kyearing East
Run and Caiwarro Left Run south to the point 1875. 1896.
45 Finsbury  35 Commencing  at a tree marked  WJ11I, about five
Plains miles east  from a tree marked VD conjoined,
on the left bank of the Paroo River (situated
about four miles below the southern end of the
Cooney Paroo Waterhole), and being the north-
east corn er  of the Lower Caiwarro Left Run ;
bounded thence on the north by an east line
five miles ; thence on the east by a south line
about ten miles ; thence on the south by a west
line  five miles to the south-east corner of the
Lower Caiwarro Left Run ; thence on the
west about  ten miles  by the boundary of the
Lower Caiwarro Left Run north to the point
of commencement
46 West Ma-
roungle
MARANOA DISTRICT.
25 A five-mile block, having for its eastern boundary
the Maroungle block, and extending thence on
the south five miles in a westerly direction;
and thenee on the west by a north line five
miles ; and thence on the north by an east line
five miles ; and thence on the east by the west
boundary of Maroungle five miles to the point
of commencement - - - - - -
21
3
47 Chadford ... 1 25 iCommencing at the western boundary of Ingle-bogie Run, by which it is bounded at its
eastern extremity, and extending up a western
branch of the Yulebah Creek, called Kangaroo
Creek, twelve miles by two and a-half miles on
each side thereof - - - - - -- 11
48 MountElliott 25 Commencing on the Mannandilla Creek at a tree
marked MII, and bounded thence partly on
the south 208 chains along the northern boun-
dary of Mannandilla No. 2 Run to the north-
west corner of that run, and bounded thence
on the west by the watershed of the Mannan-
dilla Creek round to Mount Elliott, and thence
on the north and east by the watershed of the
Mannandilla Creek round to the north-east
corner of Mannandilla No. 2 Run ; and thence
seventy-two chains along the northern  boun-
dary of that run to the point of commence-
ment
49 Wallburry-.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
50 Wallburry is bounded on the east for thirteen
miles by the River Mackenzie ; on the north
for four miles by a line running from east to'
west ; on the west by a line running from
north to south six miles ; then again on the
north for seven miles by the southern boun-
dary of Sutton ; then again on the west for
six miles by a line running from north to
south; then on the south by a  line running
from west to east eleven miles till it meets the 1877.
Mackenzie  - - - - - - - I 2'  1 July 31 Dec.  0 15
50 1 Sutton ... 28 Sutton  is situated on Springton Creek, and is
bounded on the south by Ellesmere, taking
seven miles  down the creek, with two miles
kb hac on eac side; and on the north by the 1876,
Mackenzie River - - - - - - 1 1 July 30 June 0 15
51 Argyle ... 100 Argyle  Run starts  from the Keilambete boundary
on Retreat Creek; and  runs  to the head of
said creek , taking  in all  the watershed of
1
1880.
Retreat and Argyle  Creeks - - - 5 1 July 30 June 0 15
1 July 30 June 0 15
1878.
1 July 30 June 0 15
1886.
1 July 30 June 0 15
1880.
1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
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52 Glengour
DownsEast
53 Glengour 25 Commencing at a tree marked M over  VI on the
54
55
Downs West
BURKE DISTRICT.
25 ' Commencing at a tree marked M over V on the
eastern bank of the River Giliott, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east five
miles ; on the east by a line southerly ten miles ;
on the south by a line bearing west five miles
to the River Giliott ; and thence by the eastern
bank of that river to the point of commence-
ment - - - - - - - -
western bank of the River Giliott, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west five
miles ; on the west by a line bearing southerly
ten miles ; on the south by a line bearing east
five miles to the River Giliott ; and thence by
the eastern bank of that river to the point of
commencement
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Rasmore ... 35 I Commencing at a tree marked T, about fifteen f
miles north-easterly from Thilyungra South
No. 1 head station ; thence east five miles ;
thence north ten miles ; thence west five miles ;
thence south ten miles to point of commence-
ment
Venture No. 70
I
56 Venture No. 70
57 Venture No.
3
Commencing at a point on Lagoon Creek, five
miles below a waterhole known as Trooper's
Camp ; thence by a line southerly five miles ;
thence easterly parallel to the said creek ten
miles ; thence northerly  ten miles  ; thence
westerly parallel with Lagoon Creek ten miles ;
thence southerly five miles to the point of com-
mencement - - - - - - -
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the
western boundary of Venture No. 1; thence
following that boundary northerly five mules ;
thence westerly parallel to the creek ten miles ;
thence southerly crossing the creek ten miles;
thence easterly parallel with the creek ten
miles ; thence northerly five miles to the point
of commencement - - - . -
70 Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the east
boundary of Venture No. I ; thence following
that boundary in a northerly direction five
miles ; thence easterly parallel with the creek
ten miles ; thence southerly ten miles crossing
the creek ; thence westerly parallel with the
crdek ten miles ; thence northerly five miles to
i the point of commencement - -
58 Venture No. 70 Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining Venture
4 No. 3 on the east ; thence following that
59
60
Revel
Glenmith ...
boundary northerly five miles ; thence easterly
parallel with the creek ten miles ; thence
southerly crossing the creek ten miles ; thence
westerly parallel with the creek ten miles
thence northerly five miles to the point of
commencement - - -
30 Commencing at a tree marked G on the western
bank of the main western channel of Cooper's
Creek, and about twelve miles west from the
north-west corner of Limerick Run ; thence
down the creek ten miles with an average width
of five miles
30
61 Xingsgold,.. 30
Commencing at the south- west co rn er  of Revel
Run ; thence down the main western channel
of Cooper's Creek  ten miles  with  an average
depth of five miles
Commencing at the south -west corner  of Glen-
mith Run ; thence down the main western
channel of Cooper's Creek ten miles, with an
average width of five  miles - - - -
1875.
5-z 1 July
1880.
31 Dec. 0 10
51  1 July  31 Dec. 0 10
1896. I
21 1 July  30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30  June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
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Lot. Name of Run.
UNEXPIRED  TERMS OF  LEASES OF 1)NSURI-EFED  RUNS-continued.
>a a,
ed Unexpired aN
Descriptic, Boundaries. Term °' aKicm S m of Lease.
m I oomUF
Wi--i
GREGORY SOUTH  DISTRICT- continued.
£ s.
62 Modock ... 30 Co mmencing at the south- west corn er  of Kings-
gold
of Cooper's Creek te n miles, with an 1875. 1896.
average width of five miles - - - - 21  1 July 30 June 0 12
63 Mulgrave ... 50 Co mmencing at the south-west
Run ; thence down the main
corner of Modock
western channel
of Cooper's Creek fifteen miles, with an
average width of five miles - - - - 21 1 July 130 June 0 12
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
64 Wokingham 100 , Commencing  at a point on a large  creek called
No.1 Wokingham Creek, which joins the western
river (from the north) about five miles from its
junction with the Diamentina, where the said
creek is intersected by the northern boundary
of the Doveridge Run ; thence  east five miles ;
thence parallel to the said creek upwards ten
miles ; thence west crossing said creek ten
miles ; thence parallel to said creek down-
wards ten miles ; thence east five miles to the
point of commencement - -
65 Wokingham 100 Commencing at the north-east corner of Woking-
66
No. 2 ham No. 1 Run, thence parallel to Woking-
ham Creek upwards ten miles; thence west
crossing said creek ten miles ; thence parallel
to creek downwards ten miles ; thence east by
Wokingham: No. 1 Run ten miles to point of
commencement
Wokingham 100 Commencing at the north-east corner of Woking-
No. 3 ham No. 2 Run, thence parallel to Woking-
ham Creek upwards ten miles ; thence west
crossing said creek ten miles, thence parallel to
creek downwards ten miles ; thence east by
Wokingham No. 2 to the point of commence-
ment
67 Vindex No.1
68 Vindex No. 2
100 Commencing on the Western River at the eastern
boundary of Doveridge No. 4; thence by said
river ten miles, by  as average  width of five
miles on each side - - - -
100 Commencing on the Western River at the,eastern
boundary of Vindex No. 1 Run ; thence up
the said river about south- easterly ten miles,
by an average width of five miles on each  side
69 Vindex No. 3 100 Commencing on the Western River at the eastern
boundary of Vindex No. 2; thence up the
said river in a south-easterly direction ten
miles, by an average width of five miles on
each side
70 Cork No. 1 100 Commencing on the Diamentina River at the
lower boundary of Diamentina No. 7 Run ;
thence down the said river ten miles by an
average width of five miles each side -
71 Cork No. 2 100 Commencing on the Diamentina River at the
lower boundary of Cork No. 1 Run; thence
down the said river ten miles by an average
width of five miles on each side - - -
72 Cork No. 3 100 Commencing on the Diamentina River at the
lower boundary of Cork No. 2 Run ; thence
down the said river ten miles with an average
width of five miles on each side
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty-seventh section of
"  The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868, "  has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads  ;  and all  persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date. Plans of the '  Roads can
be seen at  this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 A. Adsett ... Reserved road through Portion 46 ... Whiteside 5 1 11
2 Ditto ... Road separating  Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto ... Reserved  road through Portion 58 ... ditto ... 2 2 1
4 Ditto ... One of the roads  reserved  through ditto... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portions.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "Tfie Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868"  has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent 's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BH CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
Situation.
1 E. Sampson
Parish.
Reserve road through part of Caboolture ...
Portion 40
Part of River Terrace, from Sidon South Brisbane
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter- Ditto ...
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
2 The Crown
3 Ditto
Area.
A.  B.  P.
1 0 7
0 3 4
0 1 26
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th  January, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through portion No. 119, on Emu Creek, county of Merivale, Darling
Downs: Notice is hereby given, that.in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
By Command,
74-5837. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 119,
DARLING  DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.! Portion of Road. I How held. Reputed Bearings.Owner.
1 Commencing  at the  "Leasing Act A.  McDonald  and C.  North ...
south-we,t corner of  of  1868" Smith
portion 119, parish of l
Cunnioghain, and run-
ning north along  its I
west boundary
ON EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
Length Breadth
in Chains of  Area. Remarks.. Road.
chas.  lks. A. R. F.
25 91 1 chain  2  2 10
I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE  undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non -compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  and  " The Mineral Lands
Act  of 1872 ,"  it is hereby notified that the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands ,  accordin gg
to the surveyed boundaries thereof ,  on and after  TUESDAY,  13th April ,  1875 ,  at the undernoted
Land Agent 's Offices.
The value of the improvements ,  if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register
No.
990
1,050
2,137
1,789
Local
No.
18
Selected by
Samuel and  Frith ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
McIntyre  and Co. ...
Date of Selection .
I
Locality.
1872.
10th June ...
24th June ...
30th October ...
12th September
Land  Agent's Office at
Area , which  application
must  be made.
A. R. P.
near Oakey Creek .., j 80 0 0
ditto .. .1 40 0 0
near Drummond Creek i 80 0 0
near old Drayton track 40 0 0
to Helidon
Clermont.
ditto.
ditto.
Ipswich.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 1, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, district of Moreton :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 1, PARISH OF REDLAND ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
0r
z2
a +
Portion of Road.
Commencing at the
south boundary of por-
tion  1, and  ru nning
north - easterly to
mouth of Weinam
Creek
i
How I Reputed
held.
freehold
Owner.
Newton and
Co.
Occupier.  Bearings.
Newton and
Co.
Length
in Chains.
cbs. lks.
357° 14' 4 72
19° 0' 5 00
38° 0' 8 26
66° 0' 14 30
Breadth Area.
of Road.
A. R. P.
Irregular 6 2 24
breadth)
I
Remarks.
Forest land, un-
improved.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October,  1874, the following Time Table will comeinto operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
M
from
C
iles
Stations.Rocky
reek.
Down Train
4lixed.
a.m. i p.m-1
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 Rocky Creek .., 3. 0
6 • Gra 11.24 6 G .24
15
cemere ... ...
Stanwell 12. 0
oganjo
arrive
3
3.55... ... 14 Westwood [24 Rosewood ,,, A depart .., 4. 0
30 Westwood
I
arrive ... 1. 0 20 Rosewood ,., .., A
depart ... 1.15 29 Stanwell ... ... 5-  0
38 Goganjo ... ,,, 1.47 38 Gracemere ,,, 5.36
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10. 44 Rockhampton... ... 5. 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available  to return on the following  Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop  by signal  to take up  passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight  at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station  to the Guaid  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare t the time of  booking, from the place  at which they  join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY -SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic  Manager, Ipswich , and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  the 13th March  next, they  will  be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST  OF LOST  PROPERTY ON HAND, AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Date.
1874.
2 July ...
27 July ...
30 July ...
30 July ...
30 July ...
30 July ...
5 August
Station and Place.
Murphy's Creek
Ipswich ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
7 August ... Murphy's Creek
8 August ... Laidley ...
10 August ... Ipswich ...
10 August ... Ditto ...
11 August ... Ditto ...
12 August
29 August
31 August
1 September
2 September
8 September
16 September
8 September
9 July ...
Laidley
Ipswich
Ditto
Helidon
Ipswich
Ditto
Ditto
Helidon
Ipswich
23 April ... Ditto ...
22 April ... Toowoomba ...
28 April ... Ipswich ...
2 October ... Ditto ...
6 October ... Ditto ...
12 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Grandchester
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 August .., Dalby
7 O tuber ...
29 September ...
10 October ...
15 October ...
Toowoomba ...
Grandchester
Ditto ...
Helidon ...
Where found. Description of Article.
M. C.
62 30
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gowrie Junction
1st class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25 on line
27 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
M. C.
2$ 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
On line
• 2nd class carriage
1st class carriage ...
On platform ...
On platform .
Received unentered...
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
1 paper parcel  containing  shirts, &c.
1 pair riding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
1 child's straw hat
1 coat
1 paper parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man's felt bat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black hat
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
1 paper box sundries
1 handkerchief
1 bag cotton, no marks or address, weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
1 package, Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief, bundle sundries
1 parcel note-paper
Horse-box ...
Left by owner in cloak room
On platform ... ...
On platform ... ...
On line
2nd class carriage
On line
2nd class carriage
Office ...
Office ...
Office ...
On platform
On line ...
On line ...
On platform...
In carriage ...
23 December ... Ditto ...
24 December ... Grandchester
31 December ... Toowoomba...
16 September ... Ipswich ...
14 November ... Laidley
24 November ... Ditto
Date.
1874.
9 July
30 January
M.  C.
47 00
On line
1 saddle bag containing hair brush, &c.
1 hat
1 drab felt hat with handkerchief
1 hat box
1 carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
1 child's hat
2 drab felt hats
1 bundle containing basin, &c.
1 parcel containing prints
I blue parasol
2 felt hats
damaged sarcenet, &c.
1 bag tin ore, 70 lbs.Collected out of waggons
from bags in loose order
On line ... ...
Oil platform... ... ...
LIST OF UNCLAI ISD GOODS ON HAND, IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DrcnmBBR, 1874.
Station from.
Clifton ...
Left by owner
Station to.
1 girl's straw hat
1 bag sundries
Description.
... Can:booya ... ... ... 1 bale chaff.
... Lai dley ...
9 February ... I  Toowoomba  ... ... I Ipswich
2 paper parcels containing wearing apparel,
and addru ssed F. Hughes, Rosewood
Station.
1 package containing pair of moleskin
trousers.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  13th February, 1875.
T1lE following
 SUMMASIES of OBSERVATIONS talren at the  METEOROLOGICAL STATION, ToowooMBA ,  during the Months of  July,  August ,  and September ,  1874, are published for
general information.
Humidity.
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA,  DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY ,  AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1874.
LATITUDE , 2 70 34 '  S.; LONGITUDE,  1520 10' E.;  H EIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 1 ,96 0 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM  S EA-COAST, 80 MILES.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr . Temperature ofAir.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
a a a s e 13
d a i d m a d m
°D N °p pD N R m
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
JULY.
... ... 28.194 28.159 28.171 58.0 64.0 55.0 57'0
... ... 28.024
 27-997  28-004  47.2 55.4 47.1 44.8
AUGUST.
Maximum ... ... ...
Minimum ... ... ...
SEPTEMBER.
Maximum ... ... ...
Mean
Minimum .»
... 27.504 27.632
 127.724 35.0 47.0 39.0 32.0
. 28'079 28.037 28.049 82.0  76-0 66-0  68.0
... ...
 7,928 27882 127917 48.4  58-9  49.0 42.8
... .•. 27.677 27.619 27.679 36.0 60.0 39.0 32.0
... ... 28.136 28.119
 1 8.136  65.0 78.0 70.0 62.0
... ... 27.927 27'866 27.888 55.2 64.5 58.6 491
... ... 27.630127'82227 .550 44.0 54.0 43.0  40-0
JULY, 1874.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  409 degrees.
1873.
 47.8
1B72. »  48,9 »
1871. 60.2
1870.
,.
,.  60'3
.AUGUST, I874-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 514 degrees.
1873. 55.7 „
1872. „ 50.0
1871. 5610
1870. 52.8
SEPTEMBER ,  1874 .- Mean Shade Temperatureof Month, 68.7 degrees.
1873. „ 60.1
1872. 583
1871. 60.0
1870. 5915
: a a 1 a
a d. d d
N pD DD N
60.0 63.0 1.00 1.00
49.2 44.8 •83 65
41.0 37-0 •70 •42
63.0 569 •93
40.7 44.8 •74
41'0 138.0 •51
68.0
54.5
46'0
64.0 98
51.8 '69
38-0 41
m
1.00
81
44
yA1
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
b
m$
aA
4
t7
m
0
134-0  98'0 50.0 66.0 40-0
116.9 83.9 32.3 58.2 35.5
57.0 55'0  20.0 48.0 26.0
34.0
22.4
10-0
RAIN .  WIND. CLOUD .
 OZONE.
1800
122
•000
•70 92 141.0  99.0 43.0 78.0 49.0 37.0 '100
•52
88
•741123.0  891  28.5 80.6 35.0 25'2 '003
•601105.0 78.0 18.0 60.0  25-0 14-0  •000
•88
52
-87 143-0  103.0  57.0 84.5 57.0  40-5
•70 124.7 93.8  36.5 88.0 429 25.3
Summary of Direction.
8 am. 2p.m.
NO NWI N1 NW1
W1SW14 W1 BW12
83 SE 8 82 8E7
E l NEO EO NE1
NO NWO NO NWO
WOSW21  WO SW21
80  BE 2 81  HE  2
EO NEOIEO NEO
NO NW3
W18W15
81 BE 1
EO NE2
GEORGE THORN ,
 Junior,
NO NW3
WO SW15
81 8E0
E3 NE0
0-10.
8 p.m.
m d
Cl  N
NO 14WO
WO SW13
81 8E8
E l NE O
NO NWO
W08W18
80  BE 0
EO NEO
NO NW1
W 0 SW 12
80  BE 3
El NE1
10 10
4
 4-4
0 0
10 10
2.2 2.0
0 0
10
3-5
0
10
3.6
0
800
'035
31 •34 77.0 71.0 18.0 59.0  27-0  14-51  •000
Rain fe ll  on 6 days.
2
n » 5
5
11
Baia  tall  on 1 days.
7 »
r n 4 ,,
„ 4
18
Rain fe ll  on 6 days.
„ 2
5
» » 3 „
10 1.84 87 3 „
The readings of the Barometer at Toowoomba  (1,960 feet over  mean  sea level )  are corrected to 320 Fahrenheit only.
Total Rainfall, 3.80 inches. Electrical Observations - 47  Positive; 29 Negative
„ 0.56 „ 74 „ 8
„ 1.76 89 24
„  1-66  84 „ 9
4.09 . 78 6
Total Rainfall ,  010 Electrical Observations-65 Positive ; 12 Negative.
„
 3-88  „ 55 26 ,
„
 1-24  „ 76 18
0'68 „ 89 „ 4
6.20 90 3
Total Rainfall ,  1.06 „ Electrical Observations -- 54 Positive  ;  19 Negative.
0'89 74 6
» 1'91 71 „ 22 „
1.54 82 8
Prevailing Winds, S.W.
B.W.
B.W.
B.W.
B.W.&F,.
Prevailing  Winds, S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
B.W. & S.F.
B.W.
Prevailing Winds, S.W.
S.W. a S.E.
B.E.
S.E.  & B.W.
S.W. & E.
iii
10
4-1
0
10
2.5
0
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods  and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ jr.  d.
Week ending February 13th, 1875
... 532 18 3 1,467 14 7 50 4 5 2,050 17 3
Corresponding week last  year...
... 471 18 3 1,535 16 0 59 10 5 2,067 4 8
Increase 61 0 0
Decrease
... 68 1 5 9 6 0 16 7 5
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
fT1ARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of  " The  Real Property Act  of 1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Description and Situation of Land.
1 rood 5 perches, being subdivisions 4 and 5 of western
suburban allotment 67, parish of South Brisbane,
county of Stanley
Name of Applicant.
Isaac Harrington
Registrar-General.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
20th March, 1875.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the GAYNDAH MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from 30thJune to 31st December, 1874.
Dr.
1st July, 1874. £
. Amount  Balance  to Cr. ... ...  33
To Rates, half-year ... ... ... ... 33
„ Assessment on Stock ... ... ... 21
Endowment ... ... ... ... 23
Impoundings ... ... ... ... 3
„ Licenses ... ... ... ... ... 1
„ Government Grant, Barambah Road ... 31
„ Government Grant do do ... 91
I certify this statement to be correct.
Thos. BLACK, Town Clerk.
a. d.  31st December , 1874.
Cr.
£ s. d.
12 7 By  Improvements  ... ... ... ... 109 7 6
0 8 „ Contingent ... ... ... ... 5 11 6
8 6 „ Salaries, &c. ... ... ... ... 45 17 3
11 3 „ Stationery, Exchange, Stamps, Printing 1 11 2
12 6 „ Rent  and cleaning  Chambers ... ... 6 14 0
12 6 „ Ferryman... ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
11 8 „ Auditors ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
11 6 „ Balance to Cr. ... ... ... ...  66 7 9
£240 1 2 £240 1 2
JOHN  HAMER, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Accounts, and Vouchers connected there.
with, kept by the Gayndah Municipal Council, and that the above corresponds therewith.
HARRY BRYMAN, Auditors.
J. B. MORTLEMAN, 1
126 13s. 6d.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of  1874,"  together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the  Government  Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Insolvency Act of
1874,"  together  with " General Rules in Insol-
vency."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL, J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer . Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,  Brisbane , Government Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October 24 ,1874. 1 October 24, 1874.
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JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE ,  TREASURY.
CHART of the  Brisbane River,  fr om the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay ,  to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s .  the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office, Wi lliam street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edmond Harlow ,  of Ipswich,
gunsmith ,  an insolvent.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent o take  place at Ipswich,
before the Police Magistrate , on MONDAY, the
eighth day of March next ,  at Ten o 'clock in the
forenoon.NOW published, at th  Government Printing Dated this twelfth day of February, A.D. 1875.
Office, William  street, the Statutes of the J MACKENZIE SHAWColony, in four volumes,  demy quarto; . ,
iR£ s. d. strar.eg116  6s. 6d.
Full  Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6 In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
J. u. BEAL, ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
Government Printer.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  five shil lings, must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will he returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
:' Registered "  and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand" after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act
of  1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns orplaces in the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say r-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil  Jurisdiction.
AT  Roci ni r ro .
Monday, March 8th. Tuesday, March M.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September 6th. Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday, December 6th. Tuesday, December 7th.
AT CooxrowN.
In the Estate of George Burns, John Gillies,
Thomas Gunn, William French, Robert Reid,
John Brownley, Thomas Richards, George
Boon, John Meyor, Bernard Dixon, James
Tait, and John Mitchell Blair, late of Cook-
town ; Ah Yum, late of Auburn Station ;
Edward Phillips, late of Ravenswood ; un-
known deceased, late of Burdekin River ; James
Harrington, late of Maryborough ; Carl Ulrich,
late of Mille Station; Fritz Hane, late of
Gympie ; Thomas  Brian, late  of Springsure
Station; John Barns and Abraham Leach,
late of Ipswich ; William Axt, late of near
Wivenhoe ; John Noonan, late of Sugarloaf;
William Copeland, late of Kyanga; William
Miller, late of Westwood; James O'Day, late
of "Victoria" s.s.; William Lewis, Joel Swan,
and Emanuel Cainies, late of Palmer River;
J. Cattanoch, J. Demusse, James Lannay,
Edward McGavan, and Alexander Mestan,
late of Palmerville ; John Mclnner and John
Dungan, late of Brisbane ; George
Brown, lateof Victoria Downs ; John Donaldson Dippie,
late of Fort Cooper Station ; Isaac Stephenson,
or Stevens, late of the Connors River ; un-
known deceased, late of Townsville ; Michael
Donovan, late of Mackay ; and Con Lan, late
of Kilkivan.
PURSUANT  to Act  of Parliament, 31 Vic., No.
10, all persons having any  claims against the
Estates of any of the above-named deceased  persons
are to come in and prove their debts at my office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the twentieth
day of April next ; or, in default,  they  will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit  accruing
from the said  Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th.
Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th.
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane,
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February 20th, 1875.
6s. 6d.
AT MILLCHESTER.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday ,  September  25th. Saturday, September 25th.
AT TowxsvILLR.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, June 30th. Wednesday, June 30th.
Friday, October 1st. Friday, October let.
AT BOwEN.
Wednesday, April 7th. Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th. Tuesday, October 5th.
AT MACKAY.
Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th.
Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLEEMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. I Saturday,` May 29th.
Saturday, November 27th. Saturday,; November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Richard Roberts, late of Hudders-
field, in the County of York, in England,
manufacturer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor.
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Richard Roberts, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Sarah Elizabeth Roberts,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated this 18th day of February, 1875.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
122
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Job Spendlove, late of Cedar Creek,
in the parish of Warner, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that fourteen days
after the publication hereof in the  Queensland
Government Gazette,  application will be made to
the said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the said Job Spendlove, deceased, may be granted
to the Reverend James Voller, of Kedron Brook,
and Hugh McCaughey, of Samford, farmer, both
in the Colony of Queensland, the Executors in the
said Will named.
Dated this 18th day of February, 1875.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
120
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Hamilton Anne Montgomerie  Lacy,
late of Glenbar, in the district of Wide Bay,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to the said Honorable Court,
that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Hamilton Anne Montgomerie Lacy, deceased, may
be granted to David Kelly, of Glenbar, in the said
colony, and Daniel Mactaggart, of Kilkivan, in
the said colony, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this 2nd day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1875.
ROBERT LYONS,
Bazaar street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Executors.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
F
ARRELL and WILLIAMS have this day dis-
solved the Partnership hitherto existing
between then, by mutual  consent.  In future the
business  will be carried on by the said Joseph
Farrell, who  will discharge all debts due by, and
receive all moneys owing,  the late firm.
JOSEPH FARRELL.
T. LLOYD WILLIAMS.
Dated 18th day of February, 1875, Leichhardt
street, Spring  Hill, Brisbane.
Witness-ALFRED HUGHES.
P.S.-Mr. T. L. Williams will collect all country
accounts.
127 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Badger, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that fourteen days
v after the publication hereof in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette,  application will be made
to this Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of Joseph Badger, late of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased, may be granted
to the Reverend Benjamin Gilmore Wilson, of
Brisbane aforesaid, one of the Executors in the
said Will named, leave being reserved for Walter
Horatio Wilson, the other of the said Executors, to
come  in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this 18th day of February, 1875.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Benjamin Gilmore Wilson.
121 6s. 6d.
THIS is to Certify, that the undersigned, Henry
Farley and James Lindsay, have formed a
Partnership under the provisions of  " The Mercan-
tile Act of  1867," and that the style of the firm
under which the Partnership is to be conducted is
James Lindsay and Another. The names and places
of residence of all the partners, are Henry Farley,
who resides at Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queens.
land, who is a special partner, and James Lindsay,
who resides at Town Marie, Bremer River, near
Ipswich, in the said colony, who is a general partner.
The amount of capital which the special partner,
the said Henry Farley, contributes to the Partner.
ship, is two hundred and fifty pounds sterling ; the
general partner, the said James Lindsay, contributing
no capital. The general nature of the business is
that of mining for and selling coal, either in home
or foreign markets. The principal place at which the
business of the Partnership is to be transacted is at
Town Marie, Bremer River aforesaid. The time
when the Partnership under this deed is to com-
mence  is the third day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five ; and the time when
it is to terminate is the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two.
Dated the third day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
five.
HENRY FARLEY.
JAMES LINDSAY.
The above certificate  was, at  Ipswich, on the
third day of February, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-five, acknowledged by Henry Farley
and James Lindsay, before me,
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JOHN RYAN,
Justice of the Peace.
9s.
NOTICE.
r JAMES TOOHEY, hereby give notice that it
1 is my intention to apply to the Bench of
Magistrates, in Petty Sessions  assembled , for the
District of Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 16th March,
1875, for permission to erect a  Single  Gate on the
road from the Ipswich Road to the Eight-mile Hill,
between lots Nos. 246, 248, and 390.
JAMES TOOHEY.
98 4s. 6d.
The Go' EnxMRNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts
1875.  £ e. d.
Feb. 13.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
13.-C. H. Humphrey ... ... ... 2 0 0
15.-R. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 15.-C. Harden ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
16.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 2 0
16.-T. Black .. .. ... 0 1 0
„ 17.-Municipal Council, Gayndah ... 1 0 0
17.-J. R. Douglas ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 19.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 19.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
lfmpounbfngo.
$,W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE  SHILLIN G  PRR ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
fisement  will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied  by a  remittance sufficient to cover the cost of  its
insertion.
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IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mount Lonsdale, on
the 8th February, 1875, by order of W. McManus,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. 4d.
One bay  mare,  blotch like A.MBY (the MB conjoined)
over M Bb (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay mare, hind feet white, Ap conjoined near
shoulder, BR near thigh.
If not released on on before the 16th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
117 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Waterfiold. Driving,
is ; damages , 5s. per head.
One bay mare, star, blotch on both shoulders, roan
patch on near flank, near hind heel white.
One bay horse, star and streak, A over M conjoined near
shoulder,  fistula.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
125
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Euthulla, on 8thFeb-
ruary, 1875, by order of J. V. Grahame, Esquire.
Driving, is. 8d.
One bay horse, blotched brand like CS5 near shoulder,
like L near neck.
One bay mare, near fore and hind feet white, star, W near
shoulder and thigh ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
124 2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromMondure, on the
23rd December, 1874. Driving, 8s. 8d.
One Chesnut  gelding , like 0 0 off shoulder,  white stripe
on face.
If not  released on  or before the 16th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Cashmere, on the
4th February, 1875, by order of R. Williams,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 5s. 10d. each.
One bay  mare,  HL conjoined near shoulder.
One brown colt, CS5 over MS7 near shoulder.
One roan mare, HM near shoulder, FT3 off shoulder,
broken bell  on neck.
Also, from Wagaby, on the 10th February, 1875, by
order of T. M. Kirk, Esquire.
One bay mare, boot brand over B3Z near shoulder, boot
brand near thigh.
If not released on or before the 2nd March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
119
F. R. DOUGLAS Acting Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Town Com-
monage, on the 2nd February, 1875, by Mr. Peter
Healey. Driving, 6d. per head.
One brown filly, COY (registered brand) near shoul-
der, tip off near ear.
One bay filly, MK3 (registered brand) over M over
MK3 (registered brand) near shoulder, near hind
foot white, star.
If not released on or before the 2nd March, 1875, will
will  be sold to defray expenses.
115
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
2e.
IMPOUNDED  at Banana , from  Banana  Station, on
21st November, 1874, by Messrs. Nott and Mair.
Driving expenses, 4d. each.
One red cow, - over  R near rump , 0 near thigh, off
ear sht.
One roan heifer, R2R  near rump ,  2 near neck, off ear
slit.
One red and white heifer, R2R near rump,  2 near neck
off ear slit.
If not  released on  or before the 29th December, 1874,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
114
R. MCLEOD, Poundkeeper.
3e.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper. Printed and Published by Jixxs C.  BraL, Gove rn ment Pri nter,
118  is. William  street, Brisbane , 20th February, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN ,  Land Agent at Towns.
ville,
to act as Land Commissioner ,  within the Townsville
Land Agent ' s District ,  under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE,  Recording Clerk
for the  Maranoa District,
to act as Commissioner  of Crown Lands  within that
district ,  under the provisions  of  " The  Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869."
T. B. STEPHENS.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments in the Electric
Telegraph Department
Mr. THOMAS Fox
to be Operator, Gowrie Junction Railway Station;
Mr. GEORGE STEWART, junr.,
to be Operator, Oakey Creek Railway Station ;
Mr. CHARLES HOELSCHER
to be Operator, Cambooya Railway Station ;
Mr. CORNELIUS D00NAN
to be Operator, Jondaryan Railway Station ;
Mr. WILLIAM KEYES CRAWFORD
to be Operator, Dalby Railway Station ;
Mr. FREDERICK NUGENT
to be Operator, Clifton Railway Station ;
Mr. DONALD CAMPBELL
to be Operator, Warwick Railway Station ; and
Mr. WILLIAM ALFRED BURTENSHAW
to be Operator in Charge, Gatton Railway Station,
vice Hutton, transferred.
GEORGE THORN, JVNR.
o berninent
[No. 26.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th February,  1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned  gentlemen to be
members  of the Local Board of Health for the
District of Breakfast Creek, under the  provisions
of " The Health Act of  1872" :-
JAMES  COWLISHAW,
MAURICE LYONS,
JOHN SARGENT TURNER.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
ROBERT REID,
of his appointment  as a Magistrate  of the territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the  Executive  Council , has been pleased
to direct that the following  corrections be made in
the names  of the undermentioned  gentlemen,
appearing  in the General  Commission of the Peace,
published in the  Supplement  to the  Government
Gazette  of 2nd February, 1875, Vol. XVI.,  No. 2,
page 33
DAVID LEWIS WILLIAMS,
to be substituted for " Donald Lewis Williams,"
Glenlee.
CHARLES BEEVOR DAVENEY,
to be substituted for " Charles Beevon Daveney,"
Warwick.
EDWARD HENRY CHAD  BRISTOWE,
to be substituted for " Edward Henry Charles
Bristowe ," Ravenswood.
A. MACALISTER.
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QUEENSLAN D,
TO WIT, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W, W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with the provisio s of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Lease of the following Selection of
land, under the said Act, is declared forfeited :-
Register
No. of Land
Applica- Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. District.
1,605 William Leith Gordon
A. R. P.
230 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty - eighth year  of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEENI
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixth day of April,
1875, at the Beenleigh Land Office.
Parish.
84 Coomera
IProclamation by His Excellency
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
533 J. Orr ...
A. R. P. ---
482 0 0  Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
(OD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By H:8 Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's
Royal License, a Knight Commander of
Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second
Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extra.
ordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The CrownLands Alienation Ac  of  1868," 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the second day of March,
1875, at the Normanton Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
7  Ellis Read ... 80 0 0 Burke
9  ditto . 704 0 0 ditto
10  W. A. McDonald 280 0 0 ditto
12  T. Feely ... 210 0 0 ditto
13  J.O'Dowd ...1 230 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEENI
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE A SCHOOL S ITE.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarneyy.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved as a show ground for use of the Agricul-
tural Society of Southern Queensland.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE AS  A SHOW GROUND  FOR USE OF
THE AGRICULTURAL  SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
QUEENSLAND.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
Portions Nos. 27A and 28A.
5 acres  2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing  on a road one  and a-half chains
wide at the north corner of portion 29A, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing thirty- nine degrees  fifty-six minutes eight
chains ; on the north-east by a line bearing 129
degrees fifty- six minutes  seven chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 219 degrees fifty-six
minutes eight chains ; and on the south-west by
a line bearing  309 degrees fifty- six minutes seven
chains  to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery. purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TowERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees,  and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."
N pursuance of the seventy -eighth  section of
I " The Crown  Lands , Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro,  Wide  Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CON-
NELL, Knight ,  and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando ,  a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain ,  President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland ,  and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders,  beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your  Excellency,  and that of the honorable
members of your  Executive  Counc il, that settle.
ment is steadily taking  place  here, consequently
the population is rapidly  increasing  ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated, which  selections , when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of  grazing,  without
adopting a remedy in the shape of 'a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency  to grant,
namely, 2,800  acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow  twenty-seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th  February, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
I " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands hereunder  described have been  temporarily
reserved for Railway  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVES  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES ON THE RAIL-
WAY LINE FROM  ROCKHAMPTON TO WEST-
WOOD.
• No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing on the northern  side of  the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the south-west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway  Station as
notified in the  Government Gazette ,  . No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve bearing north 40 degrees 47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links ; on the north by the
main Dawson road westerly about fifty  chains ; on
the west by a line bearing south 40 degrees 47
minutes east  to the railway line ; and on the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 180 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 50
degrees thirty-nine chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 320 degrees fifty- six chains  thirty-nine
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north- east  by that railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing Portion 50, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the north-
east boundary of that portion bearing 138  degrees
thirty-four chains fifty links ; on the south-east by
a line bearing 48 degrees twenty chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 318 degrees to the
railway  line ; on  the north by the railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ; and on the west by
N eerkol Creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. 4.
About 160 acres.
Embracing Portion No. 1, parish of  Stanwell.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south-east corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the east by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line ; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
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No. 5.
About  130 acres.
Commencing on the north -west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north -east corner of
Archer 's Selection ,  No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the south -east  by the railway
line south -westerly twenty- five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty- five chains  ;  on the west by a line bearing
37 degrees 30 minutes to a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees; thence 132 degrees 30 minutes to the
point of commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north -west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood  Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south  by that  boundary line bearing west
about thirty-seven chains to a small creek ; on the
west by that creek downwards  ;  on the north by a
line east parallel to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same boundary bearing east to the railway
line ; and on the east  by the  railway line south-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
district ofMoreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south -west  by a line
bearing  135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the east boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain Creek ; com-
mencing again  at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65 links to the
south-west boundary of portion 27; on the north-
east  by parts of the south-west and south-east
boundaries of that portion bearing 135 degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17 chains 35
links, and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to the
Mooloolah River; thence on the east by that river
upwards to its junction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south.
west  boundary of the reserve,-exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, Brisbane
district.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER ,  FOR BRIDGE  PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 3 to 11, section 131; and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About 312 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide at the
west  corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by  lines  bearing west 20 chains
and 94 links 16 degrees 55 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 chains and 6 links, 197
degrees  29 chains, 218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links, 286 degrees 55 minutes 18 chains and
19 links, and 196 degrees 55  minutes  14 chains and
20 links to the point of commencement.
Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner  of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines  bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes 28 chains and
58 links west , 16 chains and 2 links, 308 degrees
34 minutes  16 chains and 2 links, and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOE TIMBER ,  FOR BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 1 to 10, section 132; portions 2 to 8,
section 127; portions 1 to 8, section 128;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links, 17 degrees  29 chains
and 82 links, 107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees  29 chains  and 82 links, 107 degrees 24
chains and 83 links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 287
degrees 73 chains, 197 degrees 59 chains and 94
links, 287-degrees 40 chains and 75 links, 17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links, and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Ali ation Ac  of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
On the Maroochy River, near Yandina, parish of
.]Maroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point  bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west by  a line  bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links ; thence 351 degrees forty-five  minutes
seventeen chains; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen  minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing  225 degrees  136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
On the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20 miles on  the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from  Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the. remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FoR TIMBRE.
On the Mooloolah  River, parish  of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south- east  corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty  chains ;  thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty  links  ; on the west by a line  bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the  west  boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries  and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six  chains  ninety-three  links ; thence east
thirty- six chains  forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links ; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the  main  road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the  main road  from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south- east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links ; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains; on the south by aline bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty  minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twenty- two chains and
fifty-four links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
`"J HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  as a site for  an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently  reserving the same  lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is  cance lled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRAGE.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres  3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south- west  side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to gent
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act o 1f  858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall  operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
gunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant - 8th October ,  1874.  No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted .- A llotment 9  of sec-
tion 7,  town and parish of Cooktown ,  county of
Banks. Area ,  two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of  error .- The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. 'No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north- west  by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight  links ; on
the north- east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty -seven  links to the point  of commencement,
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Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres  23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes  four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty -nine  links ; on the north-
east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W
7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
r " The Crown lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government.
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by  a line  bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement'
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A. PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main  three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner  of Section VII; thence south two
chains ;  thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains  ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east  five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison,  allotment  No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the south by Ken.
naird street bearing east ten chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west. ten chains to
Cannon street ;  and on  the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general iuformation that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road  between  Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north- east  by a line
bearing south-east sixty chains; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains ; and again on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESE RVE FOE  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains and fifty links ; on the
north- east  by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 22 i
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south- east  by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RECREATION PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North  Brisbane.
2 acres 1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 319 degrees, and distant 150 'Links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly  at right-angles  to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOP TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bremer River
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-two links ;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at-the south-east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
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bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 289  ; on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and tour links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide ;  on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the cast by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CRIcRETING PuRrosES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the.Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of  "TheWHEREAS,Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  Snow GROUNDS  FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY  PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL , AND HORTI-
CULTURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres  1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street ;
on the south-east by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 921, links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th  December, 1874.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof  shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR GRAVEL.
Parish of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about six and a-half chains from
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the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 54 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of  Stanley , parish of Redclife, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains  and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1874.
SAT HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act ofThe get 
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOB SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1767.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1  and 2 , Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links  to James street; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains ; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th December, 1874.
AT i'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for School  purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR A NATIONAL  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Churchill, parish of Goolmon.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated the 11th March,
1871,  page 422.)
10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Purga Creek
on a road from Ipswich to Fassifern, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing
thirty-two degrees nineteen chains ; on the east
by that road bearing eight degrees one chain and
twenty-five links ; on the north by aline bearing
west ten chains and fifty links to Purga Creek ;
and on the west by that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
H
Ia, Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district ,  proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject  to the  conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the 1 ooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed- to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating  to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue  of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing  of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN,  DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
i
A
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874,  be also  declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does  not comprise  any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
'CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby noti fied for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in persuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following  dates:-
.
DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the  Land Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the  Land Office, Ipswich,  the  first Friday in
each month.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At  the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in December, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the
Tuesday in  each month.
second
At the Land Office,  Tenningering , the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the  Land Office ,  Cardwell ,  the first Wed-
nesday in November , 1874,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
LAND AGENTS DISTRICT  OF COOHTOWN.
At the  Land Office, Cooktown ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
At the Land Office,  Normanton , the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in November, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in November, 1874, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land O ffice, St. George, the third Tues-
day in December, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in October, 1874, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in October, 1874, and every
alternate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South ,  will, on the  first TUESDAY in every
month ,  hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December ,  1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Crown  L ands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869."
IT
is hereby notified that ARplications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for  renewed leases for four.
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Land.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1875.
TO TIMBER GETTERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PIONEER RIVER, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 26th March next, from persons
willing to contract for the supply of 150 piles at
per foot lineal, and sawn and squared timber
required, at per foot superficial.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Timber,
Mackay Bridqe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE BARRACKS, ROCK.
HAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Police Barracks, Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-435.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine, Mount Perry, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
s. d.
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week . 0 2
For each and every Carrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks ... .. ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd  February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, RAVENSWOOD.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that  the Powder
Magazine ,  Ravenswood ,  is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored ,  subject to
the provisions  of the Acts  relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder , &c:, &e.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the  Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.
it.s.
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs .  of gunpowder and upwards,
for any  period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto ,  above six weeks, per week . 0 2
For each and  every barrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks  ... ...  0 6
Ditto, ditto ,  above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
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Department oC Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line, Northern Railway, Section No. 4, from 51
miles 13 chains to the Dawson River, 58 miles 4
chains, has been approved and confirmed without
any alteration ; and that, in pursuance of the 17th
section of the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Govern-
ment intend to proceed with the construction of
he line, Northern Railway (Section No. 4), from
51 miles 13 chains to the Dawson River, 58 miles
4 chains, according to the Map or Plan and Book
of Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office,
and copy thereof at the office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
% 7ITH reference to the Notice dated 21st
 V December, 1874, folio 2503,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Leyburn to Drayton, parishes of Tooth and
Hodgson, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs Dis-
trict : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Leyburn ; and
all persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-333. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 14th
v November, 1874, folio 2286,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 153, parish of North, county of
Churchill, Moreton District: Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said  portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby  declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Ipswich l
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served  upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-4867.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF STEPHENS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WA7ITII reference to the Notice dated 14thNovember, 1874, folio 2286,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from the Clifton Homestead Area to King's
Creek, parish of Stephens, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Leyburn ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, arc
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
74-4849.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference to the Notice dated 19th
November, 1874 ,  folio 2287 ,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the  opening  of a new Road
from Mount Perry to Boolboonda ,  county of
Bowen, Wide Bay and Burnett District  :  Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there.
fore hereby declared expedient o open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the  Surveyor-General,  Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Teningering  ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-6109.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF  WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14thNovember , 1874, folio  2286,  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the  opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 682 ,  in the Rosewood Scrub,
parish of  Walloon,  county of Churchill ,  Moreton
District i Notice  is  hereby given ,  in accordance
with the Act  A William IY,  No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred  to, according  to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
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the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3307.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W reference to the Notice dated 14thv' November, 1874, folio 2287,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions Nos. 39, 38, and 69, parish of
Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District :
Notice is here b given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
If. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a new Line of
Road from Rosalie Plains (homestead area)
to Bowenville, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs
(referred to in Notices dated 16th June, 1874, and
10th September, 1874, folios 1138 and 1808, re-
spectively ,  of the  Government  Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same  is now open for public use.
75-687. H. E. KING.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a new line of
Road in Portion 56, parish of Bunya ,  county
of Stanley  (referred to  in  Notices dated 12th
August 1874 ,  and 17th December ,  1874 ,  folios 1663
and 2459, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for publi c use.
H. E. KING.
75-689.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
;TOTICE is hereby  given, that a new line of
11 Road through Portion No. 77, parish of
Coomera , county of Ward (referred to in Notices
dated 27th October, 1873, and 4th November, 1874,
folios 1797 and 2152, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment Gazette ),  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper  officer, and the same is now open for
public use.
75-692.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
\OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
1N Road from Gympie to Noosa, county of
March, Wide Bay District (referred to in Notices
dated 28th September, 1874, and 17th December,
1874, folios 1938 and 2460, respectively, of the
Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
75-522.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby  given,  that  a new line of
Road through Portion No. 1, parish  of Deni-
son, county  of March, Wide Bay District (referred
to in Notices dated 28th September,  1874, and
17th December, 1874,  folios  1937  and 2459. respec.
tively, of the  Government  Gazette ),  has been formally
marked and  opened by the proper  officer, and the
same is  now open for public use.
75-690.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  new line of
Road through Portions Nos. 21, 22, and 23,
parish of Ferguson, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 22nd June,
1874,and10th September, 1874, folios 1169and1807,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-691.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from  Warwick to  Stanthorpe, in the
counties of Merivale and Bentinck ,  Dar ling Downs
District (referred to in Notices dated 24th October,
1874, and 17th December, 1874,  folios 2103 and
2459,  respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),  has
y marked and opened by the properbeen forma ll
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-343.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road in Portion 57, parish of Boyd, county
of Ward (referred to in Notices dated 5th
October, 1874, and 14th December, 1874, folios 1987
and 2460, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the
proper officer,  and the same  is now open for public
use.
74-5779.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of 1lines,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1S .5.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T
P is hereby notified  for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued  by the  Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
If. E. KING.
PEAK DOWNS.
During  the  Mouth ended 31st January, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name.
502 Yat Loy I 504 Ali Loo
503 See  Lee 505 Ali Nee
RAVENSWOOD.
During the Month ended 31st January, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name.
4,599 Tommy Ah Sing 202 P. Fanning
4,600 Sun Tiy Lee 203 Chas. Williek
201 L. B Ryau 204 Win. Creiner
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,
Banana,  Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-town, Cunnamulla,
Curriwilliughi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,Goondi-
windi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murph s Creek, Nanango, Norman.
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Ronia, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed  on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
REGULATION, No. 1, OF 1875, UNDER 22ND
CLAUSE " CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that at the Ports of Brisbane, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Bowen, and
Townsville, no vessel shall be employed as a
Lighter in carrying goods, cleared for drawback,
or from the warehouse, to be put on board any ship
for exportation or removal coastwise, or from any
importing ship, to be landed at any wharf, or quay,
or other place, unless the owner of such boat be duly
authorised for that purpose by license in writing
under the hand of the Collector, or of the principal
officer of the port, as the case may be, and unless
such vessels shall be approved of for the purpose by
him.
Such licenses will be granted to persons ap-
l,roved of by the Collector or principal officers on
conditions to be specified in a Bond, which each
person applying for such license must enter into,
with two sufficient sureties.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane. 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 2, UNDER CLAUSE 86,
" CUSTOMS ACT  OF 1873."
N
O claim for an abatement of duty in respect of
any goods imported into Queensland shall be
allowed on account of damage on the voyage, or by
wreck, unless such claim shall be made in writing
to the Collector or principal officer on the first
examination of the goods, and unless it be proved
that such damage was sustained on the voyage.
If the Customs officers be incompetent to estimate
such damage, or if the importer be not satisfied
with the abatement made by them, the Collector, or
the principal officer, as the case maybe, shall choose
one or more disinterested persons to survey same
with a view to estimating damage, and granting an
abatement of duty. Before, however, such abate-
ment shall be made, the importer shall produce his
bill of lading or other document to show that the
goods were shipped in good order ; and the master
of the ship importing the same goods shall make
declaration to the like effect according to the
following form :-
MASTEn's DECLARATION.
I do hereby declare that the above-mentioned
is damaged and lessened in its value ,  by means of some
unavoidable accident which happened to the same
during the voyage, and after such was shipped and laden
in foreign ports on board the above ship, myself being
the master thereof, and importing the same, and before
such was unshipped or discharged from the vessel.
Signed and declared, this day of
187 , in the presence of
Mast9r.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 3, UNDER 163an CLAUSE,
"CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
THE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that every boat used in plying for
hire, or in the carriage or conveyance of goods of
any description, or in any trade or business within
the limits of the Port of Brisbane, shall be specially
licensed under above clause. And before such
license shall be granted the owner of such boat
shall enter into a Bond in double the value of the
boat, with two sufficient sureties, that the conditions
to be set forth in such Bond shall be complied with.
After due notification of this regulation, any such
boat found without such license as aforesaid, is
liable to forfeiture, and the owner thereof to a
penalty of £50.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of  Customs
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February 1875.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
T
ENDERS are invited for Supplies required for
the Public Service for the year 1876. (For
full particulars, see  Government Gazette,  No. 23.)
Nature.
1-1. H. MASSIE.
Date of  Ge_vette
containing
original notice.
Date to which
Tenders can
be received at
this  Office,
1875. 1875.
Stationery, Surveyors' Ma- 15 February 4 March.
terials, Iromnongerv,
Ship Chandlery, Brush.
ware, and Upholstery.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  27th February, 1875.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that  I intend, on or
after the 22nd day of March next ,  in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property  Act of  1861,"  to issue in the
name of Michael Newton, of Tinana, a Provisional
Deed  of Grant for 66 acres of land, being portion
62, situated in the parish of Tinana ,  and county of
March, and more particularly described in the
Register Book, vol. 13, folio  226;  the original
Deed of Grant having been mislaid or lost ; which
Provisional Deed of Grant will contain an endorse-
ment of a Memorial of Registration of Transmission
from the said Michael Newton in favor of Mary
Tredwen ,  of March street ,  Maryborough ,  and John
Murray ,  of Ellena street ,  Maryborough ,  as Trustees
acting under  the Will  of the  said Michael  Newton.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT,  1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration  Act  of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout he colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application ,  and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings ,  to pay the
balance of their passages ,  either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane ,  or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions ,  by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders wi ll  be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane,  24th  March, 1874.
I Education Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
THE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 8th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of School Buildings on the old Cleve-
land Road,  between  3 and 4 miles from Kangaroo
Point, in accordance with Plans and Specification,
which may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board  of Education will receive ,  until noon
on MONDAY,  the 1st proximo ,  Tenders for
the erection  of School  Buildings at Nerang, in
accordance  with Plans  and Specification, which
may be  seen on application , either to Mr. P. C.
Burke, Nerang ,  or at this office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
®N SALE, at the  Government Printing Office,in pamphlet  form ,  " Th  Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "  Regulations for the
.Management  of the Gold Fields of the  whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price  2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J.  C.  BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The  Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  11 ne Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872," it is hereby notified that the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS,
avuwMo.
NOOWi  $010004 by We  of Adeetlon' Locality. Area. I
Land Agent' O .e. at
v hto t beDue
MR"
1872. A. B. P.
990 ... Samuel  and Frith ... 10th  June .,. near Oakey Creek ... 80 0 0 Clermont.
0501 Ditto ... ... 24th June ... ditto 40 0 0 ditto.,
2,137 18 Ditto ... 30th October ... near  Drummond Creek 80 0 0 ditto.
1,789 ... McIntyre and Co. ... 12th September near old Drayton track
to Helidon
40 0 0 Ipswich.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
l " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date. Plans of the Roads can
be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OE ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant, Situation.
1 A. Adsett ... ... Reserved road through Portion 46 ...
2 Ditto ... ... ... Road separating Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
3 Ditto ... ... ... Reserved road through Portion 58 ...
4 Ditto ... ... One of the  roads roserved through
Portion 38
Parish. Area
A. R. P.
Whiteside ... ... 5 1 11
ditto ... ... ... 2 1 22
ditto... ... 2 2 7
ditto... ... ... 8 0 29
The above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portions
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's Otlice, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 E. Sampson Reserve road through part  of
Portion 40
Caboolture ... ... 1 0 7
2 The Crown Part, of River Terrace, from  Sidon
street, easterly
South Brisbane
... 0 3 4
3 Ditto Part of Odin street, from River Ter-
race southerly, to a new street
Ditto ... .. 0 1 26
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
10th February, 1875.
.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 1, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, district of Moreton :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 1, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
'Commencing  at the
south boundary of por-
tion 1, and running
north - easterly to
mouth  of weinain
Creek
freehold
Reputed
Owner.
Newton and
Co.
Occupier.  Bearings.
Newton and
Co.
Length  Breadth
in Chains .  of Road.
chs. iks.
357° 14' 4 72
10° 0' 5 00
38° 0' S 20
66° 0'  it  30
Area.
Irregular 6 2 24
breadth,
Remarks.
Forest land, un-
improved.
REAL PROPERTY 'I'BANSFIfIf NOTICHf.
TARE  Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below undeo the
provisions of  " The Real Property  Act of  1861. "  Any person desiring to  oppose  must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
2 acres 38 perches, being subdivision 2 of suburban John Cain 27th April, 1875.
allotment 26, parish of South Brisbane, at Kan-
garoo Point, county of Stanley I
1,2
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 22nd February, 1875.
THE following SUMMARIES of 1lAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the ?Month of DECEMBER, 1874, are published for general information.
GEO11GE TIIORN,  JUNIOR,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING TIIE 1 ION">,II OF DECEJIBM  ii., 1871.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of  days  on which Hain fell, and lbtal Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of station Latitude  (
I
South ) '  Longitude Distance from I(East). liaximum in 21
No. of
days Rain Total. .
I Sea-coast. hours, and date. fell. Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana ,..  21° 30' 1500 10' 80 0'97 1st 7 2.13
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ...  27 49 153 8 10 0-67  1 6th 7 2.05
Bloomsbury .,. ...  20 39 148 32 12 2.25 3i1 17 12'60
Bowen ... ... ...  20 1  148 16 on coast 363  13th 15 11'96
Brisbane ... ...  27 28 153 6 10 1'30 11th 12 4'08
Caamboon ..  25 1 150 25 105 0-50  15th 8 1-74
Cabulture (Morayfield)...  27 7 152 55 5 P50 28th 7 4'52
Cape Moreton  27 1 153 28 on coast 3132 6th 11 4'74
Cape Yorkt 10 40 142 35  on coast 2.98 2nd 17 10.31
Cardwell  18 6 146 0 on coast 4.55 11th 1.1 13-05
Cashmere  18 3 145 13  50 5'22 13th 15 12.89
Charleville  26 35 146 6  350 0'65 5th 5 1-68
Clermont  22 45 147 38  130  1-00  2nd 9 3.35
Cleveland  27 32 153 18 on coast  1-20  30th 7 2'38
Condamine 26 67 150 6  180 0.20 22nd 5 0'51
Cooktown*  15 27 145 15  one mile
Craven* 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek  18 0 142 0 119  1-15 14th 10 3'07
Dalby ...  27 30 151 15  112 2.50 6th 4 3.28
Durah*  26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ...  27 27 152 55 16 0.85 6th 8 2'55
Fairlie Plains ... ...  27 9 145 0  509  0.38 4th 4 0.86
Gayndah . 25 38 151 36  7.2 0.70 7th 6 1.45
George-tn, Ethridge Riv.  17 57 143 40  176  4-34 12th 10 9.14
Gilbert River  17 54 143 0 133 0.80 15th 11 3.33
Gladstone  23 50 151 20  on coast 0'75 15th 6 2'08
Goodna* ,,,  27 36 152 56  21
Gympie ...  26 12 152 38 30 2.22 5th 6 4.23
Helidon ...  27 39 152 3 60 1'40 19th 5 3'40
Herbert River, Lower ...  18 25 146 6 5 1.87 13th 17 8.77
Ipswich ,,. ... ...  27 38 152 48  28 1.18 11th 6 2'86
Junction Creek  17 45 144 9 78 1.18 11th 9 5.30
Keppel Bay ... ...  23 28 151 4  on coast  0-25 14th 3 0'70
'Kimberley  17 28 141 0  on coast 2'00 1st 10 6'20
Lytton ...  27 25 153 11  on coast 1-20 28th 7 4.33
Mackay ..  21 10 149 5 5  1-13 4th 10 1'64
Marlborough  22 67 150 1 40 2'65 3rd 10 7-50
Maryborough 25 35 152 43 18 1.24 6th 4 2'51
Nebo ...  21 55 148 10  50  2-00  6th 10 4.21
Normanton  17 38 141 25 38 0.41 6th 10 1.66
Ravenswood*  20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton  23 25 150 25  20 2'00 5th 6 5'24
Roma .. 26 37 148 42  230  2-29  2nd 3 3-46
Sandy Cape ... 24 48  153 25  on coast 2'45 5th 15 5'88
Springsure (llainwortli)*  24 :30  149 0 180
.Stauthorpe ,,, ,,, 28 40  152 0 90 0 09 22nd 4 0-27
St. Helena ... 27 26  153 16 on coast 0'80 6th 8 2-92
St. Lawrence 22 21  149 30  8 4.00 3rd 9 13.45
Taroom ... 25 38 149 45  160 0-77 5th 6 1.11
TooA omba ... 27 34 152 10  80 1-05 6th 4 2.32
Townsville ... 19 18 146 50  on coast 3-42 2nd 14 10-81
Valley of Lagoons 18 23 145 0 140 2-06 10th 16 11.29
Warwick ,.. 28 12 152 16 90 1-82 19th 5 2.32
Waterview ... 18 5 146 10 5 1-56 15th 16 6.41
Westwood ... 23 38 150 8 45 1.17 15th 9 2'68
Woody Island
... 25 21 152 57 1 on coast 1 1.00 4th 11 3'87
+  No Return received. t New Station.
Greatest Rainfall during the month, 13145 inches, was at St. Lawrence. Greatest number of days rain  fell,  17, at Bloomsbury
Herbert River, and Cape York. Greatest fall in 21 hours, 5,22 inches, on 13th, at Cashmere.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretar y's Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
T
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of
 the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the Quarter
from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st  DECEMBER, 1874, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and AssETS  of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT SroCK BANK, in the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during, the Quarter from the  1st OCTOBER
 to the 31st DECEMBER, 1874.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest...
t Bearing Interest
Bills in
 Circulation ( Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Balances  due to other
 Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing
 interest
 ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
£ s. d.
268,017 13 2
168,727 4 2
I
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
94,413 6 1
1,609 7 0
9,295 10 0
436,744
 17  4
£ I 542,063 0 5
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter
 ended 31st  December
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
484,656 0 0
8
 percent.  per annum, and
Bonus of 2s. per share.
25,444  8 10
54,872 0 7
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
£ s, d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals ... ......... 112,496 14 8
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars .., ... ... ......... 10,146 13 5
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ... ........ 23,952 14 6
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ... ......... 6,218 15 4
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... 315 7 8
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
52c),696 8 8
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... £ 682,826 14 3
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
ALEX. KERR, Accountant.
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of February, 1875.
Tn. UNMACK, Justice of the Peace.
HENRY P. ABBOTT.
I, the undersigned, being the
 Manager of
 the AUSTRALIAN JOINT
 STOCK BANK, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9,  the sum of
£708 is. lid., for the duty after the rate of £3 per
 cent. per annum  upon the sum of £94,413 6s. 1d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
 notes in
circulation of the
 said Bank  in the Colony of Queensland,
 according  to the annexed Return.
Dated this 22nd day of February, 1875. HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th February, 1875.
T
HE following Statement of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Clermont General
Cemetery, for the year ending 31st December, 1874, is hereby published  for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretar' .
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  of the  CLERMONT GENERAL  CEMETERY ,  for the Year ending
31st December, 1874.
Dr.
To Balance from 31st  December ,  1873 ...
Government Grant  pro  1874 ... ...
Burials ... ... ... . .. ...
Erection  of tombstones ... ...
Land  for graves sold ... ... ...
£ s. d.
73 5 11
50 0 0
22 16 0
1 10 0
6 6 0
Cash for old fencing stuff and palings sold
by public  aution .. . ... ...  3 14 2
£157 12 1 £157 12 1
Clermont, 1st January, 1875.
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Clermont General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure  for the Year  ending  the 31st  day of .,
December ,  1874 ,  is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to
be true , and by  virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act  of 1867."
S. CANDIOTTIS, M.D.
H. LUBBERT.
A. MCLEOD.
JOHN MACKAY.
JAS. McCORMACK.
Declared and signed before me, this 28th day of January, 1875.
C. J. GRAHAM, J.P.
0
3
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Payments of the Trustees of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery ,  for the Year 1874 ,  is hereby published  for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and PAYMENTS  of the DRAYTON and  ToowooMBA CEMETERY,  for the Year 1874.
RECEIPTS.
1874.
Bank balan ces  from 1873,
viz.:-
a.d. £ s. d.
PAYMENTS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Government  Savings
Bank  ... ..  100 0
Bank of New South Wales 27 13
127 13
Jan. Burial  fees ...  ... 12 0 0
Monumental fees  ... ...  12 17 6
Feb. Burial fees  ... ...  9 9 0
Monumental fees  ... ...  0 7 6
March Burial fees ... ... ...
April Burial fees 3 10 0
Monumental fees ... ... 2 10 0
May Burial fees  ... ...  10 8
Monumental fees  ... ... 1 17
June  ' Burial fees  ... ...  4 0
Monumental fees  ... ...  1 10
Cr.
£ a. d.
By subscription to Acclimatisation Society,
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Carriage for plants ,  printing paper ,  stamps,
and sundry expenses 5 3 6
„ Jacob Sohutte 's contract for new  fence...  66 4 0
Clearing walks and repairing public graves 11 0 0
Balance in hand ... ... ... ... 81 0 7
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th February, 1875.
Ordinary  Expenses-
Sexton's Salary  .. ...  75 0 0
Fire  Insurence  premium on
lodge (£75) ... ... 1 2 6
Ironmongery  ... ...  5 0 1
3 Timber  ... ... ...  316 0
Advertising and printing  ...  10 5 0
Repairs to lodge ... ... 2 2 0
24 17 6 New bier ... 1 10 0
Postages and incidentals ... 1 8 3
9 16 6 Clergymen's fees
8 0 0 Permanent improvements-
Clearing 4 acres ... ... 23 10 0
Superintendence  ... ...  1 3 6
6
6
6 0 0
Actual expenditure ... ...
12 6 0 Funds in hand, viz.:-
0 Government Savings Bank 105 0 0
0 Bank of New South Wales 18 13 11
5 10 0
July Burial fees ... 8 8 0
Aug. Burial fees ... 8 7 6
Monumental fees ... ... 4 5 0
Sept. Burial fees 6 11 6
Monumental fees  ... ...  3 5 0
Oct. Burial fees  ... ...  13 11 6
Monumental fees  ... ...  2 7 6
Nov. Burial  fees  ... ...  11 0 6
Monumental fees  ... ... 2 2 6
12 12 6
9 16 6
15 19 0
13 3 0
Dec. Burial fees  ... ... ...  13 17 0
Interest  from  Savings Bank ... 5 0 0
100 3 10
24 8 0
24 13 7
149 5 4
123 13 11
£272 19 3 £272 19 3
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery ,  do solemnly and
sincerely declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments for the Year ending 31st December,
1874 ,  is correct  ;  and we make this solemn  declaration,  conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue  of"'  The  Oaths Act  of  1867."
J. T. WALKER,
W. H. GROOM,  Trustees.
S. G. STEPHENS,
Declared and signed before me, this 16th day of February, 1875.
GILBERT ELIOTT, J.P.
12
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic. Manager, Ipswich, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 13th March next, they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND, AT IPSWICH STATION, 31sT DECEMBER, 1874.
Date. Station and Place. Where found. Description  of Article.
1874.
2 July ... Murphy's Creek
27 July ... .... Ipswich ...
30 July ... ... I Ditto ...
30 July ... ,.. I Ditto ...
30 July ... I Ditto ...
30 July ... Ditto ...
5 August ... Ditto ...
7 August ... Murphy's Creek
8 August ,.. Laidley ...
10 August . Ipswich ...
10 August Ditto ...
11 August ... Ditto ...
12 August . Laidley
29 August ... Ipswich
31 August ... Ditto
1 September ... 11 Helidon
2 September ... Ipswich
8 September .. Ditto
16 September .. Ditto
8 September ... Helidon
9 July ... ... Ipswich
23 April .. Ditto ...
22 April ,., Toowoomba ...
28 April ... Ipswich ...
2 October  ...  Ditto ...
6 October .. Ditto ...
12 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ..,
29 October Ditto ...
29 October ... Grandchester
29 October  ...  Ditto .,,
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 August ... Dalby ..,
7 O;tol•er
29 w ptember
10 October
15 October
Toowoomba ...
Grandchester
Ditto ...
Helidon ...
23 December
24 December
31 December
16 September
14 November
24 November
Date.
1874.
9 July ...
30 January ...
Ditto ..
Grandchester
Toowoomba ...
Ipswich ...
Laidley ,..
Ditto ...
M. C.
6230
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gowrie Junction
1st class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25 on line
27 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage ...
M. C.
28 40 on line ...
2nd class carria,e ...
2nd class carriage ...
On line
2nd class carriage ...
1st class carriage ...
On platform
On platform ...
Received unentered...
Horse-box .,.
Left by owner in cloak room
On platform
On platform ...
On line ...
2nd class carriage ...
On line
2nd class carriage ..,
Office ,..
Office ...
Office
On platform
On line ...
On line ...
On platform...
In carriage ,. .
M.  C.
4700 ...
On line ...
Collected out of waggons
from bags in loose order
On line
On platform... ... ...
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
1 paper parcel containing shirts, &e.
1 pair riding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
1 child's straw bat
1 coat
1 paper parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man's felt hat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black hat
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
1 paper box sundries
1. handkerchief
1 bag cotton, no marks or address, weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
1 package, Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief, bundle sundries
1 parcel note-paper
1 saddle bag containing hair brush, &c.
1 hat
1 drab felt hat with handkerchief
1 hat box
1 carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
1 child's hat
2 drab felt hats
1 bundle containing basin, &c.
1 parcel containing prints
I blue parasol
2 felt hats
damaged sarcenet, &c.
1 bag tin ore, 70 lbs.
I girl's straw hat
1 bag sundries
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Station from. Station to. Description.
Clifton ...
Left by owner
9 February ... Toowoomba ,,.
Cambooya ... ,.. .... 1 bale chaff.
Laidley ... .., ....  2 paper parcels containing wearing apparel,
and addressed F. Hughes, Rosewood
Station.
Ipswich ... ... ,.. 1 package containing pair of moleskin
trousers.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending February 20th, 1875 .,.
Corresponding week last year... ...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
Total.Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£  e. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
572 14  0 1,386 8 2  61 10  0
47612 6 1,363 14 0 62 4 6
96 1 6 22 14 2
0 14 6
£ s. d.
2,020 12 2
1,902 11 0
118 1 2
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
TIME TABLE
Brisbane ,  30th September, 1874.
.
ORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October ,  1874, the following Time Table will come
1' into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from  Rocky
Creek.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.;
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 Rocky Creek ... .. ... 3. 0
6 Gracemere 11.24 6 Goganjo ... ...  3.24
15 wellSt 12. 0
5
an ... ... 14 Westwood
€
24 Rosewood .. .. A
.
depart ... 0... 4.
arrive ... 1 0 20 Rosewood ... ... ...  A
depart... 1155 29 Stanwell ... ... ... 5' 0
38 Go anjo 1.47 38 G 5.36
44
g
Rocky Creek ... 2.10 44
racemere  ...
Rockhampton...
...
...
...
...
51 0
All Day Tickets  issued  on Saturdays ava ilable to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  27th February, 1875.
No. 2.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1875.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an  unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted ,  from Ten a.m to Four p .m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A.  28 Anderson Walter ,  Townsville m
1 Toowoomba c 29ADAMS W. Anderson Wm., Toowoomba a
2
,
Agnew Rev. P. P., Stanthorpe c 30 Anderson Wm., Jimbour o
3 Ahern Charles, Dyncon Downs m 31 Andrews Samuel C., Cecil Plains c
4 Jimbour o 32All Dayn Andrews Mrs. Wm., Cleveland Bay s
5
,
Ah Chong Charley, Toowoomba c 33 Appleton Henry, Blaaland Sidling c
6 Port Curtis m 34Ah Ho Armitage Mrs. M. Ann, Rockhampton o
7
,
Ipswich c 35Ahoy Mrs. Allen Armstrong Francis, Murphy 's Creek Station c
8
,
Ali Ung (miner), Calliope o c 36 Armstrong F. W., Brisbane c
9 Ainslie A. M., Rockhampton c 37 Arnold Mrs., Valley s
10 Yandina u k 38Airley John Durkin Arnold David, Ilelidon c
11
,
Akers James, Bricbane u k 39 Arnold David, Dalby c
12 Brisbane c 40Albert -- Arrent Carl, Toowoomba c,
41 Arthurs James W (contractor) Brisbane u k13
14
Albert Peter (laborer), Brisbane o c (2)
Cleveland Bay cAlder J. 42
. ,
Ashton Capt. A. J. (schooner " Sybil "), Brisbane a
15
,
Alderson Jas., Brisbane u k 43 Atkins W. R., Ipswich c
16 Aldwan John, Brisbane n z 44 Austin Mrs. J., Calliope c
17 Allen J. G., Severn River c 45 Austin and Grimley Messrs., Gympie c
18 Alston Isaac, Brisbane u k 46 Aymes Master F., Mitchell Downs a
19 Ambrose Miss, South Brisbane c B.20 Ambrose Morgan, Albert River c
21 Anderson Mrs., Toowoomba u k 1 BAILEY Mr. (tent-maker), Brisbane c
22 Anderson Anton Airistian, Meadow Flat, Stony 2 Bailey T. S., Brisbane s
Creek o c 3 Baker Miss Fanny, Dalby c
23 Andersen Caroline, Rockhampton o c 4 Baker George, Dalby u k
24 Anderson F. D., Stanthorpe o 5 Baker John, Gladstone m
25 Anderson James, Tantitha Station c 6 Ballard Mrs .  Mary, Brisbane o c
26 Anlonetta Joseph, Rocky Creek c 7 Barcon H., Gladstone c
27 'Anderson I`iicholas,  Sgringsure u k 8 Barden E'davia, Rockhampton c
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Barkla Mr. Stephen, Rockhampton o c
10 Barkley, Mrs. Sarah, Kangaroo Point e
11 Barrett Michael, Morayfield c
12 Barry D., Roma c
13 Barry John, Ging Ging a
14 Bartling --,  Brisbane n z
15 Barton Win., Brisbane e
16 Basfield Henry, South Brisbane s
17 Bat C., Cicaba  Diggings c
18 Bateman  Mrs., Warwick c'
19 Beaton  Henry, Eagle Farm u k
20 Beevor  Arthur, Rockhampton o c
21 Behan Miss  Annie, Townsville u k
22 Beitz Carl, Rosley e
23 Beitzel  A., Brisbane c
24 Belinke  Heinrich, Gladstone o c
25 Be ll  E . N., Bundaberg u k
26 Be ll  Mrs . Joan, Rockhampton o c
27 Bell Joseph, Colinton, c
28 Bell Mrs. Mary, Townsville o
29 Bell  Mrs. Win., Rockhampton o
30 Bemi  H., Ipswich u k
31 Bennet  Edwd., Toowoomba c (3)
32 Bennison  Wm., Woogaroo u k
33 Benson  Thomas, Ipswich a
34 Berridge Miss  E., Brisbane u k
35 Bett  Mrs. George, Cleveland Bay o
36 Bibgilski  Augusta, Rockhampton c
37 Beckerriype ,  Miss E liza,  Brisbane c
38 Biddulph W. J., Tambo c
39 Bildey  James,  Gympie c
40 Billings Mrs., Gympie in
41 Benga Wm.,  Brisbane c
42 Bismack  Mrs., Wickham terrace c
43 Bishop Richd., Peak Downs u k
44 Bishop S., South Brisbane c
45 Black Alex., Cooktown o
46  Black Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane f
47 Blake H. E. (surveyor), Roma c (3)
48 Blake Win., Townsville o
49 Blake Win. (shepherd), Warwick o c
50 Blanchet A. E., Brisbane n z
51 Blannin Thos., Brisbane c
52 Blein -, Toowoomba c
53 Bleki Mrs. William, Townsville o
54 Blennerhassett Francis, Brisbane u k
55 Blenitt Mrs. E., Gympie c
56 Blind Carl, Bundaberg c
57 Bloom H. S., Dalby c
58 Blundell J. R., Waranga a
59 Blyth A., Yengarie c (2)
60 Boag C. S., Brisbane s
61 Boag R. R., Beenleigh c
62 Boddam Louis,  Brisbane s
63 Bogan Michael, Mount Abundance u k
64 Bogan Michael, Mount Abundance c (2)
65 Boyle Miss R., Queen's Hotel in
66 Bokelberg Otto, Brisbane a
67 Bond Miss, Brisbane u k
68 Bott John, Brisbane u k
69 Boudin Mrs. C., Brisbane c
70 Boughton Mrs. Jane, Townsville o
71 Bowe J. M., Brisbane in
72 Bower Fred., Dalby u k
73 Bowers Chas., Gogango Creek s
74 Bowes Fred., St. Ruth Station u k
75 Boyce Henry, Caboolture u k
76 Bradley J. (carpenter), Brisbanr, c
77 Bradley W. G. B., Dalby c
78 Braun George, Mt. Abundance c
79 Bray Mrs., Warwick c
80 Breatley Miss, Roma u k
81 Brennan Mrs., Rockhampton o
82 Brennan C., Ballandini c
83 Brightwell Walter, Jimbour c
84 Brimner Thos., Roma o c
85 Brisbane Adam, 1\oosa a
86 Bronlow George, Gainford c
87 Brook Miss Polly, South Brisbane o
88 Brook Mrs. Sarah, South Brisbane o
89 Brooker Edward,  Brisbane u k
90 Brown A. M., Brisbane u k
91 Brown E. E., Gympie c
92 Brown George, per ship " Suffolk" u k
93 Brown John (butcher), Toowoomba u k (2)
94 Brown John, South Brisbane o e
95 Brown J., Lawrence s
96 Brown J. A., Forest Vale c
97 Brown J. E., Toowoomba c
98 Brown Lyne (photographer), Jimbour a
99 Brown Robert, Killarney t
100 Brown Robt., Rockhampton o
101 Bryer Thomas, Brisbane c
102 Bryan Charles, Brisbane u k
103 Bryaus Win, Dalby c
104 Bryant -, Brisbane c
105 Bryson John T., Brisbane u k
106 Bryson Robt., Rockhampton u k
107 Buchanan A. B., Nanango s
108 Bushel Wni., Roma c
109 Buckland J. W., Warwick c
110 Buckley Miss Bridget, Brisbane in
111 Buckley Mrs. I., Brisbane in
112 Buckley Mrs. Thos., Brisbane in
113 Buckley Mrs. Thos., Brisbane u z
114 Buckley Mrs. Thos., Brisbane in
115 Buik Miss Isabella, Brisbane it k
116 Burgess R., South Brisbane c
117 Burgess R. W., Beenleigh c
118 Burgess Win., Bundaberg c
119 Burke Mr., Turbot  street c
120 Burns James, Rockhampton o
121 Burns P. H., Wickham terrace c
122 Burns Wm., Roma c
123 Burr Wm., Bashford's Camp o
124 Burt Charlie, Brisbane in
125 Buttlar Mrs. J., East street c
126 Byrne John, Brisbane u k
127 Byrne John, Broadsound a
128 Byrne L., Roma s
C.
CAHILL James, Townsville c
Cahill James, Rockhampton c
Cairne James, Warwick o
Caldwell T. A., Rockhampton s
Callan Charles, Rockhampton c
Cameron John, Coomera c
Cameron J., Brisbane c
Cameron Murdoch,  Brisbane c (2)
Cameron Robert, Townsville o e
Cammel Mrs., Roma c
Campbell Mrs., Brisbane s
Cane David, per ship " Darling Downs " c
Cannon G., Roma c
Can Pow (Chinaman), Stanthorpo s
Carlin P., Dalby c
Carlyou C., Comet River c
Carmichael Jag., Brisbane c
Carmody John, Rockhampton c
Carmody John, Goganga e
Carney Wm., Daandine Station c
Carpenter Win. (carrier), Goondiwindi o
Carr Alex., Brisbane s
Carr Wm., Lake's Creek u k
Carrier Samuel, Forest Vale p o
Carroll P., Dalby c
Carver C., Blackall s
Casey Mrs. (farmer), Mary River c
Casey Timothy, Bundaberg f
Casey Timothy, Bundaberg u k (2)
Casey Timothy, Bundaberg c
Casey T. C., Bundaberg o
Cathy Mrs., Brisbane u k
v .
negh Chas., Ipswich s
Ceasy Mr., Bundaberg c
Champion Mrs. J., Brisbane f
Champion Captn., Townsville e
Chard Sarah A., Brisbane o c
Charke Mrs., Valley c
Charles John, Warwick o c (2)
Chairon J., Roma c
Chisholm Jas., Maryborough in
Chisholm L., Beenleigh c (3)
Christie Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o c
Clark Miss Jane, Toowoomba c
Clark J., Roma c
Clark R. A., Roma u k
Clarke Mrs. Wm., Rockhampton c
Clarkin Hugh, Townsville o
Clements Mr. Wm., Rockhampton p o
Clements W. A., Rockhampton c
Cobb George, Brisbane a
Cochren Thomas, Mucedalla c
Cofman Miss, Toowoomba c
Cofwet F., Townsville c
Coleso Chas., Dalby u k
Cole Mrs. James,  near  Ipswich u k
Cole Mr. James, Roosebrook, near Ipswich u k
Coleman James, Caboolture u k
Combes Edwd. A., Brisbane p o
Con Joseph, Brisbane u k
Conachie Peer, Brisbane u k
Conaghan A., Grac•cmere u k
Conlilfe -, Euthulla e
Conners E. R., Brisbane
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65 Conners D., Gracemere c 52 Drew Thos. C., Fleetwood o e
66 Connor Pat., Roma c 53 Drushcim Jno., Ipswich f
67 Cook Jno. Chas., Maryborourli c 51 Duff J., Townsville c
68 Cooke Thos. D., Brisbane u k 55 Duffy Miss Annie, Diamantina Orphanage u k
69 Cooksley - (Government Surveyor), Brisbane c 56 Dunne T. L., Rockhampton c
70 Coolinq Thomas, G.P. O., Brisbane it k- 57 Dutton W., Stauthorpe c
71 Cooms Miss M., Brisbane u k 58 Dwyer Jno., Taabinga c
72 Cooper A., Cleveland Bay s (2)
73 Cornish William (per ship Alexandra), Bris- E.
bane u k 1 EASTES C., Brisbane u k
74 Cossart Joseph, Forest Vale e 2 Ipswich cEaton -- (blacksmith)
75 Cotbam A., Laidlev u k 3
,
Ebeling Master F., Beenleigh f (2)
76 Coutts John, Brisbane u k 4 Dalby cEbner George
77 Covik George (blacksmith), Brisbane c 5
,
Brisbane sEdwards and Co. Messrs.
78 Coyle John, Townsville m 6
,
Edwards Mrs. (widow), South Brisbane s
79 Cozens J. C., Rockhampton c 7 Rockhampton it zEdwards Evan80 Crackets W., Rockhampton o c 8
,
Edwards Robt. (sawyer), Brisbane c81 Craig Mrs., South Brisbane c 9 Weranga Station cEdwards Mrs. Richd.82 Cram Miss Sarah Ann, Rockhampton o 10
,
Calliope oEdwards Thos83 Cran James (commercial traveller), Maryborougli s 11
,
Mooney River cEgan James84 Crawford Arthur, Townsville m 12
,
Cecil Plains eEgan 1'. H.85 Cresswell H., Brisbane s 13
,
Eglinton Miss Amy, Brisbane c86 Crick C., Roma c 14 Ithaca Creek o eElliman John87 Cripps Miss C. A. A., Brisbane it k 15
,
Elliott Andrew Bundaberg c88 Croger Martin, Calliope c 16
,
Comet River cElliott Jno.89 Crompton James, Beenleigh c 17
,
Killcullum Stalion sElliott Win.90 Cross James, Brisbane s 18
,
Ellis Jas. W., Brisbane u k
91 Crows, Leedham, and Roberts, Sydney it k (2) 19 Elton E. Brisbane u k
92 Cshur T. J., Goodna e 20
,
Etcliels Andrew Gladstone u k
93 Cufley William, Townsville o 21
,
Townsville oEtherton J.
94 Cullen John, Tantitha e 22
,
Evans David, Dalbv c
95 Culverhouse F., Dawson Bridge c (3) 23 Brisbane u kEvans W. H.
96 Cunningham Miss Fanny, Rockhampton p. o.
,
97 Cunningham Jno., Warwick s F98 Cuppage George, Toowoomba c
99 Curley Mary A., Rockhampton  in  1 FAIRBANKS -- (sugar planter), Logan c
100 Currett C., Jimbour c 2 Fairclough Miss Edith, Brisbane it k
101 Curtiss F., Rockhampton s 3 Fairman Will., Brisbane c
102 Curtis L. A., Natala s 4 Faleand --, Ice Works, Creek street c
103 Cuthell George, Dalby s (2) 5 Falvey Daniel, Brisbane u k
6 Farley Andrew, Paddington c
D.  7 Farmer W., Gympie m
8 Breakfast Creek cFaulkner J Ice Works1 Dale H. J., Brisbane u k (4) ., ,
2 Brisbane p.o. 9Dale H. J. Faulkner J., lee Works, Breakfast Creek c (3)
3
,
Daly M., Pine River c 10 Feild James, Broadsound e
11 Fentan Wm. Coomera s4 Dance Richard, Brisbane u k (2) ,
5 Dalby o 12Dance Richard Ferguson Win., Ipswich c
6
,
Toowoomba c 13Daniels J. Ferreter Pat., Copperfield s
7
,
Dantel Miss, Townsville c 14 Feuchil Jno., Ipswich Reserve o c
8 D'Arcy Norman, Toowoomba c 15 Fewtrell Miss, Toowoomba e
9 D'Arcy It. J., Fleetwood c 16 Fewtrill Julian, Toowoomba e
10 Datson Captain, Brisbane c 17 Fewtrill -,'Toowoomba c
11 Davey Mary Jane, Townsville lit 18 File Edwin, Brisbane u k (2)
12 Davidson J. P., Marlborough c 19 Finch C. H., South Brisbane c
13 Davies B., Brisbane o 20 Finworth Jane A., Gainsford It o
14 Davies J. F., Toowoomba c 21 Fisher Chas., Beenleigh c
15 Davies W. P., Brisbane e 22 Fitton Jas., Townsville c
16 Boundary street c 23Davis Mrs. Fitzgerald Maurice (baker), Stanthorpe o c
17
,
George street c 24Davis Miss Fitzpatrick Miss Charlotte. Rockhampton o c
18
,
Gogango Creek c 25Davis Mrs. Bridget Fitzsimons Jas., Cleveland Bay c
19
,
Davis George, Ipswich it k 26 Flannery P., Rosenthal Station e
27 Fleming John A. Stanthorpe o c20 Davis Thomas, Rocky Creek c (3) 28
,
Fletcher H Brisbane u k21
22
Dawson It., Warwick o
Deaks J., Yatala c 29
.,
Flynn Jno., Ipswich c
23 Dear J., Townsville c 30 Foden Jas., Mount Abundance u k
2 t Ded Wah (storekeeper), Wassen Creek c 31 Fong Chong (Chinaman), Brisbane s
25 Lawrence s 32Dee William Foulis Captain James, Brisbane a
26
,
Glenbave Station c 33Degnien Patrick Ford Win., Dalby s (2)
27
, 34Delpratt J. H., Toowoomba c Fordan Richard, Brisbane f
28 Dering W., Myrtle Creek u k 35 Forman --, Warwick c (2)
29 Brisbane f 36Denker L. Johann Forrester - (farmer), Mary River c
30
,
Goondiwindi o 37Deucher William Forster George (farmer), Brisbane o c
31
,
Woodlee c 38Dew T. Foster Miss Lucy F., Toowoomba c
32
, 39Dickfoy Johann Harriville c Foster N. M., Roma o e
33
,
Breakfast Creek c 40Dickinson Mrs. Fox Jno. A. (chemist), Townsville u k
34
,
41Dillon Mrs. Jno., Stanthorpe c Fox Owen, Warwick s
35 Brisbane s 42Dimlo Jno. Frances Gallen, Rockhampton c
36
,
Dixon Henry, Broadwater o 43 Francis S., Gympie Road s
37 Rockhampton o e 44Dobson Jno. Fraser Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
38
,
Stanthorpe o c 45Doherty Bernard (miner) Fraser Wm., Mount Abundance c
39
,
Roma e 46Doherty Willy Frockman Jno., Calliope o
40
,
Brisbane u k 47Donnige Mrs. Frost Win. (blacksmith), St. Lawrence a
41
,
Donohue Michael, Rockhampton u k 48 Fulcher Edwd. (farmer), Brisbane c49 Furlong Richard F. Lislowel  Downs  u k42 Donough T. (bushman), Roma o c (3) ,
43 Donovan -- (contractor) Petrie terrace c
44
, G.D'Orney S. J., Townsville s
45 Dougan or It. Watt, Gogango c 1 GADFIELD Harry, Gympie u k
46 Douglas Mrs. Anne, Townsville o 2 Galagher -, Gracemere e
47 Douglas George, Ipswich c 3 Galaghcr Wiliam, Brisbane u k
48 Dowkin E., Brisbane s 4 Galavan --, Warwick c (2)
49 Draper David, Rockhampton o 5 Gantz Jacob (shepherd), Warwick o e
50 Drew Thos. C., Fleetwood u k 6 Gard John, Townsville c
51 Drew 'Thos. C., Gogango c 7 Gardner E. Iudooroopilly it k
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8 Gardner E., Brisbane is k 37 Harris Mrs. Mary, Copperfield o
9 Garland Charles, Maryborough n 373 Harrold Captain, Brisbane m
10 Gash William, Beenicigh e 311) Hart Mark (miner), Stanthorpe o e
11 Geen W., Ipswich c 40 IIarth Henry, Toowoomba in
12 George James, Brisbane n z 41 Harlill Isaac (butcher), P. 0., Rockhampton it k
13 George John, Rolleston u k 42 Hartman Mrs , Moreton Station s
14 Gerrard William, Rockhamptou o 43 Harvey Jno., Calliope e
15 Gibbon John, Stratton c 44 Harward Mrs., South Brisbane c
16 Gibson A., Churchill c 45 Hassell Mrs., Jimbour c
17 Gibson J., Cooktown c 46 Hassett  Miss  Mary, Ipswich e
47Gib Hastin s W I swich o18 son J. D., Cooktown c (2) g ., p
10 Gympie u k 48Gibson William (mines) Hatton James, Brisbane u k
20
,
Gieseman August, Brisbane o c 49 Hawe Mrs. J., Warwick c
21 Gilder Doctor, Rockhampton s 50 Hay W. (sailor), Rockhampton o c
22 Gill Michael J., Dalby e 51 Haves Jno., Townsville u k
23 Gilles or Gellars Joseph, Calliope s 52 Mayes Jno., Townsville o c
24 Ginmel(i Vincenza, Calliope m 53 Hayles Mrs. J., Townsville c
25 Toowoomba c 54Glennon Mrs. Raymond J., Brisbane c
26
,
Godfrey Brisbane u k 55 Ilayns Charles, Serpentine Station e
27 Godfrey --, (care of Mrs. Smith) Mary street c 56 Hearley Miss Mary, Brisbane c
28 Gold Charles J., Brisbane c 57 Heary Miss Rate, Brisbane c
29 Gulley Charles, Rockhampton it k (2) 58 Heffernan Patrick, Stanthope u k
30 Good Richard (miner), Stanthorpe o c 59 Helmrich Jno., Lawrence s
31 Goodliff J. W., Rolleston c 60 Hely Mrs. G. Al., Brisbane o c
32 Goodman Mrs. J., Toowoomba c 61 Ifenderston -, Sampson Vale c
33 Gordon- Alexander, Glengordon a 62 Henderson J., Brisbane s
34 Gordon N., Townsville c 63 Henry Jno., St. Lawrence o c
35 Gormley  Miss  Rose, Brisbane Hospital it k (2) 64 Henry J. Jno., St. Lawrence o c
36 Goss Edwin, Brisbane u k 65 Henry W. E., Rockhampton s
37 Gosson Gustav, Highfield c 66 Henselin Gottfried, Ipswich f
38 Got War, Jinghi Jinghi c 67 Herbert Edward, Brisbane o
39 Graham Messrs., Logan c 68 Herbert Thomas, Canning Downs s
40 Graham B., Dalby c 69 Hesketh S. B. (H.M. s. "Warrior"), Queensland
41 Graham James, I)alby c uk
42 Graham J. L., Brisbane c 70 Heurlon K., Rockhampton c (2)
43 Graham Peter, Maryborough u k (2) 71 Hewitt James, Townsville o
44 Grant C., barque " St. Magnus," Brisbane a 72 Hickey John P., Townsville o
45 Greby  Miss  Ann, Rockhampton c 73 Hicks Willfred, Ipswich u k
46 Green Charles, Brisbane 74 Hickson -, Brisbane o c
47 Green Thomas, Surat e 75 Hicky John, Ipswich c
48 Gregerson Peter, Rockhampton f 76 Higgins W. P., Townsville s
49 Gregg James (grocer), Brisbane o c (2) 77 Hill James, Gordon Downs a
50 Gregory J. A., Toowoomba c 78 Hill W., Townsville u k
51 Grenier J. A., Brisbane o c 79 Hiller Miss Jane, Brisbane s (2)
52 Grimes Miss Clara, Thornbury street o c 80 Hinde Geo., Brisbane c
53 Grimshaw Harvey, Brisbane u k 81 Hinton Henry, Brisbane u k
54 Grogan M., Stantherpe c 82 Hinton Jasper, Rockhampton s
55 Gronan William, Toowoomba u k 83 Hiscock and Hopkins  Messrs.,  Bankside, Logan c
56 Groom John (carrier), Roma c 84 Hobkirk - (surveyor), Ipswich c
57 Groves Peter S., Rockhampton o c 85 Hobkerk Miss Maud, Ipswich u k
58 Groves Peter Sorensen, Rockhampton o 86 Hockey Miss, Brisbane c
59 Gunn Patrick, Stanthorpe o 87 Hodges James (carrier), Roma c
60 Gunson H. C., Brisbane u k (2) 88 Hof Louis, Bundaberg u k and c (2)
61 Guul Charles E., Brisbane f 89 Holman Wm., Moray Fields u k (2)
90 Holmes Miss Alice, Ipswich u k
H. 91 Holmes Thomas, Rockhampton is k92 Holmes Thomas, Crocodile Creek c
1 HAACK August, Walloon c 93 Holingren  E., Brisbane a
2 Haigh Geo. Henry, Brisbane m 94 Holohan John, Rockey Creek c
3 Hall Mrs. C. H., Roma o 95 Holzkuecht - (storekeeper), Dawson Bridge c
4 Hall Miss Emma, Rockhampton q c 96 Homan John C., Stanthorpe m
5 Hall Thomas, Helidon Station u k 97 Hon Chow (Chinese gardener), Yandilla a
6 Hall W., Brisbane u k 98 Hoop Den Heere, Brisbane f
7 Hallam Geo., Scrubby Creek, Gracemere c 99 Hopkins John H., Stanthorpe c
8 Hallam P., Roma c 100 Hopkins W. A., Townsville o
9 Hallett Richd. (butcher), Beenleigh o c 101 Hoppner C., Gracemere o c
10 Hallinen Patk., Rockhampton o c 102 Hore Edw., Tambourins Station c
'1 Harnett Jno., Mariana Farm u k 103 Homefeldt W. Von, Rockhampton o
12 Hamil Geo. (farmer), Reserve, Warwick c 104 Horneblueu Mrs. Lewis, Queensland a
13 Hamnil Geo. (farmer), Reserve, Warwick c 105 Horsfall -, Paddington c
14 Hamilton F., Brisbane o 106 Horstmann -, Breakfast Creek c
15 Hamilton Mrs. Johanna, Rockhampton o 107 Hosburn -, Fortitude Valley c
16 Hamilton John, ship " Darling Downs," Bris- 108 Hose A. (carrier), Dalby o c
bane u k 109 Hough P., Walloon c
17 Hamlin Chas., Calliope  Diggings c  110 How Miss Ellen, Stanthorpe u k
18 Hang Hin (Chinaman), Calliope  Diggings c 111 Howard W. F., Bundaberg c
19 Hanley Bros., Brisbane c 112 Howell J. C., Connor River c
20 Hanna Francis, Townsville o 113 Hewitt -, Mount Perry c
21 Hannam H. B., Brisbane u k 114 .Hewitt W., Brisbane c
22 Hanrahan  Frederick, Mitchell Downs g 115 Howlett  Mrs. Easter, Blacks' Waterhole c
23 Hansen  Adolph Peter, Brisbane c 116 Hoyes Mrs. Walter,  Melton Hill a
24 Hansen Jens (laborer), Rockhampton o c 117 Humphrey -, Calliope o
25 Harding -- (gardener),  Brisbane c 118 Humphries Geo., Jimbour a
26 Harding H. G., Warwick c 119 Hunerkoch John, Rockhampton o c
27 Hare A., Brisbane e 120 Hurd Samwell, Rockhampton c
28 Harker S. C. (bootmaker), Townsville o 121 Hurly  Simon ,  Brisbane f
29 Harney Mrs. W., Maryborough c 122 Hutchins John, Upper Camp,  Palmer c
30 Harradine A. D., Toowoomba u k
31 Harragan Mrs. Francis, Rockhampton o I.32 Harigan Thomas, care of Mr. Reid, Goodna P. 0. c
33 Harrington Michl., Roma a I INK Geo., Townsville c
34 Harrington Ready, Walloon u k 2 Inman -, Durham Downs c
35 Harris Francis, Brisbane u k 3 Irish J. P., Charleville s
36 Harris Geo., Rockhampton o c 4 Irwin  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton m and u k (2)
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J. 27 Lepple Franz, Rockhampton o e
1 JACKSON G., Roma o c 28 Llewellin H. H., Rockhampton u k
2 Jackson Wm., Angellalla Downs u k 29 Lester -, Weollengabber c
3 Jacobson Anders, Cecil Plains p o 30 Lester Thomas, Copperfield c
4 Jakobsen Peter, Brisbane o 31 Levingston Robert, Queensland u k
5 James Chas. (miner), Brisbane o c 32 Lewis Miss Eliza, Rockhampton u k
6 Jellis Joseph, Mount Harper s 33 Lillis W. If., Stanthorpe c
7 Jemmons J, Rockhampton o 34 Linklater T. H., Brisbane u k
8 Jennings Francis, Brisbane c 35 Listey -, Racecourse, Toowoomba c
9 Jennings J., Broadsound c 36 Lockhart Andrew, Brisbane m
10 Jensen Mrs., Tiaro f 37 Loftus Jas., Eurella c (2)
11 Jensen Anton, Charters Towers c 38 Logan Alex., Brisbane s and c  (3)
12 Jentze Gustav, Tooww oomba c 49 Longsta$' Edwd., Calliope c
13' Johansen Frederick, Toorilla Station o 40 Lonie Hugh, Maryborough o e
14 Johnsen John C., Lilly Vale o 41 Lord Mrs., Brisbane c
15 Johnson Chas., brig " Lalla Rook," Brisbane s 42 Lorrey Miss Margt., Rockhampton c
16 Johnson Samuel, Hannas Vale, Ipswich u k 43 Lesson A. P., Ipswich o
17 Johnson Mrs. W., Ipswich c 44 Lower Edwin Thomas, Ipswich c
1S Johnston Chas., Brisbane c 45 Ludlam Miss, Brisbane u k
19 Jolly David, Roma c 46 Lunden Job., Brisbane f
20 Jonabason A., Jimbour c 47 Lunn Geo., Owanyilla u k
21 Jones Miss Ann, Brisbane c 48 Lyon G. 0., Toowoomba a
22 Jones B., Mitchell Downs c
23 Jones Miss E., Brisbane c M.
24 Jones F. Toowoomba c
25
,
Jones Henry Broadsound c 1 MADEN D., Mitchell Downs c (2)
26
,
Jones Richd. (farmer) Woodbine Farm Bris- 2 Maddern Thomas, Beehive Yarnall c,,
bane u k 3 Maner P., (hut keeper), Rockhampton o c
4 Rockhampton o cMajor Robert27 Jones Thos., Roma o c (2) 5
,
Rockhampton oManeer E L28
29
e sen
Miss E., Brisbane u k
Jonquay Daniel (shearer) Bungewogera c 6
. .,
Mangan Patk., Roma o c
30
,
Jonquay Geo. Araby Downs c 7 Manley C., Broadsound c
31
, 8Juhl Miss M. Bockhampton c Mann Alex., Beenleigh o c
32
, 9Jumett Mrs. Mort Estate c Mann Arthur, Gympie c, 10 Mann Geo., Gympie c
K.  11 Manning Thomas, Seven-mile Creek c
1 KASSE N., Tiaro c 12 Marchant Mrs. Emma, Brisbane c
2 Kasten Hans, Toowoomba c 13 Marchment James, Rockhampton c
3 Kavanagh Hugh, Ipswich o c 14 Marr Miss Mary, Brisbane u k (2)
4 Kean Martin, Bon Accord o 15 Marsden Edwd. J., Brisbane u k
5 Keefe Miss E. J., Dawson Bridge u k 16 Marshall -, Cedar Creek c (2)
6 Kellke August, Cumkillenbar c 17 Marshall sirs. K. F., Goondiwindi o c (2)
7 Kelly Mrs. Dora, Brisbane u k 18 Martensen Mrs. Ellen, Rockhampton o c
8 Kelly W. E., Jimbour Station o 19 Martin -, Brisbane c
9 Kelson Miss R. T., Lake's Creek c 20 Martin James, (carrier), Rockhampton s
10 Kennedy Mrs., Bowen Terrace c 21 Martin P., Goondiwindi s
11 Kennedy Patrick, Brisbane u k 22 Martin Patrick, (laborer), Brisbane o c
12 Kennedy Wm. J., North Pine River u k (2) 23 Mosey E., Dalby c
13 Kennedy Wm. (shearer), Mount Abundance c 24 Mason Harry, Dalby m
14 Kent W., Roma c 25 Massey Ralph (brickmaker), Fortitude Valley c
15 Ketteriss Geo., Cressbrook c 26 Matchett Richd., Euthella e
16 Kerr - (draper), Warwick e 27 Matthews James, Dalby c
17 Kickham Michl., Rosalie m (2) 28 Matthews John Jimbour o
18 Kilihu J., Warwick c 29 Matthews John, Woogaroo o c
19 Kiljail Michl., Rockhampton c 30 Maunder C. J., Brisbane u k
20 Kirkpatrick J., Brisbane o 31 Meade John, Dalby c
21 King Mrs. W. S., Brisbane s 32 Meaney Dennis, Callandoon u k (3)
22 Klein George (carrier), Dalby c 33 Medland Miss E., Brisbane o
23 Knaggs Geo., Dalby c 34 Meile Henry (carrier), Rockhampton Road c
24 Knight W. T., Dalby u k 35 Mellan Peter, Brisbane c
25 Kope Chas. (laborer), Warwick o c 36 Melling W. J., Brisbane o c
26 Koppelman Fred., Warwick o c 37 Melville James, Brisbane o
27 Kosvitz Albertina, Brisbane f 38 Metlich Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c
28 Krestine -, Gympie c 39 Meyer Christian, Brisbane c
29 Kriger Chas., Tarong o 40 Middleton J., Brisbane u k
30 Kruger Johann, Cecil Plains o 41 Miles  Wm., Freshwater Creek o
31 Kylie P., Severn River o 42 Millard Thomas,  Brisbane u k
43 Millard  Wm. Holdsworth .  Brisbane u k (2)
L. 44, Miller James,  Brisbane c and u k (2)
1 LACY Alfd.,  Bowen c (2) 45 Miller  Thomas C., Copperfield u k
2 Lake Thomas, Stanthorpe s  46 Millingen C. (commercial traveller),  Mackay c
3 Lallow James, St. Lawrence c 47 Mills John  B., Rosenthal o c
4 Lambert Arthur C., Rockhampton o 48 Minchan R., Jimbour Woolahed c
5 Lammond J. (carrier), Rockhampton c 49 Mitchell John, Calliope e
6 Lancaster James, Helidon c 50 Moffatt S., Cumkillenbar c
7 Landrigan Jeremiah, Callandoon Station c 51 Moffatt  Thomas , Tabinga c
8 Landrigan J., Ipswich c 52 Mohr Daniel, Roma c
9 Langrish E., Samson Vale o c 53 Mohr J., Toowoomba c
10 Lapsford -, South Brisbane c 54 Moir Chas., Townsville o
11 Larson Chas. (farmer), Goodna o c 55 Moloney Mr. (laborer), Roma o e
12 Larsen H., Rocky c  56 Moloney Patrick, Blue Mountain, Stanthorpe c
13 Larther J. C., Brisbane c 57 Monsson Carl J., Rockhampton o c
14 Laughlin Peter, Jimbour c 58 More Frank (barque " Lady Emma"), Brisbane t
15 Laurisen Mrs., Rockhampton c 59 Moore James, Mount Abundance e
16 Lawler James, Surat c 60 Moore Mn. L., Brisbane u k
17 Leach Geo., Ipswich u k 61 Moor Patrick, Walloon Station c
18 Leahy Cath., Toowoomba c 62 Moran C. (shearer), Jimbour Woolehed c
19 Leary Miss, Gympie u k 63 Moran Dr., Gympie e
20 Leer H. B. R., Brisbane s 61 Moran J., Goondiwindi o
21 Lee-ton (Chinaman), Brisbane s 65 Moran Patrick, Jimbour c
22 Lee T., Milton, Brisbane e 66 Morgan G. B., Westwood u k (2)
23 Lee Yeang, Kroombit Diggings c 67 Morgan R. T., Brisbane u k (2)
24 Le Lachemit  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton c 68 Mortimore Wm., Brisbane c (2)
25 Lenehan Wm., Brisbane c 69 Moses S., Nashville a
26 Leonard Frank, Cecil Plains o 70 Mosman G., Helidon s
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71 Mountain Geo., Eaton Vale o c and c (2) 0.
72 Moy Miss, Brisbane s 1 Tambourine cOAKMAN --
73 Moylan Miss Bridget,  Brisbane n z 2
,
Woogaroo cO'Brien A
74 Muhldorff G. F. D., Ipswich f 3
.,
Rockhampton oO'Brien H75 Muir  Andrew, Brisbane c 4
.,
Tiaro 0O'Brien Sullivan John76 Muller Elise, Brisbane o 5
,
Dawson Bridge cO'Brien W77 Mulroney James, Bundamba c 6
.,
Campbell 's Gully cO'Connel Jeremiah78 Munton -- (brewer), Brisbane m 7
,
Roma sO'Connor Cornelius79 Murphy Miss Bella, Brisbane c 8
,
O'Donnell Wm. Culloden c
80 Murphy Francis, Roma o e 9
,
O'Dowell -- Gympie c81 Murphy Thomas, Warwick s 10
,
O'Farrel Mrs. Brisbane e82 Murray A. E., Toowoomba o 11
,
O'Flynn - Brisbane c
83 Murray John, Toowoomba e 12
,
O'Flynn - Stratton c84 Townsville c and o cMurra (seaman )Richd ,
'85
,y .
Myers Alexr., Townsville c
13
14
Flynn Mrs., Stratton cO
O'Keef - (carrier) Palmer c
86 Mygren Chas. (seaman ), Brisbane o c 15
,
O'Keefe -, Boggo c
Me, and Mae. 16 Oliver Geo., (second officer schooner "Jessie
Kelly ") Townsville a1 Brisbane o cMACALISTER Miss Margt ,
2
.,
(care of Mrs. SarahMiss IsabellaMcAnanl 17 Olsen Ole E., Brisbane f
'
,y
ton n z) RockhamFarr 18 Neil Cornelius, Brisbane mO
'3
py,
(schooner " Syble") Bris-McArthur Ca t R J 19 Neill D., Indooroopilly cO
'
,p . . . 20 Neil Owen, Dalby o cObane t  and m (2) 21 Dawson Bridge eO'Neil Thomas4 McCall Mrs., Toowoomba t 22
,
Rockhampton oO'Neil Thomas5 McCallaghan P., Rockhampton o c 23
,
Brisbane u kOrchard Capt.6 McCann A., Townsville c 24
,
Warwick oO'Reilly Mrs. Bridget
7 McCarthy Jeremiah, Rockhampton o c 25
,
Rockhampton u kOsborn Chas.8 McCarthy T. (laborer), Roma o c 26
,
Brisbane aF.Osborne W9 McCaul John, Dalby u k 27
,.
Shotover u kOsborne Snail.10 McClaughlin Hugh, Goondiwindi o 28
,
Raspberry Creek cO'Sullivan Jeremiah11 McClearan --, Muckadilla c 29
,
Rockhampton inAnnOuld Mrs12 McConaghie Miss Jamesina, Fortitude Valley c 30
. ,
Roma u kOwen B. S13 McCook Mrs. J., Rockhampton s 31
.,
Brisbane oOwen Robert14 McCullock -, Mount Abundance c ,
15 McDonald Alex., Rosewood Station c P.
16 cDonald D. Gracemere c
17
,
McDougald Mrs., Bowen Downs c 1 PADDOCK Win., Brisbane u k
18 McDougall M. S., Warwick c 2 Parish --, South Brisbane c
19 Magoffin Jas., Stanthorpe n z 3 Parish Win., Ipswich c
20 McGoldrick Thomas Roma s 4 Parker Frederick, Rockhampton s
21
,
McGrath Bridget Rockhampton o 5 Parker J., Brisbane c
22
,
McIntosh H., Mount Abundance c 6 Parr Mrs. D., Brisbane o c
23 McIntyre T., McIntyre Creek c 7 Pasinotte Antonio de Giacomo, Brisbane n z
24 Mackay Andrew, Brisbane s 8 Patterson --, Brisbane c
25 Mackay James, Brisbane u k 9 Paterson W. H., Brisbane c
26 McKeevan Patrick (cabman), Brisbane o e 10 Payne Daniel Rockhampton c
27 McKennan Miss Mary, Brisbane it k 11 Payne John, Rockhampton o
28 MacKenzie Wm., Rockhampton u k 12 Payne R., Logan c
29 McKeon Patrick, Dalby c 13 Pearce Joseph, Rockhampton o
30 McLachland J. M. Brisbane u k 14 Pearce J. S., South Brisbane c,
15 Joshua South Brisbane cPearce Mrs31 McLaren James, Gainsford c (2) ,.
32 McLean A. W. G. Ipswich c 16 Pearson Miss Mary Ann, Stanthorpe c
33
,
McLean J., Rocky Creek c 17 Peat T. P., Brisbane c
34 McLean Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c 18 Pedersen Al. K., Rockhampton o
35 McLean Thomas, Copperfield c 19 Pedersen T. (blacksmith), Gayndah road c
36 McLennan K., Bowen Bridge c 20 Pedwell Augustus, Copperfield c (2)
37 McLennan Wm., Nerang Creek c 21 Pedwell Mrs. Eliza, Copperfield o
38 McLeod A., Carrington'c 22 Pepperell James, Brisbane s
39 McMahon Miss K., Ipswich c 23 Percy Win., Gympie c
40 McMahon J., Jimbour c 24 Perkins G., Amby Downs c (2)
41 McMahon R., Redbank c 25 Perry John, Brisbane e
42 McMalvon Chas., Cawarral p o 26 Peters G., Blacksoil c
43 McMillan Wm., Brisbane u k 27 Petersen Jorgen Christian, Owanilla f
44 MacMerpshon Chas., Jimna c 28 Pettersen N. (laborer), Bundaberg o c
29 Pliebe Mrs Paddin ton c45
46
McMullan Thomas, Stanthorpe it k (2)
McNamara Thomas, Brisbane c 30
g g.,
Phelps Saml., Brisbane c
47 McNeil John, Toowoomba c 31 Phillips -Alex., Ipswich u k
48 Macphee Robt., Townsville c 33 Phillips Mrs. G., Cleieland c
49 McPherson Mrs. J., Weranga o c 33 Phillips Miss M. E., Brisbane c
50 McShane James, Dalby o c 34 Phillips W., Brisbane is
61 McTavish W., Warwick c 35 Pickthall Thomas, Bundaberg c
52 McWah -, Spring Hill c 36 Pijok -, Brisbane u k
37 Pike Miss Susan, Rockhampton u k
N. 38 Piper J., Brisbane s39 Pitt Albert, Toowoomba p o
1 NA.VMANN John, Jimbour e 40 Plunkett J., Toowoomba c
2 Neielsen Carl Diller, Owanilla e 41 Podmore Fredk., Lady Elliott's Island t
3 Neilan Philip, Rosenthal o c 42 Pool Miss Rosina, Ipswich o
4 Nei ll  Henry, Stanthorpe c 43 Fortis Wm. Jno., Brisbane u k
5 Neess F., Jimbour c 44 Powell Chas., Brisbane u k
6 Neylan Patrick, Dawson o 45 Powell G., Foyle View Station e
7 Nelsen Lorenz (musician), P. 0., Brisbane f 46 Powell Henry, Brisbane c
8 Nelson Mrs, Rockhampton s 47 Power Jas., Brisbane c
9 Nelson M., Rockhampton c 48 Power J. L., Fleetwood o
Nelson Peter, Warwick c 49 Preston G., Rockhampton u k
Nichols Mrs. Margt., Stanthorpe o c 50 Prestro -, Westwood c
12 Nielsen Hans, Beenlcigh o 51 Priestley Con., Townsville c
13 Nielson Henry, Toowoomba f 52 Price Bros. Messrs., Brisbane c
14 Niendorf Miss Doretee, Rockhampton f 53 Primrose Miss Mary Ann, Drayton o
15 Nilsson Harry, Toowoomba f (2) 54 Purtle Michl., Highfields u k
16 Nilson Henry, Brisbane f
17 Nolan J., Mitchell Downs c Q.
18 Nolan M., Bundaberg c 1 QUAR Sing (Chinaman), Calliope c
19 Nordlohue Joseph, Gympie f l Quillis Joseph, Calliope s
20 Nugent and others, Messrs. John, Toowoomba o e 3 Quinlan Michl. (laborer), Brisbane e
21 Nunan Miss Johanna, Milton, Brisbane u k 4 Quirk Patk., Roma o e
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R.. 47 Slautery Tkomas, Ipswich u k
1 RAEPSTOAFF -, Magnolia c 48 Smedegord Nicholas, Calliope o c
2 Rasmussen and J. Nicholson, Messrs. J., Brisbane c 49 Smith --, Brisbane u k
3 Reed James, Rockhampton o e 50 Smith Mrs., Brisbane a
4 Reed Mrs. W., Brisbane c 51 Smith Miss, South Brisbane c
5 Reetz -, Warwick s 52 Smith A. H. (grocer), Brisbane o c (2)
6 Rendof Henry, Basin Pocket, Ipswich c 53 Smith Mrs. A. J., Toowoomba c
7 Reynolds J. H., Brisbane c 54 Smith C., Jimbour c
8 Richard Wm. R., Dalby c 55 Smith E. (dairyman), Tingalpa c
9 Ridge Thomas, Ipswich a k 56 Smith F. (builder), Brisbane o
10 Riedfelt Gustel Johannesen, Copperfield e 57 Smith George, Brisbane c
11 Ridgeway Alfred G. P.  0. Brisbane u  le 58 Smith James, Warwick a
12
, ,
Rishton James, Townsville c 59 Smith John W., Rockhampton u k
13 Roberts Miss Martha, Brisbane o c 60 Smith J., South Brisbane c
14 Roberts R., Brisbane u k 61 Smith J., Brisbane u k
15 Robertson and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba o e 62 Smith J. P. (ship " Lepanto'), Brisbane o
16 Robertson Alex., Brisbane e 63 Smith Louis, Brisbane c
17 Robertson Geo., Westwood c 64 Smith Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o
18 Robertson John, Dalby c 65 Smith Michael, Brisbane u k
19 Robinson -, Brisbane m 66 Smith W., Rockhampton e
20 Robinson Mrs., Tpswich c 67 Smith W. James, Brisbane c
21 Robinson Chas. F., Port Darwin u k 68 Smith Messrs. W. and Co., Brisbane o e
22 Robinson D., Bowen Bridge c 69 Smithers G., Tingalpa c
23 Robson Mrs. John, Rockhampton c 70 Smyth David, Brisbane n z
24 Rogan John, Brisbane o 71 Smyth William, Rockhampton u k
25 Rogers John, Brisbane u k 72 Snowden James, South Pine River s
26 Romilly A., Cleveland Bay c 73 Soames George, Jimbour o
27 Rooney Robert, Rockhampton m 74 Solomon Mrs. H., Roma a
28 Rose Bridget, Rockhampton c 75 Soirdergaard S. M., Rockhampton f
29 Rosenstalk -, Dalby c 76 Sorensen P. C., Maryborough f
30 Ross David, Fortitude Valley c 77 Sorensen Peter Carl, Maryborough f
31 Ross R. M., Brisbane c 78 Spann C., Ipswich o c
32 Rossiter Geo. (seaman), Brisbane o c 79 Sparks Miss Hannah, Bundaberg c
33 Rowland J. E., Stanthorpe o c 80 Spence James, Brisbane a (2)
34 Rush E. D., Wylie Creek Hotel e 81 Srosan Martin, Stanthorpe u k
35 Russell Mrs. Indooroopilly e 82 Stahll Christoff or Henry, Leyburn o
36
,
Russell Peter, Hope Farm, Maryborough u k 83 Starkey Mrs. M. E., Ipswich c
37 Rutledge Wm. Chas., Brisbane n z 84 St. Croix Aaron de, Toowoomba u k
38 Rutledge J. J., Brisbane s 85 Steck George, G. P.  0.,  Brisbane o
39 Ruxton Miss, Dalby s 86 Stenersen Ole, Copperfield f
40 Ryen Mrs., Warwick c 87 Stephens F. D., Calliope o and m (2)
41 Ryan Miss, Brisbane o 88 Stevens Mrs., Gogango c
42 Ryan Miss Bridget Brisbane u k 89 Stevens George, Brisbane u k
43
,
Ryan Michl., Copperfield o 90 Stevens George, Rockhampton o
44 Ryan Thos., Mount Abundance e 91 Stevens Susan, Rockhampton o
92 Stevenson -, New Farm e
S. 93 Stewart Archibald, Rockhampton a (2)
94 near HosStewart Geor e ital e1 SALISBURY J. Ipswich c g , p
2
,
Sallons James Broadsound c 95 Stewart George, Bowen Bridge c, 96 Stewart John J. Dalby c3 Sam William (gardener), Brunswick street o c 97
,
Dalby cStewart John4 BalandeeSam Choye N.S.W. s ,
5
, ,
Burnett River sSamuel M. 98 Stockan Charles, Peak Downs u k
6
,
Sangar John - o c 99 Stone --, Rockhampton o
7
,
Brisbane u kSawyer S. 100 Stone John, Walloon o c
8
,
Tiaro p. o.Sarcon L. E. 101 Stonge Samuel, Mitchell Downs c
9
,
Ipswich cSayce George 102 Stone John (carpenter), Biabane c
10
,
Schlerick H. Wilhelm Toowoomba f 103 Stopforcl W. I:., Brisbane n k
11
,
Rockhampton oSchmidt L 101 Stranks William, Toowoomba u k
12
.,
Schofield Thomas Brisbane c 105 Streten J., J ondaryan c
13
,
P. O. Brisbane  is  kSchofield Tom G 106 Stuart John, Dalby s, . , 107 Stebbins Elijah, Helidon u k (2)14 Scoch Maynard, 1'onia o c 108 Sullivan Mrs. Fortitude Valley c15 Scott --, Brrtard Bay c 109
,
Rockhampton oSullivan C.16 Scott A., Brisbane o 110
,
Sullivan John Warwick e17 Scott E. J M, Palmerville c 111
,
Westwood cSullivan John18 Scott Francis, Brisbane u k 112
,
Rockhampton n zSullivan John F.19 Scott G., Ipswich u k 113
,
Ipswich cSullivan Mrs. Thomas20 Scott Miss Jane, Rockhampton e 114
,
Mount Coora o cSurman John21 Scott Joseph, Rockhampton c 115
,
Sutherland Mrs., Mary River e22 Scott Moncrieffe, Palmerville o c (3) 116 Dalby cSutherland Peter23 Scott William Roma c ,, 117 Sutton Alfred, Toowoomba c (3)24 Scabrouh George, Westwood u k 118 Cecil Plains eSutton Alfred25 Seaman Marius Madsen, Brisbane f 119
,
Ipswich o cSwain R.26 Segart William, Tiaro c 120
,
Mitchell Downs cSwan J.
27 Sekman G., Brisbane c 121
,
Swanson George, Conners River c28 Senior, Scott, and Co. Messrs. Rockhampton s 122 Swift Barnard, Toowoomba e29 Shackelton James, Townsville c (2)
30 Sharer Mrs. Catherine, Ipswich o T.31 Shaw George, Townsville c
32 Shaw John (sailmaker), Brisbane m 1 TAMPER John (butcher), Stanthorpe o e
33 Shaw William, Brisbane t 2 Tarrant William, Brisbane u k
34 Sheahan John, Gympie c 3 Taylor --, Dalby c
35 Sheath F. N., Cumkillenbar c 4 Taylor Miss A., Brisbane c
36 Shehan J., Dalby c 5 Taylor Charles (seaman), Brisbane o a
37 Shepherd John A., Goondiwindi o c 6 Taylor David, Townsville o (2)
38 Shephard F. C., Brucedale s 7 Teall Edwin, Ipswich u k
39 Shields Edward, St. Lawrence s 8 Templeton George, Rockhampton u k
40 Shipperley George, Brisbane a k 9 T'enworth C., Brisbane c
41 Short Mrs. Job, Dalby c 10 Tierney Mrs. Amy, Rockhampton o e
42 Short Lawrence F. H , Brisbane u k 11 Till Captain, Brisbane c
43 Siegmund Heinrich. Toowoomba o e 12 Tisoe Charles, Brisb,ne u k
44 Simmons John, Brisbane u k 13 Thandin -, Brisbane c
45 Skipper B., Brisbane u k 14 Thienssen C. T., Brisbane f
46 Slack Mrs., Greenback o c 15 Thirkill W. G., Brisbane a
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16 Thomas John G., Copperfield o 39 Welsh Michael, Stanthorpe o
17 Thomas R., Rockhampton s 40 Wenlen J. C., Roma o c
18 Thompson H. P. (blacksmith) Westwood c 41, Weston Samuel, Fleetwood u k
19 Thompson Samuel, Rosenthal c 42 Wharwell George, Ipswich uk
20 Thompson W., Bundaberg a 43 Wheeler -, Rockhampton u k
21 Thomson Colin, Townsville c  44 White James, G. P. 0., Brisbane a k
22 Thone T. G., Milton c 45 White Joseph, Fortitude Valley s
23 Thumm Samuel, Brisbane o e 46 White Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
24 Tomalin Henry, Brisbane u k 47 White Wm. Aicheson, Brisbane a k
25 Temkin -- (photographer), Rockhampton m 48 White Wm. Atcheson, Toowoomba c
26 Tomlins Mrs., Rockhampton o 49 Whitford Miss Emma, Rockhampton u k
27 Toombs T. A., Westwood c 50 Whitworth C. (laborer), Brisbane o c
28 Tootel Hugh, Roma s 51 Wickham J. W., Cleveland Bay  in
29 Torginsen Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane m 52 Wieting John, Rockhampton o c (2)
30 Tose John, Townsville c 53 Wiker Andrew, Calliope c
31 Toy Yana, Blackall Copper Mines o c 54 Wilbraham A. B., Rockhampton s
32 Trae Peter, Bundaberg f  55 Wilde F., Brisbane u k
33 Treacy Mrs. Patrick, South Pine River c 56 Wilding Mrs. Johanna, Brisbane o c
34 Tripcony G., Brisbane u k 57 Williams E. P., Townsville a
35 Troogh P., Toowoomba c 58 Wilkinson W., Rockhampton c
36 Trueman Charles, Ipswich u k 59 Wilkinson Jno., Stanthorpe u k
37 Tulloch J., Ipswich c 60 Willcock Jno., Roma u k
38 Turgs IT., Cecil Plains f and c (3) 61 Williams -, Bundaberg m
39 Turner -, Warwick c 62 Williams Miss A., Rockhampton u k
40 Turner C., Rockey Creek c 63 Williams Miss C. J., Fortitude Valley o c
41 Turner E. (bookseller), Brisbane m 64 Williams George, Euthulla c
42 Turner John, Warwick a 65 Williams James (smelter), Peak Downs a
43 Turner Captn. T. P., Brisbane u k (3) 66 Williams John, Jimbour Station c (2)
44 Turner W., Bundaberg c 67 Williams Mrs. M. J., Rockhampton c
45 Tylar Andrew, Brisbane u k 68 Williams R., Spring Hill c
69 Williams J. (carpenter), Little Ipswich c
U. 70 Willis Jno., Jimbour Station o
1 URIDGE George, Cooroora Station s (2) 71 Willoughby Jas., Townsville o
72 Wilms Peter, Toowoomba f
V. 73 Wilson Chas., Dalby c
74 Brisbane oWilson Mrs or Miss1 VALE William, Warwick u k 75
,.
Clermont eWilson Robert2 Vaner Miss J., Brisbane c
76
,
Doughboy Creek sWindmell Chas.3 Veitcb -, Brisbane c 77
,
Townsville oWinjerd J. M.4 Vircoe Henry, Brisbane u k 78
,
Winship Capt., Cleveland Bay c
W. 79 Wittman Jno., Ipswich c
80 Wolfe Thomas, Rocky Creek mI WADE John F., St. Lawrence o c 81 Wolff Mrs. Nerang Creek c2 Wadswarth F., Roma m 82
,
Toowoomba cWolfgram F.3 Wainwright Thomas, Toowoomba c 83
,
Wolton Mrs. South Brisbane c
4 Wakefield - (pork butcher), Brisbane c 84
,
Wong Mo (miner), Port Curtis Diggings c
5 Walker --, Brisbane c 85 Wontner Mrs., Spring Hill u k6 Walker John G., Brisbane c and u k (3) 86 Woode -, South Brisbane c
7 Walker J., Brisbane u k 87 Woods -, Brisbane c8 Walker Mark, Coomera c 88 Wood Claverington, Rockhampton u k9 Walker Revd. R., Brisbane a 89 Woods Terence A. Spring Hill o c10 Walker S. B., Sorgham Downs o 90
,
Wool Mrs., Queen street m11 Walker William, Townsville  in 91 Woolley Stephen, Brisbane u k (2)12 Wallworth -, Maryborough c 92 Warrell S., South Brisbane s
13 Walsh Miss Ellen, Brisbane s 93 Worth J. Calliope c14 Walsh J., Blythedale Station c 94
,
Wright -, South Pine River c
15 Walsh Lawrence, Stanthorpe o c 95 Wright Daniel Ipswich m
16 Walsh Y. (carpenter), Copperfield c 96
,
Wyatt W., Xilkivan Station c
17 Wanstall William, Condamine c 97 Wyborn Henry Valley e
18 Ware Mrs., North Quay c 98
,
Wy li e  Jas. (farmer) Bundaberg c
19 Warner J. H., Brisbane o 99
,
Wyndham -, Brisbane c20 Warren L. P. (draper), Brisbane o c
21 Warren W. P., Ipswich c Y22 Warren W. S., Toowoomba c .
23 Watson Daniel C., Brisbane c 1 YALDWYN C., Gracemere u k
24 Watson Emanuel, Dalby c 2 Yates William, Townsville s
25 Watson F., Brisbane u k 3 Yessen Christian, Stanthorpe o c
26 Watson T. B., barque " Geraldine,"  Brisbane s  4 Yet Wars, Calliope c
27 Watson William, Dalby u k 5 Yrahraman --, Bowen Bridge road c
28 Watts IT., Brisbane a k (2) 6 Yud War (storekeeper), Calliope c
29 Wavell C., Brisbane u k (2) 7 Yute War (storekeeper), Calliope n z
30 Weaver -, Brisbane a
31 Webb George, Brisbane e Z.
32 Webster Revd. M., Toowoomba m I ZSTER Frank Brisbane c33 Weeks Wm., Rockhampton u k ,
34 Weinthal -- Gogango c
35
,
Welch Brothers, Brisbane c Initials, Etc.
36 Welch Mrs. S., Gympie c 1 GREY Sam, Rockhampton o c
37 Wells  Miss,  Rockhampton c 2 The Ice Company, Breakfast Creek c
38 Wells  Miss  Margaret, Rockhampton c 3 The President (School of Arts), Roma o c
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
colony, in four volumes, demy quarto r-
£  S.  d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. L. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of the Brisbane River ,  from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay ,  to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office, Wi ll iam street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
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NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made, by
Post -Office Order, or cash ;  otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Act
of  1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns orplaces in the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :-
Criminal  Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT ROC& HAMPTON.
Monday, March 8th. Tuesday, March 9th.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September 6th. Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday,  December 6th. Tuesday, December 7th.
AT CooxrowN.
Thursday, March 25th. Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th. Friday, June 25th.
Saturday , September 18th. Saturday, September 18th.
AT MInacnssTEii.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th.
I
Saturday, September 25th.
AT TowxsvjLLr.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, June 30th. Wednesday, June 30th.
Friday, October 1st. Friday, October 1st.
AT BowEN.
Wednesday, April 7th. Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd..
Tuesday, October 5th. i Tuesday, October 5th.
AT MAC%AY.
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th. Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th. Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday, November 27th.
I
Saturday, November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on Monday,
the 15th day of February, A.D. 1875, before His
Honor Sir James Cockle, Knight, Chief Justice of
Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court. No business being on the paper, the Court
was adjourned till FRIDAY, the 19th day of
March, A.D. 1875.
By order,
JAS. STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Fitzgerald, late of St. George,
in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate of
the Will of the above-named deceased may be
granted to Henry William Hammond, of Curra-
willinghi, near St. George aforesaid, the sole
Executor named in and appointed by the Will of
the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of Febru-
ary, 1875.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for the said H. W. Hammond,
135
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Corner Drew, late of
Herbert's Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
chemist and druggist, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the Will annexed, of the above-named
Thomas Corner Drew, deceased, may be granted
to Thomas Cameron, of Herbert's Creek aforesaid,
carrier, and Frank Bond ,  of the same place, carpen-
ter, the Devisees named in the said Will.
Dated this 31st day of December, A.D. 1874.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Thomas
Cameron and Frank Bond.
By their Agent-
W. E. MunPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
133 6s. 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Phillip Costin, late of Petrie Terrace,
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, car-
penter, deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Phillip Costin, deceased, may be
granted to Thomas Amaziah Costin and Henry
Gilbert Costin, of Brisbane, in the said colony,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of February, A.D.
1875.
THOMAS BUNTON,
134
Proctor for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
THIS is to Certify, that the undersigned, Henry
Farley and James Lindsay, have formed a
Partnership under the provisions of  " The Mercan-
tile Act of  1867," and that the style of the firm
under which the Partnership is to be conducted is
James Lindsay and Another. The names and places
of residence of all the partners, are Henry Farley,
who resides at Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queens-
land, who is a special partner, and James Lindsay,
who resides at Town Marie, Bremer River, near
Ipswich, in the said colony, who is a general partner.
The amount of capital which the special partner,
the said Henry Farley, contributes to the Partner-
ship, is two hundred and fifty pounds. sterling ; the
generalpartner, the said James Lindsay, contributing
no capital. The general nature of the business is
that of mining for and selling coal, either in home
or foreign markets. The principal place at which the
business of the Partnership is to be transacted is at
Town Marie, Bremer River aforesaid. The time
when the Partnership under this deed is to com-
mence is the third day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five ; and the time when
it is to terminate is the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two.
Dated the third day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five.
HENRY FARLEY.
JAMES LINDSAY.
The above certi ficate was, at Ipswich, on the
third day  of February ,  one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -five, acknowledged by Henry Farley
and James Lindsay, before me,
101
JOHN RYAN,
Justice of the Peace.
9s.
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DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
Yengarie, 1st January, 1875.
N
OTICE.-The Partnership hitherto existing
between Robert Tooth and Edmund  Croft,
in the plantation known as Yerra Yerra, is this
day dissolved. All outstanding  claims  will be dis-
charged by  the remaining partner , Robert Tooth,
who will carry  on the said  Partnership property.
136
EDMUND CROFT.
ROBERT TOOTH.
3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Partnership
1 heretofore existing between the undersigned,
Robert Tooth, Robert Cran, and Forster Fitz
Herbert Nixon, carrying on business at Yengarie,
in the Colony of Queensland, Sugar Planters and
Refiners, under the style or firm of " Tooth and
Cran," was this day dissolved, by the retirement of
the said Forster Fitz Herbert Nixon from the
co-partnership ; and in future the said business will
be carried on by Robert Tooth and Robert Cran, on
their own account, under the name, style, or firm
of " Tooth and Gran," who will pay and receive all
debts owing from and to the firm of "'Tooth and
Cran."
Witness our hands, this twelfth day of February,
A.D. 1875.
ROBERT TOOTH.
ROBERT GRAN.
F. F. NIXON,
By his Attorney, ROBERT TooTH.
Witness to signatures of all parties-
J. D. Norxrc.
137 6s. 9d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
ATOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
.L' heretofore existing between the undersigned,
Robert Tooth and Forster Fitz Herbert Nixon, in
the trade or business of Sugar Planters, at Irre-
warra, in the Colony of Queensland, under the
style or firm of " F. F. Nixon," was this day dis-
solved, by the retirement of the said Forster
Fitz Herbert Nixon from the co-partnership ; and
in future the said business will be carried on by
Robert Tooth, who will pay and receive all debts
owing from and to the firm of " F. F. Nixon."
Witness our hands, this twelfth day of February,
A.D. 1875.
ROBERT TOOTH.
F. F. NIXON,
By his Attorney, ROBERT TOOTH.
Witness-J. D. No$ErE.
138 5s. 6d.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I
hereby give notice that it is my intention to
apply to the Court of Petty Sessions, to be
held at Ipswich, on the 6th day of April next, for
permission to erect Licensed Gates across the road
dividing portions 179 and 101, parish of Goolman,
north boundary, and portions 38 and 41, south
boundary. The gates will be 16 feet wide and
swung on iron hinges.
£10 REWARD.
L
OST  or stolen from near Rannes, one Grey
Draught Gelding, branded WM under half
circle over half circle over WM. If stolen, the
above reward will be paid on conviction of the
thief; or if strayed, £3 will be given to the finder,
if delivered at Kellaway and Lee's, Westwood, or to
the undersigned.
CARLOS BIRKBECK.
Glenmore, February 1st, 1875.
132 3s. 6d.
i
The GoVE&NM FNT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1875. £ s. d.
Feb. 20.-R. J. Salisbury 1 0 0
20.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
20.-A. Goode ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
22.-C. Wilson ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-W. Livesey... ... ... ... 0 3 0
26.-R. Lyons 0 19 6
]tnpauribinp.
`y n
<oundk-eepersar•crer ii)tdeci  that Adveru. sements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING} PER ANIMA L;  and no suc h,  Adver-
tise +nent will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied b,t a rernitt ancesrfcient  to coverthe  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from South Fort Cooper, on
the 8th February, 1875, by order of C. E. Watson,
Esquire. Driving, 1s. 8d.
One brown ware, J over indistinct brands like JDY near
shoulder, 9pro (Nebo Pound Brand) off shoulder,
white spots on back.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GOODE, Poundkeeper.
128 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Goomally, on the
9th February, 1875, by order of C. B. Dutton,
Esquire. Driving, 9s. 2d. per head.
One bluo-roan snare, 5JH (registered brand) near
shoulder, A in circle near ribs and rump, star, near
hind foot white, collar-marked.
One brown filly, 5J H (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay horse, L in circle near shoulder, star and snip,
near hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
129  38.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Beechal, on the
10th February, 1875, for trespass, by order of G.
Lyon, Esquire. Driving, 21s. 8d.
One fleabitten grey mare, EW off shoulder, like 3 near
shoulder, fired both fore legs ; foal at foot.
One grey horse, HC conjoined near shoulder.
One black colt, LM conjoined (the L reversed) off shoul-
der, 9 near ribs, 5 two hearts near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
W. LIVESEY, Poundkeeper.
131 3s.
CHARLES WILSON.
Ipswich,  20th February, 1875. Printed and Pub lished by JAMES C.  BKAL,  Government Printer,
Wil liam street ,  Brisbane , 27th February, 1875.130 4s. 6d.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] FRIDAY, 5TH MARCH, 1875. [No. 27.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
PAYMENTS UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
T
HE attention of Selectors under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" is directed to the provisions of the fifty.
first clause thereof, and also to the Amended Regulation established under said Act, bearing date 5th March, 1869, which
provides that the second payment shall be made on or before the 31st March in each and every year, and that the amount to be
paid shall be proportionate to the number of clear months intervening between the expiration of twelve months from date of
selection  and 31st March next succeeding; and that in default of such payment the lease shall be forfeited, and the land
selected, and  all improvements thereon shall revert to the Crown. Provided that the Lessee may defeat such forfeiture for
non-payment of rent by paying to the Land Agent in cash, within ninety days of the day on which the rent shall have fallen
due, a sum  equal to the amount due, together with an additional sum equal to one-fourth part thereof by way of penalty.
The accompanying Schedules of the Payments due on the 31st March, are published for general information; and it is
hereby notified that the payment of rent on any selection included in these Schedules or otherwise, will not place the Selector
in a better position to claim a title in the event of it coming within the knowledge of the Government that any other  provisoes
or conditions  of the Act, or of the  leases under  which the lands are held, have been violated.
T. B. STEPHENS,
Secretary for Lands.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of  Selection.  Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
1407 Adsett, Aaron ... ... Conditional ... ... ...
1654 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 ...
1970 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*2057 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0 ...
*2176 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*2176 Ditto ditto ... ... ...
503 Adsett,  Moses ,.. ... ditto ... ...
4 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... 200 0 0
439 Adsett, John ... ... ditto 90 0 0 90 0 0
1392  Allen, Job ... ... ... Homestead ,.. ... 53 0 0
Second  Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
387 0 0
202 0 0
150 0 0
367 0 0
90 0 0
150 0 0
123 0 0
199 3 33
140 0 0
Year .  Rent . Balance Due.
£ a. d.
6th 9 18 6
4th 6 11 0
3rd 3 15 0
3rd 13 13 6
2nd 1 13 9
2nd 2 16 3
7th 3 1 6
8th 19 19 11
7th 11 0 0
5th 1 6 6
£ s. d.
0 2 0
0 6 8
0 5 0
I
NOTE.-Selections marked thus * have not yet been finally classified.
In cases marked t the amount of rent due has been reduced in consequence of there being a credit in favor of
the selector on account of excess on previous payments.
In cases marked thus 11 credit has been or will have to be allowed on account of  lands resumed  for road purposes.
In cases marked thus $ penalty is charged.
In cases  marked § improvements to be paid for.
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register Lessee.Ico.
1187 Allen, Job ,.,
1932 Ditto
573 Allen, Alfred ...
595 Ditto .. ... ...
674 Allen, William ... ...
879 Ditto ...
1270 Amstead, John
*2171 Anders, John ...
*2273 Anderson, John ... ...
1170 Anstead, John ... ...
1108 Archibald, Robert ... ...
1309 Armstrong, Thomas ...
1211 Ditto ..,
1296 Armstrong, William ...
2254 Ditto ... ...
951 Arnold, Frederick ... ...
*2166 Atkinson, Thomas ...
1045 Atthow, George ...
838 Ditto ... ... I
1533 Ditto ... ...
307 - Ditto ...
1044 Auld, Archibald ... ...
1048 Ditto ... ... ...
t1923 Ditto ... ... ...
*2181 Ditto ...
1590 Auld, John ... ...
1810 Ditto ...
*2395 Bagnall, Richard ... ...
*1941 Bailey, Alexander ... ...
2136 Ditto ...
1377 Baker, Charles ... ...
1380 Ditto ... ... ...
1273 Baker, W. ...
1209 Baker, Joseph ... ...
1485 Ditto ... ...
688 Ball, Joseph... ... ...
1888 Ballard, John ., ...
1172 Ballinger, Thomas John ...
1935 Ballinger, John ... ...
2160 Bamberger, Lonis ... ...
1090 Bancroft, Joseph ... ...
1028 Banning, Andrew .. ...
1786 Banks, James Horbury ...
1840 Ditto ... ...
388 Barker, William ... ...
392 Ditto ...
393 Ditto ...
1495 Ditto ... ... ...
1496  Ditto ... ... ...
1497  Ditto ... ... ...
1612  Ditto . ...
389  Barker, Anna Maria ...
391  Ditto ... ...
960  Barnard, John ... ...
1185  Barnes, Eli ... ... ...
*2330 Ditto ...
496  Barnett, John Wallace ...
1542  Barnard, John ... ...
1451  Barrett, Walter ... ...
1103  Ditto ... ...
*1925 Bartholomai, Adam ...
*2045  Battersby, Matthew ...
1902  Battershill, William ...
1498  Baxter, Ole ... ... ...
1991  Ditto ...
2113  Beal, John .. ... ...
1953  Beanland, Thomas ... ...
*2309  Ditto ... ...
1554  Beetham, John S. ... ...
932  Behrens, Heinrich ... ...
944  Bell, William ... ...
1536  Bell, Robert... .. ...
1952 Bell, Nicholas ... ...
2059 Ditto ... ...
*2342 Ditto .. ..
*2115 Bell, Andrew ...
1955 Benfer, Philipp ...
Nature of  Selection .
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tamrookum
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..,
Homestead
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto .,,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
Agrioultural. First Class
Pastoral
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. 'P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s, d.
... 81 0 0 6th  2 0 6
42 0 0 3rd  1 1 0
20 0 0 30 0 (l 100 0 0 7th  5 10 0
40 0 0 60 0 (1 540 0 0 7th  19 10 0
12 0 0 30 0 0 118 0 0 7th  5 7 0
117 0 0 7th  2 18 6
85 1 20 5th  2 3 0
... 160 0 0 2nd  3 0 0
,.. 500 0 0 2nd  6 5 0
45 0 0 6th  0 13 1
,,. 30 0 0 104 3 22 8th 3 18 8
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th  3 10 0
58 0 0 ... 6th  4 7 0
60 0 0 5th  4 10 0
60 0 0 2nd  2 12 6
20 0 0 20 0 0 ... 6th  0 4 2
... ... 160 0 0 2nd  3 0 0
... ... 100 0 0 6th  2 10 0
... 60 0 0 69 3 24 7th  4 15 0
... 101 3 28 4th  2 11 0
26 0 0 100 0 0 7th  4 9
1 6
0
8160 0 0 6th
... 200 0 0 6th  5 0 0
... 80 0 0 179 0 0 3rd  7 9 6
... ... 100 0 0 2nd  1 17 6
... 320 0 0 4th  8 0 0
... ... 336 0 0 3rd  8 8 0
111 0 0 2nd  0 4 8
... ...
80 0 0 3rd  2 0 0
... 76 1 0 2nd  1 12 1
...
... 180 0 0 5th  4 10 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th  4 0 0
12 0 0 100 0 0 ... 5th  2 19 0
... 160 0 0 ... 6th  8 0 0
... 102 0 0 4th  2 11 0
40 0 0 90 0 0 180 0 0 7th 12 0 0
... 140 0 0 3rd  3 10 0
20 0 0 ... 110 0 0 6th  4 5 0
10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd  2 10 0
80 0 0 ... 515 0 0 2nd  1315 8 4 0 0
15 0 0 ... 82 2 28 6th  2 16 6
42 0 0 ... Gth  0 7 10
160 0 0 ... 3rd  6 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd  6 0 0
20 0 0 200 0 0 1,763 3 0 7th  55 12 0
25 0 0 160 0 0 1,065 0 0 7th  36 10 0
50 0 0 300 0 0 1,108 0 0 7th 46 9 0 0 4 0
300 0 0 600 0 0 4th  30 0 0...
... 300 0 0 700 0 0 4th  32 10 0
... 250 0 0 350 0 0 4th 21 5 0
96 0 0 4th  2 8 6 0 5 7
40 0 0 120 0 0 662 3 0 7th  25 11 6
10 0 0 80 0 0 550 0 0 7th  18 10 0
8 0 0 41 3 8 ... 6th  0 5 6
60 0 0 ... ... 6th  1 10 0
120 0 0 2nd  0 15 0
100 0 0 100 0 0 150 0 0 7th 16 5 0
... 20 0 0 98 0 0 4th  3 9 0
... 621 0 0 8th  15 10 6 0 0 6
10 0 0 45 0 0 ... 6th  0 12 6
... 6411 0 0 3rd  16 0 0
... 80 0 0 3rd  2 0 0
...
100 0 0 3rd  2 10 0
... 26 0 0 174 0 0 4th  5 13 0
,., 30 0 0 66 0 0 3rd  3 3 0
... 60 0 0 261 0 0 2nd  814 8 110 0
... ...
100 0 0 3rd  2 10 0
... 50 0 0 2nd  0 10 5
80 0 0 ... 4th  3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th  0 5 10
... 20 0 0 ... 6th 0 0 10
80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
... 80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
... ... 122 0 0 3rd 3 1 0
400 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
... ... 39 3 37 3rd 1 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*1938  Benfer , Philips ...
02116 Bennett,  Joseph ...
1572 Benfer, Johann ...
1160  Bennett,  Joseph ..
1297 Bergin , John  Delany
983 Ditto
1058 Ditto
1075 Ditto
122 Ditto
1595 Ditto
1899 Ditto
1596 Ditto
1728 Ditto
11824 Ditto
t1979 Ditto ... ... ...
*2198  Ditto ...
483 Bernays, Lewis Adolphus ...
12')7 Berry, Eleanor ... ...
1033 Biggln, Edward ... ...
2030 Ditto ... ... ...
1657 Biggs, George
1255 Bird, George ... ...
1489 Ditto ... ... ...
337 Ditto ... ... ...
1232 Bishop, Thomas ... ...
1233 Ditto ... ... ...
02341 Ditto ... ... ...
`01878 Bishop, John
910 Blaker, Arthur Beckett ...
1830 Ditto ...
*1726  Blakey, James ... ...
1693 Blaney, Neil... ... ...
*2262  Bleckley, Andrew ... ...
609 Board, Richard .. ...
92 Bonney, Askin Edward ...
11427 Bonney, Thomas Edwin ...
*1969  Ditto ... ...
1581 Bonney, Henry A....
1908 Brandon, Thomas ... ...
2047 Brayford, Thomas ... ...
1261 Brennan, Michael ... ...
1095 Ditto ... ... ...
961 Brewing, John
*1649 Bridges, George ... ...
2028 Bridges, Samuel ... ...
1615 Bright, Charles D.... ...
1484 Bright, Charles Duncan ...
2064 Ditto ... ...
740 Brimblecombe, James ...
*2361  Brimelow, James ...
1113 Brodie, William ...
1935 Brook, Seth ... ...
1936 Brook, William ...
11981 Brook, Henry ...
*2286  Brook, Edwin ...
679 Brown, Charles ...
1573 . Ditto ... ...
*2201 Ditto ...
1795 Brown, David ...
•12216 Ditto ...
2269 Brown , Joseph ...
1286 Bryce, Thomas ...
t1989 Ditto ...
557 Buchanan, Thompson
2276 Buchanan, Jno. Arthur
1951 Buckle, Joseph ...
*2223  Buckby, George ...
1452A Buckley, Timothy ...
1889 Ditto ... ...
2112 Ditto ... ...
*2149 Buhot, John... ... ..,
1685 Buisson, Lucien S.... ...
2071 Burdett, W. T.
t1389 Burgess, Isaac ...
1749 Burke, Peter ... ...
24 Burnett, F. C.
2035 Burnett, John
lvature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. R. P.A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 80 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 60 0 0
5 0 0 ...
24 0 0
10 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 14 0 0
40 0 0 2nd
4th
100 0 0 6th
130 0 0 5th
6th
100 0 0 216 2 0 6th
143 0 0 6th
60 0 0 241 0 0 8th
50 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
5th
4th
6th
ditto ... 20 0 0 65 0 0 6th
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... ... 110 0 0 ... 3rd
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 274 0 30 6th
ditto ... ... ... 70 0 0 3rd
Homestead ... 60 0 0 ... ... 4th
ditto 10 0 0 115 0 0 4th
Conditional ... ... .320 0 0 I 2nd
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ... 7th
ditto ... 120 0 0 40 0 0 64 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... ... 135 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd
ditto ... .. ... 172 0 0 4th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 3rd
Homestead, 1872  ...  320 0 0 3rd
Conditional  ...  ... 112 0 0 5th
ditto 200 0 0 6th
Homestead ... 16 0 0 39 0 0 ... 6th
Conditional ... 640 0 0 4th
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 220 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 247 2 0 4th
Homestead ... ... 43 1 0 ... 4th
ditto ... ... 315 0 0 ... 3rd
Conditional 30 0 0 185 0 0 7th
Homestead ... ... 120 0 0 2nd
Conditional ,.. ... ... 300 0 0 6th
Homestead, 1872 60 0 0 260 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... 60 0 0 260 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... 50 0 0 270 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... 40 0 0  280 0 0 2nd
Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 7th
ditto ... ... ... 109 0 0 4th
ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 290 0 0 3rd
Homestead ... 77 3 36 ... ... 2nd
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 5th
Conditional ... .. ... 989 0 0 3rd
ditto 40 0 0 24 0 0 ... 7th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto ... 30 0 0  291 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th
Conditional ... 60 0 0 ... ... 3rd
ditto ... 106 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
ditto ... ... 64 0 0 ... 4th
ditto ... ... ... 83 2 0 3rd
ditto ... 10  0 0 ... 118 0 0 5th
ditto 88 2 0 4th
ditto 80 0 0 80 0 0 8th
Homestead ... .. 154 1 0 ... 3rd
240 0 0 4th
457 0 0 3rd
30 0 0 4th
180 0 0 4th
57 2 0 3rd
430 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 2nd
266 0 0 7th
704 0 0 6th
6th
3rd
80 0 0 4th
Balance due.
£ 8. d. £ s. d.
2 0 0
0 18 4
2 5 0
2 10 0
3 12 6
0 4 6
10 8 6 0 8 0
3 11 6
9 0 6
6 0 0
11 8 6
1 10 0
4 10 0
0 8 2
6 7 5
1 13 4
6 13 0.
17 12 0
0 15 0
6 0 0
2 0 0
1 5 0
'3 10 0
... $0 5 1
0 1 4
1 19 7
2 10 0
1 0 0
2 15 0
9 17 6
2 14 0
2 5 0
3 5 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
12 12 0
2 19 1
2 10 0
4 6 0
2 0 0
12 0 0
2 16 0
5 0 0
0 5 3
16 0 0 0 0 9
6 10 0
6 4 0
1 2 0
7 17 6
6 2 6
0 15 0
7 10 0
14 5 0
14 5 0
12 14 5
5 12 6
2 10 0
2 14 6
1 6 8
9 0 0
1 1 6
1 0 0
2 0 0
24 3 8
3 12 0
1 10 0
9 10 6
10 13 4
3 0 0
4 10 0
7 5 9
13 6 8
1 12 0
2 0 0
0 13 10
2 4 6
6 0 0
317 6 0 0 8
$0 0 2
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*2148 Burnett, John ...
01772 Rush, Charles ...
1523 Busch, Henry ...
1425 Bush, Thomas
t1345 Butler, William, senior
1312 Ditto ... ...
680 Ditto
1350 Butler, William, junior
1579 Butler, William ...
632 Butler, John ...
t1039 Butter, John ...
729 Ditto
1229 Byrne, Michael
1567 Byrne , William
02291 Cahill ,  Michael .. ...
2296 Cameron ,  Alexander ...
1370 Campbell ,  Henry ... ...
1293 Campbell , John .. ...
1499 Campbell,  A., and Hay, Jno.
1500 Ditto ...
1501 Ditto ...
1643 Campbell, Angus ...
1683 Campbell, Ewen ,..
1684 Campbell, Donald ...
2125 Campbell, F. A. F....
2293 Campbell, Alexander
*2403  Campbell, Alex. ...
*2318  Campbell , John Edwin ...
1694 Capner, Robert ...
1769 Ditto ... ...
*2337  Capson, Thomas ..
1671 Carseldine, Jonathan
1880 Ditto ... ...
1748 Ditto ... ...
1096 Carter, George ...
*2144 Ditto ... ...
*2405  Carter, Geo.
1295 Carty, James
1851 Carver, James Thomas
732 Cash, James... ...
1440 Caton, John... ...
1072 Ditto ...
1208 Cavell, Edwin ...
1762 Ditto ... ...
*1973 Ditto ...
1439 Chambers, Charles ...
*2372 Ditto ...
1992 Chandler, Thomas ...
1631 Chardon, Franc ...
*2024 Christie, Robert ...
240 Clark, William Peter
1566 Ditto ... ...
*2032  Ditto ... ...
*2360 Clark, John ... ...
*2387 Ditto ...
1616 Clarkston, William...
761 Cleary, Edward ..
1180 Clugston, Alexander
1320 Cockerill, John ...
1321 Ditto ... ...
1819 Cockerill, Mark ...
1080 Cogil, Donald ...
1971 Ditto ... ...
1196 Colburn, Daniel William ...
*1996  Ditto ...
*1839 Colgan, Catherine ,..
*1701  Colgan, Thomas, junr.
}1703 Colgan, Thomas, senr.
1362 Collett, Joseph ...
*2310 Collin, Chas. Louis ...
1372 Collins, John ...
1195 Ditto ... .,.
921 Ditto ... ...
599 Ditto ... ...
1537 Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B.  P. i' 8.  d. £' 8. d.
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
,,, 120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
... 150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
84 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
73 0 0 5th 1 14 10
198 1 11 5th  4 19 2 0 3 0
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
5th 2 9 6
300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
Homestead ... 10  0.  0
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ... 10 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto
Homestead,1872 ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Undulla ... 20 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead
Conditional ... 10 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto .,, ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .,. ...
ditto
ditto ... 8 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ... 12 0 0
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead  ... 60 0 0
Conditional  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 8 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead ... 6 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0
ditto ... 14 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0
Conditional 40 0 0
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Moondoolin
100 0  0 7th 2 10 0
41 0 20 6th 0 10 6
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
80 0 0  ...  6th 218 4
112 0  0 ... 4th 216 0
320 0 0  ...  2nd 5 0 0
144 0  0 2nd 1 10 0
,., 401 0  0 5th 10 0 6
... 107 0 0  5th 418 6
45 0 0 570 0.0
100 0 0 700 0 0
140 0 0 500 0 0
150 0 0
115 0 0
... 400 0 0
91 1 0
... 400 0 0
160 0 0
... 80 0 0
.,. 627 0 0
... 450 0 0
... 126 0 0
... 80 0 0
109 0 0
30 0 0 320 0 0
47 0 0 ...
89 0 0
300 0 0
130 0 0
112 0 0
80 0 0 20 0 0
20 0 0 ...
20 0 0
17 0 0 115 0 0
80 0 0 102 0 0
80 0 0
118 0 0
200 0 0
365 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0 196 0 0
110 0 0
420 0 0
150 0 0
155 0 0 ...
20 0 0 180 0 0
119 0 0
10 0 0 90 0 0
80 0 0 70 0 0
44 0 0I
... 130 0 0
,.. 86 0 0
93 0 0
10 0 0
320 0 0 ,..
280 0 0
Improvements
Year .  Rent .  Balance due.
4th 18 0
4th 22 10
4th 19 10
4th 3 15
4th 3 12
4th 10 0
2nd 2 2
2nd 4 3
2nd 0 6
2nd 0 13
4th 15 13
4th 11 5
2nd 1 1
4th 2 0
3rd 3 6
4th 9  10
6th 0 13
2nd 1 17
2nd 0 12
5th 3 5
3rd 2 16
7th 4 10
5th 0 10
6th 0 18
6th 6 7
4th 6 11
3rd 2 19
5th 5 0
2nd 3 10
3rd 5 0
4th 2 0
3rd 4 0
8th 12 18
4th 2 15
3rd 10 10
2nd 0 18
2nd 0 14
4th 1 10
7th 5 10
6th 2 19
5th 2 15
5th 5 15
3rd 1 6
6th 7 0
3rd 3 4
6th 5 8
3rd 3 5
3rd 12 0
4th 13 10
9 8
4th 13 4
5th 2 13
2nd 3 2
5th 34 15
6th 14 0
6th 58 17
7th 51 19
0
0
0
0
6
0
2
4
8
4
6
0
0
0
6
0
6
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
0 1 1 0
+0 5 3
0
0
0
0 0 9 0
0
0
6
6
6
0
40 0 0 276 0 0 ,,,
,., 106 2 14
.., 300 0 0
,,. 250 0 0 891 0 0
560 0 0
80 0 0 520 0 0 1,074 0 0
60 0 0 300 0 0 1,298 0 0
0
0
200 0 0 440 0 0 1 4th 21 0 0
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BRISBANE DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
1607 Collins, John
1608 Ditto ,., ,.,
1815 Ditto .., ...
•2281 Ditto ... ...
936 Collins, Elias ...
1832 Collins, James ...
875 Collins, Jane ...
876 Ditto ... .,.
1117 Ditto
*1754 Collins, Daniel James
1783 Colquhoun, Archibald
461 Commercial Bank ...
1003 Ditto ... ...
1184 Ditto ... ...
1688 Ditto
493 Connors, James ...
1315 Considine, John ...
1958 Copson, Thomas ...
1436 Corbett, John ...
1853 Corbett, John, junr.
914 Corbett, A. G. ...
t968 Corcoran, Ann ...
1735 Corcoran, Charles ..,
933 Corcoran, Simon ...
1636 Ditto ...
1865 Cosgrove, Patrick ...
1359 Cooper, Edward ..
1356 Coulson, Thomas Hugh
1193 Ditto .,. .,,
763 Ditto ,. ,..
794 Coulson, Francis ...
1642 Court, George C. ...
1828 Craig, William ...
*2348 Ditto
1199 Crewe, Samuel Mort
1163 Ditto .,, .,.
624 Ditto ..,
1348 Cribb, John George
1565 Ditto ... ...
1673 Ditto ... ...
1674 Ditto ,. ...
11837 Cribb, William ..,
2065 Ditto ... ...
2081 Ditto .,. ...
1114 Cronk, Henry ,,.
2058 Crotty, Jeremiah ...
*2031 Cross, James ...
2046 Ditto
2185 Ditto ...
t1738 Crouch, Edward ...
1570 Crowe, Thomas ..,
*2240 Crotty, Jeremiah ...
373
3
Crum, George Creswell
D75 itto ... ...
1518 Ditto ... ... ..,
*2311 Ditto ... ...
1577 Ditto ,.. ..,
1712 Ditto ...
1108 Currie, Dugald .,
1245 Currie, Mary
939 Cusack, Patrick
972 Cusack, Michael
*2111 Ditto ... ...
*2344 Ditto ...
1332 Cutts, Charles
1838 Daly, Michael
2073 Ditto ,..
2217 Ditto ... ...
1773 Daniels, Jesse ...
1147 Ditto ,.. ,.
1238 Ditto ..,
1239 Ditto ...
615 Ditto ,..
Nature of Selection . Agricultural.
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Moondoolin
ditto ...
Conditional  ...
ditto
Homestead  ...
ditto . ..
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive
lease on  the half
ofMortlakeRun
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Telemon ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
First Class  (  Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
Year. Rent. Balance due
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 360 0 0* 4th
h
9 0 0
0
... 80 0 0 520 0 0 4t 17 0
... .., 1,700 0 0 3rd 42 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
30 0 0 32 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 9
,., 100 0 0 3rd 2  13  0 0 5 6$0 1 5
60 0 0 280 0 0 268 0 0 7th 25 4 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 531 0 0 7th 42 5 6
... 80 0 0 416 0 0 6th 14 8 0
... ...
206 0 0 4th 5 3 0
.. 93 0 0 ... 3rd 2 6 6
20 0 0 140 0 0 313 0 0 7th 16 6 6
280 0 0 700 0 0 233  3 0 6th 61 17 0
100 0 0  1 288 0 0 6th 12 4 0
80 0 0 .,. 276 0 0 4th 12  18  0
... 320 0 '0 7th 8 0 0
105 0 0 ... ... 5th 7 17  6
... ... 90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
... 272 0 0 ... 3rd 6 16  0
100 0 0 200 0 0 1,330 0 0 6th 50  15  0
10 0 0 62 0 0 6th 0 3 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 4th 13 10 0
16 0 0 124 0 0 6tb 0 6 4
,., 300 0 0 4th 7 10  0
... 93 0 0 ... 3rd 2 6 6
... ... 121 0 0 5th 3 0 6
80 0 0 640 0 0 5,308 0 0 5th 170  14  0 0 1 9
60 0 0 83 0 0 6th 5 1 6
60 0 0 210 0 0 351 0 0 7th 23 15 6
10 0 0 30 0 0 102 0 0 7th 4  16  0
75 0 0 ... 4th 1 17  6
40 0 0 60 0 0 .., 3rd 2  10  0
... ...
100 0 0 2nd 0  12 6
... ... 90 0 0 6th 2 5 0
280 0 0 6th 7 0 0
40 0 0 600 0 0 7th 17 0 0
40 0 0 ... 280 0 0 5th 10 0 0
... .,. 178 0 0 4th 4 9 0 0 9 0
... 80 0 0 240 0 0 4th 10 0 0
... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
...  ... 632  1 15  3rd 15 16  0
... 62 0 0 3rd 1 11  0
... ...
84 0 0 3rd 2 2 0 1 6 0
... 40 0 0 6th 0 8 4
... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
.,, ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
.., ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
40 0  0 ...
140 0
0 -40 0 0 2nd
4 h
3 0 0
2 6 3
...
t
.,. 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
250 0 0 900 0 0 1,250 0 0 7th 95 0 0
225 0 0 1 100 0 0 2 765 0 0 7th 141 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0 4th 18 0 0
,., 477 0 0 2nd 4  19  5
.,, 80 0 0 247 0 0 4th 10 3 6 0 0 6
320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
40 0 0 72 0 0 ... 6th 1 7 6
16 0 0 43 0 0 ... 6th 1 10  8
12 0 01 103 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 0
... 159 3 37 6th 0 13 4
.
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 16  8
,,. 80 0 0 2nd 0 10  0
...
20 0 0 5th 0 10  0
... ...
135 2 0 3rd 3 8 0
.., .,, 178 0 0 3rd 4 9 0
400 0 ... 5 1 4 2nd
4 h
2 2 0
...
... 40 0 t0 1 0 0
,.. 320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
20 0 0 420 0 0 6th 11.10 0I
,., 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... 20 0 0 111 0 0 7th 3 15 6
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
*2350
*2297
*2298
757
919
543
544
517
1328
253
1476
*2325
1814
1151
166
*1692
*2138
*2139
309
931
1368
1647
t1718
772
Lessee.
Daniels ,  Jesse ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
D'Arcy, Norman ...
Dart,  John ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Ditto ...
Dawson ,  Thomas ...
Day, W. H .... ...
Ditto .. ...
Day, David ...
Davenport Rich. ...
Dean, John . ...
Delaney, Joseph ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... .
Ditto
De llett ,  Henry Christian
Delpratt,  J. If. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Delpratt,  Joseph Henry
1524 Ditto
1525 Ditto
1526 Ditto
*2389 Ditto
1959 Delpratt , J. H. ...
1291 Dennis ,  James ...
1128 Ditto ....
*2385 Dennis ,  Wi ll iam ...
t1466 Deshon ,  Edward ...
367 Dietz ,  Leonhart ...
t1404 Dixon ,  Joseph ...
992 Ditto ... ...
1094 Ditto ... ...
1493 Ditto .. ...
*2151 Dixon, J. C.... ...
805 Donaldson ,  Robert ...
1052 Downsnan ,  James ...
975 Doyle, Terence ...
t1471 Doyle ,  George ...
11947 Ditto ...
11897 Doyle ,  John ...
*1818 Ditto ... ...
1600 Doyle, Henry ...
1802 Ditto
482 Drury ,  Edward Robert
228 Ditto ...
*2188 Drynan ,  Andrew ...
*2323 Ditto ...
1067 Drynan, William ...
579 Ditto
1658 Ditto
1687 Ditto
'1753 Ditto
*2186 Ditto
*2187 Ditto ...
1855 Duffield ,  John,  sen....
1856 Duffield ,  John, jun....
1381 Duggan, Michael ...
930 - Ditto ...
1173 Duncanson ,  John ...
1057 Dunlop ,  James ...
1258 Dunn ,  Jeremiah ...
918 Ditto ... ...
1879 Ditto ... ...
2103 Ditto
406 Ditto ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A. R.  P. A. R. P.
... 600 0 0
... 50 0 0
150 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 106 0 0
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0
10 0 0 72 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
60 0 0 100 0 0
50 0 0 250 0 0
... 85  0 0
120 0 0
150 0 0 ...
91 0 0
170 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
ditto
ditto  ...  110 0 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
ditto ... 6 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead  ... 40 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead  ...  20 0 0
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Tambo-
rine Run ...
On the leased
half of ditto  ...  40 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto .
... ditto, 1872...
... Conditional
.., ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... Conditional
..,  ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
282 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
435 0 0
120 0 0
60 0 0 204 0 0 7th 8 2 0
140 0 0 550 0 0 4th 23 15 0
80 0 0 552 0 0 4th 20 16 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 492 0
... 1,280 0
... 101 2
... 80 0 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 ...
160 0 0
201 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 375 0
40 0 0 63 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0 . 80 0 0
53 2 0
12 0 0 72 0 0
10 0 0
160 0
537 0
Year. Sent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2nd 3 15 0
2nd 0 12 1
2nd 1 11 3
7th 5 3 0
7th 3 10 0
7th 2 11 0 0 5 6
7th 3 10 0 0 5 0
7th 5 10 0
5th 10 0 0
8th 10 7 6
4th 3 0 0
2nd 1 5 0
3rd 2 10 0
6th 4 5 0
8th 21 0 0
4th 4 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
2nd 2 1 8
7th 2 10 0
6th 0 5 10
5th 10 17 6
4th 3 0 0
4th 8 10 11 I
7 10 6
+1 17 8
0 4th 19 6  0
0 2nd 5 6 8
0 3rd 2 11 0 0 1 6
5th 2 0 0
6th 0 17 6
2nd 0 13 4
4 5th 4 15 8
0 7th 18 7 6
0 5th 2 16 2
6th 0 11 3
6th 0 7 3
4th 0 10 0
0 2nd 3 6 8
0 7th 18 3 6 8 0 0
6th 0 14 9
6th 0 7 6
80 0 0
80 0 0
... 232 0 0
80 0 0
140 0 0
80 0 0
... 108 0 0
60 0 0
321 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0
190 0 0
150 0 0 510 0 0
640 0 0 2,020 0 0
20 0 0 294 0 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ... 60 0 0
... ditto
...  ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
...  ditto
...  ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
...  ditto
... Homestead
1024 Dunn ,  William  ... ...  ditto 80
0 0 79... 1 41060 Dunn ,  Henry  ... ...  ditto ...
40 0 0454 Dunn, John  ... ... ...  Conditional ...
... 40 0 0
158 0 0
158 0 0
... 242 0 0
,., 308 0 0
40 0 0 130 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 ...
12 0 0 62 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
100 0 0 300 0 0
20 0 0 61 2 0
20 0 0 191' 0 0
100 0 0 128 3 16
157 2
5th
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
3rd
7th
8th
2nd
4 13 0
2 0 0
4 5 0
2 0 0
2 14 0
3 0 0
6 0 5
2nd 6 0 0
6th 4 15 0
7th 24 15 0
4th 82 10 0
4th 8 7 0
4th 1 0 0
2nd  2  19 3
2nd 2 19 3
3rd 6 1 0
3rd 7 14 0
5th 6 5 0
6th 0 6 3
6th 1 3 4
6th 3 10 0
5th 12 10 0
6th 2 11 0
3rd 5 15 6 4 2 11
2nd 8 4 6 0 0 6
$0 0 2
0 6th 1 0 0$0 5 0
6th 010 0 0 8 6
6th 1 3 4
7th 3 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
kegieter
No. Lessee.
*1704 Duren, James
1076 Earley, George ... ...
887 Eastwood, Charles ...
t1680 Ditto ... ...
1823 Eaton, Charles ... ...
$1733 Edwards, John ... ...
1666 Egan, Patrick
400 Elliott, Henry Herbert, and
Coulson, Thomas Hngh
716 Elliott, Henry Herbert
*2365  Ditto ... ...
$2131 Ditto ... ...
#2174 Ditto ... ...
2224 Ditto ...
1926 Ellis, William Dunn
2266 Emerson, James ...
422 England, David ...
*2210 Evans, Rich.... ...
1477 Evans, William ...
1827 Evans, John
1825 Ditto ... ...
1826 Ditto ...
1793 Everdell, William ...
755 Ditto
1318 Eyre, John Monsell
1319 Ditto ... ...
*1866  Ditto ...
1645 Fabian, Rudol h ...
2167 Fahey, Michael
*2004 Farquarson, Francis Albert
*2050  Ditto ... ... ...
*2162  Ditto ...
1306 Farrell, Thomas
1517 Farrow. George
*2130  Farry, James
*2371  Ditto ...
*2379  Ditto ...
01916 Fels, Martin...
1310 Ferguson, David
243 Ditto ...
1609 Ditto ...
•11882 Ditto ...
1907 Field, Henry
2107 Fielding, John
1420 Fischer, August ... ...
1898 Ditto ... ... ...
*2305 Fisher,  Jesse ...
1274 Fisher, William ... ...
*2145 Fitzgerald, David ... ...
1414 Fitzgerald,  William ...
*2244 Fitzgibbon, John ...
694 Fitzpatrick, Michael ...
$934 Flanagan, Antony ... ...
*1697 Ditto ... ... ...
1386 Fleming, R.... ... ...
1387 Ditto ... ... ...
1405 Ditto ... ... ...
1456 Ditto ... ... ...
t1760 Flemming, Robert ... ...
1784 Ditto ... ...
*1910 Ditto ... ... ...
2054 Flemming ,ArchibaldRobert-
son ...
2055 Ditto ... ...
*2265 Ditto
2060 Flemming, Robert
906 1 ogarty, Michael
*1848  Fogg, William
1276 Ford, Timothy
1214 Ford, Martin
1568 Foreman ,  James ...
1789 Ditto ... ...
$1655 Ditto ... ...
2096 Ditto ...
t1716  Franklin. Henry ...
*2401 Franklin , Hy. ...
Nature  of Selection .  Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A.  it.  P. A.  R. P. A.  it.  P. £ s. d.  £ 3. d.
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 280 0 0 4th 13 10 0
Conditional ... ... ... 196 0 0 6th 4  18  0
ditto ... 170 0 0 ... ... 7th  12  15  0
Homestead ... 54 0 0 ... ... 4th
ditto ... 30 0 0 94 0 0 3rd 3 9 6
Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 4th
ditto ... ... ... 207 0 0 4th 5 3 6
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Undallah
Run ... ... ... 80 0 0 320 0 0 7th 12 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 344 0 0 2nd 5 9 8
ditto ... ... 3,000 0 0 2nd 56 5 0
ditto 80 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 4  13  4 2 0 0
Homestead ... 4 0 0 16 0 0 ... 3rd  0 11  0
ditto ... ... 71 0 0 ... 2nd  0 17  9
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 7th 2  10  0
Homestead ... ... 39 1 0 ... 2nd  0 13  4
ditto ... 10 0 0 72 0 0 4th 2 3 6
Conditional 80 0 0 20 0 0 3rd 4  10  0
ditto ... 40 0 1 ... 60 0 0 3rd 4  10  0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd  2  10  0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 7 0 6
ditto ... ... 16 0 0 193 0 0 7th 5 12 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 21 0 0 5th  4  10  6 0 0 6
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
ditto ... .. 99 0 0 ... 4th  4  19  0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 17  6
ditto ... ... ... 600 0 0 3rd 12  10  0
ditto ... ... .. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 '0
ditto ... ... 300 0 0 2nd 5 12 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
ditto ... .. 120 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 400 0 0 2nd . 9 3 4
ditto ... ... ... 544 1 0 2nd 3 8 2
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 9 0 0 2nd  0  14 1
ditto ... ... 10 0 0 266 2 30 3rd 7 0 11
ditto ... ... ... 62 0 0 5th  1 11  0
ditto ... ... 147 0 0 ... 8th 7 7 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 298 0 0 4tb 9 9 0
ditto ... ... 311 0 0 3rd 7 2 2
ditto ... ... ... 90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
ditto  ... I ,.. 100 0  0 2nd  2 10  0
ditto  20 0 0 60 0 0 5th  2 10  0
0 7 11
+0 2 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 5 0 0 2 18 4
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd  0 16  8
Homestead ... 40 0 0 65 0 0 5th 3 2 6
Conditional ... 150 0 0 2n3 3 2 6
Homestead ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 1 7 6
ditto ... ... 90 0 0 2nd 1 6 3
Conditional ... 100 0 0 1,000 0 0 7th 30 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 94. 0 0 ... 6th 11 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 110 0 0 4th 2  15  0
ditto ... ... ... 164 0 0 5th 4 2 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 121 0 0 5th 6 0 6
ditto ... ... 82 0 0 116 0 0 6th 7 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 358 0 0 5th  8 19  0
ditto ... ... ... 301 0 0 4th 6 4 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,252 0 0 3rd 31 6 0
ditto ... ... ... 235 0 0 3rd 5 17 6
ditto ... ... ... 206 3 0 3rd 5 3 6
ditto ... ... ... 105 2 0 3rd  2  13  0 0 0 7
ditto ... ... ... 340 0 0 2nd 4 5 0
ditto ... ... 123 0 0 3rd 3 1 6
ditto ... ... 30 0 0 120 0 0 6th  4 10  0
ditto .., 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Homestead  ... 12 0 0 38 0 0 ... 5th 1 8 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 6th  1 17  6
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 60 0 0 150 0 0 3rd 6 15 0
Homestead  ... ... 44 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
Conditional  ... ... ... 87 0 0 2nd 2 3 6
Homestead , 1872 60 0 0 260 0 0 ... 4th 10 5 0
Conditional ... ... ... 400 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
+0 0 2
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second  Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
593 Franz, John David... Conditional 76 0 30 ... ... 7th 5 15 6
28 Franz, William ditto
...I 20 0 0 ... 300 0 0  8th 9 0 0
1644 Ditto ... ... ditto 40 0 0 281 0 0  4th 10 0 6
1695 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 235 0 26 4th 9 18 0
*1964 Ditto ... ditto 260 0 0  3rd 6 10 0
1301 Fred, August ... Homestead 80 3 28 5th 2 0 6
1167 Freeman, George .., Conditional
... 202 0 0 6th 5 1 0
1181 Freeney, Matthew ... ditto
... 112  0 0 6th 216 0 0 5 0
1763 Freeney, Matthew ... ditto
... ... ... 127 0 0 4th 3 3 6 0 3 3
1509 Freeney, Martin ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0  4th 10 0 0
1743 Ditto ... .. Homestead .. ... 55 0 0 4th 1 7 6
*2301 French, Samuel Abel Conditional
...1 ... 140 0 0  2nd 1 9 2
1743 Freney, Martin ... Homestead ... ... 55 0 0 ... 4th 1 7 6
*2249 Frost, David Jackson Conditional
.. ... 238 0 0  2nd 5 9 5
885 Fuller, John Henry
...  ditto ,. 80 0 0 217 0 0  7th 9 8 6
*2232  Fyfe, Joseph ... ... Homestead 150 0
-
0 2nd 2 2 1
1252 Gallagher, John
...
ditto 0  0 130 015 0 6th 3 6 0 0 3 9
1346 Gallagher, Thomas Joseph...  ditto
b C a
12 0 0 48 0 0 5th 1 13 0
ut, Arthur H.... .,,t1646 Gar ondition l 261 0 0 4th 6 9 6
2084 Garbutt, Ch. Overend ... ditto 10 0 0 159 2 0  2nd 410 0 3 4 0
989 Gardner, Maria ... Homestead ...  1  30 0 0 100 0 0 6th 0 8 1
t1417 Gardner, Owen ... Conditional ... ... ... 249 0 0  5th 5 14 6
1091 Ditto ... ... ditto 43 0 0  6th 1 1 6
290 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0  7th 2 0 0
137 Ditto ditto 70 0 0 ... 482 0 0  8th 17 6 0
1891 Gardiner, John ditto
- -
230 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
792 Gaynor, Peter ,., Iomestead 60 0  0  40 0 0 ... 6th ... 2 8 9
$0 12 3
319  Geddes, W. G. Conditional 50 0 0 50 0 0 406 0 0  7th 16 8 0
*2168  Ditto ... ditto 80 0 0  2nd 1 10 0
1101  Gill, Charles... ditto ... 40 0 0 300 0 0  6th 9 10 0
'1102  Ditto ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 1 3 4
*2178  Ditto ... Conditional 50 0 0  2nd 0 18 9
610  Gillis, Hector ditto 20 0 0 120 0 0 7th 7 10 0
*2363  Gittins, Thomas ditto 80 0 0  2nd 0 10 0
1884  Goertz, Ernest Augustus
Morris ... ditto ... 818 0 0  3rd 20 9 0
*2295  Ditto ... ditto ... 350 0 0  2nd 3 12 11
407  Gold, Henry... ditto 60 0 0 100 0 0  7th 7 0 0
1547 Ditto ... ditto 218 0 0  4th 5 9 0
1803  Ditto ... ditto 120 0 0  3rd 3 0 0
2104  Ditto ditto 10 0 0 90 0 0  2nd 3 0 0
t2006  Gordon, David ditto 500 0 0  3rd 8 3 8
2095  Ditto ditto 114 0 0 2nd 2 17 0
1124  Gordon, James ditto 40 0 0 100 0 0  6th 4 10 0
151  Ditto ... ditto 49 0 0 8th 3 13 6
1613  Ditto ... ditto ... 176 0 0  4th 4 8 0
*2052  Ditto ... ditto ... 163 3 0  3rd 4 2 0
*2128  Ditto ditto ... 548 0 0  2nd 12 11 2
*2179 Gordon, William Leith ditto 640 0 0 9nd 12 0 0
1429 Gorman, Patrick ... ,., Homestead ... 30 0 28 5th 0 15 6
1300 Graham, John ... Conditional 40 0 0 283 0 0  5th 9 1 6
790 Ditto ... ,., ditto 60 0 0 100 0 0 89 0 0  7th 11 14 6
*2088 Ditto ... ditto 150 0 0  2nd 3 15 0
1327 Graham, Catherine... .., ditto ... 30 0 0 145 0 0 5th 2 5 0 0 7 6
1458 Grant, James ,,, ditto ... ... ... 89 3 30  5th 2 5 0
1479  Ditto ... ditto ... 40 0 0 ... i1 2 0  4th 3 6 0
1588  Ditto ... ditto ... 89 3 30  4th 2 5 0
2133  Ditto .., ditto ... 60 0 0  2nd 1 7 6
2165  Ditto ,,, ditto 62 2 0  2nd 1 3 8
923  Green, Patrick .,. Homestead 20 0 0 6th 0 0 10
414  Green, Charles ,,, Conditional 40 0 0 32 0 0  7th 3 16 0
1494  Green, Robert ... ... Homestead 142 0 0 ... 4th 3 11 0
1535  Greenfield, Joseph ...  ditto
di
40 0
4 2
0
17
4th 1 0
th 0 3
0
9948  Greer, Alexander ... tto 4 6
*2158  Greer, Robert ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 4
1374  Gregg, Richard ... dit.tn 99 0 0 ... 5th 2 9 6
1165  Grehan, Darby ... ditto 20 0 0 43 3 0 ... 6th 1 1 7 0 6 6
1383  Grieve, Henry .. ditto 43 0 0 ... 5th 1 12 3
1397  Grieve, Archibald Freeland Conditional 40 0 0 ... 20 0 0  5th 3 10 0
*2287  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 112 0 0  2nd 1 3 4
*2398  Ditto ditto 100 0 2nd 0 40 2
1406  Grieve, Robert
..,
...
ditto
:::
80 0 0 20 1 4  5th 4 10 6
*2069  Ditto ... ditto 320 0 0  3rd 8 0 0 013 4
01944  Gridley, Joseph ... ditto 640 0 0  3rd 16 0 0
1540  Griffin, John B. S.... ditto 90 0 0  4th 2 5 0
1068  Grigor, William ... ditto 20 0 0 60 0 0  6th 3 0 0
*2143 Ditto ... ditto 315 0 0  2nd 7 4 5
02212 Ditto ... ditto 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
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BRISBANE DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral.
Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ S. d. £ s. d.
12 0 0 108 0 0 7th 6 6 0
10 0 0 130 0 0 6th
20 0 0 60 0 0  6th 0 15 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
200 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0 2,880 0 0 4th 160 0 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0 4,800 0 0 4th 208 0 0
40 0 0 2nd 010 0
40 1 0 ... 4th 1 0 6
18 0 0  ... 3rd
29 1 7  3rd 0 15 0
366 0 0 3rd 9 0 8
... 315 2 0  5th 5 18 6
... 40 0 0 ...  2nd 0 13 4
30 0 0 ...  6th 0 7 6
18 0 0 82 0' 0 6th 2 5 5
... ... 200 0 0  3rd 5 0 0
100 0 0 1,180 0 0  4th 37 0 0
37 0 0 ...  2nd 0 18 6
98 3 24 4th 2 9 6
300 0 0  2nd 3 2 6
134 0 0  2nd 3 7 0
800 0 0  2nd 13 6 8
1,000 0 0  2nd 20 16 8
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
... 320 0 0  3rd 8 0 0
78 0 0 3rd 2 0 5
530 0 0  3rd 9 5 1
80 0 0 420 0 0  3rd 14 10 0
30 0 0 270 0 0  3rd 8 5 0
... 80 0 0  2nd 1 10 0
,., 320 0 0  2nd 6 0 0
238 0 0  4th 5 18 5
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0 2 11 8
+01211
10 0 0 40 0 0 5th 1 7 6
... 20 0 0 524 0 0  3rd 14 2 0 12 3 613 0 11
20 0 0 118 0 0 6th 1 16 6
... 40 0 0 333 0 0  6th 10 6 6
... ...
171 0 0  3rd 4 5 6
... ...
122 0 0  2nd 0 5 1
59 0 0 ... ... 4th 2 4 3
41 0 0 ... 4th 3 1 6
... ... 276 0 0  3rd 6 18 0
...
80 2 0  2nd 1'17 2
36 0 0 6th 0 10 6
10 0 0 70 0 0  8th 2 10 0
... 83 0 0 6th 1 0 9
... ... 378 0 0 7th 9 9 0
... ... 260 0 0  3rd 6 10 0
1 0 0 11 0 10 ... 3rd 0 13 6
... ...
13 0 0 5th 0 6 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 220 0 0 7th 11 10 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 184 0 0 4th 12 12 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 201 0 0 4th 12 0 6
... 250 0 0 ' 830 2 0 4th 33 5 0 0 8 2
... ... 78 0 0  4th 1 19 0
... ... 220 0 0  3rd 5 4 0
120 0 0  4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 6th 3 0 0
... ... 1,087 0 0  7th 27 3 6
... 351 0 0  4th 8 15 6
46 0 0 8th 3 9 0
40 0 0 124 0 0 4th 6 2 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
22 216 3rd 0 11 6
.,. 1,000 0 0 2nd 10 8 4
827 Grimmann, Heinrich Wil-
helm Christoph ...
(1946 Gulek, Heinrich ...
1073 Guy, William Henry
1490 Guy, Francis R.
1069 Habermann, Carl ...
*2094 Ditto
1552 Haggarth, Graham A.1553 Ditto .. ...
2272 Hall, David ... ...
1611 Hall, George ... ...
11834 Hall, Robert.. ... ...
1930 Hall, Henry John ...
t2040 Halkett, David Henderson
11308 Hallett, Joseph .
*2221  Hammond, Edward'
1126 Hamer, John ...
1227 Hamilton, Hugh ...
1794 Ditto
1557 Hamilton, Douglas D.
2102 Hampton, Christopher
1747 Hansen, Hans L. ...
*2312 Hardcastle, Thomas
2087 Hardy, Ch. G. ..
*2219  Harry, William Steven
*2153 Harris, Caleb ...
*2018 Harris, Richard ...
*1806 Ditto
t1985 Harris, John William
*1982 Ditto ... ...
1787 Harris, George, sen.
1805 Harris, Robert ...
*2192 Harrison, Edward ...
*2193 Ditto .. ...
1776 Harrison, George ..
*1841 Hart, Charles Frederick
1353 Hart, Charles
1859 Hartnoll, Henry John
{1121 Harvey, Ezra ...
1122 Ditto ... ...
1984 Ditto .. ...
*2400 Hawkins, Geo. ,.,
1562 Hawkins, George ...
1663 Ditto ... ...
1836 Ditto ... ...
2121 Ditto ...
1174 Hayes, Frank ...
12 Heal, John Daniel ...
1161 Heathwood,  Samuel ...
488 Ditto
*1933 Heinemann , Hans Heinrich
1956 Heinemann, Hans Heinrich
1384 Henderson, James ... ...
645 Ditto ... ...
1527 Ditto ... ...
1528 Ditto ... ... ...
1529 Ditto ...
1631 Henderson, Andrew I. ...
02048 Ditto ...
1532 Ditto ...
1025 Ditto ...
774 Ditto ...
1488 Ditto
213 Henderson ,  Jane ...
1545 Henkey ,  Charles ...
1634 Hennessy ,  Thos. ...
1887 Henry , Robert ...
02299 Henzell ,  Fr. Lumley
1
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Paradise
Run
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Tabragalba ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tabragalba
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Gimboonba
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
978
*
Herrmann, August ...
2003 Hewett, William ...
1659 Higgins, John ...
1378 Hill, John William ...
778 Hill, Walter... ...
293 Ditto .. ...
t109 Hillier, Jesse
1424 Hinds, Joseph Royal
*1949 Hiscock, William ...
2062 Hobbs, William ...
2300 Ditto ... ...
1415 Hodge, John
322 Hodgson , Frederick
736 Holden, Andrew ...
833 Holland, Ambrose ... ...
1598 Ditto ..
1796 Holloway, William Smith
2082 Holliday, Joseph ...
1412 Holmes, William ... ...
1342 Ditto ... ... ...
111 Ditto ... ... ...
*1750 Ditto ..
*2026 Holmes, Charles .. ...
1416 Holzapfel,  Hermann, junr.
$2036 Ditto ... ... ...
2270  Ditto ... ...
*2267  Holzapfel, Herman,  senr.
$1558 Ditto ... ... ...
1778 Hooton, Harry George ...
*1811 Ditto
*2090 Horan, James ...
1037 Hopkins, Augustus...
1903 Hopkins, John ...
1016 Horan, John... ..
1035 Horan, John, junior
*2063 Horan, Matthew ..
*2203 Horrop, Nathaniel ...
1230 Hornig, C. G. ..
1632 Hubner, Christian ...
1344 Hucker, Charles ...
1244 Ditto ... ...
1561 Hucker,  Samuel ...
1177 Hughes, John Maddock ...
1178 Ditto ...
870 Hughes, Archibald...
*2241 Hughes, William ...
*2359 Hutchins , Richard ...
*2345 Ditto ... ...
*2366 Ditto ... ...
*2236 Hutton, Agnes ...
$1755 Hull, Matthew ...
899 Hunn , John... ...
1029 Hunter, John ...
1190 Hurman, Henry ...
1519 Hurman, Augustus...
1235 Ihm, Carl ...
999 Illidge, Thomas
*2021 Irving, James
*2025 Irving, Thomas
*2349 Ditto ..
1679 Irwin, Michael
1686 Jackson, Peter
*2399 Ditto .
*2285 Jackson, John
1398 Jarrott, R. ...
I399 I Ditto ... ...
...
1162 Jarvis , William ... .,.
2010 Jeffries, Henry
1116 Jenkinson, John ... ...
*2264 Johnson , Henry ... ...
2279 Johnston, George ... ...
1334 Johnston, Thomas ...
413 J Th I
...
ones , omas saac ...
*1831 Jones, Richard ... .,,
1892 Jonson , Jon Nicklaus
900 Josey ,  James ,,,
Nature of Selection
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Agricultural . First ClassPastoral .
A. R. P. A.  B. P.
20 0 0
80 0 0
i
.,,
19 0 24
...
30 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
50 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ... 60 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ... 20 0 0
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
14 0 0 82 0 0
160 0 0
...
320 0 0
30 0 0
... 66 2 8
79 0 0
40 0 0 280 0 0
... ...
20 0 0 80 0 0
... 22  0 0
103 0 0
35 0 0
40 0 0 30 0 0
60 0 0
30 0 0
...
... ...
... 80 0 0
... 60 128
16 0 0
40 0 0
... 104 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0 2 0 0
40 0 0
45 2 0
... 240 0 0
60 0 0
30 0 0
80 0
80 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A.  it.  P.I £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
6 h 0 2t 6
238 0 0 3rd 519 0
132 0 0 4th 3 6 0
136 0 0 I 5th 4 18 0
48 0 0 1 7th 4 4 0
7th 6 0 0
78 2 14 Sth 1 19 3
5th 1 0 0
245 0 01 3rd 4 1 3
191 1 39 3rd 4 16 0
150 0 0 2nd 1 11 :t
... 5th 210 0
7th 6 0 0
140 0 0 7th 4 10 0,
50 0 0 7th 315 01
197 0 0 4th 8 18 6
3rd 2 5 0
140 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
80 0 0 5th 6 0 0
700 0 0 5th 24 0 0
500 0 0 8th 12 10 0
... 4th 2 0 01
... 3rd 4 0 0
... 5th 215 0 0 5 0
+'0 1 3
3rd 0 16 3
110 0 0 2nd 2 7 1,
80 0 0 2nd 1 0 01
... 4th 2 8 11
4th 4 0 0  0  6 10
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
2 ud 20 0 0
267 2 8 6th 8 3 8 0 9 7
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
... 6th 0 7 3
... 6th 0 14 9
3rd 13 10 0
1,500 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
...
4th 2 15 0
5th 011 0
... 5th 2 7 2
4th 017 6
251 0 0 6th 1015 6
261 0 0 6th 9 10 6
130 0 0 7th 4 15 0 0 15 0
280 0 01 2nd 1810 0,
820 0 0 2nd 5 2 6
180 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
560 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
300 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
... 3rd 1 5 6
60 0 0 7th 2 6 0 0 0 2
...
6th 0 7 6
... 6th 115 4
...
4th 1 0 0
6th 2 2 2
360 0 0 6th 11 0 0
3rd 3 9 0....
3rd 9 0 0 1
200 0 0 2nd 1 5 0,
4th 2 5 0
36 0 0 4th 418 0 0 1 0
200 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
500 0 0 3rd 1 5 4 2
355 0 0 5th i 12 17 6
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
6th 0 11 3
... 3rd 0 18 0 0 6 00 1 0
... 6th 0 9 1 0 1 9
2nd 2 6 8
220 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
630 0 0 5th 15 15 0
68 0 0 7th 2 12 0 0 9 4
... 3rd 3 15 0 3 2 6
$0 15 8
...
3rd 0 15 6
848 2 0 6th 21 4 6
0
0
35 0 32
20 0 0 62 2 29
... 160 0 0
...
...
12 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
31 0 0
...
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
Lessee. Nature of Selection. Year. Bent. '  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B.  P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
901 Josey, James
465 Ditto
t47 Ditto
83 Ditto
82 Ditto
135 Ditto ... ...
250 Ditto ,.
1260 Joyner, William C..,.
352 Ditto ... ...
523 Ditto ... ...
848 Ditto
55 Ditto ...
56 Ditto
848 Joyner, W. C. ...
134 Ditto ... ...
191 Ditto ... ...
251 Ditto ...
1253 Judman, Stephen ...
t1216 Ditto ... ...
1771 Ditto ...
1217 Judman, John ...
1858 Ditto ... ...
*2001 Ditto
*2100 Keane, Patrick Michael
*2408 Keane, P. M. .
973 Keil, Henry August
553 Ditto .., ...
693 Ditto ... ...
1629 Ditto ... ...
1560 Keilar, Alexander ...
1689 Ditto ... ...
1031 Keith, William ...
*2327 Kelso, Daniel ...
976 Ditto ... ...
*1781 Ditto
911 Kennedy, Rodger ...
1686 Kennedy, John ...
1850 Ditto ... ...
2075 Ditto ... ...
677 Kerr, John ... ...
977 Kerwin, John ...
320 Ditto ..
*2142 Kirchner, Heinrich...
41 Kirwin, John ...
1762 Kimmond, John ...
963 King, Thomas ...
1188 Ditto ...
1511 Kingston, Charles
*2396 Klumpp_ Henry William ...
1302 Koch, William
1298 Kriesch, Christian ...
1082 Kropp, Christian Frederick
Wilhelm ... ...
272 Kubler, Michael
273 Ditto ... ... ...
1017 Lade, Joseph John... ...
1872 Ditto ... ... ...
*2124 Lander, Edmund ... ...
766 Ditto ... ... ...
162 Ditto ... ... ...
192 Ditto .. ...
1279 Lane, Charles ...
1272 Ditto ... ...
1732 Lane, Henry ...
*2292 Lang,  Samuel ...
*1983 Langdon, George ...
1120 Langton, George ...
1119 Ditto ... ...
1713 Lawlor, John
1808 Lawrence, George Isaac
1482 Lawson, Thomas ...
*2322 Leary Joseph ...
*2230 Lee George ... ...
985 Lehman, Christian ...
2156 Leitch, Robert ...
1463 Leo, Richard ... ...
1534
I
ditto .. ... ...
949 Letherland, Jonathan,  jun....
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ,.
Homestead ..
ditto ..
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ,.
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural.
40 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
111 0 0 6th 2 15 6
337 0 0 7th 11 8 6
1,910 0 0 8th 47 10 0
.. 393 0 0 8th 9 16 6
... 718 0 0 8th 17 19 0
... 314 0 0 8th 7 17 0
... 340 0 0 8th 810 0
124 0 0 5th 3 2 0 0 2 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 403 0 0 7th 18 16 6
80 0 0 40 0 0 105 0 0 7th 10 12 6
120 0 0 800 0 0 7th 26 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 8th 4 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 500 0 0 8th 20 10 0
120 0 0 800 0  0  7th 26 0 0
60 0 0 43 0 0 327 0 0 8th  14  16  6
... 160 0 0 270 0 0 8th  14  15  0
,.. 40 0 0 40 0 0 8th ' 3 0 0
150 0 0 6th 3 8 9
... 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
99 3 0 4th 210 0
... 160 0 0 ... 6th 5 0 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
... ... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
... ,.. 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
,,, ,., 92 0 0 2nd 310 0
80 0 0 6th  2  0 0
40 0 0 ... 7th 3 0 0
,,, ,,, 1 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 13 0 0 4th 3 6 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 240 0 0 6th 11 15 0
,,, ... 80 0 0 2nd 013 4
... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1 32 1 0 ... 6th 0 16 6
.,, 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
,,, ... 600 0 0 3rd 1210 0
,,, ,.. 149  2  0 3rd 315 0
... ... 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
,., ... 100 0 0 6th 210 0
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 210 0
200 0 0 8th 5 0 0
193 3 28 7th 4 15 2
58 0 0 ... 6th 0 410
,,, 40 0 0 6th 013 4
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 5 10
153 2 0 ... 5th  3 17  6
20 0 0 ... 67 3 0 5th 3 4 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 1 8 1 0 011
100 0 0 53 0 0 ... 8th 10 3 0
174 0 0 8th 4 7 0
ditto ... • 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead .,.
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
ditto ,..
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ..,
90 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
16 0 0
10 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
8 0 0
66 0 0
43 0 0
128 0 0
80 0 0
220 0 0
60 0 0
28 0 0
120 0 0
49 0 0
155 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
26 0 0 3rd 0 13 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
37 0 25  1  7th 4 0 0 0 5 9
80 0  0  8th 2 0 0 011 6
+0 2 11
20 0 0
82 2 0
400 0 0
156 0 0
251 0 0
80 0 0
320 0 0
8th 4 10 0 +
5th 4 10 0
5th 2 1 6
4th 2 10 0
2nd 4 3 4
3rd 3 18 0
6th 1 18 0
6th 11 0 6
4th 15 15 '0
3rd 1 10 0
4th 2 4 0
2nd 1 5 0
2nd 1 6 8
6th 0 7 7
2nd 6 13 4
5th 2 9 6
4th 3 4 6
6th 0 12 11
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Register
No. Lessee.
1656 Levingston, Richard
1432 Leweke, Ferdinand.,.
897 Lewis, Thomas Wyndham...
896 Ditto ,,.
$1681 Ditto ...
*2012 Lightbody, Charles John ,..
$1234 Lillis, Thomas
1390 Lindsay, James
1446 Ditto ,.. ,,,
*2191  Litherland, Jonathan, senr.
2227  Logan, George .,,
2110 Logan, Rob. Joseph ,..
1401 Logan, Whitmore ,., ..,
1376 Ditto ... ,.. ...
922 Logan, Thomas
621 Ditto ,.
658 Logan, R. J.
647 Logan, George
1875 Ditto  ...
2017 Ditto
*2209 Louis, David ,,,
1046 Lovekin, John Joseph .,,
1047 Ditto .,,
1043 Low, James, jun.
641 Ditto ,., .., ,,,
269 Ditto ...
*2161 Lowe, Arthur William ..,
*2182 Loweke, William ,., ..,
1652 Lowry, Robert ,,. ...
1077 Lucock, Henry .., ...
1515 Ditto ...
518 Macdonnell, Randall ,.,
519 Ditto ... .,, ,,,
597 Ditto
1066 Macdonnell, James... „
728 Macdonald, CampbellLiving-
stone ,,. ..,
*2089 Ditto ... .,. ,,,
1504 Macdonald, Campbell Living-
stone, T.  H. Coulson, and
F. J. Coulson
994 Mackersie, James ...
1192 Ditto „
825 Maddock, Richard ...
1269 Maguire, Thomas ...
*2388 Mahony, Thomas ,,,
1539 Ditto ,., ...
1307 Ditto ...
982 Mallan, Patrick ,,,
1788 Mallett, George ,,,
*2190 Ditto
1092 Marks, William ...
1251 Markwell,  Isaac ..,
1004 Ditto ,., ...
1154 Ditto .. ..,
*2140  Markwell ,  Isaac, junr.
1361 Markwell, John „
1006 Markwell, Samuel_
1723 Ditto ...
1050 Markwell, Walter ,,,
148 Markwell, James Isaac .
149 Markwell, Charles Robert...
1676 Marshall, George P.
*2155 Ditto .,. ... ,.,
200 Marshall, John ... ...
$2076 Marshall, Thomas ...
1388 Martin, William Stitt ,.,
821 Massie , Michael
776 Ditto ...
1530 Ditto ..,
2104 Ditto ...
*2169 Massie, Henry
*2282 Massey, James
•2386 Maund, W. C.
02404  Ditto ...
1206 Mayer, John
1873  Mayes, John
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ..,
Conditional ,,,
ditto ,.,
ditto ,,.
ditto
ditto .,,
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ,..
ditto .,,
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ,,,
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Bromelton
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
Homestead ..
Conditional  ...
ditto
ditto
ditto .,,
ditto .,.
ditto ,,,
ditto ..,
Homestead ..,
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead .,.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Agricultural. First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. B. P.
30 0 0
10 0  0  70 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 ... 320 0 0
,, 2,000 0 0
77 2 12 ,,,
12 0 0
20 0 0 106 0 0
108 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0 351 0 0
200 0 0
40-0  0 190 0 0
15 0 01 65 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
60 0 0 577 0 0
40 0 0
282 0 0
597 0 0
47 0 0
... 30 0 0,
315 0 0
173 1 15
80 0 0 17 0 0
50 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 100 0 0
,,, 1000 0 0
120 0 0 ,.,
20 0 0 25 0 0
,.. ,,, 199 0 0
212 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 507 3 0
40 0 0 90 0 0 605 0 0
640 0 0
20 0 0 98 0 0 ...
Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £
4th 1 2 6
5th 2 2 6
6th 7 0 0
6th 3 0 0
4th 8 3 4
3rd 50 0 0
6th 1 13 3
5th 3 12 0
5th 4 3 0
2nd 6 0 0
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 11 14 3
5th 5 0 0
5th 7 15 0
6th 2 15 0
7th 3 0 0
7th 17 8 1
7th 7 1 0
S.  d.
3rd 17 18 6  10 17 6
4 5
3rd 1 3 6 1:0 4 8
1:0 1 2
2nd 0 10 0
6th 7 17 6
6th 4 7 0
6th 4 8 6
7th 5 15 0
8th 8 10 0
2nd 18 15 0
2nd 2 5 0
4th 1 7 6
6th 4 19 6
4th 5 6 0
7th 19 14 0
7th 22 12 6
7th 16 0 0
6th 1 1 4
100 0 0 520 0 0 884 0 0 7th
... ... 700 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 202 0 0
,.. 80 0 0 ...
.., 10 0 0
108 0 0
20 0 0 i 101 0 0
... ... 200 0 0
,.. 60 0 0
30 0 0 50 0 0
4 0 0 90 0 0
,.. 320 0 0
160 0 0
101 0 0
80 0 0 103 2 0
60 0 0 105 0 0 130 1 0
... 100 0 0 300 0 0
300 0 0
75 0 0
300 0 0 640 0 0 318 2 0
40 0 0 280 0 0
30 0 0 160 0 0 425 0 0
310 0 0 314 0 0 312 0 0
318 0 0 307 0 0 321 1 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
88 3 37
54 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 353 0 0
30 0 0 130 0 0
... 80 0 0 233 0 0
.,. 60 0 0 260 0 0
,.. ,,, 140 0 0
120 0 0
... 160 0 0
253 0 0
8 0 0 25 2'18
... 321 0 0
55 12 6
17 10 0
4th 10 1 0
6th 0 10 0
6th 0 3 4
7th 2 14 0
6th 3 5 6
2nd 0 16 8
4th 1 10 0
5th 3 10 0
6th 1 0 5 9
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 2 16 3
6th 6 1 0
6th 6 12 0
6th 13 0 6
6th 12 10 0
2nd 6 5 0
5th 1 17 6
6th 62 9 6
4th 13 10 0
6th 20 17 6
8th 46 15 0
8th 47 5 0
4th 2 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
8th 3 10 0
3rd 2 2 11
5th 1 7 0
7th 14 6 6
7th 5 10 0
4th 9 16 6
2nd 9 10 0
2nd 2 12 6
2nd 1 10 0
2nd 0 16 8
2nd 0 10 7
6th. 0 14 3
3rd 8 0 6
0 0 10
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R Nigter Lessee.
*2332 Mayes, Richard ... ...
1601 McAlroy, Patrick ... ...
1780 McBride, James ... ...
2146 McCafery,John
*2211 Ditto ... ...
824 McCaskill, Duncan... ...
1630 McCaughay, Hugh... ...
*1990 McClure,  James ...
834 McCoombe, Daniel... ...
*2226 McCracken, Will. John ...
665 McCullagh, James ... ...
424 Ditto ... ... ...
1564 McCullum, Archd.
1504 McDonald, Campbell L.,
Coulson, Thomas H.,
Coulson, Frank J.
*2067 McDonald, Campbell Thomas
+2068 Ditto ... ...
*2280 McDonald, Flora ... ...
*2205 McDonald, Hugh ... ...
*2307 Ditto ... ... ...
2245 McDonald Campbell Living-
stone
*2246 Ditto ... ...
1105 McDonald, John ... ...
2147 Ditto
1589 McDonnell, Randall
1591 Ditto ...
1590 Ditto ... ... ...
284 McDowall, John ... ...
*2080 McGavin, Robert ..
*2213 McGavin, James Harvey ...
1021 McGoldrick, Patrick ...
1140 Ditto ... ... ...
*2343 McHugh, Patrick ...
415 McIver, Daniel ...
1516 Ditto ... ... ...
2157 McKay, James ... ...
*2114 McKenzie, John ... ...
1639 MoKinlay, James ... ...
431 McLean, Archibald
1089 McLean, George ...
*2235 McLennan ,  Kenneth ...
*2303 Ditto ... ... ...
1675 McMahon, Richard ...
*2255 MeNeave, John ... ...
*2376 McNevin, Jno.
1621 Mawdslay, Richard
*2274  Mecklem ,  James ...
1393 Mehrens, Anna Maria Doro-
thea .. ...
1790 Meissner, Herman ...
1063 Mergrath, Detlef ...
1877 Mersen, Christian ...
*1431 Merson, C. .. ...
*2003 Mewitt, William ...
*2220 Michael ,  Ebenezer ...
953 Middleton, Richard
*1960 Miller, John Benjamin
1107 Miller, Robert ,..
1583 Minnage, Edward ...
1333 Mitchell,  James ...
*2382 Ditto .. ...
649 Moodie, William ...
512 Moody, Adam .,.
*1924 Ditto ... ..
*1927 Moody, George Thomas
1341 Moore, William .,.
*2000 Ditto ..
1446 Morrison, .Roderick
990 Morison, Daniel ...
1042 Ditto ... ...
11929 Ditto ... . ...
2250 Morton, Joe... ...
BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Samford ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Leaning
Apple Run ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
First class  Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  U.  P. A. B. P.  2 s. d. £ 8. d.
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
76 2 22 4th 1 18 6
5 0 0 10 0 0 185 0 0 3rd 5 10 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 2nd 018 9
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
30 0 0 ... 82 0 0 7th 4 6 0
116 0 0 ... 6th 218 0
20 0 0 ... 120 0 0 3rd 410 0
40 0 0 ... 10 3 0 7th 3 5 6
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0 7th 3 10 0
160 0 0
Year. Rent,  Balance due.
4th 4 0 0
100 0 0 202 0 0 4th 10 1 0 0 010
200 0 0 400 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
,.. 3,800 0 0 3rd 95 0 0
... 6,120 0 0 2nd 64 0 0
... 225 0 0 2nd 315 0
140 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
160 0 0 799  1 0 2nd 16 6 8 2 0 0
... 866 2 0 2nd 121211
... 141 0 0 6th 310 6
... 1 108 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 1 790 0 0 4th 27 15 0
... 600 0 0 4th 15 0 0
20 0 0 ... 938 0 0 4th  24  19  0
... ... 111  1 13  8th  2  15  8 0 7 2
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
110 0 0 ... ... 6th 8 5 0
62 0 0 ... 6th 1 3 3
,, 230 0 0 2nd 1 8 9
12 0 0 ... 68 0 0 7th 212 0 0 14 4
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0 4th 3 10 0
30 0 0 ... .170 0 0 2nd 5 8 4
... ... 200 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
40 0 0 39 3 0 4th 5 0 0
100 0 0 ... 200 0 0 7th  12  10  0
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0 6th 3 10 0
1,280 0 0 2nd  18 10  0
640 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
392 0 0 4th 7 6 0 219 8
321 0 0 2nd 4 13 8
400 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
615 0 0 4th 15 7 6
30 0 0 141 0  0 2nd 2 10 3
25 0  0  25 0 0 5th 111 3
60 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
10 0 0 38 0 0 6th 0 8 10
40 0 0 ... 37 0 0 3rd 3 18 6
.,:
i
..: 183 2 0 5th 412 0
238 0 0 3rd 5 19 0
... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
106 2 32 6th 0 8 11
10 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 2 2 6
52 2 0 6th 016 6
80 0 0 320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
... 240 3 0 5th 6 0 6
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
40 0 0 600 0 0 7th 17 0 0
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
94 010 5th 2 7 6
80 0 0 20 0 0 3rd 410 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 2 5 0
86 8 0 3rd
26 2 0  ... 2nd 0 711
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT-c ontinued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1269 Murdock, Francis Edward...
1115 Murph, George ... ,.,
1761 Murphy, Robert ... ...
1734 Murray, John ... ...
*2078 Myles, James ...
*2407 Ditto ... ...
*2356 Mylett, Anne ... ...
1009 Mylett, Stephen
1032 Ditto ... ...
*1709 Ditto ...
956 Mylett, Martin
1708 Ditto ... ...
1707 Mylett, James ...
1756 Mylett, Mary ... ...
1324 Nash, Isaac ... ...
*2077 Ditto ...
1881 Ditto .., .,.
1055 Neilson, James ...
1379 Newnham , J. W. ,..
1520 Nielsen ,  Johannes ..,
1449 Nightingale , Alfred
1098 Norris ,  William ...
1352 Northridge ,  Ellen .,.
t1721 Nosworthy Robert..,
1453 Nugent ,  William ...
*2351 Ditto ...
1357 O' Brien ,  Charles ...
*2326 Ditto
1023 O 'Brien ,  Daniel ,..
1222 O 'Brien ,  James ...
1136 O 'Connor ,  James ..,
2277 Ogilvy ,  George ...
*2278  Ditto ...
1070 Ogle,  John .., .,.
1053 Ditto ... ...
920 Ogg,  Charles ...
1175 Ditto ... ...
1224 Ditto .. ...
1905 O' Hea, James Denis
1264 O'Neil, Phillip ..,
1289 O'Neil ,  Daniel ,..
1486 O'N eill, Lawrence ... .
*2200 O'Reilly, Florence Honoria
*2397 Ditto ... ... ...
1179 Orr, William .,. ...
1538 Orr, Matthew B.
1546 Ditto ... ... ..,
1638 Ditto ...
*1976 O'Shaughnessy, Patrick ..,
1171 O'Toole, John Isaac
241 Pacey, Patrick ...
*2173 Panzram, Martin ...
*2364 Pascoe, James Bray
*2380  Ditto ..
1428 Patterson, Charles
36 Paten, William Henry
42 Paten, Jesse
*2237 Ditto .. .,.
927 Payne, Henry H. ...
515 Ditto ... ...
806 Payne, Henry Howard
871 Ditto .. ...
34 Payne, Henry Thomas
51 Ditto ..
*2358 Payne, William H....
1139 Pearson, William O.
1335 Pedler, James ...
*2207 Pellatt, Theophilus ...
1287 Persse, De Burgh .,.
1288 Ditto ... ...
1018 Ditto ... ...
1019 Ditto
1020 Ditto ...
1143 Ditto ,..
575 Ditto .. .
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year, Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. B. P. 9 s.  d. £ d. d.
Conditional ... 24 0 0 76 0 0 5th 2  16  0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 0
ditto 150 0 0 .,. 4th  3 15  0
ditto 40 0 0. 280 0 0 4th  13 10  0
Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2  10  0
ditto 40 0 0 2nd 0 1 8
Homestead,1872 20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 2nd  0 18  9
Conditional 30 0 0 79 0 0 ... 6th 6 4 0
ditto 80 0 0 ... 6th 4 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th 3 12 6
Conditional 60 0 0 400 0 0 6th 13 0 0
Homestead 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th  3  12 6
ditto 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th 3 12 6
ditto 20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
ditto .. 46 0 0 ... 5th 1 14 6
ditto ... ... ... 324 0 0 3rd 8 2 0  0 13  6
$0 3 5
Conditional ... ... 180 0 0 3rd 4  10  0
ditto ... 58 0 0 ... ... 6th  0  14  9
ditto .,. ... 89 3 33 ... 5th 2 5 0
Homestead ... ... 78 0 0 ... 4th 1 19 0
Conditional ... ... ... 42 2 0 5th 1 1 6
ditto .,. 100 0 0 300 0 0 580 0 0 6th 37 0 0
ditto 40 0 0 295 0 0 5th 10 7 6
Homestead  ...  314 0 0 ... 4th 10 9 5
ditto 40 0 0 60 0 0 .,. 5th 3 0 0
ditto 20 0 0 2nd 0 2 6
Conditional ... 13 0 0 120 0 0 5th  3 13  0
ditto ... .,. ... 2,000 0 0 2nd 16 3 4
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th  0 15  0
ditto ... 79 3 0 ... 6th 2 0 0
ditto ,.. 12 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th  0 19  6
Conditional ... ... ... 85 0 0 2nd 1 1 3
ditto 80 0 0 240 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
ditto 15 0 0 35 3 0 6th 2 0 6 0 0 6
ditto 30 0 0 96 0 0 6th  4  13  0
ditto 40 0 0 130 0 0 424 1 0 6th 20 2 6
ditto 60 0 0 252 2 0 6th 9 6 6
ditto 40 0 0 120 0 7 6th 5 0 6
Honestead 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional 96 0 0 5th 2 8 0
ditto 30 0 0 137 2 0 5th 4 19 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 212 0 0 4th 9 6 0
ditto 6,000 0 0 2nd 100 0 0
ditto .. 2,200 0 0 4,680 0 0 2nd 0  18 11
ditto ... ... 244 0 0  6th  6 2 0
.. 50 0 0 350 0 0 4th 11 5 0ditto ...
ditto 400 0 0 1,200 0 0 4th 50 0 0
ditto ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
3rd 2 0 0Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0
ditto 60 0 0 420 0 0 6th 13 10 0
Conditional 1,280 0 0 8th 32 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 100 0 0 2nd i 1 17 6
Conditional 800 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
ditto 700 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
Homestead, 1872 ... 113 0 0 ... 5th 2 16 6
Conditional ... ... 110 0 0 ... 8th 5 10 0
ditto 80 0 0 141 2 0 8th 7 10 0
ditto 450 0 0 2nd  6 11  3
ditto 20 0 0 301 0 0 6th  8 10  6
ditto 40 0 0 180 0 0 844 0 0 7th 33 2 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 210 0 0 7th 9 15 0
ditto 20 0 0 50 0 0 315 0 0 7th 11 17 6
ditto ... 100 0 0 172 0 0 8th 9 6 0
ditto .., ... 175 0 0 8th 4 7 6
ditto .. ... 220 0 0 2nd 1 7 6
Homestead  ... I  ... 160 0 0 .., 6th 2 0 0
ditto ,.. 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd  1 13  4
ditto ... ... ... 96 2 36 5th 2 8 6 0 3 6
ditto  ...  ... 40 0 0 260 0 0 5th 8 10 0 019 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Tabra-
galba  ...  ... 20 0 0 20 0 0 52  0 0 6th 3 16 0
Conditional 80 0 0 1 180 0 0 311 0 0 6th 22  15  6
ditto 100 0 0 240 0 0 300 0 0 6th 27 0 0
ditto 30 0 0 95 0 0 200 0 0 6th 12 0 0
ditto ... 1 40 0 0 60 0 0 40 0 0 7th 7 0 0 0 6 8
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
576 Persse ,  De Burgle ...
577 Ditto ... ...
11725 Ditto ... ...
572 Ditto ... ...
'1821
*2164
1131
*1962
909
1144
104
t2091
*2253
698
100
1587
*1867
*1939
*1940
1454
1305
731
*1961
*2377
1400
*2406
856
t1669
1670
*2336
t2056
*2252
670
959
689
722
808
1606
1730
495
1127
*2015
*2041
I!t1922
2097
Ditto
Petersen ,  Christen ...
Peterson, Franz ...
Ditto ... ...
Petrie, Thomas ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto.
Pettigrew , William
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Phipps, John Thomas ...
Ditto ... . ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Pike, Henry ... ...
Pillinger, William.... ...
Platell, Claus ... ...
Pleace, Jas. Henry... ...
Plunkett, Thomas ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Pointer, William ... ...
Pointon, William, senr. ...
Pole, Sheldon ...
Pollock, James
Postlethwaite, Joseph
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Poultney, Joseph ...
Ditto
Power, Richard ...
Pownall, John ..,
Pownall, Thomas ...
Prewit, Albert ... Homestead
Priday, Samuel Swindells... Conditional
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1129 Prior, T. M. L. ... ... ditto ...
371 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
372 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*2070  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
1506  Ditto  ... ... ... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Melcombe
1507
1522
201
202
203
1164
1594
t1662
11968
1450
1343
1480
*1846
823
1442
1698
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Prior, Thomas de Montmor-
enci  Murray ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Prior, T. do M.
Prothero, David ..,
Ditto
Prout, John ... ...
Ditto ...
Purchase, Azariah ...
Purton, Henry ...
Ditto ... ,..
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Tabra-
galba
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditty
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Mel-
combe ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P.. A. R. P.
80 0 0 700 0 0
60 0 0
... 250 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
588 0 0
160 0 0
1,036 0 0
Year .  Bent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7th 55 14 0 0 12 0
7th 8 10 0
4th 37 15 6
80 0 0 80 0 0 180 0 0 7th 1410 0
... ... 2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 110 0
40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
30 0 0 137 0 0 414 3 0 6th 19 9 6
20 0 0  ...  101 0 0 6th 4 0 6
90 0 0  152 0  0 197 0 0 8th 19 6 0
... ... 500 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
20 0 0 100 0 0 420 0 0 7th 17 0 0
160 0 0 ... 8th 12 0 0
... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
... ... 470 0 0 3rd 11 15 0
... ... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
84 0 0 3rd 2 2 0
10 0 0 25 0 0 5th 1 2 6
10 0 0 70 0 0 5th 2 10 0
91 2 0 7th 2 6 0
... 41 0 0 ...  3rd.  1 2, 0
200 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
40 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
27 0 0 66 0 0 7th 3 0 0
80 0 0 308 0 0 -  4th 11 3 4
'40  0 0 ... 360 0 0 4th 12 0 0
... ... 300 0 0 2nd 210 0
... 128 0 0 3rd 3 3 5
.. 200 0 0 2nd 218 4
30 0 0 70 0 0 7th 4 0 0
12 0 0 63 0 0 6th 0 8 9
40 0 0 134 0 0 7th 5 7 0
... 81 0 32 7th 2 1 0
... 80 0 0 16 0 0 7th 4 8 0
137 0 0 4th 3 8 6
... 110 0 0 ... 4th 215 0
76 2 0 69 0 0 7th 9 4 6
80 0 0 399 0 0 6th 13 19 6
20 0 0 15 0 0 417 0 0 3rd 11 5 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
20 0 0 302 2 11 3rd 8 0 7
40 0 0 47 0 0  2nd 4 3 6 1 8 6
674 0 0 6th 16 17 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0 3,380 0 0 7th 172 10 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0 3,330 0 0 7th 171 5 0
... ... 296 0 0 3rd 7 8 0
$0 7 2
40 0 0 100 0 0 285 0 0 4th 15 2 6 13 910
$3 7 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 190 0 0 4th  12 15 0 13 2 6
200 0 S000 0
$3 5 8
0 4th 30 0 0 14 11 8
$3 12 11
80 0 0 120 0 0 800 0 0 8th 32 0 0
60 0 0 80 0 0 780 0 0 8th 28 0 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 490 0 0 8th 21 0 0
4 0 0 0 80 0 0 99 0 0 6th 9 9 6 010 0
80 0 0 190 0 0 823 0 0 4th 36 1 6 0 0 4
... 80 0 0  2,320  0 0 4th
610 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
40 0 0 10 0 0 5th 3 5 0
50 0 0 57 0 0 5th 3 6 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
30 0 0 .,. 307 0 0 7th  9 18  6
145 0  0 5th 3 12 6
10 0 0 ... 94  0 0 4th 3 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
4 egister
No. Lessee.
1597 Quinn, James ...
1331 Raaen, Haagen ,,,
*2354 Raddatz, Gotlieb ...
*2029 Raff, George ...
*2039 Ditto ... .,.
2038 Ditto ... ... ...
1764 Rafter, Thomas ... ...
1852 Rafter, Mary ,.. ...
*2008 Rafter, Bridget .., ,,.
974 Rafter, William ..,
1556 Ditto .. .,.
650 Bawling, Mary .. ...
1731 Raymond, Richard ... ...
*2383 Ditto .. ...
1782 Raymont, Richard ...
44 Raynbird, Henry ,,,
*2362 Redhead, John ,,.
*2317 Reise, John ... .
*2049 Reiszen, George Friedrick
1641 Reynolds, Patrick ... ...
147 Rhodes, Ann ... ...
1049 Ditto ... ... .,.
1292 Ditto .. ... ...
768 Rice, Joseph ...
894 Ditto ... ... ...
769 Rice, Henry... ... ...
819 Ditto ...
*2353 Richards, Thomas ,.,
*2328 Richardson, Geo. St.
2106 Richardson, Fred. William
1883 Richards, Arthur ...
t1871 Richards, Thomas ...
1461 Richert, Andrew ...
*2324 Rick, Christopher ...
993 Ridley, Thomas ,,. ...
1205 Ditto ... ...
342 Riggs, George ... ...
453 Ditto .... ... ...
*2247 Robinson, Geo. ... ...
*2117 Ditto ... ... ...
t2007 Robinson, John ,..
1408 Robinson, William, sell. .
516 Ditto ... ... ...
442
*
Robinson, William Langton
l2369 Robinson, Wil iam, jun. ...
t1617 Rode, Ambrose P. ,.. ...
1000 Rogers, James ...
*2229 Rotherey, Joshua .. ...
1999 Rowe, Ephraim William ...
283 Roxburgh, John Pirie ,..
1690 R.iingert, Fredrick W. A....
1351 Russell, David .., ...
1551 Ditto ... ... ...
*2329 Ditto ... ... ...
t1861 Ditto ... ...
1576 Ryan, Patrick ... ...
1599 Ditto
*1845 Ditto ... ...
2022 Ditto ... ...
1702 Ryan, William
787 Ryan, John ...
*2258 Ryan, James
1237 Salisbury, John
1559 Salisbury, Thomas
1674 Salisbury, Francis
*2231 Sampson, Errick
*2409 Ditto ..
1809 Sankey, John
940 Saville, Elijah
*2335 Ditto
1459 Saville, Elizabeth
1203 Scanlan, Patrick
618 Scanlan, Thomas ...
898 Ditto ... ,..
2023 Scarborough, John ...
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
A. B. P.
60 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
12 0 0
50 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 360 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 344 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto  ... 78 1 0
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto 20 0 0
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive, on
resumed half of
Telemon Run
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
10 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
26 0 0
. •
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P.
...
800 0
320-0  0
300 0 0
320 0 0
136 0 0
200 0 0
160
.0 0
120 0 0
320 0 0
40 0 0
81 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
53 1 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
10 0 0
...
...
320 0 0
...
100 0 0
200 0 0
104 0 0
160 0 0
0 0 ...15
150 0 0 400 0 0
8 0 0 144 0 0
16' 0 0
... 80 0 0
,,, ...
,,, .,,
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0 280 0 0
10 0 0
28 0 0
40 0
160 0
40 0 0
10 0 0 30 0
40 0 0 68 0
,,. 60 0
20
.0 0 80 0
... i
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
89 0 0 4th 2 4 6
60 0 0 5th 6 0 0
2nd 0 17 6
137 0 0 3rd 3 8 6
530 0 0 3rd 13 5 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
4th 12 15 0
3rd 12 15 0
3rd 12 0 0
6th 0 12 10
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
453 0 0 7th 25 1 6
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
173 0 0 3rd 4 6 6
280 0 0 8th 34  0 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
2nd 1 6 8
3rd 3 0 0
094 0 4th 2 9 0
333 0 0 8th 50 2 6
73 0 0 6th 2 11 6
35 0 0 5th 1 12 6
599 2 0 7th 17 0 0
41 0 0 7th 5 1 6
242 0 0 7th 10 1 0
237 0 0 7th 5 18 6
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
2nd 5 18 6
3rd 4 0 0
198 0 0 3rd 4 17 3
5th 1 7 0
... 2nd 0 16 8
... 6th 011 3 0 3 9$0 1 0
6th 0 9 4
070 0 7th 2 10 0
60 0 0 7th 3 0 0
2,000 0 0 2nd 29 3 4
2nd 11 0 0
158 0 0 3rd 3 5 8
105 0 0 5th 2 12 6
400 0 0 7th 15 0 0
400 0 0 7th 23 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
892 0 0 4th 9 14 0
.., 6th 0 17 10
2nd 2 6 8
147 0 0 3rd 4 16 0 3 6 0
$0 16 6
484 0 0 7th 43 7 0
4th 3 18 0
70 0 0 5th 2 11 0
120 0 0 4th 7 0 0
230 0 0 2nd 1 18 4
19 0 0 3rd 0 0 8
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
49 0 0 4th 5 4 6
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
131 0 0 3rd 6 5 6 2 10 0
$0 12 6
4th 13 10 0
90 0 0 7th 3 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
6th 0 16 8
299 2 32 4th 9 12 0
4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
0120 0 0 2nd 0 5
3rd 3 0 0
120 0 0 6th 5 5 0
200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
6th 2 8 0
435 0 0 7th 13 17 6
144 0 0 7th 3 12 0
0
...
3rd 2 15 0 6 3
$0 1 7
0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
1371
*2141
t128
1382
2099
*2334
2154
t1843
742
*2357
*1912
1087
2136
2251
1363
1250
1249
1001
1011
767
1137
1668
1483
195
1226
165
*2152
*2222
*2316
536
2020
1890
*2339
*2238
*2294
1159
1842
2195
*2196
1544
1584
1653
•2315
1768
1y14
1602
2122
1347
1437
957
436
*2086
*2150
*2290
*2184
*2208
*2320
*2367
*2384
986
*2197
1403
*2261
1316
1648
1994
1015
2053
1904
*2163
1571
1290
12013
*2183
12126
2233
945
2093
Lessee,
Schaefer, Jacob
Schmidt, Heinrich ...
Schneider, Mary Ann
Schrodter, William...
Schroder, Paul ...
Ditto ...
Schultz, William ...
Scott, James ...
Sehter, Charles ...
Sellin, Franz ...
Senden, August '....
Sexton, Thomas ...
Shailer, Francis ...
Ditto ...
Shaw, Frederick ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .., ...
Ditto ...
Sheals, Patrick ...
Sheehan, Julia ...
Sheehan, David ...
Sherman, F. J. ...
Shields, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.. ...
Shields, James, jun.
Shield, James, jun....
Shield, Thomas ...
Shittler, Thomas ...
Shuttleworth, James
Sidey, Thomas ...
Sigley, Ch. Henry ...
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
... Homestead
,,, ditto
... Conditional
,,, Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
,,, Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
,,, ditto
,., ditto
.., ditto
ditto
ditto
,., ditto
,,, ditto
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
,.. Homestead
... ditto
,.. Conditional
ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
,,, ditto
,,, ditto
,, . Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Ditto .. .. ...
Simpson , Henry George ...
Simpson,  John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Simpson, Ch. Henry
Slack, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Slack, Mary Ann ...
Smales , Edmund ...
Ditto ,. ...
Smales , Thos., junr.
Ditto ...
Smith, Martha ...
Smith, William ...
Smith, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Smith, Jno. Finegan
Smith, Frederick ...
Ditto
Smith, Fr. T.
Smith, F. T.
Ditto ..,
Sommer, August ...
Sommers, James ...
Sparks,  William ...
Sparks, Alonzo ...
Spillene , Timothy ...
Stapleton ,  George ...
Ditto ... ...
Starkey, George ...
ditto
,., ditto
,.. Homestead
.., ditto
., ditto
,, .  Conditional
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead,
... Homestead
,.. Conditional
,,, ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
Steele, William .. ...
Stevens, Zachariah... ...
Ditto
Stevenson, Robert ... ...
Stewart, John Ignatius ...
Stewart, William .,.
Ditto ...
Stewart, Robert ...
Stewart, William Henry ..,
Stock, John ... ... ...
Stock, .Johannes ,..
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
1872
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.
30 0 0 100 0 0
120 0 0
25 0 0 40 0 0 255 0 0
... 119 0 0
,.. 268 0 0 1
40 0 0
40 0 0 42 0 0
40 0 0 ,..
30 0 0
60 0 0 60 0 0
38 0 0
70 0 0
58 0 0
58 1 0
80 0 0 ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
14 0 0 10 0 0 415 0 0
... 166 3 0
30 0 0 ... 110 0 0
,,, ,,, 140 0 0
30 0 0
60 0 0
30 0 0
48 0 0
40 0 0
150 0 0
60 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
34 0 0
37 2 32
160 0 0
Second  Class
Pastoral.
130 0 0
62 0  0
330 0 0
160 0 0
... 100 0 0
.,, 100 0 0
.., 168 0 0
153 2 38
... 45 0 0
600 0 0
80 0 0 220 0 0
80 0 0 170 0 0
22 0 39
15 0 0
74 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ,..
16 0 0 71 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 202 2 0
,,, ... 2,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
... 320 0 0 ...
... 160  .0  0
40 0 0
10 0 0
90 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead ,., ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Homestead
ditto  ...  10 0 0
ditto ,..
534 0 0
1,000 0 0
200 0 0
100 0 0
149 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
700 0 0
1,000 0 0
440 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d.  12  s. d.
5th 3 12 6
2nd 2 10 0
8th 10 5 0
5th 2 19 6
2nd 3 15 0
2nd 0 10 3
2nd 1 4 7
3rd
7th 2 0 0
2nd 0 11 3
3rd 11 18 6 7 9 0
6th 4 3 6
2nd 4 3 4
2nd 2 0 10
5th 6 14 0
6th 1 0 0
6th 3 1 0
6th 2 0 0
6th 3 15 0
7th 9 0 0
6th 0 9 6
4th 4 0 0
4th 1 9 0
0 2 1
6th 3 15 0
8th 5 10 0
2nd 6 17 6
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 1 13 4
7th 8 0 0 22 0 0
3rd 0 17 0
3rd 0 19 0
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 9 2
2nd 1 0 10
6th 4 4 0
3rd 3 17 0
2nd 0 15 0
2nd 10 0 0
4th 9 10 0
4th 8 5 0
4th 16 7 0
2nd 10 8 4
4th 5 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
4th 3 14 6
2nd 3 13 4
5th 0 11 6
5th 3 10 0
6th 0 7 11
7th 11 1 6
2nd 50 0 0
2nd 20 16 8
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 5 16 8
2nd 6 5 0
2nd 1 16 8
6th 0 3 9
2nd 1 13 4
5th 3 7 0
2nd 13 15 0
5th 1 10 0
4th 21 00
00
3rd 3 17 0
6th 21 0 0
3rd 18 0 0 0 12 6
3rd 2 5 0
2nd 2 1 3
4th 3 3 0
5th 2 16 6
3rd 10 11 10
2nd 2 2 6
2nd 9 2 6
2nd 2 0 10
6th 0 2 4
2nd 0 19 0
100 0 0
1,100 0 0
Im provements
80 0 0
124 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0 1
150 0 0 150 0 0
90 0 0
... 110 0 0
6 0 0 1
112 1 24
40 0 0 377 0 0
100 0 0
312 0 0
140 0 0
41 2 0
37 0 20
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
$2037 Strachan, Lewis
1010 Strain, Thomas
*2313 Strain, Thos.
1473 Strain, Hugh ...
*1474 Ditto ... .,,
*2392 Ditto ...
*2347 Stratton, John ..
2243
*
Stuart, William Henry
2234 Stumpf, Carl ...
803 Sugars, Thomas ...
02298 Sullivan, Martin .,,
*2134 Summers, J. 0. ...
1078 Sutton, Emanuel .,.
*2131 Tait, Samuel... ...
1900 Tamblyn, John ...
1267 Taylor, Richard ...
t1071 Taylor, Thomas ...
463 Ditto ..,
1741 Taylor, Alfred J. ...
*2085 Taylor, A. J. ...
1236 Teasdale, George ...
1402 Temple, Jane
hThi Ch i
...
1364 stop erele, r
*1993 Thompson, Christopher
*2199 Thompson, Aaron ...
2098 Thoni, John George
1677 Thornton, Andrew ...
666 Thorpe, Abraham Gorham
15 Tilley John ...
1640 iDitto ...
*1751 Timmins, Mary ... ...
*2202 Tinney, Alfred ..
1917
*
Tippett, Theodore Bellott...
2019 Ditto ...
917 Titcomb, John
1816 Tobin, Patrick
1492 Todd, John ...
2268 Ditto ...
839 Tones, John...
1481 Toohey, James
1593 Ditto ...
1916 Ditto ...
1086 Toohey, Bernard
*1849 Tracey, William
*2333 Ditto ... ...
*2394 Ditto ...
1478 Trihey, Joanna ...
1660 Tubbs, Robert Frederick ...
890 Tucker, Ambrose ... ...
1885 Ditto ... ... ...
1847 Tucker, Mary Ann...
02321 Twible, Th. William
1893 Tyler, William Henry
1487 Underwood, William
1330 Upton, Charles ...
1125 Ditto ... ...
1974 Upton, Norman Thomas
1921 Valentine, George ..,
1241 Veivers, David ...
786 Ditto ... ...
two Ditto ... ...
1627 Voller, James ...
*1963 Ditto ...
1894 Voltz, Fredish
t2033 Wagner, John Gottfried
*2159 Ditto ...
869 Waldron, Joshua ,,,
1246 Walker, Adam
1569 Ditto
*2194 Ditto ... ...
*2170 Walker, Henry
1682 Walker, William
1054 Walker, William Tuton
1065 Ditto ... ...
1197 Ditto ... ...
1198 Ditto ... ...
1779 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection .
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ....
Homestead
ditto ...
Conditional ..
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional ,.. I
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year .  Rent .  Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  B. P.I A.  It. P. £ s. d. £ d. d.
... 234 0 0 ... 3rd 8 111
... 78 2 29 6th 0 9 10
80 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
5th 3 0 040 0 0 60 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
20 0 0 ,.. 2nd 0 1 8
100 0 0 ... 2nd 012 6
199 1 12 2nd 5 16 8 0 8 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
30 0 0 84 0 0 7th 312 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
229 0 0 6th 5 14 6
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
,, 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 5th 210 0
64 2 0 6th 0 1 8
10 0 0 30 0 0 160 0 0 7th 6 5 0
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0 1 0 0
30 0 0 2nd 0 15 0
15 0 0 130 0 0 6th 2 1 1
100 0 0 394 0 0 5th 14 17 0
30 0 0 30 0 0 5th 117 6
... 80 0 0 220 0 0 3rd 9 10 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 113 4
26 319 ... 2nd 1 0 3
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 7th 5 0 0...
,., ... 640 0 0 8th ]6 0 0
... 327 0 0 4th 8 3 6
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 8
30 0 0 250 0 0 ... 3rd  11 12  6
40 0 0 ... 3rd 110 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 6th 0 8 4
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
151 0 0 ... 4th 3 15 6
40 0 0 ... 32 2 24 2nd 1 18 3
40 0 0 ... 10 2 0 7th 3 5 6
477 0 0 4th 11 18 6
649 0 0 4th 16 4 6
129 2 0 3rd 3 5 0
150 0 0 6th 3 15 0
500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
320 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
460 0 0 2nd 0 19 4
40 0 0 ... 4th 110 0
36 0 30 4th 0 18 6
50 0 0 250 0 0 7th  8  15  0
,,, 106 0 0 3rd  2 13  0 0 15 4
$0 3 10
... 678 0 0 3rd  16 19  0 0 1 8$0 0 6
... 100 0 0 2nd 016 8
... 895 0 0 3rd 22 7 6
.. 82 0 0 4th 2 1 0
10 0 0 70 0 0 5th 2 10 0
8 0 0 38 0 0 ... 6th 012 6
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
,,, 140 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
48 0 0 ... 6th 1 2 0
50 0 0 304 0 0 7th 10 2 0
... 106 3 0 4th 2 7 1
,,,
...
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
... 10 0 0 1,590 0 0 3rd 28 1 3
400 0 0 2nd 8 6 8
70 0 0 45 0 0 7th 4 12 6
10 0 0 130 0 0 6th 3 6 5
... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
290 0 0 4th 7 5 0
61 L 0 0 6th 15 5 6
15 0 0 97 0 0 6th 311 0
386 0 0 6th 9 13 0
40 0 0 303 0 0 6th  9  11  6
... 600 0 0 4th 15 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*2034 Walker, William Tuton
*2082
734
1675
*2027
474
t423
2074
981
Ditto ...
Walsh, Michael ...
Walsh, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Wallin, James ...
Walter, Gottlieb ...
Want, Henry ...
Waters, John ...
987 Ditto ... ...
1548 Ditto
*2338  Waters, Mary
1901 Warburton, Edmund
1365
1278
*2228
*2289
*2381
1366
11869
*2189
*2375
831
895
1441
*2304
Warburton, John ...
Ward, William ...
Ditto
Ward, Patrick
Warner, William ...
Warren, John ...
Waters, John ...
Watt, Alexander ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Weaber, William ...
*2248 Wearing, James
1313 Webber, Thomas Edworthy
1603 Weber, Joseph E. .. ...
2061 Weber, Joseph Valentine...
*2263 Weeks, John Charles ...
369 Welch,  James ... ...
1919 Wendt, Henry ...
1358 West, Andrew ...
1385 Westaway, Richard ...
443 Ditto ...
449 Westaway, William
1957 Whalan, James ...
1283 White, William George
1303 Ditto ... ...
1220 Ditto
1284 White,  Ernest
1085 Ditto ...
1182 Ditto ...
653 Ditto ...
*1817 Ditto ...
t1911 Ditto ...
*2257 Ditto ...
*2393  Ditto
*1950  Whitt, D. W.
t*2002 Ditto
962 White, W. D.
1038
11083
528
513
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .,.
Ditto ...
1512 Ditto
1513 Ditto ...
1514 Ditto ...
514 Ditto ...
1218 White, A. W. D. ...
1219 Ditto ... ...
630 Ditto ... ...
631 Ditto ... ...
*2346  Ditto ...
*2011 White, Robert ,..
f287  White and Robinson
1867 Whitton, Robert ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..,
Homestead ...
Conditional ,,.
Homestead
Homestead 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead .,,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
.,, Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
ditto
... Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Nindoo-
imbah ...
... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Nindooimbah
... ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Nindoo-
imbah ...
... Conditional .,.
,,, ditto
...
,., ditto ..,
,,, ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
... Homestead ,,,
.,, Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Beau.
desert Run ...
... Homestead ...
Agricultural. First Class Second Class Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral.
Rent. IBalance  due.
A. R. P. A . R. P. A. R. P. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
,,, ,,, 200 0 0  3rd 5 0 0
... 200 0 0  2nd 5 0 0
120 0 0  7th 3 0 0 0 19 6,,,
,,.
,.,
,., 160 0 0  4th 4 0 0
400 0 0  3rd 10 0 0
20 0 0 ... 99 0 0  7th 3 19 6
15 0 0 ... 78 0 0  7th 3 1 0
80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
10 0 0 105 0 0 6th 0 5 0
20 0 0 344 0 0  6th 10 2 0
... 35 0 0 ... 4th 0 17 6
320 0 0 ... 2nd 4 0 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
30 0 0 99 0 0 5th 3 12 0
500 0 0  2nd 8 6 8
,,, 320 0 0 ... 2nd 5 0 0
15 2 6 ... 2nd 0 1 4
... 22 0 32 6th 0 11 6
114 0 0 3rd 1 12 9
... 75 0 0  2nd 1 8 2
200 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
40 0 0 40 0 0  7th 3 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 7th 5 0 0
200 0 0  5th 5 0 0
100 0 0  2nd 1 0 10
80 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
,,, 49 0 0 ... 5th 1 4 6
... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
,,, ... 80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
6 0 0 24 0 0 2nd 0 8 3
30 0 0 118 0 0  7th 4 9 0
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0  3rd 3 10 0
40 0 0 5th 1 10 0
40 0 0 160 0 0 5th 6 0 0
60 0 0 110 0 0 310 0 0  7th 17 15 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 180 0 0  7th 11 0 0 0.19 2
115 0 0 3rd 2 17 6
th 14 2 040 0 0 484 0 0  5
80 0 0 420 0 0 5th 14 10 0
80 0 0 532 0 0  6th 17 6 0
100 0 0 946 0 0  5th 28 13 0
80 0 0 309 0 0 6th 11 14 6
80 0 0 320 0 0  6th 12 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 224 0 0  7th 17 12 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
,,, 20 0 0 100 0 0  3rd 2 14 2
,,, ... 320 0 0  2nd 4 13 4
,,, ... 500 0 0  2nd 2 1 8
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
160 0 0  3rd 2 13 4,,,
40 0 0 69 0 0 6th 314 6 0 1 0
209 1 0 200 0 0  6th 15 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 460 0 0  6th 19 18 0
... 76 0 0 200 0 0  7th 8 16 0
60 0 0 7th 110 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 760 0 0 4th 32 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 754 0 0 4th 31 17 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 316 0 0 4th 21 13 0
50 0 0 110 0 0 170 0 0 7th 13 10 0
40 0 0 250 0 0 488 0 0 6th 27 14  0
20 0 0 120 0 0 595 1 31 6th 22 8 0
40 0 0 350 0 0 658 0 0 7th 36 19 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 862 0 0 7th 50 11 0
400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
.. 43 0 0 ... 3rd 1 1 6
140 0 0 200  0 0 225 0 0 8th 26 0 6
161 0 0 5th 3 15 6
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
644
*2373
274
275
#2402
1447
1452
1913
1464
955
190
1541
*2225
1326
1601
1626
2079
1651
*2352
*2215
t2042
t1243
1744
1183
1857
*2214
1421
1277
1413
1462 1 Wright, Peel
926 Ditto ...
452 Wright, William .
*2271 Wuest, William Edward
1691 Wyllie, James ...
1975 Wynn, Annie ...
1341) Wynne, Mary ...
1543 Ditto ...
979 Yore, Michael ...
785, Ditto ... ...
1672 Ditto ...
1740 Yore, Michael ...
1918 York George James
1585 Zanow, Johann
355 Zillman, John Leopold
355A Zillman, John William
1696 Ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ..,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance  this.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
10 0 0 80 0 0 238 0 0 7th 10 14 0
1,000 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
80 0 0 80 0 0 8th 10 0 0
20 0 0 ... 155 0 0 8th 5 7 6
,,, 640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
... 106 0 0 5th 2 13 0
96 2 27 5th 2 8 6
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
... 60 0 0 6th 0 5 0
... 239 0 0 8th 519 6
.., 160 0 0 ...  4th  4 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
,,. 140 0 0 ... 5th 310 0
... 156 0 0 4th 3 18 0
... ... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
814 0 0 3rd 20 7 0
141 0 0 65 0 0 4th 8 16 6
400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
... 100 0 0 ,.. 2nd 1 13 4
20 0 0 118 0 0 3rd 3 12 9
97 0 24 6th 1 17 2
... 56 0 0 ... 4th 1 8 0
110 0 0 200 0 0 6th 10 10 0
20 0 0 204 0 0 3rd 6 2 0
,.. ... 330 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
... 201 0 0 6th 5 0 6
... 20 0 0 143 0 0 5th  4  11  6
... ... 267 013 5th 614 0
.. ... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
,.. 160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
14 0 0 ... 66 0 0 4th 214 0
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
36 235 ... ... 4th 1 7 01
36 3 30 ... 4th 1 7 9
30 0 0 85 0  0  6th 016 3
16 0 0 ... 87 0 0 6th 3 7 6
364 2 0 4th 9 2 6
80 0 0 121 0 0 4th 7 0 6 2 0 0
... 40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
, 40 0 0 440 0 0 8th 13 0 0
::: 100  0  O  376 0 0  8th 14
316 0 0 r 4th 7 18 0
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
248
t534
*574
*716
*526
270
293
300
466
*674
97
166
447
653
642
*731
*737
*481
*612
502
304
304
446
435
t702
334
0579
Lessee. Nature  of Selection .  Agricultural.
Widdop,  Wm. ... ... Conditional
Wight, James Scott  ...  ditto
Wildermuth ,  David  ...  ditto
Ditto ...  ... ...  ditto
Wilkin, A. H. ... ... ditto
Willard, Edward  ... ...  Homestead
Willard, James ... ... Conditional ...
Wil'iams, Thomas Edward Homestead, 1872
Williams ,  William Joseph ...  Homestead ...
Williams, Alfred  ... ...  I ditto ...
Williams, John Jeremiah ... Conditional ...
Williams ,  Geo. J . ... ...  Homestead ...
Williams, Ch .  Thomas . ..  Conditional ...
Willson, J. ... ... ... ditto
Wilson ,  Wi lliam  ... ...  Homestead ...
Wilson, Benjn .  G. ... ... Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Wilson ,  Charles . .. ...  ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Winn, Richard  ... ...  Homestead ...
Winkel, Christian  ... ...  ditto ...
Wood,  Arthur  ... ...  Conditional ...
Wood ,  John J . ... ...  Homestead ...
Woods, John ... ... Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Wolf, Henry ... ... ditto ...
Wright, John ... ... ditto ...
Wright, Robert ... ... ditto j ...
Andrews, Samuel
Andrews, John
Andrews, Isaac
Andrews, Robert
Ardagh, Arthur
Atchells, John
Barr, Jas. F.
Ditto
Barr, E. J. ...
Ditto ..
Bauer, Fred.
Beaton, Alex.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto  ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Beattie, A. ...
Beatty, John...
Behm, Wilhelm
Ditto ...
Bell, Angus ...
Berg, F.
Bernett, C. F.
Betz, Peter ...
Gillian, Johann
Ditto ...
Conditional ... 10 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
Homestead ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
Conditional  ...  40 0 0
Homestead  ...  80 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
70 0 0
118 0 0
230 0 0
40 0 0
... 80 0 0
80 0 0
63 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
80 0 0
... 163 0 0
200 0 0
10 0 0 136 0 0
.., 152 0 0
.,, 140 0 0
... 420 0 0
... 520 0 0
5 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
80 0 0
42 0 0
138 0 0
138 0 0
78 0 0
6th
4th
3rd
2nd
4th
6th
6th
6th
5th
3rd
7th
7th
5th
4th
4th
2nd
2nd
4th
3rd
4th
6th
6th
5th
5th
2nd
6th
3rd
2 10 0
3 4, 0
5 15 0
3 15 10
2 0 0
2 0 0
4 11 6
2 10 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
4 1 6
6 10 0
3 18 0
3 16 0 1 18 0
3 10 0
5 5 0
6 10 0
3 2 6
0 15 0
1 10 0
4 9 0
4 9 0
1 10 0
2 15  0
3 9 6
1 16 0
2 3 6
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Register
No. Lessee.
27 Binstead, Wm. Alf.
487 Binstead, Wm. A.... ...
521 Ditto .., ... ...
*608 Binstead, William ...
649
327
Binstead, William, junr. ...
Bi t d Ans ea , rthur ...
624 Ditto ,..
606
10
Binstead, Arthur, junr.
Bi l S
297
r ey, eptimus
Di
... ,..
tto .., ... ,,,
496 Ditto ,., ,,. ...
t561 Birley, Robert
... ...
562 Birley, Walter
.., ...
209 Bird, John ..,
302 Ditto .,.
.03 Ditto ,.. ,.. ...
643 Bird, Jesse ... ,,,
*578 Ditto ... ,..
*634 Ditto ,.,
.
406 Bishop, D. S
*627
30
Bishop, David Seymour ...
Bl k6 ac , Adam .,
*723 Black, John Montague
740 Ditto
*741
,
Ditto' ... ...
*538 Bourk, Thomas ..,
277 Bray, Joshua
...
384 Bressow, H....
...
395 Brooks, F. James ...
550 Bryan, Guy ,.,
410 Bryan, G.
440 Ditto
262 Buchbach; W. G. M.
391 Buchbach, H.
439 Buchbach, W. F. R.
*682 Buckley, S....
443 Burke, A.
485 Burns, Robert
608 Burns, Robert ...
307 Castles, Wm.
328 Champ, Wm.
273 Chisholm, M. M.
186 Christie, Robt.
187 Ditto ,.,
188 Ditto
*671 Christie, R....
*672 Ditto
127 Cockerill,  James ...
472 Ditto ,., ,,.
493 Ditto .,, ..,
*738 Ditto ... ,..
413 Coonan, T. ... ...
.376 Ditto ... ..,
499 Coonan, Thomas ...
380 Cooper, Hy.... ...
1473 Costello, Alexr.
460 Couldery, W. H.
494 Cox, Charles W. ...
*525 Ditto ,,,
*597 Cox, Chas. Wm.
*618 Cox, C. W....
*653 Ditto
*685 Cox, Charles William
*722 Ditto ... ,,,
*746 Ditto .. ..
423 Croft, Herbert Edward
642 Davis, James ..,
*657 Davies, James ...
*730 Ditto ... ...
583 , John ...Da ...
584
y
Ditto ,..
456 Denkmann, F. ...
123 Ditto .., ,.,
Nature of Selection.
Conditional .,,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto .,.
ditto ,,,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ,,.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
resumed half of
Pine-tree Creek
Run ..' ...
ditto, on resumed
ditto ,  on resumed
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  -  ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A .  R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 80 0 0 660 0 0 8th 18 0 0
... 80 0 0 305 0 0 4th 11 12 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
149 0 0 3rd 3 14  6
15 0 0 20 0 0 50 0 0 6th 3 7 6
... 20 0 0 244 0 0 3rd 7 2 0
176 0 0 3rd 4 8 0
100 0 0 20 0 0 520 0 0 8th 21 10 0
25 0 0 ... 173 0 0 6th 6 4 0
... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
30 0 0 ... 370 0 0 4th 8 15 10
24 0 0 ... 1  263 0 0 4th 8 7 6
40 0 0 35 0 0 6th 3 17 6
80 0 0 20 0 0 6th 4 10 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 30 0 0 6th 4 15 0
,,, 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
119 0 0 3rd 2 19 6
30 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 3 12 6
.,, 80 0 0 700 0 0 5th 21 10 0
400 0 0 3rd  10 0 0
115 1 0 3rd  218 0 0 0 9
20 0 0 ... 34 0 0 2nd  1 7 5
51 0 0 ... 2nd  1 11 11
80 0 0 40 0 0 ... 2nd  2 10 8
10 0 0 80 0 0 4th 2 7 6
203 0 0 6th  5 1 6
40 0 0 41 0 0 5th 2 10 6
80 0 0 250 0 0 765 0 0 5th 37 12 6 41 16 11
$10 9 3
... 8o 0 0 4th 4 0 0
17 0 0 223 0 0 5th 6 8 6
20 0 0 ... 30 0 0 5th 2 5 0
30 0 0 ... ,.. 6th 0 5 6
30 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 2 6
40 0 0 20 0 0 ... 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
30 0 0 ... 93 0 0 5th 4 11 6
8 0 0 317 0 0 4th  8 10  6
.. 6 0 0 ... 4th 0 3 0
25 0 0 110 0 0 6th  1 16 10
... ... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
100 0 0 60 0 0 160 0 0 6th  14 10  0
15 0 0 ... 73 0 0 7th 2 19 0
15 0 0 118 0 0 7th 4 1 6
,,. 80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 114 0 0 7th  9 17  0
... ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
264 0 0 4th  6 12  0 210 0
... 610 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
... 20 0 0 ,.. 6th 0 10 0
41 1 0 ,.. ... 5th  1 11  6
... ... 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
10 0 0 ... 315 0 0 5th 7 6 6
80 0 0 ... 410 0 0 5th 16 6 0 5 0 0$1 5 0
,., 25 0 0 135 0 0 4th 412 6
... ... 1,920 0 0 4th 48 0 0
... ... 516 1 31 3rd  12 18  6
... ... 3,000 0 0 3rd 75 0 0
... ... 1,920 0 0 3rd 48 0 0
... ... 231 3 0 3rd 5 16  0 0 9 8$0 2 6
... 99 0 0 ... 2nd 2  17  9
...
... 300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
30 0 0 50 0 0 .,. 5th 2 7 6
.., 65 2 0 ... 4th  1 13  0
,.. 20 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 2  10  0
,., ... 150 0 0 2nd  1 17  6
... 20 0 0 156 0 0 3rd 418 0
,,,
... 116 0 0 3rd 2  17  6
20 0 0 30 1 0 6th ,I 10 6
60 0 0 ... 260 0 0 7th 11 0 0
I
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Register
No. Lessee.
*748 Doherty , William ...
*749 Ditto ... ...
287 Dolan ,  Jas.... ...
453 Ditto
*415 Donald, James ...
311 Douglas, J M.
551 Douglas ,  John Monteith
392 Dowson , J. .., ...
417 Ditto ...
*691 Ditto ..
369 Drysdale, G. ..
401 Duncan , W.... ...
*565 Duncan ,  John ,.,
628 Ditto ...
*629
458
*366
457
570
504
625
*687
667
310
385
402
243
436
635
*745
253
202
till
623
339
615
372
*719
*701
219
220
260
482
335
*479
*677
*757
*690
*721
*564
599
}264
283
t284
•556
621
*743
463
505
64
66
:70
183
282
517
38
*747
*760
85
660
*698
326
563
*619
*654
Ditto ...
Dunn , Wm....
Dunn , Allan...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,
Dwyer, Denis
Ditto ..,
Eden, Henry
Enkelman, W.
Ferguson Wm.,
mera River
Flesser, A.
Flynn, Patrick
Ditto .,.
Ditto .,.
Ditto
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
20 0 0 .,.
20 0 0 95 0 0
29 0 0
16 0 0
72 0 0
70 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
16 2 0
40 0 0
12 0 0 100 0 0
4 0 0 94 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
... 40 0 0 20 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
of the Coo-
Fowler, Frederick ...
Foxwell, G. H.
Franklin, J. W.
Frederick, J. L.
Fursdon, Edward S.
Gardner, Richard
Geike, Frederick
Glass, J.
Godfrey,  George
Gooding, William
Gray, S. Wm.
Ditto ..,
Ditto
Grenside, J. R.
Gross, Gottlieb
Guinea, T. ..,
Hall, J. ...
Hall, Stephen
Ditto ...
Hall, Stephen  John...
all, William
Hamer, John
Ditto ...
Harding, Isaac
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Harris , George ...
Hart ,  Michael ,
Hausmann , John G.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,,
Ditto
Hausmann ,  Daniel D.
Heathwood, Robert
Hellmuth,  C. G. ,,,
Henderson ,  Wi lliam
Ditto ,,, ...
Herbst. Wm.
Hervey ,  C. R. ...
Ditto ...
Hester, Heinrich ...
Hodson, John
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
ditto
,,. ditto
... ditto
,., Conditional
,,, ditto
,,, ditto
ditto
,.. Homestead
,,, ditto
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
,.. ditto
,,, ditto
20 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 10 0 0
.,, 150 0 0
Year .  Bent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. ' £ s. d. £ s. d.
115 0 0 2nd 1 16 6
158 0 0 2nd 1 12 11
6th 1 6 0
80 0 0 5th 3 9 0
5th 0 12 0
6th 0 18 0
... 4th 1 15 0
5th 3 5 0
80 0 0 5th 2 17 0
2nd 3 0 0
... 5th 2 19 0
5th 2 10 0
480 0 0 4th 19 0 0 23 19 2
15 19 10
370 0 0 3rd 13 5 0 9 18 1
$2 9 7
498 0 0 3rd 17 19 0 18 1 7
5th 3 15 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
226 3 29 5th 5 18 9
93 0 0 4th 2 13 9
4th 3 15 0
90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
128 0 0 2nd 3 4 0
15 0 0 5 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 7 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 1 2 6
24 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 0
20 0 0 61 0 0 5th 2 5 6
... 200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
80 0 0 20 0 0 5th 410 0
40 0 0 ... 760 0 0 3rd 22. 0 0
80 0 0 ... 720 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
25 0 0 ... 6th 0 4 8
30 0 0 100 0 0 7th 3 12 6
70 0 0 86 0 0 7th 616 0
$0 6 1
,,. 52 2 23 228  0 28 4th 8 7 6 0 5 0
117 0 0 6th 2 18 6
61 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 6
49 0 0 ... 5th 116 9
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 7
14 0 0 50 0 0 2nd 1 9 7
400 0 0 100 0 0 1,950 0 0 6th 83 15 0
100 0 0 540 0 0 6th 21 0 0
140 0 0 80 0 0 134 0 0 6th 17 17 0
6 0 0 ... 237 3 0 4th 6 8 0 012 0
120 0 0 ... 6th 9 0 0
... 80 0 .0 ... 4tb 2 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0 8th 5 14 6
119 0 0 3rd 2 19 6
40 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
.., ,,. 150 0 0 2nd 2 3 9
., 150 0 0 4th 315 0
6 0 0 99 0 0 3rd 218 6
10 0 0 20 0 0 168 3 23 6th 5 16 10
.,. 40 0 0 659 0 0 6th 18 9 6
5 0 0
554 0 0 6th 3 13 9
188 2 0 4th 4 14 6
25 0 0 3rd 1 0 0 0 11 9
30 0 0 2nd 0 6 3
93 0 0 6th 2 6 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
100 0 0 ... 7th 710 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 7th 610 0
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0 7th 117 6
91 0 0 ... 7th 616 6 312 0
20 0 0 ... 156 0 0 6th 5 8 0
.. 191 0 0 4th 415 6
64 1 0 ... 8th 4 17 6
.. 850 0 0 2nd 8 17 1
213 0 0 ... ... 2nd 5 6 4
40 0 0 7th 3 0 0
.,. 105 0 0 205 0 0 3rd 10 7 6 2 3 5
40 0 0 2nd 016 8
50 0 0 I 6th 0 13 7
10 0 0 ... 340-0 0 3rd 96 0  0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
800 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
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BEENLEIGII  DISTRICT--continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R.  P.  A. R. P. A. R. P.
78 Hodson, Jas. ,.. ... Homestead ... ... 65 3 0
396 Holland, J. ditto ... ... 155 0 0 709 0 0
576 Holliday, Wilson ditto ... ... 8 0 0 72 0 0
*700 Ditto ... .,. ... ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0
*736 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0
651 Holliday, Thomas ,, ditto ... 10 0 0  11 26-0  0 340 0 0
451 Holliday, J..., ... Homestead ... 12 0 0 128 0 0 .,,
548 Holliday, John ... ditto ... 8 0 0 1 144 0 0
549 Holliday, Joseph ... ... Conditional ... ... 15  0.0  154 0 0
100 Hope, G. A.... ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 220 0 0
*269 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead ... ... 30 0 0 .,.
*765  Hope, George Alexander ... Conditional ... ... 114 0 0
3R'707 Hopkins, Frederick ... Homestead ... ... 130 0 0
185 Howard, J. W.  C. ..,  ... Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0
341 Ditto ... ... Homestead ... 40 0 0 44 0 0
*636  Ditto ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 640 0 0
...  80 0 0*637  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*645 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...  ...  1,280 0 0
*724 Howard, John W. Corn. .. , ditto ... 100 0 0
247 Humburg, Chas. ,., ... ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 68 0 0
519 Jackson, Peter ... ditto ... ... 30 0 0 240 0 0
*641g Jackson, J. W. W. ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
252 Johnson, John ... ... Homestead ... ... 159 3 0 ,.,
492 Jones, Robert J. ... Conditional ... ... 30 0 0 330 0 0
x664 Jordan, H. ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,500 0 0
*666  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
464 Jordan, Henry ... ,.. ditto ... ... 80 0 0 180 0 0
*708 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
676 Karkan, C. ... ... ... ditto ... 5 0 0 ... 115 0 0
*726 Klemann, Friedrich... ... Homestead  ...  20 0 0 20 0 0 ...
*758  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 ...
383 Kleinschmidt, Frederick ... Conditional ... 53 0 0
228 Krause, Christian ... ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 40 0 0 ...
601 Krebs, Matthias ... ... Conditional ... 37 0 0 113 0 0
84 Lahev, F. ... ... ... ditto ... 137 0 0 ... 67 0 0
449 Ditto ,., ... ... ditto ... 16 0 0 ... 144 0 0
*661  Lahrs, C. ... ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0
*699  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0
422 Lane, S. ... ... ... Homestead ... 20 0 0 83 0 0 ,..
5 Learmouth, Robt. .,. ... Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 ..,
*688 Ditto ... ... , ... ditto ...  ...  ... 100 0 0
411 Learnmouth, A. .,. .., Homestead ... ,.. 61 2 0 ...
371 Lergessner, F. ,., ditto ... ... 41 1 29
659 Levinge, Rd. ... ... Conditional ... ... 93 0 0 216 0 0
686 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 73 0 0 253 0 0
321 Loder, A. A. ... ... Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 .,.
*681 Loder, J. R. ... ... ditto  ...  ... 160 0 0
t404 Lotz, J. ... ... ... ditto ... 5 0 0 ,.,
684 Massie, M. ... ... ... Conditional .,.  ...  33 0 0 217 0 0
514 Matthewson, John ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 20 0 0
95  2  0520 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
. . .
...
100 0  0x733 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
545 Miskin, Wm. H. ... ... ditto ... ... ,.. 130 0 0
*640 Morris, C. A. M. ... ,.. ditto ... ... ... 640 0' 0
271 Moss, Edwd. ... ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 42 0 0 ,,,
45 Muir, Robert ...  ...  Conditional ... ,., 369 0 0 ,..
476 Muir, R. ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 200 0 0
214 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 225 0 0
117 Murray, Jas. ... ditto .. 30 0 0 48 0 0
f607 Ditto ... ... .,. ditto ... 10 0 0  7 0  0 183 2 0
427 Murtha, Jas. ditto 10 0 0 253 0 0
50 Myles, G. T. ditto  150-0  0  ...  210 0 0
480
387
580
340
120
119
113
689
18
378
489
675
*734
Ditto ... ,., ditto ,.. ... ... 546 0 0
McCready, Robt. ... ... ditto ... ... 10 0 0 70 0 0
Ditto ,.. ,.. .,, ditto ... ... ... 98 0 0
McIntire, Francis ... ... ditto  ... 811 0 0
Ditto ... ,., ... ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 188 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 258 0 0
Ditto .. ... ... ditto  ...  40 0 0 80 0 0
McKavanagh, Pat ... ... ditto ... 4 0 0 10 0 0  !  106 0 0
Mclean, Peter ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
McLeod, N.... ... ... ditto ... 99 3 0 .,. ...
Nathan, George  ... ...  Homestead  ...  20 0 0 80 0 0
Neilson, Peter ...  ...  Conditional  ...  ,.. ... 329 0 0
Nind, Philip Henry ditto ... ,.. ... 888 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7th 4 6 0
5th 25 5 0
3rd 2 4 0
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 10 11 0
5th 3 13 0
4th 3 18 0
4th 4 12 0
7th 9 10 0
6th 0 5 0
2nd 0 14 3
2nd 2 3 4
7th 2 0 0
6th 1 14 8
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 32 0 0
2nd 1 9 2
6th 414 0 0 4 8
1 2
4th 7 10 0
$0
3rd 16 0 0
6th 1 0 0
4th 9 15 0
3rd 37 10 0
3rd 25 0 0
6th 8 10 0
2nd 16 13 4
3rd 3 5 0
2nd 0 14 7
2nd 0 10 0
5th 3 19 6
6th 0 5 5
3rd 4 13 6
7th 11 19 0
5th 4 16 0
3rd 2 10 0
2nd 2 5 10
5th 2 16 6
8th 4 0 0
2nd 2 10 0
5th 1 11 0
5th 1 1 0
3rd 10 1 0 1 10 3
3rd 9 19 6 2 2 10
6th 1 6 3
3rd 4 0 0
5th
0 10 8
3rd 7 1 6 0 3 4
$0 0 10
4th 4 10 0
4th 2 8 0 0 010
2nd 1 5 0
4th 3 5 0 0 510
3rd 16 0 0
6th 1 2 0
7th 9 4 6
4th 8 0 0
6th 9 12 6
7th 3 9 0
3rd 2 3 0
5th 6 16 6
7th 9 10 0
4th 13 13 0
§0 10 0
5th 2 5 0
3rd 2 9 0
6th 20 5 6
7th 11 14 0
7th 11 9 0
7th 7 0 0
2nd 3 9 0
8th 2 0 0
6th 7 10 0
4th 2 15 0
3rd 8 4 6
2nd 11 2 0
460
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No. Lessee.
BEENLEIGH  DISTRPCT- continued.
*763 Nind, Philip Henry ...
*742 Nixon, Frank ... ...
*710 Ditto ... ... ...
*711 Ditto .,. ...
*712 Ditto ... ... ...
*739 Ditto ... ... ...
167 Oakman, T. ... ...
*727 Orr, John ... ... ,.,
*735 Ditto ... ... ... 1
*744 Ditto ... ... ..
294 Orr, James ... ...
*593 Ditto ... ...
*594 Orr, Robert ... ... ..
418 Orr, Samuel... ... ...
518 Ditto ... ... ,..
430 Orr, Wm. ... ... ...
527 Ditto .,. ,., ...
*631 Ditto
695 Oppermitnn, Heinrich Philipp
305 Parkinson, Wm.
398 Parkinson, W. ...
421 Payne, R. ... ...
408 Pearson, C.... ... ...
*754 Ditto ... ... ...
206 Pfrunder, David
t394 Philpott, Wm. ...
*656 Philpott, Chas. H. ,, ...
588 Pidd, William ... ...
359 Pratten, J. ... ... ...
Nature of  Selection.  Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
1374 Price, W. .. ... ditto
*732 Poole, Frederick Geo. .. ditto
6 Queensland  National Bank... ditto
*47 Quinn, J. ... ... ... ditto
*679 Quinn, John... ... ... ditto
*717 Quirk, Robert ... ... Homestead
*751 :Ramsay,  James  ... ... Conditional
9 Ranking , R. A. ... ditto
670 Rehfeldt, C.  ...  ... ... ditto
*623 Reicby, Charles ... Homestead
390 Robinson , Arth. Anth. ... Conditional
233 Rosemount , Jno. .,. ... Homestead
290 Ross,  Wm. .,. ... ... Conditional
291 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
299 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
491 Ditto ... ,,. ditto
179 Ruddle, H. J. ... ... ditto
232 Ditto  ... ... ... ditto
236 Savage , Jas.,.. ... ... ditto
626 Ditto ,.. ... ... ditto
*756 Ditto ... ... ditto
450 Sehmiseh , W. ... ... Homestead
600 Schmish , William ... ... Conditional
*720 Ditto ... ... ditto
t350 Schneider, H. ... ditto
*694 Schneider , Johann Gottlieb ditto
*764 Schumann , Jochim Hein.... Homestead
99 Seaton , Jas.... ... ... Conditional
170 Seaton,  Jas., junior ... ... ditto
474 Shelly, S. F. ... ,.. ditto
106 ( Skiffens, Robert ... ... ditto
128 I Ditto ... ... ... ditto
596 Skov ,  Simon  ... ditto
222 Smith , H. ,., ... ... ditto
375 Smith , Jno.... ... ... Homestead
*729 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
103 Sommer , W.... ... ... ditto
*692 Somner, Wilhelm ...
... ditto
*693 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
tll Spence, J. ... ... ditto
*728 Spence , John ... ... ditto
*668 Stephens , T. B. ... ... ditto
*669 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*677 Ditto ... ... ditto
*759 Terry, Alex. Robert ... ditto
347 Thomson ,  Peter  ... ... ditto
*750 'I'how, Stewart  ... ...  Homestead
t122  Tobin, Stephen
... Conditional
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. R.
40 0 0
160 0
20...0 0
40...0 0 ...
24 2
10 0
20 0 0 30 0
40 0 0 80 0
20 0 0 ...
]0 0 0 20 0
30 0 0 20 0
60 0 0 40 0
40 0 0 ...
20 0 0
100 0
20 0 0 60 0
20 0 0 ...
43 0 0
50 0 0
60 0
50 0
Year. Rent .  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s.
2nd 3 19 9
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 3 13 4
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 1 2 6
7th 6 10 0
2nd 1 6 3
2nd 2 15 0
2nd 1 9 2
6th 6 4 6
3rd 4 5 0
3rd 3 15 0
5th 3 10 0
4th 3 3 6
5th 2 15 0
4th 6 6 0
3rd 4 10 0
2nd 6 10 0
6th 0 15 0
5th 0 15 0
5th 2 10 0
5th 8 0 0
2nd 0 16 8
7th 5 10 0
5th 1 6 2
3rd 4 1 6
3rd 1 10 0
d.
6th 11 6 0 0 11 0
$0 2 9
5th
2nd 3 15 0
8th 10 0 0
7th 3 10 0
3rd 2 0 6
40 0 0
Second  Class
Pastoral.
P. A. B. P.
638 0 0
40 0 0
0
640 0 0
200 0 0
90 0 0
200 0 0
90 0 0
100 0 0
32 90 0 0
0 229 0 0
0 50 0 0
150 0 0
0
67 0 0
110 0 0
0 182 0 0
0 50 0 0
0
0
0 80 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
163 0 0
0
0 191 0 0
200 0 0
300 0 0
230 0 0
40 0 0 10 0 0
... ... 80 3 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 2nd 115 0
103 0 0 2nd 1 1 6
, , , 473 3  8  8th 23 13 10
45 0 0 169 0 0 3rd 6 9 6
10 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 2 17 6
15 0 0 65 0 0 5th 2 7 6
60 0 0 40 0 0 6th 0 10 10
30 0 0 ... 100 0 0 6th 110 2
40 0 0 ... 120 0 0 6th 6 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
.,. 80 0 0 40 0 0 4th 5 0 0
.., 50 0 0 110 0 0 7th 5  0 10
,., 30 0 0 80 0 0 6th 310 0
127 2 0 6th 3 4 0
20 0 0 180 0 0 440 0 0 3rd 21 10 0
257 0 0 2nd 2 2 10
20 0 0 120 0 0 5th 3 15 0
15 0 0 ... 65 0 0 3rd 215 0
.. 239 0 0 2nd 3 9 9
41 0 0 ,.. ... 6th 3 1 6
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
10 0 0 104 0 0 2nd 0 14 11
20 0 0 60 0 0 7th 210 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 77 0 0 7th 418 6
100 0 0 210 0 0 5th 10 5 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
,,, 20 0 0 90 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
40 0 0 78 0 0 6th 419 0
... 159 3 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
,,, 133 0 0 2nd 1 18 10
,., 20 0 0 60 0 0 143 2 0 7th 8 2 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... 120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... 20 0 0 ... 61 3 30 7th 1 7 4
... 80 0 0 2dd 1 3 4
900 0 0 3rd 22 10 0
80 0 0 6,000 0 0 3rd 154 0 0
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
180 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
.,, 120 0 0 80 0 0 554 0 0 6th  26 17  0
„• 80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
... 46 0 0 ... 274 0 0 7th 914 0
0 0 7$0 0 2
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Register
No. Lessee.
245 Tobin, Stephen ...
*725 Ditto
.,,
382 Vaughan, C. D. C. ...
468 Vei vers, Jo hn ...
330 Vei vers, Jo hn ...
*603 Ditto
342 Vei vers, Ro bert ...
465 Vei vers, D. ...
*598 Vei vers, Da vid ...
*762 Ditto ...
*569 Wa lker, Fr edk. Ge orge
386 Wa lker, F. G. ...
429 Wa rdley, J ohn ...
400 Ditto ... ...
541 Ditto ... ..•
483 Ditto
*622 Wa rren, W m. S. ...
419 We lch, H. ...
490 We lsh, Henry ...
4 Wh ite, Er nest ...
25 Ditto ... ...
407 Ditto ...
589 Wh ite, Wi lliam ...
31 Wh ite, W. D. ...
32 Ditto ...
33 Ditto .,.
103 Ditto ...
*'761 Wil kinson, John ...
420 Wil liams, H. ...
*680 Wi lliams, J....
425 Wi lliamson , J., jun ior
546 Wi lliamson , John
2 Wil son, A. E.
256 Wi nterford , Wm.
408A  Witty, W. K.
320 Ditto ...
659 Ditto ... ...
t438 Ditto ...
316 Wolff, Otto ...
346 Yawn, D.
49 Young, J.
368 Zimmermann, H.
1022Abbott, John ...
*3139 Ditto
1828 Abbott, Hy.... ...
2684 Abbott, J.
1684  Abell, Thos.... ...
2108  Ditto ... ...
270  Adams, Wm. ...
*3306  Adams, John
*3224  Adamski,  Casemir ...
1341  Adcock, Holford Hy.
1345  Ditto ... ...
1346  Ditto ... ...
1947 Ditto .
*2886  Adcock, Herbert Henry
*2887 Ditto ... ...
1078  Ahearn, James ...
1294  Ahearn, Rody ,.,
2515  Ahearn, M....
2549  Ahearn, P. ...
1382  Alcorn,  Simon ...
1137  Alford, Thos. ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
A. R. P.
Conditional ... 8 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... 15 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 93 1 0
ditto ...
ditto .•. •••
ditto ...
ditto ... 10 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 76 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 77 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0
Conditions' ...
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto ... 300 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Murry Jerry 30 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed halt
of Pimpama ... 26  0-  0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed hal
of Coombaba... 50 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Coombala and
Pimpama ... 10 0 0
Homestead ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 55  0 15
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
70 2
40 0
0
0
First Class
Pastoral .
A. E.
,.,
15 0
40 0
...
80 0
..,
100 0
200 0
80 0
90 0
90 0
194 0
80 0
,.,
30 0
64 0
20 0
80 0
100 0
100 0
160 0
40 0
,,,
...
20 0
20 0
2 0
160 0
40 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ..,
Conditional .,,
,,, 80 0
20 0 0 100 0
50 0
20 0 0 60 0
40 0 0 30 0
80 0 0 21 0
... 120 0
100 0
80 0 0 200 0
40 0 0 200 0
80 0 0 200 0
,,, 156 3
80 0
20 0 0 20 0
30 0 0 93 0
120 0 0 200 0
40 0 0 80 0
70 0 0 18 2
60 0 0 300 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year . I  Rent. $alaneeDue.
P. A. R. P. £ s. d. I £ 8. d.
112 0 0 6th 3 8 0 §10 0 0
400 0 0 2nd 5 16 8
0 224 0 0  5th 6 7 0
65 0 0  5th 2 15 0
0 280 0 0  6th 9 0 0
80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
6th 7 1 0
0 29 0 0 5th 4 14 6
80 0 0  3rd 1 13 4
60 0 0  2nd 0 7 6
102 0 0 4th 3 6 0
0 6th 3 12 6
494 0 0  6th 12 7 0
0 500 0 0 5th 28 4 0
407 0 0 4th 10 3 6
0 10 2 0  4th 4 5 6
3rd 5 15 6
0  5th 2 12 6
207 0 0 4th 5 3 6
0 110 0 0  8th 22 5 0
0 146 0 0 8th 35 17 0
0 160 0 0  5th 8 0 0
112 0 0  3rd 2 16 0
0 140 0 0 8th 7 5 0
0 60 0 0 8th 613 0
270 0 0 8th 10 10 0
0 770 0 0 7th 21 0 0
0 ... 2nd 013 4
0 ... 6th 210 0
0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
0 5th 4 0 0
0 600 0 0 4th 17 0 0
8th 6 0 0
108 0 0 6th 814 0
5th 4 4 0
0 80 0 0 6th 3 0 0
0 210 0 0 4th 6 5 0
5th 5 3 2
0 ... 6th 015 6
0 6th 2 13 4
0 80 0 0 7th 4 0 0  0 13 11$0 3 6
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
0 286 0 0 7th 11 3 0
320 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
0 519 3 0 5th 19 10 0
0 600 0 0 4tb 17 10 0
0 5th 2 5 0
0 140 0 0 5th 8 0 0
0 ,,. 8th 7 1 0
0  .., 2nd 015 0
0 2nd 1 5 0
0  360 0 0 6th 25 0 0
0 410 0 0 6th 23 5 0
0  877 0 0 6th 37 18 6
10  5th 3 18 6
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
0  245 0 0 3rd 10 2 6
0  90 0 0 7th 4 15 0
0 ... 6th 2 1 3
0 ,.. 4th 16 10 0
0  4th 3 10 0
22  6th 1 6 10
0 327 0 0 6th 27 13 6
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Register
No. Lessee.
931 I Alford, Thos. ...
932 Ditto ... ...
1835 Ditto ... ...
2700 Ditto ...
2863 Ditto ... ...
*2888 Ditto
*2889 Ditto ... ...
*2890 Ditto ...
1083 Allison, Thos.
1864 Allison, Saml. ...
1880 Allwood, Sam]. ..,
1510 Althaus, Hermann ...
2896 Anthaus, Jacob ...
1082 Andrew, Jas. ...
1537 Ditto ...
1179 Andrews, Richd.
606 Ditto ..
2127 Andrews, D....
1286 Andrews, Hy.
1899 Argow, Herman ,,,
366 Armstrong, John .,,
*3183 Arndt, Carl ...
2416 Arndt, C.
2270 Arndt, W.
*3297 Ashton, John ...
1539 Atkin, John... .
1985 Avis, Joseph... ...
*2895 Auld, William ...
2894 Ditto ...
2093 Augustien, David ...
2234 Austin, W. H. ...
1795 Aylott, Wm. ...
1897 Backer, Jacob ...
2690 Ditto ... ...
2391 Backer, J. ...
2392 Bade, F.
2630 Bade, Johann ...
1468 Bailey, Wm. ...
*2767 Baker, Alfred ..,
*3100 Balaam, John ...
2751 Ballantine, Robert ...
*3155 Ballinger, Charles ..,
1770 Bambury, James ..,
*3019 Bandidt, Albert ...
2687 Band, Wilhelm
2378 Bank New South Wales
2379 Ditto ... ..,
314 Bank of Australasia
1350 Ditto ...
1351 Ditto ... ...
1352 Ditto ...
2147 Ditto ...
2148 Ditto ...
2149 Ditto ... ..,
2151  Ditto ,.. ...
*2152 Ditto ... ,.,
*2153 Ditto ...
2827 Barber ,  Benjamin ...
02941 Ditto ...
2097 Barclay ,  Robt. .
2096 Ditto ... ,..
2396 Barclay , J.... ...
1642 Barclay, Jas. ..
1643 Ditto
142 Barlow, Denis
143 Ditto
2274 Barnhagen, H. ...
1311 Barrett ,  Thomas ,.,
1756 Barrett , Edward ...
*3003 Bartholmai ,  Adam ...
2869 Bartz, August ...
2107 Bates, W.
1960 Baulch ,  George ,..
1838 Beasley, John
2279  Beckmann, C.
2656 Behna,  Wilhelm ,,,
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.. ditto
... ditto
ditto
.. Homestead
ditto
.. ditto
,. ditto
... Homestead, 1872
.., Conditional ...
.. Homestead ...
... Conditional ..,
... ditto
ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
,. ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
Conditional
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
60 0 0 150 0 0 650 0 0 7th 28 5 0
50 0 0 42 0 0 7th 416 0
160 0 0 640 0 0 1,751 2 0 6th 87 16 0
130 0 0 600 0 0 1,652  2 0  Ord  81 1 6
60 0 0 250 0 0 614 2 0  Ord  32 7 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 110 0 0  Ord  9 15 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 180 0 0  Ord  11 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 2,280 0 0  Ord  64 0 0
10 0' 0 115 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 5
39 0 0 8''. 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 3
15 0 0 43 0 0 ... 5th 1 12 9
25 0 0 25 0 0 ... 6th 0 18 2
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...  Ord  3 10 0
20 0 0 106 0 0 ... 7th 6 16 0
40 0 0 ... ,.. 6th 1 0 0
125 0 0 6th 9 7 6
80 0 0 124 0 0 7th 7 2 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 179 0 0 4th 13 4 6
20 0 0 30 0 0 286 0 0 6th 10 3 0
65 0 0 ... 5th 417 6
... 305 0 8th 15 5 0
30 0 0 91 0 0 ... 2nd 3 6 3
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 4th 2 17 6
50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 3 2 6
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
80 0 0 ,,, ... 6th 2 0 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 5th 2 7 6
... 120 0 0 Ord 3 0 0
200 0 0  Ord  5  0 0
15 0 0 35 0 0 5th 1 8 9
20 0 0 20 0 0 160 0 0 4th 6 10 0
20 0 0 ... 62 0 0 5th 3 1 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 5 0
Conditional 100 0 0 39 0 0 Ord 6 4 0
... Homestead ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 ... 4th 1 7 6
... Conditional 64 0 0 65 3 0 ... 4th 8 2 0
Homestead 150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
Conditional .. 120 0 0  . 6th 9 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... Ord 3 10 0
.,.
Conditional
...
240 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
ditto 294 0 0 Ord 22 1 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd  10 13  4
.. Homestead ... 20 0 0 56 0 0 ... 5th 2 3 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 59 0 0 ... Ord 2  19  6
.. ditto 20 0 0 80 0 0 ...  Ord  2 15 0
.. Pre-emptive (Co-
chin Cochin Run) 40 0 0 80 0 0 1,080 0 0 4th 34 0 0
., ditto .. 40 0 0 80 0 0 1,080 0 0 4th 34 0 0
Pre-emptive (Fas-
sifern Run) 650 0 0 ... 290 0 0 8th 56 0 0
... Pre-emptive ... 400 0 0 259 3 0 ... 6th 43 0 0
ditto 289 0 0 ... 6th 14 9 0
... ditto ... 70 0 0 111 0 0 6th 10 16 0
., ditto .. 100 0 0 150 0 0 250 0 0 4th 21 5 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 100 0 0 460 0 0 4th 22 10 0
,. ditto ... 100 0 0 200 0 0 1,120 0 0 4th 45 10 0
.. ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0 924 0 0 4th 36 17 0
.., ditto ... 50 0 0 100 0 0 170 0 0 4th 13 0 0
ditto ... 150 0 0 200 0 0 716 0 0 4th 39 3 0
... Conditional ... .., 320 0 0 ... Ord 16 0 0
... ditto ... 114 0 0 ...  Ord  5 14 0
... ditto ... 163 0 0 ... 5th 8 3 0
.,, Homestead ... 9 0 0 142 0 0 ... 4th  3 17  9
Conditional ... ... 82 0 0 ... 4th 4 2 0
ditto 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
.. Homestead ... 10 0 0 139 2 0 .,. 6th 3 8 6
... Conditional 40 0 0 18 0 0 40 0 0 8th 4 18 0
.., ditto ... ... 86 0 0 . .,. 8th 4 6 0
.. Homestead ... 40 0 0 66  0 0 ... 4th 3 3 0
ditto ,.. 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th  0 15  10
ditto ... 30 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 2 6
... Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 600 0 0 Ord 18 0 0
Homestead ... ... 15 0 0 65 0 0 Ord 2 3 9
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 72 0 0 5th 2  16  0
,., Homestead 40 0 0 80 0 0 5th  3 10  0
Conditional .. 20 0 0 140 0 0 5th 4  10  0
Homestead ... 15 0 0 58 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 3
ditto ,.. ,,, 100 0 0 Ord 2  10  0
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Register
No. I
*3312
2134
1060
1061
1062
1404
1879
1948
1949
2055
*2714
*3027
2253
2281
2282
2283
*2494
2880
2797
t2777
2626
*3041
1787
2325
1324
1898
2085
*2551
2366
2590
x3326
*3330
2271
*3165
*3171
1784
1908
1651
*2886
2117
1988
719
721
722
723
2307
2308
2309
3032
1320
533
971
1169
1293
x3232
*3233
3319
1261
1370
1494
527
607
2393
'2464
*3081
2695
2020
2572
2562
2561
*3099
3101
361
1630
2753
11 1268
2079
Lessee.
Beduhn, Wilhelm ,..
Belcher, Jos.
Bell, J. P. and J. A.
Ditto ,,, ..,
Ditto ... ,.,
Bell, John ,.. ,..
Bell, Geo.
Bell, Arthur .,.
Ditto ... • ,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,., ...
Ditto ... ..,
Bell, J.
Bell, J. P., and J. A.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... . ...
Bell, J. A. ...
Ditto ... ...
Bell, J. P.
Ditto .., ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Belford, Wm. John
Beutel, C.
Bergman, Carl
Ditto .
Bergin, Denis
Bergin, D. ...
Bergin, J.
Ditto .
Bergin, Denis
Ditto
Berlin , C. F....
Berlin, William
Berlin, Carl
Best,  John ...
Ditto .
Bick, August
Bielke, Ernest
Bingston , J. M: ... ...
Bick, August ...
Bigge,  Francis Edward
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Bigge, Bigge, and Bowman
Ditto ... ,., ...
Ditto ,.. ...
Birch,  Isabella ... ...
Birch, Thomas ... ...
Bindley,'William ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Bisgrove , Lot ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Bishop , Thos. C.
Ditty ... ...
Bjerke, Theodor ... ...
Blake,  Robert John ...
Blake,  John ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Blaine,  John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Blaine,  J. ... ... ...
Ditto
Blakiston, Arthur C. T.
Blakiston , A. C. T ...
Bland ,  Robert
Blank, Carl ... ,,,
Blank, Chrn. ...
Blank, W. ...
Blas, Gustav ...
Bliesner , August ...
Blundell,  -Patrick ...
Bodman, F.... ...
Bohr, Wilhelm ,.,
Boland,  Michael ...
Bole, William .,.
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive,
Buaraba Run
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ,.,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..,
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,.,
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto .,,
ditto ...
Homestead .,.
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ,..
Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year.
Rent. Balance due-
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
... 60 0 0 2nd 0 7 6
... 20 0 0 77 0 0 4th 2 18 6
40 0 0 160 0 0  439 0 30 6th 21 19 5
40 0 0 160 0 0  424 3 16 6th 21 16 6
4'l 0 0 110 0 0  297 1 20 6th 15 18 6
25 0 0 32 1 0 6th 0 14 6
20 0 0 81 0 0 5th 2 15 6
160 0 Q 5th 4 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0  146 0 0 5th 8 13 0
40 0 0 75 1 0  5th 4 18 0
80 0 0 220 0 0  3rd 9 10 0
46 0 0 3rd 3 9 0'
13 0 0 51 2 0 4th 1 15 9
200 0 0 , 280 0 0 4th 17 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 400 0 0 4th 23 0 0
80 0 0 450 0 0 910 0 0 4th 51 5 0
110 0 0 1,130 0 0 5,580 0 0 4th 204 5 0
.., 200 0 0 1,650 0 0 3rd 51 5 0
... 100 0 0 502 0 0 3rd 17 11 0 13 11 9
182 0 0 3rd
... 2,500 0 0 4th 62 10 0
... 20 0 0 153 0 0 2nd 4 0 0 016 6
47 3 0 5th 1 4 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 4th 1 3 9
... 20 0 0 79  3 0 6th 3 0 0
20 0 0 82 0 0 5th 3 1 0
...
80 0 0 320  0 0 5th 12 0 0
300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 56  0 0 4th 3 18 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 2nd 3 5 0
400 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
50 0 0 50 0 0 4th 3 2 6
100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2 4 7 6
300 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
90 1 0 5th 6 16 6
40 0 0 ... 7th 0 6 0
80 0 0  ... 3rd 2 0 0
25 0 0 63 0 0 5th 2 10 3
20 0 0 060 0 5th 3 0 0
400 0 0 950 0 0  2,242 0 0 7th 133 11 0
50 0 0 4000 0 640 0 0 7th 39 15 0
50 0 0 300 0 0  650 0 0 7th 35 0 0
100 0 0 200 0 0  570 0 0 7th 31 15 0
50 0 0 375 0 0 695 0 0 4th 39 17 6
50 0 0 200 0 0 910 0 0 4th 36 10 0
10 0 0 130 0 0 140 0 0 4th 10 15 0
...
40 0 0  47 2 0 3rd 3 4 00
15 0 184 0 0 6th 6 14 6
20 0 0 179 0 16 7th 6 0 0
20 0 0  60 1 30 7th 2 10 6
10 0 0 12 0 32 ... 6th 0 2 4
15 0 0 15 2 18  ... 6th 0 4 9
40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
-
1 ]00 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
20 0 0 1 80 0 0 6th 0 14 0
159 3 27 6th 8 0 0
140 0 0 502 2 0 6th 23 1 6
201 2 20  ... 7!h 10 2 0
80 0 0  ... 7th 4 0 0
99 1 0 4th 7 10 0
280 0 0 4th 7 0 0
310 0 0  ... 2nd 14 4 2
t0 0 0 153 0 0 3rd 9 18 0
30 0 0  97 0 0 5th 3 18 6
40 0 0 80 0 0  ... 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0  ... 4th 3 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
10 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 1 211 0 2
20 0 0 174 0 0 ,.. 8th 10 4 0
16 0 0 128 0 0 6th 3 9 8
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
80 0 0 Atli
20 0 0 38 0 0 5th 10 14 0
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i teeg sR r Lessee.No.
*2743 Borchert, Wi lhelm ...
1341 Bourke, Thom as ...
740 Ditto .. . ...
1342 Ditto ...
325 Bourke, Rich ard ...
2848 Bourke, John ...
2272 Bourke, J. ...
*2291 Ditto
*3048 Bowman, Fre dk. M .
*3119 Ditto
*3237 Bowman, W. M.
2951 Ditto
716 Bowman, Wi lliam McA.
717 Ditto ... ...
718 Ditto ... ...
734 Ditto ... ...
950 Ditto
*3117 Boyd, Franci s J. E .
1462 Boyd, George ...
137 Brand, Charles H. ...
2008 Bradfield, Richard J. E.
602 Brauer, Fred rick ...
1064 Brennan, Joh n ...
1532 Ditto
775 Brennan, Eu gene ...
t2049 Brennan, Cat herin e
2984 Ditto ...
41 Brennan, Ml . ...
1063 Brennan, Th omas ,..
628 Ditto . ..
*1788  Ditto
974 Breitenbach, Mich ael
2587 Brig ton, J.... ...
1210 Brisbane, James ...
1929 Brown, Abraham ...
1465 Brown, David ...
1401 Brown, James ...
2898  Brown, John Jones...
2145 Ditto ... ...
2608 Ditto ... ...
*3214 Ditto ... ...
1235 Brown, John ...
1944 Ditto ... ...
2786 Ditto ... ...
*3294 Ditto ... ...
2511 Brown, J.
2617 Brown, R. ...
1202 Ditto
226 Ditto ... ...
*2867 Ditto ...
2470 Browning, R.
2649 Bruns, Henry
2067 Ditto ...
456 Buchannan, James ...
864 Ditto ...
1632 Bugler, Frederick ...
3018 Billow, August ...
2367 Bundrock, C. ...
1657 Bunting, Elizabeth ...
1841 Ditto ...
2014 Ditto ...
1257 Burns, Patrick ...
2870 Burgess, Thomas ...
2682 Burges, Herbert ...
1658 Burns, Owen... ...
1736 Burns, Thomas
1903 Burns, Robert
163 Burnett, James
257 Ditto ..
1715 I Burton, Benj. ...
2243 Butterfield H.
2337 Butterfield, C. jun...
2399 Butterfield, C. ...
43 Butler, William ...
1946 Ditto ... ...
44 Butler, William, jun.
2101 Ditto ... ...
2102 Ditto ... ...
2109 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Homestead, 1872
ditto 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Homestead ...I
ditto
Homestead,  1872
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto  ...
Conditional  ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
Conditional .,
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
40 0 0 80 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0
50 0 0
23 0 0
80 0 0 ...
40 1 0
40 0 0 ,.,
120-0 0 200 0 0
605 0 0
50 0 0 220 0 0
60 0 0 300 0 0
100 0 0 500 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0
200 0 0 600 0 0
60 0 0 120 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0 ...
240 0 0
... 160 ) 0
... 50 0 0
40 0 0
117 0 0
10 0 0 40 0 0
10 0 0 16 0 0
... 30 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0 14 2 24
...
33 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0 67 0 0
49 3 26
20 0 0 60 0 0
45 3 0
50 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
20 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0 27 0 0
44 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0 113 0 0
15 0 0
53 0 0
30 0 0
33 0 0 94 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
80 0 0 200 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
60 0 0 39 3 0
49 0 0 62 3 24
120 0 0 200 0 0
10 0 0 117 0 0
57 1 0
15 0 0 73 0 0
243 0 0
100 0 0 23 0 0
124 0 0
30 0 0 32 0 0
20 0 0 21 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0 160 0 0
5 0 0 17 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0
40 0 0 350 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent . Balance due.
A. R P.  £ .e.d. £  s. d.
... 3rd 310 0
6th 1 0 0
114 0 0 7th 3 17 0
6th 3 15 0
57 0 0 8th 3 3 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
... 4th 1 10 9
4th  1 5 0
2,000 0 0 2nd 50 0 0
2nd 12 7 6
1,315 0 0 2nd 31 11 3
830 0 0 3rd 35 10 0
280 0 0 7th 26 10 0
1,240 0 0 7th 63 10 0
1,413 0 0 7th 48 6 6
1,787 0 0 7th 89 13 6
561 3 0 7th 24 12 6
...
2nd 315 0
... 6th 1 5 0
3rd 18 0 0
5th 4 0 0
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
200 0 0 6th 710 0
81 2 10 6th 4 1 0
7th 5 17 0
50 0 0 5th 4 0 0
3rd 011 6 §0 5 4
111 2 0 8th 4 6 0
200 0 0 6th 7 10 0
7th 8 4 1
400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
6th 1 0 7
... 4th 16 10 0  0 10  0
6th 0 10 0
... 5th 2 1 0
.. 6th 0 ] 5 7
... 6th 018 9
3rd 3 9 0
203 1 0 4th 7 12 0
4th 3 5 0
200 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
6th 013 9
103 0 0 5th 3] 1 6
390 0 0 3rd 23 10 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
4th 16 10 0
80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
6th 0 4 1
40 0 0 8th 3 4 0
560 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
4th 4 0 0
62 0 0 3rd 3 1 0
... 4th 3 11 6
176 0 0 8th 6 10 6
-
7th 3 19 6
122 0  0 6th 4 11 0
... 3rd 311 9
4th 2 5 0
1,025 0 0 5th 41 12 6
225 0 0 5th 19 7 6
180 0 0 5th 10 10 0
... 6th 016 3
... 3rd 3 7 9
... 3rd 16 10 0
... 5th 612 0
... 5th 1 9 0 •
... 5th 2 7 9
8th 18 6 0
... 8th 8 13 0
5th 9 6 0
... 4th 118 6
... 4th 1 5 6
h 012 6 0 6 64t
67 0 0 8th 213 6
485 0 0 5th 23 2 8
95 0 0 8th 3 12 0
540 0 0 5th 21 10 0
600 0 0 5th 35 10 0
490 0 0 5th 20 5 0
465
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
2407 Butler , William, jun.
2503 Ditto
2892 Ditto ... ,,,
2893 Ditto .. ,,,
*2344 Butler, J. F.
2834 Butler, John
1700 Byrne ,  John  ... ... ...
1939 Byrne, Francis
935 Byrnes ,  Bowden, and Smith
1204 Caffery ,  Patrick
1205 Ditto  ... ... ...
1489 Caffery, Owen ... ...
710 Caffery ,  Philip ... ...
2697 Cahill ,  John ... ... ...
1338 Calder ,  James ... ...
1088 Callighan ,  John ... ...
1021 Callighan ,  Daniel
584 Cameron ,  Chas. Chrisr.
2095 Campbell ,  John ... ...
1496  Campbell,  John ... ...
1733 Ditto ... ... ...
2290 Campbell , J. ... ...
2305 Campbell, A. D.
2306 Ditto ... ... ...
2427 Ditto ...
2487 Campbell J.... ...
667 Campbell ,  Geo. .. ...
*3103  Campbell, Alexander ...
*3104  Ditto ... ... ...
*3112 Ditto .. . ... ...
809 Campbell ,  Alexr .  Dunbar ...
904
946
947
984
2681
787
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Campbell, John .. ...
Campbell, Alex., and Hay,
John
3037 Campbell and Hay ... ...
3038
3039
1349
'3011
1665
2530
2529
2760
*3285
^3050
2642
111330
1126527 2
2911
*2942
1677
1690
*3263
1759
2184
x'3140
*3322
1906
1281
986
877
1803
1871
2432
1764
*3255
1520
712
*2860
2961
Ditto ...
Ditto
Cameron, S. D.
Cameron, E. J.
Cannon, M....
Ditto  ... ... ...
Cannon ,  P. ... ...
Cannon ,  John ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Canrick ,  Thomas ... ...
Carding, Frederick ... ...
Carpendale , A. V. ... ...
Ditto ...
Carpendale ,  Alexr . Victor ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Carmody,  Martin ... ...
Carmody,  B.... ... ...
Carew ,  Michael ... ...
Carrig , Austin ... ...
Casey, W.
Cavanagh, James ...
Cavenagh, William
Chadwick, William...
Chalmers, David ...
Chalk, Thomas ...
Chapman, Fred. ...
Chapman, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Chatterton, T. ...
Cheyne, Charles ...
Chikotski, Valentin
Chislett, George ...
Christie, Michael ...
tto ..
ensen , Christen
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Pre-emptive
Haldon)
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead •
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
(E.
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive,
Cooyar
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Wivenhoe Run
Pre-em tive,
leased half
Wivenhoe ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
Homestead,1872
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Agricultural. First Class Second Class YearPastoral .  Pastoral.
Rent. Balanc e due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. R . P.  £ S. d. £ S. d.
40 0 0 100 0 0 620 0 0 4th 23 10 0
30 0 0 80 0 0 376 0 0 4th 1513 0 0 0 6
30 0 0 100 0 0 720 0 0 3rd- 25 5 0
40 0 0 50 0 '0 297 0 0 3rd 12 18 6
100 0 0 ... 4th 210 0
35 0 0 88 0 0 3rd 310 3
40 0 0 20 0 0 138 0 0 5th 7 9 0
38 0 0 84 0 0 ... 5th 7 1 0
40 0 0 304 0 0 7th 9 12 0
25 0 0 92 0 0 6th 010 9
30 0 0 40 0 0 232 0 0 6th 10 1 6
50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 111 3
50 0 0 47 0 0 ... 7th 3 1 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
18 0 0 124 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 2
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 0 4 7
20 0 0 115 0 0 ... 6th 3 5 1
257 0 0 7th 12 17 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
20 0 0 46 0 0 ... 6th  Cr  19 0
5 0 0 136 0 0 ... 5th 7 3 6
320 0 0 4th 24 0 0
... 400 0 0 883 0 0 4th 42 1 6
120 0 0 101 0 0 4th 8 10 6
24 0 0 80 0 0 80 0 0 4th 7 16 0
100 0 0 ... 4th 7 10 0
20 0 0 113 0 0 ... 7th 615 4
... 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
... ...
6 10 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
280 01 0 2nd 24 0 0
100 0 0 400 0
,
0 2,625 0 0 8th 93 2 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 79 0 0 7th 9 19 6
150 0 0 468 0 0 7th 19 4 0
200 0 0 518 0 0 7th 22 19 0
100 0 0 250 0 0 2,066 0 0 7th 71 13 0
128 2 0 ... ... 3rd 913 6
300 0 0 600 0 0 302 0 0 7th 60 1 0
80 0 0 274 0 0  3rd 10 17 0 2 0 1
40 0 0 100 0 0 300 0 0  3rd 15 10 0 2 14 2
40 0 0 390 •0 0 1,368 0 0  3rd 54 4 0 8 17 8
10 0 0 86 1 0 ... 6th 0 17 0
208 0 0 3rd 15 12 0
80 0 0 .,. 5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
40- 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 17 6
10 0 0 42 0 0 2nd 0 19 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0
40 0 0 206 1 0 6th 11 13 7
400 0 0 411 1 29 ... 8th 47 12 10
285 0 0 ... 3rd 14 5 0
40 0 0 387 1 0 ... 3rd 22 8 0
40 0 0 310 0 0 ... 3rd 18 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 15 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 0 8
10 0 0 155 0 0 5th 8 10 0
80 0 0 100 0 0 140 0 0 4th 14 10 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 11 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 2 15 0
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
25 0 0 40 0 0 295 0 0  6th 11 5 0
200 0 0  7th 5 0 0
... 20 0 0 180 0 0  7th 5 10 0
... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
170 0 0 5th 8 10 0
20 0 0 60 0 0  4th 3 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 5th 5 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 0 8
100 0 0 200 0 0 350 0' 0 6th 26 5 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 180 0 0  7th 11 0 0
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
10 0 0 50 0 0 3rd 1 12 6
466
IPSWICH DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No.
1360
1165
1474
1718
1737
2009
2010
2645
2015
2754
*3273
*3278
168
1308
2330
1501
1566
1567
1568
1987
*3302
711
733
2735
1357
2265
1958
2443
2519
2521
1081
907
1327
*3163
*3324
1180
1181
1482
2633
546
1615
1542
*3231
1478
1996
1329
1094
1148
1336
1392
1780
1238
1239
2063
1594
1931
1932
2364
3029
2142
560
981
`1989
*2215
2066
1328
2459
*2492
3000
3001
1558
2227
2257
t2605
t2606
1284
1479
2713
Iessee.
Clauss, C. F.... ...
Clegg, William ...
Cleary, Terence ...
Clem, H.
Clem, George
Clifford, James ...
Clifford, Patrick ...
Ditto ... ...
Clifford, C. .. ...
Coates, Samuel ...
Cocks, Charles ...
Ditto
Collett, Edwin ...
Coleman, Daniel ...
Coleman, D.... ...
Coleman, John ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Coleman, William ...
Ditto
Coley, Philemon ...
Colingwood, Isaac ...
Colledge, G.... ...
Collins, Johanna ...
Collingwood, A.
Collins, E. ...
Collins, W....
Conroy, Hugh ...
Ditto ...
Conroy, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Connolly, John ...
Ditto
Connolly, Andrew ...
Connolly, John ..
Connolly, Michael ...
Connole, Daniel ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Connellan , Lucius ...
Ditto ...
Connor, Patrick ...
Cook, Joseph ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Cook, Joseph,  jun....
Cook, John ...
Ditto
Ditto
Cook, W., sen.
Cook, W., jun.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Cook, William, sen.
Cook, J., sen.
Cooper, James
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Coop, J. .. ...
Cole, Albert ...
Copeland, William...
Cossart, H....
Cossart, J.
Cossart, Joseph ...
Ditto ...
Costello, Martin ...
Cowan, W., jun. ...
Ditto ...
Cowell, C.
Cowell, E.
Corcoran, M.
Cox, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
... I Homestead
4 Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
.. I Homestead
Conditional
ditto
,., Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
,, ditto
ditto
ditto
,.. Homestead
,, ditto
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
., ditto
ditto
., ditto ...
.., ditto
... Homestead, 1872
,., Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
.., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0
50 0 0
46 0 0
98 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
300 0 0
140 0 0
200 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0
80 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
20 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0
67 2 0
5 0 0
20 0 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  R.  P.
36 3 0
20 0 0 161 0 0
116 3 36
10 0 0 55 0 0
67 220
50 0 0 270 0 0
50 0 0 270 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0 220 0 0
,,, 4096 0 0
... 1470 0 0
90 0 0 100 0 0
22 1 0 ...
360 0 0 748 0 0
500 0 0 746 0 0
200 0 0 319 2 0
600 .0 0 2,117 0 0
.,, 937 0 0
,,, 611 0 0
243 0 0
80 0 0
24 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
40 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
20 0 0
95 0 0
108 0 0
425 0 0
300 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
123 2 0
180 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 89 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 260 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0 140 0 0 ...
30 0 0 30 0 0 ...
25 0 0 95 0 0
20 0 0 22 0 0 ...
20 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0
44 0 0
65 2 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6th 1 0 2
6th 4 12 1
6th 1 11 9
5th 3 0 0
5th 2 9 0
5th 9 5 0
5th 9 5 0
3rd 1 7 6
5th 11 15 0
3rd 1 14 6
2nd 42 13 4 1
2nd 15 6 3
8th 7 7 0
6th 7 0 0
4th . 1 6 6
6th 1 10 0
6th 59 4 0
6th 54 3 0
6th 33 0 0
5th 82 18 6
2nd 5 17 2
7th 15 5 6
7th 6 2 0
3rd 3 10 0
6th 1 15 0
4th 2 7 6
5th 0 19 6 i
4th 3 1) 0
4th 16 10 0
4th 16 10 0
6th 6 4 0
7th 23 2 6
6th 1 6 8
2nd 4 13 4
2nd 0 10 0
6th 0 10 0
6th 6 0 0
6th 0 11 3
4th 5 2 C
7th 4 0 0
6th 2 14 9
6th 10 10 0 1 0 0
$0 4 0
2nd 2 10 0
6th 9 14 6
5th 14 10 0
6th 1 0 0
6th 10 0 0
6th 0 6 3
6th 1 2 1
6th 0 10 10
5th 6 10 0
6th 0 15 0
6th 15 0 0
5th 1 9 6
6th 2 0 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 8 0 0
4th 5 0 0
3rd 4 10 0
4th 6 2 0
7th 42 5 6
7th 1 18 6
5th 10 6 6
4th 3 13 4
5th 1 2 9
6th 1 0 0
4th 7 0 0
4th 12 10 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 10 2 6
6th 5 15 6
4th 9 5 6
4th 8 10 0
4th 1 0 0
4th 0 18 9
6th 4 10 0
6th 2 0 0
3rd 3 5 0
I
... 160 0 0
99 3 0 1 ...
60 0 0
40 0 0 61 3 20
... 200 0 0 1,291 0 0
84 0 0
40 0 0 293 0 0
160 0 0 ...
15 0 0 22 2 0 ..
80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 200 0 0
... 500 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0 ... 285 0 0
77 0 0
... 50 0 0 271 0 0
... 40 0 0I 260 0 0
40 0 0 ...
15 0 0 23 0 0
10 0 0 150 0 0
160 0 0
30 0 0 70 0 0
467
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
2736
1592
1495
2610
2225
1755
875
1692
2763
2772
2828
2233
1513
2632
2712
1223
1185
1241
251
1162
404
481
1141
601
*3289
663
159
2444
1810
18i1
1832
2705
1691
2704
2141
1670
#2237
1417
743
1842
1843
1844
1292
*2983
2997
351
1283
1545
1573
1910
1757
1203
1256
2026
1849
1410
664
2664
731
2247
112235
145
1097
1159
*3118
*3206
:3122
*31.9
*3217
250
*3218
2566
*3122
1161
*3156
2053
2701
*3016
Lessee.
Coyne ,  Patrick ..
Ditto .,,
Crace, Edward K....
Crack, W. ...
Craig, R., jun.
Craig, John .. ...
Cramp, John James
Crane, Daniel
Ditto
Crane, Daniel ,  jun....
Creedy, Denis ...
Ditto ... ...
Creed, Mary ...
Ditto ,.. ...
Ditto .. ...
Creedy, Ellen ...
Creed,  John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Crepin, Frederick ...
Cribb ,  Benjamin ...
Ditto ...
Cribb, Thos. B.
Cribb, Thomas Brideson
Ditto ...
Cross, Walter A. ...
Ditto ... ...
Crossow, C....
Crossthwaite ,  Robert
Ditto
Crotty, Thomas ...
Ditto ,..
Crotty, Patrick ...
Ditto ... ...
Cudihy, J. ...
Cudihy, James
Cuffe,  G.
Cuffe,  George ...
Culban, John
Cummins, William ...
Ditto
Cummins, Patrick J.
Cumner ,  William ...
Cuppaige, George ...
Datto
Cuarn,  J ohn ...
Currie, James ...
Curtis, John ...
Ditto ,..
Cutler ,  William ...
Dahm, Carl ... ...
Dail, James ... ...
Daly, John ... ...
Daly, Owen ... ...
Dale ,  Patrick ..,
Dalton ,  John .,.
Dalton ,  Michael ...
Damm, Henry ...
Daniels, William ,..
Daniels, W.... ...
Dart, J.
Darker ,  Richd .  Thomas
Davison ,  Robert ...
Ditto ...
Davis, Charles ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Davis, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Davis, J.
Davis, Charles ...
Day, Denis ... ...
Ditto ...
Dee, William L. ...
Degon ,  Hermann ...
De Graves ,  Joseph...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
...ditto
Homestead ..
ditto ..
Conditional ..
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
... Homestead ,..
... Conditional ...
... B omestead ...
... Conditional ,..
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ..
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
,., ditto ...
.,, ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ..
... ditto ..
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto ..
... ditto ..
... ditto ...
... Conditional .,.
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
.. ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
A ricultural$ .
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year.
Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P A. R. P. A. R. P. £  8.  d. £ 8. d.
80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
47 1 0 6th 1 10 0
150 0 0 450 0 0 570 0 20 6th 48 0 6
60 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 5 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
30 0 0 88 0 0 5th 3 6 6
50 0 0 100 0 0 850 0 0 7th 30 0 0
78 1 0 5th 2 19 3
50 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
35 0 0 3rd 0 17 6
60 0 0 3rd 4 10 0 3 0 0$0 15 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... 6th 1 10 0
40 0 0 ... 4th 0 17 6
42 0 0 ... 3rd 3 3 0
80 0 0 ... 6th 0 10 0
41 1 0 ... 6th 3 3 0
80 0 0 6th 0 15 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 8th 5 0 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 6th 0 11 3
162 2 29 ... 8th 11 7 7
100 0 0 66 1 0 8th 10 7 0
50 0 0  702 0 0 6th 20 1 0
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
863 0 32 2nd 7 4 0
209 0 0 7th 10 9 0
67 0 0 ... 8th 5 0 6
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
35 0 0 85 1 0 5th 3 9 3
10 0 0 20 0 0 79 0 0 5th .314 6
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
42 0 0 3rd 3 3 0
58 0 0  44 0 0 5th 3 5 6
40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
322 0 0 5th . 24 3 0
30 0 0 ... 4th 015 0
20 0 0 78 2 0 Gth 1 14 4
45 0 0 50 2 0 7th 3 10 4
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
122 0 0 5th 9 3 0
128 0 0 5th 9 12 0
20 0 0 71 0 0 ... 6th 5 1 0
160 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
460 0 0 3rd 11 10 0
50 0 0 50 1 0 8th 316 0
100 0 0 227 0 0 6th 13 3 6
10 0 0 190 0 0 1 ... 6th 10 5 0
14 0 0 132 0 0 ... 6th 217 4
20 0 0 62 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 0
10 0 0 72  0 0 ... 5th 2 3 6
60 0 0 20 0 0 6th 0 9 2
240 0 0 6th 6 0 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 215 0
20 0 0 84 2 0 ... 6th 1 3 11
44 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 4
20 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 2 15 0
10 0 0 40 0 0 150 0 0 7th 6 10 0
10 0 0 26 0 0 4th 1 1 0 6
20 0 0 20 0 0 157 3 0 4th 6 0 0
121 0 0 ... 8th 6 1 0
94 1 4 6th 4 15 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 122 1 25 6th 6 11 6
170 0 0 2nd 9 11 3
50 0 0 2nd 2 3 9
80 0 0
...
2nd 2 5 0
100 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
100 0 0 ,2nd 1 9 2
89 0 0 8th 2 4 6
40 0 0 ..  104 0 0 2nd 3 5 4
120 0 0 200 0 0  4th 16 10 0
80 0 0  ... 2nd 2 5 0
20 0 0 45 0 0 6th 0 6 0
90 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 133 0 0 5th 8 16 6
40 0 0 59 0 0 ... 3rd 2 19 6
10 0 0 31 2 0 ... 3rd 1 3 6
468
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
707 Denman ,  Joseph ... ...
955 Denman ,  Emanuel ... ...
*3143 Ditto ... ...
2412 Denman, E.... ...
363 Denman ,  James ...
2338 Devin, P. ...
2512 Dickfos, C. ... ...
2513 Dickfos, A.... ...
2574 Dickfos, J. ... ...
965 Dickens, Samuel ... ...
*3281 Dickman ,  Christu.... ...
2318 Dieckmann, C. ... ...
2319 Dieckmann, C. F....  ...
2321 Dieckmann , A. F. ...
*2739 Dineen ,  John ..,
899 Debbie,  William ,.,
2746 Doherty ,  Thomas ... ...
*2790 Ditto ,.,
*2958 Doig ,  Robert ,.. ...
03148 Domrow, Fred.
2969 Donald,  John  Kennedy
1269 Donnelly, John
2816 Ditto ...
1208 Ditto .
1436 Donoghue ,  Michael...
2639 Ditto ... ...
2659 Ditto
1773 Donovan, Denis
1280 Doolen ,  Michael
2531 Dooner, Jas.
2532 Dooner, E.
2921 Dore,  Gottfried
1609 Dowden ,  George
1289 Dowling,  Michael
2721 Dowling, John
128 Dowe ,  Frederick
1883 Downs, Denis
1859 Doyle, Martin
1150 Drager ,  John H. ,.,
2434 Draheim, E....
*3072 Draheim ,  Frederick
278 Dray ,  James... ...
695 Ditto ..,
1584 Drue ,  Daniel ,..
3134 Duckworth ,  James ...
3135 Ditto ...
1673 Dudley, Joseph ...
1135 Dubs, Johann ,,,
03203 Dunbar, Lorenz ...
*3075 Ditto ...
.*3234 Dunbar, Fak K. ...
*3292 Dunlop ,  James ...
03074 Ditto ...
1391 Dunn ,  Robert .,,
2677 Dunn, Winnifred ...
1524 Dimner , L. .. ...
1585 Dunege ,  William ...
1738 Ditto ,..
11353 Dunbar,  F. K., jun.
243 Dwyer ,  Denis ...
113 Dwyer ,  Daniel ,..
2202 Dwyer, P. ...
2312 Ditto ,.. ...
2602 Dwyer, D.
1003 Dyer, Thomas S.
2313 W. J.Dyer
*3272
, ...
Ditto .. ...
592 Edwards ,  George ,
342 Edwards ,  Samuel D.
11918 Eggert, Christian ...
112059 Ehrich, Joachim .
2035 Eisenmenger, Fred.
1919 Ditto ... ...
2348 Eitel, C.
*2557 Eitel, F.
1287 Elliott ,  Henry H. ...
347 Elliott , Robert ...
2342 Elver, S.
Nature of  selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Homestead 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ...
Agricultural. Pirat  classPastoral.
Second  Class
Pastoral. Year . Rent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A .  B. P. A. B .  P. 2 s. d. £ e, d.
100 0 0 143 0 0 7th 8 11 6
20 0 0 100 0 0 119 0 0 7th 9 9 6
10 0 0 57 0 0 28 0 0 2nd 217 4
10 0 0 40 0 0 110 0 0 4th 5 10 0
40 0 0 73 0 0 8th 3 16 6
10 0 0 24 0 0 ... 4th 019 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 310 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
70 0 0 60 0 0 57 0 0 7th 9 3 6
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
20 0 0 83 0 0
...
... 4th 216 6
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
... 100 0 0 1,132 2 0 7th 33 6 6
49 0 0 ... 3rd 1 4 6
40 0 0 31 0 0 3rd 2 5 6
... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 013 4
$0 3 4
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
40 0 0 144 1 0 3rd 6 12 6
100 0 0 6th 7 10 0
120 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
142 0 0 6th 10 13 0
... 125 0 0 ... 4th 6 5 0
123 1 0 ... 3rd 6 4 0
10 0 0 139 3 0 ... 6th 715 0
28 118 ... 6th 0 3 7
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 310 0
15 0 0 85 0 0 ... 3rd 213 9
18 0 0 124 0 0 ... 6th 3 211
10 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 013 1
10 0 0 17 1 0 ... 3rd 0 16 6
300 0 0 35 3 0 ... 8th 24 6 0
20 0 0 61 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 6
38 0 0 84 0 0 ... 6th 310 6
30 0 0 99 2 0 ... 6th 012 1
220 0 0 80 0 0 4th 15 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
10 0 0 20 0 0 130 0  0 8th 5 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 7th 3 0 0
80 0 0 ... 6th 2 6 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
40 0 .0 40 0 0 ... 2nd 3 6 8
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 215 0
40 0 0 38 2 0 6th 0 8 .3
124 0 0 2nd 1 16 2
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
300 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
140 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
...
... 640 0 0 2nd 1413 4
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... •  3rd 3 10 0
20 0 0 108 3 0 ... 6th 2 0 6
11 0 0 6th 0 6 2
10 0 0 112 0 0 ... 5th 3 3 6
20 0 0 120 0 0 6th 1 8 4
40 0 0 200 0 0 180 0 0 8th 17 10 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 29 0 0 8th 414 6
50 0 0 250 0 0 421 0 0 4th 26 15 6
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
51 3 0 ...
...
... 4th 3 18 0 11
44 0 0 7th 1 10 3
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
30 0 0 76 0 0 230 0 0 7th 11 16 0
80 0 0 8th 4 0 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 5th 3 1 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 139 0 7 5th 3 19 4
10 0 0 20 0 0 83 1 0 5th 3 17' 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 5th 3 1 0 1 6 6
20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
50 0 0 4th 0 4 2
40 0 0 150 0 0 2,419 0 0 6th 70 19 6
20 0 0 81 2 0 8th 3 11 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 4th 315 0
469
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. .
Lessee.
1291 Embrey, Richard ...
973 Ditto ,.. , ...
2686 Ditto ...
264 England, James ...
346 English, Jas. ...
3023 Engels, August ...
307 Evans, Geo.... ...
210 Fahy, Martin ...
1876 Ditto ... ...
*1831 Fahy, John ...
*3157 Ditto
*2166 Fallon, M. ...
1964 Fallon, Michael ...
424 Falconer, Jane ...
1400 Fanning, Lawrence...
111230 Farrelly, B.... ...
1526 Farrell, John ...
1891 Farquharson, Ch. ...
1361 Federer, Ed. ...
2389 Ferguson, A. ...
1611 Finch, Saml. ...
2064 Ditto ... ...
2087 Ditto ... ...
475 Finney, Ky....
1227 Fischer, Paul ...
1211 Fitzpatrick, John ...
888 Fitzsimmons, Thomas
3026 Flannery, John ...
2277 Fleming, J.... ...
1603 Flintoff, W... ...
1264 Flynn, John... ...
2770 i lynn, Thomas
2703 Fobrenbach, John ...
1105 Forbes, George Ed.
1106 Ditto ... ...
1107 Ditto
1301 Ditto
14,7 Forbes, Alexander ...
2377 Forbes, G. E. ...
2546 Ditto
2585 Ditto ...
2965 Forbes and Raff ...
2966 Ditto ... ...
2967 Ditto ... ...
190 Ford, John ... ...
2266 Forsyth, R... ...
2099 Forsyth, Robert ...
2054 Forsyth, John ...
535 Foot, J. C. ... ..
221 Foote, Jn. C. ...
1271 Foote, James ...
1305 Foote, John Clarke...
*3245 Frampton, John ..,
614 Fraser, Thomas ...
*3265 Freeman, Charles ...
2165 Freeman, C.... ...
*3267 Fritz, F. W. ...
1133 Fullelove, Thomas ...
1867 Gall, Robert,  sen. ...
1869 Gall, Robert, jun. ...
1870 Gall, Isabella
1768. Gallogly, Terence ...
625 Gardner, Thomas ...
779 Gardner, Richard ...
4 Ditto
2092 Gardiner, .Tames ...
2855 Garlieb, Theodore...
2118 Garvey. William Charles
2143 Ditto
t2923 Ditto ...
1752 Gayford, George
1302 Gee, James ...
1306 Gee, John ... ...
1309 Geddes, James ...
1514 Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead
Pre-emptive, I;.
and W. Colin-
ton .. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, ten
years' lease,
Colinton ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..
Conditional .,
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First Class I Second Class Year.Pastoral.  Pastoral.
Rent.  Balance due.
A. it. P. A. R. P. A. it. P. £ s. d. 2 s. d.
10 0 0 ll 3 32,  6th 0 3 4
45 1 36 ... ... 6th 1 8 9
4.8  312'1 ... 3rd 3 13 6
... 469 0 0 8th 11 14 6
... 86 0 0 ' 8th 2 3 0
20 0 0  ... 101 0 0 3rd 4 0 6
5 0 0 17 0 0 205 0 0 8th 6 7 0
59 0 0 ... ... 8th 4 8 6
.., 30 0 0 170 0 0 5th 5 15 0
300 0 0 ... 5th 15 0 0
116 3 15 2nd 3 18 0
250 0 0 4th 6 5 0
20 0 0 ... 101 0 0 l 5th 4 0'6
160 0 0 ... 8th 12 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 .. 6th 1 3 11
80 0 0 ... 6th
163 2 0 ... 6th 7 14 0
160 0 0 ( .. 5th 4 0 0
30 0 0 69 2 0 ... 6th 1 3 11
12  0 0 14 0 0 ... ' 4th 0 16 0
20 0 0 28 0 0 6th 1 4 2
25 0 0 72 0 0 5th 3 1 0
20 0 0 28 0 0 I 5th 1 9 0
60 0 0 28 3 0 8th 5 4 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 4
20 0 0 80 0 0 6th... 0 11 2
...
0 0
7th200 5 0 0
1170
3
0  d
...
5 17 0
80 0 0 4th 6 0 0
40 0 0 30 0 0 132 0 0 6th 7 16 0
20 0 0 82 3 0 6th 3 11 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
40 0 0 ... ... 3rd 1 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 6th 8 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 40 0 0 6th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 6th 8 0 0
80 0 0 400 0 0 845 0 0 6th 47 2 6
40 0 0 5 0 0 40 0 0 8th 4 5 0
450 0 0 919 0 0 4th
4 h
45
148
9 6
2 040 0 0 1,100 0 0 t2,824 0 0
80 0 0 141 0 0  300 0 0 4th 20 11 0
30 0 0 150 0 0  320 0 0 3rd 17 15 0
80 0 0 300 0 0 809 0 0 3rd 41 4 6
50 0 0 200 0 0  610 0 0 3rd 29 0 0
153 0 0 8th 11 9 6
50 0 0  253 0 0 4th 8 16 6
57 0 0 .,, 5th 4 5 6
20 0 0 10 1 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
120 0 0 40 0 0 ... 7th 11 0 0
1,000 0 0  8th 50 0 0
100 0 0 539 2 0 6th 21 0 0
,,, 100 0 0 95 0 0 6th 7 7 6
,., 60 0 0  2nd 0 15 0
,., 146 0 16  7th 7 6 10
20 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
40 0 0 41 0 0  4th 2 10 6
20 0 0 30 0 0  2nd 1 0 8
20 0 0 78 0 0  6th 0 9 0
10 0 0 92 0 0  5th 2 13 6
20 0 0 95 0 0  5th 3 2 6
10 0 0 140 0 0 5th 3 17 6
219 0 0 5th
t
10 19 0
160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
30 0 0 99 0 27 7th 3 19 5
20 0 0 60 0 0 8th 4 10 0
8 0 0 144 0 0 5th 3 18 0
3() 0 (1  70 0 0 3rd 2 17 6
40 0 0 171 0 0 5th '
0 4th
6
2
5 6
5 090 0
'
198 0 0 3rd 1 4 17 7
15...0 0 68 0 0 ... 5th t 2 6 3
7 0 0 146 0 0 6th 1 6 1
81 0 0 6th 1 0 1 4
20 0 0 37 0 0 ... 6th
6th
0
0
11 2
8 4
... 50 0 0
Nature  of  selection.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1852  Geddes , James ...
1982 Geddes ,  William G.
1983 Ditto
two  Geddes ,  William ...
2289 Gees, C.
524 Geiger, John .
2761 Geiger, John Adain
2033 Geigler, Carl
2178 Gerber, C.
2498 Gerichow, A. ...
2490 Gerichow .  K. ...
2046 German ,  John ...
2285 Ditto ... ..
1155 Gesler, William ...
1156 Gesler, C. F. ...
1233 Gi ll , Charles...
756 Ditto ..
1916 Gilbert ,  Elias ...
3259 Gilshenan ,  Patrick ...
2539 Gilligan, M.... ...
2154 Glanny, T.
442 Glinn ,  Thomas ...
3276 Gnech ,  Jacob ...
1056 Goan ,  James ...
2897 Gobel ,  Heinreich ...
3196 Gordon ,  Alfred H....
2194 Gordon, R.... ...
7 Gorman ,  John ...
2238 Ditto ... ...
*3102 Ditto
1533 Goss , M ichael ...
1043 Gough ,  David ...
1146 Gough, Maurice ...
2021 Gould , Thomas ...
2798 Gracey ,  John ...
2350 Gragensen , H. C. ..
2081 Graham, Elizabeth ...
2080 Graham ,  Jane ...
626 Grant ,  John ... ...
2295 Graske, C.
*2796 Greacon, W. R.
*3061 Greecy, Catherine ...
*3164 Green ,  Thomas
1030 Ditto ...
1562 Ditto ...
1719 Ditto ... ...
2884 Ditto
1560 Greer ,  Samuel ...
1746 Greet ,  Joshua ...
2286 Ditto ... ...
2959 Gregor ,  Thomas ...
2960 Ditto ...
*3280 Greinke ,  Carl ...
1923 Gregson ,  Thomas ...
*3256 Gendrachofski, Anton
-2073 Greske, August ...
2580 Gregorek, M. ..
1267 Grimsey, William ...
826 Grieve ,  Andrew
2284 Grieve, J.
1332 Gunn ,  John ...
1423 I Ditto
2374 Ditto
*2591  Ditto ...
2891 Ditto
*3283  Gurski,  M ichael ...
748 Guth, Johann
1406 Gutteridge ,  Joseph
714 Ditto
2901 Ditto ..
1419 Gutteridge ,  William J.
1226 Hadley, Henry ...
2740 Hagemanu ,  Andreas
'3184 Hagarth, John ...
2543 Hall, H.
486 Hallam ,  Peter,  j I1u.
497 Hallam , Jane E.
2334 Hamilton, T. ..
470
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class I
Pastoral.
--I
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
Homestead 7 0 0 18 1 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0 100 0 0 1,050 0 0
ditto ... 200 0 0 992  0 0
ditto 100 0 0
..
689 0 0
Homestead  . .  ... 43 1 0 ...
Conditional ... 148 3 0
ditto 20 o 0 30 0 0 1`27 3 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 70 0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0 25 0 0
ditto .. I 100 0 0
ditto 160 0 0
.. ditto ... :30 0 0 168 0 0
Homestead 8 2 143 0 0
ditto 20 0 0 117 3 32
ditto ... 20 0 0 45 0 0
.. ditto ... 20 0 0  1 60 0 0 ...
.. Conditional ...
... Homestead ... 11 0 0 138 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Homestead, 1872  -10  0 0 80 0 0
d 0i "A 1160 n6H
97 0 0
...omestea ... 01
60 0 0Conditional  1 ''
Homestead  ...  120 0 0 h
Conditional  ...  20 0 0 200 0 0 7 80 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0
Homestead  ... 30 0 0 60 0 0
ditto 41 0 0 77 2 0
. Conditional  ... 100 0 0
. Homestead  ... 18 0 0 124 0 0
... Conditional  ... ... 100 0 01
Homestead  ... 25 0 0 74 2 0
Conditional 20 0 0 20 0 0 79-0
... ditto ... 30 0 0 20 0 0 50 0
... Homestead ... 35
0 0
90 0 0
... Conditional  ...
0
... Homestead 1  80-0
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
80 0 0'
80 0 0
80 0 0 126 1  0
25  0 0 25 0 0
... 120 0 0
180 0 0 .
25 0 0 116 0 0 j
80 0 0
10 0 0 63 0 0 1
40 0 0 107 3 8
80 0 0 ..
20 0 0 100 0 0
20 0 0I
30 0 0 120 0  0
10 0 0 25 0 0
... 120 0 0 1
82 3 0 1
100  ()  0
20 0 0 81 0 0
30 0 0 50 0 0
.l)) 0  0
30 0 0 113 0 0
... 30 0 0
... 140 0 0
240 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0,
100 0 0
40 0 0 63 2 0
40 0 0 8o 0 0
-14)...0 I) so ...0 0
10 0 0 Jo 0 0
1:, 0 0 130 0 0
so 0 0
40 (I 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 290 0 0.
f5 0 0
4) 0 0
200 0
Year.  Rent. Balance duo.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
5th 0 14 9
5th 37 5 0 1 0 0
5th 34 16 0
5th 20 0 0
4th 1 2 0 1 2 11
th  7 9 0
3rd 6 4 0
5th 3 10 0
4th 1 11 3
4th 2 10 0
4th 4 0 0
5th 10 13 0
4th 3 18 3
6th 0 12 4
6th , 0 6 3
6th  () 2 6
7th 2 8 6
5th 3 17 3
2nd 0 16 8
4th 3 10 0 I
4th 1 2 15 6 1
8th 4 0 0
2nd 1 5 0
6th 31 0 0
3rd 3 10 0
2nd 1 10 8
4th 3 9 9 1 0 0
8th 5 0 0
4th 3 15 6
2nd 4 3 4
6th 1 12 9
6th 4 9 6
6th 4 10 0
5th 3 11 3
3rd 5 0 0
4th 3 0 0 2 5 0
*0 11 3
0
0
0
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
7th 12 7 0
4th 1 11 3
3rd 2 5 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
I
2nd 7 17 6
6th 7 13 6
6th 2 0 0
5th 1 19 0
3rd 8 8 0
6th 2 0 0
5th 3 5 0
4th 0 10 0
450 0 0 3rd 19 10 0
60 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
2nd 1 5 0
,,, 5th 4 3 0
2nd 1 0 10
5th 2 15 6
... 4th 1 2 7 6
,.. 6th 0 7 6
7th 7 18 0
167 0 0 4th 5 13 6
500 0 0 6th 19 10 0
400 0 0 6th 22 0 0
4th 3 0 0
(300 0 0 4th 15 0 0
210 0 0 3rd 8 5 0
... 2nd 0 16 8
7th 6 4 0
280 0 0 6th 14 0 0
106 2 0 7th 2 13 6
24)2 0 0 3rd 12 1 0
42 0 0 6th 2 6 0
6th 0 11 1
3rd 2 0 0
3,600 0 0 2nd 52  10  0
4th 3 10 0
... 7th 17.10 0
7th 4 5 0
154 0 0 4th 6 17 0
471
TPSWICH  DISTRICT-continzuuI .
Register
No. Lecaee.
1475 Hamilton, Alexander
886 Hamilton , Hugh ...
169 Hamilton , Thomas ...
624
1800
1534
1300
884
1834
1676
1775
3191
2989
Hammill, Samuel ...
Hammond, Samuel...
Hannant, Henry ...
Hancock, Josias
Hancock, Thomas
Hand, John...
Handley, John ...
Ditto ,..
Ditto .
Hansen, Hans
=x`3311 Hansen, Jens
'3180 Hansen, Jacob ...
2241 Hare, J.  ...  ...
2268 Harding, Jas. ...
2340 Harding, Jos. ...
2360 Harding, Elias
2363 Ditto ..
112250 Harris, J., jun.
2251  Harris, A. ...
2586 Harris, W.
1.130 Hardgrave, Robert
1992 Ditto ... ...
2018 Ditto ... ...
*3236 Harding, Elias
1709 Hargreaves, E. W.
1904 Hardwick, James ...
1622 Harris. William ...
1909 Ditto ,..
783 Harris, John, junior
125 Ditto ... ...
*3142 Ditto ... ...
1443 Harris, George ...
*3153  Ditto ...
1680 Harrington, William
1984 Harrold, Edgar ...
1249 Hart, James ...
2998 Harth, John... ...
1635 Hartwig, J. F. ...
92 Harvey, Ezra ...
2672 Hauschild, J. H.
24,03 Hauser, Heinrich ...
1383 Hawkins, George ...
1921 Hawkins, Thomas ...
1922 Hawkins, John ...
2262 Hay, G. ...
1198 Hay arth, John ...
1199 Ditto ... ...
1200 Ditto .. ...
1272 Hawley, Andrew ...
1167 Hay, George ...
806 Hay, Adam ... ...
3054 Ditto ...
15 Hay, James L. ...
1407 Hayes, Michael ...
*3221  Hayes, Martin
1010 Hill, Henry Edward
331 Ditto ...
1509 Hine, Edward ...
1312 Healey, Edward ...
1649 Healey, Peter ...
2223 Heasmann, T. ...
1124 Heaton, Samuel ...
621 Head, Thomas ...
1069 Heenan, James ...
1019 Ditto ... ...
2738 Ditto ... ...
3144 Ditto ... ...
3185 Ditto
1688 Heffernan, John .
1872 Heffernan, Michael
1857 Heffernan, Patrick...
1858 Heffernan, William
1541 Hegarty, John ...
2818 Ditto ... ...
Nature of  selection.
Homestead
Condition a l
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.. 1 Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
.. Conditional
.. Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
ditto
ditto
., ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
.., ditto
... Conditional
ditto
.., ditto
,,, Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
...
A gricultutal.
68 1 20
68 0 0
15 0 0
8 O 0
300 O 0
20 0 0
25 0
40 0
21 0
22 0
10
40 0
First Clans
Pastoral.
A.  It.  P.
146 0 0
40 0 0
151 0 0
32••0 0
136 0 0
60 1) 1)
160 0 0
116 0 0
1X280 0 0
100 0 0
hecond Class
Pastoral.
A.  P.
3)11 u 0
Year.
61,h
71h
8th
7th
5th
6th
6th
7th
5th
5th
5th
2nd
3rd
2nd
...
120 0 0
40 0 0 138 0
80 0 0 221 0
0 75 0 0 ..
36 0
0 400 0 0  2,425 0
I 300 0 0 939 0
0  97 220
0 100 1) 0
640 O
0 124 0 0
30 0 0 130 0
0•
20 0 0 100 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
30 0 0 I 70 0 0
14 0 0 30  3  0
40 0 0 180 0 0
... 150 0 0
639 0 0
400 0.
10 0 0
96 1 0
30 0 0 97 2 0
80 0 0
30 0 0 20 0 0
70 0 0 18 2 22
3 0 0 153 0 38
20 0 0 72 1 0
5 0 0 29 0 0
40 0 0 ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 58 0 0
30 0 0 61 0 0
40 0 0 , 30 0 0
••
... Homestead ...
ditto
,, ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
.. ditto
.. Homestead
.. . Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
ditto
.. ditto
,,, Conditional
... ditto
20 0 0 77 3
640 0 0
60 0 0 29 0
150 0
360 0
0 1 2nd
0 4th
4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
4th
4th
u ( 4th
6th
0 5th
0 5th
0 2nd
5th
5th
6th
5th
7th
8th
2nd
6th
2nd
5th
5th
6th
3rd
6th
295 0 0
1,426 0 0
1,114 0 0
143 0 0
2,660 0 0
72 4 0
4.60 0 0
100 0  0
280 0 0
320  0 0
230 0 0
8th
3rd
4th
6th
5th
5th
4th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
110 0 0 7th
700 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 8th
6th
... 2nd
7th
666 0 0 8th
... 6th
... 6th
6th
.. 4th
6th
... 7th
... I 6th
7th
3rd
300 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
137 0 25 5th
... 5th
5th
5th
6th
3rd
0
0
1  160 0 0
25 0 0 65 3 0
9 0 0 142 0 0
30 0 0 50  ()  0
79 0 0 1 3 0
80 0 0 59 1 0
40 0 0 49 2 20
30 0 0 100 0 0
99 3 0 ...
...
.. 25 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
95 0 0
80 0 0
103 0 0
40 0 0
336 0 ()
Pent.  Balance duo.
# c. d.  ,0 .c, d.
1 19 1
0 10 0
7 11 0 9 8 (1
*2 7 2
5 3 6
2 11 0
0 15 10
0 18 6
31 0 0
2  5 0
8 0 0
5 16 0
37 1(i 8
2 10 0
0 15 0
3 3 7
9 10 6
2 16 3
9 0 (i
83 12 6
38 9 6
2 18 4
3 6 6
16 tl 0
0 2 9
4 15 0
(1 15 0
4 10 0
6 10  0
5 10 0
13 2 6
1 6 0
47 13 0
35 7 0
2 7 8
47 18 6
42 13 4
1 10 0
2 11 (1
0 12 1
11 10 0
3 5 6
6 0 0
2 10 0
1 12 6
1 5 10
3 19 3
2 11 6
0 18 3
10 0 0
8 0 0
9 15 0
0 11 1
0 8 10
7 5 0
17 10 0
4 0 0
1 2 6
24 0 0
5 19 0
16 13 0
4 0 0
0 17 3
3 11 3
2 7 5
0 15 10
9 0 0
5 10 0
3 6 5
7 10 0
5 0 0
1 3 4
4 9 0
3 6 3
3 10 0
3 6 6
5 0 0
16 16 0
0 12 6
0 3 2
n. R. P.
472
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1290 Heid, Valentine ...
2594 Heike, C.
1839 Heinstedt, Aug.
*3293  Heise, August ...
1726 Heit, Peter ... ...
1661 Henderson, John ...
2822 Ditto ... ..
2937 Ditto ..
*2799  Henderson, Robert ...
2030 Heneke, Wilhelm ...
2358 Hennessy, J.
2359 Ditto
2595 Herryberg, C.
*3129  Herrmann, John F.
1212 Herrmann, Carl A....
*3207  Ditto ...
2935 Herrmann, W. H....
3247 Ditto ...
1403 Hertwick, Gottd. ...
1274 Hertwick, George
1388 Hesse, Daniel ...
1681 Hewlett, Robert ...
1978 Ditto
2843 Ditto ...
1648 Heyden, James
2011 Hickey, William ...
2414 Ditto
2446 Hickey, R. ...
2483 Hide, J. H ...
2433 Hines, E.
516 Hine, John ... ...
465 Ditto ...
1509 Hine, Edward
*2723  Hine, Thomas
x2773 Hine, Job ... ...
2977 Hines, Edwin ...
1666 Hinks, Thomas .
1986 Hinrichsen, J. J. F.
2248 Hinstedt, A... ...
937 Hirst, G. A. P. ...
938 Ditto ... ...
939 Ditto ... ...
940 Ditto ... ...
941 Ditto ...
936 Hirst, Aug F. J.
1089 Hodgson, William ...
1136 Hodgson, John ...
296 Hodges, William ...
2074 Ditto
2939 Hogan, Patrick ...
1182 Hogan, Denis ...
2089 Hogan, Denis
1298 Hogan, Winnifred ...
575 Hogan, John
893 Ditto ... ...
380 Ditto
2405 Holcomb,  J....  ...
2406 Ditto .
232 Holland, John
1027 Holt, George
2088 Ditto ...
1540 Honan, John
1114 Hope, Louis...
1115 Ditto ...
2397 Ditto ...
2398 Ditto ...
*3094 Ditto ...
1546 Hooper, Harry
*3105  Ditto .
2048 Hoepner, Wm.
1734 Horne, Chas.
2163 Ditto ...
2245 Horton, E. ...
Nature of Selection. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year.  Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  It.  P. A.  It .  P £ 3. d. 9 s. d.i
Homestead  10 0 0 33 1 0 ... 6th 018 1
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 144) 0 0 240 0 0 5th 14  10  0
... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
... Homestead ... 30 0 0 92 2 0 ... 5th 3 9 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
... Conditional ... 10 0 0 60 0 0 106 2 0 3rd 6 8 6
... ditto ... 40 0 0 200 0 0 542 0 0 3rd 26 11 0
... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
Conditional ... 101 0 0 .. .. 4th 7 11 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 .. ... 4th 3 0 0
Homestead,1872 40 0 0 80 0 U ... 4th 3 10 0
Conditional .. 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
... Homestead 20 0 0 47 2 0 6th 1 19 0
... Conditional ... I .. 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
... Homestead ... 28 1 0 .. 3rd 1 1 9
... Conditional ... ... ... 120 0 0 2nd  1 10  0
Homestead ... 25. 0 0 25 0 0 ... 6th  0 19  3
ditto ... ... 87 2 0 ... 6th  0 11  0
.. ditto ... 15 0 0 45 0 0 6th 0 14 0
ditto 15 0 0 27 0 0 5th 1 4 •9
ditto 20 0 0 26 0 0 5th 1 8 0-
ditto 13 0 0 10 0 20 3rd 0 15 3
ditto 25 0 0 100 0 0 6th 3 3 6 +0 0 5
Conditional ... 50 0 0 270 0 0 5th 9 5 0
! Homestead .. 10 0 0 40 0 0 .. 4th 1 7 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0' 0
... ditto ... 10 0 0 37 0 0 2 ... 4th 1 6 0
... Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 130 0 0 4th 5 5 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 116 0 0 ... 7th 7 6 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 178 0 0 8th 11 9 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 2 0' 0
... Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 I ... 3rd 3 10 0 2 18 4
+0 14 7
... Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 2  15  0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 50 0  0  ...  5th 2 7 6
ditto ... 20 0 0 73 3 0 5th 2 12 0
... Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 4th 7 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 402 0 0 7th 15 1 0
... ditto ... ... 20 0 0 191 0 0 7th 5 15 6
.., ditto ... ... 229 0 0 ... 7th 11 9 0
... ditto ... ... 251 0 0 ... 7th  12  11  0
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 310 0 0 7th 10 5 0
... ditto 60 0 0 300 0 0 7th  10 10  .0
ditto 40 0 0 60 0 0 394 0 0 6th 15 17 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0 180 0 0 6th 6 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 54 0 0 Sth 3 7 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 30 2 0 ... 5th 1 3 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th
... Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 5th
... Homestead ... 71 0 0 6th
... Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 7th
... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 7th
ditto ... 49 0 0 150 0 0 8th
Homestead ... 20-0 0 89 1 0 ... 4th
0 10 0
3 1 6
0 13 3
2 10 0
5 0 0
6 4 0
3 0 0
.. Conditional ... 20 0 0 86 0 0 4th 5 16 0
ditto ... ... 32 0 0 68 0 0 8th 3 6 0
... ditto ... ... ... 102 0 0 6th 211 0
... ditto ... ... 20 0 0 83 0 0 5th 3 1 6
... ditto ... 40 0 0 43 0 0 ... 6th 5 3 0
... ditto ... 300 0 0 1,200 0 0 3,245 0 0 6th 163 12 6
... ditto ... 340 0 0 1,360 0 0 1,523 0 0 6th  131 11  6
1 5 0
$0 6 3
0 3 2
1 5 0
$0 6 3
... Pre-emptive 100 0 0 150 0 0 240 0 0 4th 21 0 0
... ditto ... 100 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0 4th  22  10  0
... Pre-emptive,
leased half
Kilcoy ... ... 1,570 0 0 2nd  32  14 0'
... Conditional ... ... 172 0 0 ... 6th  8  12 0
ditto ... ... 216 0 0 ... 2nd 9 0 01
... Homestead ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th  1 10  0
ditto 40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 2  10  0
ditto 40 1 0 ... 4th 1 0 6 0
0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
Agricultural.
I-
1 5
0 5
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IPSw[CH DIS'I'UICT,conlinued.
Register
N o.
Rent.  Balance duo.
A. It. P. A. it. P. A. Il. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
*2403 Houser, H. ... Homestead 50 0 0 4th 0 14 7
'1-3040 Houston, James Conditional 104 0 0 3rd 2 12 0
2912 Hough, Patrick Homestead 40 (1 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
*2129 Houston, J. Conditional 6.410 1) 0 4th 16 0 0
1493 Howe, Morgan Homestead 20 0 0 i 85 0 0 ... 6th 1 8 9
1321 Howell, John ... ditto 80 u 0 ... 6th 1 0 0 I
1613 Howell, Thos. ... ditto  10 1) 0 14 0 0 I 6th 0 12 1
218 Howes, John ... Conditional 45 0 0 51 0 0 8th 3 10 6
X3298 Hubner, Johann ... Homestead 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
2791 Huebner, Albert ditto  10 0 I) 28 2 0 ... 3rd j 1 2 0
*3186 Ditto ditto 60 0 0 2nd 0 17 6
X2927 Hughes, Ephraim ... Conditional 312 0 0 3rd 7 16 0
286 Hughes, John ... ditto  50 0 0 400 0 0 107 0 0 8th 26 8 6
2098 Hughes, Patrick ditto  25 0 0 55 0 0 5th 3 5 0
1979  Hunt, George ditto 50 0 0 137 3 0 5th 5 19 0
7th 2 17 3995 Hunt, Win. ,.. ditto  500 0 49 0 34 ...
2266 Hunt, G. Homestead  15 0 0 18 0 0 4th 1 0 3
1896 Hunt, Fredk. .. Conditional  10 0 0' 10 0 0 79 2 0 5th 3 5 0
2132 Hunter, J., jun. Homestead 15 0 0 21 0 0 4th
4th
1
1
1
15
9
0*2504 Hunter, Jas. ditto 70 0 0
209 Hunter, Robt. ... Conditional  30 0 0 370 0 0 202 1 22 8th 25 16 6
2249 Hursthouse, S. ... Homestead 20  0 0 80 0 0 4th 2 15 0
459 Hutchinson, Jas. ditto 100 0 0 8th 2 10 0
1413 Huth, Hermann ... ditto  20 0 0 121 0 0 6th 1 8 9
1024 Ihle, John Chas. ... Conditional  20 0 0 30 0 0 48 2 32 7th 4 4 6
3006 Ironmonger, F.  NN'.... Homestead 10 0 0 11 2 0 1 ... 3rd 0 13 6
1577 Irving, D. Ni. ... ditto  80 0 0 I ... 6th 2 6 0
*3169 Iszlaub, Conrad F.... ditto 50 0 0 ... 2nd 0 14 7
t2557 Itel, Frederick ditto 15 3 0 20 0 0 ... 4th 0 5 6
796 Ivory Jas. ... Pre-emptive,,
Eskdale 200 0 0 400 0 0 1 275 1 33 7th 41 18 0
797  Ditto ... ... ditto 250 0 0 300 0 0! 210 0 0 7th 39 0 0
798  Ditto Conditional 240 0 0 560 0 0 1,350 0 0 7th 79 15 0
799  Ditto ... ditto 150 0 0 200 0 0 882 0 0 7th 43 6 0
800  Ditto ... ditto 130 0 0 200 0 0 926 0 0 7th 42 18 0
801  Ditto ... ... ditto 120 0 0 200 0 0 904 0 0 7th 41 12 0
802  Ditto ... ... ditto 300 0 0 700 0 0 7th 32 10 0
803  Ditto ... ... aitto  ... 300 0 0 700 0 0 7th 32 10 0
804  Ditto ... ... ditto  ... 500 0 0 1,500 0 0 7th 62 10 0
805  Ditto ditto  ... 300 0 0 700 0 0 7th 32 10 0
•2742  Ivory, Geo. Win. Homestead 150 0 0 ... 3rd 3 15 0
t2982  Jackson, Henry ... ditto  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 18 0
1098  Jackson, Peter ,., ditto  ... 41 0 0 6th 0 1 8
3269  Ditto ... ... ... Conditional 113 0 0 2nd 1 3 7
1735  Jackson, J. .. ... ,., Homestead  30 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 2 12 6
*3137  Jackwitz, Fredk. ... ... ditto 60 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
1102  Jacobs, John ... ... ditto  25 0 0 108 1 0 6th 0 6 1
1225  Jacobs Hy. ... ... ... Conditional  40 0 0 50 0 0 171 0 0 6th 9 15 6
*3223  Jaeuke, Johann ... ,,, Homestead 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 10 0
2679  Jameson, William ... ,,, Conditional 320 0 0 3rd 7 6 8
2029  Jenkins, J. V. ... ... ditto 50 0 0 250 0 0 5th 8 15 0
2962  Jessen, J. W. ... Homestead 10 0 0 50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 12 6
1049  Johnston, Wm. G.... Conditional 125 0 0 107 0 0 6th 14 14 6
1420  Ditto ... ditto 332 0 0 6th 8 6 0
902  Johnston, Hamilton ditto 100 0 0 42 0 0 30 0 0 7th 10 7 0
634  Johnston, Wm. ... ditto 56 0 0 40 2 0 ... 7th 6 5 0
1012  Ditto ... ... ditto 50 0 0 50 0 0 7th 2 17 3
1070  Johnson, Jas. ... ditto 60 0 0 40 0 0 228 0 0 6th 12 4 0
1379  Ditto .. ditto 168 3 0 ... 6th 12 13 6
1809  Johnson, Thos. ... Homestead 10 0 0 65 0 0 5th 2 0 0
2013  Ditto Conditional 10 0 0 20 0 0 93 1 0 5th 4 2 0
2077  Johnson, Geo. ... ditto 35 0 0 103 0 0 5th 4 6 6
1744  Jonzan, John ... Homestead 20 0 0 89 3 0 5th 3 0 0
2415  Jones, Jas. ... ... Conditional 40 0 0 150 0 0 463 0 0 4th 22 1 6
2671  Ditto ... ... ditto 40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
*3093  Ditto ... ... ditto 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
1579  Ditto Homestead 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 2 5 0
1176  Jones, John ... ... Conditional •331 0 0 .,. ... 6th 24 16 6
2140  Ditto ... ditto 20 0 0 67 0 0 4th 2 13 6
1265  Jones, Joseph ... Homestead 15 0 0 35 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 2
1213  Jones, Thos.... ... ditto 20 0 0 68 2 0 ... 6th 0 8 3
*2929 Jones, Humphrey ... ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
104 Jones, Lewis ... Conditional 50 0 0 176 0 0 ' 8th 6 18 0
2082 Jordan, John ... Homestead 70 3 0 5th 2 13 3
1153 Jost, John P. ... Conditional 20 0 0 80 0 0 1,036 0 0 6th 31 8 0 6 15 4
*1529 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 297 218 6th 7 9 0
498 Ditto ... ... ditto 866 0 0 7th 21 13 0
111 Ditto ... ... ditto 200 0 0 1 950 0 0 692 0 0 8th 79 16 0
112 Ditto ditto 640 0 0 ... 8th 32 0 0
Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agtictilhtral, First Class  Second Cia's Year.Pastoral.  Pastoral.
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Register
No.
277
*1703
2244
t2362
2683
#2696
1491
X3313
1865
1689
2846
2644
2012
*3088
*3089
2883
x'2908
2449
2730
3299
1563
2717
2865
*3172
1587
585
'2836
892
2565
2075
1131
1893
457
1597
2615
2616
67
Jost, John P.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Juillerat, F. A.
Jurgensen, H.  T. ...
Rachel, (Toth.
Kagerrski, Christoph
Kamp, Ludwig ...
Kane, M1.
Kapitzke, August ...
Keegan, Bernard ,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Keeting, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Keily, J. ...
Ditto ..• ...
Kellett, Wm. ...
Kelleher, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Keller, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Kelly, Martin ...
Kelly, George ...
Kelley, John ...
Kelly, Patrick ,..
Kelly, P.
Keogh, D. T.
Kenway, George ...
Keneally, Daniel .
Kendall, Richard John
Kendrick, John
Kettle, R.
Ditto .
Kent and Wienholt
135 Ditto
76 Ditto
823 Ditto ...
2160 Ditto
2161 Ditto ...
2162 Ditto .. ...
1777 Kerr, Richard ...
1778 Ditto ...
*3073  Kerkow, Christian ...
2667 Kerle, August ...
*3168 Kerlin, John ...
*3284 Kerlin, Michael ...
*3291 Kerr, Rd.
2060 Kerwin, Michael
12607 Kickbusch, G.
2425 Kietzelman, J.
1151 Kilroy, Thomas ...
2006 Kilmartin, Patrick ...
996 King, Thomas ...
1627 Ditto ... ...
1783 King, Philip •..
*2780  Kingston, James
1077 Kingston, Thomas J.
1761 Ditto ...
2365 Kingston, F. C.
851 Kinnane, James ...
854 Kinnane, Patrick ...
*3162 Ditto ..
2276 Kinnane, P., sen. ...
21 Kirwin, Ml....
2936 Kleier, Kadel ...
t2665 Klewe, August ...
*3240 Klibbe, Fdk. ...
*3279  Kluck, Johann ...
*3114 Kluck, Michael ...
*2343 Klupfel, P... ...
t1938 Knepka, Augst.
1631 Knight, James
2926 Knopke, August ...
1512 Kockmeister, Claus
A. R. P.
Conditional 250 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
•..
Homestead  ...  39 0 0
ditto ..
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto
Conditional
..
. 46 1 30
Homestead 80 0 0
ditto  ... 10 0 0
ditto 20 0 0
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ... ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead 80 0 0
Conditional ... 120 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead  ... 15 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto  ...  80 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0
Homestead ... 15  0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0
Conditional 50 0 0
Homestead,  1872, 40 0 0
Conditional  ... 20 0 0
Homestead ... 15 0 0
ditto  ...  30 0 0
Conditional  ...  116 0 0
Homestead .. !0 0 0
Conditional
Homestead ... 10 0 0
Pre-emptive,
Mount Flinders 937 0 0
ditto .. 62 0 0
Pre-emptive, 24'0 0  0
Tarampa
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto
ditto
...I
100 0 0
ditto 80 0 0
Conditional ,..  23 0 0
ditto ...
-Homestead
ditto ... 25 0 0
ditto .. ...
ditto ..
Conditional 40 0 0
ditto ..
ditto
Homestead .. 20 0 0
i Conditional  ...  20 0 0
Homestead  ...  80 0 0
Conditional
...
40 0 0
Homestead 20  ()  0
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto  ...  20 0 0
ditto ...
ditto  ...  10 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto 20 0 0
ditto ...I
ditto ...
ditto
omestead ... 15 0 0
ditto 30 0 0
ditto ... i ...
. I
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto ..
ditto 10 0 0
ditto 20-0 0
Conditional
Homestead ... 30 0 0
First  Class Second Class Year. Rent .
Pastoral.  Pastoral. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R . P.  £ s. (i. c s. d.
700 0 0 1,631 1 4 8th 94 10 6
1,920 0 0 rith 58 0 0
559 2 0 4th 14 0 o
20 0 0 128 3 (1 4th 4 1 6
82 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 3
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
27 2 36 ... 6th 0 14 6
120 0 0 ... 2nd 015 0
... 5th 3 10 6
5th 3 0 0
30 0 0 ... 3rd 1 2 6
80 0 0 3rd 2 15 0
50 0 0 270 0 0 5th 9 5 0
20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 9 2
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
... 4th 3 0 0
3rd 9 0 0
426 0 0 2nd 311 0
35 0 0 ... 6th 019 2
40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 7 6
... 3rd 3 0 0
2nd 3 10 0
129 3 0 6th 3 3 6
75 0 0 75 0 0 7th  5 12 6
80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
50 0 0 144 0 0 7th 9 17 0
80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
82 0 0 5th 311 0
31 0 0 ... 6th 0 4 5
90 0 0 .•. 5th 3 7 6
50 0 0 ... 8th 11 4 0
41 0 0 ... 6th 1 9 7
80 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
14,0  0 0 ... 4th 3 17 6
8th 70 5 6
304 0 0 344 0 0 8th 28 9 0
742 0 0 ... 8th 55 3 0
160 0 0 200  0 0 7th 16 0 0
350 0 0 780  1 0 4th 37 0 6
200 0 0 500  0 0 4th 30 0 0
120 0 0 425  0 0 4th 221 2 6
67 2 32 5th  5 2 6
162 0 0 5th 8 2 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
55 0  0 3rd 2 6 3
100 0  0 2nd 1 9 2
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
2nd 1 0 0
20 0 0 72 2 0 5th 216 6
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
40 0 0 4th 1 15 0
50 0 0 206 3 25 6th 9 3 6
5th 3 0 0
100 0 0 92 0 0 7th 10 6 0
63 2 0 ... I 6th 1 19 2
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
87 0 0  6th 3 13 6
25 0 0 76 1 0 5th 3 3 6
82 2 0 4th 4 18 0
30 0 0 39 1 14 7th 4 0 0
30 0 0 40 1 28 7th 4 0 6
230 0 0 2nd 3 16 8
20 0 0 70 1 0 4th 215 6
20 0 0 80 0 0 8th 1 3 0 0
25 0 0  ... 3rd 1 3 9
39 0 0  ... 3rd 1 12 0
120 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
120 0 0  2nd 1 5 0
100 0 0  ... 2nd 1 17 6
70 0 0  4th 1 15 0
13 0 0  ... 5th 0 3 7
30 0 0  6th 1 7 6
80 0 01 3rd 2 0 0
40 2 0  6th 1 5 1
1
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Leasee.
1825 Kolb, Frederick ...
2215 Koop, Jasper ...
2563 Korner, J.
2748 Korner, Jacob
...
'3220 Krause, Carl F.
...
1722 Krcis, Jacob
...
*3296 Krueger, Carl
...
1687 Krueger, Chas. ...
1188 Ditto ... ...
1355 Kucks, Albert ...
°2734 Kuhz, Angst. ...
43180 Kundle, Carl ...
*3244 Kunkel, George ...
2783 Kurth, Ludwig ...
2078 Kuss, Carl ... ...
1999 Lackey, John ...
905 Lake, John .. ...
1977 Lamb, Tompson ...
1547 Lamprecht, L. ...
1570 Lamprecht, J. C. . .
1575 Lane, John ... ...
*3290 Larsen, Peter
43325 Larsen , Neils ...
176 Larkin, Catherine ...
290 Ditto ...
413 Ditto ...
1994 Larsen, Johann ...
1500 Latimer, Richard ...
2916 Law, Arthur... ...
2917 Ditto
2083 Leach, Atigst. ...
1779 Lee, Jas. ...
12128 Lee, J.
2185 Le Grand, It. W. ...
2191 Ditto ...
2044 Leitch, Alex. ...
1296 Lenehan, Patk. ...
2952 Len, Theodor ...
2404 Lewis, R. F. ...
2448 Ditto
x`3082 Ditto ... ...
1882 Leslie, Geo..,. .
3060 Lindemann , August
1303 Lindemann , Carston
1716 Linning, F. W. ...
2578 Lobeger, F. ...
1553 Lobeger, William ...
1554 Ditto ... ...
706 Logan, James ...
'%3130 Logan, Whitmore ...
1194 Loney, Absolon ...
*2819 Ditto ... ...
386 Long, Thomas ..
2456 Lord,  Francis ...
2454 Lord, 1?redk. ...
2455 Ditto ..
2458 Lord, Frederick ...
2900 Ditto ... ...
*3067 Ditto ...
*3187 Ditto ...
*3194 Ditto
788 Lord,  Simeon
*3063 Lord, Simeon Fitzherbert ...
*3166 Lord, Simeon F. IT.
2469 Lord, S. F. H. ...
2647 Ditto ... ...
2899 Ditto ... ...
2909 Ditto
43213 Ditto ... ...
*3214 Ditto ... ...
*3173 Lord, William ...
1581 Lorenzen, Peter ...
1798 Ditto
2311 Lorterton, John, luny.
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. R. P. A. R.
Conditional  2000 60 0
Homestead 21) 0 0 119 2
Homestead, 1872 23 0 0 46 0
ditto ... 12 0 0 24 0
Homestead .. 100 0
Conditional 10 0 0'
Homestead 40 0 0  80 0
Conditional .. 51 0 33
Homestead .. 80 0 0
ditto .. 80 0 0
Conditional
Homestead .. 20 0 0 60 0
ditto .. 160 0
Conditional
Homestead ..0.•.0 (1 1 8() O
Conditional
ditto
... 100 (1 1) 40 0
40  0 1) 160
0
0
ditto
Homestead
...
...
66 (1 0
50 0 0
66
57
0
2
ditto ... 10 0 0 140 0
ditto .. 80 0 0
ditto 60 0
ditto
...
133 0
Conditional 121  0 -10 1
ditto 120 0 0 280 0
ditto 80 322
Homestead ...  20 0 0 1 51 3
Conditional ...  20 0 0 222 0
ditto ... 150 0
ditto 40 0 0
Homestead ...  160 O
ditto ...  l(1 (1 0 1 70 0
ditto 160 0
Conditional ..  100 0
ditto 10 (1 0 40 0
Homestead ...  160 0
Conditional ...  80 0 0 19 3
Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0
Conditional ...  400 0
ditto ...  100 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 68 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 14 2
ditto 20 0 0 100 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 42 2
Conditional ... 20 0 0 20 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 102 3
Conditional ... 100 0 0 75 0
ditto 80 0
ditto ... 100 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... . . . 40 0
ditto ... 800 0
ditto ... 250 0
ditto ... 250 0
ditto ... ... 170 1)
ditto ... ... 60 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... (148 0
ditto ... ... 230 0
Pre-emptive
resumed
Eskdalc
on
half
... 100 0 0
'
400 0
Conditional .. ...
ditto .,,
ditto 120 0
ditto 50 0
ditto ... 20 o o 100 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto • . ,
ditto ... 126 0
ditto ..
Homestead 20 0 0 41 2
ditto .. 15 0 0 ` 24 0
ditto
.
3 0 0 154 0
P.
Second Class
Pastoral.
,A. R. P.
Rent. Balance due.
S.  d. 1 £ s. d.
0 5th 3 0 0
0 4th 315 01
0 4th 2 0 3
0 3rd 1 1 0 ,
0 2nd 1 5 0
7o  0 0 5th 2 10 0
0 I 2nd , 1 3 4 1
5th 4 2 6
... 6thi 010 0
6th 1 3 0 0
81) 0 0 3rd 1 13 4
0 2nd 1 6 3'
0 2nd 2 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0 1
0 5th 2 15 0 1
0 277 0 0 5th :34 8 6
0 120 0 0 7th 14 0 0
0 5th 8 5 0
0 6th 2 4 4
0 6th 2 11 8
6th 2 5 0
0 2nd 0 10 0
0 2nd 011 1 '
0 8th 1 11 2 6
0 8th 23 0 0
8th 6 1 6
6 5th 2 1 0
0 6th 12 12 0
0 1,450  0 0 3rd 1 43 15 0 1 20 0 0
*5 0 0
138 0 0 :3rd 6 9 0 1 3 5 0
1 +,016 3
0  ... 5th 4 0 0
0 ,.. 5th ' 2 2 6
(1 4th 4 0 0
0  295 0 0 4th 12 7 6
0 150 0 0 4th 1 6 10 0
0 5th 1 4 t) 0 1
21 6th 7 0 0
0 3rd 2 5 0 0 6 8
0 2,700 0 0 4th 87 10 0
0 820 0 0 4th 25 10 0
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4 '
80 0 0 5th 310 0
2nd 5 2 0
18  ... 6th 0 5 0
0  ... 5th 3 5 0
0 4th 2 11 6
0  81 2 0 6th 4 11 0
0 6th 2 4 4
0  125 0 0 7th 14 7 6
0  140 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
6th 7 10 0
3rd 3 0 0
0 121 2 0 8th 5 1 0
0 5,731 0 0 4th 183 5 6
0 2,59(1 0 0 4th 77 5 0
0 3,100 0 0 4th 90 0 0
0 1,750 0 0 4th 52 5 0
0 240 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
200  0 0 2nd 9 3 4
0 2nd' 818 0
0 ... 2ndil 614 2
01 424  2 7 7th 38  2 6
2,000  0 0 2nd 45 16 8
1 1,000 O 0 2nd 14 11 8
0 13.120  0 0 4th 84 0 0
0 258  0 0 3rd 8 19 0
0 •179  0 0 3rd 18 9 6
640  0 0 3rd 16 0 0
200  0 0 2nd 5 2 1
0 278  0 0 2nd 7 14 7
7,680  0 0 2nd 112 0 0
0 6th 1. 6 9'-
0 5th 1 3 -3
0 4th 3 19 5  0 2 0
40 0 6
4 1(3
1PSWICH DISTRICT -e onti,nted.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
71 U 0
Year.  Rent. Balance duo.
A.  V.  P. A. B. P.  £° .c.  fi. 9 s. d.
120 0 0 240 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
30 0 0 69 0 0 3rd 3 4 6
80 0 0 241  (1 U 3rd 10 0 6
66 2 0  all  1 1) 4
80 0 0 120  0 0 3rd 7 0 0 3  16  5
4th 9 0 0
1() 0 0 ](it 0 0 6th 12 0 0
SO 0 0 i 6th  2  0 0
197 0 O 3rd 7 4 9
4 1 4 6th 0 9 2
2934  Lorterton, John, jour.
2708 Lorterton, John, senr.
*2709 Ditto ... ...
1362 Losa, Henry... ...
'2857 Loterton, John, junr.
t*2540 Loughrane,J.
1231 Loughran, John ...
1543 Ditto ...
'1'2948 Ditto
1538  Loughman, Catherine
*2640  Loveday, George ...
*3064 Ditto
2749 Loveday, Walter
*2676 Loveday, Thos. Edwin
1437 Lowe, Henry
1438 Lowe, Joseph ...
2445 Lowe, J.
2457  Lowe, H.
2300 Lowndes, J... ...
2737 Lubke, Ludwig
2183 Lucas, J.
3107 Liicke, Michael
2168 Lucking, J. .
*2930 Luton, Charles
t1132 Macalister , Thomas
1125  Macdonald, Jessie ...
1126 Ditto ... ...
1127 Ditto
1128 Ditto ...
1914 Mackay, B....
*3116  Mackay, Chas. H. B.
396 Mackay, Hugh ...
1753 Mackay, Hugh, jun.
2139 Mackey, B...
2400 Mackey, H., jun.
2471 Ditto .
2676 Mackey, Hugh, junr.
1333 Macnamarra, John
1279 Madden, Michael ...
1248 Maddin, Thomas ...
1310 Madden, James
1786 Madden, Patrick ...
1791 Madden, Jane ...
1940 Madden, John ...
1662  Maddox, John G. ...
1646 Madge, Thomas ...
2922 Mahaffy , William ...
2902 Ditto ... ...
2824  Ditto ... ...
2785 Ditto ... ...
2784  Ditto ... ...
2779 Maher, John ...
}2820 Mahon, John
12971 Mahon, Edward ...
t2972 Ditto .. ...
1884 Main , Robert ...
2938 Malt, Jon.
*2941 Mandelkow, F. A. 11".
` 1965 Manthey, H. ...
*3241 Manthey, Peter ...
2618 Marbach, P. ...
*3235 Maroski , Albert ...
1596 Marstaellar , John...
214 Marsh, Thomas ...
*2354 Marsh, J.
2372  Marste lla, J. ...
t2100 Martin, M....
2138 Martin, E. ..
196 Martindale , Chas. C.
949 Ditto ...
$3258 Mason , Richard ...
t2699 Mason , George
2619 Mason, G. ...
2620 Ditto ...
2356 Mather, .R. .
1712 Meade , Jame., ...
*1713 Ditto ... ...
1720 Ditto ... ...
A. Ti. P.
Conditional
ditto ..
ditto
Homestead .. 30 0 0
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 .
Conditional ... 40 0 a)
ditto
..Homestead,  18721
Homestead 10 0 0
Conditional ...'
ditto
Homestead  ...  15 0 0
Conditional ...
60 0 0
Conditional .. 50 0 0
ditto . 41 1 0
ditto 48 1 0
Homestead ... 25 0 0
Conditional ... 150 0 0
ditto
Homestead  ... 10 0 0
ditto 80 0 0
Conditional  ... to 0 0
Homestead 20 0 0
Conditional 81) 0 0
ditto
ditto 120 1) 0
ditto ... 25 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto  ... 150 0
... ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto  ...  20 0 0
... Homestead .. 20 U 0
... Conditional ..
... ditto ..
... Homestead,  ...  20 0 0I
... ditto .. 26 0 0
ditto
Conditional 40 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0
... ditto
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... ditto ... 33 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... Homestead ... 40 0 0
... Conditional ...
... ditto .. 50 0 0
... ditto ... 50 0 0
... Homestead ... 80 0 0
... ditto ...
... Conditional ... 30 0 0
Homestead ... 40 O 0
ditto ... 36 0 0
Conditional . .
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ..
... ditto ... 20 0 0
... ditto
ditto ... 15 0 0
Conditional
Homestead 80 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 1 1O 0 0ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
.. ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
... ditto
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0
ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
Second Class
Pastoral.
500 0 1) 4th 12 10 0
600 0 0 2nd 13 15 0
3rd 2 6 9
500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
1 6th 4 10 0
6th 3 15 0
4th 3 3 0
4tli 3 13 6
75 0 0  4th 2 16 3
173 0 0 3rd 15 11 6
80 0 0 210 0  0, 4th 10 0 0
39 2 0 1 2nd 1 0 8 0 2 6
4th 3 0 0
3rd :3 0 0
60 2 0 6th
567 0 0 . 6th 20 :3 6
1(X) 0 0 540  0 0 6th 18 10 0
6th 9 0 0
25 0 0 1 SO 0 0 6th 4 7 6
40 0 0 640 0 0 5th 5 10 0
100 0  ()  2nd 3 15 0
550 0 0 1,300 0 0 1 7th 71 5 0 13 19 o
100 0 0 480 0 0 5th 20 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 4th 4 10 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 4th 7 10 10
62 0 0 4th 2 6 0
30 0 0 1 70 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
80 0 0 1 250 0 0 6th 10 5 0
66 0 0, ... 1 6th 0 2 0
73 :3 0 6th 0 13 9
90 0 0 ... 6th 0 15 0
5th' 3 0 0
60 0 0 1 ... 5th 2 5 0
76 1 30 .. 5th 1 18 6
5th 3 0 0
94 0 0 6th 3 5 9
80 0 0 3rd 7 0 0
8o 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
200 0 0 270 0 0 3rd 16 15 0
600 0 0 122 0 0 3rd 36 16 0
378 2 0 .. 3rd 22 14 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
1(X) 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
110 0 0 .. 3rd 7 8 0
80 0 U ... 3rd 3 10 0
88 0 0 5th 3 11 0
40 0 0 248 0 0 3rd 8 4 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 310 0
40 0 0 , ... 5th 2 10 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 10 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 2 15 0
100 0 0 .. 2nd 1 5 0
56 0 0 6th 1 19 :3
38 0 0 400 0 0 8th 11 18 0
4th ' 3 0 0
115 0 0 4th `217 6
30  0 0 70 0 12 5th
20 0 0 82 3 0 4th 3 1 6
60 0 0 30 0 0 8th 4 10 U
2011 O 0 7th 5 3 0
120 0 0
...
2nd 2 10 0
40 0 0 369 0 0 3rd 12 15 11
80 0 0 721 0 0 4th 22 0 6
80 0 0 171 0 0 4th 8 5 6
80 0 0 .. 4th 3 10 0
75 1 24 ... 5th 216 9
59 0 0 ... 5th 1 9 6
364 0 0 .., 5th 18 4 0
+3 9 9
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Register
No.
*3161
1711
1900
*3091
1618
*3328
1655
1669
2156
*2856
1895
1590
1255
868
358
1797
*2757
*3226
*3246
1079
2527
173
t2593
1957
2874
1466
1434
136
*3304
1435
833
1686
*2756
1865A
1682
1781
1252
1253
2806
2868
1528
2554
122
Lessee.
Meade, James
Meade, Daniel ...
Meade, Murty ,.
Melville, Jobn ...
Michel, John ...
Millenski, G.
Miller,  John... ...
Ditto ... ...
Miller, J.
Miller, Fredk.
Mills, William Henry
Milner, John ...
Miners, Thomas .,.
Minor, Sterling ...
Ditto ... .,.
Ditto ... ...
Mitchell, Joseph ,..
Mitchell,  James ...
Ditto .. ...
Moloney, E. ...
Moller, H. ...
Moller, Henry
Molloy, T.
Montgomery, Patrick
Montgomery , Robt....
Monaghan, P. ..
Moran, John ...
Moran, John ...
Ditto ...
Moran, William ...
Moore, George F. ...
Moore,  Benjamin ...
Moore, Edward ..
Moriarty, T;dmond ...
Morris, orris, C. H. ...
Morrison, Robert ...
Morrow, Henry ...
Morrow, Robert ...
Morrow, William ...
Ditto
Morton, Mark
Mort, C. F....
Mort, Hy.
2016 Ditto
2120 Ditto
2121
2122
505
1708
2171
*3209
*3126
2430
1178
*2733
1499
2037
2592
2787
2222
2259
2119
4917
595
611
862
1847
2264
*2940
1569
*2641
2978
*2491
2560
708
93
309
Ditto "'
Ditto ...
Mort, Henry
Mossop, Daniel
Muckert. A....
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
... ditto ...
Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
,,. Conditional ...
Homestead ...
.. ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ..,
! Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... I Homestead ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto
.. ditto ...
... ' Conditional ..,
... ditto ...
,,, Homestead ,..
.,, Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Mueller, Fredk.
Mueller, Johan F.... ...
Muir. J. ... ...
Muller, August
bliiller, August
Muller, John L.
Muller, G. ...
9liiller, C. ...
Muller, Carl... ... ...
Mullins, Jas. ... ...
Mullins, Jno. ... ...
Mullins, Matthew ...
;Mullins, Patrick
Mullin,,, liobert ... ...
Ditto
Mulholland, James... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mundt,  If.  ... ...
Mundt, Karoline ...
Murphy, Daniel ... ...
Murphy, James
Murphy, Thomas ...
Murray, W.
McAnaien,  Al.
McAnalen, Michael, juaicr
McAnalcn, Julia ... ...
Ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emption.
Franklin Vale
Conditional ...
Pre-emption,
Franklin Vale
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
Conditional .,
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ..
citto  ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First Class Second Class Year.Pastoral. Pastoral.
Rent. Balancedue.
it.  r. A.  it.  P. A. R. P. £ s.  d. £ s. d.
... 140 0 0 ... 2nd 413 4
157 2 2 ... 5th 3 19 0
20 0 0 105 1 24 5th 3 8 0
200 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
25 0 0 25 0 0 1 ... 6th 1 6 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 9 2
80 0  0  ... 5th 4 0 0
17 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 7 9
45 0 0 45 0 0 4th 2 11 7
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
14 0 0 132 0 0 ... 6th 3 16 6
5 0 0 110 0 0 ... 6th 2 8 11
140 0 0 ... 6th 017 6
42 0 0 ... 7th 3 3 0
126 0 0 20 0 0 ... I 8th  9 19  0
12 0 0 40 3 22 ... 5th 1 9 6
7 0 0 ... 3rd 0 5 3
... 400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
25 0 0 i 110 0 0 6th 4 12 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 25 0 0 8th 312 6
28 0 0 104 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 10
159 0 0 ... 5th 319 6
5 0 0 55 1 30 ... 3rd 1 11 9
79 3 10 ... ... 6th 2 6 0
80 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 0
40 0 0 20 0 0
...
8th 4 0 0
140  0  0 2nd 017 6
80 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 0
40 0 0 75 2 0 ... 7th 6 16 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 5th 2 7 6
... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
120 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
10 0 0 44 3 0 ... 5th 110 0
20 0 0 102 2 0 5th 3 6 6
25 0 0 35 0 0 270 0 0 6th 10 7 6
20 0 0 30 0 0 150 0 0 6th 6 15 0
60 0 0 140 0 0 3rd 6 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 5 10 0
80 0 0 .. 6th , 1 15 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th  16 10  0
200 0 0 180 0 0 247 0 0 8th 30 3 6
50 0 0 40 0 0 30 0 0 5th 610 0
200 0 0 300 0 0 324 0 0 5th 38 2 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 164 0 0 5th 14 2 0
808 0 0 400 0 0 204 0 0 5th 85 14 0
80 0 0 117 0 0 7th 8 18 6
20 0 0 100 0 0 ...  *.6th  3 5 0
12 0 0 14 0 0  ..,  4th 016 0
... 120 0 0  ...  2nd 1 15 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
10 0 0 30 0 0 122 2 0 4th 5 6 6
10 0 0 138 0 0 6th 0 12 9
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
25 0 0 75 0 0 ...  6th 1 8 2
240 0 0 5th 12 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 4 0 0
50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0
15 0 0 65 0 0  ...  4th 2 3 9
20 0 0 119 2 0  ...  4th 3 15 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 5th 115 0
... 140 0 0 7th 3 10 0
... 112 1 0 7th 2 16 6
... 198 0 0 7th  4 19  0
40 0 0  ... ...  7th 3 0 0
40 0 0  ...  5th 3 0 0
25 0 0 26 0 0 ... 4th 1 11 9
9 ) 0 0 50 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
80 0 0 ... Gth 2 0 0
.. 300 0 0 4th 710 0
500 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
50 0 0 119 0 0 4th 5 9 6
40 0 0 60 0 0  Ito 3 10 0
50 0 0 320 0 0 ... 8th 10 15 0
,.. 286 3 0 ... 8th 14 7 0
478
IPSWICH  DISTP.ICT-continued.
Beglater
No.
360
2315
2316
$2722
2547
1273
*2837
2573
*2599
1244
*3132
1561
2817
1637
1991
2174
2175
2176
2437
2438
*3239
*3108
Lessee.
McAnalen, Julia ...
McAndrew, J.
Ditto
McAndrew, James ...
McAuliffe, D. %..
McAuliffe, James ...
McAuliffe, Cornelius
MoCarrol, S. H.
McCarthy, M.
McCarthy, Michael,..
Ditto ,.,
McCarthy, David
McCaskie, Elizabeth
McCaskie, Robitia
McCaskie, George
McConnel, D. C.
Ditto
Ditto
McConnel, J. H.
Ditto ..,
Ditto
McConnel, John
*3109 Ditto ...
*3110 Ditto
1116 McConnell, John ,..
1120 Ditto ..,
1245 Ditto ...
1247
1665
2068
1363
1364
1365
2466
1497
1656
*2974
*2975
*3230
2833
2873
*2990
1072
1073
1086
1087
2447
1322
1334
2509
2508
665
2038
2039
2040
1808
*3121
1652
*2292
*2293
*2294
*3113
1705
2510
1675
614
121
154
155
182
422
423
339
2086
Ditto
McConnell, D. C.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
MeConnel, D. R.
l..
,..
McCorry,  D.
McCormack, Bryan,.
Ditto
McCulla, Alexander
Ditto .,,
McCulla, Edward ...
McDonald, John .:.
Ditto
McDonald, Cantpbell
McDonald, C. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
McDonald, A.
Ditto
McDonald, E. ...
Nature of Seleetion,
,,, Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
.., Conditional .,.
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ,,.
Conditional
ditto
,.. ditto .,.
... ditto ..,
,.. ditto
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Cressbrook ,..
ditto  ...
,,, ditto .,.
,., Conditional ,.,
.,, ditto
.., ditto
,,. Pre-emptive,
McDonald, F.
}
..
McDonald, Jessie; Turner,
William ; and Ranken, John
McDonald, Jessie ... ...
Ditto ...
McDonald, Elizabeth ...
McDonald, John ...
McDonald, Archibald ...
McDougall, Alexander ...
McDougall, D. T.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,,
McDougall, Darcy Texas ...
McFarlane, Jas. ...
McFarlen, T. ...
MCGeary, Henry •:..
McGrath, Jas.
McGrath, Darby
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
McGrath, John
leased half of
Durunder ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption,
D urander ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Pre-emptions
Dryandan ...
Conditional ..,
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First  Class Seeoud ClassPastoral Pastoral. Year .  Bent .  Balance due.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B . P.  £ 8. d. £ d.
82 0 0 8th - 2 1 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
200 0 0 4th 6 0 0
40 0 0 97 0 0 3rd 1 16 7
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th  16 10  0
80 0 0 ... 6th 015 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 3rd 1 15 0
50 0 0 590 0 0 4th 17 5 0
.,, 240 0 0 4th 6 0 0
.. 40 0 0 193 0 0 6th 6 16 6
150 0 0 ... 2nd- 210 0
10 0 0 190 0 0 6th 10 6 0
89 0 0 ... 3rd 2 4 6
30 0 0 97 0 0 ... 6th 3 5 1
12 0 0 136 0 0 5th  3 17  0
150 0 0 200 0 0 415 0 0 4th 27 17 6
150 0 0 300 0 0 351 0 0 4th 40 0 6
100 0 0 300 0 0 408 0 0 4th 32 14 0
40 0 0 144 3 0 4th 6 12 6
200 0 0 1,200 3 0 4th 40 0 6
... 381 138 2nd 415 6
... 120 0 0 205 0 0 2nd 8  6 11
... 120 0 0 205 0 0 2nd . 8  6 11
20 0 0 130 0 0 2nd 3 3 9
120 0 0 300 0 0 680 0 0 6th 38 10 0
520 0 0 2,260 0 0 4,322 0 0 6th 260 1 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 371 0 0 6th 22 6 6
60 0 0 39 0 0 6th 6 9 6
500 0 0 556 0 0 6th 38 18 0
60 0 0 2,132 1 31 5th 56 6 6
60 0 0 1,225 0 0 2,315 0 0 6th 123 12 6
580 0 0 775 0 0 1,485 0 0 6th 119 7 6
500 0 0 1,000 0 0 2,150 0 0 6th 141 5 0
20 0 0 73 0 0 4th 2 11 6
40 0 0 156 0 34 6th 5 18 6
20 0 0 99 0 0 5th 3 9 6
100 0 0 3rd 210 0
.,, 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
.., 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
. , . ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 01
.,. 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
802 0 0 6th 22 11 0
20 0 0 100 0 0  500 0 0 6th 19 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 6th 7 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 200 0 0 6th 12 0 0
20 0 0 200 0 0 880 0 0 4th 33 10 0
10 0 0 25 2 0 6th 0 9 4
25 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th  0  16  3
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
120 0 0 190 0 0 ... 4th 16 2 6
10 0 0 200 0 0 448 0 0 7th 21 19 0
50 0 0 60 0 0 5th 315 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 296 0 0 5th 1218 0
... 20 0 0 121 0 0 5th 4 0 6
... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 6 0 0
20 0 0 51 0 0 '6th 01411
40 0 0 ... 600 0 0 4th 18 0 0
... 1,080 0 0 4th 27 0 0
... 80 0 0 1,200 0 0 4th 34 0 0
2,600 0 0 2nd 46  17  6
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
88 0 0 94 0 0 5th 11 6 0
... 149 1 0 7th 7 610
1,001 1 37 8th 60 2 0
110 0 0 40 0 0 414 0 0 8th 20 12 0
40 0 0 1,200 0 0 255 0 0 8th 68 17 '6
179 2 0 21 0 0 8th 9 10 6
300 0 0 540 0 0 8th 36 0 0
90 0 0 60 0 0 487 0 0 8th 21 18 6
100 0 6 50 0 0 494 0 0 8th 22 7 0
,,. 80 0 0 319 3 0 5th 12 0 0
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
$egister
No. Lessee.
*3202 McGrath, John ...
2240 McGrath, J.
2349 McGrath, Thos.
2352 Ditto .
2369 McGrath, P. ...
2388 McGrath, M. ...
1614 McGregor, John ...
t2964 McGrory, Robert ...
*3323 Ditto ..
2719 McGrory, Bernard ...
742 McGuire, Thos.. ...
768 Ditto .,. .,.
*2809 Ditto ...
741 McGuire, Andrew ...
2808 Ditto ...
2849 McGuire, Patrick ...
1476 McGurrin, Tery ...
2111 Mollvana, Arthur ...
2126 Mcllvana, E. ..
*2643 McIntyre, Malcolm
1721 McKay, George ...
2653 Ditto ,,. ...
*3152 Ditto ...
*3262 McKee, Edward ...
2252 McKenna, W.
1193 McKeon, Margaret T.
1776 McKeon, Mll. V.
1813 McKeon, F. A.
*3058 McLaughland, William ...
t2928 McLaughlin, Annie
2552 McLaughlin, D. ...
983 McLean, Geo. ...
*3092 Ditto ...
*3331 Ditto
2384 McLean, G....
*2450 McLean, J...
2050 McLeod, Rodk., jun.
2051 Ditto ...
2113 McMullin, Daniel ...
2564 MoMurdy, W.
1751 McNamara, Pat.
1837 Ditto
3017 McNamara, Michael
2473 McPhail, G. R.
2069 McPhail, Geo. R. ...
2070 Ditto
*1925 McQuillan, Roger ...
1927 Ditto
2042 Ditto ...
*1926 McQuillan, M.A. ...
2950 McQuillan, James ...
630 Nairn, Jos. . ...
1997 Naumann, J. ...
1020 Neil, John ... ...
969 Nelson, Peter ...
*2955 Nemitz, Johann ...
03115 Ditto ...
2614 Neuman, F....
1085 Neumann, Wm.
•3138 Newman, Robert ...
*3305 Newman, Gottlieb ...
*3260 Nielson, Christian ...
*3335 Nielson, Thomas ...
*2600 Nits, G. ...
1160 Nolan, Jacob ...
312 Noonan, Thomas ...
*2778 Noonan, Jas. ... ...
2598 Noonan, J.  ...
*2858 Noonan, John
3147 Ditto ...
2361 Noonan, Jno.
1263 Ditto ...
912 Ditto ...
203 Ditto ...
1685 Ditto ...
2768 Ditto .
1299 Noonan, Robert
180 Ditto ...
2781 Ditto ...
Nature of  Selection .
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead , .
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional „
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto  ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Agriculture{. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. ]lent. Balanee due.
A. H. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.' £ s. d. £ s.  d
400 0 0 2nd 5 16 8
30 0 0 80 0 0 172 0 0 4th 10 11 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 6 0 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
40 0 0 156 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
69 2 0 3rd 1 15 0
299 0 0 7th 7 9 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 7th 2 10 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 5 5 0
398 2 0 7th 9 19 6
80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 7 0 0
33 0 0 .., 3rd 1 4 9
16 0 0  82 0 0 ... 6th 1 6 6
36 0 0  88 0 0 ... 5th 3 11  0
14 0 0  33 0 0 4th
0 0300 0 0 3rd 7 1
65 2 0 5th 4 19 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 410 0
400 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
70 0 0 131 1 0 4th 6 16 0
80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
15 0 0 90 0 0 5th 3 7 6
15 0 0 100 0 0 5th 12 6
90 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
11 0 0 21 1 0 ... 3rd 2 7 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 80 0 0 7th 8 10 0
640 0 0 2nd 13 tl 8
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
,.. 30 0 0 85 0 0 4th 3 12 6
... 80 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 150 0 0 490 0 0 5th 19 15 0
180 0 0 463 0 0 5th 20 11 6
25 0 0 75 0 0 ... 5th 2 16 3 0 19 4
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
100 0 0 215 2 35 ,.. 5th 10 8 0 8 8 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 5th 3 5 0
... 70 0 0 262 0 0 3rd 10 0 1
250 0 0 650 0 0 4th 28 15 0
330 0 0 80 0 0 ... 1 5th 28 16 0
203 0 0 .. 5th 15 4 6
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
60 0 0 160 0 0 5th 7 0 0
30 0 0 96 1 0 5th 3 18 6
... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
30 0 0 67 0 0 ... 6th 0 12 9
20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 0
85 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 3 5 1
160 0 0 ... 6th 3 6 8
... 40 0 0 3rd 0 6 8
100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 4th 4 0 0 3 2 6
20 0 0 108 3 0 6th 0 5 9
40 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
...
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
60 0 0 ... 2nd 0 12 6
20 0 0 96 0 0 2nd 1 1 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
10 0 0 8 0 0 6th 0 1 11
60 0 0 20 0 0 8th 5 0 0
160 0 0 4th 3 6 8
40 0 0 160 0 0 4th 7 0 0
...
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
10 0 0 60 0 O 41 0 0 4th 4 15 6
10 0 0 20 0 0 143 0 0 6th 6 61
h 610 0 0 25 0 0  1 164 0 0 7t 0
280 0 0 308 0 O 1 90 0 0 8th 23 13 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
... 50 0 0 178 0 0 3rd 6 19 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 8th 4 15 0
40 0 0  10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 5 5 0
42E0
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Register
No. Lessee.
153 Noonan, Patrick ...
471 Ditto ... ...
2815 Ditto .. ...
2548 Noonan, M.... ...
2278 Norman, James ...
1144 North, John ...
117 North, Roger ...
258 Ditto
*3128 North, Robert ...
675 North, William J....
1017 North, Joseph. jun.
1018 Ditto ...
*2727 Ditto ...
813 Ditto ...
878 Ditto ...
921 Ditto ...
922 Ditto ...
*2956 Ditto .. ...
785 North, Jos. and Win•, sen.
786 Ditto ...
811 North, Joseph,  senior ...
812 Ditto ... ...
828 Ditto ...
815 North, Robert ...
*2728 Ditto
900 North, William, jun.
1750 North, Charles ...
2668 Oberli, Charles
,2825 Ochsenkopf, Wilhelmine
'389 Brien, Thos. ...O
1608 Ditto ..
1606 O'Brien, Ml.
*3208 O'Brien, Michael ...
2239 O'Brien, M.... ...
1723 O'Brien, Andw. ...
2804 O'Brien, Catherine ...
2805 O'Brien, Daniel •..
2814 O'Brien,  Daniel, sen.
1782 O'Connor, Patk.
*1846 O'Connor, Arthur ...
1527 O'Donnell, Patk.
1772 O'Donoughue, Ml....
1157 O'Hanlon, Patk.
1816 Ditto
2467 O'Keefe, P....
1851 O'Keefe, Mary ...
1588 Olberg, J. F. • ..
2116 Olberg, C. F. ..
*3097 Ollenburg, Peter ...
*3098 Ollenburg, Mary ...
1152 O'Leary, Dan]. ...
2001 Ord, Peter ... ...
2032 Ord, David,  jun. ...
1894 Ditto ... ...
2476 Ord, G. ...
2477 Ditto
*3127 Ord, George ...
2693 Ord, George... .. ...
1209 O'Sullivan, Florence ...
1358 Ditto ... ...
1356 O'Sullivan, Patk. ... ...
1005 Ditto ...
2137 O'Sullivan, A. ..
*3044 O'Sullivan, Patrick ,.,
t2976 O'Sullivan, William ...
*2879 Oughton, Arthur ,.. ,,,
1464 Ovens, Geo.... ..,
...
244 Owen, Thos.... ...
526 Ditto
569 Palmer, Chas. ...
,
2061 Panitz, Carl ... ...
..
1502 Parks, John ... ...
*3275 Paroz, Ulyssic
•2497 Parr , F. C. ...
...
•2654 Parr , Frederick  Charles
...
•2694 Ditto ..
1206 Parkinson , C. F. D. ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead, 1872
ditto ..
Conditional
..
ditto
ditto .
ditto
ditto
ditto ... I
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half Wivenhoe
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Agricultural. rirst ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
Balance duo.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. I £ s. d. £ d.
138 0 0
...
8th 10 7 0
120 0 0 8th 3 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
159 2 0 4th 4 0 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 179 16  6th 8 0 0
30 0 0 90 0 0  8th 4 10 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 169 0 0  8th 6 14 6
250 0 0  2nd 4 3 4
20 0 0 80 () 0  7th 3 0 0
42 0 0 336 0 0 1  7th 10 10 0
20 0 0 56 3 0  7th 2 8 6
248 0 0 3rd 6 4 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 7th 7 0 0
40 0 0 590 0 0  7th 16 15 0
20 0 0 180 .0 0 7th 5 10 0
40 0 0 1 365 0 0  7th 11 2 6
1000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
50 0 0 263 2 22  7th 9 1 4
100 0 0 852 0 0  7th 26 6 0 $0 11 6
40 0 0 120 0 0 740 0 0  7th 27 10 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 560 0 0  7th 18 10 0
50 0 0 150 0 0  7th 6 5 0
...
80 0 0 137 0
300 0
0
0
7th
3rd
7
7
8
10
6
0
120 0 0 5,10  0 0 7th 19 10 0
57 0 0 ... 5th 4 5 h
40 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
56 3 0 3rd 4 5 6
108 0 0 44 0 0 44 0 0 7th 11 8 0
0461 2 0 ... ... 6th 34 13
233 2 0 ... 6th 17 11 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
21 0 0 118 0 0 ... 4th 3 14 9
89 2 35 ... 5th 2 5 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 0
... 109 0 0 5th 2 14
0
6
0800 0 0 5th 20
20 0 0 64 3 14 6th 1 7 8
111 0 0 5th 8 6 6
40 0 0 30 2 0 6th 0 7 7
15 0 0 72 3 0 5th 4 15 6
102 1 0 ... 4th 5 3 0
6 0 0 148 0 0 ... 5th 3 18 6
080 0 0 ... ... 6th 2 10
59 0 0 ... ... 5th 2 4 3
80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
80 0 0 I ... 2nd 2 10 0
20 0 0 65 2 20 6th 0 8 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 288 0 0 5th 11 14 0
60 0 0 300 0 0 740 0 0 5th 38 0 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 701 0 0 5th 46 10 6
40 0 0 160 0 0 440 0 0 4th 22 0 0 9 6 5
100 0 0 400 0 0 1,072 0 0 4th 54 6 0 33 7 4
80 0 0 720 0 0  2nd 16 10 0
70 0 0 300 0 0 787 0 0  3rd 39 18 6 27 3 10
80 0 0 ... ...  6th 0 10 0
51 3 30 6th 3 18 0
80 0 0 6th 1 15 0
30 0 0 60 2 0 ... 7th 5 6 0
15 0 0, 15 3 0 4th 0 19 3
60 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
76 0 01 3rd 1 17 3
... 200 0 0  3rd 5 0 0
80 0 0j ... 6th 1 5 0
100 0 0 I  8th 2 10 0
80 0 0  7th 2 0 0
50 0 0 30 0 0  6th 0 8 3
80 0 0 96 0 0 6th 6 8 0
80 0 0 6th 1 10 0
... 120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
80 0 0 160 0 0 4th 8 0 0
1 780 0 0 3rd 47 10 040 0 0 1 ...
..
,
1,400 0 0 3rd 35 0 0 I
80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
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Register Lessee.No. Nature of  Selection.
Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral.  Pastoral.
I
Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. R. P. £ a.  d. $ a. d.
1207  Parkinson, C. F. D. Conditional 80 0 0 ... 6th 6 0 0
1387  Parsons, John ... Homestead 20 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 0 17 3
177  Patrick Wm Conditional 55 0 0 60 0 0
"'
8th 7 2 6, . ..
223  Ditto ... .. ditto 100 0 0 167 3 0  220 0 0 8th 21 8 0
252  Ditto ditto 60 0 0  80 0 0 8th 5 0 0... ...
1424  Ditto .. ...ditto 50 0 0 157 0 0 6th 6 8 6
469  Patrick, Wm., junr. ditto  ... 100 0 0 49 3 20 7th 6 5 0
1 4 di 30 0 0 160 3 24 5th 4 7 61 75 Ditto ..• tto  ...
2401  Patrick, W., jun. ... ditto 60 0 0 584 0 0 4th 17 12 0
178  Patrick, William •.• ditto 80 0 0 ... 8th 4 0 0
198  Ditto
..
ditto 148 0 0 8th 7 8 0• I199  Patrick, Daniel ... ditto  60 0 0 120 0 0 177 3 0 8th 14 19 0
2729  Ditto ... ... ditto  40 0 0 10 0 0 103 0 0 3rd 5 1 3 0 5 0
1*2812  Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 560 0 3rd 18 0 00
d 18 10 02954  Ditto .•. ditto 20 0 0 100 0 0 480 0 0 3r
2813  Patrick, Thomas ... ditto 20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 3rd 19 10 0
1282  Peach, Jas. .. ... Homestead 30 0 0 100 0 0 6th 0 18 1
*3056  Peacock, Colin ... Conditional .. 360 0 0 2nd 9 0 0
760  Ditto ... ... ditto 60 0 0 100 0 0 7th 5 10 0
591  Ditto .•• ... ditto 25 0 0 50 0 0 266 0 0 7th 11 0 6
352  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 578 0 0 8th  16 19  0
395  Ditto ... ditto ... 305 0 0 8th 7 12 6
990  Peacock, Emily ... ditto ... 80 0 0 51 0 0 7th 5 5 6
991 Ditto ... .. ditto 50 0 0 270 0 0 7th 9 5 0
678 Pearson, Thos. ... ditto 100 0 0 25 3 32 20 0 0 7th 9 6 0
687 Ditto ditto 10 0 0 40 0 0 49 0 0 7th 3 19 6
1707 Pechey, E. W. ditto 83 2 0 ... 5th 4 4 0
1409 Pedrazzini, D. .. Homestead 25 0 0 26  0 0 ... 6th 013 2
1216 Fender, Ed. ... ditto 80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
h 310 023'. Ditto ..• ... Conditional 40 0 0 60 0 0 8t
2755 Ditto ... ...  ditto  36 0 0 44 0 0 ... 3rd 418 0
}2479  Pendar, P. Homestead  22 0 0 115 3 0 4th 2 9 8
1090  Perram, William ... ditto 80 1 16 ... 6th 0 3 10
1163  Ditto ... Conditional  40 0 0 ... ... 6th 3 0 0
*3106  Perry, James George ditto
H d' 160 0
80 0
0
0 2nd 1 13 4
6th 2 0 01505 Perry, Thomas omestea ...... ...
1651  Ditto .. ... Conditional 100 0 0 ... 6th 5 0 0
1506  Perry, William ... Homestead 160 0 0 ... 6th 2 0 0
1845 Ditto ... ... Conditional  10 0 0 70 0 0 5th 4 5 0
2386  Perrett, A. ... ditto  20 0 0 20 0 0 61 2 0 4th 4 1 0
2242 Peters, T. ditto  15 0 0 100 0 0 238 0 0 4th 12 1 6
5726  Peters, Thomas ...  ditto  20 0 0 50 0 0 130 0 00 7th 7
1671  Ditto ... ... ditto  40 0 0 100 0 0 136 0 0 5th 11 8 0
3034  Ditto ... ditto  10 0 0 100 0 0 186 0 0 3rd 10 8 0
1827  Peters, William .. ditto '20 0 0 80 0 0  ... 5th 2 15 0
2453  Peterson , H. M. ... ditto  30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 2 7 6 010 8
1556  Pettigrew, John .•. ditto  ... 80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
1055  Ditto .•. •.. ditto  .,, ... 135 2 0 6th 3 8 0
2669  Ditto ... ditto 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
1706  Pfeffer, F. V. ... Homestead  10 0 0 40 0 0 5th 1 7 6
2582  Phelps, A. ... Conditional  74 0 0 281 0 0 86 3 0 4th  21 15  6
1262  Pitt, James .•. ... Homestead  20 0 0 110 0 0 6th 0 16 8
1326  Ditto •.• ... Conditional  25 0 0 75 0 0 6th 3 15 0
2255  Pickels, J. Homestead  30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 4th  2 17  6
*3315  Pickering, T. A. ditto 60 0 0 ... 2nd 0 7 6
2150  Pilton, J. ditto  20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0
*3151 Piper, Hermann ... Conditional 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
*2919  Pitt, Theodore ... Homestead 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
2706  Pitman, William .., Conditional 20 0 0 78 0 0 3rd 219 0
2261  Platt, W. . Homestead  40 0 0 43 0 0 4th 211 6
William2680  Pointon ... Conditional .. 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0 9 3 4,
+2 5 10
2164 Ponting, J. .. Homestead  40 0 0 42 0 0  ... 4tli I 2 11 0
1639 Pontey, Francis ditto  25 0 0 83 0 0 ... 6th 2 15 2
*3286 Porter, Daniel Homestead,  1872' 120 0 0 2(X)  0 0 ... 2nd 5 10 0
759 Porter,  Francis Conditional ... 625 0 0 7th 15 12 6 0 0 6
184 Ditto ... ditto 608 1 11 8th 15 4 6
292 Ditto ... ditto 100 0 0 540 0 0 8th 18 10 0
1016 Ditto ... ditto .. 475 3 0 7th 11 18 0
1222  Portley, James ditto 90 0 0 ... ... 6th 615 0
1175 Ditto ... Homestead 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 010 0
1174 Portley, M.... ditto 80 0 0 ... 6th 010 0
2105 Ditto ... ditto 25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 5th i 2 6 3 0 0 10
+0 0 3
t2603 Portley, J. ••. ditto  10 0 0I 13 0 0 ... 4th
*2604 Portley, A. ditto  40 0 0 41 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 6
2968 Portley, Bridget ... ... ditto  80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
599 Poole, John S. Conditional 95  2 12  ... 7th 4 16  0
2090 Pottinger, Charles .., ...  ditto 82 0 0 .,. 5th 4 2 0
4182
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gegister
No. Lessee. Agricultural.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Bent,  Balance due.
d. B. P. A .  B. P.  A.  B .  P.  £ S. d. £ a. d.
252 0 0 ... 5th 1212 0
,,, 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
,,, 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
,,, ... 269 0 25 2nd 4 10 0
. . 120 0 0 2nd 110 0
90 0 0 ... ... 6th 6 15 0
80 0 0
0
... ... 6th 3 0 0
6 h80 0 t... 015 0
70 0 0 2nd 0 14 7
40 0 0 ... 38 0 0 7th 319 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 115 0
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd 015 0
I 40 0 0 224 0 0 6th 7 12 0
1 100 0 0 540 0 0 5th 18 10 0
100 0 0 541 0 0 5th 18 10 6
100 0 0 1,183 0 0 5th 34 11 6
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
400 0 0 3rd 60 0 02,
320 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
320 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
,., 1,277 0 0 5th  31 18  6
80 0 0 240 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
,,, 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
...
40 0 0 ,.. 2nd 013 4
56 2 32 ... 7th 4 5 6
1,280 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
57 0 0 46 0 0 ,.. 6th 01011
80 0 0 6th 1 0 0
50 0 0 30 0 0 263 0 0 7th 11 16 6 12 3 9
30 0 0 ... 4th 1 2 6
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0 2 6 8
40 0 0 $0 0 0 4th 3 10 0
10 0 0 122 0 0 ... 6th  2 11  4
... 160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
300 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
300 0 0 400 0 0 300 0 0 6th 60 0 0
50 0 0 400 0 0 370 0 0 6th 33 0 0
100 0 0, 800 0 0 1,032 0 0 6th 73 6 0
110 0 0 520 0 0 3,002 0 0 6th 109 6 0
40 0 0 140 0 0 463 0 0 6th 21 11 6
80 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
10 0 0 135 1 27 ... 6th  3 15  6
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 015 0
54 0 0 ... 3rd 4 1 0
25 0 0 32 1 35 ... 6th 1 12 3
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 5 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 3rd 19 10 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 389 0 0 3rd 18 14 6
20 0 0 62 0 0 6th 0 310
20 0 0 60 0  0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 71 1 0! ... 6th 016 6
640 0 0 I 2nd 32 0 0
80 0 0 4th 4 0 0
298 0 0 6th 14 18 0
40 0 0 85 116 ... 5th 7 6 0
26 0 0 6th Oil  0
70 0 0 131 2 0 7th 6 16 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
36 0 0 73 0 0 ... 4th 112 9
50 0 0 70 0 0 ... 3rd 6 7 6
74 0 0 ... 6th 511 0
80 0 0 83 3 0 8th 7 14 0
60 0 0 60 0 0 60 0 0 8th 9 0 0
... 50 0 0 308 0 0 8th 10 4 0
... 83 3 0 ... 8th 4 4 0
40 0 0 ,.. 2nd 015 0
20 0 0 115 3 27 ... 6th 7 6 0  0 10 0
10 2 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 310 0
100 0 0 ... ,.. 6th 710 0
100 0 0 ... 6th 710 0
73 2 0 ... ... 7th
75 0 0 I ,.. 8th 014 0 0 3 6
25 0 0 242 3 0 8th 14 0 6
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
1885 Pottinger, Charles.,. Conditional ...
1886 Pottinger, Charles, jun. Homestead ,..
1889 Pottinger, Bridget ... ditto ...
1890 Pottinger, Henry ditto ,..
*3146 Powell, John Richard Conditional ...
*3222 Ditto ... ditto ...
1190 Power, Walter ... ditto ...
1191 Power, Margaret ... Homestead ...
1254 Power, Michael ... ditto ...
*3268 Power, Thomas ... ditto ...
957 Powell, John ... Conditional .,.
2716 Preston, John ... Homestead .,.
*3198 Price, Richard ... ditto
*3303 Ditto ... Conditional ...
1580 Primrose, T. A. , .. Pre-emptive,
Emu Creek .,.
1748 Ditto ... Conditional ...
1749 Ditto ... ... ditto
2036 Ditto . ditto
*2944 Primrose, Francis A. ... ditto
*2945 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*3078 Ditto ... ditto
*3079 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1758 Primrose, G. E. ditto
2758 Primrose, Gilbert Edward ditto ...
*2943 Ditto ... ditto
*3145 Prinquitz, Charles ... ... Homestead ...
897 Pullen, George Conditional ,
*2987 Purtill, Michael ditto .,.
1224 Quinn, James Homestead ...
1318 Quinn, John... ditto .,.
485 Quinn, Edward Conditional „
*2275 Quinn, B. Homestead ...
2480 Quinn, E. Conditional
2520 Ditto ... Homestead, 1872
1574 Quinlan, Patrick Homestead ...
1628 Rabe, John ... ditto
*3200 Raddatz, Gootlieb Conditional
1122 Raff, Alexander ditto
1140 Ditto ... ditto
1170 Ditto ... ditto
1171 Ditto ... ditto
1217 Ditto .. ditto
*3071 Rafter, Edmond ditto
1025 Rafter, IT. ... Homestead
1240 Rafter, James ditto
*2831 Ditto ... Conditional
1650 Rafter, Margaret Homestead
2402 Rafter, J. ditto
1830 Rander, Dedlef ditto
2980 Randall, Edwin Conditional
2981 Ditto ditto
1074 Rankin, D. G. ... Homestead
1068 Ratschlag, Christian Conditional
1285 Raub, W. Homestead
*3154 Raven, Joseph Wilson Conditional
2460 Rea, J. ... ... ditto
1612 Rea, John ... ... ditto
1821 Ditto ... ditto ...
t1747 Ready, Patrick ... Homestead
692 Ditto ... ... Conditional
2535 Real, E. ... ... Homestead, 1872
$2558 Real, J. ... ... Homestead ...
3013 Real, James ... ... ditto, 1872...
1629 Reddy, John... ... Conditional ...
179 Ditto ... ditto ...
34 Redmond, John ... ditto ,..
129 Ditto ...  ditto ...
370 Reed, Joseph Alfd.... ditto ..,
*3111 Rees, Rees ...  Homestead ,..
997 Reeve, Jas. Darby ... Conditional ...
2875 Reick, Charles ... .., Homestead
1616 Reif, John ,.. .., Conditional
1617 Reif, Charles ditto
t627 Reid, John ... ... ditto
98 Ditto ,.. Homestead
362 Reilly, Michael ... ... Conditional
2431 Reilly, J. .,, ... ... ditto
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Register
No.
2451
2452
*2801
3021
*3080
1860
1610
417
2028
780
2027
1317
2918
1325
*3057
3049
2577
2177
1873
1767
1881
674
1731
1815
1762
2845
2413
817
1243
2718
2418
2373
1952
1112
1729
2996
1177
1460
889
619
1717
2876
745
261
84
115
144
262
2764
2280
3197
1663
3174
1901
2993
2778
202
1801
2408
1814
1924
*3124
1516
2022
*2468
2065
*3242
1511
2932
*3219
' 2335
*3201
2525
1189
1866
919
'322
Lessee.
Reilly, J.
Ditto ...
Reilly, James ...
Reinbott ,  Ebarhard ...
Reinhardt ,  Ferdinand ..,
Reynolds, William ,., .,.
Rice, George ... ,..
Rice, Henry
Ditto .,.
Ditto  .. ... ...
Rice, Joseph
Rick ,  Frederick ,., .,,
Richter, Jacob
Ridsdale, C...
Rieck, Charles .., ...
Rieck , Adolph
Rieck, A . ... ... ...
Rik, X. ...
Ringlestein ,  Conrad " ...
Ritschlag ,  Christian ...
Robarts, Margery ,.. ...
Roderick ,  Thomas ... .,,
Royal, J. S....
Ditto
Rossow, Chn.
Rosentreter ,  Johan... ...
Roulston , J.... ... ...
Roulston, Jno. ... ...
Ditto ...
Runge, Christopher F.
Runge,  C. F. W. ...
Runge, F.
Rush ,  Michael ... ...
Ryan, William .., ...
Ditto  ... ... ..,
Ditto ...
Ryan ,  F. ... ...
Ryan , Al.  ... ...
Ditto ...
Ryan, James ... ,..
Ditto  .., .,, ...
Ditto
Ryan, Thomas ... ,,.
Ditto , .. .., ,.,
Ryan, Martin
Ditto ,,. ,,.
Ditto
Ryan, Michael
Ditto ,,, ...
Ryan, J.
Ryan, Jeremiah .,.
Ryan, John .., ...
Ryan, Elizabeth
Sailer , Albert
Sampford ,  Peter ... ...
Sandy, John ... ...
Saunders ,  Patrick ... ,.,
Savage, Richard .,. ...
Savage, R.
Savage, Robert
Savage, James .,. ,.,
Ditto ,,.
Scarborough, Charles ,,,
Scanlan, William ,,. ,..
Scanlan , W. ...
Scarborough ,  Charles, sea.
Schasser ,  David ...
Schell,  Jacob
Schiefelbern ,  Carl ... .,,
Schimke , Wilhelm .,. ...
Scbimming , G. .. ...
Schlecht, Franz  X.... ...
Schmidt  A.... ... ...
Schmidt, Johann ...
Schmidt, Henry
Schlnidehen,  William
Schneider ,  Fredolin ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
Conditional ,,,
Homestead ..,
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ,.,
Conditional ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Bent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. R. P. £ 8. d. £ d. d.
40 0 0 .., 71 0 0 4th 415 6
130 0 0 ... 130 0 0 4th 13 0 0
.. 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
15 0 0 102 2 0 3rd 3 14 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 116 8
33 0 0 94 0 0 ... 5th 311 9
15 0 0 77 1 0 6th 2 1 3
... 60 0 0 334 0 0 7th 11 7 0
... 100 0 0 187 0 0 5th  9 13  6
... 60 0 0 438 0 0 7th 13 19 0
250 0 0 670 0 0 5th 29 5 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 6th 0 8 4
20 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 60 0 0 6th 215 0
120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
20 0 0 78 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 5 8 0
20 0 0 75 0 0 ... 4th 212 6 2 12 6
+0 13 2
25 0 0 25 0 0 ,.. 4th 111 3
46 3 0 ... 5th 310 6
20 0 0 61 0 0 ... 5th 411 0
5 0 0 35 0 0 ... 5th 1 1 3
80 0 0 ... 6th 6 0 0
10 0 0 15 0 0 5th 015 0
15 0 0 12 0 0 ,.. 6th 017 3
20 0 0 54 0 0 5th 2 2 0
10 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 210 0
,., 250 0 0 878 0 0 4th 34 9 0
250 0 0 735 2 30 7th 30 18 0
40 0 0 66 3 0 6th 413 6
,,. 20 0 0 129 0 39 3rd 4 5 0
20 0 0 140 0 0 4th  4 10  0
80 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
10 0 0 68 1 31 6th 0 3 6
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
34 0 0 92 0 0 ... 3rd 3 11 6
12 0 0 136 0 0 ,.. 6th  0 12 10
79 1 0 ... .. 6th 1 5 0
51 0 35 ... ... 7th 3 18 0
40 0 0 ... 7th 3 0 0 2 6 0
20 0 0 70 0 0 ,.. 5th 5 0 0
113 3 17 ... ... 3rd 8 11 0
60 0 0 ... 7th 315 0
'50 0 0 ... 0 0 8th 7 14 0158
200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
... 100 0 0 139 0 0 8th 8 9 6
248 0 0 8th 12 8 0
90 0 0 35 0 0 100 0 0 8th 11 0 0
80 0 0 150 0 0 4th  7  15  0
45 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 6
120 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
22 2 22 ... 2nd 0 10 9
25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 3
30 0 0 46 2 0 3rd 2 6 0
40 0 0 ... 60 0 0 3rd 4 10 0 2 10 0
+0 12 8
,,. 179 0 0 ... 8th 819 0
.,. 199 2' 0 ... 5th 10 0 0
.,, 240 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
,,, 244 0 0 ... 5th 12 4 0
,,, 264 0 0 ... 5th 13 4 0
1,200 0 0 ... 2nd 45 0 0
20 0 0 20 3 24 ... 6th 0 14 10
20 0 0 82 0 0 ... 5th 2 16 0
38 0 0 4th 0 19 0
10 0 0 ... 74 0 0 5th 2 12 0
120 0 , 0 ... 2nd 1 10 0
30 0 0 36 0 0 ... 6th 1 3 7
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 2 5 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 110 0
40 0 0 41 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 6
50 0 0 ... 2nd 0 14 7
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 310 0
6th 010 080 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 l ... 5th 3 10 0
80 0 0 125 1 0
I
... 7th 12 6 0
... 92 0 O  1  .,, 8th 4 12 0
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Nature of Selection.
2057 Schneider, Frederick
2623  Schneider, F. ...
2579 Schneider, G.
03076  Schneider, Johann .,,
1732 Schonknecht, G.
224 Schonfeld, John Henry
2324' Schulz, A.
2131 Schultz, J., jun.
1919 Schulze, William ...
2732 Schulze , Wilhelm .
2670 Ditto ,..
1096 Schultz, Carl ,..
2440 Schultz, August ...
1544 Ditto ..,
*3150  Schulz, Wilhelm ..,
*3229  Schulz, J. F. ...
2489 Schumacher, F. .
*3257 Schumnuhofski , Ludwig
1416 Schubel, C. F. ...
1799 Scholl , Peter ,.,
2657 Schroder, August ...
2673 Scholz, Edward ...
1829  Scott, Jessie ,.,
*3062
*3133
336
*2774
611
612
613
1461
673
359
2698
2750
1951
2387
2485
1228
230
1389
1620
1463
1619
555
2076
2999
1390
551
557
2522
1415
1412
1422
2084
2832
1149
2724
2725
1445
1446
(1486
1487
1488
1147
554
260
1080
*3036
1862
*3137
'k3218
*3288
'3215
2499
*2914
02915
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead. 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,.
Homestead ... I
ditto
...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
ditto
ditto .
ditto ..
ditto ::
ditto
ditto ,.
ditto
Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... I ditto
Scott, Robert ,. ditto ...
Scott, Henderson, and Co.... ± Pre-emptive,
Ditto ... .,.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,,, ...
Sealy, E. J.... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Seeley, William ,..
Seib, John A. ..
Sharkey, John ,.,
Sharkey, J.... ...
Shea, J. ...
Shea, James...
Sheehan, James ...
Sheppard, Francis
...Ditto
Sheppard, Jas. ..
Sheppard, John ...
Shine. Danl.... ...
Shield, MI. ... .
Siegmund, Heinrich
Siemon, Conrad
Siemon, Geo. H.
Siemon, 'Wm.
Simpson, H. G. ...
Sippel, Hy....
Slack, Ben. ...
Ditto .. ...
Slavin, Patk.
Smallwood, James ...
Smith, Geo.... ...
Smith, George, scar.
Smith, George, junr.
Smith,  Gco. G. ..
Smith, George Gleneross
Smith. Chas. ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Smith, J. A.... ...
Smith, Alfred H. ...
Ditto ... ,.,
Ditto .. ,.,
Smith, Scott ,..
Smith, D. ..
Smith. A. L.
Ditto
Cooc  in  ,. .
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
., ditto ,,.
ditto
., ditto ...
.. ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
., ditto ...
.. Homestead ,,,
... Conditional ..,
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ,.,
,, ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
,.. ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
.,  ditto
ditto
., ditty
,,, ditto
... ditto
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Second Cla
Pastoral.
A. R. P. £ *. d. £ s. d.
5th 2 11 9
4th 1 6 6
7 0 0 93 0 0
53 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
21 0 0 111. 3 0
20 0 ()
15 0 0 25 0 0
50 0 0 46 0 0
25 0 0 73 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
25 0 0 55 0 0
20 0 0 ...
16 0 0
...
50
100
160
100
45 0 0 45
25 0 0 60
20 0 0 80
50 0 0 50
20 0 0 40
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 24
0 0
60 0 0 150 0 0
40 0 0 95 0 0
380 0 0
240 0 0 76 3 4
80 0 0 240 0 0
83 0 0
,,, 60 0 0
97 0 0
20 0 0 74 0 0
20 0 0 ...
80 0 0
50 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0
34 0 35
120 0 0 25 2 0
10 0 0 40 0 0
28 0 0 104 0 0
80 0 0I
2 0 0 156 0 0
300 J 0
20 0 0
20 0 0 62  1 0
10 0 0 152 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
40 0 0 77 2 30
10 0 0 20 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0 102 2 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
60 0 0
60 0 0
320 0 0 ...
80 0 0
10 0 0 20 0 0
00 0 0
100 0 0 , 100 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
20 O 0
80 0 0
4th 310 01
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
5th 3 4 0
95 0 0 8th 3 17 6
... 4th 1 3 9
... 4th 3 0 6
5th 2  15 3 0 5 3
3rd 1 0
6th 0 3 10
100 0 0 4th 4 0 0
,.. 6th 0 8 0 '
.., 2nd 016 8
... 2nd 1 5 0
... 4th 4 0 0
... 2nd 1 0 8
Gth 1 3 5
5th 2 8 9
... 3rd 2 15 0
3rd 3 3 0
261 0 0 5th 10 0 6
640 0 0 2nd 14 13 4
320 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
254 0 0 8th 18 7 0
... 3rd
... 7th
7th
... 7th
6th
101 2 0 7th
8th
3rd
60 0 0 3rd
... 5th
4th
73 0 0 4th
.,, Gth
8th
131 0 0 I 6th6th
;:: 6th
6th
7th
64 0 0 5th
160 0 0 3rd
6th
7th
7th
4th
,,, 6th
6th
80 2 20 6th
1
5th
3rd
240 0 0 6th
240 0 0 3rd
240 0 0 3rd
6th
6th
49 0 0 6th
445 1 0 6th
368 0 0 6th
79 0 0 6th
82 0 0 7th
80 0 0 284 0 0 ' 8th
i4 0 O
7 15 0
19 0 0
21 15 7
18 0 0
6 4 6
5  11  0
4 17 0
2 12 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 15 0
3 11 6
0 2 11
10 6 0
6 0 6
3 0 10
1 5 0
3 6 3
15 0 0
2 12 0
0 13 4
4 13 0
8 7 0
8 0 0
16 10 0
1 6 0
1 8 9
3 15 6
3 0 0
3 6 6
12 0 0
9 0 0
9 0 0
24 0 0
1 5 0
2 1 3
14 3 0
21 14 0
1 19 6
5 1 0
14 17 0
5 12 0
18 0 0
2 12 0
2 0 0n
210 0 0, 2nd 7 0 0
265  0 0 ` 2nd 4 8 4
5,022 0 0 2nd 7 6 9
50 0 0 103 0 0 4th 5 1 0
... 420 0 0 3rd 1010 0
200 0 0 3rd , 5 0 0
163 3 0 I 6th
600 0 0I 3rd
.. 5th
2 d
1 6 8
*0 6 8
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No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
*3332 Smith, A. L. ...I
*3270 Somerv ille , John ... ..
3024 Sommerville, James ...
1833 Ditto ...
2380 Sou nburg, F. ...
1164 Spa nn, C. . .
*3062 Spann , Wil liam ... .,
1679 Sparks, E. J. ...
1277 Spr esser, G ottleib ... ...
1856 Ditto ... ...
1486 Springer , W illiam
1730 Stack, Garrett
2346 Stark, J.
2629 Startz, Fredk.
2395 Steele, G.
12571 Steffens, J .
1145 Ste ffens, Jo hn ...
2658 Ste gemann , Heinri ch ...
1741 Ste ven, Ja mes ...
1742 Ditto ... ...
1911 Ditto ... ... ...
2024 Ditto ...
*2840 Ditto ... ...
*2841 Ditto ... ... ...
1536 Ste venson , Samuel ... ...
*2782  Stevens , D onald ... ...
'x2842 Ste venson , James ... ...
1402 Stewart, J ohn ...
766 Ste wart, Gibson ... ...
394 Ste wart, Arthur ...
1634 Ditto ... ...
*2792 Ditto ... ..
*2953 Stewart , D uncan ...
*3004 Ste nzel , Au gust ...
*3227 Stibbe, Joh ann ...
769 Sti rling, R obert . ...
1134 Str ingfello w, Josep h
1411 Sto kes, H.
2550 Stolpe, C.
1878 Sto ne, Joh n ... ...
1937 Streich, Carl
2601 Str ufeldt, A.
2047 Stuhmcke, J. ... ...
2327 Stii mer, C. ... ...
1266 Stumer, C. ... . ,
1760 Stu bbin, R obert ...
1555 Stu mer , Fr ederick ...
1288 Sughrue , D enis ...
2854 Sumer , Car l ... ...
680 Summarvi lle, John ...
*2296  Swanson , A... ...
*2506 Ditto ...
*2507 Ditto
*2838  Swanson , Alexand er
*2839 Ditto ... ..
*2973 Ditto ... ...
2232 Sweeney , Jas. ...
1789 Sweeney, J ohn
1950 Ditto ... ...
x3086 Sw rosski , Joseph
2287 Tallon, R.
431 Ta mlyn, W illiam ...
1000 Ta nsey, Thomas ...
979 Ta ylor, Jo hn ..
1697 Taylor, W illiam J
2260 Ta ylor, W . ...
1359 Tel chmann , J. ...
2288 Teves, A.
2747 Th euerkau f, Wilh elm
x2622 Theuerkof, A. ...
2341 Th istlewai te, H.
1595 Th istlethw aite, H arris
1674 Ditto .
629 Th istleway te, Don ald S.
1173 Thorpe, W illiam ...
1785 Th ornton, Thomas ...
2103 Th omas, L ewis ...
1974  i Thomas, John ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
...
A. R.
...
...
20
.0
40 0
47 0
20 0
4) 0
6 (1
21 ) 0
10 0
10 n
30 0
22 0
40 0
to n
40 0
44) 0
20 U
Homestead .. 25 0
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ... ' ..
ditto
Homestead ... ...
Conditional
Homestead .. 20 0
ditto 30 0
Homestead, 1872 29 0
Homestead 20 0
ditto ... 20 0
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... 20 0
ditto .. 40 0
ditto ... 27 11
ditto ... 20 0
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ... 20 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... ..
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto 40 0
ditto 40 0
ditto 25 0
ditto 78 0
ditto ...  41,  0
Homestead ...
Conditional .. 35 0
ditto .. , 631 0
ditto ... 32 0
ditto ... 30 0
ditto ... 15  ()
Homestead 37 0
Conditional .. 30 0
Homestead ... 77 2
ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... .
Conditional 50 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... 30 0
ditto ... 30,  a
Conditional  ... 10 0
ditto  ,.. 1C) 0
second Class
Pastoral.
P. A. It.  V.  A. 1. P.
130 0 0
206 0 0
30 0 0 153 0 0
160 0 0 ...
160 0 0
0 81 3 0
640 0... 0
0 1t 2  0' ..
0 '
0 110 0 0 236 1 0
0 40 0 0 ...
01 148 0 0
50 0 0I 617 0 0
100 0 0
0 100 14 0 ..
0 35 0 0
0 22 2 22 '
0  31 0 0
0 116 0 0
0 80 U 0 '200 0 0
o  290 0 0
0  80 0 0 201 0 0
0 1,240 0 0
80 0 0 1,039 0 0
0  69 2 0
0 069 0
80 0 O
,
240 0 0
0 1 36 1 4
20 0 0 73 3 30
20 0 0 80 0 0I
20 0 0 60 0 0
... 100 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
` 120 0 0
170 0 0
0 117 0 0
0 50 0 0 ...
0 57 3 0
0 13 0 0
0 60 0 0 ..
1.00 0 0...
0 30 0 0 ...
0 41 0 0
0 27 0 0 ...
0 60 0 0
25 3 0
128 0 0
0 ..
... 160 0 0
321 0 0
80 0 0 281 0 0
80 0 0 281 0 0
80 0 0 1,560 0 0
0 ... 760 0 0
0 ... 280 0 0
0 55 0 0
0 4 0 0 1
0
120 0 0
0 50 0 0 382 0 0
0 68 0 11
0 130 0 0
0 90 0 0
0  25 0 0
0 86 0 0
0 49 2 0
0
7 0 0
... 130 0 0
201 0 0 '
99 0 0
0 24 0 0 ...
...
1
333 0 0
0 42 0 01I
0 19 3 0
0 10 0 0 1 50 1 0
0 80 0 0 80 0 0
Year. Rent.  Balauce due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
2nd  0 10 10
2nd 1  2 3 3
3rd i  5 6 6
5th  4 0 0
4th 4 0 0
6th  3 8 7
2nd  16 0 0
5th  1 17 6
6th 0 8 9
5th  12 18 6
6th  1 5 0
5th  3 18 6
411t  17 18 6
lth  2 10 0
4th  3 5 0
4th  0 19 11
6th  0 3 2
3rd  1 18 0
5th 3 14 6
5th 12 0 0
5th  10 5 0
5th  12 0 6
! 3rd ,  34 0 0 i3rd  29 19 6
I 6th 1 13 4
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 10 0 0 6 13 4
$1 13 4
6th j 0 15 6
7th ' 2 17 0
8th , 3 0 0
6th ' 2 10 0
3rd I 2 10 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 1 10 0
7th 4 5 0
6th 0 12 3
6th 0 19 9
4th 2 10 9
5th 1 16 6
5th 2 5 0
4th  2  10 0
5th 1 10 0
4th 2 10 6
5th 0 8 5
5th  2 5 0
6th 0 8 8
6th 6 8 0
3rd 2 6 0
7th 4 0 0
4th 8 0 6
4th 11 0 6
4th 11 0 6
3rd 43 0 0
3rd 22 0 0
3rd 10 0 0
4th 3 5 0
5th 3 0 6
5th 3 6 0
2nd 2 15 0
4th 14 13 6
8th 50 1.2 3
7th 5 13 0
6th 2 16 3
5th 1 3 9
4th 3 10 9
6th 0 19 0
4th 2 18 6
3rd 0 3 6
4th 3 5 0
4th 10 1 0
6th 2 9 6
5th 4 19 0
7th 8 6 6
6th 0 7 3
5th 1 12 6
6th 3 6 6
6th 8 15 0
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Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class  I second Class Year.Pastoral. Pastoral. Rent.
' Balance due
A. R. P.  A. R. P. A. R. P. k s. d.  £ .S. Cil
3059 Thompson, James Conditional 80 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
*3238 Thompson, Wm. Jno. Homestead, 1872 120 0 0  200 0 0  2nd 8 5 0
2 1 di i l 60 0 0 250 0 0 8th 9 5 03 Thompson, J. M. ... t onaCon
869 h P ditt 0 140 0 0 7th 7 15 0
870
eter ...T omson,
Ditto ... ...
...
o
ditto
10 0
17 0 0' 20 0 0' 96 0 0 7th' 413 6
'3160 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
-
500 0 0 2nd 1 8 6 8
03314 Ditto ditto 0  030 70  0 0 2nd O 16 3
-2631 Thomson, H. W. Homestead, 1872 80 0 0 200 0 0 4th 8 7 6
1444 Thorn, Henry ditto 391 0 0 8th 1 29 6 6
1935 Thorn, Charles ... ditto 150 0 0 1,100 0 0 14,750 0 0 5th 185 0 0
90 Thorn, George Pre-emption ... 400 0  0  232 0 0 8th 25 16 0
157 Ditto ... Conditional  640 0 0 8 0 26 8th 48 9 0
2310 Ditto ... Pre-emptive on
Rosebrook  120 0 0 60() 0 0 1.308 0 0 4th 71 14 0
2311 Ditto ditto  40 0 0 40 1 0 4th 3 0 6
194 Thorn, William ... Conditional  60 0 0 65 0 0 ! 8th 1 7 15 0
*3047 Ditto ... ., ditto 600 0 0 2nd 15 0 0
*3120 Ditto ... ... ditto 1,500 0 0 2nd 28 2 6
*2666 Thorn, John... ... ditto ... 800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
1913 Ditto ditto  100 0 0 1,150 0 0 6,120 0 0 5th 196 15 0
2071 Tidman, William ditto  20 0 0 70 0 0 5th 1 2 15 0 1
654 Tighe, James ... ditto ...  50 0 0 48 3 0 ... 7th 6 4 0
655 Tighe, William ditto ...  60 0 0 48 3 0 ... 7th 6 19 0
1725 Timmerman, Hans H. Homestead ...  20 0 0  92  1 0 5th 3 1 6
2925 Tinsley, Henry ditto  20 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
2110 Titmarsh, John ditto  20 0 0 60 ()  0 5th 2  5 0
*2871 Titmarsh, William 13omestead,1872  120 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
1583 Tomkins, William B. Conditional  160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
1220 Toomey, Patrick ... Homestead  160 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
1959 Toomey, Elizabeth ... ditto  10 0 0 2 21 0 0 5th
6th159 1 0di
0 19
1 5
6
4
I
1221 Toomey, James ... ...tto  ...
1337 Ditto ... Conditional  90 1 0 ... 6th 4 11 0
1166 Toohey, Denis ... Homestead  20 0 0 80 0 0 6th 0 9 2
1250 Toohey, Matthew ... Conditional  ... 100 0 0 20 0 0 6th 5 10 0
*3096 Ditto ... 80 0 0 200 0 0 2nd 1 7 10 0
318 Toohill, Edward ... .. ditto ... 214 0 0 8th 6 2 0
1504 Trone, Henry ... Homestead 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 0 17 6
1393 Trower, Matthew ... ditto 10 0 0 47 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 11 10 1
0
8
7
5
2
1993 Ditto ... ditto ... 11 0 0 71 0 0 ... 5th 2 3
$9
3046 Triiloff, William ... ditto ... 102 0 0 2nd 2 11 0
*3318 Trulson, Ola. . ditto ... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 015 0
2323 Truscheim, J. ditto  15 0 0  26 0 0 ... 4th jl 1 4 3
1980 Tryhorn, Charles ... ditto ...  40 0 0 46 0 0 5th 2 13 0
1313 Tuckett, A. ... ... Conditional ,.,  20 0 0 128 2 0' ... 6th 7 19 0
2823 Tuckett, Aaron ... ditto ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
2390 Tully, J. .. ditto  50 0 0 1 56  2 0 4th 5 3 6
1154 Tully, John ... ... ... Homestead  20 0 0 1 60 0 0 1 ... 6th 0 7 6
1936 Tumbridge, James ... ... ditto ...  10 0 0 30 0 0 ; ... 5th 1 2 6
385 Turner, Wm. ... .. Pre-emption,
Helidon ...  250 0 0 550 0 0" .. 8th 46 5 0
1855 Turner, Wm. R. ... ... Conditional ..  530 0 0 ... ... 5th 39 15 -0
2826 WilliamTurner ditto  590 0 0 I 1 3rd 44 5 0
2985
..,
Turner, Wm. Robt. ditto  ... 100 0 ...... ...... 3rd 710 0
2331 Turner, Rankin, and
iMcDonald... ... .. I Pre-emptive on t
Dugandan ... 80 0 0 130 0 0 115 0 0 4th  15 7 6
2332 Ditto ... ditto ... 100 0 O  130 0 0 100 0 0 4th 16 10 0
2333 Ditto ditto 60 0 0  106 0 0 60 0 0 4th  11 6 0 i
2568 Tweedie, J. M. Homestead, 1872, 120 0 0  200 0 0 ... 4th  16 10 0
2624 Tweedie, Thomas . ditto, 1872... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th  16 10 0
1812 Ullathorne, Richd. F. Homestead  ... 10 0 0  110 0 0 ... 5th  3 2 6
1848 Ulrich, Lukas ... ., ditto  ... 10 0 0 139 0 0 ... 5th  3 17 0
2691 Urry, Charles ... ., ditto  ... 80 0 0  ... 3rd  3 0 0
2692 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional  ... 166 2 0 ... 3rd  12 10 6
3178 Vance, John... ... ,.. Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 2nd  1 6 3
*3243 Ditto .,. ... Conditional ... ... 120 0 0 ... 2nd  3 0 0
1331 Vanneck, Wm. A.... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 129 2  0 ... 6th  8 0 0
1376 Ditto ... ... .., ditto ... 40 0 0 189  2 0 ... 6th  12 10 0
*3012 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1,156 1  0 ... 3rd  57 17 0
2807 Ditto ,.. ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 112 0  0 3rd 7 2 0
2810 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 400 0  0 382 0 0 3rd  33 6 0
1805 Vanneek, Walter .., ditto ... 120 0 0 421 2 0 ... 5th 30 2 0
1804 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 61 3 0 5th 4 13 0
1806 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 262 2 0 6th  16 3 0
1892 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 83 0 0 5th 6 4 6
478 Ditto ... ... ... Pre-emptive on
leased bill of
Grantham  218 2 0 ... cth 16 8 8
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No.
480
Lc=tic('.
Vanneck, Walter
*3087 Ditto ...
3228 Ditto
2913 Ditto .,,
2661 Vanneck, Charles ,.,
2991 Varlet', Richard ...
2007 Ditto
472 Verdon, John
j1496 Verrall, Thos.
1126 Veinall, George ...
477 Ditto ...
476 Ditto
371 Verrall, Chas. St. V.
1405 Verrenkamp, Hy. ...
1348 Vogler, Jos....
2544 Vonderheid, H. L....
2545 Vonderheid, P.
3028 Vorpagel, Carl ...
1472 Voss, Carl ...
111481 Waight, Sam].
1672 Wagner, Hy. ...
1702 Ditto .
1514 Waller, T. C. ...
1802 Walker, Wm. G. ...
1807 Walmsley, Hugh ...
*3287 Walsh, Darby
2835  Walsh, Thomas
*2752 Walton,  James ..,
1941 Walter, Frederick ...
2043 Ward, William
615 Ward, Patti. ...
2771 Ditto ...
2273 Ward, P.
2581 Watherston, A.
1307 Watson,  Samuel ..
225 Ditto ... ...
1683 Ditto ... ...
111981 Ditto ...
X3316 Watson, A. E.
1548 Watson, Richard, senr.
*3065 Ditto ... ...
*3159 .Vitto ...
2435  Watson,  R„ se'n.
2881  Ditto ... ...
2882  I Ditto ... ...
1371 Ditto ... ...
274 Ditto ... ...
393  Ditto ... ...
430 Ditto ... ...
449 Ditto ... ...
2023 Ditto .
175 Watson, Richard, junr.
237 Ditto .. ...
450 Watson , John ...
2957 Ditto ... ...
758 Watson ,  Nathaniel
1790 Watson,  Alexander
1275 Waters , Wm. ...
1276 Ditto ...
920 Watherston , Andrew
120 Watkins, Wm. ...
140 Ditto ... ...
208 Ditto ...
1664 Webb,  Jas....
1727 Weber,  August ...
*3193 Weber, Wilhelm ...
1196 Webster, Jno. ...
1197 Ditto ... ...
1531 Ditto ...
*32 25  Webster, John ...
2702 Weise,  Ferdinand ,.,
1917 Weldon, Thos.
*2613 Welk, A.
2133  Wells, T. F. ...
2159  Wells, E.
2420 Weltstead, C.
2775  Wells, Thos. Fdk.
Nature of Selection. Agricultiral.
A. R. P.
First Class  Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
Year.
I
Bent . !  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Grantham ... ... 1,089 0 0  ...  8th 54 9 0
ditto  ...  ...  400 0 0 2,160 0 0 2nd  67 16  8
Conditional  ... 226 0 0 ...  2nd 5 13 0
ditto ... 335  0 1) 1,439  4) 0 3rd 97 1 6
ditto ...  90 0 0 3rd  4 10  0
ditto  ...  20 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Homestead 10 50 0 0 5th 1 12 6
Conditional I t30 0 0 82 3 0 8th 6 1 6
ditto  ...  151 0 17 7th
ditto 100 0  0 554 0 36 8th 18 16 9
ditto 306 2 0 214 0 0  ...  8th 35 4 6
ditto  .  333 2 0 ...  8th 25 1 0
ditto ...  30 0 0 50 2 0 ... 8th 4 16 0
Homestead  ..  26 0 0 25 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
ditto 30 0 0 30 0 0 ... 6th  0 12  6
Homestead,  1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
ditto, 1872...  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
Homestead  100 0 0  3rd  2 10  0
ditto  ...  25 0 0 25 0 0 6th  0 15  8
ditto 79 2 11  ...  6th 1 5 6
ditto 160 0 0  ...  5th 4 0 0
Conditional  ...  150 0 0 . ..  5th 7 10 0
Homestead 80 0 0  ...  6th 115 0
ditto .. 10 0 0 70 0 0 . ..  5th 2 2 6
ditto .. , 17 0 0 79 0 15 ... 5th 2 12 7
Conditional 129 0 0  ...  2nd 2 3 0
Homestead ,  1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 . ..  3rd 3 10 0
Homestead i 100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 1 8
ditto 42 0 0 42 0 0 5th 212 6
ditto  ..  40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0 108 `0 0 7th 5 14 0
ditto  ...  167 0 0 3rd 4 3 6
Homestead  ...  20 0 0 101 3 0 ... 4th 3 6 0
ditto 12 0 0 16 2 22 4th 0 17 6
Conditional 50 0 0 100 0 0 6th 6 5 0
ditto  ..  108 0 0 30 0 0 8th  9 12  0
ditto  ...  30 0 0 81 0 0 5th 3 10 6
ditto .. ... 80 0 0 783 2 37 5th 23 6 11
Homestead  ... ...  33 0 0  ...  2nd 0 4 2
Conditional  .. I  40 0 0 ... 120 0 0 6th 6 0 0
ditto  ... ...  I ... 260 0 0 2nd 5 19 2
ditto  ...  .. .  250 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
ditto  .. ...  60 0 0 100 0 0 4th 5 10 0 510 0
ditto  ...  ... 25 0 0 73 0 0 3rd 3 1 6 017 3
ditto  ...  ... 50 0 0 298 0 0 3rd  9 19  0 1 8 6
ditto  ..  80 0 0 80 0 0 6th 6 0 0
ditto 20 0 0 40 0 0 63 0 0 8th 5 1 6
ditto  ... ... ..  80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
ditto  ... ...  80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0 110 0 0 8th  4 12  6
ditto  ... ...  40 0 0 120 0 0 5th 5 0 0
ditto .. . ...  160 0 0 8th 4 0 0
ditto  ... ...  80 0 0 80 0 0 8th 6 0 0
ditto  ... ...  70 0 0 30 0 0 8th 4 5 0
ditto  ... ...  80 0 0 220 0 0 3rd 9 10 0 3 3 4
$0 15 10
ditto  ... ... ...  453 0 0 7th 11 6 6
Homestead  ...  80 0 0  .. ...  5th 3 0 0
ditto  ...  80 0 0  ... ...  6th  0 15  0
Conditional  ...  400 0 0  ... ,,.  6th 30 0 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0 20 0 0 40 2 0 7th 3 10 6
ditto  ...  52 0 0 153 2 3 8th  7 13  4
ditto  ...  294 3 0 350 0 0 40 2 0 8th  40 13  0
ditto ... 235 0 0 ... ... 8th 17 12 6
Homestead ... 20 0 0 50 0 0  ...  5th 2 0 0 0 5 0
$0 1 3ditto ... 30 0 0 92 2 0 5th 3 9 0
Conditional  ...  50 0 0 20 0  0 92  0 0 2nd 4 2 3
Homestead  ...  75 0 0  ... ...  6th 0 9 4
Conditional  ...  200 0 0 ... ... 6th 15 0 0
ditto  ...  50 0 0 6th  3 15  0
.. 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0ditto
Homestead  ...  30 0 0 50 0 0  ,.,  3rd 2 7 6
ditto  ...  40 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
Conditional  ...  100 0 0 4th  2 10  0
ditto  ...  10 0 0 15 0 0 142 0 0 4th 5 1 0
Homestead  ...  25 0 0 55 0 0  ..  4th 2 6 3
Conditional 104 0 0 4th 5 4 0
ditto  ,,,  100 0 0 71 0 0 ,,, 3rd 11 1 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
1040 Welsby, Sand. P. ...
18 Ditto
239 Ditto ...
2062 Ditto
580 Welsby, Hannah ...
1582 Wendorf, C. W. F.
1740 Wenzel, S. ... ...
*3210  Wenzel, F. W.
*3211 Ditto
1335 West, James ...
2123 Westphal, J. N.
1696 Ditto
1260 Whitney, Geo.
883 Ditto
1739 Whitney, John
*3317  Ditto ...
1641 White, Benin. .
*3282 White, James Edwn.
2495 Whitehouse, C..1....
1920 Wheeler, Hy.
2336 Wieck, A.
2347 Wiegand, N. ...
1315 Wienholt, Arthur ...
1316 Ditto ... ...
1001 Ditto ...
11002 Ditto ... ...
319 Ditto ... ...
332 Ditto
1724 Wienholt, Fredk.
313 Wienholt Bros.
315 Ditto
*2583 Wieland, John ...
t2793 Wieland, Gottlieb ...
*3170  Wieland, Ernest ...
1535 Wilkie, Jas.... ...
1113 Wilkins, Wm. ...
2621 Wilkin, H.. ...
1323 Wilkinson, Chas. ..,
3125 Ditto .. ...
643 Wilkinson, Patk.
2931 Wilkinson, W. H. ,.,
2428 Ditto
1861 Wilkinson, Robert ...
222 Ditto
*2947 Ditto ...
1907 Wilkinson, C.
2146 Wilkinson, H.
*3123  Williams, Robert ...
*3308  Ditto
1823 'Williamson, William
*3261 Wilson, Charles ...
1599 Wilson, Samuel ...
234 Wilson, Francis ...
1647 Wilson, George ...
2212 Winks, W. ... ...
2213 Ditto ... ...
2381 Ditto ... ...
2382 Ditto .
1484 Wirnoski, F. ...
2759 Wisemann, Geo. ...
1956 Witht, S. J.... ...
3010 Wockner, Christian
1117 Wood, Henry C. ...
1119 Ditto ... ...
1943  D itto . ...
2246 Wood, H. C. ...
2394 Ditto ... ...
3008 Ditto ... ...
*2345 Woods, P. ..
1490 Wood, Patrick ...
1765 Wood, J. D.
1792 W ort, Samuel
587 Wright, George
1236  Wylie,  Robert
111701  Wyles, Jos....
1875 Ditto
1343 Yarrow, Charles
364 Yates, John...
Nature of selection.
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... 'Conditional
... ditto
0  Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
... ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ .c. d.
30 0 0 218 0 0 6th 619 0
100 0 0 442 0 0 8th 16 1 0
310 0 0 8th 8 10 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 292 2 0 5th I 11 16 6
80 0 0 120 0 0 7th 7 0 01
25 0  0  35 0 0 ... 6th 1 7 3
10 0 0 139 3 17 . ... 5th 3 17 6
80 0 0  2nd'  1 15 0 j
100 0  0  2nd 1 9  2
441 0 0 IA) 0 0 6th 1 0 0
20 0 0 83 1 36 ... 4th  2  17  0
10 0  0  20 0 0 ... 5th 017 6
12 0 0 1 37 2 0 6th 0 4 0
20 0 0 72 1 0 ... 7th 5 3 0
10 0 0 25 0 0 .., 5th 1 0 0
4.5 2 0 ... 2nd 0 5 9
158 0 33 6th 3 12 10
100 0 0 2nd 1 0 8
84 0 33 ... 4th 4 5 0
10 0 0 105 0 0 ... 5th 3 .0 0 011. 3
..EI
ditto ...  1  40 0 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0
Conditional ..
ditto ... 20 0 0
0 ditto .. , 150 0 0
ditto .. ' 200 0 0
ditto .. ' 160 0 0
... ditto ... ...
0 ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Fassifern L 360 0 0
.. ditto ...1 430 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto  ...
ditto  ...  40 0 0
Homestead
... ditto .. 14 2 20
... Conditional ... 42 3 14
Homestead  ...  40 0 0
Conditional .. 74 3 6
ditto  ...
... ditto  ...
ditto ... 20 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto
... Homestead ... 5 0 0
.. ditto ... 30 0 0
... Conditional
ditto ...
.. Homestead ... 40 0 0
... Conditional
... ditto ... 185 0 0
ditto
... Homestead ...  10-0  0
Conditional
ditto ... 100 0 0
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.. Homestead ... 40 0 0
... ditto .. 25 0 0
ditto ... 1 25 0 0
... Conditional ...
... ditto .. 150 0 0
... ditto 100 0 0
... ditto  ...  160 0 0
ditto ...
... ditto . 1
.., ditto
... ditto .. 60 0 0
... Homestead  ...  80 0 0
... Conditional  ...  124 0 0
... Homestead ... 15 0 0
,, Conditional  ..  30 0 0
... Homestead  ...  20 0 0
. ditto 20 0 0
ditto .
...  1  
... Conditional
ditto 20 0
41 0 0  ...  4th 2 10 6
30 0 0 4th 1 10 0
92 0 0 182 0 0 6th 9 3 0
40 0 0 539 320 6th 17 0 0
250 0 0 147 1 24 7th 27 9 0
44)0 0 0  1,020 3  10 7th 45 6 0
650 0 0 3,650 0 0 '  8th 135 15 0
738 0 0 8th 18 9 0
... 660 0 0 5th 16 10 0
200 0 0 80 0 0 8th 39 0 0
550 0 0 Sth 46 0 0
4th 3 0 0
131 1 0 3rd
2nd 1 15 0
160 0 01 ... 6th 213 4
... 6th 0 6 0
4th 3 4 6
27 0 0 j ... 6th 0 14 6
2nd 4 4 5
20 0 0 91 0 0 7th 3 5 6
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
80 0 01 ... 4th 215 0
90 0 0 5th 3 7 6
13 0 0 8th 3 6 6
240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
9 0 0 ... 5tb 0 8 3
50 0 0 4th 2 7 6
2,000 0 0 2nd 37 10 0
450 0 0 2nd 2 16 3
40 0 0
11
0
104 2 0 2nd 1  11
6th 13 17 6
76 0  01  40 0 0 8th 4 16 0
30 0 0 6th 1 0 7
40 0 0 138 0 0 4th 5 9 0
400 0 0 559 0 0 4th 41 9 6
150 0 0 430 2 0 4th 18 5 6
30 0 0 90 3 0 4th 3 15 6
40 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 0
56 317 ... 3rd 2 7 3
15 0 0  ...  5th 1 6 3
500 0 0 3rd 2 1 8
200 0 0 147 0 0 6th 24 18 6
300 0 0 103 0 0 6th 25 1 6
420 0 0 801 0 0 5th 53 0 6
400 0 0 2,355 0 0 4th 78 17 6
967 0 0 4th 24 3 6
150 0 0 680 0 0 3rd J 24 10 0
... 4th 4 10 0
... 6th 1 10 0
,., 5th 9 6 0
35 0 0 .. 5th 1 8 9
70 0 0 100 0 0 7th 8 5 0
84 0 0 ... 6th 014 3
60 0 0 ... 5th 2  1 10
10 0 0 5th 0 12 6
99 0 0 6th 2 9 6
151 0 0 ... 8th 9 1 00
$0 2 10
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No. Lessee.
1763 Young, Joseph
1963 Zahl, Carl ...
1970 Zahel, V. J....
2417 Zarnke, F. ..
2034 Zeichhiem, W.
*2478 Zessin, F.
2788 Zillmann , Christian...
*3149 Zimmermann, E rn st
IPSWICH  DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of Selection.  I  Agricultural.
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
I
Fi rs t Class  Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. 1 A. R. P.
50 1 0
50 0 0 120 0
70 0 0
39 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
503 Adams, James
511 Ditto ...
631 Adams, John
*632 Ditto ...
14 Allen, Hector
94 Ditto ...
95 Ditto
810 Allen, Thomas
897 Alke, Henry...
947 Andrew, William
559 Archer,  Samuel
564
*779
62
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead , 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Attwell, William ... .
Bailey, Thomas ..
Baldock , Gore, and Priaulx
63 Ditto
64 Ditto
65 Ditto
66 Ditto
81 Ditto
695 Ditto
191 Ditto
192 Ditto
694 Ditto
692 Ditto
793 Ditto ...
794 Ditto ...
*1049
853
*1287
862
863
803
274
686
118
657
*1058
406
*1031
369
*797
370
*1286
*1003
913
836
346
*1290
*781
571
*1198
942
*993
976
663
613
Banderob, Claus ...
Bange,  John.. ...
Barnes, Charles ...
Barron,  James ...
Barron,  Patrick
Bearkley, Archibald
Beattie,  William C.
Ditto .. .
Beattie, James Forbes
Beeston, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Bennett, K. H.
Berghoefer, Elizabetha
Bidgood,  Alfred ...
Ditto ...
Bidgood, William ...
Bierhals, Johann ...
Bishop, William .
Blacklock, Thomas ...
Blackie, Robert ...
Blain,  William
Bond, Herbert William
Bonham, Samuel ., .
Borthwick, John ...
Bostock, Enoch ...
Bowden, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Bowden, William ...
Bradley, Matthew ...
Ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead
Pre-emption on
Tummaville .
Run ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto,  resumed
half North
Branch ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto, leased half
ditto,Yandilla
ditto
ditto, leased half
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tummavi lle
Pre- emptive,
Tummaville ...
Ditto, Tumma-
ville .. ...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1868
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872,..
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Year.
5th
5th
5th
i  4th
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
0
42 2 0 6th
... 40 0 0 ... 6th
... 40 0 0 5th
... 90 0 0  5th
640 0 0I $th
1,160 0 0 1,094 0 0  8th
1,400 0 0 1,600 0 0  8th
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th
116 0 0 3rd
19 1 23 5th
240 0 0 5th
20 0 0 4th
1,398 0 0 8th
346 0 0 8th
386 0 0 8th
625 0 0  1  ... 8th
600 0 0 ... 8th
203 0 0 8th
2,560 0 0 5th
160 0 0 ... 8th
3,000 0 0 8th
... 2,560 0 0 5th
640 0 0 5th
923 0 0 4th
200 0 0 797 0 0 4th
120 0 0 4th
320 0 0 4th
800 0 0 4th
50 0 0 270 0 0 ... 7th
60 0 0 270 0 0 2nd
... 80 0 0 7th
... 80 0 0 5th
415 0 0 8th
640 0 0 2,480 0 0  70 0 0 5th
... 200 0 0  5th
100 0 0 2nd
600 0 0 2,830 0 0 6th
... 230 0 0  ... 2nd
... 160 0 0  6th
140 0 0 4th
... 160 0 0 ... 6th
... 100 0 0  ... 2nd I
80 0 0  ... 3rd
104 0 0  ... 3rd
100 0 0 220 0 0 4th
... 100 0 0  400 0 0 7th
640 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 4th
640 0 0 ... 5th
640 0 0 2,560 0 0  ... 2nd
... 156 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 240 0 0 3rd
124 0 0 5th
80 0 0 5th
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3 0 0
2 0 6
16 15 0 1
2  17  6
1 10 9
1 10  0
1 5 0
016 8
3 4 6
0 16 8
1 0 0
2 5 0
48 0 0
85 7 0
110 0 0
16 10 0
16 10 0
5 16 0
015 0 0 5 6
and a penalty
12 0 0
0 10 0
104 17 0
25 19 0
28 19 0
46 17 6
45 0 0
15 4 6
128 0 0
12 0 0
167 10 0
128 0 0
32 0 0
46 3 0
29 18 6
2 15 0
12 0 0
1 13 4
13 17 6
1317 6
4 0 0
4 0 0
10 7 6
17315 0
10 0 0
2 1 8
100 15 0
8 12 6
0 13 4
3 10 0
0 13 4
0 4 2
2 0 0
7 16 0
15 15 0
15 0 0
1 6 8
2 0 0
48 0 0
44 0 0
3 18 0
2 0 0
15 0 0 4 6 0
3 2 0
2 0 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
954 Bradley, Mat,.
987 Ditto
*796 Brady, Bartholomee
368 Bratz , John
-k1122 Ditto
808 Brawley, Francis ...
353 Brennan , Thomas ...
854 Brennan , John ...
616 Brodribb, Fr. C.
900 Brodribb, K. E.
*1143 Browne , Holden
*1063  Bruggemanu , Freidrich
950 Buckley, John
896 Buchanan, J. G.
383. Burgess, Allen
*866 Ditto
384 Burgess , James ...
389 Ditto ...
*867 Ditto ...
*1050 Ditto
904 Burrows, William
*1027 Ditto
*1090  Burgoure , John . , .
*1073 Burke, Rody ...
100 Burns , James ...
367 Burton , Joseph .
772 Campbell, Alexander
774 Ditto ... ...
775 Ditto ... ...
+788 Ditto ... ...
1789
+790
*785
*1075
919
*968
t524
603
604
605
606
*960
*1141
376
*1013
*:098
*971
*1056
538
*1009
381
382
379
205
209
239
204
207
137
*918
*984
675
*1224
*1199
*1087
*1282
394
783
190
928
*805
*1023
806
813
*1273
841
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Campbell, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Carter, John... ...
Carter, Joseph
Ditto ...
Cherry, James ...
Ditto
Cherry, Alfred
Cherry, James, jun.
Clarke, Henry ...
Clarke, H. ...
Cock, Solomon ...
Cocks, Charles ...
Ditto ...
Cockburn, G.
Collard, Frederick ...
Collins, Cornelius ...
Connors, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Cooke, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cooke, Richard ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cory, Gilbert G.
Couchmann , C. F. ...
Ditto
Couchman , Charles F.
Ditto ...
Cowley, Edwin ...
Creagh,  Peter ...
Cronin, James ...
Cronin, William ...
Ditto
Cudmore, Milo
Cullen, Jane...
Culhane, Michael S.
Culhane , M. S. ...
Culhane , Thomas ...
Culhane, Gartt ...
Cumming,  David ...
Cumming , Wm. ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent. balance  due.
A.  it.  P. A. R. P. A.  it.  P. 2 S. d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
ditto  ...  ... I 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
Homestead 160 0 0 6th  0 13  4
Conditional 250 0 0 2nd 2 12 1
Homestead, 1872 60 0 0 100 0 0  1  ... 4th 7 6 3
Conditional ... .. 300 0 0 ,.. 7th 15 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
Conditional ... .. 7,640 0 0 5th 192 5 0
ditto  ...  ... 80 0 0 .. 4th 4 0 0
ditto 480 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Homestead, 1868 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 0
Homestead, 1872 { 320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
ditto,  1872 ...  120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
Homestead 15 0 0 65 0 0 ... 6th  0  14 7
Conditional 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
Homestead 9 0 0 41 0 0 ... 6th 0 9 1
ditto ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 6
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 .0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
Homestead,1872 16 0 0 284 0 0 4th  11 17  0
ditto ... 20 0 0 2nd  0 15  0
ditto .. 320 0  0  2nd 7 0 0
Conditional ... 500 0 0  ...  2nd  18 15  0
ditto ... 70 3 30 ... i ... 8th 5 6 6
Homestead ... 100 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 4
Pre-emption on
RosalieRun... ... 1,300 0 0 413 0 0 4th 75 6 6
ditto ... ... 287 0 0 80 0 0 4th 16 7 0
ditto .:. ... 280 0 0 200 0 0 4th 19 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Pilton and Hal-
don ... ... 880 0 0 440 0 0 4th 55 0 0
Consolidated ... ... 470 0 0 470 0 0 4th 35 5 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0 160 0 0 100 0 0 4th  13 10  0
... Homestead ... 80 0 0 4th 2 0  0
... Conditional ... ... ... 180 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 277 0 0 2nd 13 7 9
Conditional ... ... ... 5,816 0 0 3rd 145 8 0
... ditto ... 780 0 0 500 0 0 6th  51 10  0
... ditto ... 360 0 0 ... ... 5th 27 0 0
.. Homestead .. 80 0 0  ...  ... 5th 3 0 0
... ditto .. 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
... Homestead,1872 171 0 0 ... 3rd 6 8 0
... ditto, 1872... 42 0 0 ... ... 2nd 0 7 8
... Conditional .. ... 2,560 0 0 ... 6th 128 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd - 1 5 0
... Homestead,1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
... ditto, 1872... ... 84 0 0 ... 2nd 2 12 6
... Homestead ... ... 160 0  0  ... 5th 4 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 175 0 0 3rd 4 7 6
... Homestead .. 15 0 0 26 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 11
... ditto ... 40 0 0 6th 0 6 8
. Conditional 94 1 0 6th 2 7 6
... ditto ... ... 175 1 t 0 215 0 0 8th 14 2 6
0 0 20 0 0 8th  3 10  0.., ditto ...  601,
... ditto ... ... 110 0 0 ... 7th 5 10 0
... ditto ... ` 630 0 0 730 0 0 8th 49 15 0
... ditto . . 100 0 0 110 0 0 . 8th 7 15 0
... ditto 640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 01 3rd 2 0 0
ditto 40"'0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
ditto  ...  30 0 0 100 0 0 5th 3 12 6
.. ditto ... 130 0 0 2nd 0 10 10
ditto 1,000 0 0 ... 2nd 6 5 0
Homestead,  1872,1 320 0 0 ... 2nd 7 0 0
.. ditto,  1872 ...  320 0 0 .. 2nd 2 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0  ...  6th 1 13 4
Conditional ... 1()0 0
0
4th 2  10  0
ditto 640 0 0 520 0 0 ... 8th 74 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0  01  ... i 3rd 16 10 0
ditto, 1872... 120 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th 12 15 0
ditto, 1872... 100 0 0 { ... 2nd 3 15. 0
ditto, 1872... 70 0 0 10 0 0 4th 2 17 6
ditto,  1872..,'  20 0 0 300 0 0 ... 4th 12 15 0
ditto, 1872... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
ditto, 1872.. 20 0 0 293 0 0 4th 12 9 9
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Register
NO. Lessee.
898 Cuskelly, Wm.
*1220 Cutten, Jas. Walker
*754 Dalton, Win.
*1069 Dalton, Edward
403 Davenport, G. H.
592 Ditto ...
593 Ditto
*949 Day, Peter
992 Demsey, Matthew ...
542 Diamond, L. ...
895 Dippel, Heinrick
822 Doneley, John T. ...
824 Doneley, Napoleon...
809 Doolan, Denis ...
623 Doonan, James ...
624 Ditto
888 Dornbush, John
*1278 Dougall, James ...
*1021 DuPat.
*1045 Ditto
873. Duffy, Peter...
*1123 Duneman, August ...
328 Dunne, James ...
329 Ditto ...
*1060 Egan, James ...
842 Ernst, Wm.
912 Evans, Chas. ...
681 Falkiner, Robert ...
517 Fallon, Michael
908 Farrington, F. H. ...
324 Feather, John
426 Fisher, William D.
656 Fisher, James
*665 Ditto
*1272 Flannery, Patrick
*1276 Fletcher, William T.
*1036 Fogarty, John
365 Folind, Francis ...
*872 Ditto
*941 Fos, Wm. ...
915 Ditto ...
*1107 Fox, Wm., junr.
*1111 Frank, Ferdinand
871 Frawley, James ...
*1223 Ditto ... ...
515 French, James ...
516 Ditto ...
879 Freyling, Wm. ...
814 Gallogher, Eugene ...
*1093 Garvay, Pat. ...
*1130 Garvey, Jas... ...
628 Gilbride, John . .
655 ' Gilbride, Bd. ...
*769 Gillis, William ...
*868 Ditto ...
923 Ditto ...
*969 Ditto
*1221 Ditto ...
*1011 Gillis, Frank ...
*1126 Glindeman, H. F. . .
441 Graham, William ...
442 Ditto
446 Ditto ...
*1086 Graham, John ...
561 Grant, R. P. ...
970 Ditto
550 Gray, William ...
600 Ditto ...
508 Green, James
828 Green, George ...
#1119 Green, Joseph ...
738 Greer, Wm....
741 Grehan, M...
*1277 Hall, Williani
215 Hamlyn, John
617 Hamlyn, John P. ...
688 Ditto
618 Ditto
934 Hamill, Hy.... ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. I First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent .  Balance du .
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.  9 s. d. £ s. d.
... Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... 340 0 0 4th 8 10 0
ditto ... ... 57 0 0 2nd 1 1 5
ditto  ...  5,870 0 0 6th 146 15 0
ditto 1.269 0 0 5th 63 9 0
ditto 814 0 0 5th 4014 0
... Homestead, 1872 ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Conditional ... .. 228 0 0 80 0 0 3rd . 13 8 0
Homestead 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 21 0 0 4th 0 10 6
.. ditto, 1872... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
..  ditto,  1872... 100 0 0 220 0 0 ... 4th 15 15 0 4 4 4
ditto, 1872... 80 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 9 0 0
... Homestead ... 60 0 0 40 0 0 5th 3 5 0
Conditional 4.0 0 0 91 0 0 5th 7 11 0
... Homestead, 1872 10 0 0 34 0 0 ... 4th 1 4 6
. Conditional .I ... 280 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
... Homestead, 1868 ... 160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... Conditional 80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
... Homestead,1872 20 0 0 58 0 0 4th 2 4 0
...  ditto, 1868 ...  .. 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 13 4
... Conditional ... ... 1,280 0 0 6,400 0 0 7th 224 0 0
... ditto ... .. 1,280 0 0 7th 32 0 0 §
.. Homestead, 1872 320 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
.. ditto, 1872 120 0 0 180 0 0 ... 4th 15 15 0
... ditto, 1872 105 0 0 45 0 0 ... 3rd 9 11 3
... Conditional 420 0 0 5th 31 10 0
... Homestead, 1868 40 0 0 77 0 0 ... 6th 6 11 3  and fine.
... ditto, 1872... 20 0 0 96 0 0 ... 3rd 3 3 0
... Conditional 80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0
... ditto 541) 0 0 .. ... 6th 48 0 0
cditto 306 0 0 ... 5th 29 14 0
ditto ... 1,540 0 0 5th 41 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 180 0 0 ... 2nd 2 12 6
... ditto, 1868... ... 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 3 4
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 11 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
... Homestead, 1872 105 0 0 ... 4th 3 18 9
... ditto, 1872... ... 267 0 0 ... 3rd 10 0 3
ditto, 1872... 35 0 0 18 0 0 ... 3rd 3 6 0
ditto, 1868... 160 0 0 .. 2nd 1 13 4
... ditto, 1868... 80 0 0 .. 2nd 11 0 16 8
... Homestead ... ... 120 0 0 4th 2 19 2
.. Conditional ... ... ... 120 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
... Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th 3 0 0
... Conditional ... ... I 186 0 0 ... 6th 9 6 0
. Homestead, 1872 18 0 0 ... 4th 0 9 0
... , ditto, 1872... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
. Conditional .. 80 0 0 2nd 1 3 5
ditto 160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Homestead ... 120 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
ditto .. 54 1 25 6th 1 7 6
Conditional ... i ... ... 381 0 0 4th 9 10 6
... ditto ... 100 0 0 4th 4 0 0
.. 40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0... Homestead ...
... Conditional ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0 0 15 0
... Homestead. 1868 80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
Conditional .. ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 220 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
... ditto ... ... 1,168 0 0 ... 6th 58 8 0
ditto ... 1,112 0 0 ... 6th  55  12 0
.., ditto ... 610 0 0 280 0 0 ... 6th 62 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 .. 320 0 0 ... 2nd 7 0 0
... Homestead .. .. 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0... Conditional ... ...
... Homestead ... 120 0 0 .. 5th 3 0 0
... ditto . ... 40 0 0 ... 5th 1 0 0
... Conditional 162 0 0 ... 6th 8 2 0
. Homestead, 1872 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
... ditto, 1872... 320 0 0 ... 4 2nd 5 0 0
... Homestead . , • 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
... Conditional ... . , t 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
ditto 100 2 0 ... 7th 7 11 6
ditto ... ... 87 0 0 5th 2 3 6
ditto ... 89 3 0 5th 2 5 0
Homestead &l 1 0 ... 5th 1 5 6
Homestead , 1872 60 0 0 100 0 0 ... 3rd 8 5 0
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690 Hamlyn, John
683 Harkiss , Alexander
684 Ditto ...
x`940  Hanrahan, - ...
685 Harkiss, Thomas ...
965 Harber , Joseph ...
625 Harth, John
252 Hawkes , William ...
*859 Hawks, Wm.
18 Hayden, Timothy
*956 Ditto ...
864 Haydock, Wm. ...
526 Hayes , Martin ...
932 Hazelgrove , Wm. ...
366 Heeney, James ...
*7781 Ditto ...
*1020 Ditto ...
*1234  Heeney, William .
*870 Hegarty, John ...
*911 Herbert, John ...
*968 Ditto ... ...
*1101  Ditto ...
930 Hewitt, Lizzie ...
933 Hewitt, Wm. ...
676 Hewitt, Edward ...
677 Ditto ...
*821 Ditto ...
938 Hickey, Michael ...
11435 Hinrichs, William ...
*1084 Hinrichs, Claus Wm.
837 Hinz, Mass H.
554 Hirning, John G. ...
347 Hodgson and Ramsay
1 Ditto
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
567 Ditto
568 Ditto ...
75 Hoey ,  Joseph ...
117 Hogarth , J. G. ...
659 Ditto ...
*641 Ho arth, W. ...
76 Holzworth ,  John ...
305 Horrigan ,  Patrick ...
316 Ditto
548 Houston ,  James, junior
673 Ince, George ...
01289 Ingran, William ...
t t962 Jansen, C. ...
*991 Ditto
*1018 Johnson, J. H.
193 Jordan, William ...
827 Kane , James ..
838 Kann, Detleff N. W. ...
710 Kates,  Francis
75A  Keary, John ... ...
371 Keating, Michael ...
372 Ditto ...
523 Keating, Michael, junior ...
496 Keating, G.... ... ...
514 Keating, Edmund ... ...
362 Keefer, David ... ...
889 Keene ,  Thos . ... ...
634 Kelly, T. J. ..
88 Kent  and Wienholt
89 Ditto ... ...
90 Ditto ...
7 Kent,  Trustees of, and Wien-
bolt
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
A.  It.  P.
First Class Second Class Year.Pastoral. Pastoral.
A.  It.  P. A. R. P.
76 1 30
80 0 0
204 0 0Conditional
Homestead  ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ...
Homestead
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
155 0 0
45 0 0 70
129 0 0 200
40
26 0 0
60 0 0 134
Im provements
0 0 ...
0 0 ...
0 0 ...
Rent. Balance  this.
£  8.  d.I £ s. d.
5th 5 2 0
5th 3 8 6
5th 4 0 0
3rd 3 17 6
50 6 3
5th 3 8 9
3rd 16 10 0
5th 1 0 0
7th 1 19 6
0 0 ... 4th 910 6
Improvements 34 18 6
800u
119 0 0
15 0 0 305 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
60 0 0
119 0 0
80 0 0
8th 6 0 0
3rd 5 19 0
4th 12 11 3
5th 4 0 0
3rd 16 10 0
6th i 0 5, 0
4th 2 19 6 1
2nd ' 2 0 0
290 0 0 ... ' 2nd 2 3 9
320 0 0 1 4th 12 0 0
Homestead ,  1872 30 0 0
ditto, 1872...
Conditional
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead , 1872 120 0 0
ditto, 1872...  120 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,  1872 ...
ditto ,  1872... ...
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead ,  1872 ...
Homestead ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Eton Vale Run
ditto  ...  1,236 0 0
ditto  ..  469 0 0
ditto ... 455 0 0
Pre-emption on
leased half of
Eton Vale ...
ditto ...
Conditional .. 131
ditto ... 640
ditto ...
ditto ...
94 0 0
95 0 0
80 0 0
3rd 2 7 0
3rd ' 2 7 6
2nd 1 0 0
200 0 0 ... 3rd 1610 0
200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
100 0 0 300 0 0 5th 12 10 0
153 0 0 ... 5th 7 13 0
320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 2nd 12 0 0
59 3 7 6th 0 4 7
160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
660 0 0
300 0 0
100 0 0
580 0 0'
1,320 0 0
2 18
0 0 2,560 0 0 465 0
... 382 0
400 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0 491 0
200 0 0 3,680 0
90...0 0 720 ...0
ditto ... 41 2 16
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ,  1868 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional 42 0 0
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead , .
Pre-emptive on
Rosalie Run
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
resumed half
of oon Ck.,
320 0 0
400 0
7th 33 0 0
8th 107 14 0
8th 35 3 6
8th 39 2 6
5th 29 0 0
5th 66 0 0
8th 9 18 0
0 8th 187 12 6
0 5th 9 11 0
0 5th 10 0 0
8th 3 3 0
7th 4 0 0
7th 4 0 0
0 6th 22 5 6
0 5th 99 10 0
2nd 0 3 9
0 3rd 16 0 0
0 3rd 10 0 0
2nd 12 0 0
8th 3 3 0
320 0  0 4th 12 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
000 0 0 1,046 0 0 5th 76 3 01,
95 1 8I  ...  ... 8th 7 4  0
... 79 2 9 ... 6th 0 6 8
... 43 2 0 ... 6th 0 3 8
... 123 0 0 ... 6th 216 4
... 81 0 0 ... 6th 1 13 9
... 146 0 0 ... 6th 3 611
160 0 0 ... 7th 0 13 4
80 0 0 120 0 0 ... 4th 10 10 0 1
80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
50 0 0 750 0 0 1,360 0 0 8th 75 5 0
200 0 0 8th '5 0 0
40 0 0 I 110 0 0 50 0 0 8th 915 0
800 0 011,467 0 0 8th 184 It 0
1 0 0
$0 5 0
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72 Kent, Trustees of, and
Wienholt... ... ...
*1219 Rieman, Henry ...
258 King, George ...
277 Ditto
4 Ditto ...
5 Ditto
6 Ditto ...
12 King ,  George B. ...
13 Ditto
38 King, Geo. B.
39 King, G. B...,
497 Kin H. V....
498 Ditto ...
513 Ditto ...
557 Kirk, William
629 Ditto ...
652 Ditto ... ...
951 Ditto ...
952 Ditto
*1128 Klein, Christian ...
*1057 Ditto ... ...
*1085 Ditto ... ...
*1285 Kolberg, August
*1017 Kuhl, Ludwig
852 Lack, Frederick ...
*1009 Lan, Claus ..
445 Lawrence, Frederick
646 Ditto ...
680 Leane, John...
784 Ditto ...
*791 Ditto ... ...
*795 Ditto ... ...
*1015 Leane, Eneas ...
*1039 Leane, Michael ...
929 Lee, John ... ...
*1140 Lee, Wm.
*1124 Lehman, Henry ...
*909 Lennox, Ann ...
*1088 Leonard, Peter ...
570 Little, James ...
*1222 Littleton, Jno. Thos.
471 Loder, John R. ...
409 Lord, Francis
86 Ditto
84 Lord, Robert S.
85 Lord, Simeon
87 Ditto
113 Lord, Frederick
860 Lorenz, Charles
229 Loveday, George
230 Ditto ...
146 Ditto ...
626 Ditto ...
693 Ditto
*1047 Loveday, Geo.
*739 Loveday, G....
*1117 Liicht, Friedrich
302 Luscombe, John
342 Ditto ...
682 Ditto ..
669 Lynch, Patrick
224 Mackintosh, D.
*1097 Maloney, James
931 Mann, Geo.
830 Mann, William
*792 Martin, John R.
*1131 Martin, J. R. ...
921 May, Patk....
*746 Mazza, Domenick ...
*985 Mead, Samuel ...
*1061 Ditto ...
72B Meldon, Martin ...
373 Merritt, Alfred ...
*666 Ditto ...
374 Merritt, William ...
661 Merritt, Moses ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural. First  Class  Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
Year. Rent.  Balance dW.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Resumed half of
E. Prairie .. 1,920 0 0 640 0 0 ... 8th 176 0 0
Homestead,1868 ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Gowrie Run ... 2,329 0 0 ... 7th 116 9 0
ditto ... 231 0 0 7th  11 11  0
ditto ... 310 0 0 499  1 15  ... 8th 48 5 0
ditto ... 400 0 0 370 0 0 ... 8th  48  10  0
ditto ... 200 0 0 641 2 32 ... 8th 47 2 0
Conditional ... 370 0 0 ... ... 8th  27 15  0
ditto ... 270 0 0 ... ... 8th 20 5 0
ditto 1,048 0 0 402 0 0 8th 62 9 0
ditto ... ... 938 0 0 133 0 0 8th 50 4 6 50 4 6
ditto ... 1,200 0 0 2,785 1 0 6th  1  129 13 0
ditto 116 2 0 170 0 0 ... 6th 17 5 6
ditto 1,190 0 0 6th 59 10 0
ditto ... .. 312 0 0 5th 7 6 0
ditto .. 350 0 0 1,704 2 34 5th 60 2 6
ditto .. 291 0 0 5th 7 5 6
ditto 91 0 0 3rd 2 5 6
ditto ... ... ... 198 0 0 3rd  4  19  0
ditto ...  ...  98 0 0 2nd  0 16  4
Homestead,1868 ... 78 0 0 ... 2nd  1 13  2
Conditional ... 238 0 0 ... 2nd 3 9 5
Homestead, 1868 ... 77 0 33 ... 2nd 0 3 3
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0 0 1 8
Homestead , 1872 30  0 0 290 0 0
ditto, 1872... ...  160 0 0
Homestead  ... ...  160 0 0
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead,1872 ... 320 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead,1868 ... 146 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0
Homestead,1872 320 0 0
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... 2,560 0 0
ditto ... 1,146 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 2,560 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,488 0 0
ditto ... 800 0 0
ditto 640 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
ditto 419 1 0 ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...  ... 80 0 0
ditto
Homestead ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional
ditto ... 640 0 0
ditto  ...  ... ...
ditto
Homestead ... 37 0 0
Conditional 110 0 0
Homestead, 1872 320 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional 33 3 5
Homesteat1,1872 20 0 0 300 0 0
Homestead ... ... 115 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto  ...  143 2 0
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0
Conditional
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
,.. 4th 13 2 6
3rd 4 0 0
6th 213 4
80 0 0 5th 4 0 0
85 3 28 5th 2 3 0
328 0 0 4th 8 4 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
58 0 0 2nd 1 6 7
3rd 12 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
2nd 1 4 4
3rd 4 0 0
... 2nd 7 0 0
5th 48 0 0
510 0 0 2nd 0 4 10
6th 128 0 0
300 0 0 6th 64 16 0
... 8th 48 0 0
,.. 8th 128 0 0
8th 74 8 0
... 8th 40 0 0
... 8th 48 0 0
4th 12 0 0
... 7th 4 0 0
7th 8 0 0
8th 31 10 0
315 3 35 5th 7 18 0
239 3 0 5th 10 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 3 13 4
4th 2 0 0
120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
640 0 0 7th 48 0 0
640 0 0 , 7th 16 0 0
1,025 0 0 5th  25  12  6
5th 0 18 6
... 7th 8 5 0
2nd 6 0 0
3rd 12.0 0
4th 16 10 0
4th 2 0 0
2nd 0 17 0
... 3rd 12 15 0
... 4th 2 17 6
3rd 4 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
... 8th 10 16 0
6th 1 0 0
106 0 0 5th 2 13 0
5th 4 0 0
6th 1 0 0
$0 0 5
10 2 6
i
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No. Lessee.
*1068 Mielke, Michael ...
*103°2 Mills, Jas. Checkley
643 Moller, Henning ...
609 Moran, Edward ..
*1284 Morrissey, Patrick...
883 Mullen, Robt. ..
*989 Munro, Archibald ...
*990 Ditto ...
995 Ditto ...
*1066 Ditto ... ...
621 Munro, Duncan ...
630 Ditto ... ...
*545 Ditto ... ..
*1054 Ditto ... ...
111 Murphy, James ...
228 Ditto ... ...
656 Ditto ... • ...
703 Ditto ... ,..
704 Ditto ... ...
955 Ditto ,.. ,.,
*1016 Ditto ... ...
*1046 Ditto ... ...
*1104 Ditto ... ...
*1283 Ditto ...
*1173 Murphy, John .
454 McAllister, John E.
614 McCafferty, James
539 McColl, Bernard ...
40 McCleverty, George.
210 McCleverty, G., junior
206 McCleverty, John ...
*1103 McCleverty, Wm....
292 McCormack, P.
518 Ditto ...
600 McCulla, Alexander
375 McDonald, Neil ...
646 Ditto ... ...
1029 Ditto
*1000 McDonald, Donald...
*1127 McDonald, Philip
220 McDougall, John F.
350 Ditto ... ...
351 Ditto ... ...
352 Ditto ... ...
221 Ditto ... ...
*1226 Ditto ... ...
*1227 Ditto ..
222 McDougall, D. T. ... '
223 Ditto ... ...
91 Ditto ... ...
92 Ditto ...
776 McGrath, Thos.
943 McHugh, Patk.
668 McIntosh, Jas.
391 McIntyre, Malcolm
392 Ditto ... ...
*948 Ditto ... ...
*1019 Ditto ...
336 McIntyre, Peter ..
747 McIntyre, Duncan ...
798 Ditto ... ...
799 Ditto ... ...
*801 Ditto ... ...
901 Ditto ... ...
*1037 Ditto ... ...
*1038 Ditto ... ,..
*1061 Ditto . ...
*1062 Ditto ... ...
*1109 Ditto
*831 MCKewen, John
946 McKinnon, Neil
"27  Ditto
*891 McKinstry, Wm.
914 McLardy, Alex. ...
*857 McLellan, John .
396 McPhail, Archibald
397 McPhail, George ...
334 McPhee, John ..
448 McPherson, Lachlen
Nature of Selection.
Homestead,  18681
ditto 1872
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead,1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1868...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead .
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... ditto .
... ditto, 1872...
... Homestead
... Homestead, 1872
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. llalan8e due.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.  £ 8. d. £  t.  d.
100 0
60 0 0 ... 2nd 1 2 6
320 0 0 2nd 11 0 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 4 0 0
320 0 0  .. 2nd 2 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
... 70 0 0 3rd 1 15 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 16 3
230 0 0 ... 5th 1110 0
85 3 0 ... 5th 4 6 0
159 0 0 5th 0 6 7
85 0
0
96 0 1 2nd 2 0 5
... Sth 7 10 0
7th 4 5 0
114 0 0 5th 2 17 0
105 0 0 5th 2 12 6
120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
150 0 0 2nd 3 8 9
150 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
0
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
... 2,000 0 0 ... 2nd 25 0 0
... 921 0 0 6th 46 1 0
... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
... 40 0 0 ... 5th 1 0 0
80 0 0 ... 8th 6 0 0
40 0 0 117  1  14  ... 8th 8 18 0
70 0 0 50 0 0 ... 8th 715 0
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 110 0
... 160 0 0 ... 7th 8 0 0
... 147 2 0 6th 7 8 0
... 100 0 0 540 0 0 6th 18 10 0
... 100 0 0 ... 6th 010 6
... 40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
79 2 38 2nd 2 0 0
... 218 0 0 ... 3rd 5 9 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
100 0 0 220 0 0 320 0 0 7th 26 10 0
80 0 0 155 0 0 7th 7 17 6
80 0 0 283 0 0 7th 11 1 6
163 0 0 7th 4 1 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 7th 3 0 0
1,000 0 0 2,000 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
2,448 0 0 2nd 10 4 0
400 0 0 725 0 0 7th 38 2 6
150 0 0 165 0 0 7th 11 12 6
170 0 0 150 0 0 8th 125 0 0
280 0 0 1,160 0 0 8th 43 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0...
30 0 0 290 0 0 ... 3rd 13 2 6
83 2 0 ... 5th 6 6 0
116 0 0 ... 6th 1 4 2
... 103 0 0 6th 5 3 0
... ... 99 0 0 3rd 2 9 6
240 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
150 0 0 457 0 0 7th 34 2 0
... 500 0 0 500 0 0 4th 37 10 0
.., ,.. 500 0 0 4th 1210 0
500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
800 0 0 4th 20 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
800 0 0 2nd 18 6 8
1,920 0 0 2nd 44 0 0
480 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
... ... 300 0 0 2nd 55 12 6
1,250 0 0 2nd 13 0 5
... 320 0 0  ... 4th 12 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 3rd 210 0
50 0 0 ... 3rd 018 9
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
103 0 0 ... 6th 1 1 5
103 0 0 ... 6th 1 1 5
100 0 0 200 0 0 ... 7th 1710 0
.,. 103 0 0 ...  6tb 211 6
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Register Lessee.No.
*939  McPherson, L.
..
449  McPherson, Donald ...
*744  McQuillin, John ...
850  Naumann, John, senior ...
#1137  Nelder, Robert
*1275  Ditto ... ...
925  Nielsen, Rasmus ...
...
945  O'Brien, Jas. ... ...
*1142  O'Brien, John ...
...
*1216  O'Dea, John ... ...
826  O'Keefe, Patrick ...
...
964  O'Neale, Pat. ... ...
*973  Orme, Thos.... ... ...
104  Palmer, W. P. ... ...
619  Parker, Peter A.
662  Patterson, John
*1022  Pechey, E. W.
t1030  Ditto ...
*1133  Ditto ... ...
936  Ditto ... ... ...
*1096  Percy, George ... ..,
*1044  Perina, John ... ...
*615  Perkins, Thomas ... ...
398  Peters, David
*1095  Pillar, Wm.
427  Place, John....
428  Ditto ...
429  Ditto ...
*1120  Plant, James
*782  Ditto
*1067  Polgin, Joseph
*966  Porter, R. ...
#1006  Ditto ...
967 Porter, J. ...
*957  Porter, Alex.
819  Purcell, Andrew
519  Purtell, Michael
521  Ditto
627  Purtell, Martin
73  Ramsay Robert
*1135  Reichle, Jacob ...
560  Reilly, Anthony A....
899  Reilly, John... ...
972  Reilly, A. A. ...
*1005  Reilly, John... ...
851  Reuter, Elizabeth ...
t812  Reynolds, Wm. A....
807  Richardson, Samuel
180  Riethmuller, Carl G.
642  Robertson, John ...
572  Ditto ...
569  Robinson, T. G.
590  Ditto ... ...
591  Ditto ...
602  Robinson, Louis ..
664  Robinson, Edward
787  Ditto ... ...
*1116  Ditto ...
843  Roberts, Joseph ...
905  Roberts, John ...
1204  Roberts, Saml. ..
849  Roessler, Gottfried ...
103  Roxburgh, John P....
45  Russell, John Henry
60  Ditto ...
*1108  Russell, Benjamin ...
*1217 Russell, John ...
61 Russell, John Henry
845 Russell, John ...
*847 Russell, Elizabeth ...
400 Ryan, John ... ...
*1105 Ryan, James ...
*974 Ryan, Daniel ...
*1139 Saw, James ... ...
*1079 Schmaling, Carl
*1080 Schmaling, Friedrich
916 Schrek, Chas. ...
401 Shaw, Thomas
431 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1868...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872...
ditto .
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto .
ditto, 1868...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional , ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead. 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 103 0 0
... 101 0 0
47 0 0
20 0 0 300 0 0
... 225 0 0
... 320 0 0
57 1 0
320 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
320 0 0
165 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 608 0 0
... 99 0 0
,.. 320 0 0
.,, 325 0 0
,.. 315 0 0
1,920 0' 0
40 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 60 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
320 0 0
100 0 0  220  0 0
... 145 0 0
... 70 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0 2,560 0 0
...
11 32
... 160 0 0
... 120 0 0
.., 40 0 0
80 0 0
10 0 0 310 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
70 0 0 90 0 0
75 0 22
252 0 0
640 0 0 ...
640 0 0
801 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 62 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 40 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0 260 0 0
... 160 0 0
80 0 0 233 0 0
640 0 0 640 0 0
150 0 0 245 0 0
60 0 0 290 0 0
160 0 0
340 0 0 910 0 0
...  320 0 0
,.. 320 0 0
... 40 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
34 0 20
1,920 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
...
...
...
80 0 0
80 0 0
...
...
640 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
180 0 0
972 0 11
1920 0 0
4,328 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
136 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
43 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
3,200 0 0
...
245 0 0
290 0 0
640 0 0
...
...
...
80 0 0
...
...
...
Year. Bent. Balance due.
3rd
£ S.
3 17
d.
3
£ S. d.
6th 1 13 8
4th 1 3 6
4th 12 15 0
2nd 013 4
2nd 0 6 8
3rd 8 8 9
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 0 7 3
2nd 4 0 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 16 10 0 615 0
3rd 12 0 0
8th 12 7 6
5th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
2nd 4 10 0
2nd 24 2 0
2nd 16 0 0
3rd 108 4 0
2nd 6 0 0
2nd 11 0 0
5th 30 8 0
6th 1 4 9
2nd 7 0 0
6th 16 5 0
6th 15 15 0
6th 96 0 0
2nd 1 5 0
4th 13 8 0
2nd 1 2 6
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 16 10 0
3rd 12 0 0
4th 15 15 0
6th 3 6 5
6th 3 10 0 '
5th 4 0 0
8th 176 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
4th 3 0 0
3rd 3 1 6
3rd 2 0 0
4th 12 7 6
4th 16 10 0 $13 10 0
4th 8 12 6
8th 5 14 0
5th 12 12 0
5th 48 0 0
5th 48 0 0
5th 40 4 0
5th 20 0 0
5th 1 11 0
5th 2 0 0
4th 1 0 0
2nd 0 8 4
4th 14 5 0
4th 4 0 0
2nd 20 0 0
4th 14 14 9
8th 80 0 0
8th 29 12 6
8th 26 5 0
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 4 0 0
8th 72 10 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
6th 0 10 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 2 13 4
3rd 12 0 0
6th 0 8 9
6th 96 0 0
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434 Shaw, Thomas ...
405 Shaw , H. K. ..
417 Shanklin ,  Hugh E.
341 Sharpe ,  Richard ...
505 Shepperd ,  Robert ...
506 Ditto ... ...
658 Ditto ...
507  Shepperd, John  ..
848 Siebenhausen ,  Charles
*1211  Ditto ... ...
*1112 Sim, - ..
*1089 Simmons , George
240 Simms , Joseph G.
541 Ditto
643 Sinclair , Donald
573 Ditto
835 Smith, Bernard
98 Smith, Alexander
*1010 Ditto .
1074 Smith, Charles
216  Sondergeld, John
825  Stadhams , Henry ...
588 Stephens , S. G. ...
589 Ditto ... ...
*910 Storey, John
740 Striiver, Frederick...
325 Ditto ... ...
326 Ditto ... ...
663 Ditto ... ...
671 Ditto ... ...
701 Ditto ...
702 Ditto
298 Ditto ...
803 Stuck, Heinrich ...
135 Taylor, James
*1288 Ditto ...
*953 Tansey, Michael
999 Ditto
245 Ditto
1001 Ditto
214 Ditto
*1225 Ditto
555 Ditto
544 Ditto
532 Ditto
533 Ditto
528 Ditto
529 Ditto
1026 Ditto
*1053 Ditto
*1099 Ditto
*1132 Ditto ...
*1048 Tewes, Charles ...
388 Thomas, Edward ...
25 Thorn, George, jun.
49 Tooth, William B....
56 Ditto ... ...
109 Ditto
*620 Ditto
*1024 Ditto
*1025 Ditto .. ...
610 Tooth, Atticus ...
*611 Ditto ...
924 Tomney, Felix ...
*996  Trousdell, John ...
*1071 Tucker, Chas. Turner
487 Turner, John S.
488 Ditto
*748 Tyson, James ...
*749 Ditto ... ...
*760 Ditto ... ...
*800 Ditto ... ...
*988 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead,1872
ditto, 1868...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
West Prairie
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
,,, 640 0 0
1,000 0 0
634 0 0
55 1 16
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year . Rent. Balance  due.
A. R. P. £' s . d. £
6th 32 0 0
6,680 0 0 6th 217 0 0
0
0
0
0
6th 47 11 0
7th 4 4 0
6th 1 16 3
6th 8 17 0
92 0 0 5th 2 6 0
,,. 6th 12 1 0
4th 12 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
1,500 0 0 2nd 1512 6
... 2nd 7 0 0
... 7th 51 10 0
... 5th 20 11 0
5th 4 8 0
... 5th 48 0 0
... 4th 13 10 0
... 8th 18 7 0 §28 4 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
... 2nd 1 8 4
... 7th 7 0 0
4th 12 0 0
... 5th 35 0 6
... 5th 12 19 6
3rd 4 Cl 0
560 0 0 4th 18 0 0
360 0 0 7th 119 0 0
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
3,185 0 0 6th 79 12 6
1,100 0 0 5th 27 10 0
440 0 0 5th 11 0 0
316 0 0 5th 7 18 0
540 0 0 6th 18 10 0
... 4th 3 0 0
... 7th 48 0 0
320 0 0
340 0 0 520 0 0
274 0 0
88 0 0
690 0 0
40 0 0 280 0 0
200 0 0 67 0 0
80 0 0
84 1 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
320 0 0
467 0 0
260 0 0
40 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
2,200 0 0
100 0 0
... 1,000 0 0
69 2 0
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
,,. Pre-emption,
Clifton Run...
... Conditional ...
,. ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Clifton ...
.. ditto ...
... Conditional ...
., ditto
... Homestead,1872
ditto, 1872
... Conditional ...
,,. ditto ...
,,. ditto ..
... Leased half,
Beauaraba
,., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
Conditional ...
100 0 0
50 0 0
114 0 0
114 0 0
300 0 0
100 0 0
214 0 0 106 0 0
712 0 0
320 0 0 821 0 0
... 157 3 0
8th 53 8 0
8th 65 1 0
5th 7 18 0
,,, 520 0 0 ... 2nd 26 0 0
... 973 0 0 ... 2nd 48 13 0
566 0 0 ... 5th 28 6 0
198 0 0 ... 5th 9 18 0 §18 10 0
30 0 0 290 0 0 ... 3rd 13 2 6
,,. 320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
448 0 0
346 0 0 6th 17 6 0
6th 33 12 0
310 0 0 4th 7 15 0
1,064 0 0 4th 26 12 0
732 0 0 4th 18 6 0
119 0 0 4th 2 19 6
... Pre-emption on
leased half of
Felton 258 0 0 514 0 0 ,., 3rd 45 1 0
2nd 4 3 4
700 0' 0 3rd 17 10 0
143 0 0 3rd 3 11 6
7th 5 0 0
240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
... 7th 5 5 0
2nd 0 4 2
141 0 0 5th 3 10 6
114 0 0 5th 2 17 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
... 5th 5 14 0
5th 5 14 0
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
260 0 0 2nd 5 8 4
2nd 3 15 0
58 0 0 2nd 0 9 8
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
6th 6 0 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
... 8th 21 7 0
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No.
309
*1138
*1110
436
540
*1007
*1059
*1055
922
650
935
*1274
430
432
433
225
189
360
444
490
201
*1106
*1076
*1134
*1014
377
443
489
637
737
595
202
304
*1091
*1081
Lessee.
Vignolles, Francis D.
Volp, Henry
Walker, R. F.
Wallis, James
Walsh, John
Ditto
Waraker, Alfred
Ward, David
Watson, Robert
Webb, William
Weber, T. F. ...
Weedon, John  James
West, Francis J. .
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Wheelwright, John H.
Ditto ...
Whitmore, Aaron ..
Whitchello, Stephen H.
Ditto ,.,
Wilcox, Edward ,..
Wilcox, W. E. ...
Wilkes, William ,.,
Ditto
Wilkinson, John ...
Williams, Charles ...
Williams, Daniel ...
Ditto
Willis, S. V. ...
Williams, J. ...
Wilson, William ,.,
Ditto
Wilson, William George
Wright, John William
Young, Daniel ...
Agrioultural.
A. B. P.
638 1 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. B.
40 0
60 0
100 0
... 160 0
80 0
160 0
20 0 0I 300 0
I+ 120 0
1,785 0
,., 470 0
... 305 0
160 0
2,660 0
448 0 0
100 0 0 200 0
120  0  0
640 0 0
40 0 0
112 0 0
2,560 0
2,560 0
171 0
40 0
2,560 0
300 0
320 0
DALBY DISTRICT.
*326
301
*323
39
173
33
36
63
176
20
Atkins, J. H.
Barnett ,  Jonathan ...
Belleau,  Michael ,..
Bell, Joshua Peter ,,.
Be ll , Thomas .,,
Ditto ,,,
Ditto ,,, ,,,
Ditto .
Nature  of selection.
Conditional
Homestead,1868
Conditional ,,.
ditto ,.,
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ,,.
Homestead
Homestead,1872
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ,..
...  ditto
...
I Homestead,1872
Conditional
... ditto ...
,., ditto ,.,
,., ditto ...
.. Homestead ,,,
.., Conditional ,,,
,,. ditto ,,.
,,. ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ,,.
Homestead, 1872
Bell, John Alexander „
Bell, Thomas, Joshua Peter,
John Alexander, and
Marmaduke .., ...
265 Ditto
266 Ditto ...
267 Ditto  ... ... ...
286 Bellingham, William ,,,
224 Blaxland,  Edward James ...
287 Blundell ,  Mark .,,
201 Bool, Thomas ,,,
186 Bradford ,  Solomon ,,,
*339 Braizer ,  Elizabeth ...
*340 Ditto ..
115 Brodnibb ,  Francis C.
220 Brodribb, F. C.
116 Brodribb , W. A. ...
91 Burton , William ...
237 Calligan ,  Wi ll iam ..
209 Campbe ll,  Alexander D.
219 Carmody ,  Mary T....
236 Carmody ,  Joseph James
241 Cory, Gilbert G.
106 Ditto
t121 Ditto ,,. .,,
196 Cran, John ,,.
226 Cran, J.
ditto ,,,
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
640 0 0
640 0 0
Pre-emptive, on
Consolidated
RunsofJimbour,
Cumkillenbar,
and Corangah 2,560 0 0
Pre-emptive, on
Jimbour Run ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ,,.
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional . ..
Homestead,1872 ...
Conditional ... .,,
ditto ... ...
ditto ,..
ditto ,,,
ditto ... ..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead ... ,..
Conditional ... ,..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... , , ,
ditto ... ..
ditto ... ,..
ditto ... 41 0 0
ditto  ...  362 0 0
320 0
320 0
320 0
1,000  0
1,280 0
280 0
580 0
,,,
2,000 0
160 0
400 0
320 0
317 2
320 0
150 0
600 0
...
1,220- 0
815 0
550 0
100 0
640 0
1,634 2
182 2
2,560 0
2,520 0
Year. Bent.  Balance due.
P. A. B. P. d.
7,680 0 0 7th 192 0 0
0 2nd 0 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
... 6th  47 18 6
0 .., 5th  1 10 0
0 3rd 2 10 0
300 0 0 2nd  6 5 0
0 2nd  3 6 8
0 291 0 0 3rd  11 5 6
0 ,,, 5th  4 0 0
0 ,.. 3rd  12 15 0
0 2nd  0 10 0
0 ... 6th  89 5 0
0 ,.. 6th  23 10 0
0 6th  15 5 0
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
319 2 0 8th 8 0 0
0 6th 0 6 8
0 ,.. 6th  128 0 0
6th 33 12 0
0 507 0 0 8th  30 3 6
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
.,, 3rd  9 0 0 0 5 0
0 ,.. 6th  128 0 0
0 .., 6th  128 0 0
.., 6th  48 0 0
0 .,, 5th  8 11 0
I0 4th 1 0 0
209 0 0 5th  8 4 6
01 8th 128 0 0
0 1 7th 27 13 0
01 2nd  7 0 0I
100 0 0 2nd  1 13 4
0 ... 2nd 5 0 0
0 2nd 10 0 0
Improvemts. 48 0 4
0 ... 2nd 5 0 0
8th 48 0 0
0 .,,  6th 50 0 0
0 ... 8th 64 0 0
... 8th 48 0 0
0 ... 8th 14 0 0
0 ... 6th 29 0 0
8th 192 0 0
0 ... 4th 1 100 0 0
0 ... 4th 8 0 0
0 ... 4th 20 0 0
0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 + ... 6th 16 18 0
0 12 0 03rd
0 150 0 0 5th 11 5 0
0 5th 30 0 0
92 2 0 2nd 0 11 8
190 0 0 2nd 1 3 9
0 6,518 0 24 6th 223 19 0
0 1,133 0 0 5th 69 1 6
0 7,130 0 0 6th  205 15 0
360 0 0 7th 9 0 0
0 .,. 5th 210 0
0 ... 6th 32 0 0
0 ... 5th 81 15 0
0 5th , 9 3 0
1,495 0 0 5th 37 7 6
0 6th 128 0 0
6,152 0 0 6th 153 16 0
0 ... 5th 129 1 6
,.. 5th 27 3 0
498
DALBY  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
179
276
277
*315
*338
*345
2
155
156
194
*316
278
99
*343
283
*327
52
288
264
164
165
166
*318
178
*330
*328
5
Lessee.
Dale, William ...
Deane, Edward
Ditto
Donovan, John
...
Elborue, Charles ...
Elliott, Griffith ...
Evans, Augustus
Fisher, C. B.
Fisher, W. D.
...
Fraser, Sidney P. ...
Gleeson, Martin
Hall, James...
Halliwell, James
Hampton, Wm.
Hawks ,  Samuel
Honeyford, John
...
Hunter, Herbert ... ...
Hunter, Thomas G. ...
Hunt, George
Jessop, John S.
Ditto
...
Ditto ... ... ...
Kelly, O'Hara ... ...
Kennedy, Hobert
Kennedy, John
... ...
K enned  , Jane ...
Kent, Wm.,  Trustees of, and
E. Wienholt ... ...
6 Ditto
7 Ditto
8 Ditto
9 Ditto
28 Ditto
258 Ditto
260 Ditto
232 Kent, William, jun.
112 Ditto ... ...
*114 Ditto .. .
3 Lester, Leonard Edward
*311 Luff, Thomas
*312 Ditto
*331 Lynch, Patrick
297 Manara, John
157 Mason, M. C.
167 Mighell, Jesse
168
169
41
50
134
213
*t254
*255
*256
*257
*270
*271
*291
*325
290
*332
*329
302
*304
305
;*282
148
294
295
242
4
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Miles, Alice ... ... ...
Miles, William ... ...
Miles, Wm.. ...
Moffatt, William G. ...
Moffatt, Samuel ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Moore, John ... ...
Moy, Peter ... ... ...
McGregor, Peter ... ...
McKinnon, Duncan ...
McLaren, Alexander ...
McLelland, William ..
McLelland, John ... ..
McKeon, Francis ...
McLavan, D. ... ..
McLaran, Donald ... ..
McLaran, Malcolm ..
McPhee, Angus .. ..
Newdick, Frank S.... ...
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral .  Pastoral. Year .  Rent . Balance dur
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.I
Conditional
1,
I ' 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 4th
ditto ... 164 2 0 4th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... 100 0 0 ... ... 2nd
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ... 8th
ditto ... ... 2,034 3 0 ... 6th
ditto 1,971 0 6 ... 6th
ditto 2.244 0 0 ... 5th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... 430 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto ... ... ...  1,275  0 0 6th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 4th
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ... 8th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
Homestead ... ... 60 0 0 ... 4th
Conditional ... ... 1,021 1 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 551 3 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 322 3 0 ... 6th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... 136 1 4 ... 6th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Jon-
darran  ...  1,280 0 0 ... 8th
ditto ... 280 0 0 40 0 0 ... 8th
ditto  ...  800 0 0 160 0 0 ... 8th
ditto of
Irvingdale ... 320 0 0 ... 8th
ditto ... 80 0 0 80 0 0 ... 8th
ditto .. 1,000 0 0 1,073 0 0 ... 8th
On the leased
half of Irving-
dale ... ... ... 710 0 0 ... 5th
ditto of Jon-
daryan  ... ...  2,560 0 0 5th
Conditional ... ... ... 2,554 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 3,760 0 0 6th
ditto ... 2,560 0 0 860 0 0 6th
ditto 640 0 0 ... 8th
Homestead, 1868 ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... 240 0 0 ... 2nd
Homestead, 1872  ...  320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
Conditional ... ... 1,185 0 11 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 215 3 16 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 359 0 34 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 578 1 15 ... 6th
ditto ... 600 0 0 2,107 0 0 ... 8th
ditto ... 640 0 0 ... ... 8th
ditto ... ... 835 0 0 ... 6th
ditto ... ... 1,801 1 0 ... 5th
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 480 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ... 5th
ditto ... ... ... 480 0 0 5th
ditto ... ...  418.-'2  0 ... 4th
ditto ... ... 696 0 0 ... 4th
ditto ... ... ... 120 0  O ' 3rd
Homestead,  1872  ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... ... 840 0 0 2nd
ditto ... ... 900 0 01 2nd
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 3rd
Conditional  ...  1,200 0 0 486 0 0 6th
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
ditto, 1872... ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
Homestead ., 160 0 0 ... 5th
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ... 8th
£ s. d. £
64 2 0
5 0 0
4 2 6
6 0 0
3 0 0
0 12 6
48 0 0
101 15 0
98 12 0
112 4 0
6 0 0
21 10 0
31 17 6
2 0 0
12 0 0
5 0 0
48 0 0
12 0 0
1 10 0
51 2 0
27 12 0
16 3 0
6 0 0
6 17 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
96 0 0
23 0 0
68 0 0
24 0 0
10 0 0
128 13 0
35 10 0
s. d.
128 0 0
63 17 0
94 0 0
and Improvements
149 10 0
48 0 0
2 6 8
3 10 0
3 0 0
12 0 0
59 6 0
10 16 0
18 0 5
28 19 0
150 7 0
48 0 0
41 15 0
90 2 0
10 0 0
12 0 0
6 0 0
12 0 0
12 10 0
29 0 0
3 0 0
5 0 0
12 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
10 0 0
15 15 0
16 17 6
12 0 0
72 3 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
4 0 0
48 0 0
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DALBY DISTRICT-  continued.
Begleter
No. Leeeee. Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
A. B. P.
45 Nicholls, John ... ... Conditional
51 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0
*336 Nunn, Samuel  ... ... ditto .
13 Palgrave ,  Robert, and Bigge,
Pre-emptive, on
St. Ruth's Run 1,255 0 0
14 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1,305 0 0
261 Palgrave  and Biggs  Preemptive, on
262 Ditto ...
223 Perkins, Thomas
*320  Radford, James
222 Radford, Rebecca
*322  Ditto ...
111 Ross, Robert...
147 Ditto ...
263 Ditto ...
296 Ross, William
183 Routley, Richard
185 Ditto ...
170 Scott, James...
171
172
$306
204
*292
*308
289
101
107
119
120
144
15
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Sheriff, John
Simpson , Geo. M. ...
Smith, Phillip ...
Sweeney, J. J.
Symes , Joseph ...
Syms,  Silas ... ...
Taylor,  James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Thompson, C. ...
Thorne,  George, sen.
*337 Ditto ... ..,
*182 Thorn ,  George, jun.
46 Thorn, Henry
190 Twine , Robert C.
*273 Vickery,  Ebenezer ...
65 Ditto ...
56 Ditto
57 Ditto
109 Ditto
82 Ditto
t303 Ditto
151 Wienholt, Edward ...
280 Ditto
238 Williamson, Alexander
195 Winks, William ...
229 Ditto ...
*309  Winkelman, C. F....
*310  Winkelman, W. F....
*344 Winkle, Timothy ...
268 Wormwell, Pinkney
300 Ditto ... ...
341 Ditto ,.. ...
lease half of
St. Ruth's Run ...
ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ... 142 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead,1872 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
,,, Homestead .
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ..
Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
,,, ditto
.. .  Pre-emptive, on
Warra Warra
Run ... ... 640
... I Conditional ...
,. ditto ...
., ditto ...
., ditto ...
... Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
Run, leased
half ...
... Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
Run .. ... 700
... ditto ... 600
ditto ... 600
... Conditional ... 186
... ditto ...
... Pre-emptive, on
the leased half
of Greenbank
... Conditional ...
ditto ..
0 0
First Class
Pastoral .
A. B.
986 0
2,000 0
697 0
1,963 0
280 1
320 0
1,500 0
320 0
600 0
220 0
320 0
11,920 0
600 0
240 0
240 0
400 1
320 0
160 0
320 0
320 0
2,532 0
...
2,553 2
1,244 0
...
2,560 0
300 0
500 0
0 0 154 0
0 0 252 0
0 0 254 0
0 0 657 0
100 0
.,, ditto ..
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto 479 0
... Homestead,1872 ...
... ditto .. ...
... ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ...
Homestead, 1872  ...
Conditional ... ...
0
Second  Clue Year.Pastoral. Rent.  Balance due.
P. A. B. P. £ S. d. $  s. d.
0 ... 8th 49 6 0
.. Sth 48 0 0
0 ... 2nd 25 0 0
8th 94 2 6
8th 97 17 6
0 ... 4th 2917 0
0 ... 4th 98 3 0
0 ... 6th 14 1 0
0 ... 2nd 6 0 0
0 ... 5th 75 0 0
0 2nd 5 0 0
0 287 0 0 6th 37 3 6
6th 10 13 0
0  575 0 0  4th 25 7 6
0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 ... 5th 96 0 0
0 ... 5th 30 0 0
0 ... 6th 12 0 0
0 ... 6th 12 0 0
0 ... 6th 20 1 0
0 ... 2nd 0 5 0
Im provements 46 15 0
0 ... 5th 4 0 0
0 3rd 12 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
0 3rd 12 0 0
60 0 0 6th 1 10 0
0 6th 126 12 0
3,840 0 0 6th 96 0 0
3,840 0 0 6th 96 0 0
0 ... 6th 127 14  0
0 8th 110 4 0
2,400 0 0 2nd 15 0 0
1,709 1 0 5th 42 15 0
0 8th 128 0 0
0 340 0 0 5th 23 10 0 21 17 6
0 ... 4th 25 0 0
0 ... 8th 60 4 0
0 ... 8th 57 12 0
0 8th 57 14 0
0 657 0 0 6th 63 4 6
0 ... 7th 5 0 0
0 830 0 0  2nd 62 12 6
2,560 0 0  6th 64 0 0
1,600 0 0  3rd 22 2.6
0 ... 5th 19 11 0
0 ... 5th 120 19 0
5th 35 18 6
0 ... 2nd 7 0 0
0 2nd 7 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 611 0 0 4th 35 5 6
0
-
2nd 10 0 0
` 74 1 24 2nd 0 9 4
0 2,240 0 0 8th 72 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
0 2nd 3 6 8
1,280 0 0 6th 32 0 0
0 560 0 0 6th 18 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
...
WARWICK DISTRICT.
101 Abbott, John ... ... I Conditional ... .. 320 0
845 Aberthnot, James ... . (f ditto ...
*993 Addison, John ...  ...  Homestead,1872 .., 160 0
333 Aleck, George ... .. Conditional
.. ... 80 0334, Di t to ... ...  ditto
364 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... I ... •..
Fredk. Wm.... ...
1,100 0
...
391 0
2,419 0
320 0
320 0
320 0
400 0
320 0
500
WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No., Lessee.
375 Affieok,  George
542 Ditto ...
317 Affieck, John
246 Ditto ...
318 Ditto ...
75 Ditto ...
76 Ditto ...
78 Ditto ...
194 Ditto ...
195 Ditto ...
196 Ditto ...
528 Ditto ...
529 Ditto ...
*626 Ditto ...
*757 Ditto ... ...
t758 Ditto ...
964 Ditto ...
*967 Ditto ...
*1047 Ditto ..
337 A ffieck, Peter
338 Ditto ...
*354 Ditto ... ...
*557 Ditto ... ...
558 Ditto ... ...
659 Ditto ... ...
*680 Ditto .. ...
*981 Ah earn, Thomas ...
892 Ah rens , August ...
844 Ditto ...
*765 Allen, Henry
776 Ditto ...
834 Ditto
483 Alexander, Robert ...
*1019  Alexander, R. ...
384 Arbuthnot, James ...
269 Aspinall, J ohn ...
331 Ditto ... ...
131 Ditto ... ...
222 Baillie, Joh n ...
457 Ditto .. .
*597 Bank of  Australasia
*598 Ditto ...
*599 Ditto ...
*600 Ditto ...
*601 Ditto ... ...
*602 Ditto ...
753 Banks, Joh n J., junr.
*843 Bartholomew, J.
'1057 Beil, Tobia s
749 Be il, Tobia s ...
750 Beil, John ...
614, Be ll, Henr y ...
881 Bell , Robert
X882 Ditto ...
''1018 Ditto
*1037 Pcttington , J. B. ...
*1038 Ditto ... ...
*1039 Ditto ...
136 Bezold, Michael ...
*605 Ditto ...
659 Be zold, Christian ...
*680 Ditto ... ...
*653 Ditto ...
*655 Be zold, Ev e Mary ...
713 Black, Henry
887 }Black, Margaret ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
,lion
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Swan Creek ...
Conditional ...
.., ditto
... ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Stratmiller,
leased half ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Gladfield leased
half ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Canning
Downs
., ditto ...
. , ditto ...
., Conditional ...
.., ditto
.. ditto
.. ditto ...
ditto
ditto
.. Homestead, 1872
... ditto, 1872
Agricultural . Pint classPas tora l.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
-40 0 0
...
40 0 0
40 0 0
Second  Class
PaatoraL Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
252 0 0 6th 6 6 0
896 1 32 5th 22 8 6
7th 3 0 0
380 0 0 7th 19 0 0
280 0 0 7th 10 0 0
1,112 0 0 8th 32 6 0
560 0 0 8th 20 0 0
600 0 0 8th 18 0 0
590 0 0 8th 17 15 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
... 6th 3 0 0
120 0 0 5th 6 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0  4th 6 0 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
313 0 0 4th 6 13 3
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
480 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
160 0 0 2,400 0 0  6th 68 0 0
1,280 0 0  6th 32 0 0
640 0 0  6th 16 0 0
920 0 0  5th 23 0 0
320 0 0  5th 8 0 0
906 0 0  4th 22 13 0
460 0 0 4th 11 10 0
180 0 0 2nd 6 15 0
... 300 0 0  3rd 7 10 0 4 7 6
$1 1 11
... 300 0 0  3rd 7 10 0
... 640 0 0  4th 16 0 0
... 117 0 0  4th 2 18 6
80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
220 0 0 2nd 3 13 4
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
150 0 0 294 0 0 7th 14 17 0
... 320 0 0  7th 8 0 0
... 1,280 0 0  8th 32 0 0
Improvements  §5 0 0
640 0 0  7th 16 0 0
1,000 0 0  6th 25 0 0
300 0 0 700 0 0 4th 32 10 0
750 0 0 170 0 0 4th 41 15 0
320 0 0 320 0 0 3rd 24 0 0
600 0 0 1,000 0 0 4th 55 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 11 0 0
220  0 0  420 0 0 4th 21 10 0
320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
Im provements 32 0 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
1000 0  2nd 0 12 6
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 6 0 0 4 15 0
40 0 0 3rd 1 10 0 0 15 10
... 180 0 0  2nd 3 0 0
622 0 0 2nd 9 1 5
... 614 0 0  2nd 8 19 1
1,330 0 0  2nd 19 7 11
200 0 0 1,080 0 0  8th  37 0 0
... 640 0 0  4th  16 0 0
.,. 640 0 0  5th  16 0 0
... 640 0 0  5th  16 0 0
240 0 0  4th  6 0 0
640 0 0  4th  16 0 0
280 0 0 ... 4th 13 10 0
Im provements 28 0 0
153 0 0 1 ...  3rd 3 16 6
Improvements 4 0 0
501
WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
4059  Black, H.
*963 Bloomfield ,  William
32s Bott, Adam ...
285 Bourke ,  Martin
*842 Ditto ...
'x`1036 Bourke, James
*1021  Ditto .
*986  Boyce, Walter.
767 Bradburri, Wm.
*985  Ditto
540 Brennan, John
146 Brewer, Michael
165 Brewer ,  Thomas
*893  Ditto ...
378 Brien ,  John ...
345 Browne, John
313 Ditto ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
... ' Conditional ..
... ditto ...
ditto ..
... ditto
... Homestead
Homestead, 1868
ditto 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ..
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ... I
ditto ... I
188  Browne, James ...
885  Brown ,  James ...
*872  Browne ,  Robert ...
*971  Ditto ... ..
515  Brown, Robert ..
718  Brown, William J. M. ..
177  Brosnan, Cornelius... ..
178  Ditto ... ... ..
1726  Ditto ...
743  Brushaber ,  Frederick ,.
*973  Ditto
*974  Brushaber ,  Frederick, sear.
4617  Buckley, John
x620  Ditto ...
420 Burgess, George ...
421 Ditto ... ...
422 Ditto ... ...
271 Ditto ... ...
204 Ditto ... ...
440  Ditto ... ...
441  Ditto ... ...
741  Ditto ... ...
267  Ditto ... ...
284  Ditto ... ...
423  Ditto ...
*939  Burton, William ...
241  Buter, David ...
*654  Ditto ... ...
803  Ditto ... ...
810  ditto ...
*604  Butler ,  James ...
*677 Ditto ... ...
240  Ditto ... ...
807  Ditto ... ...
*889  Ditto ... ...
*244  Ditto ...
*485  Caldwell,  David ...
960  Callaghan ,  James ... ...
*627  Campbell ,  James ...
*858 Ditto ...
*541  Canavan, Patrick ...
*861  Ditto
*957  Ditto ...
f849  Carmody, Patrick ...
596 Cardow ,  Carl W. J.
482 Carver ,  Joseph ...
*773 Cavanagh ,  John ... ...
*1119  Ditto ...
227 Cawley ,  Corn elius ... ..
706 Chapman ,  Robert ... ...
24 Clarke, George ... ...
36 Ditto ..
84  Ditto ...
85  Ditto .,
90  Ditto
91  Ditto
92 Ditto
93 Ditto
98  Ditto
100  Ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872
ditto, 1872
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
l4 ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Bent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
800 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 510 0 0 7th
70 0 0 69 1 24 ... 7th
,,, 40 0 0 3rd
... 94 0 0 ... 2nd
... 66 0 0 ... 2nd
... 116 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 120 0 0 4th
... 348 0 0 ... 2nd
50 0 0 ,.. 5th
.. 138 1 11 ... 8th
107 0 11  ... 8th
134 2 0 ... 3rd
160 0 0 6th
250 0 0
Im
160 0 0 6th
750 0 0 7th
provements
147 0 0 ... ... 8th
51 0 0 ... ... 3rd
...  ... 80 0 0 3rd
.., 120 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 ... 5th
320 0 0 4th
105 0 U ... 445 0 0 8th
640 0 0 8th
... 152 0 29 ... 4th
... 160 0 0 ... 4th
120 0 0 ... 3rd
,,, 320 U  0 3rd
,., 320 0 0 4th
628 0 0 4th
507 0 0 6th
,,, 840 U 0 6th
,.. 339 2 33 6th
.,. 64)0 0 0 7th
... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
100 0
80 0 0
160 0 l) 5th
160 0 0 5th
233 0 0 4th
600 0 0 7th
7th
154 0 0 I 6th
0
20 0 p 3rd
213 0 0 427 0 0 1 7th
493 0 0 4th
200 0 0 3rd
,,, 320 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 4th
300 0 0 4th
213 0 0 427 0 0 7th
... 160 0 0 3rd
65 0
100 0 0 3rd
135 0 0 7th
640 0 0 5th
3rd
640 0 0 4th
649 0 0 3rd
185 0 0 5th
120 0 0 3rd
115 0 0 3rd
364 0 0 3rd
0
96 0 0 ... 4th
50 0 0 5th
150 0 0 4th
130 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 100 0 0 7th
... 320 0 0 ... 4th
476 0 0 ... ... 8th
160 0 0 464 2 0 ... 8th
1,365 U 0 ... 8th
50 (4 IL 419 4) 0 ... 8th
30 0 0 90 0 0 .,. 8th
30 0 l i
120 0 0 ... 8th
160 0 0 ... 8th
120 0 0 8th
200 0 0 327 4) 0 8th
365 1 0 ... 8th
£ s. d. £ d.
5 0 0
3 0 0
18 10 0
8 15 0
1 0 0
1 17 5
1 2 0
5 16 0
6 0 0
17 8 0
1 5 0
6 19 0
5 8 0
3 7 6
0 13 4
4 0 0
31 5 0
1 0 0
11 0 6
316 6 0 2 4
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
12 0 0
19 0 0 15 13 0
16 0 0 3 18 3
6 0 0
4 10 0
t2 0 0
8 0 0
15 14 0
12  13 6
21 0 0
8 10 0
15 0 0
32 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
5 16 6 2 7 6
15 0 0
5 0 0
3 17 0
0 10 0
21 6 6
12 6 6
5 0 0
8 0 0
5 0 0
7 10 0
21 6 6
4 0 0
2 10 0
6 12 6
16 0 0
3 0 0
16 0 0
16 4 6
4 12 6
3 0 0
2 17 6
2 8 0
1 5 0
3 15 0
0 10 10
7 10 0
12 0 0
35 14 0
35 5 0
68 5 0
21 14 0
G 15 0
(i 0 0
8 0 0
6 0 0
18 3 6
20 11 0
0 7 6
502
WARWICK  DISTRICT -con linseed.
Register
No. Lessee.
-I
120 Clarke, George
121 Ditto .. ...
*463 Clay, John Chas. ...
*464 Clay, George ... ..
*658 Cleary, Henry ...
812 Ditto
*579 Clunes, William ...
*621 Ditto ... ...
*820 Ditto .,.
*1122 Clunes, William, junr. ...
*1022 Collins, Wm. ... ...
905 Collins, William ...
• 387 Connolly, Denis ...
392 Ditto ... ...
217 Cooke, Robert ,,, .,,
*1026 Ditto ,.. ...
832 Copeland, Joseph ... ,,.
347 Coutts, Thomas (Tr ustee s of)
248 Ditto ,,, ... ..
283 Ditto ... ... ...
27 Ditto ... ... ..
140 Ditto ,.. ... ...
t585 Ditto ... ...
721  Ditto ... ...
28  Coutts, Maria
247  Coutts, William (Trustees of)
300  Ditto ... ...
*1010  Coutts, W. D. ... ...
719  Coutts, Robert .. ,..
720  Coutts, William D....
162 Cox,  Mary ... ...
*1114 Craig, John R. Lee... ...
*1117  Ditto ,..
*1116  Craig, Thomas
348  Crane, Martin
349  Ditto ...
362  Ditto ,,,
321 Ditto .,.
455  Ditto ..,
456  Ditto ...
477  Ditto ...
492 Ditto ...
507  Ditto ...
t607  Ditto ...
*643  Ditto
*1072  Craig, Thomas
*647  Craig, James
45 Cronin, Jamest7
Davenport, George Henry...970
88  Deacon, William ... ...
89  Ditto
105  Deuchar, John ... ...
1698  Devaney, Denis .. ...
*956  Ditto ...
*1052  Dougherty, Ed. ,..
388  Dougall, Andrew ... ...
395  Ditto ...
714 Ditto ,..
209 Dougall, James ... ..
*1020 Doyle, Ed. ... ,.
t*1031  Doyle, Patk.
11122 Drape, Chas. S.
155 Ditto ... ..,
583 Drakard, Henry ... .,.
342 Dwyer, William ...
625 Ditto ,,,
*959 Ditto •„
303 Easton, Fredk. Chas. ,.•
181 Ditto , ,.. ...
124 Ditto .. .., ...
*941 Eastwell, Joseph ,., ..,
•64 2  Ditto ,.. ,,,
153 Eastwell, Thomas .,. ,,,
245 Eastwell, William ,..
569 Ditto ,,,
Nature of S election . Agricultural.
,1 -
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run ..,
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption on
North Toolburra
leased half
Homestead,1872
Conditional ,..
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead. 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
Homestead .,.
ditto,  1872...
Conditional ..
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
. ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ,,,
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
First Class second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
R P A .  R.  P. A.  R.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d..A . .
1 945 0
... 500 0
63 0 0 ...
57 0 0 ...
5 0 0 315 0
160 0
...
,,,
80 0 0
80 0
... 200 0
...
... 230 0
1,530 2
467 0
553 0 0  ...
80 0 0  228 0
... 640 0
320 0
470 0 0
2,560 0
530 0 0 ..,
320  0
320 0
105 0 0
400 0
400 0
500 0
400 0
100 0
42 2 0
241 ,0
149 0
20 0 0  82 0
70 0 0  94 2
160 0
160 0
I
...  80 0
25 0 0 155 0
80 0
320 0
157 2
590 0
80 0
80...0 0 218 0
275 3 30 56 0
342 0
...
60 0
75 0 0  ...
446 0 0 3 1
,,. '  130 2
** Subject to amendment.
0 738 2 0 8th 65 14 6
0 571 2 0 8th 39 6 0
... 5th 2  7 3  0 3 11
... 5th 2 2 9
320  0  0 4th 8 0 0
0 3rd 12 3 9
0 ... 5th 4 0 0
232 0 0 4th 5 16 0
640 0 0  1 3rd 1G 0 0
640 0 0 2ud 1 6 8
1 80 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
3rd 3 0 0
0 240 0 0 6th 10 0 0
320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
0 1,296 0 0 8th 42 8 0
250 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
I 100 0 0 3rd  , '2  10 0 2 1 8
Im provements TO  10 5
0 ... 6th 11 10 0
0 .. 7th 76 11 0
0 i 7th 23 7 0
... 8th 41 9 6
0 ... 8th 17 8 0
0 ... 4th I 32 0 0 '**
0 ... 4th 12. 0 0
8th 35 5 0
0 170 0 0 7th 132 5 0
7th 39 15 0
80 0 0 f 2nd 1 10 0
0 4th 12 2 3 0  2  10
01, 4th 12 0 0
8th 7 17 6
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
640 U 0 2nd 2 13 4
0 240 0 0 6th 26 0 0
4)  241) 0 0 6th 26 0 0
0 500 0 0 6th 37 10 01
0  600 0 0 7th 35 0 0
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
762  0 0 5th 19 1 0
760 0 0 5th 19 0 U
640 U 0 5th 16 0 0
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0 1
0 816 0 0 1 4th 25 8 0 1
500 0 0 4th 26 12 0
640 0  0 2nd 4 0 0
4th 1 12 3 !
0 1 4th 7 10 8
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
0  ... 8th 7 9 0
0 ,., 8th 5 12 0
0 8th 10 0 0 $0  2  6
0  ... 4th
0  ... 3rd 6 0 0
0 2nd 1 0 0
6110 0 0 6th 16 0 0
320 U 0 6th .8  0 0
0 ...  I 4th 7 13 9
I m provements ... 37 10 0
0 560 0  0 8th 18 0 0
0 2nd 8 0 0
80 0 0 ( 2nd
16 8th 6 6 11
0 200 0 0 8th 34 10 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
0 560 0 0 6th 18 0 0
1 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
0 7th 16 18 0
0 8th 23 10 0
0  ... 8th 17  2 0
10) 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
0 4th 110 u
8th 5 12 6
0 7th 5 4 u
0 5th 6 11 0 '
WARWICK D  [STIl1CT-eontinaerl.
R egister
c o.
-1
Levee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent,
Balance this.
A.  R.  P. A. R. P. A. R. P.  d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... 89 0 0 ... ... 8th 6 13 6
ditto 50 3 0 ... 8th 3 16 6
Homestead, 1872 ...  160-0  0 4th 4 0 0
Conditional 160 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 320 0 0 t6th 8 0 0
ditto 640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
ditto ... 172 2 0 7th 8 13 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 60 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
203 ' Eastwell, John ...
156 Eastwell, Edward ...
735 Erhart, Michael ...
841 Evans, Andrew ...
430 Fagg George ...
*1123 Ditto ...
259 Falconer, John ...
*755 Fanning, Wm. ..
*972 Ditto ... ...
876 Fanning, William
11363 Firmbach, Franz M.
416 Fisher, Charles B. ..
465 Fisher, William D....
466 Ditto .. ...
631 Fisher, C. B. ..
632 Ditto
801 Fitzgeral, James
434 Fitzgerald, Edmund
413 Fitzsimons, John ...
*578 Flint, John ... ...
*652 Ditto ...
730 Gallagher, John ...
154 Gallespie, James ..,
*756 Geany, John... ...
*774 Ditto ... ...
326 Geary, John... ...
965 Gerick, Joseph ...
394 Gibson, Thomas ...
*618 Gillespie, Leonard ...
*777 Ditto ... ...
848 Gillespie, Leonard, senr.
*640 Gillespie, James J....
*982 Ditto ...
*682 Gillespie, William'...
t778 Ditto ... ..
335 Gillespie, James John
530 Gillespie, Thomas ...
497 Gillmore, Allen ,..
498 Ditto
808 Gilmour, Allen ,..
827 Ditto ... ...
x1012 Ditto ..
*1045 Gilmour, John ,,.
*1005 Girdlestone, H. .
*574 Glassby, George Ellarby
417 Glasby, G. E. ..
379 Glasheen, John ...
316 Gordon,  Samuel ...
208 Ditto ... ...
*1024 Gordon,  S. ... ...
215 Gordon,  Samuel ...
*670 Ditto ... ...
825 Ditto
230 Gore, Francis A.
96 Ditto ...
94 Gore, William F. ...
831 Graham ,  James ...
*891  Granshaw ,  George ,.,
229 Grayson , Allen ...
839 Ditto .,.
*459 Grayson, John ...
*830 Ditto ...
*685 Grayson, Robert ...
527 Grayson,  Francis ...
'606 Ditto .
304 Green, Charles Henry
68 Ditto ... ...
69 Ditto ,.. ...
102 Ditto ,., ...
593 Ditto ... ...
594 Ditto .,. ...
595 Ditto .., .,.
381  1  Grieve, William ...
ditto, 1872 ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
ditto, 1872... ... 20 0 0 3rd 0 10 0
Conditional ... ... ... 311 1 30 6th 5 13 9
ditto .. ... 1,560 0 0 6th 39 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 563 0 0 5th 18  1 6
ditto  ...  ... 80 0 0 283 0 0 5th 11 1 6
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
ofEllangowan ... 1,390 0 0 ... 4th 69 10 0
ditto 1,170 0 0 ... 4th  58 10  0
homestead, 18T2. ... 11N1 0 0 4th 2 10 0
Conditional ... 427 0 0 6th  10 13  6.. ... ..
ditto .., ... , ... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
., ditto 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
. Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
Improvements ... 12 10 0
Conditional 80 0 0 ... 8th 6 0 0
ditto 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... ditto 360 0 0 4th 9 0 0
ditto  ... 100 0 0 540 0 0 7th  18 10  0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 400 0 0 6th 10 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 241 0 0 4th 6 0 6
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
,,, ditto ... ... ... 1 355 0 0 3rd  8 17  6
,., ditto ... ... I ... 80 0 01 4th 2 0 0
.., ditto ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
Homestead ... ... 1  160-0  0 ... 4th 4 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 119 0 0 4th
, . , ditto ... 72 0 0 , ... 6th 5 8 0
... ditto ... 68 1 0 ... ... 5th 5 3 6
ditto 400 0 0 240 0 0 5th 26 0 0
...
ditto
... 4
., ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
.., ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
... Conditional .. ,., 96 0 0 2nd 1 16 0
Homestead .., 100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
Conditional ... ... 320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0 8th 18 0 0
,,, ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
,,, I ditto ... ... 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
.., ditto ... ... 87 1 0 ... 4th 4 8 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
. Conditional 640 0 0 ... 7th 32 0 0
,. ditto 640 0 0 1,920 0 0 ... 8th 144 0 0
ditto 640 0 012,560 0 0 ... 8th 176 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Improv ements 7 10 0
,,, Conditional ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 70 0 0 7th 3 5 0
... ditto ... .., ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
,,. ditto ... ... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
,,, ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
... ditto ... ... 220 0 0 4th 5 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
,., ditto ... 239 0 0 4th 5 19 6
ditto 400 0 0 7th 10 0 0
,,, ditto 640 0 0  12,140  0 0 8th 155 0 0
,,, ditto 200 0 0 440 0 0 Sth 21 0 0
,,, ditto ... ... 100 0 0 540 0 0 Sth 18 10 0
,., Pre-emption on
Goomburrra
leased half . 428 0 0 200 0 0 4th 26 8 0 6 7 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 172 0 0 4th I 20 6 0 0 3 0
ditto 240 0 0 1,200 0 0 4th 42 0 0
Conditional ... ... 320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
504
Register
No. Lessee.
311 Grieve, William ...
491 Ditto ... ...
609 Ditto ... ...
*638 Ditto ... . , .
'*660 Ditto
761 Ditto ...
940 Ditto ...
723 Gurney, William ...
398 Haidle, William ...
*971 Ditto ...
*622 Ditto
'"674 Ditto ... ...
219 Hall, Amos ... ...
840 Ditto .. ...
445 Hall, Thomas ...
446 Ditto ... ...
167 Ditto ... ...
969 Hall, William ...
*952 Hall, John ... ...
*836 Ditto ... ...
t854 Hall, George ...
855 Hall, William ...
929 Hamill, John ...
532 Hammond, George ...
405 Hamner, Thomas ...
250 Ditto ... ...
870 Ditto ... ...
'*1090 Ditto ... ...
'700 Hart, George ...
701 Hart, James ...
*1008 Hardwick,  Isaac ...
*646 Heilig, John ...
487 Henderson, James ...
823 Henry, John ...
290 Herron, John ...
744 Heyder, Augustus .
*975 Heyder, Wolfgang F.
314 Hill, E. 0. W. ...
294 Hoffman, George ...
688 Hoffmann, George ...
260 Hoffman, Jacob ...
*668 Hoffmann, Jacob ...
266 Hoffman, Philip ...
805 Hoffman, P.... ..
835 Ditto ... ,..
*1111 Hoffmann, - ...
935 Holmes,  Isaac ...
256 Hughes, Bernard .
*560 Hutchison, Kenneth
*561 Ditto ... ...
*563 Ditto
*864 Hutchison, George R.
865 Ditto ... ...
*875 Ditto ... ...
806 Hutton, D. ... ...
525 Jackson, George ...
*673 Jensen, Niels ...
272 Johnson, John, senr.
273 Johnson, John, junr.
t748 Ditto ... ...
*1113 Ditto ... ...
*1112 Ditto .. . , .
*1034 Johnson, Alex. ...
*1081 Ditto ... ...
*1088 Ditto ... ...
453 Jones, Henry
534 Ditto ... ...
*1091 Jones, Mary... ...
*1121 Ditto ...
366 Kates, Francis ...
367 Ditto
368 Ditto
383 Ditto
425 Ditto
426 Ditto
482 Ditto
298 Keahl., Septimue ...
WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .
ditto
ditto ..
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditt o .ditto ,..1ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A. R. P.
...
...
...
...
...
... 320 0 0
...
50 0 0
...
...
... 100 0 0
... ...
... ...
55 0 0 65 0 0
... ...
... ...
...
.., ...
..
80 0 0
... 83 3 0
... 340 0 0
... 423 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
320 0 0
67 0 0
72 3 28
15 0 0 305 0 0
... 250 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
... ...
...
100 0 0
...
...
91 0 0
..
60 0 0
... 80 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
120 0 0
...
120 0 0
...
...
40 0 0 ...
...
180 0 0 ...
30 0 0 100 0 0
...
160 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 320 0 0
...
... 320 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
98 1 0 ...
87 1 0 ...
148 3 0
72 3 0
924 0 0
106 0 0
$724 0  0goo 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R.  P- £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,000 0 0 7th 25 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
140 0 0 4th 3 10 0
400 0 0 4th 10 3 0 0 6 3
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
121 0 0 4th 3 0 6 014 1
531 0 0 3rd 13 5 6 7 6 3
... 4th 12 0 0
6th 0 12  6
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
110 0 0 4th 2 15 0
100 0 0 7th 7 10  0
100 0 0 3rd 02 10
320 0 0 5th
I
8 0 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
8th 7 7 6
80 0 0 3rd  2 10 0
147 2 0 3rd  3 14 0
80 0 0 3rd  2 0 0
194 0 0 3rd  4 12 0
203 0 0 3rd  5 0 9 0 1 3
... 3rd  3 0 0
... 5th 2 2 0
6th 17 0 0
5,500 0  .0  7th  137 10 0
... 3rd  22 10 0
2,100 0 0 2nd  13 2 6
... 4th 12 0 0
... 4th 12 0 0
... 2nd  9 0 0
... 4th  1 13 6
... 5th  2 14 9
3rd 12 11 3
390 0 0 7th 22 5 0
... 4th 12 0 0
3rd  12 0 0
805 0 0 7th 20 2 6
320 0 0 7th  8 0 0
... 4th 5 0 0 516 8
540 0 0 7th 18 1 0
100 0 0 4th  5 0 0
140 0 0 7th 8 0 0
... 3rd  2 0 0
... 3rd 215 0 21010
0 12 9
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
3rd 9 0 0
7th 6 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
1,440 0 0 5th 36 0 0
5th 3 0 0
1,800 0 0 3rd 45 0 0
944 0 0 3rd  36 12  0 20 3 4
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
... 3rd 3 12 6
5th 4 0 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 Q
320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
630 0 0 4th 15 2 2
2nd 2 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
2nd 7 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
1,400 0 0 2nd  8 15  0
1,000 0 0 5th 25 0 0
380 0 0 5th 9 10 0
1,280 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
500 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
... 6th 7 8 6
... 6th 6 12 0
6th 11 3 6
9 6h6t 5
. . . 6th 46 4 0
.,, 6th 5 6 0
0th 86 4 0
800 0 0 7th  37 10 0
eu4 improv.meats
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WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
460 Keable, Septimus ...
*814 Kemp, James ...
329 Keim, Michael ...
*692 Keim, Meikhael ...
746 Kyle, William ...
*1017 Lambley, Chas. ...
733 Large, John ... ...
*1055 Lawler, Wm. ...
*552 Leahy, Thomas ..
129 Lester, Leonard Edwd.
130 Ditto ...
1 385 Locke, Albert ...
*608 Ditto
11676 Ditto ... ...
Locke, John... ... ...
*629 Ditto ... ... ...
t833 Ditto ... ... ...
961 Ditto ... ... ...
*1115 Ditto ... ... ...
*589 Locke, James ... ...
*590 Ditto ... ... ...
*888 Ditto ...
340 Lomas, George Hugh ...
*686 Ditto ... ... ...
*1007 Lyons, John... ...
1699 Maher, James ... ...
*1028 Mann, Alex.... ...
*716 Margetts, Edmund H.
531 Marsh, George ...
1412 Marshall, Chas. ...
*1014 Masters, Aaron ... ...
*649 Mauch, Freaderich ... ...
223 Mauch, Michael ... ...
224 Ditto .. ... ...
436 Mawhirt, G.... ...
*1058 May, John ... ... ...
724 Meara, James ... ...
725 Meara, John ... ...
*1084 Ditto .. ...
t722 Mehan, Stephen J.... ...
Mills, John B. ... ...
900 Milward, William ... ...
374 Mitchell, Henry ... ...
239 Ditto ... ... ...
t662 Ditto .. ... ...
431 Mitchell, Henry ... ...
509 Ditto ... ... ...
166 Morris , John ... ...
*991 Morris,  Saml. ... ...
*890 Morrison , John ... ...
*1009 Morey, Alfred ...
*978 Mullen, Peter ...
538 Muller, Peter ...
*553 Muir, William ...
651 Ditto ... ...
857 Ditto ...
731 Murphy, Michael ...
t695 Murray, John ...
117 Murray, Catherine ...
118 Ditto
802 McAra, Jas.... ...
*1025 McCann, John ...
867 McConville ... ...
268 McConvill, James ...
*896 McCullock ...
270 McCulloch, Colin ..
496 Moffatt, Jas. Campbell
339 McDonnell, Michael
391 Ditto
257 McGahan, John ...
180 McGahan, Thomas ...
536 McGeever, Henry ...
4863 McGeevor, Henry ...
480 McGucken, Thomas
352 McIntosh,  James ...
328 Ditto ...
255 Ditto
822 Ditto .,,
173 Ditto
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead,  18721
ditto, 1872...1
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 18i 2
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead , 1872
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto  ...
ditto ..
ditto  ...
Homestead  ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
! ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. FirstPast
Class
oral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. R. P.
50.0 0
400 0 0
800 0 0
320 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0 ...
... 197 0 0 ...
... 54 0 0 ...
... 1,792 0 0 ...
... 760 0 0
306 2 8
... ... 100 0 0
... ... 315 3 15
... ... 640 0 0
250 0 0
... 158 0 0 ...
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
513 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
500 0 0 500 0 0
160 0 0
107 0 15
... 237 0 0
160 0 0 ...
50 0 0 270 0 0 ...
102 1 0
420 0 012,500 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ...
120 0 0 120 0 0 ...
32 0 0...
... ... 100 0 0
220 0 0
... I 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
... ... 800 0 0
... 82 0 0
1,215 0 0
100 0 0
300 0 0
640 0 0
248 0 0
314 0 0
320 0 0
35 0 0 185 0 0 ...
30 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
80 0 0
300 0 0
160 0 0
244 0 0
...
657 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 158 2 33
640 0 0
640 0 0
58 0 0 ...
60 0 0
640 0 0
40 3 0 ...
300 0 0
... 121 0 0 ...
...  522 0 0 ...
... 245 0 01 ...
... 100 0 0 ...
80 0 0
60 0 0 ... ...
80 0 0 ...
94 0 0
215 3 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
960 0 0
840 0 ()
1 1,980 0 0 1,980 () ()
Year. Rent.  Balance due ,
6th
£ s. d.
10 0 0
£ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
7th 20 0 0
4th 8 0 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 9 0 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 1 16 10
5th 1 7 0
8th 89 13 8
8th 38 0 0
6th 2 5 3
4th 2 10 0
4th 41711
8th 16 0 0
4th 6 5 0
3rd 5 3 9
3rd 6 0 0
2nd 0 13 4
4th 12 16 6
4th 2 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
6th 37 10  01
4th 4 0 0
2nd 2 0 6
4th 8 16 1
2nd 2 13 4
4th 13 17 6
5th 2 11 6
6th 153 6 8
2nd 9 0 0
4th 1 0 0
7th 15 0 0
7th 1 12 0
5th 2 10 0
2nd 1 7 6
4th 12 0 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 10 0 0
4th
7th 30 7 6
3rd 2 10 0
6th 7 10 0
7th 16 0 0
4th 3 9 4
6th 7 17 0
5th 8 0 0
8th 11 17 6
2nd 0 13 9
3rd 2 10 0
2nd 1 17 6
2nd 2 0 0
5th 7 10 0
5th 4 0 0
4th 3 19 4
3rd 16 8 6 4 14 2
4th 12 0 0
4th
8th 16 0 0
8th 16 0 0
3rd 4 7 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
7th 3 1 6
3rd 7 10 0
7th 6 1 0
5th 26 2 0
6th 12 5 0
6th 5 0 0
7th 4 0 0
8th 4 10 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 2 7 0
5th 5 8 0
6th 8 0 0
7th 16 0 0
7th 24 0 0
7th 10 (1 0
1 8tia 06 0 0
50G
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Register
No.
556
*667
760
703
727
751
934
*987
*866
360
252
176
175
181
150
351
*996
797
505
*543
*860
433
*693
702
147
171
*499
*1029
516
628
*871
*1027
*873
107
Lessee.
McIntosh, James ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
McKinlay, George ...
McMahon, Thos.
McMillan, Alex. ...
McMillan, Ewen ...
McMonagle, Chas....
McNally, James .
McNamara, Patrick
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Neilan, Philip ...
Nelson, Peter ...
Nicholls, Isaac ..,
Nolan, Edward ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
O'Brien, Anthony ...
O'Brien, Daniel .,.
O'Dea, Martin
O'Dempsey, James P.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,,,
Page, Henry ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,,,
Page, H.
Page, Frederick
Palgrave and Bigge...
144 Ditto
611 Ditto
*612 Ditto
*1011 Ditto
*614 Ditto
*616
*624
145
160
766
775
169
327
708
709
*1030
473
526
619
623
*672
309
*679
386
936
822
312
732
95
*664
1665
*691
815
938
*488
630
t346
382
400
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Palmer, William ,,.
Ditto
Palmer, Wm. L.
Ditto ...
Parr, Bertie C.
Ditto
Passmore, Hugh ...
Passmore, John ...
Paton, Thomas
Patterson, Andrew...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .,. ,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.. ,.,
Ditto ,,,
Patterson ,  James ,,,
Payne, David ,,,
Peachey, Nathan ,..
Pender, Michael ,,,
Porter, Alexr. E. ..
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,  18721
ditto, 1872...
ditto,  1872..,
ditto, 1872..
ditto .,
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ...li
.. ditto ...
ditto
ditto
... Homestead ..
Homestead ,  1868
Homestead ,  1872
... Conditional ..
Homestead ..
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
... ditto
'.
.. ditto
.. Homestead
... Conditional .,,
,. ditto ..
., ditto ...I
...  ditto
Pre-emption,
Rosenthal Run
.. ditto
... Pre-emptive on
Rosenthal Run,
leased half ...
.. ditto
., ditto
Pre-emptive
Toolburra,
leased half
ditto
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
. , ditto
.. Homestead
on
.. I
Conditional
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1872...
... Conditional ,..
... ditto ...
Homestead .,.
Conditional ...
Power, William ,
Priaulx, Osmond de Laney
Reader, William ,,, ...
Ditto ...
Richter, Friederich ,..
Rigby, Joseph ,,,
Rippingale, -
Rippingdale, John G. ...
Rosenbeyer, George ...
Ross, James R.
Ditto ... ,
Ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto , . .
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
Homestead ,..
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
A. R. P.
15 0 0
80 0 0
I
Pirt Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
160 0 0
262 0 0
2,377 0 0
320 0 0
300 0 0
145 0 0 ...
Im provemonts
160 0 0 ...
... 1 160 0 0
606 0 0
...
73 3 0
980 0 0 980 0 0 1
92--.0  O 980 0 0 980 0 0I
79 3 38
85 0 0 .,.
160 0 0
160 0 0
:313 2  1'9J ...
79 31 2
91 1 27
311 0 0 ...
85 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
176 0 0 ... ,,,
79 0 0
76 0 0
255 0 0
156 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 200 0 0
220 0 0 2,340 0 0
112 0 0 934 0 0
.1,308 0 0 ...
640 0 0
... 612 0  0
... 2,014 0 0
... 260 0 0 ...
285 0 0
97 0 0 1  ...
102 0 0, 15 0 0
640 0 0
160-0  0' ...
11,300 0 0 1,375 0 0
370 0 0+ 1,260 0 0  2,656  0 0
320 0 0 ...
320 0 0  ...
160 0 0
2,560 0 0
...
100 0 0 ...
20 0 0 300 0 0
... 1,200 0 0 800 0 0
320 0 0 ...
640 0 0 2,560 0 0
... ... 320 0 0
... 211 0 0
... 135 1 0 ...
161 3 0 ...
80 0 0  ...
62 3 0 ...
160 0 0 ...
348 0 0 ...
... 423 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
324 0 0
71 0 0
... 527 0 0
780 0 0
... 475 0 0
1,280 0 0
80 0 0
Year.  Rent. Balance due.
_ I
+
£ s.  d. £
5th 59 8  6
4th 8 0 0
4th 10 19 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 9 16  6
4th 6 11 3
14 0 0
3rd 3 0  0
2nd 3 13 4
3rd 4 0 0
6th 15 3 0
7th 3 14 (1
8th 73 10 0
8th 73 10  0
8th 6 18  0
8th 4 5 0
6th 4 0
2nd .3 ()
04th 11 15
5th 4 0
OI5th 3 0 0
3rd 2 6 0
6th 15 11  0
4th 2 2  6 1 4 0
4th 12 0 0
8th 13 4 01
8th 5 18  6
5th 1 18 0
2nd 4 5 0
5th 3 18 0
4th 2 10 0
3rd 5 0  0
2nd 1 6  8
3rd 5 0  0
8th 133 10 0
8th 55 2  0
4th 65 8 0
4th 32 0 0
2nd 11 9 6
4th 100 14 Q
4th 13 1 0
4th 14 5 0
8th 7 5  6
8th 8 8 0
4th 16 0 0 1
4th 4 0 0
8th 99 7 6
7th 157 3 0
4th 12 0 0
4th 12  0 0
2nd 3 10 0
5th 64 0 0
5th 8 2 0
4th 1 15 6
4th 13 3 6 0 1 0
4th 21 16 6
7th 1117 6
4th 32 0 0
6th 013 4
3rd 210 0
3rd 12 15 0
7th 80 0 0
4th 12 0 0
8th 176 0 0
4th 8 0 0
4th 5 5 3
4th 3 8 0
3rd 4 1 0 0 011
3rd 3 0-0
5th 2 7 3
4th 4 0 0
6th 9 8  0
6th 21 3 0
6th 16 2  0
507
Register
No. Lessee.
966 Rutsch, Johann Gottlieb
172 Ryan Jeremiah
*1120 Ditto
696  Ditto ... ...
*895 Ditto ...
*639 Ryan, Cornelius
*551  Ryan Thomas
809 Ryan, Stephen ...
*846 Ryan, Thomas John
866 Ditto ... ...
305 Saal, henry ... ...
424 Scoch, Christian ...
*687 Ditto ...
694 Schneider, John ...
*1085 Ditto ... ...
*1094 Ditto ... ...
365 Sexton, Peter ...
550 Sewell, Richard ...
636 Sewell, James
824 Shannon, James
218 Ditto .
*1110 Simmons, T. Luther
747 Slade, Wm. B. ...
161 Smith, Henry ...
*897 Ditto ...
123 Snell, John Cooke
828 Sparksman, Edward
770 Sprv, Courtney ...
771 Ditto
772 Ditto ... ...
*994 Ditto
*1040 Stapleton, Patk.
377 Stevens, Thomas ...
438 Ditto ... ...
501 Ditto ...
562 Ditto ... ...
*675 Ditto ... ...
*681 Ditto ...
*894 Stevenson, Joseph ...
785 Stewart, James ...
373 Stirling, Robert ...
'1060" Ditto ..
*576 Stratford, Fredk. A.
*577 Ditto
*591 Ditto
*592 Ditto ...
522 Summers ,  William ...
t737 Sweeney ,  Daniel  ...
794 Tambling ,  Richard ...
x671 Teitzel , Carl ...
*689 -Ditto
811 Ditto ...
535 Thompson , David ...
5881 Ditto ... .
478 Thornton , Edward L.
738 Thornton ,  Nicholas
*1104  Tickle,  George ...
69 Tooth,  William B....
125 Ditto .
*992  Tooth, W. B.
490
813
829
*1070
*1043
286
295
*962
406
*467
*468
Topfer ,  Henry ...
Townson ,  Wm. P....
Turnbull,  William ...
Ditto ...
Tulloch,  Win.
lreitch, James Adams
Ditto
Wallace, Andrew J.
Wallis,  James ...
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto ... ...
WARWICK  DISTRICT-cwlliaued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . Tirat ClawPastoral.
Homestead,1872
Conditional  ...
ditto
Homestead,  18721
Homestead  ...
ditto, 1872...
ditto
Homestead , 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead , 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,  1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ,  1868
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run,
leased half ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Canal Creek
Run, leased half
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ..
Pre-emption on I
Clifton Run...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Clifton ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
Conditional ..
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ..
Homestead ..
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.  A.  R. A. R. P.
320 0 0
267 3 0 13 0 0
...
160 0 0 640 0 0
14 0 0
68 1) 1)
79 0 0
145 0 0
... 611) 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 250 0 0 ' 468 0 0
... 160 0 0
200 0 0
25 0 0  295 0 0
... 160 0  ()
80 0 0
456 0 0
49 2 0
160 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0
99 0 0 522 0 0
... 154 0 23
80 0 0 ...
94 0 0
137 3 22
100 0 0 220 0 0 987 0 24
15 0 01 145 0 0
... 40 0 0 58 011
... 100 0 0 113 0 0
,.. 50 0 0 85 0 0
200 0 0
... 4.0 0 0
80 0 0  1,200 0 0
... 640 0 0
... ... 320 0 0
600 0 0
1,654 0 0
... 816 0 0
75 2 0 ...
86 0 0
... 80 0 0 920 0 0
... ... 2,560 0 0
... 250 0 0 105 0 0
... 120 0 0 1,699 0 0
450 0 0 1,000 0 0
... ... 950 0 0
320 0 0
216 3 24 ...
37 3 34
Im provements
... 1,566 0 0
...
1,700 0 0
2,000 0 0
... 100 0 0 895 0 0
... 228  0 0
119 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 160 0 0
1,222 1 0
-
...
106 0 0  380 0 0
'1,067  0 0
320  0 0
40 0
-
187 0 0
273 0 0 ...
75 0 0
140 0 0
... 1,280 0 0 1,280 0 0
... 320  0 0 320 0 0
100 0 0 ...0
02,482
329 0 0
2,088 3 25
1 ear . Rent. Balance due,
I _
£ s. d.
i
£ s.  d.
3rd 12 0 0
8th 20 15 0
2nd 2 13 4
4th 4 0 0
3rd 0 10 6
4th 1 14 0
5th 1 19 6
3rd 3 12 6
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 4 () 0
7th 24 4 0
6th • 4 0 0
4th 5 0 0
4th 12 18 9
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 0 10 0
6th 22 16 0
5th 1 3 6
4th 4 0 0
3 d 12 0 0r
7th 18 0 0
2nd I 0 12 11
4th 4 0 0
8th 7 1 0
3rd t 3 9 0
8th 37 12 10
3rd 6 11 3
4th 3 9 6
4th 7 16 6
4th 4 12 6
2nd 4 3 4
2nd 0 10 0
6th 33 18 6
5th 16 0 0
5th I 7 18 6
5th 15 0 0
4th 41 7 0
4th 20 8 0
3rd 1 18 0
4th 6 9 0 3 16 0
6th t 27 0 0
2nd 16 0 0
5th 15 2 6
5th 48 9 6
4th 47 10 0
4th 23 15 0
5th 8 0 0
4th 7 18 11
4th 1 8 6
6 0 0
4th 37 18 10
4th 42 10 0
3rd 50 0 0
5th 27 7 6
4th 5 14 0
5th 8 18 6
4th 12 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
8th 91 14 6
8th 2619 0
2nd 44 9 2
5th 8 0 0
3rd 7 13 6
3rd 10 4 9 0 13 9
2nd 1 8 2
2nd, 1 9 2
7th 96 0 0
7th l 24 0 0
.3rd 2 1n 8
6th 124 2 0
5th 8 4 6
5th 52 4 6
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WARWICK DISTRICT- continued.
Reg ister
No. Lessee.
469 Wallis, James ...
291 Walker, William G...
292 Ditto ... ...
179 Ditto ... ...
11754 Webb, George ...
818 Ditto ... ...
819 Ditto ..,
S04 Webber, Edwin .
*1020 Wickham, G. Izard
*1118 Ditto .. ...
489 Wienholt, Frederick
228 Wienholt, Arnold ...
282  Ditto
18 Ditto
19 Ditto
82
83
'1064
932
265
299
141
211
'1032
-*1033
343
344
419
251
133
163
427
539
796
350
*581
610
*657
*678
210
439
302
249
*899
'k1108
149
*989
*816
4821
*988
*817
170
110
Ditto
Ditto
Wienholt ,  Ed. ... ...
Wightman ,  John ...
Wildash, Frederick  J. C....
Ditto  ... ... ...
Wills, Charles Henry ...
Wilson, Alexander... ...
Wilson, Alex. ...
Ditto .. ...
Wilson, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Wilson, Thomas ,..
Wilson ,  Robert S....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Wilson, William ...
Ditto ...
Wood, Richard ...
Wright, William ...
Wright,  Frank ...
Ditto ... ...
Young, John
Young,  Robert ...
Young, Sam... ...
Ditto ...
Young, Samuel ...
Young, Henry ..
Young and Gilchrist
Ditto ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption,
Gladfield Run,
Dar ling Downs
Pre-emption,
Merivale Run,
Darling Downs
Conditional ...
ditto ••
ditto I
Homestead,1872
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run,
leased half ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption, on
Agricultural. First Class Second Class YearPastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.
.,. 140 0 0
,,, ... 1,700 0 0
700 0 0
,, 1,200 0 0
... 1,257 2 32
100 0 0
300 0 0
450 0 253 0 0
... 160 0 0 ...
...
350 0 0
1,920 0 0
50 0 0 400 0 0 1,740 0 0
Im provements
50 0 0 460 0  0 2,240 0 0
Im provements
560 0 0 2,000 0 0
900 0 0
160 0 0 800 0 0 1,600 0 0 8th 92 0 0
100 0 0 700 0 0 1,400 0 0 8th 77 10 0
Im provements 276 16 0
100 0 0 1,000 0 0 2,000 0 0 8th 107 10 0
Im provements 424 0 0
80 0 0
62  3 0
15 0 0
98 0 0
Talgai Run ... 70 0 0
ditto .•.
50 0 0
80 0 0
500 0 0
480 0 0
Pastoral.
3,000 0 01 2nd  18 15  0
3rd 3 0 0
7th 4 14 6
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
8th 45 0 0
1,296 0 0 8th 32 8 0
5th
7th
7th
7th
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
5th
7th
7th
8th 78 0 0
Rent. Balance due.
£ S. d. h' S. d.
3 14 6
42  '10  0
17 10 0
30 0 0
30 4 4
2 10 0
7,10 0
12 17 3
2 13 4
1 9 2
48 0 0
67 5 0
376 5 0
82 15 0
391 16 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
80 0 0  2nd 1 3 4
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
270 0 0 6th 9 5 0
289 0 0 6th 11 4 6
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
1,500 0 0 Sth 62 10 0
805 0 0 8th 44 2 6
360 0 0 6th 9 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
293 0 0 ... 4th 12 2 3
96 0 0 ... 6th 416 0
100 0 0
180 0 0
75 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
1,188 0
640 0
640 0
640 0
460 0
1,019 U
100 0
100 0
320 0
150 0
80 0
200 0
315 0 080...0
0 8U 0 0
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
20 Adams, Christopher  ...  Conditional  ,.. 74 0 17
119 Aldridge, Edgar Thomas ... ditto
165 Ditto ... .... ... ditto
581 Allen, Thomas .. Homestead
727 Aplin, D'Oyley Christopher
Hay ... ... ... Conditional
733 Ditto ... ditto
565 Baabe, Jacob Joachilu  ...  Homestead
182 ,bailey, William Gill Conditional
11 Bank, Queensland National ditto
411 0 0
1,091 3 0
168 3 0
4th
4th
4th
4th
8th
5th
7th
7th
3rd
2nd
8th
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
8th
8th I
8th
7th
7th
4th
34 14 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
20 10 0
25 9 6
3 15 0
7 10 0
1 10 0
0 12 6
7 7 0
0 18 4
8 0 0
3 15 0
1 16 8
5 0 0
... 387 0 0
90 3 0
28 2 0
7 Ditto .,. .. ditto ... 220 0 0
90 tl 0
117 0 0
124 0 12
13 2 6
6 0 0
5 12 6
27 6 0
4 4 6
1 0 0
3rd 9 13 6
3rd 3 0 6
5th  ` `  1 2 0
7th 2 5 0
Sth 2 18 6
8th 19 12 6
Register
No. Lessee.
625 Barlow, Michel .•.
646 Barlow, Joseph ...
719 Bartholomew, James
783 Barylak, Michel ...
633 Bauer, Christoph ...
634 Ditto ... ...
247 Becht, John,.. ...
'765 Beier, August ...
623 Belfus, Carl...
497 Bennett, William John
689 Biengts ,  Hakan ...
225 Binstead , Samuel ...
746 Bleakley,  James ...
118 Blissett, Robt. 1enry
472 Boden, John ...
354 Ditto ...
426 Bodimeade, George...
*808 Boije, Carl Gustaf ..,
78 Brown, James Edwin
551 Ditto .. ,..
744 Bruce,A. K. ...
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MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  861ection . Agricultural. Flret Class  Second  ClassPastoral. Pastoral.
..• Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
Conditional
... ditto
,,, ditto
... Homestead
.•. Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
,,, Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
*838 Burgess , E. A. ... .•
308 Butcher,  James ...
272 Cameron, James  Aitchison...
271 Ditto ...
65 Ditto ...
691 Cameron, James A.,.. ...
104 Canny, William Peter ...
713 Carolan, Robert ... ...
627 Carruthers, Wm.
*806 Casey, H. G. J.
777 Cichonski, H. A.
483 Clarke, Richard Praiser ...
111 Ditto ... ... ...
88 Ditto ... .., ..•
41 Ditto •.. ,., ,,,
40 Ditto ... .., ...
170 Ditto ... ...
210 Clarke, William ...
148 Cleary, James,  junior •..
171 Ditto ... ...
688 Cleary, Joseph ..
197 Commercial  Banking Com-
pany of Sydney ...
781 Conlan, John ..
269 Connolly, Ellen Mary
168 Connor, Michael ...
*805 Cooper, Thomas ...
178 Corfield, Henry Cox
244 Ditto
275 Ditto ... •.. •..
312 Ditto ... ...
622 Corser, Edward ..•
521 Ditto
439 Ditto ... .•. ...
438 Ditto  ...  ...
658 Cornwell, Thomas ... ...
] 66 Cran, John ...
571 Cran, James...
670 Cran, Robert
694 Ditto ...
595 Ditto ...
*831 Crawford, T. G. ...
*837 Ditto ,..
596 Croft, Edmund ...
155 Croft, John ... ...
477 Cunningham, James
478 Ditto ..• ...
710 Ditto ...
742 Cunningham, John ...
*751 Cuthbertson, Robert ,,,
*752 Cuthbertson, John Miller ...
*810 Denzler , J. H. ...
698 Dirig , Wilhelm ...
645 Dittmann , August ...
268 Douglas ,  George ...
558 Dowzer ,  James ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dii,to
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Year .  Bent.  Balance due.
A.  R.  P. A.  B. P. A. B.  P.  £ s. d. £ d. d.
40 0 0 4th 1 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
72 0 0 8 0 0 3rd 5 12 0
44 2 0 .,.  2nd 015 9 0 4 6
56 2 0 4th 1 8 6
... 103 2 0 4th 212 0
5 0 0 ... 76 0 0 7th 2 5 6
78 0 0 2nd 1 2 0
10 0 0 31 3 0 4th 1 3 6
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
45 0 0
85 0 0 2nd 1 4 10
40 0 0 2nd 016 8
,.. 67 0 0 5th 113 6
54 1 0 7th 1 7 6
131 0 0 7th 3 5 6
79 0 0 8th 4 0 0
,., 45 0 0 6th 015 0
... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 1 5' 0
350 0 0 ... 5 3 0 8th 26 8 0
3 0 0 ... 457 1 0 5th 1113 6
37 0 0 ... 447 0 0 3rd 13 19 0 2 1 3
,,, ,,. 400 0 0 2nd 210 0
,,, ... 478 0 0 6th 1119 0
... 177 2 0 7th 4 9 0
90 0 0 ... 314  1 25  7th  14 12  6
90 0 0 ... 30  1  22  8th  7 10  6
... 178 2 0 3rd 4 9 6
50 0 0 ... 82 0 0 7th 616 0
$0 10 4
260 0 0 ... 12 0 0 3rd 19 16 0 20 6 4
,,, ... 230 0 0 4th 5 11 6
.,, 1,280 0 0
10 0 0
50 0 0
42 2 29
70 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Sugar purchase 390 2 16
Conditicnal ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 75 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 40 0 0
Sugar purchase 1,280 0 0
Conditional ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ,,,
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..,
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
103 3 36 7th 2 12 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
40 0 0 7th 4 7 6
90 0 0 5th 2 5 0
140 0 0 8th 3 10 0
101 0 0 7th 2 10 6
116 3 0 7th 2 18 6
511 0 0 7th 12 16 6
257 2 0 7th 6 9 0
1,300 0 0 3rd 32 10 0
.. 7th 96 0 0
30 0 0 2nd 018 9 0 2 6
950 0 0 7th 27 10 0
7th 3 4 6
... 84 0 0 2nd 1 4 6
... 67 0 0 7th 6 18 6
40 0 0
29 1 21
40 0 0
1 1 0 7th 3 16 0
33 0 0 7th 4 11 6
162 1 39 6th 4 1 6
82 0 0 5th 2 1 0
59 112 5th 110 0
82 3 9 5th 2 1 6
107 2 2 5th 2 14 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
7th 29 6 6
215 0 15 4th 6 8 0
403 0 0 4th 10 1 6
158 1 0 4th 3 19 6
17 3 0 4th 6 1 6
200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
92 0 0 2nd 0 11 6
... 4th 3 0 0
7th 96 0 0
85 0 0 5th 4 7 6
120 0 0 5th 6 0 0
250 0 0 3rd 6 5 0
642 0 0 3rd 16 1 0 0 1 3
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
... 2nd 0 10 0
... 3rd 0 15 0
4th 1 0 0
87 0 0 7th 2 3 6
83 2 0 5th 2 2 0
$0 0 4
I
Register
No. Lessee.
461 Eaton, John... ... ...
162 Ditto
70 Ditto
619 Eichler, Joseph
663 Eve, Charles ..
90 Ditto
*794 Fagg, Richard
479 Ferguson, Robert ..
*835 Filar, Matthias
525 Fitzpatrick, John Charles ...
400 Fox, David Jacob ... ..,
160 Garrett, Frank ... ,,,
749 Garde, H. T. N.
750 Garde, William
613 Gibson, Wm. L. George
614 Gibson, W. L. G. ..
*766 Gilbert, John Hewett
t367 Glasgow,  Samuel ... ,,,
209 Gordon,  Samuel ...
386 Gorleck, George
*811 Greentree, Henry ...
30 Greer, James
694 Grenfell, H. S.
*759 Groundwater, George ...
*836 Grout, Edward
782 Gunderson Andersen
701 Habler, Friedrick ..
761 Hanson, Jorgen Carl
*775 Hansen, John Peter
*817 Hamilton, John
717 Hart, Robert ..
x`788 Ditto .
*829 Hasselbach , G. D...
660 Hausknecht, Chas.
24 Hay, Walter „
22 Ditto . .
115 Heath, Richard
93 Ditto
589 Ditto .. ,,, ,,,
359 Hendle, John ,,,
42 Henderson, Hugh ,,,
256 Henderson, Donald...
637 Ditto .,
731 Hendle, John
748 Ditto
621 Hielecher, Heinrich
464 Hinsch, Frederick William
394 Hodge, Richard James
*760 Hodgkinson, James
729 Holcroft, William ... ...
4-58 Holden, Charles
348 Ditto ...
228 Ditto ...
*821 Hom, George „
*823 Home, David
207 Howard, George ..,
208 Howard, William ... ...
664 Ditto ... ...
*828 Ditto ...
402 Hughes, James ...
668 Hutchinson, Hugh ...
*813 B  yyde, E. A.
*799 Illidge, J. M., senr.
292 Illidge, Josiah Mason,  son....
1722 Ditto ... ,.
728 Ditto ... ... ...
188 Inman, Carlotta
738 Jacobsen, Louis Caroline ...
1 Jarvis, E. L. ..
649 Jasch, Ferdinand
t743' Job, Jonathan ...
139 Jones, George ...
*796 Jones, Robert ,,, .,,
`998 Julin, James ... _..
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Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto ,,,
ditto .
Sugar purchase
Conditional ...
ditto
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
250 0 0
45 0 O
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. R. P. A. It P.
... 250 0 0 5th
7th
233 2 0 8th
79 0 0 4th
... 45 0 0 3rd
268 0 8 7th
80 0 0 2nd
94 0 0 5th
40 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 36 1 18 .., 5th
5 0 0 35  3 0 ... 6th
744 0 0 ... 7th
ditto ...
ditto ... 25 0 0
ditto ... 5 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
10 0 0
44  2  0
52 0 0
Homestead ...
Conditional ... 90 0 0
ditto ... 84 0 0
ditto ,,, ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto 180 0 0
ditto ... 155 0 0
Homestead ..
ditto ,.
Conditional  ...  20 0 0
Homestead .. ...
Conditional .. ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
40 0 0
30 0 0
45 0 0
30 0 0
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
10 0 0
44 0 0
5 0 0
... 1,200 0 0 3rd
... 407 1 0 3rd
... 131 0 0 4th
7 0 0 4th
... 40 0 0 2nd
... 100 0 0 3rd
120 0 0 7th
70 3 8 6th
100 0 0 2nd
8th
80 0 0 3rd
45 0 0 3rd
320 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 tad
167 3 0 3rd
160 0 0 ... 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
... 320 0 0 2nd
... 28 0 0 3rd
... 120 0 0 2nd
350 0 0 2nd
79 0 0 ... 4th
... ... 8th
... 8th
... 320 0 0 7th
... 218 1 0 7th
... 127 0 0 4th
80 0 0 6th
100 0 0 107 0 0 7th
... 640 0 0 7th
... 112 0 0 4th
21 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 ... 3rd
45 0 0 4th
80 0 0 5th
46 1 9 6th
87 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 . ... 3rd
100 0 0
160 0 0 5th
120 0 0 6th
130 0 0 7th
200 0 0 2nd
2nd
107 0 0 7th
73 0 0 7th
200 0 0 3rd
320 0 0 2nd
50 0 0 6th
... 90 0 0 3rd
... 500 0 0 2nd
... 110 0 8 2nd
... 92 0 16 6th
... 410 0 0 3rd
... 377 0 0 3rd
Balance this.
£ s.  J.  £ s. d.
25 0 0
3 7 6
5 17 0
1 19 6
1 2 6
6 14 6
1 3 4
2 7 0
0 5 0
1 13 6
0  19  11
55 16 0
30 0 0
10 4 0
3 5 6
2 6 0
1 7 6
2 10 0 2 10 0
3 0 0
2 10 6
1 5 0
3 7 6
2 0 0
$0 12 6
1 2 6 0 111
,*:0 0 6
2 0 0
0 15 0
4 4 0
4 0 0
2 5 10
4 0 0
4 12 0
2 0 0
2 18 4
1 19 6
6 15 0
6 6 0
8 0 0
5 9 6
3 3 6
2 0 0
7 13 6
16 0 0
16 6 0 22 0 0
12 3 0 13 13 5
2 0 0
1 2 6
3 10 0
0 19 7
2 3 6
2 0 0 016
4 0 0
6 0 0
5 10 0
2 1 8
1 0 10
6 1 0
4 1 6
5 0 0
3 6 8
1 2 11
2 5 0
6 5 0
1 12 5
2 6 6
9 2 6
9 8 6
409 0 0 7th 10 4 6
60"'0  0 3rd 1 10 0
100 0 0 530 0 0 8th 19 0 0.
41 3 0 4th 1 1 0y
... 321 2 0 3rd 7 11 3 '
... 7th 3 6 0
... 83 2 8 2nd 1 4 6
... 82 3 0 6th 2 9 0
+0 4 2
i 0 0
+1 5 0
0 2 0$0 0 6
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Register
No.
Lessee.
395 Kehlet, Fritz ...
*820 Kerlin, Gottlieb ...
624 Kikhofel, Carl ...
*800 Ditto
763 Kinbacher, Niklaus
740 Knipe, Joseph Irvine
584 Knotzen, Peter Cristian
*832 Kunst, Hans Jacob
*834 Lederle, Carl ...
1*772 Lenthall, Eli
120 Leslie, Alexander ...
112 Ditto .. ..,
687 Libert, Octave de ...
732 Ditto
Nature of selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional ..
Homestead ..,
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto
ditto 50 0 0
Year .  Rent.  Balance due*
6th
2nd
4th
2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
7th
7th
3rd
3rd
*753 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ...
*686 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ,..
t12 Lipsett, James .., ditto ... 5 0 0 ...
t335 Lyons, John Perry... ... ditto ... ,.,
181 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 372 0 0
163 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 4 0 0 80 2 0
651 Lenz, Frederick ... ... Homestead ... ...
666 Leather, Janies ... ... ditto ... ,.,
172 Mahoney, Daniel William... Conditional ... 8 0 0
392 Maitland, Richard ... ... ditto ...
333 Manning, Peter ... ... Homestead 50 0 0
736 Manski, Martin ... ... ditto ... ,..
*842 Marteus, Johan ... ... ditto ... ...
543 Martin Boyle ... ... Conditional ... 100 0 0
411 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ..,
387 Ditto ,.. ... ... ditto
374 Ditto  ... ...  ditto ... 72 3 21
•814 Matthies, Carl Friedrich ... Homestead ... ...
99 0 0 3rd
474 0 0 3rd
75 0 0 Sth
86 2 30 6th
7th
7th
40 0 0 ... 4th
69 0 0 5th
... 132 2 0 7th
320 0 0 7th
,, 6th
49 0 0 . ... 3rd
100 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 5th
229 0 0 5th
... 576 0 0 6th
119 0 0
... 6th
... 2nd
... 5th
£ s. d. £ s, d
7 18 0
0 12 6
1 2 0
0 11 5
2 0 0
32 0 0
1  14  6
1 0 0
1 11 3
35 0 0 •
4 12 6
8 0 0
14 2 6 11 15 5
+2 18 10
1 5 0 010 5
+0 2 7
2 9 6
11 17 0 9 17 6
1 0 0
1 7 9
18 12 0
4 7 0
1 0 0
1 9 6
3 18 6
8 0 0
0 18 9
1 4 6
0 12 6
9 0 0
5 14
14 8
5 9 6
0 9 11
2 12 6
2 7 6
10 15 0
2 11 6
4 5 0
12 7 6 13 11 3
480 McDonald, Albert ... ... ditto ... ... 105 0 0
563 McDonald ,  Arthur ... ...  Conditional  ...  10 0 0
25 McGill,  John ... ditto  ...  30 0 0
137 Mcllraith ,  James  ... ...  ditto ... ..,
53 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ,,.
715 Mcllvery ,  Joseph ... ditto ... 150 0 0
454 McKenzie, Duncan... ... ditto ,.. ,,,
294 Melville, Andrew Wedder-
bnrne ,., ditto ...
*776 Melville, A. W. ... ... ditto ... ,,,
545 Mergers, Ludwig ... ... Homestead ... ..,
•756 Meyer, Harild Emil Conditional
*839 Mielkowskl, Johann ... Homestead ,,,
327 Millar, Edward ... ., ditto ... ,..
349 Millar, John ... ditto ... ,,.
186 Miller, George Phillip
Dorville ... ... ... Conditional ,.,
31 Moir, James ... ... ditto ... 43-1 0
198 Moffett, Andrew ... ... ditto ... ,,.
411 Moody, James ... ... Homestead ... 17 0 0
3 Moore, Isaac ... ... Conditional ... 589 0 0
351 Ditto .. ... ditto ... 35 0 0
702 Morcom, Alfred ... ... I ditto ... ...
*849 Ditto ... ... ditto
*786 Morgan, Henry ...  ...  ditto ...
t693 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0
301 Nash, James ... ... ditto ...
459 Nash, John ... ... ... ditto ... 110 0 0
*804 Ditto ... ... ditto ,.. ...
*797 Negus, George ...  ...  ditto ...
^798 Negus, Edwi ... ... ditto
630 Neil, George ... ditto ..,
617 Neubauer, Carl ... ... ditto
t704 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
639 Nichol, William ... ... ditto ...
140 Nichols, James ,,. ditto  ...  50 0 0
133 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
362 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
714 Niesler, Reinholt  ...  ditto
538 Nightingale, George Henry Homestead .. 70 0 0
504 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ... 10 0 0
460 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0
*807  Nilsson, Pher. ... ... ditto
1695 Nixon, F. F. ... ... ditto ...
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.
316 0 0
60 0 0
10 0 0 28 3 0 ...
... 39 0 0
,,. I ... 80 0 0
1,280 0 0
68 2 0
... 160 0 0
.,, ,,, 250 0 0
... ,.. 1,400 0 0
... 185 0 0
,., ,,, 320 0 0
565 0 0
80 0 0 5th
70 0 0 200 0 0 8th
102 1 24 7th
102 1 24 7th
... 45 0 0 3rd
105 0 0  5th 2 12 6
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 4 11 8
52 0 0 5th 1 6 0
200 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 012 6
42 0 0 ... 6th 010 6
4) 0 0 ... 6th 0 11 8
130 2 0 7th 3 5 6
8th 3 6 0
102 3 0 7th 2 3 3
83 0 0 ... 5th 214 3
8th 44 3 6
965 0 0 6th 26 15 0
,,. 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
135 0 0 3rd 10 5 0
... 700 0 0 6th 1814 0
... 90 0 0 5th 1010 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
... 83 2 8 2nd 1 4 6
126 1 38 2nd 1 17 1
57 0 0 ... 4th 1 8 6
40 0 0 4th 1 0 0
71 0 0 3rd 0 12 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
521 0 0 6th 16 15 6
... 208 0 0 7th 8 3 6
327 0 0 6th 5 4 0
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
21 0 0 5th 5 15 0
... 224 1 0 5th 6 7 6
... 90 0 0 5th 410 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
... 229 0 0 3rd 416 6
+0 12 6
*e;ister)
No. Lessee.
706 Nixon, F. F.
707 Ditto ,..
758 Ditto ...
241 Ditto ,,. ..,
705 Ditto
283 Nixon , Edward Stanley
179 Nolan, John... ,..
177 Ditto ..,
502 Nolan, Patrick ...
492 (Brien, Denis ,..
482 Ditto ...
*843 Oertel, Anthony ,..
97 Palmer, Henry ..,
471 Park, John ... ...
720 Ditto ... ..,
628 Parker, John ..,
636 Peterson, Olof .,,
676 Petersen, Henrich ...
735 Ditto
757 Petersen, Jorgen Christian
*848 Ditto ... ... ...
780 Phair, John .,.
685 Philpott, James .,,
493 Pohlman, Jochim ,..
183 Poole, John ...
145 Powell, William,  Sen. ...
*812  Powers , Charles ,,,
*845  Ditto .. ... .,,
491 Quin, William
226 Ramsay , Percy ...
227 Ramsay, Edward Pierson ,,.
196 ?bitto  ...  ...
34 Ramsay, Richard ...
683 Ramsay, John Simeon
684 Ditto ... ,.,
f696 Ditto ... ...
697 Ditto .,, ... ..,
721 Ditto .,. ... ...
670 Ditto ... .,. ...
*840 Ramud ,  Gregor ...
495 Rankin ,  James .,,
677 Ditto ...
*767  Rasmussen, Peter ..,
709 Rayner , Henry ,,,
*802 Ditto .. ..,
666 Reckitt , Albert ...
498 Rees, John Michael
229 Reid,  Samuel ...
289 Reid, Thomas Francis ...
299 Richards, Solomon George
656 Richards, Noah ,.. .,,
553. Richmond, Mary ... .,,
346 Ridgeway, Richard
622 Rikenberg, Johann
644 Robinson, Win.
659 Ditto .,,
475 Rockemer, John ..,
*846  Ditto .., ... ...
353 Ross, Joseph ,.. ,,.
338 Ditto  ,., .,, ...
730 Ross,  John ... .,. .,.
430 Rowland,  Benjamin
420 Rowland, J.
569 Rubach, Friedrich ,,,
373 Schmidt, Carl ...
f790 Schmidt, Nes ,..
712 Schindler, August .,.
*825  Schudel, Jacob ...
*764 Seegrt, Gottfried ,,.
*755  Selke, Fredericke ...
653 Sem f, August F. , . ,
620 Shelback, William ,., ..,
519 Sinfield, Henry
*441 Slater, Frederick Augustus
665 Smith, Hercules ... ,,.
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MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second Class I Year. tent.  Balance due.Pastoral. Pastoral.
A.  B. P.  .  U.  P. A.  U.  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Conditional ... ... 170 3 0 3rd 4 5 6
ditto  ...  400 0 0 .,, 569 2 0 3rd 41 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 102 0 0 3rd  2  11  0
ditto ... 60 0 0 ... 40 0 0 7th 5 10 0
ditto ... 45 0 0 ... 88 1 0 3rd  5  12 0
Sugar purchase 440 0 0 ... 6th 33 0 0
Conditional ... .,. ... 90 0 0 7th 2 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 252  2 12  7th 6 6 6
ditto ,.. ... .. 90 2 0 5th 2 5 6
ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 201 3 0 5th  8 16  0
ditto ... ... 272 0 0 5th  6  16  0
Homestead ... ... 91 0 0 ... 2nd 0 7 7
Conditional ... ... ... 1,015 0 0 7th 25 7 6
ditto ... 20 0 0 208 0 0 5th  6  14  0
Homestead ,,, .. 112 0 0 ... 3rd  2  16  0
Conditional ... ... 119 0 0 4th 2  19  6
Homestead ,., .. 41 3 0 ... 4th 1 1 0
ditto ... ... 53 2 0 ... 3rd 1 7 0
Conditional ... ... ... 60 3 0 3rd  1 10  6 0 0 9
ditto ... ... 126 3 0 3rd 3 3 6
ditto ... 75 0 0 .,. 267 0 0 2nd 1 0 6
Homestead ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 2nd  0 18  9 0 2 6
Conditional ... ... 85 0 0 3rd 2 2 6
Homestead  ...  .. 80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 196 1 0 7th 4  18  6
ditto ... ... .,. 1,025 0 0 7th  25  12  6
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd  0 16  8
ditto ... 100 0 0 ... 540 0 0 5th 21 0 0
ditto ,.. 240 0 0 ... 200 0 0 7th 23 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 195 0 0 7th  13 17  6
ditto ... 200 0 0 ... 980 0 0 6th  39 10  0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
ditto ,.. ... 267 1 0 3rd  6  14 0
ditto 100 0 0 168 2 0 3rd  11  14 6
ditto ... ... ... 314 0 0 3rd 6 15 9
ditto ... ... ... 308 0 0 3rd 714 0
ditto ... 200 0 0 ,.. 963 0 0 3rd 39 1 6
ditto ... ... ... 241 0 0 3rd 6 0 6 0 211
Homestead ,.. ... 20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 2 6
ditto ... ... 45 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 6
ditto ... ... 45 0 0 ... 3rd 1 2 6
ditto ... ... 42 0 0 2nd 1 1 0
Conditional ... ... ,,. 341 0 0 3rd  8 10  6
ditto ... ... ... 88 0 0 2nd 1 5 8
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 5th 1 2 6
Conditional ,.. ... ... 120 0 0 7th 3 0 0
Homestead ... ... 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 1 8
ditto ... 10 0 0 32 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 5
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
ditto ,.. .,. 160 1 0 ... 5th 4 0 6
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ..,
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
ditto .,,
Conditional .,.
ditto ..,
Homestead ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ,,,
Conditional .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
60 0 0 30 0 0 6th • 0 15 0
... 37 0 0 4th 018 6
... 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
... ... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
.. 400 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
5 0 0 115 0 0 6th 3 5 0
10 0 0 100 0 0 130 0 0 6th 9 0 0
.,. .,. 135 2 0 3rd 3 8 0
127 2 0 5th 3 4 0
12 0 0 148 0 0 ... 5th  4 12  0
$1 3 0
10 0 0 39 1 0 ... 4th 1 7 6
106 2 0 6th 2 18 6
155 0 0 ... 2nd 117 2
... 36 0 0 3rd I 0 18 0
250 0 0 2nd 2 12 1
200 0 0 2nd , 5 0 0
... 40 0 0 ,., 3rd 1 0 0
.., 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
.,. 90 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... ... 1,004 0 0 5th 25 2 0
250 0 0 5th 6 5 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
$0 0 9
0 16 0
$0 4 0
0 8 2
$0 2 1
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Register
No.
I
Lessee .  Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
793 Sorrensen , Christian ... Homestead .,.
216 Southerden, Wm. ... ... Conditional ... 30 0 0
69 Ditto ., ... ditto ,,,
*822 Spencer ,  Samuel . .. ... Homestead .,, ...
723 Spider, Robert ... ... Conditional ,., ...
*771 Staier, Carl ... ... ... ditto ,..
*795 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,.,
520 Statham , Frank Marsh ... ditto ... 20 0 0
437 Starkey, Elizabeth ... ... ditto ,.,
187' Steley, Joseph Spencer ... ditto ... 20 0 0
t616 Steley, Abel... . ... ... Homestead ...
679 Ditto ... ,.. ... Conditional
1734 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,., ..,
739 Stevens ,  Magnus ... ...  ditto ,,, ,.,
212 Stewart ,  James  ... ... ditto ,.,
205 Ditto ... ... .., ditto ,,, .,.
496 St. Ledger, William ... ditto ,,, ,..
642 St. Ledger,  James  ... ... ditto .,.
562 Strandquist, Per. ... Homestead ... 10 0 0
737 Stringer, C. A. .. ... Conditional ... 46 0 0
*789 Stringer , Charles Augustus ditto ..,
724 Telm, T. P. ... ... ... Homestead ,,, ...
726 Temppleton , James  ... ... Conditional ,., •..
601 Thefs, C. Friedrich Win. ... Homestead ,,, ...
652 Thompson, William ... Conditional ... ,.,
1773 Thomson, John ... ... ditto ... ,..
1778 Thomsen, A. F. ... ... Homestead
779 Thomsen, H. J. ... ditto .,. ,.,
791 Thygessen, Andreas ,.. ditto ,,,
745 Timbrell, George ... ... Conditional ... ...
434 Toiler, John George ... Homestead ,,,
422 Travis, Thomas ... ... Conditional ,,.
385 Travis, Robert ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0
180 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0
572 Velter, Carl ... ... ... Homestead ... 5 0 0
*826 Vollmerhause, Wiegand ... Conditional ,,,
648 Wainwright, Jas. ... ... Homestead
1599 Wales, Alfred ... ... Conditional ... 10 0 0
468 Walsh, Martin ,,. ... Homestead ,.,
350 Ditto ... ... Conditional ... ...
462 Walker, John George ... ditto ... 410 0 0
376 Walker, Matthew ... ... ditto ... 26 0 0
708 Ditto ... ... ... ditto .., ,,,
747 Walsh, William Henry ... ditto ,., ,..
*809 Waltisbahl, Auton ... ...  Homestead .,, ,,,
453 Watson,  Thomas  ... ... ditto. ... 25 0 0
541 Watson, George Thomas ... Conditional ... 160 0 0
690 Watson,  Eliza  ... ... ditto ,,, ,.,
435 Wearin, John ... ... ditto ,,, ,,,
560 Ditto ... ... ditto
265 Webb, Richard ... ... ditto 40-0 0
675 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,.,
588 Weir, Robert  Martin . .. ditto
692 White, David Philip ...  Homestead ,., ,.,
1598 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
1716 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ,,.
*785 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,.
469 White, William ... .., ditto ,,, ,,,
452 Ditto ... ... ditto ,,, ,,,
447 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,.
261 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,,
127 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,, ,,,
126 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,, ,,,
102 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
16 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
2 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,..
692 Ditto ... .,, ... ditto ,,,
657 Whitley, Wm. ... ... ditto ,,,
*827 ditto ... ... ditto ,.. ,.,
95 Whittaker, John ... ... ditto ,,.
443 Wieckhorst, Hans Peter ... ditto ... 30 0 0
345 Wiekhorst, JohnJacob Henry ditto ... 15 0 0
*803 Ditto ... ... ditto ,,,
654 Wiekhorst, August ... Homestead ,,,
647 Wieland, August ... ... Conditional ,,,
285 Williams, Mary Jane ... ditto .,,
110 Ditto ... ... ditto
718 Wilson, A. H. ... ... ditto ... 109 0 0
*787 Wilson, Andre* Heron .,, ditto ,,.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Bent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A.  B. P.  £ s. d. £
20 0 0 . 2nd 0 6 8
130 0 0 7th 5 10 0
234 3 22 8th 5 17 6
100 0 0 2nd 1 0 10
... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... 40 0 0 2nd 011 8
...
601 0 4 5th 1611 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
54 0 0 7th 2 17 0
115 0 0 4th 1 8 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
135 0 0 3rd 3 4 0
,,, 400 0 0 3rd  100  0
,,, 184 0 32 7th 4 12 6
... 89 0 4 7th 2 5 0
... 466 0 0 5th 1113 0
173 0 0 4th 4 6 6
68 1 0 5th 2 2 0
... 79 0 0 3rd 5 8 6 218 8
115 0 0 2nd 1 18 4
40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0
117 0 0 3rd 2 18 6
31 3 0 4th 016 0
,., 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
95 0 0 2nd 2 1 6
79 0 0 ,.. 2nd 014 7
44 0 0 .., 2nd 018 4 0 2 0
40 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
40 1 0 5th 1 0 6
81 2 0 5th 2 1 0
,,, 1,200 0 0 6th 36 0 0
., 7th 3 0 0
49 1 0 4th 1 8 9
42 0 0 2nd 0 8 9
25 3 20 4th 0 13 0
70 0 0 4th 1 8 3
162 0 0 5th 4 1 0
... 479 1 8 6th 12 0 0
,,. 90 0 0 5th 33 0 0
.,, 54 0 0 6th 3 6 0
,,, 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
145 0 0 3rd 3 12 6
40 0 0 ... 2nd 010 0
104 0 0 5th 3 10 9
175 0 0 5th 16 7 6
,., 300 0 0 3rd 710 0
95 0 0 5th 2 7 6
258 0 0 5th 6 9 0
160 0 0 7th 7 0 0
.,. 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
241 3 0 4th 6 1 0
150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
.,. 320 0 0 4th 618 2
312 0 0  8rd 6 14 0
,., 640 0 0 2nd 1013 4
,,, 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
,,, 89 2 0 5th 2 5 0
1,014 0 0 5th 25 7 0
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
,,, 366 3 0 7th 9 3 6
,,, 518 0 0 7th 1219 0
,,, 640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
,., 650 0 0 8th 16 5 0
,,, 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 125 0 0 4th 3 2 6
... 320 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
,,, 90 0 0 7th 2 5 0
,., 165 0 0 5th 6 7 6
511 1 2 6th 13 18 6
115 0 0 2nd 1 13 7
14 2 28 4th 0 7 6
185 3 0 4th 4 13 0
171 3 0 6th 4 6 0
: 176 0 0 7th 4 8 0
15 0 0 3rd 8 11 0
8d  0 0 2nd 1 6 8
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97ARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT -continued.
Nature of Selection.
26 Wilson, Thomas ...  ...  ditto
597 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead
*818 Wilson, James ... ... Conditional
*819 ditto  ...  ... ditto
169 Winterheld, Francis ... ditto
484 Ditto .. .. ditto
523 Woodcock, Charles Alex-
ander John ... ... Homestead
486 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
8 Woodraw, T. T. ... ... Conditional
*792 Wool, John Sover ... ... ditto
300 Wright, James ... ... Homestead
*830 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Agricultural. First Class  Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance Due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.  £' S. d. £ S. d.
49 2 0 ... 8th 315 0
6 0 0 48 0 0 4th 1 8 6
.., ... 315 0 0 2nd 3 5 8
... ,., 120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
,., ... 839 0 0 7th 2019 6
... 1 312 0 0 5th 716 0
59 0 0 ... 5th 1 9 6
55 0 0 5th 1 7 6
17 0 0 ... 79 0 0 8th 3 5 0
120 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
45 0 0 6th 0 5 7
203-0  0 2nd I 1 13 10
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
166 Adams, Walter ...
*158 Ditto ... ...
314 Ditto ... ...
187 Allies, Cyril... ...
188 Anderson,  James ...
*301 Andersen, Louis ...
*447 Andresen, Andreas
65 Archer, William Henry
66 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ... ...
211 Ditto
*252 Arstall, Isaiah ...
312 Ashby, William
*262 Atkinson, Wm.
*387 Atkinson, William ...
197 Baker, Charles ...
327 Baker, James ,.,
321 Ball, Thomas Drew...
*342 Baldry, Henry ...
*219 Barker , John ...
*220 Ditto ... ...
*449 Ditto ...
127 Barnard ,  Benjamin..,
150 Ditto ..
227 Barton ,  Dunbar Henry
337 Barton , A. P. ...
t315 Ditto
222 Barton ,  Robert Crofts
*253 Barton, Augustus P.
305 Ditto ...
+422 Bates ,  William Thomas
*406 Ditto ... ...
*407 Ditto ...
*421 Bates ,  Joseph ...
303 Becher ,  Christian ...
*108 Bell ,  George... .
273 Benkron ,  Nells Petter
*419 Berg ,  August
350 Boisen , IN. P. ...
299 Boyd, James... ...
t320 Ditto
239 Brandt ,  Jno. Christian
256 Brandt ,  Heinrich  ...
*'k425 Breusen ,  Ludwig Jensen
*366 Broom ,  William
143 Broom ,  John ...
186 Ditto ...
4 Brown ,  Alfred Henry
12 Brown, Alfred H. ...
14 Ditto .. ...
2 Brown, Arthur ,..
5 Ditto
7 Ditto
17 Ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Walla Run
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Toweran ...
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
,.. ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
.. ditto
... ditto
ditto ,..
ditto ...
,.. Pre-em tive on
Barolin Run
.. Conditional ,..
..   ditto ...
... ditto ...
75 0 0 165 0 0
14.0 0 0
40 0 0
156 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
20 0 0 40 0 0
80 0 0 ...
40 0 0
10 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
52 0 0 56 0 0
40 0 0 ...
40 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
... 5th 9 15 0
5th 310'0
157 2 0 3rd 3 19 0
960 0 0 4th 27 0 0
4th 3 18 0
3rd 3 10 0
2nd 0 8 9
6th 1 5 0
6th 3 0 0
300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
70 0 0 4th 2 10 0
4th 2 10 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
4th 3 7 0
35 0 0 2nd 211 8
260 0 0 4th 9 10 0
... 3rd .1 10 0
644)  0 0 4th 16 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 3rd 4 0 0
6 14 9
+1 18 8
0 17 6
+0 4 5
2 '0 0
$0 10 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
220 0 0 5th 7 0 0
150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
590 0 0 3rd 17 15 0
600 0 0 3,760 0 0 3rd 122 0 0
... ... 626 0 0 4th 15 13 0
... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
2.560 0 0 3rd 64 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 112 1
... 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
5 0 0 195 0 0 3rd 5 2 6
40 0 0 38 0 0 ... 6th 2 411
40 0 0 19 3 0 3rd 2 0 0
,. 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
120 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 11 0 0 712 4
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
4 0 0 250 0 0 3rd 6 2 8
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
30 0 0 100 0 0 4th 3 12 6
40 0 0 ... 60 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
,,, .., 400 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
... ... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
60 0 0 1,040 0 0 7th 29 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 250 0 0 7th 20 0 0
30 0 0 380 0 0 320 0 0 7th 29 5 0
... 100 0 0 100 0 0 7th 7 10 0
920 0 0 7th 46 0 0
100 0 0 1,100 0 0 7th 32 10 0
24 0 0 ... 200 0 0 7th 616 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
34 Brown, Arthur
183 Ditto ...
184
185
204
*389
*317
*439
*431
t279
280
92
133
*385
240
257
*366
277
209
11146
t349
*369
205,
244
309
331
*443
214
*388
260
t107
*367
69
157
269
98
203
*372
271
292
1304
335
125
*265
*378
250
*286
55
231
233
*393
67
70
*416
223
*368
*377
*392
*347
129
11254
44
*382
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Butterworth, Wm. Hooton
Carlson ,  Magnus ...
Caswe ll , Henry Drew
Ditto
Cathcart ,  John Houston
Chappelow ,  Ralph ...
Ditto
Charlton ,  Frederick J.
Chattin ,  James William
Child, Thomas
Christensen ,  Mads Peter
Christensen , Jens'  ...
Ditto
Christensen ,  John Potter
Clark ,  John ... ...
Cooper ,  Thomas ...
Cullen, John... ...
Dall, Niels • ...
Davenport ,  George...
Dawson, George ...
Drinan ,  James ...
Ditto ...
Drinan,  Maurice ...
Duncan, Jas.
Easther, Henry Alfred
Ebbesen, Ebbe Nicolai
Evans, James
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
Barolin Run,
leased half ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
...
I  Homestead
...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
... Homestead ...
.. ditto ...
...I ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Farquhar, Wm. Gordon ..
Farquharson, John Ogilvie
Faulkner, Charles ... ...
Faulkner, Charles ... ...
Field, Joseph
Field, Joseph
Fox, Joseph... ...
Franklin, William Henry ...
Gadsden, Marshall D. ..
Gaylard, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ,..
Gayton, George ... ...
Giles, Rd. ... ... ...
Gillen, John... ... ...
Gorlick, George .,. ...
Ditto
Grafe, Otto ... ...
Graham, Robert ...
Ditto .. ...
Gran, Ferdinand ...
Greathead, George...
Ditto ...
Grossman, August ...
Grotherr, Reinke ...
Guilfoy, John ...
Gunderson, Neils ...
Ditto
Habermann, Friedrick
Handsford, William
Hansen, Lors ...
Hart, Robert... .
Havers, Robert ' :..
60 1 Hedges, Charles ...
112 Ditto ...
232
13
56
102
103
137
168
*300
*306
Henderson ,  James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Henrichson, Jacob ...
Hesse,  Carl ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
,., Homestead
... ditto
ditto
1Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
,,. ditto
.,, ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First f lass Second Class Year.Pastoral. Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R.
530 0 0 1,034 0
850 0 0
... 850 0 0
860 0 0
50 0 0 30 0 0
... 160 0 0
12 0 0 135 0 0
50 0 0
30 0 0 100 0 0
80 0 0 ...
50 0 0
30 0 0  00  0 0
80 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 30 0 0
35 0 0 68 0 0
15 0 0 130 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
35 0 0 15 0 0
160 0 0
114 0 0
25 0 0 150 0 0
610 0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0
82 0 0
21 0 0 ...
150 0 0 ...
80 0 0
85 0 0
27 0 0 105 0 0
80 0 0 50 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
20 0 0
400 0 0
90 0 0 ...
70 0 0
5 0 0
320 0 0
150 0 0
40 0 0 ...
50 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 ...
80 0 0 ...
72 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0
400 3 36
40 0 0
60 0 ll
37 0 0
16 0 0
160 0 0
22 0 0
38 1 19
80 0  0
50 0 0 50 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0
15 0 0 ...
I
,,,
...
80 0
7,680 0
1,600 0
...
270 0
...
50 0
...
...
...
...
97 1
...
...
...
5,670 0
1,210 0
320 0
190 0
490 0
155 0
190 0
198 0
183 0
1,600 0
111 0
92 0
75 0
120 0
40 0
90 0
900 0
640 0
40 0
...
...
120 0
60 0
80 0
...
...
...
260 0
922 0
640 0
3,000 0
299 0
624 0
640 0
800 0
882 0
315 0
Rent. Balance due.
P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 7th 52 7 0
4th 42 10 0
4th 42 10 0
4th ' 43 0 0
4th 2 12 6
0 2nd 1 6 8
0 3rd 192 0 0
0 2nd 13 6 8
2nd 2 10 0
3rd 3 8 2
0 3rd i 10 10 0 4 2 6
6th 2 14 4
5th 3 0 0
0 2nd 3 15 0
4th 3 7 6
4th 2 16 10
3rd 3 5 0
3rd 2 11 6 3 0 5
4th 3 0 3
28 5th 2 8 8
3rd 2 19 7
3rd 3 10 0
4th 113 9 0 3 9$0 0 11
I 4. 0 04th
0 3rd 1150 6 0
0 3rd 39 12 6 16 1 6
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 4th 50 10 0
. 2nd
'
2 3 4
4th 2 1 0
6th 0 0 5
0 2nd 21 10 10
6th 1 5 0
0 5th 10 5 0
3rd 7 5 6
0 6th 13 5 0
0 4th 4 19 0
2nd 2 10 0
0 3rd 6 1 6
0 3rd 60 0 0 19 3 4
0 3rd 8 12 2
0 3rd 7 11 0
0 5th 2 5 0
4th 12 0 0
0 2nd 10 13 9
0 4th 4 0 0
0 3rd 6 0 0 5 10 0
$1 7 6
6th 0 17 6
0 4th 22  10 0
0 4th 16 0 0
0 2nd 5 6 8
5th 1 5 0
6th 5 8 0
2nd 1 2 6
4th 1 17 6
0 2nd 2 15 0
0 2nd 1 3 7 6
0 2nd 3 16 8
3rd ' 4 0 0
5th 1 2 16 0
4th 2 2 6
7th 1 30 1 6
2nd 2 12 6
0 6th 11 0 0
0 6th 5 2 0
0 4th 16 0 0
0 7th 75 0 0
0 6th 7 9 6
0 6th 16 16 0
0 6th 16 0 0
0 5th 20 0 0
0 5th 22 1 0
3rd 3 2 6
3rd 3 0 0
0 3rd 9 0 0
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*437 Hofmann, Franz , .
268 Hohm, Niels Lorsen
362 Holmes, Charles ...
175 Holloway, Joseph ...
346 Holt, William Harvey
54 Hood, James ...
173 Hough, Joseph ...
*396 Hughes and Shand...
*397
*398
120
126
145
341
259
t215
216
*176
*333
364
213
46
47
318
119
*169
*415
298
198
128
t339
194
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Hull, David ... ... ...
Hunt, William ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Jacobsen, Lorenz ...
Jeffs, Joseph
Jennings, James ... ...
Jensen, Martin ...
Jensen, Peter Christian ...
Jensen, Niels Christian ...
Jessen, Peter Christian ...
Jenne, Ewan Browell ...
Ditto
Johnston, David Frederick
Jones, Richard ... ...
Ditto' ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Jones, Isaac ... ... ...
Kirby, Stephen ... ...
Knights, Wm. It. ...
Knight, Robert .
Knox, E., and Stephen, C.
195 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto ...
229 Lee, Richard
74 Lodge, James ...
*404 Lorsen, Hans ...
*371 Lorton, Henry ...
283 Lukin, George L. ...
284 Lukin, Gresley ...
343 Ditto ... ...
*390  Lutz, Henry... ...
*430 Lydicksen, Jens ...
334 Lymer, Charles ...
210 Lyons, John Perry...
11117 Ditto ... ...
124 Ditto ...
*450 Mahoney, Daniel ...
*344 Maunsell, Vero ...
24 Ditto ..
281 McCann, Henry
t61 McCoy,  George
266 McGrath, Owen
*394 Miller, John
*451 Ditto ..
294 Millett ,  Edward
295 Ditto ...
296 Ditto ...
297 Ditto .
243 Mittelheuser, Paul...
228 Moore, Isaac ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Pre-emptive on
Wonbah
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
theleasedhalf of
Kolan Run ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First  Class  Second ClevePastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  B. P. A. B.  P.I  £ s. d. £ s. d.
40 0 0 60 0 0 2nd 110 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 15 0
25 0 0 102 2  0 ... 2nd 310 3 2 2 3
15 0 0 65 0 0 5th 2 3 9
200 0 0 1,363  0 0 3rd 44 1 6 25 8 8
90 0 0 90 0 0 6th 9 0 0
45 0 0 69 3 0 ... 5th 3 8 9
500 0 0 2nd 8 6 8
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
300 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
5 0 0 53 2 26 5th 1 10 9
15 0 0 ... 225 0 0 5th  6 15  0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
10 0 0 87 0 0 ,.. 3rd 211 0 0 1 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
8 0 0 109 0 0 4th 3 5 2
40 0 0 70 0 0 ... 4th 3 5 0
50 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 3 7 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 3rd 217 6
40 0 0 ... 29 3 0 2nd 315 0 010 0
40 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
100 0 0 ...  546-0  0 6th 21 3 0
10 0 0 ... 344 0• 0 6th 9 7 0
700 0 0 3rd 17 10 0
70 0 0 20 0 0 5th 3 2 6
,, 100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
2 0 0 156 0 0 3rd 3 12 10
210 0 0 4th 5 5 0
70 0 0 ... 328 0 0 5th 13 9 0
294 0 0 3rd 7 2 6
60 0 0 1,220 0 0 ... 4th 65 10 0
35 0 0 1,035 0 0 ... 4th 54 7 6
210 0 0 4th 10 10 0
90 0 0 ... 163 0 0 4th 10 16 6
7 0 0 ... 133 0 0 6th 317 0
40 0 0 10 0 0 2nd 1 17 11
60 0 0 260 0 0 2nd 11 17 6
500 0 0 6,500 0 0 3rd 187 10 0
... 1,000 0 0 6,015 0 0 3rd 200 7 6
800 0 0 791 0 0 3rd 59 15 6 6 16 4
100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
20 0 0 280 0 0 ... 2nd 3 4 7
20 0 0 140 0 0 3rd 6 15 0
90 0 0, ... 41 0 0 4th 7 15 6
450 0 0 ... 538 0 0 5th  46  18  8
70 0 0 ... 130 0 0 5th  8 10  0
,.. 360 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
,,, ,,, 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0 10 8 4
60 0 0  3 4 0 001 7 t h  13 0 0
158 3 37 ... 3rd 3 19 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th 1 010
40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 6 6
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Ottoo and Wel-
comeCreek Run
6 Moore, Isaac ... ... Conditional ...
57 Ditto ... ... ... Pre-emption, on
Otoo and Wel-
come Creek
100 Ditto ditto
40 0 0 ... 10 0 0 2nd 2 3 4
18 0 0 ... 2nd 0 2 3
... I ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
180 0 0
15 0 0
... 765 0 0 3rd 18 17 6
... 1,500 0 0 3rd  37 10  0
458 0 0 3rd 11 9 0
100 0 0 900 0 0 4th 27 10 0
101 Ditto .,. ... ... Conditional ... 5 0 0
310 0 0267 Moore, William George ... Homestead, 1872 10 0 0
182 Morgan, Joseph  ... ...  Conditional
365 Mortensen, Niels Feder ... I ditto ... 30 0 0
80 0 0357 Mullett, Edward ditto ...
274 Natzcher, Carl Fredrick ... I Homestead ... 80 0 0
968 1 0 4th 24 4 6
5,397 0 0 7th 134 18 6
$2 12 1
504 0 0 6th 26 2 0 55 12 8
$13 18 2
785 0 0 6th 20 15 0 1 13 9
$0 8 6
635 0 0 6th 16 5 0
3rd 12 7 6
480 0 0 4th 12 0 0
120 0 0 2nd 5 5 0 1 4 0
244 0 0 3rd 10 2 0
.., 3rd 3 0 0
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Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class  second ClassPastoral. Pastoral.
Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. a. P.I £ s. d. £ s. d.
326  Newall, Alexander ... Conditional ..  55 0 0 1 ... 25 0 0 3rd 415 0
t251  Newell, Alexander ... ... Homestead .. 31 0 O I ... 4th 0 17 6
*426  Newall, Joseph Conditional .. 100 0 0 2nd 1 0 10
224  Nielsen, Jurgen ... ... Homestead ..  50 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 6
258  Nielsen, Erik ditto  60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 4th 3 5 0
121  Nixon, James ... ditto ...  38 3 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 9 3
*287  Nixon, George William ... ditto 30 0 0 100 0 0
-
3rd 3 12 6
163  Noakes, James E. ... . Conditional  150 0 0 090 0 5th 13 10 0
t270  Noakes, James Equestrian... Homestead ...I  35 0 0 27 1 0 3rd
167  Noakes, George ,.. Conditional ...  120 0 0 30 0 0 5th 9 15 0
*190  Nolan, John... ... ditto 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
*153  Ditto ... ditto 1,000 0 01 5th 25 0 0
*440  Nott, Ebenezer Homestead, 1872 50 0 0 270 0 0 ... 2nd 4 12  6
290  Nott, John . ditto, 1872... 15 0 0 305 0 0 ... 3rd 12  11  3
291  Nott, Henry O. ditto,  1872 ... 320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
*380  Nott, Henry Oswald Conditional ... 4) 0 0 ... 60 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
*375  Nott, John, junr, ditto 40 0 0 1 I 60 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
t325  Nott, John, senr. Homeatead,1872 70 0 0 249 0 0 3rd 13 14 7
322  Olsson, Charles Homestead ... 80 0 0' ... 3rd 3 0 0
323  Olason, John Alfred ditto 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
361  O'Leary, John ... Homestead,1872  20 0 0 300 0 0 ... 2nd 1215 0
*427  O'Leary, Patrick ditto, 1872... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 113 4
*376  Ottaway, Edwin William ... Homestead ... 50 0 0 60 0 0 2nd 210 8
76  Palmer, James ... Conditional ... 626 0 0 6th 15 13 0
93  Palmer, Henry ... ditto ,..  300 0 0 153 0 0 6th 26 6 6
{{165  Pegg, Abraham ... ditto ... 401 0 0 5th 9 15 7
*383  Peirson, Henry Edward ditto ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
t282  Perkins, Thomas ... ditto ... 7,345 0 0 3rd 169 3 6
20  Pierson, Edward ... ditto ...  175 0 0 224 0 0 7th 18 14 6
118  Price, William ... Homestead ...  75 0 0 10 0 0 5th 3 1 3
106  Pringle, James ... Conditional ... 88 2 18 6th 2 4 6
*340  Rasmussen, Anders ditto ...  20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
#436  Rasmussen, Niels Peter Homestead ... 40 0 p 40 0 0 ... 2nd 1 6 8
*444  Reamer, Frederick ... ditto 50 0 01,
I
2nd 012 6
*438  Reinhard, Henry ... Conditional . 40 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
*432  Repbein, Henry Homestead,1872 30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 2nd 1 4 0
*180  Ridler, R. and J. ... Pre-emptive on
Bingera Run,
leased half ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
4189  Ditto ... ...
,
ditto ... 1,120 0 0 4th 28 0 0
181  Ditto ... ditto ...  30 0 0 400 0 0 4th 12 5 0
140  Riedy, Thomas ... Conditional ...  20 0 0 145 0 0 5th 5 2 6
*313  Robson, John ... Homestead ... 15 0 0 65 0 0 3rd 2 3 9
73  Rooney, John ... Conditional ... 120 0 0 87 0 0 6th 11 3 6
289  Howe, Samuel ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 24 3 0 3rd 2 17 6
330  Ditto Conditional .,. ;80 0 0 20 0 0 3rd 6 10 0
84  Schmidt, Niels ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 ... 6th 1 10 0
226  Schmidt, Nis Lansen ditto 60 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 5 0
329  Sheeran, James ... Homestead, 1872 30 0 0 290 0 0 ... 3rd 13 2 6
199  Shorrock, George ... Homestead ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 2 10 0
235  Ditto ... ... Conditional 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
263  Skyring, George ... Homestead, 1872 320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
293  Ditto ... ... Conditional ... 299 0 0 3rd 7 9 6
307  Ditto .. ... ditto ... 148 0 0 3rd 3 14 0
225  Smidt, Andreas Lonsen ditto ...  48 0 0 63 1 35 4th 3 8 0
122 Smith, James ... ditto ...  40 0 0 40 0 0 5th 5 0 0
123  Ditto ... ... ditto
'
244 0 0 5th 6 2 0
•358  Ditto ... Homestead ...  30 0 0 070 0 ,,, 3rd 217 6
285 Smith, Frederick ... Conditional ...  51 0 27 3rd 3 18 0
t345 Smith, John... .. ditto ... 223 0 0 3rd 5 8 0
151 Smyth, Samuel ,.. Homestead ...  79 0 0 2 0 0 5th 3 0 3
179 Ditto .. ... Conditional ...  15 0 0 65 0 0 4th 215 0
241 Sorensen, Jena Jorgen Homestead ...  15 0 0 130 0 0 4th 3 16 3
*395 Stanieg, Rudolf .. Conditional ...  100 0 0 100 0 0 2nd 613 4
t68 Stevenson, Samuel ... Homestead ...  65 0 0 16 0 0 ... 6th 1 3 7
139 Ditto Conditional ... 40 3 0 ,.. 5th 3 1 6
138 Stevens, John .. Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
*417 Stevens, Luis ... ditto 20 0 0 60 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
247 Stevens, Willhelm ... ditto ... 45 0 0 35 0 0 ,,, 4th 211 3
x'452 Storrie. John S. ... I ditto- ..  31) 0 0  10)) 0 0 2nd 0 12 1
72 Strathdee, Robert ... ... Conditional ...  11$) 0 0 54) 0 0 6th 21 0 0
265 { Swansen,  Andrew ,.. Homestead ...  40 0 0  46 0 38 4th 2 13 6
104 John D. ...Switzer Conditional ...  142 0 0 578 0 0 6th 25 2 0 0 8 4, $0 2 1
t275 Tanner, Edward ... ditto ..,  475 0 0 203 0 0 3rd 40 11 0
t332 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 3rd 1 4 2
4370 1  Ditto . ditto ...  50 0 0 22 0 0 2nd 3 11 8
288 ! 1hompson John C. ditto 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0 22  18 4, ... 14 7
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BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . First Class Second  ClassPastoral.  Pastoral. year.  Rent. IBslauce due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £  J.  d.
,,. Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
... Homestead 60 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 11
... Homestead, 1872 50 0 0 150 0 0 ... 3rd 9 7 6
... Pre-emptive on
Bingera ... ... 200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 400 0 0 7th 10 0 0
,., ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 270 0  0  7th 9 0 0
ditto ... 255 0 0 ... 223 0 0 6th 24 14 0
ditto ... 36 0 0 ... 194 0 0 5th 7 0 6
ditto ... .., 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
,.. 387 0 0 6th  9 13  6ditto ...  ...
1ditto 200 0 0 6th 6 5 0
ditto ... ... .., 311 1 0 5th 7 15 7
ditto ... 457 0 0 4th 11 8 6
... ditto 604 0 0 ... 36 0 0 6th 46 4 0
... ditto ... 24 0 0 ... 216 0 0 6th 7 4 0
ditto ... ... ... 86 0 0 5th 2 3 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... .. 6th 1 5 0
Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 1 4 0
.., Pre-emptive ... ... 1,500 0 0 3rd 37 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
... Homestead ... 40 0 0 5 0 0 ... 4th 1 12 6
ditto .. 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th 1 8 2
ditto 47 0 0 66 0 0 5th 3 5 3
Conditional .. ... ... 106 0 0 5th 2 13 0
ditto .. ... ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
. ditto ... 310 0 0 2nd 2 11 8
Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 18 4
... ditto ,.. 150 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
.,. Conditional ... 166 0 0 82 0 0 ... 7th 16 11 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 7th 6 0 0
., ditto ... 82 0 0 ...  25-0  37 4th 6 16 0
ditto 100 0 0 50 1 27 4th 8 15 6
Homestead, 1872 320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
Homestead 30 0 0 2nd 0 13 2
Conditional .. 100 0 0 ,.. 502 3 0 5th 19 18 4
... ditto
...
118 0 0 ... 77 1 0 5th 9 16 6
ditto   60 0 0 ... 60 0 0 6th 6 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 240 0 0 4th 6 0 0
,.. Homestead 40 0 0 ... 4th 1 10 0
Conditional ,.. 40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 4 0 0 4 6 8
ditto .. 25 0 0 100 0 0 505 0 0 3rd 19 0 6
ditto ... 230 0 0 271 0 0 5th 24 0 6
0Homestead ... 60 0 0 20 0 0 4th 2 15
... Conditional ... 50 0 0 ... 110 0 0 4th 6 10 0 0 010
174 Thornton, Thomas E.
*374 Turner, Edward ...
*354 Vane, George ...
*15 Walker, Alexander...
35 Ditto ... ...
36 Ditto ... ,..
75 Ditto ... .,,
$132 Ditto .., .,,
144 Ditto .,.
45 Ditto .. ...
*58 Walker, Alex. C. ...
0149 Ditto ,..
237 Walker, Robert .,,
48 Wallace, John ...
49 Wallace, Michael ...
178 Ditto .. ...
64 Wallace, Wm. ...
$276 Ditto ... .,,
310 Walsh, William Henry
311 Ditto ...
212 Warburton, John ...
63 Warlow, James ...
$113 Watson, William ...
136 Ditto „ ...
*249 Watson, Thomas ...
*44n5 Ditto ...
*369 Wessel, Martin ...
*453 West, Charles Thomas
11 West, Charles J.
33 Ditto
230 Williams, Thomas ...
242 Ditto .. ...
*348 White, Joseph ...
*408 Wood, Joseph ...
11
171 Wood, James F.
172 Ditto
99 Workman, Benjamin
202 Ditto .. ...
238 Wright,  Samuel ...
261 Ditto
'338 Wynter, Henry Philip
135 Young, William ...
245 Zahn, Carl ...
246 Ditto ...
*402 Zentler, Martin
*400 Zielke, Johan
302 Zollner, CarlI
Homestead  ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead  ... 20 0 0 119 2 32
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
155
*509
170
333
110
71
418
*442
*461
*521
311
189
*433
294
*536
134
217
*434
119
4446
*447
t493
79
86
87
Abdy, Thomas, junr.  ...  Conditional
Andrew, James, sear. ... ditto
Appleby, Thomas ... ditto
Ditto  ...  ... . ditto
Atherton, John Townsend ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto  ...  ... ... Pre-emptive
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Ditto ... ... ditto
Bainbridge, John ... ditto
Barrishill, William ... ... Homestead
Bell, John ... ... ditto
Berry, James .,. ... Conditional
Betts, Thos. ... .. ditto
Ditto ... ... .. ditto
Big er, Charles ... ... Homestead
Ditto .. ... ... Conditional
Blair , William  ...  ... ditto
Blakesley, Henry, junr. ... ditto
Bonney, A. F. ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Bonney, Ernest Arthur ... ditto
Booker, Edward ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ,..  ...  ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
40 0 0
130 0 0
30 0 0
25 0 0
60 0 0
45 0 16
2nd 1 3 4
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
... 3rd 3 15 0
14 0 39 5th
640 0 0 2nd
.,, 160 0 0 5th
264 0 0 3rd
510 0 0 6th
610 0 0 7th
1,114 0 0 3rd
219 0  0  3rd11,159 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 340 0 0 2nd
62 2 0 ... 3rd
78 1 24 5th
100 0 0 ' 3rd
,.. 106 0 0 4th
127 0 0 2nd
3 7 6
6 13 4
4 0 0
6 12 0
22 10 0
17 10 0
27 17 0
7 7 0
28 19 6
5 (i 8
1 11 ti
1 19 6
2 10 0
2 13 0
0 10 7
114 6
2 0 0
3 17 6
15 7 054 0 0 189 0 0
12 0 0
16  0 () 1
8 0 OI
1 18 8
5 9 6
16 12 0
150 0 0 576 0 0 6th 21 18 0
5th
80 0 0 4th
155 0 0 3rd
74 0 0 6th
644)  0 0 3rd
320  0 0 3rd
83 0 0 2nd
219 0 0 6th
100 0 0 464 0 0 ' 6th
$0 0 2
3 2 6
*FO 15 8
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
- ---------- - -- - -
First Class  Second Class Year.Lessee. , Nature of  Selection.  Agricultural. Pastoral. Pastoral.
Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. I  A. R. P. A. R. P. £ .s. d. £ S. d.
12 Booker, Edward ... ... Conditional  100 0 0 ... 1,745 0 0 7th 51 2 6
42 Ditto ... ...  ditto  50 0 0 444 0 0 7th 14 17 0
x`495 Bradford, Hugh ... ... Homestead 20 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
*496 Ditto ... Conditional  20 0 0 40 0 0 100 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
293 Bray James ... Homestead 75 0 0 ... 4th 1 17 6
253 Broadbent, J., and Williams,
D. ,.. ... ... ...  Pre-emptive
lease, half of
Widgee Wid-
1gee .. ... 640 0 0 1,660 0 0 4th 73 0 0
254 Ditto ... ...  ditto ... 120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
*443 Ditto ... Pre-emptive ... 157 2 0 3rd 3 19 0
219 Broadbent, John. ... Conditional 80 0 0 280 0 0 4th 11 0 0
t260 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 272 0 0 4th 10 6 4
304 Ditto ... ...  ditto 80 0 0 74 0 0 3rd 4 19 0
*488 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 1,620 0 0 2nd 33 7 6
*471 Buffey, John ... ditto ... 150 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
66 Bunn, Esther Jane... ditto  ... 130 0 0 ... 246 0 0 7th 15 18 0
1454 Burke, Thomas ... ditto ... 110 0 0 2nd 2 12 6
t455 Ditto ... ... ditto 110 0 0 2nd 2 12 6
120 Butler, Isaac ... ditto 80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
1347 Byrne, George ... ditto  40 0 0 60 0 0 907 0 0 3rd
t348 Ditto ... ... ditto 640 0 0 3rd
t350 Ditto ... ... ditto loo 0 0 893 0 0 3rd
1351 Ditto ditto 265 0 0 3rd
1381 Ditto ditto 77 0 0 3rd
t*516 Ditto ... ... ditto 260 0 0 2nd
t*517 Ditto ... ... ditto 640 0 0 2nd
t*448 i Ditto  ditto 280 0
.
0 3rd
1215 Callaghan, Henry ... ... ditto  80 0 0  114 0 0 4th 6 8 9
t297 Ditto ... ditto  77 0 0 3rd 0 18 4
*501 Carroll, William Henry .. Homestead  160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
*504 Carroll, Martin Edward ditto  160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
181 Carter, Geo. Fredk. St. John Conditional  220 0 0 171 0 0 5th 20 15 6
444 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
*525 Casey, William ... ... Homestead ... 20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 3 4
*538 Caulley, Thomas ... ... ditto  20 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
335 Caully, Thomas ... ... Conditional 10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
*421 Ditto ... ... ditto  240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
94 Chippendall, William Tatlock Homestead  40 0 0 58 0 0 ... 6th 1 9 6
104 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional  .., 1 120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
*138 Ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
*259 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ... 174 0 0 4th 4 7 0 0 0 6
1392 Ditto ... ... ditto  25 0 0 ... 292 0 0 3rd 9 1 6
*532 Chippindall, William ... ditto ... 325 0 0 2nd 2 0 8
*533 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 1,231 0 0 2nd 7 13 11
344 Clancy, James ... ... ditto ,.. 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
1201 Clapperton, Charles ... ditto ... 316 0 0 4th
t*203 Ditto .. ... ditto ... 321 0 0 4th
*491 Clapperton, Ellen Teresa ... ditto ... 321 0 0 2nd 5 7 0
334 Clark, William ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
*427 Clark, John ... ... ... ditto 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
*537 Clarke, James ... ... ditto 80 0 0 80 0 0 292 0 0 2nd 4 6 6
*484 Collisson, Daniel ... ... ditto 80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
90 Collison, Marcus ... ... Homestead 17 0 0 83 2 0 6th 1 2 9
353 Collison, Benjamin ... ... Conditional ... 201 0 0 3rd 5 0 6
92 Coles, Asher... ... ... Homestead 72 0 0 6th 1 2 6
*368 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
384 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead 16 0 0 3rd 0 8 0
*428 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional 40 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
298 Comport, George Robert ... ditto  200 0 0 102 0 0 3rd 17 11 0
*487 Conway, John ... ... ditto 165 0 0 2nd 3 1 11
56 Cooper, Thomas ... ... ditto  320 0 0  ... 7th 24 0 0
214 Cooper, Matthew ... ... Homestead  69 2 0  ... 4th 1 10 0
483 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  44 0 0 2nd 0 16 6
*436 Copson, John ... ... Conditional  240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
1121 Corley, Thomas, senr. ... ditto  86 0 0 6th 2 0 11
325 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
506 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  40 0 0  46 0 0 2nd 2 1 6
74 Cornell, Thomas ... ... ditto  448 0 0  6th 11 4 0
*302 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  900 0 0 3rd 22 10 0
277 Cotham, Lawrence ... ... ditto  10 0 0 ...  110 0 8 4th 3 5 6
*278 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
513 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 97 0 27 2nd 3 1 3
514 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 80 0 0 80 0 0  104 0 28 2nd 5 5 3 010 0
413 Courtman, Jonah . ., ditto ... 30 0 0  290 0 0 3rd 9 10 0
*441 Cunningham, John, junr. J Homestead  160 0 0  ... 3rd 4 0 0
133
...
Cunningham, David ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
205 Ditto ... .., ... Conditional ... 40 0 0  20 0 0 4th 3 10 0
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
196 Dart,  G. W. ...
*505 Dawson, James
$382 Dawson , John William
$385 Dennis ,  John ...
149 Dibby ,  Thomas ...
$234 Dibley ,  Thomas ...
$251 Ditto ... ...
54 Douzer ,  James ...
*473 Ditto ...
*540 Dow ling , William ...
$510 Drain , C. S. A. ...
111 Dun, Charles ...
159 Ditto ... ...
41 Eaton , John ...
*235 Ditto ... ...
197 Eaton , Wm.... ... ...
449 Eaton ,  William ...
124 Edwards ,  Owen Edward ...
*469 Elworthy , John ... ...
113 Elworthy ,  Wi ll iam...
*432 Emery ,  William ...
$490 Farrelly ,  John ...
*523 Finney ,  Benjamin  ...
$402 Fitzgerald , John ...
*171 Forsyth ,  James ...
*429 Frazier ,  Thomas ...
222 Fu ll erton, James ...
280 Ditto ... ...
$397 Ditto
160 Galloway ,  Cornelius
364 Gerler ,  Benjamin  Hirst ...
365 Ditto
*389 Gilchrist ,  Edward ...
*499 Ditto  ... ... ...
122 Godber, Robt. Henry ,..
160 Ditto ...
231 Ditto  ... ... ...
106 Goodchap ,  Frederick George
t114 Goodchap, F. G.
300 Gordon ,  Samuel
361 Groundwater, David
362 Ditto ... ...
363 Ditto ... ...
321 Hall, John .. ...
*393 Hamilton ,  William...
478 Hambleton ,  Thomas
*526 Hancock ,  Thomas ...
*489 Hayden ,  James ...
462 Hayles ,  William ...
115 Hay ,  Walter ...
$151 Ditto  ... ..,.
*396 Ditto ... ...
13 Helsham ,  Douglass...
*371 Ditto ...
*519 Henderson, Thomas
375 Hendry ,  Daniel ,.,
*424• Hetley ,  Rederic William ...
*423 Ditto  ... ... ...
328 Hetley , F. W. ...
183 Hi ll coat ,  John William ...
*394 Ditto
*257 Hi ll coats ,  John Wi ll iam ...
369 Hommelgaard ,  Simon ...
172 Hopf, Charles ... ...
$190 Hopper , J. S. C.
250 Houston ,  Isaac ... ...
305 Hunter ,  Robert
*470 Hurt, William ...
137 Hutchins ,  Henry ... ...
$414 Hutchinson ,  Abraham ...
108 Ingham ,  Nicholas ... ...
$401 Ditto  ... ... ,..
142 Inker ,  Samuel ... ...
40 Inman, Charlotte ...
97 Jenkins, Moses
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Clifton
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
I
Second Class Year.Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
40 0 0 ... 171 0 0
... 320 0 0
76 0 0
77 0 0 ...
50 0 0 30 0 0 ...
30 0 0
76 3 0 ... 103 1 30
120 0 0 ...
,,, ... 640 0 0
.. 240 0 0
77 0 0 ...
100 0 0 ... 217 0 0
50 0 0 ... 30 0 0
... ... 916 1 24
I
... (1,200 0 0
200 0 0 1,300 0 0
1,000 0 0 2,400 0 0
52 0 0 28 0 0
200 0 0
80 0 0
321 0 0
300 0 0
200 0 0
110 0 0
80 0 0
69 0 0 83 0 0
320 0 0
77 0 0
10 0 0  25 0 0  172-0  0
6 0 0 66 0 0 ...
74 0 0 6 0 0
... ... 300 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
Homestead  ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto 10 0 0
Homestead ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead  ... 10 0 0 1
Conditional  ...  15 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 80 0 0'
ditto
Homestead  ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ... 60 0 0
Homestead ...
ditto ... 8 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
Conditional  ... ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...  12 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead  ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 100 0 0
80 0 0
400 0 0
236 0 0
204 0 0
80 0 0
90 0 0
... 150 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 400 0 0
300 0 0
80 0 0 171 0 0
80 0 0 ...
40 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
135 0 0
... 64 0 0
347 0 0
,.. 300 0 0
... 1,582 2 23
... 3,000 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
589 0 0
149 0 0
1,281 0 0
411 0 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
120 0 0
143 0 0 ...
30 0 0
700 0 0
160 0 0
... 68 0 0
204 1 0
60 0 0
120 0 0
145 0 0
239 0 0
543 0 0
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 7 5 6
2nd 4 0 0
3rd 2 14 7
3rd 1 18 3
5th 2 12 6
4th 0 15 0
4th 8 7 6
7th 9 0 0
2nd 213 4 1
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 1 7 8
6th 12 18 6 0 4 0
5th 4 10 0 $0 1 0
7th 22 18 6 .
4th 30 0 0
4th 47 10 0
3rd 110 0 0
6th 2 8 7
2nd 61 3 9
6th 22 10 0
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 2 0 8
2nd 0 13 4
3rd 3 5 9
5th 3 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
4th 0 18 5
4th 6 6 0
3rd 1 16 0
5th 2 18 6
3rd 7 10 0
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 5 18 0
2nd 1 2 6
6th 2 15 0
5th 5 2 0
4th 2 0 0
6th 4 0 0
6th 1 5 2
3rd 3 15 0
3rd 3 15 0
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 7 10 0
3rd 9 0 6
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 16 8
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 10 0
2nd 3 8 9
6th 2 14 6
5th 8 11 0
3rd 7 10 0
7th 45 11 6
3rd 75 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 3 0 0 1 11 8
3rd 14 14 6
3rd 3 14 6
3rd 32 0 6
5th 10 5 6
3rd 32 0 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 7 0 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 12 0
4th 1 2 6
3rd 17 10 0
2nd 3 2 6
5th 2 12 0
3rd 6 10 6
6th 3 0 0
3rd 1 10 0
5th 3 12 6
7th 5 19 6
6th 21 1 6
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GYMPIE  DISTIIICT -eontinned.
Register
No. Lessee.
*498 Jensen, Andres ...
73 Johnston, Saml. ...
316 Ditto ...
*242 Jorgensen, F. A. ..
*367 Joseph, Henry ...
*370 Ditto ..
132 Kemsley, Francis ...
0245 Ditto ... ...
336 Ditto ... ...
*416 Ditto ... ...
t425 Kew, Jabez ... ...
*494 King, David... ...
t244 , Knight, George ...
*531 1 Lacy, 11. A. M.
81
193
t412
165
315
319
Lawless, Clement and
Ditto ...
Leahy, J erem ...
Leahy, Michael ...
Liddy, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Paul
Nature of Selection. I Agricultural.
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Pre-emptive
ditto
.. . I Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... Conditional
338 Ditto ... ... ...
339 Ditto .. ... ...
*445 Lillis, Patrick ... ...
*534 Ditto ...
*518 Lilwall, William ... ...
229  Lindsay, John ... ...
1485 Lipsett, James ...
243 Littleton, Henry Stuart ...
263 Ditto
45 Lorensen, Peter
46 Ditto ... ... ...
354 Littleton, Henry Stuart ...
355 Ditto ... ... ...
404 Ditto .. ... ...
100 Lipsett, James ... ...
*440 Loague, William ... ...
112 Lockyer, G. Thomas ...
t379 Lorenson, Peter ..
*238 Luya, Abraham Fleetwood
105 Lynch, Cornelius ... ...
272 Ditto
273 Lynch, Matthew
153 Macdonald, Stuart Glassford
1276 Maltman, John ...
240 Mant, G., and Littleton,
H. S. ... ... ...
248 Ditto ...
*507 Markham ,  Henry ...
*529 Ditto ...
t78 Martland , William...
140 Mathewson ,  Peter ...
386 Ditto ...
314 McClements ,  George
*479 McClure ,  Thomas ...
t480 McConnell ,  John ...
*481 Ditto ... ...
1482 Ditto ... ...
*236 McGhie, James ...
*237 Ditto ... ...
*322 Ditto ... ...
1 Ditto ...
309 Mcllwraith, James...
*457 Ditto ...
148 McKewen, Robert ...
279 McMaster, And. ...
308 McMullen, John
*475 McTaggart and Kelly
*476 Ditto
*477 Ditto ... ...
299 Meakin, James .,.
313 Ditto ...
247 Mellor, Mathew ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Pre-emptive, on
leased half of
Gigoomgan ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive on
Conandale ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year.
Bent. Balance due.
A.  R.  r. A.  R.  P. A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
80 0 0 ... 160 0 0 7th 10 0 0
.. 476 0 0 3rd 11 18 0
12 0 0 ... 68 0 0 4th 212 0
... ... 4,000 0 0 3rd 100 0 0
... 321 0 0 3rd 8 0 6
14 1 0 ... 5th 0 7 6
21 0 0 ... 4th 010 6
40 0 0 35 1 16 3rd 3 18 0
... 120 0 0 . ... 3rd 3 0 0
76 0 0 ... 3rd 215 6
20 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 2 10. 0
154 0 0 4th 2 17 3
210 0 0 2nd 1 6 3
200 0 0 211 0 0 6th 25 11 0
100 0 0 233 0 0 6th 13 6 6
... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
... 154 0 0 ...  3rd 2 0 6
... 112  0 0 ... 5th 216 0
... 29 0 0 3rd 014 6
... 83 2 0 3rd 2 2 0 0 2 0
$0 0 6
.., 2,525 0 0 3rd 63 2 6
... I ... 1,913 0 0 3rd 47 16 6
1,500 0 0 3rd 37 10 0
,.. 400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
,,, 144 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
... 150 0 0 887 0 0 4th  29 13  6
100 0 0 673 0 0 4th 21 16 6
37 0 0 43 0 0 7th 418 6
10 0 0 74 0 0 7th 212 0
... , 776 0 0 ... 3rd 3816 0
90 0 0
25 0 0
2 0 3rd 15 3 0
... 364 0 0 3rd 9 2 6
226 0  0 6th 12 8 0
... 360 0 0 3rd 9 0 0 2 5 0
110 0 0 6th 3 1 5
193 0 0 3rd 2 3 5
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
69 0 0
156 0 24 4th 3 18 6
10 0 0 153 2 2 4th  4 12  0
... 78 0 0 .. 5th 119 0
I  ... 77 0 0 4th 019 2
40 0 0 169 0 0 759 0 0 4th 26 19 6
, , . ... 496 0 0 4th 12 8 0
640 0  0 #2nd 8 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
16 0 0 128 0 0I ... 6th 0 6 4
31 0 0 98 0 0 5th  3 12  3
20 0 0 ... 76 0 0 3rd 3 410
35 0 0 ... 80 0 0 3rd 4 410
80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 210 0
ditto ... 22 0 0
Conditional ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Glenbar ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ... 78 0 0
ditto ,.. 26 0 0
ditto ...
...
; 535 0 0 2nd 11 0 5
640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
239 0 0 2nd 4 19 1
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
5,678 0 0 7th 141 19 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
150 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
109 1 0 ... 5th 2 15 0
57 2 0 4th 2 6 3
... 300 2 0 3rd 7 10 6
320 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
320 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
400 0 0 2nd 8 6 8
254 0 0 12 4 0
160 0 0 3rd 6 17 6
321 0 0 4th 8 0 6
$0 11 3
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT- eontinued.
Register
No. Lessee.
388 Mellor, Mathew ...
t398 Moffat, Thomas Helenus ...
t467 Ditto ...
330 Mogan, John
*211 Moore, Isaac
212 Ditto
290 Ditto
*369  Ditto
*459 Ditto
*460 Ditto
198 Moore, Thos. Brown
*400 Moreland, Charles E.
265 Mullaly, Thomas ...
216 Ditto ...
*210 Mulholland, Adam ...
*417 Ditto ... ...
*451 Mullins, James ..
96 Multman, Alexander
407 Murray, Matthew ...
leased half of
Kenilworth ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Pre-emptive
Cambroon
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
255 Nahrung, Conrad ... ... Homestead
296 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
127 Nevan, John ... ... Homestead
*327 Nevin, John... ... ... ditto
223 O'Brien, Thomas ... ... Conditional
360 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
224 O'Brien, William ... ... ditto
158 Ogden, James ... ... Homestead
t403 Ditto ... Conditional
332 O'Keeffe, John Arthur ... ditto
*474 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
88 Palmer, John ... ... Homestead
*326 Patrick, Henry  ...  ... Conditional
*527  Peacan, Charles Matthew Homestead
410 Pearen, John ... ... Conditional
303 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead
452 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
*503  Pedersen, Engelbrett ... Homestead.
1492 Peirce, George ... ... Conditional
295 Penny, T. ... ... ... ditto
37 Powell, Thomas ... ... ditto
*208  Ditto ... ... ... ditto
284 Ditto ... ditto
*345 Pyne, Clement Lawless ... ditto
*3443 Ditto ...
*310  Ramsey, John Simeon ...
*275  Rankin, Alex. ... ...
287 Ray, John ...  V.  ...
288 Ditto ... ... ...
129 Reat, William .
1266 Richardson, Rt. Alexander
146 Ridgeway, John Bell ...
*230 Robertson, William ...
*331 Rogers, Patrick ... ...
187 Ross, Hy. ... ... ...
472 Ross, Henry... ... ...
99 Ryan, John ... ...
t163 Salter, James
93 Scarratt, Charles ... ...
9 Ditto ... ...
*274 Sim, William ... ...
3 Ditto ... ... ...
75 Sinclair, David ... ...
*204  Ditto .. ... ...
x502 Sincock, Charles Henry ...
*241 Skinner, Jacob ...
15 Skyring, Daniel ...
500 Ditto ..
*378 Skyring, Zachariah...
173 Smith, James ...
306 Ditto ...
177 Smith, Edward Thomas
1463 Smoldon,  Daniel ...
*539 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
... Conditional ..
ditto
Pre-emptive, on
ditto
ditto
Homestead
. ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
on
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastorali Pastoral!
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A .  R. P. A. B. P. £ S. d. £ .e. d.
40 0 0 754 0 0 3rd 21 17 0
... 154 0 0 3rd 3 0 6
.. ... 123 0 0 2nd 2 1411
... ... 11,862  0 0 3rd  46 11  0
20...0 0 1 60...0 0
160 0 0
94 0 0 ...
40 0 0
44 0 0
10 1 17 ...
50 0 0
40 0 0 80 0
... 152 0
... 160 0
50 0
20 0 0 62 0
30 0
30 0 0 50 0
162 0 0
160 0 0
83 0 0
16 0 0
321 0 0
270 0 0
400  0 0
200 0 0
560 0 0
200 0 0
1,917 0 0
119 0 0
358 0 0
361 0 0
187 0 0
100 0 0
29 0 0
78 0 0
119 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
195 0 0
590 0 0
0 880 0 0
0
200 0 0
0
0 150  0  0
0
0  91 0  0
0
154 0 0
2,520 0 0
204 0 0
400 0 0
686 0 0
350 0 0 930 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0
500 0 0 140 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 ...
20 0 0 95 0 0I
80...0  0
80 0 0 ...
96 0 0
60 0 0  4k )***O  0
... ... 171 0 0
... ... 11,000 0 0
... ... 120 2 0
68 0 0
30 0 0 34 0 0
.. 395 0 11
40 0 0 ...
... ... 250 0 0
... ... 1,000 0 0
... 100 0 0
75 2 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
88 0 0
. 25 0 0
20 .l 0
... 60 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
50 0 0 ...
80 O 0 ...
105 1 0
10 0 0
134 0 0
130 0 0
4th 8 0 6
4th 6 15 0
4th 10 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 14 0 0
2nd 5 0 0
4th 47 18 6
3rd 2 19 6
4th 13 9 0
4th 9 0 6
4th 4 5 0
3rd 2 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
6th 7 1 0
3rd 3 14 6 1 17 3
,0 18 8
4th 4 0 0
1 19 0
6th 1 18 0
3rd 0 8 0
4th 2 19 6
3rd 7 6 0
4th 2 0 0
5th 0 8 3
3rd 4 13 9
3rd 18 10 0
2nd 24 3 4
6th 1 5 4
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 6 5 0
3rd 2 6 0
3rd 3 15 6
2nd 1 3 9
2nd 1 16 4
4th 63 0 0
7th 5 2 0
4th 10 0 0
4th 29 6 0
3rd 40 15 0
3rd 21 0 0
3rd 41 0 0
4th 1 2 6
4th 3 2 6
4th 2 0 0
5th 3 0 0
4th 2 2 2
5th 3 5 0
4th 4 5 6
3rd 25 0 0
4th 3 0 6
2nd 1 8 4
6th 0 19 9
5th 8 10 3
6th 0 15 0
7th 6 5 0
4th 25 0 0
7th 2 10 0
6th 5 14 0
4th 2 13 0
2nd 2 0 0
4th 4 0 0
7th 6 17 0
2nd 0 6 3
3rd 4 17 0
5th 1 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
2nd 4 17 8
2nd 1 0 0
14 11 8
$3 12 11
8 6 8
t2 1 8
0 3 3
I
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
*184
85
282
*89
*530
*541
458
*206
*430
154
*207
*528
*508
453
t404
131
32
139
312
512
*535
192
200
166
$180
301
*524
144
*366
126
*372
169
*422
Lessee. Nature of Selection.
Staley, John • Conditional
Stephens, John Day  ...  Homestead
Ditto ditto
Stephens , John ... ditto
Stringer , Charles Augustus
Ditto ...
Svensen ,  Bengt ...
Swanson,  James ...
Ditto ..
Templeton, Andrew
Thomsen,  Christian
Thomas, Tom ...
Ditto .
Thonson , Nils ...
Thrower, George
Truman,  William Bligh
Tullock, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Turnbull, W., junr.
Ulsen, Jacob ...
Wade, Joseph ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Walker, R. G. ...
Ditto .. ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
... ' Conditional
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Walker, John
Walsh, William Sarsfield ...
Ward, Grainger ,.. ...
Watson, William,  junr. ...
*411 Whitly, Charles ...
*520 Whitington, -
161 Wilkin, Albert Henry
162 Ditto ... ...
*426 Ditto
*188 Ditto ... ...
*399 Wilson, Christopher
*358 Williams, Emanuel...
118 Wood, Walter ...
Anderson, Alexander
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral, Year.
Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ S. d. £ s. d.
87 0  0  5th 2 3 6 0 11 5
72 0 0 6th 0 13 6
16 0 0 ... 4th 0 8 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
89 0 0 2nd 0 11 2
159 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0 1 2nd 3 10 0
,.. 321 0 0 4th 1 7 2
400 0 0 3rd  10 0 0
143 0 0 ... i 5th 3 14 6
360 0 0 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 157 0 0 2nd 1 19 8
156 0 0 2nd 1 12 6
35 0 0 25 0 0 25 0 0 2nd 4 10 0 0 12 0
20 0 0 76 0 0' 3rd 1 3 5 0
60 0 0 1 20 0 0 ... 5th I 2 15 0
82 0 0 ... 7th 6 3 0
40 0 0 ... 140 0 0 5th l 6 10 0
,,, 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
40 0 0  ...  2nd 0 12 6
211 0 0 2nd' 0 17 7
160 0 0 4th 1 4 0 0
20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 1 4th , 3 0 0
,,, 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
53 0 0 54 0 0 5th 1 1 5 1
8 0 0  ...  403 0 0 3rd 10 13 6
86 0 0 ' 2nd 0 14 4
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 7th 1 2 8 0
210 0 0 3rd 5 5 0
300 0 0 ... 340 0 0 6th 31 0 0
15 0 0 ... 145 0 0 3rd  4  15  0
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0 4 3 4
1 0 10
154 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 2
40 0 0  ...  600 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
80 0  0  5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 530 0 0 3rd ; 19 14 4
,., 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
14 0  0  130 0 0 ... 3rd 3 14 3
12 0 0 84 0 0 k ... 6th 2 11 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
401
539
#798
*799
*832
669
$670
832
760
1
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Antonini, Michael ...
Archer and Co. ...
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.,
ditto
Pre-emption
Gracemere
732  Arrowsmith, John ...
77 Atherton, James ...
78 Ditto ...
351 Ditto ..
82 Atherton, Esther
392
393
*543
191
Atherton, T. ...
Ditto ..,
1 Conditional
Pre-emption
Canoona
ditto
Oil
.•• Conditional
I  Pre-emption,Mt.
Hedlow  ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Cawarral Run
Pre-emption on
Lake Learmonth
Atherton, John
Australian Joint Stock Bank
134 Ditto
135
*565
Ditto  ...  .. . . ditto ,,,
Australian Joint Stock  Bank,'
Corporation of ... ... Pre-emption on
Cawarral Run
::: HomesteadBaker, Edwd. H.*585
ditto
;::
Ballinger, Micaiael ...450
1,188 0 0 5th 29 14 0
175 0 0  1 175 0 0 4th 13 2 6'
460 0 0  j  2.100  0 0 8th , 75 10 0
400 0 0 1,600 0 0 5th 60 0 0
170 0 0 550 0 0 5th 22 5 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 800  0 0 6th 20 0 0
... 1,826 0 0 7th 45 13 0
747 0 0
Ij 7th I 18 13 6
960 0 0 4th 24 0 11
160 0 0' ... 4th, 4 0 0
160 0 0, ... 5th 4 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
320 0 0 2nd (i 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
866 0 0 3rd 21 13 0
426 0 0 3rd 2 1 5,
100 0 0 1 100 0 `0 2nd 4 7 6 2 10 0
60 0 0 205 0 0 3rd 8 2 6
2,560 0 0 1 8th i 128 0 0
360 0 0. 920 0 0 3rd 41 0 0 0 11 5
200  0 0 200 0 0 8th l 15 0 015()  0 0 179 0 0 8th 11 19 6
451) 0 0 11,307 0 0 5th 55 3 6
524
Register
No. Louse.
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT-eontiiiurd.
Nature of  Selection.
702
454
567
568
603
842
83
123
616
*868
*875
773
*919
403
562
615
654
659
99
278
361
*633
Ba llinger , Michael... ...
Ba ll inger , Mary ... ...
Bartholomew , J. T....
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Bartholomew , John Thomas
Barwell, C. H. A. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Barrett,  John .,.
Barry , Robert ...
Bates,  E.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Beak, Montague
Beak , Henry ...
Ditto ... ...
Beard , J. B.... .
Beardmore , 0. C. J.
*634 Ditto ... ...
*889 Ditto ... ...
*890 Ditto ...
* 891 Ditto
*892 Ditto ..
f576
204
*843
*861
241
27
Bell, Arthur W. T.
Bell, Robert... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Bertram, Andrew ...
Binney, T. C.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption
Tea-tree
... Conditional
.., ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
on
... Homestead
... Homestead, 1872
...
i Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
.. ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on,
Tooloombah...
' Pre-emptive on
Tooloombah
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption
Riverton
57 Birkbeck, S. B., Executors
of the late ... ...
201 Birkbeck, C. N. ...
274 Ditto ... ...
277 Ditto .., ...
290 Ditto ... ,..
419 Black, James ,..
631 Ditto ... ...
679 Ditto ... ...
*680 Ditto ... ...
*780 Ditto ... ...
*787 Ditto ... ...
*788 Ditto ...
*822 Ditto ... ...
*823 Ditto ...
642 Black, David  ...
68 Blackwell, Thomas ..,
504 Ditto
133 Bond, Richard ...
268 Ditto ... ...
345 Ditto ... ...
505 Ditto ...
628 Ditto ...
237 Bradley, Mary
136 Brady, William
513 Brogli, Blasius ...
*695 Broome, William .,,
667 Ditto ... ...
*696 Ditto ... ...
*872 Ditto
420 Ditto ...
*884 Brown, John ...
f630 Bull, William ...
431 Butterly, T. H. ...
336 Campbell, William ...
369 Ditto ... ...
772 Campion, James ...
514 Camps, Richard ,.
563 Ditto ... ...
604 Ditto ...
Pre-emption
Glenmore
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
.. ditto
ditto
ditto
. ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1 I omestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral,
Year. Rent. Balancedue.
A. B. r. A. R. P. A.  it.  r. s. d. £ s. d.
372 0 0 3rd 9 6 0
37 216 ... 5th 1)19 0
266  2  0 4th 13 7 0
30 0 0 35 0 0 ... 4th 4  () 0
1,120 0 0 ,.. 3rd 56 0 0
156  9  0 ,.,
I
2nd 411 7
100 0 0, 1.778 0 0{ 8th 4:) 9 0
9(x) 0 0 7th 22 10 0
890 0 0 3rd  22 5 0
600 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
320 0 0 1 2nd 1 0 0
12  0 0
616 1 0 5th 15 8 6
339 0 0 4th 8 9 6
44 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
328 2 0 3rd 8 4 6
1380 0 01 3rd 34  10  0
Second Class
Pastoral.
175 0 0  7th 8 15 0
20 0 0  52 0 0 6th 2 16 0
...  164-0  0 5th 8 4 0
20 0 0
40 0 0 8th 1 0 0
226 0 0 8th 5 1:3 O
391 0  ()  all  917 0
... 208 0 0 6th 5 4 0
948 0 0 6th 23 14 0
338 0 0 6th 8 9 0
250 0 0 450 0 0 5th 23 15 0
11,920 0 0 3,840 0 0 3rd 192  0 0
... 800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
1,800 0 0 3rd 45 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
80 0 240 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
135 0 0 .. 135 0 0 2nd 9 0 0
135 0 0 135 0 0 2nd 9 0 0
160 0 0I 3rd 4 0 0
255 0 0 8th 6 7 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
200 0 0 88 3 0 7th 12 4 6
80 0 0 160 0 0 130 3 0 6th 17 5 6
80 0 0 80 0 0 189 0 0 6th 14 14 6
226 3 0 4th 5 13 6
600 0 0 3rd 15 0 0 1
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
... 325 0 0 ... 7th 16 5 0
.., 175 0  0 4th 8 1 0
500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
...  1,920  0 0 3rd 48 0 0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
...
1,190 0 0 5th 29 15 0
1 fro 0 0  ...  2nd a 13 4
162 0  () 3rd 2 6 9
,.. 416 0 o 5th 10 8 0
52 0 0  601  1 1 8'
Ij 108 0 0 5th 2 14 0
610 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
202 0 0 ... 4th lu 2 0
160 1) 0 4th 1 0 0
223 0 0 3rd 11 3 0
1,400  0 0 3rd 35 0 0
1,0(X) 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
430 0 0 2nd 1 15 10
1,540 0 0 2nd 6 8 4
1,280 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
520 0 0 2nd 2 3 4
1,000 0 0 4th
9L 0 0 6th 3 15 6
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
158 0 0 2nd 1 12 11
140 0 0 570 0 0 6th 21 5 0
625
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*863 Camps, Richard .,,
*725 Carroll, Edmond ..,
*768 Ditto ...
267 Chap le, James .,
*918 Chardon, John Henry
211 Chardon, J. H. ..,
39 Cifuentes, D. ...
*871 Cifuentes, Denis ...
367 Clerk, D. R.... ...
605 Ditto ... ...
t606 Ditto .. .
*865 Collins, James Carden
55  Conachan, J.
89 Ditto ...
365 Ditto. ... ...
384 Ditto ,.,
*792 Conachan, James ,..
*869 Conachan, William.,,
463 Connor, D. ...
464 Ditto .,,
555 Connor, Daniel ,..
•
641 Ditto ,., .,, ,.,
713 Conran, James
596 Coombs, Eden ,., ,.,
602i Coombs, 'Isaac
31 Corporation of the Bank of
New South Wales ,..
489 Corporation of the Joint
Stock Bank ... .,.
382 Cowan, John ,,, .,,
*689 Creed, George .., ,,,
*820 Ditto ,., .., ,..
*686 Creed, Thomas ,.. ,..
*687 Ditto .., ,,.
*688 Ditto i.. ...
*885 Culverhouse, Frederick ...
683 Cummins , T. T. ...
596 Currin ,  Patrick ,,,
284 Dempsey ,  James .,,
285 Ditto .,, ,..
322 Ditto .., ..,
*867 Ditto ,. ...
390 Dempsey ,  Joseph .,,
373 Dempse yy, T.... ..
333 Devlin,  P.
522 Dobbins ,  James ,.,
*707 Dolding ,  John ,.,
*708 Ditto ,., .,.
*886 Ditto .,, .,,
311 Dorian , John ..,
*897 Dorian ,  William ...
50 Duncan ,  R.... ..
379 Ditto .,,
833 Duncan ,  Robert ,,,
769 Dwyer ,  William ,,,
t778 Ditto
770 Ditto ,.,
t779  Dwyer ,  Michael ...
*852 Effeamy ,  George ...
40 Egan, Patrick .,.
276 Ditto .. ,,,
309 Egan, Stephen
54 Ellrott, Franz
479 Ditto ,,.
492 Ditto
35 England, Robert
98 Ditto ... ,.. ...
116 Ditto .,. ...
480 Ditto
347 Ditto
548 Evers, Detlef
459 Fenzie, J.
508 Ditto .. ..,
440 Ferguson, James
*874 Finlay, George Charles
497 Fitzgerald, William
618 Fitzgibbons, Patrick
571 Fletcher, Joseph W.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . That Claw  i  Second  Class Year. Bent . Balance due.Pastoral. Pastoral.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ..
Conditional .,
ditto ..,
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ,.
ditto ..
ditto ..
Homestead ,.
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Langmorn .,,
Pre-emptive on
Cawarral Run
Conditional ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead .,,
ditto .,.
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ,..
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
ditto
Conditional ,.,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
A. B. P. A. B. P. A.  R.  P.
40 0 0 20 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 3rd
.. 93 2 34 ... 6th
200 0 0 2nd
150 0 0 ... 6th
69 2 0 ,.. 8th
100-0  0 2nd
16 0 0 ... 104 0 0 5th
.., ... 165 0 0 3rd
... ... 76 0 0 3rd
,,, 640 0 0 2nd
. 360 0 0 ... 8th
.. 120 0 0 ... 8th
. 160 0 0 ... 5th
... 80 0 0 ,.. 5th
200 0 0 2nd
... 200 0 0 ... 2nd
.. 80 0 0 ... 5th
80 0 0 ... 5th
100 0 0 ,.. 4th
,., 120 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 603 0 0 3rd
.. 160 0 0 ... 4th
80 0 0 ... 3rd
£ a. d. £ a. d.
1 13 4
16 0 0
4 0 0
4 14 0
0 8 4
0 6 3
4 10 0
0 16 8
3 16 0
4 2 6
0 18 0
6 13 4
18 0 0
6 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
8 6 8
4 3 4
2 0 0
2 0 0
4 18 0
6 0 0
20 1 6
4 0 0
2 0 0
2,460 0 0  8th 61 10 0
600 0 0 1,000 0 0 4th 55 0 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
... 1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
... 1,800 0 0 3rd 45 0 0
600 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
lRn n n 2nd ()  13 4
318 0 0 ... 3rd 15 18 0
148 2 0 ... 3rd 314 6
142 0 0 ... 6th 2 1 5
168 0 0 ... 6th 8 8 0
161 0 0 ... 6th 8 1 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 6 8
127 0 0 ... 5th 3 3 6
160 0 0 6th 4 0 0
132 0 0 6th  2 15 0
460 0 0 4th 11 10 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
150 0 0 6th 7 10 0
250 0 0 650 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
120 2 0 8th 3 0 6
120 2 0 5th 3 0 6
90 0 0 30 0 23 ... 2nd 4 16 10
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
... 289 3 0 3rd
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
.,, 600 0 0 3rd
324 0 0 2nd 3 7 6
88 0 0 ... 8th 4 8 0
82 0 0 ... 6th 4 2 0
60 0 0 20 0 0 6th 0 6 8
.,. 680 0 0 8th 17 0 0
... 664 0 0 5th 1612 0
1,000  0 0 4th 25 0 0
202 0 0 2,500 0  0 8th 72 12 0
.,, 1,006 0 0 7th 25 3 0
.,, 366 3 0 7th 9 3 6
,,, 480 0 0 5th 2 0 0
360 0 0 6th 9 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
,,. 121 0 0 5th 3 0 6
158 0 0 4th 3 19 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
800 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
301 0 0 ... 4th 15 1 0
19 236  3rd 0 10 0
641 0 0 4th 16 0 0
Register
No. Lessee.
572 Fletcher , Joseph W.
264 Flowers, William
265 Ditto
690 Flowers, W. H.
341 Flynn, P. ...
472 Flynn, John...
377 Flynn, T.
344 Flynn, M.
473 Flynn, C.
742 Flynn, Patrick
743 Ditto
*674 Fuller, H. M.
469 Gay, John ...
482 Geary, W. ...
558 Geary, George
526 Geddes, Andrew ,..
*888  Ditto
797 Gensen, Frederick Nicholas
*838  Ditto ,..
495 Gillespie, Eliza ...
574 Gillespie, John ...
638 Ditto
767 Glasgow, John
292 Goebel, C. H. W. ...
*836 Ditto ... ..,
*837 Ditto
247 Gordon, J.
502 Gordon, John ...
248 Gordon, D. C. ...
*749 Gordon, John ..,
279 Grant, Thomas ,.,
*866 Ditto ...
128 Gunn, Alexander ...
288 Ditto ,.. ,.,
*877 Ditto ...
427 Halberstaedter, A....
598 Ditto
20 Hall, Frank .., ,..
58 Ditto ,.. ...
117 Ditto ... ...
528 Ditto ...
84 Hall, T. S.
518 Hansen, Wm. Brind
t500 Hardy, Philip
520 Harper, James
592 Ditto ...
340 Hatton, John
368 Ditto ...
*808 Ditto ,.,
67 Hayes, James
496 Ditto ,., ...
196 Haynes, C.
*803 Hefferan, John
414 Heron, C. .
214 Hicks, Matthew
257 Hobler, F. H.
258 Ditto
545 Hobler, Francis H....
644 Ditto ... ...
645 Ditto ... ...
646 Ditto
*580 Holt, William Harvey
623 Ditto ... ...
*684 Ditto ... ..,
*685 Ditto ...
*704 Hourigan ,  Bridget ,..
*705 Ditto ... ...
*764 Ditto ..
111 Howrigan ,  Bridget...
507 Hughes , J ames ,..
360 Hunter, R. M.
160 Hutton, James
666
*672
694
*785
*811
438
417
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ivey, D.
Jardine, J. R.I
526
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection . !agricultura l.  I First Clans Second Class Year .Pastoral. Pastoral.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto . , .
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
A. B. P. A. B. P.  L.  R.  P.
3,235 0 0
139 0 0 922 0 0
... 139 0 0 922 0 0
640 0 0
.., 150 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0 ...
i
ditto ... ...
ditto
...ditto ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 190 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 180 0 0
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ,.,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-em tive on
Shoalwater ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional
150 0 0 ...
150 0 0 ...
100 0 0
20 0 0 340 0 0
80 0 0 280 0 0
320 0 0
130 0 0 ...
160 0 0 ...
160 0 0 •
1,061 0 0
210 0 0 430 0 0
152 0 0
166 0 0
8 0 0 ...
160 0 0 ...
90 0 0
150 0 0 810 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 640 0 0
143 0 0
40 0 0
480 0 0
126 0 0
180 0 0
86 0 0
74 0 0
80 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
104 0 0
117 0 0
125 0 0 9 1 21
1,506 0 0
100 0 0 100 0 0
153 0 16
1,150 0 0
148 0 0
200 0 0 200 0 0
66 0 0 134 0 0
... 220 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 110 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
... 312 0 0
668 0 0
125 0 0 ...
10 0 0 ...
201 1 15 ...
21 0 0 ...
163 2 0
213 0 0
... 200 0 0
640 0 0
1,920 0 0
2,520 0 0
160 0 0
156 1 0
320 0 0
400 0 0
109 2 0
200 0 0
360 0 0
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
150 0 0
300 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
380 0 0
Rent. Balance due.
£+ 8. d. £ 8. d.
4th 80 17 6
6th 30 10 6
6th 30 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
6th 3 8 9
5th 2 10 0
5th 3 15 0
6th 3 8 9
5th 2 10 0
3rd 9 10 0 0 12 6
3rd 11 0 0 2 10 0
3rd 8 0 0
5th 3 5 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 26 10 6
2nd 3 10 10
2nd 2 17 0
2nd 2 8 5
4th 0 4 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 4 10 0
3rd 27 15 0 4 13 9
6th 2 13 4
2nd 2 6 8
2nd 1 3 4
6th 16 0 0
4th 3 1 4
6th 0 6 8
3rd 12 0 0
6th 17 8 0
2nd 1 17 0
7th 2 3
6th 1 17
2nd 0 10 0
5th 16 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
8th 13 10 0
8th 2 12 0
7th 2 18 6
4th 6 10 0
8th 37 13 0
4th 7 10 0
4th 2 19 3
4th 28 15 0
4th 3 14 0
6th 15 0 0
5th 6 13 0
2nd 4 2 6
8th 8 0 0
4th 2 15 0
6th 5 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
5th 7 16 0
6th 16 14 0
6th 1 6 0
6th 3 10 0
4th 10 2 0
3rd 0 10 6
3rd 8 4 0
3rd 10 13 0
4th 5 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 48 0 0
3rd 63 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
3rd 10 0 0
7th 7 17 1
4th 2 15 0
5th 5 0 0
7th 9 0 0
3rd 32 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 3 15 0
2nd 6 17 6
2nd 10 13 4
5th 4 0 0
5th 9 10 0
527
Register
No.
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Lessee .  Nature of Selection . 1  Agrimiltural.
74 Jenkins, Richard Lewis
287
0731
44
169
549
157
158
312
436
437
*735
*824
*728
297
612
*846
599
600
*791
*793
424
586
259
636
151
263
458
254
517
550
266
145
170
173
445
524
525
561
617
330
200
*800
*850
538
*781
676
554
296
310
*859
252
13
86
115
629
*663
432
516
631
315
332
487
544
391
355
184
88
Ditto ... ...
Jenkyn, Thomas ...
Johnson, H.... ...
Jones, Arthur
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Jones, D.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Jones, David ...
Jones, John ... ...
Jones, S. J.... ...
Ditto ...
Jones, John Confrey
Josephson, J. J.
Ditto
Judas, Ludwig ...
Ditto ...
Kearney, J....
Ditto ..
Kennedy, Alexander
Ditto ...
Klaproth, A.
Lalley, James
Lalley, J. J....
Lamond, W. O.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Lamond, James
Lanigan, E....
Ditto ...
Ditto
Lanson, H. V. ...
Lawrence, Freeman
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... • ...
Ditto
Lawrie, D.
Leigh, G. M. ...
Little, Robert ...
Ditto ..
Lovell, Robert Esk
Ditto ... ...
Luck, E. C.. ...
Lutton, William ..
Lutton, William, jun.
Lynch, John ...
--I
Pr e-emption on
Balaclava ...
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
.., ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
.., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
dittoDitto .. ... ...
Lyons, P. J... ...
Macdonald, Kenneth John...
Macdonald, Hugh ... ...
Ditto ...
Macdonald , P. F. ...
Macdonald , R. S. G.
Macdonald , P. F. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Macdonald, J. C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
Macdonald , Duncan
Ditto
Macfacdyen, Alexander
MacGregor, Elizabeth
Mackay, C. C.
226 Ditto ... ...
227 Ditto ... ...
370 Ditto ... ...
371 Ditto ... ...
372 Ditto ... ...
*678 Ditto ...
46 Mackenzie , John ...
187 Ditto ... ...
224 Ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
 .  B. P. A. B .  P. A. B. P.
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... ... 640 0 0 ' 8th 16 0 0
... 860 0 0 6th 2110 0
... ... 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
... 667 0 0 8th 1613 6
169 0 0 ... 7th 8 9 0
25 0 0 43 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 6
... 640 0 0 48 0 0 267 3 8 6th 57 2 0
73 0 0
60 0 0 ... 8th 210 0
311 0 0 ... 7th 15 11 0
202 0 0 ... 6th 10 2 0
80 0 0 ... 6th 4 0 0
160 0 0 5th 8 0 0
4,000 0 0 3rd 100 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 413 4
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
98 0 0 ... 6th 1 12 8
100 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
500 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
640 0 0 3,200 0  0  3rd 112 0 0
2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 016 8
40 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
... 807 0 0 5th 20 3 6
264 0 0 4th 6 12 0
114 0 0
141 0 0
188 0 0
82  0 0
115 0 0
240 0 0
... 160 0 0
155 0 0
452 0 0
28 0 0 38 0 0
116 0 0
281 0 0  82 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0
87 0 0
160 0 0
50 0 0
4 0 0
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Pre-emption on
Morinish ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
160 0 0
84 0 0
160 0 0
435 0 0 3rd 10 17 6
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... 6th 1 3 9
... 5th 3 10 6
... 6th 9 8 0
... 4th 4 2 0
... 4th 2 17 6
6th 12 0 0
1,605 0 0 7th 40 2 6
7th 5 9 6
122 2 0  7th 3 1 6
5th 4 0 0
... 4th 3 17 6
4th 22 12 0
... 4th 4 0 0
3rd 5 16 0
60 0 0 6th 26 13 6
12 0 0 6th 3 6 0
2nd 3 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
615 0 0 4th 21 7 6
220 0 0 2nd 6 10 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
320 0 0 4th 8 10 0
... 6th 2 13 4
... 6th 4 4 0
2nd 3 6 8
173 0 0 6th 4 6 6
8th 6 10 6
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
294 0 0 7th 7 7 0
430 0 0 3rd 10 15 0
1,500 0 0 3rd 37 10 0
1,542 0 0 5th 38 11 0
1,017 1  0 4th 25 9 0
4,165 0 0 4th 104 2 6
191 0 0 6th 16 15 6
30 0 0 6th 4 10 0
68 0 0 4th 2 0 0
222 0 0  4th 5 11 0
424 0 0 6th 10 12 0
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
2,372 0 0 8th 59 6 0
160 0 0
... 524 0
... 1,160 0
638 0
1,186 0
3,000 0
108 0
160 0
865 0
6th 1 6 8
0 6th 13 2 0
0 5th 29 0 0
0 5th 16 19 0
0 5th 29 13 0
0 3rd 75 0 0
0 8th 2 14 0
0 7th 4 0 0
0 6th 21 12 6
528
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IROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT -continued.
412 Mackenzie , John ...
817 Ditto ...
400 Mackenzie , J., jun.
774 Mahoney,  Jeremiah
717 Ditto ..
233 Mannion , P.... ..
261 Ditto ... ...
662 Martin , John ...
*671 Ditto ... ...
*880 Ditto
*812  Ditto
786 Ditto
$789 Ditto ...
*810 Miller, Charles ...
348 Molloy, Joseph ...
622 Ditto
*796 Ditto ...
t575 Morey, Alfred F. ...
*782 Ditto ... ...
578 Ditto ... ...
626 Ditto ... ...
627 Ditto ... ...
697 Ditto ...
*813 Morehead and Young
189 Morton, Street, and Norton
X701 Muhy, J. H. ... ...
*761 Murlay, Charles
443 Murray, John ...
*813 Ditto ... ...
*815 Murray, Campbell ... ...
*834 Ditto ... ... ...
*814 Murray, Peter,  senr. ...
153 Murray, Peter ,.. ...
249 Ditto ... ... ...
*757 Mylrea, John ... ...
$758 Ditto ... ... ...
*656 Ditto ... ... ...
374 McCartney, A. ... ...
640 Ditto ...
*851 McCartney, Adam ...
394 McConnell, Jas.
395 McConnell, James .., ...
769 McDonald, Duncan ...
613 McDonell, John ... ...
85 McEvoy, Pat. ... ...
293 Ditto ... ... ...
441 Ditto ... ... ...
583 Ditto ...
*722 McEvoy, Patrick ... ...
775 Ditto ... ... ...
*826 Ditto ...
$730 McEvoy, - ... ...
727 Ditto ... ... ...
$776 Ditto .. ... ...
$570 McGladdery, James ...
845 McGavin, J. A. S.... ...
647 Ditto ... ... ...
648 Ditto ... ...
649 McGladdery, William ...
650 Ditto ...
651 Ditto ...
652 Ditto ...
653 Ditto
97 McGrath, John
*818 Ditto .
398 McGrath, P.
402 McHarg, F....
639 McHarg,
573 McKenzie, John
657 Ditto ...
387 McKim, R.... ...
611 McKinlay, William
475 Neil, W.
430 Neill, Walter ...
162 Newbold, F. G. ...
*847 Ditto ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Tilpal
Pre-emptive on
Prarie
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Bent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... 36 0 0
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto .. 90 0 0
Homestead ..
Conditional . ,
Homestead 30 0 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0
ditto ... 29 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto „
ditto ..,
Homestead
ditto
Conditional .. ...
ditto ,. ...
Pre-emption on
Torilla .. ...
ditto ... ...
425 0 0 5th 10 12 6
20-0  0 100 0 0 2nd 2 7 0 010 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
40 0 0 155 0 0 3rd 5 17 6 5 8 5
70 0 0 290 0 0 3rd 1015 0 8 7 9
150 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 0
150 0 0 6th 7 10 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0 113 4
360 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
... 120 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
$0 13 4
536 0 0 2nd 14 10 0 1 6 0
190 0 0 2nd 3 14 2
320 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
100 0 0 640 0 0 6th 18 10 0
... 744 0 0 3rd l 18 12 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
960 0 0 4th 1 18 0 0
881 0 0 2nd 22 0 6
250 0 0 4th 6 5 0
315 0 0 3rd 7 17 6
448 0 0 3rd 11 4 0
361 0 0 3rd 9 0 6
320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
211 0 0 7th 5 5 6
676 0 0 3rd 16 16 1
... 420 0 0 3rd 1010 0
6th 1 7 0
456 0 25 2nd 7 12 4
320 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
282 0 0 139 0 0 2nd 10 5 1
320 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
...
14,480 0 0 3rd 112 0 0
600 0 0 3rd 4 13 0
... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
... 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
... 632 0 0 3rd 15 16 0
400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
200 0 0 517 0 0 5th 22 18 6
100 0 0 200 0 0 5th 10 0 0
215 0 0 3rd 5 7 6 0 111
158 0 0 ... 3rd 319 0
720 0 0 ... 8th 36 0 0
634 0 0 ... 6th 3114 0
133 1 0 ... 5th 6 14 0
250 0 0 4th 12 10 0
... 2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
... 408 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
... 4,80 0 0 2nd 7 0 0
993 0 0 3rd 24 12 2
150 0 0 1,051 0 0 3rd 33 15 6
50 0 0 295 0 0 3rd 9 14 7
85 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
18 0 0 ... 2nd  3 16  6  0 19  0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
869 3 0 ... 3rd 43 0 0
67 0 0 ... 3rd 2 11 0
45 0 0 ... 3rd 615 0
36 2 0 ... 3rd 4 0 6
127 1 0 ... 3rd 6 8 0
99 3 0 3rd 5 0 0
,,, 274 0 0 7th 617 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
,., 403 0 0 5th 10 1 6
... 865 0 0 5th 2112 6
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 4th 6 0 0
212 0 0 3rd 5 6 0
148 2 0 ... 6th l 3 14 6
40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
348 0 0 5th I 8 14 0
400 0 0 7th I 10 0 0
1,600 0 0 2nd 20 0 0
529
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT-continued.
1Nature of  Selection.
*848 Newbold, F. G.
*849 Ditto
163 Ditto
164 Ditto
165 Ditto
166 Ditto
168 Ditto
205 Ditto
206 Ditto
207 Ditto
208 Ditto
209 Ditto ... ,,,
138 Norton, William ,., ,..
*619 Ditto ... ... ...
620 Ditto ... .., ...
280 Orr, William ,,, ,,.
298 Ditto ,., ... ,..
405 Orr, T. H. ... .. .
14 O'Shanessy, J.
41 O'Shanessy, Patk. Adam ...
21 O'Shanessy, John ... ...
324 Ditto ... ,., ...
677 Ditto ,.,
*816 Pacey, Flora
532 Palfrey, Emanuel
551 Ditto ...
610 Ditto ...
632 Ditto ..,
*876 Ditto
250 Palmer, R. E.
251 Ditto ,., ..,
643 Parsons ,  Edwin ... ...
*827 Ditto ... .,, ...
661 Part , A. R.... .. ...
*807 Paterson ,  Robert Laidlaw...
65 Paterson, Andrew ...
305 Ditto ,..
*711 Ditto ... ...
588 Pipe, Luke ,,, ...
*878 Potts, George ,,.
*879 Ditto ...
154 Rattenbury,  James...
363 Ditto ... ,.. ...
501 Ditto ... ,..
71 Rea, William ...
795 Rechter, George ..,
591 Reeve, E. W. ...
625 Ditto ,..
658 Reid, John ,,, .,.
362 Reilly, Thomas ,..
637 Reinhardt, Joseph ,..
794 Ditto .,,
t9 Risien, H. W.
*790 Risien, Henry Walters
698 Ditto ...
756 Ditto .. ...
126 Robertson, Sons, and Vicary
127 Ditto ,.,
t660 Rogers, James
356 Rosel, J.
521 Rosel, Joseph
286 Ross, Andrew
376 Ditto
240 Ross, James ,,,
460 Ditto ,., ,..
681 Ditto ... ,.,
457 Ross, G.
483 Ditto ,., ...
484 Ditto .,, ...
523 Ross, George ...
354 Ross,  Colin .,, ...
396 Ditto ,..
*784 Ross, Robert ...
155 Rundle, M. S. ...
299 Ryan, Thomas ,,,
283 Sanderson , George ,..
Pre-emption on
Torilla ,.,
ditto ,.,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ,..
ditto ,.,
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Raglan
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto ,..
Pre-emption on
Canoona No. 4
ditto
Conditional
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ,..
Homestead ...
ditto ,.,
Conditional ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ,..
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First  Clue  Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
2,120 0 0 7th 53 0 0
32 0 0 120 0 0 80 0 0 7th 10 8 0
60 0 0 80 0 0 100 0 0 7th 11 0 0
48 0 0 100 0 0 200 0 0 7th 13 12 0
200 0 0 40 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... 150 0 0 451 0 0 6th 18 14 0
320 0 0 320 0 0 6th 24 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
604 0 0 6th 15 2 0
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
477 0 0 ... 40 0  0 6th  36 15  6
60 0 0 ...  40 0 0 6th 2 3 4
.,. 1,459 0 0 5th 36 9 6
40 0 0 ...  8th 3 0 0
105 0 0  ...  Sth 5 5 0
40 0 0 ...  8th 3 0 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 3 0 0
0 5 0
160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
240 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
374 0 0 4th 18 14 0
160 0 0 ,.. 4th 4 0 0
204 0 0 ... 3rd 10 4 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
... 100 0 0 6th 210 0
320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
,,, 600 0 0 3rd 1210 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
45 0 0 3rd 1 2 6
,,, 1,000 0 0 2nd 18 15 0
,,, 500 0 0 ... 8th 25 0 0
,.. 73 0 0 ... 6th 313 0
160 0 0 .,. 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
., 640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
,., ,,, 640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
,., 161 2 20 7th 4 1 0
,., 197 0 0 5th 418 6
.,, 243 1 25 4th 6 2 0
,,, 365 0 0 8th 9 2 6
325 0 0 2nd 6 15 5
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
12 0 0 62 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
,,, 56 0 0 ... 6th 018 8
52 0 0 ... ... 1 6 0
56 0 0 ... 2nd 1 3 4
199 3 0 ... 8th 911 3
489 0 0 2nd 10 3 9
30 0 0  4,04  0 0 3rd 11 12 0 0 18 9
240 0 0 890 0 0  3rd 34 5 0 8 6 8
280 0 0 1,000 0 0 7th 39 0 0
400 0 0 880 0 0 7th 42 0 0
636 0 0 3rd 15 13 0
50 0 0 107 0 0 6th 9 2 0
,., ,.. 311 0 0 ( 4th 7 15 6
,,, ,., 1,260 0 0 6th 3110 0
1,205 0 0 5th 30 2 6
160 0 0 780 0 0 3,273 0 0 6th 132 16 6
,,, ... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
488 0 0 3rd 12 4 0
44 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 0
116 0 0 ... 4th 218 0
,,, 200 0 0 4th 10 0 0
82 0 0 4th 2 1 0
,,, 100 0 0 708 0 0 5th  22 14  0
,,, .,. 131 0 0 5th 3 5 6
,., 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
129 0 0 6th 2 3 0
14 0 0 34 2 38 6th 0 16 4
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79 Savage, S. ...
174 Scott, John ,,.
*801 Scott, David...
314 Seery, James
766 Ditto
142 Shannon, John
143 Ditto ,.,
*691 Shaw, Ann ..
218 Sheridan, Michael
220 Ditto
621 Sherwin, J. P.
319 Skinner, Joseph
320 Ditto
321 Skinner, Joseph
614 Ditto ...
512 Smith, James
541 Smith, Robert
866 Sommer, F....
337 Stapp, H. T. ..
835 Stapp, Henry Turney
870 Stapp, Charles Turney
519 Stirling, Robert J....
593
4
Stirling, R. J.
59 Ditto ...
102 Stockall, John ...
60 Struber, Stephen ...
146 Ditto ... ...
294 Ditto
509 Ditto ... ,.,
589 Ditto ... ...
590 Ditto ... ...
*809 Ditto .. ,,,
*864 Tarrant, Edward ,.,
*840 Thomason, Thomas.. .
*828 Tonges, Conrad ,,.
72 Ditto ... ...
183 Tourle, Thomas ...
212 Ditto ,..
*510 Tourle, Morse, and Co.
124 Ditto ...
92 Towns and Stuart ,,.
94 Ditto ,,.
*802 Ditto ,,,
444 Triffitt, R. ...
466 Ditto .. ...
171 Tucker, Elihu ...
125 Tucker, Michael ,,,
467 Ditto ... ...
*560 Ditto
148 Tucker, Stephen ,.,
449 Ditto ,.. ...
577 Ditto ... ...
675 Ditto
*844 Tucker, Lewis ,,,
476 Tutton, William ,.,
*887 Ditto
609 Uthor, W. T., and H. A.
587 Valentine, Thos. ..
755 Ditto ...
435 Vaughan, W. ..
655 Vickery, T. W.
413 Wainwright, W.
132 Walker, Thomas ,,,
141 Ditto .., ,..
182 Ditto ... ...
185 Ditto ,.. ,..
230 Ditto ..
481 Wallace, Frederick...
410 Warner, G. H.
423 Ditto
439 Ditto ...
118 Watt, John Brown,..
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT--- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R.  P.  £ s. d. £ S. d.
Conditional  ...  ... 106 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 317 0 0 ...
Homestead  ...  100 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  ... 61 0 0
Conditional 30 0 0 432 0
ditto .. ... 1,355 0
ditto  ...  ,., 90 0 0 304 3
ditto  ...  ... 200 0
Homestead ... 150 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 2,555 0
Homestead ... ... 133 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 742 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 127 0 0
ditto ... ... 264 0
Homestead ... .. 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... 54 0 0 ... ...
Conditional ... 54 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 144 1 19
Conditional ... ... 130 0 0 740 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 .,.
Conditional ... ... 429 0
ditto ... 44 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 720 0
ditto ... ... ... 160 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 160 0
ditto  ...  240 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 240 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 364 0
ditto
...  320 0
Homestead, 1872 .. 320 0 0 ...
Conditional  ...  ... ...  200 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0
ditto .,, ... 1,000 0
ditto ... .., 63 0 0 800 0
Pre-emptive on
Banksia ... ... 420 0 0 427 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 640 0
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.3 ... 400 0 0 1,414 0
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.2 ... ... 160 0
Pre-emptive on
Calliungal No.1 ... 1,280 0
Conditional  ... 2,104 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ; 160 0 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0 ... 260 0
ditto ... ... ... 500 0
210 0
ditto ... ... 200 0
Pre-emption on
Maryvale Run ... 80 0 0 80 0
Conditional ... ... ... 178 0
ditto ... ... 1,175 0
ditto ... ... ... 532 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0
ditto ... ... ... 160 0.
Pre-emptive on
Marlborough ... 40 0
Homestead  ,. 159 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 174 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 648 0
ditto ... 640 0
ditto ... ... ... 468 0
ditto .., ... ... 1,807 2
ditto ,.. ... 144 0
ditto ... ... ... 132 1
ditto  ...  ... 80 0
ditto  ...  .. 96 1 0 ...
Homestead  .. ... 160 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 200 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 156 1 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 282 0 0 ...
Pre-emption on
Glenprairie . , . 635 0
8th 5 6 0
7th 7 18 6
2nd 1 17 6
6th 1 2 10
0 3rd 12 6 0  0 13  1
0 7th 33 17 6
0 7th 12 2 6
0 3rd 5 0 0
6th 0 18 9
6th 3 10 0
0 3rd 127 17 6
6th 2 9 10
6th 37 2 0
6th 6 0 0
3rd 6 7 0
0 4th 6 12 0
4th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
6th 1 13 9
2nd 2 7 3 0 7 0
2nd 1 4 2
0 4th 25 0 0
4th 4 0 0
0 4th 10 14 6
7th 3 6 0
0 8th 22 0 0
0 7th 4 0 0
0 6th 8 0 0
0 4th 5 0 0
0 4th 5 0 0
0 4tll 6 0 0
0 2nd 6 1 4
0 2nd 3 6 8
2nd 7 0 0
0 2nd 2 18 4
0 8th 8 0 0
-0 7th 25 0 0
0 6th 23 3 0
0 4th 31 13 6
0 7th 48 0 0
0 7th 55 7 0
0 7th 4 0 0
0 2nd 24 0 0
5th 100  14 0
5th 4 0 0
0 7th 11 0 0
0 7th 12  10 0
0 5th 5 5 0
0 4th 5 0 0
0 7th 6 0 0
0 5th 4 9 0
0 4th 29 7 6
0 3rd 13 6 0
0 2nd 1 3 4
0 5th 5 0 0
0 2nd 0 13 4
0 3rd 1 0 0
4th 3 6 5
3rd 8 14 0
0 5th 16 4 0 0 13  8
10 3 5
0 3rd 16 0 0
0 5th 11 14 0
0 7th 45 4 0
0 7th 3  12 0
0 7th 3 6 6
0 7th 2 0 0
6th 4 17 0
5th 4 0 0
5th ]0 0 0
5th 3 18 6
5th 14 2 0
0 7th 15 17 6
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 1815 0
... 600 0 0 2nd 11 5 0
... 900 0 0 2nd
i
16 17 6
... 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
... 320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
... 212 0 0 5th 5 6 0
116 0 0 6th 2 18 0
100 0 0 540 0 0 5th 18 10 0
... 3,974 0 0 5th 99 7 0
... 1,252 0 0 5th 31 6 0
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 418 3 7 8th 10 9 6
... 160 0 0 2nd 113 4
... 50 0 0 4th 1 5 0
... 50 0 0 4th 1 5 0
I
A.  B. P. A. B. P. A. B .  P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
119 Watt, John  Brown...
120 Ditto ...
121 Ditto
221 Watson, J. E.
236 Ditto ...
433 Wenzel, H....
452 Ditto ...
453 Ditto ...
225 Werner, H....
664 Werner, Herman
63 Williamson, G.
323 Wilson, D. ...
*665 Wilson, David
*804 Ditto ...
*805 Ditto ...
*800 Ditto
*668 Wilson, C. H.
156 Wood, James
465 Ditto ...
474 Ditto
434 Wood, E. G. L.
451 Ditto ...
462 Ditto ...
488 Ditto ...
537 Ditto ...
64 Wust, F.
*862 Wyatt, Alfred
533 York, John ...
534 Ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Glenprairie ...
Pre-emptive on
Stoodleigh ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Raglan ...
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
27
6
Aldous, J.
Allan, Street, and Norton...
90 Bain , Thos.... ...
*196 Bank, Commercial ...
20 Barker , W.... ... ...
*142 Barry ,  John  ... ... ...
*147 Ditto  ... ... ...
*202 Ditto  ... ... ...
2 Bell , J. ... ... ...
80
123
*165
*193
*159
3
122
28
115
*172
*89
86
*182
36
76
*187
93
*114
67
58
*148
78
37
108
47
71
107
Bell, Wm. L. ... ...
Bell, John S. ... .
Bell, James .. ... ...
Blackman , Alfred ..
Blackman, Frederick A. ...
Brown , A. H. ... ...
Buchanan, H. R.
Caincross , D. ... ...
Cairncross , David ... ...
Ditto
Laird, G.  S.... ...
Cameron ,  Ewen ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Cameron, E. ... ...
Clark, Arthur ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Clowes, Daniel
Coe, J. ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Cowan, Robert
Cox, E. K., and Bloomfield,
E. C. ... ... ...
Cox, Edward K in,- ... ...
Dickinson, J. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ,.
Conditional ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Rodds Bay ...
Conditional ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Warroo ...
Pre-emptive on
Barmundoo... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Baroon ... 80 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive oa
Kroombit ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ,.. ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Miriam Vale
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
218 0 0 ... 7th 16 7 0
... 361 014 ... 6th 18 2 0
147 0 24 ... 6th 1 4 8
... 43 3 0 ... 5th • 2 4 0
... 10 0 0 ... 5th 010 0
... 17 1 31 5th 0 18 0
... 160 0 0 6th 4 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
500 0 0 ... 8th 25 0 0
... 82 0 0 6th 4 2 0
... ... 500 0 0 3rd 1210 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
640 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral,
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
324 2 0 7tb 8 2 6
160  () 0 4th 4 0 0
1,000 0 0  2nd 12 10 0
Year. Bent.  Balance due.
7th 32 0 0
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
460 0 0 3rd 11 10 0
40 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
8th 6 0 0
50 0 0 258 0 0 4th 6 4 6
... 2,560 0 0 3rd 92 8 0
... 60 0 0 3rd 110 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
... X00 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
... 671 0 0 8th 1615 6
... 1,390 0 0 3rd  34  15  0
... 120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
... 119 0 0 3rd 2 19 6
... 119 0 01 3rd 219 6
... 11,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
163 0 0 4th 4 1 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
77 0 0 ` 61,h 1 12 1
120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
89 2 0 4th I 2 5 0 0 0 10
563 0 0 3rd 14 1 6
123 0 0 5th 3 1 6
122 0 0 5th 3 1 0
... 102 0 0 3rd 2 11 0
137 0 0 4th , 3 2 10
106 0 0 214 0 0
500 0 0
110 0 0
80 0 0
110 0 0
6th
3rd
5th
5th
4th
10 13 0
12 10 0
2 15 0
2 0 0
2 15 0
532
GLADSTONE DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*116 Drinan, Patrick ... ,..
*125 Ditto ...
t126 Ditto ...
127 Ditto ...
*152 Ditto ...
*181 Ditto
*200 Farmer, Joseph Harley
*180 Ditto ...
*198 Farmer, Joseph
*177 Ditto ...
0178 Ditto ...
*179 Ditto .
29 Ferguson, G. ..
32 Friend, H. ...
34 Ditto ...
*79 Friend, Henry
*154  Glennie, James
41 Graham, J. L.
99
130
155
*173
*174
*175
*183
92
128
129
81
*68
106
109
8
146
*189
*156
*157
44
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ..
Graham, John Lockwood ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Harbottle, Thos.
Hartbottle, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Harvey, Robert ...
Hupenden, C.
Ibbotson, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Jinks, W. ...
Kahle, Henry Charlton ...
Kelly, Michael
Kelly William T. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Lilly, Brothers ... ...
46 Lilly, H.
*188 Lilly, Henry
9 Livie, G. ,,. ... ...
10 Ditto ... ... ...
1143 Livie, George
144 Ditto ,,,
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Calliope ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the Boyne ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral. Year .  Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. I A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
*201 Ditto ... ...
*195 Lloyd, John Henry... ..
7 Macleay, Onslow, and Onslow
61 Mann, T.
64 Ditto ... ...
96 Mann, Thomas ...
*176 March, Joseph
•169 Maundell, John
31 Monro, D. E. ...
1120 McGuire, Charles ...
38 McLeod, M. ...
*191 McLeod, Murdoch...
33 McLiver, J. ..
63 Ditto
*185 Miller, Robert ...
*186 Ditto ... ...
*197 Ditto ... ...
72 Nash, J.
23 Neil, H.
*168 Neill, Hugh... ...
*141) Ditto ... ...
136 Ditto ...
*170 Ditto ...
*171 Ditto ... ...
*184 Ditto ...
62 Palmer, J. ...
53 Ditto ... ... ...
111 Palmer James ... ...
112 Ditto ... ... ...
j32 Ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Collide ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 50 0 0
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Galloway Plains 80 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,,, 285 0 0 3rd 7 2 6
,,, 81 2 9 3rd 2 1 0
617 0 0 3rd 0 17 10
Second  Class
Pastoral.
5,090 0 0 3rd 127 5 0 $3 0 4
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
2,000 0 0 2nd 1613 4
3,000 0 0 2nd 75 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
1,400 0 0 2nd 35 0 0
1,000 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
2,600 0 0 2nd  62 10  0
204 0 0 6th 5 2 0
200 0 0 473 0 0 6th 21 16 6
.,. 80.0 0 6th 2 0 0
500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
... 610 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
82 0 0 5th 2 1 0
457 0 0 4th 11 8 6
2,560 0 0 3rd 64 0 0
759 0 0 3rd 18 19 6
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
1,000 0 0 2nd 18 15 0
3,284 0 0 4th 82 2 0
398 0 0 3rd 9 2 6
390 0 0 3rd 9 15 0 1 13 6
140 1 0 4th 3 10 6
150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
111 0 0 4th 2 12 2
80 0 9 4th 2 0 0
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
150 0 0. 490 0 0 3rd 19 15 0
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
60 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
214 0 0 6th  5 7 0
316 0 0 5th 7 18 0
250 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
120 0 0 7th 3 0 0
80 0 28 7th 2 0 6
306 0 0 3rd 7 7 0
336 0 0 3rd  8 6 6 012 8
200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
100 0 0 415 0 0 5th 15 7 6
550 0 0 5th 13 15 0
418 0 0 4th 14 4 0
40 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
,,. 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 3 13 4
120 0 0 ... 6th 210 0
40 0 0 2nd 0 11 8
... 90 0 0 6th 2 5 0
,.. 183 0 0 5th 411 6
... 640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
,,, 640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
,., 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... 120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
254 0 0 7th 12 7 0
320 0 0 3rd 1 8 0 0
612 0 0 3rd 15 6 0
3,010 0 0 3rd 75 5 0
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
760 0 0 2nd 14 16 3
331 0 0 5th 8 5 6
265 0 0 5th 6 12 6
284 0 0 4th 7 2 0
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
425 0 0 3rd 10 12 6
$0 3 2
1 9 9
0 5 3
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GLADSTONE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*133 Palmer ,  James ...
*150 Ditto ...
*190 Pershouse ,  John ...
14 Pershouse , F. A. ...
35 Pershouse ,  William
70 Ditto
*85 Praed ,  A. C. B.
21 Ditto ...
t*131 Ditto
*140 Robertson ,  Thomas...
*141 Ditto ...
*160 Robertson ,  William
*161 Ditto .. ...
*162 Robertson ,  Richard...
*163 Robertson ,  William
*164 Robertson ,  Richard...
73 Schilling , J. A. ...
*67 Schulze, T. ...
66 Simms, J.
t84 Sutherland ,  M. Agnes
til0 Ditto ... ,..
18 Turich, C.
62 Turich, T. .
'*95  Turich,  Charles ...
113 Ditto ...
*158 Turner ,  John Andrew
40 Walters , J... ...
119 Walters ,  Joseph ...
59 Wamner, James
*151 Watt ,  William W. o.,
*203 Williams ,  George ...
*194 Wilson ,  Joseph ,..
12 Wilson, J. ...
30 Ditto ...
118 Wilson ,  Joseph
*153 Ditto
* 145 Worthington, James
*192 Young,  James ...
*204  Ditto ... ...
1 Young, William ...
17 Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,..
Conditional ...
... Pre-emption on
Monte Christo
... Conditional ...
... ditto .,.
... ditto
... ditto ...
.., ditto ,,,
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
.. ditto ...
,. ditto ...
,. ditto ...
.. ditto
.,  ditto
ditto
ditto
., ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Mount Larcom
Conditional ..,
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. R. P.I A. R. P.
150 0 0
Second Cass
Pastoral Year. Rent. I  Balance  due.I
100 0 0 3rd
.,. 3rd
2 d38 0 0 23 0 0
58 0 0
66 2  0
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
*31
8
*2
3
4
6
7
15
*16
21
18
22
9
*23
*24
*29
*30
*34
*35
*36
*37
*38
*42
*43
*44
*45
*46
.ppleton, James ...
ernstein, L.
Christian, W. and M.
Christian, William ...
Ditto
Christian, J. and W.
Christian, W.
Christian, W. M. ...
Ditto ...
Christian, M. M. ...
Joss, William
Ditto
Macartney and Mayne
Macartney, John Arthur
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Mt. Funnel Run
Conditional ...
ditto
Pre-emption on
Wilangi Run
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Waverley Run
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
160 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 210 0 0 6th
200 0 0 1 t h
320 0 0
100 0 0
400 0 0
n
92 u 0 7th 2 6 0
116 0 0 6th 5 16 0
5th 1 13 6
4th 10 0 0
460 0 0 440 0 0 5th 34 0 0
. , , 300 0 01 3rd 012 6
,.. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
,.. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 2,500 0 0 3rd  62 10  0
2,000 0 0 3rd 60 0 0
... 2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
... 3,000 0  0  3rd 75 0 0
5,000 0 0 3rd 125 0 0 4 0 0
156 0 0 5th 3 18 0
150 0 0 5th 3 15 0
52 0 0 5th 1 6 0
... 222 0 0 4th 5 1 9
239 0 0 4th 5 9 6
... 454 0 0 7th 11 7 0
288 0 0 5th 7 4 0
125 0 0 4th 3  2  6
... 508 0 0 4th 12 14 0
... 4,000 0 0 3rd 100 0 0
... 582 0 0 6th  14  11  0
137 0 0 3rd 3 8 6
138 0 0 5th 3 9 0
120 0 0 3rd ' 3 0 0 2 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
$010 0
360 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
... 69 1 17 7th I 1 15 0
82 0 0 6th 2 1 0
... 438 0 0 3rd  10 19  0
640 0 0 3rd j 16 0 0+
160 0 0  ...  3rd 4 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
2,560  0 0 8th 64 0 0 46 5 0
7,560  0 0 7th 189 0 0
11,280 0 0 7th
320 0 0 7th
... 320 0 0
240 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
100 0 0
••
400 0  0
1,250 0 0
750 0 0
380 0 0
920 0 0
270 0 0
640 0 0
380 0 0
380 0 0
380 0 0
270 0 0
260 n 0
300 0 0
270 0 0
150 0 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
£ s. d. + £  s. d.
2 10 0 {
3 15 0
5 4 0
20 5 01
10 0 0
32 0 0
32 0 0
7th 16 0 0
6th 10 0 0
5th 16 0 0
5th 12 0 0
5th 4 10 0
5th 4 0 0
5th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
10 0 0
31 5 0
18 15 0
9 10 0
23 0 0
3 18 9
9 6 8
5 10 10
5 10 10
5 10 10
16 3
2  14 2
3 3 6
16 3
1 11 3
0 0
534
Register
No. Lessee.
*47  Macartney , John Arthur ...
*48  Ditto ... ... ...
1  Mayne, E. G. ... ..
10 Ditto ...
*25 McCornack, Patrick ..
*13 McCormack, P. ...
*40 Paterson , William Hunter...
*27 Robinson , John ... ...
11 Robinson , J....
t49  Robinson, William Henry
*12  Robinson, W. H. .
*28  Schroder, Christian F. ..
*32  Smith, John ... ...
*41  Talbot, Edward ... ..
*26  Talbot, Philip ... ...
*33  Ditto ... ...
5  Talbot, P. , .. ... ...
215 Amhurst, Francis T.
227 Antoney, Joseph ...
233 Black , Henry ...
218 Bode,  F. R.... ...
*241 Bode, H. M. ...
*242 Ditto ... ,..
*243 Ditto ... ...
244 Ditto ...
175 Bradley, C. G. ...
169 Ditto ... ...
170 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto ... ...
1197 Ditto ... ...
222 Briggs, R.
1171 Campbell, D.
-x`265 Clarke, John ...
71 Clark, J. ...
1148 Ditto ...
*214 Collings, J. S.
125 Corkhill, W. H.
*219 Cumming, Andrew...
*220 Ditto .. ...
44 Danger, W. J. ...
ST. LAWRENCE  DISTRICT- conth oed.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
P. A. R. P. S.  d. £ s. d.
120 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
80 0 0 2nd , 0 16 8
'5,780 0 0 7th 144 10 0
11,440 0 0 5th 36 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
0 5th 4 0 0
0 2nd 2 6 8
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
0 5th 4 0 0
468 0 0 2nd 1 11 10 ,
0 5th 4 0 0'
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 ... 2nd 3 6 8
0 2nd 1 2 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0 '
0 2nd I 2 18 4 1
0 500 0 0
I
7th 19 10 0
400 0 0 4th 1  25 0 0 1
1162 0 0 3rd 1 11 11 0 0 18 7$0 4 8
96 0 0 3rd, 5 8 0 0 2 6
*0 0 8
818 0 0 4th 33 19 0
640 0 0 3rd  16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd  16 0 0
0 453 0 0 3rd  20 6 6
80 2 0 4th 2 18 6
105 0 0 4th 3 15 0
89 2 0 4th 3 12 0
83 0 0 4th 2 1 6
77 0 0 4th 0 18 9
548 0 0 3rd 1914 0 7 6 0
0 757 () 0 4th 33 8 6
1,280 0 0 1 2nd 26 13 4
640 0 0j 7th 16 0 0
94 0 0 4th 1 15 3
600 0 0 4th 15 U 0
0 6th 2 6 4
640 U 0 4th 16 0 0
600 0 U, 3rd 15 0 0
523 0 01 7th 13 1 6
0 377 0 0 ' 7th 19 8 6
0 100 0 0 7th 14 6 0
0 6th 0 5 10
0 390 0 0 4th 26 0 0
0 390 0 0 4th 26 0 0
80 0 0 J 3rd 2 0 0
0 6th 0 12 6
0 3rd 1 4 0 0
312 0 0 3rd 7 16 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
0 502 0 0 7th 2.2 11 0
116 0 0 4th 2 18 0
0 400 0 0 4th 23 0 0 8 9 2
$2 2 4
153 0 0 4th 4 13  4
271 0 0 4th 7 8 0
116 0 0 4th 3 13 6
1,586 0 0 4th 41 17 7 I
75 0 0 4th 016 4
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
102 0 0 3rd 2 11 0
143 0 0 3rd 5 17 4
127 0 0 3rd 3 15 11
270 0 U 3rd 6 15 0
112 0 0 3rd 2 16 0
100 0 0 Srd 2 10 0
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
1 Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
A. R. P. A. • .  N.
...
... 160 0
... 160 0
::: 160 0
... 160 0
160 0
... 160 0
... 160 0
...
40 0 0 80 0
... 144 0
BOWEN DISTRICT.
Conditional
ditto
200 0 0
100 0 0
ditto 40 0 0
ditto ... 180 0 0 1
ditto .. ...
ditto .. ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto
ditto ... 12 0 0
ditto  ...  15 0 0
ditto  ...  18 0 0
ditto .. ...
ditto ..
ditto .. 80 0 0
ditto  ... 100 0 0
ditto ..
ditto .. ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Pre-emption on
the  resumed
half of Strath-
den  an d Clydes-
dale Consoli-
dated Run ..
42A Ditto ... ... ditto ,..
43 Ditto ... ditto
109 Donald, W.... ... Homestead ..
210 Dow, J. ... Conditional
193 Dulmuty, J. B. .. ditto ...
*237 Emmerson, Joseph...  ditto
111 Gordon, J., senior ... Homestead ...
*225 Gordon, William ... Conditional ...
*248 Gordon, James ... ditto ...
*256 Grant, P. G. ... ditto ...
84 Gregory, J. B. .. ditto ...
189 Gregory, J. A. ... ditto ,..
*203 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
t204 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
t149 Ditto ... ... ditto
1150 Ditto ... ... ditto
t151 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
t216 Ditto ditto ...
217 Ditto ditto
228 Ditto ditto ...
t236 Ditto ditto . .
f239 Ditto ditto ...
260 Ditto ditto
*'261 Ditto ditto
0262 Ditto ditto
...
4o 0 0
150 0 0
150 0 0
40 0 0
...
...
40 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 01
:30 0 1)
...
35 0 0
10 0 0
200 0
236 U
80 0
100 0
100 0
44)  0
160 0
140 0
200 0
535
BOWEN  DISTRICT --continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
31 Holt, Thomas
63 Holt, F. S. E. ...
65  Ditto ,.. ...
66  Ditto ,.. ...
67  Ditto ... ...
128  Ditto ... ... ,.
129  Ditto ,.. ... ,,
130  Ditto ..
104  Jockheim, W.
*276  Jockheim, William .,
24  Kyle, John ...
253  Lynam, Matthew ... ,,,
*269 Ditto
1254 Mackenzie, James
*258 Ditto
18 Macmillan, A. C.
223 Ditto ...
224 Ditto
3 McDonald, James
82 Ditto ...
*232 Ditto ...
266 Nelson, James
211 O'Connell, J. G.
1231 O'Connel, J. G.
12 Pott, G. ...
*246 Ditto ...
*247 Ditto ...
26 Reid, Eliza ...
15 Robertson, J.
108 Rutter, J. C.
162 Ditto ...
163 Ditto ...
173 Ditto ...
168 Scott, J.
41 Scott, J. H.
207 Ditto ...
208 Ditto ...
*257 Ditto ,.,
*194 • Ditto ...
48 Ditto ...
t54 Ditto .,.
55 Ditto ...
95 Ditto ...
96 Ditto ...
97 Ditto ..,
119 Ditto ...
122 Ditto ...
123 Ditto „
83 Smith,  B.  H. ,.,
*127 Sprole, J. ,,.
37 Stuart and Town .,.
8 Stuart, Alexander ... ...
11 Ditto ... ... ..,
t14 Ditto .., .., ...
21 Ditto ... ... .,.
22 Ditto ... ... ...
40 Ditto ... ,,.
*263 Terry, A. J. M. ... ...
*259 Toms, W. H.
*185 Towns, R. ... ... ...
*186 Ditto ... ... ...
*187 Ditto ,,. ... ...
126 Waite, C. B. and G. A. H.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
i
First Class
pastoral.
Second Class PPasto.l. ear
Rent. Balance du,.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
2,238 0 0 8th 59 19 0
7,000 0 0 7th 179 10 0
... 7th 37 10 0
7th 37 5 0
320 0 0 7th 25 5 0
...
6th 26 2 0
...
6th 20 15 0
6th 17 2 0 6 5 3
480 0 0 6th 20 0 0
360 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
... 8th 4 3 0
360 0 0 3rd 12 0 0 6 0 0
+1 10 0
300 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
1,280 0 0 3rd 86 16 3
1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
8th 4 19 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 8th
h
16 0
12 7
0
6255 0 0 7t
247 0 0 3rd 6 3 6
2nd 3 6 8
380 0 0 4th 28 8 0
191 0 0 3rd 0 3 2
8th 34 10 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
8th 313 6 0 7 0
242 0 0 8th 6 1 0 0 4 0
... 6th 7 0 0
521 0 0 4th 13 0 6
222 0 0 4th 5 9 6
1,025 0 0 4th 25 12 6 2 2 3
+0 10 7
1,767 0 0 4th 91 13 6
109 0 0 7th 2 14 6
1,371 0 0 4th 38 5 6 0 0 5
+0 0 1
1,208 0 0 4th 34 4 0
396 0 0 3rd 9 18 0
184 0 0 4th 4 12 0 1 5 10
+0 6 6
1,258 0 0 7th 39 19 0
1,479 0 0 7th 35 14 0
885 0 0 7th 22 2 6
98 0 0 7th 2 9 0
S06 0 0 7th 4 19 6
93 0 0 7th 2 6 6
6th 3 15 0
62 0 0 6th 16 11 0
660 0 0 6th 16 10 0
7th 4 14 6
160 0 0 6th 6 0 0
80 2 0 7th 92 0 6
675 0 0 8th 16 17 6
1,621 0 0 8th 4010 6
1,455 0 0 8th 35 7 6
2,880 0 0 8th 72 0 0
147 0 0 8th 3 13 6
120 0 0 7th 3 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0  4 0 0
+1 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
1,100 0 0 4th 27 10 0
1,029 0 0 4th 25 14 6
528 0 0 4th 13 4 0
131 2 0 5th 3 6 0
Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Salis-
bury Plains
Run
Conditional  ...
ditto  ..
ditto ..
ditto
ditto ..
ditto
ditto .,
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto
ditto ... I
ditto ... j
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
Homestead ..
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
ditto ...  I
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
..,
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Inkermanu
Downs Run _
Conditional ,,,
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ..
ditto ..
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Crystal
Brook Run ..,
A.  B.  P. A. R. P.
,., 80 0 0
60 0 0
220 0 0 420 0 0
50 0 0 670 0 0
50 0 0 270 0 0
90 0 0 378 0 0
70 0 0 310 0 0
60 0 0 252 0 0
,., 160 0 0
83 0 0
40 0 0 ...
200 0 0 800 0 0
66 0 0 ...
,,. ...
... ...
,.. 120 0 0
,,,
160 0 0
252 0 0 ...
29 0 0 ...
460 0 0 ...
,.. ..,
..
49 0 0 ,..
40 0 0 80 0 0
... ...
... ...
300 0 0 500 0 0
... 80 0 0
80 0 0
...
170 0 0
...
,,,
...
.,,
50 0 0
300 0 0
63 0 0
1,800 0 0
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BOWEN DISTRICT- continued.
Register I First Class Second Olass
No. Lessee .  Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . Pastoral. Pastoral . Year .  Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. A. R. P. A. B. P.  £ s. d.I £ s. d.
174 Walker, R. ... ... ... Conditional 40 0 0 30 0 0 64 0 0 4th 6 2 0 1
250 Welsh, John ... ... ditto ... ... ... 661 0 0 3rd 16 10 6
1251 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 514 0 0 3rd 18 15 5
*267 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
*268 West, William ... ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
102 Wilmington, A. H.... ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 631 0 0 6th 35 15 6
131 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 156 0 0 6th 18 18 01
132 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 147 0 0 6th 13 13 6
133 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 180 0 0 187 0 0 6th 13 13 6
17 Wilson, J. W. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 221 0 0 8th 5 10 6
68 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 1,180 0 0 7th 3410 0
69 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 120 0 0 ... 528 0 0 7th 22 4 0
t*178 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 496 0 0 4th 12 8 0
154 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ...  12,070  0 0 4th 51 15 0 98 15 6
1234 Ditto ... ... ... I ditto ... ... ... 484 0 0 3rd 11 16 6
t235 Ditto ... ... ...I ditto ... ... ... I 480 0 0 1 3rd 12 0 0 1 7 2
+0 6 10
161 Yeates, S. .. ... ditto  ...  ... 116 0 0 4th 2 16 6
107 Ditto ... ... .. Homestead ... ...  32-0  0 .., 6th 0 1 4
t135 Ditto ... ... Conditional ... ... 380 0 0 5th 9 0 0
141 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 5th 3 0 0
*229  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
*230 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 324 0 0 3rd 8 2 0 0 3 4
+0 0 10
MACKAY DISTRICT.
*308 Absolon, Wm. ... ... Homestead 112 0 0 ... 4th
150 Absalon, William ...  ...  Conditional 20 0 0 100 0 0 6th
*340 Absolon, Geo. Richard ... ditto ... ... 218 0 0 4th
164 Amherst, F. T. .., ditto ... 300 0 0 700 0 0 240 0 0 6th
*409 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 120 0 0 ... ... 2nd
249 Atherton, Edmund... ... ditto ... 120 0 0 400 0 0 120 0 0 5th
261 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 76 1 0 ... 5th
307 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 26 3 0 4th
300 Atherton, Richard ... ... ditto ... ... 340 0 0 300 0 0 4th
309 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 4th
393 Ditto  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
394 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 246 0 0 2nd
239 Avery, J. S.... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 100 0 0 5th
*275 Bayley , Wm. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0 5th
*331 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 340 0 0 4th
1333 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 90 0 0 32 0 0 4th
1103  Bentley, Thomas  ... ... ditto. ... ... 60 0 0 60 0 0 7th
161 Black, M. Hume ... ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 6th
296 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40. 0 0 60 0 0 131 0 0 4th
*350 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 3rd
*903 Black , M. H. ... ditto ... ... ... 405 0 0 2nd
*404 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 85 0 0 2nd
t84 Borron , J. M. ... .., ditto ... 60 0 0 350 0 0 240 0 0 7th
t149 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 408 0 0 3,692 0 0 6th
230 Bovey, William ... ditto ... 99 0 0 5th
80 Ditto ... ditto 1,271 2 0 7th
21 Brid
'G. F. ditto 189 0 0 100 0 0 .. 8th74 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 3 . 7
76 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 3 0 ... 7th
77 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 168 0 0 7th
101 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 100 3 0 7th
159 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 92 0 0 ... 6th
216 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 500 0 0 5th
13 Brown , C. W. ... . , ditto 60 0 0 ... 8th
*277 B ro wn, F . ... ... ... ditto ... 232 0 0 5th
285 Ditto  ditto 240-0 0 5th
79 Brown , H. R. ... ... ditto ... ... I ... 96 0 0 7th
92 Ditto  ... ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0 90 0 0 60 0 0 7th
90 Brown, H . S. P. ... ... ditto ... 45 0 0 ... ... 7th
*335 B ro wn, Robert  S. P. ... ditto ... 400 0 0 80 0 0 4th
*t360 Bruschke , Fredrick ... Homestead .., 160 0 0 ... 3rd
*373 Butterworth , Thos. B. ... ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd
*420 Cambell , John ... . Conditional ... ... ... 135 0 0 2nd
*23 Carroll ,  Michael ...  ... Homestead ... ... ... 180 0 0 5th
237 Ditto ... ..,
... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 345 3 0 5th
238  Ditto  ,,, ,,. ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 213 2 0 5th
2 19 0
6 10 0
5 9 0
63 10 0 13 10 7
6 0 0
32 0 0
6 17 0
+3 7 3
5 3 6 0 2 9
24 10 0 7 1 8
Ti  15 6
16 0 0
14 13 4
5 12 4
7 10 0
16 0 0
8 10  0
8 6 11
4 9 6
2 0 0
9 5 6
16 0 0
7 11 11
1 11 11
27 2 3
112 10 0
2 9 6
31 16 0
19 3 6
5 1 0
5 1 0
4 4 0
2 10 6
4 12 0 2 13 8
+0 13 5
12 10 0
4  10  0
5 16 0
12 0 0
2 8 0
8 5 0
3 7 6 812 0
22 0 0
3 13 8
310 0 1 9 2
+0 7 4
1 8 2
410 0
18 13 0 0 9 11
10 7 0
+0  2  8
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Register
No.
321
332
*383
123
173
t78
28
73
378
*405
*361
*400
*417
*367
344
241
156
157
*322
*310
t312
354
*375
*410
*304
t217
*390
*412
*283
*426
*427
102
211
1221
96
t305
*402
*401
*391
t53
89
80'280
133
134
165
99
323
189
*399
6
7
8
18
31
32
36
t39
t94
105
317
231
232
11
34
75
85
306
125
225
Lessee.
Carroll,  Michael ... ...
Cashin,  John ...
Chase ,  Richard William ...
Commercial Banking Co.
C
...
ook, J. ... ... ...
Cowley , J. W. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Dalrymple, D. H. ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Dalrymple;  David Hay ...
Denman ,  Edward ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
D 'Eslow ,  Valentine ...
Dickie,  John ...
Donaldson,  Robt. Edw. ...
Douglas ,  Jos. ... ...
Dove, J. ...
Ditto ...
Doyle, William ... ...
Draper, Andrew ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Dupuy ,  Celesten ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Dupuy, Celestin .. ...
Edwards, James A. ...
Finlay, A. B. ... ..
Finlayson,  Hector Mac-
kenzie
Fitzsimmons ,  Charles
Fitzsimmons, M. ...
Flood,  Michael ...
Ditto ... ...
Foan, Ed.
Ditto ... ...
Garcia, R.
Graham, R....
Ditto
Graham, Robt. William
Ditto ... ...
Harris, Thomas ...
Hewitt, Alfred ...
Ditto ...
Hoey, W.
Holmes, Jos. ...
Hyne, W. H. ...
Ditto .. ...
Iironside, G.... ...
James, H. R. ...
Jane, Henry J.
Jane, Henry John
Ditto
Joint Stock  Bank ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Jones, James W. ...
Kean, R.
MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the leased half
of St. Helen's
No.2
Conditional ...
.. I Sugar lease ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
•., ditto ...
ditto
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class Y
Pastoral.
ear.  Rent. Balance due.
t
A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
100 0 0 30 0 0 4th 5 15 0
2b0 0 0 44 1 0 4th  14 2 6
1,280 0 0 3rd  32 0 0
200 0 0 60 0 0 167 0 0 7th  22 3 6
40 0 0 50 3 0 6th 3 5 6
tl0 0 0 7th 3 3 0
90 0 0 8th 6 15 0
40 0 0 100 0 0  185 0 0 7th 12 12 6
159 0 0 3rd 3 19 6
160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0i 637 0 0 15 183rd 6
119 0 0 2nd 2 9 7
80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
500 0 0 , 3rd  12 10 0
:;0 0 0 58 3 0 3rd 5 4 0
... 80 0 0  40 1 0 l 5th  5 0 6 419 4
$1 4 10
39 0 18 80 0 0  1 6th 1 9 2
... 10O 0 0 1 110 0 36 6th 7 15 6
400 0 0 4th  10 0 O
150 0 0 4th  315 0 0 5 0
50 0 0 130 0 0 31 0 0 4th 10 19 2
20 0 0 40 0 0 21 0 0 3rd 4 0 6
96 0 0 3rd  2 8 0
80 0 0 2nd  1 3 4
200 0 0 5 04th 0
10 0 0 70 2 0 5th 1 2 9
1,000 0 0 25 03rd 0
50 0 0 ... ... 2nd 2 3 9 1
... ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
... ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
... ... 340 0 0 2nd 2 2 6
... 90 0 0 ... 7th  4 10 0
... 50 0 0 100 0 0 5th 5 0 0
60 0 0 100 0 0 46 2 0 5th 6 4 6
40 0 0 35 0 0 50 0 21 7th 6 0 6
60 0 0 140 0 0 55 3 15 4th  11 11 11
... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd  18 15 0
... ... 160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
... 1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
645 0 0 ... 7th 48 1 10
60 0 0 ,..  1,156  0 0 7th 33 8 0
60 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 0
46 0 0 ... 80 0 0 8th  4 17 7
... ... 254 3 0 7th 6 7 6
... 140 0 0 162 0 0 7th 11 1 6
60 0 0 55 0 0 6th 4 7 6
ill. 0 0 ... 1,180 0 0 7th  37 16 6
86 0 0  if  93 0 0 4th 11 2 0 0 7 3
30 0 0 60 0 0 15 1 31 5th  5 13 0 0 1 0
... ... 148 2 0 2nd 3 8 1
... 144 0 0 ... 8th 7 4 0
60 0 0  ...  ... 8th 4 10 0
150 0 0 ... ... 8th 11 5 0
90 0 0 ... 8th 6 15 0
90 0 0 ...
...
8th 6 15 0
48 0 0 ,.. 8th 3 12 0
100 0 0 ... 167 0 0 8th 11 13 6
... 150 0 0 8th 7 7 6
150 0 0 7th 7 0 0
72 0 0 ... ... 7th 5 8 0
... 80 0 0 36 2 0 4th 4 18 6
,.. 300 0 0 200 0 0 5th 20 0 0 10 2 6
$2 10 8
0280 0 0 200  0 0 5th 19 0 0 6 0
$1 10 0
161 0 0 ... 90 0 0 8th  14 6 6 3 0 0
73 0 0 ,.. ... 8th 5 9 6
59 0 0 h 6 8 6
73 0
...  80 0
0 ...
0 7t
7th 5 9 6
125 0 0 ... 2,097 0 0 4th  61 16 0
92 0 0 103 0 0 7th 9 9 6 0 5 0
30 0 0 40 0 0 33 0 0 5th 5 1 6 313 0
$0 18 3
... 80 0 0 2nd 016 8
Ditto
Keele y,, C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Kelly, Cornelius ...
Kemp, William ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
dittoKemp, William George*419
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MACKAY  DIS'T'RICT- continued.
$egister
No.
t330
358
t243
X108
208
247
248
t130
372
*395
*396
*397 I
*381
*382
*413
*267
205
206
184
1195
41
Lessee.
Kemmis, Arthur ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Kenny, Jno.... ...
.
Ditto ...
Long, E. M. ...
Ditto ... ...
..
Ditto .. ... ..
Loyd, A. H.... ...  ..
Ditto ... ..,
Macartney, W. G....
Macartney, Wil. Geo. .
Ditto ...
...
Ditto .,,  ...
Macartney, John ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of St. Helen's
Nos. 3 & 4 Run
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Second Class
Pastoral.
Agricultural. First Class
Pastoral.
 . R. P.
80 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
Ditto
Macdonald, Alex. Rose
Macdonald, Arch.
Macdonald, C. C.
Ditto ... ... ...
Macdonald, James ... ...
Marten, G. N. .
Martin, Martin, and Barker
42 Ditto ...
t40 Martin and Barker...
*386 Martin, Robert .,,
255 Maynard, Stephen ...
*345 Mo$att, Wil. ...
t209 Morrison, Wm. ...
339. Moss, George ...
210 Muggleton, James ...
174 Mund , F.
223 Murphy, J. S.
t328 McCluskey, M.
154 McCready, Hugh ...
155 Ditto ... ...
201 Ditto
*423 McCready, Hugh, sour.
*267 McDonald, Archibald
*303 Ditto ...
314 M•Evoy, Edward
17 McLennan, A.
*342 McLennan, Alexander
*343 Ditto
*421 Neill, Richard
56 O'Reilly, H. E.
1229
327
292
*353
357
334
284
*389
72
329
*398
22
'341
*374
=428
47
48
Paget,  J. G.... ...
Ditto ... .,,
Ditto
Paget , John Gray .,,
Paine , J. E.... ...
Phillips ,  William ...
Phillips, W.... ...
Porter, John
Poynson, Levi
Ditto ... . _ _
Raff, George ,,,
Ditto
Rafter, William ...
Ditto
...
Rawson, Ch. C.
Rawson, E. S.' and C. C.
1
Ditto
the leased half
of St. Helen's,
No.1 .. ...
ditto ...
Conditional ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Hamil-
ton Run  ... 100 0 0
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ..,
.,
ditto
_
:.'
ditto
.. ditto .,.
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
I half of Abing-
ton Run ...
ditto ...
A. R. P. A. R. P.
356 0 0
480 0 0 160 0 0
337 0 0
300 0 0 206 0 0
200 0 0
30 0 01 52 0 ll
25 0 0 63 3 0
25 0 0 63 3 0
133 3 0
60 0 01 46 3 0
... 640 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
...
1 200 0 02, 80 
... 1,250 0 0
640 0 0
220 0 0 42 1 24
80 0 0 30 0 0
100 0 0 66 2 0
73 0 0 1 240 1 0
60 0 0 100 0 0
500 0 0 200 0 0
400 0 0
60 0 0 ...
160 0 0
300 0 0 340 0 0 64 0 0
... 80 3 0
100 0 0 100 0 0 39 3 0
... 47 0 0 80 0 0
160 0 0 ...
77 0 0
280 0 0 80 0 0 40 1 0
100 0 0
50 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0 121 2 16
100 0 0 190 2 0
... 91 0 0
... 64000
... 160 0 0
...40 0 0
40 0 0 130 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
...
60...0
0
.40 0 0
113 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0
80 0 0 1
40 0 0 l 77 0 0
50 0  0  150 0 0
... 1 100 0 0
2,500 0 0
1,000 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0
79 0 0
40 0 0
215 0 0
315 0 0
81 2 0
67 0 0
31 0 0
93 3 0
210 0 0
1,200 0 0
200-0  0
186 0 0
255 0 0
342 0 0
100 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
4 h
£ s. d. £ s. d.
t 17 13 8
3rd 28 0 0 0 0 4
3rd 16 15 9
5th 26 2 6
2nd 3 6 8
5th 2 16 01
5th 2 17 01
5th 2 17 0
7th 8 16 0
5th 4 3 6 113 6
3rd 13 13 4
2nd 14 13 4
2nd 14 13 4
2nd 14 13 4
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 52 0 0
2nd 18 4 7
5th 16 0 0
5th 27 1 6
5th 13 15 0
6th 913 6
5th 9 13 2
8th 7 10 0 0 8 10
$0 2 3
8th 7 0 0 0 6
8th 27 5 0
3rd 10 0 0
5th 4 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
5th 41 0 2
4th 2 0 6 0 0 7
+0 0 2
5th 13 10 0
6th 4 7 0
5th 4 0 0
4th 5 7 2
6th 26 0 6
6th 15 11 0
5th 9 15 6 4 7 3
2nd 1 10 4
5th 16 0 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 3 15 0 213 3
$0 13 4
8th 4 10 0
3rd 62 10 0
3rd 25 0 0
2nd 6 13 4
7th 3 10 0
5th 11 7 10
4th 4 0 0
4th 11 12 6 21 6 6
3rd 7 17 6
3rd 4 1 0
4th 7 6 6 2 1 3
5th 4 0 0
3rd 11 5 6
7th 2 7 0
4th 5 5 0
$0 4 6
2nd 30 0 0
8th 6 17 0
4th 5 0 0
3rd 413 0
2nd 1 12 0
7tk 19 16 0
7th 7 10 0
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MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
100 Rawson, E....
*376  Raw son, C. C. ...
20 Ready, M.
236 Ready, James ...
t24 Ditto
318 Ditto ...
t82 Rhewben, A. M. ...
273 Ricketts, Geo.
*388 Rice, Lionel Knight
*369  Robertson, William
*385 Ditto ... ...
*425 Ditto
207 Robinson, A. V.
190 lboger, M. G.
193 Ditto
, C. E.160 HomilTG.
t38 Ross, .
276 Ross, D.
175  Sacham, Johann
198 Ditto ...
183 Sachan, G. ...
*199  Seal, P. ...
200 Ditto ...
218 Ditto ... ...
*384  Shepherd ,  Daniel ...
169 Sherry , Al.  H. ...
182 Sievers ,  H. C. W....
t192 Ditto ... ...
t166 Sloane, Wm.
1167 Ditto ... ...
114 Sloane ,  William ...
93 Smith, J.
*355  Smith ,  George ...
*368 Ditto ...
336 Smyyth ,  P. F. ...
83 Spiller, J.
219 Ditto ... ...
220 Ditto ... ...
'346 Spiller ,  John ...
*347 Ditto ... ...
172 Ditto .. .
t138 Spiller ,  Emma Ruth
153 Ditto
158 Ditto ...
119 Spiller, E. R.
*294  Stewart ,  J. ...
235 Swifte ,  E. H. L. ...
234 Ditto ... ...
313 Ditto ... ,,,
163 Ditto ... ,..
278 Ditto ...
*407  Taylor ,  Matthew ...
4406 Turner ,  John Sargent
t98 Walker , C. .. ...
1352 Walker ,  Charles ...
4411 Warry ,  Adolphe Ch.
t*214 Webster ,  Charles ...
t*215
t222
187
253
t70
316
*422
*418
Ditto
Ditto
Willis, W. R. ..
Ditto ,..
Wilson, E. E. A. ...
Ditto ...
Williamson, A. B.
Wilson, E. E. A.
Nature of Selection.
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
... I
Agricultural. i
A. R. 1'.
100  ()  0
60 0 0
60. 0 0
20 0 0
That Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A.  It.  P.
Year. Rent, Balance due.
£ s. d.I £ s. d.
48 0 0 1,180 0 0 1 7th 39 8 0
... 1,280 0 0I 3rd
8th
80 0 0 160 0 0 5th
8th
.. 180 0 0 4th
90 0 0 7th
60 0 0 40 0 0 5th
... 1,280 0 0 3rd
... 960 0 0 3rd
... 480 0 0 3rd
... 60 0 0
,,, 60 0 0
.,, 60 0 0
... 600 0 0
85 1 21
,,, 507 0 0
88 3 0
1500 7330
... 88 3 0
... 60 0 0
ditto ... 1 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto  ... 150 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 300 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto 39 0 0
... ditto . .. I  25 0 0
... ditto 20 0 0
... ditto  ... 40 0 0
... ditto 507 0 0
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional 100 0 0
...  ditto ..: 40 0 0
,.. ditto ... 54 0 23
... ditto ... 150 0 0
... Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
... ditto ... 65 0 0
Homestead
Conditional ...
. , ditto ...  J3  3 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead  ... 40 0 0
...
Conditional
...
40 0 0
ditto 100 0 0
ditto ..
ditto .
ditto ..
81 0 0 ! 2nd 1
117 2 0 5th1
... 5th
5th
676 0 0 6th
8th
507 0 0 5th
,,, 6th
5th
6th
200 0 0 5th
60 0 0 5th
40 0 0 42 2 0 5th
966 0 0 3rd
156 0 0 233 3 0 6th
88 3 0 6th
30 0 0 70 3 0 5th
250 0 0 206 2 0 6th
238 0 0 239 0 0 6th
50 0 0 290 0 0 7th
90 0 0 . 7th
2,560 0 0 3rd
438 0 0 3rd
117 2 0  ...  4th
601 2 0 7th
120 0 0 81  2  16 5th
35 0 0 51  ()  0 5th
... 168 0 0 3rd
280 0 0 3rd
598 0 0 2,742 0 0 7th
60 0 0 167 3 34 7th
32 0 0
4 10 0
8 0 0
3 13 1
4 10 0
2 2 9
5 10 0
32 0 0
24 0 0
12 0 0
1 7 0
5 19 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
46 18 6
3 8 7
38 0 6
1 13 4
4 16 6
2 0 9
5 0 0
4 10 0
6 1 6
24 3 0
13 13 0
1 17 1
2• 9 2
28 18 4
25 7 6
32 5 0
4 10 0
64 0 0
10 19 0
2 19 0
15 1 0
8 1 0
2 18 10
It  4 0
7 0 0
39 14 0
4 3 9
62 0 0 31 2 0 6th 5 8 0
58 0 0 100 0 0 6th 8 8 0
20 0 0 37 2 0 1 7th 39 19 6
160  0 0 ,., 4th 4 0 0
10 0 0 ... 5th 0 5 0
429 0 0 5th 28 19 0
80 0 0 53 0  28 .1 4th 8 7 0
50 0 0
6th 4 2 6
5th 18 2 6
160 0 0  I 2nd 2 13 4
640 0 O 2nd 10 13 4
331 2 0 7th 8 4 6
3rd 4 14 5
160 0 0  2nd  2 6 8
200 0 0 5th
90 0 0 5th  2  9 9
300  0 0 179 1 26 5th 14 10 0
80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
41) 0 0 36 3 29 5th 5 18 6
100 0 0 140 0 0 7th 15 13 4
509 0 0 4tb 12 14 6
... 640 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
... 318 0 0  2nd I 3 19 6
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
Aitkins, T.38
..,
Conditional
..dittoCastling, W. J.
-1`129 dittoCorvett, Francis75
Ditto ... ditto
...dittoDitto ...74
12,259 0 0 8th
456 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 4th
80 0 0 4th
80 0 0 1 4th
56 9  6
11 8 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
$2 3 0
3 0 0
+0 15 0
0 17 6
$0 4 5
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TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*140 Danielson, Andrew ...
*142 Davies, Richard ...
*136  Deane, George ...
125 Edgar, William ...
13 Findlater, Charles ...
79 Ditto ... ...
33 Gleeson, T. ... ...
116 Gillies, John ...
t103 Gleeson, Thomas ...
106 Ditto ... ...
27 Gordon, J. ... ...
67 Ditto ... ...
t101 Gordon, James ...
102 Gordon, James ...
37 Hann, W. ...
42 Ditto ...
57 Ditto ...
60 Ditto ...
t61 Ditto
99 Hanran, P. F.
100 Ditto .
*137 Jensen, Niels
*139 Ditto
111 Johnson, H. C. G.
115 Lawrence, Thomas
133 Ditto ...
65 Marron, T.
83 Ditto ...
*138 Marron, Thomas
48 Morris, J. ..
105 McAlister, Cornelius
*135 McAlister, C. ...
113 McDonald, John ,..
117 Nilson, J. P.
108 Olivey, William
*77 Robinson, Henry F.
84 Ditto ...
97 Robinson, H. F. ...
*107 Ditto .. ...
104 Saunders , George ..,
112 Ditto ..,
*78 Ditto ...  ...
*89 Ditto ... ...
128 Ditto
96 Ste '  glitz, John Charles
132 Ditto ... ...
123 Ditto ...
*143  Steig li tz , J. C. ...
58 Towns, R.
71 Ditto ...
72 Ditto ...
73 Ditto ...
53 Wendt, P. ...
Nature of Selection.
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
10 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 55 0 0
ditto  ... 1  25 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ...1 45 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead,  1868  ...
Conditional
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,.
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Cintra Run ...
Conditional' ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Bent.  Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 350 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
380 0 0 2nd 7 18 4
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0 1 0 10
300 0 0 332 0 0 8th 23 6 0
30 0 0 105 1 0 4th 4 3 0
50 0 0 63 3 0 5th 4 2 0
3rd 31 9 0
7th 6 15 0
7th 6 0 0
6th 5 10 0
6th 4 11 6
6th 17 10 0
3rd 11 18 6
3rd 10 0 6
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 6 8
3rd 2 9 6
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 3 10 0
5th 19 10 0
4th 2 1 0
2nd 2 6 8
7th 9 1 6
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 16 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
109 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0 1 5 U
3rd 4 0 0
... 497 0 0 3rd 12 8 6 4 4 4
95 0 0 3rd 1 15 2
... 473 0 0 3rd 11 16 6
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
60 0 0 90 0 0 5th 6 0 6
1,258 0 0
45 0 0 180 0 0
60 0 0 120 0 0
40 0 0 140 0 0
15 0 0 153 0 0
80 0 0 540 0 0
312 0 0
... 325 3 0
... 80 0 0
160 0 0
99 0 0
... 960 0 0
140 0 0
50 0 0 545 0 0
82 0 0
100 0 0
:;: 363 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
160-0  0
160 0 0
220 0 0
1,003 0 0
435 0 0
198  2  0
100 0 0
640  0 01
124 0 0
80 0 0
247 0 0
140 0 0
617 0 0
460 0 0
80 0 0
460 0 0
10 0 0; 100 0 0 122 0 0
50 0 0
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
x146 Alen, J. .. ...
67 Arnot, J. T. ...
108 Ditto ... ...
9 Atkinson, J.... ...
48 Ditto ... ...
60 Ditto ... ...
104 Ditto ... ...
110 Ditto ...
43 Boyle, W, R. ...
*149 Ditto ,., ,..
41 Bridson, C. ... ..
42 Ditto
093 Buchanan, D.
Homestead ...  ... 80 0 0
Conditional 250 0 0
ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto  ...  60 0 0 1 200 0 0
ditto ..
ditto  40 0 0 100 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto 8O 0 0 ...
ditt0
ditto 80 0 0
ditto 80 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0
673 0 0
634 0 0
500 0 0
590 0 0
350 0 0
200 2 0
380 0 0
40 0 0
167 0 0
407 2 0
55 2 0
334 0 0
300 0 0
20 0 0
590 0 0
+0 5 3
+0 6 3
+1 1 1
2 11 7
+0 11 0
0 1 8
2 6 8
+0 11 8
3rd 5 10 0 3 4 2
+0 16 0
4th 25 1 6 013 6
4th 10 17 6
3rd 4 18 6
3rd 2 10 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 3 2 0
4th 2 0 6
4th 6 3 6
3rd 3 10 0
3rd 12 8 6
3rd 11 10 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 17 6
6th 8 16 0
4th 16 16 6
4th 15 17 0
4th 12 10 0
6th 18 10 0
+0 3 5
0 7 8
+0 1 11
1 16 2
+0 9 0
+3 12 7
3rd1 2 0 0
5th 27 10 0
4th 12 0 6
7th 24 0 0
.6th 1 0 0
5th 12 3 6i
4th 10 4 0
4th 1 8 0
6th 14 7 0 0 5 0
3rd 7 10 0
6th 6 10 0
6th 6 0 0
4t'h 18 10 0
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CARDWELL  DISTRICT-continued.
Register Lessee.
No.
Nature of selection. Agricultural. First Class  second ClassPastoral. I  Pastoral. Year. Rent.
Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  A. P. A. R. P. R s. d. £ z. d.
*94  Buchanan. D. Conditional 50 0 0 590 0 0 4th 18 10 0
70  Cassady, J.... ditto 300 0 0 340 0 0 642 0 0 5th .55  11 0
*73  Ditto ... ditto 240 0 0 5th 6 0 0
71  Cassady, P.... ditto 100 0 0 325 0 0 5th 13 2 6
100  Cozens, J. C. ditto 100 0 0 300 0  0  641 0 0 4th 38 10  (;
F18  Cudmore, D.... ditto 120 0 0 ... 240 0 0 8th 15 0 0
31  Cudmore, D. B. ditto 40  0 0 40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
32  Ditto ... ditto 80 0 0 ... 560 0 0 6th  1 20 0 0
38  Ditto . ditto 100 0 0 945 0 0 6th 31 2 6
47  Davinson, R. Homestead 40 0 0 44) 0 0 6th 2 1 8
68  Ditto . Conditional 81 0 0 5th 2 0 6
*5S  Donnelly, N. ditto ... 250 0 0 5th 6 5 0
*75  Ditto ... .,, ditto ... 600 0 0 5th 15 0 0
*147 Dowling, J.... ,., ditto 360 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
126  Dransfield, J.  ... Homestead 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
99  Fahey, B. ... Conditional  20 0 0 100 0 0 4th 4 0 0
*131  Fursden, E. S.  .., ditto 100 0 0 260 0 0 3rd 11 10 0
t39  Gardiner, F. C. ditto  250 0 0 ... 1,170 0 0 6th 47 8 4
59  Ditto ... ditto  225 0 0 ... 320 0 0 5th 24 17  6
53  Haig, F. ..  ditto  40 0 0 ... 192 0 0 5th 7 16 0
*137 Harrison, T.... ditto 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
M18 Hawkins, W. ditto ... 400 0 0 8th 10 0 0
N18  Ditto ditto  ... 240 0 0 8th 18 0 0
*150 Holland, Daniel ditto ... 400 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
*85 Hull, J. ... ditto 1,000 0 0 5th 25 0 0
*139 Jones, S. .  ditto  100 0 0 400 0 0 11,500 0 0 3rd 65 0 0
*133 Le Jeune, P. ditto  200 0 0 200 0 0 1,520 0 0 3rd 63 0 0
84  Long, W. H. ditto  150 0 0 300 0 0 550 0 0 5th 40 0 0
*142 Lyall, R. ditto 110 0 0 1,100 0 0 3rd 33 0 0
54  ackenzie, J. J. ditto 120 0 0 815 0 0 5th 29 7 6
74  Ditto ditto 40 0 0 80 0 0 330 0 0 4th 15 5 0
113  Ditto ditto ,., 300 0 0 1,028 0 0 4th 4014 0
129  Ditto ditto 254 3 0 1,000 0 0 3rd 37 15 0
t35  Mercer, J. Homestead 80 0 0 ... 6th 1 2 5
45  Ditto Conditional 20 0 0 ... 1000 0 6th 4 0 0
46  Ditto ditto 60 0 0 20 0 0 6th 5 0 0
98  Miles, H. R. W. ditto 128 0 0 256 0 0 510 1 12 4th 35 3 6
*138 Ditto ...  ditto 60 0 0 300 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
*152 Miller, William Cochrane ... Homestead 160  0 0 2nd 2 0 0
*153 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional .. 260 0 0 2nd 3 5 0
10  Murray, J. ... ... ditto 40 0 0 500 0 0 7th 15 10 0
*141 McAusland, D. ditto 40 0 0 60 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 11 0 0
*118 McIntyre, J. ... ... ditto 580 0 0 4th 14 10 0
109  McKenzie, A. P. ditto 40 0 0 200 0 0 911 0 0 4th 35 15 6
132  McKenzie, A. R.  ditto 500 0 0 642 0 0 3rd . 41 1 0
61  Neame, F. ...  ditto 200 0 0 ... 300 0 0 5th 22 10  0
116  Ditto  ditto ... ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
*151 Neame, Arthur  ditto 60 0 0 20 0 0 2nd 411 8
64  Neame, A. ... ditto 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0 5th 4 0 0
82  Ditto ... ditto 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
103  Ditto .. ditto 50 0 0 150 0 0 4th 7 10 0
*115 Nind, P. H. ditto 100 0 0 200 0 0 4th 11 10 0
72  Peterson, P.... ... Homestead ...  60 3 3412 5th 2 5 9
x140  Plant, E. H. T. ,., Conditional ...  300 0 0 1,500 0 014,200 0 0 3rd 202 10 0
*154 Ryan, Michael John ditto
di
...
250 0
300
0 140 0 0 250
0 0
0 0
2nd
7th
3 2 6
32 0 0tto3  Scott, W. J.... ... ...
4 Ditto ... ditto ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 160 0 0 7th 16 0 0
50 Ditto ...  ditto ... 57 0 0 100 0 0 6th 6 15 6
*145 Ditto ...  ditto ... 50 0 0 100 0 0 500 0 0 3rd 21 5 0
P18 Scott  Brothers  Pre-emptive re-
sumed half of
Glenartrie ... 80 0 0 90 0 0 7th 6 5 0
*95  Ditto ditto ... 400 0 0; 120 0 0 120 0 0 4th 39 0 0
*136 Simmonds, H.  Conditional ... ... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
*148 Ditto ... ditto ... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
107 Smith, H.  ditto ... ... 135 0 0 4th 3 7 6
*143 Steedman, W.  ditto ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
101 Stewart, W. ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 50 0 0 4th 5 0 0
*130 Ditto ...  ditto 450 0 0 3rd 11 5 0
1 Stone, H. ... ditto ...  240 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0 7th 33 0 0
56 Ditto ... ditto ...  40 0 0 40 0 0 5th 4 0 0
*144 Ditto ... ditto ...  100 0 0 150 0 0 803 0 0 3rd 35 1 6
16 Thorn, J. ditto ...  20 0 0 ... 300 0 0 7th 9 0 0
121 Tottenham, J. ditto ...  35 0 0 80 0 0 4th 4 12 6
122 Ditto Homestead ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
*119 Twible, T. W.  Conditional ...  50 0 0 ... 350 0 0 4th 12 10 0
62 Waller, E. S. ditto ...  120 0 0 ... 874 0 0 5th 30 17 0
114 Ditto ditto ...  60 0 0 47 0 0 4th 5 13 6
2 Walters, N.... ditto ...  90 0 0 210 0 0 700 0 0 7th 34 15 0
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CARDWELL DISTRICT - ontinued.
Register
No. Lessee.
124 Walters, N....
*134 Ditto ..
92 Wickham, G.-
Aplin, Henry
Cowl, Thomas H.
Feely, T.
Henry, Ernest
Ditto ...
Shaw, Jerimy
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
23 2. 0
50 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
80 0 0 4th 3 4 0
... 3rd 2 10 0
... 5th 3 0 0
COOK DISTRICT.
8  Fursdon ,  E. S. ...
9 Ditto ... ...
7 Munro, L. ...
1 Nind, P. H .... ...
2 Ditto
*12 Nisbett , John Heyde
*11 Ramsay, Percy
*13 Ramsay ,  John Simeon
3 Sachs , L. F.... ...
4 Ditto ... ...
Davidson, William ...
Ditto ... ...
King, James... ...
Mackie, Robert ...
Reetz, Hermann Otto
Schutz, Hermann ...
Vollin ,  Henrich ...
Weir, David...
Weir, Alexander ...
COORTOWN DISTRICT.
1 McCarey, Thomas ...
2 Waeber, Henry ...
Miller, James
Wedemeyer, G. H. L.
3rd 26 5 0
3rd 37 10 0
3rd 48 0 0
... 3rd 17 10 0
... 3rd 60 0 0
... 2nd 34 7 6
... 2nd 34 7 6
2nd 68 15 0
... 3rd 75 0 0
3rd I 48 0 0
11,600 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
80 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
15
18
5
t19
*22
17
Nature of  Selection .  Agricultural.
Conditional ...
ditto ..
Homestead ..
A. R. P.
1 80 0 0
Conditional
Sugar .,
ditto
350 0 0
500 0 0
644 0 0
Conditional ... 350 0 0
Sugar  ... ... 1 800 0 0
ditto 500 0 0
ditto 500 0 0
ditto ...1,000 0 0
ditto ... 11,000 0 0
Conditional ... 1 640 0 0
... ( Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
9
10
12
*2
*17
16
4
13
*18
Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
.. ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
... 156 0 0
... 143 0 0
... 82 0 0
... 319 0 0
... 149 0 0
148 0 0
189-0  0
... 88 .0 0
155 0 0
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
*3
t1
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ... 165 0 0
100 0 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
*9 Smith, W.
*8 Yaldwyn, J. H.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ROMA DISTRICT.
*8
17
54
50
*91
36
44
Adair, Robert .
Aherns, Charles Frederick
Ditto ... ...
Arnold, Charles ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Atkins , James B. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Conditional  .. 100 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto  ... 25 0 0
Homestead
Homestead,  141i8 '
Conditional ... 260-0 0
ditto ...
69 2 0
64 0 0
soool
80 0  01
320 •0 0
240 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
91 0 0
1,000 0 0
320 0 0
4th
4th
8th
4th
2nd
4th
4th
4th
3rd
6th
3rd
3rd
5th
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
2nd
3rd
6 0 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
8 0 0
2 5 6
(Balance due.
£ s. d.
16 0 0
$4,0 0 0
3 18 0
7 3 0
4 2 0
15 19 0
3 2 1
314 0 0 4 7
14 3 6
3 16 6
317 6 3 1 0$0 15 3
1 9 2
12 7 6
20 16 8
8 0 0
6th( 710 0I
5th 8 0 0
6th 5 2 6 1
5th 2 0 0 1
2nd 1 6 8
6th 19 10 0
5th 16 0 0
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ROMA  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*65 Atkins, James B. ..
*68 Baker, William ,..
80 Ditto ..,
f81 Batzloff, Wm. ...
53 Bellgrove, Edwin ...
87 Belgrove, E. ...
*99 Burton, Wm. ...
*89 Bredhauer, G. ...
*90 Ditto ...
32 Cameron, Isabella ...
1 Carr, Dugald
5 Clarke, Joseph Hy.
29 Copley, Pierce G. ...
*69 Ditto
61 Cook, John ...
15 Cottell, Richard Jas.
*98 Dick, David ...
58 Dixon, Thomas ...
*1 Downes, F. R. ...
*88 Ditto ...
35 Furby, John James
10 Gammie, J. J. ...
*83 Gammie, Jas.
*63 Garland, C. F. A. ...
72 Gibson, George ...
41 Hayes, George
13 Jones, William
*74 Kerner, Charles ...
*76 Ditto ... ...
*77 Ditto ... ...
*97 Kerner, C. ...
48 Lines, John ...
75 Ditto ... ...
*94 Ditto .
43 Mackay, Francis G.
59 I Mann, George
60 Mann, John ..
39 Mauektelow, Thomas
*73 Mauchleton, Thomas
49 McCarthy, Michael
*71 Ditto .. ...
*79 'O'Connell, John, senr.
18 Page, John ... ...
*95  Power, John ...
*100 Rayper, Ben]. ...
24 Robertson, John
2 Ditto
56 Robinson, Alexr.' ...
37 Ditto ... ...
*101 Ditto .. ...
64 Robertson, John ...
70 Ditto
*82 Scraggs, John ...
20 Scragg, William ...
23 Scragg, Stephen ...
22 Sharp, Milo R. ...
16 Sheehan, William ...
*66 I Smith, William ...
46 `Spence, Wm. ...
52
40
85
26
*96
*93
Spence, James ...
Steward ,  Wi lliam ...
Sutter, W. C. ...
Uff, George ... ...
Weineke, George ...
Wilson, Jonathan ...
Nature of Selection ,  Agricultural .
I Pirst Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
Conditional  ...  370 0 0
Homestead  .. 49 0 0
Conditional ... 58 0 22 ...
ditto ... 121 2 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 10 1 23
Conditional 43 0 23 ...
Homestead, 1868 40 0 0 ...
ditto, 1868 50 2 0 ...
Conditional ... 257 3 8
ditto ... 38 2182
Homestead ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 85 0 0
ditto ... .., 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional ...  120 0 0
ditto 45 1 10
Homestead, 1868 160 0 0
Homestead ... 38 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 70 0 0
Homestead ... 45 0 0 70 0 0
ditto 80 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 160 0 0
Homestead ... ... 98 0 0
ditto ...  75  0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 82  0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0
Homestead ... ... 90 0 0
Conditional
ditto ... 50 0 0 189 0 0
ditto 75 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 64 0 0
Conditional .. ... 170 0 0
ditto 98 0 0
ditto  72  1 7
Homestead ... 160 0 0
ditto  ...  160 0 0
ditto  ...  20 0 0 36 0 0
Conditional  ...  46 1 0
Homestead  ...  30 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  32 2 0
ditto  ...  160 0
ditto 7 3 0 50 0
00
Homestead, 1868 ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 2,500 0 0
ditto 80 0 0 160 0 0
ditto ... 320 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 68 0 0
Homestead ... ... 129 0 0
Conditional  ... ...  300 0 0
ditto .. ... 103 0 0
ditto 136 0 0
Homestead, 1868 100 0 0
Homestead ... ` 80 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto .. 70 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 68 3 0
Conditional .. 120 0 0
ditto  ...  91 3 12
Homestead 10 0 0 37 0 0
Homestead, 1868 42 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 150 0 0
Homestead, 1868 80 0 0 ...
SURAT DISTRICT.
*6
2
3
*4
*7
Adams, R. J.
...Brindley, J....
Ditto
McGill, Margaret ...
Ross. Donald ...
Wood, J, ,seih
Wood, W. ...
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
450 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
1,280 0 0
?,5W 0 0
2,500 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ d.
,,, 4th 1810 0
3rd 1 16 9
,,, 2nd 014 9
... 2nd
5th 5 1 0 '
... 2nd 2 15 0
2nd 0 10 0
...  2nd 1 8 9
... 2nd 14 10 3
... 5th 3 0 0
.,. 6th 010 0
... 5th 2 2 6
... 5th 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
5th 6 0 0
,,, 6th 3 9 0
... 2nd 1 13 4
.,. 5th 1 8 6
... 6th 0 5 0
2nd 4 7 6
5th 3 8 9 0 1 2
+0 0 4
... 6th 0 10 0
... 2nd 0 6 8
,., 4th 2 9 0 2 9 0
+0 12 3
148 0 0
3rd 1 17 6
5th 5 12 0
6th 7 10 0
3rd 2 5 0
3rd 3 14 0
3rd 13 4 0 2 15 3
2nd 1 11 3
5th 2 14 6
3rd 8 10 0
2nd 2 17 2
5th 5 9 6
5th 4 0 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 1 13 0
3rd 3 10 6
5th 1 2 6
3rd 1 4 5
3rd 4 0 0
5th 1 11 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 41 13 4
5th 14 0 0
6th 24 0 0
5th 3 8 0
5th 3 4 6
2nd 3 15 0
4th 1 5 3 0
3rd 6 16 0
2nd 0 6 3
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 2 12 6
3rd 1 14 6
5th 10 19 0
5th 6 18 0
5th 1 6 0
2nd 1 8 11
5th 2 0 0
2nd 55 12 6
2nd 1 15 0
2nd
5th
5th
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
16 17 6
32 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
64 0 0
93 15 0
, :i 6 3
54i
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
I'!  Adams, John Francis
Nature of Selection.
4 Heap, Walter ...
*6 Macalister , Arthur ...
2 Roach, William ...
3 Smith, James
97 Angel, Augustus A.
51 Bastet, G. ...
63 Bastet , George ...
*115 Berry, Wm. ...
85 Bettridge, Charles ...
94 Crofts, William ...
107 Crosby, Thomas ...
37 Damke, Leo ... ...
39 Damke, L. ...
46 De Satge, O. ..
57 Ditto ... ...
5 Dixon, William ...
25 Ditto ... ...
75 Ditto
95 Edgeley, Peter
103 Eile, Edward
92 Floyd, Thomas ...
20 Frost, William ...
7° Ditto .. ...
30 Frost, William, jun.
60 Gaudry, Charles W.
42 Grainer, C. W. ...
47 Hayston, T.... ...
*89 Head, James ...
14 Henderson, W. B....
104 Hudson, John ...
44 Irlam, G.
76 Kettle, George W....
24 Kettle, G. W.
80 Kettle, George William
87 Ditto
27 Lynch, William ...
74 Ditto
114 Madge, Adolph ...
56 Marley, William ...
31 McDonald, A. B.
29 McIver, G...
16 McKean, W. H.
*12 McLaughlin, T.
93 McLaughlin, Thomas
96 Mickelmore, -- ...
*35 Moat, C. ... ... ...
t110 Ditto .., ...
*111 Ditto ..,
*112 Ditto ,.. ...
41 Moat, Crofton ... ...
101 Munster, Jasper ...
"116 Nieht, Jacob
1 Porter, G.
21 Ditto ...
23 Ditto ... ... ...
91 Richards, Charles ... ...
83 Richard, Charles ... ...
49 Ricmann, H. ... ...
98 Salmond, Michael ... ...
18 Sawyers, J.... ...
88 Shepherd, Thomas Pearson
f8 Small, A. ... ... ...
9 Ditto .. ... ..,
45 Small, Andw. ... ...
50 Sporer, C.
72 Springer, William ... ...
73 Todd, Andrew ... ...
17 Weller, A. . ... ...
H I Williams, C. E. .. .
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Homestead ..
ditto .. .
Conditional
ditto ..
Homestead ..
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Homestead ..
Conditional ... I
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto ...
Conditional ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
llomestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Nomestaad
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
40 0 0
80 0 0
80. 0 0
80 0 0
First  Clays  Second  Class
Pastoral. -Pastoral
A. R.
900 0
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
50 0
79 0 0
100 0 0 13 0
60 0 0 180 0
,,, 80 0
100 0
160 0
330 0
109 0
480 0 0 320 0
84 0
160 0
,,, 92 0
... 90 0
... 34 0
... 160 0
100 0
160 0
100 0
160 0
115 0
62 0
45 0
156 0
110 0
160 0
160 0
110 0
130 0
100 0
110 0
40 0
80 0
45 0
240 0
640 0
80 0
253 0
67 0
80 0
50 0
160 0
... 194 0
204 0
,,, 202 0
200 0
41, 0 0 36 0
.., 45 0
,,, 320  4)
150 0
81  0
10 0 0 90 0
160 0
76 0 0 4 0
,., 160 0
89 0
156 0
80 0 0 1
480 0
160 0 0 480 0
79001
160 0
101 0
410 0
Year. rent. Balance due.
P-1  A. R.  P.  £
3rd 1
3rd 3
0  2nd 22
3rd 3
3rd 3
s.
13
0
10
0
0
d.
9
0
0
0
0
£ s. cl.
0  3rd 1 5 0
4th 2 19 3
0  4th 8 3 0
0 2nd 3 7 6
0 4th 2 0 0
0 3rd 2 10 0
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 5th 16 10 0
0 5th 5 9 0
0 5th 52 0 0
0 4th 4 4 0
0 6th 4 0 0
0 5th 4 12 0
0 4th 4 10 0
0 3rd 0 17 0
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 3rd 5 0 0 3 15 0
*' 0 18 9
0 5th 4 0 0
0 4th 5 0 0
0 5th 4 0 0
0 4th 2 17 6
0 5th 1 11 0
0 4th 1 2 6
0 3rd 3 18 0  3 11 6
$0 17 11
0 5th 2 15 0
0  3rd 4 0 0
0 5th 4 0 0
0  4th 5 10 0
0  5th 6 10 0
0  4th 5 0 0
0  4th 5 10 0
0 5th 1 0 0
u  4th 2 0 0
0  2nd 0 9 5
0  4th 12 0 0
0  5th 32 0 0
0  5th 2 0 0
0  5th 12 13 0
0  5th 1 13 6
0  3rd 4 0 0
0  3rd 1 5 0  0 14 7
,c,,03 8
0 5th 4 0 0
0  2nd 9 6 0
0  2nd 10 4 0
0  2nd 10 2 0
0 5th 10 0 0
0  3rd 2 11 1)
0  2nd 0 5 8
0  6th 16 0 0
0 5th 7 10 0
0  5th 4 4 0
0  3rd 5 5 5  4 3 9
++1 1 0
0  4th 8 0 0  0 10 0
0 4th 2 19 0
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 5th 2 4 6
0 3rd 3 18 0
6th 30 0
0 6th 24 0 0
0 5th 36 0 0
4th 2 19 3
0 4th 8 0 0
0 4th 2 10 6
0 1  5th 20 10 0
5th 1 5 0
Iri pro ^ements 16 0 0
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SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
register
No.
1
7
19
*22
*23
20
*18
*25
15
12
*16
13
3
9
5
21
24
2
8
10
14
17
Lessee.
Clarke, J.
Ellis, W.
Fleming, William ...
Hofineister, George
Ditto ...
Knox, Alexander ...
Meyer, Louis
Ditto ... ...
Meyer, L.
Milliken, G.... ...
Milliken, George ...
McKay, M.... ...
Smith, T.
Ditto ... ...
Steele, J.
Wakenshaw, Alex....
Wakenshaw, A.
Wallis, C.
Williams, D. L.
Wuth, E. M. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto, 1868...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1868...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
76 0 14
68 0 34
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
313 0 0
231 1 21
160 0 0
150 0 0
46 3 30
76 0 0
160 0 0
508 0
303
0
11
318 0 0
22 0 0
168 0 0
254 0 0
22 0 0
32  0 13
254 0 0 I
413 2 0
154 0 0
149 1 20 1
187 2 26
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
ti
13
t16
f*24
3
12
t17
5
8
20
t11
t10
21
*22
2
19
4
15
Second Class Year.Pastoral.
A. R. P.
6th
6th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
5th
4th
5th
6th
5th
6th
3rd
2nd
6th
6th
5th
5th
4th
Rent.
£ s. d.
2 17 9
15 13 0
11 13 0
4 0 0
7 10 0
1 3 6
1 18 0
2  10 0
25 8 0
15 4 0
15 18 0
0 11 0
8 8 0
5 3 6
12 14 0
0 11 0
0 16 6
12 14 0
20 14 0
7 14 0
7 10 0
9 8 0
4th
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 1 7
3rd
4th 2 17 0
3rd 2 13 0
3rd 1 6 7
4th 7 16 0
4th 13 17 0
3rd 7 0 0
3rd  2 15 2
3rd 10 13 6
3rd 7 1 0
3rd 412 0
4th 32 0 0
3rd 3 4 11
4th 2 11 3
3rd 26 1 0
4th 18 0 0360 0 06 McKenzie, John ... ... ditto
3rd21 2 24t18 Ditto ... ...  ...  ditto
Bailey, Charles W....
Balmain , John ...
Brennan , James ...
Brennan,  Denis ...
Brennan , John ...
Davis, Francis ...
Ditto .
Droughton,  Samuel
Ditto ...
Droughton, S. ...
Heary, Dominick ...
Heusler, Carl ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Holmes, Richard ...
Hunter, Thomas ...
Lucas, William G....
McIntyre, Allan ...
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
80 0 0
640 0 0
115 0 0
120 0 0
76 0 0
... 53 0 0
27 0 0
104 0 0 l
... 277 0 0
... 140 0 0
... 235 0 0
... 300 0 0
... 141. 0 0
... 1 92 0 0
... 640 0 0
158 0 0
41 0 01
521...0 0
Balance  this.
£ S. d.
0 1 7
$0 0 5
516
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
PAYMENT OF RENT OF SUGAR AND COFFEE SELECTIONS, BROUGHT UNDER  THE
PROVISIONS OF "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
1T is hereby notified that the annual rent, at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per acre, on laudsleased  under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations of 1864, but now brought under the provisions of
the sixty-sixth clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will require to be paid to the Land
Agent of the district within which the laud is situated, or to the Treasury, on or before the thirty-first
day of March, 1875.
The accompanying Schedule of Payments due, is published for general information. '
T. B. STEPHENS,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
0
0
a
Name.
I Shepherd Smith ...
2 Ditto
3 Ditto ... ...
4 Adam Black ...
5 John Young .
6 William Henry Couldery
10 Adam Black ... ...
John Walker ...
Alexander Black ...
James Farry ... ...
George Bower ...
J. W. F. Beardmore
Jessie Daniels
F. J. B. Swain
Parish.
Coonambelah ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Darlington  ...
Boyd ...
Albert ' ..
Boyd ...
14 G. G. Muir and Adam Black ditto ... ditto
24 R. J. Gray and  It.  J. Gray Stanley ... Burnett
25 James Shield ... ... ditto ... Kholo
26 Maryborough Sugar Company March .. Tiuaua
28 L. G. Doss ... ... ... Carlisle ... Bassett
31 It. J. Jeffray ... ... ditto ... ditto
32 Bowen Sugar Company .. Herbert ... Kelsey
33 Australian Joint Stock Bank Carlisle ... Bassett
34 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ditto
35 Jane Temple ... ... Stanley ... Redland
41 Alexander Black ... ... Nerang Creek... ...
43 A. M. Hutchinson ... ... Stanley ... Burnett
44
45
46
47
48
49
t50
51
54
55
56
58
60
63
64
65
66
69
70
71
72
County.
Where Situated.
Elphinstone
ditto
ditto
Ward
ditto
ditto
ditto
...  I  Carlisle ...
... Ward
... Stanley ...
Ward ...
Murray River...
Ward ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Stanley ...
ditto
James Francis Garrick ...
Edward Wyndham Tufnell ...
William Richmond Alexander
Corporation of the Bank of
New South Wales ...
G. Raff and J. S. Turner ...
Thomas Edwin Bonney ...
William  Binstead ... ...
E. L. Fenwick ...
C. R. Hervey and R. Levinge
Charles Walker ... ...
Nugent Wade Brown... ...
Arthur Brown ...
A. H. Brown ...
R. Lyons ...
ditto
ditto
Canning
Ward
ditto
ditto
Carlisle
Cook
ditto
ditto
ditto
Greenmount
Nerang ...
Burpengarry
Tamborine ...
Pimpama ...
Tamborine ...
Samson Vale ...
Russell Island...
Sahl ...
Mackenzie ...
Toorbal ...
Cedar ...
Tamborine ...
Albert ...
Bassett ...
Gooburrum ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Bundaberg ...
Area.
Amount of
yeaiIT rent
payable under
Act 31
Viet., No. 14;.
A. R. P. B S.  d.
1,101 0 0 82 11  6
1,211 0 0 90 16  6
710 0 0 53 5  0
335 0 0 25 2  6
374 0 0 9 7 0
• 320 0 0 24 0  0
310 0 0 25 10 9
and
0 0 9
;I(X) 0 0 22 10  1)
:320 0 0 24 I) 0
320 0 0 24 0  I 
1,030 0 0 77 5  0
331 0 0 24 lli 6
744 0 0 55 16  0
1,257 0 0 31 8  6
394 0 0 29 11  0
325 0 0 24 7 6
327 0 0 24 10  6
335 0 0 25 2  6
320 0 0 24 4  6
*1 2 6
and
0 4 6
946 0 0 70 19  0
364 0 0 27 6  ()
640 0 0 48 0 0
320 0 0 24 0 0
1,280 0 0 96 0 0
386 0 0 28 19 0
320 0 0
520 0 0 39 0 0
685 0 0 51 7 6
646 0 0 48 9 0
720 0 0 54 0 0
640 0 0 48 0 0
320 0 0 24 0 0
320 0 0 24 0 0
575 0 0 43 2 6
355 0 0 26 12 6
400 0 0 30 0 0
640 0 0 48 0  0
1,280 0 0 96 0  ()
1,280 0 0 90 0 0
1,214 0 0 91 1  u
-Ealanee.
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Lessee.
SEVENTH PAYMENT UNDER THE SIXTY-SEVENTH CLAUSE OF "THE CROWN
LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
I' HE attention of Selectors under  "The Alienation of Crown Lands Act of  1860," who have brought
r their holdings under the sixty-seventh clause of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," is
directed to the accompanying Schedule of Payments due on the 31st March instant.
Occupants tinder the sixty-seventh clause are subject to the same conditions, with respect to
payment of rent, as ordinary' selectors of agricultural Iand under  " The Crown Lands Alienntion Act of
1868."
T. B. STEPHENS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Register
No.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
Reserve. Portion. Area. Rent.
A. R. P. 1 £ S. d.
BRISBANE  LAND 4GENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Baker, Charles and Joseph ... ... Brisbane ... 41 70 0 0 5 5 0
2 Beetham, Lydia ... ... ... Logan .. 14 79 0 0 5 18 6
3 Colgan, T., and Deering, Thomas ... ditto
d liffR
36 85
243 18
0
0
0
0
6 7
1 7
6
05 Drury, Edward Robert ... ... e ee...
ditt
:;;
246 18 0 0 1 7 08
9
Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
o...
ditto 247 18 0 0 1 7 0
14 Ditto ditto 256 23 0 0 1 14 6
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 257 20 0 0 1 10 0
16 Duffield, J. ... ... ... ... ditto 33 42 0 0 3 3 0
4 Dunn, Jeremiah ... ... ... ... Logan 11 60 0 0 410 0
19 Emmerson, James ... ... ... Brisbane 25A 40 0 0 3 0 0
17 Elworthy, W. ... ... ... Logan 61 53 0 0 3 19 6
18 Hawkins, George ... ... ... ditto . 6D 53 0 0 3 19 6
6 Hobbs, Win. ... ... ... ... ditto 244 20 0 0 1 10 0
7 Ditto ... ditto .. 245 20 0 0 1 10 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 248 20 0 0 1 10 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 260 29 0 0 2 3 6
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 249 20 0 0 1 10 0
13 Ditto .. ... ... ... ditto ... 253 20 0 0 1 10 0
20 Hopkins, Rachael ... ... ... Redeliffe 9 73 0 0 5 9 6
21 Keaveney, Mary ... ... ... Logan 58 59 3 0 4 10 0
48 Lang, Gilbert ... ... ... ... Brisbane ... 114 31 0 0 2 6 6
22 Leo, Richard ... ... ... ... Logan ... 20 48 0 0 3 12 0
23 Markwell, Samuel ... ... ... ditto ... 134 22 0 0 113 0
24 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 135 18 0 0 1 7 0
25 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 160 23 2 0 1 16 0
26 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 161 31 2 0 2 8 0
27 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 162 23 3 32 1 11 6
28 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 163 37 0 0 2 15 6
33 Miller, Mary Campbell ... ... ... Brisbane ... 42 76 0 0 5 14 0
34 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 44 69 0 0 5 3 6
35 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... ' 43 68 0 0 5 2 0
45 McLuckie, William ... ... ... Logan ... 92 51 0 0 3 16 6
44 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 89 44 0 0 3 6 0
46 North, Elizabeth ... ... ... ditto 57 42 0 0 3 3 0
49 O'Mahony, Timothy ... ... Brisbane 95 48 0 0 3 12 0
74 Ogg, Charles, and Hill, Walter ... ... Redcliffe
ditt
... 36 71
24 40
0
0
0
0
5 6
3 0
6
050 Petrie, Thomas ... ... ... o...
51 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto
1
30 51 0 0 3 16 6
52 Ditto ... ... ... ditto .. 411 66 0 0 4 19 0
53 Ditto ditto .. 412 121 0 0 9 1 6
54 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ., 414 118 0 0 8 17 0
55 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 415 91 0 0 6 16 6
56 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto .. 419 43 0 0 3 4 6
57 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto .. 1 73 0 0 5 9 6
58 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 420 73 0 0 5 9 6
29 Waldron, Mary, Bushby and Illidge as
L 164• 28 2 0 2 3 6Trustees for ... ... ... ogan...
30 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 165 25 0 26 1 19 0
31 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 166 38 0 0 2 17 0
32 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 167 44 0 0 3 6 0
Williaml hW ditto 95 53 0 0 3 19 666
67
...,sa
Ditto  ...
...
...
...
...
...
.. ditto 93 55 0 0 4 2 6
68 Ward, William John ... ... ... Redeliffe 291 27 2 0 2 2 0
69 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 292 19 1 10 1 10 0
70 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto 151 30 0 0 2 5 0
72 Whelan, Patrick ... ... ... ...' ditto 106 121 0 0 S  1 d
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Register
No. Lessee . Reserve. Portion.
Area. Rent.
A. it. P. £' s. d.
BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Drynan, W illiam ... ... .. ' Logan .. 189 41 0 0! 3 1 6
Frazer, Alexander ... ditto . 307 40 0 0 3 0 0
3 Ditto ditto .. 313 40 0 0 3 0'0
9 O'Donnell, Michael, jun ior ... ditto 347 44 0 0 3 6 0
h' di t 344 59 0
t
0 4 8 619
11
Donnell, Mic aelO
Pownall, J. and T., and
t o.. ..
Brennand, M. ditto
.
187 58 0 0 4 7 0
4 Queensland N ational Bank Limited ditto 340 40 0 0 3 0 0
5 Ditto ditto ... 341 51 0 0 3 16 6
6 Ditto ditto 342  4.5 0 0 3 7 6
13 Richardson, George ditto 324  47 0 0 3 10 6
12 Ditto ditto ,. 314 48 0 0 3 13 6
14 Schneider, J. G. ditto 326  54 0 0 4 1 0
8 Waugh, J. N. ditto .. 309 45 0 0 3 7 6
15 Weaber, Henry ditto .. 286 58 0 0 4 7 0
16 Wilson, Charles ditto 334 40 0 01 3 1 6
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
2 Austin ,  Thomas ,.. .., Ipswich ... 148 77 0 O 5 15 6.
3 Bauer, Frederick ditto ... 14 75 0 0 5 12 6
55 Boyce, Joseph .,. ... West Moreton ... 39 30 0 0 2 5 0
56 Ditto ditto ... 38 30 0 0 2 5 0
57 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 37 30 0 0 1 2 5 0
I i h 145 72 0 0 5 8 04
5
Boyle, John
Boyle, Robert , Henry,  a
.
nd Mary
psw c
ditto
di
...  173
157
56
80
3
0
0
0
4
6
5 6
1 66 Brand, Charles  Hayman tto... ... ...
7 Ditto ... ... ditto 174 75 0 0 5 12 6
8 Ditto ... ditto 153 80 0 0 6 1 6
9 Brown ,  John ... ... ditto 216 43 1 0 3 6 0
10 Burnett, Catherine ditto ...  146 69 3 01 5 5 0
11 Ditto ...  ditto ...  170 56 3 0 4 5 6
58 Carson, William ... .,, ditto ...  117 38 0 0 2 17 6
12 Casey ,  Wi lliam and Joh n... ... ditto ...  50 48 2 0 3 13 6
13 Ditto ditto ... 51 52 2 0 3 19 6
15 Collins ,  Ellen ... ... ditto ... 10  72 1 0 5 9 6
17 Cribb, Benjamin ...  ditto 156 48 0 0 3 12 0
18 Ditto ditto ... 155 78 0 0 5 17 0
19 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 137 80 0 0 6
1
0 0
16 Cribb ,  Thomas Bridson .. ., ditto ... 58 136 2 0 0 5 6
20 Cross, Abraham ,  and Parcel, J.... ditto ... 106 51 3 0 3 18 0
36 Darva ll , A.  W. ... ...  West Moreton ... 42 70 3 0 5 6 6
37 Ditto ... ,..  ditto 41 70 3 0 5 6 6
21 Drew ,  Thomas ... ... Ipswich 212 84 2 0 6 7 6
22 Ditto ...  ...  ditto 214 107 2 0 8 2 0
23 Dunn, Robert ...  ditto 160 58 0 0 4 7 0
24 Ditto ditto 158 66 0 0 4 19 0
105 Dunn, Wm. ... ditto 161 58 0 0 4 7 0
107 Ditto ... ...  ditto 164 58 0 0 4 7 0
106 Ditto ditto ...  163 60 0 0 4 10 0
30 Foote, John Clarke ...  West Moreton ... 202 36 0 32 2 15 6
31 Forsyth, James Ipswich ...  209 104 3 0 7 17 6
32 Forsyth, John ditto ...  16  97 2 0 7 7 0
33 Frazer, Isabe ll a West Moreton ... 167 56 0 0 4 4 0
1 6 0
&  fine 25p.c.
34 Hawkins, George ditto 135 80 0 0 6 0 0
35 Hines ,  Charles 4 86 1 0 6 10 6
41 Hunter ,  Alexander Laidley 51 100 0 0 7 10 0
42 I ro nmonger ,  Francis I West Moreton 364 31 0 0 2 6 6
44 Jackson, T. Ipswich 63 36 0 32 2 15 6
45 Ditto ditto 64 33 1 16 2 11 0
46 Ditto ditto 67 33 1 16 2 11 0
59 Jeffries, R. T. ditto 172 88 0 0 6 12 0
60 Ditto ditto 171 84 0 0 6 6 0
118 Ditto ditto 169 130 0 0 9 15 0
119 Ditto ditto 170 71 0 0 5 6 6
47 Johnson, James ditto 141 80 0 0 6 0 0
48 Johnston, Wi ll iam 45 35 0 0 2 12 6
25 Kent  and Wienholt Ipswich 59 46 0 0 3 9 0
26 Ditto ditto 56 45 0 0 3 7 6
134 Trustees of W.  Kent and Ed. Wienholt  ditto 198 107 0 0 7 17 8
135 Ditto ... ditto 199 71 3 0 5 8 0
75 Ditto West Moreton 162 41 0 0 3 1 60 076 Ditto ditto 163 160 0 0 12
77 Ditto ., ditto 185 66 0 0 4 19 0
78 Ditto ditto 63 157 0 0 11 15 6
81 Ditto ... ditto 64 180 0 0 13 10 0
SEVENTH  PAYMENT UNDER " CuowN LANDS ALIEN ATioN ACT or 1868  "- continued,
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Register
No. Lessee.
Reserve. Portion. Area. Rent.
A. R. P. ` 9  S. d.
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
49 Lewis David Ipswich 202  80 1 0 6 1 6,
50 Ditto . .. ditto 203  80 3 0 6 1 6
51 Ditto . .. ditto 204  52 2 0 3 19 6
52 Lossberg Emilie von . .. ditto 146  80 0 0 6 0 0,
53 Ditto . .. ditto 145  60 0 0 410 0•
54 Lucas William . .. 15  90 0 0 615 0,
Bryan .63 McCormack .. 89  40 0 0 3 0 0,
64 McLaughlin Robert . .. 53  80 0 0 6 0 0,
136 Mort Henry ... Laidley 7 64 0 0 4 16 0,
137 Ditto ditto 8 70 0 0 5 5 0
43 North Roger ... West Moreton 369  38 0 0 2 17 0,
139 Ditto ditto 370  37 3 0 2 17 0
67 Nutley James ditto 123  47 1 0 3 12 0,
65 Nutley William Ipswich 135  50 0 0 3 15 0,
66 Ditto ... ditto 133  80 0 0 6 0 0
69 Pampling, Jonathan ... ditto 10  94 3 0 7 2 6
72 Patrick Thomas ... Tarampa 179  70 1 0 5 6 6,
71 Ditto ... ditto 178  71 2 0 5 8 0
70 Patrick William ... ditto 172  60 0 0 4 10 0,
14 Pedwell, Charles . Ipswich 342  30 0 0 2 5 0
M73 Perrett, S. and Toms . ditto 136  60 0 0 4 10 0,,
74 Pickard, Joseph ... ditto 165  58 0 0 4 7 0
82 Robertson Thomas ... ditto 65  75 0 0 5 14 0,
Sarah84 Robson ... ditto 162  80 0 0 6 0 0,
83 Ditto ... ditto 161  80 0 0 6 0 0
85 Ditto ... ditto 153  80 0 0 6 0 0
86 Roebuck, Henrietta ... ditto 68  72 0 0 5 8 0
1 Ditto ditto 76  72 0 0 5 8 0
87 Roderick, Thomas ... ditto 226 77 2 22 5 17 0
88 Rowe William ditto 227  80 0 0 6 0 0,
90 Scells, Alfred ditto 140  63 0 2 4 16 0
89 Ditto ditto 139  80 0 0 6 0 0
40 Scott, Robert Laidley 48  84 0 0 6 6 0
91 Ditto Ipswich 26  43 2 0 3 6 0
92 Ditto ditto 27  46 1 0 3 10 6
94 Ditto ditto 30  55 0 0 4 2 6
93 Ditto ditto 28  47 0 0 3 10 6
96 Sealey, Edwin John ditto 141  80 0 0 6 0 0
97 Ditto ditto 143  48 0 0 3 12 0
95 Ditto ditto 149  80 0 0 6 0 0
98 Sealey, Sarah ditto 52  66 0 0 4 19 0
99 Ditto ditto 59  69 1 0 5 5 0
101 Shanks, Jane Ipswich ... 128 96 3 0 7 5 C
100 Shanks, John 127  96 1 0 7 5 6
104 Shelton, Henry Ipswich ... 55  42 0 0 J 3 3 0
102 Ditto ditto ... 53  33 1 16 2 11 0
103 Ditto ditto ... 54  33 1 16 2 11 0
38 Sloman, J. B. ditto ... 56 42 0 0 3 3 0
39 Ditto ditto 59 42 0 0 3 3 0
117 Thorne, G. ditto 85 61 0 0 4 11 6
120 Thorn, Henry West Moreton 211 119 0 0 8 18 6
121 Ditto ditto .. 213 104 3 0 7 17 6
68 Toms, Matthew Ipswich .. 205 42 1 0 3 4 6
122 Watkins, W. 208 99 0 0 7 8 6
123 Watson Richard senior Tarampa 121 60 0 0 410 0
124
, ,
Watson, Richard,  junior ditto
...
115 48 0 0 3 12 0
125 Ditto ditto 117  65 0 0 4 17 6
126 Watson, Samuel ditto 43  40 3 0 3 1 6
127 Ditto ditto 44  42 1 0 3 4 6
128 Ditto ditto 45  53 0 0 3 19 6
129 Ditto ditto 46  59 0 0  1 4 8 6
133 White, Samuel Ipswich 66  42 0 0, 3 3 0
132 Ditto ditto 71  42 0 2 1 3 4 6
131 Ditto ditto 65  42 0 0 3 3 0
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
3 Adams, James ... Toowoomba 90 1 42 0 0 3 3 0
4 Ditto 91 42 0 0 3 3 0
102 Bank of New South Wales Toowoomba 149 80 0 0 6 0 0
104 Ditto ... ditto 147 60 0 0 4 10 0
103 Ditto ditto 151 69 0 0 5 3 6
12 Beattie, William Copland Felton 8 90 0 0 6 15 0
13 Ditto ... ditto 44 116 0 0 8 14 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
Reserve. Portion. Area. Rent.
A . R. P. B  S.  d.
TOOWOOMBA LAND AG}ENT'8  DISTRICT- continued.
26  Brennan John Toowoomba .7 42 0 0 3 3 0,
27  Ditto ditto 8 42 0 0 3 3 0
16  Bretz John ditto 82 41 0 0 3 1 6,
17  Ditto ditto 84 40 0 0 3 6 0
18  Ditto ditto 85 40 0 0 3 0 0
Alexander20  Campbell Pilton 11 80 0 0 6 0 0,
21  Ditto ditto 17I 86 0 0 6 9 0
22  Ditto ditto 19 80 0 0 6 0 0
23  Ditto ditto 26 84 0 0 6 6 0
19  Campbell John Toowoomba 100 40 0 0 3 0 0,
99  Ditto ditto 102 40 0 0 3 0 0
100  Ditto ditto 103 40 0 0 3 0 0
24  Cassart Henry ditto 5 42 2 0 3 4 6,
25  Ditto ditto 6 42 2 0 3 4 6
28  Crawford William Drayton 124 80 0 0 6 0 0,
30  Ditto ditto 127 80 0 0 6 0 0
29  Ditto ditto 125 80 0 0 6 0 0
125  Cribb Robert ... Toowoomba 127 71 0 0 6 6 6,
33  Crosbie Francis ,,, ditto 202 80 0 0 6 0 0,
34  Ditto ,,, ditto 203 80 0 0 6 0 0
35  Ditto ,,, ditto 204 80 0 0 6 0 0...
41  Farquharson William Drayton 14 80 0 0 6 0 0, ...
42  Finnie John ditto 2 66 3 0 5 0 6,
43  Ditto ,,, ditto 7 91 1 0 6 18 0
44  Finnie William ditto 9 62 0 0 3 18 0,
47  Ditto ditto 13 46 2 0 310 6
45  Ditto ditto 10 63 1 0 4 16 0
46  Ditto ditto ... 12 68 3 0 6 3 6
54  Gleeson Matthew Toowoomba ... 101 40 0 0 3 0 0,
53  Ditto ditto ... 98 40 0 0 3 0 0
52  Ditto ... ditto ... 94 40 0 0 3 0 0
P.and Costello57  Gleeson M ditto 60 40 0 0 3 0 0, ,.,
56  Ditto ... ditto 56 40 0 0 3 0 0
55  Ditto ditto 55 40 0 0 3 0 0
135  Grehan M. ditto 206 42 0 0 3 3 0,
98  Grimes James Watts ditto 162 40 0 0 3 0 0,
61  Ditto ditto 161 50 0 0 315 0
58  Ditto ditto 167 72 0 0 5 8 0
60  Ditto ditto 164 84 0 0 6 6 0
59  Ditto ditto ,.. 166 77 0 0 615 6
John62  Hay Pilton ... 12 93 0 0 6 19 6,
63  Ditto ditto ... 13 121 0 0 9 1 6
65  Hogarth William Felton ... 43 119 0 0 8 18 6,
64  Ditto ditto ... 42 88 2 38 6 13 6
5  Hogarth and  Beattie Drayton ... 5 101 0 0 7 11 66  Ditto ditto ... 41 60 0 0 4 10 0
14  Ditto Felton ... 27 86 0 0 6 9 0
15  Ditto ditto ... 28 86 0 0 6 9 0
36  Ditto ditto ... 46 100 0 0 7 10 0
37  Ditto ditto ... 52 80 0 0 6 0 0
38  Ditto ditto ... 25 86 0 0 6 9 0
39  Ditto ditto 26 86 0 0 6 9 0
83  Ditto ditto 17 80 0 0 6 0 0
84  Ditto ditto 18 80 0 0 6 0 0
85 Ditto ditto ... 19 80 0 0 6 0 0
89 Ditto ditto ... 34 80 0 0 6 0 0
91 Ditto ditto ... 33 80 0 0 6 0 0
90 Ditto ditto ... 32 80 0 0 6 0 0
111 Ditto ditto ... 48 94 0 0 7 1 0
110 Ditto ditto ... 49 100 0 0 7 10 0
115 Ditto ditto 2 120 0 0 9 0 0
114 Ditto ditto 1 114 0 0 8 11 0
136 Ditto ditto 10 76 0 0 5 14 0
137 Ditto ditto 45 129 0 0 9 13 6
141 Ditto ditto 23 86 0 0 6 9 0
140 Ditto ditto 24 86 0 0 6 9 0
66 Hogarth, W., and Beattie, W. C. ditto 13 80 0 0 6 0 0
67 Ditto ditto 14 80 0 0 6 0 0
68 Ditto ditto 15 80 0 0 6 0 0
70 Ditto ditto 3 120 0 0 9 0 0
69 Ditto ditto ... 4 112 0 0 8 8 0
76 Jubb, Henry Drayton ... 20 62 0 0 413 0
77 Ditto ditto ... 23 62 0 0 413 0
78 Ditto ditto ... 28 74 0 0 5 11 0
32 Keating  and Cronin 73 41 0 0 3 1 6
81 Lawrence, Frederick .. Toowoomba ... 175 80 0 0 6 0 0
80 Ditto ditto 174 80 0 0 6 0 0
79  Ditto ditto 173 80 0 0 6 0
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Register
No. Lessee. Reserve. ! Portion. Area. Rent,
A. R. P.
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT  - continued.
£ s. d.
82  Littleton, A., and Hart, W. Toowoomba ... 20 48 0 0 3 12 0
87  Merritt, W. and Alfred ditto .., 198 80 0 0 6 0 0
86  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 197 80 0 0 6 0 0
92  Munro, J. ... ... ditto ... 134 47 0 0 3 10 6
94  McCall, Patrick ... ... ditto ... 95 40 0 0 3 0 0
95,  McCall, Bernard ... ditto .., 96 40 0 0 3 0 0
101  McCall, and Campbell, J. ditto ... 146 76 0 0 5 14 0
107,  McGrath, T., and Hanrahan, D. ditto ... 194 29 1 17 2 5 0
108  Ditto ditto ... 211 30 3 0 2 6 6
105  Ditto ditto ... 192 20 0 0I 1 10 0
106  Ditto ...
... ditto 193 20 0 0 1 10 0
109  Ditto ditto 210 25 0 0 1 17 6
113  McLeod, Donald ... ... ditto 79 80 0 0 6 0 0
112  Ditto ...
... ditto 77 80 0 0 6 0 0
126  Neylan, John ... ditto 126 53 2 0 4 1 0
118  Perkins, Thomas ... ... Drayton 85 103 0 0 7 14 6
120  Plant, John ... ... Toowoomba 115 49 0 0 3 13 6
121  Ditto ... ... ditto 116 43 0 0 3 4 6
119  Ditto ... ditto 114 59 0 0 4 8 6
123  Primrose, Francis Archibald ... Drayton 22 80 0 0 6 0 0
122  Ditto ... ... ditto 21 80 0 0 6 0 0
124  Ditto ... ... ditto 33 80 0 0 6 0 0
127  Robinson, Edward ... ditto 136 80 0 0 6 0 0
131  Robinson, Louis ... ditto 242 43 2 0 3 6 0
132  Ditto ... .., ditto 220 51 1 0 3 18 0
129  Ditto ,., ,., ditto 233 30 0 0 2 5 0
130  Ditto ... ditto 234 30 0 0 2 5 0
139  Schulz, William and Daniel ... ditto 104 67 0 0 5 0 6
138 Ditto ... ... ditto 105 65 0 0 4 17 6
142 Shepherd, John Drayton 19 80 2 0 6 1 6
0 3 0
and fine
145 Staffinsky, Charles Julius Toowoomba 88 42 0 0 3 3 0
143 Ditto .., ditto 86 40 0 0 3 0 0
144  Ditto ... ditto 87 40 0 0 1 3 0 0
73  Tansey, Michael ... ditto 231 50 1 0 I 3 16 6
72  Ditto ... ditto 224 41 0 0 3 1 6
71  Ditto ... ditto 223 39 2 0 3 0 0
74  Ditto ... ditto 221 39 1 0 3 0 0
75  Ditto . , . ditto 222 49 2 0 3 15 0
88  Ditto .,. ditto 200 79 3 0 6 0 0
146  Tooth, William B. ... Darling Downs 213 138 0 0 10 7 0
147  Wilson, William ... Pilton 9 95 0 0 7 2 6
148  Ditto ... ditto 10 90 0 0 6 15 0
WA
1  Aherns, August
RWICK LAND AGENT'S
Warwick
DISTRICT.
... 97 74 1 0 5 12 0
73  A%eck, Peter ditto 84 53 2 0 4 1 0
74  Ditto ditto ,.. 83 44 2 0 3 7 6
75  Ditto ditto ... 88 52 2 0 319 6
76  Ditto ditto 86 62 3 0 414 6
2  Bourke, Thomas dilto 186 67 0 0 5 0 6
3  Ditto Clifton 185 57 2 0 4 7 0
9  Brennan , Francis Clifton 7 40 0 0 3 0 0
8  Brewer, Michael Warwick ... 247 73 0 0 5 9 6
4  Brewer, Thomas ditto ... 255 52 0 0 318 0
5  Ditto ditto ... 250 44 0 0 3 6 0
7  Ditto ditto ... 251 38 0 0 217 0
6  Call, J. ditto ... 252 42 0 0 3 3 0
12  Campbell, James ,.. ditto ,,. 275 48 0 0 312 0
13  Ditto ditto ... 292 22 0 0 1 13 0
14  Ditto ,,, ditto ... 293 22 0 0 , 1 13 0
15  Ditto ditto ... 294 22 0 0 113 0
16  Ditto ... ditto ... 295 22 0 0 1 13 0
10 Canavan, Patk. ditto ... 25 54 0 0 4 1 0
11  Ditto ... ditto .,. 26 47 3 0 312 0
24  Casket', Thomas ... Clifton ... 57 66 2 0 5 0 6
25  Ditto ,,, ditto .., 63 84 2 38 6 7 6
26 Clarke, Jas. and Henry ditto ... 45 59 0 0 4 8 6
27 Ditto ,,, ,,,
.,, ditto ... 46 47 0 0 3 10 6
28 Ditto ...
... ditto ... 47 47 0 0 3 10 6
31 Conway, Denis ...
... .. Warwick 340 25 0 0 1 17 6
32 Ditto {  ditto 341 25 0 0 117 6
33 Cox, 0., and Smith, H.
,, ,
.. ditto
:..
46 67 1 0 5 2 0
37  Craig, Jas. ..
... ditto ... 50 48 0 0 l 3 12 0
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No.
:38
34
35
36
39
40
41
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
118
56
57
59
62
64
SEVENTH PAYMENT UNDER `CROWN LANDS ALIENATION Q.CT
Lessee. Reserve.
of 1868  "-continued.
Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
Craig, R. J. L. ...
Craig,  T., and Craig, R. J. L. ...
Ditto
Craig, Wm., senr.
Dalton, Patrick
Ditto ...
Ditto
Doran, James
Ditto
Dwyer, Richard ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto ..
Easton ,  Frederick  Charles
Ditto
Ditto ...
Eastwell, Thos. ...
Elliott, Aynsley John ...
Ditto
Fielder ,  H., and Stallman, C., a4d
Ressel, P . ... ... ...
Free, George
John  Geary ,  Patrick O 'Neil, Timothy
O'Neil, and John Enright, trading as
John Geary and Co.
Ditto
Gillan, Charles
Gillespie, Leonard
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Hall, Thos.
Ditto
Harris, George
Harris, John
Ditto
Ditto
Hughes, Bernard
Ditto
Ditto
Malone, Ed.
Ditto
Mauch, E. F.
Ditto
Ditto
Morgan, Mary
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Morris, John
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Mu by, T., and
Ditto
McAra, James
McGucken, P.
McConville, James
Ditto
McCullock, Colin
Ditto
Ditto
McCullock, Jemima
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
McCurdy, James
McGucken, Peter
Ditto
McNally, Jas.
McNally, James
Ditto
Nevan, Michael
Ditto
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clifton
ditto
ditto
Warwick
ditto
Clifton
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Warwick
Kin 's Creek
ditto
Clifton
Warwick
Clifton
ditto
ditto
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
King's Creek
ditto
ditto
ditto
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clifton
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
102 97 1 0
112 59 1 0
114 76 0 0
Reut.
£ s. d.
7 7 0
4 10 0
5 14 0
104 56 1 0 1 4 5 6
4 40 0 0 3 0 0
10 40 0 0 3 0 0
16 40 0 0 3 010
82 52 1 0 3 19 6
78 62 0 0 4 13 0
15 63 2 0 416 0
22 35 2 8 2 14 0
30 21 1 0 1 13 0
31 28 2 0 2 3 6
169 70 2 0 5 6 6
170 69 0 0 5 3 6
172 69 0 0 5 3 6
52 45 1 0 3 9 0
95 86 0 0 6 9 0
96 91 0 0 6 16 6
101 54 1 24
286 19 2 0
... 42 29 2 32
... 43 29 2 32
... 58 40 0 0
... 371 42 3 0
.., 370 39 1 0
.. 369 40 0 0
...  j  343 25 0 0
333 25 0 0
331 25 0 0
329 25 0 0
344 25 0 0
74 106 1 0
97 73 1 0
98 78 0 0
107 63 0 0
276 48 0 0
278 31 0 0
279 25 0 0
281 18 0 0
282 18 0 0
214 29 0 0
215 18 0 0
218 18 0 0
5 59 1 0
6 59 1 0
7 60 0 0
21 65 1 0
20 75 0 0
236 21 10 0
238 30 0 0
239 30 0 0
240 30 0 0
248 45 0 0
271 40 0 0 1
272 43 0 0
359 59 0 0
266 18 0 0
268 18 0 0
199 21 0 0
... 197 22 0 0
... 196 22 0 0
... 200 67 3 0
... 234 23 1 0 i
... 357 45 0 0
... 358 45 0 0
.. 49 40 0 0
... 1 257 67 0 0
.. 258 69 0 0
.. 219 69 3 0
221 40 2 0
.. 222 26 0 0
4 2 6
1 10 0
2 5 0
2 5 0
3 0 0
3 4 6
3 0 0
3 0 0
1 17 6
1 17 6
1 17 6
1 17 6
1 17 6
8 0 6
5 9 10
5 17 0
4 17 6
3 12 0
2 6 6
1 17 6
1 7 0
1 7 0
2 3 6
1 7 0
1 7 0
4 10 0
4 10 0
4 10 0
4 19 0
5 12 6
1 11 6
2 5 0
2 5 0
2 5 0
3 7 6
3 0 0
3 4 6
4 8 6
1 7 0
1 7 0
1 11 6
1 13 0
1 13 0
5 2 0
1 16 0
3 7 6
3 7 6
3 0 0
5 0 6
5 3 6
5 5 0
3 1 6
1 19 0
263 52 0 0 3 18 0
... 264 52 0 0 318 0
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SEVENTH PAYMENT UNDER "CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF  1868"-continued.
tegister
No.
Lessee,
A. R. P. d.
WARWICK LAND AGENT' S  DISTRICT - continued.
I  Reserve. Portion. !  Area. Rent.
119 Newton, Christopher ... Warwick 49 49 0 0 3 15 0
129 O'Dea, John ... Clifton 14I 44 0 0 3 6 0
131 Saal, H., and Heron, Jno. ditto 3 80 0 0 6 0 0
132 Ditto ... ditto 9 42 0 0 3 3 0
133 Ditto ... ditto 130 37 3 11 2 17 0
134 Ditto ... ditto 132 47 0 17 3 12 0
135 Watt, Andrew ... Warwick 31 58 1 0 4 8 6
136 Ditto .. ditto 30 64 3 0 4 17 6
137 Wellingerhoff, Henry ... ditto 137 36 1 21 2 15 6
138 Ditto ditto 138 31 2 38 2 8 0
139 Wilson, James Clifton 162 60 0 0 3 15 0
140 Ditto ditto 163 55 0 0 4 2 6
15,1 Ditto Warwick 41 72 0 0 5 8 0
152 Ditto ditto 75 49 3 0 3 15 0
163 Ditto ditto ,,, 42 69 1 0 5 5 0
114 Ditto ditto ... 90 87 1 0 6 12 0
115 Ditto ditto .,, 91 69. 2 0 5 5 0
116 Ditto ditto 85 76 1 0 5 15 6
126 Ditto ,,, ditto ,,, 45 65 1 0 419 0
127 Ditto ,.. ... ditto ,,, 44 67 1 0 5 2 0
128 Ditto ,,, .., ditto 34 69 0 0 5 3 6
63 Ditto ... ,,, ... Clifton 168 61 0 0 4 11 6
149 Wilson, Joseph Thomas ... ,,, ... Warwick 290 22 0 0 1 13 0
150 Ditto .., .,, ditto 289 21 0 0 1 11 6
154 Wood, Richard ,.. „• ,,, ditto 36 57 1 0 4 7 0
117 Wood, R.  .,, ,,, ditto 63 44 0 0 3 6 6
MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
4  Clark, Richard Fraizer Mary River 28 63 0 0 4 14 6
5 Ditto ditto 32 66 0 0 4 19 0
6 Ferguson, Robert Maryborough 9A 40 0 0 3 0 0
7 Ditto ditto 9 41 0 0 3 1 6
8 Ditto  ,.. ) ditto 10  41 0 0 3 1 6
ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1  Beak, Henry Rockhampton 206 19 3 11 1 10 0
2  Ditto ditto ... 192 18 0 0  1 7 0
3  Ditto ditto .,, 194 18 0 0  1 7 0
4  Ditto ditto ... 193 18 0 0  1 7 0
5  Ditto ditto ... 195 18 0 0  1 7 0
6  Devlin, Patrick ditto ... 198 22 0 0  2 8 0
7  Duncan, R. ditto ... 167 18 0 0  1 7 0
8  Ditto ditto ,,, 168 18 0 0  1 7 0
9  Ditto ditto ,.. 169 18 0 6  1 8 6
10  Ditto ditto 172 18 0 0 1 7 0
11  Ditto ditto 173 18 0 0 1 7 0
12  Ditto ditto 174 18 0 0 1 7 0
13  Ditto ... ditto 175 18 0 0 1 7 0
14  Ditto ... ditto .,, 176 18 0 0  1 7 0
15  Ditto ditto 177 18 0 0 1 7 0
16  Ditto .., ditto 178 18 0 0 1 7 0
17  Ditto .., ditto ,,. 179 18 0 0  1 7 0
18  Duncan, Robt. ... ... ditto .., 170 18 0 8  1 8 6
19  Ditto ditto ... 171 18 0 0  1 7 0
20  Ditto ditto ... 1 182 18 0 0  1 7 0
21  Ditto I ditto 183 18 0 0 1 7 0
22 Ditto ditto 188 18 0 0 1 7 0
23 Ditto ditto 189 18 0 0 1 7 0
24 Ditto ditto 191 18 0 0 1 7 0
31  Macare, Edwin ditto ,. 70 80 0 0  6 0 0
32  Orr, William ditto ., 217 18 0 0  1 7 0
33  Ditto .. ditto .. 220 33 1 0  2 9 6
34  Ditto ditto 221 18 0 0 1 7 0
35  Ditto ditto .. 222 33 0 0 2 9 6
25  Walker, Thomas ditto .. 305 80 0 0 6 0 0
28  Ditto ditto 302 40 0 0 3 0 0
27 Ditto ditto .. 297 40 0 0 3 0 0
28  Ditto ditto 296 140 0 0 3 0 0
29  Ditto ... ditto
:;:
303 40 0 0 3 0 0
GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Brown, Alfred H. ,.. ,.. ... Calliope ,. 31 4A
I
0 0 3 0 0
2 I Ditto ... ... 40...
I
ditto ... 33 3 0 3 1 6
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
PAYMENTS UNDER "THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."
T
HE attention  of Lessees  who have selected  land in escesss  above what their Land Orders entitle them under the third
clause of the Regulations  of the 21st April, 1870, is directed to the  accompanying  schedule of  Payments due on the
31st March,  instant.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register
No. Lessee.
*10 Tregenza , John...
20
11
12
24
27
29
Carew, James
Carrigg, Austin
Gordon, George
Kraatz,  Wilhelm
Mochlan, Carl F. F.
Wisemann ,  George
21 Anger, C.
*71 Harrison, M. A.
81 Irving, James ,..
74 1 Jesse, Henry ...
44 Lane, Robert
69 Ldwnsbrough, Thomas
*23 Martin, William Stitt
32 Morton, G.
67 Raymond, George
46
73
79
80
87
72
52
Sankey, John ...
Shittler, Thomas
Shaw, Edward ...
Shaw, George ...
Viscardi, Curzio
Williams, E. A.
Wood, Jane ...
1 Armitage, Jeremiah ...
9 McCready, Hugh ...
*19 Clarke, Henry ...
*7 Hamlyn, John ...
13 Burton, William
6 Girdlestone, Henry
8 Giles, Wm.
Nature of  Selection.Agricultural. First-classPastoral.
Second-class
Pastoral. Year.
BEENL
A. B. P.
EIGH DIS
A. B.
TRICT.
P. A. B. P.
I ... 111 0 0 1 ... I 4th
IPSWICH DIST
1 0 0
RICT.
5th
.. 80 0 0 5th
20 0 0 5th
.. 40 5th
20  0 0 0 0 4th
2 0 0 3rd
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
20 0 0 5th
... 33 2 39 3rd
6 2 0 3rd
19 3 0 3rd
40 0 0 4th
2 0 0 3rd
9 2 0 5th
40 0 0 5th
... 13 0 0 3rd
5 0 0 ... 4th
25 0 0 ... 3rd
6 0 0 ... 3rd
6 0 0 ... 3rd
32 1 0 ... 3rd
24 0 0 ... 3rd
4 0 0 I 4th
MACKAY DISTRICT.
65 0 0
12 0 0
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
{{ 47 0 0
36  036
WARWICK DISTRICT.
... 14 2 0
1 56 0 027 0 32
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
1
15
11
12
13
*7
*4
*6
Brennan, James
Hansen, Jno. Hy.
Ottosen, Adam
Petersen, J. H.
Rasmassan, M. P.
Harich, Otto
Hughes, James
Lorentzen, H. W.
Penalty.
Immigration 9 0 0
72 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
68 2 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
75 0 0
... 1 1 0 0 1 ..
10 0 0
Rent. Balance due.
£ S. (1.
0 5 6 1
0 0 9
2 0 0
0 10 0
2 10 0
1 11 6
0 1 6
0 10 0
0 17 0
0 3 6
0 10 0 0 4 2
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 5 0
1 0 0
0 6 6 0 6 5
0  1 4
0 2 6
0 12 6
0 3 0
0 3 01
0 16 6
0 12 0
0 2 0
5th 1 7
0 9
1
0
3rd 1 3 6
5th 0 18 6
3rd 0 7 6
5th 1 8 0
5th 0 14 0
4th 0 4 6 0 4 11
3rd 1 16 0
3rd 0 1 0
3rd 0 1 0
3rd 1 9 6 1 4 7
$0 6 2
5th 1 17 6
5th 0 0 9
5th 0 6 0
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
F IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, with respect to an Act to
amend  the Law relating to the Engagement, Dis-
charge , and Desertion of Seamen, to be published
for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
Queensland,
No.  38. Downing street,
31st December, 1874.
Sin,-I have the honor to inform you that Her
Majesty will not be advised to exercise her power
of disallowance with respect to the Act of the
29 vie, No. lo. Legislature of Queensland, entitled,  " An Act to
amend the  Law relating to the Engagement Dis-
charge and  Desertion  of Seamen,"  a transcript of
which  accompanied  Despatch No. 38, of the 10th of
August last.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
QU ENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.e.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. C&InNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor ,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
W HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland , styled  " The District Courts
Act of 1867,"  it is amongst  other things enacted
that it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council
from time to time to order, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  that courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns  and places  as he shall
think fit, and to alter the place for holding any
such court; and whereas by the said last-mentioned
Act it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council to divide the colony into
districts for the purposes of the said Act, and from
time to time to alter such districts ; and whereas
by the said  "District Courts Act of  1867" it is
further enacted  that it  shall be lawful for the
Governor in Council from time to time, by Proclama-
tion in the  Gazette,  to declare *thatjany District
Court shall be a court  possessing criminal juris-
diction, and by the same or any subsequent Pro-
clamation to declare at what place or
places thesaid jurisdiction shall be exercised, and that any
District Court named in any such Proclamation
shall, after three calendar months from the pub-
lication thereof in the  G azette ,  possess jurisdiction
in respect of crimes, misdemeanors, and offences
as therein more particularly is mentioned ; and
whereas amongst others a District Court has been
duly created, having jurisdiction within a district
called the Western District, the limits whereof
were duly defined in and by a certain Proclama-
tion under the hand of His Excellency the Marquis
of Normanby, then Governor of the Colony of
Queensland, and under the seal of the said
colony, bearing date the 12th day of February, A.D.
1872; and whereas by the said Proclamation it was
ordered and directed that the said court should be
holden at the towns and places therein mentioned,
and that the said court should be a court possessing
criminal jurisdiction, and that the said jurisdiction
should be exercised at the  several  towns  and places
in the said Proclamation mentioned; and whereas
it is necessary  that the said court should be holden
at another town or place within the said Western
District, namely, the town or place of St. George,
and that the criminal jurisdiction of the said court
should be exercised at the said town or lace of St.
George : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAISNs, Esquire, Governor of the said colony, by
virtue of the powers vested in me by the said
recited Acts, and by virtue of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, order and declare that the said
District Court shall be holden at the town or
place of St. George, within the said Western Dis-
trict, twice in each year, at intervals of not more
than seven, nor less than five months, and that the
criminal jurisdiction possessed by the said District
Court shall be exercised at the said town or place
of St. George.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Golf SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1875.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
R. M. STEWART, Esquire, M.L.A.;
FRANCIS BEATTIE, Esquire, M.L.A. ;
T. R. DICKSON, Esquire, M.L.A.;
GEO. EDMONDSTONE, Esquire, M.L.A.;
E. B. FORREST, Esquire ; and
B. D. MOREHEAD, Esquire, M.L.A.;
to be a Board, or Commission, for the purpose of
inquiring into, and reporting upon, the best means
of providing additional wharfage accommodation
for the Port of Brisbane.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
L1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
jl of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. DOUGLAS DOUGLAS HAMILTON
to be Registrar of the Western District Court, at
St. George.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned Gentlemen to be
Members of the Local Board of Health for the
District  of Milton,  under the provisions of  " The
Health Act  of  1872":-
EDWARD  ROBERT DRURY,
JOHN FENWICH,
JOHN GUTHRIE, and
JOHN SCOTT.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
I- IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint, by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,
No. 8 Company Queensland Volunteer Rifles,-
to be Captain,
JOHN SYDNEY SMITH;
to be Surgeon,
JAMES HOWLIN, M.D.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."SHEEPOWNERS competent to vote for the
election of Directors, under the provisions of
section 7 of the above-recited Act, and of section 1
of the Amendment Act (31 Victoria, No. 42), are
required to meet at the Police Offices in the under-
mentioned towns, within their respective districts,
on WEDNESDAY, the 31st day of March cur-
rent, for the election of Sheep Directors for the
present year, namely:-
Sheep Districts.
Burke
Burnett
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondivi indi
Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Spriugsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Places of Meeting.
1` ormantou
Gayndah
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Bowen
St. George
Tambo
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Ch urleville
Maryborough
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, )} Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
G overnor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixth day of April,
1875, at the Beenleigh Land Office.
0 Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
84 Coomera  633 J. Orr ... . 482 0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Redcliff'e, county of Stanley.
1,461 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Ga,ette,  dated 18th April,
1874, page 788.)
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 21, and bounded thence on part of the south
by a line and the north boundary of portion No.
22 bearing west thirty-one chains ; on the south-
west bythe north-east boundaries of portions Nos. 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and by other lines bearing
325 degrees ninety-six chains fifty-five links ; on
the West by a line and the south boundary of por-
tion No. 503 bearing east nine chains fifty-five
links; thence by the east and part of the north
boundary of that portion bearing north forty-two
chains eighty-three links, and west two chains
fifty-eight links ; thence by a line and the east and
part of the north boundary of portion No. 31 bear-
ing north twenty-eight chains thirty-eight links,
and west thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by
the east and part of the north boundary of portion
No. 22A bearing north twenty-two chains thirty-six
links, and west twenty-five chains sixty links; and
thence by part of the east boundary of portion No.
35 bearing north fifteen chains seventy links ; on
the north by a line bearing east 130 chains eighty-
three links ; on part of the east by the main road
from Gympie to Brisbane bearing 159 degrees
15 minutes fifty-four chains, and 152 degrees 50
minutes thirteen chains ; on the remainder of the
south by part of the north boundary of portion No.
94, and the north boundary of portion No.  03  bear.
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ing west sixty-six chains fifty links ; and on the
remainder of the east by the west boundaries of
portions Nos. 93, 92, 88, and 86 bearing 156
degrees seventy-two chains sixteen links ; thence
by the west boundaries of portions Nos. 84 and
435, and by a line bearing south sixty chains ten
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY AT WOOGAROO.
County of Stanley, parish of OxIed?.
25 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the west corner of Burslam's lease of five
acres, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that lease bearing 66 degrees fourteen chains and
twenty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
334 degrees fifteen chains; on the north-west by a
line bearing 246 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-
five links to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
Parish of Grandchester.
About 10,000 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated 8th February,
1873, page 206.)
Commencing on the Tarampa and Ipswich road,
at the north-east corner of portion 104, parish of
Grandchester ;  thence  by that road northerly to the
south -east  boundary of portion 63, parish of Grand-
chester ; thence by part of the south-east bound-
ary of that portion and the south-east boundary of
portion 64 south-westerly to Woolshed Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about twenty
chains ; thence  by a line west about 270 chains ;
thence by a line south about 380 chains to the Great
Southern and Western Railway ; thence easterly
by the railway to the west boundary of portion 74,
parish of Grandchester ; thence by the western,
northern, and eastern boundaries of portions 74, 76,
75, 72, 88, 91A, 66, 102, 104, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will  hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich, the  first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon ,  the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates ,  and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Toowoomba ,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Warwick ,  the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office ,  Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi ,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs.
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S Disraicr of COORTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHIIARDT DISTarcr.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the la't Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,15th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
N  Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
558
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every  deed  containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively,  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1574. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name  of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg. county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error  in each.  Deed.-The name John
Fellows Borebam having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment  5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area,  two acres.
N a ure of  error .-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead  of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.  The name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
P " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merieale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fied for general information that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved as a show ground for use of the Agricul-
tural Society of Southern Queensland.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  AS A SHOW GROUND  FOR USE OF
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
QUEENSLAN D.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
Portions Nos. 27A and 28A.
5 acres  2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing  on a road one and a-half chains
wide  at the  north corner of portion 29A, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing thirty -nine degrees fifty-six minutes eight
chains  ;  on the north -east by a line bearing 129
degrees  fifty- six minutes seven chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 219 degrees fifty-six
minutes eight chains ; and on the south -west by
a line bearing 309 degrees fifty-six minutes seven
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section lA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."
N pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CoN-
NRLL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly increasing ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated, which selections, when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely, 2,800 acres (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[.Here follow twenty-seven other signatures.]
i
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" Tlie Crown Lands  Alienati n  Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands  hereunder described  have  been  temporarily
reserved  for Railway  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESER VES FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ON THE RAIL-
wAY LINE FROM ROCKIrAMPTON  To WEST.
WOOD.
No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Pariah of  Gracemere.
Commencing on the northern  side  of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the south-west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway Station as
notified  in the  Government  Gazette,  No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve bearing  north 40 degrees  47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links ; on the north by the
main Dawson  road westerly about fifty  chains ; on
the west by a line bearing south 40 degrees 47
minutes east to  the railway  line ; and on  the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 190 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 50
degrees thirty-nine chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 320 degrees fifty- six chains  thirty-nine
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north-east by that railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing Portion  50,  parish of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south- west  by the north-
east boundary of that portion bearing 138 degrees
thirty-four chains fifty  links  ; on the south-east by
a line  bearing  48 degrees  twenty chains ; on the
north- east  by a line  bearing  318 degrees to the
railway line ; on the north by the railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ;  and on  the west by
Neerkol Creek upwards to the point  of commence.
ment.
No.4.
About  160 acres.
Embracing Portion No. 1, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south- east  corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the  east  by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links ; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line ; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
No. 5.
About 130 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north-east corner of
Archer's Selection, No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the 'south-east by the railway
line south-westerly twenty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty-five chains ; on the west by a line bearing
37 degrees 30 minutes to a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees; thence 139 degrees 30 minutes to the
point of commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south by that boundary line bearing west
about thirty-seven chains to a small creek ; on the
west by that creek downwards; on the north by a
line east  parallel to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same boundary bearing east to the railway
line ; and on the east by the railway line south-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
"Tlie Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE TIMBER.
At tke,junetion of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, comity of Canning,
district of Moreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by aline
bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the  east  boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain Creek; com-
mencing again at the south- east corner  of portion
30, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65 links to the
south-west boundary of portion 27; on the north-
east  by parts of the south-west and  south-east
boundaries of that portion bearing 135  degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17 chains 35
links , and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing  135 degrees  95 chains 45 links to the
Mooloolah River; thence on the east by that river
upwards to its junction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south-
west boundary of the reserve,-exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, Brisbane
district.
REsEuvE Ton  TIMBER, FOR  BRIDGE PVRPOSEB.
County of March, parish. of Tinana.
Portions 3 to 11, section 131; and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About 312 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
west corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by lines bearing west 20 chains
and 94 links 16 degrees 55 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 chains and 6 links, 197
degrees 29 chains, 218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links, 286 degrees 55 minutes 18 chains and
19 links, and 196 degrees 55 minutes 14 chains and
20 links to the point of commencement.
Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes 28 chains and
58 links west, 16 chains and 2 links, 308 degrees
34 minutes 16 chains and 2 links, and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
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RESERVE FOE TIMBER, FOR BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 1 to 10, section 132 ; portions 2 to 8,
section  127;  portions 1 to 8, section  128;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and hounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links, 17 degrees 29 chains
and 82 links, 107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees 29 chains and 82 links, 107 degrees 24
chains and 8, links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 2s7
degrees 73 chains, 197 degrees 59 chains and 91
links, 287 degrees 40 chains and  75  links, 17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links, and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
TN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
On the Marooehy River, near I andina, parish of
-karoochy,county,  of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain ; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links ; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains ; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 225 degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-.
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBRE.
On the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20  miles on  the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183 )
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains  fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five d grees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE Fop TIMBER. '
On the Mooloolah River, parish of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south- east corner  of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by  lines bearing
south forty chains ; thence  west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links; thence south sixty chains;
on the south by lines bearing west  fifty chains;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by  a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion  bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ;  thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links; and thence
by the south boundary of portion  4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the main road from Gy mpie to  Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd A ugust,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the main road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the soa;h-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the  west  by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty  minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twentytwo  chains and
fifty-four link-. to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazet f  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land  granted.-Portion 231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres  and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm g unge having  been inserted as that of the
intended  grantee, instead  of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-A llotment  9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and laud intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October,  1871,  No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 32G
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement,
Description of land intended to be granted.-77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and, ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the aorth-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W %J
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 9  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south-cast five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875,
](THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1V 1V'  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section V11; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of coin-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing cast ten chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of cominence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE Fox TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road between Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing south-east sixty chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains ; and again on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
sommencement.
RESERVE FoE TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains and fifty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RECREATION PuRposEs.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Bremer River
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-twQ links ;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County of  Ward, parish  of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that  published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Hall-way Creek,
at the south- east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ;  on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 28:; on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281 ; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information,  that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the  crossing  of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300  degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by  a line  bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half.
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  Fon  A.  LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection  665;  thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About  280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda ; on the north- west  by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205  de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point  of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CBICKETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of' Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant two miles and
3,684 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by aline
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
7[THEREAS ,  by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
1 1  Crown Lands alienation  met  of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW GROUNDS  FOR  IISE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone,  town  of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham  streets , and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham  street  bearing south-westerly five
chains and  thirty links to Murray street; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street;
on the south-east by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street; and on the north-east by
that  street at  right  angles  to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1  rood 30 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide; on the south by
that road  bearing east  13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north 20 chains and 921, links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1874.
W HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth  section of" The Crown Lands Alie ation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISLER.
REsERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Pariah of Albert, county of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
a point bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, and distant about  six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 51 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten,  allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White  street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street ; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow sad by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th December, 1874.
W 1 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Aliena ion Act 
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96  links to James street; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and  38  links to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
jI IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the  lands  within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner  considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also those  within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook,  are open  to Selection for conditional
purchases  and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868."
An area extending for six miles  from Cooktown
along  the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each  side of said road,  is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is  requested that  all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on  the monthly requisition  for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested  are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating  to the  Public Lands of the  Colony,
including the issue  of Deeds,  Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral  Land, should be  addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
J IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the  lands  within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874,  be also  declared
available for selection  by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands , subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise  any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands  Commissioner
considers  workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with  Mineral
Lands within  certain districts  proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869.
IT
is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869"  for renewed leases for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December , 1870,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office.  These Applies.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
teases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lend•
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
TO- BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at thisOffice, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
April  next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as secu ri ty for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Bri sbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
FENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th  March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Tewantin.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Tewantin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained , at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for  secu ri ng such per-
formance ;  otherwise  the Tender  wi ll  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
75-914. H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Secification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  .1p  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being  accepted , and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1875.
TO TIMBER GETTERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PIONEER RIVER, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 26th March next, from persons
willing to contract for the supply of 150 piles at
per foot  lineal , and sawn and squared timber
required, at per foot superficial.
''enders to be endorsed  "Tender for Timber,
Mackay Bridqe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the OIce of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE BARRACKS, ROCK-
HAMPTON.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Police Barracks, Rock-
hampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Qfl ce, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printedjforms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tneder there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute an4 deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ;  otherwise the 't'ender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-435.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the PowderMagazine, Mount Perry, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage  of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following  rates  for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
a. d.
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks  ... .. ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, RAVENSWOOD. D.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine, Ravenswood, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions ofthe Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
r. d.
For each and every barrel or package  contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding  six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto,  above six  weeks, per week ... 0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than  50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks  ... ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above  six weeks , per week ... 0 1
H. F. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.E.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road from Farm Creek
to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING,
75-424.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 21st
December, 1874, folio 2503,  Government
gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Leyburn to Drayton, parishes of Tooth and
Hodgson, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs Dis-
trict : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Leyburn ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-333. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
November, 1874, folio 2286,  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 153, parish of North, county of
Churchill, Moreton District: Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich;
and all persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
74-4867. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF STEPHENS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
Y 1 W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
November, 1874, folio 2286,  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from the Clifton Homestead Area to King's
Creek, parish of Stephens, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Leyburn ;  and all persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, arc
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim. ,
74-4849. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF BOWEN.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 19thNovember, 1874, folio  2287,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Mount Perry to Boolboonda, county of
Bowen, Wide Bay and Burnett District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it is there.
fore hereby declared expedient o open  and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Teningering;  and all persons  intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-6109.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1876.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W VVITH reference to the Notice dated 14th11 November, 1874, folio  2286,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portion No. 532, in the Rosewood Scrub,
pariah of Walloon, county of Churchill, Moreton
District: Notice is hereby given,  in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of
the Executive Council,  has been pleased to
confirm the said portion  of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared  expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons
intending  to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof , in such manner
and form as  are provided in the sixth  section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore.
closed from  such claim.
74-3307.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14thNovember, 1874, folio  2287,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through Portions Nos. 39, 38, and 69, parish of
Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV.,No. 11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Ipswich; and all persons intending  to claim
compensation  in respect  of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
if. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Colothin Creek to King King
Creek, County of March, Wide Bay ;District (re-
ferred to in Notices dated 28th September, 1874,
and 17th December, 1874, folios 1938 and 2460,
respectively, of the  Government  Gazette ),  has been
formally  marked and  opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now  open for public use.
H. E. KING.
76-639.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
persons interested, tl#t the issue of the under-
mentioned  Auriferous  Leases awaits  the payment
of the balances of Rent due thereon. Unless the
rent  due in each case is paid within three months
from  this date,  the leases  will be declared forfeited.
H. E. KING.
No. In whose favor . Gold Field.
49 Messrs . Smith and
McManus
Charters
Towers.
75 Mr. J. M. Ryan ditto ...
77 Mr. Wm. By. Buch-
anan
ditto ...
Balance to
pay.
£ a. d.
415 0
4 16 0
4 15 0
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information the
Licenses from the Treasury have been issue(
to the undermentioned persons during the mont]
of February, 1875.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
(Year 1875.)
Box  and Son, H. ...
C. S. Co-operative Co....
Kennedy and Do Fraine
Mort, Ho lland, and Co.
Ra ff  and Co .,  Geo. ...
Scott, James ...
Isidor Lisnor and Co....
On War Jung ...
Jones, D. M. ...
Powell ,  Charles
Walsh, John
On War Jung ...
Ryan and Co .,  J. M. ...
Burt, Al fred
Bromberg, H.
Clifton and Aplin B ro s.
Marwedel and Co. ...
Baird,  J. C. ...
Forbes , F. A. ...
RETAIL SPIRIT
Evans, Henry E. ...
Sullivan, D. ...
Giniir, Rudolf ...
Hunter,  James ...
Richardson, Wm.
Tyler, Edward
Davies, Thos.
Shanks, Wm.
Hackett, Andw.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Charters Towers
ditto
Cooktown
ditto
ditto
Millchester
ditto
Marathon
Mackay
Normanton
Toowoomba
Townsville
ditto
DEALERS.
Brisbane
ditto
Cloncurry
Cooktown
Mi llchester
ditto
Rockhampton
ditto
Warwick
AuCTIONEEBS.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
During the Month ended 31st  January, 1875.
No. Name.
5,135  A. B Carr
5,136 Bank  of N.S.W.
5,137 Ah Lee
5,188 James H.Robertson
5,139 Ah Chin
5,141 Ah Nee
6,142 Sing Lee
No. Name
5,143 J. M. Ryan & Co,
5,144 Thomas Tarrenden
5,145 Richard Binder
5,146 Thomas Mowbray
5,147 Brodziak &  Rodgers
5,148 Ah Hing
The Treasury,
Queensland, 5th March, 1875.
T
HE following Instructions to Officers in British
Possessions Abroad in respect of Wrecks and
Casualties are published for general information.
WILLIAM HE MMANT.
Board of Trade,
November, 1874.
INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFICERS IN BRITISH
POSSESSIONS ABROAD IN RESPECT OF
Ruston, John
Turnbull, Wm.
Connelly, John
Balmain, Harry D.
Hendren, Wm.
Baldwin, E.
Fleming, Wm.
Morris, W. T.
Kerr, Jno.
Swan, Jno.
Cooper, Thos.
Woodward, J.
Toll, W. J.
Ahrens, C.
Boyer, A.
Aislett, J.
Brown, C. T.
Paige, H.
Wi llick, C.
Weekes, Geo.
Shanks, W.
Leyburn
Rockhampton
WRECKS AND CASUALTIES .
FORM WE. 1. To DISTIL  FROM SUGAR  (30 VICT., No. 21).
IN all cases  of wreck or casualty where  a report is Raff & Co., Geo. ... Brisbane
made to the Board of Trade on Form Wr. 1, the Davidson, J. E. ... Mackay
Officer by whom the particulars are obtained should Fitzgerald, T. H. .. ditto
be careful to state the amount of insurance on the Hewitt & Co. ., ditto
freight, in column 16. Power & Lyons ... Maryborough
Cooktown
Dalby
Gayndah
Goondiwindi
Ipswich
St. George
Springsure
Townsville
BILLIARDS.
... ... Georgetown
... ... ditto
... ... Maryborough
ditto
Millchester
Roma
Rockhampton
Ravenswood
ditto
ditto
ditto
BAGATELLE.
THOHAY GRAY,
T. H. FARRER.
To DISTIL FROM WINE (30 VICT., No. 23).
Marine Department.  Spreadboroueh,  W. ... ... I Warwick
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,Goondi-
windi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborougb, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimppama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), Springaure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowoomba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yenggrie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
pcr annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
REGULATION, No. 1, OF 1875, UNDER 22ND
CLAUSE  " CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HE Collector of Customs hereby orders and
directs that at the Ports of Brisbane, Mary-
borough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Bowen, and
Townsville,  no vessel  shall be employed as a
Lighter in carrying goods, cleared for drawback,
or from the warehouse, to be put on board any ship
for exportation or removal coastwise, or from any
importing ship, to be landed at any wharf, or quay,
or other place,  unless the  owner of such boat be duly
authorised for that purpose by license in writing
under the hand of the Collector, or of the principal
officer of the port, as the  case  may be, and unless
such vessels  shall be approved of for the purpose by
him.
Such licenses will be granted to persons ap-
-proved of by the Collector or principal officers on
conditions to be specified in a Bond, which each
person applying for such license must enter into,
with two sufficient  sureties:
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No. 2, UNDER CLAUSE 86,
" CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
N O claim for  an abatement  of duty  in respect of
any goods imported into Queensland shall be
allowed on account of damage on the voyage, or by
wreck, unless such claim shall be made  in writing
to the Collector or principal officer on the first
examination of the goods,  and unless  it be proved
that such damage was sustained on the voyage.
If the Customs officers be incompetent to estimate
such damage, or if the importer be not satisfied
with the abatement made by them, the Collector, or
the principal officer, as the  case  may be,  shall choose
one or more disinterested persons to  survey same
with a view to estimating damage,  and granting an
abatement of duty. Before, however, such abate.
ment shall be made, the importer shall produce his
bill of lading or other document to show that the
goods were shipped in good order ; and the master
of the ship importing the same goods shall make
declaration to the like effect according to the
following form :-
MASTER' S D8 LAxAT1oN.
I do hereby declare that the above-mentioned
is damaged and lessened in its  value , by means of some
unavoidable accident which happened  to the same
during the voyage, and after such was shipped and laden
in foreign ports on board the above ship, myself being
the master thereof, and importing the same, and before
such was unshipped or discharged from the  vessel.
Master.
Signed and declared, this day of
187 , in the  presence of
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1875.
REGULATION, No: 3, UNDER 163Rn CLAUSE,
"CUSTOMS ACT OF  1873."
T
HEi Collector of Customs hereby  orders and
directs  that every boat  used  in plying for
hire,  or in the carriage  or conveyance of goods of
any description, or in any trade or business within
the limits  of the Port of Brisbane, shall be specially
licensed under  above  clause . And before such
license  shall be granted the owner of such boat
shall enter  into a Bond in double the value of the
boat, with two sufficient  sureties , that the conditions
to be set forth in such Bond shall be complied with.
After due notification of this regulation, any such
boat found without such  license as aforesaid, is
liable to forfeiture, and the owner thereof to a
penalty of £50.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs
Customs,
Brisbane, 6th February 1875.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Revd. C. T. WEST,  a Minister of Religion
registered as of the Burnett Protestant
Church Denomination ,  having removed from Gayn-
dah, in the Registration  District  of Gayndah, to
Bundaberg ,  in the Registration District  of Mary-
borough, has given me notice of such removal, in
accordance with the provisions  of "  The  Marriage
Act of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1875.
ERRATUM.
R
EFERRING to notice  in  Government Gazelle
of 20th February, 1875, No. 25,  as to  appoint-
ment of  Assistant  Registrar of Births and Deaths,
at Pine  River, for the Registration " District of
Brisbane , for P. Buckley, read George Buokby.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE  undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prespribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872," it is hereby notified that the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register Local
No.  No. Selected  by Date of Selection. ( Locality.
Land Agent 's  Office  at
Area .  which  application
must be made.
1872. A. B. P.
990 ... Samuel and  Frith ... 10th June ... near Oakey Creek ... 80 0 0 Clermont.
1,050 Ditto ... ... 24th June ... ditto .. 40 0 0 ditto.
2,137 18 Ditto ... 30th October ... near Drummond Creek 80 0 0 ditto.
1,789 ... McIntyre and Co. .., 12th September near old Drayton track
to Helidon
40 0 0 Ipswich.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the twenty-seventh section o I
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date .  Plans of the Roads can
be seen at this and the Land Agent 's Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
No.
1
2
3
4
Applicant.
A. Adsett ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
SCHEDULE of ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Reserved  road through Portion 46 .. Whiteside 6 1 11
Road  separating  Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto... 2 1 22
Reserved  road through Portion 58 ... ditto... 2 2 7
One of the  roads reserved  through ditto... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portions
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby  notified for general information , that  application under the 27th section of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 "  has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and  the Land  Agent 's  Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.  Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.
E. Sampson .. ... Reserve road through part of Caboolture ... ...  1  0 7
Portion 40
2 The Crown ... ... Part of River Terrace, from Sidon South Brisbane ... 0 3 4
strert, easterly
3 Ditto . ... ... Part of Odin street, fro m River Ter- Ditto ... ... 0 1 26
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street o River
Terrace
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Coli icil, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road through Gold Fields Homestead Selection, No. 155, on
the Gympie  Gold  Field ,  parish of King ,  county of Lennox ,  Wide Bay District  :  Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV.. No.  11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Gympie  ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date ,  any we ll-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-612. H. E. KING.
Boor or REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH GOLD FIELDS HOMESTEAD SELECTION, No. 155, ON THE
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD, PARISH OF KING, COUNTY OF LENNOx, WIDE BAY DISTRICT , TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT or COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of load.
oo°
c o How Held.
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .  Of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
I Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of the Homestend, apd
running westerly and
south-westerly to its
south -west  boundary
che.  Ike. A. R.  P.
155  "Gold  Fields  R. G. Walker ... 288°  0' 7 911 1 chain 2 3 23
Homestead  263° 0' 4 43
Act  of  231° 0' 6 46
1870"  I 210° 30' 6 86
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD--FIRST NOTICE.
1 1
IS Exce llency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
 to open a new  Road, being Deviation through Portion 165, parish of Normanby, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing theintended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and at the p olice  Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested  to transmit,
in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-671. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION PORTION 165, PARISH OF NOBMANBY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
I
AN
No.
I
Port ion of  Road.  How held. Rented Occupier . Bearings . Lengths. BroRaodth ofl Area . Remarks.
m
a3 0
chs. eke. e. a. r.
1 A triangular piece of .. "Leasing Act Hen ry  Par -  Hen ry  Par - 480 6 2# irregular 0 3 25
land in the south of  1866" cell cell
corner of portion 165,
I
parish of Normanby
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 1, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, district of Moreton:
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now  in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E.  KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 1, PARISH OF REDLAND ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Commencing at the
south boundary of por-
tion 1,  and running
north - easterly to
mouth of Weinam
Creek
cc
z .2
M ++
Wo
How
held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains .
Breadth
of Road. Area Remarks.
ohs. Ike. , A. B. P.
freeholdNewton and Newton and 357° 14' 4 72 Irregular 6 2 24 Forest laud, un-
CO. Co. 19° 0' 6 00 breadth improved.
38° O' 8 26
66° 0' 14 30
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich, and paying coats.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 13th March next, they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Date.
LIST of LOST PROPERTY ON HAND, AT IPSWICH STATION, 31sT DECEMBER, 1874.
Station and  Place. Where found.
1874.
2 July ... .. Murphy's Creek
27 July ... ....Ipswich ...
30 July ... Ditto ...
30 July ... ... Ditto ...
30 July ... ... Ditto
30 July ... .. Ditto
5 August .. Ditto ...
7 August ... Murphy's Creek
8 August ... Laidley ...
10 August ... Ipswich ...
10 August ... Ditto ...
11 August  ...  Ditto ...
12 August  ...  Laidley ...
29 August ... Ipswich ...
31 August ... Ditto ...
1 September ... Helidon ...
2 September ... Ipswich ...
8 September .. Ditto ...
16 September ... Ditto ...
8 September ... Helidon ...
9 July ... .... Ipswich ...
23 April Ditto ...
22 April Toowoomba ...
28 April ... I Ipswich ...
2 October ... I Ditto ...
6 October Ditto ...
12 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October ... Grandc1w to
29 October ... Ditto ...
20 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 August ... Dalby ...
7 October ... Toowoomba ...
29 September ... Grandchester
10 October ... Ditto ...
15 October ... Helidon ...
23 December ... Ditto ...
24 December . Grandchester
31 December Toowoomba ...
16 September ... Ipswich ...
14 November ... Laidley
24 November ... Ditto
Date.
M. C.
62 30
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gowrie Junction
1st class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25 on line
27 40 on line
2nd class carriage ...
2nd class carriage ...
2nd class carriage ...
M. C.
28 40 on line ...
2nd class carriage ...
2nd class carriage ...
On line
2nd class carriage ...
1st class carriage ...
On platform ...
On platform .
Received uneutered...
Horse-box
Left by owner  in cloak room
On platform ... ..
On platform ...
On line ...
2nd class carriage ... ..
On line ... ..
2nd class carriage ... ..
Office ... ...
Office ...
Office
On platform ...
On line ...
On line ...
On platform...
In carriage ...
M. C.
4700 ...
On line ...
Collected out of waggons
from bags in loose order
On line ... ... ... 1 girl's-straw hat
On platform... ... ... 1 bag sundries
Description of Article.
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
1 paper parcel containing shirts, &c.
1 pair riding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
1 child's straw hat
1 coat
1 paper parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man's felt hat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black list
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
1 paper box sundries
.1. handkerchief
1 bag cotton, no marks or address, weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
I package, Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief, bundle sundries
I parcel note-paper
1 saddle bag containing hair brush, &c.
1 hat
I drab felt hat with handkerchief
1 hat box
I carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box  containing clothes, no
address
I child's bat
2 drab felt hats
1 bundle containing basin, &c.
I parcel containing prints
1 blue parasol
2 felt hats
damaged sarcenet, &c.
I bag tin ore , 70 lbs.
LIST OF UNOLAIMED GooDs ON HAND, IPSWICH STATION, 31sT DECEMnaa, 1874.
Station from. Station to. Description.
1874. 1
9 July ... •' Clifton ... ... Can:booya ...
30 January  Left by owner ... Laidley ...
I
9 February ... + Toowoomba... Ipswich.
1 bale chaff.
2 paper parcels containing wearing apparel,
and addressed F. Hughes, Rosewood
Station.
1 package containing pair of moleskin
trousers.
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SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS. 9
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending  February 27th, 1875
.., 271 7 9 1 642 9 4 17 10 7 931 7 8
Corresponding week last year..,
...  525 11 0 1,3324 2 I 41 0 1 1,898 15 3
Inc re ase
Decreaeg  (in consequence of flood)  254 3 3 689 14 10 23 9 6 967 7 7
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
NO.RTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will comeinto  operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Miles f ro m
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,
Mixed.
miles
from Rocky
Creek.
Stations. Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton ... ... 11' 0 .. Rocky Creek ,.. 3. 0
6 Gracemere 11.24
6
Goganjo 3.24
15 Stanwell 12. 0 arrive 3.55.,. ... 14 ...Westwood (24 Rosewood A depart ... 4. 0
30 Westwood arrive ,..I
1••0 20 Rosewood .,. ... A
depart ... 1.15 29 Stanwell ,,, 5'0
38 Goganjo ... ,.. 1.47 38 Gracemere ,., 5.36
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10 44 Rockhampton...
All Day Tickets  issued on  Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to the place
oa which they propose to alight.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described  below  under the
I provisions of"'  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Description and Situation of Land . I  Name  of Applicant.
Registrar-General.
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
5  acres, being subdivision 1 of-allotment 18 of portion
2 ; county of Stanley, parish of Toombul
Gotlieb Fritz ... ... 6th April, 1876.
5 acres, being subdivision 6 of allotment 18 of portion
2 ; parish and county above mentioned
Michael Kubler ,,, Ditto
5 acres,  being subdivision 7 of allotment 18 of portion Frederick Ahles . ... Ditto
2; parish and county above mentioned otherwise Ahlas
16 acres 2 roods 1 perch, being subdivision 2 of allot- Wilhelm Stephan
ment 18 of portion 2 ; parish and county above
... Ditto
mentioned
10 acres,  being subdivision 4 of allotment 18 of portion Wilhelm Stephan ...
2; parish and county above mentioned
Ditto
3 acre s and 16  perches, being allotment 13 in the John Owens
Pocket near  Ipswich ; county of Stanley, parish of
Chuwar
Ditto
1 acre 1 rood 25 perches, being allotment 11 and sub- Geo. Blaxland Molle Ditto
division 1 of allotments 9 and 10 of section 5 ;
parish and town of Dalby, county of Aubigny
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the AvsnAai  L IIBILITIES  and AssETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the undermentioned BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
ended on the 31st December, 1874.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
Notes in Circulation
bea ri ng Interest.
Bills in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
Bills
bea
in Circu
ring Inte
lation
rest.
.
Balances due to other
Banks.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. i £ s, d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of -Australia ... 43,706 11 8 3,837 6 0 148 18 4
Bank
 of New South Wales ... 117,6710 9 19,236 18 3
Bank of Australasia 8,854 0 0 4,271 15 9
Commercial Bank ... 28,548 0 0 606 10 11 2,426 12 7
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... 94,413 6 1 1,609 7 0 9,295 10 0
Queensland  National Bank ... 58,129 10 9 1,129 4 2 46,847 5 8
TOTALS ... 351,322 9 3 11,454 3 10 I 77,955 4 10
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,  and other Bullion or  Bars, and
Coined  Metals. Stamp  Account.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... 94,502 3 3 22518  6
Bank
 of New South Wales ... 177,063 2 8 32,470 18  4
Bank of Australasia ... 33,365 0 4 75 10  7
Commercial Bank ... ... ... 49,877 13 3
Australian  Joint Stock  Bank ... ... ... 112,496 14 8
10,146
13  5
Queensland  National  Bank ... ... ... 72,836 12 4 37,596 7 2
TOTALS ... ... ... 540,141 6 6 80,515 8 0
Government
Securi ties. Landed Property.
Notes and  Bills of
other Banks.
Deposits not bearing Deposits
 beat ing
Interest .  Interest. Total Liabilities.
£ •  a. d.
 J)  £ a. d. £ s. d.
98,623 1 1 289,902 6 2 436,218 3 3
429,339 11
 6  316,103 10  0 882,351 0 6
54,408 9 5
 151,058 13  2
 218,592 18  4
105,984 15  4
 114,858 17
 7  252,424 16
 5
268,017 13 2 168,727
 4 2
 542,061 0 5
120,642 17 4 257,156 15 11 483,905 13 10
1,077,016 7 10 1,297,807 7 0 2,815,555 12 9
Amount of all debts due
to the Banks ,  including
Notes, Bills of Exchange,
,Balances due from Fu
a
nd
nd all Stock and
other
 Banks. ed Debts of everydescription ,  excepting
Notes, Bills , and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ a.
... 15,500 0 0 117 1 8 18,963 5
... 20,080 4 2 4,483 12 8 4,658 9
... 9,000 0 0 210 19 3
... 11,200 0 0 3,766 1 2 735 15
... 23,952 14 6 6,218 15 4 315 7
... 20,375 0 1 820 18 8 34,356 14
.... 100,107 18 9 15,617 8 9 59,029 12
BANKS. Capital paid upto date.
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... ... ... 1,250,000
Bank of New
 South Wales .,, ... ... 1,000,000
Bank of Australasia ... ... 1,200 ,000
Commercial Bank 500,000
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... 484,656
Queensland National Bank ... ... ... 175,435
Rates per annum last Dividend.
14 per cent. per annum
171 per cent. per annum
22 per cent. per annum
11 per cent.
 per annum
8 per  cent .  per annum
6 per  cent.  per annum
LIABILITIES
d. £ s. d.
5
 305,914 14  3
7 731,836 6 4
308,039
 8 11
8 305,156 5 10
8 529,696 8 8
2
 499,448
 13  9
6  2,680,091 17
 9
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d.
435,223 3 1
970,592 13 9
350,690 19 1
370,735 15 11
682,826 14
 3
665,434 6 2
3,475,503 12 3
Amount of last Dividend Amount of the ReservedBonus. declared . Profits at the time ofdeclaring such Dividend.
£ s. d.
 £ s. d.
87,500 0 0 492,264 0 10
87,500 0 0 363,333 0 0
66,000 0 0 343,760 8 8
50,875 0 0 315,000 0 0
25,444 8 10 54,872 0 7
4,215 13 2 5,040 8 8
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
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COPPERFIELD MUNICIPALITY BALANCE SHEET, for Half-fear  ending December 31st, 1874.
Dr.
£ s. d. £ s.
To Cash in  Bank, June  30, 1874 51 7 11
„ Cash in  hand ... ... 19 16 7
71 4
Rates collected  ... ... ...  217 5
Carriers '  Licenses  ... ... ...  0 1A
Dog Licenses  ... ... ...  0 10
Government  endowment on
rates  ... ... ...
H. H. TAUSB, Town Clerk.
Cr.
d. £ d. £ s. d.
By Town Clerk's salary and com-
mission .. ... ... 53 9 3
61. „ Auditors' salary ... ... 4 4 0
3 ,, Inspector of Nuisances' salary ... ... 5 0 0
0 „ Law expenses ... ... ... ... 2 7 0
0 „ Office expenses ... ... ... ... 3 9 6
„ Day labor ... ... ... ... 187 17 0
225 6 3 „ Fodder and stabling ... ... ... 32 6 10
Implements and repairs to same ... ... 4 10 9
Repairs to dam ... ... ... ... 9 12 0
Advertising and printing  ...  11 19 0
Expenses incurred at fire in Christoe
street ... ... ... ... 13 13 0
„ Rates remitted ... ... ... 5 5 11
Petty expenses ... .. .. .. 2 9 6
„ Cash in bank, Dec. 31, 1874 162 7-2
„ Cash in hand, Dec. 31,1874 16 5 1
178 12 3}
£514 16 09 1
Audited and found correct.
£514 16 01
H. H. THOMPSON, Mayor.
WILLIAM TENNANT, Auditors.
T. NICHOLLS,
158 16s. 6d.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
T
HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Beenleigh Cemetery,
for the Year ended December 31st, 1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS  of the BEENLEIG H CEMETERY  for the Year ended
December 31st, 1874.
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
1874. 1874.
1st January. £ s. d. 31st December. £ s. d
To balance ... ... ... ... ... 23 14 7 By Improvements and labor to date ... ... 28 6 0
„ Interment fees ... ... ... ... 7 12 6 „ Balance to next year ... ... ... 3 1 1
£31 7 1 £31 7 1
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Beenleigh General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements for the Year ending December 31st,
1874, is correct ; and we make this 'solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue of the  provisions  of "  The  Oaths Act of  1867."
JOHN DAVY,
JAMES SAVAGE,  Trustees.
CARL PALM,
Declared and signed before me, this 28th day of February, A.D. 1875.
. A. RANKING, P.M.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  4th March, 1876.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Cardwell Cemetery,
for the Year ended 31st December,  1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the CARDWELL CEMETERY, for the year ended 31st
December, 1874.
RECEIPTS.
To Grant from Government
,,  Public subscriptions ...
£. r. d.
50 0 0
16 10 0
EXPENDITURE.
£. s. d.
By paid Ryan for fencing and clearing ... 31 0 0
„ Paid  for gates  ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
„ Balance in  hand ... ... ... ... 32 10 0
£66 10 0 £66 10 0
We, the Trustees of the Cardwell Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare the above to be a
true and correct statement of the Receipts and Expenditure connected with the said Cemetery ; and we
make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the pro-
visions of  "  The Oaths  Act of  1867."
EDMUND HAWTHORN
EDWIN WHITFIELD, )} Trustees.
JAMES THEWNDST,
Declared before  me, at  Cardwell, this 22nd day of February. 1875.
BEINSLEY  G. SHEBIDAN, J.P.
57 5
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1875.
T
HE following Abstract  of Receipts and Disbursements  by the Trustees of the Ipswich  General
Cemetery, for the Year 1874, is hereby published for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS  by the Trustees of the IPswIcn  GENERAL CEMETERY
for A.D. 1874.
RECEIPTS.
£ .c.
68 19
DISBURSEMENTS.
d. 1874. £ s. d.
5 By fees and salary of Sexton ... ... 103 0 0
Fees and salary of Secretary .. ... 44 10 0
0 „ Amount of contract of fencing ... 53 13 3
0 „ Amount of contract of kitchen ... 33 4 0
Amount of contract of stumping and
1874.
To balance over from last statement
„ Cash receipts for interments, selected
ground, &c. ... ... 235 14
Grant from Government  ... ...  100 0
cleaning ... ... ... ... 7 0 0
Timber for numbering graves ... ... 1 16 3
Ironwork ... ... ... ... 1 11 6
Advertising 1 8 0
Paint and painting ... ... ... 1 4 0
Stamps and stationery ... ... ... 0 7 6
Stamped chq. bk., 4s. 2d.; freight and
cartage, 4s. 6d. ... ... ... 0 8 8
„ Cash in bank ... ... ... ... 154 7 9
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ...  2 2 6
2 404 13 5 1  2 404 13 5
E. and O. E.
Ipswich, 17th February, 1875.
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Ipswich General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the accounts as per Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the above Cemetery for the
Year ended 31st December, 1874, are correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
F. W. CURNOW,
CHRISTR. LORRY, Trustees.GEO. H. WILSON,
SAML. SHENTON,
Declared and signed before me, at Ipswich, this 17th day of February, 1875.
J. C. FooTE, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements by the Trustees of the Pimpama General
Cemetery, for the year 1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  by the Trustees of the PIMPAMA GENERAL  CEMETERY,
for the Year 1874.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1874. £ a. d. 1874. £ 8, d.
To Balance on hand as per last statement ... 26 0 4 By Amount to Anderson and Beilby for
,, Grant  from Government... ... ... 26 0 0 fencing  ... ... . ... 12 2 8
Amount to Murray and King for clearing 7 11 0
Amount for constructing and hanging
gates .. . 3 0 0
„ Amount to  Hill and  Anderson for  clearing 25 0 0
Amount of  expense in  procuring trees ... 0 5 0
Amount for stationery ... ... ... 0 10 6
Amount  for postage , &c.... ... ... 0 4 2
„ Balance in Bank  ... ... ... ... 1 6 6
„ Balance in  hand ... ... ... ... 0 0 8
£50 0 4 £50 0 4
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Pimpama General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the accounts, as per Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the above Cemetery, for the
year ended 31st December, 1874, are correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by Virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
WILLIAM CASTLES,
JAMES MURTHA,
.
Trustees.
CHARLES BATTAN,
Declared and signed before me, at Pimpama, this twentieth day of February, 1875.
THEODOR LENNEBERG, J.P.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1875.
T
HE following  Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Brisbane General
Cemetery ,  for the year ending the 31st day of December ,  1874, is hereby published for general
information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the BRISBANE GENERAL CEMETERY, for the Year ending
the 31st day of December, 1874.
RECEIPTS.
1874. £ s. d.
ro Balance at Bank  ... ... ...  1,166 16 6
I
£ s. d.
479 17 6
235 0 0
119 10 0
32 15 0
19 19 1
10 0 0
2 6 0
1 19 10
EXPENDITURE.
1874. £ s. d.
31st December, 1874 .. . 299 7 1
Less cheques not presented 33 18 0
By Labor account, clearing
„ Balance  on cottage
„ Entrance  gates  to Cemetery
„  Fencing  cottage,  gates, &c.
„ Tools , &c. ... ...
Secretary ... ... ...
Cab hire ... ... ...
„ Advertising, stationery, &c.
Balance as  per pass-book,
£1,166 16 6 1
265 9 1
£1,166 16 6
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Brisbane General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the foregoing Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Brisbane General
Cemetery for the Year ending the 31st day of December, 1874, is correct; and we make this solemn
declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The  Oaths
Act  of 1867."
JOHN PETRIE,
WILLIAM PERRY,  Trustees.
JAS. COWLISHAW,
Declared before me, at Brisbane, this 27th day of February, 1875.
Joss. B. DIXON, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1875.
f1HE following  Statement  of Receipts  and Expenditure of the Trustees  of the Warwick Cemetery
from  the 1st January to the  31st December , 1874, is hereby published  for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the WARWICK  CEMETERY , from the 1st January to the
31st December, 1874.
Dr. Cr.
1874. £ s. d. 1874 £ s. d.
Jan. 1st To balance from 1873 ... 121 4 6 Dec. 31st By Sexton's salary ... ... 65 0 0
April 13th „ Government Grant ... 75 0 0 Dec. 31st „ Day work, and tree-planting... 3 11 6
Dec. 31st „ Interment fees ... 54 10 0
0
Dec, 31st „ Printing andclerical assistance 3 4 1
Dec. 31st „ Land ... . ... 20 0 Dec. 31st „ Tools, paint, &c. ... ... 1 2 4
Dec. 31st „ Monumental... ... 6 6 0 Dec. 31st „ Balance in bank ... ... 204 2 7
£277 0 6 £277 0 6
We,2the undersigned Trustees of the Warwick Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely. declare
that thej;above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ending 31st December, 1874, is
correct ; and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtuejof  "  The.Oaths Act  of 1867."
J. LIDDELL ROSS,
JACOB HORWITZ,  Trustees.
W. G. WATT,
Declared and signed before me, at Warwick, this 26th day of February, 1875.
JAMES MORGAN, J.P.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
N 0 elegible Tender  having been received for the
erection  of School  Buildings at Nerang, the
Board of Education wi ll  receive ,  until noon on
MONDAY, the 15th  instant, fresh Tenders, in
accordance  with  Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on appli cation  to Mr. P. C. Burke,
Nerang ,  or at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE  Pard of Education will receive until noon
on 1ViONDAY, the 15th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House at East Oxley, in
accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
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Rducation Office,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
HE  Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 8th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of School Buildings on the old Cleve-
land Road, between 3 and 4 miles from Kangaroo
Point, in accordance with Plans and Specification,
which may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
" The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of.Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
FRIDAY, THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF FEBRUARY,
A.D. 1875.
REGUL A  GENERALES.
T is hereby ordered that-
1. Sections 8 and 9 of the Regulm Generales of
Tuesday, the 17th day of November, 1874, and
Tables I., II., and ill annexed thereto, and the
Regula Generalis of Tuesday, the 8th day of Decem-
ber. 1874, be altered and amended.
2. The Winter Vacation for the year 1875 shall
commence on Saturday, June 19th, and ens on
Saturday, July 17th.
3. The Christmas Vacation shall commence on
Saturday, December 19th, 1875, and end on Satur-
day, February 4th, 1876.
4. The Term Sittings of the Supreme Court,
Bowen, and the Sittings of the Townsville and
Bowen Circuit Courts for the year 1875, exclusive
of the 1st Sittings in Term of the said Supreme
Court, and of the 1st Sittings of the Townsville
and Bowen Circuit Courts respectively, shall be as
follows
TABLE I.-TERMS.
Term. Begins.
EASTER  Tuesday, 8th June
TRINITY ... I Tues., 14th Sept....
MICnAELMAS I Tues., 7th Dec. ...
Ends.
Friday, 18th June
Friday, 24th Sept.
Friday, 17th Dec.
TABLE IL-TOWNSVILLE CIRCUIT COURT.
Criminal  Sittings.
Thursday, 20th May ...
Thursday, 12th August ...
Thursday, 25th November
Civil Sittings.
Saturday, 22nd May
Saturday, 14th August
Saturday, 27th November
TABLE III.-BOWEN CIRCUIT COURT.
Cri minal Sittings.
Monday, 31st May ...
Monday, 23rd August ...
Thursday,  2nd December...
Civil  Sittings.
Wednesday, 2nd June
Wednesday, 25th August
Saturday, 4th December
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance of  " The District Courts Art
Of 1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and  times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns or places in the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say
Criminal  Jurisdiction . Civil  Jurisdiction.
Ar RoCKHAMPTON.
Monday, March 8th. Tuesday, March 9th.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September 6th. Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday, December 6th. Tuesday, December 7th.
AT COORTOWN.
Thursday, March 25th. Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th. Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th. Saturday, September 18th.
AT MILLCHESTER.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th. Saturday, September 25th.
AT TowNsviLLE.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesday, June 30th. Wednesday, June 30th.
Friday, October let. Friday, October lat.
AT BOWEN.
Wednesday, April 7th. Wednesday, April 7th.
Saturday, July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th. Tuesday, October 5th.
AT MACKAY.
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th. Monday, July 5th.
Thursday, October 7th. Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday, November 27th. Saturday, November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Josiah Hall, of Rockhampton, in the Colony of
Queensland, draper, presented by James Isles,
Thomas Finney, and Thomas Taylor, trading
in co-partnership at Rockhampton  aforesaid,
under the style or firm of " Isles, Finney, and
Company," and at Brisbane, in the said colony,
under the style or firm of " Finney, Isles, and
Company."
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon reading the two several affidavits of
Charles Henry Boyde Mackay respectively sworn
and filed herein this day, it is ordered that the said
Josiah Hall be, and he is hereby adjudged, in-
solvent ; and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Josiah Hall, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the eighteenth day of March, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Josiah Hall shall, on the seventeenth
day of March instant, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this third day
of Mareb, A.D. 1875.
EDMUND SHEPPARD, J. By the Court,
(By the Northern Judge,) J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
WM. K. MACNISH,
Registrar.  Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Macdonald and Alexander Rose Mac-
donald, of Inverness Plantation, near Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland, sugar planters,
by George Raff and John Sargeant Turner,
trading together as " George Raff and Co."
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said James
Macdonald and Alexander Rose Macdonald having
been given, it is ordered that the said James Mac-
donald and Alexander Rose Macdonald be, and
they are hereby adjudged, insolvent; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of their Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Macdonald and Alexander Rose Macdonald,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the twenty-third
day of March, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon . And it is further ordered that the said
James Macdonald and Alexander Rose Macdonald
shall, on the twenty-second day of March, 1875, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of their debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of their
creditors, and of the causes of their inability:to meet
their  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this third day
of March, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Long, of Warwick.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said John Long be, and
he is hereby adjudged , insolvent  ; and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Long, for the  election  of a Trustee, be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the eighth
day of March, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said
John Long shall, on the sixth day of March, 1875,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this first
day of March, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of David McLean Goodall, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, master
mariner, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named David McLean Goodall,  deceased , who died
intestate, may be granted to Ann Goodall, of Bris-
bane aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane , this 4th day of March, A.D.
1875.
161
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors  for the Applicant,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James McGowan, late of Lytton,
near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.
N
T OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
£' tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the above-named James McGowan, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Mary Ann
Fiebig, of Brisbane, in the said colony, wife of
Adam Fiebig, the lawful sister and one of the next
of kin of the said deceased.
Dated this 4th day of March, A.D. 1875.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Fiebig,
Queen street, Brisbane.
150 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Senior Scott, late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchant,
deceased.-
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government  Gayette,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Senior Scott, deceased, may be granted to
Annie Scott, of Maryborough aforesaid, widow of
the above-named deceased, and sole Executrix
named in, and appointed by, the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this 26th day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1875.
ROBERT KER MACNISH,
Bazaar  street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
138 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Mullen, late of One-mile
Swamp, South Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, dealer in hides, deceased.
TOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Charles Mullen, deceased, may
be granted to Nathaniel Lade, of Brisbane, in
the said colony, the sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this first day of March, A.D. 1875.
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Nathaniel Lade.
140 6s. 6d.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Stan-
thorpe will be held at the Court House, Stanthorpe,
at 12 o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next, for the purpose of considering applica-
tions for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic., No. 16,
and 34 Vic., No. 7.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day of March, 1875.
By Order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stauthorpe, 1st March, 1875.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BRISBANE RIVER.
MASTERS of  vessels  are cautioned that theDredge will shortly be p  to work at 
north-west corner of the Inner Cutting at the Bar.
In rounding this point, the Dredge must then be
considered as marking the corner, instead of the
Double Beacon, which will be removed.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, February  25,  1875.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty  Sessions, for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court, at Stanthorpe, for
the year  1875,  will be holden at the Court House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April next,
at 12 o 'clock, noon.
All Justices  residing  within forty miles of the
Court are requested to attend under the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe ,  1st March, 1875.
Queensland Medical Board,
4th March, 1875.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that CHARLES HAST-
INGS GnsT, of Brisbane, has this day been
admitted as a duly qualified Chemist and Druggist.
K. CANNON,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
THIS is to Certify, that the undersigned, Henry
Farley and James Lindsay, have formed a
Partnership under the provisions of  " The Mercan-
tile Act of  1867," and that the style of the firm
under which the Partnership is to be conducted is
James Lindsay and Another. The names and places
of residence of all the partners, are Henry Farley,
who resides at Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queens-
land, who is a special partner, and James Lindsay,
who resides at Town Marie, Bremer River, near
Ipswich, in the said colony, who is a general partner.
The amount of capital which the special partner,
the said Henry Farley, contributes to the Partner-
ship, is two hundred and fifty pounds sterling ; the
goneralpartner, the  said James  Lindsay, contributing
no capital. The general nature of the business is
that of mining for and selling coal, either in home
or foreign markets. The principal place at which the
business of the Partnership is to be transacted is at
Town Marie, Bremer River aforesaid. The time
when the Partnership under this deed is to com-
mence  is the third day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five ; and the time when
it is to terminate is the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-two.
Dated the third day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five.
HENRY FARLEY.
JAMES LINDSAY.
The above certificate was, at Ipswich, on the
third day of February, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-five, acknowledged by Henry Farley
and James Lindsay, before me,
101
JOHN RYAN,
Justice of  the Peace.
9s.
NOTICE.
TE intend to apply, on TUESDAY, April
6th, to the  Bench of Magistrates , at War-
wick ,  for permission to  erect  a Gate on the road
leading  from  Killarney to  Warwick,  situated be-
tween portions  No. 6 and No.  201, in the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND FUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd February, 1875.
155 3s, 6d.
NOTICE.
W E intend to apply on TUESDAY, April 6th,to the Bench  of Magistrates , at Warwick,
for permission  to erect a Gate, leading from Killar.
ney to Warwick,  situated  at the north -west corner
of portion  339, in  the  parish of Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
156
22nd February, 1875.
3s. 6d.
W
E  hereby give notice that we intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions,
at Gatton, on the 31st day of March, 1875, for a
License to erect Swing Gates on the main Road
between Portions 12 and 20, Parish of Mort, and
between Portions 8 and 18 (north end), Parish of
Mort, in accordance with the terms of  " The Closing
of Roads Act,"  28 Vic. No. 19.
MORT AND CRACE.
142 4s. 6d.
£10 REWARD.
L OST or stolen from near Rannes, one GreyDraught Gelding, branded WM  und r half
circle over half circle  over WM.  If stolen, the
above reward will be paid on conviction of the
thief ; or if strayed , £ 3 w ill be given to the finder,
if delivered at Kellaway and Lee's ,  Westwood, or to
the undersigned.
CARLOS  BIRKBECK.
Glenmore, February Ist, 1875.
132 3s. 6d.
£3 REWARD.
L
OST near Rannes Station, One Grey Draught
Gelding, branded WM under half circle over
half circle over WM near shoulder. The above
reward will be given to the finder, if delivered at
Kellaway and Lee's, Westwood, or to the under.
signed.
CARLOS BIRKBECK.
Glenmore , February 1, 1875.
141 3s.
£5 REWARD.
LOST from St. Ruth, supposed to have been
stolen, sometime between the 12th and 19th
of February, one Bay Horse, hind feet white, star
and snip, branded JP  near  thigh (the J reversed),
PR near shoulder, fistula marked. The above
reward will be paid on conviction of the thief ;
or £2 if strayed, on delivery to the undersigned.
F. S. NEWDICK.
St. Ruth, February 23, 1875.
139 3s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the  fo ll owing amounts:-
1875.  £ s. d.
Feb. 27.-F. S. Newdick ... ... ... 0 10 6
Mar. 1.-D. Martin ... ... ... ... 0 0 8
2.-Municipal Council, Copperfield ... 1 0 0
2.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
2.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
2.-A. L. Bourcicault ... ... ... 0 9 0
2.-Mort and Crace ... ... ... 0 4 6
2.-J. L. Denne ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2.-W. Kewley ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
2.-R. Harvey ... ... ... ... 0 2 10
4.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-H. Lloyd . ... ... ... 0 9 0
5.-Cowton and Irwin ... ... ... 1 8 6
580
1fmpattnbfng%.
&' Poundkeepersarereminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Listowell Downs, on
the 21st January, 1875, by order of -- Fletcher,
Esquire. Driving, 15s. per head.
One bay mare, very  small  star in forehead, ffB over
diamond B  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
146
C. COOPER,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from  Langton Downs, on
10th February, 1875, by A. T. Elliot, Esquire.
Driving and  trespass , 35. per head.
One light-bay mare, fore and hind fetlocks white, long
tail, like WYH near ribs, HH near thigh.
One dark-bay mare,  star , long tail, JR conjoined near
shoulder.
One brown colt, long tail, cut inside of near ear, GN
near shoalder.
Also, from Wolfang Station (Peak Range), on the 14th
February, 1875, by Messrs. Milson de Satge. Driving
and trespass , 7s. 6d. each.
One bay gelding, short tail, near hind fetlock white, like
PG over MF over F over T, like PG near thigh.
One black gelding, long tail, JC near shoulder, S near
ribs, grey hairs in forehead.
One chesnut gelding, near eye out, white stripe down
face, near fore foot deformed, JS near shoulder, J
near neck.
One bay gelding, long tail, off hind fetlock white, a over
near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, long tail, hind fetlocks white,
hobble-strap on off fore foot, JT near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
148 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Nive Downs, on the
29th January, 1875, by order of T. Brodie, Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, white spots all over, TA9 (registered
brand) over L m near shoulder, both hind fetlocks
white, saddle-marked.
One flea-bitten grey horse, PB near shoulder, white snip,
small  scar off shoulder.
One brown horse, Q) over over 01 (registered) off
thigh, both hind fetlocks white, star and snip.
One dark-bay horse, like HS over U off  shoulder, both
hind fetlocks white, star in forehead.
One light-bay horse, bald face, HC near thigh, like 52
near  cheek, like NDrI near shoulder, both hind fet-
locks white.
One bay horse, blind off eye, CC over R over like BAS
near  shoulder, H in circle off shoulder, white spot
under saddle, like 65 near thigh.
One bay horse, U over E off shoulder, star and snip.
One dark-bay or brown horse, HB near shoulder, U off
shoulder, black points.
One chesnut  mare,  U over CS  near  shoulder,  small star.
One brown mare, U over E near shoulder, F near thigh,
blaze down face and snip.
One iron-grey mare, like U over p4 off shoulder, off fore
and near bind fetlocks white, small star.
If not  released  on or before the 26th February, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
147
C. COOPER,  Poundkeeper.
118.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Tyrconnell, by order
of William Moore, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One bay gelding, black points, old, sore back, T5S
(registered brand) near thigh, like Y overg near
shoulder, like SE off shoulder.
If not released on or before 26th March, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
149 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the  enclosed
paddock of Mr. H. Murphy, on 2nd March, 1876.
Driving, 8d. ; damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One bay  mare,  EW3 (registered brand) near shoulder,
near hind foot white, collar-marked.
One chesnut horse, TA near shoulder, shod.
One brown horse, t4 over H near shoulder, A06(registered brand) off shoulder, star.
One bay  horse,  AC near shoulder, C near thigh t4 H off
thigh,ACO (registered brand) off shoulder, star.
If not released  on or  before 5th April, 1375, will be
sold to defray expenses.
152
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
4e.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Home Creek,  on 12th
February , 1875.  Driving ,  6s. 8d. per head.
One bay horse, like F near shoulder.
One brown horse, like CM near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, CM near shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze in face, two fore and  near  hind feet
white, JM over AH conjoined near shoulder, JM
off shoulder.
If not released on or before 16th March, 1875, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
143  49.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Maa Maa, on
23rd February, 1875, by order of Messrs. Higins
and Neal. Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One strawberry bullock, 0 over JO off ribs, piece out
front and back off ear.
One strawberry bullock, JC over 0 off ribs, piece out
front and back off ear.
One red and white steer, HW off ribs,  alit near ear.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
From the Commonage. Driving for  nine miles.
One yellow and white poley cow, blotched B or 8 off
ribs, MR near ribs; strawberry heifer  calf at side.
One strawberry cow, like MK  near  shoulder, JH con-
joined under  half-circle near ribs ,  piece off near ear,
red bull calf at side.
If not  released  on or before 27th March, 1875, will be
sold to  defray  expenses.
153
if.  LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Glenlee, on the
13th February, 1875, by D. L. Williams, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 8s. 8d. per head.
One iron or steel grey draught horse, pq near shoulder,
scar  on near hind leg, collar-marked.
One chesnut mare (;q near shoulder, near fore foot
white, star, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
144 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Downs
South, on 23rd December, 1874,  by Messrs . Cbauval
and Wilson.  Damages and  driving  expenses ,  5s. 4d.
(wrongly described  in a former  advertisement).
One bay horse, half-circle over SW near shoulder, star
and snip,  near fore  foot white.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
164
PATH. LENIHAN , Poundkeeper.
is.
I
MPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on the
5th February, 1875, by order of R. M. Bell, Esquire.
Driving, 2d. each.
One brown horse,  small  dot over M p. near shoulder
black points, saddle-marked, long tail.
One bay horse, blind near eye, j near shoulder, blotched
brand like RC off shoulder, saddle-marked, long tail.
If not  released on or before the 2nd March, 1875,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
145
0. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
2s.
Printed and Pub lished by JAars G.  B reL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  6th March, 1875.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified for generalinformation, that in the absence from the Colony of the Honorable
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, a Writ under His Excellency's
Hand hath been issued, and the following arrangements have been made
for the Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland for the Electoral District of ROCKHAMPTON, in the room of
CHARLES HARDIE Buz,&corT, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly
hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof by the said
CHARLES HARDIE BuZACOTT, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Rockhampton.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 8th March, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 19th March, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 23rd March, 1875.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 9th April, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority  :  JAM$s C.  BzAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
T
HE following  Statement of Brands ,  being  those Registered during the month of February  last,  is published  for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names , Address, or  Brands may  be incorrectly  stated ,  are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the  Registered  Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1875.
hrnnd  I  No. of  L
Ro4mtered. Certiticate
Horses.
D 5 E 9541  Various
D b E 9569 MTV
D 7 E 9570
D 8 E 9576
O D E 9571
2 D E 9575
3 D E 9589
4 D E 9590
S D E 9598
9DE
DF9
D5F
DbF
D8F
6DF
2
3DF
s DV
8DF
D4G!
Name.
FORMER  BRAND. I PROPBIBTOB.
Cattle.
Nil
MW
,Nil
,Nil
... N il
,. Various
Various
Various
near Nil
N il
Various
Nil
N il
Various
... Nil
.. Various
.jNil
Nil
Various
N il  ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
Various
JH conjoined
shoulder ...
9602 N il  ...
9603 RC ...
9604 Nil ...
9605 Nil ...
9606 Nil ...
9625 Nil ...
9564 Various ...
9640 N il  ...
9639 Nil
9645 Nil
9646 Nil
9647 Nil
9648 1 Nil
9650
9651
9657
9548
N il
Various
HT near shoulder
various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Joseph Thomas Heywood
Mathew Ware ,..
Stephen Sharry ...
Arthur Barrett ..,
Duncan McIntyre...
Benjamin Betham
William Gillespie...
Hetley and Waller
Joseph Herrod ...
William Henry Myers
William Bernard Mark
Thomas Alfred Batty
John Waddle ...
Jorgen Mortensen
James Brown ...
David Fullerton ...
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Jondaryan ... ... Jondaryan
Reynella ... ... Charleville
Hodgson ... ... Roma
Brick Hill ... Toowoomba
Lagoon Creek ... Oakey Creek
Purge. Creek ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Warwick
Noose. Vale ... .. Gympie
Canrier, Euri Creek Bowen
... Castle Vale ... ...
... Gracemere ... ...
Reserve
Sight Hill, Yengarie
North Rockhampton
... Pike's Creek... ...
Westwood ... ...
Reserve
Roma
Brisbane River ...
Commonage
Five-mile, Gympie road
Michael Burke ,,, ...
Joseph Sim ... ...
Jolm Williams .,, ,,,
Harry Reimers . ...
Francis Handcock ..
August Frederick Walker
Gottlob Whitmore ...
Charles W. Freiberg
Henry Truss
William Dagg ... ,,,
Mount Perry
St. Ruth's ..,
Riverside
Town Reserve
Warwick ,..
Copperfield
Gracemere
Springsure
Yengarie
Rockhampton
Leyburn
Westwood
Mitchell
Roma
Ipswich
Copperfield
Maryborough
Mount Perry
Dalby
Wivenhoe
Gayndah
Warwick
584
Brand No. of
Registered. Certidcato
D9H
DNS
DTb
DZ7
9652 Nil
9633 Nil
9581 Nil
9627 Nil
9544 Nil
Horses.
E 7 E 9543  Various
7E G;
E3J
b E J
EK9
E 3K
9620 Nil
4 E P 9601 P ... ,., P
5 E R 9562 Nil .., ... Nil
b E Y 9547 Nil ... Nil
5'F a 9549 x near shoulder ... Nil
F 2 P 9542 Nil ... Nil
5 a A 9649 Various
H 4F 9632 Nil
J 3 U 9613
2 J U 9622
J 3 Zi 9636
G K C 9550
3 K J 9583
4 K J 9582
K S b 9561
K S 7 9577
L3B
LCa
2LC
Lab
1L1
LGM
L3M
LN2
9565
9563
9579
9621
9612
9626
9552
9638
9607
b M U 9631
MY3 9655
NC4
NN2H
NMM C)9
NWb
Various
Nil
Nil
9588 Nil ... ... Nil
9616 Nil ... Nil
9641 Nil ... i Nil
9653 Nil ... .., Various
Nil
Various
Nil
N il
Various
SB near shoulder
Nil
Nil
Nil .,.
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
TP ...
I
Cattle.
Nil
Nil
... Nil
Various
.., Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Ran or Farm where Nearest Post Tow*
Brand is to  be used. of Run or Farm.
David Hamilton ..
Thomas O'Donnell
... A. Davidson ...
... Denis Toohey ...
... Arndt Drafz ...
Brisbane ...
,.. Stanthorpe ..
.,, Woomblebank
Mount Walker
German Station
Harry Murry
Ernest Augustus Morris
Gortz
James Elliott ... ...
Charles Johnson ... ...
Rosey Eakan ..
Edward Kermode... ...
Edward Palmer ... ...
Edward Rodman ... ...
William Evans ...
B risbane
... Stanthorpe
Roma
Ipswich
Brisbane
Glendaragh ... ... Mackay
Kangaroo Point ... Brisbane
Elliott Vale  ...  Tambourine
One-mile ... ...  Gympie
Woolton ... Taroom
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Broughton  .. .  Broughton
Barrandown ,  Hewit- Rockhampton
Ville
North Pine  ... ...  No rt h Pine
... Clements Ferling ... ... Alfred, Western Creek Ipswich
... ... Johan F. Phaff ... ...  Bowen ... ... Bowen
...Nil ...
... Nil ..,
Nil
Nil
.. Various. ,..
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various ... ... Various
Nil ... ... Various
9599 Nil
9595 Nil
9584 Nit
9658 Nil
9611 Nil
9591 Nil
Qo 1 D 9630
Q  (5M  9568
O7R 9558
3 P A 9594
1 P E 9615
b P K 9614
P 7 N 9610p 9 p 9608
R  A 8 9637
R 6D 9560
R b F 9660
R 5 N 9546
Nil
Various
Various
... Nil
... Nil
... Various
...Nil
,,. Nil
.., Nil
Various
Va rious
Various
Various ... ... Nil
Various  ... ... Nil
Nil ... .. Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil Nil
RA near shoulder ... RA off ribs ...
JR ... Nil ...
Various ... .... Various ...
Various ... .... Various ...
FORMER nRAND.
Gustuf Goldner ... ... Kedron Brook ... German Station
Charles and Henry  Fliener  Mount Perry
John Johnson
,.. John  Francis Clifton
,., Frederick Jentz ...
,., John Cormack ...
.., Jacob Kries ...
,., Jacob Kembler ...
.., Christian  Sorrenson
... Carl Stark ..,
Samuel Blanchard
Charles Leis ..,
Christian Blank
Michael Grawboskie
William Gallagher
Ludwig Meibussh...
Lacklan McLe ll an
Lawrence Moore ...
William  Allcu ...
Edmund Mellor ...
Margaret Vevers
... Lillyvale ...
,,, Reserve ...
... Brick Hill ...
... Commonage ...
... Walloon Scrub
... Woomblebank
... Listowel Downs
... Tarampa ...
... Eton Vale ...
,,, North  Pine ,..
,,, Be ll eview ...
,,. Stanwell ...
,,. Susan River ...
McKenzie street
...
1 Clifton Station
Burgga Burgga
.., Crescent Lodge
... Oaklands ...
East Talga ..,
Nicholas Corcoran .., Fassifern ,,,
. John Hanifin ... ... Mount Perry
Mark Horan ... ... Albert River...
Michael Nevill .. ... Grinstead ...
,,, Thomas Batten Mason ... Sunnyside ...
,,, Thomas Winfield... ... Drayton ...
... Mount Perry
... Lillyvale
... Blackall
... Toowoomba
... Dalby
... Walloon
... Roma
... Tambo
,.. Ipswich
Rockhampton
North Pine
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Clifton
Currawillinghi
Rockhampton
... Caboolture
... Allora
... Fassifern
.., Mount Perry
... Logan  Reserve
.. Roma
... Mount Perry
.., Drayton
,,. William Dennis ... Montague street ...
.,, Owen McCarthy ...  Blaaland ' s Siding ...
... O'Reilly and Ryan ... Samford ... ...
Hugh Anderson ...
... Janes Pascoe ...
,,, Patrick Kenna
,,, Martin Patterson...
.,. James White Powell
,., Annie Akin ...
... James Radford ...
... Robert Fraser ...
... Carl Rogahn ...
South  Brisbane
Dalby
Brisbane
Maryborough ... I Maryborough
Reserve ... ... I Banana
Reserve . i Gracemere
Carrier ... .... Rockhampton
,., Ravensbourne ...  Tam ho
,,, Islah
,,, Mort's Estate
,,, Toowong
... German Station
Banana
Toowoomba
Brisbane
German Station
IpswichSarah Mort McDonald ... Mount Esk ...S2D 9578 Nil ... ... SMC over 2 near ribs
Isis DownsDavid Spring .. ... . Sedan ...9609 Nil ... .. Nil
IpswichChristian Fredrich Schubel Walloon ...
5 S F
9634  Nil
. .. ..
Nil ...
...
North PineSamuel Abel French ... North Pine ...9629 Nil Nil
585
Brand
Registered. Cute
Horses, Cattle.
S9  G;
S9R
9SR
9593 Various ... ... Various .,,
9617  SS ... ,. Nil .,.
9597 Nil ,,. ,,, Nil
9611 Nil , Nil
9642 Various ... ... Nil ...
U A 3 9596 A  near  shoulder ... Various .,.
U 4 B 9559 Various ... Various ..,
U 5 B 9656 Nil  .., ,,. Various ...
'U 4 C! 9586 Nil .., ... Nil .,.
U 8 C  9635. Nil ... ,., Nil ...
U 3 H
9587 Nil Nil ...
9553 Various
...
. Nil
U 4 H 9659 Nil ,,. ... H in diamond
h ld
lu
U 8 S
1VL
VS1'
V4Y
W3Y
YA3
Y3B'
4YB
Y4C7YH
Y2M
GYS
us o  or
9585  Nil ... .,, Nil .,.
9623  Nil ... ... Nil -,.
9592  Nil ... ... Nil ...
9580
9600
9567
JORUE B1 LIID.
Nil ... .., Nil
Nil .,. ,.. Nil
Nil ... ,,. Nil
9643 1 Nil ... ,,. Nil
9551
9624
9628
9554
9574
9555
9556
9618
9557
9573
9654
9619
9545
9566
9572
Various .,, .., Various
Nil .., Nil
Nil ,,. .,, Various
Various ... ... 'Various
Various ... ... Various
Nil ,,. .. Nil
Nil ,,. ,,. Nil
GH ,,. Nil
Nil Nil
Nil .,, Nil
Nil Various
Nil ,,, ,,, Nil
Various ... ,.,
Nil
JC (the J  sideways)...
Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be i,sed,  I of Run or Farm.
.. I George Stewart .. ... I Reserve ... ... I Oakey Creek
,,, John Sebstine Schell .,, Jondaryan ... . Jondaryan
Margaret Ann Smith ... Lockyer's Creek ... Gatton
Caspar Scherer .. ... Reserve ... ... Blackall
,., William and Charles Sheldon' Rubyanna ... ... Bundaberg
near
James Auld ,.,
Walter Balfe ,,,
Samuel Barrow ,.,
Christian Uhlmann
Thomas Cullen ,..
Samuel Hodgson ,,.
James Higgins ,.,
Thomas Hobbs ..,
Jacob Uhlmann ,.,
Wi ll iam  McCoy ,.
Charles James Stuart
Goodna
Mi llchester
Doughboy Creek
Doughboy Creek
Roma
Ipswich
St. George
Townsville
Doughboy Creek
Blackall
Roma
Redbank .., ...
Charters Towers .,,
Doughboy Creek ,,,
Doughboy Creek ,,,
.., Roma .,, ...
Rockton .., ...
Wagaby
Canrier ,., .,,
Doughboy Creek ,.,
Barcaldine Downs ,.,
Coogoon ,,, ,.,
,., George. William Scrivener Wallenderry
,,, Alfred.FrancisStanborough 1 Bowen
.., John Thomas Cathcart ... Houston Hill
Thorgomindah
Bowen
Bundaberg
Richard James  Westoby,.. 'Reserve  ... ... Springsure
Andrew Margetts... ... Warwick ,,,
Henry Ahnfeldt ... ... Reserve ,.
,,, James Beesley ... ... Fairfield, Boggo
.., George Beverley ... . Purga Creek...
.., William Johnson Buckby North Pine ,,,
,,, Yep  Ali  Chu ... ... I Reserve ,..
,., John Conroy ... .... Gayndah .,.
... George William Hodson  ...  Jondaryan ,,,
.., William Murphy ... ... Bundamba ,.,
,., Henry McIntosh ... ... One-mile .-.
,., Thomas Melrose ... . Roslea, Kedron Brook
,,, Henry Schattling ... .... Lander's Pocket ,,,
Various .,. ,,,
Nil
JC (the  J sideways)...
Warwick
Springsure
South Brisbane
Ipswich
North Pine
Surat
Gayndah
Jondaryan
Ipswich
Gympie
Breakfast Creek
German Station
William Albert  Ba llard  ...  German Station  Brisbane
E lizabeth Jean Bertram ...  Woodburn ... ..  Rockhampton
James Cavenagh  ... ...
t
Mount Alfred ... Ipswich
BRANDS TRANSFER R ED during  the Month of FEBRUARY, 1875.
Brand. No. ofertifloate.
2 M F 3820
01F2  3112
M H 9 2377
FM5 1 3211
C D 3 I
3191
11
I
Transferror.
Thomas Bickerton Moffat ,,.
George Patullo and Co.
Mary Herbert .,. ...
James Stewart ...
John Fitzgibbon... ...
Frederic John Cobb Wildash ...
Transferee. Name of Run  where Brandis to be used.
Mountiford Giles Tooker ,,, Leura .,,
Peter Patullo ... ... ... Gleneva ,.
James Herbert ... ... Lay's Farm
Alfred C. and George Jillett ,.. Wilpend
Edward Fitzgibbon ... ... Samford Creek
Wildash and Hutchison... ... Canning Downs
The following BRAND has been CANcarssD
D b R No . of Certificate, 6623.
Nearest Post Town.
Marlborough
Clermont
Drayton
Boolburra
.., Brisbane
,.. Warwick
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BRAY, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid,, ;with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered for sale by public auction, at the
under-mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the
days specified, atthe upset price affixed to each
Lot respectively., (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such or
the said Town and Suburban Lots is the towns of
Maclean, South Maclean, and Stanthorpe, as may
remain unsold shall, at and after Eleven o'clock on
the day following such auction, be open to selection
by purchase at the upset price, in pursuance of the
18th clause of  "Tlie Homestead Areas Act  of 1872."
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
from sale, shall be open to selection by lease, at the
annual  rent established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale Under 1 acre, £1 125. ; I acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s. ; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s.; 15
acres and under 20 acres, £3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s.; 30 acres and under 40 acres,
;£3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 8s. ; 50
acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s.; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 Is. ; 80 acres and under 100
acres, £517s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres, £6 2s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ; 160 acres
and under 240 acres, £7 6s.; 240 acres and under
320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres and under 480 acres,
£8 10s. ; 480 acres and under 500 acres, £9 8s.,
600 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s. ; 640 acres,
£10 ; above 640 acres and not exceeding 1,000
acres, £14.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 19TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
No. of No. of Ao. of  -I ,  Pri ce per
Lot. IAllotmertl Section . Area. Acre.
A. R. I'. I £ d.
TOWN LOT.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, city
Brisbane.
1 10 24 1 0 0 36 1 100 0
Parish of Burpengarry.
Portion.
2 91 ... 230 0 0 1 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection No. 1605.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BEENLEIGH,
ON TUESDAY, THE 20TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
1 240 ... 1 130 0 0 1 0 15
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Nerang, village of Southport.
Allotment.  Section.
2 1 1 1 0 0 12 0
3 2 1 1 0 0  12 0
4 3 1 1 0 0  12 0
5 4 1 1 0 0 12 0
6 5 1 1 0 0 12 0
7 6 1 1 0 0 12 0
8 , 7 1 1 0 0  12 0
9 1 8 1 1 1 3  12 0
10 9 1 1 0 0  12 0
11 10 1 1 0 0  12 0
12 11 1 1 0 0 12 0
13 12 1 1 0 0  12 0
14 1 2 1 0 0  12 0
15 2 2 1 0 0  12 0
16 3 2 1 0 0  12 0
17 4 2 1 0 0  12 0
18 5 2 1 0 0  12 0
19 6 2 1 0 0 12 0
20 7 2 1 0 0 12 0
21 8 2 1 0 0 12 0
22 I 9 2 1 1 6 12 0
23 10 2 1 1 28 12 0
24 11 2 1 0 0 12 0
25 12 2 1 0 0 12 0
26 13 2 1 0 0 12 0
27 I 14 2 1 0 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of  I No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment Section.
Price perArea. Acre.
II
A.  it.  P. 1  £ ..
15 2 1 0 0
16 2 1 0 0
17 2 1 0 0
1 3 1 0 0
2 3 1 0 0
3 3 1 0 0
4 3 1 0 0
5 3 1 0 0
16 3 1 0 0
17 3 1 0 0
18 3 1 0 0
19 3 1 0 0
20 3 1 0 0
1 4 1 0 0
2 4 1 0 0
3 4 1 0 0
4 4 1 0 0
5 4 1 0 0
6 4 1 0 0
7 4 1 0 0
8 4 1 0 0
9 4 • 1 0 0
10 4 1 0 0
11 4 1 0 0
12 4 1 0 0
13 4 1 0 0
14 4 1 0 0
15 4 1 0 0
16 4 1 0 0
5 5 1 0 0
6 5 1 0 0
7 5 2 0 35
8 5 1 3 0
9 5 1 0 0
10 5 1 0 0
63 2
64 3
65 4
66 5
67 6
68 7
69 2
70 3
71 4
72 5
73 6
74 7
75 8
76 9
77 1
78 2
79 5
80 6
81 7
82 8
83 9
84 10
Portion.
85
86
87
88
89
1
2
3
4
5
42 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0
49 1 0
36 3 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Stanley, parish of Maclean ,  town of
South Maclean.
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
Allotment.  Section.
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
1 2
2 2
3 2
4 2
5 2
1 3
2 3
SUBURBAN LOTS.
7 2 0 24
7 2 0 24
7 2 0 24
7 3 0 36
7 3 2 18
7 4 1 33
8 2 1 24
8 2 1 24
8 2 1 24
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
8  2  1 21  6 0
8: 5 2 8 3 0
8 6 1 23 3 0
8 7 0 38 3 0
8 8 0 12 3 0
9 4 0 8 3 0
9 5 0 0 3 0
9 1 4 3 9 3 0
9 3 3 32 3 0
9 5 3 23 3 0
9 5 320 3 0
9 5 3 20 3 0
9 5 1 0 3 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
No.
OfLot.
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
Price per
Area. Acre.
A. D. P.
3 1 0 0
3 1 0 0
3 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
4 1 0 0
I £ s.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
County of Ward,  parish of Maclean ,  town of
North Maclean.
110 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
111 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
112 4 2 1 0 0 8 0
113 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
114 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
115 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
116 3 3 1 0 0. 8 0
117 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
118 5 3 1 0 0 8 0
119 I 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
120  2  4 1 0 0 8 0
121 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
122 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
Portion.
123 I 127 65 3 0 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BUNDA.
BERG,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 22ND DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Cook, parish  of Barolin.
Portion.
1 1 20 ... I 112 1 0 1 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection  No. 207.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, DALBY,
ON TUESDAY, THE 20TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Dalby, town ofalb
Y.
1 79 ... 20 2 0 1 10
2 80 ... 20 2 0 1 10
3 1 86 ... 18 0 8 1 10
4 87 ... 19 0 0 1 10
5 88 .. 19 0 0 1 10
6 89 ... 19 0 0 1 10
7 106 ... 21 0 0 1 10
8 107 21 0 0 1 10
9 108 21 0 0 I 1 10
10 109 ... 19 3 32 1 10
11 110 ... 20 3 8 1 10
12  111 ... 21 3 24 1 10
13 112 ... 21 3 24 1 10
14 113 ... 21 3 24 1 10
15 114 I ... 21 3 24 1 10
16 115 ... 21 3 24 1 10
17 116 ... 21 3 24 1 10
18 117 ... 21 324 1 10
19 118 ... 21 3 24 1 10
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 22ND DAY  of APRIL, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, garish of Gympie, town of
Uympie.
Allotment.  Section.
1' 1 80 0 2 1 12 0
2 2 80 0 2 38 12 0
3 3 80 0 1  3316  12 0
4 4 80 1 0 0 12 0
5 5 80 1 0 2 12 0
6 1 81  0 2 192  12 0
7 2 81 0 2 32 12 0
8 1 3 81 0 2 92 12 0
9 4 81 0 2 32 12 0
Improvements on above lots to be paid for according to valuation
by Land Commissioner.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of i N of
Allotment ..  Section.
COUNTRY LOT.
Parish of Boyd.
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'SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH, SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY-
ON TUESDAY THE 20tH DAY  OF APRIL 1875 BOROUGH,, , .
ON TUESDAY, THE 20 TH DAY OF APRIL, 187 5.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Portion. Area.
Price per
Acre. No. ofLot.
No  . of No, of
Portion Area ,
Price
per Acre.
I
- F__
A. It. P. £ S.
_ I
i A. R. P. li' S.
COUNTRY LOTS. COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Fassifern. County of March, parish of Tinana.
IA
2s
3c
4D
97
127
136
146
...
...
I ...
80 0
100 0
160 0
, 87 0
0
0
0
0
0 15
0 15
0 15
J 0 15
1
2
3
4
189
191
192
193
41 3
36 3
34 2
38 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
15
15
15
A Being Forfeited Selection  No. 1593. 5 194
...
38 1 0 0 15
B „ „ ,, „ 2357.
C 2322.
Being Forfeited Selection  N os. 329 and 330.
D 2158.
TOW N LOT.
Parish of Walloon. Parish of Maryborough, town of Maryborough.
5
6
601
401 ...
:t21 0 0 0 15
81 0 0 1 0 15
Allotment.  S
6 1 1 1
ection.
123 5 0 0 10 0
Being Forfeited Selection  No. 2045.
„ „ „ 1530.
Parish of Esk.
7 38 ... 1 196 0 0 0 15 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK-HAMPTON,
Being Forfeited Selection  No. 1297.
1875A
Parish of Tarampa.
PRIL, .ON MONDAY, THE 19TH DAY OF
8 401 1 1 66 2 38 0 15 SUBURBAN LOT....
stone arish of Stanwellof LivinuntC .y g , po
Parish of Murphy. Portion.
9 I 3 1 ... 160 0 0 I 0 15 1 2 I ... 15 1 34 1 10
Being Forfeited Selection  No. 1572. Being Forfeited Selection  No. 553.
hi f Fli dP COUNTRY LOTS.ar s o n ers.
*
Parish of Gracemere.
10
t11
234
235
32 0 0
33 1 34
1
1
10
10 2 I 205 ... 75 0 0 I 015
* The purchaser  of Lot 10 will have to pay £175  for improve-
ments.
t The purchaser  of Lot 11 will have to pay  £ 230 for improve-
Parish of Wiseman.
3 53 1 ... 1 63 0 0 015
ments. Being Forfeited Selection No. 601.
Parish of Nicholson.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,
4 I 151 1 ... 60 1 0 015
Being Forfeited  Selection  No. 335.
ON THURSDAY, THE 29TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
E AT T E L N F ICE S ANA , -H D O F TSAL
County of Carlisle, parish of Mackay, town of
M k
THORPE.
ac ay.
ON THURSDAY THE 22ND DAY OF APRIL 1875Allotment .  Section. , , .
1 1 30 0 2 0 25 0 TOWN LOTS.
2 2 30 0 2 0 25 0 County of Bentinck, parish of S tan thorpe, town of
3 3 30 0 2 0 25 0 Stanthorpe.
4 8 30 0 2 0 25 0 Allotment.  Section.
5 9 30 0 2 0 25 0 1 15 2 0 2 0 12 0
6 10 30 0 2 0 25 0 2 16 2 0 2 0 12 0
7 1 35 0 2 0 25 0 3 9 3 0 1 39 12 0
8 2 35 0 2 0 25 0 4 15 4 0 2 0 12 0
9 3 35 0 2 0 25 0 5 16 4 0 2 0 12 0
10 4 35 0 2 0 25 0 6 1 7 1 0 0 12 0
11 5  35 0 2 0 25 0 7 10 7 1 0 1 12 0
12 6 35 0 2 0 25 0 8 3 8 0 2 0 12 0
13 7 35 0 2 0 25 0 9 4 8 0 2 0 12 0
14 8 35 0 2 0 25 0 10 7 8 0 2 33 12 0
15 9 35 0 2 0 25 0 11 8 8 0 2 30 12 0
16 10 35 0 2 0 25 0 12 9 8 0 2 30 12 0
17 1 40 0 2 0 25 0 13 10 8 0 2 30 12 0
18 2 40 0 2 0 25 0 14 11 8 0 2 30 12 0
19 3 40 0 2 0 25 0 15 1 9 0 2 0 12 0
20 4 40 0 2 0 25 0 16 2 9 0 2 0 12 0
2 1 5 40 0 2 0 25 0 17 5 9 0 2 0 12 0
22 6 40 0 2 0 25 0 18 6 9 0 2 0 12 0
23 7 40 0 2 0 25 0 19 7 9 0 2 28 12 0
24 8 40 0 2 0 25 0 20 8 9 0 2 27 12 0
25 9 40 0 2 0 25 0 21 9 9 0 2 27 12 0
26 10 40 0 2 0 25 0 22 10 9 0 2 0 12 0
27 1 45 0 2 0 25 0 23 11 9 0 2 0 12 0
28 2 45 0 2 0 25 0 24 12 9 0 2 0 12 0
29 3 45 0 2 o 25 0 25 13 9 0 2 0 12 0
30 4 45 1) 2 0 25 0 26 14 9 0 2 0 12 0
31 5 45 0 2 0 25 0 27 15 9 0 2 0 12 0
32 6 45 0 2 0 25 0 28 16 9 0 2 27 12 0
33 7 45 0 2 0 25 0 29 17 9 0 2 27 12 0
.34 8 45 0 2 0 25 0 30 18 9 0 2 28 12 0
35 9 45 0 2 0 25 0 31 4 10 0 2 0 12 0
30  10 45 0 2 0 25 0 32 .5 10 0 2 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of  No. of I No.  Of
Lot. Allotment) Section. Area. Price perAcre.
I
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
6 10
7 10
8 10
9 10
10 10
11 10
13 10
18 10
19 10
20 10
21 10
6 11
7 11
3 14
6 14
15 14
3 15
4 15
5 15
6 15
7 15
8 15
9 15
10 15
11 15
12 15
13 15
14 15
15 15
16 15
17 15
18 15
19 15
20 15
21 15
22 15
2 16
3 16
4 16
5 16
9 16
10 16
11 16
12 16
13 16
14 16
19' 16
20 16
21 16
1 17
2 17
5 17
6 17
11 17
12 17
13 17
14 17
15 17
1 18
2 18
3 18
4 18
5 18
6 18
7 18
8 18
9 18
10 18
11 18
12 18
13 18
14 18
15 18
16 18
17 18
18 18
19 18
20 18
21 18
1 22 18
A. R. P. £  S.
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 19 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 19 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 027 12 0
0 0 27 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 1 34 12 0
0 1 14 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
9 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12.0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
1 0 22 12 0
0 2 36 12 0
0 2 19 12 0
0 2 2 12 0
0 2 16 12 0
0 3 1 12 0
0 228 12 0
0 2 7 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 28 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 17 13 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 19 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 17 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 G 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 233 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0 2 30 12 0
0  2  30 12 0
0 2 33 12 0
No. of
Lot.
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. of No. of
Port ion. Area.
A. R. P.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
6 0 38
6 0 38
6 2 38
6 2 38
6 2 38
6 2 38
4 1 39
3 0 0
Price
per Acre.
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ST. LAW-
RENCE,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 26TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Murchison ,  parish of Newport, town of
Newport.
Allotment.  Section.
1 1 1 0116  8 0
2 2 1 0 1 4 8 0
3 3 1 0 1 0 8 0
4 1 2 0 117 8 0
5 2 2 0 1 2 8 0
6 3 2 0 0 22 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS.
VILLE,
ON MONDAY,  THE 26TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County  of Elphinstone ,  parish of Coonambelah.
1 2 1A 5 0 0 8 0
2 4 5 6 315 8 0
3 5 5 6 1 24 8 0
4 6 I 5 5 3 33 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY, THE 20TH DAY OF APRIL, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Merivale, parish of Warwick, town of
Warwick.
1 12 62 0 3 30 25 0
2 13 62 0 3 30 I 25 0
3 14 62 0 3 30 25 0°
COUNTRY LOT.
Portion.
4 1 188 ... I 75 0 0  1  015
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twelfth day
of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, an
in accordance with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. ,Deposit 20 per cent.)
The deed fees and survey fees on the under-
mentioned lots will be £1 12s. each.
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE
COOKTOWN,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 27TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1875.
No.  Of  I No. of
Lot. iAllotment.
No. of
Sectio ;. Are a.
A.
TOWN LOTS.
R. P.
Price per
Acre.
£ d.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of
Cooktown.
1 20 2 0 0 331 25 0
2 7 8 I 0 2 16 25 0
3 8 0 2 16 25 0
4 9 0 2 11 25 0
5 13 9 0 0 14* 50 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this twelfth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, for lease for
five years, at the undermentioned place, at Eleven
o'clock, on the day specified, at the upset price
affixed to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 20 per
cent.)
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
COOKTOWN,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 27TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Banks, parish  of Cook,  town of
Cooktown.
No. of  I  No. of No. of
Lot. IAllotment  Section. Area.
Price per Lot
per annum.
A. R. P. S.
1 1 14 0 0 16 10 0
2 2 14 0  0311, 10 0
3 3 14 0 1 0 10 0
4 4 14 I 0 1 0 10  0
5 i5 14 0 1 0 10 0
6 6 14 0 1 0 10 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
BY Authority :  JAntas C. BM, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
VOL. XVI.] SATURDAY, 13TH MARCH,  1875.  [No. 32.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1875.
TT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
[j of the Executive Council,-has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN MURPHY, Police Magistrate at Roma,
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for the pur-
pose of assessing Runs,  under the provisions of
The Pastoral Leases het of  1869."
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
. of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM Aacocn TULLY, Esquire, Under Secretary
for Lands,
to be Acting Surveyor-General for the Colony of
Queensland, in the room of Augustus Charles
Gregory, Esquire, transferred to the Department
of Works and Mines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been  pleased
to appoint
AUGUSTUS CHARLES GREGORY
Geological  Surveyor.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. JNo. JAs. GwYNNE
to be Mining Surveyor, Upper Mary Gold Fields.
H. E. KING.
oberninent
to appoint
WILLIAM GORDON
to be  Boatman Pilot  at the  Port of Cleveland Bay.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
HARRY  BRYMAN and
JAMES B. MORTLEMAN
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Gayndab,
under the provisions of " The  Municipal Institutions
pct of  1864."
a ett+
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
BRISBANE HOSPITAL.
11
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM LEWOR THY GOODE DREW,
to be Chairman; and
The Reverend  EDWARD GRIFFITH,
ALFRED  HUBBARD, and
EDMUND MACDONNELL,
to be Members of the Committee  of Management
of the Brisbane Hospital, to act with
HENRY  BRAMSTON,
PETER MACPHERSON, and
JOHN FRANCIS BUCKLAND,
elected by the subscribers to the Hospital, at their
annual meeting,  held on the 18th February last.
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
TI IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
j 3 the Executive Council, has been pleased to
re-appoint
The Hon.  THOMAS  BLACKET  STEPHENS, Esquire,
a Member  of the Board of General Education ;
such appointment to have effect from 1st January
last.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office, '
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
T T is hereby notified for general information that
l WEDNESDAY, the 17th instant, being St.
Patrick's Day, will be observed as a Public Holiday,
and the several Government Offiges will be closed
on that day.
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.
(L.s.)
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS. nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I,'WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 22nd day
of April, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
op
z 0
N
A. MACALISTER.
Parish.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
8 Mud-
geeraba 257 D. Pfrunder  ... 90 0 0 Beenleigh
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency 373
387
W. Loague
HortonW
... 353 0 0
215 3 0
Gymple
TO WIT . $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, King ... 415
.
P. Duggan
...
... 95 0 0
(L.s)
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
*3 Ferguson 626 0.  Jensen ... 80 0 0 Mary-
borough
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
I in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first  section  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868, " I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that  the Leases  of the following Selections of
land, under  the said Act, are declared forfeited.
*  Value of Improvements, 230.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area .
Land
Agent's
District.
616
A.
John Mathews ... 160
R. P.
0 0 Brisbane.
1,0'9,  Albert Holder ...  40 00  „
1,906  James Denis O'Hea ...  560
257  David Pfunder ... 90
00
00 Beenleigh
1,297  James Meakin ...  196 0 0 Ipswich
1,572  Daniel Cunningham ...  160 0 0
1,693  Mary Ann Buckham  80 00 ,,
2,045  John Kington 121 0 0 „
2,158  Neil McColl ...  100 0 0
2,357  Daniel Porter...  87 0 0
*26  John Westphal  40 0 0 11
373  William Longue  353 0 0  Gympie
387  William Horton  215 3 0
415  Patrick Duggan  95 0 0
626  Christian Jensen  60 0 0  Mary-
335 William Orr, junior ...  60
borough
1 0  Rock-
553 Albert Miller ... ... 126
hampton
0 0
601 Hugh McDonald ... 36 0 0
* Under  " The Immigration Act of  1869."
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. f WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixth day of April,
1875, at the Beenleigh Land Office.
o I° ° q Land Agent's
c
• Parish . ° Late  Lessee. Area . District.
0
A.  'A . P.
86 Coomera 633 J. Orr ... ... 482 0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPIENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND,
TO WIT.
Proclamation by His Excellency
5  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the sixth section of  "The Care-
less use of Fire Prevention Act," I,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
provisions of the said Act shall be and are hereby
extended to the district known as the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, the boundaries whereof are
hereunder described ; and that the notice dated 8th
March, 1869, which appeared in page 366 of the
Government Gazette  of 1869, extending the provi-
sions of the above Act to the Police District of
Ipswich, is hereby cancelled.
DESCRIPTION.
Ipswich Land Agent's District.
Bounded on the north by the range dividing
andthe Brisbane River from the Mary River,
Burnett River from the Great Dividing Range
to D'Aquilar s Range ; thence by last named
range and a spur range southerly to the Brisbane
River opposite Woogaroo Creek ; then by said
creek upwards to its head in Mount Flinders
Range, and by that range to Mount Flinders ; then
by Woolooman Creek downwards to its junction
with Teviot Brook, and by that brook to the
junction of Crow's Creek ; then by the watershed
separating Teviot Brook from Crow's Creek and
the Logan River southerly to the range separating
Teviot Brook and the Bremer River from the
Clarence River ; then by said range westerly ; then
by the Great Dividing Range northerly to Mount
Hay; then by the east boundary of the Drayton
Town Reserve and the east and north boundaries
of the Toowoomba Agricultural Reserve to the
Great Dividing Range, and by said range northerly
to point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HERFAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazelle  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane, allotment No.  17 of  section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that  street north-westerly to
Eagle street ;  on the west by that street northerly
to the west  corner of allotment 16A,  thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-easterly parallel with
Creek street  eighty-one  links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A,
and distant therefrom  100 links  easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act  of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof  shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that  at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south -east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery  Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by  said reserve  north  twelve chains fifty-
eight links  ;  on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight  links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty- eight links  ;  and on the south by a line
west four  chains eighty  links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment 6 of section 8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 6, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
TN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine chains and twenty-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of cm.
mencement.
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RESE RV8 FOR A ROADS  PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About  198 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point  bearing easterly  ten chains from the
north- east corner  of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road  ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about  forty- one chains  ; on the east by a
line bearing  north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the  thirty-fourth  section of  "  The
Mineral Lands  Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under -Secretary.
During  the Month of February, 1875.
No. Name.
1,398 John Hughes
1,399 Harry Wolf
1,400 Robert Stewart
1,401 John Ryan
1,402 Jas. McLaughlin
1,403 George Dawson
1,404 Thomas Dowling
1,405 August Rettke
1,406 William Shelpp
1,407 Thos. McKinnon
1,408 Joseph Reed
1,409 Henry Wiese
1,410 Richd. Laughlin
1,411 George Nicholls
1,412 Joseph Johnson
1,413 John Lamb
1,414 Thos. McGrath
1,415 James McCormac
No. Name.
1,416 Eli Austin
1,417 James Troon
1,418 J. H. Stacy
1,419 Michl. Scanlan
1,420 B. Masters
1,421 P. H. Jongquest
1,422 Wm. O'Connor
1,423 Geo. Fuller
1,424 John Dollar
1,425 Ower McCaffrey
1,426 Thos. Watts
1,427 William Bowsley
1,428 M. Scanlan
1,429 Michael Foley
1,430 Peter McLaughlin
1,431 William Johnson
1,432 James McPhillips
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of RedclW'e, county of Stanley.
1,461 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Ga ette,  dated 18th April,
1874, page 788.)
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 21, and bounded thence on part of the south
by a line and the north boundary of portion No.
22 bearing west thirty-one chains ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundaries of portions Nos.54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and by other lines bearing
325 degrees ninety-six chains fifty-five links ; on
the west by a line and the south boundary of por-
tion No. 503 bearing east nine chains fifty-five
links; thence by the east and part of the north
boundary of that portion bearing north forty-two
chains eighty-three links, and west two chains
fifty-eight links ; thence by a line and the east and
part of the north boundary of portion No. 31 bear-
ing north twenty-eight chains thirty-eight links,
and west thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by
the east and part of the north boundary of portion
No. 22A bearing north twenty-two chains thirty-six
links, and west twenty-five chains sixty links ; and
thence by part of the east boundary of portion No.
35 bearing north fifteen chains seventy links ; on
the north by a line bearing east 130 chains eighty-
three links ; on part of the east by the main road
from Gympie to Brisbane bearing 159 degrees
15 minutes fifty-four chains, and 152 degrees 50
minutes thirteen chains ; on the remainder of the
south by part of the north boundary of portion No.
94, and the north boundary of portion No. 93 bear-
ing west sixty-six chains fifty links ; and on the
remainder of the east by the west boundaries of
portions Nos. 93, 92, 88, and  86  bearing 156
degrees seventy-two chains sixteen links ; thence
by the west boundaries of portions Nos. 84 and
435, and by a line bearing south sixty chains ten
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY AT WOOGAROO.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley.
25 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the west corner of Burslam's lease of five
acres, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that lease bearing 66 degrees fourteen chains and
twenty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
334 degrees fifteen chains ; on the north-west by a
line bearing 246 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-
five links to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
Parish of Grandehester.
About 10,000 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th February,
1873, page 206.)
Commencing on the Tarampa and Ipswich road,
at the north-east corner of portion 104, parish of
Grandchester ; thence by that road northerly to the
south-east boundary of portion 63, parish of Grand-
chester; thence by part of the south-east bound-
ary of that portion and the south-east boundary of
portion 64 south-westerly to Woolshed Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about twenty
chains ; thence by a line west about 270 chains ;
thence by a line south about 380 chains to the Great
Southern and Western Railway ; thence easterly
by the railway to the west boundary of portion 74,
parish of Grandchester ; thence by the western,
northern, and eastern boundaries of portions 74, 76,
75, 72, 88, 910, 66, 102, 104, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
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West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates ,  and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day  in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names shall be
taken to have been inserted  in the respective grants,
and in  every  deed containing  the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively,  and every  such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month. SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Gladstone the thirdAt the Land Office Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of,,
1875, and everyThursday in April Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.,
alternate  month afterwards. Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
St. Lawrence the firstAt the Land Office Description of lands granted.-Allotments  16, 5,,,
Monday in each month. 17, and 4 of  section 22 , town and parish of Banda-berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT. ment.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first Nature of error  in each  Deed.-The  name John
Friday in every month. Fellows Boreham having been  inserted  as that of
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes. the intended  grantee, instead  of John Fallows
day in every month. Boreham.
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg , the first Tucc-
day in each month. Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
BURNETT DISTRICT. Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
At the Land Office Gayndah the second Description of land granted.- Suburban  allot-, ,
Tuesday in each month. ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
TenningeringAt the Land Office the second Aubigny. Area, two acres., ,
Wednesday in each mouth. Nwure of error.-The  name of John Moodiehaving been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY. instead of John Moody.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
month afterwards. Grant, 27208.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs- Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
day in April, 1875, and every alternate William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
month afterwards. Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second 935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in  May,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUREE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues.
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIIIARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
ay.
Special s5ttings, when necessary, in addition to
he above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Nature of error.-The  name  John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1875.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
VV VV  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine  chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved as a show ground for use of the Agricul-
tural Society of Southern Queensland.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE AS  A Snow GROUND  FOR USE OF
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
QUEENS LAN D.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
Portions Nos. 27A and 28A.
5 acres 2  roods 16 perches.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at the north corner of portion 29A, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing thirty-nine degrees fifty-six minutes eight
chains ; on the north-east by a line bearing 129
degrees fifty-six minutes seven' chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 219 degrees fifty-six
minutes eight chains ; and on the south-west by
a line bearing  309 degrees fifty-six minutes seven
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
j jHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
Y 1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."IN pursuance of th  seventy-eighth s ction of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CON-
NELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellent , and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly increasing ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated ,  which selections ,  when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents ,  for the purpose of grazing ,  without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask  your Excellency to grant,
namely, 2,800 acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch ),  as a town common ,  for the benefit of the
residents  ;  and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow twenty-seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Railway purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVES  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ON THE RAIL-
WAY LINE FROM ROCKHAMPTON TO WEST-
WOOD.
No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing on the northern side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the south-west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway Station as
notified in the  Government Gazette,  No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve bearing north 40 degrees 47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links ; on the north by the
main Dawson road westerly about fifty chains ; on
the west by a line bearing south 40 degrees 47
minutes east to the railway line ; and on the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 130 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 50
degrees thirty-nine chains ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 320 degrees fifty-six chains thirty-nine
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north-east by that *railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing Portion 50, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the north-
east boundary of that portion bearing 138 degrees
thirty-four chains fifty links ; on the south-east by
a line bearing 48 degrees twenty chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 318 degrees to the
railway line ; on the north by the railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ; and on the west by
Neerkol Creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 4.
About 160 acres.
Embracing Portion No. 1, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south-east corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the east by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line ; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement,
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No. 5.
About 130 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north-east corner of
Archer's Selection, No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the railway
line south-westerly twenty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty-five chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing37 degr es 30 minutes o a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees ; thence 132 degrees 30 minutes to the
point of  commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south by that boundary line bearing west
about thirty- seven  chains to a small creek ; en the
west by that creek downwards ; on the north by a
line east parallel  to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same  boundary bearing east to the railway
line; and on the east by the railway line south-
westerly to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
1 "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes 28 chains and
58 links west, 16 chains and 2 links, 308 degrees
34 minutes 16 chains and 2 links, and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER, FOR BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 1 to 10, section 132 ; portions 2 to 8,
section 127; portions 1 to 8, section 128;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links, 17 degrees 29 chains
and 82 links, 107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees 29 chains and 82 links, 107 degrees 24
chains and Sd links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 287
degrees 73 chains, 197 degrees 59 chains and 94
links, 287 degrees 40 chains and 75 links, 17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links, and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named withT. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
district ofMoreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the east boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain Creek ; com-
mencing again at the south-east corner of portion
30,  and  bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65 links to the
south-west boundary of portion 27; on the north-
east by parts of the south-west and south-east
boundaries of that portion bearing 135 degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17 chains 35
links, and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to the
Mooloolah River; thence on the east by that river
upwards to its junction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south-
west boundary of the reserve,--exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, Brisbane
district.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER, FOR BRIDGE runvosES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 3 to 11,  section  131; and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About 312 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
west corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by lines bearing west 20 chains
and 04 links 16 degrees 55 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 chains and 6 links, 197
de rees 29 chains, 218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links, 286 degrees 55 minutes 18 chains and
19 links, and 196 degrees 55 minutes 14 chains and
20 links to the point of commencement.
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Maroochy River,  near  Yandina, parish of
11taroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1876, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River  at a point  bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing  east  ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-east by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain ; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links ; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains ; thence 335 de grees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 225 degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the main road from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20 miles on the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains; on the
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south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
REBEEVE  von  TIMBER.
On the Mooloolah River, parish. of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty chains; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west  fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links ; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links ; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the main road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the main road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links ; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty-four links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to gent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
gunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge..
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee - Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted .- A ll otment  9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown ,  county of
Banks. Area ,  two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of  error .- The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee,  instead of Frederick
Joshua  Watheu  Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1875.
ERROR  IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
w Grant mentioned in  the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the area and land intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description ,  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
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links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement. -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fi fth section of" The Crown  Lands Alie ation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson. River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st'January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road  between  Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north- east  by a line
bearing south- east  sixty chains ; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty chains ;  and again  on the north-east by a
line bearing south- east  forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR  TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains and fifty links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION  PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to  Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the BremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide ; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-two links ;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have  been  tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the south-east corner of the Racecourse
Reserve,and bounded thence on the north by that reserve
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bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four chains ;
on the west  by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion 281,; on the south by portion 282 bear-
ing east nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing  east  twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ; and on the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOB  A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes  six chains  and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east  about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection 665; thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of  Tantitha, county  of Cook.
About 280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded  thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on  the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ;  thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains ; thence by a line
bearing south three chain's thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CRICEETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie, portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing on the Gympie road  at a point
bearing 145 degrees, and distant  two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277 degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty-two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north-east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st December, 1874.
7T  HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Y 1`  Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR Snow GROUNDS FOR USE OF TnE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street ;
on the south-east by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a read 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
cast by a line bearing north 20 chains and 922 links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th December, 1874.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOB GRAVEL.
Parish of  Albert, county of Ward, portion 112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
n point hearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, una distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110, and bounded thence
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on the south-east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 51 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, parish of Pratten, town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10, of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of White and
Bugden streets, and bounded on the west by White
street northerly six chains ; on the north by allot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street ; on the east by
that street parallel with White street southerly
6 chains to Bugden street ; and on the south by
that street at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcl; fJe, portion 12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the, south-east by a line bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River ; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1874.
7 HEREAS,  by  the  twenty -fifth section of
Y  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND Too-
WOODiBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description , cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of  the and December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street ; on the south by that street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by lines bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street ; and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for 1ublic information that
I the lands within the (ooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation. Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
is the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
111 IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceI of th  Execu ive Council directs it to b
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
l
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. P. STEPHENS.
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Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869." r
I ' is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st  section  of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869" for renewed  leases  for four.
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lana
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, in pursuance of
the fourth clause of "  The Enclosure of Roads
Act  of 1864," and with the advice of the Executive
Clouncil, has been pleased to cancel all Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY,
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ENGINE TURNTABLE AND ENGINE PIT, AT
BRISBANE TERMINUS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th March,
from persons willing to contract for building the
Foundations of Engine Turntable and an Engine
Pit, at the Brisbane Terminus.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Engine
Turntable and Pit."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSYILLE.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at this
11 Office, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty for  securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Tewantin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Tewantin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-914. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, andat the Court Hous , Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of' ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1875.
TO TIMBER GETTERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PIONEER RIVER, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 26th March next, from persons
willing to contract for the supply of 150 piles at
per foot  lineal , and sawn and squared timber
required, at per foot superficial.
renders to be endorsed  " Tender for Timber,
Mackay Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed form, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine, Mount Perry, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under  the  provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7,  viz.:-
s. d.
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week  ...  0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks ... ... ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above  six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, RAVENSWOOD.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the PowderMagazine, Ravenswood, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
d.a.
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week  ...  0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks ... ... ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
TJIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
r of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road from Farm Creek
to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-424.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
T J ITH reference to the Notice dated 21st
1 December, 1874, folio 2503,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Leyburn to Drayton, parishes of Tooth and
Hodgson, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs Dis-
trict: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Leyburn ; and
all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-333. H. E. KING.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Colothin Creek to King King
Creek ,  County of March,  Wide  Bay District (re-
ferred to in Notices dated 28th September, 1874,
and 17th December, 1874, folios 1938 and 2460,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette ),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
76-639.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
persons interested, that the issue of the under-
mentioned Auriferous Leases awaits the payment
of the balances of rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due in each case is paid within three months
from this date, the leases will be declared forfeited.
H. E. KING.
No. In whose favor. Gold Field.
Balance
due on first
year 's rent.
$ s. d.
53 Messrs. Kitchen,
and others
Flynn, Charters
Towers
4 15 0
69 Messrs. Chappell
O'Neill
and Charters
Towers
4 15 0
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE AND IPSWICH EXTENSION.
MOGOILL FERRY.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that on and after the
22nd instant, the Trains will stop by signal
for passengers at the Level Crossing, six miles from
Ipswich (Moggill Ferry), Brisbane .Extension.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
COAL RATES, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that on and after the
20th Instant, the following amended Coal
Rates will be charged on the Southern and West-
ern Railway, viz.:-
GOVERNMENT  Taucxs.
Any distance under 50 miles, Id. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 50 miles, Qd. per ton per mile.
OwNERs' TRUCKS.
Any distance under 50 miles, d. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 50 miles, id. per ton per mile.
Coals to be loaded and unloaded by the owner.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
TENDERS will bereceived at his Office untilnoon of TUESDAY, March 23rd, for the
supply and delivery of Timber required for the
extension of the Embankment at Port Mackay.
Specifications and schedule of sizes and quantities
required, may be seen at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
W. HEMMANT.
SCHEDULE REFERRED TO.
55 piles,  15 inches by 35 feet-ironbark or blue gum.
55 „ 15  „ „  23 „ „ „
66 wa lings , 8 in. by 8 in. by 20 ft. 6 in.-ironbark or
blue gum.
56 walings , 8 in. by 6 in. by 19 ft.-ironbark or blue gum.
55 ties,  10 in. by 19 ft.-iroubark or blue gum.
55 struts , 10 in. by 6 in. by 18 ft.-ironbark or blue gum.
Sheet piling of cypress pine.
440 piles 10 in. by 6 in. by 26 ft.
50 „ 12 in. by 6 in. by 26 ft.
60 „ 9 in. by 6 in. by 26 ft.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1875.
DISEASES  IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
SHEEPOWNERS  competent  to vote for theelection of Directors ,  under the provisions of
section 7 of the above-recited  Act, and  of section 1
of the Amendment  Act (31 Victoria, No. 42). are
required to meet at the Police  Offices in the under-
mentioned towns, within their respective districts,
on WEDNESDAY, the 31st day of March in-
stant ,  for the election of Sheep Directors for the
present  year, namely
Sheep Districts .  Places of  Meeting.
Burke
Burnett
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Normanton
Gayndah
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Bowen
St. George
Tambo
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Charleville
Maryborough
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above arnow open atAllora,
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen (Port
Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Burrenda, Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville, Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,Goondi-
windi, Greenmount, Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester,
Mount Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Norman.
ton, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat,
Tambo, Taroom, Toowooinba Townsville, Warwick,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
sny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
T
HE  attention of Magistrates of the Territory
is directed to the following Notification and
Regulations, published in the  Government Gazette
of the  17th  July, 1869, and it is hereby notified
that the terms thereof will be strictly enforced in
future.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1869.
THE following Regulations, framed by the Registrar-
General, for ensuring the due registration of deaths by
Justices of the Peace, holding inquests under  " The
Inquests of Death Act  of 1866," have been approved
and confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, and are hereby published in the  G overnment
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
1. In future, in every case where a Justice of the
Peace forwards to the Attorney. General a voucher for
fees due to him under the  Inquests of Death Act,  he will
be required to attach to such voucher a certificate from
the Registrar of Deaths, &c., for the district within
which the death, the subject of the inquiry, took place,
that the death of the person mentioned in such voucher
has been duly notified to him by such Justice of the
Peace, or Coroner, in accordance with the provisions of
the 28th section of the Act, 19 Vic., No. 34.
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2. Justices of the Peace, or Coroners ,  will also be
required to furnish the District Registrar with a copy of
the " certificate of particulars "  sent to the Attorney-
General, and Commissioner of Police ,  under the pro-
visions of the third section of the Act 30 Vic., No. 3.
Con firmed, with the advice of the Executive Council,
under my Hand, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July ,  in the year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, and
in the thirty -third year of Her Majesty's reign.
SAM. W. BLACKALL.
By His Excellency 's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  11th  March, 1875.
T
HE following  Rules of the Small Debts Court
at Beenleigh and Nerang ,  having been duly
approved ,  are published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Attorney- General.
RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN PROCEEDINGS IN THE
SMALL DEBTS  COURTS  AT BEENLEIGH AND
NERANG.
Time of holding the Court.
1. There shall  be twelve sessions  in each year,
which shall be held in the Court House, Beenleigh,
on the second  Tuesday in every month  ;  and in the
Court House, Nerang , upon the Thursday  succeed-
ing the  second Tuesday in every month. But
whenever circumstances  shall occur to prevent any
Court from  proceeding  to the despatch  of business
on the days appointed for the sittings by these rules,
the magistrate or magistrates  in attendance at such
Court may  adjourn the same to some convenient
day.
Time for entering plaint and service of  summons.
2. In all cases the  plaint shall  be entered six
clear days, and the summons served  five clear days,
prior  to the sittings  of each Court, when the de-
fendant resides  within the Police  District  of Been-
leigh ; ten  clear days  when defendant resides within
a radius of  100 miles beyond such police district ;
and four days additional  for every  extra 100 miles,
or fractional part thereof.
Defence when to be filed.
3. In all cases the  plea of  defence or set-off shall
be filed with  the Registrar  of the Court  two clear
days previous  to the sittings  of the Court.
On return  of summons.
4. Upon or before the return day of every sum-
mons which shall have been  duly served ,  affidavits
of such  service shall  be made by  the Bailiff  or other
person serving  it ; whereupon  the case shall be
heard and determined ,  unless the  same shall be
adjourned  to some future day appointed by the
Court for such purpose.
List of causes.
5. Before each  sitting of the Court,  a numerical
list of causes  shall be prepared by the Registrar of
such Court, such list to be kept according to the
time and order  in which the  summonses were taken
out, distinguishing the defended from the unde-
fended cases.
What books to be kept.
6. The Registrar of the Court shall keep a day
book, in which he shall correctly  enter an account
of the business  of each day  as the same arises ;
be shall also  keep a record book, which books he
shall always  have in Court  during its sittings, and
in which he  shall enter  the proceedings of the Court.
Execution  when to issue.
7. Execution may be taken out on any day after
the expiration of seven days from the day of the
adjudication of the case, excepting where time has
been granted by the Court, and then on the days
and times  appointed by such order ; and excepting,
also, a new trial has been  granted by the Court, or
in cases over  ten pounds , where a notice of appeal
has been given  in conformity with the thirty -fourth
section ,  thirty-first Victoria , number twenty.nine,
unless it be  shown by affidavit  to the satisfaction of
the Court that the  judgment  of the Court would be
defeated by the delay, in which event  execution
may, upon the order of the Court to that  effect, issue
any time  after judgment .  Provided  always, that
upon notice  of appeal  being given under the said
thirty-fourth  section, and the conditions mentioned
therein being complied  with ,  the execution shall be
stayed; and  any execution  which may  not have
been executed  within sixty days of  its date may be
renewed by  the registrar endorsing thereon " re-
newed," and attaching his initials  thereto ,  for ninety
days, without  any charge for the same .  Provided
that after four such  renewals, new execution must
be taken out by the party  entitled thereto ; and  if
no execution be taken out before twelve months
from the date of judgment , none shall issue without
giving at least two clear  days'  notice in writing to
the party  a ainst whom it is to issue ,  to show cause
why it should  not be issued.
Sales how regulated.
8. Any property sold in the  execution of the
process of  the said Court shall be sold publicly by
auction, and  for ready money, by the bailiff or his
deputy, to the highest bidder, as  near to the place
where the  same was levied as may be convenient
for the sale  thereof ; and the said bailiff, or his
deputy, shall  affix notice  of the said  sale upon or
near  the door of the house where the  sale takes
place two clear days before the day  appointed for
such sale, which ,day shall  not be earlier  than the
sixth day from the day of levying on the property.
Provided that with  the consent  of the occupier of
any house at which property  shall be levied, such
sale may take place at such house.
Moneys to be paid over  by the Registrar.
9. In every  case of an execution for a debt or
damages and costs, or for costs  only, and of the
same having  been obtained and paid to  the registrar,
the amount  thereof shall,  on demand ,  be paid over
by such  registrar  to the suitor  or suitors ,  or to any
person on  his or their  written order.
10. The form hereto annexed ,  marked " 1,"
shall be that form to be used in the  matter  to which
it refers.
Interpleader.
11. The interpleader order directed to be made
under the fifty-first section of the said Act shall be
in the form or to the effect mentioned in Form No.
2; and shall be served on both the claimant and
the execution creditor two clear days before the
time appointed for the hearing thereof.
Judgment  summons.
12. It shall be lawful for any party who has
obtained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said Court ,  to obtain from the said Court a judg.
ment summons, which summons shall be in the
form  or to the effect  mentioned in Form 3 ; and
such summons may be granted by the said Court
on an affidavit filed with the Registrar of the said
Court, stating the facts ; and a copy of such sum-
mons and affidavit shall be served upon the person
to whom it is directed ,  in the manner provided by
the forty-first section of the said Act, five clear
days before the day appointed for the bearing
thereof.
FORM No. 1.
plaintiff,
and defendant.
Take notice that application will be made to a justice
of the peace on next, the day of
at the hour of o'clock in the
forenoon ,  at the Court House, Beenleigh  [ or Nerang],
that the order made herein on the day of
for payment by instalments of the debt and costs by you
to , the abovenamed plaintiff, may be set
a4ide and cancelled, on the grounds appearing in the
affidavit of
Sworn and  filed with the  Registrar,
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Foam No. 2.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for the District of Been-
leigh [or Nerang], Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between plaintiff, and
defendant.
Ex parts  bailiff of this Court.
Let the abovenamed plaintiff, his attorney or agent,
attend at the Police Court House,
Beenleigh [or Nerang] on next, the
day of at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and
then and there state the nature and particulars of, and
maintain or relinquish ,  their claims to the goods and
chattels levied upon by the bailiff of this Court under the
execution in this case, and abide by such order thereon
as to the justice or justices then present sha ll  appear just,
and as he or they shall make pursuant to  " The Small
Debts Act  of 1867," and in pursuance of the practice of
this Court, upon the grounds that the said goods and
chattels are claimed by the said
under
Dated this day of
thousand eight hundred and
By the Court,
Fo$nr No. 3.
Judgment  summons.
In the Court of Petty Sessions for the District of
Beenleigh  [or  Nerang], in the Colony of Queensland.
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
No. of plaint
No. of judgment  summons
Between plaintiff, and
defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff obtained  a judgment  against you,
the abovenamed defendant, in the Small Debts Court,
holden at Beenleigh  [or  Nerang],  on the
day of 18 , for the payment of £
for and £ for costs, upon which
judgment, and the subsequent  process issued  thereon,
the sum of £  is now  due : You are, therefore,
hereby summoned to appear personally in this Court, at
on the day of 18 ,
at the hour of in the forenoon, to be examined
by the Court touching your estate and effects, and the
circumstances under which you contracted the said debt
[or  incurred the said damages ],  and as to the  means and
expectations you then had, and as to the means you still
have, of discharging the ,aid debt  [or  damages ],  and as
to the disposal you may have made of any property.
Dated day of one thousand
eight hundred and
Registrar of the Court.
Examined  and approved.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge Metropolitan District Court.
18th February, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BRISBANE RIVER.
MASTERS of  vessels are cautioned  that theDredge will shortly be p t to work at 
north-west  corner  of the Inner Cutting at the Bar.
In rounding this point, the Dredge must then be
considered as marking the corner, instead of the
Double Beacon, which will be removed.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , February 25, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BURNETT RIVER.
MASTERS  of vessels , intending to enter the
Burnett River, are cautioned that the old
channel  across the Bar has been blocked up by the
recent floods. Buoys are being laid down to point
out the position of the new channel, the depth of
the water in which will be shown from the Flagstaff
by the usual  signals.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 10th, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REEF OFF LIBAN, OR BABI, FLORES SEA.CAPTAIN Park, ofthe Mail Steamer "Nor-
manby," reports having struck  upon a reef
extending some three quarters  of a mile from the
southern end of Liban, or Babi. The  position of
the vessel when aground  was as  follows:-
Detached rock off south end
of island ... N. 550 E.
Western point of island just
open of S.W. point ... ... N. 70 W.
This reef, which  is not  laid down on the chart,
was steep to, having a depth of 20 fathoms within
half a cable. It was covered at low water, and
appeared to extend also for  some distance  from the
western side of the  island.
A break was also observed on what appeared to
be a sunken rock, lying about 3 miles to the east-
ward  of the southern point of the  island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
one
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 8th, 1875.
Registrar.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  4th March, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
N 0 elegib]e  Tender having been received for the
erection of School Buildings at Nerang, the
Board of Education will receive, until noon on
MONDAY, the  15th instant ,  fresh Tenders, in
accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application to Mr. P .  C. Burke,
Nerang, or at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive until noon
on MONDAY, the 15th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House at East Oxley, in
accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
" The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers  are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their  passages , either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
Immigration Agent.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C
HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer  Beacon , Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William  street ,  Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
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NOTICE.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th March, 1875.
THE undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after THURSDAY, 15th April, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Agent's Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register
No
Local
No Selected by Date of Selection . Locality. Area .
Land Agent 's Office al
Which application
. . must be mad e.
1871. A. R. P.
220 ... J.  Fenwick  ... ... 27 September ... on Gigoomgan ... 100 0 0 Gympie.
Department of Public Lands,
NOTICE.
16th February, 1875.
.
T
HE  and entioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions  prescribed  in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872,"  it is hereby notified that the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the  surveyed boundaries  thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register
No.
990
1,060
2,137
1,789
Looal
No.
18
Selected  by Date of Selection.
1872.
Samuel and  Frith ... 10th June
Ditto ... ... 24th June
Ditto ... ... 30th October ...
McIntyre  and Co. ...  12th September
Locality.
near  Oakey Creek ...
ditto
near Drummond Creek
near old Drayton track
to He lidon
Land Agent's Office at
Area .  which application
must be made.
A. R. P.
80 0 0 Clermont.
40 0 0 ditto.
80 0 0 ditto.
40 0 0 Ipswich.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1875.
IT is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that applica ti on under the twenty-seventh section or
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," has been made for the closure  of the  undermentioned
Roads  ;  and pll persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date .  Plans  of the  Roads can
be seen at  this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
N o. Applicant. Situation.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
A. Adsett ... ... ... Reserved  road through Portion 46 ... Wh iteside 5 1 11
Ditto . .. ... ... Road separating  Portion 48 from part ditto ... 2 1 22
Ditto ... ... ...
of Portion 58
Reserved road through Portion 58 ... ditto... ... ... 2 2 7
Ditto ... ... ... One of the roads reserved through ditto ... ... ... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portion
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections, in writing, within two moriths from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 E. Sampson
2 The Crown
3 1 Ditto
Situation.
Reserve road through part of
Portion 40
Part of River Terrace, from Sidon
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter-
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Parish.
Caboolture ...
South Brisbane
Ditto ...
Area.
A. R. P;
1 0 7
0 3 4
0 1 26
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
ITTIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
_l to open a new Road from the Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural Reserve, parish of
Cunningham, county of Merivale : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-893. H. E. KING.
Boor  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE KILLARNEY ROAD TO THE SWAN CREEK AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM ,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
I
No I Prt'n fR do ro 0 No. of How held. Reputed Ow nor.1 Bearings.oa . , Portion. Lengths.
Bre adth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
A. It. 5.
2 chains 7 1 5
Irregular 1 1 3
Irregular 1 33q
chs.lks.
1 50 2 3 0
1 50 13 0 22
1 50 6 1 14
1 50 8 3 6
Irre gular 0 0 2;
Irregular 0 1 27
chs. Ike.
1 60 5 3 25
1 50  13 0 32
ohs. Iks.
I A strip of land 2 chains 58 Freehold ...  McDonald and North ... 36 15
wide, running through Smith
the northern part  of
portion 58,  4 chains
43 links from the
S.W. co rn er of said
part  of portion 58
2 A triangular piece of 426 Held under C. Smith  ... North ...  11 15
land, cutting off the Act of
S.E. corner of port ion 1866
426, commencing 2
chains 62 links from
the S.E. corner of
said portion . Portion
of road reserved.
3 An irregular strip of 427 Heldunder C. Smith  ... North ... 16  33
land on the west side Act of
of port ion 427,  com-
mencing  4 chains 77
links from the S.W.
co rn er of said portion,
running to the north-
ern  boundary
4 A reserved road 1'i 70  Freehold...  C. Smith ... North  ...  18 90
chains wide, cut of
portion 70,  bounded
on the west by por-
tion 426
Thence a st ri p of land 70 Freehold,.. C Smith  N. 4° 35'  W. 85 35
1#1 chains wide, run-
ning to the S.W. cor-
ner of pre-emptivo 23
Thence a reserved road 70 Freehold ...  0. Smith ...  North  ...  42 24
out of portion 70,
bounded on the east
by part of pre-emp-
tive 23
6 A strip of land 1; chains 202
wide on the east side
of selection 202,bound-
ed by part of pre-
emptive 23,  being por-
tion  of road reserved
8 A triangular piece of
land out of  the N.W.
corner of pre-emp Live
23
7 A triangular  piece of
land out of the S.E.
corner w pre-emptive
20
8 A st rip of land 11 chains
wide, commencing at
the weste rn  boundary
of pre -emptive 21. 4
chains 36 links from
S.W. co rn er north-
easterly to  its north
boundary
9 A st ri p of land 1; chains
wide ,  commencing at
the southern  boun-
dary of pre -emptive 18,
10 chains 41 links
from  the S.W. co rn er
of said pre -emptive
north-easterly to its
northern boundary
10 A strip of land 1 chains
wide, commencing at
the southern boun-
dary of pre-emptive 11
35 chains 7  links  from
the S.W. corner of
said pre-emptive
north-easterly to its
no rt hern boundary on
Swan Creek opposite
a road between por-
tions 259 and  270  on
the Agricultural Re-
serve
Freehold... C. Smith ,,, North ... 58 59
Pre- ptivei Freehold ...  F. C. Wildash... North ... 1 0
20 Freehold ... F. C Wildash... North ... 4 36
21 Freehold ...  F. C. Wildash ...  N. 16° 15'  It.  37 12
F. C. Wildash ...  N. 16° 15'  It.  88 0
F. C. Wildash ...  N. 16^ 15' E.
20° 28' E.
7° 2' W.
39 35 1 50 12 3 37
14 69
32 48
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
qIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-dient to open a new R ad, being continuation of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-775. H. E. KING.
BOOS :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING THE CONTINUATIO-c  or WICB: HAM STREET ,  FORTITUDE  VALLEY,
BRISBANE ,  PARISH OF BRISBANE , COUNTY OF  STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL .  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion  of Road. How Held.
1 From the  S.W. boundary Freehold...
of o ri ginal suburban
portion No. 75 to
Bri dge street
2  F ro m Bridge street to  I Freehold.,.
the N.E. boundary of
original suburban por-
tion No. 75
3
4
From the N.E. boun-
dary of original sub-
urban portion No. 76
to the S.W .  boundary
of the Lockup Reserve
From the S.W. to  the
N.E. boundary of the
Lockup Reserve
Reputed Owner.
James Gibbon
Occupier.  Bearings.
Unoccupied)
Lengths.
chs. Ike.
32° 0' I 2 0
John Markwell Unoccupied 32° 0'
Cro wn land ...
Crown land ...
2 0
32° 0' I 6 27
32° 0' 3 0
Breadth
of
Road.
1 chain
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 0 32 Unimproved.
1 chain 0 0 32 Unimproved.
1 chain 0 2 4 Unimproved.
1 chain 0 1 8 Unimproved.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
8th March, 1875.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road in portion No. 122, parish of North, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74.5514. H. E. KING.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, IN PORTION 122, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON
DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Po rt ion of  Bond.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bea ri ngs. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
1 A t ri angular piece of 117 "C. L. A. Roger No rt h - Boyce... 309° ...
ch. Ike.
7 80 Irregular
A.  E.  P.
1 3 0 Fenced.
land on the south-
west side of the main
Act of
1868"
Wivenhoe Road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Tiaro to Glenga ll um Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March,
Wide  Bay District  :  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police Office ,  Tiaro  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month  from this date, any we ll-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOS:  OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM TIARO To GLENGALLUM  RESERVE , PARISH OF TIARO,
COUNTY OF MARCH, WIDE BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of  Road. ReputedOwner. Bearings .
Length in
Chains
Breadth
Remarks.
. Road.
ohs. Ike, A. R. P,
1 A strip of land along the  south-east  boun- Crown land  ... 245° 60 20 681 60  links 1 0  5 Unoccupied.
dary  of section 1 of portion 19
G12
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it
expedient to open a new Road through Gold Fields Homestead Selection, No. 155, on
the Gympie Gold Field, parish of King, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gympie ;  and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive  Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-612. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH GOLD FIELDS  HOMESTEAD SELECTION ,  NO. 155, ON THE
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD, PARISH OP KING, COUNTY OF LENNox, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  TO BB PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of the Homestead, and
running  westerly and
south-westerly to its
south-west boundary
p O
c v How Held.
z
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. Of  Area .  Remarks.
Road.
155  "Gold Fields  R. G. Walker ... 286° 0' c7 s 914  1 chain 2 2 23
Homestead  2633° 0' 4 43
Act of  231° 0' 6 46
1870"  210° 30' 6 86
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
_ to open a new Road, being Deviation through Portion 165, parish of Normanby, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-671. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION PORTION 165 ,  PARISH OF NoRMANBY ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IT., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion  of Road.
A triangular piece of
land in the south
corner of portion 165,
parish of Normanby
Iz
9 A
How held Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadthofl Area. Remarks. Owner. . . . Road, .
... "Leasing Act  Henry Par- Henry Par-
I
48°
chs. lks.
6 24 irregular
A. B. P.
0 3 25
of 1866" cell cell
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th February, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
II IS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of the Executive Council having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through Portion 1, parish of  Redlaad, county of  Stanley,  district of Moreton $
Notice is hereby given,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act A William IV .,  No. 11,
and now in force in this colony,  a Plan and Book of  Reference,  showing  the intended  line of Road
above-mentioned,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 1 ,  PARISH OF RRDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
z
,. o
a
0
now
held.
Reputed
Owner.
Commencing at the  ..  freehold Newton and
south boundary ofpor- Co.
tion 1, and running
no rt h  -  easterly to
mouth of Weinam
Creek
Occupier Bearings Length Breadth Area Remarks.. . in Chains . .of Road.
chg.  lks . `  A. R. P.
Newton and 357° 14' 4 72 Irregular 6 2 24 Forest  land, un-
Co. 19° 0' 6 00 breadth improved.
38° 0' 8 26
)
66° 0' 14 30
613
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road through portions 321A, 383, and 473, parish of Brassall, county of Churchill,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-673. H. E. KING.Boos OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 321A, 383, AND 473, PARISH OF  BRASSALL,  COU TY
OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No of
selec-
How held.
tion.
1 Commencing at the ... Freehold  ...
south east corner
of portion 321k,
and running
north -westerly
2 Commencingatthe  ,..  Freehold ...
B.E. corner of the
portion, and run -
ning north -west-
erly and north-
easterly to its
north-east corner
3 A triangular piece 1083 Homestead ,
from south boun-  C. L. A. Act,
dary  of portion 1868
493 the reserved
road  in  the por-
tion
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
f 'AKI Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under th
8  provisions  of "  the  Real Property  Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose  must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant.
E 8 over  Joe  ...
E I over 110 ..,
D44over 112...
1 rood 35 perches,  being allotment 12 of section 22, Robert Barclay  ... ...  13th April, 1875.
parish of Drayton, at Toowoomba, county of
Aubigny
1 rood, being all otment 3 of section 4, parish of Denis Warham and James Ditto
Chuivar, town of Ipswich, county of Stanley Warham
32 perches ,  being allotment 27 of section 5, parish and Denis Warham ... ... Ditto
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
10 acres , being subdivision 5 of allotment 18 of portion Adam Fritsch, otherwise Ditto
2, pariah  of Toombul, county of Stanley Fretsch ... ...
OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House, Maryborough, at Noon, on THURSDAY, the 8th April proximo, under 113th
Clause  "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding, ship. Whence.
1171.
March 8 .,. Martha Ellen,,.  Brisbane ,,,
.dpi 8  .,.  Leichhardt  ..  Sydney
May 15  ... ...  Jindah Distil-
lery
June 18  ...  Florence Irving  Sydney ...
July 28  ...  Queensland  ...  Brisbane
August 1  ...  Flo re nce Irving Sydney
Dee. 19 ... ... Yengarie Distil-
lery
Dec. 21  ...  Queensland  ...  Brisbane ...
1872.
January 8 James Paterson Sydney ...
February 18 Balclutha ...  11
„ ... Jindah Distil-
lery
Match 1  ...  Storm Bird  ...  Brisbane ...
Bre adth
of
Road.
Are a. Remarks.
char. Ike. da. P.
James Brooke James 303° 30' 6 92 50 0 1 10 Unimproved.
Brooke
ThomasFore -  Thomas 8031 30' 6 92 50 Partly  fenced,
man Foreman 3231  ... 3 80 100 cleared, and
339° ... 5 8 cultivated.
333° ... 10 46
30° ... 9 47
19° . 5 35
6017, 10 82 4 3 0
Thomas Ali - Thomas  461171 1 2 42 0 0 2t South boun-
son Alison dary fenced.
Merchant. I Mark and No.
D  45 over 112 ...
QUEEN'S  WARENOU8E.
W. Young ...
J, Duncan ..,
J. E. Brown ,,,
Graham  & Co. Y 3  over 115 ...
Spiller  .., ... U over 116 ...
Martin... ... A 2 over 117 ...
Graham & Co. P  23 over 124...
Length
in Chains.
Dewription of Goods. Quantity, O.P.
1 caw tobacco ..,
If  cask wine
1 keg colonial rum
1
14  cask  wine
1  box  merchandise
11 cask brandy...
1 keg colonial rum
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
2161bs.
22  gals.
gala.
8p] gala
2als.
27A gals.
2 gals.
W 2 over 124 ...  11 cask wine  ... ...  27 gals.
W. Southerden 0 1 over 125  ...  1 package tobacco ...
Armst ro ng  ... ,  Z over 127  ..  1 box merchandise
J. C. Brown ... D 411 over 128 1 package colonial rum
Graham & Co.
118 lbs.
14 gals.
H over 128 ... 10 hhds. ale .., .... 500 gals.
TRAVIS' WAREHOUSE.
1871.
February 6 1 Leichhardt Sydney ...  R. T.I. & Co.  R over 106  ...  44 cases wine ... ...
Apri l 8  ... 1817 over 109... 1 qr.  cask wine
...19 I ...
June 1  ... I „ „ „  V a ov 112  ...  1 box tobacco ..
Nov. 7  ..  Maryborough ... L 1 over 122 ... 1 qr. cask colonial rum
Sugar Co.
86 gals.
27 gals.
27 gals.
27 gala
114 lbs.
30 gale.
38.4
401
36.6
U.P.
14.3
48.5
51,2
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Customs, Brisbane , 11th March, 1876. Collector of Customs.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 10th March, 1875.THE following
 Svn tARY of OssERvATIONS taken atthe METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE, during the Month of FEBRUARY, 1875, is published for general information.
GEORGE THORN, JUNIOR, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
 TAKEN AT  BRISBANE ,  DURING THE  MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1875.
LAT., 270 28' 3"
 S.;  LONG .,  153° 16' 15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SSA LEVEL, 140  FEET ; DISTANCE  FROM  S EA-COAST,  11) MILES.
BAROMETER .  HYGROMETER.
Maximum ... ...
Mean ... ... ...
Minimum
 . ... ...
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,
 and Temperature  Temperature of
reduced to mean of  Air. Evaporation.
sea level.
a
30.066
29.910
d
30.036
29.901
29.280
30.000
29.850
29.4399129.264
Co a a
A
S
PI
a
a
a
Humidity.
s
a
m°$
8a
k7A
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
dW
A
S.
ca
0
19
RAIN. WIND.
Summary of  Direction.
9 a.m. 3 p'm. ! 9 p.m. P.
a
0
w
0
9
Co
CLOUD. OZONE.
0-10.
S
M
83.0 88.0 78.0 77.0 76.0 76.0 •94 •94 1.00 158.0124'0 73.0 85.0 90.0 73.0 39.0 7.480 301 INi NW 6  N3 NW O'N 1 NW 1 10 10
76.2 79.8 73.3 71.8 72.9 70.6 •78 •69 •82 1306 1.050 689 788 83.3 68.6 15.1 •9 wo SW5 W0 swl w0
sw0
7.4 7.771 153 S6 SE9 Si SE 984 SE10
64.0 66.0 66.0 I 62.0 65.0 64.0 •57 .43 •63 78.0 74.0 63.0 70.0 74.5 61.0 6.0 •000 93 E4 NE2 E4 NE10E6 NE6 1 2
Summary  of February ,  1875
 Mean Shade Temp .,  764  degrees .  Rain fell on 25 days.
1874 77.8 13 „
„ 1873 74.8 13 ,,
„ 1872  77.8 17
1871 78.1 14 „
1870
 78'8 7 „
1869
 „
 n 78.2 10 „
1868 77'2 17 u
„ 1867 76.7 10 „
1866 74.8 12 „
1865 n ,. 76.1 10 ,,
1266
306
4.23
6.74
6.94
4.09
Evaporation ,  4.061 inches.
6.780
5.870
5.620
6.640
7.055
7.230
6.077
5.379
5.425
Electrical
 Observations-33 Positive;
10 I 6
6.31 3
0
51 Negative. Prevailing Winds, S.E.
17 S.E.
45 N.E. & S.E.
51 S.E. & S.
64 S.E.
54 S.S.E.
52 S.E. & N.E.
43 N.E. & S.E.
71 N.E. & S.E.
,. „ S.E. & N.E.
„ n N.E & B.W.
10
6.1
2
The weather has been colder than usual during the month
 ;  the mean shade temperature ,  76.4°, being 06° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 0.4° under  the previous three years .  The highest  reading in
shade ,  90.0, was on the 5th ;  the lowest on grass, 63.0°, was on the morning of the 6th. The barometric readings have been much telow the average of the month  ;  the highest ,  30066 inches ,  was at 9 am .  on the 3rd,  and the lowest, 29.264 inches ,  at 3  P.M.
as the 26th. Rain fell on 24 days; the total fall ,  27.19 inches ,  being 21.22 over the average of the previous ten years .  The greatest fall in 24 hours, 7.48 inches ,  was on the 23rd. The month has been extremely wet; the amount of rainfall
and number of wet days being greater than that of any month on record ,  with one exception  only. The month  commenced with rain, which continued ,  at intervals ,  on every day except  the 4th, 10th ,  and 16th .  On the  26th, the barometer  sank to 29.264
iaebes, the lowest reading for eleven years ,  which was  followed by  severe storms along
 all the coast of the Colony .  For further  information as to the rainfall, see the general summary published monthly in the  Government Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
Total  Rainfall ,  27.19 inches.
2.5.2
7.92
6.85
4.71
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Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
IJ OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost PropertyDepartment ,  South rn and W stern Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Ipswich ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or  before SATURDAY,  the 13th March next ,  they will be sold by public
auction, to defray expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND, AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1874.
Date. Station and Place.  Where found.
1874.
2 July ... Murphy's Creek
27 July ... .... Ipswich ...
30 July ... ... I Ditto
30 July ... .... Ditto
30 July ... .. Ditto ...
30 July ... Ditto ...
5 August .. Ditto ...
7 August ... Murphy's Creek
8 August ... Laidley ...
10 August ... Ipswich ...
10 August ... Ditto ...
11 August ... Ditto ...
12 August ... Laidley ...
29 August ... Ipswich ,..
31 August Ditto ...
1 September ... Helidon ...
2 September ... Ipswich ...
8 September Ditto ...
16 September Ditto ...
8 September ... Helidou ...
9 July ... ... Ipswich ...
23 April ... Ditto ...
32 April Toowoomba ...
28 April ... Ipswich ...
2 October  ...  Ditto ...
6 October Ditto
12 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October ... Ditto ...
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October ... Grandchester
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 October  ...  Ditto ...
29 August ... Dalby ...
7 October ... Toowoomba ...
29 September ... Grandobester
10 October  ...  Ditto ...
15 October ... Helidon
23 December
24 December
31 December
16 September
Ditto ...
Grandchester
Toowoomba ...
Ipswich ...
14 November
24 November
Date.
1574.
9 July ...
30 January ...
Laidley
Ditto
M. C.
62 30 ...
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
Gowrie Junction
1st class carriage
1st class carriage
M. C.
62 25 on line
27 40 on line
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
2nd class carriage
M. C.
28 40 on line
2nd class carriage ...
2nd class carriage ...
On line
2nd class carriage ...
1st class carriage ...
On platform ...
On platform ...
Received unentered...
Horse-box
Left by owner in cloak room
On platform ... ...
On platform ... ...
On line
2nd class carriage ... ...
On line ... ... ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
Office ... ... ...
Office ...
Office ... ... ...
On platform ... ...
On line ...
On line ...
On platform ...
In carriage ...
M. C.
4700 ...
On line ...
Collected out of waggons
from bags in loose order
On line ... ... ...
On platform... ... ...
Description  of Article.
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 walking-stick
1 basket
3 mufflers
I paper parcel containing shirts, &c.
1 pair riding gloves
1 riding whip
1 straw hat
I child's straw hat
1 coat
1 paper parcel containing shirt
1 jacket
1 man's felt hat
1 walking stick
1 woollen vest
1 black hat
1 parasol
1 smoking cap
1 paper box sundries
1. handkerchief
1 bag cotton, no marks or address, weight
2 qrs. 12 lbs.
1 bridle
1 package, Punch and Judy show
1 umbrella
1 handkerchief,  bundle sundries
1 parcel note-paper
1 saddle bag  containing hair brush, &c;.
1 hat
1 drab felt hat with handkerchief
1 hat box
1 carpet bag containing bottle, &c.
parcel of rice, &c.
1 wooden box containing clothes, no
address
1 child's hat
2 drab felt hats
1 bundle containing basin, &e.
1 .parcel  containing prints
1 blue parasol
2 felt hats
damaged sarcenet, &c.
1 bag tin ore, 70 lbs.
1 girl's straw hat
1 bag sundries
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND ,  IPSWICH STATION ,  31ST DEcRa n ER, 1874.
Station from. Station to. Description.
Clifton ...
Left by owner
9 February ...  Toowoomba ...
,., i Cambooya ... ... ... I bale chaff.
... Laidley ... ... ... 2 paper  parcels containing wearing apparel,
and addressed F. Hughes, Rosewood
Station.
Ipswich  1 package containing pair  of moleskin
trousers.
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SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ a. d. £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending March 6th, 1875 589 14 2 905 19  3 65 11 0 1,561 4 5
Corre sponding week last year... 516 4 6 1,334 19  0 61 13 9 1,912 17  3
Increase 73 9 8 3
'
17 3
Decrease 19 u9 ...428 35112 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railwa s' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will collieinto operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
,.. Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 Rocky Creek ., 3.0
6 Gracemere 11.24 6 Goganjo ... ... 3.24
15 St ll 12. 0 d a 60
24
anwe ... ...
Rosewood ... A 14 Westwood
epa rtd ... ... 4
30 Westwood
I
arrive ... 1. 0 20 Rosewood  ... ... ... A
depart... 115 29 Stanwell  ... ... ... 5. 0
38 Goganjo ... ... ... 1.47 38 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5.36
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10 44 Rockhampton... ... ... 5. 0
All Day Tickets  issued on Saturdays available  to return  on the following  Monday.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus,  A, will  stop by signal to  take up  passengers only , who will  be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by  giving notice at the preceding
station  to the  Guard  of the  Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to  the  place
on which they propose to alight.
NOTICE.THE Scads of Charges for the insertion of Advertiseo
ments in the  Queensland Government  Gazette is
se  follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent a_ Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, I
-ier animal.
All otner Advertisements  will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, all owing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that xo  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL Ba INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JA.l1Jf$ C. BEAL,
'I-nvernment Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," to ether with " General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office , Brisbane,
-October  24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SAI4B, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  '' Tice  Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874,"  together  with "  Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields of the whole of the
Colony."  Demy 8vo. Price 2s .  Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C.BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office, Brisbane,'
October 24, 104.
.STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at th  Government Printing
Office, Wil liam street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes, demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Fu ll  Bound  ... .,. 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ,.,  3 15 0
Cloth  Bound ,,. ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,.
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS are  re quested  to take notice that
all Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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NOTICE.
POUNDKL+EPERS and others a erequested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered "  and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand" after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rn ment  Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
N
pursuance of  " The District Courts Act
Il  of  1867," and by authority of the same, I
hereby apppoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the year 1875, at
the several towns  orplaces in  the Northern District
hereinafter mentioned ,  that is to say
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Monday, March 8tli. Tuesday, March 9th.
Monday, June 7th. Tuesday, June 8th.
Monday, September  6th.  'Tuesday, September 7th.
Monday, December  6th. , Tuesday, December 7th.
AT COOxTOWN.
Thursday, March 25th. Thursday, March 25th.
Friday, June 25th. Friday, June 25th.
Saturday, September 18th. Saturday, September 18th.
AT MILLcuesraR.
Tuesday, March 30th. Tuesday, March 30th.
Saturday, September 25th Saturday, September 25th.
AT TOWNSVILLE.
Saturday, April 3rd. Saturday, April 3rd.
Wednesd y, June 30th. Wednesday. June 30th.
Friday, October 1st. i Friday, October 1st.
AT BOWEN.
Wednesday, April 7tli. Wednesday, April 7tl.
Saturday, July 3rd. Saturday, July 3rd.
Tuesday, October 5th. 1 uesday, October 5th.
AT MACKAY.
Friday, April 9th. Friday, April 9th.
Monday, July 5th. Monday, July 5th.
Thursday , October 7th. Thursday, October 7th.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, May 29th. Saturday, May 29th.
Saturday ,  November  27th.  Saturday ,  November 27th.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge Northern District Court.
January 2nd, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Hannah Bowden, late of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland, called or known
by the name of Hannah Dow, wife of William
Bowden , of Cooktown aforesaid, miner,
deceased.
1 OTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
.N tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Hannah Bowden, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to the said William Bowden.
Dated this nineteenth day of February, 1875.
ALFTtED GODFREY,
Charloltte street, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said William Bowden.
By his Agent-
IVALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
177 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIAS'T'ICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Christian Weiss, late of Oakey
Creek, Palmer River Gold Field, in the Colony
of Queensland,  miner, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the above-named Christian Weiss,  miner , deceased;
who died intestate, may be granted to Philip Weiss
and Gottleib Weiss, brothers of and only next of
kin of the said deceased.
Dated this 12th day of March, 1875.
BLAKENEY AND BF.OR,
Herbert street , Bowen,
Proctors for the said Philip Weiss and
178
Gottleib Weiss.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Radford, late of Constance
street, Fortitude Valley, in the Colony of
Queensland, general dealer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named Thomas Radford, deceased,
may be granted to Jane Radford, of Constance
street, Fortitude Valley aforesaid, the widow of
the said deceased, and the sole Executrix  named in
his said Will.
Dated this ninth  day  of March, A.D. 1875.
168
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for  the said Executrix.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Wildermuth ,  late of German
Station ,  in the Colony of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made  to this Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above.
named deceased  may be granted  to Christianna
Wildermuth, the sale Executrix  named  therein.
Dated at Brisbane, this 9th day of February,
A.D. 1875.
172
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for said Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the  Will of  Elizabeth Hargreaves ,  late of Bris-
bane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, apilic a.tion  will be made to Ilie
said Honorable Court, that Probate ot• the Will of
the above-named Elizabeth Hargreaves, deceased,
may be granted to Robert Bulcock and George
Reading, both of Brisbane aforesaid, the Executors
named in the  said Will.
Dated this tenth clay of March, A.D. 1875.
IMACALISTER AND MEIN:,
166
Proctors for the Executors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Robert Neil], late of
Beaconsfield, in the Mitchell District, in the
Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Robert Neill, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
McWhannell, of Rodney Downs, Robert Patton, of
Cardbeign, and James Crombie, of Mount Ennis-
killen, all in the Colony of Queensland, the Execu-
tors appointed by his said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of March,
A.D. 1875.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
171
Proctors for said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Christopher George Minoprio,
formerly of Brisbane, in the  Colony  of Queens-
laud, but recently of Frankfort, in the Empire
of Germany,  gentleman , deceased.
N
OTICF, is hereby given, that at the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the Supreme
Court of Queensland,  in its  Ecclesiastical Juris-
diction, that Probate of the last Will and Testament
of the above-named deceased, may be granted to
Siegmund  Berens, of  the city of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  merchant, as  the duly
constituted  attorney of Armand  Ranniger, of the
said city of Brisbane ,  merchant ,  but now absent
from Queensland ,  Executor appointed  by the Will
of the said deceased ,  for and with reference to his
real and personal  property  in Australia.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of February, 1875.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Applicant.
167 6s. 6d.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the AnnualLicensing  Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace ,  for the Police District of Logan, will  be
held at the Court  House, Beenleigh, at 12
o'clock, noon , on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next ,  for the purpose of considering app lica-
tions for Licenses under  the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16,
and 34  Vic. No. 7.
All applications  must be  lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day of March, 1875.
Applications f'or Country Publicans'  Licenses
must be accompanied  by the fee of Fifteen Pounds
sterling.
By Order,
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 10th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the Police District of Surat,
will be held at the Court House, Surat, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next. All applications
must be lodged with the Clerk of Petty Sessions
on or before Tuesday, the 30th day of March.
Applications for country Publicans' Licenses must
be accompanied with the required fee of £15 each.
RICH. T. TAYLOR, P.M.
Court House,
Surat, 4th March, 1876.
r)11HE Annual Licensing Meeting under the
j Publicans Acts of 1863 and 1872, for the
District of Gympie, will be held at the Court
House, Gympie, on TU ES DAY, the 20th day of
April. 1875, at 12 o'clock at noon. All applications
for renewals of licenses must be lodged at the
Clerk of Petty Sessions' Otlice, on or before Tues-
day, the 30th day of March instant.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Court House,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Gympie, 1st March, 1875.
SPECIAL Petty Sessions will be held at the
A. Court House, Gympie, on FRIDAY, the
9th day of April, 1875, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, to  revise the Jury List for the District of
Gympie.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Gympie, 1st March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
IN OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
. of Petty Sessions, for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court, at Stanthorpe, for
the  year  1875, will be holden at the Court House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April next,
at 12 o'clock, noon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are requested to attend under the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 1st March, 1875.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of Patrick  Francis Hanran , of Towns.
ville, adjudicated  insolvent  on the ninth day of
December, 1874. Creditors who have not proved
their debts by the second day of April, 1875, will
be excluded.
Dated this 12th day of March, 1875.
W. J. M'IJNCE , 2 Trustees.W. G. EWAN, S
176 4s. 6d.
/ER. JOSHUA WATSON  has this day been
JI1v11  re-appointed Poundkeeper ,  for the Surat
District, for the  ensuing twelve months.
RICH. T. TAYLOR, P.M.
Court House,
Surat, 4th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
17E intend to apply, on TUESDAY, April
6th, to the Bench of Magistrates, at War-
wick, for permission to erect a Gate on the road
leading from Killarney to Warwick, situated be-
tween portions No. 6 and No. 201, in the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd February, 1875.
156 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.
W E intend to apply on TUESDAY, April 6th,to the Bench of Magistrates, at Warwick,
for permission to erect a Gate, leading from Killar-
ney to Warwick, situated at the north-west corner
of portion 339, in the parish of Cunningham.
WILDASH AND I-IUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd Febrnary,1875.
157 3s. 6d.
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L
OST  or Sto'en from Flynn's Paddock , Mitchell
Downs ,  one Brown Horse, two hind feet
white, branded  .TH conjoined near check,  JH  con-
joined with other brands near shoulder, D®C(registered brand )  ofl'shoulder .  blind off eye. The
finder will be rewarded on delivery to Donald
Campbell,  Mitchell  Downs Hotel ,  Mitchell.
MICHAEL BURKE,
pro  Donald Campbell.
Mitchell Downs, February 27th, 1875.
101
£10 REWARD.
L OST or stolen from near Rannes ,  one GreyDraught Gelding , branded WM und r half
circle over half circle over WM. If stolen, the
above reward will be paid on conviction of the
thief ; or if strayed , £ 3 will be given to the  finder,
if delivered at Kellaway and Lee's, Westwood, or to
the undersigned.
CARLOS BIRKBECK.
Glenmore, February 1st, 1875.
132
£3 REWARD.
OST near Rannes Station, One Grey Draught
I; Gelding, branded W141 under half circle over
half circle over W11 near shoulder. The above
reward will be given to the finder, if delivered at
Iiellaway and Lee's, Westwood, or to the under-
signed.
CARLOS BIRKBECK.
Glenmore, February 1, 1875.
141
£5 REWARD.
L
OST from St. Ruth, supposed to have been
stolen, sometime between the 12th and 19th
of February, one Pay Ii orse, hind feet white, star
and snip, branded J 1' near thigh (the J reversed),
YR near shoulder, fistula marked. The above
reward will be paid on conviction of the thief;
or £2 if strayed, on delivery to the undersigned.
F. S. NEWDICK.
St. Ruth, February 23, 1875.
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CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Araby Junction, and
advertised to be sold on 26th February, 1875.
One chesnut gelding, ZY over unintelligible brand like
circle within circle over 8 over at off shoulder,
2 two hearts near shoulder.
R. A. WIIIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
160 le.
I
MPOU N DED at Tambo, from Greendale, on the
1 th. February, 1875, by order of L. S. Ormsby,
Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 2s. each.
One brown horse, BD near thigh, like 23 over H near
shoulder, 3 off shoulder, collar-marked.
One black mare, like JML conjoined over ". under near
saddle,  22 near  shoulder,  blaze  and snip, bell on.
One black mare, over S reversed  near  shoulder, N off
thigh, hind fetlock white, collar-marked and bell on.
One grey horse, like P near shoulder, 004 over 7HT
(registered brand) off shoulder, like 2 off cheek
scar on breast, saddle-marked.
One bay horse, short tail,  star  and snip, ee over TA near,
shoulder, CN off shoulder, white on near hind fet-
lock, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 13th March, 1875
will be sold to defray expenses.
3s.
3s. 6d.
163
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
5s.
I
MPOUNDED at Roma, from Stewart's Creek, on
22nd February, 1875, by order of Messrs. G. Smith
Bros. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay horse, T near shoulder.
One brown or black filly, indistinct brand like C over A
(writing capitals).
One chesnut horse, like DR near shoulder  and near
thigh.
One brown  mare,  white face,  near bind  foot white, like
MS near thi h.
One bay filly, W4J (registered  brand) near shoulder.
One grey horse, indistinct  brands like M over Wm near
shoulder.
One flea-bitten grey horse, indistinct brand like N
(writing capital)  near  shoulder, like C near thigh.
One brown or black horse, M (writing capital) over TB
over N near shoulder, CB off shoulder, scum  near
eye.
One roan mare, four circles conjoined over W over W
near shoulder,  like a collar  mark, star ; foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, J over r, near shoulder, white face ;
foal at foot.
One grey  horse , CP near thigh.
One roan  mare,  JA4 (registered brand)  near shoulder ;
foal at foot.
One bay  mare, CP or GP near  shoulder,  near hip down.
If not  re leased on or before  6th April,  1875, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
3s.
3s. 6d.
The GovE RNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following amounts:-
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
159  13s.
1875.  £ a. d.
Mar. 6.-J. Doyle 0... 2 0... ...
9.-F. G. Mackay ... ... 0 13 0 IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Thuraggie, on th...
9.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 2 0 18th day of February, 1875, by order of S. Sharpley,
„ 9.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 1 0 Esquire. Driving, 2s. 4d. each.
9.-D. Campbell ... ... ... 0 9 0 One brown hoi se, JT over J near shoulder, - over A
9.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 5 0 off shoulder.
9.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 One bay mare, M87 (registered brand) near shoulder,
10.-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 7 near cheek.
11.-W. Wallis ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 If not released on or before the 23rd March 1875 will11.-Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. ... ... 2 0 0
, ,
be sold to defray expenses.11.-W. Livesey ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
12.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 7 0 CHAR. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
12.- 11. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 165 2s.
12.-J. Stewart  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
lFntpounbin 1t.
(d' Pouadlceepers are reminded that Advertuncmenfs
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate ej
ONE SnII,uNu. I'n t ANIMAL;  and no such Adret-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accom-
panied bq a remittance qufcient to corerthe  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at St.  George,  fro m Thuraggie, on the
20th day of February, 1875, by order  of S. Sharpley,
Esquire. Driving, 2s . 4d. each.
One bay  horse, like  thistle over JD over  JD conjoined near
shoulder, F  over heart near thigh.
If not  released on or before  the 23rd March,  1875, wil
be sold to defray  expenses.
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CHAR. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
la.
G20
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Conunonage,
on 5th March, 1875. Driving, 9d. per head.
One white cow, like HA or MA off rump, like brand near
ribs ; strawberry heifer calf at side.
Also, same date, by - Binam, James street.
Damages, £1 10s.
One black sow , two white feet, slit ear.
If not released on or -before the 5th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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HANNAH LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Callandoon, on
4th March, 1875, by order of W. V. Jenkins, Esquire.
Damages and driving, 5s. per head.
One chesnut gelding, small star, 2 over  31  near shoulder,
bEH (registered brand) near rump.
One bay gelding, docked tail, hind feet white, snip, scars
on off wither, JS over BB near shoulder.
One roan entire horse, small star, slight split in both ears,
C or G near shoulder and thigh ; damages £5.
If not released on or before the 6th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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WILLIAM  WALLIS, Pouudkecper.
as.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on
21st February, 1875, by order of E. A. Bullmore,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 10s.
One roan horse, G over'RP near shoulder, 8 over  q  near
ribs, 63 off ribs, off bind foot white.
One black mare, J near thigh, foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, OC over 4 near ribs, 182 off ribs,
blaze.
One roan horse, JC near shoulder, off hip down.
One brown mare, T31 near shoulder, T near neck, D off
neck.
One bay mare, anchor over IMD over a near shoulder,
133 near neck, hind feet white.
One brown mare, JP over y near shoulder, like TP
over EB off shoulder, blotch off cheek.
One grey  mare, LX over RL near shoulder; foal  at .foot.
One chesnut mare, A over AC near shoulder.
One bay mare, TM near shoulder, T near neck, like D off
neck, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 6th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
10s.
MP'OUNDED at Allora, from Allora Reserve, on 2nd
I March, 1875, by order A. Cammorn, Commonage
Inspector. Driving, 2d.
One bay mare, C in circle over JII conjoined over heart,
6 heart near shoulder, fistula.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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JAMES STEWART , Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Grampian Hills, on1st March, 1875. Driving, Is. 4d. per head.
One bay mare, W over IC near shoulder, star.
One bay horse, near hind foot white, star, like CR over
RC near shoulder, blind near eye.
One bay mare, like arrow-head near shoulder.
One brown horse, star, like MJ over BD over ET1
(registered brand) near shoulder, fistula.
One brown entire colt, likeC5H (registered brand)
near shoulder, two hind and off fore feet white, star;
damages 10s.
One bay mare, like B over 2B near shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
Also from Normanby Reserve. l)riviug, 2s. 4d.
One black horse, WA over 7 oft' shoulder ; damages 5s.
If not released on or before the 6th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
7s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Clermont, from Peak Vale, on the
16th February, 1875, by R. A. Rae, Esquire. Driv.
ing and trespass, 5s. 2d. each.
One bay gelding, star, short tail, saddle marks, like 9 off
thigh, like m over  11  or writing JB conjoined very
indistinct near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, long tail, BB over A C near
shoulder, saddle-marked.
One brown mare, long tail, star, like MC near shoulder,
MC near cheek.
One bay filly, star, no visible brands, progeny of above.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
162 4s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. SISAL, Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane , 13th March, 1875.
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QUEENSLAND,
TO WIT.
' Proclamation by His Excellency QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
J? WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
W.
(L.s.)
W. CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
nor and Commander-in-Chief of
d
(L.s.)
W. W. CAIRNS,
Governor.
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gov-
ernor and Commander-in-Chief
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
Governor, the Colony of Queensland an its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority vested
in me, as Governor of the Colony aforesaid,
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland
now stands Prorogued to Tuesday, the
twenty-third day of March, 1875: Now,  1,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, in pur-
suance of the power and authority in me vested,
as Governor of the said Colony, do hereby further
Prorogue the said Parliament of Queensland to
TUESDAY, the 27th day of April, 1875.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN I
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, do
hereby proclaim that a Session of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of the Colony
of Queensland, for the Despatch of Business, shall
commence and be holden on TUESDAY, the 27th
day of April now next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
in the Legislative Council Chambers, in George
street, in the City of Brisbane ; and the Members
of the said Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly respectively are hereby required to give
their attendance at the said time and place
accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government  Printer , William street,  Brisbana.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
i IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
1 joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
28th November, 1874.
SIR,
1. The Administrator of a Colonial Govern-
ment has recently forwarded  to me  a petition to
the Queen in Council from one of the parties in a
private  suit,  for leave to appeal to Her Majesty in
Council from a judgment of the Supreme Court of
the Colony.
2. I take this opportunity to inform you that it is
no part of the duty of the Governor of a Colony to
forward such petitions, but that they should be
brought before the Lords of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council by a professional agent of the
petitioner in the  usual  manner.
3. 1 have further to inform you that it is not the
practice of the Judicial Committee to return any
answer  to such petitions  until  an appearance has
been entered on behalf of the petitioner.
4. If, therefore, applications should be made to
you by a party in a public suit to transmit a
petition of this nature to the Secretary of State,
you will decline to do so ; and you will inform the
petitioner what are the proper steps to be taken in
the matter.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The  Officer  Administering
the Government of Queensland,
&e., &c., &c.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.W. W. CAIRNS, norand Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty.
first section of  "Tice Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the Leases of the following  Selections
of land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
Land Agent's
District.
1705 John Davies ... 320 0 0 Brisbane
1710 Thomas Harding 280 0 0
1711 Thomas Wynd- 320
ham Lewis
0 0 or
1724  Isaac Markwell 320 0 0
1727 I Alfred Markwell 320 0 0
1736 i Thomas Dinsdale 216 0 0
1745 William Earle 280 0 0 „
281 James Devereux 80 0 0 Gvmuie
320
1
Benjamin Collis-
son
76 0 0
„
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of 10 The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLI G-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim,
that the lands included in the under-mentioned
forfeited selections shall continue to form part of
the homestead  areas  within which they are respec-
tively situated, and shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, subject to the provi-
sions of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY,
the 22nd day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
7
e
w0 0 Homestead
o
w
Parish. District. Area. Late Lessee Area.
186 Beaudesert 1705 Brisbane Beaudesert J. Davies
A.
3`20
25 Tabragalba 1710 Tabragalba T. Harding 280
*24 1711 T W Lewis 3`20
83
11
Beaudesert 1724 Beaudesert
. .
I. Markwell 320
84 „ 1727 A.Markwell 320
87 1736 T. Dinsdale 216
31 Tabragalba 1745 TabragalbaW. Earle 280
* Value of improvements to be estimated by the Land Com-
missioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of section  forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall  be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second
day of April, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of
Por-
tion.
Parish.
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. B. r.
281 J. Derereux 80 0 0 Gymluo
Traveston 320 B. Collisson 76 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
application to select land under
V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
was some time since made  by the person specified
in the schedule to this my Proclamation, and the
sums of money more particularly set forth in the
said schedule have been paid as rents and survey
fees in respect thereof, but the said application has
never been confirmed by the Secretary for Public
Lands ; and whereas it has been proved to the
satisfaction of me, the Governor aforesaid, in
Council, that the said land  was so  applied for in
violation of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868," and it has, therefore, been
determined by me, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, that the said
moneys so paid as aforesaid shall be declared for-
feited, and the land so applied for declared to be
available for alienation, in manner hereafter stated :
NOW, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the power
and authority in me vested, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim that all
the moneys paid in respect of the application in the
said schedule specified, being the  rents  and survey
fees specified in the said schedule, are and shall be
forfeited to Her Majesty, and that the said land so
applied for shall be available for sale or selection as
may be notified by future proclamation.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS-DALBY
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Application  to select  lands under "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868,"  in violation of the
provisions of the Act.
txY
Date
of
Appli-
cation.
Name of
App licant.
Amounts
Area, paid for
Rent.
.4 zo
ba
m
aG+
Total
Payments.
1871. Acres.  Q a. d.' E 8 s. d.
228 29 July Walter Henshaw 1,500 284 5 0 20 304 5 0
Snelling
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNs. nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " Th  Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive council,
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do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 22nd day
of April, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
c a
°
Register Land
e H Parish. No. ofApplica-
Name of
Lessee Area. Agent's
ua° tion
. District.
8 Mud-
A. E. P.
goeraba 257 D.  Pfrunder  ... 90 0 0 Beenleigh
373 W.  Loague ... 353 0 0 Gympie
387 W. Horton ... 215 3 0
King  .., 415 P. Duggan 95 0 0
*3 Ferguson 626 0. Jensen .. 60 0 0 Ma
I
boroug
• Value of Improvements. 430.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall  be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  THURSDAY , the twenty -second day of
April, 1875,  at the Brisbane Land Office.
Description  of the  lands comcrised within the leased
half of  the Run called  " Bryce's Sections," in
the East Moreton District ,  which has become
forfeited  by reason of  non-payment of rent.
Sections Nos .  135, 150, and 189, county of Stanley.
960 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Delany's
leased sections, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing west one mile ; on the west by a
line bearing south one and a-half miles ; on the
south by a line bearing east one mile, and on the
east by a line bearing north one and a-half miles to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day
of March ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON C AIRNS, By Command,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
'(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover- WILLIAM HEMMANT.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Governor. the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY,  the sixth day of April,
1875 ,  at the Beenleigh Land Office.
0°
za
84
Parish.
Coomera 633
Late Lessee.
J. Orr ...
Area.
A. E. P.
482  0 0
(Land Agent's
I District.
Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEEN,LAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of clause forty-one of " Th  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
QUEEN  OwAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. I WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the sixth section of  "The Care-
less use of Fire Prevention Act,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
provisions of the said Act shall be and are hereby
extended to the district known as the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, the boundaries whereof are
hereunder described ; and that the notice dated 8th
-March, 1869, which appeared in page 366 of the
Government Gazette  of 1869, extending the provi-
sions of the above Act to the Police District of
Ipswich, is hereby cancelled.
DESCRIPTION.
Ipswich Land Agent's District.
Bounded on the north by the range dividing
the Brisbane River from the Mary River, and
Burnett River from the Great Dividing Range
to D'Aquilar s Range ; thence by last named
range and a spur range southerly to the Brisbane
River opposite Woogaroo Creek ; then by said
creek upwards to its head in Mount Flinders
Range, and by that range to Mount Flinders ; then
by Woolooman Creek downwards  to its junction
with Teviot  Brook, and  by that brook to the
junction of Crow's Creek ; then by the  watershed
separating  Teviot Brook from Crow' s  Creek  and
the Logan River southerly to the  range separating
Teviot Brook and the Bremer River from the
Clarence River ; then by said range westerly ; then
by the Great Dividing Range northerly to Mount
h
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Hay ; then by the east boundary of the Drayton
Town Reserve and the east and north boundaries
of the Toowoomba Agricultural Reserve to the
Great Dividing Range, and by said range northerly
to point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Name of Run-Bandour.
Claimant of Lease-James Rhodes Lomax.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 96 square miles.
Unavailable it
Total ... ... 96 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Thompson
River, at the south-east corner of Kateroy Run ;
thence north-west seven miles forty chains ; thence
south-west sixteen miles ; thence south-east six
miles fifty-five chains to the Thompson River, at a
point fifty-five chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over I over D ; thence by the right bank of
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES , KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the  resumed  portion of the consolidated runs
Cape  Palmerston  and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing  west three  miles  and fifty chains; on the
west  by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a  line bearing  east eight miles and seventy-
two chains  to the  coast  line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
upwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
IT is hereby notified for general information thatthe undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions, must for-
ward their objections, in writing, to this Office,
before the 14th day of June next.
Plans of these Runs may been seen, and all in-
formation concerning them obtained, on application
at this Office.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Forrestgrove.
Claimant of Lease-Bank of New South Wales.
Estimated area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River, at the south-west corner of Rio Downs Run,
being a point about one mile and seventy chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over T over
XIV ; thence south-east about three miles thirty-
five chains ; thence south-west fifteen miles ; thence
north-west four miles seventy-five chains to the
Thompson River, at a point sixty chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over LXVII over M ;
thence by the left bank of the Thompson River
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wallon.
Claimant of Lease-James Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 96 square miles.
Unavailable ...
Total ... ...  96
„
„
Commencing on the right bank of the Thompson
River, at a point fifty-five chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over I over D, being also the south-
east corner of Bandour Run ; thence north-west
five miles five chains ; thence south-west sixteen
miles ; thence south-east about seven miles fort,
chains to the Thompson River (which last line, if
produced, would pass forty-five chains south-west
of a tree marked broad-arrow over T over XXIV) ;
thence by the right bank of that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Alfred Downs No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-James Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable it
Total ... ... 100 it
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River, at a point five chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over T over XXII, being also the
south-west corner of Bundaberinia Run ; thence
south-east three miles sixty chains ; thence south-
west, crossing Tocal Creek, twenty-eight chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over II over H
eleven miles ; thence north-west, crossing the
Thompson River, thirty chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over LVII over T, ten miles forty
chains ; thence north-east nine miles to Wallon
Run ; thence by that run south-east about six
miles forty chains to the right bank of the Thompson
River ; thence by that bank upwards two miles to
a spot opposite the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tocal No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-James Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 58 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ...  58
Commencing on the right bank of Tocal Creek
five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
VII over H ; thence by part of the west boundary
of Colston Run, bearing north five miles fifteen
chains ; thence east three miles forty chains ; thence
north-east seventy-five chains ; thence north-west
five miles ; thence by the south-east boundary of
Alfred Downs No. 1 Run south-west eleven miles,
crossing Tocal Creek at a point twenty-eight chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over Il over H ;
thence north-west sixty-five chains; thence south-
west four miles twenty chains to the north boundary
of Cropwell Run ; thence along part of that
boundary east ten miles fifty-five chains to the west
boundary of Colston Run ; thence north by part of
the west boundary of that run sixty-five chains to
the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Naughton Vale No 1'
Claimants of Lease-New Zealand and Austra-
lian Land Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Avaliable
... ...
50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total... ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank  of the Thompson
River at a point due west of  the north -west corner
of Haughton  Vale No.  2 Run, being a spot eight
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow  over XII
over T  ;  thence west four miles  fifty- five chains ;
thence south ten miles ; thence east four miles
twenty-five chains to theThompson River to a point
west of the south -west corner  of Haughton Vale
No. 2 Run ,  being a spot thirty-two chains below a
tree marked broad -arrow over  VI over T ; thence
by the  right bank  of the  Thompson River upwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Haughton  Vale No 2.
Claimants of Lease-New Zealand and  Austra.
lian Land Company  (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River eight chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XII over T  ;  thence east  five miles fifty
chains  ;  thence south ten miles ; thence west six
miles five chains to the Thompson River at a point
thirty-two chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over VI over T ; thence by left bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Douglas Downs.
Claimants  of  Lease -7 he New  Zealand and
Australian  Land  Company  (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unava ilable  ... ... 0
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south-west corner of Mary
Downs Run ; thence west eight miles forty chains
along part of the northern boundaries of Quorn
and Hazlewood Runs, passing seventeen chains
north of a tree marked broad -arrow over XL over
M and crossing  the Four-mile Creek ; thence north
ten miles along the east boundary of the Hazlemere
Run, crossing the same creek seventy- five chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over XLVI over
M ; thence east along part of the southern boundary
of Fittleworth Run eight miles forty chains ; thence
along the western boundary of Mary Downs Run
bearing south twelve miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of  Run-Hazlemere.
Claimants  of Lease- The New Zealand and
Australian Land Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 65 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 It
Total ... ... 65 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of Douglas
Downs Run ; thence west along part of the northern
boundaries of Quorn and Colston Runs eleven miles
thirty- five chains  to the south- east  boundary of
Tocal No. 1 Run; thence north-east to the south
angle of the Moselle Run and by a continuation of
that line along the south -east boundary of said run,
crossing  the Four-mile Creek fifty-five chains above
a tree marked broad-arrow over  LIII  over M fifteen
miles seventy -five chains to the eastern corn er of
Moselle Run ; thence by part of the north-east boun-
daryof tbatrunnorth -west onemilefive chains; thence
east along part of the southern boundary of Fittle-
worth Run sixty -eight chains to the north-west
corner of Douglas Downs Run; thence by a south
line along the western boundary of that run twelve
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Bundaberina.
Claimants of Lease-Joshua Peter Be ll , John
Alexander Be ll, and Marmaduke Bell.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable is
Total .. 75 „
Commending  on the left bank of the  Thompson
River at the  west corner of Forrestgrove Run at a
point sixty  chains  below a  tree marked broad-arrow
over LXVII over M ; thence south- east along part
of the south-west boundaries  of Forrestgrove and
Ernestina Runs six miles sixty chains  to the north
angle of Moselle  Run ; thence  south-west along the
north -west boundary  of last -named run fifteen miles ;
thence north -west along  part of the north -east boun-
dary of Alfred Downs No. 1 Run three  miles sixty
chains to the Thompson  River at a point  five chains
above  a tree marked broad-arrow  over T over XXII ;
thence by the left bank of the Thompson  River up-
wards to the  point of commencement.
Name of Run-Moselle.
Claimants  of Lease-Joshua Peter Bell, John
Alexander  Bell, and Marmaduke Bell.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  75 square miles.
,, Unavailable  ... ...  0
,,
Total 75 „
Commencing at the east angle of Bundaberinia
Run ; thence south -east along part  of the south-west
boundary of Ernestina, the south-west boundary of
Fittleworth  Run and a prolongation  thereof, in
all five miles  ;  thence south -west along  part of the
north-west boundary  of Hazlemere Run, crossing
the Four- mile Creek  fifty- five chains above a tree
marked broad -arrow over LIII over  M fifteen
miles  ;  thence north -west along  part of the north-
east boundary  of Tocal No. 1 Run five  miles to the
south angle of BundalieriniaRun ;  thence north-east
along the south -east  boundary of that run  crossing
the Four-mile Creek  about ninety  chains above a
tree  marked broad -arrow  over LIX  over M fifteen
miles to the point  of commencement.
Name  of Run - Hazlewood.
Claimants  of Lease-Joshua Peter  Bell, John
Alexander  Be ll , and Marmaduke Bell.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total ... .. 100 it
Commencing  at the south -west corner of St.
Helena Run ; thence west along part of the northern
boundary of Cleanakin Run, the northern  boundary
of Redbill  Run, and a continuation thereof ten
miles to the  south -east corner of Quorn Run ;
thence north  along the east  boundary  of that run
ten miles crossing  the head of  Four-mile Creek one
mile ten chains  west of  a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVII over M to the south boundary of
Douglas  Downs  Run ; thence east along part of that
boundary and the south  boundary of Mary Downs
Run ten miles ,  passing twenty chains north of the
same tree  ;  thence  by the  western boundary of St.
Helena Run, bearing  south  ten miles  to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Quorn.
Claimants  of Lease-Joshua Peter Bell, John
Alexander  Bell, and Marmaduke Be ll .
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing  at the south -west corner of Hazle-
wood Run ; thence west to the  north -east corner of
Melton Run ,  and along  part of the  northern  boundary
of that  run ten miles, passing twenty -six chains
south of a tree on Tocal Creek  marked broad-arrow
over XVIII over H, and twenty-six  chains south
of another tree on  the same creek marked broad-
arrow over XIV over H ; thence  north along the
eastern boundary of Colston  Run ten miles, crossing
Tocal Creek twenty- three chains east of a tree
marked  broad-arrow over XIII over H to the
)f
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south boundary of Hazlemere Run ; thence east
along part of that boundary and part of south
boundary of Douglas Downs Run, ten miles, cross-
ing the Four-mile Creek and passing seventeen chains
north of a tree on that creek marked broad-arrow
over XL over M ; thence along the western boun-
dary of Hazlewood Run bearing south ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Colston.
Claimants of Lease-Joshua Peter Bell, Alex-
ander Bell, and Marmaduke Bell.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 100
Commencing at the south-west corner of Quorn
Run ; thence west along part of the north boun-
daries of Melton and Widnerpool Runs ten miles,
passing thirty-five chains south of a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIII over H ; thence north
along part of the east boundaries of Cropwell and
Tocal No. 1 Runs ten miles, crossing Tocal Creek
five chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over
VII over H ; thence east along part of the south
boundaries of Tocal No. 1 and Hazlemere Runs ten
miles; thence by thewestern boundaryof Quorn Run,
bearing south ten miles, and crossing Tocal Creek
twenty-three chains east of a tree marked broad-
arrow over XIII over H to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run - Alfred Downs No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Cory.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0 „
Total  ... ... 100
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
'River, at a point  thirty  chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow  over LVII  over T  ;  thence south-east
along part of the south-west boundary  of Alfred
Downs No. 1 Run six miles five chains ; thence
south-west along part of the north-west boundary
of Tocal No .  1 Run four miles twenty chains to
the northern boundary of Cropwell Run ; thence
by part of the northern boundary of that run west
one mile twenty -five chains  ;  thence by part of the
western boundary of the same run south one mile
twenty-five chains ; thence south-west along part
of the north -west boundary of Wait-a -while Run
three miles seventy -two chains  ;  thence north-west
along the north-east boundary of that run and part
of the north -east boundary of Alfred Downs N o. 3
Run, crossing the Thompson River sixty-two chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over  LII over T
ten miles forty chains ; thence north-east along the
south -east boundary of Alfred Downs  No. 4 Run
ten miles ; thence south -east along part of the
south-west boundaries of Alfred Downs No. 5 and
Alfred Downs No. 1 Runs four miles  thirty-five
chains to point of commencement.
Name of Run -Alfred Downs No. 3.
Claimant of Lease -Henry Cory.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... .., 100
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the
Thompson River ten chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over XLVI over T ; thence east along
part of north boundary of Clifton Run three miles
sixty-seven chains; thence along the western boun-
dary of  Wait-a-while Run north seven miles thirty
chains to the south -west boundary of Alfred Downs
No. 2 Run ; thence north-west along part of the
south -west boundaries of Alfred Downs No. 2 and
Alfred Downs No. 4 Runs ,  crossing the Thompson
River sixty-two chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over LII over T twelve miles fifty-five
chains ; thence south sixteen miles thirty chains ;
thence east crossing the said river five miles
3eirteen chains to the point of commencement,`)
Name of Run -Vacy No, 1.
Claimant of Lease -Gilbert Gostwyck  Cory.
Estimated Area-
Availab'e ... ...  75 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total .. 75
,,
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River at a point forty chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over E ; thence north-west five
miles five chains  ;  thence north -east five miles ;
thence north-west three miles ; thence north-east
ten miles to the south-west boundary of Isis
Downs No. 11 Run ; thence south-east along part
of that boundary about three miles twenty-five
chains to the Barcoo River  (and which last line if
produced would pass sixty-five chains south-west
of a tree marked  broad-arrow over LXV over E);
thence by the right bank of said river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Vacy No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ... ... 75
„
„
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over LV
over E ; thence along part of the north-east
boundary  of Mortlake  Run south -east four
miles ; thence north-east ten miles to the south-west
boundary of Minster Run ; thence north-west
along part of that boundary and the south-west
boundary of Isis Downs No. 7 Run nine miles
twenty-five chains to the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point about sixty -five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow  over LXV  over E  ;  thence by
the left bank of the said river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Clifton.
Claimants of Lease - William George Bell,
Charles  Boydell  Dutton, and Archibald
Francis Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River ten chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow
over XLVI over T ; thence east along part of the
south boundary of Alfred Downs No. 3 Run and a
prolongation thereof to the south-west corner of
Cropwell Run and along a part of the south boundary
of that run, in all ten miles ten chains ; thence south
along the west boundary of Mungerie No. 1 Run to
the north boundary of Moonda No. 2 Run nine miles
thirty chains ; thence west along a part of the north
boundary of Moonda No. 2 Run and the north
boundary of Bimera North Run about eleven miles
fifty-five chains to the Thompson River at a point
one mile four chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over XL over T, and thence by the left bank
of that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bimera North.
Claimants of Lease-William George Bell,
Charles Boydell Dutton, and Archibald
Francis Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of The Thompson
River one mile four chains due north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XL over T; thence east
along part of the south boundary of Clifton Run
seven miles fifty-five chains ; thence south along
the west boundary of Moonda No. 2 Run ten miles ;
thence west along part of the north boundary of
Moonda No 1 Run and north boundary of Bimera
South Run, about twelve miles ten chains to the
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Thompson River at a point seventy -two chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow  over XXXIV
over T  ;  thence by the left bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Bimera South.
Claimants of Lease - William George Bell,
Charles Boydell Dutton ,  and Archibald
Francis Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing  on the left bank of the Thompson
River seventy-two chains above a tree marked
broad- arrow over  XXXIV over T ; thence east
along part  of the south boundary of Bimera North
Run about  nine miles ten  chains; thence south
along the west  boundary of Moonda No. 1 Run ten
miles  ;  thence west  twelve miles thirty chains to the
Thompson River, passing five chains north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXVIII over T on the
said river  ; and thence by the left bank of that river
upwards  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ridgelands.
Claimants  of Lease-William G. Bell, Charles
Boydell Dutton, and Archibald Francis
Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  80 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total .., ... 100 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Thompson
River one mile four chains due north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XL over T, thence west
twelve miles sixty-five chains ; thence south ten
miles ; thence east along part of the north boundary
of Woodlands Run about eight miles to the Thomp-
son River (which last line if produced would pass
seventy-two chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXXIV over T) ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Woodlands.
Claimants of Lease-William George Bell,
Charles Boy£lell Dutton, and Archibald
Francis Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 25
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the right bank of the Thompson
River seventy- two chains  above a tree marked
broad- arrow  over XXXIV over T ; thence west
along the south boundary of Ridgelands Run and
a prolongation thereof about  eleven miles  ; thence
south ten miles to the north boundary of Chaunsit
No. 3 Run ; thence east  along  parts of the north
boundaries of that run and Carella No. 2 Run eight
miles  to the Thompson River (which last line if
produced would  pass  five chains north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXVIII over T) ; thence
by the right bank of that river upwards to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Carella No. 1.
Claimant of Lease- James  Nisbet.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 20
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River at a tree marked T ; thence east along the
north boundary of Jundah Run and a prolongation
thereof passing two chains south of a tree marked
broad-arrow over XV over T on said river six mil(s
fifty chains ; thence north ten miles to the southern
boundary of Carella No. 2 Run ; thence west crow-
ing the Thompson River twenty-eight chains north
of a tree marked broad-arrow over XX over T ten
miles forty chains; thence so nth along the east
boundary of Chaunsit No. 2 Run to the north
boundary of the Holbern Hill Run ten miles ;
thence east along part of the north boundary of
last-named  run three miles seventy chains to the
right bank of the Thompson River opposite the
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run-Carella No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-James Nisbet.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 80  square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 it
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River at a point five chains due north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXVIII over T ; thence
along part of the south boundary of Bimera South
Run east four miles thirty chains ; thence south ten
miles ; thence west to the north-east angle of
Carella No. 1 Run and along part of the northern
boundary of that run crossing the Thompson River
twenty-eight chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over XX over T ten miles forty chains ;
thence north along the east boundary of Chaunsit
No. 3 Run ten miles to the south boundary of
Woodlands Run; thence east along part of that
boundary and part of the south boundary of Bimera
South Run, crossing the Thompson River,  six miles
ten chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Jundah.
Claimant of Lease-Wm. gelman.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
f)
))
i
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50
))
))
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River, at a tree marked T; thence east ,  passing
two chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XV over T  on said river ,  along part of the south
boundary of Carella No. 1 Run three miles seventy
chains ; thence south  ten  ' miles  ;  thence west six
miles fifty chains to the Thompson River ,  at a point
eight chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XII over T  (said line crossing the Nine-mile
Waterhole ) ;  thence by the left bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Holbern H ill.
Claimant of Lease - Wm.  Kelman.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
))
),
Unava ilable  ... ... 10
Total  ... ...  50
))
is
Commencing on the right bank of the Thompson
River, at a point opposite a tree marked T at the
north-west corner of Jundah Run ; thence west six
miles fifty chains ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east three miles fifty-five chains to the Thompson
River, at a point opposite the south-west corner of
Jundah Run (said line, if produced, would pass
eight chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XII over T) ; thence by the right bank of the
Thompson River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Peninsula.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ..: 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 60
,)
Commencing on the left bank of the Thompson
River at a point thirty-two chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over VI over T; thence along
the south boundary of Naughton Vale No. 2 Run,
east five miles forty -nine chains ; thence along the
the west boundary of Adaford Run south six miles
forty chains to a tree on the right bank of the
Barcoo River marked broad-arrow over X over E ;
thence by that bank downwards to its junction
with the Thomrson River, and by the left bank of
the latter river upwards to the point of commence.
ment.
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Name of Run-Welford Downs.
Claimants of Lease - Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 of
pTotal... 100 „
Commencing on the  right bank of  the Barcoo
River sixty -five chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over  XVII  over E, being the south-east
corner of Adaford Run  ;  thence north five miles
forty  chains  ;  thence east ten miles ; thence south
(crossing the Barcoo River twenty -five chains above
a tree on the right  bank of  that river marked
broad-arrow over  XXIV  over E )  ten miles ;
thence west ten miles ; thence north four miles
forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Adaford.
Claimants of Lease- Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total  ...  50 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over X over
E ; thence north six miles  forty  chains ; thence
east ten miles  ;  thence south along part of the west
boundary of Welford  Downs  Run four miles
seventy-five chains to the Barcoo River at a point
sixty-five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVII  over E  ; thence by the right bank of
the said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Henley.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River twenty-five chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXIV over E; thence north
four miles five chains ; thence north -east eight
miles  fifty-five chains to the south-west boundary
of Walton Run; thence south-east along part of
that boundary four miles forty chains to the Barcoo
River at a point forty-five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXIII over E ; thence
by the right bank of the said river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Walton.
Claimants of Lease - Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  15
Total ... 50
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River at a point forty-five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXIII over E ; thence
north-west four miles sixty-five chains ; thence
north-east ten miles ; thence south-east six miles
ten chains to the Barcoo River (and which last
line if produced would pass ten chains north-east of
a tree marked broad-arrow over XXXIX over E) ;
thence by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Rame of Run-Adderley.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of Powell's (or
Dowling's) Creek, at a point twenty chains above
a tree marked broad-arrow over XV over F ;
thence south-west along part of the south-east
boundary of Kingston Run, and a prolongation
thereof, five miles forty-five chains ; thence south-
east five miles ; thence north-east, along the north-
west boundaries of Coolie West and Coolie East
Runs  (crossing  Powell 's Creek three chains below
a tree marked broad arrow over XX over F) ten
miles ; thence north-west five miles  ;  thence south-
west four miles thirty-five chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cirencester.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Powell's (or
Dowling's) Creek, at a point twenty chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over XV over F ; thence
north-east along part of the north-west boundary
of Adderly Run, and a prolongation thereof, six
miles  forty  chains ; thence north -west nine mile-
thirty chains to the south-east boundary of Wands
worth Run; thence south-west four miles five
chains to Powell's Creek, at a point fifty chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over VII over
F ; thence by the right bank of the said creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Wandsworth.
Claimants of Lease - Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 it
Total  ...  50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Powell's or
Dowling's Creek  fifty  chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over VII over F ; thence north-east
ten miles ten chains ; thence north-west to the south
corner of Mortlake Run and along its south-west
boundary ,  passing twelve chains south -west of a
tree marked broad-arrow over  XLVI over E six
miles to the Barcoo River  ;  thence by left bank of
that river downwards to the junction of Powell's
Creek about half-a-mile below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XXXVIII over E ; thence by the right
bank of Powell's Creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Marlow Bridge.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... .. 50 If
Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo
River opposite the northern corner of Wandsworth
Run, said corner being twenty chains north-west
and twelve chains south -west of a tree marked
broad-arrow over XLVI over E ; thence north.
west four miles thirty chains ; thence south-west
ten;miles ; thence south-east five miles forty chains
to the Barcoo River, and which  last line  if produced
would  pass ten chains  north- east of a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXXIX over E ; thence by the
right bank of the  said river upwards  to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Mortlake.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40  square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total . ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point twenty chains north-west and
twelve chains south-west of a tree marked broad-
arrow  over XLVI  over E, said point being opposite
the east angle of Marlow Bridge Run ; thence
south-east four  miles  seventy-three chains ; thence
north-east ten miles ; thence north-west four miles
sixty-five chains to the Barcoo River at a tree
marked broad-arrow over LV over E,  and thence
by the left bank of the said river downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Metz.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable 0
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River twenty-five chains above  a tree  marked broad-
arrow over XXIV over E ; thence south five miles
sixty chains ; thence  east  one mile twenty chains ;
thence north-east fourteen miles seventy chains to
the south- west  boundary of Sedan Run ; thence
north-west along part of that boundary three miles
thirty chains to the Barcoo River, at a point forty-
five chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXIII over E ; thence by the left bank of the
said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run- Sedan.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point forty-five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXIII over E ; thence
south- east  five miles  forty-five chains ; thence north-
east nine  miles sixty  chains to  Powell's (or Dow-
ling's ) Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
VII over F ; thence by that creek downwards to
its junction  with the Barcoo River about half-a-mile
below a tree marked broad arrow over XXXVIII
over E ; thence by the left bank of the Barcoo
River downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kingston.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Rome and Charles
Rome.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 0
„
Total ... ... 50
„
Commencing on the left bank of Powell's (or
Dowling's) Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over VII over F; thence south-west along part of
the south-east boundary of Sedan Run  six miles
ten chains; thence south-east en miles; thence
north-east three miles sixty-five chains to Powell's
Creek at a point twenty chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over XV over F ; thence by the left
hank of that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Alliance.
Claimant of Lease-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 it
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point ten chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IX over E, being the north-west
corner of Forrester's Retreat Run ; thence south
along the west boundary of that run and a pro-
longation thereof ten miles ; thence west ten miles ;
thence north ten miles fifty-five chains to the Barcoo
River (and which line if produced would pass
twenty-six chains west of a tree marked broad-
arrow over I over E) ; thence by the left bank of the
said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Forrester's Retreat.
Claimant of Lease-William James Forrester.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo
River at a point ten chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IX over E ; thence south eight
miles ; thence  east ten miles  ; thence north to the
south-west corner of Welford Downs Run and
along part of the western boundary of that run,
in all ten miles forty chains to the Barcoo River
sixty-five chains above  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over XVII over E ; thence by the left bank of the
said river downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Coolie West.
Claimant of Lease-Kenneth Budge.
Estimated Area-
Available
... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10  „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Powell's (or
Dowling's) Creek three chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over XX over F, being a point opposite
the west angle of Coolie East Run; thence south-
west five miles ; thence south-east ten miles ;
thence north-east about five miles to Powell's
Creek at a point about one mile ten chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXVI over F;
thence by the left bank of the said creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Coolie East.
Claimant of Lease-Kenneth Budge.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40  square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ...  50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Powell's (or
Dowling ' s) Creek ,  at a spot opposite a point three
chains below a tree marked broad -arrow over XX
over F  ;  thence north -east four miles seventy chains ;
thence south-east ten miles ; thence south-west
about five miles to Powell's Creek at a point
about one mile ten chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over  XXVI over  F; thence by the
right bank  of the  said creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Isis Downs No. 11.
Claimant of Lease-J. Stevenson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing  on the  right bank of the Barcoo
River about sixty -five chains below a tree marked
LXV over  E ; thence north -west six miles fifty-five
chains ; thence north -east ten miles to the south-
west  boundary  of Isis Downs No. 5 Run ;  thence
south -east along that boundary ,  passing through a
point about twenty -five chains south-west of a tree
marked broad-arrow  over XXXVI,  about two miles
to the  Barcoo River  ;  and thence by the right bank
of that river downwards  to the  point of commence.
ment.
Name of Run-Isis Downs No. 7.
Claimants of Lease-John Govett, James Thom-
son, Thomas Russell,  and Lewis Thomson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable
Total
„
„
Commencing on the left bank of the Barcoo River
about sixty-five chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over LXV over E ; thence south-east three
miles fifteen chains ; thence north-east ten miles ;
thence north-west to the south angle of Isis Downs
No. 6 Run, and along its south-west boundary about
six miles and forty chains to the Barcoo River ;
thence by left bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement, which last line if produced
would pass through a point about twenty-five chains
south-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXVI.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1875.
CARDWELL GENERAL CEMETERY.
THE following  Rules and Regulations; madeby the Trustees of the Cardwell  General
Cemetery, pursuant to  " The Cemetery Act of
1865," having been approved and confirmed by
His Excellency  the Governor in Council, are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
CARDWELL GENERAL CEMETERY. '
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. Before any funeral shall be admitted within
the gates of the cemetery, the sexton must be
furnished with the usual certificate of the district
registrar, coroner, or magistrate, as the case
may be.
2. The space for  a single grave shall  be eight
feet by four feet; fora double grave or vault,
eight feet by eight feet; and for a family grave,
eight feet by twelve feet. A grave intended for
an adult shall be dug at  least six  feet deep, and
for a child not less than four feet six inches. All
graves  shall be dug either by, or under the imme-
diate direction of the sexton.
3. The sexton's duties shall include the follow-
ing:-Digging graves ; being present at all funerals
and rendering whatever  assistance  may be required ;
closing -in the graves ; affixing a number to each
grave (immediately after interment) corresponding
with the entry in the register ;  seeing  that the
gates are  properly and securely fastened and
fences in good repair ; and furnishing the secretary
monthly returns of the burials.
4. The sexton shall not allow, on any pretext
whatever,  any grave  or vault to be interfered with,
except for the satisfaction of the ends of justice,
and then not without an order from  a magistrate
or other sufficient authority.
5. The undertaker or person ordering grave
shall give at least eight hours' notice, when practi-
cable, to the sexton, of the hour fixed for the
funeral, and shall at the same time furnish the
particulars required in schedule C.
6. The scale of fees payable to the Trustees for
burials, tombstones, vaults, and enclosures, shall be
according to schedule A.
7. Every application for interment must be ac-
companied by the information specified  in sche-
dule B.
8. A plan or drawing of every mortuary chapel,
monument , tombstone, or tablet proposed to be
erected in  the cemetery, and a copy of every
epitaph or inscription to be  engraved thereon, must
be'submitted to the Trustees for approval ; and the
Trustees shall have power to withhold their per-
mission , and prevent the erection of any such
monument , &c., as shall appear to them improper or
unbecoming.
9. The Trustees shall meet the first Thursday
in every month (or, if necessary, oftener) to au-
thorise payments, which shall be by cheque signed
by the secretary  and chairman  of the  meeting, and
to transact any other business.
SCHEDVLE A.
Single grave ,  8 feet  x 4 feet ... £1 0 0
Children' s grave  (under  five years ) ... 0 10 0
Double  grave, 8 feet  x 8 feet ... ... 2 10 0
Family grave , 8 feet x 12 feet ... ... 5 0 0
Sinking or re-opening grave ... ... 1 0 0
Sinking  children' s grave .. ... 0 10 0
For permission  to erect head and foot stone 0 10 0
For permission to erect iron  railings ... 0 10 0
Registration of grave  and iron label ... 0 5 0
Paupers,  gaol  and hospital inmates ... 0 10 0
SCHEDULE B.
Answers to be written opposite the following ques-
tions at time of application to inter :-
Name of deceased
Cause of death
Age and sex :
Denomination :
Birthplace :
Day and hour of funeral :
Number of grave on plan :
SCHEDULE, C.
Information to sexton  to enable  him to prepare graves
proper size :-
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of widest part of same
Day and hour of funeral :
Names and signatures of Trustees
EDWIN WHITFIELD.
P. THEWNDST.
EDMUND HAWTHORN.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-four, and in
the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
TINGALPA  CENERAL CEMETERY.
THE  following Rules and Regulations, made bythe Trustees of the Tingalpa General Ceme-
tery, pursuant to  " The Cemetery Act of  1865,"
having been approved and confirmed by His Excel-
lency the Governor in Council, are hereby pub.
lished in the  Government Gazette.
T. B. STEPHENS.
TINGALPA  GENERAL CEMETERY.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. The fees  and charges  set forth in Schedule A
shall be paid at the time the order is given for the
preparation of a grave, or when the  permission of
the Trustees is obtained for the erection of any
vault, monument, or tombstone within the said
cemetery.
2. The Trustees Shall define the size and position
of all graves  and vaults  to be sunk in the cemetery.
3. No grave shall be dug to a depth of less than
six feet, and the Trustees may, if they see fit,
require any  grave to be dug  to a greater depth.
4. The  undertaker  or person  ordering a grave
shall furnish to the Sexton  a memorandum in the
form of Schedule D at the time that the Trustees'
permission  is granted to him.
5. In accordance with the provisions of the 19th
Section of  "The Cemetery Act,"  any person  digging
or making a vault, or erecting  a monument or
tombstone in the cemetery, by permission of the
Trustees, upon payment of the charges herein men-
tioned, shall be entitled to  maintain  such vault or
monument  according to the term of such per-
mission,  to and for the sole and  separate use of
such person and his representatives for ever.
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6. Application  for permission  to have a grave
prepared or vault constructed, a monument, tomb-
stone, or tablet erected, must  be made to the
Trustees ; if approved , a permission  in the form set
forth in Schedule B will be granted to the person
applying, on payment of the charges set forth in
Schedule A.
7. Orders for interment must be given to the
Trustees or person appointed by them at least six
working hours before the hour fixed for the funeral ;
if not,  an extra charge  will be made, in accordance
with the scale in Schedule A. At the time the
order is given the particulars required to fill up
Schedule C must be furnished by the person giving
the order.
8. A plan or drawing of every mortuary chapel,
monument , tombstone, or tablet proposed to be
erected in the cemetery, and a copy of every
epitaph or inscription to be engraved thereon, must
be submitted to the Trustees for approval; and the
Trustees  shall have power to fithhold their per-
mission,  and prevent the erection of any such
monument, &c., as shall appear to them improper
or unbecoming. .
9. The Sexton  must  be informed of the hour
fixed for the  funeral at  the time  permission  to inter
is obtained, and the hour fixed must in  all cases be
punctually observed.
10. Funerals must (unless otherwise specially
authorized by the Trustees) take  place  between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., except on Sundays,
when the hours are restricted to between 2 and 5
p.m.
11. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
special grants, and of the positions of all graves in
the cemetery, shall be kept by the Trustees, and
shall be open to the inspection of all persons in-
terested upon payment of the charges mentioned in
Schedule A.
12. All monuments, vaults, graves, and grave-
stones, must be kept in repair and proper condition
by and at the expense of the owners.
13. The Sexton may turn out or take into
custody any person who shall behave indecorously,
or commit any trespass or injury to the trees,
flowers, or erections, or otherwise infringe any of
the provisions of  " The Cemetery Act; "  and the per-
son so infringing  shall be proceeded  against under
the Act. No person shall be allowed inside the
cemetery between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
SCHEDULE A.
A single grave in open ground,. including
selling ... ... ... ... ...
A single grave in open ground, for children
under S years ... ... ... ...
Private  Graves.
Land for graves (unelected), 9 feet by 4 feet
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 4 feet....
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 8 feet...
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 12 feet..
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave 6 feet ... ... ... ...
Each additional foot as under-
For the first additional foot
Fox the second additional foot ... ...
For each additional foot .. ...
For all  interments  not taking place at the
usual hour, additional fee .
For all interments where the usual notice
required under rule seven is not given...
For certificate of right of burial in all private
Re-opening graves or vaults ... ... ...
Additional fee for all interments that take
place on Sundays, except the  grave is
opened on the previous (lay ...
For permission to erect tombs, headstones,
or monuments ... ... ... ...
For iron label (to be charged  in all cases ) ...
For copy of any entry in register ...
For permission to inspect plan or register .,.
s. d.
SCHEDULE B.
Fos OF CE1TIFICATE OF RIGHT  OF BURIAL IN THE
TINGALFA  CEMETERY.
On the application of and upon payment
of the sum of , receipt whereof is hereby
acknowledged, the Trustees of the Tingalpa Cemetery,
in accordance with the powers with which they are in-
vested by the Act of Parliament, 29 Vic., No. 15, hereby
grant unto permission to use as a grave or
vault that piece of land feet by feet, lying
within the said cemetery, and marked No. on the
map or plan of the said cemetery kept by the said
trustees, with permission to have dug a grave or graves,
and erect a monument or tombstone, on compliance with
the rules and payment of the charges prescribed by
them. And it is hereby declared that the said
shall be entitled to have and to keep up such grave,
vault, monument, or tombstone, according to the terms
of this permission, to and for the sole and separate use
of the said and his representatives for ever.
Provided always, and it is hereby declared, that this
grant is made subject to the terms and conditions fol-
lowing, viz.:-First, that the said piece of ground shall
be kept and used by the said and his repre-
sentatives solely as a burying place, and that no other
use shall be made thereof ; second, that no enclosing
wall, fence, building, monument, or tombstone shall be
erected or placed on the said piece of ground until a
plan thereof shall have been exhibited to the said
trustees, and their authority given for the erection
thereof ; third, that the said grave or vault, wall, fence,
building, monument or tombstone, shall be maintained
and kept up by the said ' and his representa-
tives in proper repair, to the satisfaction of the said
trustees ; fourth, that the said and his
representatives shall, in the use of the said piece of
ground, and access thereto, be subject in every respect to
such rules and regulations as the trustees of the said
cemetery may from time to time make, and shall not be
entitled to exercise the right to bury or inter therein,
except on payment of such charges as shall from time to
time be established by the trustees.
SCHEDULE C.
Answers to be written opposite the following questions
at the time of application to inter :-
Name of deceased :
Cause of Death :
Age:
Sex :
Denomination :
Birth place :
Address :
Day  and hour  of  funeral :
Number of grave on plan
SCHEDULE D.
Information  to the Sexton to enable  hint  to prepare grave
proper size.
0 15 0
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased :
0 10 0
Length of coffin :
Width of widest part of same :
Day and hour  of funeral :
1 0 0 NAMES OF TRUSTEES.
2 0 0 ANGUS GIBSON,
3 0 0 STEPHEN SMITH,
4 0 0 RICHARD NICHOLLS,
0 15 0
GEORGE BENFER,
MARTIN KAVANAGH,
0 3 0
JOHN RICHARDSON.
0 5 0 CHARLES COPE,
0 5 0 Secretary.
0 5 0
0 5 0
Corfirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
0 5 0 House,  Brisbane , this nineteenth day of
0 15 0 March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
0 7 6 i
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
0 7 6 W. W. CAIRNS.
0 3 0 By Command,
0 2 6
0 1 0 T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W V 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North  Brisbane,
city of Brisbane , allotment  No.  17 of  section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side  of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment  16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle  street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west  corner  of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in  continuation south-easterly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A,
and distant therefrom 100 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1875.
1 1
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The  Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given , that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millehester;
allotment 6  of section 8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing  on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north- east  by that land
and allotment 6, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees , four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four  chains  and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north- west  by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees,  four  chains and  thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of  Taranzpa.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published in
the  Government  Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and boundedathence on the north by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy -three links ;
on the north -west by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty -seven minutes ,  nine chains and twenty-
one links, to the Brisbane River  ;  and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  ROADS PADDOCK AND DEroT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north-east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road  ;  on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about  forty- one chains  ;  on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ;  and  on  the
north -west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
11V pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Redcliffe, county of Stanley.
1,461 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Ga:etle,  dated 18th April,
1874, page 788.)
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 21, and bounded thence on part of the south
by a line and the north boundary of portion No.
22 bearing west thirty-one chains ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundaries of portions Nos.54,
66, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and by other lines bearing
325 degrees ninety-six chains fifty-five links ; on
the west by a line and the south boundary of per-
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Lion No. 503 bearing east nine chains fifty-five
links; thence by the east and part of the north
boundary of that portion bearing north forty-two
chains eighty -three links ,  and west two chain s
fifty-eight links  ;  thence by a line and the east and
part of the north boundary of portion No. 31 bear-
ing north twenty -eight chains thirty-eight links,
and west thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by
the east and part of the north boundary of portion
No. 22A bearing north twenty -two chains thirty-six
links, and west twenty-five chains sixty links ; and
thence by part of the east boundary of portion No.
35 bearing north fifteen chains seventy links ; on
the north by a line bearing east 130 chains eighty-
three links  ;  on part of the east by the main road
from Gympie to Brisbane bearing 159 degrees
15 minutes fifty -four chains, and 152 degrees 50
minutes thirteen chains  ;  on the remainder of the
south by part of the north boundary of portion No.
94, and the north boundary of portion  lo.  93 bear-
ing west sixty -six chains fifty links  ;  and on the
remainder of the east by the west boundaries of
portions Nos. 93,  92, 88, and 86 bearing 156
degrees seventy -two chains sixteen links  ;  thence
by the west boundaries of portions Nos. 84 and
435, and by a line bearing south sixty chains ten
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY AT WOOGAROO.
County of Stanley ,  parish of Oxley.
25 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River ,  at the west corner of Burslam 's lease of five
acres, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that lease bearing 66 degrees fourteen chains and
twenty links  ;  on the north -east by a line bearing
334 degrees fifteen chains  ;  on the north -west by a
line bearing 246 degrees sixteen chains and sixt yy-
five links to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
Parish of Grandchester.
About 10,000 acres.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th February,
1873, page 206.)
Commencing on the Tarampa and Ipswich road,
at the north -east corner of portion 104, parish of
Grandchester  ;  thence by that road northerly to the
south -east boundary of portion 63, parish of Grand-
chester ; thence by part of the south -east bound-
ary of that portion and the south -east boundary of
portion 64 south-westerly to Woolshed ( reek ;
thence by that creek downwards about twenty
chains  ;  thence by a line west about 270 chains ;
thence by a line south about 380 chains to the Great
Southern and Western Railway ; thence easterly
by the railway to the west boundary of portion 74,
parish of Grandchester  ;  thence by the western,
northern ,  and eastern boundaries of portions 74,  76,
75, 72, 88, 91A,  66, 102,  104, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March. 1875.
CROW'1N. LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public  information, that
I the  Commissioners  of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  will hold the
Sitting  in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the under -mentioned offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in  each month.
West  Moreton.
A t the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination  of selectors  applying
for certificates ,  and their  witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Toowoomba ,  the second
Friday in  each month.
At the  Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land  Office , Dalby, the third Thurs.
day in  each month.
A t the  Land Office, Condamtne ,  the second
Thursday  in March ,  1875 ,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT  C URTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land  Office, Gladstone ,  the third
Thursday in April, 1875 , and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the  Land Office , St. Lawrence ,  the first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BuRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday  in ev ery month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in  every month.
At the Land Office , Bundaberg , the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Tenningering , the second
Wednesday in each month.
6ETTLED  DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT OF COOSTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BUREE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  11oma, the second Wed.
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April ,  1875 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1_\ Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His, Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such  grants  respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fellows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of' land ,granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area, two acres.
Nature of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1875.
W V V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided that before any  Crown lands
are permanently reserved from  sale for any public
purpose ,  notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is  hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands  hereunder  described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north- west corner  of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line bearing
south  twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River  ;  and on  the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved as a show ground for use of the Agricul.
tural Society of Southern Queensland.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE AS A Snow GROUND FOR USE OF
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
QUEENSLAN D.
County of Ward, parish of Boyd.
Portions Nos. 27A and 28A.
5 acres'2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at the north corner of portion 29A, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing thirty-nine degrees fifty-six minutes eight
chains ; on the north-east by a line bearing 129
degrees fifty-six minutes seven chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 219 degrees fifty-six
minutes eight chains ; and on the south-west by
a line bearing 309 degrees fifty-six minutes seven
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1874.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section IA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and  on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."
pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
IN" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition  hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CoN-
NELL,  Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of  Spain, President  of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your xecutive Council, that  settle-
ment is steadily taking place  here, consequently
the population  is rapidly increasing  ;  and, also, that
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most  of the Crown  lands adjoining  the township
are already  alienated , which  selections , when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of  grazing,  without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask  your  Excellency  to grant,
namely, 2,800  acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch),  as a town common, for  the benefit of the
residents ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow  twenty -seven other signatures.]
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands  hereunder described  have  been temporarily
reserved  for Railway  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVES FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ON THE RAIL-
WAY LINE  FROM ROCK H AMPTON TO WEST-
WOOD.
No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing on the  northern  side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the south-west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway Station as
notified in the  Government Gazette,  No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve  bearing north 40 degrees 47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links; on the north by the
main Dawson  road westerly about fifty chains ; on
the west by a line bearing south 40 degrees 47
minutes east  to the railway line ; and on the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 180 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion  bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links ; on the south-west by  a line  bearing 50
degrees  thirty- nine chains  ; on the north-east by a
line bearing 320  degrees fifty- six chains  thirty-nine
links to  the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north-east by that railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing  Portion 60 ,  parish  of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the north.
east  boundary of that portion bearing 138 degrees
thirty-four chains fifty links ; on the south-east by
a line bearing  48 degrees twenty chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 318 degrees to the
railway line ; on the north by the railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ; and on the west by
Neerkol Creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. 4.
About 160 acres.
Embracing Portion No. 1, parish of Stanwell.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south-east corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the east by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
No. 5.
About 130 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north- east  corner of
Archer's Selection, No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the railway
line south-westerly twenty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty-five chains ; on the west by a line bearing
37 degrees 30 minutes to a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees ; thence 132 degrees 30 minutes to the
point of commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south by that boundary line bearing west
about thirty-seven chains to a small creek ; on the
west by that creek downwards ; on the north by a
line east parallel to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same boundary bearing east to the railway
line ; and on the east by the railway line south-
westerly to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah.
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
district of Moreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the east boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain Creek ; com-
mencing again  at the south-east  corner  of portion
30, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing  45 degrees 116 chains 66 links to the
south-west boundary of portion 27; on the north-
east by parts of the  south -west and south-east
boundaries  of that  portion bearing 135 degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees  17 chains 35
links, and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing 135 degrees  95 chains  45 links to the
Mooloolah River ; thence on the east by that river
upwards to its junction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south-
west boundary of the  reserve ,-exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, 'Brisbane
district.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER , FOR BEID GE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of  Tinana.
Portions 3 to 11, section 131; and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About 312 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
west corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by lines bearing west 20 chains
and 94 links 16 degrees 65 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 ehains and 6 links, 197
degrees 29 chains, 218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links, 286 degrees 65 minutes 18 chains and
19 links, and 196  degrees 56 minutes  14 chains and
20 links to the point of commencement.
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Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes 28 chains and
58 links west, 16 chains and 2 links, 308 degrees
34 minutes 16 chains and 2 links, and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER,  FOR BRIDGE  PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 10 to 10, section 132 ; portions 2 to 8,
section 127; portions 1 to 8, section 128;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links, 17 degrees 29 chains
and 82 links, 107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees 29 chains and 82 links, 107 degrees 24
chains and 8<i links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 287
degrees 73 chains, 197 degrees 59 chains and 94
links, 287 degrees 40 chains and  75  links, 17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links, and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Maroochy  River , near Tandina, parish of
laroochy, county of Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River at a point bearing west
and distant  thirty- six chains  from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west  by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south- east  by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain ; on the north-east by
the Ninderry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains ; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen  minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links  ; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen  chains ; thence 296 degrees  fifteen  minutes
twenty-five chains seventy  links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 225 degrees  136 chains
eighty links  to Bro wn 's Creek ; and  on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Maroochy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20 miles on  the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the,  Government Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183 )
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty chains; on the
southeast by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER,
On the Mooloolah River, parish of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty chains ; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links ; thence south sixty chains ;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty  chains ;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
On the main road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the main road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing cast fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links; on the east by a line bearing south eighty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west seventy-
one chains fifty links, crossing the Gympie road at
about seventy chains ; and on the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty-one chains ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links ; and thence 351
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty-four link-. to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
*V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town  and parish of Marlborough,  county  of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south -west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street ,  and bounded
thence on the north-cast by Sussex street south
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
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John street ; on the south-cast by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1875.
ERROR  IN  DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent  that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Kunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error  -The name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm Kunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-Allotment 9  of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, 'instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Dced.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 612. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-cast by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th January, 1875.
X,,' HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
I  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before  any  Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will to
permanently reserved for Public Pound  ppurpposes.
• T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment  5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by  a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south.
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murrhison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Laurence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ton chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence.
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE TIMBER.
On the Gympie Road between Mount Coochin and
Mellum Creek.
800 acres.
Commencing at the twenty-mile tree from Cabul-
ture, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing south-east sixty chains; on the south-east
by a line bearing south-west eighty chains ; on the
south-west by a line bearing north-west 100 chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north-east
eighty  chains ;  and again on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Canning, parish of Maroochy.
720 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane Road at the west
corner of a reserve, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about fifty-nine chains and  fifty links; on the
north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty
chains; on the north-west by a line hearing 225
degrees 120 chains; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees sixty chains ; and again on the
south-east by a line bearing forty-five degrees
about sixty chains and fifty links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION PURPOSES.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres  1 rood and 5 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Petrie Terrace,
at a point bearing 349 degrees, and distant 150 links
from the north-west corner of the Reserve for
Barracks, and bounded thence on the south by a
street easterly at right-angles to Petrie Terrace,
about three chains and twenty-five links to Countess
street ; on the east by Countess street, bearing 320
degrees fifty-five minutes, about fourteen chains
and thirty links to Petrie Terrace ; and on the west
by Petrie  Terrace southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Churchill, parish of Mutdapilly.
367 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the BremerRiver
at the north-west corner of portion 145, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing east
thirty-four chains and thirty-four links to a road one
chain wide; on the south-east by that road bearing
seven degrees three chains and eighty-two links ;
again on the south by a line bearing east forty
chains  and one link ; on the east by portions 141
and 142 bearing north fifteen chains and fifty links
to another road one chain wide ; on the north by
that road bearing west sixty-two chains and twenty
links to the Bremer River ; and on the west by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
bearing west about sixty-seven chains ; on the east
by that reserve bearing north thirty-six chains and
fifty links to a road 150 links wide ; on the north
by that road bearing west about eighty-four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains and eighteen links to the north-west corner
of portion  289,;  on the south by portion  282 bear-
ing  east  nineteen chains and sixteen links ; again
on the west by a line bearing south ten chains and
thirty-eight links ; again on the south by portion
295 bearing east twenty-two chains and sixty-eight
links ; again on the west by that portion bearing
south fifty-three chains and twenty-four links to
the Pimpama road ; on the south-west by that road
south-easterly to the south-west corner of portion
281; again on the east by that portion bearing
north thirty-eight chains and ninety-six links to a
road one chain wide ; again on the south by that
road bearing east thirty-eight chains and fifty-eight
links to Half-way Creek ;  and on  the south-east by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Half-way Creek,
at the crossing of the Brisbane road, and bounded
thence on the north-east by that  road bearing 291
degrees five chains and fifty-one links, 300 degrees
15 minutes eleven chains and twenty-six links, 300
degrees twelve chains and four links, 327 degrees
30 minutes eleven chains and seventy-four links,
and 323 degrees 45 minutes six chains and fifty-four
links to a road 150 links wide; on the north by
that road bearing west thirty-three chains and
thirteen links ; on the west by a line  bearing south
thirty-six chains fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing east about sixty-seven chains to the Half-
way Creek ; and on the east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A LANDING PLACE.
Raglan Creek, Port Curtis District.
About 60 acres.
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Rag-
lan Creek, about sixty chains north-west from the
north-west corner of selection 665 ; thence west to
the main road from Rockhampton to Gladstone ;
thence by that road south-easterly to the west
boundary of selection  665;  thence north to Raglan
Creek, and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Timber and Gravel.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER AND  GRAVEL.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
About 586 acres.
(Amended  description ,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the Ist August,
1874, page 1535.)
Commencing  on the left bank of Half way Creek,
at the south-east corner of the Racecourse Reserve,
and bounded thence on  the north  by that reserve
RESERVE  FOR  RAFTING GROUND.
Parish of Tantitha, county of Cook.
About  280 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, in the parish of Tantitha, and bounded thence on
the east by the west boundary of that portion bear-
ing north twenty-two chains and forty links to the
north side of the road from Bundaberg to Bool-
boonda; on the north-west by that road bearing
265 degrees thirty-seven chains; thence 205 de-
grees 30 minutes sixty chains ; thence 212 degrees
30 minutes seventy-three chains; thence by a line
bearing south three chains thirty-two links ; on the
south by a line bearing east about thirty-five chains
to the Burnett River ; and on the south-east by
that river downwards to the point  of commencement,
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RESERVE  Poll  CRICRETING PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Gympie , portion No.
177 A.
7 acres.
Commencing  on the Gympie  road at a point
bearing 145 degrees ,  and distant two miles and
3,584 links from the north corner of the town
reserve, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing 277  degrees four chains and thirty-five
links ; on the west by a line bearing 187 degrees
nine chains and nine links ; on the south by a line
bearing 97 degrees nine chains and nine links ; on
the east by a line bearing 7 degrees three chains
and eighty -two links to the Gympie road one chain
wide ; and on the north -east by that road bearing
325 degrees seven chains and nine links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheH REAS,Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR Snow GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of  Livingslone , town of  Rockhampton.
5 acres 1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets ,  and bounded thence on the north-
west by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and  thirty  links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south -easterly ten chains to William street ;
on' the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly  fi ve chains and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north -east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73,  74, and 75.
25 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide  ;  on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east by a line bearing north 20 chains and 922 links
to the Logan River  ;  and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
A. MACALISLER.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
Parish of  Albert. county  of Ward, portion  112.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek, at
c Feint bearing about north 64 degrees 30 minutes
west, ana distant about six and a-half chains from
the north corner of portion 110 ,  and bounded thence
on the south -east by a line bearing north 45 degrees
east 25 chains and 94 links to a road one and a-half
chain wide  ;  on the east by that road bearing north
22 chains and 25 links to another road one and
a-half chain wide ; on the north by that road bear-
ing west 51 chains and 43 links ; on the west by a
line bearing south 58 chains and 40 links to Sandy
Creek ; and on the south by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  .llerivale ,  parish  of Pratten,  town of
Pratten, allotments  1, 2, 3, 8,  9, and  10,  of
section 2.
6 acres.
Commencing at the intersection  of White and
Bugden streets ,  and bounded on the west  by White
street northerly six chains  ;  on the north by all ot-
ments 7 and 4 at right angles to White street east-
erly 10 chains to Macalister street; on the east by
that street parallel with  White street  southerly
6 chains to Bugden street  ;  and on the  south by
that street  at right angles to White street westerly
10 chains  to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclfe, portion  12.
45 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the North Pine
River at the west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the south -east by  a line  bearing 36
degrees 19 chains and 15 links; on the north by
portion 13 and a road 1 chain wide bearing west
32 chains and 8 links to another road 1 chain wide ;
on the west by that road bearing south 16 chains
and 35 links to the overflow from the North Pine
River; and on the south by that overflow and by
the North Pine River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1874.
W
IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided that before  any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given ,  that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved as show yards for use
of the Drayton  and Toowoomba Agricultural and
Horticultural Society.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHOW  YARDS,  DRAYTON AND Too-
WOOMBA AGRICULTURAL  AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd December,
1871, page 1757.)
6 acres 22 perches.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town
Toowoomba.
Allotments Nos. 1 and 2, Section No. 3A.
of
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road 1 chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south 19 chains and
96 links to James street  ;  on the south by that  street
bearing west 4 chains; on the west by  lines  bearing
3 degrees 3 minutes 9 chains and 96 links, and 11
degrees 48 minutes 10 chains and 23 links to
Herries street  ;  and on the north by that street
bearing east 1 chain and 38 links to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be Teserved for mining
li cense areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases  and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each  side of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered  on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS  interested  are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating  to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue  of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the  Secretary  for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
r IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise  any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South,  will, on  the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B, STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869." f
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner  of Crown Leada
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gayndah, until Four
o'clock pm. on FRIDAY, the 16th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Ilawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Gove rn or,  in pursuance of
I the fourth  clause of  "' The  Enclosure of Roads
Act of  1864,"  and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel all  Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.,
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH TENDERS  will be received at this
1' Office, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until'Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 2nd
April next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks ,  Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Immigration
Barracks ,  Townsville."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars  obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville,
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
TEl NDERS will be received at this Office, and
T  at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Tewantin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Tewantin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract, in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-914. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th February, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
J. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1875.
TO TIMBER GETTERS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER PIONEER RIVER, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 26th March next, from persons
willing to contract for the supply of 150 piles at
per foot lineal, and sawn and squared timber
required, at per foot superficial.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Timber,
Mackay Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Roads Office, Maryborough, and
Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in- the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
T is hereby notified for the information of per-
sons  interested, that the issue of the under-
mentioned Auriferous Leases awaits the payment
of the Balances of rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due in each case is paid within three months
from this date, the leases will be declared forfeited.
No. In whose favor. Gold Field. Balance topay.
£ s. d.
10 Messrs. Ross and Bliss Charters Towers 4 15 0
13 Messrs. Glover and ditot ... 4 15 0
Stubley
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MOUNT PERRY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the PowderMagazine, Mount Perry, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage of gunpowder, &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks... 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week  ... 0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than 50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks ... ... ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
TI. E. T TNQ.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, RAVENSWOOD.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine, Ravenswood, is approved as a
place where gunpowder may be stored, subject to
the provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping
and carriage  of gunpowder , &c., &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged,
under  the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
r. d.
For each and every barrel or package contain.
ing 50 lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks,.. 1 0
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 2
For each and every barrel or package contain-
ing less than  50 lbs., for any period not
exceeding six weeks  ... ... 0 6
Ditto, ditto, above six weeks, per week ... 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
XOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Pond from Colothin Creek to King King
Creek, County of March, Wide Bay District (re-
ferred to in Notices dated 28th September, 1874,
and 17th December, 1874, folios 1938 and 2460,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
76-639.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
BUSINESS  LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 30th
December, 1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette of  9th January, 1875, relative to the
opening of a new Road from Gowrie Siding to
south-west corner of Portion 53, and from Cowrie
Siding to Meringandan, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.  11,  that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to  be seen  at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
If. E. KING.
75-455.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W  I
ITH reference  to the Notice dated 21st
 December , 1874, folio 2503,  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening of a new Road
from Leyburn to Drayton, parishes of Tooth and
Hodgson , county of Aubigny, Darling Downs Dis-
trict: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Leyburn ; and
all persons  intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within  forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-333. H . E. KING.
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
CHARTERS TOWERS.
During the Month ended 28th February, 1875.
No. Name.
5,149 Hubert, Williams,
and Trevethan
5,150 A. G. Hillyard
5,151 Isidor Lissner
No.  Name.
5,152 William J. Toll
5,153 Hubert, Williams,
and Trevcthan
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS RATES .- FLOUR.
T OTICE is hereby given, that Flour from War-
.L wick and Hendon to Dalby, will be charged
at 20s. per ton, instead of 40s., as heretofore ; this
alteration to date from the 1st January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE AND IPSWICH EXTENSION.
MOGGILL FERRY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
22nd instant, the Trains will stop by signal
for passengers at the Level Crossing, six miles from
Ipswich (Moggill Ferry), Brisbane Extension.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
Commissioner  for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1875.
COAL RATES,  SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that on and after the
.L 20th Instant, the following amended Coal
Rates will be charged on the Southern and West-
ern Railway ,  viz.:-
0 OYEBNsrENr Tutrous.
Any distance under 50 miles ,  Id. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 60 miles , F l. per ton per mile.
Owxxns' Taucus.
Any distance under 50 miles, d. per ton per mile.
Any  distance above 50 miles, id. per ton per mile.
Coals to be loaded  and unloaded by the owner.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 15th March, 1875.
THE  following Notice to Mariners is herebypublished for general information.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
PORT ADELAIDE LIGHT.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, February 2, 1875.
W reference to former announcements,1 dated August, 1873, and October, 1874,
notice is hereby given, that the fixed light at pre-
sent exhibited from the tower on the south side of
the outer bar, at the entrance to Port Adelaide,
will be discontinued on and after the 3rd day of
February, 1875; and, in lieu thereof, a white light
of the first order, on the holophotal revolving
dioptric system, showing a bright flash every thirty
seconds, will be exhibited, and will be visible all
round the horizon to a distance of about seventeen
miles.
When much refraction exists this light will be
seen at a greater distance than above stated.
R. H. FERGUSON,
President, Marine Board.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
TENDERS will, be received at this Office until
noon of TUESDAY, March 23rd, for the
supply and delivery of '.Timber required for the
extension of the Embankment at Port Mackay.
Specifications and schedule of sizes and quantities
required, may be seen at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
W. HEMMANT.
ScaanuaE  REFERRED  TO.
55 piles, 15 inches by 35 feet-ironbark or blue gum.
55 „ 15 „ „ 23 „ „
56 walings , 8 in. by 8 in. by 20 ft. 6 in.-ironbark or
blue gum.
56 walings, 8 in. by 6 in. by 19 ft.-ironbark or blue gum.
55 ties, 10 in. by 19 ft.-iroubark or blue gum.
55 struts, 10 in. by 6 in. by 18 ft.-ironbark or blue gum.
Sheet piling of cypress pine.
440 piles 10 in. by 6 in.  by 26  ft.
50 „ 12 in. by 6 in. by 26 ft.
50 „ 9 in. by 6 in.  by 26 ft.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES  of the above are now open at A llora,
Banana, Beenleigh ,  Blackall ,  Bowen (Port
Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg ,  Burrenda ,  Calliope,
Cardwell, Charleville ,  Charters Towers, Clermont,
Cleveland ,  Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla,
Curriwillinghi ,Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gainsford,
Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone ,  Goodna, Goondi-
windi, Greenmount ,  Great Northern Railway,
Gympie, Ipswich ,  Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay, Mara-
thon, Marlborough ,  Maryborough ,  Milchester,
Mount  Perry, Murphy' s Creek, Nanango ,  Norman-
ton, One-mile Creek  (Gympie ),  Pimpama ,  Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton ,  Roma ,  Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  Springsure, S. and W. Railway,
Stanthorpe,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,
Tambo, Taroom ,  Toowoomba Townsville ,  Warwick,
Westwood ,  Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shi llings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
THE  attention of Magistrates of the Territoryis directed to the following Notification and
Regulations, published in the  Government Gazette
of the 17th July, 1869, and it is hereby notified that
the terms thereof will be strictly enforced in future.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th July, 1869.
THE following  Regulations , framed by the  Registrar-
General, for  ensuring  the due registration of deaths by
Justices of the Peace, holding inquests under " The
Inquests of Death Act  of 1866," have been approved
and confirmed. by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, and are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency' s Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
1. In future ,  in every case where a Justice of the
Peace forwards to the Attorney-General a voucher for
fees due to him under the  Inquests  of Death Act,  he will
be required to attach to such voucher a certificate from
the Registrar of Deaths , &c., for the district within
which the death, the subject of the inquiry, took place,
that the death of the person mentioned in such voucher
has been duly notified to him by such Justice of the
Peace, or Coronor ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the 28th section of the Act 19 Vic., No. 34.
2. Justices  of  the Peace ,  or Coroners, wi ll  also  be
required to furnish the District Registrar with a copy of
the " certi ficate of particulars "  sent to the Attorney-
General, and Commissioner of Police, under the pro-
visions of the third section of the Act 30 Vic., No. 3.
Con firmed ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
under my Hand, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, and in
the thirty- third year of Her Majesty ' s Reign.
SAM. W. BLACKALL.
By His Exce ll ency 's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
TENDERS FOR SUPPLIES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Tenders for Supplies on
account of the Public Service for the year 1875
have been accepted :-
Stationery-Messrs. Webster and Co., Brisbane.
Surveyors' Materials-Messrs. Flavelle Bros.
and Roberts, Brisbane.
Ironmongery -Messrs. Perry Bros., Brisbane.
Ship Chandlery-Messrs. Perry Bros., Brisbane.
Brushware-Messrs. Perry Bros., Brisbane.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th March, 1875.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
SHEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theelection of Directors, under the provisions of
section 7 of the above-recited Act, and of section I
of the Amendment Act (31 Victoria, No. 42), are
required to meet at the Police Offices in the under-
mentioned towns, within their respective districts,
on WEDNESDAY, the 31st day of March in-
stant, for the election of Sheep Directors for the
present year, namely :-
Sheep Districts .  Places of Meeting.
Burke
Burnett
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Normanton
Gayndah
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Bowen
St. George
Tambo
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Charleville
Maryborough
A. MACALISTER.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend ROBERT MAHALM, a Minister of
the Church of England residing at Dalby, in
the Registration District of Dalby, is duly regis-
tered as a Minister authorised to celebrate Mar-
riages within the colony, under the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend DAVID PoRTEUS, a Minister of
the United Methodist Free Church, residing
at Ipswich, in the Registration District of Ipswich,
is duly registered asa Minister authorised to cele-
brate Marriages within the colony, under the pro-
visions  of " The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE  TO MARINERS.
UPPER BRISBANE RIVER.MASTERS of Steam Vessels navigating the
Upper  Brisbane are cautioned to reduce the
speed of their engines, as far as is compatible with
safety, while passing the works at the Railway
Bridge at Oxley.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of'  Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BRISBANE RIVER.
MASTERS of vessels are cautioned that the
Dredge will shortly be put to work at the
north-west corner of the Inner Cutting at the Bar.
In rounding this point, the Dredge must then be
considered as marking the corner, instead of the
Double Beacon, which will be removed.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, February 25, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BURNETT RIVER.MASTERS of vessels, intending to enter the
Burnett River, are cautioned that the old
channel across the Bar has been blocked up by the
recent floods. Buoys are being laid down to point
out the position of the new channel, the depth of
the water in which will be shown from the Flagstaff
by the usual signals.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 10th, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REEF OFF LIBAN, OR BABI, FLORES SEA.C APTAIN Park, ofthe Mail Steamer " Nor-
manby," reports having struck upon a reef
extending some three quarters of a mile from the
southern end of Liban, or Babi. The position of
the vessel when aground was as follows:-
Detached rock off south end
of island ... N. 550 E.
Western point of island just
open of S.W. point ... ... N. 70 W.
This reef, which is not laid down on the chart,
was steep to, having a depth of 20 fathoms within
half a cable. It was covered at low water, and
appeared to extend also for some distance from the
western side of the island.
A break was also observed on what appeared to
be a sunken rock, lying about 3 miles to the east-
ward of the southern point of the island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 8th, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
Immigration Agent.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from theOuter Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to the Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given that, in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, ahd now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the road in question.
75-1116. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON TO THE  WESTBROOK  HOMESTEAD AREA ,  PARISH OF
WESTBROOK ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,  DARLING  DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
2
3
4
Port ion of Road.
Running from the N.E. corner
of portion 70, about W.S.W.
to its west boundary"
Running fro m the east boundary
about W.S.W. to the west
boundary of po rt ion 71*
Running fro m the east  boundary
about W.B.W. to the west
boundary of po rt ion 72*
Running from the east boundary
about W.S.W. to the west !
boundary  of portion  73"  1
5 Running  from the east boundary
of port ion  74, about S.W. by
W. to its south boundary *
6 Running from the north  boon-
darn of portion  pre-emptive j
6, about S.W. by W. to its
west boundary*
7 Running  from the east  boundary
of pre-emptive portion 9,
about S.W. by W. to its  west
boundary*
8 Running fro m the east  boundary
of pre-emptive 57, about S.W.
by W. to its south boundary *
9 Running  from the north  boun-
dory of pre-emptive portion
56, about  S.W. by W.,  and
westerly to its west boundary*
10 Running fro m the east  boundary
of pre-emptive portion 55,
about west to its western
boundary*
11  Running  fro m the oast boundary
of pre -emptive portion 54,
about west to  it s western
boundary"
12 Running from  the east boundary
of pre-emptive portion 49,
about west and south-westerly
to Westbrook  Creek ,  its west
boundary*
13 Running  from Westbrook  Creek ,
the east boundar y  of pre-
emplivo portion  50, about
westerly and  south-westerly
to its south -west corners
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth Area.
of Road.
ohs. Iks. A. R. P.
Florence Shanaghan l 246° 26' 10 91 1 chain 0 3 32
McLean
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 246° 26' 21 84 1 chain 2 0 29
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
.Shanaghan 2461  26' 21 87 1 chain 2 0  29
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 216° 26' 21 07 1 chain 2 1 14
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 18•21 1 chain 1 3  28
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238°  0 16 1 chain 0 2 0
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan '  2380 17 66 1  chain 4 3 2
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan  1238° 11 30 1  chain 1 0 39
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan, 238° 13 62 1 chain 5 0 38
and and 268° 39 85
Jennings
Shanaghan
Jennings
Shanaghan ; 268°  18 66  1 1 chain 4 3 18
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan  263° 79 63 1 chain 7 3 31
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Sltauaghan 268° 21 86 1 chain1 8 3 33
and and 213° 30' 17 00
Jennings Jennings  263° 3o' 20 35
Shanaghan Shanaghan 263° 30' 28.` 45 1 chain 9 2  e
and
Jennings
and 27h°
Jennings 25(w
ii; too
3 15)
22,4° 38 la
244° 10' 1S 67
Freehold.
NOTICE.
Remarks.
East side fenced ; no
re servation for
ro ads.
Unimproved forest
land; no reserva-
tion for road.
Unimproved forest
land; no reserva-
tion for road.
Road crosses West-
brook level cross-
ing, in this por-
tion; area includes
about one-third of
an acre for ap-
proach to proposed
goods shed.
Open plain ; no  ro ad
reservation.
Open plain  ;  no road
reservation.
Open plain  ;  no road
reservation.
Open plain  ;  16 acres
reserved for roa  do
Lightly timbered; 10
acres  re served for
roads.
Open plain :  12 acres.
reserved for roads;
south side ground
fenced.
Plain and timber
road reservation II
acres ;  south boun
dary partly fenced.
Stunted box forest:
14 acres reserved
for roads.
Open plain  and loresl
country ;  reserve't
for roads 14  acre',.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  "Tice Crown Lands Alienaticma Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same wi ll  be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after THURSDAY, 15th April, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Agent's Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
, r Register
No.
Local
No. Selected by Date of Selection. Locality. Area.
Land Agent 's  Office at
which application
must be made.
1871. A. R. P.
220 ... J .  Fenwick  ... ...  27 September ... on Gigoomgan 100 0 0 Gympie.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
r
  HE Licensees and Lessees  of the  under -mentioned Runs are  hereby required to pay forthwith  into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection  with their respective  Runs ,  in accordance
with  the provisions  of the  sixty -first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests  of such  defaulters shall  be
forfeited.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
Bank of  New South Wales ... ...
J. R. Lomax ... ... ... ...
J. Taylor ... • ... ... ...
New Zealand  and Australian Land
Company  of Glasgow  (Limited)
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. P., J. A.,  and M.  Bell ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
H. Cory  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
G. G. Cory ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
W. G. Bell, and C. B. and A. F.
Dutton
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
J. Nisbet ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
W. Selman ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
T. and C. Rome ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ..
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  .. ... ... ...
W. J. Forrester  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
K. Budge ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
J. Stevenson ...
Govett, Thomson,  Russell, and
Thomson
Department  of Public Lands.
Brisbane , 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act  of 1872," it is hereby notified that the  same  will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register Local Selected by Date of Selection. Locality. Area.
Land Agent 's  Office  at
which application
No. No. must be made.
1872. A. R. P.
990 ... Samuel  and Frith ... 10th June ... near Oakey Creek ... 80 0 0 Clermont.
1,050 .. Ditto ... ... 24th June ... ditto .. 40 0 0 ditto.
2 137 18 Ditto ... 30th October ... near Drummond Creek 80 0 0 ditto.,
1 789 McIntyre and Co. .. 12th September near old  Drayton track 40 0 0 Ipswich., ... .
to Helidon
I I
Area in
District . Square Amouut.
miles.
£ s. d.
Forrestgrove  ... Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15 0
Bandour  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 96 24 0 0
Wallon  • ... ... ... ditto ... 96 24 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 1 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... ... 58 14 10 0
Haughton Vale No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto  No.  2 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Douglas  Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Hazlemere ... ... ... ditto ... ... 65- 16 5 0
Bundaberinia  ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Moselle  ... ... ... ditto ... 75  18 15  0
Hazlewood ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Quorn ... * ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Colston ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100 • 25 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Vacy No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Clifton ... ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Bimera North ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto South ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ridgelands  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Woodlands ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Carella No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ,.. 100 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Jundah ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Holbern Hill ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Peninsula  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Welford Downs ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Adaford ...1 ditto 50 12 10 0
Henley ditto 50 12 10 0
Walton ... ditto III 50 12 10 0
Adderley ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
1 Cirencester  ... ... ... ditto ... 60 12 10 0
Wandsworth  ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Marlow Bridge  ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Mortlake .. . ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Metz ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Sedan  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Kingston ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Alliance ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Forresters '  Retreat . .. ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Coolie West ... ... .... ditto ... .. 50 12 10 0
ditto East ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Isis Downs  No. 11 ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto No.7 ... ... ditto ... ... {{
40 10 0 0
I I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
C is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section or
IT  " Zhe Croton Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date. Plans of the Roads can
be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHBDuis of ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 1A. Adsett ... ... ... Reserved road through Portion 46 ... Whiteside ... 5 1 11
2 Ditto ... ... Road separating Pori ion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto ... ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto ... ... ... Reserved road through Portion 58 ... ditto... ... ... 2 2 7
4 Ditto ... ... ... One of the roads reserved through ditto... ... ... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above closu re  is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened th ro ugh the portion.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information ,  that application under the 27th section of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF  ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 E. Sampson .. ... Reserve road through part of Caboolture ... ... 1 0 7
P ti 40
2 The Crown ,.. ...
or on
Part of River Terrace, from Sidon South Brisbane ... 0 3 4
3 I Ditto ... ...
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter- Ditto ... ... 0 ,1 26
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from the Redbank Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro and
St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox, Wide  Bay  District : Notice is hereby, given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE REDBANK CROSSING TO THE FRANESTONE ROAD ,  PARISHES
OF TIARO AND ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH AND LENNox, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular  piece out
of the north-east
corner of portion No.
28, parish Tiaro,
county of March
2 Along  the south boun-
dary of portion No. 75,
parish of  St. Mary,
county of Lennox
3 Continuation of above
road through portion
74
4 Throug 'n portion No. I1,
commencing at the
south-west corner
5 Continuation of above
road through portion
70
Register
No. of ReputedOwner Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains
Breadth
Area . Remarks.
selection. . . Road
ohs' lks A. R. P.
Freehold ... I F. Cornwell  T. Cornwell N. 321° 50' E. 3 38 Irregular  0 2 0 Unimproved.
Conditional Hutchinson  None 90° ... 15 15 1 chain  1 2 2l Partly eleared by
Selection, Road Trust.
11 C. L. A.
Act of
18681,
Register
No. 668
Ditto ... Hutchinson  None 900 15 19 1 chain I 1 2 3rs Partly cleared by
Crown land None 90° ... 15 17 1 chain 1 2 2l
Road Trust.
Partly cleared by
Crown land None 90° ... 15 15 1 chain 1 1 2;
Road Trust.
Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road through Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to Warwick
road , parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton District: Notice is hereby given, that in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at  the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-670. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  MOUNT  FLINDEBS PEE-EMPTIPE  No. 1, AND  THENCE TO
WARWICK ROAD,  PARISH OF FLINDERS , COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
10
o
mm
c4
How Reputed
held. Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth Area.
of Road. Remarks.
1 Commencing in the
south boundary of
Mount Flinders pre-
emptive No. 1, and
runni n g no rt h-westerly
to its no rt h boundary
2 Commencing in the
south boundary of
po rt ion 1, and running
north-westerly to its
no rt h boundary
3 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 2,  and running
north-westerly to its
north -west corner
4 Commencing in the
south boundary of
port ion 62,  aad  ru n-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its no rt h boundary
5 Commencing in the
south boundary of
po rt ion 61, and run-
ning northwesterly
to its west boundary
6 Commencing  in the
east boundary of por-
tion 60, running north-
westerly to its north
boundary.
7 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 57,  and  ru n-
ning  north -westerly to
its west boundary
8 Commencing in the
east boundary of por-
tion 58, and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
9 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 63, and run-
ning no rt h-westerly
to its west  boundary
10 Commencing in the
east boundary of por-
tion 241, and  ru nning
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt he rn  co rn er on
the Warwick  ro ad
11 Commencing in the
south-western  bound-
ary of port ion 242,
and running nort h-
westerly to its west
co rn er on the War-
wick  ro ad
ohs. Iks. A. B, P.
...  freehold  -  Winks... - Winks ...  345029, 38 76 100 links 8 3 1 Originally reserved
352° 03' 12 62 road. Fenced.
325° 48'  36 28
...  freehold  -  Winks... - Winks,,. 3259 48'  20 56 100 links 2 0 9 Fenced.
... freehold - Winks... - Winks... 325° 48'  11 27 100  links 1 0 37  Fenced.
...  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn  321° 10'  12 87 100 links 1 0 30  Unfenced and un-
improved.
...  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno .  Alcorn 3211 10'  4 68 100 links  0 211# Unfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
,..  freehold  Jno. Alcorn Jno .  Alcom 321° 10' 8 17 100 links 0 234 Unfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
.,.  freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno .  Alcorn 321° 10'  7 85 100  links 0 3 22 (Unfenced and un-
improved.
..,  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10'  3 43 100 links 0 038} Tnfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
.,, freehold Richard Richard  321° 10' 11 34 100 links 1 038 Unfenced and un-
Trevaskes Trevaskes improved.
... freehold  Richard Richard 321° 10'  13 09 irregular 0 2 39 Unfenced and un-
Trevaskes Trevaskes imp ro ved.
...  fr eehold Richard Richard 321° 10' 10 83 irregular 0 2 3 Unfenced and un-
Trevaskes Trevaskes improved.
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Department of Publio Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
15th Macell, 1875.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion 36, pariah of Deuchar, county of Merivale, Darling Downs
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-798. H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 36, PARISH OF DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 A strip one chain wide
off the west side of
port ion 36, and  ru n-
ing from the south-
west corner in a south-
easterly direotion to
bridge over Freestone
Creek in said port ion
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in
Chains.
chs. lks.
W. Groves Unoccupied I 175° 45 43
110° 2 00
134° 4 70
Breadth Area.
of Road.
A. R. P.
One chain 5 1 0
Remarks,
Half of west
boundary
fenced. No
other signs of
improve-
ments, culti-
vation, or
occupation.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a now Road for access to the Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March, Wide
Bay District: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO THE GLENGALLUM RESERVE, PARISH OF TIARO, COUNTY
OF MARCH, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Port ion of Road.
Through portion No. 92,
parish of Tiaro, county
of March, commencing
on the eastern boun-
dary,  and  ru nning
west
Register
No. of
Selection.
Homestead,
C.L.A.Act
1868," Re-
gister No.
67
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Dearings.
Samuel Gordoni S. Gordon N. 270° E.
Breadth
Distance) of
Road.
2496 1 chain
Area.
A. R. P.
2 1 39;
Remarks.
The land  resumed is
the existing track,
and the only im-
provements ef-
feoted have been
the removal of a
few trees.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to  the formation of the Road in question.
75-424 . H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROADS FROM FARM CREEK TO EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING
DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
wy, 0
oy
m
m
I Commencing at the I 135
south-east corner of
selection 135, and
running west  along its
south boundary
2 Commencing on the 135
eastboundary ofselec-
tio4135, and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing  on the 514
east  boundary of selec-
tion 514,  and running
north-westerly to its
bnorth oundary
How held. 11
Reputed
Owner.
Under C. Smith
Leasing
Act of
1866
Under C. Smith ...
Leasing
Act of
1866
Under
Leasing
Act N
1866
C. D. Smith ...
Occupier.  Bearings.
(Breadth'
Lengths, of Area.  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. lka. A. R. P.
West 62 10  1,1 chain1 9 1 10
i
N. 11° W. I 44 87 14 chain 6 0 10
I
N11°15'  W 6 22 11 chain 4 0 20
N10°15' WI 25 88
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from the Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural Reserve ,  parish of
Cunningham ,  county of Merivale :  Notice  is hereby given ,  that in conformity  with the  provisions of
the. Act 4  William IV ., No. 11,  and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing  the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane, and at the  Police Office,  Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any
we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-893.  H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE KILLARNEY ROAD TO THE SWAN CEREK AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 A strip of land 2 chains
wide, running through
the northern part  of
portion 58,  4 chains
43 links from the
S.W. co rn er of said
part of portion 58
No. of How held.
Portion.
58 Freehold...
Reputed Owner
McDonald and
Smith
Bearings.
North
Lengths.
chs. Iks.
36 15
2 A triangular  piece of 426  Held under  C. Smith  ...  North 11 15
land, cutting  off the Act of
S.E. corner of por ti on 1866
426, commencing 2
chains 62 links from
the S.E. co rn er of
said portion .  Portion
of  ro ad reserved.
3 An irregular strip of 427 Held under C. Smith ..,  North ...  16 33
land on the west side Act of
of port ion 427, oom- 1866
mencing 4 chains 77
links fro m the S.W.
co rn er of said po rt ion,
running to  the north-
ern  boundary
4 A reserved  road 1J 70 Freehold ...  C. Smith North .,. 18 90
chains  wide, out of
portion 70,  bounded
on the west by por-
tion 426
Thence a strip of land 70 Freehold ...  C Smith  ...  N. 4° 35' W. 85 35
11  chains wide, run-
ning to the  S.W. cor-
ner of pre -emptive 23
Thence  a  re served  road 70 Freehold ,..  C. Smith  ...  Nort h . ..  42 24
out of portion 70,
bounded on the east
by part of pre-emp-
tive 23
5 A strip of land 1i chains  202 Freehold ...  C. Smith ... North ... 1 58 50
wide on the east side
of selection  202, bound-
ed by part of pre-
emptive 23, being por-
tion of road reserved
6 A triangular piece of Pre -emptive Freehold... F. C. Wildash ...  North
land out of the N.W. 23
corner of pre-emptive
23
7 A triangular piece of 20 Freehold... F. C Wildaah. ,.  North
land out of  the S.E.
corner of pre-emptive
20
8 A strip of land 1;  chains
wide, commencing at
the western boundary
of pre -emptive 21, 4
chains 36  links fro m
S.W. co rn er no rt h-
easterly to its north
boundary
21 1 Freehold ...  F. C. Wildasb... N.16-15'E.
9 A strip of land 11g chains  '  1S Freehold... F. C. Wildash ...  N. 16° 15' E.
wide, commencing at
the southern  boun-
dary of pre-emptive 18,
10 chains 41 links
from the  S.W. corner
of said pre-emptive
north-easterly to its
northe rn  boundary
10 A strip of land 11 chains 11 Freehold ...  F. C. Wildash ...  N. 16' 15' E.
wide, commencing at 20° 28' E.
the southern boon-  71  2' W.
dary of pre -emptive 11
35 chains  7 links  fro m
the S.W. co rn er of
said pre-emptive i I
north -easterly to its
no rt he rn  boundary on
Swan Creek opposite
a  ro ad betweet por.
tions 259 and 270 on
the Agricultural Re-
serve
1 0
4 36
37 12
88 0
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
2 chains X 7 1 5
Irregular ' 1 1 3
Irregular 1 3 38
cbs.  Ike.
1 50 2 3 0
1 50 13 0 22
1 50 6 1 14
1 50 8 3 6
Irregular 0 0 2;
Irregular 0 1 27
chs. Iks.
1 50 5 3 25
1 50 13 0 32
39 35 1 50
14 69
32 48
12 t3 37 1
0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-
dient to open a new Road, being continuation of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above. mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, 'Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
X15-775.  H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD, BEING THE CONTINUATION OF WICKHAM STREET, FORTITUDE VALLEY,
BRISBANE ,  PARISH OF BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY,  MORETON DISTRICT , TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. How Held. Reputed Owner.
I
1 From the B.W. boundary Freehold... James Gibbon
of original suburban
portion No. 75 to'
Bri dge street
2 From Bridge  street  to Freehold... John Markwell
the N.E. boundary of
original suburban por-
tion  No. 75
3 From the N.E. boun- ... Crown land ..,
dary of original sub-
urban portion No. 76
to the S.W. boundary
of the Lockup Reserve
4 From the S.W. to thel Crown land ...
NE.  boundary of the
Lockup Reserve
Occupier. Bearings. Leng
Breadth
ths. of Area . Remarks.
Road.
I
ch s. lks.  I A. R. P.
Unoccupied 3'2° 0' 2 0 1 chain 0 0 32 Unim roved.p
i
Uncoupled 320 0' 1 2 0 1 chain 0 0 32 Unimproved.
...  32° 0' i 5 27 1 chain 0 2 4 Unimproved.
32° 0' 3 0 1 chain 0 1 8 Unimproved.
I
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to  open  a new Road in portion No. 122 ,  parish of North, county of Churchill ,  Moreton
District  : Notice is  hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74-5514.  H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD, IN PORTION 122, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON
DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No.
1
Portion  of Road.
A triangular piece of
land on the south-
west side of the main
11 iveuhoe Road
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
117
How Held. Reputedowner.
C.  L. A.  Roger North
Act oJ'
1808"
Occupier. Bea ri ngs.
-I--
Boyce ...  309° ...
Lengths.
ch. lks.
7 80
Breadth
of
Road.
Irregular
Area.
A. R. P.
1 3 0
Remarks.
Fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
l IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Tiaro to Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March,
Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Tiaro ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TIARO To GLENGALLUM RESERVE, PARISH OF TIARO,
COUNTY OF MARCH, `VIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  &  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. I Portion of Roed. ReputedOwner.
Crown land ...1 A strip of land along the south-cu.t boun-
dury of section 1 of portion 19
Bearings.
245° 50'
Length in
Chains.
chs. lks.
20 681
Breadth
of
Road.
50 links
Area.
A. It. P.
1 0 5
Remarks.
Unoccupied.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road through Gold Fields Homestead Selection, No. 155, on
the Gympie Gold Field, parish of King, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gympie ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-612. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  GOLD  FIELDS HOMESTEAD SELECTION, NO. 155, ON THE
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD, PARISH OF KING, COUNTY OF LENNOx, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  TO BE PRO
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of the Homestead, and
running westerly and
south-westerly to its
south-west boundary
d o y R t d Breadth
c v How  Held.
epu e Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Z a
Owner. Road.
ohs.  lks. A. R. P.
155 "Gold Fields B. G. Walker  286° 0' 7 91-1 1 chain 2 223
Homestead 283° 0' 4 43
Act of 231° 0' 6 46
1870" 210° 30' 6 86
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road, being Deviation through Portion 165, parish of Normanby, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from' this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-671. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION PORTION 165, PARISH OF NORMANBY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
E st
No 30 How heldPortion of Road Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths.Breadth of Area. Remarks. . .
m
o
.Owner. Road. .
1 A triangular piece" of "Leasing Act
I
Henry Par- Henry Par- 48°
ohs. lks.
6 2J irregular
A. H. P.
0 3 25
land in the south of 1866" cell cell
corner of portion 165,
parish of Normauby
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th February, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through Portion 1, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, district of Moreton :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
H.. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 1,  PARISH OF REDLAND ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Commencing at the
south boundary of por-
tion 1, and  running
north - easterly to
mouth of Weinam
Creek
o0
zo
How
held.
freehold
Reputed
Owner.
Newton and
Co.
Occupier.  Bearings. Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road. 11
chs, lks.
'
A.  B.  P.
Newton and  357° 14'  4 72 Irregular 6 2 24
Co. 19° 0' 5 00 breadth
38° 0' 8 26
66° 0' 14 30
Remarks.
Forest land, un-
improyed.
2__
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto op n a New Road thr ugh por ions 321A, 383, and 473, parish  of Br ssall , county of Churchill,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showin the
intended line of Rohd abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,uris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit.
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-673. H. E. KING.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 321A ,  383, AND 473, PARISH OF BBASSALL ,  COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No of How held.Selec-
tion.
Ship.
Reputed
Owner.
1 Commencing  at the ... Freehold .,,  James Brooke James
south east corner Brooke
of port ion 321A,
and running
no rt h-westerly
2 Commencingattbe  ...  Freehold  ...  ThomasFore -  Thomas
S.E. corner of the man Foreman
portion,  and run-
ning no rt h-west -
erly and north-
easterly to its
north-east corner
3 A triangular piece 1083 Homestead ,  Thomas Ali - Thomas
from south boon-  C.  L. A. Act,  son Alison
dary of portion 1868
473 to the reserved
road  in the por.
tion
D 45r 112
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under th
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act of  1861."  Any  person desiring to  oppose  must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act ,  on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land.
38-&0  perches ,  being subdivision  15 of  easte rn suburban
allotment 32, parish  of North  Brisbane , county of
Stanley
20 acres ,  being allotment 123, parish  of Ipswich, county
of Stanley
36 perches ,  being all otment 4 of section  51, parish and
town  of North  Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
7 acres 1 rood, being portion 49, parish of Drayton,
county of Aubigny
11 11
Florence  Irving Sydney
...  Graham & Co.  Y 3 over 115 ...
Queensland Brisbane  Spiller  .,. ...  U over 116
Florence Irving Sydney ... Mart in... ... A 2 over 111 ...
...  YengarieDistil -  Graham  &  Co. P 23 over 124...
OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that the  undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House ,  Maryborough ,  at Noon, on  THURSDAY , the 8th April proximo, under 113th
Clause  "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
lery
Queensland  ...  Brisbane
Whence.
I
Merchant.
QUEEN'S WAREHOUSE.
1871.
March 3 ... Martha Ellen ...  Brisbane  ...  W. Young ... E 2 over 108 ...
April 3 ... Leichhardt  ...  Sydney ... J. Duncan ... E 1 over 110 ...
May 15 ... ... Jindah Distil-  J. E. Brown ... D 44 over 113...
lery
June 13
July 28 ...
August 1 ...
Dec. 19 ...
Dec. 21 ...
1872.
Janua ry  8 James Paterson
Februa ry  13 Balclutha ...
March 1 ... Storm Bird
1871.
February 6
April 3 ...
June 1 ...
Nov. 7 ...
Leichhardt ... Sydney
Occupier .
Name of Applicant.
Bearings . Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
Chas. Ike. A. IL  P.
303' 30' 6 92 50 0 1  10 Unimproved.
303° 30' 6 92 50 Partly fenced.
323° 3 80 100 cleared, and
339° 5 8 cultivated.
333° 10 46
30° 9 47
190 5 35
60  17' 10 82 4 3 6
460171 1 2 42 0 0 211 South boun-
dary fenced.
Robert Little, attorney 20th April, 1875.
with power  of sale of
Edward Wyndham Tuf-
nell, mortgagee exercis-
ing power of sale
George Hammond ... Ditto
Michael Quinlan  ... ...  Ditto
James Houston  ... ...  Ditto
Mark and No .  Description of Goods.
W 2 over 124...
Sydney ... W. Southerden 0 1 over 125 ...
Armstrong ... Z over 12711
Jindah Distil- J. C. Brown ... D 411 over 128
1
I case tobacco ...
11 cask wine
1 keg colonial rum
11 cask"wine'
1 box merchandise
11 cask brandy...
1 keg colonial rum
11 cask wine ,..
1 package tobacco ...
1 box merchandise
1 package colonial rum
ery
Brisbane  ...  Graham & Co.  H over  128  ...  10 hhde. ale
TRAVIS' WAREHOUSE.
Maryborough
Sugar Co.
R. Travis & Co.
Customs , Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
R over 106 ...
Y 17 over 109...
V 5 over 112 ...
L1over122...
44 cases wine ...
1 qr. cask wine
1
1 ... ...
1 box tobacco ...
I qr. cask colonial rum
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
Quantity. O.P. U.P.
214 lbs.
22 gals.
B,', gals.
81, gals.
23 gals.
27h  gals.
2 gala.
27 gals.
118 lbs.
141 gals.
500 gala.
86x, gals.
27 gals.
27 gals.
27 gals.
114 lbs.
30,, gals.
38.4
40.1
36.6
14'3
48.5
51.2
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN  RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October, 1874 ,  the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioler  for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Stations.
Rocky Creek ...
6 Goganjo
14 Westwood arrive ...I depart ...
20 Rosewood ... ...
29 Stanwell ... ...
38 Gracemere ... ...
44 Rockhampton... ...
Rockhampton... ...
6 Gracemere ... ...
15 Stanwell
24 Rosewood ...
30 Westwood arrive ...depart ...
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
Up Train,
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Down  Train
Mixed.
p.m.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5. 0
5.36
5. 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the fo llowing Monday.
(A) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station et
whirh their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ S. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
Week ending March 13th, 1875 ... ... 597 5 9 1,572 13 6 71 17 11 2,241 17 2
Corresponding week  lsstyear ... ... ... 437 2 0 1,440 5 0 97 15 4 1,975 3 1
Increase 160 3 0 132 8 6 266 14 1
Decrease 25 17 5
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1875.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Mutdapilly General
Cemetery, for the Year 1874, is hereby published  for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ARSTEACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MUTDAPILLY GENERAL CEMETERY ,  for the year 1874.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance in bank ... ... ... ... 9 10 6 By Sexton's fees  ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
„ Fees for burials , &c. ... ... ... 4 12 6 „ Repairing fence, &c. ... ... ... 1 11 6
Planting ornamental trees... ... ... 2 8 6
„ Cash in A. J. S. Bank ... ... ... 9 10 6
„ Cash in hand  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
£14 3 0 £14 3 0
E. and O. E.
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Mutdapilly General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ending 31st December,
1874, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtee of the provisions  of "  The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
EDWIN JOHN SEALY,
A. L. ANDREW,
.
Trustees.
H. FULLEKRONG,
Declared and signed before me, this 22nd day of February, 1875.
. CHARLES THORN, J.P.
Declared and signed by the abovenamed H. Fullekrong, before me, this 10th day of March,
1875.
CHAS. If. BRAND, J.P.
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
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NOTICE.
T
HE Scale of Charges  for the  insertion of Advertise.
ments in  the  Queensland Government  Gazette is
as follows :-
Advertisen.ente relabin ,;, to Insolvent  c: Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration; Gs. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, 1
ner animal.
All otter Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional li ne, all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that  No ADVERTISEMENT
WILL nR INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its insertion
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
JAl.4 C; BEAL,
`lnvo rn ment Printet.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for Revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Ipswich, will be held at the
Court House, Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of
April. now next, at the the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon, at which the Justices of the Peace
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Ipswich are, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Jury Act of  1867," required to attend.
By order,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 13th March, 1875.
I
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
,I
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolveneq Act of
1874," together with " General Rules  in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October,  24, 1874.
•
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
i nlony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
STATUTES  OF THE  COLONY.
N
OW  published ,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth  Bound . .. ...  2 17 6
J. U. BEA.L,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order ,  or cash ;  otherwise the advertisements
will he returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS  and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Bowen, will be holen at
the Court House, Bowen, on FRIDAY, the 9th day
of April next, at 12 o'clock noon. The Justices
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Bowen are required to attend, under the Act 31
Vie., No. 34.
JAMES POWERS,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Bowen, 11th March, 1875.
T HE Annual Court of Petty Sessions f r the
Revision of the Jury List for the District of
Dalby, will be held at the Court House, Dalby, on
FRIDAY, the 9th of April next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE Bench of Magistrates in Petty Sessions
assembled havethis day Re-appointedREaINALD
ARTHUR WHIPEAM to be Poundkeeper at Mitchell
Downs for ensuing year.
By order of the Bench,
MICHAEL BURKE,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House, Mitchell,
2nd March, 1875.
NOTICE.-THOMAS NELSON ROSE has this day
been appointed Poundkeeper for the Stan-
thorpe Pound, for twelve months from this date,
in the room of William  Murphy,  removed.
By order of the Bench,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe ,  12th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court, at Stauthorpe, for
the year 1875, will be holden at the Court House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April next,
at 12 o'clock, noon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are requested to attend under the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions,
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 1st March, 1875.
A SPECIAL Petty  Sessions  will be held at theCourt House, Gympie, on FRIDAY, the
9th day of April, 1875, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, to  revise the Jury List for the District of
Gympie.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Gympie, 1st March, 1875.
T
HE Annual Licensing Meeting under the
Publicans  Acts of 1863 and 1872, for the
District of Gympie, will be held at the Court
House, Gympie, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April, 1875,  at 12 o 'clock at noon. All applications
for renewals of licenses must  be lodged at the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions ' Office, on or before Tues-
day, the 30th day of March  instant.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 1st March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
T
HE Annual Licensing Meeting for the District
of Tenningering, for the purpose of consider-
ing applications for Publicans' Licenses, will be held
in the Court House, Tenningering, at 12 noon, on
TUESDAY, 20th April next.
All applications to be sent to the undersigned on
or before 31st day of March.
0.  ARMSTRONG, P.M.
Tenningering , 2nd March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting  in and for the Police District of
Dalby will be holden at the Court House, Dalby,
on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April next, for the
purpose of considering  applications for Licenses
under the Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic.,
No. 7.
Applications  must  be lodged with the under-
signed on  or before the 31st day of March.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that a Meeting of the
Justices  of the  Peace, acting  in and for the
District of Ipswich, will be held at the Court House,
Ipswich, at Twelve o'clock noon on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April now next, for the purpose of
considering  applications for Publicans' Licenses
and Renewals  thereof for the said district.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied with the fee of £15.
By order,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 13th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given , that the Annual
Licensing Meeting  for the district of Charle-
ville, will be held  at the  Court House, Charleville,
at Twelve noon , on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next , for the purpose of  considering appli-
cations under  "The Publicans Act."
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Police Magistrate.
Court House, Charleville,
8th:March, 1875.
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ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace  acting in  and for the Police District of
Cooktown, will be holden at the Court House,
Cooktown, on TUESDAY, the twentieth day of
April, for the purpose of considering applications
for Publicans' Licenses. Applications must be
lodged on or before the 30th March, 1875.
JAMES PRYDE,
Court House,
Clerk of  Petty Sessions.
Cooktown, 10th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
v Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace, for the Police District of Logan, will be
held at the Court House, Beenleigh, at 12
o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next, for the purpose of considering.
for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16,
and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day of March, 1875.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied by the fee of Fifteen Pounds
sterling.
By Order,
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 10th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting of Justices for licensingpurposes, will be holden at the Police Office,
Georgetown, on TUESDAY, 20th April , at noon.
By order of the Bench.
B. C. McGROARTY, C.P.S.
NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given , that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Ley.
burn, will be held at the Court House, Leyburn, at
12 noon, on TUESDAY, the  20th  day of April next,
for the purpose  of considering  applications under
" The Publicans Act."
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Leyburn, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
L`I
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Ingle-
wood, will be held at the Court House, Inglewood,
at 12 noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
under  "The Publicans Act,"
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Inglewood, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the Police District of Surat,
will be held at the Court House, Surat, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next. All applications
must be lodged with the Clerk of Petty Sessions
on or before Tuesday, the 30th day of March.
Applications for country Publicans' Licenses must
be accompanied with the required fee of £15 each.
RICH. T. TAYLOR, P.M.
Court House,
Surat, 4th March, 1875.
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NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting for the District of Na.
nango ,  will be held at the Court House ,  Nanango,
on TUESDAY,  the 20th Apr il,  1875, at noon, for
the purpose of considering Applications for Licenses
under the  Acts 27 Vic.,  No. 16, and 34 Vic.,
No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed before the last Tuesday in March.
ARCHIBALD  LEE, P.M.
Court House,
Nanango, 10th March, 1875.
THE Annual Publicans' Licensing Meeting of
the Justices acting in and for the Police Dis-
trict of  Bowen , will be held at the Police Office,
Bowen, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April, A.D.
1875, at twelve o'clock noon.
JAMES POWERS, C.P.S.
Police Office,
Bowen, 8th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
9 HE Annual  Licensing  Meeting of the JusticesTHE
in  and for the District of Brisbane, for
the consideration of applications for Publicans'
Licenses , will be held in the Police Office, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, the 20th of April next.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions on or before the last Tuesday in
March instant.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
pro  Clerk of Petty Sessions.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Bench of
Magistrates at St. George have appointed
Mr. C. W. EGAN to be Poundkeeper at St. George,
vice T.  Dwyer, late Acting Poundkeeper, dis-
missed.
D. D. HAMILTON, P.M.
Court House,
St. George, 9th March, 1875.
APPOINTMENT OF POUNDKEEPER.
R. ROBERT FITZGERALD has this day been
JYL re-appointed Poundkeeper at Ipswich, for
the ensuing  twelve months.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House, Ipswich,
7th January, 1875.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice
of  Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-Ad-
miralty Court, on FRIDAY, the 19th day of March
instant.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given that, for the purposes
mentioned in the eighteenth section of  " The
Marria a Act of  1864," the Judges of the Supreme
Court have appointed WALTER CLARE CARDEw,
P.M., of Leyburn, in the Colony of Queensland, to
be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Leyburn ; JOHN MURPHY, P.M., of  Roma, in
the said colony, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Roma ; PATRICK MACARTHUE,
P.M., of Bowen, in the  said  colony, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar's District of Bowen ;
THEOPHILUS PARSONS PUGH, P.M., of Goondiwindi,
in the said colony, to be a Justice of the Peace in
the Registrar's District of Goondiwindi ; RICHARD
WINFIELD  STEWART, of Roma, in the said colony,
to be a Justice of the Peace  in the Registrar's
District of Roma ; WILLIAM AGNEW BROWN, J.P.,
of Bowen, in the said colony, to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Reg' istrar 's District of Bowen ; JOHN
COOKE SNELL, J.P., of Le burn, in the said colony,
to be a Justice of the Peace  in the Registrar's
District of Leyburn ; JACOB Low, J.P., of Goondi-
windi, in the said colony, to be a Justice of the
Peace in the Registrar's District of Goondiwindi ;
and HENRY Tom, J.P., of Roma, in the said colony,
to be a Justice of the Peace  in the Registrar's
District of Roma, to  give consent  in the cases pro-
vided for in and by the eighteenth  and nineteenth
sections  of the said Act.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, &c.
To Mary Louisa Anderson, Emily Geraldine
Anderson, Henry De Burgh Anderson,
Meta Elizabeth Anderson,  and Francis
Rawdon Chesny Anderson, the children and
next of kin of, and all others having any
interest in the personal estate and effects of
Charles James Anderson, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, doctor of
medicine, deceased, who died at Toowoomba
aforesaid, on Thursday, the seventeenth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four.
W
E command you that you do cause an  appear-
ance  to be entered for you in our  Supreme
Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, on FRIDAY the
second day of April next, and then and there to
accept or refuse Letter of Administration of the
personal estate and effects of above-named  deceased,
or show cause why the  same should  not be granted
to Arthur Hunter Palmer, of Brisbane,  aforesaid,
a creditor of the above-named  deceased . And take
notice that, in default of your  appearing, such
Letters of Administration will be granted to the
said Arthur Hunter Palmer, your absence notwith-
standing. And further take notice that the appear-
ance , if by you in person, shall give  an address, at
which it shall be sufficient to leave  all  pleadings and
other proceedings not requiring personal  service.
Witness the Honorable Sir JAMES COCKLE,
Knight, Chief Justice of our said Court, at
Brisbane, the eighteenth day of March, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy-five.
(L.S.) J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THOMPSON and HELLICAR,
Proctors for the said Arthur Hunter Palmer,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
183 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Fleming, late of Noogoora,
Brisbane River, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  laborer, deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named William Fleming, deceased, who died in-
testate, may be granted to Arthur Stewart, of
Bundamba, near Ipswich aforesaid, farmer, the
lawfully constituted attorney of Mary White, Maria
White, Ann Jane Fleming, and Margaret Fleming,
the sisters of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this fifteenth day of March,
A.D. 1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Arthur Stewart.
Ay his Agent-
G. V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
182 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter Fredrick Krebs, late of
Alberton, Albert River, in the Colony of
Queensland , wheelwright , deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expir-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application will be made  to this Honorable
Court, in its  Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the Will of the abovenamed Peter Fredrick
Krebs, deceased ,  may be granted  to Elizabeth
Krebs ,  widow  of the said  deceased ,  and the sole
Executrix named  in his Will.
Dated this 16th day of  March,  A.D. 1875.
£5 REWARD.
L
OST from  St. Ruth, supposed to have been
stolen, sometime between the 12th and 19th
of February,  one Bay Horse, hind feet white, star
and snip, branded  JP near thigh (the J reversed),
PR near shoulder, fistula marked. The. above
reward will be paid on conviction of the thief ;
or £2 if strayed ,  on delivery  to the  undersigned.
F. S. NEWDICK.
St. Ruth, February  23, 1875.
139 3s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PAINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
W. H. SPENCER,
Beenleigh,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Krebs.
1875.
Mar. 15.-M. Cudmore ...
15.-G. and J. Black ...
16 Livesey-W188 6s. 6d. ... .... .
„ 16.-Williams Bros. . ..
NOTICE FOR LICENSED GATES.
I
HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply at
the Court of Petty  Sessions , to be held at Been-
leigh, on TUESDAY, the 13th day of April, 1875,
for permission to erect two Licensed Gates, not less
than 16th feet wide, upon the road from Yatala to
the Upper Albert, which passes through my selec-
tion, No. 67A.
. R. A. RANKING.
Yatala, 13th March, 1875.
180 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.
WE intend to apply, on TUESDAY, April6th, to the Bench of Magistrates, at War-
wick, for permission to erect a Gate on the road
leading from Killarney to Warwick, situated be-
tween portions No. 6 and No. 201, in the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
156
22nd February, 1875.
3s. 6d.
NOTICE.
WE intend to apply onTUESDAY, April 6th,
to the Bench of Magistrates, at Warwick,
for permission to erect a Gate, leading from Killar-
ney to Warwick, situated at the north-west corner
of portion 339, in the parish of Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd Febrnary,1875.
157 3s. 6d.
LOST orStolen from Flynn's Paddock, Mitchell
Downs, one Brown Horse, two hind feet
white, branded JH conjoined  near  cheek, JH con-
joined with other brands  near  shoulder, DOC
(registered brand) off shoulder, blind off eye. The
finder will be rewarded on delivery to Donald
Campbell, Mitchell Downs Hotel, Mitchell.
MICHAEL BURKE,
pro  Donald Campbell.
Mitchell Downs, February 27th, 1875.
161 1 3s.
£3 REWARD.
LOST near  Rannes  Station, One Grey Draught
Gelding, branded WM under half circle over
half circle over WM near shoulder. The above
reward will be given to the finder, if delivered at
Kellaway and Lee's, Westwood, or to the under-
signed.
CARLOS BIRKBECK.
Glenmore , February 1, 1875.
141.  30,
£ s. d.
... ... 0 0 6
... ...  0 5 6
... ... 0 1 0
... ... 1 0 0
„ 16.-G. H. Wilson and Co. ... ... 0 1 0
18.-E. H. Booth... ... ... ... 0 9 0
18.-C. Spry ... ... ... ... 0 0 11
„ 18.-G. H. Wilson, and Co. ... ... 0 1 6
18.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
18.-R. A. Ranken ... ... ... 0 3 6
„ 19.-J. P. Wilkie... ... ... 1 10 0
„ 19.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
19.-C. Cooper • ... 0 6 0
1Fmpounbfn1lo.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advert esemenfs
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PHIL  ANIMAL  ;  and no such Adver.
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Warwick, from Mount Sturt, on
10th March, 1875, by order of Mr. William Wilson.
Driving expenses, Is. 8d. per head.
One cre am-colored horse, e-+M conjoined over 7 near
shoulder, JM off shoulder, 5 off thigh, grey hairs
on near fore heel, snip.
One bay colt, CC over 2CR near shoulder, star and snip,
near fore and off  hind heel white,  and near hind
foot white.
One bay mare, like JO near shoulder ; one brown filly
foal at foot ,  unbranded ,  small star.
One bay mare, JHR conjoined and upsidedown near
shoulder, star.
One bay mare, B sideways over B sideways (both botched)
near shoulder, hind feet white, white stripe down
face ; one bay filly fcal at foot, unbranded, star and
small snip.
One black mare, T and lik3 0 blotched and blotch brand
near shoulder, a few white hairs on forehead.
One grey mare, key brand over key brand (both sideways)
off  shoulder, N over M near shoulder, N near thigh.
One bay horse, WP off shoulder, star and large snip, off
fore and both hind feet white, off hip down.
Also, from Swan Creek, on 10th March, 1875, by order
of Mr. Thos. Brewer. Driving expenses, Is. 8d. per bead.
One grey mare, M over JTC (the JT conjoined) near
shoulder, collar-marked ; one bay filly foal at foot,
unbranded, near hind foot white, star.
One black mare, HC near shoulder, star.
One grey mare, PM (the P sideways) near shoulder ; one
grey  filly foal at foot, unbranded, bald face.
One bay horse, 1NJ over heart 6 heart near shoulder,
near hind and off fore feet white, star.
If not released on or before 20th April, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
181
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from A. No. 6, on 2ndMarch, 1875, by order of James Bradley ,  Esquire,
for trespass. Driving, 2s. 6d.
One black mare, long tail, like TI over HN conjoined
near shoulder, collar marked.
If not released on or before 6th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
199
W. LIVESEY , Poundkeeper.
Is.
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IMPOUNDED  at Dalby, from the Reserve ,  on the 8th
March, 1875 , by the  Inspector .  Driving, 6d. each.
One chesnut  mare,  D over R near shoulder, Op off
shoulder,  large star.
One bay colt, D near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, blotched brand on both shoulders,
bald face, off fore and  near  hind feet white.
One brown gelding, CS over CS near shoulder, m over c
rs over CSO (registered brand) near thigh, star,
off fore and near hind feet white.
One bay mare, S near shoulder and thigh ; bay colt foal
at foot.
One black filly,T Kb (registered  brand) near shoulder,
hind feet white.
One bay colt, 32 oil shoulder.
One bay  mare, co  over CF near shoulder, DD off
shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, docked, blotch near neck, like OB
over CST over IMD near shoulder, like UL (con-
joined) off shoulder.
One brown  mare , WB (conjoined) near shoulder, C near
cheek ; black filly foal at foot.
One black  mare , C in diamond near shoulder, B blotched
off shoulder ; bay colt foal at foot.
One grey filly, PH over P6H (registered brand) near
shoulder, like PH off shoulder.
One roan colt, C on chest, C off thigh.
Also, on 10th March.
One bay mare, x over H over SB near shoulder, x
near rump ; black filly foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, 0 over W near shoulder, WC over
12 off shoulder, small star ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, blotched brand  near  shoulder, PA off
shoulder,  small star.
One bay mare, td near neck , B near  shoulder and rump
and off  shoulder.
One bay mare, BO over TM near shoulder, Y near
cheek.
One brown mare, like WM near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One chesnut filly,R@3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, S in cheek, S  over  S over half
circle near shoulder, M off thigh, stripe and hind
feet white.
One bay mare, h-'O near shoulder, stripe and hind feet
white.
Also, on the 12th March.
One bay mare,  cI near ribs, star, broken hobble on off
fore leg.
If not released on or before the 6th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Xinnoull, on the 8th
March, 1875, by J. Anderson, Esq. Driving, 2s.
per bead.
One bay horse, old sore on back, broad-arrow over like
GG or OG over 1 L near shoulder, like 113 near
neck, like spade brand off shoulder.
One bay horse, white spots on back; o over 00 over like
writing Iv or w over like GG near shoulder, JW
over like heart of shoulder.
One bay or brown horse, white spots on back, like club
brand near shoulder, W off shoulder.
One bay horse, white spots on back, near hind foot
white, W near shoulder, JA conjoined near thigh,
like writing N off shoulder.
One bay pony, snip, D 51 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
186 5s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Dalby, from the Town Common, on
the 13th March, 1875, by the Inspector. Driving,
6d. each.
One bay mare, like SP near shoulder ; bay colt foal at
foot.
One bay  filly, R over off shoulder.
One bay mare, T near shoulder and ribs ; bay colt foal
at foot.
One black gelding, AF near rump and off shoulder, star
and snip.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Burkhead, on the 6th
March, 1875, by order of Thos. Hardy, Esquire, for
J. T. Allen and Co. Driving, 6s. 8d. per head.
One flea-bitten grey horse, blotched brand  like 3 off
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, ( " 2 over  B H 1 (registered) near
shoulder, like C near  neck ,  small  star , snip, saddle-
marked.
One bay mare, like GG off shoulder,  long tail ;  bay filly
foal at foot unbranded,  star  in forehead.
One black  mare, B . H near  shoulder ; black filly foal
at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before 6th April, 1875, will be
sold to  defray  expenses.
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
187 6s.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper. Printed and Published by JAMES 0.  BSAL, Government Printer,
184 23s. William street, Brisbane , 20th  March, 1875.
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WRIT OF ELECTION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified for general
information, that in the absence from the Colony of the Honorable
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, a Writ under His Excellency's
Hand hath been issued, and the following arrangements have been made
for the Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland for the Electoral District of MARYBOROUGH, in the room of
The Honorable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON, whose Seat in the said
Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof by
the said Honorable BERKELEY BASIL MORETON.
Place of Nomination ... ... Maryborough.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 22nd March, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 31st March, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 2nd April, 1875.
Return of  Writ ... ... ... 24th April, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority : JAnsas C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . ' WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  " The Diseased Animals Act,"
30th Vic. No. 19, it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
from time to time, with the advice of the Executive
Council, by Proclamation, to prohibit or put
restrictions on the introduction or importation of
cattle, horses, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry, and
other animals, or any one or more kind of animals
into the Colony of Queensland, or into any district
thereof, from such  places  and during such times as
might appear necessary. And whereas, by Procla-
mation, bearing date the seventeenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three, issued under the provisions of
the said Act, the introduction or importation of
cattle, sheep, and pigs, into the Colony of Queens-
land, or any district thereof, from all places beyond
the limits of the Australasian Colonies, wasabsolutely
prohibited and forbidden for the term of two years,
from the fifteenth day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three. And whereas the term of the said pro-
hibition will shortly expire, and it is deemed
expedient and necessary to further extend the said
prohibition to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six : Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the provisions of the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, do,
by this my Proclamation, absolutely prohibit and
forbid the introduction or importation of cattle,
sheep, or pigs, into the Colony of Queensland, or
any district thereof, from any plaee beyond the
limits of the Australasian Colonies,until the thirtieth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-six.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the,year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-five, and in
the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
[No. 36.
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His Excellencyto wit. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
B
Y  virtue and in pursuance of the authority in
me vested ,  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify, declare,
and proclaim  "  The Health  Act of  1872 "  to be in fu ll
force within the Municipality of Maryliorough, in
the said colony.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN 1
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  March 23rd, 1875.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
lj of the Eecutive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES J .  CLARKE
to be Warden under  " The Gold Field s Act of
1874." This appointment to date from 1st January,
1875.
H. E. KING.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1875.
AMENDED NOTICE.
g IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Hon. THOMAS BLACEET STEPHENS, Esquire,
to be a member of the Board of General Education.
A. IrIACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th March,  1875.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council , has been please to
accept the resignation  tendered by
HENRY PALMER ABBOTT
of his appointment as a member of the Board of
General Education.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1875.
j7 IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB and
JOHN W. FLYNN
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Dalby,
under the provisions of  " The Municipal Institu-
tions Act of  1864."
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance with the provisio s of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applic Name of Lessee .
I
Area .
Land
Agent's
Lion. District.
1574 Francis Salisbury ...
A. R. P.
160 00 Brisbane
1664 John Gallagher ... 80 0 0 „
1838 Michael Daly ... 135 2 0 „
986 Archibald Bearkly ... 640 0 0 oowoomba
814 James Kemp ... ... 8000 Warwick
74 James Jamieson ... 135 0 0 Marybo-
34 Rees Rees ... ... 8000
rough
Roma
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
)D SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of'  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall  be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenth-ninth
day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
,of No .  of Land
or. Parish . Applica, Late  Lessee. Area . Agent's
ion. tion. District.
A. R. P.
75 Samson 1574 F.Salisbury 160 0 0 Brisbane
Vale
86 P) 1664 J. Gallagher 80 0 0 15
No
P
t
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. f WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
I
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
lands included in the under-mentioned  selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of April, 1875, at the several
Land Offices named.
Register
No.of
Applics-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
986
814
A. B. P.
Archibald Bearkly 640 0 0 Toowooinba
James  Kemp 80 0 0 Warwick
•
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
AreaAs et of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, da,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the under-mentioned
forfeited  selections  shall continue to form part of
the homestead  areas  within which they are respec.
tively situated, and shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, subject to the provi-
sions  of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY,
the 22nd day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
00
70
Parish. dv District.
Homestead
Area, Late Lessee.lArea.
Cr
A.
186 Beaudesert 1706 Brisbane Beaudesert J. Davies 320
25 Tabragalba 1710 Tabragalba T. Harding 280
*24 1711 T. W. Lewis  320
83 Beaudesert 1724 Beaudesert I. Markwell  320
84 „ 1727 A.Markwell  320
87 „ 1736 11 T. Dinsdale  216
31 Tabragalba 1745 Tabragalba W. Earle  280
* Value of improvements to be estimated  by the  Land Com-
missioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirl y - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of section  forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Goternor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenty- second
day of April, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of
Por-
tion.
No. of
Parish. Applica-
tion.
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. E, P.
281 J. Devereux  80 0 0 Gympie
Traveston 320 B. Collisson 76 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment Rouse, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the  year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS. nor and Comi sander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 22nd day
of April, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
O
'i Register I
°
c o
Parish. No. ofApplica -
tion,
Name of
Lessee. Area,
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
8 Mud-
geeraba 267 D. Pfrunder  ...  90 0 0 Beenleigh
373 W. League ... 353 0 0 Gympio
387 W. Horton . ..  215 3 0
King ... 416 P. Duggan ... 95 0 0
*3 Ferguson 626 0. Jensen ... 60 0 0 Mary-
borough
*  Value of  Improvements, 230.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the sixth day of April,
1875, at the Beenleigh Land Office.
Parish.
".2 Late  Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District
z
.
0
A. E. P.
84 Coomera 533 J .  Orr ... . 482 0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, . at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. f WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, ifor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and prcclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second day of
April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
Description of the lands comprised within the leased
half of the Run called "Bryce's Sections," in
the East Moreton District, which has become
forfeited by reason of non-payment of rent.
Sections Nos. 135, 150, and 189, county of Stanley.
960 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Delany's
leased sections, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing west one mile ; on the west by a
line bearing south one and a-half miles ; on the
south by a line bearing east one mile, and on the
east by a line bearing north one and a-half miles to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1875.
T
? 1HIS is to certify that Mr. HUGH MACKAY, of
1 Gladstone, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1868," and subject to the rules of
this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy.
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane, allotment No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south.
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-easterly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A,
and distant therefrom 100 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public.
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given , that at the  expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the  purposes
named with  respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A. SCHOOL.
Counof Davenport, parish of  Millehester ;
allotment  6 of section 8, town  of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government  Gazette ,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing  west  five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by  a line  bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty- seven minutes , nine chains and twenty-
one links, to the  Brisbane  River ; and on the south-
east by that  river  downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A ROADS  PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north- east corner  of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four  chains  and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by  a line  bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes,  four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
the west by a line and the south boundary of por-
tion No. 503 bearing east nine chains fifty-five
links; thence by the east and part of the north
boundary of that portion bearing north forty-two
chains eighty-three links, and west two chains
fifty-eight links ; thence by a line and the east and
part of the north boundary of portion No. 31 bear-
ing north twenty-eight chains thirty-eight links
and west thirteen chains eighty links ; thence by
the east and part of the north boundary of portion
No. 22A bearing north twenty-two chains thirty-six
links, and west twenty-five chains sixty links ; and
thence by part of the east boundary of portion No.
35 bearing north fifteen chains seventy links; on
the north by a line bearing east 130 chains eighty-
three links ; on part of the east by the main road
from Gympie to Brisbane bearing 159 degrees
15 minutes fifty-four chains, and 152 degrees 50
minutes thirteen chains ; on the remainder of the
south by part of the north boundary of portion No.
94, and the north boundary of portion No. 93 bear-
ing west sixty-six chains fifty links ; and on the
remainder of the east by the west boundaries of
portions Nos. 93, 92, 88, and 86 bearing 156
degrees seventy-two chains sixteen links ; thence
by the west boundaries of portions Nos. 84 and
435, and by a line bearing south sixty chains ten
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A QUARRY AT WOOGAROO.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley.
25 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the west corner of Burslam's lease of five
acres, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that lease bearing 66 degrees fourteen chains and
twenty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
334 degrees fifteen chains ; on the north-west by a
line bearing 246 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-
five links to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
menc rent.
TIMBER RESERVE.
Parish of Grandchester.
About 10,000 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th February,
1873, page 206.)
Commencing on the Tarampa and Ipswich road,
at the north-east corner of portion 104, parish of
Grandchester ; thence by that road northerly to the
south-east boundary of portion 63, parish of Grand-
chester ; thence by part of the. south-east bound-
ary of that portion and the south-east boundary of
portion 64 south-westerly to Woolshed Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about twenty
chains ; thence by a line west about 270 chains ;
thence by a line south about 380 chains to the Great
Southern and Western Railway ; thence easterly
by the railway to the west boundary of portion 74,
parish of Grandohester ; thence by the western,
northern, and eastern boundaries of portions 74, 76,
75, 72, 88, 91A, 66, 102, 104, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of RedclW'e, county of Stanley.
1,461 acres.
(Amended description,  cance lling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated  18th April,
1874, page 788.)
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion
No. 21, and bounded thence on part of the south
by a line and the north boundary of portion No.
22 bearing  west  thirty-one  chains ; on  the south-
west bythe north-east boundaries of portions Nos. 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and by other lines bearing
325 degrees ninety- six chains  fifty-five links ; on
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands under "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in  pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following  dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
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West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their  witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in  each month. .
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues.
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen,  the fourth Thurs.
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT  OF COOnTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma , the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day. -
Special sittings , when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B, STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name  of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Banda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee,  instead  of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area, two acres.
Nature of error.-The  name  of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided  that  before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby  given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved  for School  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of  Merivale , parish of Killarney.
Amended description ,  cancelling  that  published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy -eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links  ;  on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  -1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general  information that
the land hereunder  described has been temporarily
reserved  as a show  ground for use of the Agricul-
tural Society  of Southern  Queensland.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE AS A  Snow  GROUND FOR USE OF
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN
QUEEN SLAN D.
County of Ward,  parish  of Boyd.
Portions Nos. 27A and 28A.
5 acres 2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on a road one and a-half chains
wide at the north corner of portion 29k, and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing thirty-nine degrees fifty-six minutes eight
chains  ;  on the north-east by a line bearing 129
degrees  fifty-six minutes seven chains; on the
south-west by a line bearing 219 degrees fifty-six
minutes  eight  chains  ;  and on the south -west by
a line bearing 309 degrees  fifty -six minutes seven
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1874.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line  bearing east ten
chains ; and on  the east by  a line bearing  north ten
chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."
1N pursuance of the s venty-eighth section of" 1'he Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general inforniatlon.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CON-
NELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second  Class of San
Fernando , a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is  steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly increasing ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated , which  seledtions ,  when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Com)non,
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely ,  2,800 acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents  ;  and your petitioners will  ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L.' PYNE.
[Here follow  twenty -seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Railway purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVES FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES ON THE RAIL-
WAY LINE FROM ROCKHAMPTON TO WEST-
WOOD.
No. 1.
About 100 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing on the northern side of the Great
Northern ]Railway Line, at the south- west corner of
the reserve for Gracemere Railway Station as
notified in the  Government  Gazette ,  No. 44, of
1871, and bounded thence on the east by that re-
serve bearing  north 40  degrees  47 minutes west
eight chains eighty links ;  on  tk e  north by the
main Dawson road westerly about fifty  chains ; on
the west by  a  line  bearing  south 40 degrees 47
minutes cast to the railway line ; and on the south
by the railway line easterly to the point of com-
mencement.
No 2.
About 180 acres.
Parish of Gracemere.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 65,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that por-
tion bearing 140 degrees thirty-eight chains twenty-
two links  ;  on the south -west by a line bearing 50
degrees  thirty- nine chains  ;  on the north-east br a
line bearing 320 degrees fifty-six chains thirty-nine
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; and on
the north -east by that railway line to the point of
commencement.
No. 3.
About 80 acres.
Embracing Portion  50,  parish of Stanwell.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 48,
and bounded thence on the south-west by the north-
east boundary of that portion bearing 138 degrees
thirty-four chains fifty links ; on the south-east by
a line bearing 48 degrees twenty chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 318 degrees to the
railway line ; on the north by the railway line
westerly to Neerkol Creek ; and on the west by
Neerkol Creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. 4.
About  160 acres.
Embracing Portion No.  1, parish  of Stanwell.
Commencing  on the  north-west  side of the Great
Northern Railway, at the south-east corner of por-
tion No. 1, parish of Stanwell, and bounded thence
on the east by a road two chains wide bearing
north thirty-two chains sixty-five links; on the
north-west by a line bearing 228 degrees seventy
chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing 138
degrees to the railway line ; and on the south-east
by the railway line north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
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No. 5.
About 130 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north-east corner of
Archer's Selection, No. 26, of 2,231 acres, and
bounded thence on the south-east by the railway
line south-westerly twenty-five chains ; on the
south by a line bearing 307 degrees 30 minutes
fifty-five chains ; on the west by a line bearing
37 degrees 30 minutes to a road five chains wide ;
and on the north-east by that road bearing 117
degrees ; thence 132 degrees 30 mimates to the
point of commencement.
No. 6.
About 125 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of the Great
Northern Railway Line, at the north boundary of
the Westwood Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the south by that boundary line bearing west
about thirty-seven chains to a small creek ; on the
west by that creek downwards ; on the north by a
line east parallel to and distant twenty-five chains
from the same boundary bearing east to the railway
line ; and on the east by the railway line south-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
At the junction of Mountain Creek and Mooloolah
River, parish of Mooloolah, county of Canning,
district ofMoreton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees 94 chains 45 links ; thence by a
line and the east boundary of portion 4 bearing
south 10 chains 30 links to Mountain Creek ; com-
mencing again at the south-east corner of portion
30, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing 45 degrees 116 chains 65 links to the
south-west boundary of portion  27;  on the north-
east by parts of the south-west and south-east
boundaries of that portion bearing 135 degrees
27 chains 27 links; thence 45 degrees 17 chains 35
links, and by the south-west boundary of portion 1
bearing 135 degrees 95 chains 45 links to the
Mooloolah River ; thence on the east by that river
upwards to its junction with Mountain Creek ; and
on the south by that creek upwards to the south-
west boundary of the reserve,-exclusive of the
land comprised in selection No. 1867, Brisbane
district.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER, FOR BRIDGE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 3 to 11, section 131; and portions 4 and 5,
section 130.
About  312 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
west corner of portion 3 of section 130, and
bounded thence by lines bearing west 20 chains
and 94 links 16 degrees 55 minutes 79 chains and
33 links, 107 degrees 50 chains and 6 links, 197
degrees 29 chains, 218 degrees 34 minutes 32 chains
and 23 links, 286 degrees 55 minutes 18 chains and
19 links, and 196  degrees 55  minutes 14 chains and
20 links to the point  of commencement.
Also, portion 4 of section 133.
22 acres 1 rood and 8 perches.
Commencing on the Maryborough road at the
west corner of portion 3, and bounded thence by
lines bearing 128 degrees 34 minutes  28 chains and
58 links west, 16 chains and 2 links, 308 degrees
34 minutes 16 chains and 2 links, and 38 degrees
34 minutes 10 chains to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE von  TIMBER ,  FOR BRID GE PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Tinana.
Portions 1 to 10, section 132; portions 2 to 8,
section 127 ; portions 1 to 8, section 128 ;
portions 1 to 3, section 126.
About 810 acres.
Commencing on a road 1 chain wide at the north
corner of portion 4 of section 126, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 17 degrees 44 chains, 107
degrees 30 chains and 4 links, 17 degrees 29 chains
and 82 links, 107 degrees 9 chains and 88 links,
17 degrees 29 chains and 82 links, 107 degrees 24
chains and 8,ii links, 143 degrees 30 minutes 58
chains and 26 links, 121 degrees 32 chains and 59
links, 197 degrees 16 chains and 78 links, 287
degrees 73 chains, 197 degrees 59 chains and 94
links, 287 degrees 40 chains and 75 links, 17 degrees
14 chains and 98 links, and 287 degrees 29 chains
and 4 links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
On the Maroochy  River ,  near Fandina , parish of
Maroochy, county of  Canning.
1,945 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of  the 2nd  January,
1875, page 6.)
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Maroochy River  at a point bearing west
and distant thirty-six chains from the north-west
corner of portion 34, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing east ninety chains ; on the
west by a line bearing south five chains fifty links ;
on the south-cast by a line bearing forty-five
degrees thirty-six chains ninety links to the
Ninderry Mountain; on the north-east by
the Nindcrry Range bearing 333 degrees five
minutes eighty-two chains; thence 294 degrees
twenty-eight chains forty links ; thence 326
degrees fifteen minutes twenty-one chains fifty
links ; thence 351 degrees forty-five minutes
seventeen chains; thence 335 degrees forty minutes
fifteen chains ; thence 296 degrees fifteen  minutes
twenty-five chains seventy links ; on the north-
west by a line  bearing 225  degrees 136 chains
eighty links to Brown's Creek ; and on the south-
west by that creek downwards to its junction with
the Ma ooehy River, and thence by that river
downwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
On the  main road  from Brisbane to Gympie, about
20 miles on  the Gympie side of Caboolture,
county of Canning.
795 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette  dated the 23rd
January, 1875, page 183.)
Commencing on the main road from Brisbane
to Gympie at a bloodwood tree marked XX, and
bounded thence on part of the north-east by a
line bearing 135 degrees sixty  chains ; on theI
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south-cast by a line bearing 225 degrees seventy-
nine chains fifty links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 315 degrees 100 chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing forty-five degrees seventy-nine
chains fifty links ; and on the remainder of the
north-east by a  line bearing 135 degrees forty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
On the Mooloolah River, parish of Bribie, county of
Canning.
1,568 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405).
Commencing on the south-east corner of portion
4, and bounded thence on the east by lines bearing
south forty chains ; thence west eighteen chains
twenty-eighty links; thence south sixty chains;
on the south by lines bearing west fifty chains ;
thence south twenty chains ; thence west ninety-
two chains fifty links ; on the west by a line bearing
north ninety-three chains seventy-five links to the
Mooloolah River ; and on the north by that river
downwards to the west boundary of portion 10;
thence by the west and south boundaries and part
of the east boundary of that portion bearing south
forty-six chains ninety-three links ; thence east
thirty-six chains forty-five links; thence north
twenty-one chains ninety-four links ; and thence
by the south boundary of portion 4 bearing east
twenty-eight chains twenty-eight links to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE  Fo p.  TIMBER.
On the main road from Gympie to Brisbane, parish
Bribie, county of Canning.
464 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd August,
1873, page 1405.)
Commencing on the  main  road from Gympie to
Brisbane at a point bearing west and distant three
chains eighty-five links from the south-east corner
of portion 11, and bounded thence on the north by
a line  bearing east fifty-three chains and eighty-five
links ; on the east by  a line  bearing south eighty
chains  ; on the south by aline bearing west seventy-
one chains  fifty links,  crossing  the Gympie road at
about seventy chains;  and on  the west by lines
bearing twenty-three degrees twenty minutes
twenty- one chains  ; thence eighteen degrees thirty
minutes forty chains fifty links; and. thence 351
degrees  fifteen minutes twenty-two  chains and
fifty-four links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
1 / HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that tlis, notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish  of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3  roods 22 perches.
Commencing  on the south-west  side of Sussex
street at its intersection  by Fort street, and bounded
thence on  the north-east by susses street south-
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name  Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm Runge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant - 8th October ,  1874. No. of
Grant ,  27067.
Name of Grantee - Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted .- A llotment  9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown ,  county of
Banks. Area ,  two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of  error .- The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
.w Grant mentioned  in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "'Vie  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the area and land intended to
he granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description ,  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
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thence on the south -west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links  ;  on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north -east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty -seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres 23 perches ,  county of Churchi ll,  parish of
Walloon ,  portion No .  512. Commencing  on a  road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south -west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links ,  350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty -nine links ; on the north-
east by a  line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five  links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the po int of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th January, 1875.
W
HEREAS ,  by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purp oses.
T. B. STAPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east  by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main  three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner  of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid  ; and thence north  266 degrees  15 minutes
east  five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison,  allotment  No. 4 of section
No. 11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line  bearing  north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  31st December, 1874.
WHEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of  "The
V 1' Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect to each.
A. MACALISTER.
RESERVE FOR SHow GROUNDS  FOR USE OF THE
FITZROY PASTORAL, AGRICULTURAL, AND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, town of Rockhampton.
5 acres  1 rood 8 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of George and
Denham streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west  by Denham street bearing south-westerly five
chains and thirty links to Murray street ; on the
south-west by that street at right angles to Denham
street south-easterly ten chains to William street ;
on the south- east  by that street parallel with
Denham street north-easterly five chains and thirty
links to George street ; and on the north-east by
that street at right angles to Denham street north-
westerly ten chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR FERRY.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, portions Nos.
72, 73, 74,  and 75.
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River on a road one chain wide, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing south 18 chains
7 links to a road 150 links wide ; on the south by
that road bearing east 13 chains and 5 links ; on the
east  by a line bearing north 20 chains and 92a links
to the Logan River ; and on the north by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands;
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
_ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the  lands  within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district,  proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses  on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available  for Selection  by lease ,  as mineral
lands ,  subject  to the  conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands  Commissioner considers
workable, and should  be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
I T is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District ,  and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook ,  are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads ,  under  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may  be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his  office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating  to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including  the issue  of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
i IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874,  be also  declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
1'
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES ACT OF  1869.11 tFIT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st  section of  "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  18¢9" for  renewed leases  for four-
teen years of the runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which  will  expire  on and after the
31st December , 1870,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained  at his office. These Applica.
tions will  require to  be lodged not  later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the  existing
leases, as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Laude
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COTTAGE FOR ASSISTANT SURGEON,
LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th April
next, from  persons willing  to contract for the
erection of a Cottage for Assistant Surgeon, Lunatic
Asylum, Woogaroo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Cottage,
Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WORKMEN'S COTTAGES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Twenty-seven Workmen's Cottages on
the S. and W. Railway from Ipswich to Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders to state price per cottage, and to be
endorsed  " Tender for Cottages , S, and  W. Rail-
way.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses at Ipswich,
Toowoomba, Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gayndah, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station , Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E, KING,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, in pursuance ofthe fourth clause of " The Enclosure of Roads
Act of  1864," and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to  cancel  all Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH TENDERS will be received at this
1 Office, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W; J ITH reference to the Notice, dated 10th1 February, 1875, folio 349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or  they  will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 30th
v December, 1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette  of 9th January, 1875, relative to the
opening of a new Road from Gowrie Siding to
south-west corner of Portion 53, and from Gowrie
Siding to Meringandan, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV.,No.  11,  that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
11. E. KING.
75-455.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1875.
CORRECTION.THE appointment of Mining  Surveyor, Upper
Mary Gold Fields ,  gazetted on the 13th
instant, folio 593, should have been notified as that
of Mr.  JOSEPH JAMEs GwyxtE ,  Licensed Sur-
veyor.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
RAVENSWOOD.
During  the Month ended 28th February, 1875.
No. Name.
205 R. W .  Spring.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS RATES.-FLOUR.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Flour from War-
wick and Hendon to Dalby, will be charged
at 20s. per ton, instead of 40s., as heretofore ; this
alteration to date from the lat January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE AND IPSWICH EXTENSION.
MOOOILL FEEIIY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
22nd instant, the Trains will stop by signal
for passengers at the Level Crossing, six miles from
Ipswich (Moggill Ferry), Brisbane Extension.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railway's Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1875.
COAL RATES,  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given , that  on and after the
20th Instant ,  the following amended Coal
Rates will  be charged on the Southern and West-
ern Railway, viz.
GOVERNMENT TEuoxs.
Any  distance under 60 miles, Id. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 60 miles,  M.  per ton  per mile.
OwNEBs '  TRIICxs.
Any distance under 50 miles, d. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 50 miles ,  d. per ton per mile.
Coals to be loaded and unloaded  by the owner.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook.
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail.
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be•payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1875.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Noon, on THURSDAY, the 1st day of April,
1875, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of a Steam Dredge for the Harbors and
Rivers Department.
Plans may be inspected, and copies of the Speci-
fications obtained, at the Office of the Engineer
for Harbors and Rivers.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1875.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE, SANDGATE.
IT is hereby notified for general information
that a Money Order Office has been opened
at Sandgate.
GEORGE THORN, JuxR.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE, BOOLBURRA.
TT is hereby notified for general information that
1 the Money Order Office at Boolburra is closed
until further notice.
GEORGE THORN, JUNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  25th March, 1875.
NOTIFICATION.SITTINGS of the Western District Court having
been appointed to be holden at St .  George,
a town other than that at which Sittings of the
said Court are now held, His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
section 15 of  " The District Courts  Act of  1867,"
to direct the Bench of Magistrates for the District
of St. George, to cause Jury Lists for that place
to be prepared forthwith.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
T
HE attention of Magistrates of the Territory
is directed to the following Notification and
Regulations, published in the  Government Gazette
of the 17th July, 1869, and it is hereby notified that
the terms thereof will be strictly enforced in future.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July,  1869,
TEE following Regulations, framed by the Registrar-
General, for ensuring the due registration of deaths by
Justices of the Peace, holding inquests under  "The
Inquests of Death Act of  1866," have been approved
and confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, and are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
1. In future, in every  case  where a Justice of the
Peace forwards to the Attorney-General a voucher for
fees due to him under the  Inquests of Death Act,  he will
be required to attach to such voucher a certificate from
the Registrar of Deaths, &c., for the district within
which the death, the subject of the inquiry, took place,
that the death of the person mentioned in such voucher
has been duly notified to him by such Justice of the
Peace, or Coroner, in accordance with the provisions of
the 28th section of the Act 19 Vic., No. 34.
2. Justices of the Peace, or Coroners, will also be
required to furnish the District Registrar with a copy of
the " certificate of particulars"  sent to  the Attorney-
General,  and Commissioner  of Police, under the pro-
visions of the third  section  of the Act 30 Vic., No. 3.
Confirmed , with the advice  of the Executive  Council,
under my  Hand, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, and in
the thirty-third year of Her Majesty' s Reign.
' SAM. W. BLACKALL.
By His Exce llency ' s Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th March, 1875.
T
HE foll owing Bye -laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Maryborough ,  having been con-
firmed by His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  under his Hand,
in accordance with the 74th section of  " The
Municipal  Institutions  Act  of 1864,"  the same is
hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
BYE-LAWS, MARYBOROUGH.
1. All annual rates shall  be due and payable by
two half-yearly instalments ,  in advance  ;  the first
of such instalments shall become due and payable
on and alter the expiration of fourteen days from
the day appointed  by the  Council  for holding the
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Court of Appeal  against the assessment , provided
by section 79 of  " The Municipal Institutions Act
of  1864;" and the second of such instalments shall
be due and payable on the 1st day of July in each
and every year.
2. A ll  rates shall be paid to the Town Clerk or
Rate Collector, at the Municipal, Council Chambers,
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., or to the
Rate Collector on his calling for the same ; but
nothing in this Bye-law shall be construed to
render it necessary that any demand for rates other
than the notice required by the said Act, shall
be requisite or necessary previous to the issue of a
warrant or other legal proceeding.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Mary-
borough, on the sixteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five.
E. BOOKER,
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed , with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth  year  of her Majesty' s reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BRISBANE RIVER.
ON and after this date the lights for leading
through the cutting at the Upper Flats will
be exhibited from the beacons below the cutting
as formerly.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , March 23rd, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
UPPER BRISBANE RIVER.MASTERS of Steam Vessels navigating the
Upper Brisbane are cautioned to reduce the
speed of their  engines, as  far as is compatible with
safety, while passing the works at the Railway
Bridge at Oxley.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BRISBANE RIVER.
MASTERS of vessels are cautioned that theDredge will shortly be p  to work at 
north-west corner of the Inner Cutting at the Bar.
In rounding this point, the Dredge must then be
considered as mark ing the corner ,  instead of the
Double Beacon ,  which wi ll  be removed.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, February 25, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
BURNETT RIVER.
MASTERS of  vessels,  intending to enter the
Burnett River, are cautioned that the old
channel across the Bar has been blocked up by the
recent floods. Buoys are being laid down to point
out the position of the new channel, the depth of
the water in which will be shown from the Flagstaff
by the  usual signals.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 10th, 1875,
Detached  rock off south end
of island  ... ..
... N. 550 E.
Western point of island just
open  of S.W. point ... ... N. 70 W.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REEF OFF LIBAN, OR BABI, FLORES SEA.C APTAIN Park, ofthe Mail Steamer " Nor-
manby," reports having struck upon a reef
extending some three quarters of a mile from the
southern end of Liban, or Babi. The position of
the vessel when aground  was as  follows:-
This reef, which  is not  laid down on the chart,
was steep to, having a depth of 20 fathoms within
half a  cable.  It was covered at low water, and
appeared to extend also for some distance from the
western  side  of the  island.
A break  was also observed  on what appeared to
be a sunken rock, lying about 3 miles to the east-
ward of the southern point of the island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Mayor.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, March 8th, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
APPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers  are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty  Sessions , by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
Immigration Agent.
JUST  ISSUED  FROM  THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of  the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge ,  in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, Wi lliam street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " Tlie Insolvency Act of
1874," together with " General Rules in Insol-
vency. "  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d.  additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to the Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given that, in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office ,  Warwick ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of-the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections  which may  exist  to the formation of the  road in question.
75-1116. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON TO THE WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD AREA, PARISH OF
WESTBROO K,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY , DARLING  DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 Running fro m the N.E. corner Florence
of port ion  70, about  W.B.W.  i  McLean
to its west  boundary
2  Running fromthe east boundary  Shanaghan
about W.S.W. to the west and
boundary of port ion 71* Jennings
3 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
about  W.S.W. to the  west and
boundary of portion 72* Jennings
4 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
about  W.S.W. to the  west and
boundary of portion 73' Jennings
6 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
of portion 74, about S.W. by and
W. to its south boundary*  Jennings
6 Running from the north boun- Shanaghan
dary of portion pre -emptive and
6, about S.W. by W. to its  Jennings
west boundary*
7 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
of pre-emptive port ion 9, and
about S.W. by W.  to its west Jennings
boundary*
8 Running fro m theeastboundary Shanaghan
of pre-emptive 57, about S.W. and
by W. to its south boundary* Jennings
9 Running from the north boun-  Shanaghan
dary of pre -emptive po rt ion and
56, about S.W. by W.,  and Jennings
westerly to its west  boundary,
10 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
of pre-emptive port ion 55, and
about wesb to its western Jennings
boundary*
11 Running fro m the east boundary Shanaghan
of pre -emptive po rt ion 546  and
about west to Its western Jennings
boundary'
12  Running from  the east boundary Shanaghan
of pre-emptive portion 49,  and
about west and south-westerly  Jennings
to Westbrook Creek, its west
boundary*
13 Running fro m Westbrook Creek ,  Shanaghan
the east boundary of pre- and
emptive po rt ion 50, about Jennings
westerly and south-westerly
to its south -west corner*
Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road.
ohs.  Ike. A.  B. P.
Shanaghan 243° 26'  10 91 1 chain 0 3 32
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 2161 26'  21 84 1 chain 2 0 29
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 246° 26' 21 87 1 chain 2 0  29
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 246'26' 21 07 1 chain 2 1 14
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 18 21 1 chain 1 3  28I
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 6 16 1  chain 0 2 0
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 47 66 1  chain 4 3 2
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 11 30 1 chain  1 0 39
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 13 62 1 chain 5 0 38
an d 268° 39 85
Jennings
Shanaghan 268° 48 66 1 chain 4 3 18
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 268° 79 63 1 chain 7 3 34
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 268° 21 86 1 chain 8 3 33
and 243°30' 47 00
Jennings 263° 30' 20 35  ,
Shanaghan 263° 30' 38 45 1 chain 9 2 0
and 278° 16 00
I Jennings 250° 3 00
224° 28 00
244° 10' 18 67
R Freehold.
Remarks.
East side fenced ; no
reservation for
roads.
Unimproved forest
land; no  reserva-
tion for road.
Unimproved forest
land ;  no reserva-
tion for ro ad.
Road crosses West-
brook  level cross-
ing, in this por-
tion ;  area  Includes
about one-third of
an acre for ap-
proach to proposed
goods shed.
Open plain ; no road
reservation.
Open plain  ;  no road
reservation.
Open plain ;  no road
reservation.
Open plain ; 16 acres
reserved  for  ro ads
Lightly timbered; 10
acres  reserved for
roads.
Open  plain  : 12 acres.
reserved for  ro ads ;
south side g ro und
fenced.
Plain and timber
ro adreservation 14
acres ;  south boun-
dary part ly fenced.
Stunted  box  forest;
14 acres reserved
for roads.
Open plain and forest
country ; reserved
for roads 14 acres.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1876.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will  be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after  THURSDAY, 15th April,  1875 , at the  undermentioned Land Agent 's Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register Local Land Agent's Office of
No. No. Selected by Date of Selection. Locality. Area. which application
must be mad e.
1871. A. R. P.
220 J. Fenwick ... 27 September ... on Gigoomgan 100 0 0 Gymp'e.
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Department of Public Lauds,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
(1 HE Licensees and Lessees of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
j Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that  unless  payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights  and interests  of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Area in
Dist rict. Square Amount.
Miles.
1 £ s. d.
Bank of New South Wales ... ...  Forrestgrove  ... ... Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15 0
J. R. Lomax ... ... ... ... Bandour ... ... ... ditto ... 96 24 0 0
J. Taylor ... ... ... ... Wallon ... ... ... ditto ... ... 96 24 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alfred  Downs  No.1 ,.. ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... ... 58 14 10 0
New Zealand and Australian Land Haughton Vale No. 1 ditto ... ,.. 50 12 10 0
Company of G lasgow  (Limited)
Ditto .., ... ... ... ditto No. 2 ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... .., ... ... Douglas Downs ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto  ... ... ... Hazlemere ... ... ... ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
J. P., J. A.,  and M . Bell ... ... Bundaberinia ... .., ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... .. ... Moselle ... ... ... ditto ... .. 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hazlewood ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Quorn ... ... ... ditto ,,. ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Colston ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
H. Cory ... ... ... ... Alfred Downs No. 2 ... ditto ... ,.. 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto  No.  3 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
G. G. Cory ... Vaey No. 1 .., ditto ,.. 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto No. 2 ... ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
W. G. Bell, and Cl. B. and A. F. Clifton ... ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Dutton
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Bimera  North ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto South ... ... ditto ... .., 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Ridgelands  ... ... ... ditto ,.. ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Woodlands ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
J. Nisbet ... ... ... ... Carella No.1 ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto No. 2 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
W. Selman ... ... ... ... Jundah ... ... ,.. ditto ... .50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Holbern Hill ... .,. ditto .., ..,  50 12 10 0
T. and 0. Rome  ... ... ... Peninsula  ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto Welford  Downs . ,, ditto ..,  100 25 0 0..
Ditto ... ... ... ... Adaford ... ... ... ditto 50 1210 0
Ditto  ... ... ... .. . Henley ... ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Diteo ... ... ... 1 Walton ... ... ... ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Adderley ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ,.. ... Cirencester ... ... ... ditto ... .., 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Wandsworth ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... .., ... ...  Marlow Bridge  ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mortlake .,. ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto .,, ... ... ... Metz ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Sedan ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto , Kingston ... .., ditto 50 12 10 0
W. J. Forrester ... Alliance ,.. .., ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto . Forresters' Retreat ... .. ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
K. Budge ... ... ,.. Coolie West... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ditto East . ... .. ditto .., 60 12 10 0
J. Stevenson ... ... ... ... This Downs No. 11 ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Govett, Thomson,  Russe ll , and  ditto No.7 ... ... ditto ... ,,.  40 10 0 0
Thomson
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " Elie Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act  of1872," it is hereby notified that the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the surveyed boundaries thereof; on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.T. B. STEPHENS.
Register Local Selected by Date of Selection. Locality. Area.
Land Agent 's Office at
which app lication
No. No. must be made.
1872. A. R. P.
990 Samuel and Frith ... 10th June ... near Oakey Creek .. 80 0 0 Clermont.
0501 Ditto ... ... 24th June ,.. ditto ... .. . 40 0 0 ditto.,
1372 18 Ditto ... 30th October ... near Drummond Creek 80 0 0 ditto.,
1,789 McIntyre and Co. ... 12th September near old Drayton track 40 0 0 Ipswich.
to Helidob
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections , in writing,  within two months from this date .  Plans  of the  Roads can
be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
SCHEDULB OF ROADS TO  138 CLOSED.
T. B. STEPHENS.
No. Applicant, Situation. Pariah. Area.
A. E. P.
1 A. Adsett ... ... Reserved road through Portion 46 ... Whiteside ... ... 5 1 11
2 Ditto
... ... ...
Road separating Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto... ... ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto ... ... ... Reserved road through Portion 58 ... ditto... ... ... 2 2 7
4 Ditto ... ... ... One of the roads reserved through ditto ... ... ... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above  closure is  proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portion
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
Reputed
Owner.
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 E. Sampson ,,. ... Reserve road through part of Caboolture ... ... 1 0 7
Portion 40
2 The Crown ... ... Part of River Terrace, from Sidon South Brisbane ... 0 3 4
street, easterly
8 Ditto ... ... Part of Odin street, from River Ter- Ditto ... ... 0 1 26
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from the Redbank Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro and
St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H . E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE REDBANH CROSSING TO THE FRANIKST014E ROAD, PARISHES
OF TIARO AND ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH AND LENNox, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selection.
T. CornwellA triangular  piece out
of the north-east
corner of portion No.
28, parish  Tiaro,
county of March
Along the south boun-
dary of portion No. 75,
parish of St .  Mary,
county of Lennox
3
4
6
Freehold...
Conditional
Selection,
" C. L. A.
Act
1868
Register
No. 668
Continuation of above Ditto
road th ro ugh portion
74
Through portion No. yl, ...
commencing at the
south-west corner
Continuation of above, ...
road through portion
Hutchinson
Situation.
Occupier.  Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
chg.  Its
T. Cornwell N. 321° 50Y E. , 3 38
None
... llutehinson None
I I
i Crown land None 90° ...
Crown land None 90° ...
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
A. R. Y.
Irregular, 0 2 0
15 15  ] chain
f I
15 19
15 17
15 15
I chain
I chain
I chain
1 2 2i
Unimproved.
Partly  cleared by
Road Trust.
Partly Cleared by
Road Trust.
Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
Parily cleared by
hoad Trust.
70
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road through Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to Warwick
road, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton District: Notice is hereby given, that in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now  in  force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75.670. H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  MOUNT FLINDERS PRE-EMPTIVE  NO. 1, AND THENCE TO
WARWICK ROAD,  PARISH or  F LINDERS, COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO  BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT or COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
d
zo
.rJY
How Reputed
$  held .  Owner.
o
f
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
1 Commencing in the ... freehold  - Winks ... -  Winks ...  346029,
south boundary of  3620031
Mount Flinders pre -  325° 48'
emptive No. 1, and
rnnningno rt h -westerly
to its north boundary
2 Commencing in the  ...  freehold  -Winks...  -  Winks... 325e 48'
south boundary of
portion 1,  and  ru nning
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing in the ... freehold  -Winks...  -  Winks ...  326° 48'
south boundary of
portion 2,  and  ru nning
north-westerly to its
north-west corner
A Commencing In the . ..  freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10'
South boundary of
portion 62, and  ru n-
ning north -westerly
to its north boundary
5 Commencing in the  ...  freehold
south boundary of
po rt ion 61, and  ru n-
ning  north-westerly
to its west boundary
Inc.  Alcorn  Inc.  Alcorn 3210  10'
6 Commencing in the ... freehold  Joe.  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10'
east boundary of por-
tion 60,  running north-
westerly to its no rt h
boundary.
7 Commencing In the ... freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno. Alcorn  321° 10'
south boundary of
portion 67,  and  ru n-
ning north-westerly to
it.  west boundary
8 Commencing in the ... freehold Jno. Alcorn  Jno.  Alcorn 321° 10'
east boundary of por-
tion 58,  and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
9 Commencing in the ... freehold Richard Richard 321° 10'
south boundary of Trevaskes Trevaskes
portion 62, and run-
ning no rt h-westerly
to its west boundary
10 Commencing in the ... freehold  Richard Richard  321° 10'
east boundary of por-
tion 241, and running
north-westerly to its
northern corner on
the Warwick road
Trevaskee Trevaskes
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs.lks .  A. E.  P. J
38 76 100 links 8 3 1 Originally  reserved
12 62 road.  Fenced.
36 26
20 58 100 links 2 0 9 Fenced.
11 27 100 links 1 0 37 Fenced.
12 87  100 links 1 0 30 Unfenced and un-
improved.
4 68 100 links 0 2 Ili Unfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
8 17 100 links 0 2 34 Unfenced and un-
improved.
7 85 100  links  0 3 22 Unfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
3 43 100 links 0 0 381  infenced and un-
improved.
11 34 100 links 1 0 38 Unfenced and un-
improved.
13 09 irregular 0 2 39 Unfenced and un-
imp ro ved.
11 Commencing In the ... freehold Richard Richard 321° 10' 10 83 irregular 0 2 3 Unfenced and un-
south-western bound- Trevaskes Trovaskes improved.
ary of po rt ion 242,
and  ru nning north-
westerly to its west
corner on the War-
wick  ro ad
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th Match, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedientto op n a new Road through portion 36, parish of Deu har, county of Merivale, Darling Dow s
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and  now in force  in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ; and  all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to  the formation of the Road in question.
75-798. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH  PORTION 36, PARISH OF DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
do -
Occupier . I  Bearings,
Leiin h Breadth Area .  Remarks.No. Portion of Road . $ d Hew Reputed  I  I of Road.V6  held . I  Owner. Chains.
1 A strip one chain wide
off the  west side of
port ion 36, and run.
ing from the south.
west corner in a south-
easterly direction to
bridge over Freestone
Creek in said portion
i
W. Groves Unoccupied 175°
110°
134°
ohs. 1ks.
45 43
2 00
4 70
A. It. P.
One chain 5 1 0 Half of west
boundary
fenced. No
other signsof
improve-
ments, culti-
vation,  or
occupation . -
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road for access to the Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March, Wide
Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR, ACCESS TO THE GLENGALLUM RESERVE, PARISH OF TIARO, COUNTY
OF MARCH, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register 1 Breadth
No. Portion of Road. No .  of Reputed Occupier. Bearings. Distance .  of Area. Remarks.
Selection . Owner. Road.
A.  It.  P.
1 Through port ion No .  92, Homestead, Samuel Gordon S. Gordon N. 270° E. 2496  1 chain 2 1 391 The land resumed is
parish of  Tiaro, county "C.L A.Act the  existing track,
of March, commencing 1868," Re an d the only  im-
on the prove  mente el
dary, and running 67 feoted have been
west the removal of a
few trees.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
-- to open a new Road from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-424. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS FROM  FARM CREEK TO Emu  CREEK,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE , DARLING
DOWNS, TO BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
1 Commencing  at the
south-east corner of
selection  135, and
running west along its
south boundary
2 Commencing on the
eastboundary  of selec-
tion 135, and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing on the
east boundary of selec-
tion 614,  and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
W o
az
How held. ReputedOwner. Occ upier.  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs. lks. A. It, P.
135 Under C. Smith .., ... West 62 10 It chain 9 1 10
Leasing
Act of
1866
135 Under C. Smith ... .. N.11° W. 44 87  11  chain 6 0 10
Leasing
Act a!
1866
514 Under C. D. Smith... ... N11°15' W 6 22 It chain 4 0 20
Leasing N 10°15' W 25 88
Act of
1866
684
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from the Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural Reserve, parish of
Cunningham ,  county of Merivale  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police  Office,  Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75.893. H.  E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE KILLARNEY  ROAD  TO THE SWAN CREEK AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE, PARISH  OF CUNNINGHAM ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. Na ofPortion.
How held .  Reputed Owner .  Bearings.
1 A strip of land 2 chains 58 Freehold ...  McDonald and North  .,
wide, running through Smith
the northern part of
portion 58, 4 chains
43 links from the
S.W. comer of said
part of portion 58
2 A triangular piece of 426 Held under C. Smith ... North  ...
land, cutting off the Act of
S.E. corner of portion 1866
428, commencing 2
chains 62 links from
the S.E. comer of
said  portion. Portion
of road reserved.
3 An irregular st ri p of 427 Held under C. Smith . ..  North .,,
land on the west side Act of
of po rt ion 427, com- 1866
mencing 4 chains 77
links from the S.W.
corner of said portion,
running to the north-
ern boundary
4 A reserved  ro ad 11  70 Freehold.., C. Smith .,, North .,
chains wide ,  out of
portion 70,  bounded
on the west by por-
tion 426
Thence a st ri p of land 70 Freehold ...  C Smith .. .  N. 4° 35' W.
1,; chains wide, run-
ning to the S.W. cor-
ner of pre-emptive 23
Thence a reserved  ro ad 70 Freehold ..,  0, Smith ,., North ,,,
out of portion 70,
bounded on the east
by part  of pre-emp-
tive 23
5 A strip of land 11  chains 202
wide on the east side
of selection  202,bound-
ed by part of pre-
emptive 23,  being por-
tion of road reserved
6 A t ri angular piece of
land out of the N.W.
corn er of pre-emptive
23
7 A triangular piece of
land out of the S.E.
corner of pre-emptive
20
8 A strip of land It chains
wide, commencing at
the western boundary
of pre-emptive 21. 4
chains 36 links from
S.W.  co rn er north-
easterly to its north
boundary
9 A strip of  land ll chains
Freehold,,. C. Smith ,.. North  .,,
ptivei Freehold ...  F. C. Wildash... North ...
23
20 Freehold F. C Wildash ,,. North ,..
21 Freehold ...  P. C. Wildash ... N. 16° 15'  E.
18 Freehold...  F. C. Wildash ... N. 160 15'E.
Pre
wide ,  commencing at
the southern boun-
daryof  pre-emptive 18,
10 chains 41 links
f ro m the S.W. co rn er
of said pre-emptive
north-easterly to its
northern  boundary
10 A st ri p of land lil chains 11 Freehold...
wide, commencing at
the southern  boun-
dary of pre-empl ive 11
35 chairs 7  links fro m
the S.W. co rn er of
said pre-eriptive
north -easterly to its
northern  boundary on
Swan Creek opposite
a road between por-
tions 259 and 270 on
the Agricultural Re-
serve
Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area.  Remarks.
cis. lks. A. R. P.
38 15 2 chains 7 1 6
11 15 Irregular 1 1 3
16 33 Irregular 1 3 3S
18 90
cbs. Ike.
1 50 2 3 0
85 35 1 50 13 0 22
42 24 1 50 6 1 14
68 59 1 50 8 3 6
1 0 Irregular 0 0 2l
4 38 Irregular 0 1 27
37 12
ohs. Ike.
1 50 5 3 25
88 0 1 50 13 0 32
F. C. Wildasb ...  N. 16^ 15'E. 39 35 1 60 12 3 37
20° 28'  E. 14 69
7° Z' W. 32 48
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expo.
dient to open a new Road, being continuation of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane ,
count yy of Stanley  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions ofthe Act 4 Wi lliam IV .,  No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing
the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
and at the Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-775. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING THE CONTINUATION  OF WICKHAM  S TREET, FORTITUDE  VALLEY,
BRISBANE ,  PARISH OF BRISBANE , COUNTY  OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT  OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .  How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
1 Fro m the  S.W.  boundary Freehold...
of original suburban
portion No. 75 to
Bridge street
2 Fro m Bridge street to Freehold...
the N.E. boundary of
original suburban por-
tion No. 75
3 From the  N.E. boun- ...
dary of original sub-
urban po rt ion No. 75
to the S.W. boundary
of the Lookup Reserve
4 Fro m the S.W. to the ...
N E. boundary of the
Lookup  Reserve
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
ohs. lks.  A. R.  P.
James Gibbon Unoccupied ,  32° 0' 2 0 1 chain 0 0 32  Unimproved.
John Markwell Unocupled  j  32° 0' 2 0 1 chain 0 0 32 Unimproved.
Cro wn land  ... ...  32° 0' 5 27 1 chain 0 2 4 Unimproved.
Crown land  ... ...  32° 0' 3 0 1 chain 0 1 8 Unimp ro ved.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road in portion No. 122, parish of North, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74-5514. H. E. KING.
BOOK  or  REFERENCE  OF ROAD, IN PORTION 122 , PARISH OF  NORTH, COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON
DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No.
1
Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
A triangular  piece of 117
land  on the south.
west side of the main
Wivenhoe Road
How Held.
"C. L. A.
Act of
1868"
Reputed Occupier. Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth
of Area. RemarksOwner. Road.
ch. lks. A. B. P.
Roger North -  Boyce... 3090  ... ... 7 80 Irregular 1 3 0 Fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Tiaro to Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro , county of March,
Wide  Bay District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No .  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police Office ,  Tiaro ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any we ll-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75.811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF RoAD FROM TIABO TO GLENGALLUM RESERVE, PARISH OF TIARO,
COUNTY OF MARCH ,  WIDE BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No Portion of Rosd Reputed Bearings. Length in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.. . Owner. Chains. . it
Ohs, lks. A. B. P.
A strip of land along the south-east boun- Crown lend ... 245° 50'  ... 20 681 50 links 1 0 5 Unoccupied.
dary of section 1 of portion 19
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road through Gold Fields Homestead Selection, No. 155, on
the Gympie Gold Field, parish of King, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gympie ; and all
persons interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-612.' H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH GOLD FIELDS HOMESTEAD SELECTION, No. 155, ON THE
GYMPIE GOLD FIELD, PARISH OF KING, COUNTY OF LENNOx, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  TO BE PRO
CLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of the Homestead, and
running westerly and
south -westerly to its
south-west boundary
t+ y,
'SO2
z
Go
ReputedHow Held. Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
Chs. Ike. A. R. P.
155 "Gold Fields  R. O. Walker 286° 0' 7 91t 1 chain 2 3 23
Homestead 263° 0' 4 93
Act of 231° 0' 6 46
1870" 210° 30' 6 86
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road, being Deviation through Portion 165, parish of Normanby, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75 4 71. H. E. KING.
BOOB' OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION PORTION 165, PARISH OF NORMANBY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No.  Portion of Road . $ How held.
C4 0
1 I A triangular  piece of
land in  the south
corner of portion 165,
parish of Normanby
... "Leasing Ac
of 1866"
Reputed
Owner.
Henry Par-
cell
Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadth of Area Remarks.. . . Road. .
Henry Par- 480
ohs. lke.
6 2. irregular
A. it. P.
0 3 25
cell
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST T NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a New Road through portions 321A, 383, and 473, parish of Brassall, county of Churchill,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-673. H. E. KING.
BOOK or  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 321A, 383, AND 473, PARISH OF BRASSALL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  TO  BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register - -
No. Portion of Road . No. of How held, Reputed Occupier .  Bearings . LengthSelec- Owner. in Chains.
tion.
1 Commencing at the
south east corner
of portion 321A,
and running
north-westerly
2 Commencing at the
S.E. corner of the
portion, and run-
ning no rt h-west-
erly and north-
easterly to its
north-east corner
3 A triangular piece
from south boun-
dary of portion
473 to the reserved
road in the por-
tion
char. lke.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
A. R. P.
Remarks,
Freehold ... James Brooke James 303°  30' 6 92 50 0 1 10 Unimproved.
Brooke
Freehold ... ThomasFore- Thomas 303°30'  6 92 50  Partly fenced,
man Foreman 323° ... 3 80 100  cleared, and
3399  ,., 5 8 cultivated.
333° ... 10 46
30° ... 9 47
19° 5 35
6° 17'.. 10 82 4 3 6
Homestead , Thomas Ali - Thomas 461  17' 1 2 42 0 0 2t South boun-
C.L.A.Act, son A lison dary fenced.
1083
1868
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  30th September, 1874.
TN into
RAILWAY,-On and
lT   operation until further notice.
TIME TABLE.
after 1st October, 1874, the following  Time Table will  coma
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
.  Rockhampton,.. ...
6 Gracemere ,., ..,
15 Stanwe ll  .,. .,.
24 Rosewood ..,
30 Westwood
I
arrive ..,
depart ...
38 Goganjo .,. ..,
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
Up Train, Miles
Mixed. from RockyCreek.
a.m.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Stations.
Rocky Creek ... ,..
6 Goganjo ...
14 Westwood € arrive ...depart ,..
20 Rosewood ... ..,
29 Stanwell ,..
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked thus , A, will  stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the plate
on which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ S. d. £ 8. d. £ S.  d. £ 8. d.
Week ending March 20th, 1875 627 4 4 1,518 18  0 54 1 2 2,200 3 6
Corresponding  week last year... 510 17 6 1,111  7 9 49 17 5 1,672 2 8
Increase
Decrease
116 6 10 407 10 3 4 3 9 528 0 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House, Maryborough, at Noon, on THURSDAY, the 8th April proximo, under 113th
Clause  " Customs Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
1871.
March 3 ...
April 3 .,.
May 15 ...
June 13 ... Florence  Irving Sydney ..,
July 28 ... Queensland  ..  Brisbane ...
August 1 .., Florence Irving Sydney
Dec. 19  ... ...  Yengarie Distil-
lery
Dec. 21 ... Queensland  ...  Brisbane ...
1872.
Janua ry  8 James Paterson  Sydney ...
February 13 Balclutha ,..
.., Jindah'  Distil-
March 1
Lary
... Storm Bird ,, ,  Brisbane ...
1871.
February 8
April3 ...
June 1 ••.
Nov.7 ,..
Leiclibardt ... I Sydney
Maryborough
Sugar Co.
Description of Goods. Quantity.
38 Gracemere  ... ... ...  5.36
44 Rockhampton... ,.. 5. 0
Mark and No.
11 over 128 .., 10 hhds. ale
B over 106 ...
Y 17 over 109...
V 6 over 112 ...
L 1 over 122 ...
Down Train
Mixed.
p.m.;
3. 0
3.24
,.. 3.55
O.P.
1 case tobacco  ... ...  214 lbs.
It cask wine .. ... 22 gals.
1 keg colonial rum ... 85f gals. 38.4
4* 0
A
5.0
U.P.
1 8s3 gals. 140.1
11 cask wine ...  23 gals.
1 box  merchandise
II cask brandy ... ...  274 gals. 142
1 keg colonial rum ... 2 gals. 36.6
1-'; cask wine ,.. .. .  27 gals.
44 cases wine .,,
1 qr. cask wine ...
1 box tobacco ...
1 qr. cask colonial rum
500 gals.
S8 5 gals.
27 gals.
27 gals.
27 gala
114 Its.
30fu gals. 51.2
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Customs, Brisbane, 11th March, 1875. Collector  of Customs.
Ship.
Martha Ellen ...  Brisbane ...
Leichhardt  ...  Sydney .
.., Jindah Distil-
lery
Whence. I Merchant.
QUEEN'S WAREHOUSE.
W. Young ... E 2 over 108 ...
J. Duncan ... E 1 over 110 ...
J. E. Brown ... D 44 over 11.2...
D 45 over 112..,
Graham & Co. Y 3 over 115 ...
Spiller  ... ... U over 116 ...
Martin... . A 2 over 117 ...
Graham & Co. P 23 over 124...
W 2 over 124..,
W. Southerden 0 1 over 125 ... 1 package tobacco ... 118 lbs.
Armstrong ... Z over  127  ...  1  box merchandise
J. C. Brown ... D 41tt- over 128 1 package colonial rum 14,"--gals. 48'6
Graham & Co.
TRAVIS' WAREHOUSE.
R. Travis & Co.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described  -below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property  Act of  1861 ."  Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of  said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which  a caveatmy be lodged.
161 perches ,  being  subdivision  2 of allotment  2 of section
10
Claressa  Lennox  ... ...  27th April, 1875.
, parish and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
25 acres  1 rood 30 perches, being allotment 10A, parish ,
of Bulimba, county of Stanley
Louis Hope ... ... Ditto
9 acres at  Norman's Creek, sold as lot 10 by proclama-
tion of 12th July, 1853, parish of Bulimba, county
of Stanley
Ditto ... Ditto
9 acres 3 roods  18 perches at Norman's Creek, sold as
lot 9 by proclamation of 12th July, 1853, parish of
Bulimba , county of Stanley
Ditto ... ... ... Ditto
22 acres 2  roods, allotment 8A, parish of Bulimba,
county of Stanley
Ditto ... ... .. Ditto
20 acres 3  roods 32 perches, being allotment 9A, parish Ditto ...
of Bulimba, county of Stanley
... ... Ditto
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1875.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Maryborough GeneralCemetery, for the Year 1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MARYBOROUGH GENERAL CEMETERY, for the year ending
on the 31st day of December, 1874.
DR. £  :.  d.
To credit  balance,  January let, 1874 ... 67 17 10
„ Interment fees,  monuments , labels, &c.... 182 3 0
G round for private graves  ... ... 41 0 0
„ Government  grant  ... ... ... 100 0 0
Ca. £ s. d.
By salaries  and fees ... ... ... ... 115 19 2
„ Labor account  ... ... ... ... 86 13 0
„ Timber, paint,  and tools ... ... ... 24 15 8
Labels, &c. ... ... ... ... 24 1 0
Printing, &c. ... ... ... ... 5 9 6
„ Plants .. ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
„ Small payments  ... ... ... ...  2 17 2
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  126 5 4
£391 0 10 £391 0 10
We, the  undersigned Trustees of the Maryborough General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ending on the 31st day of
December ,  1874,  is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths  Act of  1867."
ROBT. TRAVIS,
W. SOUTHERDEN,
GEORGE HORSBURGH, }Trustees.
WILLIAM YOUNG,
J. MACDERMOY,
Declared and subscribed before me , this 18th day of March, 1875.
R. B. SHERIDAN, J.P.
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  of the CLERMONT MUNICIPALITY, for the
half-year ending 31st December, 1874.
DR.
December 31st, 1874.
To balance from last half-year
„ Road  grant ...
„ License ... ...
„ Rates ... ...
Debit balance in A.J.S. Bank
£ s. d.  CR.
December 31st, 1874.
1
£ s. d.
994 2 6 By contracts  ... ... ... ... 642 12 4
250 0 0 „ Printing  and advertising  ... ...  13 12 6
1 0 0 Stamps ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
139 13 7 „ Telegrams ... ... ... ...  1 5 2
6 10 9 „ Town Clerk's salary ... ... ...  52 13 6
„ Legal fees ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
Auditors'  fees . .. ... ... ...  2 2 0
First  instalment  of loan to Government 159 1 2
„ Cash balance in Town Clerk's hands 14 0 2
£891 6 10 £891 6 10
JOHN MACKAY,
Mayor.
JAS. GRAHAM CROOHAN,
Town Clerk.
199
Audited and found correct.
CHARLES JAMES GRAHAM, I Auditors.JAMES GOMPERTZ BROWN,)
14s.
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NOTICE.
/ SHE Seale of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
11 ments  in the Qxeewrloed  Government Gazette is
a follows :--
Advertisements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat ing to Impounded Stock,  I
tier animal.
All other Advertisements  wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of  so. for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional line,  all owing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  DVEBTISEMENT
WILL BE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its inserti on
according to the  above scale.
By Order,
JAMES  0. BEAL,
government Printest
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, dewy quarto
£  S.  d.
Fu ll  Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special PettySessions of th  Justic s residing within
forty miles of the Court Town of Warwick, will be
holden at the Court House, Warwick, at 10 a.m.
on FRIDAY, the 9th April now next  ensuing, for
the purpose of revising the Jury List for the Jury
District of Warwick.
By Order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 18th March, 1875.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for Revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Ipswich, will be held at the
Court House, Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of
April now next, at the the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon, at which the Justices of the Peace
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Ipswich are, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Jury Act of  1867," required to attend.
By order,
M. O'MALLEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 13th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
POUNDREEPERS are requested to take notice thatall Remittances on acco nt of Imp und ng
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for Revising the Jury
List of the Jury District of Toowoomba for the
year 1875, will be held in the Court House at
Toowoomba, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April
next, at  12 o'clock noon.
By clause 8 of  "The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34,
all Justices  residing  within forty miles of the Town
of Toowoomba are required to attend.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Toowoomba, 20th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Spesial Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Northern District Court, at Clermont, for
the year 1875, will be holden at the Court House,
Clermont, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April next,
at 12 o'clock noon.
A ll  Justices residing within 40 miles of the Court
are required to attend, under the Act 31 Vic.,
No. 34.
WM. CAVE, C.P.S.
Police Office,
Clermont, 22nd February, 1875.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
l of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the  Jury  District of Bowen, will be holden at
the Court House ,  Bowen, on FRIDAY ,  the 9th day
of April next ,  at 12 o'clock noon .  The Justices
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Bowen are 'required to attend ,  under the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
JAMES POWERS,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Bowen, 11th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court, at Stanthorpe, for
the year 1875, will be holden at the Court House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 9t day of April next,
at 12 o'clock, noon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are requested to attend ander the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 1st March, 1875.
THE Annual Court of Petty Sessions for the
Revision of the Jury List for the District of
Dalby, will be held at the Court House, Dalby, on
FRIDAY, the 9th of April next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting of Justices for Licensingpurposes will be holden at the Police Office,
Banana , on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April, at
noon.
EDMUND MOREY, P.M.
Court House,
Banana, 8th  March, 1875.
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NOTICE.
T is hereby notified ,  in accordance with clause
I fifteen of  " The Publicans  Act of  1863," that
the Annual Publicans Licensing  M eeting, for the
District )  of Springsure ,  will be held at the Court
House ,  Springsure , on TUESDAY,  the 20th day
of April next ,  at 12 o'clock noon.
J. G. MACDONALD, P.M.
Court House,
Springsure ,  11th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual  Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty'sJustices of the Peace, acting in and for the
Police District of Clermont ,  will be holden at the
Court House, Clermont , on TUESDAY,  the 20th
day of April next, at 12 o'clock noon ,  for the pur-
pose of taking into consideration applications for
Publicans '  Licenses, under the Acts  27 Vic. No. 16
and 34 Vic. No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day of March.
WM. CAVE, C.P.S.
Court House;
Clermont, 22nd February, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual  Meeting of Justices for licensing
purposes, will be holden at the Police Office,
Georgetown , on TUESDAY,  20th April, at noon.
By order of the Bench.
B. C. McGROARTY,  C.P.S.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
l Licensing Meeting for the District of Ley-
burn, will be held at the Court House, Leyburn, at
12 noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th dap of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications under
The Publicans Act."
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Leyburn, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting  for the District of Ingle-
wood, will be held at the Court House, Inglewood,
at 12 noon , on TUESDAY , the 20th day  of April
next ,  for the purpose of considering applications
under  " The Publicans Act."
WALTER  C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Inglewood ,  16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for he Police District of Surat,
will be held at the Court House, Surat, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next. 11,,11 applications
must Ie lodged with the Clerk of Petty Sessions
on or before Tuesday, the 30th day of March.
Applications for country Publicans' Licenses must
be accompanied with the required fee of £15 each.
RICH. T. TAYLOR, P.M.
Court House,
Surat, 4th March, 1875.
THE Annual Meeting of Justices of the Peacefor licensing Publicans in the District of
Charters Towers, will be holden at Millchester, on
TUESDAY, April 20th, A.D. 1875.
W. M. MOWBRAY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Court,
Millchester , 3rd March, 1675.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NTOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for the Police District of Blackall, will be
holden at the Court House, Blackall, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next, for the purpose
of considering applications for Publicans' Licenses
and renewals thereof, under the Acts 27 Vic. No.
16 and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All applications must be lodged at this office on
or before the 30th day of March instant.
T. S. SWORD,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Blackall, 1st March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace, actin g  in and for the Police District of
Goodna, will be holden at the Court House,
Goodna, on  TUESDAY,  the 20th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
for Publicans '  Licenses and renewals thereof for the
said district.
9 'Applications for Country Publicans '  Licenses
ought to be accompanied with the fee of fifteen
pounds each.
JOHN LARKIN,  C.P.S.
Court House,
Goodna, 22nd March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given,  that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace,  acting
for, or usually residing in the District of Warwick,
will be holden at the Court House, Warwick, at
Twelve noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April now  next ensuing , for the purpose of con-
sidering all applications of Licenses under the Act
27 Victoria No. 16.
By Order  of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Warwick, 18th March, 187 5.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
1TOTICE  is hereby given, that the Annual
l Meeting of the Justices of the Peace, acting
for, or usually residing in the District of Allora,
will be holden at the Court House, A llora, at
Twelve noon, on  TUESDAY, the  20th day of
April now next ensuing, for the purpose of con-
sidering all applications of Licenses under the Act
27 Victoria No. 16.
PHILIP PINNOCK,
Court House,
Police  Magistrate.
Allora, 18th day of  March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING,
GOONDIWINDI.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of Goon-
diwindi, will be held at the Court House, Goon-
diwindi, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering  applications
for Licenses under the Publicahs' Acts.
Application' s must  be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th of March instant.
THEO. P. PUGH, P.M.
Court House,
Goondiwindi, 18th March, 1875.
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ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
0TICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of Bun-
daberg, will be holden at the Court House, Bun-
daberg,  on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications for
Licenses under the provisions of the Acts 27 Vie.,
No. 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
Court House,
JOSEPH HUGHES, P.M. I
Bundaberg, 24th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace for the Police District of Toowoomba, will be
held in the Court House at Toowoomba, on  TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next, at 12 o'clock
noon, for the purpose of considering applications
for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and
34 Vic., No. 7.
All applications must be sent in on or before the
30th day of March instant.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied by the License Fee, £15
sterling.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Court House,
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
Toowoomba, 20th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.THE Annual Licensing Meeting for the District
of Tenningering ,  for the purpose of consider-
ing applications for Publicans '  Licenses ,  will be held
in the Court House, Tenningering ,  at 12 noon, on
TUESDAY,  20th April next.
All applications to be sent to the undersigned on
or before 31st day of March.
0. ARMSTRONG, P.M.
Tenningering ,  2nd March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Dalby, will be holden at the Court House, Dalby,
on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April next, for the
purpose of considering applications for Licenses
under the Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic.,
IVo.7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 31st day of March.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE'is hereby given, that a Meeting of the
Justices of the Peace, acting in and for the
District of Ipswich, will be held at the Court House,
Ipswich, at Twelve o'clock noon on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April now next, for the purpose of
considering  i pplications for Publicans' Licenses
and 'Renewals  thereof for the said district.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied with the fee of £15.
By order,
31. O'MALLEY,
Court House,
Clerk, of  Petty Sessions.
Ippwich, 13th March,  1875,
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the district of Charle•
ville, will be held at the Court House, Charleville,
at Twelve noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next, for the purpose of considering appli-
cations under  " The Publicans Act."
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Charleville ,  8th March,  1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Meeting of the Justices of thePeace acting in and for the Police District of
Cooktown ,  will be holden at the  • Court House,
Cooktown , on TUESDAY,  the twentieth day of
April ,  for the purpose of considering applications
for Publicans '  Licenses .  Applications must be
lodged on or before the 30th March, 1875.
JAMES PRYDE,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Cooktown, 10th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace, for the Police District of Logan, will be
held at the Court House, Beenleigh, at 12
o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next, for the purpose of considering a plica-
tions for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16,
and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day- of March, 1875.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied by the fee of Fifteen Pounds
sterling.
By Order,
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 10th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
OTICE is hereby  given,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace for the Police District of Gatton, will be
holden at the Court House, Gatton, on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April next, for the purpose of
considering applications for Licenses under the
Acts 27 Vic., N o. 16, and 34 V ic., No. 7.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied with the fee of £15.
By order,
JOHN WHITE,
Acting C.P.S..
Court House,
Gatton, 18th  March, 1875.
\T
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the  Jury  District of Maryborough ,  will be
holden at the Court House ,  Maryborough, on
FRIDAY, the  9th day of April next ,  at 10 o'clock
a.m. ; at which the Justices of the Peace residing
within forty miles of the Court House of Mary-
borough are required to attend ,  under the pro-
visions of the 8th See. of  Jury Act,  31 Vie. ,  No. 34.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Maryborough,  12th March, 1875.
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IT is hereby notified that the Annual PublicansLicensing Meeting, for the Police District of
Maryborough, will be holden at the Court House,
Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next ensuing, at noon.
Applications must be lodged with the Clerk of
Petty Sessions on or before the 30th instant.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Maryborough, 12th March, 1875.
A SPECIAL Petty Sessions will be held at the
Court House, Gympie, on  FRIDAY, the
9th day of  April,  1875 ,  at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon, to revise the Jury List for the District of
Gympie.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 1st March, 1875.
T
HE  Annual Licensing Meeting under the
Publicans Acts of 1863 and 1872, for the
District of Gympie, will be held at the Court
House, Gympie, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April, 1875, at 12 o'clock at noon. A ll  applications
for renewals of licenses must be lodged at the
Clerk of Petty Sessions' Office, on or before Tues-
day, the 30th day of March instant.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie, 1st March, 1875. '
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Na-
nango ,  will be held at the Court House, Nanango,
on TUESDAY, the 20th April, 1875, at noon, for
the purpose of considering Applications for Licenses
under the Acts 27 Vie., No. 16, and 34 Vic.,
No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed before the last Tuesday in March.
ARCHIBALD LEE, P.M.
Court House,
Nanango, 10th March, 1875.
THE  Annual Publicans Licensing Meeting ofthe Justices acting in and for the Police Dis-
tridt of Bowen, will be held at the Police Office,
Bowen, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April, A.D.
1875, at twelve o'clock noon.
JAMES POWERS, C.P.S.
Police Office,
Bowen, 8th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the District of Brisbane, for
the consideration of applications for Publicans'
Licenses, will be held in the Police Office, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, the 20th of April next.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions on or before the last Tuesday in
March instant.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
pro  Clerk of Petty Sessions.
In the Matter of the Insolvency of Patrick Francis
Hanran ,  of Townsville.
A DIVIDEND  of six shillings in the £ has
been declared in this Estate ,  and will be
payable to the Creditors ,  whose claims have been
proved and admitted ,  on and after the 5th day
of April, 1875, at our office,  Flinders street,
Townsville.
W. J. MUNCE,
l Trustees.W. G. EWAN,
19th March, 1875.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Leguire Adams, of Cooktown ,  druggist.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said John Leguire Adams
be, and he is hereby adjudged ,  insolvent ; and
that William Henry Miskin ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said John Leguire Adams ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the office of the Principal
Registrar ,  on the sixth day of April ,  1875, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said John Leguire Adams shall, on the
second day of April, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate state-
ment ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities
of every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of
his inability to meet  his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty.
second day of March,  A.D.  1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Principal Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Russell Daunt, trading as "Russell
Daunt and Co.," of Elizabeth street, Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, metal merchant,
by the said Edward Russell Daunt.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Edward Russell Daunt
be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Edward Russell Daunt, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Principal Registrar at
Brisbane, on the thirty-first day of March, 1875, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is farther
ordered that the said Edward Russell Daunt
shall, on the thirtieth day of March.  1875,  at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and, residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this nineteenth
day of March, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Bartholomew, late of Mary.
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, timber
merchant and saw-mill proprietor, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named James 3artholomew, deceased, may be
granted to Charles Edward Sidney Booker, John
Bartholomew, and Elizabeth Bartholomew, the
Executors and Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this third day of March,
A.D. 1875.
WM. BARNS,
Wharf street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Charles Edward
Sidney Booker, John Bartholomew,
4s. 6d. 191
and Elizabeth Bartholomew.
6s. 6d,
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Ann Eliza Noble, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  widow, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Ann Eliza Noble, deceased, may
be granted to Enoch Bostock, of Ipswich aforesaid,
licensed surveyor ,  and Frederic  Henry  Browne,
of the same place, Congregational minister, the
Executors and Trustees named in  the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-third day of March,
A.D. 1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Executors.
By his A ent,
G. V . HELLICAR,
Town Hall ,  Brisbane.
201 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Roger or Rodger School, late of
Charters Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that  after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application wi ll  be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Roger or Rodger School, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted  to Andrew
Joseph Thynne ,  of Queen street, Brisbane, in the
said colony ,  solicitor ,  the lawfully constituted
attorney of Mary School ,  of Kilmarnock street,
Newtown -on-Ayr, and county of Ayr, in Scotland,
widow, the mother of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March,  A.D. 1875•
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Proctor for the said Mary School,
203
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of George Wood ,  late of Bribie ;
Frederick Chaffers, late of South Brisbane ;
Charles Schiels ,  late of Brisbane ; Henry
Parrish, late of Lutwyche ; Alexander
Mann ,  late of the Etheridge  ;  Henry List,
James ,  Crummy, James Fraser ,  Frederick
Alexander Martin, Antonio Luaqua, Eliza-
beth Ann Keyes, John Tomity, and John
Marsden ,  late of Cooktown  ;  Charles Crowe,
late of Mount Perry ; Vizenco Rabza, late
of Dalrymple ; Peter Johnson, late of
Ravenswood  ;  Wi lliam Child ,  late of Herbert
River; Ah Chong, late of Malvern Downs ;
George Tull, late of Normanby ; George
Sohlberger, late of Talbot Creek ; William
Eustace, late of  Whetston ;  and Charles
Brown, late of Belyando.
P
URSUANT  to Act of Parliament, 31 Victoria,
No. 10, all persons having any claims against
the above -named deceased persons are to come in
and prove their debts at my Office, Queen street,
Brisbane , on or before the 27th (twenty-seventh)
day of' May  next; or  in default, they will be
peremptorily excluded from all  benefit accruing
from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1875.
204  6s.  6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the ensuing Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to vest the land comprised in Deed of
Grant No. 6537, being allotment 16, Portion 2,
Parish of Toombul, County of Stanley, in Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, the Hon-
orable GEORGE HARRIS, Esquire, M.L.C., and the
HonorableJOHN FREDERICK MAC DOIGALL, Esquire,
M.L.C., and their successors, as Trustees for the
Queensland Turf Club, and to enable them to mort.
gage or lease the  same,  or to sell any such portion
or portions of the said land as in their opinion shall
not be absolutely necessary for the operations of
the Club ,  such sale being subject to the sanction
of the Governer in Council  ;  and to enable the mem-
bers of the said Club to sue and be sued in the
name of their Chairman for the time being, with
power to the Committee of the Club to make bye-
laws.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1875.
202
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Bill.
7s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY ,  THE 22ND DAY OF MARCH,
A.D. 1875.
REGULA GENERALIS.
I
T is hereby  ordered  that  the party setting down
any cause for trial at the Brisbane Sittings, or
at  Nisi  Juries ,  shall, at the time of setting down the
same , pay the  plaintiff and defendant 's office fees
of the trial.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
ROBERT THORROLD,
Associate.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Chief  Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1875.
IT is  hereby notified  that the following  gentlemen
have been  appointed Commissioners for Affi-
davits, &c.:-
W. H. DEAN,  Esquire, Clerk  of Petty Sessions,
Townsville ,  such Commission to determine on his
ceasing  to hold that  office at Townsvi lle.
OcTAVIUS  ARMSTRONG.  Esquire , Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Tenningering ,  determinable on his ceasing
to hold that office  at Tenningering
J. B. P. H. RAMSAY, Esquire,  Police  Magistrate,
Georgetown ,  determinable on his ceasing to hold
that office at Georgetown.
WORTHINGTON EVANS,  Esquire, Soli citor, 72,
Coleman street,  in the city of London , England.
C. V. RICH, Esquire,  Police Magistrate, Glad-
stone, determinable on his ceasing  to hold that
office at Gladstone.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor  the Chief  Justice of
Queensland.
VICE-ADMIRALTY  COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the  above Court was held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice
of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-Ad-
miralty Court, on Friday ,  19th day of March, 1875.
No business being on the paper ,  the Court was
adjourned  to MONDAY,  the 3rd day of May,
A.D. 1875.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
T is hereby notified that at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on Friday, the 19th day of
March,  A.D.  1875, His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE,
Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge
of the said Vice-Admiralty Court, did, by virtue
and in pursuance of the 30th and 31st Victoria,
c. 45, s. 11, delegate, during his absence, all his
ministerial powers to His Honor Mr. Justice Lut-
wyche and His Honor Mr. Justice Lilley, Deputy
Judges of the said Vice-Admiralty Court of Queens-
land; and did appoint John Mackenzie Shaw,
Esquire, Registrar of the Supreme Court, to be
Deputy Registrar of the said Vice-Admiralty Court
during the Registrar's absence.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
I INTEND to apply  on FRIDAY, April 30th, to
the Bench of Magistrates,  at Warwick, for
permission to erect a Swing Gate ,  on surveyed road,
passing across the boundary line, on the line be.
tween Selections 888 and 497, Rosenthal ,  district of
Warwick.
ALLAN GILMOUR.
Rosenthal,  18th March, 1875.
193 3s.
I INTEND to apply onFRIDAY, pril 30th, o
the Bench of Magistrates, at Warwick, for
permission to erect a Swing Gate on surveyed road,
passing across the boundary line, on the line be-
tween selections 888 and 608, Rosenthal, district of
Warwick.
JAMES LOCKE.
Rosenthal ,  18th March, 1875.
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I INTEND to apply on FRIDAY, April 30th, o
the Bench of Magistrates, at Warwick, for
permission to erect a Swing Gate, on surveyed road
leading from Jack Smith's Gully to Freestone
Creek, between selections 53 and 49, Warwick
Reserve, parish of Cunningham.
RICHARD WOOD.
Warwick Reserve, 19th March, 1875.
194 3s.
NOTICE.
WE intend to apply, on TUESDAY, April6tb, to the Bench of Magistrates, at War-
wick, for permission to erect a Gate on the road
leading from Killarney to Warwick, situated be-
tween portions No. 6 and No. 201, in.the parish of
Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd February, 1875.
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NOTICE.
W E intend to apply on TUESDAY, April 6th,to the  Bench of Magistrates , at Warwick,
for permission to erectly, Gate ,  leading from Killar-
ney to Warwick ,  situated at the north -west corner
of portion 339, in the parish of Cunningham.
WILDASH AND HUTCHISON.
Canning Downs,
22nd February,  1875.
157
L
OST  or Stolen from Flynn's Paddock, Mitchell
Downs, one Brown Horse, two hind feet
white, branded JH conjoined near cheek, JH con-
joined with other brands near shoulder, DOC(registered brand) off shoulder. blind off eye. The
finder will be rewarded on delivery to Donald
Campbell, Mitchell Downs Hotel, Mitchell.
MICHAEL BURKE,
pro  Donald Campbell.
cf the following amounts:-
1875. £ s. d.
Mar.20. R. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-Clermont Municipal Council L.. 1 0 0
20.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-M. Cudmore ... ... ... 0 2 0
20.-W. Kewley ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
20.-W. Barn s ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
22.-G. Dodwell . ... ... ... 0
t
0
„ 23.-T. Foot and Sons ... ... ... 2 0
23.-R. A. Whipman ... ... ... 0 3 0
23.-C.  Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
23.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
25.-J. Mowen ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
27.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 27.-D. Martin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 7 0
27.-J. Black ... 0 2 0
27.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 6 0
27.-W. Livesey ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
27.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
Mitchell Downs, February 27th, 1875.
161 3s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
]rmpounbinno.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONx SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless  accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to coverthe  cost of its
insertion.
3s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Nive Downs, o  the
29th January, 1875, by order of Thos. Brodie,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 8s. 4d. per head.
One dark-bay horse, like U over like W over HB near
shoulder, like U off shoulder, black points.
One flea-bitten grey horse, PB through heart near
shoulder, snip,  small scar  off shoulder, blotched
brand like heart near thigh.
One bay horse, like U over E off shoulder, E off thigh,
star and snip.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.•
196 3s.
I
MPOUNDED at Tambo, from Minnie Downs, on the
19th February, 1875, by order of Messrs. W.
Archer and Co. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay mare, like JW off shoulder, like W near shoul-
der, blind off eye, hind fetlocks white,  star  in fore-
bead.
One iron-grey colt foal, unbranded.
One bay mare,  IB near  shoulder, IB near ribs, little
white on forehead, long tail.
If not released on or before 26th March, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
3s. 6d.
C. COOPER,  Poundkeeper.
197  38.
I
MPOUNDED  at Yaamba , on the  23rd February,
1875, by Mr.  Thomas Rogers.
One black draught horse, TB conjoined on both shoul-
ders.
If not released on or before 13th April, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
193 1s.3s. Gd.
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IMPOUNDED at Boma, from Mount Beagle, on 13th
March, 1875, by order of Mr. Adam Ilirth. Driv-
ing, 3s . 8d.; damages on entices, 20s. each.
One bay mare, x+ over 5 near shoulder, R near neck.
One bay horse, off fore and near hind feet white, star,
snip, RM near shoulder and near thigh.
One brown or black entire colt, DB near shoulder.
Also, from Mount Abundance. Driving, 10d. each ;
damages on entices, 20s.
One bay mare, AH conjoined near shoulder, AbY
(registered) near thigh.
One roan entire colt, blotched brand like MP near
shoulder.
One bay entire horse, indistinct brand like E over in-
distinct brand like SW5 near shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
207 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, froom Cooby Creek,
on 22nd March, 1875, by order of Messrs. Tansey,
Murphy, and Russell. Driving, 3s. 9d. per head.
One bay mare, HD conjoined over WC near shoulder,
WC near thigh, hind feet white, spur brand off
shoulder ; bay filly foal at foot.
One bay mare, half-circle over R over E near shoulder,
E off shoulder, bind feet white, blind
eye; black
filly, unbranded, at foot.
One bay horse, BC in circle under dot in C near
shoulder, W over C over heart 4 heart off shoulder,
star.
One bay colt, H with bar or top over R near thigh, star.
One bay mare, 3 JA (registered brand) off shoulder,
near hind foot white ; bay colt foal at foot.
One black colt, unbranded.
One bay filly, unbranded.
. CORRECTED BRANDS.
From the Commonage, Toowoomba, on 5th March,
1875.
One white cow, AA off rump, blotched brands near ribs,
tip off ear, nick top near ear; light strawberry calf
at side.
If not released on or before 20th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
206
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Clifford, on the 15th
March, 1875, by order of W. J. Ashton, Esquire.
Driving, 10s. per head.
One black mare, blaze on face, W and half circle over W
over oo over 8 near shoulder, 7 near neck, H off
shoulder.
One bay mare, like VP conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 13th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
210 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from B chal, on the
10th February, 1875, for trespass, by order of G.
Lyon, Esquire. Driving, 21s. 8d.
One grey horse, J-C conjcined near shoulder, like W
off shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
205
W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, on
5th March, 1875, by order of P. D. Brodie, Esquire.
One black mare, P2 and J over P near shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
189 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Malvern Hills, on
19th  February ,  1876. Driving ,  4s. 2d. per head.
One bay mare, like 6 over cc  over  =  off shoulder, 6 near
shoulder, star.
One bay colt, unbranded, star.
One bay mare, m over S near shoulder, 8 near thigh,
near hind foot white.
One bay  filly, unbranded, small snip.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
190 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, on
11th March, 1875, by order of R. W. Stuart,
Esquire.
One black mare, RG near shoulder.
One grey mare, 0 off thigh or rump.
One bay filly, like 3 MR near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WIIIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
195 3s-
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich ,  from Wilson ' s Plains.
Driving, 3s .  8d. per head.
One bay horse, GT off shoulder, like brand near rump,
not legible.
One grey mare, like MFT (the MF conjoined) over JJ
near shoulder.
One bay mare, like GT off shoulder, like T over + near
shoulder, like .. over + near thigh.
One brown mare, blotch like HM near shoulder.
Also, from Ten-mile Swamp. Driving, Is. 8d. per
head.
One bly  filly, ike E07 (registered brand) near shoul-
der, star.
One bay colt, like E07 (registered brand) near shoulder,
small star.
One black colt, star, blotch near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th April,1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
209 7a.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Wetheron, on 19th
March, 1875, by order of Messrs. B. and S.
Moreton. Driving, 2s. per head.
One grey  filly, white spots on body, H 2 P (registered)
over 6 B Y (registered) near shoulder, blotch off
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, large blaze in face, (5 BY (registered)
over JI. over over M near shoulder, 3 near
cheek, 67 near thigh.
One bay mare, stripe face, WE over 60 near shoulder,
like 4 off neck.
If not released on or before 30th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
2J8 3s.
Printed and  Published by JAmrs C. Brut,.  Government  Printer,
William street,  Brisbane , 27th )larch, 1575.
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WRIT OF ELECTION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified for generalHinformation, that in the absence from the Colony of the Honorable
The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, a Writ under His Excellency's
Hand hath been issued, and the following arrangements have been made
for the Election of a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly of
Queensland for the Electoral District of LOGAN, in the room of PHILIP
HENRY NIND, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become
vacant by reason of the resignation thereof by the said. PHILIP HENRY
NIND, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... 13eenleigh.
Date of Writ ... ... ... 1st April, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 9th April, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 16th April, 1875.
Return  of  Writ ... ... ... 24th April, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. .) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies,
r HEREAS by  "  The Diseased  Animals Act,'WY1 30th Vic. No. 19,  it is amongst other things
enacted , that  it shall be lawful for the Governor,
from time to time, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  by Proclamation ,  to prohibit or put
restrictions on the introduction or importation of
cattle, horses, sheep ,  goats , pigs,  poultry, and
other animals ,  or an one or more kind of animals
into  the Colony  of Queensland ,  or into any district
thereof ,  from such places and du ri ng such times as
might appear necessary And whereas ,  by Procla-
mation ,  bea ri ng date the seventeenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -three, issued under the provisions of
the said Act, the introduction or importation of
cattle, sheep ,  and pigs ,  into the Colony of Queens-
land, or any dist ri ct thereof , fr om all  places beyond
the limits of the Australasian Colonies, was absolutely
prohibited  and forbidden for the term of two years,
fr om the fifteenth day of May ,  in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy.
three. And whereas the term of the said pro-
hibition will shortly expire, and it is deemed
expedient and necessary to further extend the said
prohibition to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six : Now,
therefore , I, WILLTka  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive  Council,  in pursuance of
the provisions of the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that  behalf, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  absolutely prohibit and
forbid  the introduction or importation of cattle,
sheep, or pigs ,  into  the Colony  of Queensland, or
any district thereof, from any place beyond the
limits of the Australasian Colonies ,  until the thirtieth
day of June ,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-six.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -five, and in
the thirty- eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority vested in me by
an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby rescind the Proclamation dated the 11th
March, 1873, and appoint the crossing-place of the
Burnett River, in the town of Bundaberg, from
Maryborough street to Ferry street, as a place of
public traffic, and where ferry dues shall be levied,
to the amount and under the regulations, restric-
tions and provisions of the said recited Act, of
which Ferry all persons are hereby required to
take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
H. E. KING.
GOD  SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable WILLIAM HOUSTON LONG, M.L.C.,
to be a Trustee of the Mackay General Cemetery,
under  " The Cemetery Act  of 1865," in the room of
Edward Maitland Long, absent from the colony.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
I
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM TYLER
to he a Trustee of the Mutdapilly General Ceme.
tery, under  " The Cemde q Act qf  1865," in the
room of William Handley Dean, resigned.
T. B.  8 '1`E PH E N S.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
HIS  Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HENRY PENGELLY
to be a Ranger of Crown Lands in the Wide Bay
District.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory :-
SAMUEL BENNETT BAILEY, Too%oomba;
JOHN DELANY  BERGIN , South Pine ;
ARTHUR LESLIE BOURCICAULT, Rockhampton ;
THOMAS FORSTER KNOx, Sydney, N.S.W.;
ROBERT HAMILTON MATTHEWS, Goondiwindi;
CHARLES RIDLEY SMITH, Brisbane.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1875.
CORRECTION.
IT is hereby notified that the name of
THOMAS BRYCE,  Stony Creek,
is to be substituted for Thomas Brice, as it erro-
neously appeared in the General Commission of the
Peace, published in the Supplement to the  Govern-
ment Gazette ,  of Saturday , 2nd January, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " 1'he Crown Lands Alienation Act
Of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of Land
Applica- Name of Lessee . Area . Agent's
tion. District.
1574 Francis Salisbury ...
A.
1(0
R. P.
0 0 Brisbane
1664 John Gallagher
... 80 0 0 „
1838 Michael Daly ... 135 2 0
986 Archibald Bearkly
... 640 0 0 oowoomba
814 James Kemp ... . ... 80 0 0 Warwick
74 James Jamieson ... 135 0 0 Marybo-
34 Rees Rees 80 0 0
rough
Roma
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenth-ninth
day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
No. of No. of Land
Por- Parish. Applica Late Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. tion. District.
75 Samson 1574 F. Salisbury
A.R. P.
160 0 0 Brisbane
86
vale
,,
1664 J.  Gallagher 80 0 0
„
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the under-mentioned  selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of April, 1875,  at the several
Land Offices named.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
985
814
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A. R. P.
Archibald Bearkly 640 0 0 Teowoomba
James Kemp 80 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE TUE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Exce llency
To WIT.
'
WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.
(L.S.)
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the under-mentioned
forfeited  selections  shall continue to form part of
the homestead  areas within  which they are respec-
tively situated, and shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, subject to the provi-
sions  of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY,
the _2nd day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
C1 Or
x o
Parish. e
N  z
186 Beaudesert 1705
25 Tabragalba 1710
*24 1711 11
83 Beaudesert 1724
84 „ 1727
87 „ 1736
31 Tabragalba 1745
District,
Brisbane
Homestead
Area.
Beaudesert
Tabragalba
Beaudesert
Tabragalba
Late Lessee .'Area.
A.
J. Davies 820
T. Harding 280
T. W. Lewis 3220
1. Markwell  320
A.Markweli 320
T. Dinsdale 218
W. Earle 280
* Value of improvements to be estimated by the Land Com-
missioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thir'.y-eighth year of her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion or the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(LS.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland' and
its Dependencies.
1N pursuance of section forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second
day of April, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of No of Land
Por-
.
Parish .  Applica- Late Area Agent's
tion. tion. Lessee.
.
District.
281 J. Devereux
A. H, P.
80 0 0 Gympie
Traveston 320 B. Collisson 76 0 0 11
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 N
pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 22nd day
of April, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
O C0
o'w Parish.
tiw
8
*3
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R.  P.
Mud-
geeraba 257 D. Pfrunder ... 90 0 0 Beenleigh
373 W. Loague ... 353 0 0 Gympie
387 W. Horton .. 215 3 0
King 415  P. Duggan ... 95 0 0
Ferguson 626  0. Jensen ... 60 0 0 Mary-
borough
* Value of Improvements, £50.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
GorPrnor. the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I ,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  sixth day of Apr il,
1875, at the Beenleigh Land Office.
01
0.4
Hoo
84
Parish.
Coomera
U
533
Late Lessee.
J.Orr ,.,
Area Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
482 0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEEN 1
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QUERNaLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and prcelaim that
the lands hereunder  described shall be open to
Selection , under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  THURSDAY, the twenty-second day of
April, 1875,  at the Brisbane  Land Office.
Description  of the lands comprised  within the leased
half of  the Run called  " Bryce's  Sections," in
the East  Moreton District, which  has be -ome
forfeited  by reason  of non-payment of rent.
Sections Nos . 135, 150, and 189, county of  Stanley-
960 acres.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of Delany's
leased sections, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing  west one mile  ; on the west by a
line bearing  south one and a-half' miles ; on the
south by a  line bearing east one mile , and on the
east  by a line bearing north one and a-half miles to
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March,  in the  year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the 6ecretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVR THE QUF,F.N 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains  and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly  parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles  to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven  chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes  twenty-two chains and thirty- four links ;
and on  the east by a line bearing north  nineteen
chains and twelve links  to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains;  and on  the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town  and parish  of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection  of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on  the south-
west by Hill street bearing  290 degrees five
chains; on  the north -west by Price  street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees  five chains ; and on
the south-east by Nerang street  bearing 200 de-
grees five  chains to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang;
allotments 3 to 9  of section 6. P
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the  section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five  chains  to Nerang  street;
on the south-east by that  street south-westerly
three chains; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment  2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two  chains and  fi fty
links ; again on the south- east  by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly  parallel
with Nerang street one chain ;  again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary  line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links  to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that  street north-
easterly four chains to the point of  commencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE  MARYBOROUGH  HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March , town  and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex  streets, and bounded thence on the  north-e' st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty  degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south -east  by the  Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees  fourteen
minutes  west six  chains and twenty -three and
three-quarters links ; on the south -west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen  minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ;  and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved f'or Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB  WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by it line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains; and on
the east by  a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
J Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any publie
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks ;
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the  eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebusli touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W  1 
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane, allotment No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment L6A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
i
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment 6 of section 8, town (j Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information tbst
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOB ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the north by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a line hearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine chains and twentyy-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek;
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north-east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
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RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres  1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes,  nineteen  chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four  chains and  twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30  minutes,
nineteen  chains and fitty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes,  four  chains and  twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to earn.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Redcliffe, county of Stanley.
1,461 acres.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 18th April,
1874, page 788.)
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
No. 21, and bounded thence on part of the south
by a line and the north boundary of portion No.
22 bearing west thirty-one chains ; on the south-
west by the north-east boundaries of portions Nos.54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and by other lines bearing
325  degrees ninety-six chains  fifty-five  links; on
the west by a line and the south boundary of por-
tion No. 503 bearing east nine chains fifty-five
links ; thence by the east and part of the north
boundary of that portion bearing north forty-two
chains eighty-three links, and west two chains
fitty-eight links ; thence by a line and the east and
part of the north boundary of portion No. 31 bear-
ing north twenty-eight chains thirty-eight links
and west thirteen chains eighty links; thence by
the east and part of the north boundary of portion
No. 221 bearing north twenty-two chains thirty-six
links, and west twenty-five chains sixty links ; and
thence by part of the east boundary of portion No.
35 bearing north fifteen chains seventy links; on
the north by a line bearing east 130 chains eighty-
three links ; on part of the east by the main road
from Gympie to Brisbane bearing 159 degrees
15 minutes fifty-four chains, and 152 degrees 50
minutes thirteen chains ; on the remainder of the
south by part of the north boundary of portion No.
94, and the north boundary of portion No. 93 bear-
ing west sixty-six chains fifty links ; and on the
remainder of the east by the west boundaries of
portions Nos. 93, 92, 88, and 86 hearing 156
degrees seventy-two chains sixteen links ; thence
by the west boundaries of portions Nos. 84 and
435, and by a line bearing south sixty chains ten
links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A QUARRY AT WOOGAROO.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley.
25 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, at the west corner of Burslam's lease of five
acres, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that lease bearing 66 degrees fourteen chains and
twenty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
334 degrees fifteen chains ; on the north-west by a
line bearing 246 degrees sixteen chains and sixty-
five links to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
TIMBER RESERVE.
Parish of Grandehester.
About 10,000 acres.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th February,
1873, page 206.)
Commencing on the Tarampa and Ipswich road,
at the north-east corner of portion 104, parish of
Grandchester ; thence by that road northerly to the
south-east boundary of portion 63, parish of Grand-
chester;  thence by part of the south-east bound-
ary of that portion and the south-east boundary of
portion 64 south-westerly to Woolshed Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about twenty
chains ; thence by a line west about 270 chains ;
thence by a line south about 380 chains to the Great
Southern and Western Railway ; thence easterly
by the railway to the west boundary of portion 74,
parish of Grandehester ; thence by the western,
northern, and eastern boundaries of portions 74, 76,
75, 72, 88, 91A, 66, 102, 104, to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINQS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their  witness.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
Ac the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT  CIIRTIS DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough , the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues.
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
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0 ETTLID  DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day
Special  sittings,  when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  o' 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intends d Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4-of section 22, town and pariah of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land ,granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area,  two acres,
X a ure of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date. of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name  John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
WHERE&S,  by the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of  Merin ale , parish of  Killarney.
Amended description ,  cancelling  that  published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north -west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on  the east by  a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south  by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River  ;  and on the north  by that  river upwards to
the point of commencement. _
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."I N pursuance of the seventy- eighth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CON-
NELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders,  beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly  increasing  ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated, which selections, when fenced
in, will leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency  to grant,
namely, 2,800  acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch),  as a town  common, for the benefit of the
residents  ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow twenty- seven other signatures.]
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W 11 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands:
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of .Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south-
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to gent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
aken to have been inserted in the respective grunts,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
gunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres  and three roods.
Nature of error  -The name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm g unge  having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  9 of see,
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error  -The  name  Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony,  describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description ,  and every such deed sha ll  operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north- east  by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres  23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fitty-
sevcu links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin,  allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street  bearing north-east two chains ; on the north.
east by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north- west 5 chains  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
it 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main  three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains  ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
cast  five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison,  allotment  No. 4 of section
No. 11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktowu
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B STEPHENS ..
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS  interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
( IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses  on 31st January, 1874,  be also  declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL  LEASES  ACT OF 1869." °.""
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section  of "  The Pastoral
Leaser  Act of  1869"  for renewed  leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
81st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
mouths prior to the  expiration  of the existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crowa.L& js.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY,
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CARRIAGE SHED, RAILWAY TERMINUS,
BRISBANE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th April,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Carriage Shed at the Terminus, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Carriage
Shed, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may  be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COTTAGE FOR ASSISTANT SURGEON,
LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th April
next ,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of a Cottage for Assistant Surgeon, Lunatic
As lum, Woogaroo.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Cottage,
Lunatic  Asylum, Wdoyaroo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WORKMEN'S COTTAGES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April
instant, from persons willin to contract for the
erection of Twenty-seven Workmen's Cottages on
the S. and W. Railway from Ipswich to Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders to state price per cottage, and to be
endorsed  " Tender for Cottages, S. and TV. Rail-
way."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses at Ipswich,
Toowoomba, Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Oleo
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance , a Bond to Her Majesty  for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
FRESH Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Gayndah, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April next,
from  persons willing  to contract for the erection of
Police Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station,  Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
%Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in that
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event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
1S Excellency the Governor, in pursuance of
the fourth clause of "  The Enclosure of Roads
Act  of 18(l4," and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel all Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
V January, 1875, folio 148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the  Office  of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-1227.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice, dated 10th
V 1 February, 1875, folio 349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient o open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH  OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
SECOND NOTICE.
TITH  reference to the Notice dated 30th
December ,  1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette  of 9th January ,  1875 ,  relative to the
opening of a new Road from Gowrie Siding to
south-west corner of Portion 53, and from Cowrie
Siding to Meringandan ,  parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny ,  Darling Downs District
Notice  is hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act 4
Willi: ui IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the  advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore  hereby  declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Po lice Office,
Toowoomba  ;  and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above  re ferred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-455.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 30th March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for the information of
persons interested, that the issue of the under-
mentioned Auriferous Leases awaits the payment
of the balances of rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due in each case is paid within three months
from this date, the leases will be declared forfeited.
H. E. KING.
No. In whose favor.
Balance
Gold Field. dueonflrst
year's  rent.
11 Messrs. Mann , Peffer, and
Others
Etheridge 4 16 0
12 Messrs. Alexr. and Francis
Hudson
ditto ... 4 15 0
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
GOODS RATES.-FLOUR.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Flour from War-
wick and Hendon to Dalby, will be charged
at 20s. per ton, instead of 40s., as heretofore ; this
alteration to date from the 1st January, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE AND IPSWICH EXTENSION.
MOGGILL FERRY;
NOTICE is hereby given, that on and after the
22nd instant, the Trains will stop by signal
for passengers at the Level Crossing six miles from
Ipswich (Moggill Ferry), Brisbane Extension.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railway's Office,
Brisbane, 12th Marsh, 1875.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1875.
COAL RATES, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that on and after the
20th Instant, the following amended Coal
Rates will be charged on the Southern and West-
ern Railway, viz.:-
GOPFENMSNT Tarexs.
Any distance under 50 miles, Id. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 60 miles, d. per ton per mile.
Owxxas' Tarcxs.
Any distance under 50 miles, fd. per ton per mile.
Any distance above 50 miles, }d. per ton per mile.
Coals to be loaded and unloaded by the owner.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 2nd April, 1875.
THE following N otice  to Mariners  is herebypublished  for general information.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE adopted latitude of the new Observatory at
Pamplemousses, from which the time-ball on the
Signal Mountain, at Port Louis, is dropped at
1 p.m., mean solar time, is 20° 6' G" south, and the
adopted longitude, 3 hours 50 minutes 12.6 seconds
east of Greenwich.
C. MELDRUM,
Government Observer.
Observatory, Pamplemousses,
Mauritius, 20th January, 1875.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Aramac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town,  Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie),  Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane ),  Springsure , S. and W. Railway,  Stanthorpe,
St. George,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat , Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds  per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits  exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at.
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM TIEMMANT,
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
MACKAY TO FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
T
ENDERS for construction of the land portion
of the abovementioned  line, a  distance of
three (3) miles, more or less, and for erection of
two (2) test houses, to receive shore ends of sub-
marine cable, will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until noon on MONDAY, 3rd May next.
Particulars of specification may be seen, and
forms of tender obtained, on application at the
office of the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, or Telegraph Office, Mackay.
Tenders may be forwarded by Telegraph.
GEORGE THORN, Junior.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
THE attention of Magistrates of the Territory
is directed to the following Notification and
Regulations, published in the  Government Gazette
of the 17th July, 1869, and it is hereby notified that
the terms thereof will be strictly enforced in future.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th July, 1869.
Tn$ following Regulations, framed by the Registrar-
General, for ensuring the due  registration  of deaths by
Justices of the Peace, holding inquests under  "  The
Inquests  of Death Act  of 1866," have been approved
and confirmed by His Excellency the Governor in
Council, and are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
1. In future, in every case where a Justice of the
Peace forwards to the Attorney-General a voucher for
fees due to him under the  Inquests of Death Act,  he will
be required to attach to such voucher a certificate from
the Registrar of Deaths, &c., for the district within
which the death, the subject of the inquiry, took place,
that the death of the person mentioned in such voucher
has been duly notified to him by such Justice of the
Peace, or Coroner, in accordance with the provisions of
the 28th section of the Act 19 Vic., No. 34.
2. Justices of the Peace, or Coroners, will also be
required to furnish the District Registrar with a copy of
the " certificate of particulars" sent to the Attorney-
General, and Commissioner of Police, under the pro.
visions of the third section of the Act 30 Vic., No. 3.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive Council,
under my Hand, at Government  House ,  Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine, and in
the thirty-third year of Her Majesty' s Reign.
SAM. W. BLACKALL.
By His  Exce llency's Command,
ARTHUR HODGSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE attention of Stockowners, and all persons
concerned,' is'invited to the,Proclamation pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th March last, whereby the landing in Queens-
land of cattle, sheep, and pigs, coming from places
beyond the Australasian Colonies, has been con-
tinued until the 30th June, 1876.
A. MACALISTER.
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"JURY ACT OF 1867."
N conformity with the provisions of the 7th
section of "  The Jury Act of  1867," 31 Victoria,
No. 34, I hereby appoint
DOUGLAS DOUGLAS HAMILTON, Esquire,
to be Deputy Sheriff for the purpose of issuing
Summonses for Jurors, for the District Court to be
holden at St. George, in the Colony of Queensland,
under the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this thirty-first day of March, A.D. 1875.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  1st April, 1875.
NOTICE.- Mr. HUGH MACKAY, of Gladstone,
is this day licensed as a Surveyor qualified
to act under the provisions and for the purposes of
" The Real Property  Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 31st March, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE Reverend WILLIAM GRAY, Minister of
the Congregational Church, having removed
from Oxley, in the Registration District of Brisbane,
to Townsville,  has given me notice  of such removal,
in accordance  with the  provisions  of "  The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE.
CONFISCATED GOODS.
TO be sold by auction, at the Custom House,
Rockhampton, at noon, on SATURDAY, the
1st May, 1875, under 8th sec. 34 Vic., No.  I:-
Three cases Freeman's Chlorodyne, each 48 dozen.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 30th March, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
.ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three  sheets , imp. Price  2s. per sheet,
or 5s . the set. To be had at the Government
Printin0ffice, William street,  Brisbane.
6th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
SALE, at the  Government  Printing Office,
Of in pamphlet  form,  "  The Insolvency Act of
1874," together  with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal  8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874,"  together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
NOW published, at the Government Pri ting
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
£ a. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements , over  five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise  the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others a erequested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered" and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.
Scale of  Charges  for the insertion of Advertite•
meats in the  ueenelaed  Gover»au»t Gazette it
as follows:-
Advertisements  relating to Insolvent oI Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters  of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Adve rt isements relat in g to Impounded Stock, I
*ier animal.
All other Advertisements will be  charged for at the
rate of  3e. for the first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d .  for every additional  line, all owing tan
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADvEBTISEMBNI
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the  oast of its inse rt ion
aocording to the above scale.
By Order,
J4ME 0. BELL,
Affromment  Psinbse.
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Public Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 31st March, 1875, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons
hereunder particularised.
Transferror.
1'. Clynes
R. A. A. Morehead and
H. B. Fitz
J. Glass
R. H. Templeton
A. B. McDonald
T. B. Moffatt
R. Skuthorp , Tertius
J. Pearse ... ...
W. B. Tooth...
L. W. Levy ...
and Upper  Dareel.
... I Dyngie.
Turo East.
Gnoolooma, Gnoolooma East, Upper
Nilgie, and Lower  Nilgie.
Gunda Gunda, Gunda Gunda North,
Bungil ,  Bungil North ,  Talavera,
Talavera South, Tivoli, and
Tivoli  South.
Joseph Samuel  Cobb ... ... ... IDareel Retro, Bottle Tree,  Dareel,
P. £okfprd  ... ... . . Duncan Forbes  Mackay  :.  Wallwaddledi South.
W. Eckford ... ... ... ... Duncan Forbes Mackay ... Codernah, Walwaddledi,
W. Miles
W. Addison ...
S. D. Gordon and E. Flood
Minnum.
... Herbert Hunter... .. ... ..  East  Redford.
... Duncan Forbes Mackay, William Bald- Shirley Downs.
win, and John Charles Manchee
William Beckett ... ... ... Morocco.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
and
W. F. Berkleman, W. F. Lambert, John Franklin McMullen as Inspector Sanquhar and Sauquhar No 2.
and H. Milman for the time being of the Union
Bank of Australia
D. T. Leadbetter .,, ...  ...  Thomas Henry Sherwood ... ... Alba Creek No. 2.
E. M. Geary... ... ... .... Thomas SutcliffejMort ... ... Authoringa No. 2.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Alfred Ramsden Walsh, W. D. The Bank of New South Wales ,.. Powlathanga Lake
Prichard, and A. L. Just
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
1-1. Rourke and L. Munro ... .,. Donald Maclntyre ... ... ... Scartwater, Mount Kroman,
James Taylor
Llanarth, Caerphilly, and Pine
Creek No. 2.
John Muirhead ... ... .. , Tip-tree Hill.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
W. P. Tozer... .. William Relman .. ... Wangoom and Garvoe.
The Scottish Australian Investment Christians' Land, Taberna, Rutil us,R. A. A. Morehead  and M . Young
J. Tweed ...
I Company  (Limited). The Huffer ,  Jabiru, and
Gelebele.
Frederick John Champion Archer ... Bothwell No. 1, Bothwell No. 2,
Bothwell No. 3, Bothwell No. 4,
and Bothwell No. 5.
W. W. Bucknell ... ... ... Bank of New South Wales ... ... Forrestgrove.
T. S. Mort ... ... ... ... The Mercantile Bank of Sydney ... Barcaldine Downs No. 1, Barcaldine
Downs No. 2, Foxhall No. 1,
Foxhall No. 2, Glenpatrick, and
Cedar Creek.
J. T. Allan, T. S. Mort, and W .  M. The Mercantile Bank of Sydney  ...  Enniskellen South ,  Enniske ll en
Manning Downs, Lowdon ,  and Bexhi ll .
J. T. Allan, H. Garnett, J. Cameron, The Mercantile Bank of Sydney ... Birkbead Creek No.1, Birkhead No.
and W. Crombie 2, Barcaldine No. 3, and Barcal-
dine No. 4.
G. G. Cory ... ... ... ... James Taylor .. ... ... .... Tocal No. 1.
J. T. Neale ... . Thomas Rome and Charles Rome ... Sedan, Metz, and Kingston.
J. R. Lomax•., ... ... ... I Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory, Alfred Downs No. 9, Alfred Downs
and James Taylor No. 10, Alfred Downs No. 11,
Alfred Downs, No. 12, Alfred
Downs, No. 13, Alfred Downs
No. 14, and Alfred Downs No. 15.
J. Scanlan and  J. Costello ...
J. C. Cotton ...
CIIAS. C. CARTER,  Senior Clerk,
pro Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lando.
Transferree. Name of Run.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
... ... I John  Pierce ,,, ... ... ... .Tinkers ' Creek.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
M. Young  Robert Travis  ... ... ...
LEICHHARDT DISTRICP.
The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales
The Queensland National Bank . Bentley.
Eric Henry Mackay  ... ... ... Teirawoomba.
Eric Henry Mackay  ... .. .. Clondalkin and Carbucky.
... ... 1 William Henry  Brodie and  George T. Clematis No. 3 and Clematis No. 4.
Brodie
Mountiford Giles Tooker ... ... Leura.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
John Lamrock  ... ... ...
James Withycombe
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
John Collins, Robert Martin Collins, Money and Whitula.
William Collins, and John George
Collins
George William Scrivener ... .. Lough Isle, Wallindery, and Lough
Neagh.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the Leases
of the undermentioned Runs, which have been subdivided or are held under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," have been transferred during the Quarter ending 31st April,
1875, with the  sanction  of the Secretary for Public Lands, to the parties hereunder particularised.
GEORGE HUNTLEY,
For  Under  Secretary
Name of Run.
Clifton ...
Transferror.  Tranaferree.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
I W. B. Tooth... ... ... .... The Corporation of the  Bank New
South Wales
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Taunton ... ... ... . ` C. and G. W. Parbury ... '  ...  R. W. and T. Robertson.
Laugmorn ... ... ... -
I
The Corporation of the Bank New T. and G Creed.
South Wales ... ... ...
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
Biugera (Consolidated)... ... ... I R. B. and J. C. Ridler ... ... A. Walker.
Public  Lands Department,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous occupants in the  Licenses
of the undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts,  have been trans-
ferred, during the Quarter ended 31st March, 1875, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned persons.
Transterror.
CHAS. C. CARTER, Senior Clerk,
pro  Chief  Commissioner  of Crown Lands.
Transferree .  Name of Run.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
J, Kennedy ... ... ... ... I William Allan ... .... Honeymah.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
E. M. Geary.. . ... ...  Thomas Sutcliffe Mort . .. ...  Meadows and Stanhope.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
H. Rourke  and L. Munro ... ... I  Donald  McIntyre ... ...  Camberwell.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th  February, 1875.
y T is hereby  notified for  general information , that application under the  twenty -seventh section of
J " The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date. Plans of the Roads can
be seen at this and the  Land Agent's Office,  George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation . Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
I A. Adsett, Reserved road through Portion 44; ... Whiteside 5 1 11i
2 Ditto Road separating Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto Reserved road through Portion 58 .. ditto... 2 2 7
4 Ditto One of the roads reserved thuongli ditto... 8 0 29
Portion 38
Thu above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portion.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
HE Licensees  and Lessees  of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
j. Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the  provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee.
Bank  of New South Wales ... ...
J. R. Lomax ... ... ... ...
J. Taylor ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ,..
New Zealand  and Australian Land
Company of Glasgow (Limited)
Ditto .,, ..,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
J. P., J. A., and M. Bell
Ditto .,. ..,
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
H. Cory ... ...
Ditto ...
G. G. Cory
Ditto
W. G. Bell, and C. B. and A. F.
Dutton
Ditto ,..
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,..
J. Nisbet ...
Ditto ,..
W. Selman ,..
Ditto ...
T. and C. Rome
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Diteo ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ,..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .
W. J. Forrester
Ditto ,..
K. Budge ...
Ditto ...
J. Stevenson ...
Govett, Thomson, Russell, and
Thomson
Name of Run.
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Area in
District. Square Amount.
Miles.
Forrestgrove ... ... Mitchell
Bandour ... ... ... ditto
Wallon ... ditto
Alfred Downs No.1 ,,, ditto
Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto
Haughton Vale No. 1 ... ditto
£ s. d.
75 18 15 0
96 24 0 0
96 24 0 0
100 25 0 0
58 14 10 0
50 12 10 0
ditto  No.  2 ,,, ditto ... .., 50 12 10 0
Douglas Downs ... ... ditto ,,. ... 100 25 0 0
Hazlemere ... ditto  ... ...  65 16 5 0
Bundaberinia ... ,,, ditto .., ... 75 1815 0
Moselle  ... ... ... ditto ... .,. 75  18 15  0
Hazlewood ... ... ... ditto ,.. ... 100 25 0 0
Quorn ... ... ... ditto ,., .., 100 25 0 0
Colston ... ... ... ditto ... ,.. 100 25 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto  No.  3 ... ditto ... .,, 100 25 0 0
Vacy No. 1 ... ... ... ditto .,. ... 75 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 .., ... ... ditto ... .., 75 18 15 0
Clifton ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Bimera  North ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto South ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ridgelands  ... ... ... ditto .., ... 100 25 0 0
Woodlands ... ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Carella No. 1 ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... .., ditto .., ... 100 25 0 0
Jundah ... ... ... ditto ,,. ... 50 12 10 0
Holbern Hill ... .,, . ditto ... ,.. 50 12 10 0
Peninsula  ... ... ... ditto ... ,,. 50 12 10 0
Welford Downs ... ,,, ditto ,.. ,,, 100 25 0 0
Adaford ... ditto .,. .. 50 12 10 0
Henley ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Walton ... ... ... ditto ... ,,, 50 12 10 0
Adderley ... ... ., ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Cirencester  . ditto ... ,.. 50 12 10 0
Wandsworth I ditto .,. ... 50 12 10 0
Marlow Bridge  ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Mortlake ... . ... ditto ,., ... 50 12 10 0
Metz ... ... ...  .... ditto ... ,,, 50 12 10 0
Sedan ... ... .... ditto ... ,.. 50 12 10 0
Kingston ... ,., ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Alliance I ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Forresters ' Retreat... .... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Coolie West ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto East ... ... .... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Isis  Downs No. 11 ... .. ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto No.7 ... ditto ... ,.. 40 10 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selections having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," and  " The Mineral Lands
Act  of 1872," it is hereby notified that the  same  will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according
to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernoted
Land Agent's Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Register
No.
Local
No. Selected by Date of Selection .  Locality. Area ,
Land Agent 's  Office  at
which application
must be made.
1872. A.  B. P.
990 ... Samuel and Frith ... 10th June .,, Inear Oakey Creek 80 0 0 Clermont.
1,050 ... Ditto ... ... 24th June .ditto ...  .. 40 0 0 ditto.
2,137 18 Ditto ... 30th October .,, near Drummond Creek 1 80 0 0 ditto.
1,789 ... McIntyre and Co. ... 12th September near  old Drayton track 1 40 0 0 Ipswich.
to Helidon
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NOTICE.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th March, 1875.
I)IHE undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-comp liance with
1 the conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands ,  according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after  THURSDAY, 15th April,  1875, at the undermen tioned Land Agent 's Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
egister
No.
220
Local
No. Selected by
J. Fenwick ...
Date of Selection.
1871.
27 September ...
Locality. Area.
Land Agent 's Office at
which  application
must  be made.
on Gigoomgan Gympie.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1875.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that application under the 27th section of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  has been made for the closure of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests affected the re by ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the Land Agent 's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 E. Sampson
2 The Crown
3 Ditto
Situation.
A. R. P.
100 0 0
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
Reserve road through part of Caboolture ... ... 1 0 7
Portion 40
Part of River Terrace, from Sidon South Brisbane ... 0 3 4
street, easterly
Part of Odin street, from River Ter- Ditto ... ... 0 1 26
race southerly, to a new street
from Vulture street to River
Terrace
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice. of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road in selection No. 936, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in' this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75-998. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF DEVIATION OF CHOWS' NEST ROAD IN SELECTION 936, PARISH OF GEHAat,
COUNTY OF  AUBIGNY, DARLING  DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
west corner  of portion
No. 103  and running
( northerly through
seleotioh  936, to the
Crow' s Nest  ro ad
dd
zM
How
held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearin s.
Length I Breadth I
g in Chains .  of Road. Area. Remarks.
0 3e3$
o
m &-_
m Ed. W.
chs* lke.
343° 15' 6 0 150 links
A. H. P.
2 1 33
C m m U C a Pechey 33° 30' 11 67
c s
O'QA
Z
..
. i 'IN
o
4 o
i
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Myrtle Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and Denison,
county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended  line  of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-800.
C
BooK  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM MYRTLE CREEK TO MARYBOROUGH ,  PARISHES OF ST.
MARY AND DENISON ,  COUNTY OF LENNOx ,  WIDE  BAY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 1 Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
portion No. 7, parish
of Denison,  and run-
ning westerly and
northerly  to Myrtle
Creek
S Continuation of above
ro ad. running no rt h
along the eastern
bounda ry  of portion
197
How held. Reputed Owner .  Occupier.
Length
Bearings.. in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
Chains. Road.
Freehold... Wolsten Croft wolsten N. 314°
chains.
15' E. 607
A.
Uneven 5
B.
1
P.
4 Unimproved
Croft 8° 30' 1,027 scrub land.
28°05' 250
35° 25' 289
Freehold... M. weir M.  Weir  ... N. 6°18'E.  267 Uneven 7 1 331 Partly scrub
360° 1,032 170 links and part ly
)
360° 5,355 100 links
I
forest land,
11 unimproved.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW  ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road on the left bank of Bundamba Creek ,  parish of Ipswich ,  county of Stanley,
Moreton District  :  Notice is hereby given , that  in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and at the
Police Office,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-669.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing in the
north boundary  of
po rt ion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boundary
2 Commencing in the
no rt h bounda ry  of
port ion 198,  and run-
ning south -westerly
and south-easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 199,  and run-
ning  south-easterly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing in the
north-west corner of
portion 200,  and run-
ning south -easterly to
its southern boundary
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
How held. Reputed Own er. I Occupier. Bea ri ngs.
Length
in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
Chains. Road.
chg. lks. links.  A. R. P.
LeasingAct James ' Ivo ry  ... J. Ivo ry  ... 200° 19 83 100 1 3 38 Unimp ro ved.
of 1866
Leasing Act  Nathaniel N. Watson 200° 13 45 100 2 1 25 Fenced and
of 1866 Watson 155°15' 10 63 cultivated.
Leasing  Act  James Ivory ... T Maguire 155P15' 15 12 100 3 2 4 Unimproved.
of1866 118°25' 19 20
Freehold ...  James Ivo ry  ... J. Ivo ry  ... 118° 25' 4 53 100  4 3 0 Unimp ro ved.
145°52' 39 77
136° 2 64
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Toowoomba to Highfield ,  parish of Drayton ,  county of Aubigty,
Darling Downs  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity  with the  provisions of the Act  4 William I V.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office,  Toowoomba ,  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the road in question.
70-1021.  H. E. KING.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PonTION No .  115, PARISH OF GBHAM ,  COUNTY  OF
AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BB PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of  Bond,
00
P!;
d 8 How Reputed
m held ,  Owner.
m
PAo
1 Commencing at the 115  Leasing  Wil liam
south-east corner of  Act Qf  Murphy
the port ion, and run- 1866
ning north,  south.
westerly, westerly, and
north  westerly to its
north boundary
Occupier .  Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
Breadth
of Road.
chs Iks.
Unoccupied 360° 0'  30 31 I 1 chain
222° 0' 9 0
266° 0' 10 0
307° 30' 9 50
360° 0' 17 9
Area.
A. a P.
6 1 32
y
Remarks.
None .- This Rook of Reference cancels portion of road No. 1 of the Book of Reference proclaimed in the  Govern ment Gaestte of
8th November ,  1873, folio 1876.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from the Redbank Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro and
St. Mary ,  counties of March and Lennox ,  Wide Bay District : Notice is  hereby  given ,  that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and  now  in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Maryborough  ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month
from this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE REDBANY CROSSING TO THE  FRANKSTONE  ROAD, PARISHES
or TIARO AND  ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH AND LENNOx, WIDE  BAY DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular piece out
of the no rt h-east
corner of portion No.
28, parish Piano,
county of March
Along the south boon-
dary of portion No. 75.
pari sh of  St. Mary,
county of Lennox
3
4
6
Continuation of above
road th ro ugh portion
74
Through portion No. fl,
commencing at the
south-west cornercontinuation  f above
road th ro ugh po rt ion
70
Register
No. of Reputed Occupier.Owner Bearings.
Length
in Chains
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
selection. . . $oad.
I ohs. Ike A.  R. P.
Freehold ...  T. Cornwe ll T. Cornwell N. 321° 50' E. 3 38 Irregular0 2 0 Unimproved.
Conditional Hutchinson  None 15 16 1 chain 1 2 21  Partly cleared by
Selection, Road  Trust.
"C. L. A.
Act  of
"1868
Register
No. 668
Ditto Hutchinson None 90° ,.. 15 19 1 chain 1 2 3A  Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
Crown land None 15 17 1 chain 1 2 21  Part ly cleared by
Crown land None  ,  ' 90° .., 15 15 1 chain 1 1
Road Trust.
21  Partly cleared by
I
Road Trust.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
11
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to the Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given that, in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of teference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1116.
BOOK  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DBAYTON TO THE WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD AREA, PARISH OF
WESTBROOK ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion If Road. Occupier.
chs. lks.
Shanaghan 238° a 16 1 chain 0 2 0 Open plain ; no road
and reservation.
Jennings
A. R. P.
1 Running from the N.E. corner Florence Shanaghan 248° 26'  10 91 1 chain 0 3 32 East side fenced ; no
of port ion 70. about W.B.W. McLean and reservation for
to its west boundary '  Jennings roads.
2 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 2481  26' 21 84 1 chain 2 0 29 Unimproved forest
about W .B.W. to the west and and land; no reserva-
boundary  of port ion 71* Jennings Jennings tion for road.
3 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 248° 26'  21 87 1 chain 2 0 29 Unimp ro ved forest
about W.B.W. to the west and and land ;  no reserva-
bounda ry  of port ion 72* Jennings Jennings tion for road.
4 Running  from  theeastboundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 2489  26' 21 07 1 chain 2 1 14 Road crosses West-
about W.B.W. to the west and and bro ok level cross-
bounda ry  of portion 73' I Jennings Jennings ing, in this por-
tion ;  area includes
about one-third of
an acre for ap-
proach to proposed
goods shed.
0 Running from the east bounda ry  Shanaghan Shanaghan 2380  18 21 1 chain 1 3 28 Open plain; no  ro ad
of port ion 74, about S.W. by and  and reservation.
W. to its  south bounda ry *  I Jennings Jennings
6 Running from  the north  boun- Shanaghan
dary of portion pre-emptive and
6, about S.W. by W. to its  Jennings
west bounda ry '
7 Running from the east bounda ry
of pre-emptive port ion 9,
about B.W. by W.  to its west
boundary'
8 Running from the east bounda ry
of pre -emptive 57,  about S.W.
by W. to its south boundary'
9 Running from the north boun-
da ry  of pre -emptive po rt ion
66, about B.W. by W., and
westerly to  Its  west bounda ry '
10 Running from the east boundary
of pre-emptive port ion 55,
about  west  to its western
boundary'
11 Running from the east bounda ry
of pre-emptive port ion 54,
about west to its western
boundary'
12 Running from the east  boundary
of pre-emptive  port ion 49,
about west and south -westerly
to Westbrook Creek ,  its west
boundary'
13 Running  from Westb ro ok Creek,
the east boundary  of pre-
emptive po rt ion 50, about
westerly and south -westerly
to its south -west corner'
Shanagban Shanaghan 238°
and and
Jennings Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Sbanaghan
and
Jennings
47 66 1 chain 4 3 2
Remarks.
Open plain; no  ro ad
reservation.
Sbanaghan 238° 11 30 1 chain 1 0 39
and
Jennings
Shanaghan 238° 13 82 1 chain 5 0 38
and 268° 39 85
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Bearings. Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road.
268'
Shanaghan Shanaghan 268°
and and
Jennings Jennings
Shanaghan Shanaghan 268°
and and 2430 30'
Jennings Jennings  263° 30'
Open  plain ;  16 acres
reserved for roads.
Lightly timbered ; 10
acres reserved for
ro ads.
48 66 1 chain 4 3 18 Open plain  :  12 acres.
rese rv ed for  ro ads ;
south side ground
fenced.
79 63 1 chain 7 3 34  Plain and timber
road rese rv ation 14
acres; south boun-
dary partly  fenced.
21 86 1 chain  8 3 33 Stunted box forest;
47 00  14 acres rese rv ed
20 35 for roads.
Shanaghan Shanaghan 283° 30' 29 45 1 chain 9 2 0 Open plain and forest
and and 278°  16 00 count ry  ;  rese rv ed
Jennings Jennings 250° 3 00 for roads 14 acres.
224° 28 00
244° 10' 18 67
* Freehold.
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto ope  a new  R ad through Mount Flinders Pr -emptive No. 1, a d th nc  to Warwick
road, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Ilan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question,
75-670.  H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH MOUNT FLINDERS PRE-EMPTIVE No. 1, AND THENCE TO
WARWICK ROAD, PARISH OF FLINDERS ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
za
2 Now  Reputed
U  held .  Owner. Occupier.
1 Commencing in the  ...  freehold  -  Winks ... -  Winks...
south bounda ry  of
Mount Flinders pre-
emptive No. 1, and
runnin gno rt h -westerly
to its north boundary
2 Commencing  in the  ...  freehold -Winks.., - Winks ...
south boundary  of
portion  1, and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing  in the ... freehold - Winks ...  -Winks...
south boundary of
portion 2,  and running
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h-west corner
4 Commencing in the  ..,  freehold Jno .  Alco rn  Jno. Alcorn
mouth boundary  of
port ion 62,  and run-
ning  north-westerly
to its no rt h boundary
5 Commencing in the  ...  freehold
south  boundary of
port ion 61, and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west  boundary
0
Jun.  Alco rn Jun.  Alco rn
Commencing in the  ,.,  freehold Jno. Alco rn Inc.  Alco rn
east boundary of por-
tion 60, running no rt h-
westerly to its no rt h
boundary.
7 Commencing  in the  ,.,  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno .  Alcorn
south boundary of
portion 67,  and run-
ning north -westerly to
its west boundary
8 Commencing in the
east boundary of por-
tion  68, and running
north -westerly to its
north boundary
freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno. Alcorn
9 Commencing in the .., freehold Richard Richard
south boundary of Trevaskes Trevaskes
port ion 63,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its west boundary
10 Commencing in the freehold Richard Richard
east boundary of por- Trevaskes Trevaskes
tion 241, and running
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt hern co rn er on
the Warwick road
11 Commencing in the ., freehold Richard Richard
south-western  bound- Trevaskes  Trevaskes
ary Of po rt ion 242,
and running no rt h-
westerly to its west
co rn er on the  War-
wick  road
Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs.lke. A.  R,  P.
346° 29' 38 76 100 links 8 3 1 Originally  reserved
362° 03' 12 62 road. Fenced.
326° 48' 36 26
326° 48' 20 66 100 links 2 0 9 Fenced.
326° 48' 11 27 100 links 1 0 37 Fenced.
321° 10' 12 87 100  links 1 0 30 Unfenced and un-
improved,
321° 10' 4 68 100 links 0 2 11JI Unfenced and un-
improved.
321° 10' 8 17 100 links 0 2 34 Unfenced and un-
improved.
321° 10' 7 85 100 links 0 3 22 Unfenced and un-
improved.
321° 10 3 43 100 links  0 0 381 Fnfeneed and un-
improved.
321° 10' 11 34 100 links 1 0 38 Unfenced and un-
improved.
321°10' 13 09 irregular 0 2 39 Unfenced and un-
improved.
321° 10' 10 83 irregular 0 2 3 Unfenced and un-
improved.
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
16th March, 1875.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Merivale, Darling Downs
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-798. H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 36 ,  PARISH OF DEUCHAR ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
bo
x
.
HowNo. Portion of Road . held.
1 k strip one chain wide
off the west side of
port ion 36,  and run-
ing from the south-
west corner in a south.
easterly direction to
bridge over Freestone
Creek in said port ion
M.  Cl
boo
e
zm
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road  for access  to the Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March, Wide
Bay District: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the  provisions  of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and  now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General , Brisbane , and at the
Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist. to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO THE  GLENGALLUM  RESERVE, PARISH OF TIARO, COUNTY
OF MARCH, WIDE  BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
R i B dth
No. Portion of Road .
eg ster
No. of Reputed Occupier. Dearinge .
rea
Distance . ' of Area . Remarks.
Selection . Owner. Road.
I Thro ugh portion No. 92, Homestead , SamuelGordon S. Gordon N .  270° E . 2496 1 chain 2 1 391 The land resumed is
parish  of Tiaro, county "C.L.4Act the existing track,
of March, commencing
on the eastern boun-
1868,"  Be.
gister No.
and the only im-
provements el
dary, and running 67 footed have been
west the removal of a
few trees.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-424. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROADS FROM FARM CREEK To EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,  DARLING
DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
south -east comer of
selection 135, and
running west along its
south boundary
2 Commencing on the
east boundary of selec-
tion 135, and running
no rt h-westerly to its
north boundary
$ Commencing  on the1 east boundary f s lec-
tion 514,  and running
north -westerly to its
north boundary
Reuted Length Breadthp
Owner. Occupier . Bearings , inChains . of Road.
Area . Remarks.
ohs. lke. A. E. P.
W. Groves Unoccupied 175e 45 43 One chain 5 1 0 Half of west
110° 2 00 boundary
134° 4 70 fenced. No
other signs of
improve-
ments ,  culti.
vation, or
occupation.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. E. P.
135 Under C. Smith ... ... West 62 10 it chain 9 1 10
Leasing
Act of
1866
135 Under .  0.  Smith ... ... N.11° W. 44 87 It chain 6 0 10
Leasing
Act of
1868
614 Under  0. D. Smith...  .., Nil-16'w 6 22 It chain 4 020
Leasing N10°15' W 25 88
Act of
1866
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Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a hew Road from the Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural Reserve, parish of
Cunningham ,  county of Merivale : Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-893. H. E. KING.
BOOS or REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE KILLARNEY ROAD TO THE  S WAN CREEK  AGRICULTURAL
RESERVE, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM , COUNTY OF  MERIVALE ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road . No. How held .  Reputed Owner .  Bearings .  Lengths . I Brea Area . I Remarks.Road.
1 A strip of land 2 chains 58  Freehold ... McDonald and No rt h
wide, running through Smith
the no rt hern part  of
portion 68,  4 chains
43  links from the
S.W.  corner of said
part of po rt ion 68
2 A triangular piece of 428 Held under C. Smith  ...  North ...
land, cutting off the Act of
S.E. corner of portion 1866
428, commencing 2
chains 62  links from
the  S.E.  corner of
said po rt ion .  Portion
of road reserved.
3 An Irregular st ri p of 427 Held under C.  Smith  ... North  ...
land on the west side Act of
of portion 427, com- 1866
mencing 4 chains 77
links from the  S.W.
corner  of-said  portion,
ru nning to the no rt h-
ern boundary
4 A reserved road 14 70 Freehold ...  C. Smith  ...  Nort h ...
chains wide, out of
po rt ion 70, bounded
on the west by por-
tion 426
Thence a strip of land 70 Freehold ...  C Smith  ...  N. 40 35' W.
It  Chains wide, run-
ning to the  S.W. cor-
ner of pre-emptive 23
Thence a reserved road 70 Freehold ... C• Smith ... No rt h  ...
out of portion 70,
bounded on the east
by part of pre-emp-
tive 23
5 A strip of land 1} chains .  202 Freehold ...
wide on the  '  ast side
of selection 202, bound-
ed by part of pre-
emptive 23,  being por-
tion of road reserved
corner of pre -emptive
23
7 A triangular  piece of 20  Freehold...
land out of the B.E.
corn er of pre-emptive
20
8 A strip of land 14 chains 21 Freehold...
wide, commencing at
the western boundary
of pre-emptive 21, 4
chains 36 links from
S.W. corner no rt h-
easterly to its north
boundary
9 A st ri p of land 11 chains 18 Freehold ...
wide ;  commencing at
the southern  boun-
dary of pre-emptive 18,
10 chains 41 links
from the S.W. corner
of said pre-emptive
north-easterly to its
northern boundary
C. Smith ... North  ...
F. C. Wildash ... North  ...
F. C Wildash ,,, North  ...
P. C. Wildash ,.. N. 16016' E.
F. C, Wildash ... N. 160  15' E.
ohs. Iks. A. a. P.
36 15 2 chains 7 1 5
11 16 Irregular 1 1 3
16 33 Irregular 1 3 38
18 90
cbs. lks.
1 50 2 3 0
85 35 1 50 13 0 22
42 24 1 50 6 1 14
58 89 1 60 8 3 6
1 0 Irregular 0 0 2}
4 36 Irregular 0
37 12
ohs.  Ike.
1 50 6 3 25
88 0 1 50 13 0 32
10 A strip of land 11 chains 11 Freehold ...  F. C. Wildash ..,  N. 161 15' E. 39 35 1 50 12 3 37
wide, commencing at 200 28'  E. 14 69
the southern  boon- 70 2' W. 32  48
dary of pre-emp I ive 11
36 chairs 7  links fro m
the S.W.  co rn er of
said pre-enptlve
north -easterly to its
no rt hern boundary on
Swan Creek opposite
a road betweet por-
tions 269 and 270 on
the Agricultural Re-
serve
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
8th March, 1875.
.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expe-
dient to open a new Road, being continuation of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-775. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ,  BEING THE CONTINUATION OF WICKHAM  STREET, FORTITUDE  VALLEY,
BRISBANE ,  PARISH OF BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road .  now  Held .  Reputed Owner. Occupier.
I From the S.W.boundary Freehold...
of original suburban
portion No. 75 to
Bri dge street
2 Fro m Bri dge street to Freehold...
the N.E. boundary of
ori ginal suburban por-
tion No. 75
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. 1k, .  A. R' P.
James  Gibbon Unoccupied !  32° 0' 2  0 1 chain 0 0 32  Unimproved.
John Markwell Uncoupled  32° 0' 1 2  0 1 chain 0  0 32 Unimproved.
3 From the N.E. boun-
dary of original sub-
urban portion No. 75
to the  S.W.  boundary
of the Lockup  Reserve
4 From the  S.W.  to the
N E. boundary of the
Lockup Reserve
Crown land  ... ... •32° 0' I 5 27 1 chain  I  0 2 4 Unimproved,
Crown land ... 32° 0' 3 0 1 chain 0 1 8 Unimp ro ved,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road in portion No. 122, parish of North, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of
the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
74-5514. H. E. KING.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, IN PORTION 122 ,  PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON
DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No Portion of Road
Register
No. of How Held Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.. . Selec-
tion.
. Owner. . Road.
I A triangular piece of 117 C. L. A. Roger North -- Boyce... 309....
oh. Ike.
7 80 Irregular
A. B. P.
1 3 0 Fenced.
l
w
and on the south-
est side of the main
Act of
1888"
wivenhoe Road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it  expedientto open  a new Road f om Tiaro to Glenga llum Reserve, parish of Tiaro ,  county  of March,
Wide Bay District :  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi lliam
IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office,  Tiaro  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF  ROAD  FROM  TIARO  TO GLENGALLUM RESERVE ,  PARISH OF TIARO,
COUNTY OF MARCH, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
J
Reputed
Owner Bearings .
Length in
Chains.
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
. Ro a
__
chs. lka. A. a. P.
A. strip of  land  along the south-east boun- Crown  land  ... 245° 50' .. 20  8871 50 links 1 0 5 Unoccupied.
dary  of section  1 of portion 19
128
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new  Road through Gold Fields Homestead Selection, No. 155, on
the Gympie Gold Field, parish of King,  county  of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is
hereby  given, that in conformity  with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony ,  a Plan and Book  of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gympie ; and all
persons  in terested  therein are requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one  month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-612. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH GOLD FIELDS HOMESTEAD SELECTION, No. 155, ON THE
GrMPIE GOLD FIELD, PARISH OF KING, COUNTY OF LENNOX, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  TO BE PRO
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road . c Row Held.  Rep  Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth
of  Area. Remarks.
R I
I Commencing on the
south-east boundary
of the Homestead, and
running westerly and
sodthwesterly to its
south-Mast boundary
P  82 oa .
chg. Ike.
155  "Gold Fields  H.  G. walker ... 2869  0' 7 91; 1 chain 2 2 23
Home,tead  2830  0' 4 43
Act of  2310  0' 6 46
1870" 210° 30' 6 86
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road, being Deviation through Portion 165, parish of Normanby, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-671. H. E. KING.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD,  BEING DEVIATION PORTION 165 ,  PARISH OF NORMANBY,  COUNTY OF
CB:VECHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road. flow held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth ofd
Road. Area. Remarks.
chg. lke. A. B. P.
i A triangular piece of ... "Leaeinp Act Henry  Par- Henry Par-  480 6 2#, irregular 0 3 25
land in the south
corner of portion 166,
parish of Normanby
of 1866" cell cell
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March,  1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excelletlcy the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to o ken a New Road through portions 321A, 383, and 478, parish of Brassall, county of Chui'ehill,
MeretAa  District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane ,  and at the Police Office,  Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Eitectitive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-673. H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 321A ,  383, AND 473 ,  PABIsH OF 11BASSALL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT,  TO 131; PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT
OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
southeast corner
of port ion 821A,
and running
no rt h -westerly
2 Commencing at the
B.B. corner of the
portion ,  and run-
ning
and north.
easterly to its
north-east corner
3 A triangular piece
from south boun-
dary of portion
47atothereserved
road in the por-
tion
Register
No. of
Belea
How held.
tion.
Freehold ...
Freehold ...
1088
Reputed Occupier. Beari ngs.Owner .
dames Brooke  Tames  3030 30'
Brooke
Thomas Fore-
man
Thomas  803° 80'
Foreman  8230 ...
8880 ...
800 ...
6017'.
Thomas 46017'
Alison
Homestead ,  Thom as  All-
r. Ii, A.  dot,  son
1888
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chaa. lke.
6 92 50
A.  it.  P.
0 1 10 Unimproved.
6 92 50 Partly  fend".
100s8 ale  and6
100 48
cultiva .
5 35
10 82 4 8 6
1 2 0 0 2} South boun.
dary  fenced.
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Commissioner  for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and
NORTHERNoperation until further notice.
TIME TABLE.
after 1st October, 1874,  the following Time Table will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles fro m
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton.., ..,
6 Gracemere .., ...
15 Stanwell ,,. ...
24 Rosewood ...
30 Westwood
I
arrive ..,
depart ...
38 Goganjo ... .,.
44 Rocky  Creek ... ..,
A.M.
11. 0
11.24
12-  0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2-10
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
stations.
Rocky Creek ...
Goganjo
Westwood
I
arrive ..
depart ...
Rosewood ,., ...
Stanwell
Gracemere ,,.
Rockhampton... ...
Down Train
Mixed.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5.0
5.36
5. 0
All Day Tickets issued on Saturdays available to return on the following Monday.
(A.) The Trains marked  thus, A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at  those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying  the tare at the time of  booking ,  from  the place at  which they  join the Train to the place
on which they pro pose to slight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
I Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ e. d. £ S. d. £ a. d. £  . d.
Week ending March 27th, 1875 ,.. 80312 3 1,841 6 1 65 9 2 2,210 7 6
Corresponding  week lest  year... ... 473 6 9 1,679 18 10 5719 8 2,211 5 3
Increase 330 5 .6 7 9 6
XDecrease 338 12 9 ..• j 017 9
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House ,  Maryborough ,  at Noon , on THURSDAY, the 8th April  proximo, under 113th
Clause  " Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
1871,
Ship. Whence .  Merchant .  Mark and No . Description of Goods .  Quantity . O.P. I U.P.
QUEEN'S WAREHOUSE.
March 3  ...  Martha Ellen ...  Brisbane .. .  W. Young ...
Apra 3  ...  Leichhardt  ...  Sydney . J. Duncan ...
May 15 ,..  ...  Jindah Distil- J. E. Brown ...
lery
June 13  ,,.  Florence Irving Sydney  ...  Graham & Co.
July 28  ...  Queensland  ...  Brisbane Spiller ... ...
August 1  ...  Florence Irving Sydney  ...  Martin...
Dec. 19  ... ...  Yengerie Distil -  Graham  & Co.
lery
Dec. 21  ..  Queensland  ...  Brisbane ..
1872.
E 2 over 108 ... 1 case tobacco  ... ...  214 lbs.
E 1 over 110 ...  1} cask wine .. 22 gals.
D 44 over  112... 1 keg colonial  rum ... S.,  gals. 38.4
D 45 over 112... 1 1 , ... 8 gals. 40.1
Y 3 over 115 ... 1;  cask wine  ...  23 gals.
U over 116  ..  1 box merchandise
A 2 over 117  ...  It cask brandy ... ...  27ib gals. 14.3
P 23 over 124... 1 keg colonial  ruin  ...  2 gals. 36.8
W 2 over 124... 11. cask  wine .. ... j 27 gals.
January 8 James Paterson  Sydney  ...  W. Southerden  0 1 over 125 ...
February 13 Balclutha  ...  Armst ro ng  ...  2 over 127
Jindah Distil- J .  C. Brown• ... D 41; over 128
lery
March 1 .. .  Storm Bird  ...  Brisbane  ...  Graham & Co.  it over 128 ...
1871.
February 6 Leichhardt  ...  Sydney
April3 ... .. ,
June 1 ..
1 package tobacco  ...  1118 lbs.
1 box  merchandise
1 package colonial rum 14,' gals. 48.5
10 hhds, ate ... ... 1500 gals.
TRAVIS' WAREHOUSE.
... R. Tra vis &  Co. R over 106 ...
Y 17 over 109...
Nov. 7 .. ..  Maryborough
Sugar Co.
86,i gals.
27 gals.
,.. 27 gals.
19 .. ... 1 ,. ... .. 1 27 gals.
V 5 over 112  ...  11 box tobacco  ... ... 1111 lbs.L I over 122  ...  1 qr. cask colonial rum 130-,0, gals.
44 cases wine ...
1 qr. cask wine
I
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Customs,  Brisbane, 11th March, 1875. Collector of  Customs.
T` HE following  SUMMARIES  of OBSERVATIONS  taken at the METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, CAPE MORETON, during the Months of October,
1 general
 information.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Electrical
a
n
Cnr.to32°Fahr .  Temperature of Temperature of
and  red .  toM.S .level .i Air. Evaporation.
I ! I
BABOMETRN.
s
0
c.
s
w
... 30.323  30269 30.299
... 30182  130.114 30153
.. °9.9221129.86029.902
30143 30'06230997
9989
9.841
DECEMBER.
Maximum
 ... ... ... ..,
•..
130-038
Mean
 . .. ... ... ... ...  29.905
Minimum ...  ... ... ... ...  29674
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING T[IE MONTHS OF OCPOBER,  NOVEMBER , AND DECEMBER, 1874.
LATITUDE,  27° 1'  S.;  LONGITUDE,  153° 28 '  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  320 FEET ;  ON SEA-COAST.
COTIBER.
NOVEMBER.
a
S
74.0
68.3
58.0
80.0
73.7
63.0
HYGROMETER.
e
a.
i
Humidity.
4  4
W O> I ee
7410
1
69.0
 74-01  70.0 1'00 •94
67.7 639  87.2 83.4 76 •68
58.0 56.0
 550  54.0 •57 •52
770 84.01 76.0 73.0 76.0
29.903 29
.954 72.8 79.1  72'6 68.3 71.5
29,663
 '29.702 679  73*0 66.0 62.0  640
0-011 130060 80.0
2,9 848 28.882 74.6
29.579 29.633  71-0
88.0
79,41
69-01
76.0  73-0  76.0
73.0 69.0 714
700 6.5.0  67-0
OCTOBER, 1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  69.9 degrees.
1873. „ 71.5
1872. 68'5
1871 . 704
1870. „ ,. 71.6
1869.  71.7
NOVEMBER,
 1874 - Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  74.8 degrees.
1873. 72'1
1872. 72.0
1871. 72.1
1870. 74'7
1869 73.4
DECEMMBER,  1874 .- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  75.6 degrees.
1873. „ 76.9
1872. 73 2
,• 1871. 763
1870.  76-6
1869. 78.0
74.0
67-9
61.0
74.0
68.0
63.0
.94 •84
77 •65
Bair.  fe ll  on 10 days.
4
7
13
11
4
Rain fell on 5 days.
11
14
11
8 ,
7
Rain fe ll on 11 days.
11
10
6
11
10
•94 1-19.0 10510
'76 133.1 99'5
'55 105.0 83'0
SELF-BEGISTEBING
TH I'RMOMETERS.
•94 116.0 114.0 68'0
•76 139.1 1067 62.6
•44 128.0
 980  58.0
'89 152 .0 122.0
74 139.2 1107'5
'55 102.0 85.0
74.0
70-3
07.0
01'0 83.0 68.0 17.0 1.600
671 762 63.9 12.0 •174
49.0 62.0 54.0 1 8.0 •000
86.0 72.0
805 68•Z
74.0 64.0
68.0 85.0
63.0 81.1
57-0 72-0
Total Rainfall, 5.40 inches.
1.68
2.02
5'752.831-23
Total Rainfall, 2.41
8.00
6.86
51)4
6.07
898
Total Rainfall, 4.74
7.48
14.27
140
4.17
2.71
RAIN.
16-0 1-320
11.9
 -080
8.0 000
16.0 3.320
10.8 •152
4.0 •000
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  25th March, 1875.
November, and December, 1874, are published for
GEORGE THORN, Junior,
Postmaster -General.
WIND.
3 p.m.
Summary of Direction .  0-10.
9
 am, 9 P.M.
N2 NW4 Ni NWO N4 NWOI
W 4 SW 0 w o SWO w o SWO'
X52 SE 2 82 SE21S1 SE6'
E14 NE1 E14NE11 E11 NE9
Ni NW12 N14NW0]N9 NW2
W2 SWIJJIIWO  SW1 i W0 SW11
83 SE680 SE 6 SO SE 8
E3 NE1 ES NE11E6 SE4
N 1 NW 3'N  2  NW O  N 4
1
W 0  SW0 W0 SWO W0
81 BE11180 BE12 80
E12 NE2E9 NE8E13
Observations -49 Positive ; 44 Negative
72 „ 21
66 27
63 „ 30
64 „ 29
Elect ri cal Observations - 57 Positive  ;  33 Negative.
59 „ 31
45 „ 45
54 „ 36
57 „ 33
NW 0
SW 0
SE 71
nE7
CLOUD.-  OZONE.
a1o's 1 I-z
a a. a
10 8 10
4.6
 4-61  59
0 1 0 I 0
10
4.4
0
10
6.2
0
7
3.3
0
Prevailing Winds ,  E. & S.E.
B.E.
N.&8.E
8.E.
S.E.  & S.W.
S.F. & N.
Prevailing  Winds, N.
B.E.
N.E & E.
E. & B.E.
E. & N.E.
S.E. & N.
Electrical
 Observations--69 Positive  ;  24 Negative.  Prevailing  Winds,  E. & S.E.
0
•a°
0
18 77  „  N.E. S.E.
24
51
56
81
69
42
37
12
N.E. & E.
N.E. & S.E.
N.&N.E.
10
4'8
0
--
N
-e
EDMUND MAC DONNTLL,
Government Meteorological  Observer.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
I iAK_E Notice, that  applications have been made  to bring the  Lands described below under the
provisions  of "  The Real Property Act  of  1861 ." Amy person  desiring tq oppose must dQ so by
lodging , by himself or his  attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land .  I Name of Applicant. Date within w$oh a Caveatmay be lodged,
2 acres 38 perches, being subdivision 2 of suburban John Cain 27th April, 1875.
allotment  26, parish of South Brisbane, at Kangaroo
Point, county of Stanley
19?, perches, being re-subdivision A, and 19ia perches, Wm. Johnston ... 3rd Diay, 1875.
being re-subdivision B of subdivisions 7 and 8 of
western suburban allotment  28, parish  of South
Brisbane, county of Stanley
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
T OTICE is hereby given, that JAMES Guy
1' Fxvxa, of Brisbane, and JAnf$s LENS, of
Brisbane , have this day been admitted as duly
qualified Chemists and Druggists.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Courtof Petty Sessions, for Revising the Jury
List of the Jury District of Toowoomba for the
year 1875, will be held in the Court House at
Toowoomba, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April
next, at 12 o'clock noon.
By clause 8 of  " The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34,
all Justices residing within forty miles of the Town
of Toowoomba are required to attend.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Toowoomba, 20th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
l of Petty  Sessions  for revising the Jury List
for the Northern District Court, at Clermont, for
the year 1875, will be holden at the Court House,
Clermont, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of April next,
at 12  o'clock noon.
All Justices residing within 40 miles of the Court
are required to attend, under the Act 31 Vic.,
No. 34.
WM. CAVE, C.A.S.
Police Office,
Clermont, 22nd February, 1875.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
'%_rOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Petty
'L Sessions  of the Justices residing within
forty miles of the Court Town of Warwick, will be
holden at the Court House, WarwiQk, at 10 a.m.
on FRIDAY, the 9th April uow next  ensa ing, for
the purpose of revising the Jury List for the Jury
District of Warwick.
By Order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 18th March, 1875.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Special Court
of Petty Sessions for Revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Ipswich, will be held at the
Court House, Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the 9th day of
April now next, at the the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon, at which the Justices of the Peace
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Ipswich are, in pursuance of the provisions of
"Tlie Jury Act of  1867," required to attend.
By order,
M. O'IWIALLEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 13th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby  given,  that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions  for revising  the Ju List
for the Jury District  of Bowen , will be hol In at
the Court House, Bowen, on FRIDAY, the 9th day
of April next, at 12 o'clock noon. The Justices
residing  within forty  miles  of the Court Town of
Bowen are  'required to attend ,  under  the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
A
SPECIAL  Petty Sessions will be held at the
Court House, Gympie, on FRIDAY, the
9th day of  April,  1875, at Ten o'clock in the fore -
noon ,  to revise the Jury List for the District of
Gympie.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie,  1st March ,  1875.
T
HE Annual Court of Petty Sessions for the
Revision of the Jury List for the District of
Dalby, will be held at the Court House, Dalby, on
FRIDAY, the 9th of April next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
JAMES POWERS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Bowen , 11th March, 1875.
JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for revising the Jury List
for the Western District Court, at Stanthorpe, for
the year 1875, will be holden at the Qourt House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 9t day of April next,
at 12 o'clock, noon.
All Justices residing within forty miles of the
Court are requested to attend ender the Act 31
Vic., No. 34.
D. GALLWEY,
Court Rouae,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Stantlorpe,  let March, 1875.
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NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Courtof Petty  Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Maryborough, will be
holden at the Court House, Maryborough, on
flIDAY, the 9th day of April next, at 10 o'clock
a-,V. ; at  which *e ustices of the Peace residing
within forty  wiles of the  Court House of Mary-
borough  are required  to attend, under the pro-
visions of the 8th Sec. of  Jury Act,  31 Vic., No. 34
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Maryborough, 12th March, 1876.
NOTICE.
THE Annual  Meeting of  Justices for Licensingpurposes will be holden at the Police Office,
Banana , on TUESDAY, the  20th day of  April, at
noon.
EDMUND MOREY, P.M.
Court House,
Banana, 8th  March, 1875.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified,  in accordance  with clause
1 fift on of  " T4 Publicans Act of  1863," that
the Annual Publicans Licensing Meeting, for the
District of Springsure, will he held at te Court
House, Springsnre, on TUESDAY, the 20th day
of April next, at 12 o'clock noon.
J. G. MACDONALD, P.M.
Court House,
Springsure , 11th March, 1875.
THE Annual  Meeting  of Justices of the Peacefor licensing Publicans in the District of
Charters Towers, will be holden  at Millcbester, on
TUESDAY, April 20th, d,.D. 18711.
W. M. MOWBRAY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Court,
Millebester, 3rd March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
TO'TICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for the Police District of Blackall, will be
holden at the Court House, Blackall, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next, for the purpose
of considering applications for Publicans' Licenses
and renewals thereof, under the Acts 27 Vic. No.
16 and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All  applications must be lodged at this office on
or before the 30th day of March instant.
T. S. SWORD,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Blackall, 1st March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given,  that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting  of the Justices of the
Peace ,  acting in and fr the Po lice District of
Goodna , will be  holden at the Court House,
Goodna, on  TUESDAY,  the 20th  day of April
next, for the purpose  of considering applications
NOTICE.
II HE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty'sJustices of th  Peace,  acting  in and for the
Police District of Clermont, will be holden at the
Court House, Clermont, on TUESDAY, the 20th
day of April next,  at 12 o 'clock noon , for the pur-
pose of taking into consideration applications for
Publicans'  Licenses , under the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16
and 34 Vie. No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on  or before the 30th day of March.
.- WM. CAVE, C.P.S.
Court House,
Clermont,  22nd February, 1875.
NOTICE.
1
THE  Annual Meeting of Justices for licensing
purposes , will be holden at the Folice Office,
Georgetown, on TUESDAY, 20th April, at noon.
By order of the Bench.
B. C. McGROARTY, C.P.S.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that  the Annual
J. Licensing Meeting for the District of Ley-
burn, will  be held at the  Court  House ,  Leyburn, at
12 noon , on TUESDAY,  the 20th day of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications under
The Publican. Act."
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Leyburn, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Ingle.
wood, will be held at the Court House, Inglewood,
at 12 noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
under  "Zhs Puhlacaas jct."
WALTERC. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Inglowood, 16th March, 1875.
for Publicans' Licenses  and renewals  thereof for the
said district.
Applications for Country  Publicans '  Licenses
ought to be accompanied with the fee of fifteen
pounds each.
JOHN LARKIN,  C.P.S.
Court House,
Goodna,  22nd March, 1876.
iT is hereby notified that the Annual Publieaus
Licensing  Meeting, for the Police District of
Maryborough, will be holden at the Court Howe,
Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the. 20th day of
April next  ensuing ,  at noon.
Applications must  be lodged  with the Clerk of
Petty  Sessions on or before the 40th  instant.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of  Petty Sessioaus.
Court House,
Maryborougli,12th March, 1876.
THE Annual  Licensing Meeting under thePublicans  Acts  of 1863 and 1872 ,  for the
District  of Gympi e, will be  held at the Court
House, Gympie , on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April,  1875, at 12 o'clock at noon .  All applications
for renewals of licenses must be lodged at the
Clerk  of Petty Sessions '  Office, on or before Tues-
day, the 30th day of  March instant.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Gympie,  lot  March, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Na-
nango,  will be held at the Court  House, Nanan o,
on TUESDAY, the 20th April, 1875, at noon, for
the purpose of considering Applications for Licenses
under the Acts  27  Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vie.,
No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed before the last Tuesday in March.
ARCHIBALD LEE, P.M.
Court House,
Nanengo,10th March, 1876.
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THE Annual Publicans Licensing  Meeting of
the Justices acting in and for the Police Dis-
trict of Bowen ,  will be held at the Police Office,
Bowen ,  on TUESDAY ,  the 20th day of April, A.D.
1875, at twelve o'clock noon.
JAMES POWERS, C.P.S.
Police Office,
Bowen , 8th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
acting in and for the District of Brisbane, for
the consideration of applications for Publicans'
Licenses, will be held in the Police Office, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, the 20th of April next.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions on or before the last Tuesday in
March instant.
ST. G. RALPH GORE,
pro  Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BURKE.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
THE Annual  Meeting of  Justices for the con-
sideration  of applications for Publicans' and
other Licenses  under Act 27 Vic., No. 16, and
the various  Acts  amending the same , will be held
at the Police Office, Normanton, on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April next, at 12 o'clock noon.
Applications must be lodged on or before Tuesday,
the 30th March next.
CHRIS. FRANCIS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Normanton,
10th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of Justicesacting in and for the Police District of Bun-
daberg, will be held at the Court House, Bundaberg,
on TUESDAY, the twentieth day of April next, at
Twelve o'clock, for the purpose of considering
applications for Country Publicans' Licenses and
renewals thereof.
JOSEPH HUGHES, P.M.
Police Court ,  Bundaberg,
1st March, 1875.
A COURT of Petty Sessions will be holden at
the Court House, Taroom, on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April next ensuing, for the purpose
of considering applications for Licenses under the
Act 27 Victoria , X o. 16.
REGINALD C. H. UHR,
Police Magistrate.
Taroom, 25th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
XT OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Annual
L' Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace  for the Police  District of Gatton, wi ll  be
holden at  the Court  House, Gatton , on TUESDAY,
the 20th day  of April  next,  for the  purpose of
considering appli cations for Licenses under the
Acts 27 Vic., No. 16, and 34 Vic., No. 7.
Applications  for Country  Pub licans '  Licenses
must be accompanied  with  the fee of £15.
By order,
JOHN WHITE,
Acting C.P.S.
Court House,
Gatton, 18th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the AnnualMeeting of the Justices of the Peace, acting
for, or usually residing in the District of Warwick,
will be holden at the Court House, Warwick, at
Twelve noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
A ril now next ensuing, for the purpose of con-
sidering all applications of Licenses under the Act
27 Victoria No. 16.
By Order of the Bench,
GEORGE W. DODWELL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 18th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given , that the AnnualMeeting of th  Justices of the  Peace, acting
for, or  usually residing  in the District of Allora,
will be holden at the Court House, Allora, at
Twelve noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April  now next ensuing , for the purpose of con-
sidering all applications  of Licenses under the Act
27 Victoria No. 16.
PHILIP PINNOCK,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Allora, 18th  day of March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING,
GOONDIWINDI.
OTICE is hereby  given. that the Annual
L Licensing  Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of Goon-
diwindi, will be held at the  Court  House, Goon-
diwindi,  on TUESDAY,  the 20th  day of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
for Licenses under the Publicans' Acts.
Applications must be lodged with the under.
signed on or before the 30th of March instant.
THEO . P. PUGH, P.M.
Court House,
Goondiwindi, 18th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of Bun-
daberg, will be holden at the Court House, Bun-
daber  r, on TUESDAY,  the 20th day of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications for
Licenses under the provisions of the  Acts 27 Vic.,
No. 16,  and 34  Vic., No. 7.
JOSEPH HUGHES, P.M.
Court House,
Bundaberg , 24th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace for the Police District of Toowoomba, will be
held in the Court House at Toowoomba, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next, at 12 o'clock
noon, for the purpose of considering applications
for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic., 1N o. 16, and
34 Vic., No. 7.
All applications must be sent in on or before flee
30th day of March instant.
Applications f'or Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied by the License Fee, £15
sterling.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Court House,
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
Toowoomba, 20th March, 1875.
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ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting for the Districtof Te ningering ,  for th  purpose  of con ider-
ing applications for Publicaus '•Licenses ,  will be held
in the Court House, Tenningering ,  at 12 noon, on
TUESDAY,  20th April next.
All applications to be sent to the undersigned on
or before 31st day of March.
0.  ARMSTRONG, P.M.
Tenningering ,  2nd March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Dalby, wi ll  be holden at the Court House, Dalby,
on TUESDAY ,  the 20th day  of April  next ,  for the
purpose of considering applications for Licenses
under the Acts 27  No. 16,  and 34 Vic.,
No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under.
signed on or before the 31st day of March.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Dalby, 8th March, 1875.
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
N
!1 OTICE is hereby  given , that a Meeting of the
 Justices of the Peace,  acting  in and fpr the
District of Ipswich, will be held at the Court House,
Ipswich, at Twelve  o'clock noon  on TUESDAY,
the 20th day of April now  next,  for the purpose of
considering applications for Publicans Licenses
and Renewals thereof for the said district.
Applications  • for Country Publicans'  Licenses
must be accompanied with the fee of £15.
By order,
M. O'MALLEY,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Ispwich, 13th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
Licensing Meet ing for  the district of Charle-
ville, will be held at the Court House, Charleville,
at Twelve  noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next,  for the purpose of considering appli -
cations under  " 1%e Publicans Act."
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Charleville, 8th March, 1875.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace, for the Police District of Logan, will be
bold  at the Court House, Beenleigh, at 12
o'clock, noon, on TUESDAY, the 20th day of
April next, for the purpose of considering applica-
tions for Licenses under the Acts 27 Vic. No. 16,
and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All  applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the 30th day of March, 1875.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied by the fee of Fifteen Pounds
sterling.
By Order,
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh,  10th March, 1875.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE.
J
THE Annual Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Cooktown, will be holden at the Court House,
Cooktown, on TUESDAY, the twentieth day of
April, for the purpose of considering applications
for Publicans' Licenses. Applications must be
lodged on or before the 30th March, 1875.
JAMES PRYDE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Cooktown,  10th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
1 acting in and for the Police District of Surat,
will be held at the Court House, Surat, on TUES-
DAY, the 20th day of April next. A ll  applications
must be lodged with the Clerk of Petty Sessions
on or before Tuesday, the 30th day of March.
Applications for country Publicans' Licenses must
be accompanied with the required fee of £15 each.
RICH. T. TAYLOR, P.M.
Court House,
Surat, 4th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions ,  holden inthe Court House, Charl ville ,  t is day,
WILLIAM LIvEsxv was re-appointed Poundkeeper
for twelve months.
W. E. PARRY-OKEDEN, P.M.
March 24, 1875.
NOTICE.A FIRST Dividend of five shillings in the
pound is intended to be declared in the
matter of James Dawson Robinson ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the 20th day of January, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 15th day of April, 1875 ,  will  be excluded.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1875.
126
If . S. GRENFELL,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency  Petition againslr
Richard McKelligett, of Rockhampton, by the
said Richard McKelligett.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Richard McKelligett
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official  Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Richard McKelligett, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the sixteenth day of April, 1875, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Richard Mcgelligett shall, on the
ninth day of April, 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this thirty-
first day of March, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
780
Tn the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TAKE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in the
{ undermentioned Estates  now  lie  in the office
of Alexander Raft, Official Assignee, Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, for the inspection of
creditors; and any creditor or other person inter.
ested therein, objecting to the  confirmation  thereof,
must lodge a caveat in the office of the said Official
Assignee, stating the grounds of such their objec-
tions , on or before 17th day of April next, otherwise
the said Plans of Distribution will, on MONDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, be confirmed. In the
Estate of-
Peterson and Miller, a second dividend of Ss. Id.
in the £
Aaron Mirls, a second dividend of 3s. in the £
Abraham Quixano Henriques, a second dividend
of %a. in the £
Charles Henry Frederick Block, a second divi-
dend of is. 6d. in the £
Dated at Brisbane, this third day of April, A.D.
Im.
280
ALEXANDER RAYF,
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Charles Fane, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  hotel-keeper,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira.tion of fou teen days from the date of the
pub lication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court ,  that Probate  of the Will of
the above -named Charles Fane, deceased, may be
granted to Emma Fane, of Rockhampton aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased ,  and sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this fifth day of March,  A.D. 1875.
RTES R. JONES AND  BROWN,
Quay street,  Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Emma Fane.
By their Agent,
W. E. MnnPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
214 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Abbott, late of Roe khamp.
ton, in the Colony of Queensland, carpenter,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application  will be  made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named William Abbott, deceased, may,
be granted  to Ann Abbott, of Rockhampton afore-
said, the  widow of the said  deceased ,  and sole
Executrix  named in the said Will.
Dated this twentieth day of March, A.D.1875.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctors for the said Ann Abbott.
By their Agent,
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen str eet ,  Brisbane.
215 6s.  61
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that it is intended in
the ensuing Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to vest the land comprised  in Deed of
Grant No. 6537 ,  being allotment  16, Portion 2,
Parish of Toombul, County of Stanley, in Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, the Hon-
orable (  oRQE HARRIS, Esquire, M,L.C., and the
HonorableJoni FREDERICKMACDoZGALL, Esquire,
M.L.C., and their successors, as Trustees for the
Queensland Turf Club, and to enable them to mort.
gage or lease the same, or to sell any such portion
or portions of the said land as in their opinion shall
not be absolutely necessary for the operations of
the Club, such sale being subject to the sanction
of the Governer in Council ; and to enable the mem•
bers of the said Club to sue and be sued in the
name  of their Chairman for the time being, with
power to the Committee of the Club to make bye.
laws.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1875.
202
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Bill.
7s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Limited Part-
nership heretofore  existing between  the Hon-
orable William Henry Adelbert Feilding, of No.
23, Brook  street,  Grosvenor Square, London.
England, special  partner , and Octave de Libert, of
Magnolia,  in the parish  of Bidwell, county of March,
Queensland,  general partner , under the style or
firm of " Do Libert and Another," has this day been
dissolved  by mutual  consent.
Dated this nineteenth day of  December, A.D.
1874.
W. FEILDING ,  Colonel.
OCTAVE DE  LIBERT.
Witness
R. LYoNs,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Acknowledged by the  abovenamed  William Henry
Adelbert Feilding and Octave de Libert  before me,
one of Her  Majesty 's Justices  of the i eace of the
Colony of  Queensland , at Maryborongh,  this nine-
teenth day of December, A.D.1874.
HENRY  J. GRAY, J.P.
219 7s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
heretofore existing between the undersigned,
Edwin Whitfield and George Ruhland, in the trade
or business  of merchants and eneral  storekeepers,
at Cardwell, in the Colony 6f_ Queensland, under
the style or firm of "E. Whitfield and Co.," was this
day dissolved by mutual consent, and in future the
said business  will be carried on by the  said  George
Ruhland, on his own account, under the style,
name, or  firm  of Gees. Ruhland, who will pay and
receive all debts owing from and to the said firm
of E. Whitfield and Co. in the regular  course of
trade.
Witness our hands, this first day, of February,
A.D. 1875.
EDWIN WHITFIELD.
GEORGE RUHLAND.
Witness :
BRINsEsY  G. SIt$RIDAN, J.P.
207 6s.
The GOTERYMsNT PEIrrTRR acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:--
1875. 2 s. d.
Mar. 30.-G. J. Boulter ... ... ... 0 7 0
„ 00.--J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
SO.-A.;]Cvane  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
8o.--J. L.  Deane ... ... ... 0 4 0
81.-G. Ruhland ... ... ... 0 6 0
31.-C. Egan  ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
31.-M. Brodz iaok ... ... 5 5 0
April 1. R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 2 0
1.-P. Lenihan 0 6 0
1.-D. A. Cameron ... ... ... 1 0 0
1.-T. P. Wilkie ... ... 0 3 6
1.-W. J. Scott... ... ... ... 0 10 0
1.-H. Lloyd ... ... 1 2 0
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Empounbfngz.
' Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SnILLING PEE ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will  be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a remittance .sufcient to coves-the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, on
24th March, 1875, by order of R. W. Stuart, Esquire.
One chesnut mare, S over O06 near shoulder ; colt foal
at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare, WB over T near shoulder, 293 near ribs
or saddle ; colt foal at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 30th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
• R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
221 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from the Town Common, on
13th March, 1875, by the Inspector. Driving, 6d.
each.
One bay mare, WL near shoulder, L near thigh.
One brown mare, like MD conjoined off shoulder, like GI
over like blotched E near shoulder, like 10 near ribs.
One brown colt, J4.Y (registered) near shoulder, white
hind feet.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
223 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Freestone Creek, on
22nd March, 1875, by Mr. James Wilson. Driving
expenses, is. 4d. per head.
One bay horse, 2 near shoulder.
One bay mare, JB near shoulder; bay filly foal, at foot,
unbranded, star.
One brown filly, LG near shoulder, hind feet white.
One Chesnut horse, JYJ (the YJ conjoined) near shoulder,
star and stripe.
One bay filly, like RB1 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like - over like JM near shoulder, bald
face, hind feet white ; bay filly foal at foot,
unbranded, hind feet white, star and snip.
If not released on or  before  the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
P. LEXIHAN, Poundkeeper.
222 6s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Nindy Gully, on
the 19th March, 1875, by order of Win. Rynalds,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. each.
One flea-bitten grey horse, JM (conjoined) near shoulder,
off shoulder,  like  GN near thigh.
One bay horse, JM (conjoined) near shoulder, hind
fetlocks white.
One brown  horse , JS over blotch brand near shoulder,
C near thigh,  blaze.
One blue -roan mare , like AL over CD near shoulder,
fore fetlock white.
One black  mare, E  over W near shoulder ;  foal  at foot,
and one black yearling  filly, ;unbranded, progeny of
above.
One bay horse, docked tail, triangle over W near
shoulder.
One roan colt, triangle over  p4 near  shoulder.
One brown  mare , . Y1Y (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAR. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Glenora, on the
13th March, 1875, by T. F. Barnett, Esquire.
Driving, 5s. per head.
One red cow, top off right ear, PR over like RL1(registered brand) near ribs, JR off rump, 5 off
thigh, 5 near thigh.
One red bull calf, unbranded.
One white cow, cut dgwlap, PR over like RL1 (regis-
tered brand), blotched brand near rump.
One white heifer calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
213 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Canmaroo, on the 18th
March, 1875, by order of A. Sutherland, Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d. per head.
One brown mare, collar-marked, star and snip, DM near
shoulder, (" S6 (registered brand) near thigh.
One bay filly, WB4 (registered brand) near thigh.
One bay filly, star, KH3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One roan filly, star, black points, blotch like b near
shoulder, black mane and tail.
One roan filly, Chesnut mane and tail, like QPa near
shoulder.
Also, from Noorindoo, on the 20th March, 1875, by
order of H. W. Bell, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. per
head.
One dark-bay or brown horse, 4QB (registered brand)
near rump, M off shoulder, black points.
One dark-bay or brown horse, hind feet white, 4G'B
(registered brand) off' shoulder, WC over like IA
near shoulder, WC over 2 and two hearts (pound
brand) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. WATSON, Poundkoeper.
212 7s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Bowen, from Strathmore, on the
10th March, 1875, by T. Garland, Esquire.
Driving, 103. 10d. per head.
One brown cobby mare, blaze and snip, H near cheek,
off hind foot white, like 165 over horse-shoe near
shoulder, blotch near thigh, collar-marked.
One brown mare, star on forehead, JC over L over liko
HS near shoulder, scum near eye, hind feet white.
One bay  filly, black points, unbranded.
One bay filly, star on forehead, like JM conjoined near
shoulder, hind feet white.
One bay mare, black points, like W7R (registered
brand) over AR (conjoined) near shoulder.
One bay  filly, black points, unbranded.
One black horse, HR (conjoined) near shoulder, AN off
shoulder, P off neck, like N over 4 off rump, blind
near eye, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkecper.
211 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Maa Man, on
27th March, 1875, by order of Messrs. Higgins and
Neal. Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One brown filly, no brand visible, star.
One bay horse, P over heart 4 heart off shoulder, JM
over TA near shoulder, star.
Also, from Carrington, 29th March, 1875, by order of
F. A. Primrose, Esquire. No expenses.
One bay mare, D off thigh and shoulder, star.
One grey horse, 763 or 768 near ribs, `X near thigh, M
near shoulder, C off ribs.
Also, from the Mi Mi, 29th March, 1875, by order of
Mr. T. Allen. Driving, 3s, 6d.
One yellow and white heifer calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 30th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeepor.
218 8e. 225 50.
732
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Clifford, on the 28thMarch, 1875, by J. Ashton, Esqu re. Driving, 105.
per head.
One bay horse, white face, off fore and near hind feet
white, like DD over T near shoulder, like  294 near
saddle, MH off shoulder and saddle.
One brown horse, hind fetlock white, R over L1R
(registered brand) near thigh.
One brown horse, off fore and hind fetlocks white, star,
like JW or LW (the L reversed) near shoulder.
One bay mare, HB over  PD3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay mare, star, (TD over 5 over J near shoulder, J
near cheek, JR conjoined near rump, PD3 (regis-
tered brand) offsboulder.
One brown colt, PD3 (registered brand ) near  shoulder.
One dark-brown mare, off fore and hind feet white, like
JG over half-circle near shoulder, like horse-shoe
brand near thigh.
One bay mare, star, hind fetlocks white, like 2G over
over ro over JS near shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, star, like WH off shoulder.
One dark-bay  mare,  like PM or PN over T near shoulder.
MIMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Cooby, on the
25th March, 1875, by order of Mr.  J. Russell.
Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut horse, J- near shoulder, snip, near hind
foot white.
One grey mare, F near shoulder ; bay foal at foot.
One bay mare, J6C near shoulder, M off shoulder, hind
feet white, star and snip ; iron-grey colt at foot.
One grey mare, WC near shoulder ; black filly at foot.
One grey colt, GDG (registered brand) near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, RB or RR near shoulder, star ; Ches-
nut colt foal at foot.
One roan horse, 6 or 5 over Wy  near  shoulder , collar.
One brown mare, EM off shoulder and thigh  reversed,
star.
One grey horse, anchor near thigh, JE over 9  near neck,
over W with unintelligible brand over blotch
near shoulder, collar-marked.
One roan mare, J over LA over  3 near  shoulder, EM
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 206h April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
I
If not released on or before the 30th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
224
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
10s.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
226 10s.
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QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  "The Diseased Animals Act,"
30th Vic. N o. 19, it is amongst other things,
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
from time to time, with the advice of the Executive
Council, by Proclamation, to prohibit or put
restrictions on the introduction or importation of
cattle, horses, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry, and
other animals, or an one or more kind of animals
into the Colony of Queensland, or into any district
thereof, from such  places  and during such times as
might appear  necessary . And whereas, by Procla-
mation, bearing date the seventeenth day of July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-three,  issued  under the provisions of
the said Act, the introduction or importation of
cattle, sheep ,  and pigs , into the Colony of Queens.
land, or any  district thereof, from all places beyond
the limits of the Australasian Colonies, was absolutely
prohibited and forbidden for the term of two years,
from the fifteenth day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three. And whereas the term of the said pro-
hibition will shortly expire, and it is deemed
expedient  and necessary  to further extend the said
prohibition to the thirtieth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six : Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire , the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the provisions  of the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other  powers  enabling  me in  that behalf, do,
by this my Proclamation, absolutely prohibit and
forbid  the  introduction or importation of cattle,
sheep,  or pigs,  into the Colony of Queensland, or
any district thereof, from any place beyond the
limits  of the Australasian Colonies, until the thirtieth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-six.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-five, and in
the thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
[No. 39.
QUEENSLAND, )r Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
NTT pursuance of the authority vested in me by
11 an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor  aforesaid, do
hereby rescind the Proclamation dated the 11th
March, 1873, and appoint the crossing-place of the
Burnett River, in the town of Bundaberg, from
Marvborough street to Ferry street, as a place of
public traffic, and where ferry dues shall be levied,
to the amount and under the regulations, restric-
tions and provisions of the said recited Act, of
which Ferry  all  persons  are hereby required to
take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER COMPIGNE, Clerk of  Petty  Sessions,
Gympie,
to discharge the duties of a Warden under  "The
Gold Fields Act of  1874."
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
The Honorable GEORGE HARRIS, M.L.C.,
to be a Member of the Marine Board of Queens.
land.
WILLid. M HEMMANT,
784
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1876.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
BENTAMIN EDGAR
to be Engineer Surveyor to the Marine Board, at
the Pioneer River.
WILZ,IAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ESPRIT  JEAN DE Bovis, and
CHARLES  GRAY CRAIG,
to be Government Agents to accompany ships em-
ployed in carrying Polynesian laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The Polyynesian Laborers Act of
1865."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1875.
i
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
L notified that a Writ has been returned by
the Returning Officer, certifying the return of
CHARLES HARDIE BuzACOTT, Esquire,
to serve as a Member of the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland, for the Electoral District of Rock-
hampton.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the lease of the following Selection of
Land, under the said Act, is declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
38
Name of Lessee.
James Gillmore
Area.
A. R. P.
72 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Gympie
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Uop  SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENBLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L S.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in.Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section thirty-three of  " Tke
Mineral Lands Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands comprised
in the under-mentioned Mineral Selections shall be
and are hereby withdrawn from the area  or areas
set apart for Mining Licenses, under Proclamations
dated 7th January and 22nd June, 1874.-
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Register
No.
381
2,007
Local
No. Late Holders. Area.
Acres.
W. Laidley,  for the Border 80
Consols Tin Mining Com-
pany
268 R .  R. C. Robertson  ... ...  80
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Got SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO IT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov.
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro.
claim that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
i Land
Name of Lessee .  Area. Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
1574 Francis Salisbury ... 160 0 0 Brisbane
1664 John Gallagher ... 80 0 0 „
1838 Michael Daly ... 135 2 0 „
986 Archibald Bearkly ... 640 0 0 Coowoumba
814 James Kemp ... ... 8000 Warwick
74 James Jamieson 135 0 0 Nlarybo-
rough
34 Rees Rees ... ...  80 0 0 Roma
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
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QUEENaLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. , WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in. Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The CrownLands Al ienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenth-ninth
day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
No. of No. of Land
Por- Parish. Applies Late Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. tion. District.
75 Samson
Pale
1574 F. Salisbury 160 0 0 Brisbane
86 ,, 1664 J. Gallagher) 80 0 0 „
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause  forty -one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice  of the Executive  Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the under -mentioned selections
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  THURSDAY, the
twenty-ninth  day of April,  1875 ,  at the several
Land Offices named.
Register
No. of 1
Applica-
tion.
986
814
Name of Lessee.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of  section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the under -mentioned
forfeited  selections shall continue to form part of
the homestead areas within which they are respec-
tively situated ,  and shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, subject to the provi-
sions  of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY,
the 22nd day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
`c cy Homestead
x
- Parish. District. Area. Late Lessee. Area.
186 Beaudesert 1705 Brisbane Beaudesert J. Davies  320
25 Tabragalba 1710 TabragalbaT. Harding  280
•24 1711 T. W. Lewis  320
83 Beaudesert 1724 Beaudesert1 I. Markwell  320
84 „ 1727 A.Markwell  320
87 1736 11 T. Dinedale  216
31 Tabragalba 1745 TabragalbaW. Earle 280
* Value of improvements  to be estimated  by the  Land Com-
missioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN, l
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRN6,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY,  the twenty -second
day of April ,  1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
No. of
Por- Parish.
No. of
Applica- Late Area.
Land
Agent's
tion.
A. H. P.
tion. Lessee. Dist ri ct.
ArchibaldBearkly 640 0 0 Toowoomba
James  Kemp 80 0 0 Warwick 281 J. Devereux
A. H. P.
80 0 0 Gymple
Traveston 320 B. Collisson 70 0 0 11
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QIIEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIENS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS. nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the 22nd day
of April, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
Parish.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion
Name of
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
8 Mud-
geeraba 257 D. Pfrunder ,.. 90 0 0 Beenleigh
373 W. League ... 353 0 0 Gympie
387 W. Horton ... 215 3 0
King ... 415  P. Duggan ... 95 0 0
*3 Ferguson 626  C. Jensen ... 60 0 0 Mary-
borough
*  Value of Improvements, £30.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of Marcb,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eignth year'of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim,
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, as an extension of the Surat
Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
Area-4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of tie Balonne
River at a olnt opposite the north corner of the
old Surat Town Reserve, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a north-west line one mile and
seventy-five chains; thence on the north-west by
a south-west line two miles and seventeen chains
to the south-west boundary of Yambugle Run ;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along
that boundary to the Balonne River, and thence by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. j WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion o?the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section  of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes.
Description of lands surrendered from the Lease of
Pikedale Run, in the Unsettled District of
Darling Downs.
About 51 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek;
thence west eighty chains ; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty chains ; thence on the
west by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run ; thence on the east by the
same watershed northerly to thewatershed separat-
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the head
of Pike's Creek ; and thence again on the east by a
south line to the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
to wit. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as Homestead Areas, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, and that the said lands shall  be
open to Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise,
at the Ipswich Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 10th day of May, 1875.
Description of the leased half of the "Crow's
Nest Run," in the West Moreton District,
which has become forfeited by reason of non-
payment of rent.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Perseverance Creek from those of Lockyer's Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over 12 at
737
the head of Perseverance Creek, and bounded
thence by that range easterly to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 10; thence by the
eastern watershed of Perseverance Creek northerly
to Dongeneeriaman or Sandy Mount ; thence by a
line bearing west thirty-one degrees twenty min-
utes north 122 chains to a spur range ; thence by
that spur  range  north. westerly about thirty chains
to the junction of Crow's Nest and Perseverance
Creeks; thence by a range forming the eastern
watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing northerly
to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over XYIII ;
thence by a line bearing north forty-five degrees
west fourteen  chains ;  thence bearing north sixty-
four degrees west twelve chains to a range dividing
the waters of Anduramba Creek from those of
Crow's Nest Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Crow's Nest Creek from
those of Emu Creek; thence by that range south-
westerly about 330 chains ; thence by a line bearing
south frty-five degrees east about 275 chains to
the junction of Crow's Nest and Brown's Creeks ;
thence by Crow's Nest Creek upwards about
twenty chains to the northern boundary of Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve ; thence by that
northern boun(lpry  bearing  east about 260 chains
to the eastern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
that eastern boundary bearing south about 195
chains ; thence by  a line  bearing east thirty-two
degrees south to Perseverance Creek; thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Description of the leased half of the " Dugandan
Run," in the West Moreton District, which
has become forfeited by reason of non-payment
of rent.
Commencing on the Teviot Brook at the junc-
tion of Lower Sandy Creek, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north twenty-one degrees east
about 460 chains to the Woollamon Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to Flinders Peak ; thence
by the range dividin5 the Waters of Warrill Creek
from those of the reviot Brook bearing south-
easterly about 1,310 chains ; thence by a spur
range bearing easterly about 145 chains to a pad-
dock fence at the edge of a scrub ; thence by a line
bearing south forty-nine degrees thirty minutes
east  twenty chains ; thence by a line bearing east
ten degrees thirty minutes south two chains to the
Teviot Brook at a point about 296 chains above the
junction of Sandy Creek; thence by the Teviot
Brook downwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all alienated and surveyed lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section thirty-three of  "The
Mineral Lands Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described shall be, and are hereby withdrawn
from the area  or areas  set apart for Mining
Licenses, under Proclamation dated 31st October,
1872, and shall be available for Selection, by Lease,
as Mineral Lands.
LANDS WITHDRAWN FROM MINING LICENSE.
Folkestone Run-District Darling Downs South.
Description.
145 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Mineral
Selection No. 373E ; thence bounded on the north
by lines west twenty chains, south one chain eighty
links, west twenty-five chains ; on the west by a
line south forty-two chains ; on the south by a line
east twenty-five chains ; on the east by lines north
fourteen chains ninety links, east ten chains, north
eighteen chains fifty links, east ten chains, and
north ten chains thirty- nine  links to point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEP) ENS.
GOD  SAVI. THE QUEEN
QUEEN-LAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
11 Lands Alienation Jet of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second day of
April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
Description of the lands comprised  within  the leased
half of the Run called "Bryce's Sections," in
the East Moreton District, which has become
forfeited by reason of non-payment of rent.
Sections Nos. 135, 150, and 189, county of Stanley.
960 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Delany's
]eased sections, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing west one mile; on the west by a
line bearing south one and a-half miles ; on the
south by  a line  bearing east  one mile,  and on the
east by a line bearing north one and a-half miles to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEENl
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1875.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
IT is hereby notified that the undermentioned
Leases under  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868,"  having been executed by His Excel-
lency the Governor, are now lying at the Land
Agents '  Offices, to be delivered to the Lessees.
Under-Secretary.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name  of Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
1658 Drynan, William ... 2,660 0 0
1773 Daniels, Jesse .. 40 0 0
1779 Walker, William Tuton 600 0 0
1899  Bergin,  John Delaney... 457 0 0
1912 Senden von, August ... 439 0 0
1914  Smales,  Edward ... 100 0 0
1949 Hiscock, William ... 245 0 0
1955 Benfer, Philipp ... 39 3 37
1958 Copson, Thomas ... 90 0 0
1971 togi1, Donald ... 100 0 0
1992 Chandler, Thomas i.. 200 0 0
2007 Robinson, John  158 0 0
2033 Wagner, John Gottfried 1,600 0 0
2035  Burnett,  John ... 154 1 0
2052 Gordon,  James . .. 163 3 0
2059 Bell, Nicholas 122 0 0
2061 Weber, Joseph Valentin 80 0 0
2065 Cribb, William ... 62 0 0
2073 Daly, Michael ... 178 0 0
2075 Kennedy, John ... 149 2 0
2076 Marshall, Thomas ,.. 88 3 37
2081 Cribb, William ... 84 0 0
2084 Garbutt, Charles Over-
end ... 169 2 0
2103 Dun, Jeremiah ... 228 3 16
2110 Logan, Robert Joseph... 431 0 0
2113 Beal, John 321 0 0
2131  Elliott, Henry Herbert 344 0 0
2157 McKay, James ... 200 0 0
2165 Grant,  James  ... 62 2 0
2196  Simpson , John ... 45 0 0
2217 Daly, Michael 45 1 4
2224 Elliott, Henry Herbert 200 0 0
2245 McDonald, Campbell
Livingstone . .. 959 1 0
2251 Shailer, Francis ... 140 0 0
2254 Armstrong, William ... 60 0 0
2268  Todd, John ... ... 72 2 24
2275 Corcoran, Simon .. 100 0 0
2276 Buchanan, John Arthur 40 0 0
2277 Ogilvy, George ... 85 0 0
2300 Hobbs, William ... 150 0 0
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
504 Dwyer, Dennis ... 150 0 0
540 Fanning, Matthew ... 386 0 0
545 Miskin, William Henry 130 0 0
563 Bodeon, John ... 352 0 0
607 Murray,  James  ... 200 2 0
621 Harding,  Isaac .. . 30 0 0
630 Black, Adam ... 115 1 0
659 Levinge, Richard ... 309 0 0
667 Enkelmann, Wilhelm ... 100 0 0
670 Rehfeldt, Carl ... 214 0 0
675 Nielson, Peter ... 329 0 0
676 Karkan, Carl 120 0 0
684 Massie ,  Michael  ...  250 0 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
1371 Watson, senr., Richard 160 0 0
2284 Grieve, John ... 197 0 0
2346 Stark, John ... 667 0 0
2459 Cossart, Henry ,., 240 0 0
2473 McPhail,  George Ross 900 0 0
2480 Quinn, Edward ... 80 0 0
2494 Bell, John Alexander ... 6,820 0  0
2700 Alford, Thomas ...  2,382 2  0
2722 McAndrew,  James ...  137 0 0
2751 Ballantine, Robert ...  294 0 0
2763 Crane, Daniel ...  50 0 0
2782 Mahaffey, William ...  421 2 0
4885
4886
4887
4888
4889
4890
4891
4892
4893
4894
4895
4896
4897
4898
4899
4900
4901
4902
4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908
4909
4910
4911
4912
4913
4914
4915
4916
4917
4918
4919
4920
4921
4922
4923
4924
4925
4926
4927
4928
4929
4930
4931
4932
4933
4934
4935
4936
4937
4938
4939
4940
4941
4942
4943
4944
4945
4946
4947
4948
4949
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
LEASES LYING FOE DELIVERY - continued.
Name of  Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
2786 l1rown,John 640 0 0 4950
2797 Bell, Joshua Peter .. 602 0 0 4951
2813 Patrick, Thomas .. 640 0 0 4252
2863 Alford, Thomas ... 924 2 0 4953
2866 Morrow, William 200 0 0 4954
2882 Watson, senr., Richard 348 0 0 4955
2899 Lord,  Simeon  Fitz Her-
bert ... 599 0 0 4956
2913 Vanneck, Walter ... 1,774 0 0 4957
2918 Richter, Jacob 80 0 0 4958
2923 Garvey, William Charles 198 0 0 4959
2934 Lorterton,,junr.,John.,. 360 0 0 4960
2937 Henderson, John ... 782 0 0 4961
2938 Malt, Jan ... .. 288 0 0 4962
2951 Bowman, William
McArthur ... 1,100 0 0 4963
2954 Patrick, Daniel ... 600 0 0 4964
2957 Watson, John ... 300 0 0 4965
2959 Gregor, Thomas ... 600 0 0 4966
2960 Ditto  ...  ... 95 0 0 4967
2971 Mahon, Edward ... 145 0 0 4968
769
782
922
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
Gillis, William
Plant, James
Watson, Robert
381 0 0
336 0 0
371 0 0
4969
4970
4971
WARWICK DISTRICT.
681 Stevens,  Thomas ... ( 816 0 0 4972
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
685 Puilpott ,  James 84 2 4 4973
691 Cameron ,  James  Aitchi-
son ...  ...  178 2 0 4974
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
288 Thompson, John Charl-
ton 1,000 0 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
635 Kennedy, Alexander 434 1 0
648 McGladdery,  James ... 859 3 0
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
4975
149764977
93 ` Clark, Arthur ... 1  89 2 0  1,  4978
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
10 Murray, John ... (  540 0 0 4979
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
1512 White, William  Duckett 1,000 0 0 4980
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described have  been resumed  from the lease
of the Run called "Yambugle " in the  Maranoa
District, and that  the said lands  will be  reserved
for Township  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Yambugle Run.
Area resumed - 4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank  of the Balonne
River at a point opposite the north corner of the
Old Surat Town Reserve, and bounded  thence on
the north- east  by a north- west line one mile and
seventy-five chains ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west  line two miles and seventeen chains to
the south-west boundary of " Yambugle Run ;"
thence on the south-west by a south- east line along
that boundary to the  Balonne  River,  and thence by
the right bank of that river upwards  to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
l,ermanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL.
county of Stanley, parish of Ti/in, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links ; on the east  by  the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
anglss to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains. +
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang;
section  S.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains ; and on
the south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward: town and parish of Nerang ;
allotments 3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
- Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains  ;  on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to N erang street two chains and  fifty
links; again on the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement,
EXTENSION OF THE MAEYBOROUaH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-east
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
JN pursuance of th  twenty-fourth sectionofThe Crown Lands Alienation Act o  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains; and on
the east by a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section ofThe Crown Lands Alienati n Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that cree,
towards to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be pul fished in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of  Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of  Stanley, parish  of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street; on tJie west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment .16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from  sale  for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall bn published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands lereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE  STANTHORPE  CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and  22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millehester;
allotment  6 of section  8, town  of Millckester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the  east  side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" Tie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
T. B. SrEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish, of Tarampa.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by  a line  bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine chains and twentyy-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the sout-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT:
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north-east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Ckuwar, North
lpswick.
8 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees  30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates:-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each, month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
eaeh month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their  witness.
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DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Tenningering , the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs.
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in  May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT  OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues•
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
mouth afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
XTOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
IN Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee - John Moodie.
Description of land granted .- Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area ,  two acres.
Nature of  error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date of Grant - 30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees .- Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh ,  and John Cleary.
Description of land granted .- Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error. - The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
W HERE AS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of -Herivale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth sect on of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide  Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency  Sir MAIJRICE CHARLES O'CoN-
NELL, Knight, and  by Her Majesty' s Royal
License, a Knight Commander  of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of  the Second  Class of San
Fernando ,  a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain ,  President  of the  Legislative
Council of Queensland ,  and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please"Your  Excellency,-
We, the  undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders ,  beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency ,  and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council ,  that settle-
ment is steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly increasing  ;  and, also, that
most of the Crown lands ad'oiiing the township
are already alienated ,  which selections ,  when fenced
in, wi ll  leave no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents ,  for the purpose of grazing ,  without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely ,  2,800 acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch ),  as a town common ,  for the benefit of the
residents  ;  and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow twenty-seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W 1 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FORA CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TowERs.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south- east  corner of section IA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by  a line  bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
J HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south-
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street ; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
aken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm Kunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description  of land  granted.-Allotment 9 of sec-
tion 7, town  and parish  of Cooktown, county of
Banks . Area, two roods  and sixteen perches.
Nature of  error .-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore  having  been inserted as that
of the intended  grantee , instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu  Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony, describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid  the correct area and description shall be
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taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description, and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west  corner  of portion 511, and bounded
thence on  the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and  fifty-four
links ; on  the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded  thence on  the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy  links , and 315 degrees
30 minutes  four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east by a line  bearing  150 degrees forty chains and
Hurty-five  links ;  and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to  the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
N
X,  HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of  Dublin, allotment 5, section  13,  town of
Mitch ell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains  ;  on the north.
east by allotment 4 bearing south -east  five chains;
on the south -east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains  ;  on the south -west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
'WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for any public
purpose , notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette for  thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section  VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266  degrees  15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison,  allotment  No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St.  Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east  ten chains  ; on the east
by a line bearing north four  chains ; on the north
by allotment go. 3 bearing  west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands , subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved  for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN TIIE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
An area extending for six miles from CooktowB
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
i ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PE11SONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence  with the Government on
business relating  to the Public  Lands of  the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds,  Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary  for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first  TU E SDAY  in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for  selection  by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does  not comprise  any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the  Mineral  Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and  should be  reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown L auds  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 18711.
RENEWAL OF  PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section  of " The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869"  for renewed leases for four.
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which wi ll  expire on and after the
81st  December, 1870,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to  be lodged  not later  than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
teases, as  prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TITT,LY,
t l,isf C,.z i_ s sinter of C-avi, Tw*"ic
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SCHOOL HOUSES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
J Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from  persons willing  to contract for the
erection  of four School Houses, on the Southern
and Western Railway, between Ipswich, Too-
woomba, Warwick, and Dalby, one or more.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  School
Houses, Southern and Western Railway. "
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich, Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders  must state  the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Bris-
bane, within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
30th instant, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  or at  Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will nut necessarily
be accepted.
75-1475. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1875.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SEWER IN MAKERSTON STREET, BRISBANE.
r!
I
ENDERS will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
23rd April next, from persons willingsto contract
for building Sewer in Makerston street, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sewer,
Makerston street."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
andmust statethe time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-1256.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April,  1875,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this
j' Office, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m.. on FRIDAY, the 30th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-1606.
H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd April next,
from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Tewantin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Tewantin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the  work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond  to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-1476. II. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must  be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WORKMEN'S COTTAGES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April
instant ,  from persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of Twenty- seven  Workmen's Cottages on
the S. and W. Railway from Ipswich to Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders to state price per cottage, and to be
endorsed  " Tender for Cottages, S. and W. Rail-
way."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and  at the Court Houses at Ipswich,
Toowoomba , Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, HAWKWOOD.
FRESHTenders will be r ceived at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gayndah, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Station at Hawkwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Hawkwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Gayndah.
aTenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every'Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
v January, 1875, folio 148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-1227.
H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 10th
V1 February, 1875, folio 349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient o open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 30thDecember, 1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette  of  9th January, 1875, relative to the
opening of a new Road from Gowrie Siding to
south-west corner of Portion 53, and from Gowrie
Siding to Meringandan, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they  will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-455.
If.  E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, in pursuance of
the fourth clause of "  The Enclosure of Roads
Act of  1864," and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel all Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
THE following Donations have been received by
the Curator of the  Brisbane  Museum during
the months  of February and March:-
Mr. C. F. Hill-One Liasis.
Mr. Monahan -One large thornback rayc.
Mr. James Collins, Pine River-Two flying mice.
Mr. Newton-Lela Australis (bird).
Mr. J. Eastwood-One bronze ring, coin, bronze and
stone axe.
Mr. F. O. Darvall--One small snake, Cacopliis Harnittn
Dr. Andrews-Collection of eggs from English birds.
Mr. John Wardley, Pimpama-Two grey-colored flying
squirrels.
Mr. Radford-One skeleton of a black woman.
Mr. Carrington--Two star-fish.
Mr. Putwain-Human bones and dresses out of the
stomach of a shark killed  close to the  " Gothenberg."
Mrs. A. Manning-One lizard.
Mr. W. Shaw, Enoggera-One large carpet snake, 9 feet
6 inches.
Mr. A. McPherson-Bundle of Currajong and silky
cotton of  an indigenous plant.
Mr. Nicolas Bell-One beetle (Stigmodera).
Mr. Sub-Inspector Johnstone, Lower Herbert-Nests of
tailor birds ,  eggs, and one largo fishing  net used by
the natives.
VISITORS.
February, 1,827. March, 2,141.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE following hydrographical information rela-
tive to the New Hebrides and New Caledonia,
is published for general information.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
NEW HEBRIDES AND NEW CALEDONIA.
ITer Majesty's Ship " Pearl,"
Sydney, 22nd March, 1875.
HTDROGRAPHICAL MEMO. No. 12.
The accompanying information which I have
received from Captain Chapman, of Her Majesty's
Ship " Dido," relative to the New Hebrides and
New Caledonia, is hereby promulgated for general
information and guidance.
(Signed) JAMES G. GOODENOUGH,
Captain and Commodore Second Class,
Commanding Australian Station.
To the respective Captains and Officers
Commanding Her Majesty's Ships.
NEW HEBRIDES.
Tleree-Hills Island.-A  reef extends about 2' in an
easterly direction from the N. end of this island.
Api Island.-The  land from Three Hills is very
clearly laid down in chart No. 1380. The passage
between Tonoa and Api appears  very  foul, numerous
reefs and  shoals having been seen from  the masthead and
bridge. Approaching the South end of Api, Nanuka
Island is clearly made out as a cone covered  with trees.
It stands well out from the land, but is apparently a
mile further E. than placed on the chart. Between
this island and the mainland, the coast line falls back
into a deep bay. The " Dido " coasting  along close in-
shore, no dangers were seen  from the masthead or bridge,
further than the fringe reef which trends along this
shore about 4' from the beach. On approaching La
Menu Island, we steamed closer in to the shore, and
observed a bay between the island and mainland. Find-
ing, however, nothing less than thirty  fathoms , and that
very close into the beach, we steamed out again, and
made for the island of Mallicollo.
Mallicollo Island.-A  small wooded island was ob-
served, which is not marked on chart No. 1380. It lies
S. 15° W. about 5' from the south-west point of S. W.
Bay. Off its West point  a reef runs  out about two
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cables, and off south-west point a reef extends a short
distance. The whole of the South coast trends much
further back than shown on the chart ; it is also full of
small bays and little islands. The islands appear to lie
about one or two miles from the beach. The " Dido"
coasting along, observed a long, low, wooded island lying
north and south from One-Tree Point (so named from
having a small rock off it, with one tree standing on it).
The channel between this island and the mainland ap-
peared very foul, and is about 2' wide. Westerly 3' from
One-Tree Point is another bluff-looking point ; and
between these two points the land falls back, forming a
small bay, with which we communicated. From Bluff
Point a reef runs out in a a.W. direction past and
round some small islands lying off the beach. About
3' N.E. by N. lies another wooded low island, from the
east end of which a dangerous reef runs out to about two
miles.
Anibryni Island.-This  island we found to be at least
5' nearer to the Mallicollo coast than placed on the
chart. Dip Point is easily recognised by its name-a
small fringe reef runs round the coast. With this slight
exception the coast appears quite free from danger.
NEW CALEDONIA.
Shoal inside the Woodin Pass.-A  shoal extending
S. 36° W. (Magnetic) 3' from Ta Peak, and marked (?)
on chart 2907, has been clearly made out and surveyed
by the French officers. It is 2' in length, W. by S. and
E. by N., and carries from 4} to 11 fathoms over it.
From the centre of the shoal Ta Peak bears N. 36° E.,
Mount D'Or N. 46° W. On the present chart it is
marked (Shoal ?).
See Chart-Island of Pines to Uen Island, No. 2906.
Uen Island to Point St. Vincent, No. 2907.
(Signed) J. A. JONES,
Navigating Lieutenant.
Approved-
(Signed) W. C. CHAPMAN,
Captain.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information thatLic nses from the T easury have bee issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of March, 1875.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Place.
McDonald, A. B. ... ... Copperfield
Connolly, John ... ... I Gayndah
Graham, John ... ditto
Clifton, Aplin Bros. ,,, ... Georgetown
Graham and Co. ... ... Maryborough
Connolly, J. .., ,.. ... Mount Perry
Graham, John ... ... .. ditto
Power and Connolly ... ditto
Ross,  W. A., and Co.
... Millchester
Corbett, P. M.... ... Palmerville
Katufa, George .., ditto
James, Wm. ditto
Jackson, W . ditto
MoLennon, John ditto
Wingon and Co. ditto
Anderson, John Warwick
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
Hughes, E. M....
Wallin, W.
McCartney G.
O'Reilly, Edwd.
McKay, G.
Bardsley, Francis
Brown, Donald
Brophy, Stephen
Cassidy, O. S. ...
Fox, Patrick
Hamilton, R. W.
McNult, A.
McLoughlin, James
Malone, Thomas
Rohan, Cornelius
Whittington, George
Worrall, P. E....
Smith, Alex., junr.
Brisbane
ditto
Clermont
ditto
Dalby
Palmerville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
St. Lawrence
Toowoomba
LI CENsEs - eon  tinned.
Name. Place.
AUCTIONEERS.
Eyre, John Brisbane
Forrest, Wm. ... ditto
Molle, G. B. ditto
Tawse, H. H. ... Clermont
Condell, W. Cooktown
Cumming, R. S. W. Dalby
Jamic,on, Robt. T. Millchester
Allom, W. J. ,.. Ravenswood
Bros, n, E. S. Somerset
Res T. N. Stanthorpe
Just, Arthur Z. Townsville
McNish J. H. Tenningering
BILLIARDS.
Hansford, H. ... Mi llchester
Whitman, J. Tambo
Aherne, P. ... Townsville
Evans, J. ... ditto
Major, W.
... ditto
McGrath, J.
... ditto
BAGATELLE.
Baldrey, C.
... ... ....Ipswich
Lowe, A. F.
... ... ... Townsville
RECTIFYING  LICENSE.
Forsyth, Robert ... ... I Milton Distillery
To DISTIL FROM WINE (30 VIOT., No. 23).
Kircher, Jacob ... ... I Warwick
The Treasury,
Queensland, let January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above arnow open at Allora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimua, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Sprin sure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence,  Surat , Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings  upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to  the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed  on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st March, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
MACKAY TO FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
T
ENDERS for  construction of the land portion
of the abovementioned line, a distance of
three  (3) miles, more or less, and for erection of
two (2)  test houses, to receive shore ends of sub-
marine cable , will be  received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane,
until noon  on MONDAY,  3rd May next.
Particulars of specification may be seen, and
forms of tender obtained ,  on application at the
office of the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  or Telegraph Office, Mackay.
Tenders may be forwarded by Telegraph.
GEORGE THORN,  Junior.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th April, 1875.
WARWICK HOSPITAL.
I IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
i of the Executive Counc il , has been pleased
to approve of the following amended Rule 17 of the
Rules for the general management of  the Warwick
Hospital.
A. MACALISTER.
XVII. VISITING S URGEONS.
The visiting  surgeons  Shall have the entire
medical control of the patients, and for this pur-
pose shall visit the Hospital when necessary ; they
shall be honorary officers of the institution, and
until a House Surgeon shall have been appointed
they shall have control over the wardsman,  nurses,
and medical stores ; they shall insert in a book kept
for that purpose an accurate history of the cases,
and the result of their treatment ; they shall, on
every alternate Wednesday, lay before the com-
mittee a return of gratis patients received and dis-
charged, with date of admission and discharge, and
also a return  of paying patients, and the number of
days to be charged to them ; they shall be em-
powered in urgent  cases  to admit patients into the
Hospital subject to the approval of the committee
at their next  meeting as to  whether the patient
shall be  a paying or a gratis  patient.
Provided always that all pauper patients sent
into the Hospital by the Police Magistrate for the
time  being, shall be admitted on his order alone ;
such order to be accompanied by a certificate from
the Government Medical Officer for the time being,
that the patient is suffering from  disease and is a
fit subject for treatment in the institution.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magist ates, at
Cunnamulla, from the 1st day of July, 1874, to the
31st day of December, 1874, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Alfred Eccles ...
Description of
License.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
Hardwood Granted 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE attention of Stockowners,  and all persons
concerned, is invited to the Proclamation pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th March last, whereby the prohibition against
the landing in Queensland of cattle, sheep, and pigs,
coming  from  places  beyond the Australasian Colo-
nies , has been continued until the 30th June, 1876.
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.
CONFISCATED GOODS.
TO be sold by auction , at the Custom House,
Rockhampton,  at noon, on  SATURDAY, the
1st May, 1875, under 8th sec. 34 Vic., No. 1 :-
Three cases  Freeman 's Chlorodyne, each  48 dozen.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 30th March, 1875.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE Revd . JAMES LovE having removed from
Warwick,  in the Registration District of
Warwick, to  Brisbane ,  in the Registration District
of Brisbane ,  and the Revd. JAMES MATTHEWS
having removed from Brisbane to Warwick, have
respectively given me notice of such removals, in
accordance  with  the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1875.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on or after
the 12th day of May next, to issue in the name ofPatrick Hishon, of Ravenswood, licensed victualler,
a provisional Certificate of Title for twentytwo
and eight-tenths perches of land, being sub-divisions
7 and 14 of allotment 7 of section 40, situated in the
county of Livingstone, parish and town of Rock-
hampton, and more particularly described in the
Register Book, vol. 66, folio 232 ; the original
Certificate of Title having been lost or mislaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1875.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend,  in  con.
conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  The Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 18th day of May next, to issue in the
name of William Taylor Perkins, of Toowoomba,
hotel-keeper, a provisional Deed of Grant for eight
acres two roods  and nine  perches of  land, situate in
the county of Aubigny, and parish of Douglas, being
portion No. 54, and more particularly described in
the Register Book, vol. 100, folio 189 ;  the original
Deed of Grant having been stolen from  premises
known as " Horse and  Jockey Hotel," Sydney.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST CHANNEL ,  BRISBANE RIVER BAR.
IN consequence of the removal of the Dredge for
repairs, masters of vessels are hereby cau-
tioned that the north -west corner of the Inner
Cutting will, on Saturday ,  the 10th instant, and
until further notice ,  be marked by a Dredge Punt,
moored twenty feet from the edge of the Bank.
A White Light  will be exhibited from it by
night, and a Red Flag by day.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  8th April, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
TT is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section or
J " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date. Plans of the Roads can
be seen at this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHBDULB OF ROADS TO BR CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R, P.
1 A. Adsett
... ... Reserved road through Portion 46 ... Whiteside 5 1 11
2 Ditto ... ... Road separating Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto
... ... Reserved road through Portion 58 ... ditto... 2 2 7
4 1 Ditto
i ... ...
One of the roads reserved through
Portion 38
ditto ... 8 0 29
The above closure is proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portion
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance with
the conditions prescribed in  "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands,  according  to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after THURSDAY, 15th April, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Agent a Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
egister
No.
220
Local
No. Selected by
J. Fenwick ...
Date of Selection.
1871.
27 September ...
Locality.
on Gigoomgan
Area.
A. B. P.
100 0 0
Land Agent 's Office at
which application
must  be made.
Gympie.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to open a new Road through portion No. 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75.999. H. E. KING.
B00 31 OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 115, PARISH OF GEHAM , COUNTY  OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
NBer
No. Portion of Road . of
i tion.
I Commencing  at the 115
south-east corner of
the portion ,  and run-
ning  north, south-
westerly ,  westerly, and
north-westerly to its
north boundary
Reputed BreadthHow-Held. Owner. Occupier ,  Bearings . Lengths, l ofRoad Area . Remarks.
ch. iks. A. E. P.
"Leasing Act  William Unoccupied 1 3601 0' 30 31 I  chain... 8 1 32
of 1866" Murphy 222° 0' 9 0
266° 0' 10 0
307°30' 9 50
360° 0' 7 9
This Book of Reference cancels  portion of road No. 1,  of the Book  of Reference proclaimed  in the  Government  Gazette  of November
8th, 1873, folio 1878.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
CHE Licensees and Lessees of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specif ed in con ection with their respec ive Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
W. ALCOCK  TULLY.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Bank of New South Wales ... ...
J. R. Lomax ... ... ... ...
J. Taylor ... .,. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
New Zealand and Australian Land
Company of G Ihagow  (Limited)
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
J. P., J. A., and M. Bell ... ...
Name of Lessee. Name of Run. Amount.
£ 8. d.
... ... 75 18 15 0
... ... 96  24 0 0
...
96  24 0 0
... ...
100  25 0 0
... ...
58  14 10 0
...
50  12 10 0
... ... 50  12  10  0
.., ... 100 25 0 0
... ... 65 16 5 0
... ... 75 1815 0
... ... 75  18 15  0
... ,,, 100 25 0 0
,., ... 100 25 0 0
... ...
100 25 0 0
...
100 25 0 0
,.. 100 25 0 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... ... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
...
100 25 0 0
... ...  100 25 0 0
... ...  100 25 0 0
... ... 100 25 0 0
... ...
100 25 0 0
... ...
50 12  10  0
... ...
50 12 10 0
... ... 50  12  10  0
... ... 100 25 0 0
60 12  10  0
50 12 10 0
... 50 12  10  0
... ... 50 12  10  0
... ... 50 12 10 0
50 12  10  0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 1210 0
... ...  50 12 1Q 0
... ...
50  12  10 0
... ... 50 1210 0
... ...
100 25 0 0
... ...  100 25 0 0
...
50 12 10 0
... ... 50 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... ...
40 10 0 0
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
H. Cory
Ditto
G.  G.  Cory ... ... ... ...
Ditto
W. G. Bell, and C. B. and A. F.
Dutton
Ditto . ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ... ...
J. Nisbet ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
W. Kelman ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
T. and C.  Rome  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Diteo ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .,. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ..,
W. J. Forrester ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
K. Budge ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
J. Stevenson  ... ... ... ...
Qovett,  Thomson ,  Ruaaall , and
Thomson
Forrestgrove ... ... Mitchell
Bandour ... ... ... ditto
Wa ll op ... ... ... ditto
Alfred Downs No.1 ,,, ditto
Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto
Naughton Vale No. 1 ditto
. ditto  No.  2  ... ditto
Douglas Downs  ... ...  ditto
Hazlemere... ... ... ditto
Bundaberinia ... ... ditto
Moselle ... ... ... ditto
Hazlewood ... .... ditto
Quorn ... ... ... ditto
Colston ,.. ... ... ditto
Alfred Downs No. 2 ... ditto
ditto  No. 3  ... ditto
Vacy No. I ... ... ... ditto
ditto No. 2 ... ... ... ditto
Clifton ... ... ... ditto
Bimera North  ... ...  ditto
ditto South ... ... ditto
Ridgelands  ... ... ...  ditto
Woodlands  ... ... .. , ditto
Carella No. 1 ... ... ditto
ditto No. 2 ... ... ditto
Jundah ... ... .., ditto
Holbern Hill ... ... ditto
Peninsula  ... ... ... ditto
Welford Downs ... ... ditto
Adaford ... ditto
Henley .. ... ... ditto
Walton ... ... ... ditto
Adderley ... ... .... ditto
Cirencester ... ... ... I ditto
Wandsworth ditto
Marlow Bridge ditto
Mortlake ... ... ... ditto
Metz  ... ... ... ...  ditto
Sedan  ... ... ...  ditto
Kingston  ... ... ...  ditto
Alliance ... ... ... ditto
Forresters '  Retreat ... ... ditto
Coolie West ... ... ... ditto
ditto 1st ... ... . ..  ditto
Isis Ddwns No .  11 ... ... ditto
ditto No.7 ... ... ditto
Area in
District. Square
Miles.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE undermentioned  Mineral Selections having become  forfeited  by reason of non-comp liance withthe conditions prescribed in "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and " The Miner l Lands
Act of  1872," it is hereby notified that  the same  will be oppen to Selection as Mineral lands, accordin
to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after TUESDAY, 13th April, 1875, at the undernote
Land Agent' s Offices.
The value of the improvements, if any, on each selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. S'TEPRENS.
Register
No.
Local
No.
Land Agent 's Office at
Selected by Date of Selection .  Locality. Area. which application
must be mad e.
A. S. P.1872.
Clermont.near Oakey  Creek ,..  80 0 0990 ... Samuel  and Frith ... 10th June ...
ditto.ditto ... .. 40 0 01,050 .. Ditto ... ... 24th June ...
ditto.near Drummond  Creek 80 0 02,137 18 Ditto ... 30th October ...
Ipawiob.near  old Drayton track I 40 0 01,789 ... McIntyre and Co. ... 12th September
to Helidon
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Dep'alonei1  of Publ$  Works,
Brisbane, 7th A13ri1,1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road to Gladfield and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selection
891 (Warwick  Register ), to the Warwick and Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-846. H. E. KING.
BOOS .  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM SELECTION 891 (WARWICK REGISTER), TO THE WARWICK AND
IPSWICH ROAD, PARISH OF GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING  DowNs, TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
a000
O o2
How Held.
From the north-west 767
corner of  selection 891,  War-
through selection 767 wick
to the Warwick and Register
Ipswich road
Conditional
selections,
C. L.A.
Act of
1868"
Reputed
Owner.
Wm. Bradbum
Occupier. Bearings.
360° 0'
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
T.  Ike.9 70 1 chain
Area.
A. H. P.
0 3 21
Remarks.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STEATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD AREAS ,  BEING PART OF
WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD AND GILBERT ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DowNS , TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
A.  'Commencing  on the W.R.
west boundary of por- 1007
tion 4, parish of  Glad.
field,  and running
easterly to its east
boundary
Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 5, parish of Glad-
field ,  and running
easterly to its east
boundary
"C. L. A.Actl  John Lyons
8"VIM
1007  "C. L. A. Act
of 1866"
C. Slight alteration of pre- 770
sent road near north;
east corner of Warwick
Register No. 770
D. Commencing on the
west boundary of por
tion 68A,  and running-
about  east by north to
its east boundary
E. Two triangular pieces W.R.
out of the north-west 994
corners of  Warwick
Register No. 994
F. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion  190, and running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
G. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 186, and  running
about E.N.E. to its
tb dsae gu
H.
n ary
Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 187, and running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
"C. L. A.Act
q/`1868"
Held under
the  "Leas-
ing Act of
1866"
"C. L. A.
Act of
1868
Held under
the  "Leas-
ing Act of
1866"
Held under
the"Lea.-
lag Act of
1866"
Held under
the "Leas-
ing Act of
1866"
1.  A t ri angular piece out War- Held under
of the  north-west. wick  the"  C. L.
corner of portion 772 Register'  A. Act of
No. 772  186811
J. Running  from the south-
west  corner  of portion
185, in a no rt h-easterly
direction to its east
boundary
K. Running from the west
L.
boundary of pre-emp-,
five 9, parish of Gilbert,
in a north-easterly
direction to its north
boundary
Running from the south
boundary of p.p.1, in
a north-easterly a:rcc-
tion to its east  bound-
ary
"Lea.uiq
Act of
1866
Freehold...
Freehold ..,
Unoccupied'  N. 81° 45'
It.
John Lyons  Unoccupied 810451
CourtneySpry Unoccupied 77° 30'
Arnold Weiu- Unoccupied 77° 30'
holt (Y° 52'
C. Spry ... Unoccupied 77° 30'
67° 52'
Arnold Weill - Unoccupied
bolt
67-521
Arnold  Wein-  Unoccupied
bolt
67° 52'
Arnold Wein- Unoccupied
bolt
670  52'
C. Spry Unoccupied 67° 52'
54Q 10'
A. Weinholt Unoccupied 54" 10'
A. Weinholt Unoccupied 54° 10'
A. Weinholt Unoccupied 47° 30'
65933,
16 72 2 chains! 3
12 10 2 chains 2
3 64 2 chains 0
35 14 2 chains  7
0 72
3 23 average 0
35 links
6 72 average 0
1 chain
30 20 2 chains  5
28 66 2 chains 5
30 16 2 chains 6
1 u5 average 0
2 98 width
I chain
31'e71 2 chains 6
10 84 2 chains 2
21 93 chains 6
9 70
1 19 ,  Lightly tim-
bered slopes
1 27 Unimproved
stony ri dges
2 23
0 9 South side of
road fenced
withwa llaby
proof fence
017'1 Unimproved
2 11 Open  forest,
part of north
boundary
fenced
1 34 Lightly tim-
bered black
soil ; unim-
proved
2 34 South bound-
ary fenced;
otherwise
unimp ro ved
0 4 Unimp ro ved
lightly tim-
be re d coun-
try
1 24 Unimproved
forest coun-
try
2 3 Unimproved
open forest
1 14
0 38
Fence crass
this portion.
Bridge over
Millar's Vale
Creek in this
and follow.
ing portion
Pence runs
close  to south
boundary of
road
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NEW  ROAD: ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STBATHMILLAB  HOMESTEAD  AREAS-Cgittittited.
No.  Portion of Road.
6Q
Y m
CA
e
M. Running  from the west j ...
boundary of p.p. 6, in
a north-easterly direc-
tion, to its east bound-
ary
N. Running  fr om the west
boundary of p.p. 6, in
anorth -easterly direr.-
tion ,  to its  east bound-
ary
0. Running from the west War-
boundary  of selection  wick
19,inan easterly  direc- Register
tion ,  to Gap  Creek ,  its No. 19
north boundary
P. Running in an easterly
direction across abend
in Gap Creek
Q.
R.
Running from Gap Creek, W.R.
the north boundary 19
of selection 19, in an
easterly direction, to
its east boundary
Running from the east
boundary of selection
19, in an easterly direc-
tion ,  totbe west bound.
ary of selection 597
How held Reputed occupier Bearings Lengths
Breadth
of Area.. Owner. . .. Road,
ohs. Iks. 1 A. R. P. 1
Freehold... A. Weinbolt  Unoccupied  65° 33' 33 11  2 chains 17 1 20
68-45,  24 21
79-15,  19
67° 50' 10
08
16
Freehold .., A. Weinholt Unoccupied- 67° 50' 85 01 2 ,chains 17 0 17
84° 42' 00 51
Pre-emptive A. Weinholt Unoccupied  84° 42' 26 64 2 chains 30  0 0
selection, 90° 34 34
"C. L. A. 106° 30' 5 20
Act of 93° 32 88
1868" 100° 10' 16 37
68° 30' 35 00
Crown 106° 25 07 irregu-  ...
lands 69° 10 30 lar
Pre-emptive ' A. Weinlolt Unoccupied 60° 7
width
55 irregu- 13 0 0
selection 88° 15 00 lar
"C. L. A. 95° 47' 9 41 width
Act of 74° 8' 8 69
1868" 44° 10 60
938 8 49
126° 3 69
Crown 126° 13 25 2 chains 4 2 16
Lands 96° 9 64
Remarks.
South side of
road par-
tially fenced
South side
partially
fenced
Unimproved
stony ridges,
several fences
run through
selection
This portion
is in the
Gladfleld
Homestead
area
Steep stony
ridges; north
boundary of
road occa-
sionally
crosses oreek
1 Open forest
ridges
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Dalby Town Reserve to the Lagoon  Reserve , parish of Dalby, county
of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane ,  and at  the Police Office, Dalby;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit.
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grqunded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4851. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  DALBY TOWN RESERVE TO THE LAGOON  RESERVE, PARISH OF
DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING  DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER
TUB  ACT OF  C OUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion  of Road . No.  of How held.Selec-
tion.
Reputed occupier.
Owner.
1 Commencing on the Dalby Freehold  ...  Edward James  Unoccu-
west boundary  of Register Blaxland pied
selection ,  Dalby No. 16
Register, No. 16,
and  ru nning about
E. by S. 9 S. to its
east boundary
2 Commencing on the  Dalby Freehold  ...  Arthur Forster Unoccu-
west boundary  of Register Blaxland pied
selection ,  Dalby No. 67
Register , No. 67,
and  ru nning about
E. by S. }  S. to its
east boundary
3 Commencingonthe  Daiby Freehold  ...  George Max- Unoccu-
west boundary of Register land Molle pied
selection No. 21, No. 21
and  ru nning about
E. by S.1 S. and
E.B.E. z S.  to Myall
Creek ,  its fsouth-
east boundary
4 Commencing  on Dalby Freehold .., A. F. Blaxland Unocca-
Myall Creek ,  the Register pied
north  boundary No. 71
of selection 71,
and  ru nning
easterly to the
south-weat corner
of the Lagoon
Reserve
LengthBearings
Breadth
of Area Remarks.. in Chains. Road.
.
char. iks. A. s. r.
106030,  67 85 150  links 10 0 28 Open plain,
106° 30'  15 65 150 links 2 1 15
west side
fenced.
Unimproved,
106° 30'  23 49 150 links 4 2 0
open plain.
Unimproved,
115° ,,, 6 0 open plain
115°  4 75 150 links 4 1 6
and open box
forest, north
and east
boundary
fenced.
Lfyall scrub,
E3° 15' 9 40 poor soil,
73° 5' 15 0 east boun-
dary fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to Allora, counties of Aubiny and Merivale, Darling Downs
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Refernce, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-3,768. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON TO ALLOBA ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE,
DARLING  DOWNS  DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 22, and running south-easterly
to its east bounda ry
2 Commencing on the west boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 37,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
S Commencing  on the north boundary
on Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 20,  and running southerly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 2, and running south-easterly
to Hodgson 's Creek
5 Commencing on the north-west
boundary of Eton Vale pre-emptive
purchase No.1, at Hodgson's Creek,
and running south-easterly toits
south boundary
6 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No.31, and running south-easterly
to its east boundary
7 Commencing  on the west  boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 50, and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
8 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 51,  and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
9 Commencing on the east boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 81,  and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
10 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 66,  and running southerly to
its south boundary
11 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 79,  and running  south. easterly
to its cast  boundary
12 Commencing on the west boundary
of  selection  No.98 T.R., andrunning
south-easterly to its south bound-
ary
13 Commencing on the north boundary
of selection 480, under  "Leasing
Act of  1866," and runuing south-
easterly to its south boundary
14 Commencing on the north boundary
15
16
17
18
19
20
No. of IPortion. iReputed Owner . Bearings.
Hodgson
Ramsay
and S. 32° 17' E.
Hodgson and S. 32° 17' E.
Ramsay 5.12°  14?  E.
Hodgson and S. 12°  IT  E-
Ramsay
Hodgson
Ramsay
and
5.17° 14' E.
S.17° IT E.
Hodgson and S. 17° 14' E.
Ramsay S. 52° E. ...
S. 58° E. ...
S.10°5'E.
Hodgson
Ramsay
and S. 10° 5' E....
Hodgson
Ramsay
and S. 10° 5' E....
Hodgson
Ramsay
and S. 9° 57' E....
Hodgson and S. 54° 50'E.
Ramsay S. 35° 50' E.
S. 4° 50' E.
Hodgson and S 4° 5d E ....
Ramsay S.  29° 10' W.
S. 29° E . ...
Hodgson and S. 29° E . ...
Ramsay S. 42°  E. ...
Alexander Smith S. 25° 17' E.
W. B. Tooth ... 250  17' E.
W. B. Tooth ,..  8.25117'E.
of Clifton pre-e.nptive purchase
28 nd ru nin s th easterlN , a g yo. n ou
to its east  boundary
cin on the wC t b d W B S 2 ° 17' ET hgommen es oun ary
of Clifton pre-emptive  purchase
No. 26,  and running  south-easterly
to its south boundary
Commencing on the north  boundary
of Clifton  pre-emptive  purchase
and runninNo 25 outh l t
. . oot ... 5 .
8. 8° E. ...
W. B. Tooth ...  S. 8° E.
. , g  s ery o
its south  boundary
Commencing on the north-west
boundarv of selection 211, under
"Leasing Act  q( 1866," on King's
and runninCreek s th lt
W. G. Wilson... S. 29°
S. 50°
30' E.
10' E.
g, ou y-eas er
to its south  boundary
Commencing  on the north boundary
of selection 210, under  "Leasing
Act of  1866," and running south-
C. G. D'Albedyll S. 50° 1(r E.
easterly  to its south boundary
Commencing  on the north boundary C. H. Green .. 8, 11°33' W.
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 17,  and runsdng south.
westerly to  its west  boundary
Commencing on the east  boundary C. it. Green .. S. 14° 33' W.
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No.  16, and running south-
westerly to its south boundary
Length l
in chains .)
Breadth
of Road. Area .  Remarks.
,,hs lies I ! A. R. P.
55 30
i
2 chains 10 2 20
41 72 2 chains 8 1 24
2 40 `
48 30 2 chains 19 1 27
48 79
17 51 2 chains 3 2 16
6 72 2 chains 5 3 9
10 90
9 21
1 1
61 30 2 chains . 11 0 21
31 22 , 2 chains 5 0 22
40 27 2 chains 8 0 21
9 50 2 chains 5 2  35
14  90
5 80
13 34  2 chains 8 3 18
17 0
14 0
41 0  2 chains 9 3 11
10 0
18 15 2 chains 3 0 1$ Held under
43
85 2  chains 8
"Crown Lanila
Alienation Ail
of
83 3  Held under
"Leasing Act
of  1866."
1 35 20 2 chains 6 2 4
10 1 2 chains 2 035
3 63
80 80 2 chains 16 0 25
11 15 3 chains 9 2  0 Hold under
21 99 "Leasing Act
of  1866."
62  29  8 chains 18 2 20
14 38  12 chains 2 0 5
78 89 2 chains 14 330
I
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Department  of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Myrtle Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and Denison,
county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Maryborough  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
11. E. KING.
75-800.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART  OF ROAD FROM MYRTLE  CREEK TO MARYBOBOUGH ,  PARISHES OF ST.
MARY  AND DENISON ,  COUNTY  OF LENNOX ,  WIDE  BAY DISTRICT, TO BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD  UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. i Portion  of Road.
Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
portion No. 7, parish
of Denison, and run-
ning westerly and
no rt herly to Myrtle
)low held.
Freehold.,,
I
ReputedOwner. Occupier.
Length  I  Breadth
Bearings. in of Area . Remarks.
Chains. Road.
Wolsten Croft Wolsten N .  314°
chains.
15' E .  607 Uneven
A.
5
H.
1
P.
4 Unimp ro ved
Croft 8° 30' 1,027 scrub land.
28° 05' 250
35° 26' 289
31. Weir ... 1 31. Weir ,.. N. 6° 18' E.  267 Uneven 7 1 33-11,Partly scrub
360° 1,032 170  links and part ly
360° 5,355 100  links forest land,
1
Creek
Continuation of above Freehold...
road,  running  north
along the eastern
boundary of portion
197
unimpi oved.
Department of Public Works
Brisbane,  1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
11. E. KING.
75.661).
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing  in the
no rt h boundary  of
portion 197,  and run-
ping south-westerly
to its south boundary
2 Commencing in the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 198,  and run-
ning south -westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the
north boundary  of
portion 199,  and run-
ning south -easterly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing in the
north-west corner of
portion 200,  and run-
ning south-easterly to
its southern boundary
How held. Reputed Owner . Occupier. Bearings.
LeaangAct James Ivory J. Ivory ... )iii'
of1866
Leasing  Act  Nathaniel N. Watson 2011°
of 1866  Watson 155° 15'
Leasing Act  James  Ivory  ... T. Maguire 155P 15'
of 1866 1181 25'
Fre ehold ... James Ivory ,.. J. Ivory .., 118° 25'
145°52'
136°
Length
in
Chains.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
Cho. 1k9.  links. A. R. P.
19 83 100 1 3 38 Unimproved.
13 15  100 1 25 Fenced and
10 63 cultivated.
15 12 100 3 2 4 Unimproved.
19 20
4 53 100 4 3 0 Unimproved.
39 77
2 64
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Toowoomba to Highfield, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force  in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba,  and all persons interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clere
of the  Executive  Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the road in question.
70-1021. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  No. 115,  PARISH OF GEHAM, COUNTY or
AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DowNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT or
COIINCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road,
zo
m
aom
How Reputed
held. Owner.
I Commencing at the 115  Leasing  William
south-east corner of  Act  of  Murphy
the port ion ,  and run- 1866
ning no rt h ,  south-
westerly ,  westerly, and
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h boundary
LengthOccupier .  Bearings. in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. lks.
Unoccupied  300° 0' 30 31 1 chain
A. H. P.
6 1 32
222° 0' 9 0
2800 0' 10 0
307° 30' 9 50
360° 0' ( 7 9
Nora.-This Book of Reference cancels portion of road No .  1 of the Book of Reference proclaimed in the  Goversmtent Casette  of
8th November ,  1873, folio 1876.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from the Redbank Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro and
St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE REDBAN K  CROSSING TO THE FBANESTONE ROAD ,  PARISHES
OF TIARO AND ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH AND LENNox,  WIDE  BAY DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
Z0. Portion  of Road. No. of
Selection.
1 A triangular piece out
of the no rt h-east
corner of port ion No.
28, pari sh Tiaro,
county of March
2 Along the south boun-
dary of portion No. 76,
parish of St. Mary,
county of Lennox
3 Continuation of above
road th ro ugh portion
74
4 Through port ion No. f1,
commencing at the
south-west corner
6 Continuation of above
ro ad th ro ugh port ion
70
Reputed
Owner.
Freehold ...  T. Cornwe ll
Conditional Hutchinson
Selection,
" C. L. A.
Act of
1868 "
Register
No. 008
Ditto ... Hutchinson
Crown land
Cro wn land
Occupier.
T. Cornwell
None
None
None
None
Bea ri ngs.
N. 321° 50' E.
90° ...
90° ...
Length
in Chains.
Breeafdth
Road.
Area. Remarks.
cbs ,  lks A. K. P.
3 38 Irregular0 2 0 Unimp ro ved.
15 15 1 chain 1 2 2,  Part ly  cleared by
Road Trust.
15 19 1 chain 1 2 3r}  Part ly cleared by
Road Trust.
15 17 1 chain 1 2 2; Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
16 15 1 chain 1 1 21  Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to the Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given that, in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1116.
BOOR OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON TO THE WRsTBEooX HOMESTEAD AREA, PARISH OF
WESTBBOOR, COUNTY OF AUBIONY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings. Length Breadth Area. Remarks.Owner .  in Chains .  of Road.
1 Running from the N .E. corner
of portion 70, about W.S.W.
to its west  boundary
ohs. Ike. A.  R. P.
Florence 8hanaghan 2460 26'  10 91 1 chain 0 3 32 East side fenced; no
McLean and reservation for
Running fro m the east  boundary  8hanaghan
about W.S.W. to  the west and
boundary of portion 710 Jennings
Running fro m the east boundary Shanagban
about W.B.W. to the west and
boundary of portion 72° Jennings
Running from  the east boundary 8hanaghan
about W.B.W. to the west and
boundary of portion 73° Jennings
5 Running fro m the east boundary
of portion 74, about  S.W.  by
W. to its  south boundary
6 Running from the  north boun-
dary  of portion  pre-emptive
6, about S.W. by W. to its
west boundary*
7 Running from the east boundary
of pre-emptive portion 9,'
about S.W. by W.  to its west
boundary°
8 Running from the east bounda rryq
of pre -em tlve 67, about B.W.
by W. to its south boundary° '
0 Running from the north boun-
dary of pre -emptive
4".
on
66,  about  A.W. by nd
westerly to its west boundary0
10 Running from the east boundary
of pre -emptive portion 56,
about west to its western
boundary*
11 Running from the  mat  boundary
of pre -emptive port ion 64,
about west to its western
boundary
12 Running fro m the  out  boundary
of pre -emptive portion 49,
about west and south -westerly
to Westbrook Creek ,  its west
boundary°
13 Running from Westbrook Creek,
the  cast  boundary of pre-
emptive  portion 50, about
westerly and south -westerly
to its south -west corners
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Sbanagban
and
Jennings
Jennings roads.
Shanaghan 246° 26'  21 84 1 chain 2 0 20 Unimproved forest
and land ;  no reserva-
Jennings tion for road.
8hanaghan 246° 26' 21 87 1 chain 2 0 29 Unimp ro ved forest
and land ;  no reserva-
Jennings Lion for  ro ad.
8hanaghan 2469 26' 21 07 1 chain 2 1 14 Road c ro sses West-
and brook level  cross-
Jennings ing, in this por-
tion ;  area includes
about one-third of
an acre for ap-
pro ach to proposed
8hanaghan 1 2380
and
Jennings
8hanaghan 2380
and
Jennings
Shanaghan  Shanaghau 2380
and and
Jennings Jennings
li
8hanaghan Shanaghani 2380
and and
Jennings Jennings
8hanaghan 8hanaghan 2880
and and 8880 69 86
Jennings Jennings
8hanaghan 8hanaghan
and and
Jennings Jennings
2680
18 21
6 16
goods shed.
1 chain 1 3 28 Open plain ; no  ro ad
reservation.
I chain 0 2 0 Open plain ; no road
reservation.
47 66 1 1 chain 4 3 2
11 30
16 89
1 chain 1 0 39
1 chain 6 0 38
48 86
Open plain ; no road
reservation.
Open plain  ;  16 acres
reserved for roads.
Lightly timbered; 10
acres reserved for
roads.
1 chain 4 3 18 Open plain  :  12 acres.
reaerved for roads;
South side ground
fenced.
8hanaghan.  Shanaghan  ;2680 79 83  I 1 chain 7 3 34 Plain and timber
and and read reservation 14
Jennings Jennings acres; south boun-
Shanaghan 8hanaghan 268°
and and  243° 30'
Jennings Jennings 263° 3b'
dary partly  fenced.
21 86 1 chain  8 3 33 Stunted  box forest
47 00 14  acres reserved
20 35 for  ro ads.
Shanaghan  8hanaghan 2630 30' 24 45
and and 2780 16 00
Jennings Jennings  2500 3 00
2210 28 00
2440 10' 1S 67
1 chain 9 2 0 Open plain and forest
country ; reserved
for roads 14 acres.
0 Fre ehold.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
II to open a new Road through Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to Warwick
road, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton District: Notice is hereby given, that in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75-670. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH MOUNT FLINDERS  PRE-EMPTIVE  NO. 1, AND THENCE TO
WARWICK ROAD ,  PARISH  OF FLINDERS ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER SHE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
FOo
id
How Reputed
held. Owner.
- Winks...
Breadth
of Road. Area
ohs,  lks. A. a. r.
1 Commencing in the  ...  freehold -Winks...  -  Winks ...  345° 29' 38 76 100 links 8 3 1
south boundary of 352° 03' 12 62
Mount Flinders pre- 325° 48' 36 26
emptive No. 1, and
running  north-westerly
to its north toundary
2 Commencing in the  ...  freehold - Winks...
south boundary  of
portion 1,  and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing in the  ...  freehold
south boundary of
po rt ion 2, and running
north-westerly to its
north-west corner
4 Commencing in the  ...  freehold
south boundary of
port ion 62, and run-
ning no rt h-westerly
to its no rt h bounda ry
6 Commencing in the  ,,,  freehold
south boundary  of
portion 61, and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west boundary
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
- Winks ...  325° 48'
- Winks,..  325° 48'
Jno. Alcorn  Jno. Alcorn  321° 10'
Joe.  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10'
Remarks.
Originally reserved
road. Fenced.
20 56 100 links  2 0 9 Fenced.
III
11 27 100 links 1 0 37
12 87 100 links 1 0 30
Fenced.
Unfenced and un-
improved.
4 68 100 links  0 2 11i Unfenced and un-
improved.
6 Commencing in the  ,.,  freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10' 8 17 100 links 0 2 34 Unfenced and un-
east boundary of por-  improved.
tion 60, running north-
westerly to its no rt h
bounda ry .
7 Commencing in the ... freehold  Joe.  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10'
south boundary  of
portion 57, and run-
ning north -westerly to
its west bounda ry
7 85 100 links 0 3 22  IJUnfecced and un-
improved,
8 Commencing in the  ...  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10 3 43 100 links 0 0 38*1 Tnfenced and un-
east boundary of por- improved.
tion 58, and running
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h bounda ry
9 Commencing in the .., freehold Richard Richard  3211101  11 34 100 links 1 0 38
south boundary  of Trevaskes Trevaskes
port ion 52,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its west  boundary
10 Commencing in the  ...  freehold Richard Richard 321° 10'
east boundary  of por- Trevaskea Trevaskes
tion 241,  and running
north -westerly to its
no rt hern corner on
the Warwick road
13 09 irregular 0 2 39
Unfenced and un-
improved.
Unfenced and un-
improved.
0 2 3 Unfenced and un-11 I Commencing  in the  ... freehold Richard Richard ' 321° 10' 10 83 irregular
improved.south-western bound- Trevaskes Trevaskesl
arv of portion 242,
and running north-
westerly to its west
corner  on the War-
wick road
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency  the Governor , with  the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion 36, parish of Deuchar ,  county of Merivale, Dar ling Downs
District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office  of the  Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may
exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
75-798.  H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 36, PARISH OF DEUCHAR ,  COUNTY OF MEBIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip one chain wide
off the west side of
port ion 36,  and run-
ing f rom the south-
west corner in a south-
easterly direction to
bridge over 4,reestone
Creek in said  portion
bo
How Reputed Length Breadthm
held .
12 Owner.
Occupier . Bearings .
Chains of Road.
Area . Remarks.
o I
W. Groves Unoccupied 175-
ohs. lke.
45  43 One chain
A. R. P.
5 1 0 Half of west
1100 2 00 boundary
134° 4 70 fenced. No
m `C
m 2
other  signs of
imp ro ve-
ments, culti-
vation, or
WNW occupation.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a now Road for  access to  the Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March, Wide
Bay District: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BooK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR  ACCESS TO  THE GLENGALLUM  RESERVE, PARISH OF  TIARO, COUNTY
OF MARCH ,  WIDE BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
I
Portion of Road.
Thro ugh portion No. 92,
parish of Tiaro, county
of March,commencing
on the eastern boun-
dary, and running
west
Register
No. of
Selection.
Homestead,
"C.L A.Act
1868," Re-
gister No.
67
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
SamuelGordon S. Gordon
Dearings.
Breadth
Distance. of
Road.
2496  !  1 chain
Lengths.
Remarks.
The land resumed is
the existing track,
and the only im-
prove ments of
feoted have been
the removal of a
few trees.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and  all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-424. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROADS FROM FARM CREEK TO EMU CREEK, COUNTY OF MEBIVALE, DARLING
DOWNS,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No.  11.
No. Portion  of Road.
o?
Qza
m
How held.
1 Commencing at the  135 Under
south-east corner of  Leasing
selection  135, and  Act of
running west along its 1886
south boundary
2 Commencing  on the 135 Under
east boundary of selec-  Leasing
tion 136, and running  Act of
north-westerly  to its 1866
north boundary
3 Commencing on the 514 Under
east boundary of selec-  Leasing
tion 514, and  running  Act of
north-westerly  to its 1866
north boundary
Reputed
Owner.
C. Smith ...
C. Smith ...
C. D. Smith...
Occupier . Bearings.
West
N. 11° W.
NIl-15'W
N 10-15' W
I
chs. lks.
62 10
Area.
A. B. P.
2 1 39}
Breadth
of Area
Road.
A. B. P.
11 chain 9 1 10
44 87 1;  chain  _ o 0 10
6 22 14 chain
25. 88
4 020
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency cy the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open' a new Road through selection No. 995 (Toowoomba Register), parish of Douglas,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75.1111. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION, ToowooMnA  REGISTER , No. 995, PARISH or
DOUGLAS, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
An irregular shaped
piece out of the south-
east  corner of selection
No. 995
Register)
No.  of
Selec-
tion.
T. R.
995
Bea ri ngs.
19° 63'
Length in
Chains.
chs. Ike.
60 98
Breadth
of
Road.
Irregular
Area.
A. R. P.
28 3 0
Remarks
Unim-
proved
scrubby
country
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
m held.
TTTT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to open a new Road in selection No. 936, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in' this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75.998. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF DEVIATION OF CROWS '  NEST ROAD IN SELECTION 936, PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
o0
No. Portion  of  Road . , I How
aoA mg1 Commencing  at the o n.ti'
west corner  of portion 0 m O y
No. 103,  and running o c
northerly  through  Fo,'
c
selection 936, to the m pj o n
o voCrow 's Nest  ro ad  m
p
" 'a
Pd `o
V
How held.
Conditional
Selection
" C, L. A.
Act of
1868"
Reputed
Owner.
Archibald
Mun ro e
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Reputed
Owner.
Ed. W.
Pechey
Occupier.
Occupier.
Unoccupied
Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains .  of Road. Area,
ohs.lks . I A. B. P.343° 15' 6 0 150  links 2 1 33
33° 30' 11 87 I
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Remarks.
TARE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "Vie Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
32 perches, being allotment 9 of section 4, parish of Isabella Frederica Penton 110th May, 1875.
Chuwar, town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
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Genera ]  Post  Office,
Brisbane, Queensland,  30th March, 1875.
T HE following SuMxsar s of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Mouth of JAxuxuy,1870, are published for general information.
GEORGE THORN,  JIINIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1875.
SHOWING the  Latitude and Longitude,  and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  also, the maximum
fall during  24 hours , and date of  same, the number  of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the  returns  obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Distance fro m Maximum in 24
No. of TotalLatitude  (South ).  Longitude  (East ). Sea-coast and date. days Rain Rainfallhours. ., fell.
Miles .  Inches .  Date .  Inches,
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30'  150° 101,  80  1-25  17th 11 4.08
Beenleigh  (Windaroo) ... 27 49  153 8 10 2.10 27th 1 5.39
.-Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39  148 32 12  10 00  20th 13 2163
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1  148 16 on  coast 5.70 20th 8 15.02
Brisbane ... ... 27 28  153 6 10 3'00 17th 10 5.25
Caamboon ,. ... 26 1  150 25 105  1-70  25th 5 4.49
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7  152 55 5  3'61  18th 6 8.34
. .Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1  153 28 on coast 1 30 12th 9 3 80
Cape York*t ... ... 10 40  142 35 on coast
Cardwell ... ... 18 6  146 0 on coast  2-40  28th 12 14.63
Cashmere ... ... 18 3  145 13 50 2.00 28th 12 5.68
Charleville ... ... 26 35  146 6 350 0.20 10th 2 0.30
Clermont .. . ... 22 45  147 38 130 0.87 15th 10 2.48
Cleveland ... ... 27 32  153 18 on coast  1-25  26th 5 2.07
Condamine ... ... 26 57  150 6 180  0 •50 8th 8 1.75
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27  145 15  one  mile
Craven* ... ... 23 10  147 0 180
Crean Creek ... 18 0  142 0. 119 3.40 17th 9 10.78
Dalbyy 27 30  151 15 112 ... ... ... 3.40
Durah* ... .. .. 26 20  150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27  152 55 16 1.00 27th 6 2.02
Fairlie Plains ... ... 27 9  145 0 500  0-47  28th 2 0.49
Gayndah 25 38  151 36 72 1.15 28th 4 3.05
George-tn, Ethridge Riv. 17
*
57  143 40 176 1.75 15th 11 4.61
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54  143 0 133 .
Gladstone ... ... 23 50  151 20 on coast 1.50 29th 7 3.46
Goodna* ... ... ... 27 36  152 56 21
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12  152 38 30 1.25 11th 4 2.72
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39  152 3 60 0 57 27th 5 1.45
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25  146 6 5 4.07 19th 14 17'48
Ipswich ... ... 27 38  152 48 28 2.35 27th 6 3.14
Junction Creek* ... 17 46  144 9 78
Sep el Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 1.00 10th 7 3.20
Kimberley ... ... 17 28  141 0 on coast 4.04 30th 11 12.99
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25  153 11 on  coast 2 .35 17th 8 7.99
Mackay ... ... ... 21 10  149 5 5 7.45 21st 20.18
Marlborough ... ... 22 67  150 1 40 1.33 11th 6 2.97
Maryborough ... ... 25 35  152 43 18 2.60 12th 3 3.74
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.51 11th 6 5.35
Normanton ... ... 17 38  141 25 38 3.24 22nd 11 9 46
Ravenswood * ... ... 20 20  146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 28 25  150 25  20 0.88 12th 7 3.09
Roma:  ... ,.. ... 26 87  148 42 280
S d C 24 8  1 - .apean y 4 68 26 on coast  1 86  11th 8 2 35
r (Rainworth)
priri 80
149 0 180es
S 28 152 0 90 0.20 26th 8 0150
St.  Helena ... 27 26  158 16 on coast 2.86 28th • 9 9156
St. Lawrence ... ,,. 22 21  149 80 8 0.67 80th 11 8193
Taroom ... ... 25 38  149 46 160 1.00 27th 4 1.64
Toowoomba ... .,. 27 34  152 10 80 6 2.27
Townsvi lle ... ... 19 18  146 50 on coast 4.10 29th 8 9.29
Valley of  Lagoons  ...
W
18 23 145 0 140 0.91 29th 11 3.29
arwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 01 0 13th 5 1.71
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 2.00 18th 11 11.62
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8 ' 45 0.65 15th 8 2.13
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57. on coast 1155 11th 3 1 75
•  No Return received .  t New Station. $ No rain fell.
Qrest est Rainfall during the month ,  21 63 inches ,  was at Bloomsbury .  Greatest  number of  days rain fell, 14, at Herbert River.
Greatest fill in 24 hours ,  10'00 inches ,  on 20th, at Bloomsbury.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  1st October,  1874, the following Time Table wi ll  come
into operation until further notice.
Miles fro m
Rock-
hampton .
stations Up  Train,Mixed.
Miles
fro m Rocky
Creek.
a.m.
.,, Rockhampton... ... ... 11. 0
6 Gracemere  ... ... ... 11.24 6
16 Stanwell 12. 0
24
...
Rosewood  ...
...
...
...
...
A 14
30 Westwood arrive  ...
t
1. 0 20
depart ...
:::
1.15
.
29
38 Goganjo  ... ... ... 1 47 38
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
...
2.10 44
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
p.m.
Rocky Creek  ... .. ...  3.0
Goganjo  ... ...  3.24
Westwood
1
arrive  ... ... 3.55
depart ... ... 410
Rosewood ... ... ... A
S tanwel  l ... ... ... 5. 0
Gracemere  ... ... ...  5.36
Rockhampton... ... ... 5. 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiri ng to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  fr om the place at which they join the Train to the place
on whieb rl.wv p ro pose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WE STE1tN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending April 3rd, 1875 ,,. 674 9 8 1,462 5 4 71 18 11 2,208 13 11
Corresponding week  lest year  ... ... ... 657 18 3 1,497 1 6 36 1 6 2,191 1 3
Increase 16 11 6 3& 17 5 17 12 8
Decrease
... ... 34 16 2
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1875.
No. 3.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1875.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 30 Allison C., Brisbane o
1 ABBOTT Wm., Rockhampton u k 31 Alone Sergeant, Murphy's Creek c
2 Abut John, Charters Towers c 32 Alph -, Gowrie Road c
3 Acton Wm., Rockhampton c 33 Alsson T. B. C. M., Maryborough o
4 Adams Adam, Cooktown o 34 Alton Wm., Cooktown c
5 Adams Alfred, Maryborough c 85 Ambrose Miss, South Brisbane c
6 Ali Chong (gardener ), Cooktown s 36 Ambrose Benjamin, Peak Downs c
7 Ali Gaud, Cooktown c 87 Anders  Lissa , Cooktown c (2)
8 Ali  Gee, Cooktown e 88 Anders Miss M., Charters Towers c (2)
9 Ali  Hee, Cooktown o 89 Anderson Mrs., Toowoomba o
10 Ali Hong,  Cooktown o 40 Anderssen  Aleck,  Clermont o
11 Ali Lee (Chinese  cook),  Cooktown a 41 Anderson Miss Blanche,  Cooktown a
12 Al,.  Long John, Cooktown s 42 Andersen  Mrs. Cecilia,  Rookha'lnpton o
13 Ah Sam,  Cooktown o 43 Andersen  Christine ,  Mackay o
14 Ah San ,  Chinaman 'e Boarding House ,  Cooktown o 44 Anderson  James , Cooktown in
.15 Ali Schu, Cooktown o 45 Andersen Jens (laborer ),  Yengarie o o and c (2)
16 Ali Sung, Cooktown c 46 Anderson J. Wm., Stanthorpe s
17 Aiebell John, Charters Towers c 47 Anderson Lars., Maryborough o o
18 Aikin A., Maryborough e 48 Anderson M., Mackay o
19 Ails Mrs. Robert, Brisbane o 49 Anderson Wm., Mackay c
20 Ainslie David, Brisbane s 50 Anderson W. 0. (carpenter), Maryborough o c (3)
21 Akerman Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u k 51 Andrews H. J., Victoria Downs a and c (2)
22 Akerman George, Mackay f 52 Andrews James (farmer), Gatton c
23 Akers  James , Brisbane u k 53 Andrews J. M., Rocky Creek c
24 Aldridge J., Freestone Creek c 54 Andrews R., Vine Creek, Bowen e
25 Alison J., Townsville c 55 Aukjer Chr. Poulsen, Brisbane c
26 Allen Miss, Clermont e 56 Augin -, Brisbane s
27 Allen Mrs., Clermont s 67 Archdall D., Kangaroo Point c
28 Allan Frederick, Cooktown t 58 Archdall Gordon, Brisbane c
29 Allen Frederick, Cooktown c 69 Archer Mrs. Emma, Toowoomba o
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60 Archer S., Greenmount c 73 Blackwell T. (schooner "Lady Robinson"), Cook
61 Argin Simon, Cooktown o town a
62 Armstrong R., Roma c 74 Blair Daniel, Cooktown u k (2)
63 Armstrong Wm., Cooktown n z 75 Blair John M., B, isbane a and in (2)
64 Arnold Fredk., Yengarie c 76 Blake Henry, Brisbane u k
65 Ashby C., Post  Ofce,  Cooktown n z (2) 77 Blake Constable Martin J., Cooktown o c
66 Ashby C., Post Office, Cooktown n z (2) 78 Blame Edwin, Mackay u k
67 Ashford C. H. (sailmaker), Brisbane u k 79 Bleich S., Toowoomba c
68 Ashworth Henry, G mpie u k 80 Bleick Peter, Clermont u k
69 Aslaksen Eller, Mackay f 81 Blennerhassett, Brisbane u k
70 Athony Daniel, Rosewood o 82 Blessington Miss Mary, Brisbane u k (2)
71 Atkins James, Brisbane u k 83 Bligh J., Townsville c
72 Atkinson J., Taabinga c 84 Blind -, Gowrie Road c
73 Atkinsen R., Saltwater Creek, Maryborough c 85 Bliss Wm., Cooktown c
74 Ayers Edward, Jimbour Station o 86 Block Chas., Toowoomba c
76 Ayers Edward, Jimbour Station u k 87 Blume Fred., Brisbane e
76 Ayer Joseph, Ravenswood in 88 Blythe -, Townsville c
89 Blythe Alexander (schoolmaster), Yengarie c
90 Boddington Edward, Mackay u k
B. 91 Bogdan M., Cooktown o
92 Boggia G. R., Cooktown c
1 BADKIN James (sadler or innkeeper), Gympie a 93 Boggis G. (carrier), Ravenswood c
2 Baier John, P.O., Cooktown o 94 Bohan John, Cooktown c
3 Bailey -, (of Messrs. Bailey and Brown), Stan- 95 Boil Kate, North Pine River c
thorpe s 96 Boland David (per " Gauntlet "), Maryborough
4 Bailey Reuben, Post Office, Millchester e c (2)
6 Bailey Robert, Mackay c 97 Bolt -, Toowoomba e
6 Bailiff W., Townsville m 98 Bolton Wm., Yengarie c
7 Bain -, Helidon c 99 Bolus Alfred (saddler), Mackay e
8 Baird Robert, Cooktown m 100 Bone Mrs. Thomas, Peak Downs in
9 Balner and McClueky Messrs., Mackay c 101 Booth J., Cooktown s
10 Baker Mrs., Townsville o ]02 Bouke B., Peak Downs, Clermont o
11 Baker Robert, Jimbour o 103 Born P., Cooktown in
12 Baker W. Leonard, Cooktown m 104 Born S., Cooktown in
13 Bakke Carl L., Yengarie f 105 Bornburg Vesey, South Pine River c
14 Balenzula Peter, Cooktown o 106 Borry T., Brisbane a
15 Ballman Casper, Maryborough o c 107 Bosheri James Wm., Cooktown c
16 Barclay John, Charters Towers c 108 Boston F., Townsville e
17 Barker James, Welltown u k 109 Boston T., Townsville c
18 Barlow John, Cooktown u k 110 Bondman -, Gowrie Road c
19 Barrow Mrs., Maryborough c 111 Bourke Mrs. Ellen, Maryborough o (3)
20 Bart E. W., ship "Indus," Brisbane u k 112 Bourke Martin; Cooktown s
21 Bartley M. J., Mackay f 113 Bourk Martin, Cooktown s
22 Barton Mrs., New Farm road, Brisbane c 114 Boulter Wm. K., Cooktown m
23 Bassetti  J. B., Townsville e 115 Bowles Miss E., Rockhampton u k
24 Bateman H. B., Charters Towers o e 116 Bowman Captain of " Rita," Somerset a (2)
25 Batho Miss Sarah, Brisbane u k 117 Boyce J., Brisbane c
26 Batten Joseph, Rockhampton c 118 Boyce John W., Rockhampton o e
17 Bauer C., Maryborough c 119 Boyce Thomas, MorayfieId u k
28 Bayley R. P., Mackay u k 120 Boyd -, Millchester c
29 Bean John, Charters Towers o c 121 Boyd Captain T., schooner "Twins," Palmer m (6)
30 Beaty Mrs., Brisbane c 122 Boyd W., Bowen Downs c
31 Bee Tom (Chinaman), Toowoomba e 123 Boyd W. J., Cooktown c
32 Beedsman  -, Irish Town c 124 Boyle F,, Rockhampton u k
33 Beevor Arthur, Clermont o e (2) 126 Bradbury Chas. (surveyor), Helidon c
34 Behan Michl., Palmer m 126 Bradley John, Doughboy Creek u k
35 Belgin G., Mackay u k 127 Bradley Wm., Stanthorpe c
36 Belgum G., Mackay c 128 Brady John, Cooktown m
37 Bell and Son Messrs, Alpha s 129 Brady P., Maryborough e
38 Bell Henry (carrier), Cooktown c 130 Brambilla Paul, Hospital, Brisbane o
39 Bell Thomas William, Mackay s 131 Bramlew G., Dawson road, Rockhampton o c
40 Benall John, Charters Towers c 132 Branagan Wm., Charters Towers c
41 Benge Theodore (f -rmer), Middle Ridge c (2) 133 Brandt Christian Fredk., Maryborough o c
42 Benjamin Stewart, Roma c 134 Branstain W. (carrier), Charleville c
43 Benn F., Cooktown m 135 Brastrup Fredk., Charters Towers o c
44 Bennett F. J., Clermont n z and t (3) 136 Bray Ambrose, Cooktown in
45 Bennett Geo., Ipswich c 137 Brendon L. C., Cooktown m
46 Bennett J. W. (carrier), Stanthorpe c 138 Brenmer E., Brisbane p o
47 Bennett W. F., Cooktown a 139 Brennan -, Mort Estate e
48 Bennison Wm., Stanthorpe e 140 Bright W., Millchester o c
49 Bentall -, Gowrie Road c 141 Bridgeman Alfd., Noobboolaman e
50 Bentley Thomas, Cooktown c 142 Brock Henry Archer, Sugarloaf t
51 Benwell F., Charters Towers n z 143 Brockett Thomas, Rockhampton u k
62 Bergen -, Townsville c 144 Brodie and Evans Messrs., South Brisbane c
53 Berghoffer, Boggo Road c 145 Brody D., Townsville c
54 Bettens Samuel, Rocky Creek u k 146 Brodie Mrs. Ellen, S. Brisbane e
55 Betts John, Saw-mills, Toowoomba c 147 Brooker R., Brisbane u k
66 Bewnie  -, Mort Estate, Toowoomba c 148 Brooker Mrs. Richard, Brisbane a
57 Bibb William, Clermont c and o c (3) 149 Brooks, Robins, and Co. Messrs., Brisbane c
68 Biddle -, QNhl c 150 Brooks Amos, Yandilla e
69 Biddulph W., Windah c 151 Brooks George C., Brisbane s
60 Bigg Wm., Dalby u k 152 Brooks John, Lode Creek, Sugarloaf a
61 Biggs -, Pine River c 153 Brooks John W., Cooktown u k
62 Biggs H., Brisbane c 154 Brooke Joseph, Wayman Creek, near Brisbane m
63 Biltoft Martin, Clermont o c 155 Brosnan John, Sugarloaf c
64 Bindon -, Toowoomba c 156 Brown Captain "Wallace and Bruce," Townsville a
65 Ding  H., Cooktown s 157 Brown D., Townsville c
66 Bing  John (carrier), Cooktown c 158 Brown Ebenezer, Cooktown a
67 Birk L., Townsville c 159 Brown F., Charters Towers s
68 Bjorlund B., Cooktown c 160 Brown Francis, Cooktown c
69 Black Mrs. J. W., Toowoomba u k 161 Brown G. E., Brisbane u k
70 Black William, Roma o c 162 Brown Harry, Wallan Station, Condamine c
71 Black William Nillby, Brisbane u k 163 Brown J., Taabinga c
72 Blackman Mrs. A., Brisbane c 164 Brown John, Westwood c
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L65 Brown  John, Cooktown o 42 Casey J., Townsville c
L66 Brown M., Brisbane f 43 Cashman Mrs., Julia, Rockhampton a
167 Brown Thomas, Cooktown c 44 Caspar -, Toowoomba c
168 Bruer  Miss S., Toowoomba c 45 Castle Peter, Welltown c (2)
169 Brughmann Win., Maryborough a 46 Castling W. J., Cooktown o
170 Bruhn Cline, Brisbane c 47 Cato Phoebe, Maryborough u k
171 Brume Johann Ch., Brisbane f 48 Catto James, Brisbane u k and in (2)
L72 Bruser -, Highfields Road c 49 Cantfield James, Brisbane e
173 Bryan Chas., Mackay c 50 Cavanagh Thomas, Maryborough in
l74 Bryant W., Port Darwin in 51 Cavendir It., Ravenswood a
L75 Bryde Mrs. Phillip, South Brisbane c 52 Cemnick Miss Catharine, Murphy's Creek o
176 Brynes Win., Maryborough c 53 Chackon -, Cooktown s
177 Buchanan David (publican), Mackay c and in (5) 54 Chamberlain Chas., Upper Mary o c
178 Buckingham Wm.. Mackay c 55 Chambers John Willipm, Cooktown a
179 Budd Thomas A., Rosewood Gate, Walloon c 56 Cliannon Thos., Cooktown c
LSO Buer Antonio, Cooktown s 57 Chandler John W.,  Brisbane o
181 Bugden D., Lode Creek c 58 Chapman W. J., Rockhampton t
182 Buhbe Martin, Cooktown in 59 Chappelm Joseph., Dalrymple e
183 Bull W., Cooktown o 60 Charles Henry, Oooktown a
184 Bull Win., Charters Towers c 61 Chicken Miss Eliza, Cooktown in
185 Bull W. A., Dalrymple a 62 Chine -, Muir's Paddock c
186 Bumatone Win., Brisbane c 63 Christisson Lorens, Rockhampton c
187 Buoff - (carrier), Peak Downs c 64 Christensen James, Yengarie f
188 Burgh -, Toowoomba c 65 Christensen Jens Christian, Maryborough f
189 Burke -, Brisbane c 66 Christianien S. (laborer), Rockhampton o c
190 Burk Joseph (tentmaker), Brisbane in 66 Church F., Rockhampton u k
191 Burk Patrick, Maryborough u k 68 Ciney James, Brisbane c
192 Burke Peter, Cooktown o 69 Claire Miss Margaret, Brisbane u k
193 Burley Miss E., Brisbane o 70 Clare John, Ballards Camp c
194 Burley Mark, Cooktown o 71 Clark Mrs., Dalby o
195 Burns John, Rockhampton u k 72 Clark Miss A., Clermont c
196 Burns John (carrier), Rockhampton c 73 Clark Cornelius, Rockhampton c
197 Burns Mrs. J. G., Spring Hill, Brisbane e 74 Clark Charles Ryall, Brisbane u k
198 Burns P., Cooktown c 75 Clark Frank, Townsville c
199 Burridge J. N., Bowen c 76 Clarke Goo. E., Cooktown o
200 Burrowes J., Toowoomba c 77 Clark Jonh, Foulden, Mackay s
201 Burrowes Sidney R., Brisbane c 78 Clark John, Mackay c
202 Burston  John, Brisbane in 79 Clark John, Brisbane u k
203 Butement -, Stanthorpe s  80 Clark Joseph, Bookookoorarra s
204 Butler -, Townsville c 81 Clark J. R., Charters Towers s and p o (2)
205 Butler Benjamin, Cooktown o 82 Clark R., Millchester s (2)
206 Butler John Robert, Charters Towers in 83 Clark Margaret Isabella, Brisbane u k
207 Butler Michl., Maryborough u k 84 Clarke Pat., North Pine River u k
208 Butler Patrick, Sugarloaf Creek in 85 Clarke Pat., Welltown c
209 Bycroft Benjamin (laborer), Stauthorpe o c 86 Clarke Thomas, Brisbane o
210 Byles H., Rockhampton c 87 Clarke W. D., Brisbane a
211 Byrn Patt, Sugarloaf c 88 Claughton -, Bowen Bridge c
212 Byrne  John, Sugarloaf in 89 Claydon R. ship " Indus," Brisbane u k
213 Byrn John, Townsville c 90 Clayton Mrs. Henry, Brisbane o
214 Byrne John, Clermont o 91 Clayton Henry, Maryborough c
92 Clayton, Win., Carrabah c
C. 93 Clayworth C. H., Toowoomba c
94 Clayworth - (railway porter),  Toowoomba e
1 CADELL W., Cooktown a 95 Clements W. A., Rockhampton c
2 Cadi Miss, Ravenswood c 96 Clibborn J. G., Townsville c
3 Cahill Wm., Hospital,  Brisbane  in  97 Clifford Edward or James, Townsville  is  k
4 Cairns David, Moggill c 98 Clifford, John, Toowoomba c
5 Calderwood Mrs. A.,  Brisbane s 99 Clinch -, Mackay t
6 Call and Doogan ,  Messrs.  (miners ),  Ravenswood a 100 Clinton Geo., Huntley Downs c
7 Callaghan D. (solicitor), Clermont s 101 Clinton  Miss  S., Brisbane c
8 Callaghan Mrs. James, Cooktown c 102 Clinton Thomas, Cooktown o (2)
9 Callan Hugh, Millchester s and o (2) 103 Climeo Gordon, Stanthorpe c
10 Callond Joseph, sl llchester u k 104 Coates E., Mackay a (7)
11 Calvert Wm. Maynard, Clermont u k and s (5) 105 Cobdon Henry, Cooktown s
12 Cameron Mrs., Bisbane a 106 Coffitt J. (carrier), Townsville (c)
13 Cameron  Miss  Alice, South Brisbane c 107 Coil John, Cooktown a
14 Cameron D. H., Rockhampton c 108 Colahan Thomas (laborer), Brisbane o c
15 Cameron W. H., Cooktown o 109 Cole Richd., Mackay c
16 Campbell Archibaid, Brisbane o 110 Coles Harry, Brisbane  is  It
17 Campbell A. R., Brisbane e 111 Coles Richd. (baker),  Brisbane o e (2)
18 Campbell D., Rockhampton a 112 Coll Michl., Ravenswood u k
19 Campbell D. A., Cooktown o 113 Coil Michl., Charters Towers o
20 Campbell E., Charters  Towers c  114 Collins Daniel, Cooktown o
21 Campbell G. M., Stanthorpe c 115 Collins Elizth., Brisbane u k (2)
22 Campbell Mrs Margt., Cooktown o o 116 Collins  Mrs. James ,  Sugarloaf o
23 Campbell Wm. A., Cooktown s (2) 117 Collins John, Sugarloaf c
24 Canlan  -,  Toowoomba c 118 Collins Robert, Sugarloaf o
25 Canssen  -,  Townsvi lle c  119 Collins T. H., Maryborough u k (2)
26 Carlow  Mrs Bridget, Cooktown o c 120 Collins W., Toowoomba c
27 Canyon Cornelius, Taroom c (2) 121 Colston R. D., Helidon o
28 Carney F., Toowoomba c 122 Conryn W. A., Cooktown c
29 Carroll J., Charleville c 123 Conan Win., Cooktown a
30 Carrington C., Townsville c 124 Condon Wm., Rockhampton o c
31 Carroll John, Cooktown c 125 Cowley E., Murphy's Creek in
32 Carroll P., Dalby c 126 Connell Mrs. Johanna, Stanthorpe o c
33 Carroll Thomas, Stanthorpe e 127 Connolly James, Charters Towers in
34 Carson Mrs., Mackay c 128 Connor J., Stanthorpe c
35 Carstens  Henry, Toowoomba c 129 Connor Thomas, Townsville  is  k
36 Carston John, Irish Town c 130 Connors John, Bowen u It
37 Carswell Arthur J., Cooktown c 131 Connors W. H., Toowoomba in and a (2)
38 Carter and Bennett  Messrs ., Palmer a 132 Conter -, from Wattle gully c e
39 Carter E. and C , Rockhampton u k 133 Conway Michl., Millchester c
40 Carter Walter, Cooktown s 134 Cook (loo., Cooktown is
41 Carter Wm. Henry, Peak Downs u k 135 Cook Geo. B.? Millohestox o 0
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136 Cook J .,  Mackay s 26 Davis Miss Helen, Mort Estate c
137 Cook Wm. (carrier),  Townsville c 27 Davis H .  B , Cooktown c and o (3)
138 Cooksey John, Maryborough u k 28 Davis John, Rockhampton c and o c (3)
139 Cooper  --,  Townsville c 29 Davis Robert, Brisbane c
140 Cooper A., Townsville s 30 Davis R., Townsv ille c (2)
141 Cooper Mrs. A .,  Townsville s 31 Davis Samuel ,  Cooktown s (2)
142 Cooper Geo. (farmer ),  Mount Flinders c 32 Davis Wm .,  Millchester s
143 Cooper Wm. Hry .,  Brisbane u k 33 Dawsett Arthur, Westwood o c
144 Copeland James, Cotherstone Station, u k 34 Dawson Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton o
145 Corbet A., Bian Vale s 35 Day  -,  Cedar Creek c
146 Corbett Thomas ,  Charters Towers a 36 Day Geo .,  Cooktown s
147 Corn ish Joseph ,  Cooktown c 37 Day John ,  Mackay o
148 Corp -, Cowrie c 38 Day J. H., Brisbane u k
149 Corsison Mrs., Rockhampton c 39 Dean - -,  Toowoomba c
150 Coste llo David, St. Lawrence o c 40 Deane Mrs .,  Townsvi ll e c
151 Coste ll o David, Rockhampton o c 41 Dean Joseph, Clermont c
152 Couch R. T., Toowoomba m 42 Dean J., Townsvi ll e a
153 Cowan J. R., Townsvi lle c 43 Dean Samuel and Jane, Rockhampton o
154 Cox  -,  Brisbane c 44 Dean W., Highfields c
155 Cox J . (schooner  "Southern  Cro ss"),  Cooktown e 45 Deante ll  John, Charters Towers c
156 Cox W .,  Mackay c 46 Dear E. C.,  Charters Towers o
157 Coyle John, Townsville m 47 Debnam Mrs., Maryborough c
158 Cran Mrs., Clifton Station c 48 Deegan  --,  Middle Ridge c
159 Crane Miss Mary, Charters Towers c 49 Deegan Michl .,  Irish Town c
160 Craine Mary, Charters Towers o c 50 Delam  - (hotel-keeper ),  Cooktown c
161 Crane Thomas, Mackay c 51 Delany John, Cooktown o (2)
162 Cranse Angus C., Burdekin Down, Ravenswood a 52 Delaney Walter ,  Slatey Creek f
163 Cranswick Wm.  IN.  (surveyor), Yatala u k, o c,
and c (6)
53 Delaney Walter, care of Moses Jenkins ,  Slatey
Creek ,  Maryborough a k (2)
164 Cravin Mrs. E., Mackay c 54 Delargy John (schooner  "  Margaret and Jane "),
165 Crawford J. (carrier ),  Townsvi lle c Somerset s
166 Crawford J. B., Cooktown o 55 De llepaine B., Upper Palmer s
167 Crawford J. B. or Osbo rn  Thomson , Millchester  c 56 Dempster Alexander ,  Millcheater a
168 Crawford Wm., Mi llchester o c 57 Deneen Pat., Charters Towers o c
169 Crud J., Cooktown o 58 Dennan  - (saddler ),  Toowoomba c
170 Craig Joseph  (carrier ),  Charters Towers c 59 Dennis J., Cooktown p
171 Creir Charles  (dairyman ),  Ravenswood c 60 Dennis W. H, Charters Towers c
172 Crofton Mal be y, Clermont c 61 Depper Michl ., G . P. 0., Brisbane c
173 Croker Mrs. Joseph, Brisbane c (2) 62 Derries  -,  Racecourse ,  Toowoomba c
174 Cro mpton John, Rockhampton o c 63 Dethlevsen Anders Jorgensen ,  Marybo ro ugh o
175 Cro nin James, Brisbane m 64 De Vere J., Charters Towers a
176 Crook Wm. (bootmaker ),  Brisbane c 65 Devinney Andrew, Bowen c
177 Crosbie J., Townsvi lle c 66 Devitt James, Cooktown c
178 Cross Geo., Rockhampton u k (3) 67 Dickenson W., Mackay c
179 Cross John, Maryborough o c 68 Dickson Patt, Sugarloaf a
180 Cro ss John, Maryborough c 69 Dietrich Mrs., Rockhampton f
181 Crothers James, P. 0., Brisbane u k 70 Dillen James ,  Charters Towers c
182 Crottry Wil li am, Brisbane c 71 Di ll on John, Cooktown o
183 Cro uch  -,  Toowoomba c 72 Dipple -, Gowrie Road c
184 Crowther Miss R., Brisbane c 73 Dixon David ,  Charters Towers c
185 Crubagh Henry, Mackay c 74 Dobie Wm. (timber-getter ),  Rosewood c
186 Cruickshanks Geo. (carpenter ),  Brisbane c 75 Dodd Mrs., Brisbane e
187 Cruther  -, G reen Wattle Gully c 76 Dodd A., Cooktown o
188 Cullan Hugh, Mi llchester o 77 Doig David, Mackay a
189 Cummins A., Townsvi ll e c 78 Doig Robert, Tent Hi ll  u k
190 Cundy J., Brisbane c 79 Donald Henry  (ship  "  Be ll e "), Maryborough a
191 Cunningham Dan., Highfields c 80 Donely and Co., J. T., North Branch c
192 Cunningham John, Bowen o 81 Donelly Miss R., Rockhampton c
193 Cunningham J., Rockhampton c 82 Donohoe  -,  Apple-tree Flat c
194 Cuslin  -,  Highfields c 83 Donohue Michl.  (shearer), Juandah c
195 Curre ll  Chas. ,  Cooktown s 84 Donoughy Pat. (carrier ),  Cooktown c
196 Cuthbert C., Townsvi lle c 85 Doolin James ,  Townsville c
86 Doran W., Marybo ro ugh c
87 Dow ling James, Maryborough u k
D. 88 Downes E., Warwick e89 Downs E .,  Warwick c
I DAN Patrick Walloon o c 90 Downey Mrs., Toowoomba c
2
,
Dan Walter Marybo ro ugh u k 91 Downing Mrs. Mary, Brisbane c
3
,
Dalr mple Geo El hinstone Rockhampton s 92 Douglass M. A. (carrier),  Mackay c
4
y . p ,
Dalrymple George Elphinstone Kangaroo Point 93 Douglas Saml., Cooktown o, 94 Dove John, Mackay o c
e and s (5) 95 Drake Wm. Brisbane o5 Daly E., Samson Vale c (2) 96
,
Drysdale Miss Jessie Kanga ro o Point o c6 Daly John, Sugarloaf  in 97
,
Dudley Joseph Wa ll oon o c7 Dan Geo., Happy Valley c 98
,
Cooktown cDuff J. H .8 Danahar M., Jimbour o 99
,
Du ffy P Carrabah c9 Daniels John, Albany Station  -  c 100
.,
Duggan James Townsvi ll e c10 Danielsson Anders, Bowen f 101
,
Duggan John Cooktown c11 Daplyne Robert, Stanthorpe n z 102
,
Dundon John Copperfield f12 Darb yy Mrs., Brisbane u k 103
,
Dunn J Townsville c13 Darnly Saml .,  Clerm ont c 104
.,
Dunne Catherine Beromby Bowen o14 Daneel John, Charters Towers c (2) 105
, , ,
F.Dunne L Clermont a15 Daveney C. B., Dalby c 106
,.
Dunken  - Mackay s16 Davenport  - Maryborough s ,
17
,
Davey Henry Maryborough u k 107 Dunlop Chas .,  Millchester c (2)
18
,
Davidson J P Clavert on c 108 Dunlop Robe rt,  Charters Towers c
19
. .,
Davies Mrs. Eugenia Brisbane o c 109 Dun Wey  (Chinaman ),  Cooktown c
20
,
Davies E. J Toowoomba u k 110 Durham D., Charters Towers c
21
.,
Davis - Brisbane cBa llymo re 111 Duske Fred., St. Lawrence a, ,
"
112 Dueire Mrs. T. Sugar loaf c22 Davis -  (ketch  "  Marchioness of Lorne ),
Cooktown o c 113
,
Dwyer and Connor Messrs., Cooktown c
23 Davis Miss Catline Ravenswood o 114 Dwyer Michl .,  Westwood c
24
,
Davis Chas Lode Creek o c 115 Dwyer M., Sugar loaf c (3)., 116 Dysart Mrs. Black Gully c95 Davis Edward A., Bowen f ,
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E. 61 Fosberry J. A., Townsville e
62 Townsville eFosberr J E1 EARLEY Geo. (auctioneer) Brisbane s y . .,
2
,
Ebbert - (brickmaker) Mackay c 63 Fosberry W. J. E., Townsville e
3
,
Eddinston Chas. Cooktown m 64 Foss Carl, Rosewood Gate c
4
,
Ede Francis Cooktown c 65 Fossett C., South Brisbane c, 66 Hornybrook Station eFoster H. H5 Eden Sam. (farmer), North Pine River c (3) 67
.,
Cooktown sFoster W6 Edwards Geo. (carrier), Clermont c 68
.,
Rosalie Plains u kFowden Mrs7 Edwards Harry (brig "African Maid") Bowen o .,
8
,
Ehler August ketch " Dawn " Cooktown c 69 Fowler T., Rocky Creek c (2)
9
,
Eldridge - Maryborough c 70 Fox Miss, Toowoomba o
10
,
Elliss Miss Lucy Toowoomba c 71 Fox Thomas, Ipswich s, 72 Charters Towers aFoy W. H.11 Elliott Edward, Millchester a (2) 73
,
Brisbane u kFrancis Mrs Paul12 Elliot J. E., South Brisbane c 74
,.
Franke Ferdinand Mackay f13 Ellison John (carrier), Charleville c 75
,
Franz Mrs. M. A. Brisbane o e14 Elenhirst J. G., Brisbane c 76
,
Rockhampton o eFraser John15 Elwood -, Toowoomba c 77
,
Rockhampton u kFraser Wm.16 Enke Stephen Christensens, Brisbane c
78
,
Townsville fFrayre Signor Chioffredo17 Eple -, Gowrie Road e
79
,
Cooktown oFrederickson Francisca18 Epsten R. S., Townsville c 80
,
Frederickson Frederick, Charters Towers e19 Erickisen H., Cooktown m and n z (2) 81 Condamine eFreer Job20 Erwin Wm. J., Brisbane u k 82
,
Palmer oFrege L.21
22
Etheridge Alfd., Cooktown o e
Ethridge R. Waterton c 83
,
Freshman -, Petrie Terrace c
23
,
Evans Mrs. South Brisbane c 84 Frost Conrad, Middle Ridge c
24
,
Evans Evan Cooktown o 85 Fras Wm., Mary River Saw Mill f
25
,
Evans G. Cooktown o 86 Fry Catherine, South Brisbane c, 87 Fry Joseph James, Clermont u k26 Evans Geo. F., Charters Towers u k (2) 88 Tiaro eFuller John27 Evlyn Chas., Charters Towers c ,
28 Evers Jacob Maryborou h f 89 Fulton R., Endeavour River c (2), g 90 Cooktown o eboarding-house keeperFun Joe29 Everet Miss Susan, Brisbane c
F.
91
,,
Fu Lee, Stauthorpe c
G.
1 FABER Ludwig (laborer), Walloon o e 1 GADD Mrs., Allora c
2 Fahey James, Brisbane o c 2 Gagan John, Huntley Downs c
3 Fairn Wm. Brisbane u k 3 Gallagher James, Cooktown c
4 Faltienlast -, Dalby c 4 Gallagher W., South Brisbane c (2)
5 Farass -, Enoggera Road c 5 Gallina J., Millchester s
6 Fariss E., Brisbane o 6 Gannueson J., Brisbane f
7 Farrow D., Brisbane s 7 Gange John, Gowrie Road c
8 Fasch Ferdinand, Maryborough f 8 Gard W., Cooktown c
9 Faulkner J., Brisbane c (4) 9 Gardner E. H., Somerset s
10 Faurall Geo., Cooktown a 10 Garrett, Geo., Maryborough p o
11 Favance P., Dalby c 11 Garstang R. B., Maryborough s
12 Fay Hugh, Copperfield c 12 Gash John, Cooktown a
13 Feahy Wm., Sugarloaf s 13 Gaynor Patrick, Clermont c
14 Fehlberg August, Brisbane o 14 Geddes J., Helidon c
15 Feigham Mrs. C., Clermont o 15 Gee Harry, Charters Towers s
16 Feller S., Gowrie Road c 16 Gegengeck W.,  Toowoomba c
17 Fennell -, Maryborough c 17 George James, Mackay u k
18 Ferguson R. B., Cooktown u k 18 Ghub -, Moggill c
19 Ferrette Giovonie Pancaldi, Bowen Downs m 19 Gibbons Wm., Cressbrook c
20 Fewtrell J., Toowoomba c 20 Gibbs H. C., Cooktown c
21 Figg Miss Mary, ship "Indus," Brisbane u k 21 Giblet J., Toowoomba e
22 Finlay A. W. M. G.,  care  of Fred. Warner, Pest 22 Gibson John, Brisbane u k
Office, Surat u k 23 Gilchrist -- (stone mason), Maryborough c
23 Finlay A. W. M. G., Surat u k 24 Gill Wm., Charters Towers m
24 Finn Mrs. E., Ravenswood c 25 Gillon Mrs., Mort Estate c
25 Finn Matthew, Roma s 26 Gings Frederick, Maryborough e
26 Fisher -, Brisbane c 27 Girdlestone -, Freestone Creek c
27 Fitch Wm., Cooktown u k 28 Glasgow James, Maryborough e
28 Fitz John, Clermont a and o (2) 29 Grassete -, Brisbane u k
29 Fitz Mrs. J. H., Clermont s 30 Grissmann Peter, Maryborough c (2)
30 Fitzgerald Miss, Gatton c 31 Godson Revd. W. T., Brisbane c
31 Fitzgerald Pat., Cooktown m 32 Goldup D., Morayfield s
32 Fitzgerald Thos., Roma o e 33 Goligoley Frederick, Hamilton Station, Mackay o33 Fitzgerald W. H., Mackay p o 34 Goll Phillipina, Brisbane c
34 Fitzgibbon -, Samford c 35 Good Wm., Cooktown c
35 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Ravenswood e 36 Gording James A.. Brisbane u k
36 Fitzsimmons Thomas, Cooktown c 37 Gordon Wm., Copperfield c
37 Flemming A, C., Mackay s, 38 Gormley B., Cooktown o
38 Fleming Patrick (miner), Ravenswood o c 39 Gorscoff Mrs., Toowoomba c
39 Fleming T. J., Charters Towers o 40 Gorston W. L. 0., Roma c
40 Flemmings Thos., Sugarloaf e 41 Gosling Herbert, Mackay u k
41 Fletcher J. S., Mackay s 42 Gough P., Maryborough u k
42 Fletcher Allan, Cooktown u k 43 Graham Chas. W., Cooktown o c
43 Flynn J. (watchmaker), Clermont e 44 Graham Jacob, Cooktown o
44 Foden James, Nerang Creek o 45 Graham Mrs. W., Ravenswood m
45 Folk --, Highfields e 46 Granstedt F. H., Sugarloaf o
46 Fooks F. G., Cooktown o 47 Grant James (carrier), Townsville c
47 Foot Geo., Dalby c 48 Greany Michl., Charters Towers e
48 Forbes F: A., Brisbane c 49 Green A., Goomburra c
49 Forbes John McDonald, Brisbane u k 50 Green J. E. (ship "Anglo Saxon"), Brisbane u k
50 Ford -, Mount Perry Coach c 51 Green Thomas (shearer), Roma c
51 Ford Mrs. Ann, Rockhampton u k 52 Green Thomas, Rosewood Gate c
52 Ford Mrs. Christiane, Mount Perry f 53 Greenier T., Brisbane u k
53 Ford F., Boulton Terrace c 54 Greenside Fredk., South Pine River u k
54 Forester E., Cooktown o 55 Gregg G., Severn River o
55 Forrest Dugald Mc., Yandilla u k (2) 56 Gregorsen Peter, Rockhampton f
56 Forrest Richard (miner), Bowen u k 57 Gregory Mrs., Fortitude Valley c
57 Forsdahl Anders, Clermont f 58 Gregory Wm. John, Dalby a and m (3)
58 Forster Charles, Cooktown s 59 Gregory W. J., Brisbane m
i9 Forsyth Mrs. J., Breakfast Creek e 60 G regson B., Maryborough c
i0 Fosberry Mrs. A. B., Brisbane e 61 Grenier G. A., Brisbane o
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62 Griffin James  (butcher), Cooktown o 72 Hawkins J., Ravenswood m (3)
63 Griffin  Wm., Palmer m 73 Hawkins T. S. (storeman),  Brisbane o
64 Griffiths Robert, Welltown s 74 Hay  Miss  Lycella, Noosa e
65 Grigg Henry, Copperfield c 75 Hayden Mrs. Mary (schoolmistress), Toowoomba c
66 Grogan P., Townsville o c 76 Hayn Geo. Henry, Brisbane u k
67 Grogan P., Cooktown c 77 Haynes Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
68 Grogarty Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o 78 Hayse John, Cooktown m
69 Gronan Llewelyn, Millehester c 79 Hayward J., Rockhampton a
70 Groom Geo. (saddler), Roma c 80 Healacy John, Charters Towers o
71 Groom Walter, Rockhampton u k 81 'Healy the Misses, Bowen e
72 Group  John , care of dir. Simmich , Albert  street,  82 Healy Miss, Bowen c
Brisbane f  83 Healy James, Clermont s
73 Grouv Geo. H., Cooktown s 84 Healey John, Townsville c
74 Guartlion Thos., Charters Towers e 85 Healy W., Telegraph Camp, Bundaberg e
75 Gundersen Olaus, Gracemere f 86 Heaney T., Brisbane c
76 Gunn M., Millchester f 87 Hearn Geo., Rockhampton u k (2)
77 Guriton Henry, Tiaro c 88 Hearne Reuben, Rockhampton o e
78 Gurr Edward (miner), Ravenswood o c (2) 89 Hearne Timothy, Maryborough o e
79 Guthrye H. M., Rockhampton c 90 Hearley Miss Mary, Brisbane c
80 Guy John, Cooktown s 91 Hickitt -, Maryborough c
81 Gynne Mrs., Taylor' s lane c  92 Hedger J. T. (watchmaker), Stanthorpe a
93 Hedley John, Cooktown m
H. 94 Heeney Edward, Cooktowa o
JS Hefferman Miss,  Brisbane a
1 HABORECHT  Ern est,  Townsville c 96 Heher Wm., Cooktown s
2 Haffie  James, Toowoomba m 97 Hehir John, Ravenswood u k
3 Hain A., Dalby c 98 Heindley Miss J., Rockhampton a
4 Haines  Thomas, Bowen u k 99 Heip Jacob, Gowrie Road e
5 Hainon  Geo., Petrie Terrace m 100 Helard Mrs. J., Bowen c
6 Haley Mrs., Taylor' s lane c  101 Helvor Wm., Cooktown o e
7 Hall Mrs. Elizh., Brisbane o e 102 Hely T. R., Brisbane c
8 Hall Joseph, Ruby Creek s 103 Hemlet Wm., Brisbane c
9 Hall Thomas, Welltown c 104 Henning -, Ravenswood c
10 Hall Wm. (carrier), Townsville c 105 Henderson John, Rockhampton u k
11 Hallyan -, Millchester s 106 Henderson John, Toowoomba e
12 Hamilton  James,  Rockhampton o c 107 Hendry Alex., Brisbane c
13 Hamilton  S., Brisbane c  108 Hener Hans, Ravenswood e
14 Hancock H. (carpenter), Kelvin Grove road c 109 Hennell  Miss  Lizzie, Cooktown o
15 Hand Nicholas, Mackay u k 110 Hennessey James, South Pine River c
16 Handran Jno., Cooktown s 111 Henny John, Townsville u k
17 Hanes  Miss E., Brisbane  Hospital c 112 Henrice -,  Meringidan c (2)
18 Hanlon James, Toowoomba c 113 Henri Miss, Dalby e
19 Hannafin -, Towns-ille c 114 Henry -, Townsville c
20 Hannaford Mrs. Henry, Cooktown o 115 Henry Mrs. A., Cooktown s
21 Hannard Thomas, Charters Towers u k 16 Hepel Johann, Rockhampton f
22 Hanrahan  P., Clermont a 117 Hepton John, Cooktown c
23 Hanrahan  Thos., Bowen o 118 Herman - (blacksmith), Black Gully o
24 Hansen  Anders (miner ), Stanthorpe o c 119 Heron Frederick, Townsville o
25 Hausseen  Built, Charters Towers c 120 Hewitt J., Cooktown m
26 Hansen  C. W., Maryborough c 121 Hibberd John, Sugarioaf u k (2)
27 Hansen  Frits, Maryborough o o  122 Hice - - (gardiner ), South  Brisbane e,'
28 Hansen  H. P., Millchester o 123 Hickey --, Maryborough c
29 Hansen Jens, Gatton o e  124 Hickey  J., Bowen s
30 Hansen  Lars, Yengari o c and f (2) 125 Hickler Fredk.,  Brisbane c
31 Hansen  Peder, Mackay e 126 Hicks H. E., Cooktown e
32 Hansen  Peter, Mackay f 127 Higgs M., Brisbane e
33 Hansen  R. J., Rockhampton o c 128 Hight Mrs., Clermont s
34 Hansford  Mrs. Mary, Bowen o 129 Hill F., Rocky Creek c
35 Harbingher -, Maryborough c 130 Hill G. J., Yandilla u k
36 Harbord Horan, Brisbane u k and c (2) 131 Hill Henry, Rockhampton o
37 Harcourt Mrs. S., Cooktown n z (4) 132 Hill Saml., Cooktown s
38 Hargraves  John, Cooktown c (4) 133 Hills Saml. (butcher), Cooktown u k
39 Hargraves  Thomas, Wolfang o 134 Hinde G., Stanthorpe u k and c (2)
40 Harks Harry, Ipswich m 135 Hine Thomas, Harrisville c
41 Harlow Mrs. Polly, Rockhampton o 136 Hird Mark C., Rockhampton c
42 Harney Edward, Cooktown s 137 Hirst Fredk., Brisbane u k
43 Harper Bertha, Maryborough o 138 Hitchcock A., Townsville u k (2)
44 Harrington  Boady, Brisbane u k 139 Hitchins A., Toowoomba a
45 Harrington Wm., Charters Towers c 140 Hoare -, Charters Towers c
46 Harris Mrs., Boundary  street c  141 Hoban John, Taroom a (2)
47 Harris - (constable), South Brisbane c 142 Roche J. C., Townsville c
48 Harris  John junr., Rosewood o c 143 Hockley  Mrs. B., Brisbane c
49 Harris W., Cooktown o 144 Hocking  Francis  C., Cooktown u k
60 Harris W. J., Mackay u k and n z (2) 145 Hodge Allan, Maryborough u k (2)
61 Harrison Edwd., Stanthorpe Saw-mill c 146 Hodges -, Jimbour Wool-shed e
52 Harrison  Harry, Clermont c 147 Hodges  James  (bushman), Dalby o c
63 Harrison  Thomas, Eaton Vale c 148 Hodgen Thomas (gardener ), Toowoomba c
64 Harrison  T. F., Charters  Towers p o 149 Hodges Wm. Geo.,  Brisbane u k
65 Harrison  Wm., Cooktown o 150 Hodnett  Mrs., Brisbane s
56 Harrop  Wm., Bowen c 151 Hoenstein -, Maryborough e
57 Harry T. H., Cooktown s  152 Hogan  -, Irishtown e
68 Hart Alfred A. (supdt.), Maryborough c 153 Hogan John, Hi hfields a
69 Hart E ., Charters Towers c  154 Hogan Patrick, Wetheron  Station (5)
60 Hart Matthew, Dalby u k  155  Hogan Mrs. P.,  Westheron Station ,  near Gayndah
61 Hartill  Isaac,  Rockhampton u k  (5)
62 Hartley John, Ravenswood c 156 Hogan P., South Brisbane c
63 Harry -, Logan River c 157 Hogg -, Toowoomba c
64 Harvey H. G., Charters Towers s 158 Hogge - (surveyor),  Brisbane e
65 Harvey Mrs. Lucy,  Brisbane c  159 Hogg William, Brisbane u k
66 Hassell John, Rockhampton u k (2) 160 Holbuk Charles, Tiaro c
67 Hassall J., Jimbour n z and c (2) 161 Holdsworth John, Cooktown n z
68 Hassen  J. (storekeeper), Brisbane c 162 Holl R. and J., Brisbane o
69 Hassher Geo., Rockhampton e 163 Holland E. G., Daandine  Station c
70 Hammett  Miss B .,  Brisbane c  164 Hollings George Spencer,  Neva Downs Station •
71 Hatton Mrs. G., Rocky Creek c 165 Holmes R., Townsville c
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166 Holt Michael, Brisbane c 31 Johnson Miss Annie, Toowoomba c
167 Holt Wilhelmine, Brisbane o 32 Johnson Arthur W., Rockhampton s
168 Holzman Carl, Maryborough o c 33 Johnson C. (saddler), Toowoomba c
169 Honey Edgar, Millchester o c 34 Johnson C. W., Cooktown c
170 Hooper James, Brisbane c 35 Johnson Miss E., Brisbane c
171 Hoppanes -, Brisbane c 36 Johnson G., Brisbane s
172 Horan -, Brisbane c 37 Johnson John, Bowen u k
173 Here H. R. (brig " Rita"), Cape York s 38 Johnson J., Townsville c
174 Horan David, Brisbane o c 39 Johnson J. F.. Townsville e
175 Hornberg A. M., Roma u k 40 Johnsen J. J., Sugarloaf o
176 Hort A. H. W. (contractor), Cooktown c 41 Johnson M., Maryborough s
177 Hocking John P., Charters Towers n z 42 Johnson Peter, Maryborough c
178 Houldsworth Mrs., Brisbane c  43 Johnson T. A., Stanthorpe c
179 House George, Highfields c 44 Johnson W. B., Mackay c
180 House Mary, Brisbane u k 45 Johnston Mrs., Brisbane u k
181 Houston Robert (blacksmith), Stanthorpe c 46 Johnston Miss Annie, Toowoomba c
182 Howard Mrs. Alice, Brisbane o c 47 Johnston Arthur W., Rockhampton c
183 Howard John, Clermont o c 48 Johnston J., Charters Towers o c
184 Howard William, Toowoomba p o 49 Johnstone Win., Brisbane u k
185 Howell Captain (schooner " Martha Ellen"), Mary 50 Joiner David, Jimbour c
borough s  51 Jones A., Charters Towers o
186 Howes Robert, Millchester s 52 Jones B. (carrier), Dalby c (2)
187 Holley Charles, Sugarloaf u k 53 Jones Cyprian, Brisbane m and u k (3)
188 Hoyles -, Rockhampton u k 54 Jones Evens, Nerang Creek c
189 Hubley Alfd., Maryborough o c 55 Jones Fredk., Clermont c '
190 Hubner Franz, Maryborough f  56 Jones G. E. R., Logan Downs c
191 Ruch Julius, Gotten c 57 Jones J. (butcher), Cooktown c
192 Hudson Thomas, Cooktown o 58 Jones J. B., Ravenswood c
193 Hughes Miss E., Rosalie Plains u k 59 Jones J. C., Mackay c
194 Hughes H. Arthur, Brisbane u k 60 Jones Richard (sawyer), Murphy's Creek c
195 Hughes H. B., Coogoon, Roma c  61 Jones Saml., Charleville u k
196 Hughes Patrick, Stanthorpe c 62 Jones Thomas T., Cooktown m
197 Hughes Wm., Irrawarra p o 63 Jordan John, Cooktown s
198 Hull Geo., Mackay a 64 Joyson Neils Daniel, Millchester o a
199 Hulse Thomas, Brisbane u k 65 Joss James (carpenter), Cooktown c (3)
200 Hume Thomas, Taroom o 66 Joyce J., Palmer t
201 Humphries John, Dalby c 67 Joyce P., Millchester o
202 Hunt Chas. W., Allora c 68 Jude Mrs., Petrie Terrace c
203 Hunt W. R., Calliope u k
204 Harle H., Ravenswood u k K.
205 Harley -, Rockhampton c
206 Hutton --, Warwick c 1 KAISER Chas., Roma e
207 Hutchison Thomas, Peak Downs a 2 Kalemie John, Rockhampton o c
208 Hutzfeldt --, Gowrie Road c 3 Kaufmann C., Toowoomba c
209 Hyland Mrs., Highfields Road c 4 Karim Carl, Brisbane c
210 Hyling Alfd., Mackay o 5 Karsen T. M., Townsville c
211 Hynes Mrs. Catherine, Toowoomba c 6 Karstens Hans Jasper, Toowoomba f
212 Hynes Elizth. Ann, Townsville c 7 Katzenstein and Co. Messrs., Brisbane s (2)
8 Keane Ruben, Rockhampton c
I.  9 Keane W., Clermont e
1 ILSEN Fr., Maryborough f 19 Kearney Michl., Ureenmount Farm , Toowoomba e
2 Iugarfield Wm., Brisbane u k 11 Kearsley G. (carrier), Cooktown c
3 Ing Yard, P.O. Cooktown c 12 Keating Edward (bullock driver), Roma c
4 Innes Wm. (schooner " Dianella "), Mackay m 13 Keating Maurice F., Ravenswood o
5 Irving Geo. (schooner " Stanley "), Maryborough s 14 Kee John, Rockhampton u k
6 Irving Captn. James (ship " P. S. Annie "), Port 15 Keefer David, Roma c
Darwin m 16 Keeffie John, Maryborough u k
7 Irwin B., Brisbane c 17 Kelan Thomas, Charters Towers s
8 18Isherwood Robert, Brisbane u k (2) Kefford B. (baker), Brisbane c
9 Ivey Mrs., Clermont c 19 Kehoe Michl., Winton Station c
10 Ives Alfred, Cooktown c 20 Keighler -, Toowoomba c
11 21Ivis David, Brisbane u k (3) Keighran Mrs., Mackay c (2)22 Kelleway -, Brisbane c (2)
J. 23 Keller Otto, Edwards Town f and n z (2)
1 JACKSON -- (bricklayer), Toowoomba c 24 Kelly Mrs., Eaton Vale c
2 Jackson -- (blacksmith), Cooktown n z 25 Kelley A., Burrandowan Station c
3 Jackson - (builder), Brisbane c 26 Kelly Mrs. Charlotte, Brisbane o c (2)
4 Jackson Benjamin, Wooloongabba c  27 Kelly Miss Eliza, Toowoomba c
5 Jacobsen Hinrick (carpenter), Mackay f 28 Kelly James, Brisbane c
6 Jakobsen H., Maryborough f (2) 29 Kelly Mrs. John, South Brisbane c
7 Jawbsen Hans (laborer), Maryborough o c (2) 30 Kelly John, Irishtown c
8 Jakobsen Siquart, Charters Towers c 31 Kelly Mrs. Julia J., Brisbane o
9 Jacques -, South Brisbans c  32 Kelly Mary Ann, Brisbane o
10 James Mrs., South Brisbane c 33 Kelly Mrs. Michael, Brisbane o
11 James Mrs., per " Southern Belle," Brisbane c 34 Kelly Patrick, West Grove, Roma u k
12 James Geo., Milchester c 35 Kelly Thomas, steamer " Annie," Port Darwin
13 James G. V., Townsville c m (2)
14 Jamieson Lawrence, Cooktown c 36 Kellett John, Cooktown m
15 Jarman Wm., Mackay u k 37 Kelsey Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
16 Join John (pork butcher), Gowrie Road c 38 Kelsey J. If., Charters Towers c
17 Jenkins Mrs., Milton c 39 Kemp W., Mackay o c
18 Jennings Geo., Rockhampton u k (2) 40 Kennedy -, Fortitude Valley c
19 Jennings G., Bundall Station o 41 Kennedy James (seaman), Cooktown o c (2)
20 Jensen A. M., Yengarie o 42 Kennedy James A. (carrier), Cooktown c s and o
21 Jensen Christian, Yengarie f (4)
22 Jensen Gartner E., Jindah f 43 Kennedy John, Stanthorpe c
23 Jensen Nickkel, Rockhampton c 44 Kennedy Mrs. J., Wolf Lee c
24 Jensen Peder, Mackay c 45 Kennedy Mrs. Kate, Brisbane c
25 Jessen M. (bootmaker), Bowen c 46 Kennedy Mrs. Patrick, Maryborough c
26 Jesunft Mrs., Gowrie Road c 47 Kenny Miss, Nerang Creek c
27 Johannsen Christ., St. Helens Ti z 48 Kent Mrs., Alfred street, Brisbane s
28 Johansen John Frederick, Rockhampton c  49 Keugle  Misr  Bridget, Millchester o
29 Johensen Wm., Mackay c (2) 50 Kerney Wm., Rockhampton c
30 Johnson Sophie, Brisbane o 51 Kerr David, Bowen p o
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62 Kerroin  Mat., Roma c 55 Lindsay Sami., Maryborough u k
53 Kerroin Thomas, Roma c 56 Linch Maurice, Ravenswood c
54 Kettle Richd., Gatton c  57 Line John, P.O., Rockhampton u k
55 Keyes Mrs. E., Bowen c 58 Linkin Mrs., Clermont u k
56 Kidner Chas. (carrier), Mackay c 59 Linnahan -, Brisbane c
57 Kiemann H., Brisbane f 60 Little J., Goongarry c
58 Kilfail Michl., Rockhampton c 61 Little Mrs. Robert, Milton c
59 Killijool Christian Jensen, Bowen f 62 Little W., Mooloolah c
60 Kilmartin Patrick, Jimbour c 63 Livingstone A., Cooktown c (2)
61 King J. H., Rockhampton o 64 Lloyd Alfd., Cooktown s
62 King Major, Maryborough o c 65 Lloyd E., Maryborough s
63 King Wm., Tiaro c 66 Lloyd Humphrey G. C., Brisbane u k (2)
64 Kinna Patrick (carrier), Clermont c 67 Lehner Peter Thomson, Mackay f
65 Kirby J. L., Cooktown s 68 Lockhard J., Welltown s
66 Kirk -- (timber merchant), Cooktown c 69 Logan Thomas, Dalby c
67 Kirkman  Miss,  Brisbane u k 70 Loll Mrs. Fredereka, Maryborough o c
68 Kirkpatrick Captu. (ship) "Toowoomba" Brisbane c 71 Lomaz Miss, South Brisbane c
69 Kirkpatrick James, Brisbane o 72 Long Annie, Rockhampton o
70 Kirsher P. A., Sugarloaf s 73 Lonergan Timothy, Rockhampton c
71 Kitz James, Ravenswood o  74 Longstaf Geo., Millchester o
72 Klaver James, Cooktown c 75 Longton James, Charters Towers in
73 Klemm Johann Christian, Brisbane f 76 Lord Will., Rockhampton o
74 Klewis -, Toowoomba c 77 Lovell David, Bowen u k
75 Klump Mrs. F, Bulimba c 78 Lowrie James, Bowen-o
76 Kluver James, Cooktown c 79 Lucas -, Helidon c
77 Knights  Miss,  Brisbane c 80 Ludlam Miss M. A., Brisbane s
78 Knight Mrs. A. A., Brisbane o 81 Luff Edwin, Lode Creek in
79 Knight Edward, Cooktown s 82 Luke -, Rockhampton c
80 Knight E., Brisbane o 83 Lundbergh Ernest, Cooktown f
81 Knight Richard, Cooktown o 84 Lupps -, Toowoomba c
82 Kundson Hans, One-mile c 85 Luske Robert, Brisbane in and n z (2)
83 Koing L., Hospital, Cooktown o 86 Luxmore James, Townsville c
84 Kranston  -, Clermont c (2) 87 Lye W., Dalby c
85 Krause  Michl., Maryborough f (2) 88 Lyell Win., Cooktown o
86 Krestesen  Maren, - f 89 Lynch Miss Julia, Brisbane u k
87 Kringer Augustus, Toowoomba o 90 Lyons -, care of Spode, Indooroopilly e
88 Kristiansen  John, Bowen c 91 Lyons David, Cooktown o
92 Lyons John, South Pine River f
L. 93 Lyons John Wheeler, Cooktown c
1 LABBATT Geo., Toowoomba c
2 Laing Thadius, Cooktown o M.
3 Laird Wm., Charters Towers in (2)
4 Lamb Benjamin, Brisbane u k and c (2) 1 MADDOCK Geo. S. H., Rockhampton s
5 Lambert J. J., Brisbane u k 2 Madigan -, Toowoomba c
6 Lambeth H., Rockhampton c 3 Maher and Webb  Messrs.,  Mount Perry o c
7 Lancaster  James, Buaraba c  4 Maher Martin (carrier), Cooktown c (2)
8 Landrigan J., Quart Pot Creek c 5 Maher Matthus, Goondiwindi s
9 Lang Win., Cooktown c 6 Mahon -, Jimbour o
10 Langdon James, Charters  Towers n z and t (2)  7 Mahon Maria, Brisbane u k
11 Lane -, Helidon c 8 Males --, Eagle Farm c
12 Lane Goo., Townsville c (3) 9 Mallock Wm., Ravenswood s
13 Langenbecker Revd. T. F. H. J., Toowoomba c 10 Mansfield Edwd., Brisbane u k (2)
14 Langton Alfd. (carrier), Goondiwindi c 11 Mansfield Wm., Brisbane u k
15 Langton J. M. E., Cooktown o  12 Mansfield  W., Toowoomba c
16 Larcombe E., Rockhampton t 13 Manion G. M. (brig) " Mary Campbell" Mackay s
17 Larfold Peter, care of Captn. Hunt, ship "Indus," 14 Mann George, North  Branch, Cambooya o c
Brisbane u k  15 Manson John, Brisbane p o
18 Larkham J., Mackay o 16 Manson Wm., Palmer o
19 Larkin Patrick, Rockhampton c 17 Manuel Chas., Cooktown o
20 Larsen N., (shoemaker),  Brisbane o  18 Manuell Chas. Leslie, Charters  Towers n z (2)
21 Larsen Thomas, Port Denison f 19 Manzell Wm., Maryborough o c
22 Later Henry, Port Denison c 20 Marback Ph., Rosewood c
23 Lane  -, Meringidan e 21 Margarite Mrs., per "Suffolk," Rockhampton f
24 Lawson John, Cooktown n z 22 Marriett -, Townsville c
25 Lawson John, Rockhampton u k 23 Marsden Wm., Cooktown c
26 Lawson J. W., Roma c 24 Marshall Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba o
27 Lax R., Oval c 25 Marshall Maxwell,  Brisbane f
28 Lean Duncan, Maryborough o c 26 Marshall Richd., Dingo Creek,  Stanthorpe s
29 Leaver  Geo. (seaman ),  Brisbane o c 27 Marshall Mrs. Robert,  Mi ll chester o
30 Lee -, Ravenswood f 28 Marson  -, Oval c
31 Lee Henry, Logan Downs c 29 Martell --, Charters  Towers c
32 Lee Jones Hamilton,  Bowen u k (2) 30 Marten Chas.,  Mackay u k
33 Lee Samuel, Cooktown c 31 Marten Mrs. J. M., Mackay u k
34 Lee  Thomas, Sugarloaf s 32 Marten  John, Maryborough f
35 Leggill Geo., Queensland f 33 Martens Jacob , Mackay f
36 Leihanan  Benjamin and Co.  Messrs., Toowoomba s  34 Martin  P., Milton o
37 Lendemeyer David, Roma c 35 Martin Peter, Cooktown c (2)
38 Longs August, Brisbane c 36 Martyn P. D., Cooktown o c
39 Lennon Edward, Brisbane u k 37 Martin S., Cooktown s
40 Lennon Edward, Maryborough o c  38 Maslen T . H., Kangaroo Point in
41 Lenz --, Cooktown s  39 Mason  Giles A., Sugarloaf o
42 Lester Matthew, Dalby o 40 Mason F., Townsville c
43 Le Tissier John, Charters  Towers s  41 Mason garb -, Brisbane c
44 Lewis Jenkins, Sugarloaf c 42 Massey Thomas, Rockhampton u k
45 Lewis J. (contractor), Spring Hill c 43 Masterton Alexander, Cooktown o
46 Lewis William, Cooktown u k 44 Matham Mrs, Brisbane c
47 Lhruman C., Millchester c 45 Matheson Duncan, Brisbane c
48 Lighbody James, Brisbane f 46 Matheson Hugh (carrier), Clermont c
49 Limpiar Wm., Rockhampton u k 47 Mathews Mrs. Cornelius, Ravenswood u k
50 Lind Adolph, Sugarloaf c 48 Mathews M., Clermont n z
51 Lindley Saml., Rockhampton u k 49 Mathews R., (carrier), Clermont c
52 Lindsay -, Brisbane c 50 Mathison O. W., Millchester c
53 Lindsay D., Eight-mile, Cooktown o 51 Matthissen Sverdrupaas,  Mackay f (2)
X54 Lindsa y J. D., Maryborough s  52 Matthias  -, Gowrie Road c
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53 Mars H., Yatala o 146 Murry P., Sugarloaf a
54 Mayer S., Brisbane a 147 Mune Wm., Maryborough o
55 Maygor Miss E., Sugarloaf a 148 Munro Chas., Bowen o
56 Mayne Mrs., Brisbane c 149 Munro Donald, Cooktown c and o (2)
57 Maynard Wm., ship (" Indus "), Brisbane u k 150 Murphy Mrs., Kelvin Grove o
58 Meager Geo., Sugarloaf s 151 Murphy B., Lode Creek a
59 Meagher John, Dalby a 152 Murphy John, Rockhampton u k
60 Meaveer Chas., Clermont c 153 Murphy John (miner), Ravenswood c
61 Megann Martha, Rockhampton c 154 Murphy J. D. (horse-dealer), Cooktown c
62 Megann Thomas, Rockhampton e 155 Murphy J. D., Cooktown m
63 Mellon Wm., Irishtown c 156 Murray James E., Yandilla o
64 Mengareen Charley, Roma c 157 Murry John, Ward's Camp, Brisbane c
65 Mengel Konrad, Irishtown, e 158 Murray Michl. (carrier), Dalby c
66 Menzies James, Cooktown u k 159 Murray P., Kelvin Grove t
67 Mergard L. (carrier), Maryborough c 160 Myers -, Toowoomba c
68 Merritt -, Toowoomba c 161 Myers Alexander, Cooktown o
69 Mertz F., Toowoomba o 162 Myers Alexander, Murphy's Creek a (2)
70 Meskil Joseph, Cooktown c 163 Mylan John, Cooktown o
71 Meyers Alick, Murphy's Creek c 164 Myles Fredk. N., Burdekin e
72 Metzger Wm., Cooktown o c 165 Myzon -, Brisbane c
73 Meyer J. C., Brisbane s
74 Meyer J. H. Chas., Oakey Creek c Mc.
75 Miccollin A. D. A., Charters Towers o c
76 Mickelsen Carl, Bowen f 1 MCADAM Wm., Ravenswood u k (2)
77 Mictchie -- (blacksmith), Gowrie road c 2 McAlister -, Highfields Saw-mills o
78 Middleton James (schooner "Margaret Chessel"), 3 MeAnany Mrs. James, Rockhampton o
Cape York m 4 McArthur A., Copperfield u k
79 Middleton Mr. or Mrs. John, Brisbane u k 5 Macartney Robert, Millchester u k
80 Millar Mrs., Gregory terrace c 6 McAuley Captain (schooner " Margaret and
81 Millar J., South Brisbane c Jane "), Cape York a (2)
82 Miller Mrs., Brisbane s 7 McBride Miss, Brisbane c
83 Miller --, Crown street c 8 McCabe Thomas, Charters Towers is
84 Miller A. W., Bustard Bay u k 9 McCann -, Maryborough c
85 Miller E., Mackay c 10 McCauley Elizabeth, Cooktown s (2)
86 Miller Henry, Middle Ridge c 11 McClements Ca tain J. (barquentine " Heath "),
87 Miller Miss Jane, Brisbane s Cooktown s (3)
88 Miller S. C., Clermont c 12 McClintock James (teacher), Taroom c
89 Mills Mrs. Emily, Cooktown o 13 McClintock J. W., Roma e
90 Mills Geo., Cooktown m 14 McConaghy Robert, Charters Towers c
91 Mills Miss Hannah, Bowen Bridge c 15 McCormick John, Brisbane u k and a (5)
92 Milten Miss Mary, Bishop's Hill c 16 McCormick John, Maryborough c
93 Mirls and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba c 17 McCormick J., Charters Towers c
94 Mocusson James, Brisbane f 18 McCourt Captain (schooner " Whitinger " ),
95 Moffatt Mrs. or Miss M., Brisbane o Townsville c
96 Moffatt Wm., Mackay u k 19 McCrae Colin, Ravenswood s
97 Mogan John, Brisbane c 20 McCullough W. G., Maryborough a (2)
98 Mohr Fredk., Rockhampton c 21 McDonald Mrs., Brisbane f
99 Monaghan M. M., Brisbane n z 22 McDonnell Miss Annie, Toowoomba c
100 Monnux Miss Ellen, Mount Vincent s 23 McDonald C. H., Cooktown o
101 Monroe Miss E., Brisbane u k 24 McDonald John, Brisbane c
102 Mooney James, Talavera c 25 McDonald John Cameron, Cooktown c
103 Mooney John, Gatton c 26 McDonald J., Goomburra c
104 Mooney John, Jimbour c 27 McDougall E., Brisbane o
105 Moore -, Brisbane u k 28 McDougall Hugh, Frazer's Island a
106 Moore Mrs., Townsville u k and m (3) 29 McFarlane Revd. S., Queensland u k
107 Moore Alfred, Mackay o c 30 McEwan John, Beaufort Station c
108 Moore C., Brisbane u k (2) 31 McGaraham J., Goondiwindi s
169 Moore E. or P., Mackay c 32 McGea John, Cooktown o
110 Moore Mrs. Mary J., Dalby c 33 McGee Captn. (schooner " Currembrin"), Cook-
111 Moore R. D., Cooktown n z town c and s (2)
112 Moore Thomas, Maryborough o c (2) 34 McGhie W., Townsville c
113 Moore Wm., Charters Towers c and o (2) 35 McGill Wm., Charters Towers e
114 Moran Mrs. Honora, Rockhampton o c 36 McGinn --, Highfields c
115 Morcombe Henry, Townsville c 37 McGinty Chas., Brisbane o e
116 Morecroft John, Townsville s and o c (3) 38 McGrath Mary, Cooktown o
117 Morell John, Brisbane u k 39 McGrath Miichl. (bushman), Dalby o c
118 Morey - (storekeeper), Sugarloaf o c 40 McGrath Wm., Rockhampton u k
119 Morgan - (carrier), Townsville c 41 McGregor -, Townsvile c
120 Morgan Evan, Cooktown s 42 McGregor C. (baker), Cooktown a
121 Morgan F., Toowoomba c 43 McGregor Mrs. John, Mackay o
122 Morgan Theodore, Ravenswood s 44 McGuire Edwd. F., Bowen c
123 Morgan Thomas, Toowoomba c 45 McInerney T., Sugarloaf c
124 Morgan Thos. D., Mackay o 46 McInnis Chas., Cooktown o (2)
125 Morgan T. F., Charters Towers a 47 McInnis John, Brisbane c
126 Morgan Win. (carrier), Townsville c 48 McIntyre Mrs., Brisbane c
127 Moriarty Edmund (turnkey), Goal, Brisbane u k 49 Mackay A., Sugarloaf o
128 Morris Frank L., Millchester o 50 McKay Angus (shingler), Toowoomba c
129 Morris F., Cooktown c 51 McKay Alex. R., Nerang Creek o
130 Morris G., Brisbane u k 62 McKay Geo., Charters Towers u k
131 Morris John S., Sugarloaf p o 53 McKay John, Cooktown c (2)
132 Morris S. (carrier), Cooktown c 54 McKeegan Ellenor, Millchester o
133 Morrison John, Freestone Creek c 55 McKeehnie Wm. (shepherd), Ipswich u k
134 Morrissey J., Townsville c 56 McKeigh -, Toowoomba c
135 Morrasey M. J., Charters Towers c 57 McKenzie -, Mackay c
136 Morrissey Pat, Cooktown o 68 McKenzie -, South Brisbane c
137 Morten F., Rockhampton c 59 MacKenzie Alex., Brisbane o c
138 Moses J. W., Bowen o 60 MacKenzie Captain (schooner " Lady  Robinson"),
139 Moss John (builder), One-mile Swamp c Cooktown a
140 Moss Robert, Clermont c 61 McKenzies Hector, Cooktown o
141 Motte Chong (Chinaman), Cooktoown c 62 McKeren John (miner), Cooktown o c
142 Moxham James, Charters Towers o 63 McKernan John (laborer), Dalby o c
143 Moylan J., Townsville c 64 McKinnon T., Peak Downs m (4)
144 Muller Fredk., Jimbour Woolshed c 65 McKeon Mrs., Charters Towers c
140 M!Wer Karl, Charters Towers c 66 McLauBhlan Matthew, UWleheater c (2)
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67 Toowoomba c  6McLauglan Mikle O'Brian  John, Apple-tree Flat c
68
,
McLean John (carrier), Towonsville c 7 O'Brien Michl., Townsville c
69 McLean  John, Cooktown o 8 O'Brien Michl. (ship " Indus" ), Brisbane u k
70 McLean Martin, Dalby c 9 O'Brien Morris, Helidon c (3)
71 McLean Wm., Cooktown o 10 O'Connell D., Cooktown s
72 McLeod M., South Brisbane c 11 O'Connell T. (carrief), Townsville c
73 MacLeod Wm. Leichhardt Downs c 12 O'Connor G., Rocky Creek o
74
,
McLennan A., care Mrs. Smith, Bridge Hotel, 13 O'Connor John, Cooktown o
South Brisbane o 14 O'Connor P., Rockhampton c
75 MoLenan A., Brisbane o 15 O'Connor Thomas, Irish Town c
76 McMa - , Jimbour c 16 Odgen Catherine, Clermont o
77 McMahon Mrs. B., Sugarloaf o c 17 O'Donahue Timothy, Jinghi Jinghi c
78 McMahon -, Brisbane c 18 O'Donnell Jno., Stanthorpe s
79 McMahon P. J., Cooktown s 19 O'Flynn J. J., Brisbane c
80 McMaster  R. Blair  Athol o c 20 Ogg --, Highfields Road c
81
,
MacMarara  M. F., Charters Towers o c 21 Ogden -, Dalby o c
82 McMichael -, Brisbane c 22 O'Grady Daniel, Hirding Yard Creek c
83 McMillan D., Mooloolah o c 23 Ohlsen Hans, Brisbane o
84 McMillan James (schooner " Dancing Wave") 24 O'Keeffe Miss Christine, Rockhampton u k
Cooktown c 25 Oldfield Edwin F., Stanthorpe in
85 McMullane L. Charters Towers c 26 O'Leary Timothy Edwardstown o c
86
,
McNair John Toowoomba c 27 Olher Ralph, Cooktown o
87
,
Charters  Towers a 28McNamara Marcus Ohm Wm., Mackay o
88
,
Allanstown c 29MacNamara  Timothy Olivey John, Townsville c
89
,
McNamara Win., Cooktown o 30 Olsen Christian, Mackay c
90 McNamel Owen, Mackay m 31 Olsen Johan, Ravenswood p of
91 McNeille W., Petrie Terrace c 32 Olsen Peter, Brisbane o
92 McNell Mrs., Rocky Creek c 33 Olsen Soren Christian,  Brisbane f (2)
93 McNere  Mrs., Mort Estate c 34 Olsen Tharald,  Bowen n z
94 McFarland John Rockhampton o c 35 O'Mahouey  Miss  Mary,  Brisbane c
95
,
Macphee R., Cooktown o 36 O'Malley Peter, Clermont c
6 37 Townsville cO'Neil James9
97
Macpherson Finlay, Cooktown s (5)
McPherson Gillis Cooktown p o 38
,
O'Neil Patrick, Cooktown c
98
,
McQueen John, Warwick c 39 O'Raffertty R., Cooktown s
99 Charters Towers c 40McQueen, Sand. O'Rane-James, Townsville o c
100
,
Goomburra m 41McQuillkin Mrs. Timothy Orferd  R. (stonemason ), Toowoomba c
101
,
McTavish P., Cooktown s 42 Orneberg A., Stanthorpe s
43 O'Rourke C. W., Cooktown o
N. 44 Orr Mrs., Milton c
45 Mort  Estate cOrton Mrs.1 NANCE James, Stanthope c 46
,
Cooktown cO'Sullivan Hosty2 Nancanom  W. H., Ravenswood s 47
,
O'Sullivan Patrick F., Cooktown n z3 Nancarrow  John, Cooktown m 48 Highfields road oOttinger -4 Nauman John, Jimour Woolshed c 49
,
Cooktown oOtto Geo.5 Nassen  Niels, Maryborough f 60
,
Brisbane cOutridge Colly6 Neary Robert, Ravenswood u k 51
,
Brisbane oOverlack H.7 Neaves John,  Bowen s 52
,
Clermont oOwan John8 Neenan Tim., Cooktown c 53
,
Bowen o cO'Wang Alfd.9 Neill Wm. J., Mackay c 54
,
Kennedy and Rafter Mess rs.Oxley Mount10 Neilson C., Cooktown o , ,,Perry o c11 Nelspeater Mrs., Townsville c
12 Neracher  Caspar , Maryborough o c P.
13 Neville A. M., Brisbane u k
14 Newbould H., Charleville c 1 PACKER Chas., South  Brisbane c
51 Newbould Frank, Charleville c 2 Packer or Parker Rosil,  Brisbane o
16 Newey W., Mackay u k 3 Paint Nicholas, Mackay a
17 Newport Geo., Maryborough c 4 Paisley Wm., Taroom c
18 Newsam Walter, Brisbane u k 5 Palmer Wm., Freestone c
19 Newson G. R., Sugarloaf o 6 Pardy John, Peak Downs c
20 Newtown -, Toowoomba c 7 Parker J. W. (carpenter), Milton e
21 Newtown Jas., Mackay c 8 Parkins W. (carrier), Clermont c
22 Newton F. W., Rockhampton s 9 Parsfield Mrs. Geo., Maryborough o
23 Nicholas Thomas, Cooktown o 10 Parsons John, Rockhampton c
24 Nicholas Thos.  Martin, Brisbane n z 11 Parr Catherine, Toowoomba o
25 Nicholls Thos., Ravenswood c 12 Parrington Richd., Bowen o
26 Nicholson Thos., Ravenswood c 13 Parry Robert H., Ravenswood a
27 Nicholson W., Rockhampton u k 14 Passmire D., Ravenswood c
28 Nielsen Mrs. Cecelia, Rockhampton o 15 Passmore  W. D. (schooner "Belle"), Maryborough
29 Nielsen Mrs. C. F., Maryborough u k
e30 Neilsen Johannes,  Brisbane o o 16 rson  - (carrier), Townsville cPatt
31 Nielsen Niels, Maryborough c 17 Patterson James, Charters Towers o c
32 Nielsen N. P., Brisbane f 18 Paterson Mrs. J., Maryborough c
33 Nielsen  Thomas, Toowoomba f 19 Patterson T. L., Townsville c
34 Nihill Jno., Cooktown s 20 Patton -, Toowoomba c
35 Nock John, Tewautin c 21 Pattle Robert, Toowoomba c
36 Nolan James J., Rockhampton u k 22 Pawson Mrs., Brisbane c
37 Nolan John, South Brisbane c (4) 23 Payne Miss, Mort Estate c
.,8 Nole Mrs. A., Maryborough c 24 Peach Edward, Stanthorpe o c
39 Nordlohn Joseph, Charters Towers c 25 Peach  Miss Eliza , Maryborough c
40 Norman Joseph, Mackay u k 26 Peak -, Mackay c
41 Normann Martinus, Mackay s 27 Peak Benjamin, Rockhampton c
2 28ThN th MessrsPearce and Co Townsville e4 or an omas, Cooktown c (2) .,.
43 29Norris T., Cooktown c (2) Pearce Robert L., Charters Towers m and C (2)
44 Nugent Patrick (carpenter), Rockhampton o c (2) 30 Pears Henry, Brisbane o
45 Nursey C. J. Fairfax, Ravenswood u k, f, and c (5) 31 Peders Miss Daartia, Brisbane c
46 Nutt Fredk., Maryborough a 32 Pedersen Harry, (turner), Brisbane c
33 Pederson Caroline, Rockhampton f
0. 34 Pederson C., Maryborough p o
35 Pederson H. R., Townsville f
1 O'BRIAN Mrs. A., Brisbane o 36 Pehryson Julian, Maryborough o
2 O'Brien Miss, Toowoomba c 37 Pemrose R., Townsville c
3 O'Brien Miss Elizth., Cooktown s 38 Cooktown sPentecost E.,
4 O'Brien E., Stanthorpe a 39
.
Pentland  Miss E liza, Rockhampton a
O'Brian James, Cooktown c 40 Perkins J. (s.s. "Annie"), Port Darwin t
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41 Peters Mrs. Cristine, Maryborough o e 24 Reid John, Clermont e
42 Peterson and Els Messrs. (puntmen), Mary- 25 Reid J., Brisbane c
borough c 26 Reid J. (commission agent), South Brisbane e
43 Peterson C., Townsville c 27 Reilly, D., Brisbane c
44 Petersen Christian Peter, Bowen n z 28 Reilly Terrence, Charters Towers u k
45 Petersen E. J. (watchmaker), Stanthorpe s 29 Reinke Otto, Forney Lawn o c
46 Peterson H., Bowen c 30 Reirne Fergus, Lillyvale c
47 Petersen John H, Maryborough f 31 Reissmann W., Toowoomba c
48 Peterson Mrs. K., Millchester c 32 Relsey Mrs., Maryborough c
49 Peterson Miss Kara, Rockhampton o c 33 Rennie Wm., Mackay u k (2)
50 Peterson Miss Mary, Townsville f 34 Rennison Chas., Brisbane u k (2)
51 Petersen M., Townsville c 35 Repp S., Rockhampton f
52 Petersen Thowald (blacksmith), Maryborough c 36 Rerrington Jas., Cooktown o
53 Petts Mary, Brisbane o 37 Revel -, Mackay c
54 Petts Richd, Bowen Downs u k 38 Rewcastle David, Bowen o
55 Petry Mrs., Toowoomba c  39 Reynolds or Reynolche Miss M., Post Office,
56 Phillips E., Charters Towers u k Brisbane c
57 Phillips F. A., Cooktown c 40 Reynolds Peter, Cooktown s
58 Phillips Geo., Noosa c 41 Rice Peter, Dalby e
59 Phillips Mrs. Jane G, Cooktown o c (2) 42 Richards Miss Eliza, Charters Towers a
60 Phillips J. (storekeeper), Toowoomba s 43 Richards Wm., Cooktown o
61 Phinister Robert (miner), Charters Towers s (2) 44 Richardson James (stonemason), Cooktown o c
62 Pickering John, Maryborough s 45 Richardson Murry, Dalby c
63 Pickering S., Mackay c (2) 46 Richardson Wm., Brisbane s
61 Pidgeon Lawrence, Cooktown n z 47 Richeson Harry, Charters Towers c
65 Piers Edward J. K., Peak Downs u k 48 Riddell John, Maryborough s (2)
66 Pillevuit M., Ravenswood s 49 Ridermand J. Yengarie e
67 Pinch Joseph, Mackay c 50 Ridley Robert, Bowen o
68 Pitt and Blake Messrs. (farmers), Sandy Creek e  51 Rieck G. T., P.  0.,  Cooictown c
69 Pitt Henry, Goondiwindi s (2J '52 Rieokmann Wilhelm, Bowen o
70 Plant and Jones Messrs., Charters Towers c 53 Riely Patrick, Brisbane c
71 Platt W., Maryborough m 54 Rigand D. R., or T. R. (?) Dalby  c-
72 Polley Carl August, Yengarie f  55 Rigg Saml., Brisbane u k
73 Pollock Thomas, Toowoomba s and m (2) 56 Riley Saml., Welltown c and u k (2)
74 Poole E., Townsville c 57 Riordan John T., Brisbane f
75 Poolman John, Fortitude Valley o 58 Ripley Mrs. Cleo., Police Barracks, Burdikin c
76 Popham J., Cooktown o 59 Ritchie Geo., Cooktown f
77 Porter Wm. or John, Ravenswood c 60 Bob W. J., Eight-mile Plains o c
78 Poulsen Johann, Brisbane o 61 Robberds C. N., Tambo a
79 Poulson M. H., Maryborough c 62 Roberts --, Mort Estate c
80 Power John, Wolfang s 63 Roberts (carrier), Townsville c
81 Power Chas., Cooktown c 64 Roberts Mrs. C. M., Ravenswood o c
82 Power Edward, Cooktown c 65 Roberts E. R., Townsville c
83 Power J. L., Rockhampton o 66 Roberts Henry, Banchory Station a
84 Power W. T., Millchester c 67 Roberts, John Ambrose, Ravenswood s
85 Powles Henry, Brisbane u k 68 Robertson Miss E., Rockhampton c
86 Preston A. D., Maryborough n z 69 Robertson Geo., Rockhampton c
87 Preston Thos., Charters Towers s 70 Robertson Geo., Townsville c
88 Price Wm. (laborer), Maryborough o c 71 Robertson Geo. A., Cooktown, a
89 Pritchard Boaz Henry, Clermont o c 72 Robertson James, Rosewood Gates c
90 Pronja Fritz, Maryborough o c 73 Robins Edward, Rockhampton u k
91 Psau Matias, Clermont c 74 Robinson -, (mailman), Townsville c
92 Pullman Geo., Rockhampton c 75 Robinson Chas. F., Port Darwin u k
93 Purcell Jno., Townsville e 76 Robinson Fredk., Bowen f
94 Purchase Richd., Brisbane u k 77 Robinson John, Milton c
95 Purser --, Townsville c 78 Robinson Robert, South Brisbane e
96 Purwell Wm., Rockhampton o 79 Roe Saml. Joseph, Cape " Rita " n z (5)
97 Pyne P., Charters Towers c 80 Roger Mrs., Mackay c
81 Roger G. M.-c
82 Rolls Mrs. Sarah, Rockhampton e
Q 83 Rollaston Geo., Mackay c
84 Romer Mrs. Rockhampton a1 QALZI, S. S. Islander, Maryborough o c 85
,
Rommilley A. Townsville c2 Quick Henry, Brisbane w a 86
,
Ron Jacob F. Rockhampton o e3 Quinlan John, Rovenswood e 87
,
Ronan C. Cooktown c4 Quinn Peter Rockhampton m ,, 88 Root W., Ageston Plantation u k (2)
89 Rose Henry, Cooktown c (2)
R. 90
91
Rosenthal Christian, care of J. Taylor, Toowoomba f
2)R i N il kt dC
1 RABBECH Henry, Euthella c 22
os ng e oo own n z an s (,
Ross Donald, Brisbane u k
2 Raffe Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o 93 Ross John, Bowen o c
3 Ramsey Albert, Coomrith c (2) 94 Rothray E. M., Rockhampton o c
4 Ramsey Chas. J., Sugarloaf s 95 Rourke Patrick, Cooktown s
5 Ramsey Thomas, Bowen c 96 Rowe Nicholas, Dalby c
6 Rapp H. W, Mackay c 97 Rowlandson Geo., Toowoomba c
7 Rappell -- (stonemason), Torilla Station c 98 Ruden Geo., Pine Creek m
8 Rasmussen Miss Cathe., Toowoomba f 99 Rudens Thomas, Cooktown c
9 Rasmussen Peder, Mackay c 100 Bull Fredk., Gowrie Road c
10 Rathbone Miss, Primary School, Bald Hills, near  101 Rum Yee (Chinaman), Cooktown s
Brisbane u k 102 Russell -, Toowoomba c
11 Rathbone E. J., Gatton u k 103 Rutter Saml., Townsville o c
12 Rawkin F. F., Highfields c 104 Ryan --, Highfields Road e
13 Ray F., Bowen e 105 Ryan Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
14 Ray Mrs. L., Toowoomba e 106 Ryan Denis, Jimbour c
15 Read Wm., Hervey's Bay c 107 Ryan James, Roma o c
16 Redman -, Toowoomba c 108 Ryan James, Roma a
17 Redmond John, Brisbane e 109 Ryan Jno., Mackay c
18 Rees Jenkin, Bowen Bridge c 110 Ryan Jno,, Cooktown e
19 Reeves Frank, Roma c 111 Ryan M. (blacksmith), Maryborough c
20 Regazzolli Felice, Mackay e 112 Ryan Michl., Mackay o c
21 Rehill Patrick, Roma c 113 Ryan Patrick, Charters Towers c
22 Reid -, Brisbane c 114 Ryan Wm., Highfields c
23 Reid Mrs., Clydre&irn, Cooktown u k 115 Ryle - (drayman), Gowrie Road o
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S. 93 Smith Captain, Cleveland Bay s
94 Smith C. C., Cooktown s
1 SAH Mrs. Menry, Maryborough o 95 Smith C. P. (of Gympie), Brisbane c
2 Sainsbury William, Cooktown o 96 Smith Dan., Sandy Creek, Walloon c
3 Salisbury Charlotte, Brisbane o 97 Smith D., junior, Mount Esk e
4 Salisbury S. M., Cooktown e 98 Smith Edward, Dalby c
6 Saltoun J. (executors of), Townsville c 99 Smith Mrs. Elizabeth, Albert street o c
6 Samuel H. T., Dalby c 100 Smith Mrs. E., Brunswick street c
7 Samuel Miss Mary, Toowoomba c 101 Smith E. T. (carrier), Rockhampton e
8 Samson C. J., P. 0., Charters Towers o c 102 Smith F. (builder), Sandgate road c
9 Sarle -, Toowoomba c 103 Smith George, Bulimba c
10 Sargent John, Stanthorpe e 104 Smith George, Rockhampton s and c (2)
11 Satts Robert (pilot, schooner "Spitfire"), Bris- 105 Smith George, Brisbane m
bane c 106 Smith G. S., Stanthorpe u k
12 Saunders Charles, Sugarloaf c 107 Smith Howard, Ravenswood e
13 Scholes Joshua, Gin Gin s (2) 108 Smith James, Burrandowan o
14 Schmidt Ernestine, Maryborough e 199 Smith James (schooner " Stanley"), Maryborough
15 Schmidt Wilhelm, Stanthorpe f m (3)
16 Schmockel August, Mackay f 110 Smith James Have, Cooktown c
17 Schott and Phillips Messrs., Taroom e 111 Smith James Russell, Cooktown e
18 Schreiker Richard, Port Denison c 112 Smith James T., Cooktown o
19 Schultz Henry, Nerang Creek c 113 Smith John (ship "Indus"), Brisbane c
20 Scott Miss, Brisbane c 114 Smith John, Claverton c
21 Scott -, Second Gate, Dalby Railway c 115 Smith John, Cleveland Bay s (3)
22 Scott F., Brisbane s 116 Smith John Edward, Clermont c
23 Scott F. C. (Kingsford's buildings), Brisbane as k 117 Smith Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
24 Scott G. F., Brisbane c 118 Smith Patrick, Brisbane c
25 Scott James, Taroom c 119 Smith Robert, Charters Towers f
26 Scott Richard, Charters Towers m (3) 120 Smith Stephen, Bowen u k (3)
27 Scowcroft John, Tiaro a 121 Smith Thomas, South Brisbane c
28 Scully -, Gowrie Road c 122 Smith W. Martin, Townsville u k
29 Scurle J., Brisbane u k 123 Smithson --, Middle Ridge c
30 Schler F. C., Bowen m 124 Sweeney --, Gowrie road c
31 Seitz Mrs., Toowoomba e 125 Smythe Mrs., Mort Estate c
32 Selby R., Mackay u k 126 Smyth F. G., Townsville c
33 Sellman -, Racecourse c 127 Smythe H. P., Carriers' Arms o c
34 Sells G. B., Bowen e 128 Smythe Mrs. M. (dressmaker), Brisbane o
35 Sewell John (butcher), Maryboroughs o e 129 Snell -, Rockhampton c
36 Seymour -, Brisbane c 130 Snell Mrs. E., South Brisbane o e
37 Shanmore -, Gatton c 131 Sochlig C., Cooktown o
34 Shaw Francis, Rockhampton o c 132 Sochapeky Joseph, Rockhampton f
39 Shaw J., Cooktown o 133 Sople S., Cooktown o
40 Shaw J., Wickham Terrace e 134 Sorensen A. K., Townsville n z
41 Shaw Walter H., Bowen Downs c 135 Sorensen Jens (laborer), Maryborough o c
42 Shean't'horn (bootmaker), Brisbane e 136 Spaklin -, Gowrie road c
43 Shekelton James, Townsville c 137 Spencer George, Charters Towers o (2)
44 Sheehan Mrs. R. A., Stanthorpe o c 138 Spehnan Thomas, Cooktown e
45 Sheens William, Maryborough c 139 Spies --, Meringadan c
46 Shehan J., Dalby c. 140 Spiro H., Townsville c
47 Sheil R. (care of E. Chavodoine), Clermont as k 141 Spiro John, Mackay c
48 Shenought Henry, Charters Towers e 142 Stalby William, Rockhampton c
49 Shennan R. (blacksmith), Cooktown u k 143 Standen James, Stanthorpe u k
60 Sheppard James, Mackay e 144 Stanley IF., Bowen a
51 Shepherd William, Charters Towers u k (2) 145 Stanley W., Pine River Road c
52 Shepherd William, Charters Towers s and c (2) 196 Stannard Thomas, Charters Towers u k and o (2)
63 Shepherd W. H., Millchester o 147 Stanwick P., Mackay s
64 Sheran George, Cooktown s 148 Stapelton Miss Riddy, Toowoomba c
55 Sherlock Andrew, Millchester s 149 Stapelton John, Cooktown a
56 Sherlock A., Millchester s 150 Stapelton Thomas, South Brisbane e
57 Shetland Louisa, Brisbane o c 151 Staunton J., Cooktown s
58 Shiel Thomas, Brisbane u k 152 Steuner M., Brisbane c
59 Shirley W., Toowoomba a 153 Stephen E. M., Townsville c
60 Short Lawrence H. H., Brisbane u k 154 Stephens Mrs. Elizabeth, Mackay n z
61 Shutt Carl, Maryborough c 155 Stephenson Andrew, Cooktown e
62 Sikkenna Dome, Rockhampton a 156 Stephenson John, Maryborough c
63 Silver Anthony, Charters Towers c (2) 157 Stevens Charles, Jimbour o
64 Silver A., Charters Towers o e 158 Stevens Edward, Cooktown c
65 Simmonds -, Charters Towers c 159 Stevens John, Yengarie u k
66 Simmonds Robert, Morayfield u k 160 Stevens Samuel, Logan Road e
67 Simpson H., Brisbane o 161 Stevenson Andrew, Cooktown c
68 Simpson John, Mackay c (2) 162 Stewart Mare, Rockhampton s
69 Simpson J., Pine River c 163 Stewart Andrew, Cooktown a
70 Simpson Samuel, Ravenswood u k (2) 164 Stewart Donald, Millchester o
71 Simpson S., Endeavour River c 165 Stewart John, Horny Bank a (3)
72 Sinclair Colin, Roma c (3) 166 Stewart John, Roma c
73 Sing Sat, Jimbour Station e 167 Stewart J., Mackay c
74 Sing J. W. (Chinaman), Charters Towers e 168 Stewart J. J. M., Cooktown m
75 Sinnott N. (surveyor), Ipswich o c 169 Stewart Michael, Brisbane o
76 Skinner John, Mount Hutton c 170 Stewart Robert Fullerton, Taroom a
77 Skjolberg Michael, Townsville c 171 Stirling Miss, Westwood m
78 Skrom Peter, Toowoomba o 172 Stockfleth George, Rockhampton o
79 Skelly P., Irishtowu c 173 Stacker -, Maryborough c
8) Skuley T., Roma c 174 Stone Mrs., Brisbane c
81 Sleyer Charles, Reserve c 175 Stone George, Cooktown o
82 Sloan J. J., Nonth Logan a 176 Storie John, Brisbane o c
83 Slotke Frantry (laborer), Maryborough o c 177 Straech Karl (farmer), Tarampa o c
84 Smit Rasmus C., Mackay e 178 Stritch Hon. Charles L., Glen Anon u k
85 Smith -, Mort Estate e 179 Stritch James (laborer), Maryborough o e
86 Smith -, Irishtown c 180 Strutton Miss M. M., Rockhampton c
87 Smith -, Petrie Terrace c 181 Stuart Miss E., Brisbane u k
88 Smith Mrs., Taylor street c 182 Stuart James, Brisbane s
89 Smith Arthur, Brisbane u k 183 Stuckey -, Brisbane e
90 Smith A. (carrier), Roma e 184 Styles Mrs. T., Yatala u k
91 Smith A. (grocer) Brisbane o a 185 Sullivan F., Toowoomba uk
92 Smith Mrs. A. M., Bowen c 186 Sullivan Miss Hannah, Brisbane c
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186 Sullivan P. Barry, Ravenswood o 72 Tregarthen William, Maryborough c
187 Sumers Thomas, Mackay s 73 Tregetin Mrs. M., Rockhampton c
188 Sun Fan (Chinese Camp), Maryborough s 74 Tregise John (carrier), Cooktown c
189 Suthers W., Cooktown o 75 Trebom Miss E. J., Brisbane m
190 Sutton Margaret, Dalby c 76 Trembath William, Rockhampton s
191 Sutton Miss M., Shafton Road c 77 Tressett Hugo, Cooktown o
192 Suendsen H. C., Claremont f 78 Trevor A. Hill,  Rockhampton c
193 Suenick Hans Frederich, Rocky Creek f 79 Triesman -- (bootmaker), Bowen  Bridge Road c
194 Swann Joel, Cooktown s 80 Trim Charles, Charters Towers c
195 Sweeney Edward, Brisbane o c 81 Trotler - (publican),  Brisbane c
196 Sweeney James, Townsville c 82 Trotter William, Brisbane u k
197 Swift G., Welltown u k 83 Tress -, Greenwattle Gully c
198 Swindells John, Brisbane u k 84 Trowhaust Wm. J., Millchester o c
199 Symes -, Charters Towers c 85 Trueman William, Cooktown o c
200 Symes Miss Mary, Rockhampton f 86 Truscott Lewis, Brisbane s
201 Symea Robert, Clermont s 87 Tully Margaret, Bulimba c
202 Symes T., Sugarloaf s 88 'Tully T., Brisbane c
203 Syme John, Brisbane c 89 Turnbull David, Cooktown c
204 Symes J. W., Natal Downs a 90 Turnbull  Wallace, Millchester u k (2)
205 Synons John, Maryborougli it k 9 L Turner -- (carrier), Grey street c
92 Turner and Co. Messrs., Rocky Creek c
T. 93 Turner Jonathan, Warwick c
94 Turner J., Brisbane f
1 TAAFFE Miss E. C., Rockhampton c 95 Turner John, Wolfang c (2)
2 Tait, J., Wharf street c 96 Turner S., Taroom s (3)
3 Talbot William, Cooktown in 97 Tutcher William T., Maryborough u k
4 Tampee John (butcher), Stanthorpe o c 98 Twible W. J., Pine River c
5 Tancred Michael, Millchester c 99 Tyack John, Charters Towers m (2)
6 Tankerd Michael, Millchester s 100 Tyler Edward, Millcheater c
7 Tasker Thomas, Cooktown o 101 Tyler W., Sawmills, Samford a (3)
8 Taylor -, Brisbane u k
9 i )T l ( M b hcarr er , ary orougay or c U.
10 Taylor James, Rosewood Gate u k (2) 1 Bowen cUHR Leslie Jones11 Taylor James, Brisbane u k 2
,
Cape York u kUnwin William12 Taylor James Lloyd, Brisbane s 3
,
Maryborough cUnjoller -13 Taylor John, Cooktown c (2) 4
,
Cooktown aUrguhart David14 Taylor J. S., Brisbane u k 5
,
Charleville u kUzzell Geor e15 Taylor P. N., Cooktown o g ,
16 Taylor Thomas Z. Cooktown f
17
,
Taylor W., Maryborough it k V.
18 Ta rin Hill clor W S., gy p 1 Ipswich u kVACHELL Francis J.19 Taylor Thomas Z., Cooktown n z 2
,
Stanthorpe cVeron Robert20 Tee Cee (Chinaman), Jimbour c 3
,
Charters Towers u kVeners Mrs Jane21 Teitzal Miss C., Toowoomba e 4
,.
Bald Hills u kVezey Owen  Vezey22 Templeton Mrs. Maggie, Rockhampton o 5
,
Fortitude Valley o cVictorsen Mrs. Caroline23 Templeton Thomas, Cooktown c 6
,
Charters  Towers oVincenzo William24 Tenedin Mrs., Charters Towers a 7
,
Rockhampton aVirtue D. W.25 Tey Wah, Stanthorpe e 8
,
Mackay fValhmann Michael26 Thaler Mrs., Toowoomba s 9
,
Valtry Carl Racecourse c27 Thane --, Marybarough c 10
,
Charters Towns cVraquizan Vincent28 Thomas T., Breakfast Creek e ,
29 Thompson Mrs., Maryborough o w30 Thompson Christopher, Brisbane c
31 Thompson C. A., Maryborough o 1 WAHEA Edward, Cooktown o c
32 Thompson G. H., Millchester m 2 Waite Mrs., Brisbane u k
33 Thompson James, Rockhampton u k 3 Wakefield F., Mackay s
34 Thompson James Ryan, Brisbane u k 4 Walch Hnmphry Booth, Logan Downs c
35 Thompson Joseph, Sugarloaf Creek a 5 Waldeck Mrs., South  Brisbane c
36 Thompson J. W., Cooktown c 6 Wale Thomas, Brisbane u k
37 Thompson P., Mackay c 7 Walker  -, B ri sbane c
38 Thompson Robert, Cooktown c 8 Walker -, Paddington  Estate c
39 Thompson William, Stanthorpt c 9 Walker -, North street c
40 Thomson Andreas, Cooktown o 10 Walker Edward, Gatton c
41 Thomson A., Mackay c 11 Walker Hugh, Cambooya u k
42 Thomson C. (saddler), Bowen o c 12 Walker John, Ravenswood o
43 Thomson W. R., Cooktown s 13 Walker J. A., Maryborough u k
44 Thornton Miss J. L., Maryborough c 14 Walker Jol* G., Brisbane u k
45 Thorpe Mrs., Bowen s 15 Walker Mrs. Matilda, West street c
46 Those -- (saddler), Rockhampton c 16 Walker R., Mackay c
47 Thygesen  Andreas,  Maryborough f 17 Wall  P., Brisbane o
48 Thynne  Miss A ., Clermont c 18 Walhrbuhl  A., Gayndah Road o
49 Tilson T. W., Cooktown s (5) 19 Walsh Thomas,  Sugarloaf s
50 Tillyer  Samuel ,  Rockhampton u k 20 Waltenspul  Anton,  Maryborough f
51 Timmins D.  IT.,  Clermont o 21 Walters F., Brisbane c
52 Timoney Michael ,  Cooktown o 22 Walters W. Brisbane e
53 Tipping Miss Martha Ann, Bowen m (2) 23 Walton Thomas ,  Cooktown  in
54 Tobin -,  Brisbane a 24 Wanstall Henry,  Rockhampton u k
55 Tolomo R .,  Mackay c 25 Warang  C., Stanthorpe s
66 Tomling Alfred,  Rockhampton c (2) 26 Ward A. G., Dalby a
67 Tomren H., Rocky Creek c 27 Ward George, Maryborough c
58 Tomson Hine, Maryborough o 28 Ward Owen, Stanthorpe u k
59 Tonges Conrad, Walloon o c 29 Ward Simon, Brisbane u k  and c (2)
60 Tonking W., Cooktown o 30 Ward William, Cooktown u k
61 Tooker Mountsport G., Mackay c 31 Wardle W. H., Brisbane u k
62 Tooley -, North street c 32 Warne John, Rockhampton u k
63 Toomey D., Bowen c 33 Warren Archelaus, Charters  Towers m
64 Torgesen, Anton, Rocky Waterholes o 34 Warren Miss G., South Brisbane c
65 Torlan -, Mary street c 35 Warren L. P. (draper),  Brisbane o c (4)
66 Toy William Henry, Charters Towers m 36 Waters Frank, Rockhampton p o
67 Toyne Alexander, Stanton Hartcourt c 37 Waters Thomas, Townsville c
68 Tracey Thomas, Cooktown c 38 Watkins S. W., Rockhampton u 14
69 Trattles  James,  Brisbane it k 39 Watson  Miss,  Brisbane c
70 Trans --, Black Gully c 40 Watson  George,  Cooktown m
71 Frederick -,  Brisbane c 41 Watson  G. C., Cunnamulla c
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42 Watson James, Charters Towers e 125 Wilson --, Brisbane c
43 Watson James (carrier), Dalby c 126 Wilson A. W., Townsville c
44 Watson William (miner), Stanthorpe o e 127 Wilson Edward, Ravenswood c
45 Watson W. P., Dalby c 128 Wilson Hugh, Brisbane u k
46 Watson W. T., Stanthorpe c 129 Wilson John, Brisbane s
47 Watt Andrew (the Reseve), Warwick e 130 Wilson John, Maryborough c
48 Watts Bennett, Sugarloaf o 131 Wilson J., Cooktown n z
49 Watts Mrs. E., Maryborough c 132 Wilson Robert Paxton, Brisbane u k (2)
50 Warnesi Harry, Maryborough c 133 Windiah Miss, Maryborough c
51 Way John, Cooktown m 134 Winfield Miss M., Spring Hill c
52 Weatherall Mrs. Martha, Rockhampton s 135 Winter James William, Cooktown s
53 Weanes -, Paddington Estate c 136 Winter John N., Bowen f
54 Webb -, Charters Towers c 137 Wish H., Mackay c
55 Weber ---, Maryborough c 138 Witton Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
56 Webster Charles, Mackay c (3) 139 Wolff Jacob H., Townsville e
57 Webster C., Townsville c 140 Wolfe James, Townsville s
58 Weedon S. W., Bluff Downs c 141 Wolfgrain F., Middle Ridge c
59 Weedon W., Rockhampton u k 142 Wongmon --, Brisbane t
60 Weedon William, Rocky Creek p o 143 Wood G., Taroom s
61 Weeks C., Bowen u k (2) 144 Woods George, Cooktown c
62 Weeks Samuel, Millchester o 145 Wood Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
63 Weiland T., Rosewood Scrub c 146 Woodger Charles, Maryborough s
64 Weir D., Cooktown p o 147 Worahan Michael, Cooktown c
65 Weitzel Jacob, Palmerville c 148 Worrall E. P., Red Rock c
66 Welsh Joseph, Alderly c 149 Worrald Frank, Brisbane u k
67 Weller Conrad and Co., Logan Road o e 150 Worrey Miss Jane, Toowoomba e
68 Wells Louis, Cooktown s 151 Wray S.  G., Brisbane u k (2)
69 Wells Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane o c 152 Wright James,  Brisbane u k
70 Welsh Allen, Dalby c 153 Wright Matthew, Cooktown u k
71 Welsh Miss Mary, Buffalo Hotel c 154 Wright R., Stanthorpe s
72 West W., Charters Towers c 155 Wright R. (farmer), Buhmba c (2)
73 Westfall Henry, Sugarloaf o 156 Wright Robert, Highfields c
74 Weston Samuel, Fleetwood u k 157 Wright Thomas, Clermont m
75 Westwood John L., Cooktown o  158 Wright William,  Cooktown c
76 Wenzel  Miss Elise , Lakes Creek o c 159 Wright William  James, Rockhampton u k
77 Wharton -, Maryborough c
78 White -, James street c
Y.79 White Miss C., Toowoomba c (2)
80 White J., Brisbane c 1 YAHL -,  Stein's Bridge c
81 White P. J., Dalby c 2 Yahl H. P. N., Brisbane f
82 White Richard, Townsville m 3 Yaldwyn Charles,  Gracemere u k
83 White Mrs. Y., North Pine River c 4 Yaldwyn Hon. W.,  Taroom Station c
84 Whitehead C., Brisbane s 5 Yates  Mrs., Charleville a
85 Whitehead Ralph, Charters Towers f 6 Youssoun Anders, Maryborough s
86 Whitehouse Joseph, Bowen Downs u k (2) 7 Yon Gow, Cooktown c
87 Whitehouse Joseph, Bowen Downs c 8 Young Harry (mariner), Brisbane o c
88 Whitters Mrs. Charles, Brisbane c 9 Young G eorge ,  Cooktown u k
89 Whitley Matthew, Charters Towers c (2) 10 Young Mow, Cooktown c
90 Wickman - (tinsmith), Valley c
91 Millchester aWicks John
92
,
Wiegel Peter, Millchester c Z.
93 Wilcox William, Cooktown o 1 ZAHEL Ludwig, Walloon c
94 Wilder Charles, Roma c 2 Zanetta Andrea, Cooktown o
95 Willis Mrs. W., Townsville c 3 Zieman and Co., Toowoomba a96 Wilkinson -, Bowen c 4 Zinn and Co., Toowoomba c97 Wilkinson Toowoomba c 5 Zinty and Co., Irish Town c98 Wilkinson E., Townsville c
99 Wilkinson G., Toowoomba c
100 Wilkinson Harry, Charleville e Initials, Etc.
101 Wislans Miss Martha, Depot, Brisbane f
102 Willett Henry,  B ri sbane a  1 A. B., P. O. Brisbane c
103 Williams Charles, Ravenswood u k 2 A. R. K., P. O., Brisbane c
104 Williams E. C., Stanthorpe c and u k (2) 3 B. X., P. 0., Brisbane c
105 Williams E. C., Stanthorpe a 4 J. T. S., P. 0., Brisbane c
106 Williams Edmond, Charters Towers p o 5 M. F., P. 0., Brisbane c
107 Williams Miss Hannah, Townsville c (2) 6 M. M., P. 0., Toowoomba c
108 Williams Henry,  Brisbane u k  7 R. A., P. 0., Brisbane c
109 Williams James,  Charters Towers o  8 T. A. A., P. O., Cooktown c
110 Williams  Miss M.,  Brisbane u k  9 Andrew  (South Sea Islander),  Maryborough o o (t)
111 Williams  Richard,  Cooktown o  10 Captain (" Clarice "), Townsville c
112 Williams  Mrs. Sarah  Ann, Cooktown c 11 Captain (schooner  " Waterwiteh"),  Cooktown o c
113 Williams Thomas L., Cooktown m 12 Executors of H. Logan ,  Townsvi lle o (2)
114 Williams William, Cooktown a 13 Executors of J. Saltoun, Townsville c
115 Williamson -, Brisbane u k 14 Harry (Polynesian), Maryborough o c
116 Williamson H. C., Brisbane u k (2) 15 Ider (Polynesian), Cooktown o e
117 Williamson Thomas, Townsville c 16 Johnny (Polynesian), Maryborough o e
118 Willis Ann, Maryborough c 17 Kapia (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o c
119 Willis James, Petrie Terrace o c 18 Ken Lye (Chinaman), P. O. Brisbane o c
120 Willis William, Logan River u k (2) 19 Pensioner (Depot), Rockhampton o c
121 Willoughby Nesbit, Port Denison u k 20 Port Denison  Times ,  Bowen e
122 Willman C., Brisbane c 21 The Manager, Bunker Creek Station m
123 Wilson -, Townsville c 22 The Manager, Charlemont Station m
124 Mar rouWil n h c (2) 23b rietor (QueenThe Pro l nd A iB by g-,so o p s a rms), r s ane c
LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS  for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration  Act  of  1872, "  will be
received and forwarded  to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages ,  either to the Immi gr ation
Agent at Brisbane ,  or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica.
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
ImWigration Agent,
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
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(Education Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 187 5.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive, until
MONDAY, the 26th instant, Tenders for the
erection of School Buildings at Meringadan, in
accordance with plans and specifi ation, which may
be seen on application to Mr. V. F. Couchman,
Drayton Road.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
NOTICE.
THE  Bench of Magistrates at St. Lawrence,have this day appointed Mr. Cms alas HILL
Poundkeeper at St. Lawrence, for 12 months.
By order,
M. BUCKLEY, C.P.S.
Court House,
St. Lawrence, 16th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the District of Gladstone,
for the consideration of applications for Publicans'
Licenses, will be held at the Police Office, Gladstone,
on TUESDAY, the 20th of April next, at Eleven
o'clock a.m.
By Order,
GEORGE WHITE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Gladstone, 10th March, 1875.
THE Annual  Meeting of the Justices, for Licens.in purposes, will be holden at the Police
Office, Condamine , on WEDNESDAY, the 21st
day of April,  at noon.
J. LEITH HAY, P.M.
Court House,
Condamine, 31st March, 1875.
NOTICE.
T HE Annual Licensing Meeting, for the granting
and renewal  of General and Country Pub-
licans ' Licenses, within the Police District of
Rockhampton, will be held at the Court House,
Rockhampton, at noon on TUESDAY, the 20th
day of April, 1875.
FRANK N. BEDDEK, C.P.S.
Police Office,
Rockhampton, 20th March, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Licensing Meeting in and for the Police
District of St. Lawrence, will be holden at the Court
House, St. Lawrence, at 12 o'clock noon, on TUES.
DAY, the 20th day of April next, for the purpose
of considering applications for Licenses under the
Publicans' Acts of the colony.
By order,
M. BUCKLEY, C.P.S.
Police Office,
St. Lawrence, 9th March, 1875.
REVISING THE JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Special Court ofPetty Sessions for revising the Jury List f r
the District of Rockhampton, will be held at the
Court House, Rockhampton, on FRIDAY, the ninth
day of April, 1875, at the hour of Ten o'clock in
the forenoon, at which the Justices of the Peace
residing within forty miles of the Court Town of
Rockhampton  are, in pursuance  of the provisions
of  " The Jury Act  of 1867," required to attend.
By order,
FRANK N. BEDDEK, C.P.S.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 20th March, 1875.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE,  TREASURY.
C HART of the  Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets ,  imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street ,  Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
I
ON SALE, at the  Government  Printing Office,
in  pamphlet  form ,  "The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal  8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
®N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form,  " The Gold .Fields  Ac.
of  1874,"  together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Dewy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U.BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
a ll  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will he returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPER$ and others are requested, when
describing  brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered "  and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand  "  after  the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.A FIRST Dividend of five shi llings in the
pound is intended to be declared in the
matter of James Dawson Robinson ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the 20th day of January, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 15th day of April, 1875, will  be excluded.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1875.
126
H. S. GRENFELL,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
I HEREBY give notice that i is my intention,
after the expiration of thirty days from the
date hereof, to apply for an Act of Parliament to
enable me to acquire an additional Right of Pre-
emption over certain lands within the leased half
of the Gracemere Run.
(Signed) WM. ARCHER.
Dated this 25th day of March, 1875.
231 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.IN accordance with "  Closing of Roads Act,"
28 Viet. No. 19, we, the undersigned ,  intend
to apply, on 11th May ,  1875, to the Bench of
Magistrates ,  at Warwick ,  for permission to erect a
Gate on the road from Warwick to North Toolburra,
situated on the northern side of the railway from
Warwick to Hendon, at the south -west corner of
Portion No .  190, parish  of Warwick.
MARSHALL AND SLADE.
227 4s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
the ensuing Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to vest the land comprised in Deed of
Grant No. 6537, being allotment 16, Portion 2,
Parish of Toombul, County of Stanley, in Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, the Hon-
orable GEORGE HARRIS, Esquire, M.L.C., and the
HonorableJolNFREDERICKMACDoUGALL, Esquire,
M.L.d., and their  successors , as Trustees for the
Queensland Turf Club, and to enable them to mort-
gage  or lease the  same , or to sell any such portion
or portions of the said land as in their opinion shall
not be absolutely necessary for the operations of
the Club,  such sale  being, subject to the sanction
of the Governer in Council ; and to enable the mem-
bers of the said Club to sue and be sued in the
name of their Chairman for the time being, with
power to the Committee of the Club to make bye-
laws.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of March, A.D. 1875.
202
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Bill.
7s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
j
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Limited Part.
nership  heretofore existing  between the Hon-
orable Wil liam  Henry Adelbert  Feilding, of No.
23, Brook street, Grosvenor Square, London,
England, special partner ,  and Octave de Libert, of
Magnolia ,  in the parish of Bidwe ll,  county of March,
Queensland ,  general partner ,  under the style or
firm of " De Libert and Another ,"  has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent.
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.D.
1874.
W. FEILDING,  Colonel.
OCTAVE DE LIBERT.
Witness :
R. LYONS,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed William Henry
Adelbert Feilding and Octave de Libert, before me,
one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace of the
Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough, this nine-
teenth day of December, A.D. 1874.
HENEY J. GRAY, J.P.
235 7s.
" THE ENCLOSURE OF ROADS ACT  OF 1864"
I GEORGE CIfARLES FINLAY, the occupant ofI freehold land known as Sections 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, and 61, in the parish of Hewetville,
in the county of Livingstone, in the Police District
of Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
being desirous of enclosing the same, and to include
within such enclosi. re a public road passing through
the same from other land in my occupation, and
known as Selection No. 346, Rockhampton District,
to Emu Park, in the said Police District of Rock.
haWIT,on, do hereby notify that I intend to apply
to nearest Court of next Petty Sessions, at
Rockhampton, on TUESDAY, the eighteenth
day of May next, for a license to enclose such road
with a Swing-gate, sixteen feet wide, of a uniform
color, with the letters "Licensed Public Gate"
painted in prominent letters on some conspicuous
part thereof, which gate I intend to erect to admit
the passage of persons passing along the said road.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March, 1875.
GEORGE CHARLES FINLAY.
228
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Andrew Kessen Pennycuick, of Bulburra, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, by the
said Andrew Kessen Pennycuick.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Andrew Kessen Penny-
cuick be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered,
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Andrew Kessen Pennycuick, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Brisbane, on the twenty-third day of
April, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon ;
and it is further ordered that the said Andrew
Kessen Pennycuick shall, on the nineteenth day of
April, 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this seventh
day of April, A.D. 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Reeves, late of Broadwater,
near Stanthorpe, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration
with the Will annexed, of the Personal Estate and
effects of the above-named deceased, may be
granted to Ann Reeves, of Broadwater, near Stan-
thorpe, in the Colony of Queensland, widow, and
sole legatee of the said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of April, A.D. 1873.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Stanthorpe,
Proctor for the said Ann Reeves.
By his Agents-
THoMPsoN AND HELLICAR,
Queen street, Brisbane.
238 6s. 6d.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINT u acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts
1875.  £ s. d.
April 5.-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
5.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
5.-C. D. Melbourne ... ... ... 0 10 0
6.-F. G. Mackay ... ... 0 16 0
6.-R. A. Whipman ... . ... 0 2 0
6.-J. Wilson ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
7.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
9.-J. P. Wilkie ... .... 0 2 6
9.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
9.-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
ifmpnuntf t .
CW Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER  ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Rawbelle, on the 31st
i March, 1875, by order of J. Jamieson, Esquire.
Driving, 13s. 4d. per head.
One dark-red cow, like DEL near ribs, SS near rump, like
D near loin, notch near ear.
One light-strawberry bullock, E near rib3, 5 near rump,
W near loin, near horn broken, quarter near ear.
One red bullock, like CA near rump, 2 near thigh, JL
conjoined, or anchor, off rump, notch off ear.
One red steer, like 6MM over like DEl near ribs.
One red heifer, like SS2, over like DEl near rump,
notch near ear.
One red and white cowl like JD conjoined off rump
blotched brand near loin, near ear blocked.
One brindle heifer, like DEI near rump,  sma ll swallow-
tail near ear.
One strawberry poley cow, like R9 off shoulder, like RP
off rump, indistinct brand near rump, near ear split,
stumpy tail.
One red and white spotted cow, like DEl  near  ribs, SS
near rump, notch near ear.
One white cow, like R over R off ribs, like Z2 off rump,
off ear blocked ; one white heifer calf, at foot, un-
branded.
One brindle  steer , like DE1 near  rump, small  swallowtail
near ear.
One red and white steer, like DEl near rump, small
swallow-tail near ear.
One red cow, like IJ off rump.
One red and white spotted cow, like T and blotch over
blotch,  near  rump like 00 conjoined off loin, off ear
split, one red and white heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One yellow steer, white back, like LL near ribs, top quar-
ter near ear.
If not  released  on or before the 4th of May, 1875, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
234 15s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Blythdale, on 25th
March, 1875, by order of Messrs. Wienholt Bros.
One bay horse, U or horseshoe over CS near shoulder,
like U near neck.
One bay mare, like HM near shoulder, indistinct.
From Wallumbilla, on same day, by order of David
Turbayne, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One brown  mare ,  star, snip , AB near shoulder, A off
shoulder.
One roan mare , JM near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay mare,  8 near  shoulder  and near  thigh ; foal at
foot.
One bay mare, like JW over M near shoulder, like 6
blotched off shoulder ; white face.
One grey  mare, F near shoulder , F over  u2  off shoulder;
foal  at foot.
One grey mare,  flea-bitten, H off rump, like M near
rump.
From Euthulla, on 27th March, 1875, by order of John
V. Grahame ,  Esquire.  Driving, Is. 8d.
One red cow ,  ear-marked, diamond  off shoulder, 4 off
thigh ;  roan bu ll  calf unbranded  at foot.
One dark-bay  mare, star , like Q near shoulder.
One bay mare , GG over HA over M near shoulder.
One bay colt, like 1BG off shoulder.
One dark-bay horse, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay mare, like g  square over  T near shoulder ; foal
at foot.
If not released  on or before the 30th day of March,
1875, will be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
232 14s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on the
15th March, 1875, by order of R. N. Bell, Esquire.
Driving, 2d. each.
One brown horse, PH5 (registered) off shoulder, E + R
over 1 near shoulder, short tail.
One bay mare, like small 14 near shoulder, like small 4
near thigh, star, near hind fetlock white ; blue filly
foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay horse,N7N (registered) near  shoulder, WH
off shoulder, like small 8 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 13th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
229 4s.
MPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Meteor Downs, onI 15th March, 1875, by order of Wm. Kelman, Esquire.
Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One black or brown draught horse, like yr near neck,
JH conjoined near shoulder, blaze face, near hind
foot white, lump under belly.
One roan horse, TJ near shoulder, horseshoe  near rump,
saddle-marked.
One bay pony gelding, like TC or TE near shoulder, Fq
over f-i off shoulder, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 20th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
230  38.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Araby Junction, on
1 21th February, 1875, by order of R. M. Stewart,
Esquire. Driving, 4s. 2d.
One roan mare, D off shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th April, 1875, Will be
sold to defray expenses.
From Mitchell Downs, on 29th March, 1875, by order
of R. W. Stewart, Esquire.
One dark-bay mare, WL over WS near shoulder, WL
off shoulder.
If not released on or before 30th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WIIIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
233 2s.
jMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the lands of Mr.
j M. Tansey, Cooby Creek, on 2nd April, 1875.
Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One brown  mare, RN2 (registered  brand)  near shoul-
der.
One bay  filly, RN2  (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
star.
Also, from the cultivation + C. Earbacker, Middle
Ridge.
One red and white bull, blotched  brands near  ribs, L off
thigh, G or C  off  ribs, W off shoulder.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
From the Ma Ma, by Messrs. Higgins and Neal.
Driving, 3s. 4d.
One bay horse, P over heart 4 heart off shoulder, JM
over TA near shoulder, star.
One roan horse, half-circle over D over Wy near shoul-
der, collar-marked.
If not released on or before 30th April, 1875, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
237 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont; from Killembete, on 16th
1 February, 1875, by R. A. Rae, Esquire.  Driving
and trespass , 10s. 10d. each.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, short tail,  C near  shoulder,
like JL  near  saddle, like ABT near thigh.
One bay filly, long tail, no visible  brands.
If not  released  on or before 19th March, 1876, will be
sold to defray expenses.
A. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
239 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Cockatoo Point, by
order of Mr. William Ross. Driving, Is. 6d. each.
One chesnut gelding, like v off shoulder, white patch
off rump.
One chesnut gelding, like 4 off shoulder, blaze down face,
rope round neck.
If not released on or before the 29th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
236
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1812."
T
HE following  Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of March last, is published  for general
information, in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar  ;  and in all  such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
oberumtut (6aPttP
SUPPLEMENT
OF SATURDAY, 10TH APRIL, 1875.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
Brand
Registered. Cere
POSMU BRAND.
Horses.
9DF
DbG;
ODGtG
2DG:
4DOt,
5DG
7Da.
Gi8D
9Da
G  D H
5DH
8DH i
9DH
DK81
DK9 1
D 2  K
D3K,
D4K
DbK
D7K
DBK'
9662 WB near shoulder ...
9666 M3 oft shoulder ...
)668 Nil ... ... ...
9667 Nil ...
9670 Various ... ...
9671 Nil ... ... ...
9672 Nil ... ... ...
9673 Nil ... ... ...
9674 Nil ... ... ...
9681 Various
9688 Nil ... ... ...
9695 Nil .. ... ...
9696 Nil .
9697 JP conjoined over
9712 Various ... ...
9716 Nil ... ... ...
9722  Various
9741; Nil ... ...
9747 Nil ... ... ...
9752 Various
' 753 Various ... ...
9754 Nil
9755 Nil
9772 Nil .
9773 Various ... ...
9786 Nil .. ... ,..
WB near rump
H off rump
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
Various  ...
Nil
AM uear rump
Various ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil
William Bellingham
Thomas McGrath
John Williams ...
James Rattor ...
Charles Schadel ...
John Henry Christen
Thomas Williams...
Daniel Murphy ..
Henry Bishage ...
William Morris •.
John Bowtell
John Drewe Hamlyn
Waraker and Bond
Peter Marshall ...
Joyce Grisbrook ...
John Blackburn ...
John Mae Kinnon
William Wells .
Jens  Peter Christiaseu
Robert Wylie ...
Isaac Barter . .
Alexander Dtuu•doeh
John Macfarlane ...
William Anderson
Charles Deamer ...
John Campbell ,..
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PWPRIBTOR.
Hun or Farm  where W.areet Post TaimBrand is to be used.
Cattle Creek, Jimbour Dalby
Gold Fields, Etheridge Townsville
Millchester ... ... Millchester
Rochford ... Ravenswood
Seven-mile Camp ... Boolburra
Bowen ... Bowen
Carrier,William street Rockhampton
Stanthorpe ... ...  Stanthorpe
Planet Downs ...  Springsure
Nelson's Ridges ... Ipswich
Goomburra ... Allora
Rosehill Highfields
Aubigny Saw Mills ...  Toowoomba
Drummer's Creek ... Mount Perry
Nive Downs ... ...  Burenda
One-mile ... Gympie
Bremer Creek ... Mount Walker
Lilymere Reserve ... Yaamba
Tea-tree Park ... Gracemere
Fernic Lawn ... W ivenboe
Warwick Warwick
Logan's Yard ... Warwick
North Ipswich ... Ipswich
Collyben ... ... Mungindi
Bulloorian ... St. George
Geham Creek High$elds
780
Brand
Registered.
I
No. of
Vertifteate
O D K 9785
2 D K 9784
3 D K 9797
4 D K 9798
S D K 9799
D 9 L 9661
D 4 R 9713
7 D Y 9763
Horses.
7ORYRR RRARD.
cattle.
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
JM ... ... ... JM  near rump
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
JM near shoulder ... Various ...
JD near shoulder ... JD off rump  and ribs
2 E J 9686  Nil ... ... ... Various
5 E
p
9736 various  ... ... Various
9774 EP , Nil
(5   R 9737  Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
F P 7 9765 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
'7R 9683 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
'9R 9705 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
F4T 9678 Various ... ... Various
2 F T 9682 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
F 3 Y 9709 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
G' A 4 9690
GG b A 9715
Q D 8 9795
03  D 9748
Ot T9 9721
QOT
9792
07T 9800
AG near shoulder  ...  Nil ...
AG ... ... ... AG ...
Nil ... ... ... Various
Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... ... Various
Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
H S E 9684 Nil ...
H 9 F 9760 Nil ...
8 H F 9706 Nil ..
8 H K 9759
9 H K 9790
H S U 9724
H Y 5 9738
J ) (b 9779
over H
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Various ... ... Nil ...
j j)( 9701  Various ... . .. Nil ...
K B b 9692
7 K B 9703
K 7 C 9720
bKM
LOA
2LA
8LB
3LC
8LC
L1F
LHb
L8H
L8M
L NF33
3LS
L7 W
SL W
7LW
M9F
OMF
9MF
MOO
MU5
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
9749 Various
9788 Nil ...
9689 Nil ...
9685 Nil ...
9710 Nil ...
9694 Nil ...
9782 Nil ...
9762 Various
9714 Nil ...
9717 Nil ...
9769 Nil ...
9726 Various
9732 Nil ...
9775 Nil ...
9767 Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
Name.
PROPRIRTOB.
Run or'Fsrm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be  use&  of Rim or Farm.
John Bange  ... ...  Clifton ...
John Marlow ... ... Bowen ...
James Samuel Murphy  ...  Eagles Mount
James Tuckett  ... ...  He lidon ...
Edward Miller  ... Palmer Road
James McDonne ll ...  Tambourine
Daniel Ryan  ... ...  West Swamp
James Daley . .. ...  Middle Ridge
Clifton
Bowen
Mackay
Helidon
Cooktown
Tambourine
Toowoomba
... i Toowoomba
Charles Chapman James... Yeerongpilly ... Brisbane
Emily C. Peacock ... I Laidley ... ... Laidley
Ernest Plummer ... ... Riveraleigh ... Charleville
Edward Joseph Rochford Jimbour ... ... Dalby
James Pickles .., ... Alfred, Western Creek Ipswich
John Francis Reynolds ... School Reserve, Tent Gatton
Hill
... Charles Fairbrother .... Nanango ... ... Nanango
... Thomas Fallon ... ... Maudsleigh ... ... Bundaberg
... Celia Florence Trevethan Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
... William James Ferry ... Commonage ... ... Leyburn
Albert Gartner ... ...
Alexander Grant ... ...
George Drysdale ... ...
William Greenwood ...
Timothy Glinney ... ...
John deorge Thormahlen
Graham Turner ... ...
Ellen Hennessy ... ...
Fergus James Heeney ...
Henry Foott ... ...
John Hock ... ...
Hugh Monckton .. .
Graham Albert Haygarth
Martin Hickey ... ...
... Samuel Jenner ...
... James Larmer ...
,,. John Montague Black
... Cain Bell ... ...
.,. William Cannon ...
,,, Martin Kavanagh...
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
9751 Various ... ... Various
9669 Various ... ... Various
9769 Various ... ... Various
9664 Various ... ... Nil ...
9740 Nil ... ... ... Various
M 2 U 9766 Nil  ... ... ... Various
Commonage ... ...
Deepwater ... ...
Coomera ...
Three-mile Scrub ...
Rosewood Scrub ...
Bowen ,.. ...
Haselwood and Blue
Mountain
Allora
Seven-mile Creek
Coomera
Brisbane
Glamorgan Vale
Bowen
Mackay
Paddy's Gully ... Mount Esk
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Werribone ... ... Surat
Stonypinch ... ... Toowoomba
Nevada ... ... Tinana
Kooralbyn ... ... Tambourine
Reserve ... ... Taroom
... Mount Brisbane ... Brisbane
... Town Reserve ... Mitchell
... Willowbrook ... Nerang Creek
... Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
... Four-mile Creek ... North Pine
... Doughboy Creek ... Doughboy Creek
Arthur O'Leary ... ...
James Wilson ... ...
Abel Bingham ... ...
Carl Lube ... ...
Charles Lindenberg ...
Joseph Fleming
John Beaumont Hellawell
Henry Lock ... ...
Samuel McCartney
Lizzie Nind ...
James Lancaster .
Luke Wheeler Smith
William Lancaster
William Lynam ...
David Wagner ...
Warwick ...
Charnwood ...
Daandine
Warrill Creek
Toowoomba
Moreton Farm
Oxley ...
Tingalpa ...
Mount Esk ...
Yahwalpa ...
Caboolture ...
Rosehi ll  ...
Jersey ...
Jondaryan
California Creek
Warwick
Maryborough
Dalby
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Gatton
Rocky Waterholes
Capalapa
Ipswich
Pimpama
Caboolture
Harrisville
Wivenhoe
Jondaryan
Beenleigh
. Michael Burke ... ... Warwick ...  ,  . Warwick
... Michael Flood ... ... Vergenia ... ... Mackay
Francis Albert Farquharson Braedhar, Maroon ... Ipswich
... Thomas Moody ... ... Clermont ... ... Clermont
... James Muggleton... ... Mackay ... ... Mackay
... Edward Murphy ... ... Petrie Terrace ... Brisbane
NBa 9787 Nil ... .. Nil ... ... ... John Bawden ... .... Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
N C b 9702 Various ... ... Various ... ... Edward Cullen ... ... Town Reserve ... Mitchell
NN C 9725 C ... ... C ... ... ... Charles Nolan ... ... Reserve .. ... Toowoomba
9791 Nil ... ... Nil ... ... ... Richard Laurence Murray Maryborough ... Maryborough
N 3 N 9700 Nil . . Nil .. ... ... Edward Noonan ... ... Nive Downs ... Burenda
2 N T 9704 Various ... ..., Various ... ... Nicholas Thurecht ... j Maryborough ... Maryborough
9699
781
Brand ,
Registered.
No. of
certificate
]FORMER BRAIM
Horses. Cattle.
Nil ... ... ... Nil@04 9793
PAS 9719
P 1 A 9734
1 P A 9733
P E 2 9764
b P F 9727
b P (n 9735
P 2 L 9723
P a R 9794
5RA
REG
R2F
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... ... Various ...
Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ...
Nil ... ... ... Various ..
PG near shoulder  ...  PG off rump
Nil ... ... ... PLEE .,.
Various ...  .. ,  Nil ... ...
9743 AR ... ... AR ...
9744 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
9777 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
S3E 9801
S 4 E 9771
7 S E 9802
SS  F 9728
S  J (D  9757
2SP 9691
SOY  9780
S 2 Y 9708
S Z 1 9679
T 4 K 9665
2' Do 9803
T Y b 9770
T 5 Y 9778
U B S 9729
U B 9 9741
U 1 E 9781
U 9 S 9783
4 U U 9677
5UW 9742
U (5y  9711
U 7 Z 9707
Various
N il  ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
N il  .
Various
Nil ...
MG ...
.. over S
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Va rious
MG ...
-  over S
Nil ... ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... ... Nil
Various  ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... ... Nil
N il  ... ... ... Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
N il  ...
Nil ...
Various
Va rious
Various
N il
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Various
Nil
OHO
V3 9663 Nil ... ... Nil
V Y 7 9761 Various ... ... Nil
W Q1  9676 Nil ... ... Nil
W Q3 9675 Nil  ... ... IN-ii
WY]. 9698 Nil  ... ... Nil
) (C O 9787 Nil ... ... Nil
>0(3 9776 Various ... ... Nil
>0(9  9768 Nil ... ... Nil
YA5
4YA
YC5
3YM
YR2
YTb
ZC1
Z EG
9680 Nil
9739 CC near shoulder
9718 Nil ,.,
9745 Nil ...
9750 N il  ...
9731 Nil ,,,
9758 Various ...
9756 Nil ...
9730 N il
9687 Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Name.
Michael O'Connell ... ` Sputter's Creek ...  Bundaberg
Charley Myers ... ... Waraba ... ... Caboolture
Andrew Petersen... ... Bowen ... ... Bowen
William and Patrick Austin Coomera ... ... Coomera
William Peattie ... ... Reserve ... ... Roma
Peter Fitzgerald ... ... Lytton and Customs Brisbane
Peter Gordon ... ... Bowen ... ... Bowen
Patrick Lee ... ... Jondaryan ... ... Jondaryan
Philip Reil , ... ... Reserve ... ... Lillyvale
Samael Robinson ... ... Condamine Bridge ... Condamine
George Mulholland Rice... Copperfield ... ... Copperfield
Reiser and Frangs ... Maryvale ... ... Tambourine
,.. Ebenezer Staines ... ... Mackay ...
James Steele ... ... Redhill .,
Thomas James Skuthorpo Reedy Creek
Frederick Seheuber ... Reserve
Alexander Stewart ... Brookfield
Stephen Popham ... ... Doughboy Creek
Robert Salway ... ... Doughboy Creek
Daniel McStay ... Stephen street
... Peter Hardon Sterritt ... Reserve ...
Thomas Key
John Thomson ... ...
Thomas Orcher ...
Alfred Tinney .,
Alexander Joseph Mac-
donald Terry
Jones Anthony Bourke ... Burpengary ... Burpengary
Michael Byrne ... ... Rosemount ... ... Townsville
William Brookes ... ... Bowen Bridge ... Brisbane
William George Bonney ... Elimba ... ... Caboolture
Thomas Bickerton Moffatt Yaamba ... ... Yaamba
Charles Wille ... ... Pimpama ... ... Pimpama
William Robertson ... Dalby ... ... Dalby
D'Arcy Texas McDougall Cooyar Creek ... Jondaryan
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be  used.
Nearest Poet Town
of Run or Pawn.
.., Mackay
Gympie
Blackall
... Gayndah
... Brisbane
,.. Doughboy Creek
... Doughboy Creek
... Toowoomba
... Springsure
Mayne Paddock, Brisbane
Moggill
Bulimba ... ... Bulimba
Cawildi ... ... St. George
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Eaton Vale ... ... Bowen
... Arthur Venner  George . ..  Sugarloaf  ...  Sugarloaf
W. H. Carroll,  Sincock and Glastonbury  Creek ...  Gympie
Co.
... Henry  Howell ...
... John  McRea ...
... William Yaxley ...
... Reserve ...
,,. Reserve ...
... West Milton
... Blackall
... Blackall
... Brisbane
Elijah Coxhead ...
Charles Smith ,.,
James Battersby ...
Henry Ash ...
William Coakley ...
George Coombs ...
Samuel Crocky ...
Mary Morgan ...
William Rictor ...
John Taylor .
W. J. B. Cameron
... Town Reserve ... Clermont
... Gayndah ... ... Gayndah
... Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Town Reserve ... Ipswich
Mackay .. Mackay
Bellow street, Valley Brisbane
... Allora ... ... Allora
... Swan Creek ... Warwick
... Nerang Creek :.. Nerang Creek
... Town Reserve ... Mitchell
... Fenwick and Scott ... Brisbane
John Craig ...
Frederic John Cobb
Wildash
Roschill, One-eye Ipswich
Waterhole
Canning Downs ... Warwick
782
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the Month of MARCH, 1875.
Brand. No. ofCertificate. Transferror. Transferee.
Name of Run where Brand
is to be used. Nearest Post Town.
3191 John Fitzgibbon ... Edward Fi tzgibbon ... Samford Creek ... . .. Brisbane
CD3 11 Frederic John Cobb Wildash ... Wildasli an d Hutchinso n Canning Donn us ...
.
. I Warwick
W5T 3890 William Robert Turner John Came ron Turner . . Paroo ... ... Charleville
3887 Catherine Cameron Turner
... John Came ron Turner ... Helidon .. .. Helidon
21 1John McConnel .. ... John McC ounol and Co. ... Du undur ... .. . Brisbane
LU7 6594 1Marmaduke Cahwiudah ... ... Arthur Bro wn ... ... Woodhouse ... ... Bowen
ALTERATION in ADDRESS.
Brand.
C7N
NbL
No. of
ertiflcate.
5455
9435
Proprietor.
John McCann
Samuel  Lawson Nail ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be used
Old Cleveland  Road ...
Yerilla ... ... ...
Nearest Post Town.
Tingalpa
Gayndah
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Braude.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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7OMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY  Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS  paid into the TREASURY,  at BRISBANE , during the  QUARTERS ended
31st MARCH ,  1874,  and 31st  MARCH ,  1875, respectively ,  showing the  INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Quarter ended
31st M arch,
Quarter ended
31st March ,  Decrease. Increase.
1874. 1875.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ,.. 31,566 1 8 33,973 19 11 ... 2,407 18 3
Wine 4,253 4 6 4,644 18 8 ... 391 14 2
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar, &c. ... ... .. 6.413 13 3 7,383 15 2 970 1 11
Tobacco, Snuff ,  and Cigars ... ... ., 12,688 7 10 12,367 14 7  320 13 3 ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ... .. 8,977 15 9 8,135 16 8 841 19 1
Provisions ,  Fruits, Pickles, &c. ... .. 6,758 19 11  9,460 19 11 2,702 0 0
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ... .. 973 3 7 910 5 2 62 18 5 ...
Sugar and Molasses  ...
... ...
,. 2,299 18 6 637 17 3 1,666 1 3
Iron Castings ,  Wire, &c. ... 1,567 3 11 ... 1,567 3 11
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap, Starch , &c....
ll
.. 3,438 7 0 4,78510 8 1,347 3 8
Misce aneous  ... ,,, ,,, .. 903 9 4 861 13 7 41 15 9 ...
Ad valorem  ,.. ... ... ... 32,776 2 0 16,160 3 6  16,615 18 6 ...
111,049 3 4 100,889 19 0 19,545 6 3 9,386 1 11
I -
EXCISE-
Duty  on Colonial Spirits 4,932 11 1 5,406 11 10 474 0 9
784
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE -continued.
LAND REVENUE-
Proceeds of Land Sales ... ... ...
Pre-emptive Selections ... ... ...
Mineral  Selections ... ... ... ...
Rents  of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
" Leasing Act of  1866"
All other Rents ,,, ... .,, ,.,
Mining  Licenses ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer  Fees  ... ... ...
RENT OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PUR-
POSES-
Rent of Rune  ... ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ...
GOLD-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses
Other Receipts ... ... ...
STAMP DUTY ...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st March, 81st March,  Decrease. Increase.
1874.  1875.
£  a. d.
3,898 10 10
14,232 0 0
4,201 3 0
63,691 6 9
6,732  6 10
28 10 0
68 12 6
2,705 7 0
95,557 16 11
2,354 3 2
301 14 0
2,655 17  2
1,114 0 0
1,420 11 3
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
17,063 6 2 13,164 15 4
14,232  0 0
' 958 0 8 3,243 2 4
89,281 5 4 ...  25,589 18  7
1,666 2 6 5,066 4 4
606 13 0 478 3 0
69 0 0 9 12 6
3,263 4 4 ... 557 17  4
112,797 12  0  22,550 19  2  39,790 14  3
3,6321311 1,278 10 9
315 6 0 13 12 0
3,947 19 11  .. 1,292 2 9
1,040 10  0  73 10 0
1,208 15 7 211 16 8
2,249 5 7 285 5 8
9,949 5 8 ... 6519 4
6,495 4 11 245 12 1
283 4 0 30 10 0
6,778  8 11  ... 276 2 1
2,150 2 2 32 0 5
1,1481210 ... 71 3 2
83 5 0  ... 61 5 0
3,382 0 0 32 0 5 122 8 2
6,085 16 4 ... 901 12 11
27,123 11 10 2,848 1 5
2,939 3 4 401 16 4
30,062 15  2 3,249 17 9
750 0 0 ... 57 10  0
477 4 2 ... 127 4 7
2,660 0 0 ... 630 0 0
212 0 0 ... 83 0 0
1,212 10  4 68  6 10
547 8 0 0 18 11
220 0 0 ... 55 0 0
103 0 0 43 0 0
118 10 11 831 5 7
6,300 13  5 832 4 6 1,064 1 5
1,147 2 2  ... 332 7 2
1,001 6 10 232 17 2
63 3 10 16 2 5
273 16 8 6 13 8
100 5  6 ... 35 16 10
184  13 6 95 2 6
94 3 6 32 9 6
2,864 11 0 272 0 4 479 7 11
63 0 0 63 0 0
616 3 1 203 11 11
25 15 6 12 1 6
18 16 10 83 11 8
46 12 0 37 10 6
770 7 5 1 83 11 8 316 3 11
2,534  11  3
9,893 6 4
POSTAGE-
Sale  of  Stamps  ... ... ... ... 6,249 12 10
Commission on Money Orders ... ... 252 14 0
6,502  6 10
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage  ... ... ... ... ...
Light  Dues  ... ... ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ... ...
2,182 2 7
1,077 9 8
32 0 0
3,291 12  3
ELECTRIC  TELEGRAPH  RECEIPTS  ...  4,184 3 5
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern  and Western ... ... ...  24,275  10 5
Northern  ... ... ... ... ...  2,537 7 0
26,812 17  5
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c.
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distil ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiards and Bagatelle ... ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlars
A ll  other Licenses ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Curator of Intestate Estates ... ...
Shipping Master ... ... ... ...
All  other Fees
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
692 10 0
349  19  7
2,030 0 0
129 0 0
1,144 3 6
548 6 11
165 0 0
60 0 0
949 16 6
6,068 16  6
814  15  0
1,234 3 0
47 1 6
280 10 4
64 9 8
89 11 0
126 13 0
2,657 3 6
Courts of Petty  Sessions 412 11 2
Sale of Confiscated and Unclaimed Property 13 14 0
Crown's Share of  Seizures  ... ... ... 102 8 6
All other Fines ... ... ... ...  9 1 6
637 15 2
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTER'S  REVENUE- continued.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer ... ... ...
Balances  in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges  Recovered ... ... ...
Letters of  Registration  ... ... ...
Balances of Intestate Estates ... ...
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ... ...
Wharves ... ... ... ... ...
Government  Buildings and Premises ...
Civil  Service Superannuation  Fund ...
Other Miscellaneous  Receipts ... ...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st  March, 31st March, Decrease .  Increase.
1874. 1875.
£  a. d. £  S.  d. £  S.  d. £ a. d.
697 5 2
354 16 6
34 3 5
70 9 6
230 0 0
767 18 5
231 16 1
1 0 0
234 15 5
374 17 8
1,483 5 2
180 2 2 517 3 0
226 12 11 128 3 7
8 2 2 26 1 3
45 6 10 25 2 8
48 0 0 182 0 0
882 18 9 115 0 4
182 0 4 49 15 9
186 5 0 185 5 0
97 15 8 136 19 9
389 7 4 ... 14 9 8
6,980 19 11 ... 5,497 14 9
4,480 7 4
TOTAL REVENUE  PROPER  £ 281,158 8 5
9,227 11 1
299,712 17 4
1,065 6 0 5,812 9 9
Deduct Decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 44,666 14 0
Increase  of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1874 ... £ 18,554 8 11
44,666 14  0 63,221  2  11
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Health Act ...
Immigration  Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment  ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund .
Gold F ields Homesteads  Act  Fund...
3 0 0
720 5 0
517 5 0
1,558 14 11
366 8 3
193 14 5
198 8 2
263 5 7
156 3 6
3 0 0
4,466 1 9 3,74516 9
414 0 0 103 5 0
1,843 1 8  ... 4 284 6 9276 19 3 89 9 0
146 16 0 46 18 5
240 1 10 ... 41 13 8
278 7 10 15 2 3
146 12 0 9 11 6
TOTAL SPECIAL RECE1rra £ 3,977 4 10 7,812 0 4 252 3 11 4,086 19 5
Deduct Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  252 3 11
Increase  of Special Receipts  on corresponding Quarter, 1874... £ 3,834 15 S
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
CQ1onial Trey pp  ,
The Treasury,
Queensland, 8th April, 1875,
PAAT10ULARa of CASH and LAND ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land, during the Quarters
ended 31st March, 1874, and 31st March, 1875, respectively.
QUARTER ENDED
31sT MARCH, 1874.
QUARTER ENDED
31sT MARCH, 1875.
Land Orders Cash. Land Orders Cash.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. Q a, d.
Proceeds of Land sales  ... ... ... ... ... 361 10 10 3,537 0 0 12,126 9 8 4,936 16 6
Homestead and Conditional Purchases ... ... ... 172 17 8 63,518 9 1 1,989 5 8 87,291 19 8
selections under  "  Leasing dot of 1888" ... ... ... 32 11 10 6,69915 0 1,060 2 6
Mineral Selections ... 4,201 3 0 77 5 0 880 15 8
567 0 4  ;77,956 7 1  114,193 0 4 94,775 14  4
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each PORT Of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the TREASURY,  at BRISBANE ,  during the Quarters ended 31st March ,  1874, and 31st
March , 1875, respectively.
Port.
Brisbane ... ... ...
Ipswich ...
Marybprough ... ...
Burnett River ... ,..
Rockhampton ... ,..
Gladstone ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ...
Cleveland Bay .. ...
Port Hinchinbrook ...
Port Denison .,. ...
Sweer's Island
Endeavour River ... ...
Border Customs ... ...
Quarter ended 31st
March, 1874.
£ s. d.
65,723 17 11
6,418 11 1
7,573 15 0
47 4 7
14,829 9 6
467 15 0
2,056 15 1
1,472 16 11
7,685 6 3
278 8 10
1,130 6 0
1,726 1 5
769 0 8
869 16 4
Quarter ended 31st
March, 1875.
£ s. d.
58,605 12 3
4,024 .6 10
6,683 1 5
322 0 3
10,428 6 10
463 15 1
2,540 11 2
942 3 6
5,726 2 7
198 14 1
687 8 10
206 3 6
8,897 4 5
1,164 8 3
111,049  3 4  100,889 19  0
TREASURY STATEMENT.  CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND- Continued.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of EXPENDITURE at the Treasury, Brisbane,
during the Quarters ended 31st March, 1874,
and 31st March, 1875, respectively.
Quart er ended  Quarter ended
31st  Max.,  1874. 31st Mar., 1875.
No. 5.-COLONIAL TREA-  £  s. d. £ s. d.
Quarter ended Quarter ended SURER.
31st Mar., 1874.  31st Mar., 1875.  Treasury (Stamp and
TOTAL ... ... ... ... £
Lithographic Offices) 1,480 4 3 1,512 7 11
Customs and Border
d. £  S.  d.  Patrol .. ... 6,442 3 4 6,132 7 3
0 1,541 13 4 Excise ... ... ... 826 16 2 733 19 9
6 5,071 2 6 Harbors, Lighthouses,
0 83 6 8 and Pilots ... ... 6,583 10 5 6,494 11 6
0 139,569 10 0 Interest, Commission,
No. 1.- SCHEDULES.  £  S.
Schedule  A. .. ... 1,000 0
Schedule B. ,.. 3,348 14
Schedule  V. ... ... 60 0
Interest on Loans ... 127,239 10
£ 131,638
No. 2.-EXECUTIVE
AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Gov-
ernor
The Executive Council...
The Legislative Council
The Legislative Assembly
The Legislative Council
and Assembly ..
and Exchange ... ... ...
146,265 12 6 Superannuation Allow-4 6
288 18 0 286 15 0
132 8 6 147 6 0
837 14 9 761 8 7
824 13 6 890 10 6
antes  ... 14812 2 15 8 1
Refundments and Draw-
backs ... 3,901  8 6  3,822 16  5
Unrendered Claims 2,102 18 6 964 15 10
Dredges, Steamers, and
Plant ... 550 11 4 192 17 2
Jetties, and improvement
of Harbors and
354 19  8 450 8 3 Rivers ... ... 2,810 4 1 1,900 4 6
Miscellaneous  ... ... 1,094 2 7 4,282 17 7
£  2,438 14  5 2,536 8 4
No. 3.-COLONIAL SE- --
CRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's De-
partment .. ... 588 9 3
Registrar-General ... 1,264 2 10
Immigration ... 2,708 9 9
Steamer " Kate" ... 733 16 7
Police ... ... ... 24,372 10 11
Gaols .. ... 1,678 4 3
Penal Establishment ... 1,612 9 3
Medical ... ... (442 6 0
Education ... ... 15,291 17 1
Stores ... ... 3,161 16 0
Government Printing ... 5,118 7 4
Charitable Allowances... 4,210 3 5
Benevolent Asylum ... 549 1 11
Orphan Schools 2,020 8 4
Lunatic Asylum and Re-
760 19 10
1,465 18 2
1,519 9 2
504 14 3
22,358 7 5
2,054 19 6
1,535 8 2
438 1 10
20,557 0 7
4,442 6 9
3,921 0 7
5,255 10 3
589 13 9
1,500 13 9
ception Houses 2,572 19 5 3,047 17 1
Endowments to Munici-
palities . 1,436 7 9 3,432 0 2
Somerset Harbor of
Refuge ... ...  695 19  5  608 10 10
Admiralty Survey ... 45 0 0 396 4 6
Volunteers ... 145 12 0 171 5 6
Miscellaneous ... ... 4,615 10 5 2,165 16 1
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE.
73,263 11 11  76,725 18 2
Law Officers of the Crown 607 0 7 506 5 2
Supreme Court... ... 1,042 10 8 1,225 6 8
District Courts... ... 1,504 17 5 1,477 13 11
Sheriff ... ... ... 728 19 6 561 17 8
Miscellaneous  ... ... 589 18 0 292 1 4
it  4,273 6  2 4,063 4 9
£ 25,940 11 4 26,052 6 0
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR
LANDS.
Department of Lands ... 664 11 2 1,524 14 8
Survey and Sale of Lands 8,255 17 8 7,009 17 1
Occupation of Lands ... 883 0 6 1,146 9 0
Botanic Gardens ... 704 6 0 816 11 5
Miscellaneous ... ... 621 19 7 974 4 4
£i
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR
PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public
Works
Railways, Southern and
Weste rn  ... ...
Great N ortbern ...
Roads and Public Build-
ings-
Departmental
Public Works and Build-
ings ...
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division,
including Wide
Bay and Burnett
Central Division--
Departmental
Construction and
Maintenance
Northern Division-
Departmental
Construction and
Maintenance ..
Gold Fields ... ..
11,129 14 11 11,471, 16 6
1,028  15  2 970 0 0
19,149  19  9 19,238 4 3
3,745 15 11 2,766 18 1
1,101 1  8 1,688 6 5
6,134 17  0 8,107 7 6
6,620  2  11  17,540 6 3
623 12 5 532 10 8
2,068 19  1 3,377 14 9
391 1 8 434 9 2
1,129 18 7
4,093 9 5
5,959 12 0
4,087 14 11
£I 46,087  13  7
/
64,703 4 0
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  rUND-continued. TRUST VUNDS EXPENDITURE.
dt d
Quarter ended Quart er ended
ers en eABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quar
31st March, 1874, and 31st March, 1875,
31st Mar, 1874. 31st  Mar., 1875. respectively.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
NO. 8.-POSTMASTER - £ 3, d.
GENERAL.
£ 3. d. 31st Mar., 1874. 31st Mar., 1975.
Post Office ... 3,329 10 8 3,716 15 1
Steam Mail  Services ... 5 015 0 0 5,000 0 0 £ s. d. £ s. d.
Conveyance of Mails
,
... 8,109 6 5 9,495 9 10 Sheep Account... 417 19 5 413 17 10
Electric Telegraphs 621... 7 7 4 9,119 10 3 Poundage ... 31 11 3 43 7 7,
Police Reward Fund ... 22 5 0 99 0 0
£ 24,075 4 5 27,331 15 2 Police Superannuation
Fund ... 59 2 10 32 1 8
Immi grationRemittan ces 297 12 4 1,979 6 1
No. 9.-AuDiToR- „ London ... 4,254 17 2
GENERAL. Polynesian
Gold Fields " Homestead
12 10 0 24 15 0
Department ... 89315 10 7941710 Act?' 5 0 0 13 0 0
Brands dot  Fund 562 17 8 558 5 8
Grand Total ... £ 1319,740 17 1 359,945 3 3 Brisbane Waterway Con-
strecction Act 300 0 01 200 0 0
Total £  1,708 18  61 7,618 11 0
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters ended
31st March,  1874,  and 31st March, 1875,
respectively.
Immigration  .. ...  15,51018 9  29,990 14  0
Electric Telegraphs 6,649 4 3  I  2,600 13 5
Railways-Southern and I`
Western ... ..  50,786 6 9 42,649 15 5
Groat Northern  .. 34,404 7  71 23,94' 7 7
Lighthouses  ... ... 495 7 6 517 0 1
Harbors and Rivers 1,548  6 8 1,730 15 1
Loans to Municipalities  400 0 0
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division  3,446 2 9 1,013 2 8
Wide Bav  and Burnett 3 ,457 19 1 163 0 7
Central Division  ..  2,067  2 10 2,276 1 5
Northern Division  ..  6,730 5  9 1,085 11 11
Miscellaneous  ... ..  4,428 18  31  3,213 2 3
Total £ 129,925 0 21109,189 4 5
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.
(Suaplin  Revenue Fvad.)
ABSTRACT of DIBBIIRSEMENTS for the Quarter ended
31st March, 1875.
Dry-dock, South Brisbane ... ... 153 14 1
Dredge, Brisbane ... ... ... 1,050 6 9
11 Upper Brisbane ... 359 3 3
Steam Tug, Maryborough ... ... 1,500 0 0
Wharf, Bundaberg .. ... 387 9 0
Groin, Fitzroy River .. ... 131 5 4
Wharves, Endeavour River ... .. 1 18 0
Lighthouse, Cape Capricorn ... 375 17 6
Light Vessels, Torres Straits ... 800 0 0
Beacons, Torres Straits ... ... ... 188 3 2
Electric Telegraphs ... ... ... 5,714 5 3
Railways, Renewals of Rolling Stock ... ; 9,152 8 6
Surveys ... ... 1,74214 8
Total £ 1 21,557 5 6
The Treasury,
Queensland , 8th April, 1875.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
By Authority : JAME$ C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbana.
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QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON 'CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WW HEREAS by an Act of Council passed inthe second year of the reign of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, and numbered two, for regulating
the Police in certain towns, and for removing and
preventing nuisances and obstructions, and for the
better alignment of streets therein, it was amongst
other things enacted, that whenever the Governor,
or Acting Governor for the time being, should
deem it expedient to extend'the said Act to any
towns in the said colony, in addition to those
specially named therein, it should and might be
lawful for the said Governor, or Acting Governor
for the time being, to declare the same by Procla-
mation : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the power and authority so vested in me by the
said recited Act, do,' by this my Proclamation,
hereby direct that the provisions of the said Act,
as amended by a certain other Act of Council,
passed in the eleventh year of Her said Majesty's
reign, and numbered forty-four, and by a certain
other Act of Council, passed in the nineteenth
year of Her said Majesty's reign, and numbered
twenty-four, be extended to the town of Cardwell,
and that for the purposes of the said Acts the
boundaries hereinafter described shall be taken to
be the boundaries of the said town, namely :-
Commencing on the shore of Rockingham Bay at
the termination thereof of Richards street, and
bounded thence on the north-west by Richards
street south-westerly ; on the south-west by Chorley
street south-easterly and  by  a line in continuation
of same bearing south fifty-five degrees easterly
to a point in the south-westerly continuation
of Winchester street ; on the south-east by said
continuation of Winchester street, and by that
street north-easterly to Rockingham Bay ; and on
the remaining side by Rockingham Bay north-
westerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty'a reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Exce ll ency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
7N pursuance of the authority vested in me by
1  an Act passed in the second year of the reign
of His late Majesty  K ing William the Fourth. and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby rescind the Proclamation dated the 11th
March ,  1873, and appoint the crossing -place of the
Burnett River, in the town of Bundaberg, from
Maryborough street to Ferry street, as a place of
public traffic, and where ferry dues shall  be levied,
to the amount and under the regulations ,  restric-
tions and provisions  ot  the said recited Act, of
which Ferry all  persons are hereby required to
take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Gove rn ment
House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  1
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IJIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES ROBERT POWELL
to be a Trustee of the School of Arts, at Mary-
borough, in the room of the late E. B. IIhr.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THoMrsoN BucHANAN
to be Land 'Agent  at Bundaberg ,  under  the pro.
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation Act
of  1868."
T. B. STEPHENS,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th April, 1875.
H IS Excellency the governor, wif h the advice
of the  Executive  Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES SHORT  DICREN,
LAWRENCE B. RYAN, and
DENIS MURPHY
to be Trustees of the Ravenswood General Ceme-
tery, in the room of J. B. P. H. Ramsey, W. G.
K. Cusack, and J. M. Ryan, resigned.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that a Writ has been returned by
the Returning Officer, certifying the return of
JOHN DouGLAS, Esquire,
to serve as  a Member of the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland, for the Electoral District of Mary-
borough.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April,  1875,
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
WILLIAM S. C. ADRIAN, and
KOEAH  If ALCOMB WILLS,
to be Aldermen of the Municipality of Mackay,
under the provisions  of  "The Municipal  Institutions
Act of  1864."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the names of
ARCHIBALD MCPHAIL,
WILLIAM JOHN  SIMPsoN, and
JAMES WILLIAM STUART
be substituted for
ALEXANDER MCPHAIL,
W. C. SIMPSON, and
JAMES WILLIAM STEWART,
appearing in the General Commission of the Peace,
published in the Supplement to the  Government.
Gazette  of 2nd January, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint, by commission under his Hand
and Seal
No. 2 Company Queensland Volunteer Rifles,
HENRY PONSONBY  LUCAS CARDEW
to be Junior Lieutenant.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN WALSH, Sergeant of Police,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter within the District of
Goondiwindi.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates  of the Territory:-
EDWARD BERNARD CRESSET CORSER, Maryborough ;
GEORGE ROBERT FIFE, Brisbane ;
MALCO;M MACTAGGAET, Police Magistrate,Walgett,
New South Wales ;
ROBERT TALLON, Ipswich.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
CORRECTION.IT is hereby notified thatthe name of
ROBERT HAMILTON MATHEWS, Goondiwindi,
is to be substituted for Robert Hamilton Matthews,
as it erroneously appeared in the  Government
Gazette,  of Saturday, 3rd April instant.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
FRIDAY,  the 23rd instant ,  being St .  George's
Day, will be observed as a Holiday at the
Public Offices.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, - Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  )  WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Qrder of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governcr.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenth-ninth
day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
No. of No. of Land
Por- Parish. Applica- Late Lessee. Area .  Agent's
tion. tion. Dist ri ct.
A.K.  P.
75 Samson 1574F. Salisbury 160 0 0 Brisbane
Vale
86 ,, 1664 J. Gallagher 8000 „
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, I 'Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the under-mentioned selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of April, 1875, at the several
Land Offices named.
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion or the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Ali enati on Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder, described  shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second
day of April, 1875, at the Gympie Land Office.
Register
No. of Land  Agent's
No. of
Por-
tion
Pari sh,
No. of
Applica-
tion
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct
Appliea- Name of Lessee.
tion
Area. Dist ri ct.
, . .
. i
281 J. Devereux
A.  R.  P.
80 0 0 Gympie
Traveston 320 B. Colli seon 78 0 0 11
A. R. P.
986 Archibald Bearkly 640 0 0 Toowoomba
814 James Kemp 80 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the under-mentioned
forfeited  selections  shall continue to form part of
the homestead  areas  within which they are respec-
tively situated, and shall be open to Selection as
Homesteads and not otherwise, subject to the provi-
sions  of the said Act, on and after THURSDAY,
the 22nd day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
o'o
za°
Parish.
d
d ai District.
Homestead
Area. Late Lessee.lArea.
186 Beaudesert 1706 Brisbane Beaudesert
A.
J. Davies 320
26 Tabragalba 1710 Tabragalba T. Harding 1280
*24 1711 T. W. Lewis 320
83 Beaudesert 1724 Beaudese rt 1. Markwell 320
84 „ 1727 11 A. Markwell 320
87 1736 T. Dinsdale' 216
81 Tabragalba 1746 TabragalbaW. Earle 1280
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS.  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice  of the  Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after  THURSDAY,  the 22nd day
of April, 1875,  at the several  Land  Offices named.
r
Parish.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion
Name of
Lessee. Area,
Land
Agent's
Dist rict.
A. R. P.
8 Mud-
geeraba 257 D. Pfrunder  ...  90 0 0 Beenlelgh
373 W, League ,.. 353 0 0 Gympie
387  W, Horton ... 215 3 0
King ... 415 P. Duggan .., 95 0 0
*3 Ferguson 626  0.  Jensen ... 60 0 0 Mary-
borough
*  Value of improvements to be estimated  by the Land Com-
missioner.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE  TUB QUEEN I
*  Value of Improvements, E30.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE TUB QVZBN I
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QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by His Excellency
to wit.  s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The HomesteadArea  Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as Homestead Areas, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, and  that  the said lands shall be
open to Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise,
at the Ipswich Land. Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 10th day of May, 1875.
Description of the leased half of the " Crow's
Nest Run," in the West Moreton District,
which has become forfeited by reason of non-
payment of rent.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Perseverance Creek from those of Lockyer s Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over 12 at
the head of Perseverance Creek, and bounded
thence by that range easterly to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 10; thence by the
eastern watershed of Perseverance Creek northerly
to Dongeneeriaman or Sandy Mount ; thence by a
line bearing west thirty-one degrees twenty min-
utes north 122 chains to a spur range ; thence by
that spur range north-westerly about thirty chains
to the junction of Crow's Nest  and Perseverance
Creeks; thence by a range forming the eastern
watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing northerly
to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over XVIII ;
thence by a line bearing north forty-five degrees
west fourteen chains ; thence bearing north sixty-
four degrees west twelve chains to a range dividing
the waters of Anduramba Creek from those of
Crow's Nest Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Crow's Nest Creek from
those of Emu Creek ; thence by that range south-
westerly about 330 chains ; thence by a line bearing
south forty-five d grees east about 275 chains to
the junction of Crow's Nest and Brown's Creeks ;
thence by Crow's Nest Creek upwards about
twenty chains to the northern boundary of Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve ; thence by that
northern boundary bearing east about 260 chains
to the eastern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
that eastern boundary bearing south about 195
chains ; thence by a line bearing east thirty-two
degrees south to Perseverance Creek ; thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Description of the leased half of the " Dugandan
Run," in the West Moreton District, which
has become forfeited by reason of non-payment
of rent.
Commencing on the Teviot Brook at the junc-
tion of Lower Sandy Creek, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north twenty-one degrees east
about 460 chains to the Woollamon Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to Flinders Peak ; thence
by the range dividin the Waters of Warrill Creek
from those of the Teviot Brook bearing south.
easterly about 1,310 chains ; thence by a spur
range bearing easterly about 145 chains to a pad-
dock fence at the edge of a scrub ; thence by a line
bearing south forty-nine degrees thirty minutes
east  twenty chains ; thence by a line bearing east
ten degrees thirty minutes south two chains to the
Teviot Brook at a point about 296 chains above the
junction of Sandy Creek; thence by the Teviot
Brook downwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all alienated and surveyed lands.
Given under any Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEEN-LAND, Proclamation  by  His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one  of " Tice Crown
Lands Alienation -het of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and prcclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after THURSDAY, the twenty-second  day  of
April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
Description of the lands comprised within the leased
half of the Run called " Bryre' s Sections," in
the East Moreton District, which has become
forfeited by reason of non-payment of rent.
Sections Nos. 135, 150, and 189, county of Stanley.
960 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Delany's
leased sections, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing  west one  mile; on the west by a
line bearing south one and a-half miles ; on the
south by a line bearing  east one mile , and on the
east by a line bearing north one and a-half miles to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
r " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three, minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
WII T  HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The1  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks': Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road  can be seen  at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
ToowooMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY. No. Applicant .
parish of Drayton town ofCounty of Aubignif ,,
Toowoomba, section No. 3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in 1 The Works
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December Depart-,
1874, page 2451.) went.
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
U
pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing  forty-five degrees five  minutes one
hundred and twenty  chains ; on  the north-east by
a line bearing  one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary  bearing  three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Walde9ruve.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point hearing north and distant one hundred
and  fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection  261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road  bearing  two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty- seven minutes one  hundred and thirteen
chains  and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty- seven minutes  one hundred and
thirteen  chains  and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains  and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Situation .  Parish.
Road separating por- Logan ...
tions 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
and 47, from portions
90 and 125, and part
of 87.
Area.
A. R. P.
14 2 38
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby noti fied for general informationthat the Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murp hy's  Creek,  established under notice dated
5th December ,  1872 ,  published in page 2028 of the
Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1875.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
L= IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
L of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described have been resumed from the lease
of the Run called  " Yambugle " in the Maranoa
District ,  and that the said lands will be reserved
for Township purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Yambugle Run.
Area resumed-4 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of thB Balonne
River at a point opposite the north corner of the
Old Surat 'Town Reserve, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a north-west line one mile and
seventy-five chains ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line two miles and seventeen chains to
the south-west boundary of " Yambugle Run ;"
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along
that boundary to the Balonne River, and thence by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W
` .THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
Y 7  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Tiffin,  town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south -east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
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chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line  westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL. .
County of Merivale,  town and parish  of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of  section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane  northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on  the .north  by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOB  A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains; on  the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains ; and on
the south- east  by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five  chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Neranq ;
allotments  3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing  at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang  street ;
on the south- east  by that street south-westerly
three chains; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right  angle  to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links ;  again on  the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on  the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point  of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches..
Commencing at the  intersection  of John and
Sussex streets,  and bounded thence on the north-en at
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen  minutes  south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains  and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing  west  thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees  fourteen  minutes east  six chains and twenty
and a half links  to the point of commencement,
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard,  town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east  by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public L ands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush  touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west three miles and fifty  chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight  miles  and seventy.
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
• Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
`I
'JHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No.  17 of  section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly toCreek street;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment t6A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April,  1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands  hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved  for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the northwest corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the  north-west  by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty- seven minutes , nine chains and twenty-
one links , to the  Brisbane  River ; and on the south-
east  by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A  ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten  chains  from the
north- east  corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the  west  by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing  about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing  north to Sandy Creek ; and o„ the
north-west by that  creek  upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres 1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette for  thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION  OF THE STANTHOEPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Milichester;
allotment 6  of section  8, town  of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north -east  by that land
and allotment 6, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for  public information, that
the Commissioners  of Crown Lands  under  "The
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  will hold the
Sitting in pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
the following  dates:-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
Nest  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon,  the  first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates ,  and their witness.
DARLING Downs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  the second
Friday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in March,  1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Goondiwindi ,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
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POET CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday  in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHAEDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department , of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration " of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, lunder his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  andljevery such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grants - 8th October, 1874 . Nos. of
Grants, 27061 ,  27062 ,  27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee - John Fe llows Boreham.
Description of lands granted .- Allotments  16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg ,  county of Cook. Area ,  one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of  error in each Deed. - The  name John
Fe llows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee ,  instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant - 11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee - John Moodie.
Description of land granted .- Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton ,  county of
Aubigny.  Area, two acres.
Nature of  error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
WHEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR A  SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merivale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres  1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 167,
and bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro, Wide Bay District,
2nd December, 1874.
To His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CoN-
NELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland, and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it pleaselYour Excellency,-
We, the  undersigned  inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members  of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment is steadily  taking  place  here, consequently
the population is rapidly  increasing  ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already  alienated, which  selections , when fenced
in, will leave  no outlet to cattle or horses belonging
to residents , for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common;
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely , 2,800  acres  (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow  twenty -seven other signatures.]
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
1 UT
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE A CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TowERs.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section IA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th January, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before  any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently  reserving  the same  lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government  Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871,  is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south-
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to Kent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
AT OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the  Deeds'  of
k' Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The-Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
aken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively,  and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Kunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and  three roods.
Nature of error.-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm Kunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee- Frederick Joshua  Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land ranted.-Allotment  9 of sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks . Area, two roods  and sixteen perches.
Nature of error.-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by an  instrument  endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony,  describe the area  and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid  the correct  area and description shall be
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taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description ,  and every  such deed  shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 512. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement
Description of land intended to be granted.-17
acres  23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen chains and forty- nine  links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven  links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 187 5.
V \J
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin,  allotment  5, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north- west  by Cambridge
street bearing  north- east two chains  ; on the north-
east by all otment 4 bearing south-east  five chains ;
on the south -east by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains  ;  on the south -west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st January, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of" The  Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published  in  the
Government  Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of  Boolburra ,  Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing  at a point  on the south side of the
main three -chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII  ;  thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
DESERVE FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No.  11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of  the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner  considers
workable, and should be reserved  for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
j T is hereby notified for gublie information that
1 the  lands within  the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also those  within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook,  are open to Selection  for conditional
purchases  and homesteads , under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868."
An area extending  for six miles  from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that  all applications  to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clau,e of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown  L ands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed  leases  for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st  December ,  1870 ,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica.
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing
leases,  as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
(113'f ('onlrniRSiener of t`roin Len
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
SOUTIERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CARRIAGE SHE]), RAILWAY TERMINUS,
BRISBANE.
F RESIT Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Carriage 'Hied at the Terminus,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Carriage
Shed,  Brisb age."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane  ;  Resident  Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba ; and Railway Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, DIAMANTINA ORI'IIANAGE,
BRISBANE.
rrr ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for repairs
to the Diamantina Orphanage, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
Diamantina O)phanage."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender  may  be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Pepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH  AND POST OFFICES , TIARO.
T
BENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until
4 o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 7th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Electric Telegraph and Post Offices at Tiaro..
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Telegraph
Ofce, cj;'c., Tiaro."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and fu rt her particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her  Majesty for  securing such perform-
ance; otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SCHOOL HOUSES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
I LENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of fcur Schoolhouses, on the Southern
and Western Railway, between Ipswich, Too-
woomba, Warwick, and Dalby, one or more.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School
Ilouses, Southern and Western Railway. "
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich, Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender  there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Bris-
bane, within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
30th instant, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per  cent. on  amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a  Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will nut necessarily
be accepted.
75.1475.
H. E. KING.
Deptarment of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
SEWER IN MAKERSTON STREET, BRISBANE.
MENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
23rd April next, from persons willing to contract
for building Sewer in Makerston street, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Sewer,
t'blakerston street."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-1256.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
'
FIZESH Tenders will be received at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
April next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particularso 'btained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Cour t House , Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the, event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-1606.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, TEWANTIN.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd. April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Tewantin.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Tewantin."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-1476. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
MENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Court Blouse,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , let April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
January, 1875, folio  148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale,  Darling  Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council,  has been  pleased to
confirm the said portion  of road ; and it is therefore
hereby  declared expedient  to open and make the
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
1\ Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
up Emu Creek to Warwick Register, No. 485,
parish of Robinson, county of Merivale (referred
to in Notices dated 27th May, 1873, and 24th
July, 1873, folios 880 and 1241, respectively,
of the  Government Gazette),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and
the same is  now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
7 1  55Ll.
road referred to, accordin  to the Plan and Book of
hReference , to be seen at t e Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all  persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said  road, are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty  days  from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section of  the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed  from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1227.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 10th
11 February, 1875, folio 349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD. PARISH OF MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 30th
December, 1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette  of  9th January, 1875, relative to the
opening of a new Road  from Gowrie Siding to
south -west corner  of Portion 53, and from Gowrie
Siding to Meringandan, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been  pleased  to confirm  the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba;  and all persons  intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty clays from the date
hereof', in such  manner  and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
11. E. KING.
75-455.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that a new line of
Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
to Selections up Emu Creek ,  parish of Robinson,
County of Merivale  (referred to in Notices dated
13th April ,  1879, and 19th May, 1874, folios 805
and 972, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer,  and the same is now open for public use.
74-5521. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, in pursuance of
the fourth clause of "  The Enclosure of Roads
Act of1864," and with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to cancel all Licenses for
Gates which may have been erected on the Main
Road from Warwick to Killarney ; and further
directs that such road shall be wholly exempt from
the operation of the said Act.
H. E. KING.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
B RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Aramac , Banana,  Beenleigh,  Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra. Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda , Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town,  Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane ), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but . not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceedin- £200, the above rates of
interest will be payabe on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable  on the  residue'
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours. and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
vny of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
'WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 31st March, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
MACKAY TO FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
T ENDERS for  construction of the land portion
of the  abovementioned line, a distance of
three  (3) miles, more or less, and for erection of
two (2)  test houses, to receive shore ends of sub-
marine cable ,  will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until noon  on MONDAY,  3rd May next.
Particulars of specification may be seen, and
forms of tender obtained ,  on application at the
office  of the Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  or Telegraph  Office, Mackay.
Tenders may be forwarded by Telegraph.
GEORGE THORN,  Junior.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1  12 o'clock noon  on SATURDAY,  the 1st
May now next ,  for the supply of one hundred
Great Coats ,  for the use of Turnkeys  and Warders,
to be made according to a sample pattern to be
seen at the Colonial Stores ,  and to be delivered
within five weeks from the date of acceptance of
Tender.
A Bond for the due performance of the contract
wi ll  be required from the person whose tender may
be accepted, in the sum of one hundred pounds,
with two sureties in the sum of fifty pounds each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Great Coats,
Turnkeys and Warders."
Further particulars can be supplied on applica.
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE attention of Stockowners, and all persons
concerned, is invited to the Proclamation pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th March last, whereby the prohibition against
the landing in Queensland of cattle, sheep, and pigs,
coming from places beyond the Australasian Colo-
nies,  has been continued until the 30th June, 1876.
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.
CONFISCATED GOODS.
TO be sold by auction, at the Custom House.
Rockhampton, at noon, on SATURDAY, the
1st May, 1875, under 8th sec. 34 Vic., No.  I:-
Three cases Freeman's Chlorodyne, each 48 dozen.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 30th  March, 1875.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on or
after the 31st day of May next, to issue in the
name of James McTiernan, formerly of Mackay,
but now of Rockhampton, carrier, two provisional
Deeds of Grant, for two roods of land each, being
allotment two of section ten, and allotment nine of
section five, situated in the county of Carlisle,
parish of Howard, and town of Mackay, and more
particularly described in the Register Book, vol. 59,
folios 240 and 241; the original Deeds of Grant
having been surrendered for the purpose of cancella-
ation, on the ground of their illegibility, which
had been occasioned by the action of flood water.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
SOUTII AUSTRALIA..
NOTICE  TO MARINERS.
GLENELG JETTY LIGHT .- ST. VINCENT'S GULF.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 10th March, 1875.
1 T is hereby notified that the red  lighten  Glenelg
Jetty has been removed  (75) seventy -five feet,
north of its former position ,  and is now exhibited
from a tower having the focal plane of the light at
an elevation of (40)  forty feet from ordinary high
water level.
Being on the catadioptric principle, it is con-
siderably improved in power, and should be seen
from seaward from the deck of a ship at a distance
of (8) eight miles in clear weather.
R. H. FERGUSON,
President ,  Marine Board.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE RIVER BAR.
IN consequence of the removal of the Dredge forrepairs, piastersof vesselsare her by cau-
tioned that the north-west corner of the Inner
Cutting will, on Saturday, the 10th instant, and
until further notice, be marked by a Dredge Punt,
moored twenty feet from the edge of the Bank.
A White Light will be exhibited from it by
night, and a Red Flag by day.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act  of 1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1874.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive, until
MONDAY,  the 26th instant, Tenders for the
erection of School Buildings at Meringadan, in
accordance with plans and specification ,  which may
be seen on application to Mr. C. F. Couchman,
Drayton Road.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
B s. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council , having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road, from Beenleigh to Nindooimbah ,  and from the Beenleigh and Nindooimba
Road to the Logan Village and Albert Bridge Road, county of Ward, Moreton  District :  Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now in
force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the  intended line of road above-
mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General,  Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh  ;  and all persons interested  therein are requested  to transmit, in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council,  within one  month from this date. any well-grounded  objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-797.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEENLEIGH TO NINDOOIMBA , COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing in portion
4A, parish of Wickham,
on the road from Been-
leigh to Cedar Creek,
and running south-
westerly to its south
boundary
2 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
19, same pari sh, and
running south-easterly
and southerly to its
south-east corner
3
4
A triangular piece out
of the east corner of
portion 20
Commencing in portion
6, parish of 41 ickham,
on the road from
Logan  Village to
Chardon' s Crossing,
and running south-
westerly to its sou-
thern boundary
Igoo
xm
I
Reputed Occupier Bearings.Owner.
Francis Arnold
Stephens,
and Alfred
Moulkie
Stephens
1241 "C. L. A. Act  David Veivers
Bri g- of 1868"
Lane Homestead
Register
1550  "C.  L. A. Act David Veivers
B ris- of 1868"
bane
Register
,,. Forfeited The Crown...
selection
Francis 241°  0'
Arnold 227°  30'
Stephens
and Alfred
3foulkie
Stephens
David 144° 0'
Veivers 162° 0'
180° 0'
David 180° 0 '
Veivers
221° 55'
5 ' Commencing  in the ,.. Freehold ...  W. Barrett ... , W. Bar re tt 204°  45'
north boundary of por•
tion 7,  parish of Wick-
ham and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing in the ,.,  Freehold .. W .  Barrett,.,  W. Barrett 204° 45'
north boundary of 184° 0'
portion 8,  parish of
Wickham, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
7 Commencing in the 1103 C. L. A. Act W. Barrett... W. Barrett 184° 0'
north boundary of Bris- of 1868" 218° 30'
portion 9,  parish ,  of bane
Wickham, and running Register
south -westerly to its
south boundary
8 Commencing  in the  ..,  Freehold ,.,  Daniel Kelso  Daniel Kelso' 218° 30'
north bounda ry  of  227° 30'
portion 10,  parish of
Wickham ,  and running
south-westerly to its
western boundary
9 Commencing  in the  east 976  " C. L. A. Act  Daniel Kelso Daniel Kelso 227° 30'
bounda ry  of  portion  Brie. of 1868"  261° 30'
12, parish  of Wickham ,  bane 268° 30'
and running south- Register  240° 00'
westerly to its south-
west corner
10 Commencing in the 583  " C. L. A. Act  Caleb Curt is Caleb Curtis 209° 20'
no rt h boundary of of 1868"  230° 30'
port ion 4A, parish of Homestead
Wickham, and running
south -westerly to its
southern boundary
11 Commencing in the 1305  "C. L. A. Act J. S.  Phipps J.  S.  Phippsi 230°  30'
no rt h boundary of Brig- of  1866" 250° 55'
portion 15,  parish of bane
Wickham. and  running Register
south-westerly to its
west boundary
12 Commencing on the east 1305  "C. L. A. Act  J. S. Phipps J. S. Phipps 250° ;55'
boundary of po rt ion  Brig-  of 1808"
15A, and running bane
south-westerly to its Register
western boundary
13 Commencing on the east 1411  "C. 1,. A. Act A. Watt ... A. Moodie 200° 55'
boundary  of portion  of 1868" 241" 55'
17, parish of Wickham,
and running  south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Length in Breadth
of Area.Chains. Road.
Remarks.
ch. 1k,  A. a. r.
11 27 Irregu• 6 0 30
6 49 lar
14 00 150 Ike. 6 2 30
14 68
14 10
0 90 Irregu- 0
lar
0 8
25 65 150 Iks. 3 2 36
22 04 1150 Ike, 3 1 9
6 46 160 lks.l 3 0 15
14 22
15 78 150 Ike. 3 3 0
9 31
2 66 160 Iks,l 1 3 11
8 06
i
15 55 160 ike. 5 2 0
12 00
6 45
3 00
.
15 77 150 Ike.I 3 3 8
9 79
1 24 150 lks.  3 2 30
21 94
2 76 150 Ike, 0 1 27
23 40 150 Iks  5 3 34
16 31
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NEW ROAD PROM BRENLEIGH TO  NINDOOIMBA- continued.
No. Portion of Road. .  615
14 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion 9,
parish of Wickham,
and running south.
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing on the east
911,
15
16
boundary of portion
10, parish of
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing onthe east
boundary of portion
19, same parish, and
runningsouth-westerly
to the road from Logan
Village to Albert Bridge
17
18
Commencing  in portion
7, same parish, on the
road from Logan Vil-
lage to Albert  Bridge,
and running south.
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
7A, same parish, and
running south-wester-
ly to its south boun.
dary
19 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 5 of same
parish,  and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
911
1669
688
1127
How  held.
_`C. L. A. Act
of 1868
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
Chs.  Ike.  A. R.  P.
G. S. Richard -  G. S. 211° 55' 1 05 '150 Iks. 5 2 2
son Richardson 220° 52' 17 94
212° 12' 17 76
C.  Richardson  C.  Richard- 242°  12'  24 98 1150 Ike. 3 2 39
son
T. Plunkett T.Plunkett 242° 12' 16 26 150 Ike. ii 1 33  Previous road
269° S' 11 63  changed and
227° 45' 14 84 made wider.
C. L. A. Act Joseph  Ball Joseph Ball 252° 00'
of 1868 216° 00'
635 C. L. X. Act
of 1868
20 Commencing  on the  921 C.J. A. Act
north boundary of
portion 11 of same
parish, and  running
southerly to its south.
east boundary
21 Commencing in the
north-west boundary
of portion  18, same
parish, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
22 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 31,  same parish,
11
ndrunning southerly
to its south boundary
22A Commencing in portion
1, parish of Moon-
doolan, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
23 Commencing in the
north boundary ofpor.
tion 30, same  parish,
and running south-
westerly to its south
boundary
24 Commencing on right
bank of  Flagstone
Creek,  and running
southerly to the south
boundary of portion 8,
parish of
25 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 7, end running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
26 Commencing in north
boundary of portion
11, parish of ,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
27 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 10, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
28 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 9, same parish,
and running southerly
to its south boundary
29 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 3, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
of 1868
1637 C. L. A. Act
of 1868
1607 C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Jas. Header- Jas. Hender-
son son
J. Collins J. Collins
John Collins John Collins
John Collins :John Collins
Pre-emptive John Collins John Collin
purchase
1618
599
Win. Drynan
Jane Collins
Jane Collies
190° 15' 13 43
185° 00' 24 36
202° 00' 4 11
C. L. A. Act J. Pownell :J. Pownell 215° 00' 3 10 150 Ike  6 0 32 Previous road
of 1868 261° 30' 25 97  altered and
216° 00'  12 39 made wider.
200?  1 55
C. L. A. Act  Joi n,  Collins John Collins
of 1868
0. L, A. Act
of 1868
John Collins  'John Collins
Breadth
Bearings . Lengths. Of ;Area. R  K,  Remarks.
Road.
200° 00'  30 28 150 lks.  9 1 14 Previous road
216° 00'1 12 12 widened.
195° 00' 11 32
192° 9' 1 8 31
178° 15' 0 15}
178° 15'
171° 00'
1750 00'
:176° 00'
213° 00'
180° 00'
187° 15'
187° 15'
146° 15'
45 92  Irre- 9 128
12 74 gular
14 06 150 lke.  3 2 28 Previous road
10 08 made wider.
()  99
6 29 150 Ike . 10 1 17  Road  changed.
13 75
33 35
15 04
50 91 150 Ike. 10 1  2 Road altered
17 63  and made
148° 15' 16  46 150 Iks. 11 1 22
179° 00' 58 50
196° 52' 0 20;•
196° 52' 16 69
187° 25' 26 80
220° 13' 20 82
211° 6' 10 16
174° 12' 6 1s
204° 21' 5 88
150 lks.
164° 2' 1 40 Irre-
192° 00'  91 00 gular
207° 00'  9 76 150 Ike.
Irre-
wider; part
common with
the Jimboom-
ba road.
12 3 11 Road changed.
28 0 22 Previous road
changed and
made wider.
579 C. L. A. Act  Wm. Drynan
of 1868
876 C.L. A.  Act Jane Collins
i of 1868
875
982
C. L. A. Act Jane  Collins
of 1868
C. L. A. Act Ron. W. D.
of 1808 White
628
192° 15'  10 61 gular
192° 15' 11 37 ...  13 2 35
209° 30'  46  15
181° 09' 33 92
201° 45' 7 90
190° 22' 64 34
186° 15' 16 92
180° 00' 17 46
180° 00' 47 56
188° 15' 33 28
Hon. W .  D. 188° 15'
White
0. L. A. Act Ron. W. D. Ron. W. D.
of 18e8  White white
18 30
188° 15' 18 72
128° 00' 8 29
170° 00' 13 17
189° 00' 7 24
150 Ike.  15 3 39 Road changed
1 and made
wider.
150 Ike. 12 0 19
160  Ike.  2 2 39
Irre• 9 8 16 ,
15g0ularike,
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NEW ROAD-BEENLEIGH To  NINDOOIMBA-continued.
ReputedPortion of Road . z How Held. Owner . Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths .
Breoafdth
Road.
No.
30 Commencing in the ...
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 1, parish of
, and run-
ning southerly to its
south boundary
81 Commencing in the 514
no rt h boundary of
portion 2,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
Pre-emptive
purchase,
Nindooim-
ba
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Hon. W. D.
White
Hon. W. D.
White
I ohs. Ike.
Hon. W.  D. 189° 00' 29 62 150 Ike.
White 194°  00' 22 04
187° 15' 27 84
Hon. W. D.
White
187° 15.
180° 00'
206° 13'
2 36 150 Ike.
24 04
16 96
18 00
Area ,  Remarks.
A.  X.  P.
11 3 24
9 1 0 Partlyoldroad
widened to
150 Ike.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE BEFNLEIGH AND NINDOOIMBA ROAD TO THE LOGAN
VILLAGE AND ALBERT BRpDGE  ROAD, COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
I Commencing  in portion
7A,  parish of
on the road f ro m
Beenleigh to Nindoo-
imba,  and running
northerly to its north
boundary
2 Commencing in the
south  boundary of
portion 16,  and running
northerly to its north
boundary
3 Commencing at the
south boundary of
portion  18, and running
north-easterly to the
Logan Village and
Albe rt  River Road
Cro wn Land
J. Collins ...
J. Pownell 355° 30'
2° 00'
326° 26'
355° 00'
333° 40'
J. Collins 333° 40'
354° 40'
264° 40'
18° 00'
18° 00'
22° 48'
220  48'
11 24 100 Ike.
13 02
7 84
18 59
7 52
6 78 I100lks.
21 00
3 69' Irregu-
5 64 lar
26 64  100 Ike.
11 59
24 62 1100 lks.
5 3 6
7 3 4 Existing
Road
slightly
all  ered.
2 1 22
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j to open a new Road from the Redbank Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro and
St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity
with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book
'of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H . E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE REDBANK CROSSING  TO THE  FRANKSTONE ROAD ,  PARISHES
OF TIARO AND ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH AND LENNOx,  WIDE  BAY DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register Reputed
No. Port ion of Bond .  No. of Owner. Occupier .
selection.
1 A triangular  piece out Freehold ...  T. Cornwell T.Comwell
of the north-east
comer of portion No.
28, parish Tiaro ,
county of March
2 Along the south boon .  Conditional Hutchinson None ...
dary of portion No. 75, Selection,
parish of St. Mary ,  " C. L. A.
county of Lennox  Act of
18681,
Register
No. 668
3
4
5
Continuation of above  Ditto  ... Hutchinson None ...
ro ad th ro ugh portion
74
Thro ng' port ion  No. fl, ...  Crown land None ...
commencing at the
south-west corner
Continuation of above ...  Crown land None ...
ro ad through  portion
70 I
1127  " C. L. A. Act J. Pownell ...
of 1868" 1
1372 "C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
Bearings. Lengthin Chains
Breadth
of. Road.
chs. Ike
N. 321' 50' E. 3 38 Irregular
90° ... ... 15 15 1 chain
90° ... ... 15 19 1 chain
90° ... 15 17 1 chain
90° ... ... 15 15 Ii1 chain
Area. temarka.
A. H. P.
0 2 0  Unimproved.
1 2 2; Partly cleare I by
Road Trust.
•
1 2 3; Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
1 2 21 Partly cleared by
Road Trust.
1 1 26 Parl ly cleared by
Road Trust.
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 13th April, 1875.
HHIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expe-dient to open  a new  Road from Toowoomba to Highfields ,  parish of Drayton ,  county of Anblgny,
Dar ling Downs  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Wi ll iam
IV., No.  11, and noiv in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended
line of Road  above. mentioned,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Toowoomba  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1021.
H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF A. DEVIATION ON THE ROAD  FROM  ToowooMBA TO HIGHFIELDS ,  PARISH Of
DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No .  of How Held .  Reputed Owner
Portion.
1 A triangular piece of
land out of the north-
west corner  of Portion
No. 402
Bearings. Lengths.
ohs, Ike.
18° 2' 7 36
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
A. R.  P.
0 3 7}402 Freehold ...  F. T. Gregory Irregular
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road through  selection  No. 995  (Toowoomba  Register ), parish of  Douglas,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference,  showing
the intended  line  of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Toowoomba ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit , in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this  date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
75-1111. H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION ,  TOOWOOMBA REGISTER ,  NO. 995, PARISH OF
DOUGLAS, COUNTY OF  AUBIGNY,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of  Bond
Register
No. of  I IHow  held Reputed  I IOccupier Bearings I  Length In
Breadth
of Area Remarks. Seleo-
tion.
. Owner . . . Chains. Road.
. .
An Irregular shaped T. R. Conditional Archibald Unoccupied 19° 63'
ohs.  Ike.
60 98 Irregular
A. R. P.
28 3 0 Unim-
piece out of the south- 995 Selection Munroe proved
east corner of selection
No. 995
.1 r.L.A.
Act of
scrubby
country
1868„
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to open a new Road in selection No. 936, parish of Geham, county of Aublgny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75-998. H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF DEVIATION OF CROWS' NEST  ROAD IN SELECTION 936, PARISH OF GEHAM
COUNTY OF.AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THB
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
w+S
No. I Portion of Road. Howheld.
Reputed
Owner.
l
Bearings . Length BreadthOccupier. in Chains .  of Road. Area.  Remarks.
G el
--
ohs.lks .  I A.  K.  P.
1  Commencing  at the 9
M •-
Ed. W. 343° 15' 6 0 150 links 2 133
west corner of port ion 8 a  N Fechey 33° 80' 11 67 1
No. 103,  and running
c ''
oQI northerly  through E°,
selection 936,  to the
Crow 's Nest road °
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selection 204, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane, and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in a riting, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
75.1196.
H. E. KING.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 204, PARISH OF MOGGILL,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
No $Portion of Road How Reputed Occupier. Bearings. Length. . held .  Owner. in Chains
ohs lks.
... Running  'in  a south - 475 "C.L.A. D.  McCas . -  McLeod 215° 23' 16 0
westerly dire ction Act of  kill 227° 25' 5 0
through selection 204. 1868" 242° 7' 5 871
and connecting two
existing  ro ads 1
Area.
A. E. P.
2 2 32
Remarks.
Fore st land
partly fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  bavin'q deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Warwick to Killarney ,  parishes of Wildash and Uunningham, county of
Merivale ,  Darling Downs District  :  Notice is  hereby  given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the
Act 4 William  IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, and at
the Police Office, Warwick ,  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the road in question.
75-1673. -
H. E. KING.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE  or  ROAD FROM  WARWICK  TO KILLARNEY ,  PARISHES OF WILDASH AND
CUNNINGHAM , COUNTY  OF MERIVALE , DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV. N O. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 From the south.  east  corner of portion 39, pariah Municipality of
of Warwick ,  through Warwick Commonage ,  in Warwick
a south-easterly direction to the south-west
corner of  portion 434,  parish  of Wildash
2 Public  ro ad between  portions  434 and  435, parish The Crown ...
of Wildash
3 Public  road between  portion  435, same  parish, The Crown ...
and eastern portion of Town Commonage
4 Public  ro ad  from the south -east corner of portion The Crown ...
435 south-easterly and easterly to the south-
east corner  of portion 102 on the west boundary
of the Camping Reserve ,  same parish
5 Running easterly through the Camping Reserve  The Crown  ...
across the Condamine  River to the south-west
corner of selection  195, in the parish of Cun-
ningham
6 Public  ro ad between selections 195 and 58, and  The Crown
selections 339 and 338,  same parish
7 Reserved public road th ro ugh selection 58, same The Crown
parish
8 Pub lic  ro ad between selections 6 and 72, and The Crown
selections 201, 73, and 415, same pa ri sh
Bearings. Length Iin Chains .
Breadth
of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs. lks. A.
R.
P.
90° 0' 4 80 2 chains 47 0 0 Surveyed road.
117° 30' 26 10
119° 30' 17 00
103° 30' 12 00
120° 30' 20 00
124' 30' 28 00
134° 30' 34 50
152° 0' 60 00
143° 38' 23 00
161° 43' 9 88
901 0' 20 00 11  chains 3 0 0 Surveyed  ro ad.
180° 0' 22 48 2 chains 4 2 0 Surveyed  ro ad.
139° 0' 70 00 2 chains 40 0 0 Surveyed  ro ad
139° 0' 8 10 average through leased
31 chains half of Can-
90° 8 00 ditto ning Downs
90° 0' 71 00 2 chains Run.
180° 0' 2 20
90? 0' 32 25
easterly about 1 mile ... Road not sur-
veyed through
Camping  Be.
serve.
90° 0' 27 10 2  chains 14 1 24 Surveyed road.
180° 0' 28 00
90° 0' 6 10
180° 0' 8 66
... 1040, 0' 66 31 2 chains 13 1 0 Surveyed road.
104° 0' 480 19 2 chains 103 0 0 Surveyed road.
60° 0' 17 33
94° 30' 21 32
102° 0' 15 40
Breadth
of Road.
1 chain
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that application under the twenty-seventh section o1
Ike Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," has been made for the closure of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected thereby are required to transmit to
this Department their objections, in writing, within two months from this date. Plans of the Roads can
be seen at  this and the Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHBD1mB OP ROADS TO  BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. Adsett ... Reserved  road through Portion 46 .. Whiteside ... ... 5  1 11
2 Ditto ... Road  separating  Portion 48 from part
of Portion 58
ditto ... ... ... 2 1 22
3 Ditto ... Reserved road through Portion 58 ... ditto... ... ... 2 2 7
4 Ditto ... One of the roads reserved through ditto... ... ... 8 0 29
Portion 38
The above  closure is  proposed to be carried out in consequence of another road being opened through the portion
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th March, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE  undermentioned Mineral Selection having become forfeited by reason of non-compliance withthe conditions prescribed in  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1168," it is hereby notified that
the same will be open to Selection as Mineral lands, according to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on
and after THURSDAY, 15th April, 1875, at the undermentioned Land Agent's Office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
egister Local Selected by Date of Selection Locality Area.
Land Agent 's Office at
which applicationNo. No. . . must be mad e.
1871. A. B. P.
220 J. Fenwick ... 27 September ... on Gigoomgan 100 0 0 Gympie.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed  it expedient
to open a new  Road through portion No. 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at  the Police
Office, 'loowoomba ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded  objections  which may exist
to the formation of the Road  in question.
75.999.  H. E. KING.
Boot OF REFERENCE of ROAD THROUGH PORTION 115 , P ARISH OF GEHAM,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BS PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
selec-
tion.
ReputedHow Held. Owner Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
.
ad.
oh, lks . A. I, P-
"Lewtnpdot  William IInoooupied 3600 0' 80 81 1 Chain... 6 1 88
of  1666" Murphy 222° d 0 0
266° 0' 10 0
807°80' 9  80
360° 0' 7 9
I Commenoing at the  115
south-east Corner of
the port ion ,  and run -
ning north,  south-
westerly ,  westerly ,  and
no rt h-westerly to Its
no rt h boundary
This Book of Reference cancels po rt ion  of road No .  1, of the  Book  of Reference proclaimed in the  Oosernvre » t Caesar  of November
8th, 1873, folio 1870.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees  and Lessees  of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury,  at Brisbane , the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called  to the said  clause , which declares that  unless  payment is  made  within  six months
after notification  in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights  and interests  of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Tame of Lessee.
Bank of New  South Wales ...
J. R. Lomax ... ... ... ...
J. Taylor ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
New Zealand and Australian Land
Company of Glasgow (Limited)
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. P., J. A.,  and M . Bell ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
H. Cory ...
Ditto ...
G. G. Cory ...
Ditto
W. G. Bell, and C. B. and A. F.
Dutton
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. Nisbet ... ...
Ditto ... ...
W. Kelman ... ...
Ditto ... ...
T. and C.  Rome ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Diteo
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
W. J. Forrester ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
K. Budge  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
J. Stevenson  ... ... ... ...
Govett ,  Thomson, Russell, and
Thomson
Name of Run.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Area in
District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
1 £ s. d.
Forrestgrove ... ... Mitchell ... 75 1815 0
Bandour ... .,. .., ditto ... ... 96 24 0 0
Walton ... ... ... ditto ... 96 24 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 1 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... 58 14 10 0
Haughton Vale No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Douglas Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Hazlemere... ... ... ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Bundaberima ... .., ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Moselle  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 1816 0
Hazlewood ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Quorn ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Colston ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Alfred Downs No. 2 ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto No. 3 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Vacy No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto No. 2 ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Clifton ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25. 0 0
Bimera  North ... ... ditto ... ... 100 26 0 0
ditto South ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ridgelands ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Woodlands ... ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Carella No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Jundah ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Holbern Hill ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Peninsula ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Welford Downs ,.. ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Adaford . ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Henley ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Walton . ditto ... 60 12 10 0
Adderley ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Cirencester ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Wandsworth ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Marlow Bridge  ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Mortlake ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Metz ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Sedan ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Kingston ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Alliance ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Forresters ' Retreat ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Coolie West ... ... ... ditto ... .. 50 12 10 0
ditto  Fast  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Isis Downs No. 11 ... ... ditto ... ...  60 12 10 0
ditto No.7 ... ... ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 15th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified that the undermentioned Runs are withdrawn from the list published in the
Government Gazette ,  under notice dated 15th ultimo.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Lessee.
Area in
Name of Run. Dist ri ct square Amount.
miles.
£ a. d.
100 25 0 0New Zealand and Australian  Land Douglas  Downs  ... ... Mitchell ... ...
65 16 6 0ComY! ny of Glasgow  (Limited )  Hazlemere  ... ... ...  ditto ... ...
100 25 0 0J. P., A.,  and M .  Bell ... ... Hazlewood  ... ... ... ditto ... ...
100 25 0 0Ditto . .. ... ... ... Quorn ... ... ... ditto ... ...
100 25 0 0Ditto ... ... ... ... Colston ... ... ... ditto ... ...
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Department  of Publ} o Works,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
1111 expedient to open a new Road to Gladfield and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selection
891 (Warwick Register), to the Warwick and Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-846. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM SELECTION 891 (WARWICK REGISTER), TO THE WARWICK AND
IPSWICH ROAD, PARISH OF GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER TAE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. mdV How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths, of
I
Area .  Remarks.
Road.
I From  the north-west 767 Conditional Wm. Bradbum
corner of selection 891, War- selections,
through  selection 767 wick  11C.  L. A.
to the Warwick and Register  Act of
Ipswich road 1868"
ohs. lks,
360° 0 '  9 70 1 chain
A. E. P.
0 3 21
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD To GLADFIELD AND STBATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD AREAS, BEING PART OF
WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD AND GILBERT ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
A. 1 Commencing on the
west bounda ry  of por-
tion 4, pa ri sh of Glad-
field, and running
easterly to its east
boundary
WR.
1007
B. Commencing  on the 1007
west boundary of por-
tion 6, parish of Glad-
field ,  and running
easterly to its east
boundary
C. Slight alteration of pre- 770
sent road near north-
east corner of Warwick
Register No. 770
D. Commencing on the .,,
west bounda ry  of por-
tion 68A,  and running'
about east by north to
its east  boundary
E. Two triangular pieces
out of the north-west
corners of Warwick
Register No. 994
F. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 190, and running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
G. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 186, and running
about E.N.E. to its
east  boundary
H. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 187,  and  ru nning
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
1. A triangular  piece out
of the north-west
corner of portion 772
J. Running from the south-
west corner of portion
185, in a no rt h-easterly
direction to its east
boundary
K. Running from the west
boundary of pre-emp-
tive9, pa ri sh  of Gilbert,
in a north-easterly
direction to its north
bounda ry
Leasing  A. Weinholt Unoccupied 64° 10'
Act of
1866"
Freehold ...  A. Weinholt Unoccupied 64° 10'
L. Runningf ro m  the south  ... Freehold,..  A. Weinholt Unoccupied 47° 30'
boundary of p.p. 1, in
a north-easterly direc.
tion to its east bound-
ary
W.R.
994
V.  L. A. Ac
of 1888"
"C. L. A. Ae
of 1868
John Lyons Unoccupied N.81° 45' 16 72 2  chains 3 1  19 Lightly tim-
E. I bered slopes
John Lyons Unoccupied 81° 46' 12 10 2 chains 2 1 27 Unimproved
stony  ri dges
"C. L. A.Act'  CourtneySpry Unoccupied 77° 30'  3 64 2 chains 0 2 23
of 1868 "
Held under Arnold Wein -  Unoccupied 770W
the  "Lear-  host 67° 52'
ing Act of
1886"
C. L.  A. C. Spry ... Unoccupied 777 30'
Act of
1868 " 67° 62'
Held under Arnold Wein -  Unoccupied 67° 52'
the  "Leas-  holt
ing Act of
1888"
Held under  Arnold Wein -  Unoccupied 677° 52'
the"Leas-  holt
ing Act of
1866"
Held under  Arnold  Wein- Unoccupied 67° 52'
the  "Leas-  holt
ing Act of
1866"
War- Held under C.  Spry .., Unoccupt 670521
wick the  C. L.  64° 10'
Register  A. Act of
No. 772 1868"
66° 38'
35 14 2 chains 7 0 9 South side of
0 72 road fenced
withwallaby
proof fence
3 23 average  0 0 171 Unimproved
35 links
6 72 average  0 2 11 Open  forest,
I chain part of north
boundary
fenced
30 20 2 chains 6 1  34 Lightly tim-
bered black
soil; unim-
proved
28 66 2  chains 6 2'34 south bound-
ary fenced;
otherwise
unimproved
30 15 2 chains 6 0 4 Unimproved
lightly tim-
bered coun-
try
1 05 average 0 1 24 Unimproved
2 98 width forest coun-
t chain try
34 71  2 ctiains 6  2 3 Unimproved
open forest
10 84  2 chains 2 1 14 Fence crosses
this portion.
Bridge over
Mil lar's Vaie
Creek in this
and follow-
ing portion
21 93 2 chains 6 0 38 Fence runs
9 70 closetosouth
boundary of
ro ad
811
NEW ROAD:  ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STRATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD  AREAS - condiatued.
No.l Portion  of Road.
0
cs 0
M. Running  from the west  I ..
boundary of p.p. 5, in
a north -easterly direc-
tion ,  to its east bound-
ary
N. Running  fr om the west  ...
boundary of p.p. 6, in
a north-easterly direc-
tion ,  to its  east bound-
ary
0. Running from the west War-
boundary  of selection  wick
19, in an easterly direc- Register
tion ,  to Gap Oreek ,  Its No .  19
north boundary
P. Running in an easterly  ...
direction  acro ss  & bend
in Gap Creek
Q. Running from Gap Creek, W.R.
the north boundary 19
of selection 19, in an
easterly direction, to
its east  boundary
B. Running fro m the east
boundary of selection
19, in an easterly direc-
tion ,  to the west bound-
ary of selection 597
How held Reputed Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.. Owner. Road.
I chs.  Ike.  I A. R.  P.  1
Freehold... A. Weinholt Unoccupied  65° 33'  33 11 2 chains 17 1 20
68° 45' 24 21
79-15, 19 08
67°50' 10 46
Freehold... A. Weinholt Unoccupied  67° 50'  85 01 2 chains 17 0 17
84142'  00 51
Pre-emptive A. Weinholt Unoccupied  84° 42' 26 64 2 chains 30 0 0
selection, 90° 34 34
"C. L. A. 1066  30' 5 20
Act of 93° 32 88
1868" 100-10,  16 37
68030,  35 00
Crown ... 106° 25 07 irregu- ...
lands 69° 10 30 lar
Pre-emptive A. Weinholt Unoccupied 80° 7
width
55 trregu-  13 0 0
selection 88° 16 00 lar
"C. L. A. 95° 47'  9 41 width
Act  of 74°8' 8 59
1868" 441  10 50
939 8 49
126° 3 69
)Crown 1260 13 25  2 chains 4 2 16
Lands 960 9 64
Remarks.
South side of
ro ad  par-
tially fenced
South side
pa rt ially
fenced
Unimproved
stony  ri dges,
several fences
run th rough
selection
This portion
is in the
Gladdeld
Homestead
area
Steep stony
ri dges; north
boundary of
road occa-
atonally
cro sses creek
Open forest
ri dges
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Dalby Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of Dalby, county
of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Dalby; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4851. H.  E.  KING.
BOOR  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  DALBY TOWN  RESERVE TO THE LAGOON RESERVE ,  PARISH OF
DALBY, COUNTY  OF AIJBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No ofSelec-
How held.
tion.
Reputed
Owner.
1 Commencing on the  Dalby Freehold  ...  Edward Jame
west boundary of Register Blaxland
selection,  Dalby No. 16
Register ,  No. 16,
and running about
E. by S. 4 S. to its
east boundary
Length BreadthOccupier .  Bearings . L Chains of Area .  Remarks,Road.
char * lks. A_ a. r.
Unoccu-  106° 30 '  67 86 150 links 10 0 28 Open plain,
pied west side
fenced.
2 Commencing on the Dalby Freehold  ... Arthur Forster llnoccu -  106°30'  16 65 150  links 2  1 15  Unimproved,
west boundary  of Register Blazland pied open plain.
selection , Dalby No. 67
Register, No. 67,
and running about
E. by S.  4 S. to its
east boundary
3 Commencing on  the Dalby  Freehold  ...  George Blaz -  Unoccu- 106-301  23 49 150 links 4 2
west boundary  of Register land Molls pied 116° ... 6 0
selection  No. 21, No, 21
and running about
E. by S. } S. and
E.S.E. t  S.  to Myall
Creek ,  its south-
east boundary
0 Unimproved,
open plain
and open box
forest, north
and east
boundary
fenced.
4 Commencing  on ' Dalby Freehold  ...  A. F. Blazland IInoccu- 1169 4 76 160 links  4 1 6 Myall scrub,
Myall Creek , the Register  pied E31  16' 9 40 poor soil,
north boundary  No.71  73° 6' 15 0 east boun-
of selection 71, dary fenced.
and  ru nning
easterly to the
south-west corner
of the Lagoon
Reserve
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to Allora ,  counties of Aubigny and Merivale ,  Darling Downs
District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity Ritb the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended  line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74.3758. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM DRAYTON TO  ALLOBA ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BB PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .
I Commencing  on  the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 22, and running south-easterly
to its east boundary
2 Commencing on the  west boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 37, and  running south-easterly
to its south boundary
3 Commencing on the north  boundary
on Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 20,  and running southerly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing  on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 2, and running south-easterly
to Hodgson 's Creek
6 Commenc ng on the north-west
boundary of Eton Vale pre-emptive
purchase No.1, at Hodgson 's Creek,
and running south -easterly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No.31, and running south-easterly
to its east boundary
7 Commencing on the west boundary
of Eton Vale pre -emptive purchase
No. 50, and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
8 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 51,  and running  south -easterly
to its south boundary
9 Commencing  on the east boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive  purchase
No. 81, and running  south -easterly
to its south boundary
10 Commencing  on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 66,  and running southerly to
its south  boundary
11 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
of Eton Vale pre -emptive purchase
No. 79, and running south -easterly
to its east boundary
12 Commencing on the west boundary
ofselectbn No.98 T.R., and running
south-easterly to its south bound-
ary
13 Commencing  on the north boundary
of selection 480, under  "Leasing
Act of  1866," and running south-
easterly to its south  boundary
14 Commencing on  the north boundary
of Clifton pre-eruptive purchase
No. 28, and running south-easterly
to its east boundary
16 Commencing on the west  boundary
of Clifton  pre-emptive purchase
No.26, and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
16 Commencing on the north boundary
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 25, and running southerly to
its south boundary
17 Commencing on the north-west
boundary of selection 211, under
Leasing  Act of 1866,"  on King's
Creek, and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
18 Commencing on the north boundary
of selection 210, under  " Leasing
Act  of  1866,"  and running south-
easterly to its  south boundary
19 Commencing on the north boundary
of Goomburra  pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 17,  and running south-
westerly to its west boundary
20 Commencing on the cast boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No, 16, and running south-
westerly to its south boundary
No. of Reputed Owner .
Portion. Bearings.
Length  I  Breadth
in chains .  of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. lks.
Hodgson and 8.32017'9. 65 30 2 chains 10 2 20
Ramsay
Hodgson and 8. 32° 17'  E. 41 72 2 chains 8 1 24
Ramsay S. 12°  If E. 2 40
Hodgson and S. 12° 14' E . 48 30 2 chains 19 1 27
Ramsay S. 17° 14'  E. 48 79
Hodgson and S.  17° 14'  E. 17 51 2 chains 3 2 18
Ramsay
Hodgson and R. 17° 14'  E. 6 72 2 chains 5 3 9
Ramsay S. 62°  E. ... 10 90
S. 58° E . ... 9 21
S. 10° 5' E. 1 1
Hodgson and 61 30 2 chains 11 0 24
Ramsay
Hodgson and S.  10° 5' E .... 31 22 2 chains 5 0 22
Ramsay
... Hodgson and S. 9° 57' E.... 40 27 2 chains 8 0 21
Ramsay
Hodgson and S.  64° 50' N. 9 50 2 chains 5 2 35
Ramsay S. 35°  50'E.
S 4" 60' E
14
5
90
80. .
Hodgson and 8 4° 50' E ....  13 34 2 chains 8 8 18
Ramsay S. 29°  10' W. 17 0
S. 29° E. ... 14 0
Hodgson and S. 29° E. ... 41 0  2 chains 9 3 11
Ramsay S. 42°  E. ... 10 0
Alexander Smith S. 25° 17' E.  18 15 2 chains 3 0 18 Held under
"CrownZan'la
Alienation Asl
of 1868."W. B. Tooth  ... 25° 17' E. 43 85 2 chains 8 3 3  Held under
"Leasing del
of  1806.-
W. B. Tooth ... S. 25° 17' E, 35 20 2 chains 8 2 4
W. B. Tooth  ... 8 26° 17' E. 10 4 2 chains 2 035
S.8°E. . 3 63
W. B. Tooth ... S. 8° E.  ... 80 80 2 chains 16 0 25
W. G. Wilson... S. 29° 30'E. 11 15  3 chains 9 2 0 Held underS. 60° 10' E. 21 99
'Leasing Act
of  1866.'-
I
C. G. D'Albedyll S. 50° 10' E. 62 m  8 chains  18 2 20 i
C. H. Green  ... S. 14° 33' W, 14 38 2 chains 2 0 5
C. H. Gre en  ... S. 14° 33'  W. 78 89 2 chains 14 3 30
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
r lIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it 'expedient
j to open a new Road from Myrtle Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and Denison,
county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryyborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-800.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM MYRTLE CREEK TO MARYBOROUGH ,  PARISHES OF ST.
MARY AND DENISON ,  COUNTY OF LENNOX ,  WIDE BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
i
1 Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
portion No .  7, parish
of Denison,  and  run-
ning  westerly and
northerly to Myrtle
Creek
2 Continuation of above
road,  running north
along the eastern
boundary of portion
197
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings.
Length
in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
Chains. Road.
Freehold... wolsten Croft Woleten N. 314° 15' E.
chains.
607 Uneven
A.
5
R.
1
P.
4 Unimproved
Croft 8130, 1,027 scrub land.
28° 05' 250
35° 25' 289
Freehold ... I M. Weir M. Weir ... N. 6° 18' E. 267 Uneven 7 1 331111 ; Partly scrub
360- 1,032 170 links and partly
360Q 5,355 100 links forest land,
unimproved.
Department of Public Works
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the  Road  in question.
H. E. KING.
75.669.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK  OF BU14 DAMBA CREEK ,  PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road .  How held. Reputed Owner. Occupier .
1 Commencing in the  LeasingAct  James Ivory  ... J. Ivory ...
north boundary  ofI gf1866
portion 197,  and run-
ning south -westerly
to its south boundary
2 Commencing in the  I  Leaning Act  Nathaniel N.  Watson
nort h boundary  of qt 1866 Watson
portion 198,  and run-
ning south -westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in  the ' Leasing Act  James  Ivory  ...  T. Maguire
north boundary  ofI of1866
portion 199,  and run-
ning south -easterly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing in the r Freehold ...  James Ivory  ...  J. Ivory  ...
north-west corner of I
portion 200,  and run
ring south-easterly to
its southern  boundary
Bearings.
Length  Breadth
in  of Area.
Chains. Road.
Remarks.
chs. lks .  links. A.  R. P.
200° 19 83 100  1 338 Unimproved.
20e° 13 45  100 2 1 25 Fenced and
153°15' 10 63 cultivated.
155P 15' 15 12 100 3 2 4 Unimproved.
118°25'  19 20 i
118° 25' 4 53 We 4 3 0 Unimproved.
145° 52' . 39 77
136° 2 0t
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Drayton to the Westbrook Homestead Area, parish of Westbrook,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given that, in conformity with  the  provisions of
the At 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Drayton; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1116.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON TO THE WESTBROOK HOMESTEAD AREA, PARISH OF
WESTBnooK ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. Occupier.
1 Running from the N.E. corner Florence Shanaghan
of portion 70, about W.S.W. McLean and
to its west boundary -  Jennings
2 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
about  W.S.W.  to the west and
boundary of portion 71° Jennings
3 Running fro m the east boundary Shanaghan
about  W.S.W.  to the west and
boundary of portion 72* Jennings
4 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan
about W.S.W. to the west and
boundary of portion 73- Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Shanaghan
and
Jennings
Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains .  of Road. Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
246° 26'  10 91 1 chain 0 3 32 East side fenced ; no
reservation for
ro ads.
246° 26' 21 84 1 chain 2 0 29 Unimproved forest
land ;  no reserva-
tion for road.
246° 26' 21 87 1 chain 2 0 29 Unimproved forest
land ; no reserva-
tion for road.
216° 26'  21 07  1 chain 2 1 14 Road cro sses West-
brook level cross-
ing, in this por-
tion; area includes
about one-third of
an acre for ap-
proach to proposed
goods shed.
5 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan  I  Shanaghan 2380 18 21  1  1 chain 1 3 28
of portion 74, about S.W. by and and
W. to its south boundary*  Jennings Jennings
Open plain ; no  ro ad
reservation.
6 Running from  the north  boun- Shanagban Shanaghan 238° 6 16 1 chain  0 2  0 Open  plain; no road
dary of portion pre-emptive and and reservation.
6, about S.W. by W. to its  Jennings Jennings
west boundary*
7 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 238° 47 66 1 chain 4 3 2 Open plain  ;  no road
of pre-emptive .  portion 9,  and and reservation.
about S.W. by W. to its  west Jennings Jennings
boundary*
8 Running from the east  boundary Shanaghan  Shanaghan 238° 11 30  1 chain 1 0  39 Open plain ;  10  acres
of pre-emptive  57, about S.W. and and reserved for  ro ads.
by W. to its south boundary*  Jennings Jennings
9 Running  from the  north boun- Shanaghan Shanaghan 238° 13 62 1 chain 5 0 38 Lightly timbered; 10
dary of pre-emptive portion and and 268°  39 85 acres reserved for
66, about S.W. by W., and Jennings  Jennings roads.
westerly to its west  boundary*I
10 Running from the east  boundary  Shanaghan Shanaghan 268° 48 66 1 chain 4 3 18 Open plain : 12 acres.
of pre-emptive portion 65,  and and reserved for  ro ads ;
about west to its western Jennings Jennings south side ground
boundary°  fenced.
11 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 268° 79 63 1 chain  7 3 34  Plain and timber
of pre-emptive portion 54,  and and road reservation 14
about west to its western Jennings Jennings acres; south boun-
boundary  dary partly fenced.
18 Running from the east boundary Shanaghan Shanaghan 268° 21 86 1 chain 8 3 33 Stunted box forest
of pre-emptive portion 49,  and and 243° 30'  47 00 14 acres reserved
about west and south-westerly Jennings Jennings 263° 30' 20 35 for roads.
to Westbrook  Creek, its west
boundary*
13 Running  from Westbrook  Creek, Shanaghan Shanaghan  2631 30' 23 45  1 chain 9 2 0 Open plain and forest
the east boundary of pre- and and 278°  16 00 country ; reserved
emptive portion 50, about Jennings Jennings 250° 3 00 for roads 14 acres.
westerly and south -westerly 224° 28 00
to its south-west corner* 244° 10' 18 67
Freehold.
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to open a new Road through Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to Warwick
road, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in
conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this
colony,  a Plan and  Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now
deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all
persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,
within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
Road in question.
75.670. H. E. KING.
BOOB :  of REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH MOUNT FLINDERS PRE-EMPTIVE No. 1, AND THENCE TO
WARWICK ROAD, PARISH OF FLINDERS, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
z
b o
by
,d, $ How Reputed Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth Area.
2
held. Owner .  of Road.
chs.lks. A.  R,  P.
I Commencing in the  ...  freehold  -  Winks ... -  Winks ...  345° 29' 38 76 100 links 8
south boundary  of 352° 03' 12 62
Mount Flinders pre -  325° 48' 36 26
emptive No. 1, and
ru nningno rt h-westerly
to its no rt h boundary
2 Commencing  in the  ...  freehold  -  Winks...
south boundary  of
portion 1,  and running
north -westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing in the ... freehold  -  Winks...
south boundary of
po rt ion 2, and running
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h-west corner
4 Commencing  in the  ...  freehold  Jno. Alcorn
south boundary of
port ion 62,  and run-
ning no rt h-westerly
to its north bounda ry
5 Commencing In the  ,..  freehold  Inc.  Alcorn
south bounda ry  of
portion 61,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its west bounda ry
-  Winks. ..  325° 48' 20 56 100 links  2
- Winks... 325° 48'  11  27 100 links 1
Jno. Alcorn  321° 10' 12 87  100 links  1
Remarks.
3 1 Originally  reserved
road. Fenced.
0 9 Fenced.
0 37  Fenced.
0 30  Unfenced and un-
improved.
Inc.  Alcorn 321° 10' 4 68 100 links 0 2 11,11 Unfenced and un-
l improved.
6 Commencing In the ,,, freehold Jno. Alcorn  no.  Alcorn 321° 10' 8 17 100 links 0 2 34 Unfenced and un-
east boundary of por .  imp ro ved.
tion 80, running no rt h-
westerly to its north
boundary.
7 Commencing in the ,,, freehold Jno. Alcorn Jno. Alcorn 321° 10' 7 85 100 links 0 3 22 JUnfenced and  on
south bounda ry  of imp ro ved.
po rt ion 57,  and run-
ning north -westerly to
its west boundary
8 Commencing  in the  ...  freehold Jno .  Alcorn Jno, Alcorn 321° 10 3  43 100 links  0 0 38}  Tnfenced and un-
east boundary of por- imp ro ved.
tion 58, and running
no rt h -westerly to its
no rt h boundary
9 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 63, and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west boundary
10 Commencing in the
east boundary of por-
tion 241, and running
north -westerly to its
northern corner on
the Warwick road
freehold Richard Richard  321° 10'  11 34 100 links 1 0 38 Unfenced and un-
Trevaskes Trevaskes improved.
fre ehold Richard Richard  321° 10'  13 09 irregular
Trevaskes Trevaskes
'11 Commencing in the .,.  freehold Richard Richard 321° 10'  10 83 irregular
south-western bound- Trevaskes Trevaskesl
ary  of po rt ion 242,
and  ru nning north- i
westerly to Its west
corner on the War-
wick  ro ad
0 2 39 Unfenced and un-
improved.
0 2 3 Unfenced and un-
improved.
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed ii expedient
l1 to open a new Road through portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Merivale, Darling Downs
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, and  now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-798. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 36, PARISH OF DEUCHAR, COUNTY  OF MEBIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip one chain wide
o ff  the west side of
portion 36,  and run-
ing from the south.
west corner in a south-
easterly direction to
bridge over Freestone
Creek in said portion
z
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road for access to the Glengallum Reserve, parish of Tiaro, county of March, Wide
Bay District: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William 1V.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-811. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS  TO THE GLENOALLUM  RESERVE,  PARISH OF TIARO, COUNTY
or MARCH, WIDE BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
Register Breadth
No. Portion of Road . No. of Reputed Occupier . Bearings. Distance .  of Area . Remarks.
Selection . Owner . Road.
1 Through portion No .  92, Homestead , SamuelGordon 8. Gordon N .  270° E . 2406 1 chain
A. it. P.
2 1 39 ;  The land resumed is
parish of Tiaro, county  I "C.L.A.Act the  existing track.
of March, commencing 1868," Re- I and the only im.
on the eastern born- gister No.
I
provements ef•
dary, and running 67 fenced have been
west the removal of a
few trees.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having  deemed it expedient
l to  open a  new Road from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, County of Merivale, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Warwick; and  all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-424. If. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS FROM FARM CREEK  TO EMU CREEK, COUNTY  OF MEBIVALE , DARLING
DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Port ion of Roa&
1 Commencing at the
south-east corner of
selection 135, and
running west along its
south boundary
2 Commencing on the
eastboundary of selee-
tion 135, and running
north-westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing on the
east boundary of selec-
tion 514 ,  and running
Reputed Occupier.Owner. I Bearings.
Length
in
Chains.
Breadth
of  Road.. Remarks.
I ohs. lke. A. R. P.
W. Groves Unoccupied 176° 46 43 One chain 5 1 0 Half of west
110° 2 00 boundary
134° 4 70 fenced. No
other signs of
improve-
ments, culti-
vation, or
occupation.
Now hold. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
135 Under I C. Smith
chg.  lks.
...  West  62 10 11 chain
A.
9
R.
1
P.
10
Leastnp
Act of
1866
135 Under  C. Smith ...  N.11° W.  44 87 It chain 6 0 10
Leasing
Act of
1866
614 I  Under C.  D. Smith... N 11°15' W 6 22 if  chain 4 0 20
I Leasing N10°15'W 25 88
Act of
north -westerly to its 1866
north boundary
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1875.
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of QUMENSLSND, during the Quarter from
T 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH 1875 is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council 4 Victoria No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,
 showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements during
the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1875.
LIABILITIES. I AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing
 Interest ...
Bearing
 Interest
£ s. d.
9,780 13 10
Bills in Circulation
'
Not bearing
 Interest
 ... ... ... 1 3,795 16 8
Bearing  Interest
 ... ... ... .........
Balance clue to other Banks ...
Deposits ............... Not bearing  Interest ...
€Bearing  Interest ...
50,924  19 8
TOTALS.
£  Y.  d.
9,780 13 10
3,795 16 8
150,699 6 3 201,624 5 11
Total
 Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital  Stock paid up at this date ... ... ...
Rate of the  last Dividend  declared to the Sha reholders... ...
Amount of the last Dividend
 declared  ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved  Profits at the time of declaring
 such Dividend
1,200,000 0 0
11 per cent.
 per annum.
66,000 0 0
343,760 8 8
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ..
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ... ... ...
Stamp Account
 ... .. ... ... ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,
 including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
38,749 9 5
74 10 0
9,000 0 0
308 13 10
295,576 13 7
£ 343,709 6 10
JOS. B. DIXON,  Manager.
F. W. MORRIS, Acting Accountant.
I, Joseph Black  Dixon, make oath , that, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
 the fore going  Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank, during the period
 specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this 8th day of April, 1875.
W. L. G. Dr;Rw, Justice of the Peace.
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
JOS. B. DIXON.
I, the undersigned,  being the Manager  of the BANK OF AUSTRALASIA, do hereby offer to piy to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of
£73 7s. 2d. for the duty after the  rate of  £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £9,780 13s. 10d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
notes  in circulation of the said  Bank in the  Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this 7th day of April, 1875.
£I  215,200 16
 5
JOSS B. DIXON.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  12th April, 1875,
HE following SUMMARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE ,  during the Month of MARCH ,  1875 ,  is published for general information.
1
GEORGE THORN, dl;•NioR, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF MARCIT,  1875.
LAT., 270 28' 3 "  S.; LONG., 153° 16' 15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE  M EAN SEA LEVEL ,  140 FEET ;  DISTANCE F*AOM SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
BAROMETER .  HYGROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit, and
reduced to mean
Rea level.
Temperature Temperature of
of Air. Evaporation.
6 I q q
Co W_ W
I j
r cS a  l  a a ri
M W W M W W
Humidity.
S
A
M
Maximum
Mean ...
30.182
29.990
30.111
29.918
30.196 81.0
29.993 74.8
95.0 i 781
81,01  72.
0
2
79.0
70'5
80.0
73.0
75.0 •940
69.8 781
-940
•660
Minimum 29.76029.670 29.730 69.0 70.0
I1
67-01
i
65.0 88.0 1 65.0 •590 •450
Summary  of March, 1875  Mean Shade Temp., 76*0 degrees . Ra in fell on 25 days. Total Rainfall,
1874 76.4 •19 ,,
„ 1873 „ 71.9 20
1872 73.4 15
1871 74'8 12
n u 1870 n „ 759 26 ,,
1869 76'0 19 „
n r, 1868 75-3 9 ,,
1887
 n „ 74'6 18
1866 76'5 ,, n n  10
n n 1885 76-1 2
940 159.0
•867 132.4
•620 81.0
126.0
105.6
72.0
SELF-EEOISTEEINO
THERMOMETERS.
71.0 83.0
66.6 77.2
63.0 71.0
97.0
84.6
72.0
A
m
am
A '
- A
72.0 27.0
67.4 17-1
64.0 5.0
RAIN.
00
a
a
1.900
•248
•000
395
1698
57
WIND. CLOUD.
OZONE.
Summary of Direction. 0-10.
9 a.m.
N 1 NW 1
W O SW 5
8 14 SE 10
E O NE O
La
3 p.m. 9
 P.M.
a
S
M W ,, 4
R
C+oI
N I NW 0'N 1 NW I 10 10 10 7 11
WO SW3,W1 SW 3
5.9  63 5 3'2 6,2
S4 SE17'S11
 BE  8
E2 NE 4 E3 NE3 0 1 0 2 3
7.71 inches .
 Evaporation ,  6.106 inches ,
 Electrical Observations
- 46 Positive ; 47 'Negative.  Prevailing Winds, S. and S.E.
4.18 n u 6.858 63 „ 28 S. and S.E
9.84 5'602 32
 „ 71 S.
7,89 5.920 50 „ 13 S. and S.W.
284 6.660 37 „ 56 S.E. and S.W.
34.04 3.290 15 „ 78 S.E. and S.
9.02 5.770 13 „ 80 N .E. and  S.E.
0.60 5,365 51
 „  42 N.E. and S,
5'37 4.395 19 „ 74 N.E .  and S.E,
0'81 6.842 63  „ 30 S.E. and S.
01 0 6.836 78 „ 15 S.W. and N.E.
The weather has been warmer than usual ,  the mean shade temperature,
 76.0°, being
 1.00, over  the average of this month for the pre vious ten years, and  2.1° over the  previous three years. The highest reading in shade, 97.00.  was on the18th; the  lowest on grass, 63.00, was on the morning of the 22nd .
 The mean baromet ri c readings have been about the average of the month ;
 the highest ,  30.196, was at 9 p.m. on  the 5th,  and the lowest ,  29.670,  at;3 p.m .  on  the 1st. Rain fell on 25 days;the total fall, 7.71 Inches, being 0.21 inches over the average of the mouth for ten years, and 0.41° inches over the previous three years. The greatest fall in 24 hours, 1.90 inches
,
 was on the  17th .  The month opened with  fine, but warm
weather
 ;  on the  4th rain fell, and continued at intervals almost every day until the end of
 the month .  For farther  information as to the rainfa ll
 of the Colony ,  see the general summary published monthly in the  Government  (fazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological  Observer.
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Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
TIME TABLE.
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table will come
l into operation until further notice.
Miles f ro m
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton... ...
6 Gracemere ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood ...
30 Westwood arrive ...I depart ...
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
A. O. II  ERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train,
,fixed.
M
from
Cr
iles
Rocky
eek.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
n.m. p.m.
11. 0 it Rocky Creek ... 3. 0
11.24 6  Goganj o 3.24
12. 0 d {  arrive1 W ... 3.55A estwoo4 Z depart ...  4. 0
1. 0
.
20  Rosewood  A
1 15 29  Stanwell 0
1.47 38  Gracemere ,., 5.36
2.10 44  Rockhampton... 5. 0
(A) The Trains  marked  thus, A, willatop by signal to take  up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which  their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at  those places can only do so by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to the Guard of the  Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time of booking ,  from  the place  at which they join the  Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
I
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ .e. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending April 10th, 1875 ... ... 629 6 8 1,770 6 9 67 13 0 2,467 6 5
Corresponding week lest year ... ... ... 479 6 3 1,268 9 4 34 5 8 1,782 1 3
Increase  ... ... ... 150 0 5 501 17 5 33 7 4 685 5 2
Decrease  ... .. ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
+ 'AK E Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
I  provisions of  "  Vie Beat Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name  of Applicant.
24 perches, being re-subdivisions 3 and 4 of subdivision
1 of allotment 8 of section 7, parish of Drayton,
town of Toowoomba, county of Aubigny
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office Order,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.
P OUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
Registered  " and other brands, by placing the words
Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th May, 1874.
Saml. Benjamin ...
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
17th June, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE  Bogle  of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
ments  in the  Queeroalaad Government  G azette in
as follows :-
Advertisements relating to Insolvent  of Intestate
I Estates, or  Letters of Administration, 6e. t4
each.
Advertisements relating to  Impounded Stock, I
'er animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional  line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVEBTISEMEYT
c"iLL o.: Ia:ict i r, Diu the  Gazelle  unless accompanied by
a r e: a n, suliicient to cover tits cost of its insertion
to the above scale.
By Order,
JA3Q1 I Q, BEAL,
lovernment Printer.
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JUST ISSUED FROM T1lE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C
('t HART of the  Brisbane  River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in  three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s .  the set . To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Art of
1874," together with " General Rules in Insol-
vency."  Super -royal 8vo. Price  2s. 6d.  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ar.
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October  24, 1874.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY FRIEND,
GLADSTONE.
A DIVIDEND of five shillings in the pound
will be declared in the above Estate on 20th
instant.
Creditors who have not proved their  claims are
requested to do so forthwith.
J. S. TURNER,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 13th April, 1875.
247 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Brown Pritchard, of
Maryborough, in the  Colony  of Queensland,
commission agent ,  an insolvent.
T
HE  Court  has appointed the last examination
of the insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court House ,  Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the third
day of May, 1875, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifteenth day of May, 1875.
262
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE.
In the Matter of Russell Daunt and Co., of
Brisbane ,  insolvent.
FREDERICK BAUER, of Queen street, Bris-bane, has been appointed Trustee of the pro-
perty of the insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee  ;  and all debts due to the insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.  Creditors who have not
yet proved their debts must forward their proofs of
debts to the Trustee.
Dated at Brisbane , this 8th day of April, 1875.
253
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Francis Domingo, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, club providore,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expir-
ation of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named Francis Domingo, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Annie Domingo, of
Brisbane aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 15th day of April, A.D.
1875.
PETER MACPHERSON,
249
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Annie Domingo.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William White, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland,  licensed victualler,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named William White, deceased, may
be granted to William Ginn, of Ipswich, in the
colony aforesaid, Esquire, the sole Executor
named in the  said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this eighth day of April, A.D.
1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street,  Ipswich,
Proctor for the said William Ginn.
By his Agent-
G. V. HELLICAR,
Town  Hall, Brisbane,
246 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Registrar's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1875.
T is hereby notified that Messrs. Macalister
I and Mein, of Queen street, Brisbane, solicitors
for and on behalf of Messrs. Perry Davis and Son,
of Providence, Rhode Island, United States of Ame-
rica, have, in pursuance of the 4th section of
" The Trades Mark Act of  1864," applied. to
register a Trade Mark of the following description,
viz.  :-
A label of any  size  or color with the word
Painkiller  "  thereon ,  copies of which may be seen
at this Office, and which Trade Mark is intended
by the said Messrs. Perry Davis and Son to be
applied to bottles or packets containing a medicinal
preparation for curative purposes and for the allevi-
ation of pain.
Notice is hereby given, that unless it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade Mark is so like some other Trade
Mark, that it may be mistaken for the same ; a
certificate will, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, be issued to the said Messrs. Perry
Davis and Son, certifying that they are entitled to
the use of the same, and that such Trade Mark
has been duly registered.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
821
In the  Metropolitan  District Court of Queensland,
holden at Gympie.
Registrar's Office,
Gympie, 7th April, 1875.
COSTIN v. KELLY.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
(MAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been  issued  upon a judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all the
Defendant's right, title,  and interest  (if any) of, in,
and to, all that three-roomed house and appurte-
nances thereto belonging,  situate near the St.
Patrick's and Aurclia Reefs, occupied by John
Kelly, will be sold by the Registrar of the above-
mentioned  Court by public auction, at the Court
House, Gympie, on THURSDAY, the 20th day of
May next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this
execution  is previously satisfied.
WALTER COMPIGNE,
Registrar.
240 6s.
J
ON the tenth day of May next, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, Edmond Harlow, of Ipswich,
gunsmith, adjudicated insolvent on the third day
of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, will apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five.
THOMPSON AND HELLICAR,
245
Attorneys for the said Insolvent.
4s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
- , in the ensuing Session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Municipal Council of Rockhampton  to construct
Waterworks, and for other purposes therein men-
tioned.
Dated this 12th day of April, A.D. 1875.
REES R. JONES,
Solicitor for the said Municipal Council
of Rockhampton.
248 4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
I.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended in
1 the ensuing Session of Parliament to apply
for a Bill to vest the land comprised in Deed of
Grant No. 6537, being allotment 16, Portion 2,
Parish of Toombul, County of Stanley, in Sir
MAURICE CHARLES  O'CONNELL, Knight, the Hon-
orable GEORGE HARRIS, Esquire, M.L.C., and the
Honorable JOHN FREDERICK MAC DoUGALL, Esquire,
M.L.C., and their successors, as Trustees for the
Queensland Turf Club, and to enable them to mort.
gage or lease the same, or to sell any such portion
or portions of the said land as in their opinion sha ll
not be absolutely necessary for the operations of
the Club, such sale being subject to the sanction
of the Governer in Council  ;  and to enable the mem.
bers of the said Club to sue and be sued in the
name of their Chairman for the time being, with
power to the Committee of the Club to make bye.
laws.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of March,  A.D. 1875.
202
MAURICE LYONS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the  said Bill.
7s. 6d.
NOTICE.
HEREBY give notice that it is my intention,
after the expiration of thirty days from the
date hereof, to apply for an Act of Parliament to
enable me to acquire an additional Right of Pre-
emption over certain lands within the leased half
of the Gracemere Run.
(Signed) WM. ARCHER.
Dated this 25th day of March, 1875.
231 3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Limited Part-N nership heretofore  existing  between the Hon-
orable William Henry Adelbert Feilding, of No.
23, Brook street, Grosvenor Square, London,
England, special partner, and Octave de Libert, of
Magnolia, in the parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Queensland, general partner, under the style or
firm of " De Libert and Another," has this day been
dissolved by mutual consent.
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.D.
1874.
W. FEILDING,  Colonel.
OCTAVE DE LIBERT.
Witness :
R. LYONS,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed William Henry
Adelbert Feilding and Octave de Libert, before me,
one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace of the
Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough, this nine-
teenth day of December, A.D. 1874.
235
HENRY  J. GRAY, J.P.
7s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1875.  £ s. d.
April 10.-W. Compigne ... ... ... 0 6 0
10.-C. Spry ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-Christison Bros. ... ... ...  1 0 0
13.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 4 0
13.-W. Salkeld ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
14.--J. Watson ... ... ... ...  1 2 0
14.-R. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 3 0
15.-T. Porter .... ... ... ... 0 1 0
16.-C. Egan  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
16.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
3tmpaunb(ugs.
SW Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be charged  f or  at  the rate of
ONE  SHILLING  PER ANIMAL; and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied bya remittance sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Fassifern, on 10th
April, 1875. Driving, 5s. per head.
One Chesnut mare, like a in square near shoulder and
hip, blaze.
One dark -chesnut mare ,  like FII near shoulder ,  blaze,
hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 4th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Impounded at Ipswich, from Wilson ' s Plains. Dri v-
ing, 3s. 8d.
One grey mare ,  like MFT (the MF conjoined )  over JJ
near shoulder , blind  near eye.
If not released on or before the 30th April ,  1875, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
244
R. FITZGERALD ,  Poundkeeper.
Be.
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IMPOUNDED at Gayndah,  from  Coonambula Run,
on the 7th April,  1875, by order  of W. F. McCord,
Esquire. Driving ,  8s. 4d. per head and 5s .  lod.  grey
mare.
One brown mare, star and snip, collar -marked, like F-;
over 5 conjoined over C or G near shoulder, E near
hip, GTS (registered brand )  off shoulder ,  7 diamond
off thigh.
One bay mare, short tail ,  like CR over 6 near shoulder.
One iron-grey pony mare ,  blotch before like WC or  CT
near shoulder.
One yellow-bay mare, meally muzzle, small star, K over
6 near shoulder ,  near hind foot white.
If not released on or beto  -e the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
TIIOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.
242 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Glenearn, on the 5th
April, 1875, by order of John Nason, Esquire.
Driving, 69. 2d.
One bay horse, star, JBD over indistinct brands near
shoulder.
One brown colt, RM7 (registered brand) near shoul-
der, BSH (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, star and snip, near hind foot white, PD
near shoulder.
One bay colt, star, SY3 (registered brand) near
thigh.
One brown horse, collar-marked, RS near shoulder,
broad-arrow over T off shoulder, broad-arrow over
R off  thigh.
One black mare, small star, like S heart K near shoulder,
co over 8 off neck.
One chesnut filly, star and snip, off hind foot white,
@B5 (registered brand) near thigh.
One chesnut filly, star, hind feet white, @B5 (regis-
tered brand) near thigh.
One dark-bay filly, star, hind feet white,  P8B  (regis-
tered brand) near thigh, 8 near neck.
One bay mare, star, hind feet white, like club brand near
shoulder ; foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, blaze, BB near saddle, 2 near rump,
-. over M near thigh.
One black colt, SV3 (registered brand) near thigh.
One chesnut horse, blaze, hind feet white, like TO over
88 over like SC (the S reversed, the C, if such,
blotched) near shoulder.
One brown horse, 0 over IMD near shoulder, 143 near
neck, saddled-marked.
Also, from Tartella, on the 6th of April, 1875, by
order of W. Backitt, Esquire. Driving, 6s.
One dark-bay mare, blotch brand like ME off shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, AD like 9 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, star, off Shind foot white, D near
shoulder, D over H near rump.
One black mare, like g over a over indistinct brands like
IP near shoulder.
One bay mare, star, HK conjoined near shoulder ; foal
at foot.
One bay mare, like ao over co near shoulder, like TYO
(registered brand) near thigh , S2B (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blaze, hollow back, hind feet white,
ES near shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind foot white, blaze, like G
over + over E near shoulder, E near thigh.
If not released on or before the 4th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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JOS. WATSON. Poundkeeper.
22s.
I
IMPOUNDED  at Roma, from Wallumbilla (wrongly
described in former advertisement).
One fleabitten grey snare, H off rump, like 8 near thigh.
One grey mare, W over P near shoulder; foal at foot.
Also, from Stewart's Creek (wrongly described in
former advertisement).
One brown or black horse, M (writing capital) over TB
over N near shoulder, CB or GB off shoulder,
scum near eye.
Also, from same place ,  not claimed by supposed owner.
One bay mare , OP  or GP near shoulder, near hip down.
Also, from Euthulla.
One bay mare ,  C near ribs ,  indistinct brand near shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 4th May ,  1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
241 4s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George,  from  Wagaby, on the
5th April, 1875, by order of  Thomas Duffy, Esquire.
One chesnut horse, S over W over 12 near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, J in circle near shoulder, spur brand
off shoulder.
One bay horse, hind fetlocks white, 2FM over M over M
near shoulder, small star on forehead.
If not released on or before the 4th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
250 3r.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the lands of Mr.
John Herbert, Oakey Creek, on the 13th April,
1875. Driving, 3s. per head.
One bay horse, W over WS near shoulder.
One bay horse, OW near shoulder.
One brown colt, 17 over E + R near shoulder, star.
From the enclosed land, same date. Driving, 3s.
damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, 6 sideways over 6 near shoulder, hind
fetlocks white, docked tail.
One bay mare, IMD near shoulder, 3 near neck ; foat at
foot.
One dark-bay horse, MD over G diamond over P
reversed near shoulder, diamond near thigh, blaze
face, hind feet white.
One grey mare, 7JY (registered brand) near thigh,
diamond off thigh, diamond over JC or IC off
shoulder.
Same date, from the lands of Mr. William Gillis,
Munryrneen. Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One brown mare, diamond over GD near  shoulder, star ;
foal at foot.
One grey horse, RH near and off shoulder, fistula mark.
One bay  mare,  JC over JM near shoulder, E or F side-
ways with half circle over M5 off shoulder.
One black filly, GOO (registered brand ) near  shoulder.
If not released on or before 18th May, 1875, will  be
sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder  specified was
some time since selected  by one Arthur
Brown, and a lease of the said  land, bearing date
the fourteenth day of October, A.D. 1871, issued to
the said Arthur Brown, under the provisions of the
fifty-first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868." And whereas it has lately, and
during the currency of the said lease, been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land ii situated, that
the said  lessee has  failed in regard to the perform-
ance  of the conditions of residence prescribed by
the said Act, during the period of six months, being
part of the term of the  said lease ,  and has  thereby
abandoned  his said selection  ; and the said Commis-
sioner has  reported to the Secretary for Public
Lands that such proof has been made to his satis-
faction as  aforesaid. And whereas it has been
determined  by me, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the  Executive .Council, to declare the
said lease  forfeited and vacated : Now, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  in pursuance  of the said Act, and of the power
and authority in me vested, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim, that the
said lease  is and shall be absolutely forfeited and
vacated.
Area-1,564  acres.
County-Cook.
Selection-No. 34, Bundaberg District.
Commencing at the right bank of the  Burnett
River  at a point  bearing forty-eight  degrees, and
distant two chains and seventy-six links from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 4, and bounded
[No. 43.
thence on the south by a line bearing east eighty
chains and ninety-three links ; on the south-east by
lines bearing forty-five degrees forty-eight chains
and six- links; thence 315 degrees ten chains and
sixteen  links ; thence forty-five degrees sixty-five
chains and thirty-four links to Hervey's Bay ;
thence by the shore of that bay in a north-westerly
direction to the east corner of portion 5 ; on the
north by the south boundary line of that portion
bearing west fifty-eight chains and eighty links ;
thence by  a line  bearing north ten chains and
seventeen links to the Burnett River ; and thence
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of 270  acres  reserved for man-
groves and six acres for roads, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the areas of which have been deducted from the
total area.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN'!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
IIEREAS the land  hereunder specified was
some time since selected  by one Arthur
Brown, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twenty -third day  of August,  A.D. 1870, issued
to the said Arthur  Brown  under the provisions of
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the 51st section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868." And whereas is has lately, and
during the currency of the said  lease,  been proved
to the satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for
the district wherein the said land is situated, that
the said lessee has failed in-  regard to the per-
formance of the conditions of residence prescribed
by the said Act, during the period of six months,
being part of the term of the said lease, and has
thereby abandoned his said selection, and the said
Commissioner has reported to the Secretary for
Public Lands that such proof has been made to his
satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it has been
determined by me, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, to declare the
said lease  forfeited  and vacated  : Now, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the said Act, and of the power
and authority in me vested, and  by  and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim, that the
said lease is and shall be absolutely forfeited and
vacated.
WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid, in pursuance of the said Act, and
of the power and authority in me vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and
proclaim that the said lease is and shall be
absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area-1,100 acres.
County-Cook.
Selection-No. 4, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on the shore of Hervey's Bay at
the north corner of portion 10, and bounded thence
on the south-east by a line bearing south sixty-four
degrees thirty minutes west seventy-eight chains
and thirty- six links ;  on the south-west by a line
bearing north forty-five degrees west 100 chains
and sixty links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north forty-five degrees east 114 chains to the
shore of Hervey's Bay ; and on the north-east by
that shore south-easterly to the point of commence-
ment.
Area- 920 acres.
County-Cook.
Selection-No. 5, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on the shore of Hervey's Bay at
the east corner of portion 11, and bounded thence
on the north-west by the south-east boundary line
of that portion hearing south sixty-four degrees
thirty minutes west seventy-eight chains and thirty.
six links ; on  the south-west by a line bearing south
fifteen degrees east sixty-four chains and forty
links ; on the south by a line bearing east 124
chains and sixty-eight links to the shore of
Hervey's Bay ; and on the north-east by that shore
north-westerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 W
HEREAS the land hereunder  specified was
some time  since selected by one Alfred
Henry  Brown, and a lease of  the said land, bearing
date the seventh day of February, A.D. 1871,
issued  to the said Alfred Henry Brown, under the
provisions of the fifty- first section  of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868." And whereas it
has lately, and during the currency of the said
lease, been  proved to the satisfaction of the Land
Commissioner  for the district wherein the said land
is situated ,  that the  said lessee  has failed in regard
to the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of
six months , being part of the term of the said lease,
and has  thereby abandoned his said selection, and
the said Commissioner has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has been made to
his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it has
been determined by me, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, to declare
the said lease forfeited and vacated : Now, I,
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -five, and  in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Got` SAVE  THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.e.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
W1 THEREAS  the land hereunder specified was11 some time since  selected by one Alfred
Henry Brown, and a  lease  of the said land, bearing
date the seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1871, issued
to the said Alfred Henry Brown, under the pro-
visions of the 51st  section  of  " 2'he Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868." And whereas it has lately,
and during the currency of the  said lease, been
proved to the  satisfaction  of the Land Com-
missioner  for  the  district wherein the said land is
situated ,  that the said lessee has failed in regard to
the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of
six months ,  being part of the term of the said
lease, and has thereby abandoned his said selection,
and the said Commissioner has reported to the
Secretary for Public Lands that such proof has
been made to his satisfaction as aforesaid. And
whereas it has been determined by me, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu.
tive Council, to declare the said lease forfeited and
vacated  : Now, 1,  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the said Act, and of the power and authority in me
vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby
notify and proclaim, that the said lease is and shall
be absolutely forfeited and vacated.
Area-500 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish of Barolin.
Selection-No. 12, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on the shore of Hervey's Bay, at
the north corner of portion seven, and bounded
thence on the south-east by a line bearing 225
degrees eighty-three chains fifty-one links ; on the
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south-west by a line bearing 315 degrees sixty-nine
chains and twenty links; on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five d grees sixty-five chains and
thirty-four links to Hervey's Bay ; and thence by
that bay to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time since  selected by one Alfred
Henry Brown,  and a lease  of the said land, bearing
date the seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1871, issued
to the said Alfred Henry Brown, under the provi-
sions of the  51st section of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  18t8." And whereas it has
lately, and during the currency of the said lease,
been proved to the satisfaction of the Land Com-
missioner  for the district wherein the said land is
situated, that the said  lessee  has failed in regard to
the performance of the conditions of residence
prescribed by the said Act, during the period of
six months, being part of the term of the said lease,
and has thereby abandoned his said selection, and
the said Commissioner has reported to the Secretary
for Public Lands that such proof has been made to
his satisfaction as aforesaid. And whereas it has
been determined by me, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, to declare
the said lease forfeited and vacated: Now, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Gov-
ernor aforesaid , in pursuance  of the said Act, and
of the power and authority  in me  vested, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby notify and pro-
claim, that the said lease  is and shall  be absolutely
forfeited and vacated.
Area-730 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Barolin.
Selection, No. 14, Bundaberg District.
Commencing  on the shore of Hervey's Bay, at
the north corner of portion 13, and bounded thence
on part of the south-east by a line bearing 225
degrees  fifty-six chains and twenty-one links ; on
part of the north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees
thirty-six chains and fifty links ; on the remainder
of the south-east by a line bearing 225 degrees
twenty-three  chains  and eighty links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 315 degrees 112 chains and
fifty links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
forty-five degrees eighty-three chains and fifty-one
links to Hervey's Bay ; and thence by that bay
south-easterly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House , Brisbane, this twentieth day
of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS the land hereunder specified was
some time  since selected by one Arthur
Brown,  and a lease  of the said land, bearing date
the seventeenth day of July, A.D. 1$71, issued to
the said Arthur Brown, under the provisions of the
51st section of  " The Grown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868." And whereas it has lately, and during
the currency of the said  lease,  been proved to the
satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for the
district wherein the said land is situated, that the
said lessee has failed in regard to the performance
of the conditions of residence prescribed by the
said Act, during the period of six months, being
part of the term of the  said lease , and has thereby
abandoned his said selection, and the said Com-
missioner  has reported to the Secretary for Public
Lands that such proof has been made to his satis-
faction as aforesaid. And whereas it has been
determined by me, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, to declare the
said lease  forfeited and vacated : Now, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , in pursuance of the said Act, and of the power
and authority  in me  vested ,  and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim, that the
said lease  is and shall be absolutely forfeited and
vacated.
Area- 224 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Barolin.
Selection-No. 17, Bundaberg District.
Commencing at a point bearing sixty-one degrees
and distant eleven links from a scrub-wood tree
marked broad-arrow over 8, and bounded thence
on the north-east by a line bearing 135 degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
225 degrees twenty-eight chains ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 315 degrees eighty chains
and on the north-west by a line bearing forty-five
degrees twenty-eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twentieth day
of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  t
QUEENSLAND,  2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
NA, HEREAS the land hereunder specified was/
was some time since selected by one Arthur
Brown, and a lease of the said land, bearing date
the twenty-fifth day of April, A.D. 1870, issued to
the said Arthur Brown, under the provisions of the
51st section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868 " And whereas it has lately, and during
the currency of the said lease, been proved to the
satisfaction of the Land Commissioner for the
district wherein the said land is situated, that the
said lessee has failed in regard to the performance of
the conditions of residence prescribed by the said
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Act, during the period of six months, being part
of the term of the said lease, and has thereby
abandoned his said selection, and the said Com-
missioner has reported to the Secretary for Public
Lands that such proof has been made to his satis-
faction as aforesaid. And whereas it has been
determined by me, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, to declare the
said lease forfeited and vacated : Now, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, in pursuance of the said Act, and of the power
and authority, in me vested, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim, that the
said lease is and shall be absolutely forfeited and
vacated.
Area-1, 200 acres.
County-Cook.
Selection-No. 7, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on the shore of Hervey's Bay at the
north corner of portion 11, and bounded thence on
the south-east by the north-west boundary line of
that portion and a line in continuation bearing
south forty- five degrees west 132  chains and four
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing north
forty-five degrees west 100 chains ; on the north-
west by a line bearing north forty-five degrees east
ninety-seven chains and fifty-three links to the
shore of Hervey's Bay ; and on the north-east by
that shore south-easterly to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
April, in the ycar of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-five, and in
the thirty-eighth year of. Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1875.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS XAVIER HEENEY
to be Chief Clerk in the Survey Branch of the
Public Lands Department,  vice  George Huntley,
transferred to the Administrative Branch.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1875.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE  CHALE WATSON
to be Commissioner of Crown Lands for the
Unsettled District of Warrego, under the pro-
visions of  "The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869,"  vice
Francis X. Heeney, transferred.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HORACE  BURKITT
to be Land Commissioner within the Land Agent's
District of Bundaberg, under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"  vice
J. Hughes, transferred.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
CORRECTION.IT is hereby notified thatthe name of
HEBSERT MACKAY
is to be substituted for Hugh Mackay, erroneously
inserted in the Notices licensing him as a Surveyor,
which appear in page 668 of this year's  Government
Gazette.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY BOTGEE, Assistant Pilot, Moreton Bay,
to be Pilot at that Port,  vice  James Howe, deceased ;
and
FREDERICK MARKHAM,
to be Assistant Pilot,  vice  H.  Botger, promoted.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
i of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
TaoMrsoN  BUCHANAN, Land Agent,
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions at Bundaberg.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875,HIS Excellency the Governor, with t eadvice of
the Executive Council,  has been pleased to
appoint
WILLIAM GUNN, Senior Constable of Police,
to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses, and of
Cattle intended for Slaughter, within the Police
District of Ipswich, under  the provisions  of the Act
of Council, 5 William IV., No. 1.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd April, 1875.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
THE Sheep-Owners in  the undermentioned Sheep
Districts ,  having failed  to elect Directors for
the current year , His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the  Executive Council, has been
pleased to  appoint the  following gentlemen to be
Sheep Directors for the Districts  mentioned in
connection  with  their respective names
BURNETT.
George Clapperton, Tarong;
William B. Green,  Mondure ;
Charles Robert Haly, Taabinga ;
George H. Jones,  Boonara ; and
Robert B. Riddler, Yarrol.
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DALBY.
+I'heophilus S. Beatty, Chinchilla ;
Henry Cardell, Tieryboo ;
Gilbert Gostwyck Cory, Cecil Plains ;
George Beresford King, Gowrie ; and
George Henry Davenport, Headington Hill.
DAWSON.
Charles B. Dutton, Bauhinia Downs ;
Hugh C. Gillies, Mount Hutton ;
George L. Golden, Bundi ;
Andrew Scott, Goongarry ; and
Andrew Gordon, Juandah.
GLADSTONE.
John Bell, Dungaree ;
Frederick Moreton, Prairie;
James Mundell, Callide ;
James Tosb, Mount Larcombe ; and
Robert Laidlaw Patterson,  Raglan.
GooNDIWINDI.
Henry E.  Easton, Billa Bills ;
Jacob Low, Welltown ;
James Thomas Marsh Bell, Umbercollie ;
A. K. D. Yonge, Tarawinaba ; and
William Vaughan Jenkins, Callandoon.
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON  C AIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection,  situate in  the county of
Bentinck, near Stanthorpe.
Portion .  Pa ri sh. Area.
KENNEDY.
A. B. P.
Frederick R. Bode Strathdon ; 1 Stanthorpe ... ... 67 0 0,
William Chatfield, junr., Natal Downs ; 2 37 0 0
Alfred Haylock,  Sonoma ; 3 37 0 0
James Hall Scott Ross H ll d 4 " 40 0 0, ; ana
Alfred H Wilmington Salisbur Plains 33 „ 177 0 0. , .y 34 „ 176 0 0
MABANOA. 35 142 0 0
36 „ 54 0 0
Henry William  Hammond , Currawillinghi ; 37 „ 163 0 0
Thomas H. Hill, Boorumbirra ; 38 227 0 0
Jonathan McLean, Bindango ; 39 43 0 0
Jesse Sharpley, Boolagar ; and 40 11 222 0 0
John Ferret, Wallan. 6 Marsh 17 3 0
7 „ 20 0 0
MORETON. 8 22 0 0
9 „ 24 0 0The Hon. Frederick Hamilton Hart,  Brisbane; 10 27 0 0
Edward William Lamb, Brisbane ; 11 25 2 0
Alexander Raff, Brisbane ; 12 ,, 35 0 0
John Thorn, Normanby; and 14 ,, 41 0 0
Henry E. Hill, Fassifern. 15 26 2 26
16 67 0 0
PEAK DowNs. 17 35 0 0
William Kilgour Gordon Downs ; 18 26 0 0,
Henry De Satg6, Wolfang Downs ; 1920 „
20
105
2 0
0 0Charles Walter Toussaint, Oxford Downs ; 21 42 0 0Donald S. Wallace, Logan Downs; and 22 32 0 0
John Turnbull, Peak Downs. 33 Folkestone 20 0 0
34 20 0 0RocKEAMPTON. 35 20 0 0
William Archer,  Gracemere ; 36 „ 20 0 0
John Macfarlane, Rockhampton ; 37 20 0 0
Feter Fitzallan Macdonald Yaamba; 38 20 0 0,
Carlos Narcissus Birkbech Glenmore ; and 39 20 0 0,
William Pattison, Rockhampton. 4041
20
18
0 0
2 13
WARWICK. 42 a 20 0 0
43 18 0 0
Alfred Greenup, Maryland ; 44 20 0 0
Thomas Hanmer, Talgai; 45 324 0 0
H. S. Harden, Glenlyon ; 46 10 0 0
Leonard Edward Lester, Rosenthal ; and 47 211 0 0
Frederick John Cobb, Wildasb, Canning Downs. 48 59 3 27
WARREGO.
Edward Augustus Bullmore, Oakwood ;
The Honorable Gordon Sandeman,  Burenda;
Walter C. Hood, Currawinya;
Henry Tom, Chesterton; and
Walter Flood, Gowrie.
WIDE BAY.
Augustus P. Barton, Moolboolaman ;
John Eaton, Maryborough ;
Robert Travis, Maryborough ;
Eugene Monohan, Kilkivan; and
J ames Cran, Loudon.
A. MACALISTER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND,
TO WIT. WILLIAM W ELLI NGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868 ," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after THURSDAY, the twenth-ninth
day of April, 1875, at the Brisbane Land Office.
No. of No. of Land
Per Parish. Applica- Late Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. tion. District.
75 Samson 1514 F. Salisbury
A.  R.  P.
16000 Brisbane
86
vale
It 1664 J. Gallagher 80 0 0 is
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the under-mentioned selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after THURSDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of April, 1875, at the several
Land Offices named.
Register
No.of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
986
814
A. R. P.
Archibald  Bearkly 640  0 0 Toowoomba
James  K emp 80  0 0 Warwick
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Lands,)
H. E. KING.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. , WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation .Jet of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen-mile  Creek , Stanthorpe  District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
406, and bounded thence on  the east by a line
bearing south 120 links ; on the south by a line
bearing west  210 chains to the east boundary of
portion 589;  on  the west by  parts  of that boundary
bearing  north and west, by the  east  boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east,  and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south and  east  boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south- east  and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of  the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions  353, 534,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEEN LAND, ' Procllmation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the eighteenth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ," I. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen-mile Creek, Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
408, and bounded thence on the  east by a line
bearing south 120 links ; on the south by a line
by His Excellency
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bearing west  210 chains to the east boundary of
portion 589;  on the west  by parts of that boundary
bearing north  and west,  by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part  of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north- east  boundary of portion
445, by the south and east boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east  boundary of portion 674, and on the north
I
the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
west and  the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the  west  and the south boundary of
portion 312 , by part of the  west , the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and  part of the east boundary of portion
810, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567 , and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this twenty- second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM W ELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1875, at the Toowoomba Land Office.
Part of the leased portions of G,)ombungee and
Gowrie buns, District of Darling Downs,
forfeited  by reason  of non-payment of rent.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing  at the north-west corner of -portion
29, parish  of King, and bounded thence by  aline west
about  420 chains  to the west boundary of Gowrie
ten years'  lease  ; thence by that boundary bearing
north  to the  range separating  the waters of Oaky
Creek from those of Myall Creek ; thence by that
range  north-easterly to the Main Dividing Range ;
thence by that range south-easterly to a point
bearing north  from the north-east corner of Goom-
bungee  Homestead Area ; thence by a line south to
the said corner  of homestead  area  ; thence by the
north boundary of that homestead area and its
extension bearing west  about 353 chains; thence
by a line  south about two miles twenty- six chains
to the north-east corner of  portion 29, parish of
King; thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west  to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-second
day of April, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " Tice HomesteadAreas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Toowoomba Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1875.
Lands forfeited from the Lease of  Gowrie Run,
District of Darling Downs, by reason of non-
payment  of rent.
About 4,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west  corner  of portion
29, parish of King, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west to the west boundary
of Gowrie 10 years'  lease,  theneq,by part of that
boundary bearing south to the summit of Boak
Peak ;  thence  by a line bearing south 4 degrees 30
minutes east  to the north boundary of portion 222,
parish of King ; thence by part of the north boun-
dary of that portion and the north boundary of
portion 209 to its north-east corner ; thence by a
line south 12 chains 66 links ; thence by a line
east 18 chains  90 links; thence by a line north 20
chains 55 links ; thence by a line  east  54 chains 21
links ; thence by a line north 81 chains 94 links ;
thence by  a line east  71 chains 55 links ; thence by
a line north 33 chains ; thence by a line east 70
chains ; thence by a line south  33 chains  ; thence
by a line east 137 chains 39 links ; thence by a line
north along the west boundaries of portions 23, 26,
27, 29 parish of King, to the point  of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, t Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
I ; Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart  as an  extension of the Goombungee Home-
stead Area, subject to the provisions of the said
831
Act, and that  the said lands  shall be open to
Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-sixth day of May, 1875.
Extension of the Goombungee Homestead Area,
District of Darling Downs.
About 2,800 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion
52, parish of King ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of Goombungee Homestead Area, bearing
north ; thence on the north by a line bearing west,
in continuation of the north boundary of said
homestead area, about 153 chains ; thence on the
west by a line south,  along  the west boundary of
Selection  39, Toowoomba Register, to the north-
west corner  of portion 30; thence on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 30, 31, 32, and
52, parish  of King, to the point of commencement,-
including selection  39, Toowoomba Register, sur-
rendered  to the Crown.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! -- -
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(as.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N ursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion ,  under  the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the 1st day of June, 1875, at the
Stanthorpe Land Office.
Description of Lands surrendered from the Lease
of Pikedale Run, in the Unsettled District of
Darling Downs.
About 51  square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty chains ; thence on the
west  by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south- east  by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner  of Folkestone Run ; thence on the east by the
same  watershed northerly to the watershed separat.
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the head
of Pike's Creek; and thence again on the east by a
south line to the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles  as marked on land Agent's map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seven-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of' Her
Majesty 's roign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excelleney
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  C AIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the  advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and  after TUESDAY,  the 1st
day of  June, 1875 ,  at the Ipswich Land Office.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 15 chains and 80 links, 347 degrees 14
chains and 8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing  east 28 chains
and 6 links ; on the east by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to Murphy's Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
to wit. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and  St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872,"  I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON
CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as Homestead Areas, subject to the provisions
of the said  Act, and that  the said lands shall  be
open to Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise,
at the Ipswich Land Office,  on and after TUES-
DAY, the  10th day of May, 1875.
Description of the leased  half of  the " Crow's
Nest  Run," in the West Moreton District,
which has  become forfeited  by reason of non-
payment of rent.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Perseverance Creek from those of Lockyer -s Creek
at a tree marked broad -arrow over H over 12 at
the head of Perseverance Creek, and bounded
thence by  that range easterly to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 10;  thence by the
eastern watershed of Perseverance Creek northerly
to Dongeneeriaman or Sandy Mount  ;  thence by a
line bearing west thirty -one degrees twenty min-
utes north 122 chains to a spur range  ;  thence by
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that spur  range  north-westerly about thirty chains
to the junction of Crow's Neat and Perseverance
Creeks; thence by a range forming the eastern
watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing northerly
to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over X VIII ;
thence by a line bearing north forty-five degrees
west fourteen chains ; thence bearing north sixty-
four degrees west twelve chains to a range dividing
the waters of Anduramba Creek from those of
Crow's Nest Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Crow's Nest Creek from
those of Emu  Creek ;  thence by that range south-
westerly about 330 chains ; thence by a line bearing
south frty-five degrees east about 275 chains to
the junction of Crow's Nest and Brown's Creeks ;
thence by Crow's Nest Creek upwards about
twenty chains to the northern boundary of Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve ; thence by that
northern boundary bearing east about 260 chains
to the eastern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
that eastern boundary bearing south about 195
chains ; thence by a line bearing east thirty-two
degrees south to Perseverance 'Creek ; thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Description of the leased half of the " Dugandan
Run," in the West Moreton District, which
has become forfeited by reason of non-payment
of rent.
Commencing on the Teviot Brook at the junc-
tion of Lower Sandy Creek, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north twenty-one degrees east
about 460 chains to the Woollamon Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to Flinders Peak ; thence
by the range dividing the Waters of Warrill Creek
from those of the feviot Brook bearing south.
easter ly about 1,310 chains ; thence by a spur
range bearing easterly about 145 chains to a pad-
dock fence at the edge of a scrub ; thence by a line
bearing south forty -nine  degrees thirty minutes
east twenty chains ; thence by a line bearing east
ten degrees thirty minutes south two chains to the
Teviot Brook at a point about 296 chains above the
unction of Sandy Creek; thence by the Teviot
Brook downwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all alienated and surveyed lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of  her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd April, 1875.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area
A. 8. P.
1 O. Jamison Road separating  por- Oxley ... 2 2 0
tion 90 from portion
91
2 Works De-  Part of  ro ad separating  Boyd ... 3 1 4
partment portion 104 trom
3 T. B. Lyons
portion 102
Road separating por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 310 from portion
316
4 J, Schulz  ...  Reserved road through Walloon 3. 3 20
portion 632
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licensee have been
returned  as issued  at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe, under the thirty-fourth section of  "The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under-Secretary.
During the Month of March, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name.
1,433 John Harrison 1,443 Fredk. Williams
1,434 Henry Hurst 1,444 John Spurr Lamb
1,435 Henry  Ali  Why 1,445 C. G. Westhoorn
1,436 Charles Jenkins 1,446 Robt. Keogh
1,437 John Henduksen 1,447 John Hibberd
1 438 August Willman I 1,448 Thomas Horton
1,439 Hans Gripp 1,449 Thos. Wm. Horton
1,440 William Sinclair 1,450 Ah Fung
1,441 John Gannon 1,451 See Shang
1,442 John Rutherford
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided  that  before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubi sny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A.; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance  of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it
is hereby  notified for general information ' that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the  purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description , cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing  one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
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RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK ,  NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north- east  corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes  one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the  west  by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line  bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty- seven minutes  one hundred and thirteen
chains  and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheW HEREAS,Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTOv AND
ToowooMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten  chains  and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of Commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
1T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pa ri sh.
-I
Area.
$
P.
The works Road  separating poi- Logan ...  14  2 38
Depart- tions  42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
ment. and 47,  from portions
90 and 125,  and part
of 87.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information
that the Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murphy's Creek, established  under notice dated
5th December, 1872, published  in page 2028 of the
Government Gazette  of  1872,  is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1875.
" PASTO1RAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified,  in pursuance  of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described have been resumed from the lease
of the Run called "Yambugle " in the Maranoa
District, and that the  said lands will be reserved
for Township  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Yambugle Run.
Area resumed-4  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Balonne
River at a point opposite the north corner of the
Old Surat Town Reserve, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a north-west line one mile and
seventy-five chains ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line two miles and seventeen chains to
the south-west boundary of " Yambugle Run ;"
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along
that boundary to the Balonne River, and thence by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W Y V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin,  town  of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
uorth-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by  a line  bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of  commence,
went.
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RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a  lane  on the east; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains; and on
the south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town  and parish of Nerang;
allotments 3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing  at the north  corner  of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hi ll
street  south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three  chains ;  on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right  angle  to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links; again on the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang  street one  chain ;  again  on the south-
west  by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE MARY B OROUGH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres  1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets,  and bounded thence on the north-ea st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south- east  by the Hospital
Reserve bearing  south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes  west six chains  and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing  west  thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three  chains  and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John  street bearing  north thirty
degrees  fourteen  minutes east six chains  and twenty
and a half links to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any bli
purpose, notice thereof shall be published m" the'
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek  street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street; on the west by that street northerly
to the  west corner  of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that  allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Pioneer'
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east  to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ;  and on the  north by that  river upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle,  parish  of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty ]inks from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the
north by aline  bearing east  thirty  chains; and on
the east by  a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
bearing west  five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees  thirty- seven minutes ,  nine chains  and twenty-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About  198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north- east  corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET  GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres  1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes,  nineteen  chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four  chains  and twenty-five links ; on the south.
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen  chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west  by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes,  four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
"VHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public.
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks ;
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE  STANTHORPE  CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and  22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by  said reserve  north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOE A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment  6 of section 8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine  street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine  street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF  1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the  first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes=
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues.
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every alternaet
month afterwards.
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LAND AGENT' S DISPBICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At tbeLand Office, Normanton,  the second
Tuesday in  every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma , the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land 'Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day. +
Special sittings , when  necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
1TOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
jr Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Lnad
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands granted.-Allotments  16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment..
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description  of land granted.- Suburban  allot-
ment 6  of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area,  two acres.
Na ure of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as  that of the intended  grantee,
instead  of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant,  27208.
Names of Grantees .-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield  Walsh, and John Cleary.
Desc ription  of land granted.- Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen . Area,  ninety acres.
Nature of error.- The  name  John Cleary having
been inserted as that of  the intended  grantee,
instead of  John O' Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
W HERE AS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved  for School  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merirale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1875.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1868."
IN pursuance of the seventy-eighth section of"The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
the Petition hereunder inserted is published for
general information.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Tiaro,  Wide  Bay District,
2nd December ,  1874.
To His Exce llency Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CON-
NELL,  K night ,  and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the
Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of San
Fernando ,  a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain ,  President of the Legislative
Council of Queensland ,  and Administrator of
the Government thereof.
May it please Your Excellency,-
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the township
of Tiaro, being resident freeholders, beg most
humbly and respectfully to bring before the notice
of your Excellency, and that of the honorable
members of your Executive Council, that settle-
ment  is  steadily taking place here, consequently
the population is rapidly  increasing  ; and, also, that
most of the Crown lands adjoining the township
are already alienated, which selections, when fenced
in, will leave no outlet V) cattle or horses belonging
to residents, for the purpose of grazing, without
adopting a remedy in the shape of a Town Common,
which we humbly ask your Excellency to grant,
namely, 2,800 acres (as set forth in the accompany-
sketch), as a town common, for the benefit of the
residents ; and your petitioners will ever pray.
(Signed) T. S. PYNE.
J. FRAIL.
CLEMENT L. PYNE.
[Here follow  twenty -seven  other  signatures.]
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of"The Crown Lands Alie ation Art of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall he published in the  Government
Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TowERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty  links  from the south-east corner of section IA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten  chains ; on  the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ter.
chains;  and on  the east by a line bearing north ten
chains  to the point of commencement.
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as a site for an Immigration
Barrack. It is further notified that the notice
permanently reserving the same lands for a
Grammar School, published in page 1619 of the
Government Gazette,  dated the 14th of November,
1871, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE AN IMMIGRATION BARRACK.
Town and parish of Maryborough, county of March.
7 acres 3 roods 22 perches.
Commencing on the south-west side of Sussex
street at its intersection by Fort street, and bounded
thence on the north-east by Sussex street south-
easterly eight chains and two and a-half links to
John street ; on the south-east by that street south-
westerly nine chains and eighty-three links to gent
street; on the south-west by that street north-
westerly eight chains and one and a-half links to
Fort street ; and on the north-west by that street
north-easterly nine chains and eighty-five links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
aken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed,
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHEN S.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-21st May, 1874. No. of Grant,
26227.
Name of Grantee-Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
gunge.
Description of land granted.-Portion  231, parish
of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill. Area, sixty
acres and three roods.
Nature of error-The  name Carl Friedrick
Wilhelm gunge having been inserted as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Carl Friedrick Wilhelm
Runge.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. 01
Grant, 27067.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Joshua Matthew
Beardmore.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  9  of  sec-
tion 7, town and parish of Cooktown, county of
Banks. Area, two roods and sixteen perches.
Nature of error-The  name Frederick Joshua
Matthew Beardmore having been inserted as that
of the intended grantee, instead of Frederick
Joshua Watheu Beardmore.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
nianently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  ijuvernment
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1875.
ERROR IN DEED.
]NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof ,  by an instrument endorsed
on such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and Seal
of the Colony,  describe the area and land intended to
be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant,
and in every deed containing the erroneous area
and description ,  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Deed, 27017.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Description of land in Deed.-Eighty  acres
county of Churchill, parish of Walloon, portion
No. 612. Commencing on a road one chain wide
at the west corner of portion 511, and bounded
thence on the south-west by that road bearing 326
degrees 30 minutes forty chains and fifty-four
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 60
degrees twenty chains and ninety-eight links ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 150 degrees forty
chains and thirty-five links ; and on the south-east
by portion 511 bearing 240 degrees eighteen chains
and fifty-seven links to the point of commencement,
Description of land intended to be granted. 77
acres 23 perches, county of Churchill, parish of
Walloon, portion No. 512. Commencing on a road
one chain wide at the west corner of portion 511,
and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing 326 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and fifty-four links, 350 degrees 30 min-
utes eight chains and seventy links, and 315 degrees
30 minutes four chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 60 degrees
eighteen hains and forty-nine links ; on the north-
east by acline bearing 150 degrees forty chains and
thirty-five links ; and on the south-east by portion
511 bearing 2,10 degrees eighteen chains and fifty-
seven links to the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1875.
\r
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Public Pound purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE A. PUBLIC POUND.
County of Dublin,  allotment 6, section  13,  town of
Mitchell.
1 acre.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Cambridge
street bearing north-east two chains ; on the north-
east  by allotment 4 bearing south-east five chains;
on the south- east  by allotment 6 bearing south-west
two chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west 5 chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st January, 1875.
W
HEREAS,  by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A PUBLIC POUND.
Town of Boolburra, Dawson River.
1 acre.
Commencing at a point on the south side of the
main three-chain road from Rockhampton to the
Dawson Bridge three chains south of the south-
west corner of Section VII ; thence south two
chains ; thence north 86 degrees 15 minutes east 5
chains ; thence north two chains to the main road
aforesaid ; and thence north 266 degrees 15 minutes
east five chains by that road to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A PUBLIC POUND.
County of Murchison, allotment No. 4 of section
No. 11,  town of St. Lawrence.
4 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Ken-
naird street bearing east ten chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north four chains ; on the north
by allotment No. 3 bearing west ten chains to
Cannon street ; and on the west by that street
bearing south four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands , subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested  are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to  the Public  Lands of  the Colony,
including the issue  of Deeds,  Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral  Land,  should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
B ri sbane, 21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under theprovisions of the 41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act of  1869" for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current  leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration  of the existing
leases , as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lem
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
CARRIAGE SHED, RAILWAY TERMINUS,
BRISBANE.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 30th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Carriage Shed at the Terminus,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Carriage
Shed, Brisbzne."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane ; Resident Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba ; and Railway Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH AND POST OFFICES, TIARO.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Electric Telegraph and Post Offices at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Telegraph
Office, 4'i., Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender Vill not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SCHOOL HOUSES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of four School Houses, on the Southern
and Western Railway, between Ipswich, Too-
woomba, Warwick, and Dalby, one or more.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School
Houses, Southern and Western Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich, Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Bris-
bane, within fourteen days from the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
30th instant, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms,
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
75-1475.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
J
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH  Tenders will be received at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Townsv ille,
until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 30th
April next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Immigration Barracks ,  Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks ,  Townsville."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this  Office,
and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on  groper printed forms, and
must state the time with in  which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-1606.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
f)f LENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Court House, Townsville, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security f'or
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BRISBANE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th March,
1875, folio 611,  Government  Gazette,  relative
to the openingof a new Road, being the continuation
of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Ofnce, Brisbane; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such  manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-775.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DEUCHAR,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
\ PITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  Covernmeet Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby
K
iven, in-accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
o. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referrea
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-798. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORMANBY,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITF-I reference to the Notice dated 2nd
March, 1875, folio 570,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being
deviation Portion 165, parish of Normanhy,
county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William 1V., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to. according tb
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary; within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1343.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons intending to claiin
compensation in respect of the said road, are here-
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1651.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 610,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from the
Killarney Road to the swan Creek Agricultural
Reserve, parish of Cunningham, county of Meri-
vale: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surve'or-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or  they  will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-893. H. E. KING,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
January, 1875, folio 148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Oct 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1227.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
r ITH reference to the Notice dated 10th
1 r February, 1875, folio 349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beerileigh ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date' hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1875.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF  MERINGANDAN,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 30th
December, 1874, folio 100,  Government
Gazette  of 9th January, 1875, relative to the
opening of a new Road from Gowrie Siding to
south-west corner of Portion 53, and from Gowrie
Siding to Meringandan, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV.,No.11, that His Excellency the Gover-
nor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
if.  E. KING.
75-455.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April,  1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
\`
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portion No. 153, parish of
North, county of Churchill, Moreton District
(referred to in Notices dated 14th November,
1874, and 12th February, 1875, folios 2286 and 380,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-4867.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portion No. 532, in the
Rosewood Scrub, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill (referred to in Notices dated 14th Novem-
ber, 1874, and 12th February, 1875, folios 2286
and 380, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the  same is now  open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-3307.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st  April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
lr
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road from the Clifton Homestead Area to
King's Creek,  parish  of Stephens, county of
Aubigny, Darling Downs District (referred to in
Notices dated 14th November, 1874, and 12th
February, 1875, folios 2286 and 380, respectively, of
the  Government  Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer,  and the same is
now open for public use.
74-4849.
11. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
l Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
up Emu Creek to Warwick Register, No. 485,
parish of Robinson, county of Merivale (referred
to in Notices dated 27th May, 1873, and 24th
July, 18M, folios 880 and 1241, respectively,
of the  Government Gazette),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and
the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-5521.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
1. Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
to Selections up Emu Creek, parish of Robinson,
County of Merivale (referred to in Notices dated
13th April, 1874, and 19th May, 1874, folios 805
and 972, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
74-5521. H. E. KING.
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NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
0
N the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica.
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates :-
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From Toowoomba.
25s. per ton, or
Is.  3d . per cwt.
Minimum Is.
RATES TO BRISBANE.
From Dalby.
36s. 8d .  per ton, or
is. 10n. per cwt.
Minimum is. 6d.
From Warwick.
40a per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged  on a similar scale.
0 o f A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles,  3d. each.
exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
O O Butter tubs or kegs, at  same rates.
0 0 B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons:-
0 0 25 miles, and under ... ... Id. per gallon.
over 25  miles , and under 50 miles, lid. „
CD a. Milk cans returned free.
0 0
o 0 PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
O , to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira.
tion of the time for which  they  have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, the following Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PAssENOER FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.
Fish,  dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey,  in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh,  in cases.
Game.
B Hay, pressed in bales.
B Maize.
Onions, in bags.
Peas, in casks  or bags.
Poultry.
Miles.
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Under 10 0 6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25 to 50 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3
60 to 80 1 6 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
80 to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
100 to 150 2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to 175 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
Passengers' Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section of  ".An Act to make provision for the
construction by the Government of Railways and far
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed new line Northern
Railway, sections Nos. 5, 6, and 7, from 58 miles
4 chains to 70 miles.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this office,
in writing, within one month from this date, any well
grounded objection which may exist to the adoption
of the said line of railway, or any part thereof, or
of any works proposed in connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QIIEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dal by, I)rayton,
GattoIi, Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
848
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder; i
on deposits  exceeding £200, the above rates of I
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by  letter or  in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1875.
ERRATUM.
REFERRING to notice dated 1st April instant,
published in  Gazette  of 3rd instant, of issue
of license as Surveyor under  "The Real Property
Act  of 1861," for "Hugh Mackay" read Herbert
Mackay.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRANCIS' OR WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE
RIVER BAR.
N consequence of the deposit of Silt in the
I Outer Cutting, caused by the recent floods, the
available depth of water has decreased about one
foot. The Tidal Signals  made  from the Light-ship
will, therefore, until further notice, represent one
foot  less water  in the West Channel than that
given  in the notice issued from this office on the
27th November, 1873, and published in Pugh's
Almanac for the years 1874 and 1875.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
MACKAY TO FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
T
EN DERS for construction of the land portion
of the abovementioned line, a distance of
three (3) miles, more or less, and for erection of
two (2) test houses, to receive shore ends of sub-
marine cable, will be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane,
until noon  on MONDAY, 3rd May next.
Particulars of specification may be seen, and
forms of tender obtained, on application at the
office of the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , or Telegraph Office, Mackay.
Tenders may be forwarded by Telegraph.
GEORGE THORN, Junior.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.THE attention of Stockowners, and all persons
concerned , is invited to the Proclamation pub.
lished in the  Government  Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th March last, whereby the prohibition  against
the landing  in Queensland of cattle, sheep, and pigs,
coming from places beyond the Australasian Colo-
nies, has been continued until the 30th June, 1876.
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.
CONFISCATED GOODS.
TO be  sold by auction,  at the Custom House,
Rockhampton,  at noon, on  SATURDAY, the
1st May,  1875,  under 8th see. 34  Vic., No. 1:-
Three cases Freeman's  Chlorodyne, each 48 dozen.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 30th March, 1875.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1' .75.
NOTICE.
T
HE Reverend ARTHUR RUTLEDGE, Minister of
the Wesleyan Methodist Church, residing at
Brisbane , in the Registration District of Brisbane ;
and the Reverend THOMAS HooD GIBBON, Minister
of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, residing at
Pimpama , in the Registration District of Logan,
are respectively  registered  as Ministers  authorised
to celebrate marriages  within the colony, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Port Office, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
GLENELG JETTY LIGHT.-ST. VINCENT'S GULF.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 10th March, 1875.
IT is hereby notified that the Red Light on GlenelgJetty has been removed (75) seventy-five feet
north of its former position, and is now exhibited
from a tower having the focal plane of the light at
an elevation of (40) forty feet from ordinary high
water level.
Being on the catadioptric principle, it is con-
siderably improved in power, and should be seen
from seaward from the deck of a ship at a distance
of (8) eight  miles  in clear weather.
R. H. FERGUSON,
President, Marine Board.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE RIVER BAR.
IN consequence of the removal of the Dredge forrepairs , masters of vessels  are hereby cau-
tioned that the north-west corner of the Inner
Cutting will, on Saturday, the 10th instant, and
until further notice, be marked by a Dredge Punt,
moored twenty feet from the edge of the Bank.
A White Light will be exhibited from it by
night, and a Red Flag by day.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1875.
LAND ORDERS.
IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
" The Immigration Act of 1872," wil l be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of  Petty  Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1875.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty.
I seventh  clause of  " Tke Pastoral Leases Art  of 1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street , Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 8th June, 1875, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite  to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated  area  in each  case ;  and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the rat year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together  with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed  six months
to stock  the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY, 8TH JUNE,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot.l Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
1
2
C
QWo
£ a.
I IWalters  70 1Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Plains  Tempe Run, being a point one mile south from
a tree marked broad-arrow over VII, on the
I track  leading from  Monemusk  Station to Glun-
nawarra Station ,  and also being  about two and
a-half miles north from Mount Salton ; and
bounded thence on the north by the south
boundary of Gunnawarra Run any a prolonga-
tion thereof, being an east line eleven miles six
chains ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles thirty-two chains ; thence on the south
by a west line eighteen miles forty chains,
passing through a point about twenty chains
south from a tree marked broad-arrow over I
on the track from Monemusk Station to Gun-
nawarra  Station ; thence on the west by a north
line five miles thirty-two chains ; thence again
on the north by an east line seven miles thirty- 1875. 1 1879.
four chains to the oiut of commencement ... 4 1 July 30 June 0 12
Nulls Nulls 66 Commencing at the north-western boundary of
Birdbush Run at Basalt Creek, where there is a
tree marked XX, and bounded thence on the east
by the western boundary of that run, and a
prolongation thereof, being a south  line six miles
and a-half ; bounded thence on the south by a
west  line about sixteen miles sixty chains to the
Basalt River , at a point about two  miles and
a-half in a  direct line below a tree marked
broad-arow over 1, near the confluence of a
small  creek  with that river ; and thence on the
west and north  by the aforesaid river downwards  1875. 1876.
to the point of commencement ... ... 11 1 July  31 Dec. 0 12
3 I Nu lls  Nulls 47
No. 2
Commencing at the south-eastern corner of the
Nulls Nulls Run, at a point six miles and a-half
south of a tree marked XX on Basalt Creek,
and bounded thence on the north by the
southern boundary of said run being a west
line about sixteen miles sixty chains to the
Basalt River, at a point about two miles and
a-half in a direct line below a tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 ; thence on the south-west
by a south-east line four miles ten chains ;
thence on the south by an east ling thirteen
miles sixty chains, passing through a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVIII near some
waterholes, and about one mile and ten chains
west of the eastern extremity of that boundary
line ; thence on the east by a north line three 1875. 1877.
miles to the point of commencement.... ... 2I 1 July 31 Dsc. 0 12
eoa
£  S.
14 19
84
Lot. Name of Run.
4 J Guunawarra
UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  RuNs-continued.
the point of commencement ...
the eastern boundary of that run, being a north
line seven miles to the right bank of Rudd
Creek at a point about thirty chains above a
tree marked broad-arrow over I ; and bounded
thence again on the west and also on the north
by the right bank of that creek downwards to 1875. 1879.
Description of Boundaries.
o
C ..7F
Years.
NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT.-continued.
80 Commencing on the fight bank of Rudd Creek, a'
western tributary of the Upper Herbert River,
at a tree marked broad-arrow over XVI ;
bounded thence on the east by a south line
fifteen miles thirty chains; on the south by a
west line six  miles thirty chains to the south-'
eastern  corner of the Tempe Run, being a point
one mile south from a tree marked broad-arrow
over VII on the track leading from Monemusk
Station to Glunnawarra Station, and also being
about two and a-half miles north from Mount
Salton ; bounded on the west by a portion of
5 Wicketawee 40
6 A rn o
7 Planet
river downwards to the point of commence-
4.1 , 1 July  31 Dec. 0 12
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Commencing on Tualka Creek at a point twenty-
five chains south-east from a tree marked
broad-arrow over T over VII, situate about
three miles above the junction of Little Tualka
Creek ; bounded thence on the north-west by
the south-east boundary of Upper Tualka Run
bearing north-cast ; on the east by the water-
shed separating Tualka  Creek  from  other
waters southerly to the Bead of Little Tualka
Creek westerly to its junction with Tualka,
('reek ; and on the west by Tualka Creek 1875. 1890.
northerly to the point of commencement ... 15 1 July 30 June 0 12
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
25 Commencing on the right bank of the Barcoo i
River forty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over L over E, thence north-west along
part of the south-west boundary of Vacy No.
1 Run five miles five chains to the south-
east boundary of Bothwell No. 2 Run ; thence
south- west along  part of that boundary five
miles to the north-east boundary of Annandale
Run ; thence by part of that boundary and
the north- east  boundary of Marlow Bridge
Run south-east five miles forty chains to the
Barcoo  River (which last line if produced
would pass twelve chains south-west  of a tree
marked broad-arrow overXLV I over E) ; thence
by the right bank of that river upwards to
the point of commencement ... ... ...  21
50 Commencing on the left bank of the Darr River
where that river is intersected by the north-
west boundary of Sahara Run, being a point
sixty-three chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over LIII over 1) at the junction of a
small creek on the west side of the said river ;
thence north-east seven miles fifty chains ;
thence north-west ten miles ; thence south-
west about two miles seventy-four chains to
the Darr Rii er at a point seventy-three chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow ov er LXI
over D ; and thence by the left bank of that
8 St. Bride's ..! 50 Commencing on the right bank of the Darr River'
where that river is intersected by the north-'
west boundary of Sahara Run, being a point
sixty-three chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over Lill over D at the junction of a
small creek on the west side of the said river
thence south-west two miles thirty chains
thence north-west ten miles ; thence north-
east about seven miles six chains to the Darr
River at a point seventy-three chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over LX1 over D
and thence by the right bank of that river,
downwards to the point of commencement  ...
21
21
1875. 1896.
1 Judy  30 June 0 15 6 5
1875.  I 1896. i
1  July  30 Junes 0 15 12 10
1875. 1896.
1 July  130  June, 0 15 12 10
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Lot. Name of Run.
UNEXPIRED TBiams OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  RIINs-continued.
Description  of Boundaries.
 
c
it
pFa
Years.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
9 Paroo  West  45 Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Paroo River ,  ten chains east of a gidyah-tree
marked 4 over C over Win triangle on its east
side, and bounded thence on the north by a
west line passing through said tree along south
boundary of the Buckenby West Run and a
prolongation thereof eight miles fifty chains
to a box-tree marked bro ad -arrow over  PW  in
triangle on its north side ; thence on the west
by a south line twelve miles thirty-three chains
to the north boundary of Humeburn North
Run at a gidyah -tree, bro ad-arrow over Y over
P`i' in triangle on its east side, crossing Yaly-
eary Creek and passing through on its south bank
a box-tree marked bro ad-arrow in triangle on its
south-east side to a point five m iles thirty -three
chains south of said tree ; thence on the south
along part of the north boundary of the said
Humeburn North Run three miles two chains to
the right bank of the Paroo River at a point
out  three chains east of and passing through
i a box-tree marked  broad-arrow  over PW inl
triangle on its north side ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of the baid river 1875 ,
upwards to the point of commencement ... 7 1 July
sa
°3
o
£ a.
1882.  1
30 June1 0 12 18 15
REAL PROPERTY  TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE  Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodg ing, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Oare atmay be lodged.
1 rood 35 perches, being allotment 15 of section 26, Charles Baker ... ... 24th May, 1875.
parish and town of Warwick, county of Merivale
16 perches, being the south-western half of subdivision Chas. Humber ... ... Ditto.
7 of eastern suburban allotment 84, parish of North
Brisbane, county of Stanley
48 acres, being portion 18, parish of Rockhampton, near Win. Archer, as attorney Ditto.
Rockhampton, county of Livingstone with power of sale of
Cohn Archer
2 roods 11 perches, being subdivisions 5 and 6 of subur- Edward Gillson ... Ditto.
ban portion 183, parish of North Brisbane, county
of Stanley
36 perches, being allotment 19 of section 11, parish and Helen Poole ... 24th July, 1875.
town  of North  Brisbane , county of Stanley
3 roods 24 perches, being allotments 4, 5, 14, and 15 of I James Gibbon
section  14, parish of South Brisbane, town of
Brisbane, county of Stanley
Ditto.
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Department  of Pub lic Lads,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1875.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS  IN THE  UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May.
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise,
will be offered for,,§Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, Rh June, 1875, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area  or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The country comprised in the runs has not yet been surveyed, but arrangements are being made
to have the boundaries defined, and the Government reserve the right of increasing the available area if
it should be discovered that the estimate set down opposite each run is less than the character of the
country warrants. In the event of the available area being increased, the purchaser will be liable for
the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far as is known, may be
obtained by application to this Department.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SADN AT  THE AUCTION  Rooms  OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN  STREET, BRISBANE , oN Tux sDAY ,  STH JUNE,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK, A.M.
;*8
Description of Bounda ri es.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
as
coo
Lot. Name of Run.
CA
1
I
1 Ruined j 34
Castle Greek
No. 1
2 Warrun- IO
gunna
3 Bylang 40
4 I Ubroke 26
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Bounded on the east by the broken country on
Ruined Castle Creek, commencing at the gorge
into which the creek  passes ; on  the west by
Block No. 2 of said creek ; on the south by
Dividing Range ; on the north by Dividing
Range ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Years.
71
1875. 1882.
1 July  31 Dec. 0 10
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
i Tilbooroo East Run ; bounded thence by a
north line  ten miles ;  thence east  five miles
thence south ten miles ; thence west five miles 1896.
to the point of commencement .. ... 21 1 July 30 June 0 12
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Brindowappo Run, on the east side of the
Paroo River  ;  thence east seven miles  ;  thence
south seven  miles ; thence west seven mil es ;
thence north  seven miles  to the point of com- 1890.
mencement  15 1 July 30 June 1 0 12
Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary
line of Munquin Run, about half-a-mile south
of the north-east corner of said run ; thence
south along eastern boundary of same five
miles ; thence east five miles along northern
boundary of the  Speeling  Run ; thence north
Ave miles  ;  thence west five  miles to the point 1896.
of commencement  ,,, ,.. ... ...  21 1 July  80 June 0  12
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Lot. Name  of Run.
UNJXPIRSD  Tsars  OF LEASsS  of UNSURVSYED  RUNS-continued.
, Years.
52 Commencing  at the north corner of Campsie No.
2 Run, on the north-east side of Katherine
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a north-east line along parts of the  south- I
east boundaries  of Campsie Creek No. 3 and'
Campsie No. 7 Runs four miles twenty-five
chains  to the south boundary of Evesham No.
5 Run ; thence by  an east line  along part of
that boundary  seven miles  five chains to the
west boundary of Ida Downs Run ; thence by
a south line along part of that boundary six
miles ten  chains to the north-west corner of
Maharatta Run ; thence by a west line along
the north boundary of the Alfred Downs No. 6
Run seven miles fifty chains to the north-cast
boundary of Campste No. 2 Run ; and thence
by a north- west line  along part of that boundary,
four miles twenty-fivo chains to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 July 30 June 0 15
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
6 AlfredDownsi 34 Commencing at the north corner of Cauipsic
No. 6 No.  I  Run (on the north-east side of Katherine
Creek), and bounded thence by a south-east
line along part of the north-east boundary of
that run six miles ten chains  to the  south angle
of Maharatta Run ; thence by a north line
along the west boundary of that run nine
m iles seventy chains to south-west corner of
Ida Downs Run ; thence by a west line seven
miles five chains to the north-east boundary
of Campsie No. 2 Run ; thence by a south-east
line along part of that boundary five miles
fifty -five chains  ;  and thence  by a south-west
line along part wof the south-east boundary ofl
last-named  run two miles to the point of ff
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...
8 Alfred Downs
No. 7
7 Alfred Downs
No. 8
8 1 Bellfield
No.1
9 Bellfield
No.2
Description of Boundaries.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
mm
zoo
A£p
E.
8.
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
1
21 1 July
30 Commencing at the north corner of Alfred,
Downs  No. 3 Run ; thence north-west five
miles ; thence south-west about twelve miles
to Vergemont No. 2 Run ; thence by that
run and Vergemont No. 4 Run to the west
corner of  Alfred Downs  No. 3 Run  ; thence by
that run north-east to the point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 July
38 Commencing at the north-east corner of Moonda
No.1 Run ; thence  east  five miles ; thence south
ten miles  ; thence west five miles to the south-,
east  corner of Moonda No. 1 Run ; thence along
the east boundary of that run north ten miles to
the point of commencement .. ...
38 Commencing at the north-east corner of Moonda
N0.2 Run ; thence east by part of the southern
boundary of Mungerie No. 1 Run five miles ;
thence south ten miles ; thence west five
miles to the south-east corner of Moonda No. 2
Run ; thence along the east boundary of that
run north ten miles to the point of  commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 July
30 June 0 16
30 June 0 15
30 June 0 16
10 Bon Venture) 40 Commencing at, the north-east corner of Bonl
No. 2 Venture No.1 Run ; thence parallel to Patrick's
Creek upwards ten miles ; thence south cross-
ing Patrick's Creek five miles ; thence parallel
to that creek downwards ten miles to Bon
Veijture No. 1 Run ; thence by that run north
crossing Patrick's Creek five miles to the point
of commencement ... ... ... 21 1 July 1 30 June 0 la
11 Darrwater 50 Commencing at the south -east corner of Darrwater
East Run (on the Darr River) ; thence east five;
miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence west l
five miles ; thence along the easterpi boundary
of Darrwater Run south ten miles to the point
of commencement  21 1 July 80 June 0 16
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Lot. Name of Run.
U NEXPIB$D TRRms of LEASES OF LTNSURVEYED  RUNS-continued.
Description of Boundaries.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
Years.
12 Evesham
I No. 7
I
13 Evesham
No. 8
MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
75 Commencing at the northern corner of Evesham
No. 1 Run ; thence north-east seven miles
sixty-four chains to the south-western bound-
ary of St. Bride's West Run ; thence by
part of that boundary south-east four miles
twenty-five chains ; thence by part of the
north-western boundary  of Sahara  West Run
bearing  south-west three miles twenty-four
chains ;  thence by the south-western boundary
of the  same run  bearing south-east  ten miles ;
thence south-west three miles forty chains to
Evesham No. 2 Run ; thence by part of the
north-east boundary of that run bearing north-
west three  miles  fifty-five chains ; thence by
part of the north-west boundary of that run
south-west one mile; thence by the north-east
boundary of Evesham No. 1 Run bearing
north-west  ten miles fifty chains to the point of 1875.
commencement ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 July
66 Commencing at the  east  corner of Evesham No.
2 Run; thence along part of the north-east
boundary of that run bearing north- west six
miles twenty -five chains  ;  thence north-east
five miles  sixty-four chains ; thence  along the
south -western boundary of Siberia West Run
bearing south-east  fourteen  miles nine chains ;
thence along part of the northern boundary of
Breedon No. 2 Run bearing  west nine miles
fifty chains; thence along part of the north-
east boundary of Evesham No. 3 Run bearing
north- west  one mile ; thence north-east along
part of the south-east boundary of Evesham
No. 2 Run one mile to the point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 1 July
14 Evesham 50 Commencing at the south-west corner of TLve-
No. 9 sham No. 1 Run ; thence along the southern
boundary of that run bearing east four miles
sixty-seven chains; thence along the south'-
west boundary of Evesham No. 2 Run bearing
south -east ten miles  ;  thence south -west four
miles sixteen chains ; thence north-west twelve
miles fifty chains ; thence north one mile ten
£  S.
1896.
30 June 0 16
30 June • 16
cliains .to the point  of commencement ... ... 21 1 July  30 June 0 15
16 Evesham 50 Commencing at the west  corn er, of Evesham
No. 10 No. 3 Run ; thence along the south-west bound-
ary of that run bearing south-east eight miles
ten chains ; thence along parts of the western
boundaries of Eveshain No. 4 and Evesham
No. 5 Runs bearing south six miles sixty
chains ; thence north-west twelve miles seventy
chains ; thence north- east  four miles sixty-one
chains to the point of commencement ... 21 1 July  30 June 0 16
18 Ensay  ...  50 Commencing at the north -east corn er of Albion
Run, on the south bank of Rockwood Creek ;
thence by a  line bearing west five miles ; thence
by a line running parallel with creek upwards
eight miles  ;  thence by a  line bearing north
five miles to creek ; thence by said creek down-
wards about fourteen miles to point of com-
mencement  ... . ... ... ... ...  21 1 July 30 June 0 16
17 Evesham  75 Commencing  at a point  on Vergemont Creek,
No. 6 where the said cre ek is intersected  by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 1 ; thence west
five miles  ; thence by a line parallel to the said
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ;  thence by  a line  parallel to the creek
downwards ten miles ; thence west five miles
to the point of commencement ... ...
18 1Hopwood 40 Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary
Downs • of Eves-sleigh No. 1 Run, five miles north from
the south-east corner of said run ; thence five
miles east ; thence north about five miles to
the south-west corner of Desert Hills Run ;
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
19 Minster
South
40
20 The Merse... 40
thence five miles along the western boundary
of said run ; thence about six miles west to
the eastern boundary of Eversleigh No. 2
Run ; thence by said boundary five miles south
to the northern boundary of Eversleigh No.
1 Run ; thence east along said boundary about
two miles ; thence south five miles along the
eastern boundary of said run to point of com- 1875.
m encement ... ... ... ... .. 21 1 July
Bounded on the south by Bona Vista Nos. 1 and
2 Runs ; on the north-west by Vacey No. 2
and Isis  Downs No. 7 Runs ; on the north-
east by Minster Run ; and on the east by a
line south from the southern  corner of Minster
Run to the north boundary of Bona Vista No.
2 Run ... ... .. ... ... ...
Commencing on the east bank of Landsborough
Creek immediately opposite the north-east
corner of Mingeburra Run ; thence up said
east bank in a northerly direction for ten
miles ; thence in an easterly direction for five
miles ; thence in a southerly direction parallel
to frontage line crossing two small creeks for
ten miles ; thence in a westerly direction for
21 Pemberly
South
five miles to point of commencement.... ...
76 Commencing on Louisa Creek at the upper
boundary of Bona Vista No. 2 Run ; thence
north four miles ; thence by a line parallel
with the upward course of the creek twelve
miles ; thence south eight miles, crossing
Louisa Creek ; thence by a line parallel with
the creek downwards twelve miles ; and thence
north four miles to the point of commence-
went
22 Pemberly ... 75 Bounded on the north by Ounmarana Run ; on
{ the west by Minster and Minster South Runs ;
on the south by Bona Vista No. 2 and Pember-
ley South Runs; and on the east by a  line
north to the south-east corner of Ounmarana
Run ...
23 Plains of 40 Commencing on the east bank of Bullock Creek
Mature where the southern boundary line of Perrin-
24 Paradise
Downs No. 2
70
25 Paradise
Downs No. 3
70
26 Prarie
Lagoon
25
21
21
1896.
30 June • 15
1 July 30 June S 15
1 July  30 June i 0 15
21. 1 July 30 June  0 16
21 1 July 30 June f 0 15
21 1 July 30 June  1 0  16
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
Heaa Station ... ... 0 ... ... 21 1 July 30 June
gunge Run crosses said creek ; thence down
said creek in a southerly direction three miles
south of a gum-tree marked VD over +- over
II on said cre ek ; thence in an easterly direc-
tion for five  miles  ; thence in a northerly
direction  parallel to  creek for ten miles ; thence
in a westerly  direction for five miles to point
of commencement  ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north-east corner of Spring-
block Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south ten miles ;  thence
east ten miles  to the point  of commencement...
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of Llan-
gynidr Run ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west ten miles ; thence south five miles to
Harden Run ; thence east five miles ; thence
south five miles to Llangynidr Run ; thence
east five miles to the point of commencement
t the southc i g d f Pommenc n a e en orn ai ir r e l
Lagoon; bounded thence by a  line bearing
west-south-west two and a-half miles ; thence
by a line bearing about north-north-west five I
miles ; thence by a line bearing about east-
north-east five miles ; thence by a line bearing
south-south-east five miles; thence by a  line
bearing west-south-west two and -a-half miles
to the point of commencement.-Prairie La-
goon is about south-south-east fourteen miles
from Glendower Station on the Flinders River,
and forth twenty-six miles from Lammermoor
0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
27 1 Rockwood- 60 Commencing on the north bank of Rockwood
Ville  Creek, opposite the north-west corner of
Woodsberry Run ; thence by a line bearing
north five miles ; thence by a line running
parallel with creek downwards ten miles ;
thence ty a line bearing south five miles to
creek; thence by said creek upwards ten miles
to point of commencement ... ... ...
28 Saltbush  35 Commencing at a point one mile north  of a tree
Park marked H on the south bank of the next creek
north of Patrick's Creek ; thence east five
miles;  thence south five miles; thence west
ten miles ;  thence north  crossing  the said creek
five miles ; thence  east  five  miles to the point
of commencement ... ... ... ...
29 Siberia East  65 Commencing at the north-east corner of Darr-
water Run (on the Darr River) ; thence along
the north-east boundary of Siberia Run, bearing
north-west fourteen miles ten chains; thence
north-east hree m iles forty chains; thence
south-east seventeen miles fifty-three chains to
the north-east corner of Darrwater East Run ;
thence west five miles to the point of coin-
30 Siberia West 50
31 Sahara  East 50
32 Sahara  West 60
33 St. Patrick 96
34 Strasbourgh 75
35 Vergemont
No. 2
76
mencement ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the south-west corner of Darr-
water Run (on the Darr River) ; thence north-
west along the north-east boundary of the
Evesham No. 8 Run fourteen  miles nine
chains; thence north-east along parts of the
south- east  boundaries of the Sahara West and
Sahara Runs four  miles nine  chains to the
west corner of Siberia Run ; thence along the
south-west boundary of that run south-east
ten miles to the western boundary of Darrwater
Run ; thence by part of the latter boundary
south five miles sixty chains to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing  at the  east angle of Sahara Run ;
thence north-east five m iles; thence north-
west ten miles  ; thence south- west five miles ;
and thence along the north-east boundary of
Sahara Run , bearing south- east ten m iles to the
point of commencement  ... ... ...
Commencing at the  south angle of Sahara Run;
thence south-west five miles; thence north-
west ten  miles  ; thence north-east  five miles ;
thence along the south-western boundary of
Sahara Run, bearing south- east ten miles to
the point  of commencement  ... ... ...
Commencing at the south-west corner of Lochiel
Run ; thence south twelve miles ; thence east
eight miles ; thence north twelve miles ; thence
west eight miles to the point of commence-
Commencing at a tree marked S on the north
side of the Alice River, about seven miles
above the crossing of the Clermont road, and
distant about sixty miles from Marathon Run ;
thence down the said river ten miles, by an
average width of five miles on each side ...
Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 3 Run; thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles  ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
downwards  ten miles ;  thence west five mite
to the point of commencement  ..,
Name o
1875. 1896.
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30  June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 June 0 15
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 June 0 16
21 1 July 30 Juno 0 16
21 1 July 30 Jute 0 15
21 1 July 30 Jnne 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
36 ', Woodeberry 40 Commencing at the north-west corner of Ensay
Run, on the south bank of Rockwood Creek ;
thence by a line bearing south five miles ;
thence by  a 'line running  parallel with that
creek eight miles upwards; thence by a line
bearing north five miles to the creek ; thence
by said  creek  downwards to point of com-
mencement ...
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
37 Euro No. 1 76
38 Euro No. 2 75
39 Euro No. 3 75
40 Euro No. 4 75
41 Euro No .  5 75
42 Euro  No. 6 75
43 Euro No. 7 75
Commencing at a point on Mueller's Creek north-
west of Mount Euro ; thence by a line north-
west five miles ; thence parallel with the
course of Mueller's Creek upwards ten miles ;
thence at right angles to and intersecting said
creek ten miles ; thence parallel with said creek
d .wnwards ten miles ; thence north-west five
miles to point of commencement ... ...
Commencing at the north-west corner of Euro
No.1 Run; thence parallel with Mueller's Creek
upwards ten miles ; thence at right angles and
intersecting said creek  ten miles; thence
parallel with said creek downwards  ten miles ;
thence by Euro No. 1 to point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the north corner of Euro No. 2
Run ; thence parallel with Mueller's Creek
upwards ten miles ; thence at right  angles to
and intersecting said creek ton miles ; thence
parallel with  said creek  downwards  ten miles ;
thence by EuroNo.2Runto point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at a point on Fletcher's Creek where
that creek is intersected by the north boundary
of Euro No. 2 or Euro No. 3 Run; thence
easterly by the northern boundary of Euro No. 3
Run five miles ; thence parallel with Fletcher's
Creek upwards ten miles ; thence at right angles
to and intersecting said creek ten miles ; thence
parallel with said creek downwards ten miles ;
thence east five miles to point of commence-
Commencing at'the western corner of Euro
No.1
It..
; thence parallel with Mueller's Creek
downwards ten miles ; thence at right angles
to and intersecting said creek ten miles ;
thence parallel with Mueller's Creek upwards
ten m il es ; thence at right angles to and
intersecting said creek  to point of  commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the western corner of Euro No. 5
Run; thence parallel with Mueller's Creek
downwards ten miles; thence at right  angles to
and intersecting said creek  ten miles ; thence
parallel with Mueller 's Creek upwards ten
miles  ;  thence at right angles to and intersect-
ing said creek ten miles  to point of  commenoe-
meat  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing  at the  western corner  of Euro No.
6 Run, thence  parallel with Mueller's Creek
downwards  ten miles ; thence  at right  angles to
and intersecting said creek ten miles; thence
parallel with Mueller's Creek upwards ten
miles ; thence at right angles to and inter-
secting said creek ten miles to point of com-
mencement ... ... ... ... ...
21
1876.
1 July
1896.
30 June
£ s.
0 15
21
21
21
1 July
1 July
1 July
30  June 0 1
30 June 0 1
30 June 0
2
2
12
21 1 July  30 June 0 12
21 1 July  30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
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44 Tenham  ...  I 40
45 Glenmith ... 30
46 Kingagold ... 30
47 Modock  ... 30
48 Mulgrave  ... 60
49 Rasmore  ... 35
60 Revel ... 30
UNEXPIRED  TERMS or LEASES  OF UNSURVEYED  RUNG-continued.
Desc ri ption of Bounda ri es.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Commencing  at the  south -east  corner of the
Argyle Run, bounded thence on the west by a
line  south  ten miles  ;  thence on the south by
a line east  five miles ; thence on the east by a
line north  ten m iles ;  thence on the north by a
line west five miles  to point of  commence-
Commencing at the south-west corner of Revel
Run ; thence down the main western channel
of Cooper's Creek ten miles with  an average
depth of five  miles  ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the south-west corner of Glen-
mith Run ; thence down the main western
channel of Cooper's Creek ten miles, with an
average width of five miles ... ... ...
Commencing at the south -west corner of Kings-
gold Run; thence down the  main western
channel  of Cooper's Creek  ten miles , with an
average  width of five miles ... ... ...
Commencing at the south west corner of Modock
Run ; thence down the main western channel I
of Cooper's Creek fifteen miles, with an average
width of five miles ... ... ... ...
Commencing at a tree marked T ,  about  fifteen j
miles  north-easterly from Thilyungra South
No. 1 head station ; thence  east five miles ;
thence north ten miles  ;  thence west five mires;
thence south ten miles to point of commence-
Commencing at a tree marked  G  on the western
bank of the main western channel of Cooper's
Creek, and about twelve miles west from the
north- west corner  of Limerick Run ; thence
down the creek ten miles with an average width
of five  miles
BURKE DISTRICT.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
°mo
Abp
O O m
mg
x dA.-aa
tom
E
Ca
Years. £ S.
1875- 1894. 1
19 1 1 July 30 June 0 12
1896.
21 1 July 30 June  0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
21 1 July , 30 June 0 12
21 1 July 30 June 0 12
51 Banda, 25 Commencing on the right bank of the Saxby
Banda  River ,  at a tree  marked C ,  standing about
seventy-nine  miles  above Taldora Station, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north-east
lour miles ; by a line bearing north-west five
miles ; by a line bearing south-west about six
miles to the Saxby River ; and thence by that
river upwards to the point of commencement 21 1 July 30 June 0 10
H
ALF-YEARLY RETURN of the Aggregate Average Amount of the Weekly Liabilities and
Assets of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, from the 13th day of
October, 1874, to the 12th day of April, 1875, inclusive.
PUBLISHED  PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£  S.  d.
Bills in Circulation not ,bearing Interest  3,919 17 7
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 9,406 0 9
Bills and Notes in Circulation bearing
Interest  ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due to other banks ... ...
Cash deposited not bearing Interest  ...  5 ,390 8 0
Cash deposited bearing Interest  ... 150,674 10 0
Total Liabilities within  the Colony £  217,390 16 4
£ a d.
Coin and Bullion ... ... ...  37,448 8 2
Landed Property (Bank Premises) ... 9,000 0 0
Notes and Bills of other  Banks  ...  259 2 6
Balances due from other Banks ...
Stamp Account .. ... ... ... 77 3 5
Debts due to the Corporation, including
Notes, Bills, and other  Securities ... 300,666 5 4
Total Assets within the Colony £ 347,450 19 5
JOSH. B. DIXON,  Manager
at Brisbane.F. W. MORRIS, Acting  Accountant
19th April, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
f (1 HE Licensees  and Lessees  of the under-mentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1 Treasury,  at Brisbane , the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said  clause,  which declares that  unless  payment is made within  six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights  and interests  of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
W. ALCOCK TULLY.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of  Lessee. Name of Run.
Bank of New South Wales ...
J. R. Lomax  ... ... ...
J. Taylor ...
Ditto ...
New Zealand and Australian Land
Company of Glasgow (Limited)
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
J. P., J. A.,  and M.  Bell  ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
H. Cory
Ditto ... ...
G. G. Cory ... ... ... ...
Ditto
W. G. Bell, and C. B. and A. F.
Dutton
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
J. Nisbet
Ditto ...
W. Kelman ...
Ditto ...
T. and C. Rome
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Diteo ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
W. J. Forrester
Ditto ...
K. Budge ...
Ditto ...
J. Stevenson  ... ... ... ...
Govett,  Thomson, Russell, and
Thomson
Area in
District .  Square Amount.
]!tiles.
Forrestgrove  ... ...  Mitchell
Bandour ... ... ... ditto
Wallon ... ... ...  ditto
Alfred Downs No.1 ... ditto
Tocal No. 1 ... ... ... ditto
Haughton Vale No. 1 ... ditto
ditto  No.  2 ... ditto
Douglas Downs ... ... ditto
Hazlemere... ... ... ditto
Bundaberinia  ... ... ditto
Moselle  ... ... ... ditto
Hazlewood  ... ... ...  ditto
Quorn ... ... ... ditto
Colston ... ... ... ditto
Alfred Downs No. 2 ... ditto
ditto  No.  3 ... ditto
Vacy No. I ... ... ... ditto
ditto No. 2 ... ... ... ditto
Clifton ... ... ... ditto
Bimera  North ... ... ditto
ditto South  ... ...  ditto
Ridgelands  ... ... ... ditto
Woodlands  ... ... ...  ditto
Carella No. 1 ... ... ditto
ditto  No.  2  ... ... ditto
Jundah ... ... ... ditto
Holbern Hill ... ... ditto
Peninsula  ... ... ... ditto
Welford Downs ... ... ditto
Adaford ... ... ... ditto
Henley ... ... ... ditto
Walton ... ... ... ditto
Adderley ... ... ... ditto
Cirencester ... ... ... ditto
Wandsworth ... ... ditto
Marlow Bridge  ... ... ditto
Mortlake ... ... ... ditto
Metz ... .. . ... ... ditto
Sedan  ... ... ... ditto
Kingston  ... ... ... ditto
Alliance ... ... ... ditto
Forresters '  Retreat  ... ... ditto
Coolie  West ... ... ...  ditto
ditto East . ... ... ditto
Isis  Downs No. 11 ... ... ditto
ditto No.7 ... ... ditto
£ s. d.
... 75 18 15 0
... 06 24 0 0
...
96 24 0 0
...
100 25 0 0
...
58 14 10 0
...
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
65 16 5 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
...
100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 60 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
...
100 25 0 0
...
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 18 0
... 40 10 0 0
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby  notified that the undermentioned Runs are withdrawn from the  list published in the
Government Gazette,  under notice dated 16th ultimo.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Name of Lessee.
New Zealand and Australian Land
Company of Glasgow  (Limited)
J. P., J A.,  and M.  Bell . .. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Area In
Dist ri ct .  square Amount.
tulles.
Name of Eun.
Douglas Downs
Hazlemere ...
Hazlewood ...
Quorn ...
Colston
Mitche ll
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
£ e. d.
... ... 100 25 0 0
... ... 65 16 5 0
... ... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1874.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to  open a new Road, from Beenleigh to Nindooimbah, and from the Beenleigh and Nindooimba
Road to the Logan Village and Albert Bridge Road, county of Ward, Moreton District: Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in
force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above.
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E.  KING.
75-797.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD,  BEENLEIGH  TO NINDOOIMBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
°F'oo
AdAzA
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .
In 'BreadthBearings . LengthCh of Area.  Remarks.ia ns Road.
c. lk.h A. L r.
'272419 0'
11
Irregu. 6 0 30
227°  30' 6 49 far
144°  0' 14 00 150  lks. 6 2 30
162° 0' 14 68
180° 0' 14 10
180° 0 '  0 90 Irregu- 0 0 6
221° 55'  25 66
far
150 Ike. 3 2 36
204° 46'  22 04 150 Ike. 3 1 9
204° 45' 6 46 150  lks,. 3 0 16
184° 0' 14 22
184° 0 '  15 78 160 lke, 3 8 0
218°80' 9 31
218° 30'  2 66 150 Ike. 1 3 11
227° 30' 8 06
227° 30' 15 55 150 Ike. 5 2 0
261° 30' 12 00
268° 30' 6 45
240° 00' 3 00
209° 20' 15 77 150  Ike.  3 3 8
230° 30' 9 79
230° 30' 1 24 150  Ike.  3 2 30
250° 55' 21 94
260° ;55' 2 76 150 lks. 0 1 27
250° 55' 40 150  Ike  6 384
241° 55' 8 34 1
1 Commencing in portion Freehold ...  FrancisArnold Francis
4A, parish of Wickham ,  Stephens ,  Arnold
on the road from Been -  and Alfred Stephens
leigh to Cedar Creek ,  II oulkie and Alfred
and running south- Stephens Moulkie
westerly to its south Stephens
boundary
2 Commencing on the east 1241 " C. L. A. Act David Veivers David
boundary  of port ion Bris- of 1868" Veivers
19, same parish ,  and have Homestead
running south-easterly Register
and southerly to its
south-east corner
3 A triangular piece out 1550 " C. L. A. Act David Veivers David
of the east corner of Bris- of 1868" Veivers
portion 20 bane
4 Commencing in port ion
Register
,,,  Forfeited The Cro wn ... ...
6. parish of B ickham, Selection
on the  ro ad fro m
Logan Village to
Chardon's Crossing,
and ranning south-
westerly to its sou-
thern boundary
5 Commencing in the ... Freehold,.. W. Barrett ...  :W.  Barrett
north boundary of por-
tion 7, parish of Wick-
ham, and running
south -westerly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing in the .,. Freehold ,. W. Barrett .,.  W. Barrett
no rt h bounda ry  of
portion 8, parish of
Wickham ,  and running
southerly to its south
bounda ry
7 Commencing in the 1103 "C. L.  A.Act  W. Barrett ,,.  W. Barrett
north boundary of  Brie-  of 1868"
portion 9, parish of bane
Wickham, and running Registe
south -westerly to its
south boundary
8 Commencing in the ... Freehold ...  Daniel Kelso Daniel Kelso
north bounda ry  of
port ion 10, parish of
Wickham, and running
south-westerly to its
western boundary
9 Commencing In the east 976 " C.  L. A. Ac  Daniel Kelso Daniel Kelso
bounda ry  of portion Bris -  of 1868"
12, parish of Wickham, bane
and running south- Register
westerly to its south-
west corner
10 Commencing in the 583  " C. L. A. Act  Caleb  Curtis Caleb Curtis
nort h boundary  of of 1868"
portion 4A,  parish of  Homestead
Wickham,  and running
south-westerly to its
southern  boundary
11 Commencing  in the 1305 " C. L. A. Act  J.  S.  Phipps J .  S. Phipps
north boundary of  Bris- of 1868"
portion 15, parish of bane
Wickham. and running Register
south-westerly to its
west bounda ry
12 Commencing on the east  1305 " C. L. A. Act  J.  S.  Phipps J. S. Phipps
boundary of portion  Bris- of 1868"
15a, and  ru nning bane
south-westerly to its Register
western  boundary
13 Commencing on the east 1441  "  C. L. A. Act A. Watt  ...  A. Moodie
boundary of port ion  of 1868"
17, parish of  Wiokhant,
and running south.
westerly  to its west
boundary
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No. Port ion of Road.
14 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion 9,
parish  of Wickham.
and running south-
westerly  to its west
boundary
15 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
10, parish of
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
16 Commencing  on the east
boundary of portion
19, same parish, and
running south-westerly
to the road from Logan
Village to Albert Bridge
17 Commencing  in portion
7, same parish, on the
road  from Logan Vil-
lage to Albert Bri dge,
and running south-
westerly  to its west
boundary
19 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
7 A,  Same parish, and
running south-wester-
ly to its  south boun-
dary
19 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 5 of same
parish,  and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
20 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion  11 of same
parish,  and running
southerly to its south-
east boundary
21 Commencing in the
22
northwest  boundary
of portion 18, same
parish, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
Commencing in the
no rt h boundary of por-
tion 31, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
22A Commencing  in portion
1, parish of Moon-
doolan, and running
southerly  to its south
boundary
23 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 30, same pariah,
and running south-
westerly to its south
boundary
24 Commencing  on right
bank of Flagstone
Creek,  and running
southerly to the south
boundary of portion 6,
parish of
25 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 7, and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
26 Commencing in no rt h
boundary of portion
11, parish of
and running southerly
to its south boundary
27 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 10, same pa rish,
and running southerly
to its south boundary
28 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 9,  same  pariah,
and running southerly
to its south boundary
29 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 3,  and running
southerly to its South
boundary
NEw ROAD FROM BR>rNLEIGH TO  NINDOOIMBA--continued.
c
zm
942
How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
ad.
Chs. Ike.  A. B. P.
C. L. A. Act G. S. Richard- G.  S. 241° 55'  1 05 150 Iks. 5 2 2
of 1868 son Richardson 220° 52' i 17 94
242° 12' 17 76
941 C. L. A. Act G.  Richardson 0. Richard- 242° 12'
of 1868 son
269° 8' I 11 63 changedand
227° 45' I 14 84 made wider.
16'9 C.L.A. Act T. Plunkett T. Plunkett 2420  12' i 16 26 150 lks. 6 1 33 Previous road
of 1868
688  C . L.  A. Act  Joseph Ball Joseph Ball 252° 00' 46 92 Irre- 9 1 28
of 1868 215° 00' 12 74 gular
1127 C. L A. Act  J. Pownell
of 1868
J. Pownell 215° 00'
261° 30'
216° 00'
200°
645 0 . L. A. Act he.  Render -  Jas Hender . 200° 00'
of 1868 sou son 216° 00'
195° 00'
192° 9'
178° 15'
24 98 150 lks. 3 239
3 10 150  Ike
25 97
12 39
1 55
8 0 32 Previous road
altered and
made wider.
30 28  150 Iks. 9 1 14 Previous road
12 12
11 32
8 31
0 1511
widened.
921  0. L. A Act  J. Collins J. Collins 178°  15' 14 05 160 lks. 3 2 28 Previous  ro ad
of 1868 171° 00' 10 08
1750 00' 0 99
1537 C. L. A. Act John  Collins John Collins  175° 00'
of 1868 213° 00'
180° 00'
187° 15'
1607 C. L. A. Act  John Collins John  Collins 187° 15'
of 1868 148' 16'
... Pre-emptive John Collins JohnCollins 146° 15'
purchase 179° 00'
196° 52'
1618 C. L. A. Act  John Collins John Collins
of 1868
599 C. L, A. Act'  John Collins John Coiling
of 1868
579 C. L.  A. Act Wirt.  Drynan Wm. Drynan
of 1868
made wider.
6 29 150 Iks.  10 1 17 Road changed.
13 75
33 35
15 04
50 91 150  like.  10 1 2  Bond  altered
17 53  and made
wider; part
common with
the Jimboom-
baroad.
16 43  •  160 lks. 11 1 22
58 50
0 201
196° 52' 16 69 150 lks. 12 3 11 Road  changed.
187° 25' 26 80
220° 13' 20 82
211° 6' 10 16
174° 12' 6 15
204° 21' 5 88
164° 2'  1 40 Jr;::  28 0 22 Previous road
192° 00' 91 00  gular changed and
207° 00' 9 76 150 Ike. made wider.
190° 15' 13 43
185° 00' 24 35
202° 00' 4 11 Irre-
192° 15' 10  51 gular
192° 15' 11 37  ...  13 2 35
209° 30' 48 15
181° 09' 33 92
876 C. L. A. Act Jane Collins Jane Collins 201° 45'  7 90 150  Ike.  15 3 39 Road  changed
of 1868 190° 22' 64 34 and made
186° 15'  16 92 wider.
180° 00' 17 46
875
962
C. L. A. Act  Jane  Collins Jane Collins 180° 00' 47 68 150  lks. 12 0 19
of 1868 188°  15' 33 28 1
C. L. A. Act Hon.  W. D. Hon .  W. D. 188° 15' 18 30  1150 Iks.
of 1868 White White
528 C. L. A. Act lion. W. D. lion W. D.
of 1868  White White
188° 15' 16 72
128° 00' 6 29
170° 00' 13 17
189° 00' 7 24
LTe-
gular
150 lks
2 2 39
9 3 15
857
No. Portion  of Road.
NEW RoAD- BEENLRIGH To NINDOOIMBA-continued.
w f,
$o-5
C V
zm
30
31
Commencing in the
no rt h boundary of
portion 1,  parish of
, and run-
ning southerly to its
south boundary
Commencing in the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 2, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Pre-emptive  Hon. W. D.
purchase, White
Nindooim-
ba
514 C. L. A. Act
Of 1868
Hon. W. D.
White
Occupier. Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths ,  of Area.
Road.
1ks.
Hon. W . D. 189° 00
chs.
29 62 160 Ike
White 194°  00' I 22 04
187° 15' i 27 84
Hon. W. D.
White
187° 15
180° 00'
2069 13'
2 36 150  Ike
24 04
18 96
18 00
A. a. r.
11 3  20,
Remarks,
9 1 0 Partly  old road
widened to
150 Iks.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE BEENLEIGH AND NINDOOIMBA ROAD TO THE LOGAN
VILLAGE  AND ALBERT BRIDGE ROAD , COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Commencing In portion
7A, parish of
on the road from
Beenleigh  to Nindoo-
imbs ,  and running
northerly to its no rt h
boundary
2 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 16,  and running
northerly  to its no rt h
boundary
3 Commencing at the
south boundary of
portion 18, andrunning
north-easterly to the
Logan Village and
Albert River Road
1127  "C. L. A. Act  J. Powne ll  ... J. Pownell 355° 30' 11 24 100 Ike. 6 3 5
of 1888" 2° 00' 13 02
328° 26' 7 84
355° 00' 18 69
333° 40' 7 62
1372 "C A ActL CollinsJ J. Collins 333° 40' 6 78 100 Ike. 7 3 4. ..
of 1868"
. ...
354° 40' 21 00 Existing
284° 40' 3 69 Irregu- Road
18° 00' 6 641 lar slightly
18° 00' 26 64 100 Ike. altered.
22° 48' 11 69
Crown Land 22° 48' 24 62 100 Ike. 2 1 22
I'
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
{S IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
1 j to open a new Road through portion  No. 115,  parish of Geham ,  county  of Aubig ny, Darling
Downs District :  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the  Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office,  Toowoomba  ;  and all' persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75.999. Ti.  E. KING,
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 115, PARISH OF GEHAM ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILL#,AM IV., No. 11.
No.  Portion  of Bosd
1 Commencing at the
south-east corner of
the portion ,  and run-
ning  north ,  south-
westerly ,  westerly, and
north-westerly to Its
north boundary
Register
No. of ReputedHow Held Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. aemarkeSelec -
tion.
Owner. Road.
.
oh. Ike. A.  R. F.
115 "Leering Act  William  Unoccupied 360° 0' 30 31 1 chain... 6 1 32
of  1966" Murphy 2220  0 9 0
266° 0' 10 0
307° 30' 9 50
360° 0' 7 9
This Book of Refereno0 cancels portion of road No, 1, of the Book of Reference proclaimed in the  Government  Gazette of November
8th, 1873, folio 1876.
858
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
13th April, 1875.
.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-
4  dient to open a new Road from Toowoomba to Highfields, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
thq Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1021.
Occupier.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF A DEVIATION ON THE ROAD FROM ToowooMBA TO HIGHFIELDS ,  PARISH OF
DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular piece of
land out of  the north-
west comer  of Portion
No. 402
00
z
Portion of Road. and
- o
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
R
Commencing at the
west corner of portion
No. 103, and running
no rt herly through -'Ex
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selection No. 995 (Toowoomba Register), parish of Douglas,
county of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity. with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections  which may  exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
75-1111.
t
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTION , ToOWOOMBA  REGISTER , No. 995 , PARISH OF
DOUGLAS, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
An irregular shaped
piece out of the south-
east corner of selection
140.995
Register
No of
Portion.
402
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Breadth
How Held . Reputed Owner . Bearings. Lengths. of Area . Remarks.
Road.
chs. lke, A. R. P.
Freehold.., F. T. Gregory 18° 2' 7 36 Irregular0 3 7*
How held.
T. R. Conditional
995 Selection
" C, L. A.
Act of
1868„
Reputed
Owner.
Archibald
Munroe
Bearings.
Unoccupied) 19° 53'
Length in
Chains.
chs. Ike.
50 98
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
I A. R. P.
Irregular  28 3 0 Unim-
proved
scrubby
country
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
r7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j j to open a new Road in selection No. 936, parish of Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11:
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75-998. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF DEVIATION OF CROWS' NEST ROAD IN SELECTION 936, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AIIBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
How
held.
no
aU:d`o'
o
G
selection  936 to the
-
g e o
Reputed
Owner.
Ed. W.
Pechey
Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadthin  Chains.  of Road.
H. E. KING.
H. E. KING.
Area.
ohs.lks. A. R. P.
343° 15' 6 0 150 links 2 1 33
33° 30' 11 67
Remarks.
,
Crow's Nest  road
S59
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selection 204, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,  No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane, and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1196.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 204, PARISH OF MOGGILL,
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. How Reputedheld. Owner.
_)
... Running in  a south-  4751 "C.L.A.! B.  11eC'as-
westerly direction  I Act of  kill
th ro ugh selection  204, 18118"
and connecting two
existing roads
and eastern portion of  Town Commonage
Public  ro ad from  the south- east corner  of portion
435 south-easterly and easterly to the south-
east corner  of portion 103 on the west boundary
of the Camping  Reserve ,  same parish
Breadth
of Road.
1 chain
COUNTY OF
4 WILLIAM
Area. Remarks,
I
2 2 32 Forest land
partly fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NE\V ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
I
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive Council, bavin deemed  it expedient
to  open  a new  Ioati from Warwick to Killarney,  parishes  of Wildash  and 'Cunningham,  county of
Merivale, Darling  Downs District: Notice is hereby given,  that in conformity with the provisions of the
Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and  Book of lit  terence, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the surveyor-General, and at
the Pplice Office, Warwick ,  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month  from  this date ,  any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1673.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK To FIILAIINI.Y, PARisnrS OF WILI)ASH AND
CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALR, DARLING I)OHNS DISTlnt.T, '10 BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV. No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 From the southeast corner of portion  39,  parish
of Warwick, through Warwick Commonage, in
a S011111-easterly direction to the south-west
corner of portion 431, parish of Wildash
2 Pubic road between  portions  131 and 1:35, parish
of Wildash
3 , Public road between portion  435, same parish,
4
5
6
7
Occupier. Bearings . in  Chains,
I
chs Iks.
- McLeod 215° 23' 16 0
227° 25' 6 0
242° 7' 5 87
Reputed
Owner. Bearings.
Length
in Chalets,
Breadth
of Road.
chs.  Iks. I
Municipality of 90° 0' 4 60 2 chains
Warwick 117° 30' 26 10
119° 30' 17 00
10 5° 3),  12 00
121'° 30'  20 00
125° 30' 28 00
134° 30' 31 50
1312° 0' 60 00
113° 38' 23 00
161° 43' . 9 86
The Crown 90' 0' 20 IM) 1., chants
The Clown 180° 0' 22 48 12 chains
The Crown 139° 0' 70 00 2 chains
139° 0' 8 10 average
3, cha in s
90° 0' 8 00 ditto
90° 0' 71 00 2 chains
180° 0' '3 20
90° 0' 32 25
Running easterly through the Camping Re°ervo The Crown
across the Condamine Miter to the south-west
corner of  selection 19;, in the parish of Cun-
ningham
Public road between selectio, s  195  and 58, and The Crown
selections 339 and  336,  same parish
Reserved  public road through selection 58, same The Crown
parish
8 11'ublie road between selections 6 and 72, and The Crown
selections 2o1, 73, and 115, same parish
easterly about I mile ...
... 90° 0' 27 10 2 chant.
18(w 0' 28 e0
90° 0'
180° (1'
(i
8
1()
611 I
... 1('4° 0' 611 31 2 chains
101° 0' 11?I 19 2  chains
50° 0' 17 33
O1° 30' 21 32
11x2'  0' 15 40
Area. Remarks.
A.
47
R.
0
P.
d Surveyed road.
3 0 O Suntcsed read.
4 2 0 Surveyed road.
40 0 0 Surveyed  road
It 1
through leased
half of Can-
ning U,lwus
Run.
Road  not sur-
vcy-d through
Camping Ho.
serve.
2 1,  Surveyed road.
13 1 0 Surveyed read.
103 0 1) Survcied r,1ad.
860
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road to Gladfield and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selection
891 (Warwick Register), to the Warwick and Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-846. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  SELECTION  891 (WARWICK  REGISTER ),  To THE  WARWICK AND
IPSWICH ROAD, PARISH OF GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MEBIVALE, DARLING Dowses,  TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
-
oY
-- -- - -- I -
No. Portion  of Road .
-ad 8
m
How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .' Lengths.
ohs. Iks.
.I From the north-west 767 '
corner of selection 891, War-
through selection 767 wick
to the Warwick and  Register
Conditional
selections,
" C. L. L.
Act of
Wm. Bradbum  360° 0' 9 70
Ipswich road 1868"
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
1 chain
A.  Sr.  P.
0 3 21
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STBATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD AREAS, BEING PART OF
WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
A. Commencing  on the W.B.
west boundary of por- 1007
tion 4, parish  of Glad-
field,  and running
easterly to its east
boundary
770
B. Commencing on the 1007  "C. L.A.Act
west boundary  of por- of 1868"
tion 5, parish of Glad
field, and running
easterly to its east
boundary
C. Slight alteration of pre-
sent road near north-
east corn er  of Warwick
Register No. 770
D. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 68A, and running
about east  by north to
its east  boundary
E. Two triangular pieces W.R.
out of the north-west 994
corners of Warwick
Register No. 994
F. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 190, and  running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
G. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 186, and running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
H. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 187,  and running
about E.N.E. to its
east boundary
1.  A triangular  piece out War-
of the north- west wick
co rn er  of portion  772 Register
No. 772
J. Running fro m the south-
west corner  of portion
185, in  a north-easterly
direction to its east
boundary
K. Running fro m the west
boundary of pre -emp-
tive 9, parish of Gilbe rt ,
in a north-easterly
direction to its north
boundary
L. Running from the south
boundary of p.p.1, in
a north-easterly direc-
tion  to its east bound-
W7'
"C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
"C. L. A.Act
of 1868"
Held under
the"Leae-
ing Act of
1866"
John Lyons I Unoccupied
John Lyons Unoccupied
Courtney Spry Unoccupied
Arnold Wein- Unoccupied
holt
"C. L. A.  C. Spry ... Unoccupied
Act of
18681,
Held under Arnold Weiu- Unoccupied
the  "Lea,-  holt
ing Act of
1868"
Held under Arnold Wein- Unoccupied
the"Leas- hult
inp Act of
1866"
Held under  Arnold  Wein- Unoccupied
the  "Leas-  holt
ing Act of
1866"
Held under  C. Spry . ..  Unoccupied
the "C. L.
A. Act of
1868"
"Leaeing  A. Weinholt Unoccupied
Act of
1866"
Freehold ... A. Weinholt
Freehold... A. Weinholt
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
N.81° 45' 16
E.
72 2 chains 3
81° 45'  12 10 2 chains 2
1
77°30' 3 64 2 chains 0
77° 30'  35 14 2 chains 7
67° 52'  0 72
770  30'  3 23 average 0
35  links
67° 52'  5 72 average 0
1 chain
67° 52' 30 20 2 chains 5
67Q59,'  28 56 2 chains 5
67152'  30 15 2 chains 6
67° 52'  1 05 average 0
54° 10'  2 98 width
t chain
5411(Y 34 71 2 chains 6
54° 10' 10 84 2 chains' 2
47°30' 21 93 chains 6
65° 33' 9 70
1 19 Lightly tim-
bered slopes
1 27 Unimproved
stony ridges
223
0 9 South side of
ro ad fenced
withwallaby
proof fence
0 17 Unimproved
2 11 Open  forest,
part  of north
boundary
fenced
1 34 Lightly tim-
bered black
soil ; unim-
proved
2 34 South bound-
ary fenced;
otherwise
unimp ro ved
0 4 Unimproved
lightly tim-
bered coun-
try
1 24 Unimproved
forest coun-
try
2 3 Unimproved
open forest
1 It  ,  Fence crosses
this portion.
Bridge over
Millar's  Vale
Creek in this
and  follow-
ing  po rt ion
0 38 Fence runs
closetosouth
boundary of
road
861
NEVI  ROAD.-ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STBATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD  AREAS-Continued.
I
No. Portion of Road.
M. Running from the west
boundary of p.p. 5, in
a no rt h -easterly direc-
tion ,  to its east bound-
ary
Ny
m
Pic
N. Running  fr om the west  ...
boundary of p.p.6, in
a no rt h -easterly direc-
tion ,  to its east bound-
ary
0. Running from  the west War-
boundary  of selection wick
19.  In  an easterly direr- Register
tion, to Gap Creek, its No. 19
nort h boundary
P.
@.
R.
Running  in an easterly  ...
direction across a bend
in Gap Creek
Running from Gap Creek ,  W.E.
the north boundary  19
of selection  19, in an
easterly direction, to
its east  boundary
Running from the east
boundary  of selection
19, in  an easterly direc-
tion ,  to the west bound-
ary of selection 597
How held. ReputedOwner. . Beari ngs. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road,
chs, lks. A. R.  P. I
Freehold... A. Weinholt Unoccupied  65133'  33 11  2 chains 17 1 20
68° 45' 24 21
79° 15' 19
67°50' 10
08
46
Freehold... A. Weinholt Unoccupied 67° 50' 85 01 2 chains 17 0 17
84" 42' 00 51
Pre -emptive A. Weinholt r Unoccupied 84142' 26 64 2 chains 30 0 0
selection, 90° 34 34
"C. L. A. 106° 30' 5 20
Act of 93° 32 88
1868" 100° 10' 16 37
58° 30' 35 00
Crown 106° 25 07 irregu- ...
lands 69° 10 30 lar
Pre -emptive A. Weinholt Unoccupied  60° 7
width
55 irregu- 13 0 0
selection 88° 15 00 lar
"C. L. A. 95° 47' 9 41 width
Act of 74° 8' 8 59
1868"  44° 10 50
93Q  8 49
126° 3 69
Crown 126° 13 25 2 chains 4 2 16
Lands 96° 9 64
Remarks.
South side of
road par-
tially fenced
South side
pa rt ially
fenced
Unimproved
stony  ridges,
several fences
run through
selection
This portion
is in the
Gladdeld
Homestead
area
Steep  stony
ridges; north
boundary of
road coca-
sionally
crosses creek
Open forest
ridges
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Dalby Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of Dalby, county
of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4851. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DALBY TOWN RESERVE TO THE LAGOON RESERVE, PARISH OF
DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.. No. 11.
Register
No. Portion  of Road . No,  oof How  held. Reputed Occupier.
tion.
1 Commencing on the Dalby Freehold  ...  Edward James Unoccu-
west boundary of Register  Blaxiand  pled
selection, Dalby  No.  IS
Register ,  No. 18,
and running about
E. by S.} 8. to its
east boundary
2 Commencingonthe Dalby Freehold  ...  ArthurForste Unoccu-
west bounda ry  of Register Blaxland pled
selection ,  Dalby No. 67
Register , No. 67,
and running about
E. by8.} S. to its
east boundary
3 Commencingnnthe Dalby Freehold ,.. George Blax- Unoccu-
west boundary  of Register  land Moile pied
selection  No. 21, No. 21
and running about
E. by S. ;  S. and
E.S.E. t S. to MyaU
Creek, its south.
east  boundary
Bea ri ngs.
1060301
106° 30'
106° 30'
115° ...
Length Breadth
in Chains . Of Area .  Remarks.Road.
Chas. lks. A. R. P.
67 86 150 links 10 0 28 Open plain,
west side
fenced.
15 65 150 links 2 1 15 Unimp ro ved,
open plain.
23 ' 49 150 links 4 2 0
6 0
Unimproved,
open plain
and open box
forest, north
and east
boundary
fenced.
4 Commencing  on . Dalby Freehold ... A. F. Blaxland Unoccu- 115° ... 4 75  151) links 4 1 6 Myell scrub,
Myall Creek ,  the Register  pied F3° 15' 9 40 poor soil,
north boundary No. 71 73° 5' 13 0 east bouu-
of selection 71, dary fehded.
and  ru nning
easterly to the
south-west corner
of the  Lagoon
Reserve
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  7th April, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Ti
S Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed t expedient
j to open a new Road from Drayton to Allora ,  counties  of Aubigny  and Merivale ,  Darling Downs
District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force  in  this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office, Drayton ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-3758, H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERFNCE  OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON To ALLORA ,  COUNTIES OF ALBIGNY  AND MF.RIVALE,
DARLING  DOWNS  DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. . Po rt ion ot'Road.
1 Commencing  no the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 22,  and running  south -easterly
t,, its  east boundary
2 Commencing  on the west  boundary
of Eton Vule pre-emptive porch a se
NO. 37,  and running  south-easterly
to its south boundary
3 Commencing  on the north boundary
its south boandary
4 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. `2, and running south-easterly
to Ilodgson 's Creek
5 Commene ng on the north-west
boundary of Eton Vale pre-emptive
purchase No. 1, at Ilodgson 's Creek,
and running south-easterly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 31, and running south-easterly
to its east boundary
7 Commencing on the west boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 50, and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
8 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 51,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
9 Commencing on the east boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 81,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
10 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 68, and running southerly to
its south boundary
11 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 79, and running south easterly
to its east boundary
12 Commencing on the west boundary
of selection No. 98 T.R., and rumung
south-easterly to its south bound.
ary
13 Conunencing on the north boundary
of selection 480, under  "Leasing
Act  of  1888,"  and running south- I
easterly to its south boundary
14 Commencing on the north boundary
of Clifton pre-e'sptive purchase
No 28, and running south easterly
to its  east  boundary
15 Commencing on the west boundary
of Clifton  pre-emptive purch as e
No.26 ,  and running  south-easterly
to its south boundary
16 Commencing  on the north boundary
of Clifton  pre-emptive purchase
No. 26,  and running southerly to
its south boundary
17 Commencing on the north-west
boundary  of selection  211, under
"Leasing Act  of 1866,"  on King's
Creek ,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
18 Commencing on the north boundary
of selection 210, under  "Leasing
Act  of  1800,"  and running south-
easterly to its south boundary
19 Commencing on the north boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase  No. 17, and running south-
westerly to its west boundary
20 Commencing on the east boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 16,  and running south-
westerly to its south boundary
on Eton Vale  pre-emptive purchase
No. 20  and running  southerly to
No. of
Portion. Reputed Owner .  Bearings.
Length
in chains,
llodgaon  and S . 32° 17'  E.
Ramsay
Hodgain and  n. 32° 17'  E.
Ila,o av  S. 12° 11'  E.i
I Hodgson and
Ramsay
I Hodgson and
Ramsay
S. 12° 11' E.
S. 17° 14' E.
S. 17° 11' E.
Hodgson and I  S. 17Q  14' E.
Ramsay  S. 52° E. ..,
S. 68°  E.
S. 10° 5' N.
Hodgson and S .  10° o' It. ...
Ramsay.
Is an and S.  10° 5' E....Hodgson
Hodgson and S. 9° 57' E....
Ramsay
Hodgson  and 8 54° 50' F.
Ramsay S. 35° 50' 11.
S.  1" 50'  E.
Hodgson and 8 4° 50' E....
Ramsay S. 29° 10' W.
S. 29° E. .,,
Hodgson and  S. 291  E! ..,
Ramsay S. 42°  E.  ...
AlexanderSmithi S 25° l7' E.
W. 13.  Thoth . 25" i7' F..
W. 11. Tooth .,. 1 S. 2S° 17' E.
W. B. Tooth  .,.  S. 25° 17' E.
S. 8° E.
chs. Iks.
55 :ti
41 72
2 10
Breadth
of Road. Are a.
A. R. P.
2 chains 10 2 '20
2 chains 8 1 21
18 30 ''.2 chains 19 1 27
48 79
17 51  2 chains 3 2 16
6 72 2  chains 5 3 9 1
10 90
9  21
1 1
61 30 2 chains 11 0 24
31 22 2 chains 5 0 22
40 27  12  chains
9 50
11 911
i  80
2 chains
13 31
17 0
14 0
11 0
10 0
2 chains
2 chains
8 0 21
5  9  3.;
8 3 18
9 3 11
I8 15 2 chains 3
ij
13 s.i 2 chain's
35 20 2 chains
8
Remarks.
01S Held under
3
`Cronin  Lands
Alienation Adt
of  18)18.'
3 Bald under
"Leasisa Art
of  1,466
130
84
12 chains 2 035
W. B. Tooth  ...  8. 8° E. 80 80
W. G. Wilson...  S. 29° 30' E. 11 15
S. 50° lo' E. 21 99
2 chains 16 0 25
3 chains 9 2 0
C. G. D'Albedyll  S. 50° 10' E.  62 29  3 chains 18 2 20
C. It. Green  .  S. 14° 33'  W. 14 38 2 chains 2 0 5
C.  11.  Green  ...  S. 14° 33' W. 78 89 2 chains 114 3 30
Held under
"Leasing Act
qt' 1868."
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Rovd from Myrtl's Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and Denison,
county of Lennox, Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council,` within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
Ti. E. KING.
75-800,
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM MYRTLE CREEK TO MARYBOROUGH,  PARISHES OF ST.
MARY AND DENIbON, COUNTY OF LENNOX, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
portion No. 7, parish
of Denison ,  and run-
ning westerly and
northerly  to Myrtle
Creek
2 Continuation  of above
road, running  north
along  the eastern
bonndar} of portion
197
I10w  held. RepntedOwner . Occupier . Bearings.
Length
in
Breadth
of A rea. Remarks.
Chains. Road.
Freehold .. Wol teu Croft Wolsten N. 314° 15' E.
chains.
607 Uneven
A.
5
R.
1
P.
4 Unimproved
Croft 8° 30' 1,027 scrub land.
28°05' 250
35 ° 25' 289
Freehold ... St. Weir ... I M. Weir ... N. 6° 18'E. 267 Uneven 7 1 33; I Partly scrub
360° i 1,032 170  links and partly
360° 5,355 100 links forest land,
unimproved.
Department of Public Works
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
- to Open a new Road on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley,
Moreton Iistri(-t : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
I V., No. 11, hnd now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementicnled, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of' the Executive Council. within one month from this data, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-a6:).
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON. THE LFFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, D'IORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing  In  the
north bounda ry of
portion 197, and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boundary
2 Commencing In the  I
north boundary  ofd
portion 198, and run,
ning south -westerly !
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the
north boundary  of
portion 199, and run-
ning south-easterly to
its south boundary
4 Commencing  in the
north-west corner of
portion 200,  and  run-
ning south -easterly to
its southern  boundary
How held . BeputedOwner . Occupier .
Leaabs 4ot James Ivory  ... J. Ivory
of1866
Leming Act  Nathaniel N. Watson
of 1866  Watson
Leaaing Act  James  Ivory  ... T Maguire
of1866
Freehold... James Ivory .., J. Ivory ...
Bearings.
Length
in
chains.
Breadth
of Area,
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. Iks. links. A.  R. P.
200° 19 83 100 1 9 38 Unimproved.
200° 13 45 100 2 1 25 Fenced and
155° 15' 10 63 cultivated.
1558 15' 15 12  100 3 2 4 Unimproved.
118°25'  19 20
118° 25' 1 4 53 1011  4 3 0 Unimproved.
145°52' 39 77
136° 2 64 4
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General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 20th April, 1875.
T
HE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of FEBRUARY, 1875, are published for general information.
GEORGE THORN,  JUNIOR,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1875.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of  same , the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Latitude  (South). I  Longitude  (Feat). Distance from  Maximum  in 24 No. of TotalSea-coast.  hours, and date. days Rain Rainfall.feu.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  ... ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10'  80 2.20 23rd 9 9.12
Beenleigh  (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8  10 9.10 23rd 18 34.00
.
-Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32  12 6 41 24th 26  38 17
Bowen ... ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast  3.42 16th 18 18.40
Brisbane  ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 7.48 23rd 25 27.19
Caamboon .. 25 1 150 25  105  3-50  24th 12  15-27
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7 152 55  5 20  33-25
. .Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  on coast 3 05 23rd 22 16 23
Cape York*t ... ... 10 40 142 35  on coast
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0  on coast 4.20 5th 25 33.84
Cashmere  ... ... 18 3 145 13  50 5.11 17th  24  23-70
Charleville  ... ... 26 35 146 6  350  1-20  4th 6  2-25
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38  130 3.84 23rd 10 8.85
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18  on coast 10-15 23rd 20 26-31
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6  180 3.10 25th 5 4.18
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Craven* ... ... 23 10 147 0  180
Creen Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0  119
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15  112 1.00 26th 8  3-58
Durah* ... 26 20 150 28  135
Enoggera  Reservoir ... 27 27 162 55  16  7-10  12th 16  26-44
Fairlie Plains  ... ... 27 9 145 0  50, 1-41  16th 7  3-29
Gayndah ... 25 38 151 36  72  7-52  25th 15  16-19
George-tn, Ethridge R.iv. 17
*
57 143 40  176  10-27  24th 22  31-37
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0  133
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20  on coast  7-05  25th 15  21-22
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 9.00 23rd 20  28-75
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38  30  9-60  25th 17  23-84
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3  60 2.22 25th 20  13-13
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6  5  9-63  9th 24 39.63
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48  28  11-45  23rd 17 29.39
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9  78 6.50 23rd 23 30.29
Kepppel Bay ... .. 23 28 151 4  on coast ... ... 12 28.00
'Kimberley * ... ... 17 28 141 0  on coast
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25  153 11  on coast  8-25 23rd 16 24.75
ackay *... ... 21 10 149 5  5
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1  40  9-15  23rd 12  24-58
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43  18  9-41  25th  16 25.43
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55 148 10  50 3.10 15th 9 11.54
Normanton * ... ... 17 38 141 25  38
Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50  70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25  20 13.50 24th 9  34-08
Roma . .. ... ... 26 37 148 42  230  4-17  25th 4 7.93
Sandy Cape ... .. 24 48 163 25 on coast 3-76 24th 16 12.73
Springsure  (Rainworth)* 24 30 149 0  180
h. .Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 18  25t 10  90  90 2 16
St. Helena ... ... 27 26 153 16 on coast 10.50  23rd 20  28-85
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8  9-60  24th 15 26-56
Taroom ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 3-43 25th 13 9-24
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 162 10 80 2-20 26th 15 10.80
Townsville * ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast
Valley of Lagoons ... 18 23 145 0 140 4.15
-
17th 23 22-67
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 1 80 14th 12 5.91
W at erview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 8-50 7th 21 44.78
Westwood ... ... 23 38 150 8 45 6.65 24th 12 18.57
Woody Ial$iid ;. 25 21 152 51 on coast 5.30  24th 15 16-40
* No Return received.  t  New Station.
Oreatest  Rainfall during the month ,  44-78 inches ,  was at Waterview .  Greatest number of days rain fell, 28,  it Rlooh,siiuly.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 13'50 inches, on 24th, at Rockhampton.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT, NEW SOUTH WALES.
Registrar -General 's Department,
Land Titles Office,
Sydney, 10th April, 1875.
NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT.
A
PPLICATIONS  having been made to bring  the Lands  hereunder described under the provisions of
" The Real Property Act,"  Certificates of Indefeasible Title will issue unless Caveats be lodged in
Form B  of the  said  Act on  or before the date named opposite each case respectively.
Property. Name of Applicants.
No. 3,770. Paddington, near  the city of Sydney, 57 acres:
Commencing  at the intersection  of the Point Piper road and
Piddington  street  ; and bounded on the south-east by said
road bearing south 27 degrees 10 minutes west 720 links ;
south 17 degrees 20 minutes west 970 links to a road 50 feet
wide ; on the north- east  by that road and a continued line
bearing south 45 degrees east 2,540 links; on the north by a
line bearing north 89 degrees 2 minutes  east  810 links ; on the
west by Cascade street, being lines bearing north 3 degrees 45
minutes east  1,475 links, and north 4 degrees 45 minutes west
705 links, to Paddington  street  ; and on the south-west by that
street bearing  north  60 degrees  west 2,356 links, to commencing
point. Also, 1 acre 2 roods : Bounded on the south-east by
the Point Piper road, 280 links; north-east by Paddington
street, 550 links  ; north- west  by land of Mrs. Davy, 280 links ;
and south-west by a line bearing north 60 degrees west 525
links. Also, 2  acres 3 roods  33 perches : Bounded on the
north-west and north by William street north-easterly 490
links , and easterly 230 links ; south-east, north-east, and
north-west by land of W. Taylor, being lines bearing south-
westerly 305 links, south-easterly 200 links, and north-
easterly 320 links ; again north-east by Paddington street, 200
links ; again  south-east by the premises of Messrs. Newell,
King, and Taylor, 610 links ; and on the south-west by
Underwood street, 612 links. Also, 1 acre 32 perches :
Bounded on the north-east by Underwood street, 400 links ;
south-east by a line 300 links ; south-west by the premises of
Messrs . Eaden, Mitchell, Hall, O'Mara, and Ownen, 400 links ;
and north-west by premises of Mr. Henderson, 300 links.
Also, 1 rood 191 perches: Bounded on the south-east by
William street, 220 links ; north by land of T. Broughton, 272
links ; north-west by Union street, 90 links ; and south-west
by land of Mr. Cowlishaw, 240 links. Also, 161 perches :
Bounded on the south-east by Union street, 69 links ; north by
land of T. Broughton, 145 links ; and south-west by Mr.
Cowlishaw' s land,  131 links. Also, 3 roods 171 perches :
Bounded on the south by Underwood street, 313 links ; east
by Mr. Cowlishaw's land, 271 links; north by land of T.
Broughton, 322 links ; and west by land of Mr. Cowper, 271
links. Also, 1 rood 12 perches : Bounded on the south by
Underwood  street,  134 links; east by Mr. Johnson's premises,
269 links ; north by land of T. Broughton, 110 links ; and
west  by Mr. Challenor's premises, 269 links. The lands above
described are all  parts of 100 acres granted to Robert Cooper,
James Underwood, and Francis Ewen Forbes, and known as
the " Paddington Estate."
William Geo. Penning-
ton, William Henry
Mackenzie  the elder,
John Piper  Mackenzie,
Robert John King,
Charles Wye Weekes.
Dates  up to and
Residence . inclusive ofwhich Caveats
may be lodged.
Sydney
1875.
2nd July.
Diagrams delineating these lands may be inspected  at the  Registrar -General 's Office, in Elizabeth
street, Sydney, and at Government Printing Office, Brisbane ,  Queensland.
Dated this  1st day of April 1875,  at the Registrar -General's  Office, Sydney.
E. G. WARD,
Registrar-General.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN IIAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger j Goods and Live Parcels and Total
Fares. stock. Miscellaneous. .
£ S.  d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s.  d.
Week ending  April 17th, 1875 626 9 4 1,882 16 5 69 7 3 2,57813 0
Corresponding week last year... 412 6 3 1,237 18 5 44 8 5 1,724 13 1
Increase
Decrease
184 3 1 644 18 0 24 18 10 853 19 11
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
866
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
;NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and
1\ into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton ... ...
6 Gracemere ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood ... ...
30 Westwood
I
arrive ...
depart...
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
TIME TABLE.
Miles
from Rocky
Creek. I
after lst  October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
A. O. Il ERBERT, .
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train,
Mixed.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
Statious.
Rocky Creek ...
6  ;  Goganjo
14 Westwood
20 I Rosewood
arrive .
depart ...
29 Stanwell
38 Gracemere
44 Rockhampton...
Down Train
Mixed.
I'.m.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5' 0
5.36
5' 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take tip passengers only, who will be charged the tare to the  station  it
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
on which tbav propose to a light.
Colonial Secretary's O ffice,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
(MENDERS will be received at this Office until
1  12 o'clock noon on SATURDAY ,  the 1st
May now next ,  for the supply of one hundred
Great Coats ,  for the use of Turnkeys and Warders,
to be made according to a sample pattern to be
seen at the Colonial Stores ,  and to be delivered
within five weeks from the date of acceptance of
Tender.
A Bond for the due performance of the contract
will  be required from the person whose tender may
be accepted, in the sum of one hundred pounds,
with two sureties in the sum of fifty pounds each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Great Corte,
1Wrnkeys and Warders."
Further particulars can be supplied on applica.
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until
MONDAY, the 26th instant, Tenders for the
erection of School Buildings at Meringadan, in
accordance with plans and specification, which may
be seen on application to Mr. C. F. Couchman,
Drayton Road.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
0
N SALE, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Governn ent  Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
0
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,'
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ar.
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
C.nlony. Demy 8vo. Price  2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J., C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declaredinthe
matter of Josiah Hall, of Rockhampton,
draper ,  adjudicated insolvent on the 3rd day of
March, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 3rd day of May, 1875, will be excluded.
Dates this 19th day of April, 1875.
266
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
6s. 6d.
£ a. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0 In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6 IN INSOLVENCY.
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.PO-UNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that.
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Poet-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of Robert Clement Leeds, of Towns-
ville, cooper ,  adjudicated insolvent on the 12th day
of October, 1874.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 3rd day of May, 1875 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this  19th day of April, 1875.
265
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN  INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of Wi ll iam Augustus W ilson, of
Condamine ,  butcher, adjudicated insolvent on the
20th day of November, 1874.
Creditors who have not pro ved their debts by
the 3rd day of May ,  1875, wil l be excluded.
Dated this 19th day of April, 1875.
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W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
6s. 6d.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY FRIEND.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of  Henry  Friend ,  of Gladstone,
adjudicated Insolvent on the 6th  day of January,
18 5.
Creditors who have not  proved their debts by the
30th day of June,  1875,  will be excluded.
Dated this  19th day of April, 1875.
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J. S.. TURNER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Augustus Wilson, of
Condamine,  in the Colony of Queensland,
butcher, insolvent.
T
HE  Court has appointed the last examination
of the Insolvent o take place at the Police
Office, Condamine aforesaid ,  before the Po lice
Magistrate  for that District, on the 12th day of
May next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this  21st day of May, 1875.
[L.s.] J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
W. H. WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
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Attorney for Insolvent.
Registrar.
69. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Edmund Harlow, of Ipswich,
gunsmith,  an insolvent.
UPON reading a report of the Official  Trustee
J of the property of the  Insolvent , dated the
twenty-fifth day of March, A.D. 1875, reporting
that the whole of the property of the Insolvent hag
been  realised  for the benefit of the Creditors, the
Court being  satisfied  that the whole of the property
of the Insolvent has been realised for the benefit
of the Creditors, doth order and declare that the
insolvency  of the said Edmund Harlow  has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-
first day of March, A.D. 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
TARE Notice, that Plans of Distribution in the
undermentioned Estates now lie in the office
of the undersigned, Supreme Court House, Bris-
bane,  for the inspection of creditors  ;  and any
creditor or other person interested therein, objecting
to the confirmation thereof, must lodge a caveat in
the said office, stating the grounds of such their
objections ,  on or before the 8th day of May next ;
otherwise the said plans of distribution will, on
MONDAY, the 10th day of May, be confirmed.
James Blakey, 2nd dividend of  111d. in  the £.
Daniel Morison, 1st dividend of 3s. 71d. in the £.
Homes and Ramsdon ,  3rd dividend of lid. in the Z.
Dated at Brisba e, this 19th day of April, 1875.
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W. H. MISKIN,
Official Assignee.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the W ill of Michael Neill ,  late of Fortitude
Va lley ,  in the city of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  freeholder ,  deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that P ro bate of
the Will of the above -named deceased may be
granted to Julia Ne ill, Executrix ,  according to the
tenor of the said W ill.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of
April ,  A.D. 1875.
ROBERTS  AND DALY,
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Proctors for said Julia Neill,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter  of the Will and Codicil  of James
Mooney, late of South Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of  Queensland, freeholder, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the accounts in
jv the above  Estate have been this day filed in
my office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are requested to come in before me ,  at my  office.
Supreme Court House, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
or before  MONDAY, the twenty-fourth day of
May next,  and if they  should think fit object
thereto, and if no exception shall  be taken to such
accounts the same wi ll  be duly  enquired  into, at my
said office,  on the above  day, at the  hour of Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty -second day  of April,  A.D.1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor  for the Executors,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
268 6s.
PARLIAMENTARY N OTICE.
lT OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
in the ensuing Session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Municipal Council of Rockhampton to construct
Waterworks, and for other purposes therein men-
tioned.
Dated this 12th day of April, A.D. 1875.
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REES R. JONES,
Solicitor for the said Municipal Council
of Rockhampton.
4s.
-DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Limited Part.
y nership heretofore  existing  between the Hon-
orable William Henry Adelbert Feilding, of No.
23, Brook street, Grosvenor  Square,  London.
England, special partner, and Octave de Libert, of
Magnolia, in  the parish of Bidwell, county of March,
Queensland, general partner, under the style or
firm of " De Libert and Another," has this  day been
dissolved  by mutual consent.
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.D.
1874.
W. FEILPING,  Colonel.
OCTAVE  DE LIBERT.
Witness
R. LYONS,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed William Henry
Adelbert Feilding and Octave de Libert, before me,
one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace of the
Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough,  this nine-
teenth day of December, A.D. 1874.
HENEY  J. GELY, J.P.
235 7s.
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NOTICE.I HEREBY givenotice that i is my intention,
after the expiration of thirty days from the
date hereof, to apply for an Act of Parliament to
enable me to acquire an additional Right of Pre-
emption over certain lands within the leased half
of the Gracemere Run.
(Signed) WM. ARCHER.
Dated this 25th day of March, 1875.
231 3s. 6d.
The GovERNMnNT PRINTER acknowledges  the  re ceipt
of the following amounts:-
1875.  £ S. d.
April 17.-T. Raymond ... ... ... 0 7 0
17.-D. Martin  ... ... ... ...  0 0 6
19.-W. Wallis ... 0 2 0
20.-W. Selkeld  ... ... ... ...  0 1 2
20.-J. Watson  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
21.-Jas. K ing ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
21.-Walker and Lamb  ... ... ...  0 1 0
21.-T. Black  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
22 -R. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 3 0
22.-J. Lewis  ... ... ... ...  0 7 0
lEmpounbfng%.
$.;rt"`r  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING rER ANIMAL;  and  no  Such Adver-
tisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittancesuficient to coverthe cost  of its
insertion.
TMPOUNDED at Gympie, from Widgee, on 7th April
1 1875, by order of J. Broadbent, Esquire.
One grey mare, like over J near shoulder.
One brown colt, white streak down face, unbranded ;
progeny of above mare.
One chesnut horse, MR over 14R near shoulder.
One black filly, unbranded, off hind foot white.
One  grey  mare, like H over'- over 144 (blotch) near
shoulder.
One chesnut  mare ,  star  on forehead, like IBC (registered
brand) inverted near thigh, 8 off thigh.
One chesnut horse,  blaze , off fore foot and both hind
feet white, AG9 near shoulder, JR over M near
shou der.
If not released on or before 18th May, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
T. RAYMOND, Poundkeeper.
254 7s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat,  from Spring Grove, on the
10th of April, 1875, by order of P. E. Deven,
Esquire.  Driving,  8d. per head.
One brown  horse, 2TT, near shoulder  (registered
brand),M off shoulder.
One brown  mare ,  star , like a or horse- shoe over m near
shoulder,  B over 5 near  thigh ; bay filly foal, at foot.
One dark-bav mare,  star , near hind foot white, H over t4
of shoulder, H off neck ; bay colt foal at foot.
One brown  horse, star , fore feet white, collar- marked,
ES near shoulder , bAY (registe re d brand) off
shoulder.
One blue-roan horse ,  star ,  hind feet white , HK like $
(registered brand )  near  shoulder, 00 near thigh.
If not released on or before  18th May,  1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
255 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Syringsure,  from Mantuan Downs,
on 3rd April,  1875,  by order of James Ph ilp, Esq.
Damages, 2s.  6d.;  driving, 10s.  10d.  per head.
One black mare, white feet, star and snip, A7K near
shoulder (registered brand).
One bay colt, two white feet, like FIO near shoulder
(registered brand).
One chesnut roan colt, like FIO near shoulder (regis-
tered brand).
One chesnut mare ,  hind feet white ,  blaze, H1C off
shoulder (registered brand).
One black horse-foal.
One black horse,  IX  near shoulder.
If not released on or before 18th May, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH L. DENNE, Poundkeeper.
273 66.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Winton, on the
10th April, 1875, by order of A. Wyndham,  Esquire.
Driving  expenses ,  5e. per head.
One bay mare,  small star , docked tail,  0 near cheek, FE
near shoulder and rump, JN conjoined off shoulder;
black colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay rig, top off near ear, M over IV near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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One red bullock, like C  in square  off rump, like DJ off
loin, like J reversed off shoulder, piece out of both
ears.
One brindle and white bullock,  like  JFB off rump,
piece out of both ears.
One  red  cow, white back, like b over MT over 2 (the T
over 2)  near rump, like  Q near thigh.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to  delray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Deep Creek, Mount
Debateable Run, on the 14th April, 1875, by order
of C. J. Humphery, Esquire. Driving, 2e.
One bay draught horse,  star , `• echo" bell on neck with
a piece of  bridle rein for strap,  large MB near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
258 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Binbian, on the
16th April, 1875, by order of J. Ferrett, Esquire.
Driving, is. 8d.
One grey gelding, like McE or MeL over + B near
shoulder.
Also on the same date, from Mr. H. Tellman's paddock.
One brown gelding, TH over T off shoulder, like JR
conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
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I
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Canal Creek Station,
from the enclosed lands, on the 17th April, 1875, by
order T. Hanmer, Esquire, Talgai. Driving expenses,
2s. per head ; damages on the entire, £2 ; on the others,
2s. 6d. per head.
One roan entire, DT near shoulder, star, near hind foot
white.
One bay mare, AB near shoulder, like T over SH off
shoulder, star, blind off eye, off hind foot white.
One brown mare, like JO near shoulder, short tail, like
PG or WG near thigh.
One brown mare, WC over H near shoulder, like TXO
off shoulder, 71 near thigh, star,  near  hind foot
white.
One grey horse, illegible brand near shoulder.
One brown horse, W near shoulder, PR near thigh, star,
near fore and hind feet white.
One chesnut horse, EF near shoulder, white stripe down
face, both hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. LEWIS, Poundkeeper.
261 7s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Ipswich, from Cooyar. Driving,
18s. 4d. per head ; damages, 15s. per head.
WILLIAM WALLIS,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
2s.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
35.
I
MPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Tyrconnell, on the
14th April, 1875, by order of William Moore, Esq.
Driving, 5s.
One bay gelding, blotch brand before like L over JM
before indistinct brand like 1 near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM,  Poundkeeper.
271 Is.
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1IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood, on the12th of  April,  1876, for tr spass, by order of Messrs.
Humphrey  and Bullmore.  Driving, 10s.
One chesnut mare, like TR over DM near shoulder, hind
feet white, star,  scum near  eye.
One grey mare,  like 88 over FE near shoulder.
One  iron-grey  horse,  li ke Y over  cm  over C (reversed) H
conjoined near shoulder ,  Y near thigh ,  blind of eye.
One chesnut mare, three white feet ,  white face ,  like TS
over BC near shoulder,  0 over CC off  shoulder, like
C of saddle.
One brown horse like - over B over .. over K near
shoulder, WE near thigh, 0  of  shoulder.
One cheenut mare, like J over  -  over like W over  ICS
near shoulder.
One cheenut mare, HB over NO overN2N (registered
brand)  near shoulder.
One black entire colt,  unbranded.
One  chesnut  filly, near hind foot wide, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 18th of May, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
270 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, on the 29th March, 1875,
by order of R. J. Clayton, Esquire. Travelling
cattle.
One white cow, BK over W off rump, like 6 off thigh,
like ci reversed off loin, piece cut out of lower
portion of  near  ear ; white heifer calf at foot, WK7
near ribs,  piece out of near ear.
If not released on or before the 30th April, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
269 2s.
NPOUNDED, at Gympie, from Neardie, by order of
I Abraham Ezzy, Esquire, on 17th April, 1875. Driving
expenses , 4s. 2d. per head.
One bay horse, HG over M over 103 near shoulder.
One bay  mare , like m over RT near shoulder, 9 of
thigh.
One bay horse, W off shoulder, 6 if thigh.
One cheenut filly, AN9  (registered brand), near
shoulder.
One bright-bay horse, T in heart near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, blaze down face,  W near shoulder.
One taffy filly, white streak down face, like AN (blotch)
near shoulder.'
One brown filly, no visible brand, tail pulled.
CORRECTED BRAND.
Also, from Widgee.
One chesnut horse, blaze, off fore foot and both hind
feet white, AG19 (registered brand)  over M near
shoulder,  5 over JH  off shoulder.
if not  released  on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
THOMAS RAYMOND , Poundkeeper.
272 9s.
Printed and Pub lished by JexES C.  2cAL, Government Printer,
Will iam street, Brisbane ,  24th  April, IV  i.
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AT ,NOON, this  day, His Excellency the GOVERNOR proceeded inState from Government House to the  L egislative Chambers, to
open the Second Session  of the  Seventh Parliament of Queensland, and
delivered the following Speech :-
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISL.ITITE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEOISLATIvE ASSEMBLY,
I have much pleasure in meeting you in Parliament assembled, for the first time
after my assumption of the Government of Queensland ; and in being able to con-
gratulate you upon the continued prosperity of the Colony.
The first question, in point of importance, to which your attention will be invited,
is that involved in the opening up and settlement of the lands of the Colony by an
industrious population.
Since you were last in Session my responsible advisers have been engaged in
recovering, by process of law, for the Public Estate, large portions of land which had, for
some time, been held in violation of the express provisions of our laws. Although
successful in all the cases that have hitherto been brought before the Supreme Court,
the areas recovered have not yet, owing to appeals to the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council, been made available for the public. Meanwhile, the demand for land
suitable for settlement has largely increased, and cannot at present be supplied. To
meet this demand it is essential that resumptions of lands now held under lease in the
Settled Districts should be made. My Ministers confidently hope that you will not
disregard the just wishes of the people on this subject ; and that a proposal to make
such resumptions which will, without delay, be made to you, will meet with your
favorable consideration.
There will  also be immediately placed before you a Bill which provides for an
increase of the areas of Homestead selections ,  and amends the  " Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868"  in such a manner as to encourage and facilitate legitimate settlement on
the Crown  lands of  the Colony.
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You will also be invited to consider a Measure for the issue of deeds  of grant
to  bona fide  selectors in Agricultural  Reserves  under "  The Leasing Act of  1866," who
have not strictly complied, within the limited period, with the provisions of the statute
respecting cultivation and improvement.
Emigration from the United Kingdom continues to tend towards our shores
and, although complaints have arisen as to some phases of the system, we have bad a
considerable increase from this source to our labouring and industrial classes. The
subject of Immigration has a natural and intimate connection with the opening up and
settlement of the public lands ; and there is every reason to believe that, if suitable areas
were available for settlement, the number of emigrants from the Home Countries to
the Colony would greatly increase. The Land Order system at present in force does not
appear to be taken advantage of to any extent by intending immigrants. It has been
ascertained that but few land orders are used in the purchase of land by those to whom
they were originally issued ; and that, as a rule, they are sold, and find their way into
the possession of speculators. It is believed that an extension of the Homestead Areas
Act, of the character already mentioned, will have a much greater effect in producing a
stream of good immigration than our present system of land orders ; and a Bill to
abolish that system has, accordingly, been prepared, and will shortly be laid before
you.
The difficulty of procuring Representatives in our Legislative Assembly for
distant Electorates, renders it desirable that the question of compensating Members of
that House, for their attendance in Parliament, should again be considered. A Bill
dealing with this subject will be submitted to you at an early date.
My responsible advisers think that the time has arrived when our public railway
works, and their extensions, merit the attention and encouragement of the Legislature.
An Act was passed a few years ago to encourage the making of railways by means of
grants of land. It is considered that the powers conferred under this Act are not
sufficiently comprehensive, and a Bill has been prepared to authorize  the setting apart
of Railway Reserves on each side of proposed Railways, the lands in which are to be
sold by the Government, and the proceeds applied in the construction of Railway lines.
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
The Estimates for the ensuing financial year will shortly be laid before you.
They have been prepared with every regard to economy, without impairing the efficiency
of the Public Service. I have satisfaction in stating that, notwithstanding the large
reduction in taxation effected last Session, and the heavy increase then authorised in the
ordinary expenditure of the Colony, the revenue has been sufficiently elastic to meet
every demand made on it, and to sustain such Loans as have already received the
sanction of Parliament.
HONORABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
The increased demand for expenditure in connection with Free Education induced
my predecessor, under the advice of Ministers, to issue a Royal Commission to inquire
into the management and working of the whole of the Educational Institutions of the
Colony, maintained or supported at the public expense, and to report as to the best
means  to be adopted, by Legislative enactments, or otherwise, to render the same, if
possible, more useful to the Colony. The Report of this Commission has but recently
been made, but I have no hesitation in stating that the information which has been
elicited is most valuable, and well worthy of your careful consideration. The Report,
together with the evidence taken by the Commissioners, will immediately be laid upon
the tables of both Houses : and a Bill, dealing with the subject of General Education,
will be placed before you.
It is proposed to remedy the defects which have, from time to time, been proved
to exist in  " The Real Property Act of  1861," by a Measure which will shortly be sub-
mitted for your consideration.
A Bill to amend  " The Municipal Institutions Act of  1861," and which offers
increased encouragement for Local Government in all districts of the Colony, has also
been prepared, and will, without delay, be placed in your hands.
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The following Bills, in addition to those already mentioned, and other Bills, will
also be  submitted to you, viz.:-
A Bill having for its object the improvement of the Administration of the
Law by assimilating the Rules of Law and Equity,
A Bill to provide for the more speedy and effectual Execution of the  Process
of the Supreme Court,
A Bill to amend  " The 'Tivey Act  of 1867" so far as relates to the Qualification
of and Compensation payable to Jurors,
A Bill to provide for the Representation in the Legislative Assembly of the
District of the Palmer and Cooktown,
A Bill to regulate the winding-up of Mining Companies,
A Bill to extend and amend the Law providing for the purchase of Govern.
ment Annuities and Payments on Death,
A Bill to authorise the temporary Enclosure of Roads,
A Bill for taking an account of the Population,
A Bill to provide for the apprehension of Offenders from other Colonies,
A Bill to control recruiting in the Colony of Queensland for the service of
Foreign States,-
all of which relate to subjects of importance ; and I have no doubt that they will
receive your best attention.
I have, in conclusion, to congratulate you upon the steady progress of the Colony
in all its material  interests : and I sincerely trust that, under Divine Providence,
your counsels, in relation to the various subjects to which your attention will be called,
will still further conduce to the advancement and prosperity of the community.
By Authority :  JaaiEs C. Baez, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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ELECTION PETITION.
T
HE  Honorable the Speaker directs it to be notified, that he has this day received the following Petition
with reference to the recent election proceedings in the Electoral District of Logan.
By order of the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1875.
PETITION.
To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland.
The Petition of Adam Black, of Noyea, in the Colony of Queensland, Sugar Planter.
RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH,-
1. That in pursuance of a writ for the election of a member to serve in the present Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral District of Logan, in room of Philip Henry Nind, Esquire,
whose seat in the said Assembly had become vacant, by reason of the resignation thereof by the said
Philip Henry Nind, directed to the Returning Officer of the said district, a nomination of candidates was
duly held at Beenleigh, in the said colony.
2. That at the said nomination, the candidates proposed were Charles Gerhard Campen, Theodor
Lenneberg, and your petitioner.
3. That a poll for such election took place on the sixteenth day of April, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, at which your petitioner polled a majority of votes.
4. That the said writ of election has been returned by the Returning Officer without any endorse-
ment thereon, of the name of any person as being elected according to the requisition of the said writ.
5. That your petitioner claims to have been elected, and that his name should have been endorsed
on the said writ by the Returning Officer, as the person elected to serve as such member as aforesaid.
6. That by reason of the premises, your petitioner will be prevented from taking his seat in the
said Legislative Assembly, as the member for the said electoral district.
7. That your petitioner, whose name is subscribed hereto, was, as before stated, a candidate at the
said election, and has paid into the Union Bank of Australia, in Brisbane, the sum of one hundred pounds
to your credit in relation to this petition, and that the bank deposit receipt for such sum is annexed
hereto.
Your petitioner, therefore, humbly prays:-
1.  That you will cause this petition to be forthwith notified in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  and as soon as conveniently may be, laid before the said Legislative Assembly.
2. That this petition may be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications forthwith.
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3. That the said Committee will determine and report that your petitioner was duly elected, and
ought to have been returned as member of the said Legislative Assembly, for the said
Electoral District of Logan, or that such  measures  may be adopted as may be necessary for
the removal of the obstacle of there being no return to the said Writ.
4. That your petitioner may have such further and other relief in the premises as the  nature of
the case may require.
And your Petitioner,  as in  duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, A.D. 1875.
(Signed) ADAM BLACK.
Union Bank of Australia,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1875.
I have this day received  the sum of one  hundred pounds,  to be placed to the credit  of the  Honorable the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Queensland,  in relation  to the Petition of Adam Black, of Noyea, praying
that he may be declared to have been  returned as member for the Electoral  District of Logan.
C. KIRKPATRICK,
Teller of Union  Bank of Australia.
`.0100 Sterling.
A.  TIIOMSON, Manager.
By Authority : JA31ES C. BEAL, Government  Printer ,  Wil liam street ,  Brisbane.
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'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
from sale, shall be opeii to selection by lease, at the
annual rent established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
NOTE.-Single portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by lease except as Homesteads, but two or
more portions may be included in one Conditional
Purchase Selection.
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale: Under 1 acre, £1 12s.; 1 acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s.; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s.; 10 acres and under 15 acres, ££2 18s.;
15 acres and under 20 acres, £3 4s.; 20 acres and
under 30 acres, ££3 12s.; 30 acres anu under 40
acres, £3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 8s.;
50 acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s.; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 Is.; 80 acres and under lot)
acres, £5 17s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres,
£6 2s.; 120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s.;
160 acres and under 240 acres, £7 6s. ; 240 acres
and under 320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres and under
480 acres, £S 10s. ; 480 acres and under 500 acres,
£9 8s. ; 500 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s.;
640 acres,  1:10;  above 640 acres and not exceeding
1,000 acres, £14,
[No. 47.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
No. of No of 1o. of Face
Lot. Portion. Area. per Acre.
I  A. S. P. £ i,
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of $edeli$e.
1 384 .. 52 2 0
2 38b
P
...
arish of Iudo
83
oroo
0 0
pilly.
*3 242 ... ( 80 0 0
t4 I
0 15
0 15
0 15
Being forfeited selection,  No. 616.
Parish of Tingalpa.
360 ... 1  560  0 0 0 15
Being forfeited Selection,  No. 1906.
Parish of  Mackenzie.
5 I 376 1 ... 1 10 0 0 0 15
Parish of Canning.
+b 23A 1 ... I 5 0 0 8 0
* The purchaser of lot :3 to pay 2 12 for improvements.
t The purchaser of lot  4 to pay  965 for  improvements.
$ The purchaser of lot 6 to payE3,00e  for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
BEENLEIGH,
ON TUESDAY, THE 8TH PAY OF JUNE, 1875.
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
1 1 149 ... 1 100 0 0 1 0 15
SALE  AT  THE LAND OFFICE ,  GYMPIE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH DAY OF  JUNE,  1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Gynipie ,  town of
Gympie.
Allotment.  Section.
1 2 77 0 0 33' 8 0
2 3 77 0 1 2 8 0
3 4 77 0 0 36 8 0
4 5  77  I 0 0  3712 8 0
5 1 6 77 0 0331' 8 06 7 77  0 0  33  13 8 0
OF SATURDAY, 24TH APRIL, 1875.
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of 1 \n of  "'or  1
Lot All,!,,, it seoi  .
0 0 33a 8 0
0 0 332 8 0
0 0 332 8 0
0
0 33 2
I 8 0
0 0 33; 8 0
0 0 26 8 0
0 0 24 8 0
0 0 31 8 0
0 0 272 8 0
0 0 18 8 0
0 1 10 8 0
0 1 18 8 0
0 2 16 8 0
0 1 372 8 0
0 0 23 8 0
0 0 34 8 0
0 1 72 8 0
0 2 72 8 0
0 2 72 8 0
0 2 62 8 0
0 2 222 8 0
0 1 23 8 0
0 1 27 8 0
0 2 8 8 0
0 1 34 8 0
0 2 39 8 0
0 2 30 8 0
0 220 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 6 8 0
0 0 382 8 0
0 0 38 8 0
0 1 29 8 0
0 0 392 8 0
0 1 19 8 0
0 2 3 8 0
0 1 28 8 0
0 2 8 8 0
0 1 332 8 0
0 1 102 8 0
0 1 352 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Rosewood.
Portion.
1 1 1 ., 42 0 0 1 10
2 2 ... 40 0 0 1 10
8 8 ... 165 0 0 1 10
84 8 0 1 10
5 6 .,.  Be  0 0 1 10
6 7 ,., 88 0 0 1 10
7 8 ... 118 1 0 1 10
8 9 ... 87 2 0 1 10
9 10 ... 87 2 0 1 10
10 11 ..  87 2 0  1 10
11 12 ,,, 87 2 0 1 10
12 13  87 2 0 1 10
13 14 .., 87 2 0 1 10
14 15 .., 1 67 0 0 1 10
15 16 ... 73 0 0 1 10
16 17 ... 86 1 0 1 10
17 18 ... 86 1 0 1 10
18 19 ... 82 0 0 1 10
19 20 ... 83 2 0 1 10
20 21 ... 83 2 0 1 10
21 22 ... 83 2 0 1 10
22 23 ... 83 2 0 1 10
23 24 ... 90 0 0 1 10
24  '25 126 0 0 1 10
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
No. of No, of No. of Price
Lot. i Portion _I Area. per Acre.
A. x. P. £ .e.
25 26  .. 152 0 0 1 10
26 27 ... 110 0 0 1 10
27 28 ... '5 0 0 1 10
28 29 .. 80 1 0 1 10
29 30 ... 80 L 0 1 10
30 31 ... 80 1 0 1 10
Parish of Walloon.
*31 506  ...  40 0 0 0 10
32 527 ... 118 3 0 0 15
• The purchaser of Lot 31 to pay 260 for improvements.
Parish  of Brassall.
33 I 343 1 ... 1 21 1 0 0 15
Parish of  Tarampa.
34 356 1 ... 43 0 0 0 15
TOWN LOT.
Town of Ipswich, county of Stanley, parish of
Chuwar.
Allotment.  Section.
35 1(i J 7 0 1 0 1100 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MACKAY,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 9TH DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Carlisle, parish  of Howard,  town of
Mackay.
Allotment.  Section.
1 2 11  0 2 0 25 0
2 3 11 0 2 0 25 0
3 4 11 0 2 0 25 0
4 5 11 0 2 0 25 0
6 8 11 0 2 0 25 0
6 1 15 0 2 0 25 0
7 2 15 0 2 0 25 0
8 3 15 0 2 0 25 0
9 4 15 0 2 0 25 0
10 8 15 0 2 0 25 0
11 9 15 0 2 0 25 0
12 10 15 0 2 0 25 0
13 1
14 2
15 3
16 1
17 2
18 3
19 4
20 5
21 6
22 7
23 8
24 3
25 4
26 5
27 2
28 8
29 4
80 7
81 8
82
83
34
4
6
2
20 0 2 0 25 0
20 0 2 0 25 0
20
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
56
56
56
57
57
57
57
67
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 29 25 0
0 1 23 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 1 28 25 0
0 2 22 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
0 2 0 25 0
SUBU RBAN LOTS.
61 5 0 0
61 5 0 0
62 5 0 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK-
HAMPTON,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 8TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
TOWN LOT.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere, town
of Gracemere.
Allotment. Section.
1 1 4 1 4 1 1 0 0 1 8 0
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No. of So. nt•
Lt (Portiuu per Aore.
Parish of Giacemere.
2 i 176 45 0 0 0 15
3 177 I .. 57 0 0 0 15
4 178 56 0 0 0 15
County of Liebig, parish of Marlborough.
5 2 1 ... 1 640 0 0 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS-
V ILLE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 22ND DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Elphinstone. parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville.
Allotment .  Section.
5 5
6 6
7 1 7
8 8
9 9
10 10
11 13
12 14
13 15
14 16
15 17
16 18
17 3
18 4
19 5
20 6
21 7
22 8
23 i 9
24 10
COUNTRY LOTS.
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
u 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
TOWN LOTS- continued.
No of ! No oP I  NO .f I -- - 1 1'.,•.•;.or
LA. Al .,.uucut Srcliou Ar'a 1c;n
I I •  19  s' 1'
25 12 38 0 1 0 20 0
26 13 38 0 1 0 20 0
27 14 38 0 1 0 20 0
28 15 38 0 1 0 20 0
29 16 38 0 1 0 20 0
30 17 38 0 1 0 20 0
31 19 38 0 1 0 20 0
32 1 39 0 1 0 20 0
33 2 39 0 1 0 20 0
34 3 39 0 1 0 20 0
35 4 39 0 1 0 20 0
36 5 39 0 1 0 20 0
37 6 39 0 1 0 20 0
38 7 39 0 1 0 20 0
39 8 39 0 1 0 20 0
40 9 39 0 1 0 20 0
41 10 39 0 1 0 20 0
42 11 39 0 1 0 20 0
43 12 39 0 1 0 20 0
44 13 39 0 1 0 20 0
45 14 39 0 1 0 20 0
46 15 39 0 1 0 20 0
47 16 39 0 1 0 20 0
48 17 39 0 1 0 20 0
49 18 39 0 1 0 20 0
50 19 39 0 1 0 20 0
51 20 39 0 1 0 20 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -sixth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -five, and in
the thirty -eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Authority  ,  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
H IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee,
in honour  of Her Majesty's Birthday, at
Government House, on  MONDAY, 24th May, at
Twelve o'clock, noon.
By His Excellency' s Command,
It. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt,,
A.D.C.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  30th April, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with  the  advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM RICHARD ON$LOW HILL
to be Warden under  " The Gold Fields Act  of 1874."
H. E. KING.
REGULATIONS  FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume. Each
gentleman  will come provided with two cards, with
his name  legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree
will assemble  in  the  Principal Drawing-room ;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the Small
Drawing-room; and the General Public in the
Hall.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, relating to certain private
Acts passed in the first Session of the seventh Par-
liament of Queensland, to be published for general
information.
A. MACALISTER.
Queensland,  Downing street,
No. 6. 30th January, 1875.
S"l,-I have the honor to inform you that Her
Majesty will not be advised to exercise her power
of disallowance  with respect to the following private
Acts of the Legislature of Queensland, transcripts
of which accompanied Lord Normanby's Despatch,
No. 38, of the 10th of August, viz.:-
" An Act  to Amend an  Act intituled ` An Act to
incorporate the proprietors of a certain Banking
Company called the Australian Joint Stock Bank,
and for other purposes  therein mentioned,"'  and
"An Act to Amend an Act  intituled  'An Act to
incorporate the proprietors of a certain Banking
Company called the Bank of New South Males, and
other purposes therein mentioned.' "
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Cairns, C.M.G. I
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 30th April, 187 5.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM SAMWELL
to be Mining Registrar, Ravenswood,  vice  Wm.
R. O. Hill, promoted.
H. E. KING.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
;S Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Magistrates of the Territory
THOMAS ALLEN, Cnmbooya, Darling Downs ;
SAMUEL BOLITHO, Rainsworth, Springsure ;
HENRY  BusH,  Toowoomba ;
WALTER COMPIGNE, Gympie ;
WILLIAM RICHARD ONSLow HILL ,  Ravenswood.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceI
I of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
HENRY  GASCOIGNE LYNDE,
ALBERT MORTIMER, and
JOHN SLADE
Government Agents, to accompany ships employed
in carrying Polynesian laborers between Queens-
land and the South Sea Islands, under the provi-
sions of  " The Polynesian Laborers Act  of 1865."
A. MAC4LISTF,Ij„
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QUEENSLAND,
I WILLIAM
by His Excellency
TO WIT. J  WELLINGTI- N CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and Sr. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section thirty-three of  " TheMineral Lands Act of  1872," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the land comprised
in the undermentioned Mineral Selection  shall be
and is hereby withdrawn from the area or areas
set apart  for Mining Licenses, under Proclamation
dated 9th March, 1874.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Register
No.
Local
No. Late Holder. Area.
I -leres.
1,640 407 Thomas Henry Fletcher ...
I
40
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEFNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in nie vested, and
in accordance  with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty -one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act Of  1868, " I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS.
Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a
Public Road.
Description cf a Road, one  chain wide , .;,amed from
Selection 457, Brisbane District . (P. Jackson.)
From the south boundary of portion 427, parish
of Perry,  easterly to its east  boundary,  containing
an area of three acres and twenty-nine perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day
of April , in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight  hundred and  seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be  open to Selection ,  situate  in the county of
Jientinck,  near Stanthorpe.
Portion. Pariah.
Stanthorpe
11
„
tt
Area.
A. R. P.
57
37
37
40
177
176
142
54
163
227
43
222
17
20
22
24
27
25
35
41
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
a 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
26 2 26
67 0 0
35 0 0
26 0 0
20 2 0
105 0 0
42 0 0
32 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
18 2 13
20 0 0
18 0 0
20 0 0
324 0 0
10 6 0
211 0 0
59 3 27
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment I-louse, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  1 i GOD SAVE THE (gtUEEN 1
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QUEEN-LAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
ection of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1868," I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and l roclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen -mile Creek ,  Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner  of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
hearing south 120 chains  ;  on the south by a line
bearing west 210 chains to the east boundar of
portion  589;  on the west by parts of  that boundary
bearing north and west, by the east boundary of
portion 609 ,  by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
415, by  the south and east boundary lines of portion
334, by Thirteen -mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion ,  by part cf the east
boundary of portion 412 ,  by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436 by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by pa*t of the west and t .ie south boundary of
portion 312 ,  by part of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion  311, by the
south and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567 ,  and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUFENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO  WIT.  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Jet of  1868,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
Ind after  TUESDAY, the  eighth day  of'  June,
[875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN RESERVE,
On 'thirteen -mile Creek,  Stanthorpe  District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south east corner of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120 chains  ;  on the south by a line
hearing west 210 chains to the east  bounds  ry of
portion  589;  on the west by parts of that boundary
bearing north and west, by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south and east boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion  z.12, by  the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part cf
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eigitth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
Tv WIT. j WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies,
N pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1875, at the Toowoomba Land office.
Part of the leased portions of a,ombungee and
Cowrie Runs, District of Darlinq Downs,
forfeited by reason of non-payment of rent.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
29, parish of King, and bounded thence by a line west
about 920 chains to the west boundary of Gowrie
ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary bearing
north to the range separating the waters of Oaky
Creek from those of Myall Creek ; thence by that
range north-easterly to the Main Dividing Mange ;
thence by that range south-easterly to a point
bearing north from the north-cast corner of Goom-
bungee Homestead Area ; thence by a line south to
the said corner of' homestead area; thence by the
north boundary of that homestead area and its
extension bearing west about 353 chains; thence
by a line south about two miles twenty -sit chains
to the north-east corner of portion 29, parish of
King; thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign. .
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. j WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion o' the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby  set apart as a Homestead  Area, subject to the
provisions  of the  said  Act, and that the said lands
shall be  open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise , at the Toowoomba Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1876.
Lands forfeited from the Lease of Gowrie Run,
District  of Darling  Down ., by reason of  non-
payment  of rent.
About 4,000 acres.
Commencing at the north- west  corner of portion
29, parish  of King, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west to the west boundary
of Gowrie 10 years' lease, thence by part of that
boundary bearing South to the summit of Boak
Peak ; thence by a line bearing south 4 degrees 30
minutes east  to the north boundary of portion 222,
parish of King ; thence by part of the north boun-
dary of' that portion and the north boundary of
portion 209 to its north- east  corner ; thence by a
line south  12 chains 66 links ; thence by a line
east 18 chains  90 links; thence by a line north 20
chains 55 links ; thence by a  line east 54  chairs 21
links  ; thence by a line north 81 chains 94 links;
thence by a line east 71 chains 55 links ; thence by
a line  north  33 chains  ; thence by a line east 70
chains ;  thence by  a line south  33 chains ; thence
by a line east 137 chains 39 links ; thence by a line
north along the west boundaries of portions 23, 26,
27, 29 parish of King, to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-second day
of April, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  tliir' y -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHEN S.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
i Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive C uncil, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as an extension  of the Goombungee Home-
stead Area, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, and that the said lands shall be open to
Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-sixth day of May, 1875.
F_rtension of the Goombungee Homestead Area,
District of Darling Downs.
About 2,800 acres.
Commencing at the north-east  corner  of portion
52, parish of King ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of Goombungee Homestead Area, bearing
north ; thence on the north by a line bearing west,
in continuation of the north boundary of said
homestead area, about 153, chains ; thence on the
west by a line south,  along  the west boundary of
Selection 39, Toowoomba Register, to the north.
west corner of portion 30; thence on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 30, 31, 32, and
52, parish of King, to the point of commencement,-
including selection 39, Toowoomba  Register, sur-
rendered to the Crown.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in, the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUCENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.-.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the 1st day of June, 1875, at the
Stanthorpe Land Office.
Description of Lands surrendered from the Lease
of Pikedale Run, in the Unsettled District of
Darlinq Downs,  which have  been reserved for
7bwnship purposes under Proclamation dated
the 5th April,  1875.
About  51 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty chains; thence on the
west by a line south to the  watershed  between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run ; thence on the east by the
same watershed northerly to the watershed separat-
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north- east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the head
of Pike's Creek ; and thence  again  on the east by a
south line to the north- east corner  of said reserve,
the point of commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles as marked on Land Agent's map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Al ajesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
8S5
QIIEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
f N pursuance of clause forty-one of  The Crown
11 Lands Alienation Art of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
I
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY. the 1st
day of June, 1875, at the Ipswich Land Office
County of Cavendish, parish of itf erphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 15 chains and 80 links, 347 degrees 14
chains and 8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide;
on the north by that road bearing east 28 chains
and 6 links; on the east by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to Murphy's Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in the thirty-eighth  year  of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
to wit. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished ' Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as Homestead Areas, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, and that the said lands shail be
open to Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise,
at the Ipswich Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 10th day of May, 1875.
Description of the leased  half of the " Crow's
Nest Run," in the  West Moreton District,
which has become  forfei ted by reason of non.
payment of rent.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Perseverance Creek from those of Lockyer's Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over 12 at
the head of Perseverance Creek,  and bom  ded
thence by that range easterly to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 10; thence by the
eastern watershed of Perseverance Creek northerly
to Dongeneeriaman or Sandy Mount  ;  thence by a
line bearing west thirty -one degrees twenty min-
utes north 122 chains to a spur range  ;  thence by
that spur range north-westerly about thirty chains
to the junction of Crow's Nest and Perseverance
Creeks; thence by a range' forming the eastern
watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing northerly
to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over XVIII ;
thence by a line bearing north forty -five degrees
west fourteen chains ; thence bearing north sixty-
four degrees west twelve chains to a range dividing
the waters of Anduramba Creek from those of
Crow 's Nest Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Crow's Nest Creek from
those of Emu Creek ; thence by that range south-
westerly about 330 chains  ;  thence by a line bearing
south forty-five degrees east about 275 chains to
the junction of Crow's Nest and Brown 's Creeks ;
thence by  Crow's Nest Creek  upwards about
twenty chains to the northern boundary of Too-
woomba Agricultural  -Reserve ; thence by that
northern boundary bearing east about 260 chains
to the eastern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
that eastern boundary bearing south about 195
chains ; thence by a line bearing east thirty-two
degrees south to Perseverance Creek ; thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
- exclusive of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Description of the leased  half of  the " Dugandan
Run," in the West Moreton District ,  which
has become  forfeited  by reason of non-payment
of rent.
Commencing on the Teviot Brook at the junc-
tion of Lower Sandy Creek ,  and bounded thence
by a line bearing north twenty -one degrees east
about 460 chains to the Woollamon Creek ;-thence
by that creek upwards to Flinders Peak  ;  thence
by the range dividing the Waters of Warrill Creek
from those of the Teviot Brook hearing south.
easterly about 1,310 chains  ;  thence by a spur
range bearing easterly about 145 chains to a pad-
dock fence at the edge of a scrub  ;  thence by a line
bearing south forty-nine degrees thirty minutes
east  twenty  chains ; thence by a line bearing east
ten degrees thirty minutes south two chains to the
Teviot Brook at a point about 296 chains above the
junction of Sandy Creek;  thence by the Teviot
Brook downwards to the point of commencement,
- exclusive of all alienated and surveyed lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fifth day of Apr il , in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five ,  and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions, and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord.
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
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wide at the south-west corner of portion 255, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links ; on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links
and on the east by a line bearing south  nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to he graated.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
hearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 hearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty- nine links  to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1871. No. of
Grant, 27.475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion 2A,  parish
of Kilroy, county of Canning ;  area,  101 acres.
Nature of error.-The  starting Point having been
described as commencing on the right hank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,0115.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 121). Commencing at the inter
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains  to Ci  annell  street ;  on  the west  by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty  minutes ten  chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment I of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment  2 easterly  at right angles to Macalister street
two chains  and fifty  links ; on  the east by the west
boundary  line of allotment 9  southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains  to Shakespeare  street
and on  the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains  and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the 'north by allot-
ment  2 bearing west two chain and fifty links
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
T 1V pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RRsFRVF. FOR A COMMONAGE..
On the Walsh Rir+er, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to a marked tree; thence ten  miles about
east back from the river to a marked tree ; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE. FOR WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three  chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north-west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen  minutes
east fifty-two chains and seventy-tour links ; on the
south by a line bearing east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide. bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north Qixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road, three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's (-)f1ce.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND  AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of 1Wei.ivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-east corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen  chains and  forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the 'west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east by  a line bearing  north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west six chains and twenty  links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing the Condamine River,  and again on
the east by  a line bearing  north sixteen chains and
seventeen  links ;  and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River; and on the north and  east  by that river
downwards to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1875.
 L'HIS is to certify that Mr .  R. H. MATTUEWS, of
Goondiwindi,  having exhibited evidence of
competency as a Surveyor ,  has been licensed to
effect surveys under the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"  and subject to the
rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor- General.
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Department of Public Lands.
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1875.
SURVEY OF  HUNS.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the undermentioned hues, situated in the
Unsettled Districts ,  have been surveyed. and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions ,  must for-
ward their objections ,  in writing ,  to this  office,
before the 26th day 'of  July  next.
Hans  of these Huns may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Office.
W. ALCOCK TULL1,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lauds.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run -- Walker's Creek,
Claimants of  Lease-C. H. Humphrey and E. A.
Bullmore.
Estimated Area-
Available  .. ... ...  40 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 20
Total
Commencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
W ov, r XV in triangle, situated on the left side of
Walker's Creek and about fourteen miles above the con-
fluence of that creek with the Langlo River, bounded
thence on part of the west by a north line fifteen chains
to Walker's Creek ; thence again on the we-t by a north
line crossing Walker's Croea six miles and thirty chains
along part of eastern boundaries of Combo and Mount
Morris Runs ; thence on the north by an east line seven
miles and thirty-nine chains, crossing the head of
Walker's Creek at a spot one mile and a-quarter north-
westerly from a box-tr: e marked broad-arrow over W
over XXIII in triangle, situated on left bank of said
creek ; thence oil the east, by a south line eight miles
along part of western boundary of Gibber Ahmoo Run ;
thence on the south by a west line seven miles and thirty-
nine chains to eastern boundary of Combo Run ; thence
again on the west by a north line one mile and thirty-
five chains to marked tree hereinbefore first described
Name of  Run-Gibber Ahmoo.
Claimants  of Lease--C. H. Humphrey and E. A-
B ullmore.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 36
Total ... ... 74
Commencing at a box -tree marked broad -as-row over M
over  X XI in triangle ,  situated on the right bank of
Middle Creek and about one mile above the junction of
Cannon 's Creek with that creek  ;  bounded thence on the
south by a west line four miles and twenty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line fourteen miles and
sixty chains to north -east corner of Walker 's Creek Run ;
thence on the no rt h by  an  east Hue three miles to  all ash-
tree  marked broad-arrow over M over lI in triangle,
situated on the right batik of  Middle  Creek and about
two miles from the head of that creek  ;  thence again on
the north by an cast line two miles, crossing Middle
Creek ; thence on the east bs a south line fourteen miles
and sixty chains to north boundary of Abmoo Beenbalu
Run ; and thence again on the south by a west line sixt y
chains ,  crossing Middle Creek to marked tree herein-
before first described.
Name of Run-Ahmoo Beenbah.
Claimant of Lease - - Charles Henry  Humphrey.
Estimated Area--
Availanle  .. ... ...  54 squareuniles.
Unavailable  ... ...  28
Total ... ... 82 „
C'ounnencing at a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  Al  orer XLl in triangle, situated on the right bank
of -Middle Creek and about three and a-half miles above
the confluence of that creek with the Langlo River ;
hounded thence on the west by a north line thirteen
miles and seventy-chains to southern boundary of Gibber
Ahmoo Run ; tliem-ce on the north by an east line thirty-
three chains to a box-tree marked Vbroad-arrow over bI
pvgr XXI in triangle, situated on the right bank of
Middle Creek and about one mile above the junction of
Cannon's Creek with that creek ; thence again on the
north by  an east line four miles and forty -seven chains,
cro ssing Middle  Creek ; thence on the  east by a south
line eighteen miles and  seventy  chains to north-cast
boundary of East Buurrandilla Run; thence on the south-
west by a line bearing north-west seven miles and flue
cha ins along  part of north-east  boundary of East
burrandilla Run, c rossing  Middle  Creek to marked tree
hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run -Quilberry.
Claimant of Lease - -J. C. -Boch.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50
Conuuencing at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
LI in triangle on the left bank of the Langlo River, said
tree being also at the south-west corner of-Mount Morris
Run ; hounded thence on the north by a went line five
miles crossing the Langlo River to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over BQ over V in triangle in the eastern
boundary of Gogolo Run ; thence on the west by a south
line four miles and seventy-nine chains, being part of
eastern boundary of Gogolo Ran, to a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over QG in triangle at south-east
corner of Gogolo and north-west corner of West Bar-
koothullah Runs ; thence on the south by an east line four
miles and nineteen chains along the northern boundary
of West Barkoothullah Run to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over BQ in triangle on right bank of Langlo
River ; thence again on the south by an east line, cross-
ing the Lauglo River along the northern boundary of
East Barkoothnlla Run five miles and sixty-four chains
to north-east corner of East Barkoothullah Run ; thence
on the east by a north line along part of western bound-
ary of Combo Run, four miles and seventy-nine chains
to north-west corner of Combo Run; thence again on
the north by a west line being part of southern boundary
of Mount Morris Run five miles and three chains to
marked tree hereinbefore first described.
Name of Run--East Baikoothullalr.
Claimant of Lease--J. C. Boch.
Estimated Area-
A% ailable ... ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... 20
Total ... ... 80
Couuuencing on left bank of Langlo River at a• point
opposite a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BQ, in
triangle on right bank of said river, in the southern
boundary of Quilberry Run ; thence bounded on the
north by an east line five miles and sixty-four chains to
western boundary of Combo Run ; thence on the east
along part of that boundary and a prolongation thereof
bearing south, and crossing Walker's Creek at a spot
three chains west of a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over V1II in triangle on right bank of said crock
seven miles ; thence on the north-east by a line bearing
south-cast five miles and forty-eight chains ; thence on
the south-east by a line bearing south-west six miles and
three chains to a spot on the left bank of the Langlo
River bearing south-west from a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over L in triangle on left bank of
said river; and thence by that bank upwards to point
of commencement.
Name of Run--West Barkoothullah.
Claimant of Lease
Estimated Area -
J. C. Boch.
Available . .. ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... -  20 „
Total ... ... 80 „
Conuneucitig at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
BQ in triangle on right bank of Langlo River, in the
southern bonndar <f Quilberry Rum ; thence bounded
on the north by a west line four miles and nineteen
chains along part of southern boundary of Quilberry
Run to a umlga-tree marked broad-arrow over QG in
triangle at south-nest corner of Quilberry and south-
east corner of (logolo Run,; then,-eon the west by a south
line eleven miles twenty-three chains; thence oil the
south;-west b%  is  line bearing south-cast nine mules forty-
live chains to north-west boundary of Bundarra Run ;
thence on the south-cast along part of that boundary
four miles to a spot on the right batik of the Langlo
River, bearing south-west of a gidyah-tree nuarke,l
broa 1-arrow over L over L in triangle on left hank of
said river ; and thence by that bank upwards to marked
tree hereinbefore first described.
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Name of Run-Kahmoo Mulga.
Claimant of Lease-J. C. Boch.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south corner of East Barkoo-
thullah Run, at a point on the left bank of the Langlo
River bearing south-west from a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over L in triangle ,  situated on the
left bank of the said river  ;  bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north-east three miles and
fourteen chains along part of south -eastern boundary of
East Barkoothu llah Run; thence on the north -east by a
line bearing south-east eleven miles ;  thence on the
south-east by a line bearing south -west three miles fifty-
four chains along part of north-west boundary of East
Burrandilla Run, to a spot on the left bank of the Langlo
River bearing south -west from a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over  L over XXXVII  in t ri angle  ;  and thence by
the left bank of the Langlo River upwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Bundarra.
Claimant of Lease-J. C. Boch.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable
... 25 square miles.
... 25 „
Total ... ... 50
,l
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Langlo
River bearing south-west from a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over L in triangle on the left bank
of the said river, said spot being also the south-east
corner of West Barkoothullah Run ; bounded thence
on the north-west by a line bearing south-west five miles
and seventy-six chains ; thence on the south-west by a
line bearing south east eleven miles ; thence on the south-
east by a line bearing north-east five miles and thirty-six
chains to a spot on the right bank of the Langlo River
bearing south-west from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over XXXVII in triangle; and thence by the
right bank of the Langlo River upwards to point of
commencement.
Name of Run-East Burrandilla.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Anderson and James
Pettiford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 29 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 28
Total ... ... 57 „
Commencing at a point opposite a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over L over XXXVII in triangle on the
right side of a northern branch of the Langlo River ;
bounded thence on the north-west by a line bearing
north-east along a part of the south-east boundary of
Kahmoo Mulga Run and a prolongation thereof eight
miles and twenty chains; thence on the north-east by a
line bearing south-east tree miles and seventy chains to
the south-west  co rn er  of Ahmoo Beenbah Run, at a
gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over XLI in
triangle, situated on the right bank of Middle Creek and
about three and a-half miles above the confluence of
Middle Creek with the Langlo River ; thence again on
the north-east by a line bearing south-east nine miles
and seven chains, crossing Middle Creek to  northern
corner of Binnarbilla Run ; thence on the south-east by
a line bearing south-west along north-west boundary of
Binnarbilla Run five miles and sixty-seven chains to a
spot on the left bank of the Langlo River bearing north-
east from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
XVIII in triangle on the right bank of the said river ;
and thence by the left bank of that river upwards to
point of commencement.
Name of Run-West Burrandilla.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Anderson and James
Pettiford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the east corner of Bundarra Run, at
a point on right bank of Langlo River bearing north-
east from  a box-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
XXXVII in triangle on the right bank of a northern
branch of said river ; bounded thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south-east twelve miles and  seventy-
seven chains  to north-west boundary of Binbilla West
Run ; thence on the south-east by a line  bearing north-
east two miles and thirty-three chains  along part of
north-west boundary of last-named  run, to a spot on
right bank of Langlo River bearing north- east from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over XVIII in
triangle on the right side of that river ; and thence by
the right bank of that river upwards to the junction of
the before-mentioned northern branch and by the right
bank of that branch upwards to point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Binnarbilla.
Claimant of Lease-Thomas Anderson.
Estimated Area-
Available ... . ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 27 „
Total ... ... 57 „
Commencing at the south corner of East Burrandilla
Run, being a point on the left bank of the Langlo River,
bearing north-east from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over XVIII in triangle on the right side of the
said river ; bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north-east five miles and sixty-seven chains ;
thence on the north-east by a line bearing south- east six
miles and forty-five chains to western boundary of
Pomitheragah Run ; thence on the east by a south line
along part of that boundary thirty-five chains to northern
boundary of Bonunerah Run ; thence on the south by a
west line along part of northern boundary of that run
one mile and fifty-three chains to north-west corner of
same run ; thence again on the east by a south line
along western boundary of Bommerah Run four mile
and forty-six chains to northern boundary of Tarrangella
Run ; thence again on the north by a west line along
part of northern boundary of that run' twenty-three
chains to north-west corner of same run ; thence again
on the east by a south line along part of western bound-
ary of Tarrangella Run two miles and fifteen chains to a
point on the left bank of the Langlo River, six chains
west and two chains south of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over V in triangle on left bank of said
river ; and thence by the left bank of Langlo River
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Binbilla West.
Claimant of Lease-James Pettiford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 50
„
Commencing at the east corner of West Burrandilla
Run, at a point on the right bank of the Langlo River
bearing north-east from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over XVIII in triangle, situated on the right
bank of that river; bounded thence on the north-west
by a line bearing south-west four miles and forty-three
chains ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing south-
east ten miles and thirty-four chains ; thence on the
south by an east line two miles and fifty-nine chains to
south-west corner of Tarrangella Run ; thence on the
east by a north line along western boundary of that run
two miles and sixty-five chains to a point on the right
bank of the Langlo River six chains west and two chains
south from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
V in triangle on left bank of said river; and thence by
the right bank of Langlo River upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Moltke.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Paroo
River, situated about twenty chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over XLIX  in triangle on
its north -east  side, and bounded thence on the south by
a west line  passing through said tree along the north
boundary of Berlin Run, and a prolongation thereof six
miles  six chains  ; thence on the west by a north line ten
miles ; thence on the north by an east line five miles
sixteen chains to the right bank of a tributary of the
Paroo River, at a point situated about twenty-four chains
southerly  from a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over P
over LXI in triangle on its south- east side  ; thence on
the east by the right bank of that tributary  downwards
to the Paroo River ; thence by the right bank of that
ri ver  downwards to the point of commen cement.I
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Name of  Run-Trochu.
Claimant of Lease - Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total . 50 11
Commencing on the left bank of the Paroo River, at
a point situated opposite to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over P over XLIX in triangle on its north-east
side, and bounded thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Strasbourg Run
three miles seventy-four chains ; thence on the east by
a north  line ten miles  ;  thence on the north by a west
line four miles sixty-four chains to the left bank of a
tributary of the Paroo River, at a point situated about
twenty-four chains southerly f ro m a gun -tree marked
broad-arrow over P over LXI in triangle on its south-
east side  ;  thence on the west by the left bank of that
tributary downwards to the Paroo River  ;  thence by the
left bank of that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run - Berlin.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick Bu rn e.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... ...  37 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  13
Total ... .. 50 11
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Paroo
River ,  situated about twenty chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over XLIX in triangle on
its north -east side, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line passing th ro ugh said t re e two miles sixty-
eight chains  ;  thence on the west by a south line ten
miles ; thence on the south by an east  line along the
north boundary of the Paris Run six miles sixty chains
to the right bank of the Pa ro o River, at a point about
five chains east and passing through a box-tree marked
bro ad-arrow over P over XXXVII in triangle on its
eastern side ; thence on the east by the right bank of
said river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Strasburg.
Claimant of Lease - Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... ...  37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  13 11
Total  ...  50 11
Commencing on the left bank of the Pa ro o River,
situated at a point opposite to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over P over XLIX in triangle on its north-east
side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
six miles thirty -two chains  ;  thence on the east by a
south line ten files  ;  thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of the Metz Run three
miles twenty chains to the left bank of the Paroo River,
at a point opposite to a box-t ree marked broad-ar row
over P over  XXXVII  in triangle on its eastern side ;
thence on the west by the left bank of the said river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Paris.
Claimant of Lease - Frederick Burne.
Estimated A rea-
Available... ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... .. 35 11
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Paroo
River, situated about five chains east of a box-tree
marked broad- arrow over  P over XXXVII  in triangle
on its eastern side, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line along the south boundary of the Berlin Run
passing th ro ugh said tree six miles sixty chains ; on the
west by a south line two miles sixty chains  ;  thence on
the south by an east line three mules sixty-eight chains
to the left bank of Boothalla or Stockade Creek, at a
point about two chains east of and passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over S in triangle on its
weste rn  side  ;  and thence on the west by the left bank
of said Boothalla Creek downwards about eleven miles
to its junction with the Pa ro o River  ;  thence on the east
by the right bank of the Paroo River upwards to point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Metz.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... ... 4) square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10  H
Total 50 11
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Paroo
River, situated about three chains west of a box-tree
parked brpad •arrow over P over XXIV  in triangle on
its south side, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line passing through said tree along part of the
north boundary of the Sedan Run three miles fifty-six
chains ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles ;
thence on the north by a west line six miles twenty-six
chains to the left bank of the Paroo River ,  at a point
opposite to a box-tree marked broad -arrow over P over
XXXVII in  triangle on its eastern side; thence by the
left bank of the said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Sedan.
Claimant of Lease - Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 11
Commencing  at  a point on the left bank of the Pa roo
River, at a koolabah-tree marked broad -arrow over II
in triangle on its east side ,  and bounded thence on the
south by an east line passing through said tree along
part of the north boundary of the Kargoolnah Run two
miles sixty -four chains  ;  thence on the east by a north
line along west boundary of Kargoolnah East Run ten
miles  ;  thence on the north by a west line six m iles and
sixty-eight chains to the left bank of the Paroo River, at a
point about three chains west of, and passing through, a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over P over XXIV in
triangle on its south side ; and thence on the west by
the left bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Orleans.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick Burne.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Paroo
River, opposite to a koolabah -tree marked broad-arrow
over II in triangle on its east side, and bounded thence
on the south by a west  line along the north boundary of
the Yarron Vale Run, and  a prolongation  thereof eight
miles eighteen chains ; thence on the west by a north
line seven miles forty chains to the south boundary of
the Junction Block Run ; thence on the north by an
east line along a part of the south boundary of that
run four miles twenty-two chains to the right bank of
the Paroo River ,  opposite to a yapunyah -tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XXI in triangle on its east side;
and thence by the right bank of said river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Junction Block.
Claimant of Lease-Edward Montague Geary.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 70 square  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total . .. ... 90 „
Commencing on the right bank of the Paroo River, at
a point opposite to a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over P over XXI in triangle on its eastern side, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along the
north boundary of Orleans Run, and a prolongation
thereof twelve miles ; thence on the west by a north line
along the eastern boundary of the Haredean East Run,
and a prolongation thereof nine miles sixty chains ;
thence on the north by an east line to the south-west
corner of the Paris Run, and along the south boundary
of that run ,  in all six miles ,  to the right bank of Boothalla
Creek about two chains east of, and passing through, it
box-tree marked broad-arrow over S in triangle on its
western side ; and thence on the east by the right bank
of that creek downwards to its junction with the Paroo
River, and by the right bank of that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Narraport.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total 50 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Beechel
West Run, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BW
over N in triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of the Beechel West
Run ten miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
BW over N in triangle ; thence on the north by a west
line along part of the south boundary of the Iioolpitta
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Run, to a mulga -tree  marked broad-arrow over K over
YW in triangle  on its east  side, and along part of the
south boundary of the Yalyery West Run to a mulga-
tree marked broad-arrow over N in triangle on its east
side, in all five miles ; thence on the west by a south line
ten miles ; and  thence on the south by an east line five
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Fairlie Plains South.
Claimant of  Lease -George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 16
Total .. ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Beechel
Creek, situated about four chains west of a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 19 in triangle on
its west-south-west side, and bounded thence on the
south by  an east line  passing through said tree five miles
forty-five chains ; thence on the east by a north line ten
miles, crossing Gumby Creek and passing through on its
north bank a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
4 in triangle on its south- east  side, to the south boundary
of Fairlie Plains Run ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of that boundary three miles forty-eight chains
to the left bank of Beechel Creek, at a point about one
chain west of, and passing through, a yapunyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over FPS in triangle on its east side ;
and thence by the left bank of said creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Beechel East.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Beechel
Creek, situated about four chains west of a yapunyah-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 19 in triangle on
its west-south-west side, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line along the south boundary of the
Fairlie Plains South Run, and a prolongation thereof
six miles forty-five chains ; thence on the east by a south
line ten miles, crossing Taroura Creek and passing
through on its southern bank a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over 7 in triangle on its south-west side
to a point eight miles forty chains south of said tree, to
a tree marked broad-arrow over BE over G in triangle
to the north boundary of Humeburn West Run ;
thence on the south by a west line along part of that
boundary three miles, passing through trees marked
broad-arrow over 2 in triangle and broad-arrow over 1
in triangle to the left bank of Beechel Creek, at a point
about two chains west of, and passing through a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over BE in triangle
on its west side ; and thence on the west by the left
bank of Beechel Creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Beechel West.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Beechel Creek, at
a point opposite to a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over 19 in triangle on its west-south-westi side,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of Koolpitta Run three miles
thirty-five chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
BW over N in triangle ; thence on the west by a south
line ten miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over BW
over N in triangle ; thence on the south by an east line
seven miles to the right bank of Beechel Creek, at a
point about eighteen chains east of, and passing through,
a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over BW in triangle
on its north side ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of said creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Koolpitta.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 50
Commencing at a point on the right bank of Beechel
Creek, situated about ten chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over K in triangle on its east side,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line passing
through said tree along the south boundary of Fairlie
Plains West Run, and a prolongation thereof  six miles
twelve chains to a point thirty-seven chains west of, and
passing through, a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over
K over YW in triangle on its north-west side ; thence
on the we-t by a south line ten miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over K over YW in triangle ; thence on the
south by an east line four miles thirty-five chains to the
right bank of Beechel Creek at a point opposite a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 19 in
triangle on its west-south-west side ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of said creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Yalyery.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total .. . 25 11
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Paroo
West Run, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over PW
in triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line along a part of the west boundary of
that run eight miles thirty-one chains, crossing Yalyery
Creek and passing through on the south bank a box-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle on its south-east side-seven
miles from north-west corner of Paroo West Run, to a
point seventy-eight chains south of, and passing through
a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over Y in triangle on
its north-west side ; thence on the south by a west line
three miles three chains ; thence on the west by a north
line eight miles thirty-one chains, crossing Yalyeary
Creek to a point four miles twenty-eight chains north of,
and passing through on its south bank, a brigalow-tree
marked broad-arrow over Y over 10 in triangle on its
east side to a point seventeen chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over A in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the north by an east line three miles
three chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yalyery West.
Claimant of Lease-George Owen Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total . 50
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Kool-
pitta Run, at a point situated thirty-seven chains west of
a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over K over YW in
triangle on its north-west side, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of the
Koolpitta Run ten miles to a mulga-tree marked broad-
arrow over K over YW in triangle on its east side ;
thence on the south by a west line passing through a
mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over N in triangle at the
north-west corner of Narraport Run five miles to a tree
marked broad-arrow over YW in triangle ; thence on the
west by a north line ten miles to a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over YW over CP in triangle on its south
side ; and thence on the north by an east line five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Buthana.
Claimants of Lease-G. O. Lyon, L. MoD. Playfair
and C. H. Lyon.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total .. 45 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Kool-
pitta Run, at a point thirty-seven chains west of a mulga-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over YW in triangle on
its north-west side, and bounded thence on the south by
a west line along part of the north boundary of Kool-
pitta Run and the north boundary of the Yalyery West
Run, to a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow over YW over
CP in triangle on its south side, and a prolongation
thereof, in all seven miles twenty-eight chains, crossing
Buthana Creek to a point seventy-nine chains west of,
and passing through, a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle on its south side ; thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the Kebworth
Run five miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over BU in
triangle on the right bank of Buffalo Creek ; thence on
the north by an east line crossing Buthana Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over 7 in triangle on the left
bank of said creek nine miles to the west boundary of
Fairlie Plains West Run; thence on the east by a south
line along a part of that boundary five miles to the north
boundary of Koolpitta Run ; and thence again on the
south by a west line along part of the north boundary of
that run one mile and fifty-two chains to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Koroit.
Claimant of Lease-John Officer.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Merra-
monea  Run, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over MK
in triangle  on its  west side , and bounded thence on the
west  by a south  line along part  of the east boundary of
Boobara North Run five miles,  crossing  Boobara Creek
and passing  through a gidyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over 2 in triangle on its east side on the right
bank of said creek three miles forty-seven chains from
starting  point, to a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over
BN over K in triangle on its south side at the south-
east corn er  of the Boobara North Run ; thence by an
east line along part of the north boundary of the
Boobara Run one mile thirty-four chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over K in triangle on west
side ; thence on the west by a south line five miles along
part of the east boundary of the Boobara Run. to a
mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over K over KS in
triangle  on south side ; thence on the south by an east
line four miles twenty-three chains ; thence on the east
by a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by a
west line  five miles fifty-seven chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run -Humeburn West.
Claimant of Lease-John Officer.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 10
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at  the south-west  corner  of the  Hume-
burn North Run, on the west side of the Paroo River,
at an iron tree marked broad-arrow over HN in triangle
on its south side ; and bounded thence on the south by
a west line along part of the north boundary of Hume-
burn Run two miles fifty-eight chains, crossing Beechel
Creek and passing through on its east bank a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over I in triangle on its north-
east side to a point one mile sixty-nine chains west of said
tree at a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow  over B  in triangle
on its north side ; thence on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of the said Hu'neburn Run
five miles fifty-three chains to a point fifty-three chains
south of and passing through a mulga-tree marked
broad-arrow over B in triangle on its south side ; thence
on the south by a west line four miles two chains ; thence
on the west by a north line ten miles to a yapunyah-tree
marked broad-arrow over I in triangle on its west side ;
thence on the north by an east line six miles sixty
chains ; and thence on the east by a south line along
part of the west boundary of the Humeburn North Run
four miles twenty-seven chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Paroo North.
Claimant of Lease-John Officer.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
Unavailable
... ... 25 square m iles.
Total ... ... 38 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Paroo River at
a treble gum-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle on its
east side, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of the Paroo Run and a
prolongation thereof-in  all six miles  ten chains ; thence
on the east by a north line seven miles forty chains to
the south boundary of the Buckenby Run, at a
yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 2 in triangle on
its south side ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of that boundary two miles forty-seven chains to
the right bank of the Paroo River at a point about ten
chains west of and passing through a gidyab-tree
marked 5 over CAMP over W in triangle on its n,)rth-
east  side ; and thence on the west by the left bank of
the said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bierbank East.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Fairlie
Pains Run on the left bank of Beechel Creek at a point op-
posite to a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle
on its west side, and bounded thence on the south  by  an east
line along part of the north boundary of that run one
mile sixty-four chains ; thence on the east by a north
line ten miles ; thence on the north by a west line to
the south-east corner of the Injuringa Run and along
south boundary of said run-in all seven miles seventeen
chains-to the left bank of Beechel Creek, at a point
opposite a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54
in triangle on its north-east side ; and thence by the left
bank of said creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bierbank.
Claimant of Lease-F. Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the right bank bank of
Beechel Creek at the north-east corner of Fairlie Plains
West Run situated about two chains east of a yapunya-
tree marked broad-arrow in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line along
the north boundary of the Fairlie Plains West Run and
a prolongation thereof, in all eight miles sixteen chains ;
thence on the west by a north line ten miles ; thence on
the north by an east line two miles sixty-three chains to
the right bank of Beechel Creek at a point about fifteen
chains east of and passing through a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 54 in triangle on its north-east
side, and thence by the right bank of the said creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Injuringa.
Claimant of Lease-F. Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
Total
... ...
50
Commencing at a point on the right bank of Beechel
Creek situated about fifteen chains east of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 64 in triangle on its
north-east side, and bounded thence on the south by a
west line passing through said tree along the north
boundary of Bierbank Run and a prolongation thereof
in all  five miles forty-eight chains ; thence on the west
by a north line five miles ; thence on the north by an
east line ten miles crossing Beechel Creek and passing
through on the east bank a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over 60 in triangle to a point six miles east of
said tree ; thence on the east by a south line five miles,
and thence again on the south by a west line four miles
thirty-two chains to the right bank of Beechel Creek, the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Haredean East.
Claimants of Lease-F. T. G. and J. Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 35 square m il es.
Unavailable ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Beechel
Creek, situated about six chains west of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 60 in triangle on its
south-east side and bounded thence on the south by an
east line passing through said tree along part of the
north boundary of  the  Injuringa Run three miles thirty-
seven  chains  ;  thence on the east by a north  line ten
miles ; thence on the north by a west line five miles
forty-eight chains to the left bank of Beechel Creek at a
point opposite to a box-tree marked broad-arrow in
triangle on its south-west side ; and thence on the west
by the left bank of said creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Haredean West.
Claimants of Lease-F. T. G. and J. Williams.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... ... 35 square m iles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Beechel Creek at a
point where the north boundary of the Injuringa Run
crosses Said creek opposite to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over 60 in triangle on its south-east side,
and bounded thence on the south by a west line along
the north boundary of the Injuringa Run and a prolon-
gation thereof in all six miles forty-three chains ; thence
on the west by a north line ten miles; thence on the
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north by  an east line  four miles thirty-two chains to the
right bank of Beechel Creek, at a point about one chain
east of and passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow in triangle on its south-west side; and thence on
the east by the right bank of said creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
thence on the south by a west line five miles to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over T over 6 in triangle; and
thence on the west by a north line crossing Tumgilnumbah
Creek at the h.-ad of the Tuingiluumbah Waterhole
above a tree on the right bank of said waterhole, marked
broad-arrow over T over 10 in triangle five miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Q,uilbery.
Claimants of Lease-E. Bradley and B. L. Zouch.
Estimated Area-
Name of Run-Cowley.
Claimants of Lease-F. Walter and E. M. Geary.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 35 square miles. Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „ Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 50 „ Total ... ... . 25 .,
Commencing at a point on the right bank of Beechel
Creek, situated at the north-east corner of the Haredean
West Run about one chain east of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow in triangle on its south-west side ; and
bounded thence on the south by a west line passing
through said tree along the north boundary of the
Haredean West Run and a prolongation thereof in all
six miles seventeen chains ; thence on the west by a north
line five miles ; thence on the north by an east line ten
miles crossing Beechel Creek and passing through on the
eastern bank a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
77 in triangle on its north-west side to a point six miles
east of said tree ; thence on the east by a south line five
miles ; and thence again on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of the Haredean East
Run, three miles 63 chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Cookara.
Claimant of Lease-Alexander K. Finlay.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 „
Total 49 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Tilbooroo
North Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over TN
in triangle on its east  side at a point two miles twenty-
four chains south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 6 in triangle on its south-east side on the
left bank of Cookara Creek ; and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along part of the eastern boundary
of the Tilbooroo North Run passing through said tree
marked broad-arrow over C over 6 in triangle to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle on its east
side seven miles ; thence on the north by a west line seven
miles crossing Cookara Creek to a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over B over C in triangle on  its north-
east side at a point two miles twenty-five chains west of a
box-tree on left bank of Cookara Creek marked broad-arrow
over BC in triangle on its south side, and sixty-eight
chains north of a box-tree on right bank of Davidson's
Creek marked broad-arrow over 1) over 4 in triangle on
its north side ; thence on the west by a south line passing
through said tree seven miles to a gidyah-tree marked
broad-arrow over C in triangle on its east side ; and
thence on the south by an east line to the north-west
corner of the Tilbooro Run, and along part of the
north boundary of said run passing through a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over T in triangle on its south side
at the north-west corner of the '1ilbooroo Run, seven
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of  Run-Kebworth.
Claimants of Lease - F. Walter and E. M. Geary.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Kebworth
Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 11
in triangle on its north-west side ; and bounded thence
on the north by a west line five miles ; thence on the
west by a south line five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line five miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over 6 in triangle ; and thence by a north line
along the west boundary of the Kebworth Run crossin,,
Tumgilnumbah Creek at the head of the Tumgilnumbah
Waterhole above a tree on the right bank of said water-
hole marked broad-arrow over T over 10 in triangle fife
miles to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
11 HE undermentioned Mineral Selection havingbeen withdraw  from th  areas set apart for
mining license by proclamation, in accordance with
the thirty -third section of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872 ,"  it is hereby notified that the same
will be open to Selection ,  as Mineral Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY,  1st June ,  1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements ,  if any, on the
Selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg.
No.
Local Date of
No. Selection. Selected by Locality. Area.
1640
1872 acres
407 20 June T. H. Fletcher On the Bel- 40
landean side
of Severn
River
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
r T is hereby notified for general information that
j applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office  at Brisbane  and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
1 Works De-  'Part  of road separating Boyd ...Commencing on the left side of Tumgilnumbah Creek
part msnt portion 104 from
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 11 in portion 102
triangle on its north-west side ; and bounded thence on 2 T. B. Lyons  Road separating por- Tarampa
tion 310  from port ionthe south by an east line along the south boundary of
316the Godstone Run five miles to a tree marked b,oad- 3 J.
Schulz
...  Reserved road through Walloon
arrow over BU in triangle on the right bank of Buffalo portion  636
Creek ; thence on the east by a south line  five miles ;
Area
A.  B.  P.
3 1 4
8 0 33
3 3 20
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
'  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Art of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale  for any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
. RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six link, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing  east  to the north-
west, corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Aliena ion Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's  Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description ,  cancelling  th•,t published in
the  Government  Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872 ,  page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion  9;  and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOE  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description. cancelling that published
in the  Government (,azette,  dated 28th iNovem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and  a half wide
at a point  bearing north  and distant  one hundred
and  fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection 261, and  bounded thence on the south by
that road  bearing two  hundred and seventy  degrees
thirty- seven minutes  one hundred and thirteen
chains and  fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing  thirty- seven  minutes one hundred and
thirteen  chains and  fifteen links; on the north by
a line bearing  ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty'seven minutes cue hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HoRTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY. -
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby  noti fied for general information, thatapplication under  the 27th  section f "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868,  "  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their ob;ections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPIENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Farish. Area,
1 The Works  Road separating por- Logan ...
Depart- tions 42, 43,  44, 45, 46,
ment. and 47,  from portions
90 and 125,  and part
of 87.
[A. R. P.
.14  2 38
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
, ,' HEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for  any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tifin, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
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chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line  westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles  to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of commence-
ment.
REBPRVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the  east side  of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on  the south by the north boundary
line  of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five  chains to  a lane on the east; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains; and on
the south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town  and parish of Ncrang ;
allotments  3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing  at the north corner of  the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerjong street  two chains and fifty
links ; again on the south-cast by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north- east  boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE  MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL
RFBERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres  1 rood :32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex  streets, and bounded thence on the north-e st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and nine,.y-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
(N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES, KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing  at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information
1 that the Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murphy's Creek, established under notice dated
5th December, 1872, published in page 2028 of the
Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875
1N pursuance of the twenty-fourth sectionof" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the•west
by a line bearing north twenty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government Gazette,  dated  25th  October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River, on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine chains and twenty-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north-east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Saudy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
8 acres  1 rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any publin
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE  CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by  said  reserve north twelve chains fifty.
eight links ; on the north by a  line east  four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment 6 of section 8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
C1::IWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS  OF COMMISSIONERS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "1'he
Crown Lands alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates
li% ORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each mouth.
At the Land Office, Darby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in March, 1875,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Laa fence, the Crsfi
Monday in each month,
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WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Maryborough ,  the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land  Office, Gympie,  the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land  Office,  Bundaberg ,  the first Tues-
day in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Gavndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April ,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay .  the second Thurs-
day in April ,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville ,  the second
Thursday  in March,  1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Cardwell ,  the first Wed-
nesday in May ,  1875, and every alternaet
month after - -Gds.
LAND  AGENT'S  DIs,RIOT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office,  Cookt (iwn ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BIIR%E.
At the Land Office ,  Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office,  Ronia , the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the  Land  Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May ,  1875 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the  Land  Office,  St. George ,  the third '1ues
day in April ,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the  Land Office,  Clermont, the last Thurs-
day. in April,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting w 11 be held on the following
day.
Special sitt ings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Lnad
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments •u :orsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, un ..pis Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe i'ie names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grarts respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Borebam.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
xont.
Nat„re of e,•ror in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellow s Borebam having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of  Grant-llfh May, 1854.
Name of Grantee - John Moodie.
Description of land granted .- Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Auhigny. Area ,  two acres.
Na  ure  of  error -The  name of John Moodie
having been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of  John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.- Mineral  selection,
935. county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  fo, thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Merirale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left batik of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
HEREAS, by, the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Atienation Act of"  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
West ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains; and on the east by a line bearing north tea
chains to the point of eomluencenuent.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lards within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands  Otficd,
Bri sbane, 21st  July, 18tti.
RENEWAL  OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is he;eby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the  41st section of "  The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869"  for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will  expire on and after the
81st December ,  1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  B risbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require  to be lodged  not ldter than three
months prior to the expiration of the  existing
leases, as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief  Commissioner of Crown Lands
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested arc hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause  of'the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within  certain  districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPIENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above distrvtt, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining  License Areas.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,- 30th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTKEEPER'S COTTAGE, COWAN COWAN
POINT.
ENDERS will he received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Lightkeeper's Cottage at Cowan Cowan
Point, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Cottage,
Cowan Cowan Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within seven days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w'll not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2001.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, COOKTOWN.
iENDEIIS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th May next,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
Bonded Store  at Cooktown.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender for Bonded
Store ,  Cooktown."
Plan , Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained,  at this
Office, and at  the Court  House , Cooktown.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of lender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to her Majesty for securing such per.
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
T. B. STEPHENS. ' H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH AND POST OFFICES, TIARO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
T at the Court House, Maryborough, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Electric Telegraph and Post Offices at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, 4'c., Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
SCHOOL HOUSES, SOUTHERN AND
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will, be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th May
next, from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of four School Houses, on the Southern
and Western Railway, between Ipswich, Too-
woomba, Warwick, and Dalby,  oae or more.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School
Houses, Southern and Western Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Ipswich, Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work,  and at  the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of ten per  cent. on amount  of Tender as
security  for the  due  performance of the Contract
in the event  of the r ender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event  to execute  and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown  Solicitor, in Bris.
bane, within  fourteen  days from  the usual notifica-
tion of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing  such performance;  otherwise  the Tender
will  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT  HOUSE ,  TOWN'SVILLE.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Townsville, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 7th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tenderfor  Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the  Court  House ,  Townsville.
Tenders  must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the  usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the 'l'ender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DEUCHAR,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
' %TITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm.the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-798. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , hst April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORMANBY,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 2nd
March, 1875, folio  570,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being
deviation Portion 165, parish of Normanby,
county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the  said portion  of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared  expedient to
open and make  the road referred  to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor- General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Ipswich; and  all persons intending
to claim  compensation in respect  of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice  must  be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be  forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-1343.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st  April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BRISBANE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
I TITH reference to the Notice dated  8th March,
V 1 1875, folio  611,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of 's  new  Road, being the  continuation
of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley , Moreton
District : Notice is hereby  given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,  that His
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Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Brisbane ;  and all  persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road,  are
hereby reminded that notice  must be  served upon
the Colonial Secretary ,  within  forty  days from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-775.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 15th
1 March, 1875, folio 651,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to conlfl-m the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road, are here.
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed  from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1651.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
ItiEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 610,  Government  Gazette,
relative  to the opening  of a new  Road from the
E illarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural
Reserve, parish of Cunningham, county of Meri-
vale: Notice is hereby  given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the aovice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyoi-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as  are provided in the sixth
section  of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever  foreclosed  from  such claim.
75-893 . H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD. COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
January, 1875, folio 148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road-; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons  intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial  Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1227.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 10th
1 February, 1875, folio  349,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 1, parish of Redland, county of
Stanley, district of Moreton : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
,;N Road through Portion No. 153, parish of
North, county of Churchill, Moreton District
(referred to in Notices dated 14th November,
1874, and 12th February, 1875, folios 2286 and 380,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-4867.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
! Road through Portion No. 532, in the
Rosewood Scrub, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill (referred to in Notices dated 14th Novem-
ber, 1874, and 12th February, 1875, folios 2286
and 380, respectively, of the  Government  Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-3307.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from the Clifton Homestead Area to
King's Creek, parish of Stephens, county of
Aubigny, Darling Downs District (referred to in
Notices dated 14th November, 1874, and 12th
February, 1875, folios 2286 and 380, respectively, of
the  Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
74-4849.
II. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD .-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
.L Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
up Emu Creek to Warwick Register, No. 485,
parish of Robinson ,  county of Merivale  (referred
to in Notices dated 27th May, 1873,  and 24th
July, 1873, folios 880 and 1241 ,  respectively,
of the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and
the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
74-5521.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a new line of
N  Road from Warwick Agricultural Reserve,
to Selections up Emu Creek ,  parish of Robinson,
County  of Merivale  (referred to in Notices dated
13th April,  1874 ,  and 19th May ,  1874 ,  folios 805
and 972 ,  respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened  by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
74-5521. H. E. KING.
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
ON  the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates:-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will;not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING  TO BRISBANE.
OTICE is hereby given, the following Passenger
N Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGFR FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner' s risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in keg s and jars.
Wine (colonial ), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh, in cases.
Game.
B Hay, pressed  in bales.
B Maize.
Onions, in bags.
Peas, in casks or bags.
Poultry.
From Toowoomba.
25s. per ton, or
is. 3d. per cwt.
Minimum Is.
RA7 ES TO BRISBANE.
From Dalby.
s
From Warwick.
36s. 8d. per ton, or
Is.  10d. per cwt.
Minimum is. 6d.
40s. per ton, or
28. per cwt.
Minimum is.
Intermediate stations to be charged on a similar scale.
A Casts returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
•„ „ exceeding 100 n iles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs,  at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less  than  six gallons :-
25 miles ,  and under  .. ..  Id. per gallon.
over 25 miles ,  and under 50 miles,  lid.  „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATEs.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
Miles.
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a. d. a d. a. d. a. d. a. d.
Under 10  0 6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25  0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25 to 60 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3
60 to 80 1 6 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
80 to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
100 to 150 2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to  175 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
Passengers , Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane  River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice  will be given , when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for'Railways' office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  April, 1875.
j
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  under the fourteenth
section of  " An Act to make provision for the
construction by the Government  of Railways andfor
the Reculation ' of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September,  1863 ,  that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the  proposed  new line Northern
Railway ,  sections Nos. 5, 6, and 7, from 68 miles
4 chains to 70 miles.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this office,
in writing ,  within one month from this date ,  any well
grounded objection which may exist to the adoption
of the said
ti
of railway ,  or any part thereof, or
of any works proposed in connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANE.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Aramac,  Banana, Beenleigh , B]ackall. Bowen
(Port Denison),  Boolburra , Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda , Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gattou, Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roura, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane ), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stunthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding' £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  31st March, 1875.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
MACKAY  TO FLAT-TOP ISLAM).
7IENDERS  for construction of the land portion
of the abovementior .ed line, a distance of
three  (3) miles, more or less, and for erection of
two (2)  test houses, to receive shore ends of sub-
marine cable ,  will be received at the office of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs ,  Brisbane,
unt il  noon  on MONDAY,  3rd May next.
Particulars of  specification  may be seen, and
forms of tender obtained ,  on application at the
office of the Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane, or Telegraph  Office, Mackay.
Tenders may be for%aided  by Telegraph.
GEORGE THORN,  Junior.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE attention of Stockowners,  and all persons
concerned, is invited to the Proclamation pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the
27th March last, whereby the j rohibition  against
the landing in Queensland of cattle, sheep,  and pigs,
e, Ming from places beyond the Australasian Colo-
nies,  has been  continued #intil the 30th June, 1876.
A. MACALISTER.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1875.
;NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in
£' conformity with the provisions of the 95th
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," on
and after the 17th day of May instant, to dispense
with the production of a Deed of Grant numbered
15034, in the  name of  Catherine Wecker, for thirty
acres of land situated in the parish of Bulimba,
county of Stanley, being portion No. 261, and
more particularly described in the Register Book,
vol. 95, fol. 48; and will cause a Memorial of
Registration of Transfer from the said Catherine
Wecker in favor of James May to be entered on
the duplicate of the above Deed of Grant, contained
in the Register Book aforesaid ; such entry, when
so made, completing the above transfer, and vesting
the above property in the said James May ; the
original Deed of Grant having been lost or mislaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-G eneral.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1875.
N
OTICE.-Mr R. H. MATREws, of Goondi-
windi, is this day licensed as a Surveyor
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of  " The Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
fjHE Reverend JOHN DONr, Minister of the
Church of England, having removed from
Ravenswood, in the Registration District of Ravens-
wood, to Townsville, in the Registration District of
Townsville, has given me notice of such removal,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Mar-
riage  Act  of 1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified that.under the provisions of
the Act 19 Vic., No. 34, Mr. WILLIAM OSBORNE
Noanis, Police Magistrate at Cunnamulla, ha been
appointed District Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, for the Registration District of South
Warrego, in the room of Mr. D. P. Okeden, re-
signed.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRANCIS' OR WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE
RIVER BAR.
j N consequence of the deposit of Silt in the
( Outer Cutting, caused by the recent floods, the
available depth of water has decreased about one
foot. The Tidal Signals made from the Lielit-ship
will, therefore, until further notice, represent one
loot less water in the West C'hainel than that
given in the notice issued from this office on the
27th November, 1873, and published in Pugh's
Almanac for they cars 1874 and 1875.
G. P. HEATEI, Commander R.N.,
Portinaster.
Port Office, 2nd Al ril, 1ST 5.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions  of  " The Real Property Act of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to op se mnat do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before  the named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
4 acres 3 roods 10 perches, being subdivisions 1, 2, 19, Frederick Hamilton Hart  I  1st June, 1875.
20, 21, 22, 41 to 46, and reserves of eastern subur- and Wm. Henry Barker
ban allotments 14 and 15, parish of North Brie-
bane, county of Stanley
2 acres 1 rood 14 perches, being subdivisions 3 to 10, I Ditto
inclusive of eastern suburban allotments 14, 15,
and 15A, parish and county above-mentioned
1 acre 3 roods 6 perches, being subdivisions 11 to 16, Ditto
inclusive of eastern suburban allotments 14, 15,
and 15A, parish and county above-mentioned.
2 acres 2 roods 8 perches, being subdivisions 23 to 30, Ditto
inclusive of eastern suburban allotments 14, 15,
and 15e, parish and county aforesaid
4 acres 2 roods 512,1  perches, being subdivisions 31 to Ditto
40 inclusive of eastern suburban allotments 14, 15,
and 15A, parish and county  aforesaid
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th April, 187 .
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRIOTS.
I IIIE Licensees and Lessees  of the undermentioned  Runs  are hereby  required  to pay forthwith into the
Treasury , at Brisbane ,  the amounts  specified  in connection  with their  respective  Runs, in  accordance
with the r rovisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to  the said  clause,  which declares that  unless payment is  made within  six lnonths
after noti fication  in the  Government  Gazette,  all the rights  and interests of such defaulters  shall be
forfeited.
Name  of Lessee .  Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey and E. A. Bullmore
Ditto ... ... ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ... ... ...
J. C. Boch ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford... ...
Ditto ...
T. A nderson ... ... ...
J. Pettiford ... ... ... ...
Frederick Burns ... ... •..
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
E. M. Geary ... ...
G. 0. Lyon ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
G. 0. Lyon, L. MeD. Playfair, and C.
11. Lyon
John  Officer  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
C. M. Nutting ... ... ... ...
F. Williams ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
E. Braaley and H. L. Zouch ... ...
Alexr. K. Finlay ... ... ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ... ...
Jones, Greene, Massie, and Sullivan ...
T. B. STEPHENS.
Area
District. in  Square  Amount.
Miles.
Walker's Creek ... ... Warrego
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto
Quilberry ... ... ... ditto
East Barkoothullah ... ditto
West Barkoothullah ... ditto
Kahmoo Mulga ... ... ditto
Bundarra ... ... ... ditto
East Burrandilla ... ditto
West Burrandilla ... ditto
Binnarbilla ... ... ditto
Binbilla West ... ... ditto
Moltke ... ... ... ditto
Trochu ... ... ... ditto
Berlin ... ... ... ditto
Strasburg ... ... ... ditto
Paris... ... ... ditto
Metz ... ... ... ditto
Sedan ... ... ... ditto
Orleans ... ... ditto
Junction Block ... ... ditto
Narraport ... ... ... ditto
Fairley Plains South ... ditto
Beechel East ... ... ditto
Beechel West ... ... ditto
Koolpitta ... ... ... ditto
Yalyery ... ... ditto
Yalyery West ... ... ditto
Buthana ... ... ... ditto
Koroit ... ... ... ditto
Humeburn West ... ... ditto
Paroo North... ... ... ditto
Bier bank East  ... ... ditto
Bierbank ... ... ... ditto
lujuringa ... ... ... ditto
Haredean East ... .., ditto
Haredean West ... ... ditto
Quilbery ... ... ... ditto
Cookara ... ... ... ditto
Kebworth ... ... ... ditto
Cowley ... ... ... ditto
Bingala  ... ... ... ditto
1£ o. d.
60 16 0 0
74 18 10 0
82 20 10 0
50 12 10 0
80 20 0 0
80 20 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
57 14 5 0
50 12 10 0
57 14 5 0
60 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
35 8 15 0
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
90 22 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
25 6 5 0
50 12 10 0
45 11 6 0
50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 38 9 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 49 12 5 0
... 25 6 5 0
25 6 5 0
50 12 10 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road, from Beenleigh to Nindooimbah, and from the Beenleigh and Nindooimba
Road to the Logan Village and Albert Bridge Road, county of Ward, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above-
mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
H. E. KING.
75-797.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEENLEIOH TO NINDOOIMBA ,  COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A FUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
ho
013 How Held Area .  Remarks.
Reputed
Owner.
ch. lk. A.
R'
P.
1 Commencing  in portion Freehold ...  FrancisArnold Francis 241° 0' 11 27 Irregu- 6 0 30
4A, parish of Wickham ,  Stephens , Arnold  227° 30' 8 49 lar
on the  ro ad from Been -  and A'  :ed Stephens
leigh to Cedar Creek ,  Mor" 'e  and Alfred
and running south-  Stephens  Moultrie
westerly to its south Stephens if,;,
boundary t':
2 Commencing on the east 1241  "  C. L. A. Act Dav id Veivers David 144° 0' 14 00 150 lks. 6 2 30
boundary of portion Btis- of 1868" Veivers 162° G' 14 68
19, same parish ,  and bane Homestead  180° 10' 14 10
running south -easterly  Register
and southerly to its
outh-east corner
3 Astriangular piece out 1650 "0 .  L.'A. Act David Veivers David 180°  0' 0 90 Irregu- 0 0 6
of the out corner of Bris. of 1868" Veivers lar
portion 20 bane
Register
4 Commencing in portion  ,,,  Forfeited The Crown ... ...  221° 66' 25 66 160 lks. 3 2 36
8, parish of Wickham ,  Selection
on the road from
Logan Village to
Ohardon 's Crossing,
and running south-
westerly to its sou-
thern boundary
5 Commencing in the ,,, Freehold ...  W. Barrett ..,  W. Barrett 204° 46' 22 04 150 ka. 3 1 9
north boundary ofpor-
tion 7, parish of Wick-
ham, and running
south -westerly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing in the ... Freehold.. W. Barrett ...  W. Barrett 204° 45'  6 46 150 lke. 3 0 15
nort h boundary of 184° 0' 14 22
portion 8, parish of
Wickham ,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
7 Commencing in the 1103  "C. L.A.Act  W. Barrett .,.  W. Barrett 184° 0 '  15 78 150 lks.I 3 3 0
no rt h boundary of Brie-  of 1868" 218° 30' 9 31
port ion 9,  pari sh of bane
Wickbam ,and running Register
south -westerly to its
south boundary
8 Commencing in the  ...  Freehold ...  Daniel Kelso Daniel  Kelso 218° 30'  2 66 150 lks.
north boundary of 227° 30' 8 06
portion 10,  parish of
Wickham ,  and running
south-westerly to its
western boundary
9 Commencing in the east 976 " C.  L. A. Ac Daniel  Kelso Daniel Kelso 2279  30' 15  55  150 lks. 5
boundary  of portion Brie- of 1868"  261° 80' 12 00
12, parish  of Wickham ,  bane  268° 30' 6 45
and running  south -  Register 2401 00' 3 00
westerly  to its south-
west corner
10 Commencing in the 583
no rt h boundary of
portion 4A,  Parish  of
Wickham ,  and  ru nning
south -westerly to its
southern boundary
11 Commencing in the 1305
no rt h boundary of Eris-
portion 16,  parish of bane
Wickham .  and  ru nning Register
south -westerly to its
west boundary
12 Commencing on the east 1305
boundary of port ion Bri e-
15A, and running bane
south -westerly to its Register
western boundary
13 Commencing on the east 1441
boundary of port ion
17, parish of Wickham,
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
3 11
2 0
C. L. A. Act Caleb Curtis Caleb Curtis 209° 20' 15 77 150 lks. 3 3 8
of 1888" 230° 30' 9 79
Homestead
" C. L. A. Act J. S. Phipps J. S. Phipps 230° SO' 1 24 150 Ike. 3 2 30
of 1868" 2509  66' 21 94
0. L. A. Act  J. S. Phipps
of 1868"
Breadth
occupier.  Bearings. LengthinChains. ofRoad.
J. S. Phipps )  250° ,56' 2 76 150 lke. 0 1 27
0. L. A. Act A.  Watt ... A. Moodie
of 1868"
2500 55'
241°  651
23 40 160 lke 5 3 84
16 34 1
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No. Portion of Road.
14 Commencing on the east
15
boundary of portion 9,
pari sh of  Wickham,
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
10, parish of
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
16 Commencing on the east
17
boundary of portion
19, same  parish, and
running south -westerly
to the road from Logan
Village to Albert Bridge
Commencing in portion
7, same parish, on the
road from Logan Vil-
lage to Albert Bridge,
and  ru nning south.
westerly to its west
boundary
18 Commencing on the east
boundary of port iim
7A, same parish, and
running south-wester-
ly  to its south boun-
dary
19 pommencing on the
north boundary of
portion 5 of same
parish ,  and  ru nning
south-westerly to its
south boundary
20 Commencing on the
north bounda ry  of
port ion 11 of same
parish, and  ru nning
southerly to its south-
east boundary
21 Commencing in the
north-west boundary
of portion 18, same
parish, and running
southerly to its south
bounda ry
22 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 31, same pari sh,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
22A Commencing  in portion
1, parish of Moon-
doolan, and  ru nning
southerly to Its south
boundary
23 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 30, same parish,
and  ru nning south-
westerly to its south
boundary
24 Commencing on right
bank of Flagstone
Creek,  and running
southerly to the south
bounda ry  of po rt ion 8,
parish of
25 Commencing in the
no rt h  boundary of
portion 7,  andrunning
south -westerly to its
south boundary
26 Commencing in no rt h
boundary of portion
11, pa rish of
and  ru nning  southerly
to its south boundary
27 Commencing in the
north  boundary of por.
non 10, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south  boundary
28 Commencing In the
north boundary of por-
tion 9, same pansh.
and imming southerly
to its south boundary
29 Commencing in the
north boundary of por.
tion 3,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
N EW ROAD FROM BERTLEIGfi  TO NINDOOIMBA-Continued.
N Aboo
e°
.gy
942
911
18x9
How held.
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths,
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
Chs. Iks. A, R. P.
G. S. Richard- G. S. 2411 65' 1 05 150 Ike. 6 2 2
son Richardson 220° 62' 17 94
242° 12' 17 76
G. Richardson G. Richard- 212° 12' 1 24 98 150 Ike. 3 2 39
son
P. Plunkett T. Plunkett 242° 12' 16 26 150 lke. 6 33 Previous road
269° 8' 11 63 changed and
227°45' 14 84 made wider.
Joseph Ball Joseph Bali 252° 00' 45 92 Irre- 9 1 28
215°00' 12 74 gular
J. Pownell J. Pown"ul 215° 00' 3 10 150 Iks 6 0 32 Previous road
z61° 30' 25 97 altered and
216° 00' 12 39 made wider.
200° 1 55 i
Jas. Render- Jas Render. 200° 00' 30 28 150 Iks. 9 1 14 Previous road
son son 216°00' 12 12
1
widened.
195°00' 11 32
192° 9' 8 31
178°15' 0 1511
J. Collins J, Collins 178° 15' 14 05 150  Iks. 3 2 28 Previous road
171°00' . 10 08 made wider.
175P 00' 0 99
John Collins John Collins 175° 00' 6 29 150 Ike. 10 1 17  Road changed.
213°00' 13 75
180°00' 33 35
187°15' 15 04
John Collins John Collins 187° 15' 50 91 150 Iks. 10 1 2 Road altered
146 15' 17 53 i and made
John Collins John Coiling 146° 15' 16 45
wider; part
common with
the Jimboom-
150Iks .  11 122
baroad.
179° 00' 58 50
196° 52' 1 0 201,
John Collins Jahn Collins 196° 52' 16 69 150 Iks. 12 3 11  Road  changed.
187° 25' 26 80
2209 13' 2,) 82
211P 6' 10 16
174°12' 5 15
2204°21' 5 88
John Collins John e0 line 164° 2' 1 40 Irrn- 28 0 22 Previous road
1929 00' 91 00 gular changed and
207° 00' 9 76 150 Ike. made wider.
190° 15' 13 43
185° 00' 24 35
202°00' 4 11 Irre-
192° 15' 10 61 gular
Wm. Drynan Wm. Dry nan 192° 15' 11 37 ...  13 2 35
209° 30' 46 15
181° 09' 33 92
Jane  Collins Jane Collins' 201° 45' 7 90 150 Ike. 15 3 39  Read changed
190° 22' 64 34 and made
186°
1809
15'
00'
18
17
92
6
wider.
4
Jane Collin, Jane Collins 180° 00' 47 56 150 Ike. 12 0 19
188°15' 33 28
lion. W. D. lion. W. D. 188° 15' 18 30 150 lks. 2 239
White
Hon.  W. D.
While
II,,n W. D. 188°15' 16 72 Irre- 9 3 15
White White 128° 00' 0 29 gular
170°00' 13 17 1550 Ike.
189° 00' 7 24
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
688 C. L. A. Act
of 1868
1127
646
of 1848
C. L. A. Act
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
921  C. L. A Act
of 1868
1537
1607
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
C. L. ft. A, t
of 1868
,,, Pre•empti
purcbr°e
1618 0. L A. Act
of 18.8
599 C. L, A. Act
of 18"2
579 C.  L. A. Act
of 1868
878 C.L .  A. Act
of 1869
875 C. L.  A. Act
of 1868
984 C. L.  A. Act
of 1868
628 C. L. A. Art
of 1868
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No Portion  of Road.
NBW ROAD-BEENLBIGH TO  NINDOOIMBA- Continued.
30
31
Commencing in the
nort h boundary of
po rt ion 1,  parish of
, and run-
ning southerly to its
south boundary
" 0
How • Held.
Pre-emptive
purchase,
Nindooim-
ba
Commencing in the 514  C.L. A. Act
no rt h bounda ry  of of 1868
portion 2,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
Reputed
Owner.
Hon. W. D.
White
Hon. W. D.
White
Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths. of
Road.
ohs. 1ke.
Hon. W .  D. 189°  00' 29 52 150 Ike
White  194° 00' I 22 04
187° 15'1 27 84
Hon. W .  D. 187° 15.
White 180° 00'
206° 13'
Area . Remarks.
L.  IL.  P.
11 3 24
2 36 150 1ks.1 9 1 0 Partly old road
24 04  1  widened to
16 96 4 ( 150lka.18 00
Boor OF REFERENCE OF OAD FROM THE BEENLBIGH AND NINDOOIMBA  ROAD TO  THE LOGAN
VILLAGE  AND ALBERT BRIDGE ROAD ,  COUNTY OF WARD ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
1 Commencing in po rt ion
7A, parish of
on the road from
Beenleigh to Nindoo-
imba ,  and running
no rt herly to its no rt h
bounda ry
2 Commencing in the
south boundary of
po rt ion 16, and running
no rt herly to its no rt h
boundary
0 Commencing at the
south boundary of
po rt ion 16, andrunning
no rt h-easterly to the
Logan Village and
Albe rt  River Road
1127 C. L. A. Act J.  I'owne ll  ...  1.  Powne ll  355° 30' 11 24  100 Ike. 6 S f
of 1868" 1 2° 00' 13 02
326° 26' 7 84
355° 0(Y 18 59
333° 40' 7 52
1372 "C .  L. A. Actl ' J. Collins ... J. Collins  333° 40' 6 78 100 Ike. 7 3 4 Existing
of 1868" 354° 40'
264° 40'
21
3
00
69 Irregu- Road
18° 00' 5
1
64 lar slightly
18° 00' 26 64 100 Ike. altered.
22° 48' 11 69
Cro wn Land 22° 48' 24 62 100 lks. 2 1 22
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, 'l oowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75-999. H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 115 ,  PARISH OF GEHAM ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. Of
selec-
tion.
1 Commencing at the 1 115
south-east comer  of
the port ion ,  and run-
ning no rt h ,  south-
westerly, westerly, and
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h boundary
How Held. Reputed
Owner Ooestpier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. aemsks.
. Road.
ch. Ike. A. E.  P.
"LeaxinpAct  William Unoccupied 360° 0' 3o 81 1 chain... 6 1 32
of  1866"  Murphy 222° 0' 9 0
266° 0' 10 0
307°30' 9 50
360° O' 7 9
This Book  of Reference cancels  portion  of road No .  1, of the  Book of Reference proclaimed In the  Government Gasrtte  of November
8th, 1873, folio 1876.
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Department of Pub lic Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
13th April, 1875.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-
dient to open a new Road from Toowoomba to Highfields, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1021.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF A DEVIATION ON THE ROAD FROM  ToowooMBA  TO HIGHFIELDS ,  PARISH OP
DRAYTON, COUNTY  or AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11. ,
No. Port ion of Road.
1 A triangular piece of
land out of the north-
west corner  of Portion
No. 402
Register
No of
Portion.
402
Reputed Owner
F. T. Gregory
Bearings . Lengths.
ohs. Ike.
18° 2' 7 38
Breadth
of
Road.
Irregular
Remarks.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
T. R.
995
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selection No. 995  (Toowoomba Register ),  parish of Douglas,
county  of Aubigny,  Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of $eference ,  showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Toowoomba  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1111.  H. E. KING.
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION ,  ToowooMBA REGISTER ,  No. 995, PARISH OF
DOUGLAS, COUNTY  OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
TUB ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
Register Breadth
No. Portion of Rosd No.  of  I  Reputed  ILengthinj8eleo
tion.
How held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings . Chains. of Area Remarks.Road'
An irregular shaped
piece  out of the south-
east corner  of selection
No. 995
Conditional
Selection
.. C, L. A.
Act of
1888"
Archibald
Munroe
Unoccupied
Bearings, in Chains.  of  Road.
19°63'
I
ohs. lke.
50 98
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
r] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 1 to open a new Road in selection No. 936, parish of Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs,
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11:
and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
76.998. H. E. KING.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF DEVIATION OF CROWS' NEST ROAD IN SELECTION 936, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCII .  4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
0 $3
o
How
held.
.2
How Held.
Freehold...
Reputed
Owner.
gill
9 F • -  Ed. W.Q V
,& Peohey
o  '  b
'oao
I Commencing at MD
west corner of portion
No. 103, and running
northerly through
selection 938, to the
Crow's Nest road
Occupier.
Area.
A. a. P.
0 3 71
I A.  X.  F.
Irregular  28 3 0 Unim-
p ro ved
scrubby
country
Area
ohs.  M.  I A.  IL  P.
343° 16' 8 0 160 links 2 1 33
33° 30' 11 87 I
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th  April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through s lection 204, parish of Mogg*11, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 1 1, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane, and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
75.1196.
H. E. KING.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 204, PARISH OF MOGGILL ,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Running  in a south-
westerly direction
thro-gh selection 204,
and connecting two
existing  ro ads
How Reputed
held .  Owner. Occupier .  I Bearings.
"C.L.A. D.  McCas- -  McLeod 215° 23'
Act q/  ki ll  227° 25'
1868" 232° 7'
475
I I
Length Breadth
in Chain s.  of Road.
cha Ike.
16 0 1 chain
5 0
5 874
Area .  Remark s.
A. B. P.
2 2 32 Forest land
partly  fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
1 to open a new Road from Warwick to Killarney, parishes of Wildash and Cunningham, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Warwick, and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H.  E.  KING.
75-1673.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO KILLARNEY, PARISHES OF WILDASH AND
CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV. NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Fro m the south east corner of portion 39, parish
of Warwick ,  through Warwick Commonage ,  in
a south-easterly direction to the south-west
corner of port ion 434, pari sh of Wildash
Public road between portions 434 and 435,  parish
of Wildash
Public road between portion 435, same parish ,
and eastern portion of Towr Commonage
Public  ro ad from the south-east corner of portion
435 south -easterly and easterly to the south-
east corner of portion 102 on the west boundary
of the Camping Reserve ,  same pari sh
5
6
7
8
Reputed
Owner. Bearings.
Municipality of 90° 0'
Warwick 117°30'
119°30'
101°30'
120°30'
124'30'
134°30'
152° 0'
143°38'
161°43'
The Crown 90^ 0'
The Crown 180° 0'
The Crown 139° 0'
139° 0'
80° 0
90° 0'
180° 0'
90° 0'
Running easterly through the Camping Reserve The Crown ...
across the Condamine River to the south-west
corner of selection 195, in the parish of Cun-
ningham
Public road between seiectio a 1s.; and 58, and The Crown ...
selections  339 and 338,  same pariah
Reserv«d public road through selection 58, same The Crown ...
pariah
Public road between selections 6 and 72 and The Crown ...
selections 201, 73,  and 415,  same paris 13
Length Breadth
in Chains i of Road.
cbs. lks.
22
70
8
8
71
2
32
easterly aboutll mile
90° 0' 27
180° 0' 28
90° 0' 6
180° 0' 8
104° 0' 66
104° 0' 460
60° 0' 17
94° 30' 21
102° 0' 15
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
60 2 chains 47  0 0 Surveyed road.
10
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
86
00 It chains 3 0 0 Surveyed road.
48 2 chains 4 2 0 Surveyed  ro ad.
00 'L chains 30 0 0  Surveyed1 road
10 average
34  chains
th ro ugh leased
half of Can-
00 ditto ning Downs
00 12 chains Run.
20
25
.,, ... Road not sur-
veyed through
Camping Re-
serve.
10
W
2 chains 14 1 24  Surveyed road.
10
66
31 12 chains 13 1 0 Surveyed road.
19 2  chains 103 0 0 Surveyed road.
33
32
40
908
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road to Gladfleld and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selection
891 (Warwick Register), to the Warwick and Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Warwick  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may. exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-896. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM SELECTION  891 (WARWICK  REGISTER ),  TO THE WARWICK AND
IPSWICH ROAD, PARISH OF GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,  To BE PRO.
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM 1V., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
P. a
dm
az
1 From the  north-west 767
corner of selection 891, War-
through selection  787 wick
to the Warwick and Register
Ipswich  ro ad
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Conditional Wm. Bradbum
selections,
"C. L. L.
Act of
1868"
Occupier .  Bearings.
360° 0'
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
cbs. Ike.
9 70 1 chain
Area.
A. R. P.
0 3 21
Remarks.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STRATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD AREAS, BEING PART OF
WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD ,  PARISHES OF GLADFIELD AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV NO 11., . .
A. 1 Commencing on the  W.R.  "C. L. A.Act John Lyons Unoccupied N. 810 46'
west boundary of por -  1007  Of  1868" E.
tion 4,  parish of Glad-
field,  and running
e t l itt t
2.
as ery o s eas
boundary
Commencing on the 10Of  "C. L. A.Act John Lyons Unoccupied 81046'
west bounda ry  of por-  of  1868"
tion 5, parish  of Glad-
field, and running
l it tt t
C.
eas y s easer o
boundary
Slight alteration  of pre- 770  "C. L. A. Act  Court ney Spry Unoccupied 770 30'
sent road near north-  of 1868"
east corner of Warwick
i 770R N
D.
stereg o.
Commencing on the Held under Arnold  Wein- Unoccupied 77° 30'
west  boundary of por- the  "Leaf-  holt 670 52'
tion  68A, and running
about east  by north to
ing Act of
1866"
E.
Its east boundary
Two triangular pieces  WE. "C. L. A.  C. Spry ... Unoccupied 77? 30'
out of the no rt h-west 994
corners of Warwick
Act Of
1868" 67° 52'
F.
Register No. 994
Commencing  on the ... Held  under Arnold Wein- Unoccupied 67° 52'
west boundary of por-
tion 190,  and running
about E.N.E. to its
the  "Leas-  holt
inp dct  of
1868"
G.
east boundary
Commencing  on the ... Held under  Arnold  W ein -  Unoccupied 670 52'
west boundary of por-
tion 186, and running
about E.N.E. to its
the"Leas- halt
ing  Act of
1866"
H.
east boundary
Commencing  on the ... Held under Arnold Wein -  Unoccupied 67° 62'
west bounda ry  of por-
tion 187, and running
about E .N.E. to its
the  "Leas-  holt
inp Act of
1866"
1.
east boundary
A triangular piece  out War- Held under C. Spry  ...  Unoccupied 67° 62'
of the north-west wick
corner of portion 772 Register
No. 772
the  "C. L.
A. Act of
1868"
64° 10'
J. Running fro m the south- "Leasing  A.  Weinholt Unoccupied 54° 10'
west corner of portion
185, in a no rt h-easterly
Act W
1866"
K.
direction to its east
boundary
Running from  the west Freehold ...  A. Weinholt Unoccupied 54° 10'
boundary of pre-emp-
tive9, parish of  Gilbert,
in a north-easterly
L.
direction to its no rt h
boundary
Running from the south Freehold... A. Weinholt  ,  Unoccupied 47° 30'
boundary of  pp 1  in 65° 83'..
a no rt h-easterly direc-
tion to its east bound-
16 72 2 chains 3
10 2 chains 2
3 64 2 c sins 0
36 14 2 chains  7
0 72
3 23 average  0
35 links
5 72 average  0
1 chain
30 20 2 chains 5
28 56 2 chains 5
30 15 2 chains 8
1 05 average 0
2 98 width
t chain
34 71  2q sine 6
10 84  2 chains' 2
21 93 oh 6
9 70
1 19 Lightly tim-
bared slopes
1 27 Unimproved
stony ridges
223
0 9 South side of
road fenced
with wallaby
proof fence
0 174 Unimproved
2 11 Open forest,
part of north
boundary
fenced
1 34 Lightly tim-
bered black
soil; unim-
proved
2 34 South bound-
ary fenced;
otherwise
unimp ro ved
0 4 Unimp ro ved
lightly tim-
bered coun-
try
1 24 Unimproved
forest coun-
try
2 3  Unimproved
open forest
1 14
036
Fence crosses
this portion.
Bridge over
Mi llar's Vale
Creek in this
and follow-
ing portion
Fence  ru ns
close to south
bounda ry  of
road
909
NEW ROAD ;  ROAD TO GLADFIELD AND STRATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD AREAS - COntbnVed.
No. Portion  of Road.
0
zow .
$ How held. ReputedOwner.
M. Running from the west .. .  Freehold ...  A. Weinholt
boundary of p p. 5, in
a north-easterly  direc-
tion, to its east  bound-
sty
N. Running from the  west  ... Freehold ,..  A. Weinholt
boundary of p.p. 6, in
anorth-easterly dire-
tibn ,  to its east boe l-
ary
0. Running from the west War- Pre-emptive A. weinholt
boundary of selection wick selection,
19, in  an easterly direc- Register  11 C. L. A.
tion ,  to cap Greek ,  its No. 19  Act of
north boundary 1868"
P. I Running  in an easterly  ...  Crown
direction  across a bend lands
in Gap Creek
Q•
R.
Running from Gap Creek, W.R.
the no rt h boundary 19
of selection 19, in an
easterly direction, to
its east boundary
Running from the east
boundary of selection
19, in an east erly direc-
tion, to the west bound-
ary of selection 697
Bea ri ngs .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks . I  A. x. P. I
65° 33' 33  11 2 chains  17 1 20 -  South side 01
68° 45' 24 21  ro ad par-
79° 15' 19 08  tially fenced
67° 50' 10 46
Unoccupied  67° 50' 85 01 2 chains 17 0 17 South side
84° 4`3'  00 51 pa rt ially
fenced
Unoccupied  84° 42' 26 64 2 chains 30 0 0 Unimproved
90° 34  34 stony  ridges,
108° 30' 5 20  several fences
93° 32 88  run through
100° 10' 16 37  selection
58° 30' 35 00
106° 25 07 irregu-
69° 10 30  lax
width
This portion
is in the
Gladteld
Homestead
area
Pre-emptive'  A. Weinholt Unoccupied  80° 7 55 irregu-  13 0 0 Steep stony
selection 88° 15 00  lax ri dges; nort h
"C. L. A.  95° 47'  9 41 width boundary of
Act of  74° 8' 8 59  ro ad ooca-
1888" I 44° 10 50 sionally
93° 8 49  crosses creek
126° 3 69
Cro wn ... 1226° I 133 25 2  chains) 4 2 16
64 Lands
Open forest
ri dges
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Dalby Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of Dalby, county
of Aubigny, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby liven, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris.
bane, and at the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4851. H. E.  KING.
BOOS or REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  DALBY TowN  RESERVE  TO THE LAGOON  RESERVE, PARISH OF
DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register BreadthNo.  of Reputed LengthNo. Portion  of Road Selec- How held , Owner. Occupier . Bearings . in Chains . of Area .  Remarks.Road.tion.
char. Ike. A.  RI P.
1 Commencingonthe Dalby Freehold  ...  EdwardJames Unoccu- 106°  30' 67 85 150 links 10 0 28 Open plain,
west boundary of Register Blazland pied west side
selection ,  Dalby No. 18 fenced.
Register ,  No. 18,
and running about
E. by 8.4 S. to its
east boundary
2 Commencingonthe Dalby Freehold  ...  Art hurForster llnoccu -  106°30' 15 65 160 links 2 1 16 Unimproved,
west boundary of Register  Blaxland  pled open plain.
selection ,  Dalby No. 67
Register , No. 87,
and  ru nning about
E. by S .%S. to its
east boundary
3  Commencing on  the Dalby Freehold  ...  George Blax- Unoccu -  106° 30' 23 49 160 links 4 2 0 Unimp ro ved,
west boundary of Register land Molle pied 115° ... 6 0 open plain
selection No. 21, No. 21 and open box
and running about forest, no rt h
E. by S. i S. and and east
E.S.E.3 S. to Myall boundary
Creek, Its south- fenced.
east boundary
4 Commencing on Dalby Freehold  ...  A. F. Blazland Unoccu -  115° 4 76 150 links 4 1 6 Myall sc ru b,
Myall Creek ,  the Register pied E3° 15' 9 40 poor soil,
no rt h boundary  No. 71 73° 5' 15  0 east boun-
of selection 71, dary fenced.
and  ru nning
easterly to the
south-west corner
of the Lagoon
Reserve
910
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Drayton to Allora, counties of Aubigny and Merivale, Darling Downs
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 '"'illiam IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
74-3758. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DRAYTON To ALLORA ,  COUNTIES OF AuBIGNY AND MERIVALF,
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing  on  the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 22, and running south-easterly
to its east  boundary
2 Commencing on the west bounda ry
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 37,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
3 Commencing on the north bounda ry
on Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 20, and running southerly to
its  south boundary
4 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 2, and running south-easterly
to Hodgson 's Creek
5 Commenc ng on the north -west
boundaryotEton Yale  pre -empttve
purchase No. 1, at Hodgson 's Creek ,
and running south -easterly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No.31,  and running south -easterly
to its  east boundary
7 Commencing on the  west boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive  purchase
No. 50,  and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
8 Commencing  on the north boundary
of Eton Vale  pre-emptive purchase
No. 51,  and running south -easterly
to its south  boundary
9 Commencing  on the east boundary
of Eton Vale  pre-emptive  purchase
No. 81,  and running  south -easterly
to its south  boundary
10• Commencing on the north bounda ry
of Eton Vale pre-emptive  purchase
No.  66,  and running  southerly to
its south boundary
11 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale  pre-emptive purchase
No.  79, and running south easterly
to its  east  boundary
12 Commencing on the west  boundary
of selection  No.98 T.R., and running
south-easterly to its south bound-
ary
13 Commencing on the north bounda ry
of selection 480, under  "Leasing
Act  of  1866," and running south-
easterly to its south boundary
14 Commencing on  the north boundary
of Clifton  pre-e uptive purchase
No. 28,  and running south easterly
to its east bounda ry
15 Commencing on the west boundary
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 26,  and running south-easterly
to its  south boundary
16 Commencing on the north  boundary
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 25, and running southerly to
its south boundary
17 Commencing  on  the  north-west
boundary of selection 211, under
"Leasing  Act  of 1866,"  on King's
Creek, and running  south-easterly
to Its south  boundary
18 Commencing on the north  boundary
of selection 210, under  "  Leasing
Act  of 1866," and running south-
easterly to its south boundary
19 Commencing on the north bounda ry
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 17, and running south-
westerly to its west boundary
20 Commencing  on the east boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No.  16, and running south-
westerly to its south  boundary
No. of
Portion.
LengthReputed Owner .  Bearings. in chains .
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs. lke. A.  IL  P.
Hodgson and  S. 32° 17' E .  55 30 2 chains 10 2 20
Ramsay
Hodgson and  S. 32° 17' E.  41 72 2 chains 8 1 24
Ramsay  S.  12°  14' E. 2 40
Hodgson  and S.  12° 14' E. 48 30 2 chains 19 1 27
Ramsay S. 17°  14' E. 48 79
Hodgson and S. 17° 14' E. 17 51 2 chains 3 2 16
...
Ramsay
Hodgson and  S. 17° 14' E. 6 72 2  chains 5 3 9
Ramsay  S.52° E.  ...  10 90
S. 58° E. 9 21
S. 10° 5' E. .. 1 1
... Hodgson and S .  10° 5' E.... 61 30 2 chains 11 0 24
Ramsay
Hodgson  and  B.  10° 5' E.... 31 22 2 chains  5 0 22
Ramsay
Hodgson and  8.9057'E....  40 27 2 chains  8 0 21
Ramsay I
Hodgson and 8 54° WE. 9 50 2 chain.  5 235
Ramsay S. 35°  50' E. 14 90
S. 4°  WE.  5 80
Hodgson  and 8 4° 50' E ....  13 34 chains  8 3 18
Ramsay 8 . 29° 10' W. 17 0
S. 29° E . ... 14 0
Hodgson and S. 29° E. ... 41 0 2 chains  9 3 Ii
Ramsay S. 42° E. ... 10 0
Alexander Smith  S. 25° 17' E.  18' 15 2 chains  3 0 18  Held under
"Crown  Lands
Alienation Ai
of 1868."
W. B. Tooth ... 25° i7' E.  43 85 2 chains  8 3 3  Held under
"Leasing Act
of 1888"
W. B. Tooth  ...  R. 25° 17' E.  35 20 2 chains  8 2 4
Ii'. B. Tooth ... 8 25° 17'E. 10 4 2 chains 2 0 35
S. 8° E. ... 3 83
W. B. Tooth ... S.  8° E. ... 80 80 2 chains 16 0 25
W. G. Wilso S. 29° 30' E.  11 15 3 chains  9 2 0 Held under
S. 50° 10' E.  21 99
"Leasing Act
f 1866"o .
C. G. D'Albedyll S. 50° 10'  E. 62 29 3 chains 18 2 20 1
0. 11. Green ... S. I4° 33' W. 14. 38 2  chains 2 0 5
C. H. Green ... S. 14° 33' W. 78 89 2  chains 14 3 30
911
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T_j IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
Li 1 to open a new Roid from Myrtl° Creek to Maryborough ,  parishes of St. Mary and Denison,
county of Lennox ,  Wide Bay District  :  Notice is  hereby  given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William  IV., No.  11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Maryborough ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit ,  in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-800.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM MYRTLE CREEK TO  MARYBOROUGH,  PARISHES OF ST.
MARY AND DENIOON ,  COUNTY OF LENNox , WIDE  BAY DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
2
Port ion of Road.
Commencing on the
eastern boundary  of
portion No .  7, parish
of Denison ,  and run-
ning westerly and
no rt herly to Myrt le
Creek
Continuation of above
road.  running north
along the eastern
bounda ry  of portion
197
Length
How held. ReputedOwner .  Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  in
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Chains. Road.
chains. A. E. P.
Freehold ...  Wolaten Croft Woleten N.  314° 15' E. 607 Uneven 5 1 4 Unimproved
Cro ft 8° 30'  1,027 scrub land.
28°
°
05' 250
'35 25 289
w
Freehold ... ! M. Weir M. Weir ... N. 6° 18' E.  267 Uneven 7 1 331 Part ly scrub
1,032 170 links and part ly
3601 5,355 100 links forest land,
unimpi oved.
Department of Public Works
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council. within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-669.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ON  THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY  OF STANLEY , MORETON DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. How held. Reputed Owner .  Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in
Chains.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ch9. Iks. links .  A. R. P.
200° 19
as
83 100 1 338 Unimproved.
200° 13 45 100 2 1 25 Fenced and
155° 15' 10 63 cultivated.
155P 15' 15 12 100 3 2 4 Unimp ro ved.
118° 25' 19 20
118° 25' 4 53 100  4 3 0 Unimp ro ved.
145° 52' 39 77
136° 2 64
Commencing in the Leastn p Act  James  Ivory ,.. J. Ivory ,,,
no rt h bounda ry  of of 1866
port ion 1 and  ru n-
ning south-westerly
to its south boundary
Commencing in the  Leasing Act  Nathaniel N. Watson
no rt h bounda ry  of of 1866 Watson
portion 198,  and  ru n-
ning south-westerly
and south -easterly to
Its south boundary
Commencing in the  Leasing Act  James Ivory  ,..  T. Maguire
north boundary of of1866
po rt ion 199, and run-
ning south -easterly to
its south bounda ry
Commencing in the Freehold ...  James Ivo ry  ... J. Ivo ry  ...
nort h-west corner of
portion 200, and run -
ning south -easterly to
its southern boundary
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE.
28th April, 1875.
.
[] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through portions Nos. 334, 333, 340, and 373, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1795.
J. Fleishmann
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTIONS  334, 333, 340, and 373,  PARISH OF  WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
A
w
Commencing in the east 833
boundary of portion
334, and running
no rt h-westerly to its
no rt h-west boundary
2 iCommencing at the east
corner of port ion 333,
and running  north-
westerly  along its
north-east boundary
to its no rt h corner
0 Commencing at the east
corner of portion 340,
and ruining no rt h-
westerly along pa rt  of
its no rt h-east boun-
dary
G. F. Moore G.  F. Moore
832 -0 August KrugerAuguat Kruger
910 J. Pleishmann
4
met
oar
p°O
4 jCommencing  in the !1348 .,fV
nort h-east boundary
of portion 373, and
running no rt h -wester-
ly and no rt h to its
nort h-east boundary
How Reputed Occupier.held. Owner.
Odo
Joseph Vogler
7'ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and
I i, into operation until further notice.TN'
Miles  from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
... Rockhampton ... ... ...
6 Gracemere ... ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ... ...
24 Rosewood ... ... ...
30 Westwood
€ de part ... ...
38 Goganjo ... ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ...
J. Vogler
Bearings.
3080 3(y
3220 25'
322° 25'
3220 25'
340° 50'
340° 50'
322° 25'
360°
Length Breadth
in
Chains. of Road,
ohe. Ike.
31 28
100 Ike.
00 12
H. E. KING.
Area. Remarks.
A.  E. P.
3 0  14  Unimp roved.
34 75 100 Ike.  1 3 1 36 Unimproved.
16 62  100  Ike. 1 3 10 Unimproved.
3 161 ks triangu-
lar piece)
3 161 A triangu- 2 0 13
10 83 lar piece,
8 67 100 lks.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
TIME TABLE.
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
.
after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train, Miles
Mired . from Rocky  Stations.Creek.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m. p.m.
11. 0 Rocky Creek ... 3. 0
11.24 6 Goganjo ... ... 3.24
12. 0
stwood arrive ...14 W
.
3'55
e
A I depart ... . 4. 0
20 Rosewood ... ... ... A
1.15 29 Stanwell ... ... ... 5' 0
1.47 38 Gracemere  ... ... ... 5.36
2.10 44 Rockhampton... ... ... 5. 0
(A.) The  Trains marked  thus, A,  will stop by signal to take up passengers  only,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can  only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the  Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time of booking, from  the place  at which they join the  Train to the place
On  which  they pro pose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week ending April 24th, 1875
Corresponding  week lest  year...
Increase  ,,,
Decrease
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscell aneous. Total,
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. F  it.  d.
539 10 4 1,460 10  3 58 10 4 2,0581011
432 12 3 1,387155 37 8 11 1,857 16 7
106 18 1 72 14 10 21 1 5 200 14 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
THE following General Abstract  of the  Average Amount
 of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the  COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within
the Quarter from 4th JANUARY to 29th MARCH, 1875, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT,
 showing the Average  Amount of the  LIABILITIES and  ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL  BANKING COMPANY OP SYDNEY,  within the  Colony of
Weekly  Statements duri ng the  Quarter from the 4th JANUARY to 29th MARCH, 1975.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation
C
Not bearing Interest ...
 Bearing Interest
Bills in
 Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balance due
 to other Banks ...
( Not bearing Interest ...Deposits ...............
.
Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this  date ... ... ...
Rate of the last  Dividend declared to the Shareholders... ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
500,000 0 0
22 per cent .  per annum.
50,875 0 0
328,278 14  0
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ...
Gold and Silver in Bul li on or Bars ... ... ...
Stamp Account ... .. ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ,.. ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank  fr om other Banks
Total Amount of Assets... £  442,258  18  9
THOS.-H. PAIGE,  Manager.
A. A. WELSBY,  Actipg Accountant.
I, Thomas  Henry  Paige, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank, during
 the period  specified  ;  and that the same was made up from  the Weekly  Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this day of April, 1875.
ARTHUR MARTIN,  Justice of the Peace.
Brisbane , 30th April, 1875.
the Colony  Of QUEENSLAND, during
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
QUEENSLAND,
 taken
 fr om the several
I
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
74,685 6 3
11,515 7 8
2,970 19 8
1,042 13 3
... l..... 352,044 12 11
THOS. H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  B ri sbane ,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  urder Act 30 Victoria ,  No.14 ,  section 9, the sum of
£212  18s.  IOd. for the duty after the rate of  £ 3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £28,392 ,  being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the
notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed return.
Dated this  27th bay of April, 1875.
AMOUNT.
£  S. d.
112,767 - 8 10
117,597 19 1
TOTALS.
£ S. d.
28,392 9 2
381 9 4
3,533 3 11
230,365 711
... £`  21,2,672 10  4
THOS. H. PAIGE.
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LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
" The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received  and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information  relating  thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance  Passengers  are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at  Brisbane , or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, decoy quarto
s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
:Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Cfnlony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Br sbane,
October 24,1874.
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS and others a erequested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand "  after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874,
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART  of the Brisbane River ,  from the
Outer Beacon ,  Moreton Bay ,  to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street ,  Brisbane.
6th November, 1874.
W V Y E, the undersigned, do hereby declare and1 testify, that we have this day been present
when the extreme penalty of the law was executed
on the body of Jackey Clayson (an aboriginal),
lately convicted at the Circuit Court of Queensland,
held on the twenty-second ay of February, A.D.
1875, at Townsville, and duly sentenced to death;
and that the said Jackey Clayson was, in pursuance
of said sentence, " hanged by the neck until his
body was dead."
Given under our hands, at Rockhampton, this
fourteenth day of April, A.D. 1875.
H. R. BUTTANSHAW, Deputy Sheriff.
EDWARD SHEEHY, Gaoler.
JAMES  RYAN, Principal Turnkey.
JOHN BREE, Turnkey.
C. E. WODEHOUSE.
WM. RODGER.
JOSH. GRAFTON SMITH.
H. G. Hones.
THOS. BURKE, Senior Constable.
JOHN KELLY, Constable.
I, DAVID SALMOND, being the Medical Officer of
the Gaol of Rockhampton, do hereby declare and
certify, that I have this day witnessed the execu-
tion of Jackey Clayson (an aboriginal), lately con-
victed and duly sentenced to death, at the Circuit
Court of Queensland, held at Townsville, on the
twenty-second day of February, A.D.  1875;  and I
further certify that the said Jackey Clayson was,
in pursuance of such sentence, "hanged by the
neck until his body was dead."
Given under my hand, this fourteenth day of
April, A.D. 1875.
D. SALMOND,
Medical Officer.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court will be held at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on MONDAY, the 3rd day of
May, A.D. 1875.
(By order)
JAMES SOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Matter of P. F. Hanran, of Townsville,
storekeeper, insolvent.
A
SECOND Dividend is intended to be declared
in this matter. Creditors who have not
proved their debts must do so by presenting their
proof to  us at  Townsville, by the 20th May, 1875,
or they will be excluded from this distribution.
291
W. J. MUNCE,2 Trustees.W. G. EWAN, j
3s. 6d.
No. 40, RULE 114.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be  declared in
the matter of Augustus Walter Switbin
Smith, of Rockhampton, adjudicated  insolvent on
the nineteenth day of January, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
14th day of May, 1875, will be excluded.
Dated Rockhampton, this 26th day of April 1875.
292
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
FORM No. 107. RULE 246.
In the Matter of Augustus Walter Swithin Smith,
insolvent.
TH E Creditors of the above-named A. W. S.
Smith, who have not already proved their
debts, are required, on or before the fifth (5th) day
of May, to send their  names  and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned Carl Harden, of Rockhampton, the
Trustee under Liquidation, or in default thereof
they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated Rockhampton, this 14th day of April, 1875.
280
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Michael Grogan, of Stanthorpe, publican, by
David Benjamin  and Joseph Benjamin, of
Toowoomba.
U PON the bearing of this Petition this day (and
upon proof, satisfactory to the Court, of the
debt of the petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Michael
Grogan, having been  given ), it is ordered that the
said Michael Grogan be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent , and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered, that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Michael Grogan, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar , on the tenth day of May, 1875, at Eleven
o'clock of the  forenoon  ; and it is further ordered
that the said Michael Grogan shall, on the seventh
day of May next, at  Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so  for  as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of April, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
J. F. G. FoXTON, Stanthorpe,
Attorney for the Petitioners.
By his Agents-
T oMPsoN  AND H ELLICAE,
Brisbane.
Registrar.
283 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Ali Yin, of Boolburra, in the Colony of Queens-
land, inkeeper , by the said Ali Yin.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Ali Yin be, and he is
hereby adjudged,  insolvent ; and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Ak
Yin, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Principal Registry, Brisbane, on the twelfth day of
May, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Ah Yin
shall, on  the seventh day of May, 1875, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability to meet  his engage.
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of April, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Edward Brown, of Rockhampton, by the
said John Edward Brown.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day (and
upon proof, satisfactor to the Court, of the
debt of the petitioner, and ofthe act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Edward Brown, having been given),  it is  ordered
that the  said  John Edward Brown be, and he is
hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Edward Brown, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the tenth day of May, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Edward Brown shall, on the seventh day
of May, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of April, A.D. 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
I N the matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Edward Hartshorne Forster, of Maryborough,
by the said Edward Hartshorne Forster. Upon the
hearing of this Petition this day,  it is  ordered that
the said Edward Hartshorne Forster be, and he is
hereby adjudged insolvent, and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Edward
Hartshorne Forster, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Principal Registry, on the seventeenth
day of May, 1875, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon ;
and it is further ordered that the said Edward
Hartshorne Forster shall, on the fifteenth day of
May, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of  the names  and residences,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
ninth day of April, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Ambrose Ashfield, of Maryborough , Queens.
land, laborer, by the said Ambrose Ashfield.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Ambrose Ashfield be,
and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Ambrose Ashfield, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the tenth day of May, 1875, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Ambrose Ashfield shall, on the tenth day
of May. 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names  and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, asd of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
sixth day of April, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
. Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Dawson, of Rockhampton ,  jeweller,
by the said Thomas Dawson.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day
(and upon proof,  satisfactory to the Court, of
the debt of the petitioner ,  and of the act of
insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said Thomas Dawson, having been given), it is
ordered that the said Thomas Dawson be, and
he is hereby adjudged ,  insolvent ;  and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire ,  be Official  T rustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas
Dawson, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court ,  on the tenth
day of May ,  1875 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Thomas
Dawson shall ,  on the eighth day of May, 1875,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
eighth day of April, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Copy. FORM 30.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR INSOLVENCY.
T
HIS  is to certify that Carl Harden, of Rock-
hampton, has been duly appointed Trustee of
the propert of Augustus Walter Swithin Smith,
adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day of
January, 1875.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of February, 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
279 5s.
I n the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation, by
arrangement or composition with creditors,
instituted by William Alfred Ross, of Mil-
cheater, in the Colony of Queensland, general
storekeeper.
!T OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
L' Meeting of the Creditors of the above-named
pers rn has been summoned to be held at the Stores
of Messieurs Clifton Aplin and Company, Towns-
ville, on the twelfth day of May next, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon, precisely.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, 1875.
FREDERICK J. BEOR,
Attorney for the said Debtor,
Townsville.
By his Agents,
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Brisbane.
277 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Cuthbertson, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Robert Cuthbertson, deceased, may be granted to
John Miller Cuthbertson, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, the Executor named
in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this first day of May,
A.D. 1875.
289
In the Will of Elliott Creswell, late of Eton Vale,
near Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Elliott Creswell, deceased, may be
granted to William Laws, of North Rockhampton,
to the Colony of Queensland, millwright, and Peter
Wall, of North Rockhampton, aforesaid, boot-
maker, the Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, A.D. 1875.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agent-
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTI ;AL JURISDICTION.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Alfred Wang, late of Goodna;
Charles Augustus Goodwin,  J ohn Silke, Stephen
Devane, William Richards, Frederick Toohill
or Toogood, Patrick Donaghue, John Cooper,
Patrick Dolan, Henry Shari', James Ferrier,
and William Byrne, late of Cooktown ; Edward
Noonan, late of Nive Downs; Henry Smith,
Henry Wise, Samuel Davidson Smith, Eliza-
beth Hughes, Louis Merlo, and1Hans Schmidt,
late of Maryborough ; Carl Friedrich and
William Wiley, late of Brisbane ; James
Parkinson, late of s. s. " Western "; John
Skene, late of Revolver Point; John Little and
Thomas Mitchell, late of Burenda ; Unknown
Deceased, number one and two, late of Palmer
River ; Thomas McDonald, late of Kings-
borough ; James Stritch, late of Burnett River;
Samuel Barrett and Otto Yargensen, late of
Bowen Downs ; and William Stone, late of
Beaconsfield. 293 6s. 6d.
P
URSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Vic., No.
10. all persons  having any  claims  aaamst the.
Estates of any of the above-named deceased persons,
are to come in and prove their debts at my office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the first (1st)
day of July next; or in default they will be per-
emptorily excluded from all benefit accruing from
the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  May 1st, 1875.
290 6s. 6d.
ROBERT LYONS,
Bazaar street,  Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Executor.
6s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that it is intended
in the ensuing Session of the Parliament
of Queensland ,  to apply for a Bill to enable the
Municipal Council  of Rockhampton to construct
Waterworks ,  and for other purposes therein men-
tioned.
Dated this 12th day of April,  A.D. 1875.
248
REES R. JONES,
Solicitor for the said Municipal Council
of Rockhampton.
4s.
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NOTICE.
I HEREBY give notice that it is my intention,after the'expiration of thirty days from the
date hereof, to apply for an Act of Parliament to
enable we to acquire an additional Right of Pre-
emption over certain lands within the leased half
of the Gracemere Run.
(Signed) WM. ARCHER.
Dated this 25th day of March, 1875.
231 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.IT is my intention to apply to the Court of Petty
Sessions , Clermont, for permission to erect one
(1) pair of Swing  Gates across  the road from
Clermont to Top-not Hill, near Huntly Creek.
(Signed) A. J. ELLIOT,
26th April, 1875.
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Langton Downs.
3s. 6d.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the fo ll owing amounts:-
1875.
April 24.-Land Agent, Bundaberg ...
24.-W. Livesay... ... ...
24.-R. A. Whipham ... ...
„ 24.-H. Friend ... ... ...
24-4. L. Donne ... ...
24.-C. Cooper ... ... ...
26.-G. Aubrey . .
27.-Government Printer, Sydney
„  27.-J.  Watson ... ... ...
28.-C. Egan ... ... ...
28.-F. G. Mackay ... ...
„ 29.-T. Porter ... ... ...
29.-R. Lyons
„ 30.-Municipal Council, Townsville
30.-H. Lloyd .. ... ...
30.-F. G. Mackay
£ a. d.
0 12 6
0 9 0
0 1 0
0 4 2
0 6 0
0 2 0
0 4 0
1 18 6
0 4 0
0 6 0
0 13 0
1 0 0
0 6 6
2 0 0
0 3 0
0 2 0
Empounbingls.
SW Poundiceepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such ddver-
tisement will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba , from the Commonage,
on 27th April, 1875. Driving, is. 8d. per head.
One red and  white cow, l'd Y off  rump , piece back off ear.
One red steer ,  AA reversed  over A near  rump, A near
shoulder ,  slit near ear.
One white bullock, blotch like W with pothook or S off
rump, tip off ear.
If not  released  on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to  defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
284 3e.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Warro, on the 5th
April, 1875, by order of Mrs.  Bracker . Driving
expenses ,  3s. lOd. each.
One bay mare, ',O over Y near shoulder.
One grey  mare,  VI near shoulder ; piebald filly  foal at  foot.
One roan filly, unbranded.
One black  mare,  C over IM over M near shoulder, like
FS or JS  near side  of neck, strip down face.
One chesnut horse, GR near ribs ,  blaze  down  face, near
hind foot white, docked tail.
One bay mare, O off shoulder ; brown horse foal at foot.
One brown mare,  F off ribs like CR near shoulder, short
tail ; bay horse foal at foot.
One bay mare, PW over F H  near  shoulder,  indistinct
brand  off shoulder ; bay horse foal at foot.
One bay horse, FB off shoulder, hind feet white, snip
on nose.
One chesnut taffy horse,  ES near  ribs, diamond near
shoulder, 4 off shoulder, near front foot white, near
hind foot white, short tail, star in forehead.
One brown horse, IMD near shoulder, A off shoulder.
One black colt, unbranded.
One light-roan filly, unbranded.
One chesnut horse, (zi over near shoulder, like to.
over y conjoined or over 01  near rump ,  star in
forehead.
If not released on or before the:4th May, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS PORTER, Poundkeeper.
288 14s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma,  from Mount  Hutton, on 19th
April, 1875. (Wrongly described  in former adver-
tisement.)
One roan colt, indistinct brand  near  shoulder, like J4J
registered brand, off rump.
One bay  mare,  like JT near  shoulder , off hip down.
If not released on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
285 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Inglewood ,  from Whetstone, on 5th
April, 1875, by order of P. Devine, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 2s. each.
One black horse, W over PXD near shoulder, front feet
white, strip down face.
One chesnut mare, HM near shoulder, strip down face,
off front foot white, near bind foot white.
If not released on or before the 4th May, 1875, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS PORTER, Poundkeeper.
286 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Colmunda, on 8th
April, 1875, by order of  Mrs. Bracker . Driving
expenses , 1s. 4d. each.
One bay mare, IAV over MC  near shoulder , PZI) off
shoulder.
One brown mare ,  R2 (the  R reversed) near shoulder,
strip down face, off hind foot white.
Is not  released on  or before the 4th May, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS PORTER, Poundkeeper.
287  2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Surat,from Canmaroo, on the 18th
March, 1875, by order of A. Sutherland , Esquire.
Driving, 8s. 4d.
One brown mare, collar-mark, star and snip, DM near
shoulder , CSa (registered brand )  near thigh, like
B7B (registered brand )  off  thigh ,  white marks off
rump.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
274 is.
IMPOUNDED at Surat,from Talavera, on the 15th
April, 1875, by order of A. Tooth, Esquire. Driv-
ing, Sd.
One chesnut horse,  star , hind feet white, GD over like L
near shoulder, like collar-marked.
One black or brown horse, small star, GD near shoulder,
indistinct brand over T over like Q off shoulder,
JF conjoined off neck ,  dock tail ,  collar and saddle
mark.
One bay horse,  star , indistinct brand like G over like h T
near shoulder, like GD near thigh, indistinct brand
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JOS. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
275  $a.
IMPOUNDED  at M illchester ,  f rom St. Ann's Station,
on the  12th April, 1875.  by order of Mr .  Macintyre.
Driving expenses ,  18s. 4d.
One chesnut mare, like JC or JB over 6 near shoulder,
both letters blotched.
One chesnut fill y, 6ML near shoulder ,  white face, hind
feet white.
One bro wn mare ,  FLB near shoulder ,  sma ll  star.
One bay colt,  PH6 near shoulder ,  sma ll  star ,  near hind
foot white.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, w ill
be sold to defr ay  expenses.
GEORGE AUBREY,  Poundkeeper.
276 4a.
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IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Nee Nee, on the
16th of April, 1875, by order of Thos. Ferry,
Esquire. Driving, 14s. 2d. each.
One grey horse, J near shoulder.
One bay horse, one fore and both hind fetlocks white,
blaze, like oo over M over W near shoulder.
One grey horse, L near shoulder, B near thigh.
One brown colt, AFS over WM  near  shoulder, like WM
near thigh,  star  in forehead.
One brown mare, three fetlocks white, F5 over J in
circle near shoulder ,  stirrup brand near ribs ; foal
at foot.
One bay mare, W near shoulder, W near thigh, star in
forehead; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 18th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Blythdale, on 16th
April, 1875, by order of Messrs. Wienholt Bros.
Driving, 2s.
One bay mare, 3A near shoulder, 8BN (registered) off
shoulder,  star  ; foal at foot.
One grey horse, LW conjoined (the L reversed) near
shoulder and near thigh.
Also, from Brucedale, on 16th April, 1876, by order of
Mr. William Harland. Driving, 4s. 4d.
One black horse, hobble strap on, M3P (registered)
over blotched brand like HT conjoined (the T side-
ways) near shoulder, like 5 off shoulder.
One grey horse, dock tail,bRB (registered) near
shoulder.
Also, from Mount Hutton, on 19th April, 1876, by
order of H. C. Gillies, Esquire. Driving, 10e. 10d.
One bay mare, TM over blotched brand like AN over 8
near shoulder.
One roan filly, indistinct brand like J4J (registered)
off rump.
One bay horse, star, snip, hind feet white, off hip down,
blotched brand like 3 over HL conjoined over ND1
(registered) off shoulder.
One black or brows mare, P over blotched brand like
over J over W near shoulder, star, snip.
One black  or brown mare, E over M sideways near
shoulder,  star, snip, near fore and near hind feet
white.
One chesnut horse, JW conjoined near shoulder, strip
face
One bay horse, like JT  near shoulder , off hip down.
One brown  mare ,  star , near hind foot white, WM near
Qhoulder.
One roan colt, WW near shoulder.
If not released on or before 28th May, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY, Poundkeeper.
282 13s.
Printed and Published by JAYts 0. BrAL,  Government Prlnter,
William street , Brisbane , lot May, 183.
Supplement to the Queensland Government  Gazette of  Saturday ,  1st May,  1875.-No. 49.
(RupEnolanb.
ANNO TRICESIMO OCTAVO
VICTORLE; REGINM
No. 16.
An Act to Fix the Salaries of the Governor and of his Private
Secretary respectively.
ASSENTED TO 20TIl OCTOBER, 1874.
WHEREAS it has become desirable to alter and increase the Preamble.
salary of the Governor of Queensland and the salary payable
to the said Governor's Private Secretary. Be it enacted by the
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Queensland in
Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. " The Governor's Salary Act of  1860 " is hereby repealed Repeal of
and  " The Constitution Act of  1867" is hereby amended as  and  "Governor's alary
Jet of
consti taution
oo andfrom the date of this Act coining into force to the extent hereinafter  , C Act of
provided. 1867  "  amended.
2. Section 36 of the said  11 constitution Act of  1867" and Details of augmen-
schedule A to the said Act annexed shall from the date of this Act tation of salaries.
coming into force be read and taken as if in the said schedule A there
had been inserted as the salary of the Governor the sum of five
thousand pounds sterling in lieu of the sum of four thousand pounds
in the said schedule expressed and as the salary or amount payable to
or for the Governor's Private Secretary the sum of four hundred
pounds sterling in lieu of three hundred pounds in the said schedule
expressed.
3. This Act shall be deemed to have come into force and to Commencement and
have taken effect as from the first day of July in this present short Title.
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four and
may be cited as  " The Constitution Act of  1867  Amendment Act of
1874."
By Authority  . Janus C.  BELL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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EXTRAORDINARY.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] WEDNESDAY, 5TH MAY, 1875. [No. 50.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
V
HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland. passed in the thirty-eighth year
of Her present Majesty's reign, intituled  " The
.Elections Act of  1874,"'it was amongst other things
enacted that no election for any electoral district
should be void, in consequence solely of any delay
in the holding of the election at the time appointed,
or in the taking of the Poll, or in the return of the
Writ, or in consequence of any impediment of a
merely formal nature ; and that the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, might adopt
such measures as might be necessary for removing
any obstacle of a merely formal nature, by which
the due course of any election might be impeded,
provided that the validity of such election, and the
measures so taken, should be forthwith declared by
the Governor, by a Proclamation for that purpose,
published in the  Government Gazette.  And whereas
a Writ was issued for the election of a member to
serve in the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral
District of Darling Downs, whereby the nomination
of such election was appointed to be held o1 the
ninth day of the month of March last, and which
Writ was made returnable on the ninth day of the
month of April last. And whereas the Returning
Officer duly appointed for the said electoral district
bath certified, In accordance with the provisions of
the said Act, that William Graham, Esquire, was
duly chosen as a Member for the said Electoral
District of Darling Downs ; but the said Writ was
not returned to me within the period therein
prescribed. as directed by the said Act: Now, there-
fore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, as such
Governor aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council
aforesaid, declare that the election of the said
William Graham, Esquire, to serve as a Member
for the Electoral District of Darling Downs afore-
said, in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, is
valid, notwithstanding the delay in the return of
the said Writ of Election.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEER!
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, C overnment Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XVI.] THURSDAY, 6TH MAY, 1875. [No. 51.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
GEORGE FREDERICK SANDROCK
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral  District  of Bowen, under the provisions of  " The Elections
Act of  1874."
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority :  JAKES C. BEAL, Government  Printer,  W ill iam street ,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XVI.] THURSDAY, 6TH MAY, 1875. [No. 52.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane,  6th May, 1875.
T
HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information ,  that  a Writ hath  this day issued, and
the fo ll owing arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Bowen, in room of THOMAS HENRY FITZGFERALD,  Esquire, whose
Seat  in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said Thomas Henry Fitzgerald ,  Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Bowen.
Date of Writ ... ... ... 6th May, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 14th May, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 4th June, 187 5.
Return of Writ ... ... ... 25th June, 1875.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority : JAuss C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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FRIDAY, 7TH MAY, 1875. '-No. 53.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
W
HEREAS by  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864," section 70, it is amongst
other things enacted, that the Council of any
Municipality may make Bye-laws for the regu-
lation of their own proceedings ; and whereas,
by the 74th section of the said Act, it is further
enacted, that such Bye-laws, when confirmed by
the Governor, with the advice  (f  the Executive
Council, an 1 published in the  Government Gazette,
but not sooner or otherwise, shall have the force
of law. And whereas the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Maryborough have, under the power
hereinbefore recited, made the following amended
Bye-law for the regulation of their own pro-
ceedings and other matters ; and the said Bye-law
having been duly confirmed by the said Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, under
his hand, in accordance with the said Act : the same
is hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
A. MACALISTER.
No. 1.
STANDING ORDERS.
A BYE- LAW  TO REGULATE BY MEANS OF  S TANDING
ORDERS THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE COUNCIL
OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
Order  of proceeding.
1. The Council shall meet for the transaction of
general business  every  alternate  Tuesday, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
2. The Council shall commence business as soon
after the time stated in the summons as there is a
sufficient number of members in attendance to con-
stitute a quorum ; but  if at the expiration of half-
an-hour  from the time specified  in the summons
there is not  a quorum present,  no business  shall be
transacted  at that meeting.
3. At all meetings of the Council when there is
not a quorum of the members present, or when
the Council is counted out, such circumstance,
together with the names of the members then
present, shall be recorded in the Minute Book.
4. The Mayor, if present, shall preside at all
meetings of the Council, and in his absence (or if
after being present he shall retire) such Alderman
as the members present shall choose shall preside :
Provided that at any meeting of the Council duly
held, a temporary chairman shall not be elected
until the expiration of fifteen minutes after the
time appointed for holding such meeting.
5. The business of the Council shall be conducted
on all ordinary occasions with open doors.
6. The minutes of any preceding meeting not
previously confirmed, shall be read as the first
business at all meetings of the Council, in order to
their confirmation ; and no discussion shall be per-
mitted thereupon, except as to their accuracy as
a record of the proceedings.
7. At all meetings of the Council (unless other-
wise provided for by law) the reading of corres-
pondence unconnected with the Orders of the Day,
the presentation of petitions by members of the
Council, and the bringing up of reports of com-
mittees, shall  have precedence of the regular
business. The order of business shall therefore be
as follows :-
1. The reading of the minutes.
2. The reading of correspondence unconnected
with the Orders of the Day.
3. The presentation of petitions or memorials.
4. Reports from committees, and their con-
sideration.
5. Questions.
6. Orders of the Day.
8. No communication addressed to the Council
shall be received unless in the form of petition or
memorial.
9. The report of a committee shall be brought
up by the Chairman, and may be ordered to be
laid upon the table, or be otherwise dealt with, as
provided herein.
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10. Every  motion  entered on the notice paper
shall be struck out, unless the member who has
given such notice, or some one authorised by him,
be present when the business is called in order.
11. Any notice containing unbecoming expres-
sions may be expunged from the notice paper by
order of the Council.
12. The Orders of the Day shall include all
matters  arising out of the proceedings of former
meetings  of the Council, and any business which
the Mayor may think fit to bring under considera-
tion ; any member of the Council may, however,
bring forward such business as he may consider
advisable in the form of motion, of which notice
shall be given in writing to the Town Clerk, at
least four clear days previous to the  meeting at,
which the same is to be taken into consideration,
and all such notices of motion shall be considered
n the order in which they are given.
13. N o Bye-law shall be finally passed, or adopted,
at the meeting at which it shall have been first
proposed, nor until the next meeting of the
Council regularly convened ; every such Bye-law
shall in  the interim, remain open for the inspection
of any of the ratepayers, in the Town Clerk's office,
free of charge.
14. All Bye- laws, when passed  by the Council,
shall be signed by the Mayor, and countersigned
by the Town Clerk.
15. All Bye-laws, when confirmed and published
as the Act directs, shall be fairly transcribed into a
book to be kept for that purpose, signed by the
Mayor and countersigned by the Town Clerk ; and
the said book shall at all reasonable times be open
to public inspection.
ORDER OF DEBATE.
General duties of the Mayor or Chairman of the
Council.
16. The Chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final
17. If two or more members rise to speak at the
same time , the Mayor, or other presiding Chairman,
shall decide which is entitled to pre-audience.
18. The Mayor, or other presiding Chairman,
when called upon to decide a point of order or
practice, shall state the rule or precedent applicable
to the case without argument or comment, and his
decision  as to  what is order, or explanation, shall
be final  pro hac vice  in each case.
19. The Chairman shall put all questions, and
declare the sense of the Council thereon.
20. The Mayor, or other presiding Chairman,
shall, in taking the vote on any motion or amend-
ment, put the question first in the affirmative, and
then in the negative ; and he may do so as often
as may  be necessary to enable him to form and
declare his opinion from the show of hands as to
which party has the majority.
21. The Mayor, or other presiding Chairman,
may, without waiting for the interposition of any
member of the Council, call to order any member
proceeding to speak a second time on the same
question (unless entitled to reply), except in
explanation , where he has been misrepresented or
misunderstood, and without introducing any new
matter.
22. The Chairman  of any meeting may take part
in all  the proceedings  of the Council, and in case of
an equality of votes he shall have a casting vote, in
addition to his original vote.
23. The Mayor, or other presiding Chairman,
shall stand up when addressing  the Council in dis-
cussion of any question.
General Rules  for the Members of Council.
24. Any member desirous  of proposing a motion
or amendment ,  or of discussing any matter under
consideration, must rise and address  the Mayor, or
other presiding Chairman. No member when
speaking  shall be interrupted, unless called to
order, when he  shall sit  down ; in which case the
member calling  to order shall be heard thereon in
preference to any other speaker, and the question
of order shall be disposed of before the subject is
resumed, or any other subject entered upon.
25. No member shall speak upon any motion or
amendment for a longer period than fifteen minutes,
unless by permission of the Council.
26. Any member desirous of proposing either an
original motion or amendment, must state the nature
of such motion or amendment before addressing the
Council in support thereof'.
27. Any member making a motion or  amendment
shall put it in form, sign, and deliver it to the Town
Clerk, who shall add thereto the name of the
seconder  ; and every motion or amendment so
made shall be the property of the Council, and
shall not be withdrawn without leave of the Council.
28. No motion or amendment shall be entertained
or discussed  unless it be  seconded ; any member
may; however, require the enforcement of any
standing order of the Council by simply noticing
that such order is disobeyed.
29. A member who has made a motion may with-
draw the same by leave of the Council,  such leave
being granted without any negative voice.
30. A motion which has been. by leave of the
Council withdrawn, may be made  again  during the
same municipal year.
31. A proposed amendment may be by leave of
the Council withdrawn.
32. Any member moving or seconding any motion
or amendment  shall be held to have spoken on that
question.
33. The members, in speaking, shall designate
each other by their respective  titles-as,  Mr. Mayor
(or, by courtesy, your Worship), or Alderman, as
the case may be.
34. No member shall speak twice on the same
question, except by way of explanation, or in reply
upon any original motion of which he may be the
mover, or as the mover of the amendment last
carried ; and  after the reply the amendment, or the
original  motion, as the case may be, shall be imme-
diately put to the vote.
35. One amendment only shall be discussed at
one time, but if the first one moved is lost another
may be moved before the original question is put to
the vote ; but upon any amendment being carried,
it shall be competent for any member to move one
other  amendment  thereon, but not more.
36. Every member shall be at liberty to speak
once on any  amendment.
37. Upon the adoption of any amendment by the
Council, such  amendment  shall be held to have
quashed the original motion ; and for all purposes
of subsequent discussion, the amendment  so carried
shall be acted upon  as an original  motion.
38. Any member may require the question under
discussion  to be read for his information at any
time during a debate, but  not so as to  interrupt any
other  member  when speaking.
39. On the presentation  of a petition , no debate
shall take place thereon until notice  has been given
in the  usual manner , and the only  questions that
shall be entertained  on the occasion of its presen-
tation shall be, that the petition be received, and, if
necessary , that it be referred to a committee : Pro-
vided that every petition shall be received only as
the petition of the party  or parties whose signatures
it bears ; and  no petition  shall be  received unless
at least one signature  be upon the  sheet containing
the petition.
40. It shall be incumbent on any member pre-
senting a  petition  to acquaint  himself with the con-
tents thereof, and to ascertain and report that it
does not contain  language  disrespectful to the
Council.
41. Every Alderman offering to present a petition
to the Council shall confine himself to  a statement
of the parties from whom it comes, of the number
of signatures attached to it, of the  material allega-
tions contained in it, and to the reading of the
prayer of such petition. It may also be read by
the Town Clerk if required.
42. The reports from a committee may be agreed
to, or disagreed to, by the Council,  or agreed to
with amendments, recommitted to the committee,
or the further consideration thereof postponed.
43. No motion proposing any petition, address,
bye-law, or standing order, shall be entertained,
unless the mover shall submit therewith a draft of
such petition, address, bye-law, or standing order ;
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and the draft so submitted shall in no case be taken
into consideration until it shall have been referred
to one of the standing committees, or a select com-
mittee, who shall report thereon, and the mover of
every such proposition shall be  pro hac  vice a mem-
ber of such committee.
44. Immediately after the consideration of reports
from the committees, questions may be put to the
Mayor relative to municipal affairs, and to Alder-
men relating to any motion or other public matter
connected with the business of the Council in which
such Aldermen may be concerned.
45. In putting any such question no argument or
opinion shall be offered, nor any facts stated, except
so far as  may be necessary to explain such question.
46. In answering any such question, a member
of the Council shall not debate the matter to which
the same refers.
47. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour
of the day, or to another day specified ; and the
member upon whose motion a debate is adjourned
shall be entitled to preaudience on resumption of
the debate.
48. The Council shall vote by show of hands,
excepting in cases of elections, when the vote shall
be by ballot; any member of the Council may,
however, call for a division upon any question, in
which case the members voting in the affirmative
shall place themselves on the right of the chair, and
those in the negative on the left of the chair, and
there remain until the names of the members be
entered in the minutes of the proceedings by the
Town Clerk, or person officiating for him.
49. In divisions every member present shall be
compelled to vote ; previously to any division, or
at any other time, strangers shall, if ordered, with-
draw from the Council Chamber.
50. No member shall digress from the subject
matter of the question under discussion, or impute
improper motives to others ; and all personal re-
flections upon any member shall be considered
highly disorderly.
51. Any member who shall use any expression
capable of being applied offensively to any other
member, shall, if required by the Chairman, with-
draw such expression, and make a satisfactory
apology to the Council, under a penalty, in case he
refuse or neglect to do so before the rising of the
Council, of not more than ten pounds.
52. When any member shall object to words
used in a debate, and shall desire them to be taken
down, the Chairman will direct them to be taken
down by the Town Clerk accordingly.
53. Any member may of right require the pro-
duction of any of the documents of the Council
relating to the question or matter in discussion.
54. No discussion shall be allowed on any motion
for adjournnn.nt of the Council, but if, on the ques-
tion being put, the motion be negatived, the subject
then under consideration, or the next on the notice
paper. shall be discussed, or any other that may be
allowed precedence, before any subsequent motion
for adjournment shall be entertained ; but if the
motion for adjournment be carried, the business
then undisposed of shall have precedence at the
next meeting of the Council.
55. If at any time during the sitting of this
Council the quorum of members be not present,
any member of the Council, or the Clerk thereof,
shall call the attention of the Chairman to the fact,
who shall thereupon suspend the proceedings of
the Council until a quorum be present, or adjourn
the Council to some future day.
66. Any member of the Council may enter his
protest against any resolution of the Council, pro-
vided that such protest is not inconsistent with
truth, or disrespectful to the Council: notice of
intention to protest must, however, in every case
be given on the adoption of the resolution protested
against, and the protest, signed by the member or
members protesting and specifying the reasons for
protesting, must be entered before the next regular
meeting of the Council by the protesting member,
in a book to be kept for that purpose in the Town
Clerk's office, and duly referred to in the minutes
o,f the Council ; the same to be considered also a
part of such  minutes.
57. No motion, the effect of which, if carried,
would be to rescind any motion which has already
passed the Council, shall be entertained during the
same municipal year, unless a call of the whole
Council has been duly made for that purpose ; and
no motion for rescinding any resolution of the
Council, which shall have been negatived by the
Council, shall be again entertained during the same
municipal year, unless by consent of at least two-
thirds of the whole Council.
Committees.
58. There shall be two permanent committees of
the Council, to be called respectively the Committee
of Finance and the Committee of Works, each of
which shall consist of three or more members :
Provided, nevertheless, that the Council shall be at
liberty at any time to fill up occasional  vacancies.
59. The Mayor of the Municipality shall be  ex
officio chairman of the Finance Committee.
60. Every member intending to move for the
appointment of a committee shall endeavor to
ascertain previously whether each member proposed
to be named by him on such committee will give
his attendance thereupon.
61. The permanent committees shall be chosen
by ballot annually, at the first meeting of Council
held after the annual election of Mayor.
62. The Town Clerk shall convene every com-
mittee within seven days of its first appointment,
and at any time by order of the Council, or the
written order of the Chairman, or of any two mem-
bers of such committee.
63. The Mayor, if a member of any of the per-
manent committees, shall preside, and if not a
member, then such Alderman shall preside as the
majority of the members of the committee shall have
appointed. permanent chairman of the committee,
or at any such  meeting, in  the absence of the Mayor
or of the permanent chairman respectively, such
chairman as the members present shall appoint.
And all questions shall be determined by a majority
of votes,  and, in cases  of an equality, the mem-
ber presiding shall have a casting vote, besides his
original vote as amemberofthe committee: Provided,
however, that when  special  committees are appointed
for a merely temporary purpose, the member pro-
posing such committee shall be the chairman
thereof, except when the Mayor is a member of
such committee, in which  case  he shall be the chair-
man thereof.
64. A committee of the whole Council will be
appointed by resolution-" That this Council will
resolve itself into a committee."
65. The standing orders of the Council shall be
observed in committee of the whole Council, except
the rule limiting the number of times of speaking.
66. The Finance Committee shall be at liberty,
without the express authority of the Council, to
authorise disbursements for current expenses to an
amount not exceeding five pounds in any one week,
and no matters of account shall be disposed of by
the Council until they have been examined and re-
ported on by the Finance Committee : Provided,
however, that in cases of emergency, the Mayor,
with the consent in writing of any two Aldermen,
may authorise the expenditure of any  sums not
exceeding fifty pounds in all, during  a recess. But
all such discretionary payments, whether by the
Finance Committee or by the Mayor, shall be
reported to the Council at its next meeting. With
the above exceptions, no payments out of the funds
of the Corporation shall be made but such as are
authorised by a vote of the Council.
67. All drafts upon the funds of the Corporation
shall be signed by the Mayor, one other member of
the Finance Committee, and countersigned by the
Town Clerk ; or, in case of the absence or inability
of the Mayor, by two members of the Finance
Committee and the Town tAerk ; or, in case of the
absence or inability of the Town Clerk, by the
Mayor and two members of the Finance Committee.
68. The Committee of Works shall  examine all
accounts against the Corporation relating to works,
and certify the same previously to their being
passed to the Finance Committee.
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69. No public works involving a probable expen-
diture of more than fifty pounds shall be under.
taken until the Committee of Works have reported
to the Council an estimate of the cost thereof.
70. All matters which the Council shall think fit
to refer to a committee, and which do not fall
within the province of any other standing commit-
tee, shall be referred to a special committee ap-
pointed for that particular business.
71. Every report of a committee shall be signed
by the chairman thereof, and be fairly written upon
foolscap paper, so as to admit of being bound at
convenient intervals, and such report shall be made
to the Council at the earliest possible opportunity.
72. No select committee shall consist of less than
three members ; and the majority of the whole
number of such committee, or a moiety, when such
whole number is even, shall be a quorum.
73. The appointment of special committees shall
continue until the specific duty for which they are
appointed shall have been discharged. Provided
that such committees may at any time be dissolved
by vote of the Council.
74. No business that has been referred by the
Council to the consideration and report of any of
the permanent committees shall lapse in conse-
quence of any change in the persons composing
such committee ; but every such committee shall be
considered as of perpetual succession to the extent
of the powers conferred upon it.
Elections.
75. When any  office  at the disposal of the
Council becomes vacant, no election to fill the same
shall take place until seven clear days' public notice
shall have been given by advertisement in one or
more of the local newspapers, inviting applications
from candidates properly qualified.
76. The salary or allowance attached to all offices
and places at the disposal of the Council, excepting
the office of Mayor, shall be fixed for the municipal
year in all  cases  before proceeding to the election.
77. At all elections for offices at the disposal of
the Council, the voting shall take place by ballot on
cards containing the name or names of the person
or persons voted for, and such voting-cards shall be
kept in the Town Clerk's office for the twelve
months next ensuing the day of election.
78. No member of the Council, nor any auditor
of the municipality, nor any officer of the Corpora-
tion holding office under the Council, shall be
received as surety for any officer appointed by the
Council, or for any work to be done for the Council ;
and in all  cases in  which security for the due and
faithful performance of any duty or contract is
required, the expense of preparing such security
shall be borne by the, party giving the same ; and
no sureties shall be accepted otherwise than by a
vote of the Council.
Miscellaneous Regulations.
79. For the consideration of any bye-law, or for
the raising or appropriating of money, or for the
objects contemplated in standing order No. 57, it
shall be competent for any member, without pre-
vious notice, to move for a call of the whole Council
for the consideration of any such subject, at the
next or any subsequent meeting, and upon such
motion being carried, due notice thereof shall be
given in the notice-paper for the day, when the
order of the day, or notice of motion for which such
call was made, is set down for consideration ; and
any member not in attendance when such order of
the day or notice of motion comes under consider-
ation, or not in attendance at the voting upon such
question, or any amendment thereof, whether of
adjournment or otherwise, shall be liable to a
penalty of five pounds, unless reasonable cause for
such absence be shown to the satisfaction of the
Council.
80. The banking account of the Council shall be
kept at such bank as the Council ma direct; and
such account shall not be transferred from one bank
to any other bank without the express sanction of a
majority of the Council, given at a regular meeting.
81. The Town Clerk, or person acting for him,
shall have the charge (except when otherwise
ordered by the Council) of the common seal of the
Corporation, and shall be responsible for the safe
custody and proper use of the  same ;  he shall also
have charge of all charters, deeds, muniments, and
records of the Corporation, or relating to the pro-
perty thereof, which shall be kept in
his office ; heshall also attend all meetings of the Council, enter
minutes of their proceedings, keep the municipal
accounts ,  issue all notices  in connection with the
business  of the Council, and give receipts and dis-
charges for all moneys paid to the Council.
82. The Town Clerk shall not affix the corporate
seal to any corporate document without the express
order of the Council , nor unless  such document
bears the signature of the Mayor ; but in the case
of powers of attorney, and other  legal instruments
not relating to the Corporation, the signatures to
which require to be verified by declaration before
the Mayor, the said seal shall and may be affixed
by the Town Clerk to the Mayor's certificate
accompanying the same, on receipt of a fee of half-a-
guinea for each attestation. Every impression of
the corporate  seal  shall be duly verified by the
signature of the Town Clerk.
83. No officer of the Corporation shall be at
liberty to show, lay open, or expose any of the
books, papers, or records of the Corporation to any
person other than an alderman, without leave from
the Council, except as otherwise provided by law.
84. Any one or more of the standing orders of
the Council may Le suspended  pro tempore  in cases
of emergency ; provided that a majority of the
members present shall deem such  suspension neces-
s
85. Any Alderman or officer of the Corporation
offending against any of the provisions of this bye-
law, by refusal or neglect, shall forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding ten pounds (£10).
No. 2.
WHARF REG ULATIONS.
1. The wharves and landing places under the
control of the Municipal Council (hereinafter called
"the wharf") shall be open for the landing and
loading of goods ,  wares ,  and merchandise ,  from or
on any vessel or vessels ,  on every lawful day, from
6 o'clock in the morning till 6 o'clock in the evening,
except between the hours of 8 and 9 in the forenoon,
and 1 and 2 in the afternoon.
2. There shall be appointed for such wharf an
officer to be called the wharf clerk, whose duties
shall be as follows :-To see that the regulations are
duly observed ; to demand and receive all wharfage
and tonnage rates ; to preserve order on such wharf,
land, and premises adjoining ; to summarily eject
and remove therefrom any person or persons
creating a riot or disturbance ; and generally to
carry out such directions as may from time to time
be issued and made by the said Council.
3. Any person or persons who may obstruct the
said wharf clerk, or lessee, or his or their assistants,
in the performance of his or their duty, or shall
remove any goods, wares, merchandise, packages.
horses, asses, sheep, or cattle, from the said wharf,
land, and premises, without having first paid the
wharfage rates payable in respect thereof, or with-
out the previous consent of the said wharf clerk,
or lessee, or who shall on request of the said wharf
clerk or lessee, refuse or neglect o give a descrip-
tion of the contents of any crate, bale, cask, package,
or parcel, or shall give  a false  description thereof,
or shall wilfully break down or damage any part of
the said wharf, or any of the gates, fences, lamps,
or premises of the same, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding five
pounds, and in addition thereto be required to
make good any such damage at his or their private
expense.
4. The party or parties using the said wharf or
premises for the purpose of landing or loading any
goods ,  wares, merchandise ,  horses, asses, sheep, or
cattle, shall be responsible for all wharfage rates
demandable and payable thereon, and shall, when
thereto required by the said wharf clerk or lessee,
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remove all timber or other bulky articles from off
the said wharf and premises ; and in default of his
or their removing such timber or other bulky article
after due notice (say twenty-four hours) he or they
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum
not exceeding five pounds.
5. The following wharfage  rates  shall be de-
manded and paid upon all goods,  wares,  and mer-
chandise landed at or loaded from the said wharf.
Provided that no goods belonging to Her Majesty,
her heirs  and successors , shipped or landed for the
public service, by order of His Excellency the
Governor for the time being, or any ship or vessel
belonging to or in Her Majesty' s service , shall be
subject to any such wharfage  rates
Rates of Wharfage.
In.
s. d.
Alum, per barrel... ... 0 6
keg or small pkg.... ... ... 0 3
the ton ... ... ... ... 1 8
Alkali, loose, the ton ... ... 1 8
„ in casks, according  to size.
Almonds, the hogshead ... ... .., 1 0
„ package, case, or cask... ... 0 4
the bag.. .,. ... ... 0 2
Anchors, grapnels, ton ... ... ... 2 4
„ in small pckgs., each ... ... 0 4
Anchovies, the crate ... ... ... 0 8
It the case ... ... ... 0 4
It barrel or keg ... ... ... 0 2
Aniseed, the package ... ... ... 0 4
Annatto, the cask or case ... ... 0 4
„ the basket or bag 0 3
Antimony ore, the ton ... ... ... 1 8
Anvils, each ... ... ... ...  0 6
It per  ton  ... ... ... ... 1 8
Apples, the package ... ... ... 0 4
Apparel,  wearing ,  case ... ... ... 0 4
Arrowroot, cask  or case ... ... ... 0 4
Asses and mules, each ... ... ... 0 8
Axletrees, each ... ... ... ... 0 4
Bacon , the bale or bundle ... ... 0 4
„ the side ... ... ... 0 2
Bags, the bale or bundle ... ... 0 4
Bark, loose, or in bags, the ton... ... 1 8
„ Peruvian, case or in chest ... 0 6
Barley, loose, or in bags, the bushel ... 0 1
It pearl,  cask  or ease ... ... 0 4
„ keg or jar ... ... ... 0 2
Baskets, each ... ... ... ... 0 1
Beans,  bags, the bushel .., ... ... 0 1
„  casks,  according  to size.
Beef and pork, tierce or hogshead ... 0 6
It
„ barrel . ... ... 0 4
Beer or cider, bulk. hhd, ... ... 0 6
„ barrel .. ... 0 4
bottled, the cask or case... 0 4
Beeswax, cask or case ... ... ... 0 4
Barnes, juniper, package ... ... 0 4
Be ll ows , smith's, the pair ... ... 0 4
Billiard tables, each .., ... ... 3 4
Biscuits ,  in bags , the ton 1 8
puncheon ... ... ... 0 8
„ hogshead ... ... ... 0 6
„ barrel ... 0 3
keg ... ... ... ... 0 2
Blankets, the bale ... ... ... 0 4
Blacklead, the cask or  case  ... ... 0 4
Blacking, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8
It cask 0 4
,. keg ... ... ... ... 0 2
Boots and shoes, the cask or case ... 0 4
Bottles, empty, package... ... ... 0 4
Bones, per ton ... ... ... ... 1 8
„ shank, per 1000 ... ... ... 1 8
Bran , the sack ... 0 1
Brimstone, loose, the ton ... ... 1 8
cask  or case  ... ... ... 0 4
Bricks, per 1000 ... ... ... ... 1 8
Brandied fruits, the case ... ... 0 4
Bristles, the cask or case ... ... 0 4
Brooms or brushes, the cask or case ... 0 4
„ the bundle ... ... ... 0 4
loose, doz. ... 0 2
Bull or cow ... ... ... ... 1 8
Burr  stones , each ... ... ... 0 1
Buoys, the ton ... ... ... ... 2 4
Butter, the barrel .., ... ... 0 4
„ firkin or keg ,. ... ... 0 2
Cables, iron, the ton ... ... ... 1 8
It rope, the ton .., ... ... 1 8
Out.
a. d.
0 3
0 2
1 3
1 3
0 9
0 3
0 1
1 9
0 3
0 6
0 3
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 2
1 0
0 3
1 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 6
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 3
1 3
0 4
0 f
0 3
0 1
0 1
0
0 4
0 3
0 4
0 3
0 3
0 2
0 3
0 3
2 6
1 3
0 6
0 4
0 2
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 6
0 3
0 1
0 3
0 3
1 0
1 0
0 1
1 3
0 3
1 0
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
1 3
0 1
1 9
0 3
0 1
1 3
1 3
RATES  OF  WHAuPAO E--continued.
In. Out.
S.  d. s. d.
Calf, each... ... ... .. 0 8 0 6
Camphor, tub or chest ...
Camphor-wood planks, per 1000
0 4
1  8
0 3
1 3
Canes or bamboos, per 100 bundles 1 8 1 3
„ loose, 100
Candles, the package
Cannons, the ton...
Canvas, the bale ...
the bolt ..
...
...
...
...
.
...
...
...
...
...
0 1
0 2
2 4
0 4
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 9
0 3
0 1
„ bale of two bolts ... 0 2 0 1
Capers, the cask  or case... ... 0 4 0 3
„ the keg .. ... ... 0 2 0 1
Carts and drays, each
Cards, the case ...
Cardamoms, the case
..,
...
,.,
...
...
..,
1 8
0 4
0 4
1 3
0 3
0 3
„ the bag ... ,., 0 2 0 1
Carpets, the bale or case
Carraway seeds, the case ...
0 4
0 4
0 3
0 3
It „ the bag... ...
Carrots, the ton ...
Carriages, 4-wheeled, each ...
„ 2-wheeled, each ...
Carboy, spirits, each
Casks, empty, the ton
Casho nuts, the bag
Cassia ,  the case ...
Castor oil, the case
Cement, the barrel
„ loose, the ton
Chairs, the case ..
„ loose, each
Chalk or whiting, in bulk, per ton
0 2
1 0
3 4
1 8
0 4
0 4
0 2
0 4
0 4
0 4
1 8
0 4
0 1
1 8
0 1
0 6
2 6
1 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 3
1 3
0 3
0 1
1 3
„  in casks , according  to size.
Cheese, the cask or case... ... 0 4 0 3
„ in tins ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
„ loose, each ... ... 0 1 1 1
Chil lies, the  case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
the bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Chinaware, case or cask... ... 0 8 0 6
Chocolate, the package ... ... 0 4 0 3
Cigars, the  case ... ... ... 1 0 0 6
„ the box ... ... 0 2 0 1
Clay, the hogshead ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ the cask ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ the ton ... ... ... 1 8 0 6
Clay figures, the case ... ... 0 8 0 6
Cloves, the case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ the bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Clover and lucerne seed, the cask  0 4 0 3
is the bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Clocks, per  case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Coal, per ton ... ... ... 0 6 0 3
Cocoanuts, per 100 ,.. .,. 0 4 0 3
Coffee and cocoa, bag ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ in casks, the ton ... ... 1 8 1 3
Coir rope, the ton ... ... 1 8 1 3
Colors, the cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ hogshead ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
14 lbs. to 28 lbs. keg ... 0 1 0 1
„ 30 lbs. to 56 lbs. keg ... 0 2 0 1
66 lbs. to 112 lbs. keg. ...  0 3 0 2
Confectionary, package ... ...  0 4 0 3
Copper ore, per ton .., ...  0 6 0 3
Cordage, the ton ... ... ...  1 8 1 3
Corn, in bulk, or bags, per 4 bushels 0 2 0 1
Corks, the cask ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ the bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Cotton, per bale or bag ... ... 0 6 0 3
Curiosities, natural, the package  0 8 0 6
Currants, the butt ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ the carroteel ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ cask or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
jar ... ... 0 1 0 1
Cutlery, the package ...
" "
... 0 6 0 4
Beer )Cider (see
Dates, bale, cask or case... ... 0 4 0 3
,,
bag ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
,, jar. ... 0 1 0 1
Deals, per 100 3 4 2 6
Deal ends, per 100 2 4 1 9
Dholl or gram, bushel 0 1 0 1
Doors, each 0 2 0 1
Drugs, the hogshead 0 8 0 6
It Bask or case 0 4 0 3
„ bag ... 0 2 0 1
Drapery, the case .,. ... 0 4 0 3
Earth, fullers', the ton .., .  1 8 1 3
Earthenware, hogshead or crate  0 8 0 6
cask or  case ... 0 6 0 4
„ ton ... 1 8 1 3
Eau de Cologne, the  case ... 0 4 0 3
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RATES OF  WHARFAGE--continued.
In. Out.
s, d. S.  d.
Engines, fire, each ... ... ... 3 4 2 6
beer or garden... ... ... 0 8 0 6
each ... ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Essences and Essential oils, the case ... 0 4 0 3
it bottle  or jar ... ... 0 1 0 1
Fans ,  the case  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Feathers, ostrich, the package ... ... 0 8 0 6
bed, package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Felt, the bale or case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Fe lloes, per 1000... ... ... ... 3 4 2 6
Figs, the drum or half-drum ... ... 0 1 0 1
package ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Fish ,  the case  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ barrel or half-barrel ... ... 0 2 0 1
Firearms ,  chest or case  ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Fireworks, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Flax, the ton ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Flints, the keg ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Floorcloth, the roll ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Flags ,  Cooper's, the ton ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
Flour, the barrel... ... ... 0 3 0 2
„ in sacks , the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Flowers ,  artificial ,  case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Fruit, green, the package ... ... 0 4 0 3
Furniture, per ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Furs ,  the cask or case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Ginger, the cask or case... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ bag ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Gin, case of 4 gallons  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ „ 2 gallons  ... ... .,. 0 4 0 2
Glassware  (see  " Earthenware ")
Glass plate ,  the case . .. ... 0 6 0 4
It window, the box ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Glue, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ cask or  case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Grates and stoves, each ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Grain  (see " Corn ")
Grindstones ,  each ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Grindery, cask or case ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Gunny bags, the bale ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Gunpowder (free).
Gum, the cask or case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ Kauri, per ton ... ... ... 0 8 1 3
Guano, per ton ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Gypsum ,  the hogshead  ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ cask or case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ loose, the ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Hair, the cask or case ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ hogshead .. ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Hams, loose ,  the dozen  ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ the hogshead ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
„ the cask or  case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hardware, hogshead or crate ... 0 8 0 6
ironmongery, the cask or case 6 4 0 2
„ bag or keg ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
bundle ... ... ... 0 3 0 2
Harps , each ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
Har ro ws, each ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hats, the case ... ... ... .., 0 4 0 3
Hay, the ton ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 6
Hemp ,  loose , the ton ... ... .., 1 8 1 3
„ the bale ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Herrings  (see  "Fish")
Hides, each ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Honey, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hops ,  the bale or bag ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ the packet ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Hoops, wood, the bundle ... ... 0 1 0 1
„ iro n  (see "Iron ")
Horses, each ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
„ cob or pony, each ... ... 0 6 0 4
Horne, per  100 ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 0
Hoofs, per ton ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 0
Ice, per ton 0 6 0 3
India rubber ,  package  ... ... 0 4 0 3
Iron, bars, hoop, or rod, pig, or sheet,
pots, tire or hurdles, ton ... 1 8 1 3
machinery, the ton ... ... 2 4 1 9
Ironmongery, cask,  case... ... ... 0 4 0 2
Isinglass, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Ivory, the package ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Jute  (see  "Hemp")
Lacquered ware, package ... ... 0 4 0 3
Lard, the cask or  case ...  ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ keg... ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Laths, per 1,000 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Lead, rolls or loose, ton ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Leather, in bale or  case... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ loose, the ton ... ... ... 2 4 1 9
Leeches, the package  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
RATES OF  W HARFAGE - Continued.
In
s. d.
Lime, the ton ... ... ... ... 1 8
Logwood, the ton ... 1 8
„ in casks according to size
Looking glasses ,  per case or packago ... 0
Mangles ,  each ... ... ... ... 0
Marble ,  manufactured ,  the package ... 0
„ in blocks ,  or loose, the  ton ... 1
Matting ,  the roll ... ... ... ... 0
Machinery ,  per case  ... ... ...  0
„ castings ,  ton ... ... ... 2
Minerals ,  the ton ... ... ... ...  0
Mi llstones ,  each  ... ... ... ...  1
Molasses ,  the puncheon  ... ..,  0
hogshead  ... ... ... 0
cask  ... ... ... ...  0
Mother -of-pearl shells ,  the ton  ... ...  1
Mules, each  ... ... ... ...  0
Mustard, cask or case  ... ... ... 0
Musical instruments ,  not piano ,  or harp,
the case  ... ... ...  0
Nails, the cask  ... ... ... ...  0
„ bag or keg ... ... ... ...  0
Needles, per case ... ... ... ... 0
Nuts, the case  ... ... ... ... 0
Nutmegs, the bag ... ... ... 0
Oats  (see  "Corn ")
Oatmeal, the cask or case ... 0
It keg ... ... ... ... 0
Oars ,  per dozen  ... ... ... ... 0
Oakum, the  ton ... ... ... ... 1
Oil-cake, loose , per ton ... ... 1
„ cask ,  according to size.
Oil, black or  sperm ,  ton... . 1
If in quantities less than a ton to be
charged by cask.
„ Linseed  and other , the butt ... 1
pipe ... ...
hogshead ... ...
cask ...
drum, or chest ...
0
0
0
Out.
s. d.
1 3
1 3
6 0 4
8 0 6
8 0 6
8 1 3
2 0 1
6 0 4
4 1 9
6 0 3
4 1 0
8 0 6
6 0 4
4 0 3
8 1 3
8 0 6
4 0 3
8 0 6
4 0 3
2 0 1
6 0 4
4 0 3
2 0 1
4 0 3
2 0 1
4 0 3
8 1 3
8 1 3
4 1 0
4 1 0
8 0 6
6 0 4
4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 4 0 2
Oilmen's stores, sugar,  hogshead ...
hogshead ... ...
cask,  case  ...
keg, basket,  or bag  ...
Onions, per ton ... ... ... ...
Ornaments ,  figures ,  &c.... ... ...
Paint,  sugar hogshead ... ...
(and  see  " Colors ")
hogshead ... ... ...
butt ... ... ...
„ keg, according to weight.
Palings, per 1,000 ... ... ...
Pails, per dozen ... ... ... ...
Paddy, in bulk, per ton ... ... ...
Paddy, bag ... ... ... ...
Paper, the bale or  case  ... ... ...
Peas, the cask or case  ... ... ...
„ bag or keg  ... ... ... ...
Pepper and  spices , bag ... ... ...
Pianofortes, each... ...
Pigs, each... ... ... ... ...
Pictures ,  the case ... ... ...
Piece  goods ,  bale or case ,,. ...
Pitch, the barrel ... ... ... ...
Ploughs,  barrows , or drills ... ...
Pork, the barrel ... ... ... ...
,, half-barrel... ... ... ...
Potatoes , the ton ... ... ... ...
1 0 0 9
0 6 0 4
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
1 0 0 6
0 8 0 6
1 4 1 0
0 6
1 8
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
Preserved  meats ,  or essence  of meat, per
per case ... ... ... ...  0
Quicksilver, the bottle .. ... ... 0
Raisins , under 30 lbs., box ... ... 0
4
2
1
„ 30 lbs. to 66 lbs., box .. ... 0 2
0 1 0 1
„ 56 lbs.  and upwards, the box ... 0 4 0 3
Rattans  (see  "Canes")
Rice, the bag ... ... ... ...
Rope, the ton ... ... ... ...
Salt, the ton ... ... ... ...
Sago , the cask or case ... ... ...
„ bag ... ... ... ... ...
Sashes, per bundle of six ... ...
Seltzer and soda water, per dozen ...
Sheep or goats, each ... ... ...
Shingles , per 1,000 ... ... ...
Ships' hearth, per ton ... ... ...
Shot, the cask ... ... ... ...
bag or keg ... ... ... ...
Shooks, the bundle ... ... ...
Shower baths ,  each . .. ... ...
2 4
1 0
0 4
0 1
0 4
1 3
1 6
0 2
0 6
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 1
1 0
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
0 6
0 2
0 1
0 1
0 1
1 9
0 9
0 3
0 1
0 4 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 2 0 1
0 8 0 6
2 4 1 9
0 4 0 3
0 2 0 1
0 2 0 1
0 6 0 4
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RATES  OF  WHARFAGE- continued. 1
In. Out.
s. d. s. d.
Skins, loose, per  dozen  ...
... ... 0 2 0
0
1
the cask  or case
the hogshead
... ... ...
...
0 4
0 8 0
3
6
Slops, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
bundle ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
bale  ... ... ... ... o 6 0 4
case ... ... ... . .. 0  4 0 3
Slates ,  per 1,000 ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
„ writing ,  per case  ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
Soap , 112 lbs., the box ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
56lbs. „ ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
28lbs. „ ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Spokes, per 1,000 ... ... 1 8 1 3
Spades ,  shovels, frying -pans, the dozen 0 2 0 1
Spars, the foot  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 I
Spelter ,  the ton  ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Starch,  the case  .. ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Stationery,  the package  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Staves , per 100 ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
Steel , the ton ... ... ... ... 2 4 1 9
„ cask or case .. ... 0 6 0 4
Steam Engines and boilers , per ton ... 2 4 1 9
Sugar ,  per ton  ... ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Tallow, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ "lush, or fat,  cask ... ... 0 4 0 3
Tar or pitch, the barrel ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Tea, the  chest  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
half-chest ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ box ... ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Threshing  and winnowing machines, each 2 0 1
0
6
Timber, per 100 feet ... ... ... 0 6 3
Tin plates, the box ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Tobacco, the hogshead ... ... ... 1 0 0 9
tierce ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
keg ... ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
„ basket or roll ... ... ... 0 1 0 1
Toys or turnery, cask  or case ... ... 0 4 0 3
Tongues and tripe, keg ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Trenails, per 1,000 ... ... ... 1 8 1 3
Tubs,  per nest  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Twine, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ bale, cask, or case ... ... 0 6 0 3
Unenumerated goods-
Heavy, the ton ... ... ... 2 4 1 9
„ in packages, the butt ... ... 1 4 1 0
„ butt or puncheon ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ hogshead or crate ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ barrel ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
keg or firkin ... ... ... 0 4 0 2
„ bundle or  case  ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
„ jar, can, or bottle ... ... 0 1 0 1
Vitriol, the case ... ... ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ the carboy ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Vinegar, the hogshead ... ... ... 0 6 0 4
„ barrel or half-hogshead ... 0 3 0 2
Whalebone, the ton ... ... 2 4 1 9
Whale or other boats, each ... ; 0 8 0 6
Wheels, cart or carriage, each ... ... 0 2 0 1
Wheelbarrows, each ... ... ... 0 2 0 1
Wines and spirits, the leagerer... ... 1 0 0 9
„ half ditto ... ... 0 8 0 6
,, ,,
pipe, butt, or pun-
cheon ... ... 0 8 0 6
„ hogshead ... ... 0 6 0 4
barrel or quarter-cask0 3 0 2
1 or 2 dozen cask or
case ... ... 0 2 0 1
3 or 4 dozen... ... 0 4 0 2
5 or 6 dozen... ... 0 4 0 3
„ 11 above 6 dozen ... 0 6 0 4
Wool, the bale ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
Woolpacks, the bale ... ... ... 0 4 0 3
6. The said Municipal Council may at any time
alter the scale of charges, or at any time impose a
tonnage rate upon all vessels landing or loading
from the said wharf' any goods, wares, or mer-
chandise, or lying at the said wharf for the
purpose of refitting or otherwise.
7. All goods transhipped from any steamer, sail-
ing vessel, boat, barge, or punt, moored to, or lying
at, any of the wharves or landing-places, under the
control of this Council, into any other steamer,
sailing vessel, boat, barge, or punt, be subject to
the same wharfage rates as if the aforesaid goods
were landed at any of the wharves or landing-places
belonging to the Municipal Council : Provided that
the Mayor for the time being have the power of
remitting the aforesaid rates on any colonial produce,
timber, tallow, hides, bones, hoofs, horns, sheep-
skins, or other merchandise transhipped for the
purpose of export.
8. It shall be lawful for the wharf clerk or
lessee,  in default of payment of wharfage dues, to
seize  and detain the goods in respect whereof they
are payable, and, if necessary, to remove and storm
them until such -wharf dues, together with all
expenses in connection therewith, be paid ; and
if the aforesaid goods be not released within three
months from the date of such  seizure,  the said
goods shall be sold by public auction, and any
balance accruing over and above such dues and
expenses  shall be handed to the owner or party
claiming said goods.
9. Any person having removed goods from the
said wharf or premises shall be responsible for all
wharfage dues and penalties incurred thereby, and
may be sued for same by the wharf clerk or other
appointed officer of the Council.
10. Any  steamer, sailing  vessel, boat, barge, or
punt, having cargo to discharge, shall take such
berth only as the wharf clerk  or lessee  shall direct.
11. The master of every vessel lying alongside
the corporation wharves, shall allow free passage to
and fro across the deck of such vessel, to all persons
lawfully seeking  such passage  to and from any
vessel or vessels, on the outside of such vessel, for
the discharge of cargo or otherwise.
12. Sailing vessels, boats, barges, or punts, shall
in all cases  give way to steamers requiring to dis-
charge and load, on notice from wharf clerk or
lessee.
13. All vessels having discharged their cargo, or
waiting for loading, shall give way to vessels re-
quiring to discharge.
14. The captain, mate, or agent of each vessel
requiring the use of the Corporation wharves shall,
on demand, produce to the wharf clerk or lessee,
his manifest and bills of lading, or a copy thereof,
before discharging cargo.
15. Provided that any person or persons com-
mitting any act, or in any way offending against
such of the foregoing provisions of these Bye-laws
as have no specified penalty attached to the breach
thereof, shall, on conviction before two or more
justices of the pease, be liable to forfeit and pay,
for every such offence, a penalty in any sum not
exceeding twenty pounds.
No. 3.
FOR THE REGULATION OF HAWKEES.
Any persons shall be allowed to hawk garden
and farm produce until the hour of ten a.m. each
day, and all persons hawking after that hour to be
subjected to a fine not exceeding 20s. for each
separate offence.
No. 4,
FOR THE REGULATION OF CARTS, DRAMs, ETC.,
PLYING  FOR HIRE.
1. From and after the passing of this bye-law,
any person who shall be desirous to ply with any
cart, dray, or wagon, for hire or reward, or to draw
or carry with any cart, dra , or wagon, any wood
or water for the supply of`ythe inhabitants within
the said municipality, shall, on being approved by
the Mayor, register his name and place of abode
in the office of the Town Clerk, and shall thereupon
and from time to time thereafter, on payment by
him of the rate according to the scale hereinafter
mentioned, receive from the Town Clerk a license,
on which shall be written his name, place of abode,
and number of vehicle so approved, every such
license to continue and be in force until the 31st
day of December in each and every year and no
longer ; and if any person shall ply with any cart,
dray, or wagon, without being so licensed, or shall
cause or procure any person to ply, not. being so
licensed, within said municipality, or if any person
shall draw or carry, or cause, or procure any person
to draw or carry any wood or water with any cart,
dray, or wagon, for the supply of the inhabitants
of said municipality, without being so licensed, he
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum
not exceeding five pounds: Provided always that
nothing herein shall apply to carters bringing or
taking any goads or merchandise to or from any
place without the said municipality, but shall apply
in all cases when the same property is loaded on,
and delivered from, any cart, dray, or wagon, within
the said municipality.
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Scale of Feesfor  Licenses above -mentioned.
£ s. d.
For every  cart ,  dray ,  or wagon, having four
wheels ,  the annual sum of .. 2 0 0
For every  cart, dray ,  or wagon, having two
wheels, drawn  by oxen,  the annual  sum of 1 10 0
For every cart, night- cart, water -cart, dray, or
wagon, having  two wheels, and drawn by
horses, the annual sum of ... 1 0 0
2. When any  person  shall have in his employ-
ment any servant licensed  as aforesaid ,  and such
servant shall leave such employment before his
license shall have expired, then, in any such case,
the license of such servant shall and may be trans-
ferred to any other servant in the employment of
such person by registering such transfer at the
office  of the Town Clerk.
3. The said Council shall, from  time to time,
appoint places within the said municipality to be
used as stands , from which  persons  licensed as
aforesaid  may ply with their  carts , drays, or
wagons, for hire, due notice of which shall be given
by public advertisement  in one  or more of the
newspapers  published within the said municipality,
and by notice to be posted at the office of the Town
Clerk ; and every  carter  who shall, after such notice,
draw up or station his cart, dray, or wagon, in any
other place than the place or places, for the time
being, appointed by the said Council, in order to
ply for hire, shall forfeit and pay, for every such
offence, any sum not  exceeding  £1 (one pound), nor
less  than 5s. (five shillings).
4. The  name of  every person licensed as afore-
said , together with the number of his license, and
the words, " licensed  cart, " " dray,"  or " wagon,"
as the  case may be,  shall, at all  times , be legibly
painted  in letters  not less than  one inch in  length,
upon the right or off side of the cart, dray, or
wagon, on or with which he shall ply for hire or
carry ; and if any such person shall at any time fail
or neglect to keep his  name , the number of his
license,  and the words "licensed cart," "dray," or
" wagon ," as the case may be, legibly painted as
aforesaid, he shall forfeit and pay for every
offence not more than £1 (one pound), and if any
person, not duly licensed as aforesaid, shall ply, or
draw, or carry wood or water or other property or
merchandise with a cart, dray, or wagon, upon
which there shall be painted " licensed," or the
word " licensed cart," " dray," or " wagon," as the
case may  be, he shall forfeit and pay for every
offence not more than £5 (five pounds) sterling.
5. Every owner or hirer of an unlicensed cart,
dray, or wagon, within the said municipality, shall
have his name and address legibly painted on the
off side of such cart, dray, or wagon; and any
owner or hirer of an unlicensed cart, dray, or
wagon, within the said municipality, who shall at
any time fail or neglect to have his name and
address so painted as aforesaid, shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence not more than £1 (one
pound).
6. It shall be lawful for the said Council, from
time to time hereafter, to regulate and fix by table
or tables, the several or respective rates to be
charged by any licensed carter for the conveyance
of goods or other  articles,  and to fix and regulate  the
distance which such  licensed  carter shall be liable
to go, and the said rates to vary and alter from
time to time, and other rates to fix and establish in
lieu thereof ; and such rates, when so regulated and
fixed, or altered, shall be advertised in one or more
of the public newpapers, published within the said
municipality, and shall be the rates which, from
and after such advertisement, shall be lawful to
be taken and demanded by any such licensed
carter ; and any such licensed carter, or wood and
water drawer, who shall take or demand any
further rates than shall be so regulated, fixed, or
altered as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay for every
offence a sum not exceeding £1 (one pound) ; and
any such licensed carter or drawer, who shall
refuse or neglect, between the hours of sunrise and
sunset, or in any case of fire during the night, to
carry a good and sufficient load, or employ his
horse, cart, or dray, when thereunto required
(unless he then be actually hired by some other
person), shall forfeit and pay for such offence any
sum not exceeding if (one pound).
7. If any complaint shall be brought  against any
licensed carter,  touching the distance for which he
may be entitled to charge, such distance shall be
determined by the  justice or justices  hearing the
complaint as incident to the cause,  and any necessary
expense  which the said justice or justices may
think fit to  incur  for ascertaining the same, shall
be paid as  costs  by the party against whom a
decision shall be given by said justice.
8. It shall be lawful for any two  or more justices
of the  peace , in petty  sessions , to annul and deter-
mine  the license of any carter or wood and water
drawers who, upon complaint, upon the oath of one
or more credible  witness or witnesses , shall be
found guilty of any dishonest or improper conduct
as such  carter or wood and  water drawer  : Provided
that notice of such  annulling  and determining be
furnished by the Town Clerk after such conviction
as aforesaid.
9. Every licensed  carter as aforesaid , shall, on
receiving his license, be furnished by the Town Clerk
with a copy of the  tables  of rates regulated and
fixed, for the  time  being, by the said  council, as
hereinbefore provided, and shall carry the same
about with him whilst employed or plying for hire
as such carter as aforesaid, and shall produce and
show the same when required so to do by any
person seeking to hire or having hired him as such
carter as  aforesaid ; and, if any licensed  carter as
aforesaid shall fail to provide himself with a copy
of such table, or shall neglect to carry it about
with him as aforesaid, or shall refuse or neglect to
produce or show the same when required  as afore-
said, he shall forfeit and pay for every such offence
not more than 10s. (ten shillings).
10. Every person driving or using any cart,
dray, or wagon, within the said municipality, shall
be provided with suitable leather reins for the pur-
pose of guiding the horse , and also  a suitable lock-
chain or break attached to such cart, dray, or
wagon, to be used, should the driver require to
leave  his cart, dray, or wagon  standing  ; and any
such person  who, when two or more  horses are
attached to any such vehicles, shall be seated
thereon, or shall otherwise not have his team under
proper control, or shall at any time leave  his team
without first  securing  the wheel with lock, chain,
or break, as the case may be, or fail to provide
or use the reins mentioned aforesaid, shall forfeit
and pay'for each and every such offence any sum
not more than £2 (two pounds).
11. In order the better to guard against accident
by fire, owners of all carts and drays engaged in
the supplying of water within the said municipality,
shall keep such carts or drays at his or her resi-
dence constantly loaded with water during the
night, and any owner of any cart or dray engaged
in the supplying of water to the inhabitants of the
said municipality, who shall fail without reasonable
cause to keep his or her cart or dray loaded with
water during the night, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence  a sum  not more than £5 (five
pounds).
And be it further ordered and directed, that the
owner of any water-cart arriving with his cart full
of water at any fire first, within the said munici-
pality, shall receive the sum of £3 (three pounds) ;
the second in like attendance, the sum of £2 (two
pounds) ; the third, in like attendance, the sum of
£1 (one pound) ; to be provided for and paid out of
the funds of the Corporation. Provided always
that a load of water shall consist of not less than
one hundred gallons for such fire.
No. 5.
REGULATIONS FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF NUISANCES,
MANAGEMENT OF SLAUGHTER-HOUSES, ETC.
1. Any person or persons who shall deposit, or
allow to remain or accumulate, or cause, permit, or
suffer to be deposited, or allowed to remain or be
accumulated, any kind of glass, filth, night-soil,
rubbish, or any other animal, mineral, or vegetable
matter, or who shall permit any pool, ditch, gutter,
drain, water-course, privy, urinal, cesspool, or ash-
pit, to be and remain in such a state as to be a
nuisance, or injurious to health, or to smell offen-
sively, upon or in front of or against their premises,
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or any part f hereof, or in any of the rights-of-way,
roads, streets, paths, lanes, or other land belong.
ing to, bordering on, or abutting their said premises,
or any public or private roads, streets, paths, lanes,
rights-of-way, or any land, whether or not enclosed
or reserved, or any waste or other land, except at
the place appointed by the Council or their officers
for such deposits within the said municipality,
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum or penalty not exceeding five pounds
(£5).
2. Any person or persons who shall make, or
cause to be made, any drain or watercourse, by
means of  which any water, matter, or thing shall
flow, or be carried, or emptied into any street, road,
drain, gutter, or any part thereof within this
municipality, without the consent, in writing, of the
Municipal Council, first had and obtained, shall, on
conviction, forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding five pounds (£5).
3. For preserving the cleanliness of the munici-
pality and the health of the inhabitants thereof, it
shall be lawful for the said council and officer
authorised and deputed by any writing under the
hand of the Mayor for the time being of the said
municipality, from time to time, and when and so
often as he or either of them shall see occasion, to
visit and inspect the butchers' shops, shambles,
slaughter- houses, boiling-down es-abhshments,
chandleries, or premises occupied in any other
offensive trade or calling within the said muni-
cipality, and to give such directions concerning
the cleaning the said shambles, butchers' shops,
slaughter-houses, boiling-down establishments, soap-
boiling establishments, chandleries, or premises
occupied in any other offensive trade or calling
within or without as to him or them shall seem
needful ; and any butcher, and the owner or
occupier of any such shop, shamble, slaughter-
house, boiling-down establishment, soap-boiling
establishment, chandlery, or premises occupied
in other offensive irate or calling, who shall
obstruct or molest any such officer in the in-
spection thereof, or who shall refuse or neglect to
comply with such directions within a reasonable
time, shall, on conviction, forfeit and pa for every
such offence any sum not exceeding five pounds
(25): Provided always that no slaughter-house,
boiling-down establishment, soap-boiling establish-
ment, chandlery, or premises occupied in other
offensive trade or calling shall be hereafter erected
or built within the limits of the said municipality ;
nor shall any building within the said municipality,
erected at the coming into operation of these bye'
laws, not heretofore used or occupied as a slaughter-
house, boiling-down establishment, chandlery, or
any other offensive trade or calling, be thereafter
used  for any such purpose without the license and
consent of the said council first had and obtained.
Provided also, that the said council shall have
power to remove any and all such establishments
as aforesaid  at any time, in the event of their
becoming a nuisance.
4. If any person or persons shall carry or convey,
or cause to be carried or conveyed in any street or
public place the carcass or part of a carcass of any
slaughtered  animal  without a sufficient and proper
clean cloth covering the same for the concealment
from public view, or hawking or carrying about
butchers' meat for sale without covering the same
as aforesaid , such person or persons shall, for each
offence , forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding twenty
shillings  (20s.).
5. If any person or persons  shall carry or convey,
or cause to be carried  or conveyed, in any street or
public place the carcass  or part  of a carcass of any
slaughtered animal ,  after  the hour of 9 a.m. on any
Sunday, such  person or persons  shall forfeit and
pay for the first offence  a sum not exceeding
twenty  shillings  (20s.), and for the second or any
subsequent offence  a sum  not exceeding five pounds
(£5).
6. If any person or persons shall drive or cause
to be driven any cart or other carriage with night-
soil or  ammoniacal  liquor therein, through or in
any of he streets, roads, or public places within
the said municipality, between the hours of six
o'clock in the morning and ten o'clock at night, or
deposit the same in any other place than that
appointed for such deposits by the Council or their
officers as hereinbefore provided, it shall be lawful
for any person whomsoever to seize and apprehend,
or assist in seizing and apprehending the offender,
and to convey him before any justice of the peace ;
and in order to prevent  nuisances  it shall not be
lawful to carry such night-soil or ammoniacal liquor
in other than properly covered and water-tight carts
or other covered and water-tight vehicles ; and no
vehicles used for this purpose shall be allowed to
stand on any premises without being properly
cleaned ; and every person so offending shall for
every such offence forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding five pounds (£5) ; and in case the
person so offending cannot be apprehended, then
the owner of such cart or carriage, in which night-
soil or ammoniacal liquor shall be put or placed,
and also the employer of the person so offending,
shall be liable to and forfeit and pay such penalty
as aforesaid.
7. Any person or persons who shall, except by
the special license of the said Council, burn or
permit to be burnt any bones, ordure, or other
offensive substances, whether wholly or partially,
and whether animal or mineral or vegetable, so as
to be an offence or nuisance to his neighbors or the
public within the said municipality, shall, on con-
viction thereof, for every such offence, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty shillings (20s.).
8. Any person who shall suffer any kind of
swine, or any ass, male, sheep, goat, or other cattle
belonging to him or her, or under his or her charge,
to stray or to be tethered or depastured in any
improved road. street, or public place within this
municipality, shall be liable, on conviction of the
offence, to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings
(20s.). And it shall be lawful for any person or
persons, whose property shall be injured or de-
stroyed by such swine or goats so straying, to
destroy the same, and bury or burn the carcass, as
be or they shall think fit, without being liable to
any pains or penalties for so doing : Provided also,
that the Mayor of the said municipality may, at
any time, order the destruction of such swine or
goats, so straying, without being liable to any
action in respect thereof: And provided further,
that it shall not be lawful for any person or per-
sons to drive any mob of horses or cattle through
any of the improved streets or lanes of the said
municipality, between the hours of seven a.m. and
11 p.m., unless such horses or cattle be led by
halters, and any person or persons so offending
shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds (£5).
9. Any person who shall suffer or allow any
entire horse or stallion above the age of one year,
belonging to him or her, to run or roam  at large
within this municipality, shall forfeit and pay, on
conviction, for each offence, any sum not exceeding
ten pounds (£10).
10. That any person who shall discharge any
firearms without any lawful  excuse , or let off any
fireworks, or shall ring or cause any bell to be
rung, or use any sounding instrument for the pur-
pose of attracting the notice of the public within
the said municipality (without the consent of the
raid Council first had and obtained) shall be liable,
on conviction, to any sum not exceeding one pound
{£1) for each offence.
11. Any person who shall, without  the express
permission of the Council, encamp upon, or permit
or suffer any horse or sheep belonging to him or
her, or under his or her charge, to en. amp or de-
pasture upon  any enclosed reserve set apart or
dedicated for the use of the inhabitauts of the said
municipality, shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding ten pounds (i.10).
12. For the preservation 0f the waters of any
reservoir already or hereafter set apart or dedicated
for the use of the inhabitants of this municipality
from impurities prejudicial to the health of the
inhabitants, it shall not be lawful for any person to
bathe or wash therein or in anywise pollute the
same, and any person so offending shall, upon con-
viction, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten
pounds (£10).
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13. Any person who shall damage any such
reservoir , or any pump, well, tank, sluice, water-
course, cock, waterpipt+, bridge, fence, or any part
thereof, already or hereafter under the control of
the said Council, or who shall in any manner
clandestinel y or unlawfully appropriate to his use,
or wantonly waste any water from any such reser-
voir, tank, pump, or pipe, shall, on conviction,
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds (10).
14. Any person, without the consent of the said
Council, removing, destroying, or injuring any
trees, shrubs , or plants, or any other property
within any enclosed reserve, or in any public street
or thoroughfare, or destroying, injuring, or molest-
ing any animal  or water-fowl placed in any park,
reserve, or public enclosure within the said munici-
pality, under the control of the said Council, shall,
upon conviction, forfeit and pay any sum not I
exceeding  twenty pounds (£20).
No. 6.
REGULATIONS  FOR THE PREVENTING AND
EXTINGUISHING  OF FIaES, ETC.
1. Any person or persons who shall (except by
the special  license of the said Council, and revocable
by such Council, or unless authorised in writing
by the mayor for the time being of the said
municipality,) use or continue any fire in or upon
any enclosed  or unenciosed yard, premises, public
or private  street, way or waste cround, within that
part  of the said municipality situated within the
following boundary, namely. commencing at the
intersection  of Ferry and Walker streets, from
thence by Walker street eastward to the River
Mary, thence by the river to March street, thence
by March street southward to the said river, thence
by the river to Ferry street, thence by Ferry street
northward to the point of commencement, unless
the same be  in a properly constructed fireplace
having a flue or  chimney, the a alls or sides of
which shall consist of stone, brick, or any admixture
thereof, shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding twenty pound; (£2d).
2. Any person or persons (except as before
excepted ) who shall, within the said part of the said
municipality, construct, continue, use, alter, or
repair, or cause, or  permit, or suffer to be con-
structed , used, altered, or repaired, any chimney,
flue, or  vent for smoke,  steam, or  any like purpose,
and whether or not attached to any house, office,
store, factory, or other building, except the same
be of stone, brick, earthwork, or any admixture
thereof, and of sufficient and proper solidity and
construction, shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds (-x',`30).
3. Every owner or occupier of any fireplace or
furnace  within the above-described portion of the
municipality, used in the working of any steam-
engine, or  in any mill, factory, dye-house, smithy,
forge, blast, furnace, or brewery, or in any manu-
factory whatsoever (although a steam-engine he not
inside thereof), shall provide that such fireplace or
furnace be within and on every side enclosed by a
building, whereof the walls are of brick, stone, iron,
or other non-inflammable material, and shall erect
and raise  every chimney in connection therewith
now built, or  hereafter to be built, to such a height
as the said municipal  council, or their surveyor or
other duly authorised officer shall deem necessary
for preventing  the same from being injurious or
offensive  to the neighborhood or the public, and
shall, by notice in writing, require ; and any such
occupier  as aforesaid who shall fail to enclose such
fireplace or  furnace now existing, and unericlosed
on any side , or to raise any such chimney or
chimneys to the height so to be prescribed, or who
being thereto required by the 7 own Clerk, survey or,
or other duly authorised officer of the said munici-
pality,  shall, after  the lapse of twenty-eight days,
neglect or refuse so to enclose such fireplace or
furnace, or  to raise any such chimney to the height
prescribed, or who shall, after the lapse of the said
period of twenty-eight days from and after the date
of such  notice ,  cause or  permit the smoke from
such  fireplace to escape otherwise than by such
chimney of the prescribed height, shall, on con-
vietion  thereof, forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding  twenty pounds (£20).
4. Every occupier for the time being of any
tenement, building, or  premises  within the before-
described portion of the said municipality, whereon
any chimney, flue, or vent shall take fire from
foulness or other cause, and whether through the
wilful or careless neglect or commission of any
owner, occupier, servant, inmate, or other person
(the act of God and arson alone excepted),  shall
forfeit and pay, on conviction, for every such offence,
a sum not exceeding ten pounds (£10).
5. Any person (except as before excepted ) erect-
ing or causing to he erected with  the  said portion
of the said municipality within fifty feet of any
building, enclosure, or public way,  any canvas or
calico building, or part canvas or calico, shall, on
conviction thereof for  every  such offence, forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding (£5).
6. N o person or persons shall (except as before
excepted) keep or suffer to be kept upon any enclosed
or unenclosed yard or premises, public or private
street, way, or waste ground within the said before-
described portion of the said municipality, any
stacks or ricks of h;+y, corn, or straw, whether such
hay, corn, or straw be standing. lying, or about
the saute, and whether or not on the ground or
raised therefrom,  unless such  hay, corn, or straw be
in transitu or under a partially closed shed or
building, provided that any such shed or building
shall not be composed in any portion thereof of
canvas, e +lico. or other textile fabric or thatch ; and
any person offending against the provisions of this
section, shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
twenty pounds (£20).
7. It shall be lawful for the said Council, upon
complaint in writing by their duly authorised officer
or agent, or by any ratepayer, that a breach is
being made in any of the foregoing bye-laws, and
upon the Council being satisfied of the reasonable-
ness of such complaint, to serve or cause to be
served upon the person or persons committing such
breach, a notice in writing requiring  an abatement
of the offence complained of.
8. Any person or persons who shall drive any
cart or other carriage containing gunpowder ex-
ceeding one hundred pounds t100 lbs.) in weight,
through or in any of the streets or public places
within the part of the said municipality before de-
scribed, except before the hour of 5 a.m. and after
10 p.m., shall, on conviction thereof, for every such
offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
twenty pounds (£20).
No. 7.
FERRY REGULATIONS.
1. The ferries shall be worked by the Council or
leased by auction or tender, due notice of such lease
to be given by advertisement in the local news.
papers
2. The ferry rates and charges shall be in accord-
ance with the annexed Schedule A, and the same
shall be painted on boards and placed in conspicuous
situations on either side of each ferry.
3. The lessee of each ferry shall sign a bond and
find sureties, as specified in the annexed Schedule
Il, for the due performance of his contract, and shall
be supplied with a copy of this bye-law, for his
instruction and guidance.
4. The lessee shall furnish such sufficient number
as the Council may determine, of punts and boats
for each ferry.
5. Life-buoys and drags, with proper appliances,
will be furnished by the municipality and placed
under the charge of the lessee, who shall be respon-
sible for, and have the saute in constant readiness
for any emergency.
6. During dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be lights kept burning and
properly trimmed on the steps of each ferry on
either side, and the lessee shall provide the same.
7. All persons crossing the ferries, with the follow-
ing exceptions, shall pay the charges fixed in Sche-
dule A, viz.:-
The Governor and any person in actual attend-
ance upon him, and any carriages or horses
of or belonging to him.
Ministers of religion, officers, soldiers, and
sailors in Her Majesty's service, proceed-
ing or returning on  duty.
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Any member or officer of the municipal council
when engaged on municipal duties, officers
of police, troopers, and constables on
actual duty, and any prisoners in their
charge.
Any person proceeding to or returning from
Divine worship on the Lord's Day, Good
Friday, or Christmas Day, between the
hours of 5 o'clock a.m. and 10 o'clock p in.
All children proceeding to or returning from
any school , whether public or private. All
officers  and  men connected with Her
Majesty's Customs when on duty.
All laborers employed by the Corporation going
to or  from work,  all carriages  and other
vehicles , horses and other animals belong-
ing  to or in  the actual use of or engaged
upon the business of the said Municipal
Council, with their riders or drivers, and
all timber , stone, gravel,  et ecetera,  the
Municipal  Council may require for the
purposes  of the municipality.
All funerals and their attendants -N.B. The
horses or  vehicles used by such exempted
parties shall  also be conveyed across the
ferries free.
Penal Clauses.
S. Any lessee who  shall infringe upon or act con-
trary to any clause  or condition contained in this
bye-law , shall, on conviction before two or more
justices of the peace, be subjected to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
9. In the event  of two convictions within one
month against any  lessee of ferries, such convictions
shall cancel the contract entered into  with  such
lessee  ;  and it shall  be lawful for the Council to re-
sume such ferries.
10. If  any lessee  or collector of ferry dues shall
neglect to  put a table of ferry dues as aforesaid, or
if any collector , boatman, or ferryman shall not be
in attendance at all times  by day and by night at
the place  at which he ought to be stationed, or
shall demand  and take greater dues from any
person or persons  than he shall be authorised to do,
or shall  demand and take ferry dues from any
person or persons  who shall be exempt from pay-
ment thereol  and who shall claim such exemption,
or shall  under color  of his office as collector, boat.
man, or ferryman  wilfully extort from any person
or persons any sum  of money or thing of value
whatsoever  as and for or in lieu of payment of dues,
or shall  refuse to permit and suffer any person or
persons to read, or  shall in any manner hinder or
prevent any person  or persons from reading the
inscription  on such boards or the name or names
so fixed as  aforesaid, or shall refuse to tell his
christian and surname  to any person or persons
who shall demand to know the same on being paid
the said dues  or any of them, or shall in answer
give a false name or  names, or upon legal dues
being  tendered or paid shall detain or wilfully
obstruct, hinder, or delay any passenger or passen-
gers  from passing  over any such ferry, or if such
collector , boatman, or ferryman shall make use of
any scurrilous or abusive language to any passen-
ger or traveller , then and in each and every such
case the said lessee or lessees  shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence any sum not exceeding five
ppounds, to be recovered before any two of Her
Majesty s  justices of the peace.
11. If any lessee shall neglect or delay to take
across the  ferry any goods or wheeled vehicles
delivered to him, in each and every such case the
said lessee  shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence  any sum not exceeding five pounds, in
addition to any damage that may arise to such
goods from such delay or neglect.
12. If any person, liable to the payment of any
dues under this bye-law, shall, after demand,
neglect or  refuse to pay the same or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly
authorised to collect the same, to prevent such
person  or persons from passing over such ferry
until the dues demanda ble and payable by such
person or persons so refusing to pay the same be
paid and discharged.
13. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction,
ho subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
14. No person or persons  in a state  of intoxica.
tion shall be permitted to cross over in any of the
ferry boats, nor any person carrying a parcel
exceeding 14 lbs., nor any live stock whatsoever.
15. In each case the  lessee  shall have the exclu-
sive right to the landing-place within the posts, and
of taking all goods  and passengers  on the several
ferries. No person  or persons  shall ply for hire, or
convey goods  across the river for hire, within one
mile of the ferry,  unless  authorised to do so by
the Council, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds for each offence.
SCHEDULE A.
(Referred  to in  foregoing  Bye-law.)
FERRY  Doss  AND CHARGES.
s. d.
Every foot passenger with a parcel or parcels not
exceeding 14 lbs. in weight in all,  each  way 0 1
Every foot passenger with a parcel  or parcels ex-
ceeding 14 lbs. and not exceeding 1 cwt., to
go by the punt, each way ... ... ...
Single  horse with rider, each way ... ... ...
All vehicles of any description  whatever on two
wheels, loaderl or unloaded, including driver,
0
0
3
3
each way, with one horse ...  ...  0 6
Same on four wheels, loaded or unloaded, includ-
ing driver, each way, with one or two horses 1 0
N.B.-All passengers travelling in vehicles to
be charged  same as  foot  passengers.
Cattle or horses, or other large animals, whether
attached or unattached to any vehicle, each
and each way ..
Sheep, piss , goats, calves, foals , or other small
animals, not exceeding 20 in number, of each
kind, each way, each  ...
Same, for all above 20 in number ,  each and each
way, each ... ... ... ... ...
All goods, wheeled vehicles, and live stock, to
be put into and taken out of the punts by the
owners or parties in charge thereof.
The ferries to be open for the transit of passen-
gers and goods at all hours from 5 a.rn. to 10 p.m.,
at the above rates. After 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. the
charges shall be as follows :-
0 3
0 2
0 1
Foot passengers 0 3
Horse and rider 1 0
All other traffic to be double the day charges.
SCHEDULE B.
(Referred  to in  the foregoing Bye-law of the Maryborough
Municipality)
1. The lessee of the lot and his approved sureties shall,
at the time of letting, enter into a bond in double the
amount of the rent, in security for the regular payment
thereof, and for the due performance of the foregoing
and following conditions, and of all and every of the
rules and orders contained in this bye-law.
2. The rent to be paid to the Town Clerk, at his office
in Maryborough, in equal monthly instalments, within
seven days from the termination of each mouth respec-
tively, and in default,  the lease may , at the discretion of
the Council, be forfeited.
3. The lessee of the lot shall, at the time  of executing
the bored, give  a warrant  of attorney to enter upon judg-
ment as a collateral security for the due payment of the
several monthly instalments within the above period of
seven days.
4. The lessee shall not sub-let or in any way dispose
of the ferries without the  express sanction  of the Council.
No. 8.
TOLL-GATE REGULATIONS.
1. The following tolls shall be demanded, paid, and
taken at the Turnpike Gate, Maryborough Munici-
pal Boundary, known as Copenhagen Bend, by
some officer duly appointed by the said Municipal
Council:-
2. That is to say-
s. d.
For every sheep, lamb,  pig, goat, or  kid, the sum of 0 }
For every ox, bullock, or head of  neat  cattle, the
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s. d.
For every horse, mare,  gelding, ass ,  mule, or
jennet, whether  drawing or  not, the sum of 0 2
For every  gig, chaise  cart, dray, or other vehicle
on two wheels, drawn by one horse, the sum.
of ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
For every coach, buggy, wagon,  wain, or other
such vehicle, drawn by one or two  horses, on
four wheels ... ... ... ... 1 0
For every timber- carriage , dray, or wagon, with
trolly, used  in drawing  log timber, 1,aded or
unloaded, drawn by one or two horses .. 1 6
For every portable  steam-engine , traction -engine,
or other such machine, on any number of
wheels, drawn by one or two  horses 1 6
The toll-gate to be open for traffic at all hours from
5 a.m. to  12 p.m., at the above rates ; from 12 p.m. to
a in. to be double the day charges.
3. Payment of the foregoing tolls and dues shall,
in all cases , exempt return payment during the
same day.
4. No tolls shall be demandable or taken for or
in respect of any horses or  carriages  of or belonging
to the Governor of the said colony for the time
being, or to any person in actual attendance upon
him, or for or in respect of the horses, beasts, carts,
carriages , and other vehicles of and belonging to
the Government, and employed at the time of
passing such toll-gate in the Government service ;
or for or in respect of any horse, beast, carriage, or
other vehicle conveying any clergyman in the
discharge of his duty, or any other person or persons
going to or returning from the proper church,
chapel, or other place of worship of' the person or
persons riding or driving the same on Sundays,
Christmas Day, or Good Friday ; or for or in
respect of any horse, beast, carriage, or other
vehicle attending funerals ; or for or in respect of
any horse, beast, carriage, or other vehicle carrying
the post office mails.
5. During the dark nights, and in the absence of
moonlight, there shall be a light kept burning and
properly trimmed at the turnpike gate.
6. The Council or collector of the said turnpike
is required during the whole time they shall con-
tinue to collect the said tolls to put up or cause to
be put up in some conspicuous place at or near the
said turnpike gate,  a table  painted in distinct
legible black letters on a board with a white
ground,  containing  at the top thereof the name of
the gate at which the  same shall  be put up ; and
also, a  list of all the tolls or dues payable thereat,
distinguishing severally the amount of tolls and the
different sorts  of cattle, beasts, carriages , or other
vehicles for which they are severally to be paid.
7. The Council or collector of the said turnpike
shall place or cause to be placed in some conspicu-
ous position. or at the foot of the board showing
the tolls and charges, the christian and surname
of the collector or keeper for the time being.
8. Provided that no toll or dues shall be demand-
able or taken for or in respect of any horse,
carriage, or beast belonging to or in the employ-
ment of the said Municipal Council, or for any
necessary traffic in the removal of timber, gravel,
stone, or other material, for or on account of the
said Municipal Council.
9. If any person liable to the payment of any
dues under these regulations shall, after demand,
neglect or refuse to pay the same, or any part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any person duly
authorised to collect the same to prevent such
person or persons from passing through the turn-
pike until the dues demandable and payable by
such person or persons so refusing to pay the same,
be paid and discharged.
10. Any person who shall intentionally evade the
payment of the aforesaid dues shall, on conviction,
be subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
The foregoing Bye-laws were passed by the
Municipal Council of Maryborough on the seventh
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five.
E. BOOKER,
Mayor.
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of her Majesty's reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
IS  Excellency the Governor will bold a Levee,
1 in honour of Her Majesty 's Birthday, at
Government House, on  MONDAY,  24th May, at
Twelve o'clock, noon.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY,  4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Colonial Secretary' s  Office,
Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
f
I IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
L to  accept the  resignation  of the  Commission
held by
HENRY ROBERT EasoN,
as Captain in No. 5 Company of the Queensland
Volunteer Rifles.
A. MACALISTER.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress,  full uniform, or evening costume. Each
gentleman  will come provided with two cards, with
his name  legibly written thereon ; one to be left in
the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree
will assemble  in the Principal Drawing-room ;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the Small
Drawing-room; and the General Public in the
Hall.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1875.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive C uncil, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES CLAUDIUS  CARTER '
to be Officer  in charge  of the Pastoral Occupation
Branch  of the Department of Public Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  7th May, 1876.
[ IS Excellency  the Governor . with the advice
1  of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN ARCHIBALD ARMSTRONG
Mining Registrar ,  Palmer River, under  "The Gold
.111elds Act  1874."
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON C AIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies,
i N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Leases of the following  Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee . I  Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
1892
79
636
648
A. 8. P.
Nicklaus J. Jonsson ... 31 0 0
Heinrich Frahm ... 40 0 0
C. B. Fisher ... ... 80 0 0
James Fisher ... ... 260 0 0
I
Brisbane
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty--eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
H. E. KING. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ;
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGT(N CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and  Commander-in-Chief
Governor .  of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of ' section thirty-three of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the land comprised
in the undermentioned Mineral Selection shall be
and is hereby withdrawn from the area  or areas
set apart  for Mining Licenses, under Proclamation
dated 9th March, 1874.
DISTRICT  OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Register
No.
1,640
Local
No.
407
Late Holder.
Thomas Henry Fletcher
Area.
QUEENSIAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection,  situate in  the county of
Bentinck , near  Stanthorpe.
Acres.
40
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section f
section fifty-one  of " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a
Public Road.
Description of a Road, one chain wide, resumed, from
Selection 457, Brisbane District. (P. Jackson.)
From the south boundary of portion 427, parish
of Perry, easterly to its east boundary, containing
an area of  three acres and twenty-nine perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Portion. Parish. Area.
I  A. R. P.
1 Stanthorpe ... .. 57 0 0
2 „ 37 0 0
3 „ 37 0 0
4 ,.. 40 0 0
33 .. 177 0 0
34 „ ... ... 176 0 0
35 „ 142 0 0
36 „ ... ... 54 0 0
37 „ ... ... 163 0 0
38 „ ... ... 227 0 0
39 „ ... ... 43 0 0
40 „ ... ... 222 0 0
6 Marsh ... ... ... 17 3 0
7 „ ... ... ... 20 0 0
8 „ ... ... ... 22 0 0
9 „ ... ... ... 24 0 0
10 „ ... ... ... 27 0 0
11 „ ... ... ... 25 2 0
12 „ ... ... ... 35 0 0
14 „ ... ... ... 41 0 0
15 . „ ... ... ... 26 2 26
16 „ ... ... ... 67 0 0
17 „ ... ... ... 35 0 0
18 „ ... ... ... 26 0 0
19 „ ... ... 20 2 0
20 „ ... ... ... 105 0 0
21 ... ... ... 42 0 0
22 „ ... ... ... 32  0 0
33 Folkestone ... 20 0 0
34 „ 20 0 0
35 ... 20 0 0
36 „ .,. ... 20 0 0
37 „ ... ... 20 0 0
38 „ ... 20 0 0
39 „ ... ... 20 0 0
40 „ ... ... 20 0 0
41 „ ... 18 2 13
42 „ ... ... 20 0 0
43 „ ... ... 18 0 0
44 „ ... 20 0 0
45  „ .., ... 324 0 0
46 „ ... ... 10 0 0
47 „ ... ... 211 0 0
48 „ ... ... 59 3 27
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
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QUEE NSLAND,
TO WIT.
Proclamation by His Excellency
5  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
ten years'  lease ;  thence by that boundary bearing
north to the range separating the waters of Oaky
Creek from those of Myall Creek ; thence by that
range north-easterly to the Main Dividing Range
thence by that range south-easterly to a point
bearing north from the north-east corner of Goom-
bungee Homestead Area ; thence by a line south to
the said corner of homestead area ; thence by the
north boundary of that homestead  area and its
extension bearing west about 353 chains ; thence
by a line south about two miles twenty- six chains
to the north-east corner of portion 29, parish of
King; thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the point of  commence.
ment.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty- second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen-mile Creek, Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west 210 chains to the east boundary of
portion  589;  on the west by parts of that boundary
bearing north and west, by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south and east boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eigh hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. 5 WILLIAM " ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
-IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELr.INGroN CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the L•xecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the twenty- sixth day of May,
1875, at the Toowoomba Land office.
Part of the  leased  portions  of G-ombungee and
cowrie  Runs, District of Dartinq Downs,
yrfetted  by  reason of non-payment of rent.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing  at the north- west corner of portion
29, parish of  King, and bounded thence by it life titi est
about 420 chains to the west boundary of Gowrie
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of „ The Homestead
Areas Act  of"  1872,"  I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise ,  at the Toowoomba Land Office, on and
Mier  TUESDAY, the  twenty-sixth day of May,
1875.
Lands forfeited from the Lease of  Gowrie Run,
District of Darling Downs, by reason of non-
payment of rent.
About 4,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
t:9, parish of King, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west to the  west  boundary
of Gowrie 10 years' lease, thence by part of that
boundary bearing south to the summit of Boak
Peak ; thence by a line bearing south 4degrees 30
minutes east to the north boundary of portion 222,
parish of King ; thence by part of the north boun-
dary of that portion and the north boundary of
portion 209 to its north-east corner ; thence by a
line south 12 chains 66 links ; thence by a line
east 18 chains 90 links ; thence by a line north 20
chains 55 links ; thence by a line east 54 chains 21
links; thence by a line north 81 chains 94 links ;
thence by a line east 71 chains 55 links ; thence by
a line north 33 chains ; thence by a line east 70
chains ; thence by a line South 3:' ciri'n, : thence
by a line east 137 chains 39 links ; thence by a line
north along the west boundaries of portions 23, 26,
27, 29 parish of King, to the point of commence-
men t.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty- second day
of April, in  the year  • of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy- five,
and in the  thirty - eighth year of Her
Maj eaty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. j WILLIAM "WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section one of " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive C uncil, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as an extension  of the Goombungee Home-
stead Area, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, and that the said lands shall be open to
Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-sixth day of May, 1875.
Extension  of the Goombungee Homestead Area,
District of Darling Downs.
About 2,800 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
52, parish of King ; thence on the east by the west
boundary of Goombungee Homestead Area, bearing
north ; thence on the north by a line bearing west,
in continuation  of the north boundary of said
homestead area, about 153 chains ; thence on the
west by a line south, along the west boundary of
Selection  39, Toowoomba Register, to the north-
west corner of portion 30; thence on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 30, 31, 32, and
52, parish of King, to the point of commencement,-
including selection 39, Toowoomba Register, sur-
rendered to the Crown.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. I WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
i N pursuance  of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
1 Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion,  under  the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the 1st day of June, 1875, at the
Stanthorpe Land Office.
Description of Lands surrendered  from the Lease
of Pikedale Run, in the  Unsettled District of
Darlinq Downs, which have been reserved ,for
Township purposes under Proclamation dated
the 5th April,  1875.
About 51 square miles.
Commencing at the north -east  corner  of Reserve
No.18,  as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains ; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty chains ; thence on the
west by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run; thence on the east by the
same watershed northerly to the watershe i saparat-
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the bead
of Pike's Creek ; and thence again on the east by a
south line to the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles as marked on Land Agent's map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QOEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excelleney
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of " The  Crown
[  Lands Al ienat ion Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON ELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 1st
day of June, 1875, at the Ipswich Land Office.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 15 chains and 80 links, 347 degrees 14
chains and 8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing east 28 chains
and 6 links ; on the east by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to ,Murphy's Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS-
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QIIEF.NSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
to wit. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander•in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The IfomesteodArea  Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid. with the
advice of the Executive Council, no, by this my
1 roclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as H omestead Areas, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, and that the said lands shall be
open to Selection as Homesteads and not otherwise,
at the Ipswich Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the 10th day of May, 1875.
Description of the leased half of the " Crow's
Nest Run," in the West Moreton District,
which has become forfeited by reason of non-
payment of rent.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Perseverance Creek from those of Lockyer s Creek
at a tree marked  broad-arrow over H over 12 at
the head of Perseverance Creek, and bounded
thence by that ran a easterly to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 10; thence by the
eastern watershed of Perseverance Creek northerly
to Dongeneeriaman or Sandy Mount ; thence by a
line bearing west thirty-one degrees twenty min-
utes north 122 chains to a spur range ; thence by
that spur range northwesterly about thirty chains
to the junction of Crow's Nest and Perseverance
Creeks; thence by a range forming the eastern
watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing northerly
to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over XVIIL ;
thence by a line bearing north forty-five degrees
west fourteen chains ; thence bearing north sixty-
four degrees west twelve chains to a range dividing
the waters of Anduramba Creek from those of
Crow's Nest Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Crow's Nest Creek from
those of Emu Creek ; thence by that range south-
westerly, about 330 chains ; thence by a line bearing
south forty-five degrees east about 275 chains to
the junction of Crow's Nest and Brown's Creeks ;
thence by Crow's Nest Creek upwards about
twenty chains to the northern boundary of' Too-
woomba Agricultural Reserve ; thence by that
northern boundary bearing east about 260 chains
to the eastern boundary of that reserve ; thence by
that eastern boundary bearing south about 195
chains; thence by a line bearing east thirty-two
degrees south to Perseverance Creek ; thence by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Description of the leased half of the " Dngandan
Run," in the West Moreton District, 'which
has become forfeited by reason of non-payment
of rent.
Commencing on the Teviot Brook at the junc-
tion of Lower Sandy Creek, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north twenty-one degrees east
about 460 chains to the Woellamon Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to Flinders Peak; thence
by the range dividing the Waters of Warrill Creek
from those of the Teviot Brook bearing south.
easterly about 1,310 chains ; thence by a spur
range bearing easterly about 145 chains to a pad-
dock fence at the edge of a scrub ; thence by a line
bearing south forty-nine degrees thirty minutes
east twenty chains ; thence by a line bearing east
ten degrees thirty minutes south two chains to the
Teviot Brook at a point about 296 chains above the
junction of Sandy Creek ; thence by the Teviot
Brook downwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all alienated and surveyed lands.
Given under my I [and and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth } ear of tier Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN .1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th April, 1875.
ERROR  IN DEEDS.
'1 OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
i Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to he granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des.
criptions ,  and such grants respectively ,  and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 261. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links ; on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links ;
and on the east by a line bearing south nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
merit.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty  minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing  east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty-nine links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion  2A, parish
of Kilcoy, county of Canning ; area, 104 acres.
Nature of error.-The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant ,  9th August ,  1873. No. of
Grant,  25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland ,  allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russe ll  and Passage streets, and bounded
t'ience on the  north by  Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Cl iannell street  ;  on the west  by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street ;
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets ,  and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street  bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street hearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ;
on the south  by Coburg  street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and  fifty-
f'our degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
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Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land ,granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2  easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare street
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment  2 bearing west two chains and fifty links
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 187,5.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESFRVE FOR  A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh River, Palmer River Gold Field.
From he junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles  to a marked tree ; thence ten miles about
east back from the river to a marked tree; thence
five miles,  about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down  the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOE  WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north-west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a line bearing east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east  one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national  school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-east corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west  by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east  by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west six chains  and twenty links,  again on
the east  by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on  the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east  thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing the Condamine River, and again on
the east  by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen links; and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River ; and on the north and east by that river,
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their inter sts
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Situation.
1 Reserved road through selec-
tion 63 , Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Parish.
Roundback.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane ,  29th April, 1875.
T
HIS  is to certify that Mr. JOHN VIVIAN
WILLIAMS,  of Brisbane ,  having exhibited
evidence of competency as a Surveyor ,  has been
licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1875.
THE following  Rules and Regulations, made
by the Trustees of the Cardwell General
Cemetery ,  pursuant to  " The Cemetery Act of
1865," having been approved and confirmed by
H is Excellency the Governor in Council, are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
CARDWELL GENERAL CEMETERY.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. Before any funeral shall be admitted within
the gates of the cemetery, the sexton must be
furnished with the usual certificate of the district
registrar, coroner, or magistrate, as the case
may be.
2. The space for a single grave shall be eight
feet by four feet ; for a double grave or vault,
eight feet by eight feet ; and for  a family grave,
eight feet by twelve feet. A grave intended for
an adult shall be dug  at least six  feet deep, and
for a child not less than four feet six inches. All
graves shall be dug either by, or under  the imme-
diate direction of the sexton.
3. The sexton's duties shall include the follow-
ing :-Digging graves ; being present at  all funerals
and rendering whatever  assistance  may be required ;
closing-in the graves ; affixing a number to each
grave (immediately after interment) corresponding
with the entry in the  register  ; seeing that the
gates  are properly and securely fastened and
fences in good repair ; and furnishing the secretary
monthly returns of the burials.
4. The sexton shall not allow, on any pretext
whatever, any grave or vault to be interfered with,
except for the satisfaction of the ends of justice,
and then not without an order from  a magistrate
or other sufficient authority.
5. The undertaker or person  ordering grave
shall give at least eight hours' notice, when practi-
cable, to the sexton, of the hour fixed for the
funeral, and shall at the same time fur ish the
particulars required in schedule C.
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6. The scale of fees payable to the Trustees for
burials, tombstones, vaults, and enclosures, shall be
according to schedule A.
7. Every application for interment must be
accompa: ied by the information specified in
schedule B.
8. A plan or drawing of every mortuary chapel,
monument ,  tombstone , or tablet, proposed to be
erected in the cemetery, and a copy of every
epitaph or inscription to be engraved thereon, must
be submitted to the Trustees for approval ; and the
Trustees shall have power to withhold their per-
mission, and prevent the erection of any such
monument, &c., as shall appear to them improper or
unbecoming.
9. The Trustees shall meet the first Thursday
in every month (or, if necessary, oftener), to au-
thorise payments, which shall be by cheque signed
by the secretary. and chairman of 'he meeting, and
to transact any other business.
SCHEDULE A.
Single grave, 8 feet x 4 feet £1 0 0
Children's grave (under five years) ... 0 10 0
Double grave, 8 feet x 8 feet ... ... 2 10 0
Family grave, 8 feet x 12 feet ... ... 5 0 0
Sinking or re-opening grave ... ... 1 0 0
Sinking children 's grave ... 0 10 0
For permission to erect head and foot stone 0 10 0
For permission to erect iron railings ... 0 10 0
Registration of grave and iron label ... 0 5 0
Paupers,  goal at.d hospital  inmates ... 0 10 0
SCHEDULE B.
Answers to be written opposite the following ques-
tions at time of application to inter
Name of deceased :
Cause of death :
Age and sex :
Denomination :
Birthplace :
Day and hour of funeral :
Number of grave on plan :
SCHEDULE C.
Information to sexton to enablo him to prepare graves
proper size :-
Undertaker 's name :
Name of deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width  of widest part of same :
Day and hour  of funeral :
Names and signatures  of Trustees :
EDWIN WHITFIELD.
J. P. SHEWCROFT.
EDMUND F. GAWTHERN.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth' day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thnusand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and descri)ition, and such grants respectively, and
every such deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of.
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Annes Petersen.
Description of land  granted.-Allotment 12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of  error.-The  name  Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant,
11,708.
Name of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land granted.-Portion  77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area,  42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west  six chains  and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
1' /r
HEIZEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for the  purposes  named with  respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing  west  thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide;
on the north by that road  bearing east  twenty-six
chains ;  thence by  a line  bearing south  eight chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing  east seven
chains and  two links  to Meringandan Creek ; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley ; part of
original portion No.  153.
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary of
portion 153  at its  intersection by the northern side
of road diversion  along  the railway  line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly five chains ; on the north-east by a
line north-easterly five  chains ; on  the north-east
by a line north-westerly,  parallel  with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly, parallel with
the south-east boundary,five chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153 ; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
CROWN LAND SALE.
CORRECTION.
Ij1HE  Area of Lot 5 of the  Sale to be held at
1 Ipswich,  on the 8th  June  next, should be 70
acres instead of 86 acres, as stated in the Pro-
clamation.
T. B. STEPHENS,
I
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE undermentioned Mineral Selection having
been withdrawn from the areas set apart for
mining  license by proclamation, in accordance with
the thirty-third  section  of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872,"  it is  hereby notified that the same
will be open to Selection , as Mineral  Lands, accord-
ing to  the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, 1st June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements, if any, on the
Selection  to be paid  for at time  of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have  been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description,  cancelling  th it published in
the  Government  Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872,  page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees  five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line  bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by art of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen  degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldeqrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north -east corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy  degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and  thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the  west by a line
bearing thirty -seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen  chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty  degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point  of commence-
ment.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Reg. I Local  Date  of
No. I No. Selection. Selected  by Locality . iArea.
1640
1872
407 20 June T. H. Fletcher On the Bel-
landean side
of Severn
River
acres
40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area
1 Works De. Part of  road separating Boyd ...
A.
3
B. P.
1 4
2
partment
T. B. Lyons
portion 104 from
portion 102
Road separating por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 310 from portion
316
3 J. Schulz ... Reserved road through Walloon 3 3 20
portion 532
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof '  shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T.  B. STEPHENS.
.RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in'
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3.1 ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains  and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three  minutes nine chains  and ninety-six links to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
W%THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheYY Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Aubiyny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries  eti eet bearing east one chain
and thirty- eight links  to the point  of commence.
ment.
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Departmenf of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
(T is hereby notified for general information, that
ii apliatiun under the 2,th secfinn of "  Ito
Crown Lands -1lieturfion Art of  1868, " has been
made for the clo.ure of the undermentioned road ;
and all persons who may consider their interes,s
affected) thereby, are required to transm;t to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SURE MULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  Area.
'A. R. P.
] The  Works  Road separatng por- Logan ...  114 2 38
Depart-  tions 42,  40 , 44 . 45 , 40, i
meat ,  and 47, from  portion)
90 and 125, and pant
ot87.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
IIEREAS, by the t,iucnty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Cr( wn lands are uer-
manently reserved from sale fhr any- pullic purpose,
nctice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive week,,, Notice is
hereby given, that at she expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
i ermanently reserved for the purposes named v.ilh
respect to each,
T. B. STEPHENS.
IZrSF .Rt'E FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Ti/fin, town of Bulger;
allotment  10  of  section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south- east  corner of' allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
anel - s  to Pilot street two chains; on the north by
a line v.  eaterly parallel with pilot street two chains
and f,f'ty links ; and on the nest by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles  to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A ScaoaL.
County of Stanley, parish of JVarner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and hounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESEEVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of  ferivale , town and parish of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8 of  section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains ; on the south by the north boundary
line of all ,tment 9 easterly at right angles to her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east; by that
lnne northerly parallel with Herbert street four
el ains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 Aesterly at right angles to
Herbert street live chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Neranq;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains; and on
the south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Wardt town and parish of Neranq
allotments  3 to  9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-cast by that street south-westerly
three  chains ;  on the south-west by the  north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links ; again on the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE MARYROROUGH HOSPITAL
11FSRRVE.
County of 111areh, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood :32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-e at
by Sussex street bearing cast thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a halt' links; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and nine+y-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen  minutes east six chains  and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the  east side  of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March,  1875.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" the Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ARORIOINEs , KENNEDY  DISTRICT,
NEAR  MACKAY.
(Amended description ,  cancelling that published in
the  Government  Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acre s.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by aline
bearing west three miles and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles; on the
north by  a line  bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
1t IEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17  of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
TT is  hereby notified  for general informationthat the  Reserve for  Police  Paddock, at
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine chains and twenty-
one links, to the Brisbane River ; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
lbwn and parish of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north -east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south  by that  road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek  ;  and ou the
north-west by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR-A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar, North
Ipswich.
S acres I rood 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes, nineteen chains and fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four chains and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links ; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes, four chains and twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Murphy's Creek, established  under notice dated
5th December, 1872, published in page 2028 of the
Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875
1
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south  nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chairs. on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains ; and on
the east by  a line  bearing south twenty  chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  _ ct of  18(8,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of Tarampa.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the Government  Gazette, dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
l acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks ;
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid. the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a  line east  four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the  east by  aline south twelve
chains fifty-eight links; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty  links  to the point of com-
mencement.
RESE RVE FOR A. SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment 6  of section  8, town  of Millchester.
1 acre  3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the, west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment  5, bearing  130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south- east  by a line  bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street  bearing  twenty-five
degrees, four  chains  and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
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Departn  ant  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
7 T is hereby noti fied for public information, that
1 the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dgtes :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East llforeton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenlcigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West 2 toret,,n.
Atthe Land Ofr ce, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each r,Iontb.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office. Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office. Condamine, tin' second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Lanct Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gay-ndah, the seenad
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,the second Thurs.
day in April, 1375, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and  every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in  May, 1875, and  every alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Norinanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma , the second Wed-
nesday in  March, 1875,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At tho Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in April, 1875,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICNRABDT  D ISTRICT.
At the  Land Office, Clermont ,  the last Thurs-
day in April,  1875 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the  L and Office, Springsure ,  the fourth
Monday in April, 1875,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting wi ll be  held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  wi ll  be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Lnad
.Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Gran t respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively,  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands granted.-Allotments  16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Jalure of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John F allows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area, two acres.
1Va ure of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been insert, d as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moo  .
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area,  ninety acres.
NVature of error.-The  name  John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead  of John O'Leary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
W HERE AS, by the twenty- fifth section of
"The  Crowd Lands Alienation Art of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice the re of shall be published in the
Government Gazette  foi thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOE A SCHOOL SITE.
County of Mexia ale, parish of Killaraaeq.
Amended description, cancellin; that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.) '
7 acres 1 road 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Del,artiii:nt of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITI[IN TIIE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT' AND TILE UNSETILED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is  hereby notified for public  information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and houiesteaJs, under  " the Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending  for six miles  from Cooktown
along  the road to the Palmer Gold Field,  and two
miles on each side of said road , is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought  forward
at auction.
It is requested  that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown  brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition  f'or auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lancts,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPAHT11EN'1'AL NOTICE.
PERSONS interested  are  hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Laud, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1874.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY ,  AT CHARTERS
TowERs.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section 1A,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains; and  on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November,  1874,
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
y * IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
9 i of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses  on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. S'I'EPHENS.  I
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs Sou'h, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPIENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
$ ' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 3 of' the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1871, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane , 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OE' PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I T is hereby notified that Applications under the
prov isions  of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
Leases dot of  1869 " for  renewed leases  for four-
teen years of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which vi ill expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be  addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
S. AND W. RAILWAY, BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEMPORARY GOODS SHED, BRISBANE.
/VENDERS will be received at this Office, untilTENDERS
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 14th
May, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a temporary Goods Shed at the Railway
Station, Brisbane.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Goods
Shed, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained , at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed forms;
and must state the time within  which it is proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTKEEPER'S COTTAGE, COWAN COWAN
POINT.
f
r
EN DERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1 tth
May next, from persons willing to contract for
erection of Lightkeeper's Cottage at Cowan Cowan
Point, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " fender for Cottage,
Cowan Cowan Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender, as security for th<' due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within seven days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w 1l not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2001.
H.  E.  KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, COOKTOWN.
T ENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
j at the Court  House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRID1Y. the 28th Mar next,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
Bonded Store  at Cooktown.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Bonded
Store , Couktown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at the t'ourt House, Cooktor n.
Tenders must he on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown  Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DEUCHAR,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
NV  March, 1875, folio 651,  government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-798.  H. E. KING.
i
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 187 5.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORMANBY,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
A' ITN reference to the Notice, dated 2ndMarch, 1875, folio 570,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a new  Road, being
deviation Portion 165, parish of Normanby,
county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expe.ient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
i Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-1313.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BRISBANE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1TH reference to the Notice dated 8th March,
1875, folio 611,  Government  Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road, being  the continuation
of Wickham street. Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley, Morton
District : Notice is hereby g\01 ., in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV.,  No. 11, that His
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Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Roference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Otce, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-775.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road, are here-
by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will  be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1651.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF  CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 610,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from the
Killarney Road to the swan Creek Agricultural
Reserve, parish of Cunningham, county of Meri-
vale: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion off' road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyoi-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-893. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 11th
January, 1875, folio 148,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
through portion 119 on Emu Creek, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1227.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
PALMERVILLE.
During the Mouth ended 30th March, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name
5378 W. M. Smith 15380 Al Bin
5379 Chong-gang-have
COOKTOWN.
No. Name.
69613
CLERMONT.
No. Name.
506 Geo. Rankin
No.
5154
5155
5156
5157
5158
5159
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Name.
James Sweeney
Catherine Wirth
R. N. Jenkenson
Ali Kee
Cancelled
Joseph Woodburne
No. Name.
5160 John McCullough
5161 Charles Willich
5162 J. H. Robertson
5163 William Andrews
5164 W. P. Morgan
5165 Richd. Allnutt
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 6th May, 1875.
THE  following Donations have been received by
the Curator of the Brisbane Museum during
the month of  April:-
Mrs.  Daunt - One knitting sheath, from the year 1697.
Mr. Coombes - Three eggs of iguanas.
Mrs. Landsborough - One large skin of a carpet snake.
Mr. Douglas, Sub-Inspector Native Police - Two co line
used by the blacks on the Laura River.
Noggy, King of Kilcoy - One stone axe, fitted up as used
by the blacks  ;  the stone, an heirloom.
Miss Lovell ,  of South Brisbane - Twelve pieces of polished
marbles, of different kinds,  fr om  Per;,)  shire ; i lirce
pieces of different kind a of i.laba,Ler, pol ls'i- t ;
three pieces of different k in ds of fluor spar, polished ;
one piece of stalactitic barytes, polished, resembling
petrified wood  ;  110 different species of English
land and fresh -water shells, containing about 500
specimens.
Mr. Whit field ,  Cardwell - Beetles, one death adder, two
tree-snakes ,  and one ten -feet-long carpet snake.
Mr. Sutton ,  Bulimba - Five specimens of lode tin; one
piece of  regains  of antimony  ;  one piece of sulphuret
of antimony.
Mr. Beddome ,  Cape York - Butterflies, spears, and bows.
Mr. C. D 'Oyly H. Aplin,  P.M., Cape York - Beetles,
snakes, lizards ,  and rock specimens from New
Guinea and  neighboring Islands of Cape York.
Mr. R. Daintree - Three pictures of Queensland Annexe,
and a series of interesting specimens of Cobalt,
Nickel, and Uranium Ores.
VisiTOas-2,487.
H. E. KING.
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NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
ON the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates :-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise  fresh tickets will not; be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
N OTICE is hereby given, the following  Passenger
Fares, Goods  Rates, &c., will  be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal  Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGFR FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
GooDs RATES.-The following  articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed  at  special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane , until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway  Bridge  has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed  (owner 's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial ),  in bottle.
Ar rowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit  fresh, in cases.
Game.
B Hay, pressed in bales.
B Maize.
Onions, in bags,
Peas ,  in casks or bags.
Poultry.
From Toowoomba.
25s. per ton, or
Is. 3d ,  per cwt.
Jlinimum 1s.
RATES TO BRISBANE.
Fro m Dalby.
36s. 8d.  per ton, or
Is. 10d. per cwt.
Minimum Is. 6d.
From Warwick.
40s. per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2e.
Intermediate stations  to be charged on a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons:-
25 miles, and under .. ... id. per gallon.
over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
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Miles.
s. d. 8. d. 8. d. a. d. 8. d.
Under 10 0 6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 8 1 9
25 to 50 1 3 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 3
50 to 80 1 6 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
80 to 100 1 9 2 3 2 8 2 9 3 0
100 to 150 2 0 2 8 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to  115 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 9 0
Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
- T OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
l section of  - An Bct to make provision for the
construction by the Government of Railways and for
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
pprimarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed new line Northern
Railway, sections Nos. 5, 6, and 7, from 58 miles
4 chains to 70 miles.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this office,
in writin within one month from this date, any well
grounded objection which may exist to the adoption
of the said line of railway, or any part thereof, or
of any works proposed in connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
BENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Engineer for Harbors and Rivers, until Noon
of WEDNESDAY, 12th May, for the purchase of
Old Metal Sheathing from the Government Dredge
" Lytton," now lying at the Patent Slip, Kangaroo
Point.
Tenders to  state  value to be given at per lb.
W. HEMMANT.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 30th April, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of April, 1875.
WILLIAM 1JEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.  .  Place.
0 WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Dickson and  Co.
... Brisbane.
Winton and Co. ... Edwardstown
Handasyde and Wilson ... Marlborough
Sun Yon Lee .., ... ... Millchester
Kareley, G. ... . .. ... Palmerville
Feez,  A. ... ... ... Rockhampton.
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(To 30th June, 1875 )
Champ, Wm. ... ... Beenleigh
Spencer, Samuel Ditto
Roseuskear, M. C. ... .. Clermont
Brewin, Richard Gympie
Lynch, E (ward ... .. Ditto
Richardson, Rd. ... .. Ditto
Wilson, J. ... Gladstone
Edmonds, J. ... ... .. Georgetown
Connor, Mary ... Maryborough
Helmes, Denis ... ... .. Ditto
Hoplahan, Patrick Ditto
Wilson, Wm. Roma
Buchanan, David
:.
Townsville.
AUCTIONEERS.
Buckland J. F. Brisbane,
Ferguson, Or. ...
...
Gladstone
Prizeman, W. B. ... .. Ditto
Wyse, F. H. ... ... Gympie
Monteith, W. ... ... ... Townsville
BILLIARDS.
Cooke, Ed. ... Bowen
Burling, J. R. ... Cooktown
Hunter, J. .. Ditto
Perkins , W. T.... Toowoomba
Dinte, H. D. Warwick
Morgan, F. Ditto
Short, M. ...
BAGATELLE.
... ... I Gayndah.
To DISTIL  FROM  SUGAR (30 Vic., No. 21).
Cran,  Robert ... ... ... Maryborough.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  6th May, 1875.
T
HE following Notice to Mariners  is hereby
published for general information.
WILLIAM HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE,
HONGKONG.
CAPE D'AGUILAE LIGHT.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that a light will be exhi.
bited  on Cape d'Aguilar on and  after the 16th
of April next.
The illuminating apparatus is fixed  dioptric of
the first order ,  showing a  white light on the  follow-
ing bearings, which are magnetic and taken from
seaward.
1. From  S. 45° 1 W. to N. 53° a W. Between
these bearings  the light is obscured by the islets
of the Nine Pins, and the islet just south of
Waglan.
The light is then obscured by S,onkong Island.
2. From N. 21° 12W. to N. 42° W.
The light is then obscured by the Lema Islands,
and the islands  to the southward of them.
3. From N. 33° R. to N. 69° E. Between these
bearings the  light is obscured to vessels to the
south westward of Ling Ting Island, and the
islands of the Samoun Groun
4. The Tathong Channel , with the exception of
a small portion , obscured by Shicko Head.
The focal  plane  of the light is 200 feet above
mean sea level, and in clear weather  it, should be
seen_  at a distance  of 23 nautical miles.
The tower is round, of stone, 30 feet high, with
a total height from its base to the lantern vane of
57 feet.
The dwellings and boundary  walls are painted
white.
The lighthouse  is in latitude  22° 12' 14"  N.,
Longitude 114° 15' 44" E.
H. G. THOMSETT, R.N.,
Harbormaster, &c.
Harbor Department,
Hongkong, 19th March, 1875.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
TENDERS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the Tender of .JOHN AIRD,  Brisbane ,  for the
supply of one hundred Great Coats, for the use of
Turnkeys and Warders, has been accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QLTEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVI\GS BANK.
((I RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,
9) Aramac, Banana, Becnieigh, 131aclcall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook.
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, George Town, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, threat Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborougb, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane ),  Springsure ,  S. arid  W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat,  Tambo,  Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of  five shillings  upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £1110 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on the  remainder;
on deposits  e ,ce' din ; 9200, the above  rates of
interest  will be p..yaL.e on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can oe made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained  by  applying,
either  by letter or  in person , at the Treasury, or at
my of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRANCIS' OR WEST CHANNEL , BRISBANE
RIVER BAR.
1 N consequence  of the deposit  of Silt in the
Outer Cutting, caused by the recent floods, the
available depth of water has decreased  about one
foot. The Tidal Signals ma le from the Light-ship
will, therefore, until further  notice, represent one
foot less  water  in the West Channel than that
given in the notice issued from this  office on the
27th November, 1173, and published in Pugh's
Almanac for the years 1874 and 1875.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
'Port Office, 22nd April, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DIST}tlorS.
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the Provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette, all  the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
T. B. STEPHENS.
' Area
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run .  District. in square Amount.
Miles.
C. H. Humphrey and E. A Bullmore
Ditto ...
C. H. Humphrey
J. C. Boch ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson ... ... ...
J. Pettiford ... ... ...
Frederick  Bu rn e ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
E. M. Geary
G. 0. Lyon
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... . Yalyery West
G. 0. Lyon, L. McD. Playfur, and C. Buthana ...
H. Lyon
John Officer ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
... Koroit  ... ... ...  ditto ...
... Humebu rn  West  ... ... ditto ...
... Paroo North ... ... ...  ditto ...
C. M. Nutting ... ... ... ... Bierbank East ... ... ditto ...
F. Williams ... ... ... ... Bierbank ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Iujuringa ... ... ... ditto ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ... ... Haredean East ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Haredean West ... ... ditto ...
E. Branley and H. L. Zouch ... ... Quilbery ... ... ... ditto ...
Alexr. K. Finlay  ...  ... ... Cookara ... ... ... ditto ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ... ... Kebworth ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Cowley ... ... ... ditto ...
Jones, Greene, Massie, and Sullivan ... Bingala ... ... ... ditto ...
£  S.  d.
15 0 0
18 10 0
20 10 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
14 5 0
12 10 0
14 5 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
8 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
22 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
11 6 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
9 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 5 0
6 5 0
6 5 0
12 10 0
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
13th April, 187 5.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-
dient to open  a new  Road from Toowoomba to Higbfields, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No 11,  and now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1021.
BOOR OF RFFERENCE OF A DEVIATION ON THE ROAD FROM ToowooMBA To HIOHFIELDS, PARISH OP
DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion  of Road.
Register
No of How Held. Reputed Owner Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Port ion. Road.
1 A trisngiilar  piece of 402 Freehold... F. T. Gregory 18° 2'
chs. Ike.
7 36  1 Irregular
A. R. F.
0 3 7;
land out of  the north-
west corner  of Portion
No. 402
Walker's Creek ...
Gibber Ahmoo ...
Ahmoo Beenbali ...
Quilberry .
East Barkoothulloh
West Barkoothullall
Kahmoo  Mulga ...
... Bundarra ... ...
... East Burrandilla ...
... West Burrandilla ...
...  Binnarbilla ... ...
...  Binbilla W est ...
... Moltke ...
... Trochu
... Berlin ... ...
... Strasburg ... ...
... Paris  ... ... ...
... Metz ... ... ...
... Sedan ... ...
... Orleans ...
... Junction Block
... Narraport ... ...
... Fairley Plains South
... Beechel East ...
... Beechel West ...
... Koolpitta ... ...
Warrego
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dit to
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ... Yalyery ... ...
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
i j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j 1 to open a new Road, from Beenleigh to Nindooimbah, and from the Beenleigh and Nindooimba
Road to the Logan Village and Albert Bridge lioad, county of Ward, Moreton District: Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., IN o. 11, and now in
force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-797.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEENLElGH TO NINDCOIMBA , COUNTY OF WARD, MOBETON  DISTRICT,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing in portion
4A, parish of Wickham,
on the road from Been-
leigh to Cedar Creek,
and running south-
westerly to its south
boundary
2 Commencing on the east
boundary of po rt ion
19, same pari sh, and
running south -easterly
and southerly to its
south-east corner
3 A triangular piece out
of the east corner of
portion 20
4 Commencing  in portion
6. parish of R ickham,
on the road from
Logan  village  to
Chardon 's Crossing,
and  running south-
westerly  to its sou-
thern boundary
5 Commencing in the
north boundary ofpor-
tion 7, parish  of Wick-
ham, and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 8,  parish of
Wickham,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
7
00 Re utedtl00
II
How Held. pOwner. Occupier.
Freehold... Francis Arnold Francis
Stephens, Arnold
and Alfred Stephens
oulkie and Alfred
Stephens Moulkie
Stephens
1241  " C. L. A. Act David Veivers David
Kris- of 1888"  V eivers
bane Homestead
Register
1550  "  C. L. A. Act David Veivers David
Brie- of 1868"  Veivers
bane
Register
Forfeited The Crown...
Selection
Commencing in the 1103  "C. L. A. Act W.  Barrett...
no rt h boundary of Brig-  of 1888"
port ion 9, parish of bane
Wickham, and running Register
south -westerly to its
south boundary
8 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 10, parish of
Wickham, and running
south-westerly to its
western boundary
W. Barrett 184°  0
218° 30'
,,, Freehold ...  W. Barrett ...  W. Barrett  2(14° 45'
Freehold ..  W. Barrett ...  W. Barrett 204° 45'
184° d
... Freehold ...  Daniel Kelso
9 Commencing in the east 976 " C. L.  A. Ac Daniel Kelso
boundary of port ion Kris- of 1868"
12, parish of Wickham, bane
and running south- Register
westerly to its south-
west corner
10 Commencing in the 583 " C.  L. A. Act Caleb Curtis
nort h boundary of of 1868"
portion 4A, pari sh of Homestead
Wickham, and running
south-westerly to its
southern boundary
11 Commencing  in the 1305  "  C. L. A. Act  J. S. Phipps
north boundary  of Bris- of 1868"
portion 16, parish of ba,e
Wickham. and running Register
south-westerly to its
west boundary
12 Commencing on the east  1306 "0. L. A. Act F.  S. Phipps
boundary of portion Brig-  of 1868"
15A, and running bane
south-west erly to its  Register
western boundary
13 Commencing  on the  east 1441  "C. L. A. Act A. Watt
boundary of portion  of 1865"
17, parish of Wickham,
and running south-
westerly to  its  west
boundary
Daniel Kelso  l1 218° 30'
Daniel Kelso
Bea ri ngs .
241° 0'
2227°  30'
144° 0'
16.2° 0'
180° 0'
180° 0'
221° 55'
227° 30'
227° 30'
261° 30'
268°  30,
240° 00'
Caleb Curtis
J. S. Phipps
J. S. Phipps
A. Moodie
209° 20'
230° 30'
230° 30'
250° 55'
250° ;55'
250° 55'
241° 55'
B1 readthinLength
Chains.
f
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
ch. 1k. A. R. P.
11 27 Irregu- 6 0 30
6 49 lar
14 00 '150 lks. 6 2 30
14 68
14 10
0 90 Irregu- 0
lar
0 6
25 65 150 Ike. 3 2 36
22 04 150 ks. 3 1 9
6 46 150 Iks. 3 0 15
14 22
15 78 150  Ike 3 3 0
9 31
2 66 150 Iks 3 11
8 06
15 55 150 Ike.  5 2 0
12 00
6 45
3 00
15 77 150 lks. 3 3 8
9 79
1 24 160  Iks. 3 2 30
21 94
2 76 150 lks. 0 1 27
23 40 150 Ike 5 3 84
16 34 1
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No. Portion of Road.
14 Commencing  en the east
boundary of po rt ion 9,
pa ri sh of Wickham,
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
15 Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
10, pari sh of
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
16  Commencing (,nth,) ca,t
boundary of portion
19, same parish, and
run n in gsouth-westerly
to the road from Logan
Village to Albert Bridge
17 Commencing in portion
7, same parish, on the
road from Logan Vil-
lage to Albert Bridge,
and running south.
westerly to its west
boundary
18 Commenoingon the east
boundary of portion
7A, same parish, and
running south -wester-
ly to its south boun-
dary
19 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 5 of same
parish, and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
20 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 11 of same
parish, and running
southerly to its south-
east boundary
21 Commencing in the
north west boundary
of portion 18, same
parish, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
22 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 31, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
22A Commencing  in portion
1, parish of Moon-
doolan, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
23 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 30, salve parish,
and running  south-
westerly to its south
boundary
24 Commencing on  ri ght
bank of Flagstone
Creek,  and running
southerly tothe south
bounda ry  of portion 6,
pariah of
26 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 7,  sndruuning
south-westerly to its
south boundary
26 Commencing in north
boundary of portion
11, parish of
and  ru nning  scut) erly
to its south boundary
27 Commencing in the
north boundary of per
non 10, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south  boundary
28 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 9, same parish.
and running  southerly
to its south  boundary
29 Commencing in the
north boundary ol'por-
tion 3, and running
southerly to its soul h
boundary
NEW ROAD PROM BEENLEIGH TO NINDOOIaffA-continued.
.. ci
e c °,
How held.
7It
942
941
1619
688
1127
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Of
Road.
;Area,  Remarks.
Chs, lks .  A. E,  P*
C. L. A. Act G.  S. Richard - G. S. 241° 55' 1 05  150  Ike  6 2 2
of 1868 son Richardson 220° 52' I 17 94
242° 12' 17 76
I
C. L. A. Act G,  Richardson G. Richard -  242 1  12'
of 1868 son
24 98 150 Iks. 3 2 39
C.L.A. Art T. Plunkett T. Plunkett  242° 12' 16 26 150 lks.  6 33 Previous road
of 1868 269°  8' 11 63 clanged and
227° 45' 14 84 made wider.
C. L. A. Act  Joseph  Ball Joseph Ball 252° Olr 45  92 Irre- 9 1 28
of 1868 215° 00' 12 74 gular
C.L.A. Act
of 1868
845 C. L. A. Act
of 1668
921
1537
0. L. A Act
of 1868
If.  Pownell  If. Pownell 215° 00'
261°30'
216° 00'
200°
Jas. Render - Jas Bender- 200° 00'
son son 216° 00'
195'  00'
192° 9'
178° 15'
If. Collins If.  Collins 178° 15'
171° 00'
175° 00'
C. L. A. Act John Collins John Collins
of 1868
1607 C.  L. A. Art John Collins John Collins
175° 00'
213° 00'
180° 00'
187° 15'
187° 15'
of 1868 146' '
Pre-empti John Collins JohnCollins 146° 16'
purchase 179° 00'
198 5 52'
1618
599
679
C. L A. Act John  Collins
of 1868
3 10 150 lks 6 0 32 Previous road
25 97 altered and
12 39 made wider.
1 55
30 28 150 lks. 9 1 14 Previous road
12 12 widened.
11 32
8 31
0 151
14 05
10 08
0 99
6 29
13 75
33 35
15 04
150 lks.  3 2 28 Previous road
made wider.
150 Ike.  10 1 17 Road changed,
50 91 150 Iks. 10 1 2
7 53
58 60
0 205k
150 Iks. 11 1 22
Road  altered
and made
wider; part
common with
the Jimboom-
baroad.
John Collins 196° 52' le
C. L, A. Act  John Collins John fodins
of 1808
C. L. A. Act  Wm. Drynan Wm. Drynan
of 18b8
187° 25' 26
220013' 20
211° 6' 10
1744 12' 5
204° 21' 5
164° 2' 1
192° 00' 91
207° 00' 9
190° 15' 13
185° 00' 24
2024 00' 4
192° 15' 10
192° 15' 11
209° 30' v6
181Q 09' 33
69 150 Ike.  12 3 11  Road  changed.
80
82
16
15
88
40 Irre- 28  0 22 Previous road
00 gular changed and
76 150 Iks ,  made wider.
43
35
11 Irre-
51 guilty
37
15
92
13 2 35
876 C. L. A Act Jane Collins Jane Collins '  201° 45' 7 90 150 lks ,  15 3 39  Road  changed
I of 1868 1901  22' 84  34 and made
186° 15' 16 92 wider,
180° 00' 17 46
875
962
528
C. L. A. Act Jane Collins Jane Collies 180° 00' 47 56 150 Iks. 12 0 19
of 1868 188° 15' 33 28
C. L. A. Act Bon. W. D. Ron. W. D. 188° 15' 18  30 150 Iks. 2 2 39
of 1868 White White
C. L. A. Act lion. W. D. Bon. W. D.
of 1868 It bite I White
188° 15' 16 72
128° 00' 6 29
170° 00' 13 17
189° 00' 7 24
Irre- 9 3 15
gular
150 lks.
958
No Portion  of Road.
30  'Commencing  in the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 1, parish of
, and run-
ning southerly to its
south boundary
31 Commencing in the
nort h boundary of
po rt ion 2,  and running
southerly to its south
boundary
NEW ROAD-BEENLEIGH To NINDOOIMBA - con inued.
m°
Sodady
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths,
Breadth1
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs. 1k., A. R, P.
Pre-empt'e Hon. W. D. Ron. W. D. 189° 00' 29 52 150 lks. 11 3 24
purchase. White White 191° 0(r 1 22 04
Nindooim- 1871  15' 27 84
514
ba
C. L. A. Act Hon. W. D. Hon. W. D. 187° 15. 2 36 150 1ks. 9 1 0 Partly old road
of 1868 White White 180° 00' 24 04 widened to
2080 13' 18 96 I 150 Ike.
18 00
BOOR :  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  THE BEENLEIGH  AND NINDOOIMBA ROAD
VILLAGE AND ALBERT  BRIDGE  ROAD, COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO
AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM IV., NO.
1 Commencing in portion
7A, parish of
on the  ro ad from
Beenleigh to Nindoo-
imba ,  and running
no rt herly to its no rt h
boundary
Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 16,  and running
no rt herly to its no rt h
boundary
3 ; Commencing  at the
south boundary of
port ion 16,  and running
north-easterly to the
Logan  Village  and
Albert River Road
11.
TO THE LOGAN
BE PROCLAIMED
1127 "C. L. A. Act J .  Pownell ,.. J. Pownell 355° 30' 11 24 100 lks. 5 3 5 1
of 1868" 1 2° 00' 13 02 II326° 26' 7 84
355° 00' 18 59
333° 40' 7 62
1372 "C.  L. A. Act J. Collins . J. Collins 333° 40' 6 78 100 lks. 7 3  4l
of 1868
..
354° 40' 21 00 Existing
284° 40' 3 69 Irregu- Road
18° 00'  5 841' lar slightly
18' IV  26 64 100lke. altered.
22° 48' 11 59
Crown Land 1 22° 48' 24 82 1100 lks 2 1 22
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
[I IS Excellency the Governor .  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
j l to open a  new Road through portion No. 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny,  Darling
Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of  Reference,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at  the Police
Office,  'l oowoomba  ;  and all persons interested  therein are requested  to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive  Council ,  within one uiuLtli from this date ,  any well-grounded  objections which may exist
to the formation  of the Road  in question.
75-999. H. E. KING.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 115 ,  PARISH OF GEHAM,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
Register
co. Po rt ion of Road. NO' ofSelec.
Lion.
1 Commencing at the 115
south-east corner of
the po rt ion ,  and run-
ning north,  south-
westerly ,  westerly, and
north-westerly to its
no rt h boundary
How Held . ReputedOwner Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
. Road.
"Leaaing Act  William Unoccupied
oh. Ike.
3600  0' 30 31 1 chain...
A. A. P.
6 1 32
qr 1866" Murphy 222° 0' 9 0
266° 0' 10 0
307° 30' 9 60
360° 0' 7 9
This Book of Reference cancels portion of road No. 1, of the Book of Reference proclaimed in the Govern ment  Gaeeite of November
ith,1873, folio 1876.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open  a new  Road through selection 204, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the Police Office, Brisbane, and all persons
interested  therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month  from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the road
in question.
75-1196.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED
IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
zo
d w
c>+o
Running in  a south- 1 475
westerly direction
thro s s gh selection 204,
and connecting two
existing roads
How
held.
H. E. KING.
THROUGH SELECTION  2 04, PARISH OF MOOOILL ,  COUNTY OF
AS  A PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
"C.L.A. D.  McCas- - McLeod
Act  of 1 kill
1808"
Bearings.
215° 23'
227° 25'
24`2° 7'
Length Breadth
in Chains, of Bead.
chs lks.
16 0 1 chain
5 0
5 87;
Area.
A. R. P.
2 2 32
Remarks.
Forest  land
part ly fenced
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
I 1 to open a new Load from Warwick to Killarney, parishes of Wildash and Cunningham, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Warwick, and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1673.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO  KILLARNEY ,  PARISHES OF WILDASH AND
CUNNINGHAM ,  COUNTY  OF MEBIVALE ,  DARLING  DowNs DISTRICT .  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC  ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV. No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road. ReputedOwner. Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
- 'i  ohs.  ]ke.  I A.  R*  P.
1 From the southeast corner of po rt ion 39,  parish Municipality of 90° 0' 4 60 2 chains 47 0 0 Surveyed road.
of Warwick ,  through Warwick Commonage ,  in Warwick 117° 30' 26 10
a south-easterly direction to the south-west 119° 30' 17 00
corner of portion 434, parish  of Wildash 304° 3(Y 12 00
120° 30' 20 00
124' 30' 28 00
134° 30' 3 04 5
152° 0' 60 00
143° 38' 23 00
161° 43' 9 86
2 Public road between port ions 434 and 435,  pa ri sh The Crown 90" 0' 20 00 111 chains 3 0 0 Surveyed road.
a
of Wildash
Public road between portion 435, same parish , The Crown 1S0° 0' 22 48 2 chains 4 2 0 Surveyed road.
4
and eastern portion of Town Commonage
Public road from the south -east corner of portion The Crown 139°  0' 70 00 2 chains 40 0 0  Surveyed road
435 south-easterly and easterly to the south. 139°  0' 8 10 average through leased
east corner of portion 102 on the west boundary
of the Camping Reserve, same parish 90°  0' 8 00
3f chains
ditto
h ., lf of  Can-
wag Downs
90°  0' 71 00 2 chains Run.
180° 0' 2 20
90° 0' 32 25
6 Running easterly through the Camping Reserve The Crown easterly about I mile ... Road not sur-
6
across the Condamine River to the south-west
corner of selection 195, in the parish of Cun-
ningham
Public road between selections 195 and 58, and The Crown 90° 0' 27 10 2 chains 14
veyed through
Camping Re-
serve.
1 24 Surveyed road.
same parishselections 339 and 338 180° 0' 28 00,
90° 0' 6 10
180° 0' 8 66
7 Reserved public road through selection 58, same The Crown ... 104° 0' 66 31 12 chains 13 1 0 Surveyed road.
parish
8 Public road between selections 6 and 72  and '  The Crown 104° 0' 460 19 2 chains 103 0 0 Surveyed road.
selections 201, 73 ,  and 415 ,  same parish  I 60° 0' 17 33
91° 30' 21 32
102° 0' 15 40
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
r j IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it
r j esnedient to open a new Road to Gladfield and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selection
891 (Warwick Register ),  to the Warwick and Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert ,  county
of Merivale ,  Darling  Downs:  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 W illiam IV .,  No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-846. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  SELECTION 891 (WARWICK REGISTER),  TO THE WARWICK AND
IPSWICH ROAD,  PARISH OF GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PR('-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIO ROAD UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
I
No.
1
Po rt ion of Road. o How Held.
zml
Reputed
Owner.
chs. lks.
9 70 1 chain
BOOB :  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO GLADFIELD  AND STRATHMILLAR  HOMESTEAD  AREAS, BEING PART OF
WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD, PARICIIPS OF GLADFIELD AND GILBERT ,  COUNtY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD UNDRR THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
W ILLIAM IV ., NO. 11.
A. Commencing on the W .R.  "C.L.A.Act  Sohn Lyons I Unoccupied  N. 81° 45' 16 72 2 chains  3 1 19 Lightly tim-
west boundary  of por- 1007 of 1808"  E. bered slopes
tion 4,  parish of Glad-
field, and running
easterly to its east
boundary
B. Commencing on the 1007  "C. L. A. Act  John Lyons  Unoccupied 81°46' 10 2chsins 2 1 27  Unimproved
west boundary  of por- of 1868  stony ridges
lion 5, parish of Glad- I
field, and running
easterly to its east I
bounda ry I
C. Slight alteration of pre-  770  "C. L. A.Act  Courtneyspry  Unoccupied 77° 30' 3 64 I2 c sins 0 2 23
sent road near north- r of 1888"
east corner of S arwick
Register No. 770 I
D. Commencing on the ,,.
west  boundary of por-
tion 68A,  and running
about east by north to
its east boundary
E. Two triangular pieces W.R.
out of the north -west 994
corners of  Warwick
Register No. 994
F. Commencing on the
G.
Held under C. Spry .. .  Unoccupied 67° 52'
the  'C.  L.  54-10,
A. Act of
1868"
H. Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 187, and running
about  E.N.E. to its
east boundary
Held under
the"Lear-
inp Act of
1866"
C. L. A.  C. Spry  ... Unoccupied 774 30'
Act 0f
1868 "
Held under  Arnold Wein- Unoccupied 67-521
the "Leas- holt
ing Act of
1866„
Held under Arnold  {Win- Unoccupied 67° 52'
the"Leas- holt
tag  Act of
1866"
Held under Arnold Wein- Unoccupied 67° 62'
the "Leas- bolt
ing Act of
1866"
1. A t ri angular piece out War-
of the north-west wick
corn er of portion 772 Register
No. 772
J. Running from the south-
west corner "t portion
185, in anorth -easterly
direction to its east
boundary
K. Running from the west
boundary of pre-emp-
tive9, pari.,h of Gilbert,
in a north -easterly
direction to its north
boundary
L. Runningfrom the south
boundary of p.p. 1, in
a north-easterly direc-
tion to its east bound-
M7
From the no rt h-west 767 Conditional Wm. Bradhum
corner of selection 891,  War- selections,
through selection 787 wick  "C. L. d.
to the Warwick and Register  Act of
Ipswich road 1868"
west boundary of por-
tion 190,  and running
about E .N.E. to its
east boundary
Commencing on the
west bounda ry  of por-
tion 186,  and running
about E .N.E. to its
east boundary
ArnoldWein -  Unoccupied 77°30'
hat 67° 52'
Road. i
Breadth'
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths, of I Area. I  Remarks.
360° 0'
67° 52'
"Leasing  A. Weinholt Unoccupied 64" 10'
Act of
1866"
Freehold... A. W einholt Unoccupied 64° 10'
Freehold... A.Wciuholt Unoccupied 47°30'
65° 33'
35 14 2 chains
0 72
A. R. P.
0 3 21
7 0 9 South side of
read fenced
with wallaby
proof fence
3 23 average )  0 0 174  Unimproved
35 links
5 72 average 0 2 11 Open  forest,
1 chain  part of north
boundary
fenced
30 20 2 chains 5 134  Lightly tim-
bered black
soil; umm-
pro,ed
28 56 2 chains 5 2 34 South bound-
ary fenced;
otherwise
unimproved
30 15 2 chains 6 0 4 Unimproved
lightly tim-
bered coun-
try
1 05 average  0 1 24 Unimproved
2 98 width forest coun-
1 chain try
34 71  ?gains 6 2 3 Unimproved
open forest
10 84  2 chains
21 93 2 chains
It  70 1
2 1  14  , Fence crosses
this portion.
Bridge over
M il lar's Va,e
Cre, kin this
and follow-
ing portio n
6 0 39  Fence runs
close to south
boundary of
ro ad
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N Rw ROAD :  ROAD  TO  GLADFIELD AND STRATHMILLAR HOMESTEAD  AREAS- continued.
No.' Port ion of Road.
M. Running from the west
boundary of p p. 5, in
a no rt h-easterly  direc-
tion,  to its east bound-
ary
N. Running from the west
boundary of p.p.6, in
a north-easterly direP-
tion, to its  east bowr$-
ary
O. Running from the west
boundary of selection
19.in an easterly direc-
tion, to cap Creek, its
north boundary
P. Running in an easterly
direction across a bend
in Gap Creek
00
m$ How held.
Freehold...
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
A. Weinholt t7nocupiedl
Freehold ... A. Weinholt Unoccupied
I
War- Prc-emptive A. Weinholt
wick selection,
Register  "C. L. A.
No. 19  Act  of
1868"
Crown
lands
Q. Running from GapCreek,l W.R.
the north boundary) 19
of selection 19, in an
easterly direction, to
its east boundary
R. Running from the east
boundary of selection
19 ' eastern direrman -
Unoccupied
Bearings.
65° 33'
68° 45'
79° 15'
67° 50'
67° 10'
84° 42'
84° 42'
90°
106° 30'
93-
10'° 10'
58° 30'
106°
69°
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks . I  A. R. P. 1
33 11 2 Chains  17 1 20 South side of
24 21 road par-
19 08  tially fenced
10 46
I
85 01 2 chains 17 0 17 South side
00  51
26 64 2 chains
34 34
5 20
32 88
16 37
35  00
25 07 irregu-
10 30 far
width
Pre-emptive A. Weinholt Unoccupied 60°
selection 88°
C. L. A.  95° 47'
Act  of  74° 8'
1868" 44°
93°
126°
Crown
Lands
tion ,tothe west  bound-
ary of selection 597
7 55 irregu-
15 00 lar
9 41 width
x 59
10 50
8 49
3 89
partially
fenced
30 0 0 Unimproved
stony  ridges,
several fences
run through
selection
... This portion
is in the
Gladdeld
Homestead
area
13 0 0 Steep stony
ridges; north
boundary of
road occa-
sionally
crosses creek
128° 13 25 2  chains ]  4 2 16  Open forest
96° 9 64 ridges
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Dalby Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of Dalby, county
of Aubiguy, Darling Downs: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
74-4851. H.  E.  KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DALBY TOWN RESERVE TO THE LAGOON RESERVE, PARISH OF
DALBY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV .,  NO. 11.
Register
No. Portion of Road .
No.
of  Now  held.Selec-
tion.
1 Commencingonthe Dalby Freehold  ...  EdwardJame
west boundary of Register
se ection ,  Dalby No, 16
Register ,  No. 16,
and running about
E. by S.4  S. to its
east boundary
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
char .  lks. I A  K.  P.
Unoccu-  '  106° 30' 67 85 1 150 links 10 028 Open plain,
pied  west side
fenced.
2 Commencingonthe  Dalby Freehold  ...  irthurForster 1'noccu- 106°  30' 15 65 150 links 2 1 15 Unimproved,
3
west boundary of Register Blaxiand pied
selection ,  Dalby No. 67
Register,  No. 67,
and running about
E. by S.  t S. to its
east boundary
Commencingonthe Dalby Freehold ... George Rlax - Unoccu-
west boundary of Register land Molle pied
selection No. 21, No. 21
and running about
E. by S.  i S. and
E.S.E.3 S.to Myall
Creek ,  its south-
east boon-I ary
4 Commencing on Dalby Freehold  ...  A. F. Blaxland Unocc i-
Mya ll  Creek ,  the Register pied
north boundary No. 71
of selection 71,
and ruuuir.g
easterly to the
south-west corner
of the Lagoon
Reserve
Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
open plain.
106° 30'  23 49 150  links 4 2 0 Unimp ro ved,
115° ... 8 0 open plain
and open box
forest, north
and east
boundary
fenced.
115° 4  75 150 links 4 1 8 Myall scrub,
E3° 15' 9 40 poor soil,
73° 5' 15 0 east boun-
dary fenced
2
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  7th April, 1875.
H
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with  the advice  of the Executive  Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a  new Road from Drayton to Allora, counties of Aubigny and Merivale,  Darling Downs
District  : Notice is hereby  given, that in conformity  with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in  this colony ,  P.  Plan and  Book of Reference, showing the  intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited  at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at
the Police  Office, Drayton  ;  and all persons interested  therein are requested  to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Clerk of the Executive  Council, within  one month  from this date ,  any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
74-3758. H. E. KING.
BOOK  or  REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM DEATTON To ALLORA ,  COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER TEE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. Reputed Owner. Bearings.
1 Commencing on the north boundary I Hodgson and S. 32° 17' E.
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 22, and running south -easterly
t" its east boundary
2 Commencing on the west bounda ry
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 37, and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
3 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
on Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 20, and running southerly to
its south bounda ry
4 Commencing on the north bounda ry
of Eton Cale pre-emptive purchase
No. 2, and running south-easterly
to Hodgson 's Creek
5 Comment ng on the north-west
bounda ry  of Eton Vale pre-emptive
purchase No.1, at Hodgson's Creek,
and running south-easterly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No.31, and running south -easterly
to its east boundary
7 Commencing on the west boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 50,  and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
8 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 51, and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
9 Commencing on the east boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 81, and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
10 Commencing on the north boundary
of Eton Vale  pre-emptive  purchase
No. 66, and running southerly to
its south boundary
11 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
of Eton Vale pre-emptive purchase
No. 79,  and running south easterly
to its east boundary
12 Commencing on the west boundary
of selection No. 98 T.R., and running
south-easterly to its south bound-
ary
13 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
of selection 480, under  "Leasing
Act of 1886," and run ning south-
easterly to its south boundary
14 Commencing on the north bounda ry
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 28, andrunning south easterly
to its east bounda ry
16 Commencing on the west boundary
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 26, and running south -easterly
to its south boundary
16 Commencing on the no rt h boundary
of Clifton pre-emptive purchase
No. 25, and running southerly to
its south bounda ry
17 Commencing on the north-west
boundary of selection 211, under
"Leasing Act  of 1866,"  on King's
Creek, and running south-easterly
to its south boundary
18 Commencing on the north boundary
of selection 210, under  " Leasing
Act  of 1866,"  and running south-
easterly to its south boundary
19 Commencing on the north boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No. 17,  and running south-
westerly to its west boundary
20 Commencing on the east  boundary
of Goomburra pre-emptive pur-
chase No .  16, and running south-
westerly to its south boundary
Ramsay
Hodgson and S. 32° 17' E.
ltam,ay S. 12 °  14' E.
Hodgson  and S. 12° 14' E
Ramsay S. 17°  14' E.
Hodgson and S. 17° 14' E .
Ramsay
Hodgson  and  S.171 14'E.
Ramsay  S.  52° E. ...
S. 58° E. ...
8. 10° 5'  E.
Hodgson and S. 10° 6'  E....
Ramsay
Hodgson and S.10° 5' E ....
Ramsay
Hodgson and 8.9-57'E....
Ramsay
Hodgson  and  8.64-50'E.
Ramsay  S.  36°  50' E.
S. 4"  50'E.
Hodgson and S 49 50'E. ...
Ramsay S. 29° 10' W.
S. 29° E . ...
Hodgson and S. 29° E . ...
Ramsay S. 42°  E. ...
Alexander Smith S.  25° 17' E.
W. B. Tooth ... 25°  17' E.
W. B. Tooth ...  S. 25° 17' E.
W. B. Tooth ... 8 25° 17' E.
S. 8° E. ...
W. B. Tooth . ..  S. 8° E.
W. G. Wilso S.  29° 30'  E.
S. 50° 10' E.
C. G. D'Albedyll S. 50° 10' E.
C. H. Green  ...  S. 14° 33' W.
C. H. Green  ...  S. 14° 33' W.
Length Breadth
in chains. of Road. Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks. A. H. P.
55 30 2 chains
10 2  20 Freehold.
41 72  2  chains 8 1 24 ditto.
2 40
48 30 2  chains 19 1 27 ditto.
48 79
17 51 2 chains 3 2 16 ditto.
6 72  2 chains 5 3 9  ditto.
10 90
9 21
1 1
61 30 2 chains 11  0 24 I ditto.
31 22 2 chains 5  0 22  ditto.
40 27 2 chains 8 0 21  ditto.
9 60  2 chains 5 2 35 ditto.
14 90
6 80
13 34 chains 8 3 18 ditto
17 0
14 0
41 0 2 chains 9 3 11 ditto.
10 0
18 15 2 chains 3 0 18 Held under  "  Crown Lands
43 85
Alienation Act of  1864."
2 chains 8 3 3 Held under  "  Leasing Act of
1866."
35 20 2 chains 6 2 4 Freehold.
10 4 2 chains 2 0 35 ditto.
3 63
80 80 2 chains 16 0 25 ditto.
11 15 3 chains 9 2 0 Held under  " Leasing  Act of
21 99 1866."
62 29 3 chains 18 2 20 ditto.
14 38 2 chains 2 3 5 Freehold.
78 89 12  chains 14 3 30 ditto.
963
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
28th Aped, 1875.
.
J1
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road through portions Nos. 334, 333, 340, and 373, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV .,  No. 11, and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended line of Road abovementiolted ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane,  and at the Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing , to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1795.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 334, 333, 340, and 373, PARISH of WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
60;4
°
How
held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings .  Il
Length Breadth
in of Road.Chains.
Area .  Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. It*P.
2 o93
o2CW
m;a W
U
m UO
1-0
G. F. Moore
August Kruger
G. F. Moore
AugustRruge
308°
322°
322°
30'
25'
25'
31
00
34
28 1001ks.
12
75 100lks.
3
3
0
1
14  Unimp roved.
36 Unimp roved.
J.,Fleishmann J. Fleishmann 322° 25' 16 62  100 Ike.  1 (3 10  ;Unimprov
330° 50' 3 161 (a triangu.
0-4 lar piece)
ado
ro - Joseph Vogler J. Vogler  340° 50' 1 3 16},A triangu-1 2 0 13
322° 25'  10 83 lar piece, ,
360° 1 8 67 100 lka.
1 Commencing  in the east 833
boundary of portion
334, and running
north -westerly to its
north-west boundary
2 (Commencing at the east 832
corner of port ion 333,
and running north-
westerly along its
north-east boundary
to its north corner
3 Commencing  at the east 910
corner of portion 340,
and running no rt h-
westerly  along part of
its north-east boun-
dary
4 Commencing in the 1318
no rt h -east boundary I
of portion 373, and
running north -wester- 6.7ly and no rt h to its o,
north-east boundary '
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
i IS Excellency the •`,,overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
IL L to open a new Road through selection No. 995 (Toowoomba Register), parish of Douglas,
county of Aubiguy, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1111. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  S ELECTION ,  ToowoomnA REGISTER , NO. 995,  PARISH OF
DOUGLAS, COUNTY OF  AUBIGNY, DARLING  DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE ACT OF  COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
I Register
No. Portion of Rosd . No. of ReputedSelec- How held. Owner . Occupier. Bearings.
tion.
An irregular shaped T. R. Conditional  Archibald
piece out of the south -  995 Selection I Munroe
east corner of selectioul,  " C, L. A.
No. 995  Act of
1868"
f Unoccupied 1 19° 53'
BreadthLength in
Chains. IfRoad .
Area. Remarks.
ebs. 1ks. F A. R. r.
50 98 Irregular ,  28 3 0 Unim-
pro ved
scrubby
country
SOUT HERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ a. d.
Week ending May let, 1875 ... 521 4 9
Corresponding week lest year 495 6 3
Increase
Decrease
25 18 6
Goods and Live
Stock.
£  S.  d.
1,043 19 0
1,387 15 0
343 16 0
Parcels and TotalMiscellaneous. ,
£ a. d. •£ s. d.
60 14 7 1,625 18' 4
46 5 4 1,929 6 7
14 9 3
303 8 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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NORTHERN RAILWAY.- On andinto operation until further notice.
Miles  fr om
Bock-
hampton.
Stations
Rockhampton.,, ...
Gracemere ,., ,.,
15 Stanwe ll  ... ..,
24 Rosewood ,,,
30 Westwood arrive  ,,.
depart ..,
38 Goganjo ,., ,,.
44 Rocky Creek ,., .,.
Ship.
11. 0
11.24
12. 0
A
1. 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Stations.
Rocky Creek ...
Goganjo ,,.
Westwood Iarrive ,,,depart .,.
Rosewood ,,, .,,
Stanwell ,,, .,.
Gracemere ,.. .,,
Rockhampton,,, ,,,
Down Train
Mixed.
p•m.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5.0
5'36
5. 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up  passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station st
which their Journey terminates. Passengers requiri ng to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they loin the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
1NOTICE is hereby  given , that the  undermentioned  Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at theCustom House ,  Bowen,  at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 5th proximo, under 113th Clause
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date.
1887.
December 19
1868.
February 12
April 22 ..
September 3
October 3  ..,
October 6 ...
1869,
February 9
May 25 ...
June 28 ...
August 20...
Master.
Boomerang  .,.  Harley...
Black Swan ...
Pri ma Donna...
Ma ri on Benny
Pacific ... ...
Saunders
Cooke ...
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
''I
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
111E TABLE.
after let October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Train,
Mixed.
Whence.
Miles
from Rooky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
Merchant.
Sydney ... J. D. Harley ...
Marks and
Numbers.
Description of
Packages.
Y over 40--*  2 half tierces
Cleveland  Bay Macleod  and Co.i L over 42- 1 2 half  tierces
Sydney ... ' W. Clarke ... P over 93...  1 half tierce
Zimmerman  C over 47...  9 cases
d Co.an
... Rockhampton  „  E over 48.., 29 cases
.., Sydney  ... G. Smith  ...  I over 48- j 5 boxes
Walton ...
Sykes  ... ...  Bri sbane
Auckland ... Lake , ,
Boomerang Harley
j Sydney ..• I
... Maryborough W. Clarke
R over 50...
L over  53...
M over 53
N over 53
0 over 53 ..
G over 54...
L over 54...
5 cases ,.,
58 cases ...
12 cases ...
10 cases ..,
49 cases ...
8 cases
2 hogsheads
Imported Quantities
and Desc ri ption of
Goods.
638 lbs. tobacco
670 lbs. tobacco
420 lbs. tobacco
15,73 gallons brandy
511j gallons brandy
599 lbs. tobacco
173-  gallons geneva
l0q-1 gallons  brandy
19}vr gallons brandy
16X gallons  old lots
8611 gallons brandy
16 gallons brandy
100 gallons beer
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane ,  5th May, 1875.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1876.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Trustees of the Gladstone General
Cemetery, for the year ending 31st December, 1874, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the GLADSTONB GENERAL CEMETEBY ,  for the year ending on the
31st day of December, 1874.
DR.  £ a. d.  CR.  £ a. d.
To Credit  Balance ,  let January , 1874... ... 5 12 4 By Lock for Lodge and fitting on ... ... 0 8 0
„ Ground for  private graves  ... ... ...  15 11 0  „  Balance in  J. S. Bank  ... ...  25 10 4
„ Labels and monument  ... ... ... 4 15 0
£25 18 4 £25 18 4
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Gladstone General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure, for the year ending on the 31st day or
December, 1874, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
R. HARVEY,
E. McCOLLIM,  Trustees.
JOHN S. POWE,
Declared before me, at Gladstone , this 27th day of April, 1875.
C. W. RICH, P.M.
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STATEMENT  of the RECEIPTS andhalf-year ending June 30, 1874.
Dr.
To Endowment from Government...
Rent of land  ... ... ...
Ditto common ... ... ...
„ Ditto  wells ... ... ...
Ditto  rates  ... ... ...
„ Balance due to Bank ... ...
EXPENDITURE  Of the  MUNICIPALITY of TOWNSVILLE for the
£ s. d.
143 3 10
64 17 0
25 15 0
7 10 0
210 0 6
56 17 1
£508 3 5
I certify the above statement to be correct.
Cr.
£  S.  d.
By Balance brought forward  ... ...  42 18 6
Flinders  stre et culvert ... ... ... 86 14 0
Sturt street repairs  ... ... ...  7 16 0
„ Wickham street ,  ditto ... ... ... 28 0 0
Denham street  ditto ... ...  2 2 0
Flinders st re et footpath  ... ...  43 16 0
General repairs  ... ... ... ...  4 16 0
Auditors ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
„ Assessors  ... ... ... ...  15 19 8
Repairs to tools  ... ... ... ...  3 16 6
Forage  ... ... ... ...  15 4 6
„ Harness account  ... ... ... ...  4 1 0
Trees on Strand  ... ... ... ...  0 16 0
Repairs to Council Chambers ... ... 0 15 6
Printing  ... ... ... ...  8 16 6
Petty cash  ... ... ...  2 2 6
Election expenses  ... ... ...  0 15 0
Mounting plans  ... ... ... ...  1 2 0
Stationery  ... ... ... ...  1 12 9'
Law expenses  ... ... ... ...  4 16 6
Salaries  ... ... ... ...  75 0 0
Interest A. J. S. Bank  ... ... ...  3 2 9
„ Liquidation  of loan  ... ... ...  143 3 10
Cash in hand  ... ... ... ...  8 14 11
£508 3 5
JOSEPH FLETCHER,
Mayor.
We certify that  we have examined  the Books and Vouches of the Municipality  of Townsvi lle, and
find the above  Statement  to be correct.
H. J. JoNEs, Town Clerk.
294
FRED. GORDON, IAuditors.T. WILLMETT,
22s.
`TATEMENT of the RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  of the  MUNICIPALITY of TOWNSVILLE for the
 J balf-year ending 31st December, 1874.
Dr.
To Cash  in hand last  half-Sear
1 ent of laud ... ...
„ Rates ... ...
Sale of  dray .. .
„ Gowrument endowment
£
8
71
213
11
105
£410
Cr.
s. d. £ s. d.
14 11 By Balance brought forward ... ... 56 17 1
19 0 „ General repairs ... ... ... ... 26 4 0
2 0 „ Stationery ... ... ... ... 1 10 9
0 0. Printing ... ... ... ... 20 7 6
15 9 Governor 's reception  ... ... ... 36 15 0
Election expenses ... ... ... 2 0 0
Assessors ... ... ... ... 16 13 2
„ Commission on sale of dray  ... 1 11 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ... 1 7 6
„ Law expenses  ... ... ... ... 27 7 6
Salaries  ... ... ... ... 75 0 0
„ Colonial Treasurer, interest  on loan  ... 66 6 4
Ditto ditto liquidation of loan ... ... 39 10 5
A. J. S. Bank  telegram  ... ... ... 1 0 0
Ditto,  interest ... ... ... 2 4 3
„ Balance, as per Bank  book ,  22 February 12 18 9
Ditto,  cash  in hand  ... ... ... 22 19 5
11 8 £410 11 8
I certify the above Statement to be correct.
JOSEPH FLETCHER,
Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Municipality of Townsville, and
find the above Statement to be correct.
FRED. GORDON,
] Auditors.T. WILLMETT,
H. J. JoNEs, Town Clerk.
295 188.
General Post
 Office.
B ri sbane ,  Queensland ,  7th May, 1875.
r rHE following SvuuSar of OBSERvATIoxs taken at the  M ETEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRIBBAxE,  during the Month of APRIL,  1875, is published for general information.
1 GEORGE THORN , JvxloR, Postmaster-General.
BAROMETER .  HYGROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced
 to mean of Air. Evaporation.
sea level.
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Summary of April,
a a
a 1870 71.7 a
1871 70.0 n
a
a 70,3
..
1868 721 „
., 1867 721
1869
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1875.
LAT., 270 28' 3"
 S.;  LONG .,  153°  16'  15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  140 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA- COAST, 1 0 MILES.
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 Mean Shade Temp., 71.8 degrees.
1874 71.2
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Evaporation ,  5-150 inches. Electrical Observations
- 85 Positive  ; 25 Negative. Prevailing Winds, S. and S.W.
6.114 60 30 S.W.  and S.
6.820 60 30
7.135 78 12 S. and B.W.
6-150 45 45 S. and S.E.
4068 21 69 B.E. and S.
2-890 12 78 8. and S.E.
4290 61 29 N.E. and S.
3232 7 83 N.E. and B.W.
5.586 20 70 S. and N.E.
38.73 15 75 B.W. and N.E.
The weather has been warmer than usual during the mouth ;
 the mean shade temperature ,  71.6°, being 0.7° over the average of this mouth for the previous ten years ,  and 1.6° above the pre vious three years .  The highest reading in shade,
89.0°, was on the 3rd ;  the lowest on grass ,  49.0°, was on the morning of the 30th .  The highest barometric  re ading ,  30.302 ,  was at 9 am. on the 18th ,  and the lowest ,  29.757, at 3 p .m. on the 3rd.  The mean barometric readings have been above the average of
the month .  Rain fell on 16 days ; the total fall, 2.69 inches, being 2.61 inches under the average of the month for the pre vious ten years ,  and  0,74  inches under the pre vious three years .  The greatest fall in 24 hours ,  0.61 inches ,  was on the 9th
During the month the wt ather was vatiable ,  considerable heat and moistu re  existed and resulted .  Clouded  sties  we re fr equent until the close. The month_was one of the most unpleasant for a considerable Lime.  For fu rt her information as to the rainfal'
of the
 Colony,  see the general summary published monthly In the Governm en t  Gazette.
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a Summary  of Direction.
m bsy
b o" a,y
m qoa' ma 9a.m.
.8 d 'ooiA , 7
3 p.m. 9 p.m.
1170
 68.0 77.0 89.0 67.0
107-0  81.2  74-5  82.2 62.2
•550  79-01
 77'0 49.0 69.0
 72-0  49.5
Rain fell on 16 days .  Total Rainfall ,  2.59 inches.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th May, 1875.
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IfE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, within the Colony of QUEENSLAND, during the Quarter
from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st Menca, 1875, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
If. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, in the Colony of QUSENSLAND, taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the let JANUARY to the 31st MAECR, 1875.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS . AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £  S.  d. £ s. d.
S Not bearing Interest. 85,905 5 5 Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals 120,187 4 10..Notes in Circulation
I Bearing Interest Gold and Silver in Bullion  or Bars ... ... 12,477 2 8
Landed Property .. ... 21,860 6 11
Bi ll s  in  Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ... 2,357 8 0 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... 6,291 3 1
Bearing  Interest Balances due from other  Banks
 ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
640 1 8
Balances due to other
 Banks 0929 1 1 Bills of Exchange and all Stock and Funded Debt... , s,
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and 543,792 9 11
Not bearing Interest 256957 5 5 Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks...Deposits ... Bearing Interest ...
,
176,784 2 5  433,7417 10
Total Amount of Liabilities ... 531,096 2 4 Total Amount of Assets ... £ 705,248 9 1
Amount of  the Capital  Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ended 31st March  500,000 0 0 11
Rate of the  last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ...
Amount of the last  Dividend declared  and Bonus
 ... ... ...
 ,,.
Amounts of  the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
8 percent.
 per a  nnum, and
Bonus of  2s. per share,
equal to 10t per cent.
25,444 810
68,326 10 4
HENRY P. ABBOTT, Manager.
ALEX. KERR, Accountant.
I, Henry Palmer Abbott, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abs tract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
d wring the pe ri od  specified ; and that the-same  was
 made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pur suance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane, this fourth day of May, 1875.
Ts. UNMACK, Justice of
 the Peace.
HENRY P. ABBOTT.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, do hereby
 offer  to pay to the Commissioner
 of Stamps, under  Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of
£ 644 5s . 9d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £85, 906 6s.  6d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the
 annual average  of the money value of the  notes in
circula ti on of the said Bank  in the Colony of Queensland,
 according  to the annexed Return.
Dated this  4th day of May, 1876. HENRY P. ABBOTT,
 Manager.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  6th May, 1875.
THE following
 General
 Abstract of  the Average  Amount of the L IABILITIES and ASSETS  of the UNION  B}NH or AUSTRALIA, within the Colony  of QuszxsLsriv ,  during  the Quarter from
1st JAxuAa'
 to Slat
 MA cE ,  1875 ,  is published in conformity  with  the third section of the  Act of Council, 4 Victoria , No. 13.
H. H. t1ASSrE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,
 showing the Average Amount of the LIA n r1'ras and Asaar of the UNION BANZ  OF  luaTnALL ,  within the Colony  of QvszxsLAxv ,  taken from the several  Weekly  Statements
during the Quarter from the lot JANUARY to 31st MARCH, 1875.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOIINT. i TOTALS.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
...  73,771 3 3
...
247 16. 6
16,600 0 0
...
109 1 0
..
19,848 18 7
282,656 3 6
£ 392,133 2 10
::: :...Notes
 in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
Bills  in Circulation
I
Not bearing  Interest ... ...
Bearing  Interest ... ...
£  s. d. £ s. 3.
44,946 6 4
3,46716 7
44,946 6 4
3,457 16 7
Balance due
 to other Banks ...
Deposits  ...............
I
Not bearing  Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
102,958 15 11
213,087 1 7 316,046 17 6
Total Amount of
 Liabilities ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid
 up at this date
364,449 0 5
1,250,000 0 0
Rate  of the last Dividend, including bonus
 of 2 per cent .,  declared  to the Sh st eholders 18  percent.  per annum.
Amount of  the last half-yearly Dividend
 declared , £ 87,600  ;  bonus , £ 12,601 100,000 0 0
Amount of
 the Reserved Profits
 at the time of declaring  such Dividend ,.. 505,472 16 2
Coined Gold
 and Silver
 and other Coined
 Metals ...
Gold
 and Silver  in Bullion or
 Bars
 ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other
 Banks
 ... ... ...
Balances
 due from other
 Banks
 ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,
 excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE. Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the
above Bank, during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at B ri sbane ,  this thirtieth day of April ,  1875 .  A. THOMSON.
JAS. SWAN, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the UNION BAx$ op AUSTRALIA, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of £337 Is. 9d. for the duty
after the rate of £8 per  cent. per annum upon the sum of £44 ,946 6s .  4d., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation of
the
 said  Bank  in the Colony  of Queensland,  according to the annexed return .
Dated this 30th day
 of April,  1875. A. THOMSON.
Colonial Secretary's OfEce,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the BANE  OF NEW  SOUTH WALES, within the Colony  of QUEENSLAND , during the  Quarter
from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MAacH, 1875, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary
NERAL
 ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the BANK  of NEW  SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of  QUEENSLAND,  taken from the several Weekly Statements
during the Quarter  from the 1st JANUARY to 31st  MARCH, 1875.
LIABILITIES. I
Notes  in Circulation J Not  bearing Interest
...lBearing Interest
Bills
 in Circulation.. Not bearing InterestBearing eari  Interest
...
Balances  due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits
 ...............
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
433,289 12 10
345,881 2 1
.x ... ... £
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ...  £
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amounts of the  Reserved  Profits  at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
105,798 16 11
29,742 12 11
779,1701411 l
ASSETS.
Coined Gold
 and Silver and other Coined Metals...
Gold and Silver
 in Bu ll ion and Bars ... ...
Government Securities ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ..
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debt. of
every description, excepting Notes, Bi ll .,  and Balance.
due to the said Bank from other Banks
914,712 4 9
1,000,000 0 0
171 per cent .  per annum.
87,500 0 0
363,333 6 8
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
£ S. d. £ s. d.
192,226 11 1
33,054 9 9
19,526 7 3
6,783 10
4,938 14 0
751,897 17 4
£
 1,007,427 12 3
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875. ALEX. ARCHER,
 Manager.
JN. CRIBB ,
 Accountant.
1, Alexander Archer, declare, that, to the beat of my knowledge  and belief , the foregoing Abstract
 is a true and  faithful Account  of the Average
 Amount of  Assets and. Liabi li ties of the above
Wink
 during  the period specified  ;  and that the same  was made up  from the  Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance
 of the provisions of the Act  of the Governor and Council
 of the Colony of New South
Wales,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Declared before  me, at Brisbane ,  this seventh day of May, 1875.
CHAS. J. TRUNDLE,  Justice of the Peace.
ALEX. ARCHER.
1, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the BANK  OF  NEW SOUTH  WALES, do hereby
 offer to pays  to the
 Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No.14, Section 9, the sum of 2793 9s. lOd
.,  for the
duty  after the rate of £3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum  of £105, 798 16s. lid., being one qua rt er 's composition
 of the duty  payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation of the said
Bank, in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 7th day of May, 1875. ALEX. ARCHER.
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LAND ORDERS.
" IMMIGRATION ACT, 1872."
A
PPLICATIONS for Land Orders, under
"The Immigration Act of  1872," will be
received and forwarded to this Office by any of the
Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout the colony,
from whom printed Forms of Application, and any
information relating thereto, can be obtained.
Assisted and Remittance Passengers are requested,
upon maturity of their undertakings, to pay the
balance of their passages, either to the Immigration
Agent at Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of
Petty Sessions, by whom printed Forms of Applica-
tion for Land Orders will be supplied.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 24th March, 1874.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 6th May, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby given, that HERBERT
CHURCHILL PURCELL, of Charters Towers,
has this day been admitted as a duly qualified
Medical Practitioner ; and that NICHOLAS VTILLIAM
THOMAS, of Cooktown, has this day been admitted
as a Chemist and Druggist.
K.CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS.
Secretary.
NOTICE.
A SPECIAL Petty Sessions Meeting of Magis-trates, for the Police District of Bundaberg,
will be held at the Police Court, Bundabarg, on
TUESDAY, the 11th day of May next, at noon, to
consider applications for renewals and transfers of
Country Publicans' Licenses.
THOMPSON BUCHANAN,
Police Court,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Bundaberg, 29th April, 1875.
GOONDIWINDI POUND.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions, held thisday at the Court House, Goondiwindi, Mr.
WILLIAM WALLIS was duly re-appointed Pound-
keeper for the ensuing twelve months.
THEO. P. PUGH, P.M.
Goondiwindi, April 27th, 1875.
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  5th May, 1875.IT is hereby notified thatHOWARD St. GEoifE'
of Cooktown ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire ,  Police Magistrate ,  has been appointed
a Commissioner under the 64th section of  "The
Common Law Process  Act of  1867 ,"  and  " The Com-
monLaw Process Act of 1867  Amendment Act."
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief Justice
of Queensland.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court  was held atSupreme Court House, Brisbane, before His
Honor Sir  James Cockle, Knight, Chief Justice of
Queensland , and Judge of the said Vice-Admiralty
Court, on Monday, the 3rd day of May, A.D. 1875.
No business being on the Paper, the Court was
adjourned  to FRIDAY, the 4th day of June, A.D.
1875.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
STATUTES OF THE COLON'.
OW published,  at the Government Printing
L I Office, William  street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes , demy quarto:-
2 s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half' Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. u. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
are requested to take notice that
j all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Pest-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
IN SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
' in pamphlet form,  " The In,olvency Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price. 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
C!nlony.'  Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others a erequested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction  between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary  type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C
HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
NOTICE.
rHE Scale  of Charges for the  in- - -'.; n -  e, ties.
ments in the  Que-n*1,.rd
as fo llows
Advertisements  relatin to  Insolvent  in  Intestate
Estates, or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relat in g to Impounded  Stock, 1
ner animal.
All otner Advertisements will he charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first eight lines (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allow in g ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that NO  ADVEaTISiiMRNT
WILL B¢ IP'Shal i•L in the  Gazette  unless  acconnpanned by
it remittance sutfi, lent to cover  the cost of its iusertio*
according  to the above scale.
By Order,
J AXES (1 BEAL,
Fnvernment Printer.
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A DIVIDEND of tea shillings and sixpence in
the pound ,  will be declared in the matter of
William Hawe, of Stanthorpe , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  adjudicated insolvent on the 27th day
of November ,  1874, on the 8th May instant.
Creditors who have not proved their debts are
requested to do so  forthwith.
Dated 7th May, 1875.
311
JAMES LANDY,
Trustee, Stanthorpe.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against
Dominick Weisser, of Mackay, watchmaker.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered  that the said Dominick Weisser be,
and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Dominick  Weisser, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Supreme Court Office, Brisbane, on the
seventeenth  day of May, 1875, at Eleven o'clock
of the  forenoon . And it is further ordered that the
said Dominick  Weisser shall, on the fifteenth day
of May instant,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate , a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known , of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifth day
of May, 1875.
By the Court,'
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William  Peter Clark ,  of Maroochy, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  by the said
William Peter Clark.
(J
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day (and
upon proof, satisfactory to the Court, of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed
Y
the said William Peter Clark), it is ordered that
the  said Wil liam Peter  Clark  be, and he is hereby
adjudged ,  insolvent  ;  and that William Henry
Miskin, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said William Peter
Clark, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Office of the Registrar of this Court ,  on the twenty-
second day of May ,  1875, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
William Peter Clark shall ,  on the twentieth day of
May, 1875, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate ,  a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inabi lity to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court ,  this third
day of May, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ON the thirty -first day of May, 1875, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  Alexander Brown
Pritchard ,  of Marybo ro ugh ,  adjudicated insolvent
on the eleventh day of November, A.D. 1874, will
apply to this Honorable Court, .  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this fifth day of May, 1875.
810
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4r.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Spreckley, late of the Nor-
manby Gold Fields, in the Colony of Queens-
land, miner , deceased.
NT OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
r\i tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration with the
Will of the above-named Charles Spreckley  annexed,
may be grant.,d to William Henry Webb, of the
held Hotel, near Townsville,  in the said  colony,
licensed publican, the sole Devisee named in the
said Will.
Dated this 29th day of April, A.D. 1875.
EDWIN NORRIS,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said William Henry Webb.
By his Agent-
PETER MACPITERSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
300 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Alexander Mann, late of the Palmer
River Gold Fields, in the Colony of Queens-
land, miner and cattle dealer,  deceased.
11 OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
1 aJ tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Alexander Mann, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to James Mann, lately of
Dunedin, in the Colony of New Zealand, black-
smith, but now of Townsville, in the Colony of
Queensland, the brother of the said  deceased, and
who is also the lawfully constituted attorney of
Charles Mann, of Dunedin aforesaid , engineer and
blacksmith, the father of the said deceased.
Dated at Townsville, this 24th April, A.D. 1875.
EDWIN NORRIS,
Townsville,
Proctor for the said  James Mann and
Charles Mann.
By his Agent-r)
PETER  MACPHERSON,
Queen stieet, Brisbane.
299 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Friederich Vockner,  otherwise
Friederich Wockner, late of Irishtown, near
Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
freeholder.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expir-
ation, of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor.
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Friederich Vocker, otherwise Friederich
Wockner, deceased, may be granted to George
Wecker and Karl Hitz, both of Toowoomba, in the
said colony, farmers, the Executors  named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of April,  .D. 1875.
308
E. J. MAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s. 6d.
972
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURTSDICTION.
the Goods of August Frederick William John,
late of Leyburn, in the District of Darling
Downs, in the Colony of Queensland, saddler,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed August Frederick William
John, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Margaret John, of Lev burn, in the colony
aforesaid, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixth day of May,
A.D. 1875.
GRAHAM L. HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Margaret John.
309 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goode of Samuel Dunstan, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Samuel Dunstan, deceased, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to James Dunstan, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, the brother and one of the next-
of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 30th day of April, A.D.
1875.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
301
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
FORM No. 107. RULE 246.
In the Matter of Augustus Walter Swithin Smith,
insolvent.
T
HE Creditors of the above-named A. W. S.
Smith, who have not already proved their
debts, are required, on or before the fifth (5th) day
of May, to send their names and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned Carl Harden, of Rockhampton, the
Trustee under Liquidation, or in default thereof
they will be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated Rockhampton, this 14th day of April, 1875.
280
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
Copy. FORM 30.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR INSOLVENCY.
T
HIS  is to certify that Carl Harden, of Rock.
hampton, has been duly appointed Trustee of
the property of Augustus Walter Swithin Smith,
adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day of
January, 187 5.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of February, 1875.
[L.8.] J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
279 5s.
£1 REWARD.
L
OST or Strayed from Tiaro, one Chestnut
Mare, white face, three white legs, branded
JA over B1P over .)A on near shoulder ; one Roan
Mare, short tail, hollow in the wither, branded A
over V on  of  shoulder.
Ten shillings reward is offered for the recovery
of either of the above horses, on delivery to J.
THOMAS, Butcher, Tiaro ; or, CHAS. YOUNG,
Carriers' Arms, Gayndah Road.
307  as.
PEAK DOWNS  MUTUAL  CO-OPERATIVE
COMPANY (LIMITED).
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the General
Meeting of the Shareholders in this Com-
pany will be held  in the building known as the
Company 's Store,  Van 1'iressin street ,  Copperfield,
on WEDNESDAY,  9th June, at 8 o'clock p m.,
for the purpose of laying the Liquidation Accounts
before  the Shareholders, and to show the manner
in which the winding-up of the Company 's affairs
has been conducted ,  and other business.
By order of the Liquidators.
ROBERT ARMITAGE.
Copperfield, 1st May, 1875.
302 5s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N ' OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended
I ' in the ensuing Session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Municipal Council of Rockhampton to construct
Waterworks, and for other purposes therein men-
tioned.
Dated this 12th day of April, A.D. 1875.
BEES R. JONES,
Solicitor for the said Municipal Council
of Rockhampton.
218 4s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
,f the following amounts:-
1875.  £ s. d.
May 4.-F. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 5 0
5 -C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-II. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 Z 0
7.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
„ 7.-R. Johnson ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
tmpounbinno.
;l+„r Pound1ceeper. arc reminded  that  Advert sements
of Impounded  Stock will be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such  Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied  by a remittance sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Wallumbilla,  on 25th
March, 1875.
One grey mare ,  P sideways over P near shoulder ; foal
at foot.
Also, from Mount  Hutton,  on 19th April, 1875.
One roan colt ,  indistinct brand near shoulder,  li ke
J4J off rump.
One bay mare ,  like JT near shoulder ,  off  hip down.
If not relca ,ed on or before the 28th May, 1875, w ill
he sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
296 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma, from Police Reserve,
Bungeworgaria ,  on 19th April, 1875.
One bay mare , A over 8 sideways  off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  D over B sideways over DB near shoul-
der, DB near rump.
If not released on or before 28th May, 187 5,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
297 2e.
973
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Freestone Creek, on
the 22nd of March, 1875, by Mr. James Wilson.
Driving, is 4d. (Strayed from the pound.)
One chesnut horse, JYJ (the YJ conjoined) near shoul-
der, star and small stripe.
If not released on or before the 1st of June, 1975, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
305
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from  Freestone  Creek, on
the 3rd of May, 1875, by Mr. James Wilson.
Driving expenses , is. 4d. per head.
One bay  mare,  JH conjoined near  shoulder, MN off
shoulder ; bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut  horse, B near neck, star.
One chesnut filly, AOA (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
One bay filly, ACA (registered brand) near shoulder,
hind feet white, white stripe down face.
One bay mare , JF sideways  near  shoulder, hind feet
white.
If not  released on  or before the 1st June, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
306
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the nclosed lan
of Mr. F., on the it of May, 1875. Damages, £5.
One strawberry bull, (" C (5 (registered brand) off
shoulder, alit off ear.
From Cooby (Corrected brands).
One roan mare, J over LA over 3 near shoulder, EM off
shoulder, star.
Also, from the cultivation of Mr. Geddes, Drayton, on
the 4th of May, 1875. Damages, 25s.
One black and white pig.
If not released on or before the 28th of May, 1875,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
303 3s.
I MPOUNDED at St. George, from Wagahy, on the
23rd day of April, 1875, by order of Thos. Duffy,
Esquire.
One black filly, like U over ES over two diamonds 6 near
shoulder, star in forehead.
One bay colt, hind fetlocks white, star  in forehead,
111/64 (registered brand) near thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be -sold  to defray expenses.
CHAR. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
1s.
298 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Split-yard Gully, on
the 27th April, 1875, by F. Needham, Esq. Driv-
ing expenses , 8d. per head.
One bay mare, W over W off shoulder, BB near
shoulder, 513 near thigh,  star  and snip, near hind
foot white ; brown colt foal, at foot, unbranded,
near hip down.
One chesnut horse, PF over - over WC near shoulder,
heart 6 hesit off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay horse, B sideways over B over AA near shoulder,
- over M off shoulder,  near  hind heel white, small
star.
One black filly, heart 6 heart  near  shoulder, hind heels
white,  small star.
One black horse, no brand visible, star, stripe, and snip,
near hind foot white.
One bay colt, JJF over like F sideways  near  shoulder,
star, stripe, and snip, near fore al d both hind feet
white, lump near ribs.
If not released on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
5s.
304 6s.
Printed and Published by NAMES 0. B VAT, Government Printer,
Will iam street, Brisbane, Sth May, 167 b.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
[No.  55.
T
HE following  Statement of Brands , being those Registered during the month of April last,  is published for general
information ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose  Names , Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are  requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such noti fications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
Name.
Office of Registrar  of Brands, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
bDK
7DK
9D LK
4DD L
DSNI59N
9DN
DOO
D®3
D®4
D®5
D@8
D 0O®
D101
to
`2
q'U
9815 DML
9820  Various a
1OBMBB  BRAND.
9821 Nil
9822 Various
9823 Various
9824 5 over aB conjoined
9819 DN
9818 Nil ...
9849  Various
9848 JC
9878  HJ  near  shoulder ...
9879 Various
9880 TA
9881 Nil
9884 Nil
9885 Various
9886 Nil
9887 Nil
9888 Nil
9893 Various
9894 EW near shoulder ..
9898 WT
9896 Nil
9900 Nil
9902 i H over 2
I
Cattle.
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Various
5 over aB conjoined
DN
Nil
Various
JC
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Various
Various
HB
Nil
Nil
WT
Nil
Various
Nil
P. R. GORDON,
PROP TOL
Run or Farm when
Brand is to be used.
Donald Ross McLennan Marlborough
William Burrow.... ... Homestead, West-
I
Charles Murphy ... .... Reserve
William Philips ... .., Commonage...
James Craig ... .... Carrier
Edward Bates ... ... Rockhampton
Daniel Nolan ... ... Nebo
Andrew Scott ... ... I Oakey Creek
Nilzwilliam Williams Cemetery Road
John Connors ... .., Perth street ... ...
James Henderson Clifton
William Creston ... ... Rose Vale ... ...
Ti omas Andrew ... ... Carrier
Catherine Smith ... ... Ipswich
Peter James Heuricli ... Mount Observatory
John MeikIejohn ... ... Cumbooya
William Horsley . ... Coumiouage ...
John William Wright Yandilla
Henry Bennett .. ... Alfred, Western Creek
George Bowles ... ... Ridgelands ...
Edwin Wicker ... ... . Lorne
William T3 son, sear. ... . Gordon
Peter Chair Kingsborough, Palms
Mary Henderson ... ... I Reserve
Henry Hofmann ... , , . I  Rangers  Valley, Kil•
lerue,
Nearest Post Town
of Rain or Farm.
Marlborough
Drayton
Springsure
Rockhampton
Springsure
Rockhampton
Nebo
Westwood
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Clifton
Glamorgan Vale
Toowoomba
Ipswich
Mitchell
Cambooya
Dalby
Yandilla
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Tambo
Cunnamidla
Cooktown
Rockhampton
Warwick
976
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certificate
Horses.
D50 9904 Nil
Db0 9910 Nil
D70 9911
D80 9916
D90 9917
GD0 9918
2D@  9937
3 D 0 9938
4 D 0 9939
5 D 0 9940
b D 0 9941
D b Y 9933
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
YoRMn .R BRAND.
5 E T 9853 Nil
E Zi 1 9907 Nil
F7A 9840 Nil
'9D  9817 Nil
F (5 D 9915 Nil
F 8  Q!  9869 Nil
F 2 T 9920 Various
G 7 A 9926 Nil
b fi' D 9890 Nil
04 E 9830 Nil
(n L (5 9856 JG
3 ('n N 9850 Various
(n  @,3  9935 Various
G' 9 P 9897 Nil
5aP 9905 Nil
(5 G T 9837 Various
H b U 9875 HC
2 H U 9838 Various
H Y 9 9865 Various
J 9 Y 9942 Nil
K A 3 9901 Nil
K ('S A 9909 AK
K D 2 9870 Nil
K E 3 9908 Nil
K J 4 9814 Nil
1 K K 9874 Nil
K M O 9863 Nil
K M 5 9945 Nil
7 K M 9806 Nil
K P,3 989.5 Nil
K  OT  9925 Nil
L 5 B 9868
L 9B  9923
5 L B 9830
OL B 98111
L C 9 9843
L 2 F 9946
b L G; 9851
L H 9 9859
8 L L 9835
L b N 9860
L R 5 9844
L 2 R 9930
O L S 9858
L T 7 9843
L W 9 9922
8MF 9825
N 7 B 9807
N Ci 7 9866
N H 7 9'67
NH8 9921
N 5 J 9852
N 4 K 9892
N 1 M 9913
NbW 9811
1 N Y 9889
Nil
B near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
JL near shoulder
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
PJ
Nil
Various
Various
Various
Cattle.
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
HC
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
AK
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
... Various
... B near  shoulder
... Nil
... Nil ...
.. Various ...
... Nil ...
... Nil
... ; Nil ...
... Nil ...
. Nil ...
... I Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Various ...
... ' Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Pi
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Name.
Duncan Ramsey Clerk
John Brown ...
James Edward Bryan
Eustus Werner ...
Marv Ann Hourahan
Christopher Miller
Thomas Henry ...
Mark McClafferty
Gorge Miller ...
Peter Hog
Henderson and Grant
Thomas Donnolly
iaersrsros
Run or Farm wEere Nearest  Poet Town
Brand is to be used.  of Run or Farm.
... Coonpoora ... ...
... Gracemere ...
'Lower Dawson Road
Moore's Creek ...
... Ridgelands ...
... Thorgomindah ...
... Charters Towers ...
... Long Bridge, Yeppen
... Dee Copper Mine ...
... Gracemere .. ..
... Wrotham Park, Walsh
River
... Reserve ... ...
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
lhorgomindah
Charters Towers
Rockhampton
Westwood
Gracemere
Pabnerville
Edward Tyler ... ... Running Creek ... Cape River
William Easy ... ... Boonbyjon ... ... Gayndah
Rockhampton
... I Alexander  Forture  ...  Coomera  ... ...  Coomera
... i Frederick Dilly ... ...  Springsure  ... ...  Springsure
... Frederick  Davis ... ... Portland Downs  ...  Isis Downs
Frederick  Charles Graves Toowoomba ... ...  Toowoomba
Francis Tomkins  ... ...  Greenwood  ... ... Ipswich
James Graham ... ...
George S. R. Dives ...
George Edward ... ...
John Gillespie ... ...
Joseph Green ... ...
Gunder Olsen ... ...
George Potts ... ...
George Porter .
Thomas Charles Gallagher
South Brisbane ...
Moogoon ... ...
Eagle Farm ... ...
Allora ... ...
Commonage ... ...
Farm
Selection ,  Call iungal
Reserve ... ...
Reserve ... ...
South Brisbane
Goondiwindi
Breakfast Creek
Allora
Leyburn
Mackay
Rockhampton
Springsure
St. George
... Honora Phillips ... ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
... Henry Skuthorpe ... Reedy Creek ... Blackall
... Bridget Healy ... ... Rockville ... ... Toowoomba
... Jacob Young ... ...  Deebing Creek
Ah Kai ..
Arthur Alexander Kemmis
Daniel Duggan ...
William Rae Anderson ...
John Kelleher .
William James Cavanagh
Michael Kelly ... ...
Patrick McCabe ... ...
Mary A. McKenzie ...
Karl Prim ... ... ...
Daniel Corbett ... ...
Ipswich
Commonage ... ...
Oakendon ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Kooingal ... ...
Walloon ...
Cooper's Plains
Seventeen-mile Rocks
Churchill ...
Springfield ... ...
Main Mange ... ...
Baramba ... ...
James Lodge Benson
Charles Bell ...
Thomas Butler ...
Samuel Biddle ...
Carl Christoffe ...
Luke Fisher, junr.
Leonard Gibson ...
Beinrich Lose ...
Mount Esk ..
German Gardens
Boggy Creek
Kedron,Brook
Logan River
Brisbane River
undon ...
Walloon ...
Eion Davidson
John Leathern ...  Traverstone ...
Samuel Thorpe Rodgers Stanthorpe ...
James Lawlor  ... ...  Reserve .
Christian Olsen ... ... Eight-mile Plains
W. Jessop and Co. ... Lotus Creek...
George Wil liams  ... ...  Warri ll  Creek
... Hugh McFi ee
Mary Ann  Black ...
Robert Collins ...
Hugh Albion ...
Hermann Newmann
Peter Johnson ...
Samuel Nunn ...
Michael Nesbitt ...
John Walsh ...
Joseph McNalty ...
... Mackay
Glenone ...
Blacksnake ...
Reserve ...
Churchill ...
Bowen ...
Kennington ...
Rockhampton
Mitchell Downs
Mary  street ...
Aramac
Mackay
Banana
Gladstone
Walloon
Cooper's Plains
Oxley
Ipswich
Tingalpa
Toowoomba
Nanango
Ipswich
Townsville
Breakfast Creek
Brisbane
Beenleigh
Oxley
Maryborough
Ipswich
Ipswich
Gympie
Stanthorpe
Surat
Eight-mile Plains
St. Lawrence
Ipswich
... Mackay
Highfields
Gympie
Roma
Ipswich
Bowen
Dalby
Rockhampton
Mitchell
loowoomba
977
Braid I  No. of
Begiterod. Certihcatel
Horses.
@C7
®J2
O@L
@M1
@So
P@4 9934 Nil
O PP 9906 Nil
b P T 9826 Nil
P Y 4 9831 Various
Q 1 Q 9855 OHL
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
ROD 9877  Nil ... ... Nil
9RD 9891 RD  ... ... RD
b R P 9827 Nil
R Y 5 9808 Nil
5 R Y 9845 Nil
S9OD
5SE
G SF
5SG
8SG
T E b 9931 JE near shoulder ... Nil
T 7 E 9804 Nil ... Nil
b T K 9899 JK near shoulder ... Nil
U 9 B 9832
9 U B 9872
0 U C 9928
5 U C 9941
2 U H 9809
U J O 98f,2
U 8W 9873
7YY 9846
WY3 9943 N il  ... ... N il
WbY 9932  Nil ... ... Nil
9903 N il
9857 Various
9912 AF
9810 Nil
9876 Various
7oaNBa BRAD.
... Nil
Various
Cattle.
... Nil
... Various
... Nil
9828 D off shoulder ... Nil
9929 DS near shoulder ... DS
9919 Nil ... ... Nil
9882 Nil ... ... Nil
9871 Nil ... ... Nil
9936 Nil ... ... Nil
9805 Various ... ... Various
983 2  Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... , Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Various  ... ...  Various
Nil ... ... Nil
N il  ... ... Nil
2)(B 9813 Various ...
1) (M 9864 JXM near shoulder...
Y8A
Y9B
YC9
Y7C
YH5
SY44YS
9927
9944
9816
9833
9836
9861
9854
9847
9914
9924
Nil
HB
Nil
N il
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
N il
Name.
Charles Osborne ...
Henry Johnson ...
Ole Olsen .. ...
Phillip O'Mara ...
Ole Sorensen ...
... 1 Peter Olsen ...
... Patrick Power ...
... Jane Padgett ...
... William Harvey Payne
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Rangers' Valley, K il- Warwick
larney
Bunpengary Creek ... BBunpengary
Creek
Garryowen ... ... Mackay
Main Range... ... Toowoomba
Commonage ... ... Gladstone
Ravenswood  ...  Ravenswood
Nanango ... ... Nanango
Toolooa ... Gladstone
Rocky Waterholes ... RockyWaterholes
... Scott, Henderson, and Co. Taabinga ... .., Jondaryan
... Richard Board ...
,,, Robert Davison ...
Henry Picking
Joshua  Rothery ...
Margaret Ryalls ...
... Radcliffe ... ... Sandgate
... Sandy Creek, Pine Ipswich
Mountain
... Ashwell Park ... Goondiwindi
... Redridge• ... ... Caboolture
... Commonage ... ... Gladstone
Stephen Dwyer ... . Reserve ... ... Goondiwindi
Dislif Sichan ... ... I Scrubby Creek ... Mackay
Samuel Dunlop Cameron I Deep Gully ... ... Gatton
Edward Stanton ... ... Quarry Gardens ... Bulimba
Samuel F. Shelley ... Coomera ... . Coomera
George Sanderson ... Newbiggin, Stanwell Rockhampton
Robert Strong ... . ' Indooroopilly ... Bri-bane
Gustav Schwilk ... ... I Drayton ... ... Drayton
... John Thomas Elson
... Matilda Morey ...
... Samuel Porter ...
Aswell Park... ... Goondiwindi
Mount Brisbane ... Walloon
Prospect View ... Mackay
... August  Bauer ... ...
Elizabeth  Bourke... ...
... Hugh Connolly ... ...
... Francis  John Coulson ...
... Dorothy  Isabella Sutton
Higginson
... Macky Brothers ... ...
... James  Want ... ...
... James Watson
... James Whyte ... ...
... Christian William Weber
,.. Hickson and Benson
... Joseph Mantel ...
Ferry Lane ...
Ellingabba ...
Gayndah ...
Bromelton ...
Waterfleld ...
Maryborough
Goondiwindi
Gayndah
Logan  Reserve
Ipswich
Kilkivan ... ... Kilkivan
Eagle Farm ... ... Breakfast Creek
Geeagban ... ... Maryborough
Warwick street ... Ipswich
Tinana Creek ... Maryborough
Delaware ... ... Gympie
Reserve ... ... Goondiwindi
... William Henry Austin ... I Inglewood ... ... Inglewood
... ' Henry Bruns ... Tarampa ... ... Ipswich
... Wilson and Bell ... ... Criterion Hotel ... Rockhampton
... James Carburry ... .. Spring Creek ... Drayton
... Andrew Crotty .. ... Gympie ... ... Gympie
,.. William Henry Carter ... Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
... Wilham Hampton ... Cattl: l
, a
,.. Dalby
, William Jones ... . Rocheford  ... ... Ravenswood
,.. Henry Morris ... .  Rockhampton  ...  Rockhampton
... Thomas Henry  Savage Goodna  ... ...  Goodna
ZZ r3 9829  Various ... ... Various ... Charles Batten  ... Burrow  ... ...  Nerang Creek.
9812  Nil ... Nil . Murdoch Gordon ... Loudon ... ... Dalby
978
BRANDs TRANSFERRED  during the Month of APRIL, 1876.
Brand. No. ofCertificate. Transferrer.
C C 4 717 Johanna O'Connell ... ...
CA 5 1022 The Australian Joint Stock Bank
W 2C 1287 William Peter Clark ... ...
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
YORMER BRAND.
Cattle.Horses.
Transfe re e. Nearest Post Town.Name of Run whe re  Brandis to be used.
Timothy and Mary O'Connell Reserve ...
Page
Rice, Rawson, and Co. . ! Haselwood ...
James Campbell ... ... ... Brisbane ...
CORRECTIONS.
Name.
Roma
Mackay
Brisbane
Run or Farm whe re  Brand is to be Nearest Post t own of : Remarks.
used. Run or Farm.
E C 4: 1792 Nil
Y Y 9 9756 Nil
t?l over n Bridget Creswell ... Glenmore ... ... ... Rockhampton ... Directory
between O
off rump
Nil ... Tolson and Cameron Kolonga ... ... ... Maryborough ... March list
The fo ll owing BRANDS have been CANCELLED:-
3.  C T No. of Certi ficate, 3887.
W 5 T „ „ 3890.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
13 y Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL,  Government Printer ,  William street, Brisbane.
F'S
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The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  13th May, 1875.
T
HE following  Tables, referred to in the Colonial Treasurer 's Financial Statement ,  are published
for general information.
WM. HEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Table A.
S TATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE  ACCOUNT, from 1st JANUARY, 1874, to 31st  MABCn, 1875.
Transferred to Surplus Revenue
Fund
Expenditure, 1874, including in-
terest due 1st January, 1875
Balance ...
£ s. d.
240,000 0 0
1,121,710 4 1
39,466 6 9
£1,401,176 10 10
£ a. d.
Cr. Balance, 1st January, 1874
(after payment of interest
due that day) ... ... 240,228 15 4
Revenue, 1874 1,160,947 15  6
£1,401,176 10 10
Cr. Balance, 1st January, 1875... 39,466 6 9Expenditure, 1st January to 31st
March, 1875 ... ... 220,375 13  3
104,610 10 6 Revenue, 1st January to 31stBalance ... ...
QUEENSLAND
obnument
£324,986 3 9
March, 1875 ... ... ... 285,519 17 0
£324,986 3 9
Cr. Balance, 31st March, 1875 £104,610 10 6
980
Table B.
S TATEMENT  of the SURPLUS REVENUE FUND to  31st  MARCII, 1875.
£ s. d.
Expenditure to 31st March, 1875 130,199 5 4
Balance  ... ... ... ... 109,800 14 8
Transferred from Consolidated
Revenue Account ... ...
£ s. d.
£240,000 0 0
Cr. Balance 31st March , 1875  ... £109,800 14 8
240,000 0 0
£240,000 0 0
Table C.
STATEMENT  of the LOAN ACCOUNT to 31 MARCH, 1875.
£ s. d.
Dr. Balance, 1st January, 1874 340,111 18 0
Expenditure 1st January, 1874,
to 31st March, 1875 ... 604,988 13 8
Debentures sold (a) ...
Balance, 31  March, 1875
£ s. d.
867,929 19 1
£945,100 11 8
Dr. Balance  to 31 March, 1875 £ 77,170 12 7
(a) £271 ,800 sold  in Colony ... ... ...  realized  £ 240,200 3 R
250,000  „ London, 27th January, 1874 „  220,653 11 0
466,500 21st  July, 1874 „  413,797 16 6
£988,300 £874,55110 2
CHARGES.
On £271,800 sold in Colony £466 14 6
250,000 „ London 2,132 11 7
466,600 4,022 5 0
6,621 11 1
Net Proceeds  ... ... £867,929 19 1
Average Net £87 16 0
4
77,170 12 7
£945,100 11 8
Table D.
STATEMENT of the SAVINGS BA.Nx ACCOUNT from 1st January, 1874, to 31st March, 1875.
DR. CR.
£  8.  d.£ s. d.
Savings Bank- Savings Bank-
Disbursements, 1st January, By Balance from 31st Decem-
1874, to 31st March, 1875 ... 588,804 1 6 her, 1874 ... ... ... 116,289 0 10
Balance  ... ... ... 178,164 8 10 Receipts from 1st January, 1874,
to 31st March, 1875 ... 650,679 9 6
£766,96810 4
£766,96810 4
Cr. Balance 31st March, 1875 ... £178,164 8 10
981
STATEMENT Of SAVINGS BANK ASSETS and LIABILITIES.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
SAYIN GS BANK-
Total Liabilities (exclusive  of Real Property  Act Assurance Fund, shown
below) ... ... ... ... ...
Assets-
G overn ment Debentures  ... ... ...
On Mortgage  ... ... ...
Bank Balance ... ...  ... ... ...
... 583,143 8 10
401,324 0 0
3,655 0 0
178,164 8 10
£583,143  8 10
Table E.
STATEMENT  of the TRUST AccouNTS from 1st January, 1874, to 31st March, 1875.
DR.
£ s.
Disbursemennts, 1st January to 1st
March, 1875 ... ... 71,276 2
Balances  3 LA March, 1875 ... 39,632 4
d.
3
0
CR.
£ s. d.
By Balance 31 December, 1874... 45,046 4 11
Receipts from 1st January to
31st March, 1875  ... ... 65,862 1 4
£110,908 6 3
£110,908 6 3
STATEMENT OF
Credit  Balance 31st  March, 1875 £39,632 4 0
TBUST FUND BALANCES.
Police Reward and Superannuation Fund  14,118 6 5
Assurance  Fund, Real Property Act ... 5,084 1 11
Immigration Coll ections ... ... 4,094 5 1
Sheep  Assessment  Fund ... ... ... 4,058 2 5
Brands  Act Fund ... ... ... 2,887 8 8
Suspense Account ... ... ... 6,480 1 0
Poundage... 1,998 12 11
Other Trust Accounts ... ... ... 1,841 6 7
£39,632 4 0
Table F.
STATEMENT Of BALANCES, 318t MARCH, 1875.
Dr.
£ 8. d.
Union Bank* ... ... ... 320,037 5 5
Bank of Queensland  ... ...  35,000 0 0
Loan Account  (overdraft ) ... 77,170 12 7
£ 432,207 18 0
Cr.
£ s. d.
Revenue Account ... ... 104,610 10 6
Surplus Revenue Account ... 109,800 14 8
Government  Savings Bank ... 178,164 8 10
Trust and other Accounts ... 39,632 4 0
432,207 18 0
• In London  (date 3rd February, 1875) ...
In Brisbane ... ... ...
£170,47016 0
149,566 9 6
£320,087 5 5
Table G.
STATEMENT-RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE, 1874.
REVENUE.
Budget Estimate,
1874. Actual  Receipts.
'EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
CUSTOMS
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... •540,000 0 0
EXCISE  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 25,000 0 0
SALE  OF LAND -
Auction and Selection Purchases
 ... ... ... ... ...
Purchase of Mineral Lands
 ... ... ... ... ...
Pre-emptive Purchases under
 "The Pastoral Leases Act of
1869" ... .., ... ... ..,
Rents  under Act of 1866 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rents under  Acts of 1868  and 1872  ,. ,.. ,,, ...
Survey Fees
 ... ... ... ... ... ..,
RENTS OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PURPOSES-
Rents and Assessments of Runs
 ... .. ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... ... .
GOLD REVENUE-
Miners ' Rights, etc. ... ... ... ... ...
Escort Fees and other Receipts ... ... ... ...
DUTY STAMPS
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps ..
Commission  on Money Orders
HARBOR AND LIGHT DUES-
Pilotage , Dues, etc. ...
Light Dues
 ... ... ...
BLRCTRIC  TELEGRAPHS- General Receipts ...
RAILWAYS - General Receipts
 ... ... ...
LICENSES  ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE ...
FINES
 AND FORFEITURES ... ...
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS ... ...
£ a. d.
485,382 11 1 No. 1.-SCHEDULES ... ...
Actual  Expenditure.
£  S.  d.
20,571 9 0
25,568 6 8 No. 2.-EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE
18,000 0 0 $19,422
 8 11
20,000 0 0 11,774 8 6
30,000 0 0 38,808 0 0
17,000 0 0  14,360 14  10
135,000 0 0 125,356 0 2
12,000 0 0 13,135 7 0
125,000 0 0
 121,918 18  4
1,500 0 0 335 13 0
6,500  0 0 5,822 0 0
10,500 0
 0 7,338 2 11
40,000 0 0 41,808
 7 11
27,000 0 0 26,143 5 1
1,500 0 0 1,246 9 6
7,000 0 0 9,46012 6
4,000 0 0
 4,922 2 2
24,000 0 0
 21,381  12  2
120,000 0 0 119,378 7 2
33,000 0 0 33 ,38118 3
8,000 0 0  10,197 4 8
3,000 0 0 2,441 5 7
16,000 0 0
 21,363 19
 1
TOTAL .., ... ... £ 1,223,000 0 0
+  Estimated before the amended tariff came into operation.
Exclusive of Land Orders retired in 1874
 £ 11,812 11 7
£1,160,94715 6
No. 3.-COLONIAL SECRETARY...
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
No. 5.-COLONIAL TREASURER
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOR
 LAND 3
No. 7.-SECRETARY FOR WORKS
No. 8.-POSTMASTER-GENERAL ...
No. 9.-AUDITOR-GENERAL ...
No. 10.-INTEREST ON LOANS .,.
(18T JULY, 1874, AND 1ST JANUARY, 1875).
TOTAL ... ... ... £
t  This includes  287,757 16s .  4d. expended on account  of " 1873"  Votes.
Expenditure as published  ... ... ... ... £ 1,109,380 4 1
Add  difference  in interest due let January, 1875,
compared with interest due let January ,  1874  12,330 0 0
12,279 17 8
322,835 0 4
18,606 6 1
100,853 4 3
46,835 0 8
221,421 10 1
104,604 7 1
3,894 8 11
269,809 0 0
1,121,710 4 It
£1,121,710 4 1
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Table  if.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the REVENUE for the Years 1873 and 1874, showing the INCREASE and
DECREASE per Cent. under each head thereof.
Head of Revenue. 1873. 1874,  Increase. Decrease. Per Cent.
Customs ... ...
„ ad valorem
Excise ... ... ...
Land Revenue .
Rent of Land for Pastoral Purposes
Gold Duty ... ...
Other Gold Receipts ... ...
Stamp Duty ... ... ...
Postage ... ... ...
Harbor Dues and Fees ... ...
Electric Telegraph Receipts ...
Railway Receipts ... ...
Licenses ... ...
Fees of Oice ... ...
Fines and Forfeitures ...
Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
TOTALS
£
339,743
141,170
20,870
216,912
119,099
7,218
13,971
34,333
26,661
10,616
22,132
107,270
31,111
7,664
2,514
18,750
£ 1,120,034
£ £ £
385,624 45,881 ... 13.5
99,758 ... 41,412 29.3
25,568 4,698 ... 22.5
223,849 6,937 ... 3.2
122,219 3,120 ... 2.6
17 ... 7,201
13,143 ... 828 5.9
41,808 7,475 ... 21.7
27,390 729 ... 2.7
14,383 3,767 55.4
21,382 ... 750 3.3
119,378 12,108 11.2
33,382 2,271 ... 7'3
10,197 2,533 ... 33'0
2,441 ... 73 2'9
20,408 1,658 I ... 8.8
1,160,947 91,177 50,264 3`6
11
Table I.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868:"
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT SHOWING THE AMOUNTS  RECEIVED  AS FIRST YEAR'S RENTS ON APPLICA-
TIONS UNDER THE ABOVE ACT, FOR THE YEARS 1868-74.
DISTRICT . 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. I 1873. 1874.
£ £ £ £ I £ £ £
East and West Moreton ... 4,264 7,146 7,177 3,964 1 6,873 5,719 5,799
Darling Downs ... ... ... 13,897 5,489 8,129 8,454 4,144 2,337 2,668
Wide Bay and Burnett ...... ... 288 1,989 1 1,242 1,363  2,172  2,685 1,483
Port Curtis ... ... ... ... 1,244 1,870 1,370 1,630 1,463 3,830 1,756
Kennedy ... ... ... ... 600 1,941 901 1,105 1,468 1,751 735
Cook ... ... ... 300 150
Condamine ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 29 18 ...
Gayndah ... ... ... ... ... 12 ... ... 2
Leichhardt ... ...  4 ... ... ... 4 33
Roma  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 34 174 26 43 84
Surat  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  36 4 ... 336
St. George  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  4 6 45
Clermont ... ...  ...  ... ... ... .. 115 630 103 50
Springsure  ... ... 48 74 25 26 6
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ... ... 127 106 ...
Burke ... ... ... ... ... 33 ... ...  161  34 16 ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 42...
... ... ... ...Tenningering ... ... 20
TOTALS ... ... £ 20,330 1 18,435 18,901 16,962  1  16,999 16,944 13,209
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Table K.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
RECEIPTS  AND WORKING  EXPENSES  FROM 1865 TO 187 4.
Year.
Number of
Miles open .  Receipts . Working Expenses. Net Earnings.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1865 ... ... 21 5,679 3 7 103 6 8* 5,575 16 11
1866 ... ... 49 26,504 14 5 8,294 0 0* 18,210 14 5
1867 ... ... 106 37,473 7 7 33,7,88 1 0 3,685 6 7
1868 ... .. 130 55,174 16 7 48,628 3 6 6,546 13 1
1869 ... .. 176 75,644 0 8 58,025 12 0 17,618 8 8
1870 ... 176 67,849 17 2 60,052 14 7 7,797 2 7
1871 188 71,337 13 6 59,701 16 7 11,635 16 11
1872 ... ... 188 84,007 5 6 53,093 2 3 30,914 3 3
1873 ... ... 188 97,632 10 10 64,093 7 4 33,539 3 6
1874 ... ... 206 106,822 13 8 69,224 13 3 37,598 0 5
Total £ 628,126 3 6 455,004 17 2 173,121 6 4
*  Balance of Working Expenses  defrayed from Loan.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
RECEIPTS AND WORKING EXPENSES FROM YEAR 1867 TO 1874.
Number of
Year .  Miles open .  Receipts. Working Expenses. Annual Loss.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1867 ... ... 30 973 18 0 1,465 18 8 492 0 8
1868 ... ... 30 3,847 14 4 5,513 17 2 1,666 2 10
1869 ... ... 30 5,104 3 8 7,335 1 5  2,230 17 9
1870 ... ... 30 3,964 12 10 8,478 10 10 4,513 18 0
1871 ... ... 30 4,828 16 8 7,378 17 5 2,550 0 9
1872 ... ... 30 5,707 19 3 7,119 17 2 j1,411 17 11
1873 ... ... 30 9,637 13 0 10,291 0 11 653 7 11
1874 ... ... 44 12,555 13 6 12,697 12 10 141 19 4
l7S3
Total £ ...  1 46,620 11 3 60,280 16 5 13,660 5 2
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Table L.
EXPENDITURE ON ACCOUNT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS, ROADS,
BRIDGES, &c., IN 1872, 1873, AND 1874 (EXCLUSIVE  OF DEPARTMENTAL EXPENDITURE).
Revenue.
1872 ... ...
1873 ... ...
1874
TOTALS £
£ s. d.
47,182 5 10
Loan!  Surplus Revenue.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
53,369 9 2 ...
Total.
£ 8. d.
100,551 15 0
80,957 0 3  104,650 10  0 ... 185,607 10 3
110,833 13 0 89,537 8 4  33,641 19 10  234,013 1 2t
238,972 19 1 247,557 7 6  33,641 19 10  520,172 6 5
• Includes Expenditure on Harbors and Rivers ,  Light-houses ,  Public Works and Buildings ,  Roads and Bridges ,  and Elect ri c
Telegraphs ; but exclusive of Railways.
t Expenditure in 1874 from Loan Rbvenue and Surplus Revenue (exclusive of Railways), shown in Districts :-
Southern District ... ... ... ... ... £101,252 4 7
Wide Bay and Burnett District ... ... ... 32,858 12 1
Central District ... ... ... ... ... 49085 1 11
Northern District ... ... ... ... ... 50,817 2 7
£234,013 1 2
Table M.
PROPORTION  OF FULL PAYING, ASSISTED, AND FREE IMMIGRANTS IN THE YEARS 1865, 1873, AND 1874,
RESPECTIVELY.
1865.  1873. 1874.
Full Paying ... ... ...
Assisted, Remittance, and Indented
Free ... ... ... ...
Total
PER CENT.-
Full Paying ... ... ...
Assisted, Remittance, and Indented
Free ... ... ... ...
2,093 695 703
2,569 2,067 1,897
8,247 4,837 6,980
12,909 7,599 9,580
16
20
64
UNDERTAKINGS UNDER "THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1872."
Particulars . Assisted.  Indented.
9 7
27 20
64 73
Remittance.
£ £ j £
To Undertakings received to the 31st March ,  1875  ...  22,354
By Undertakings retired to the 31st March, 1875 ...  3,240
Undertakings Overdue to 31st March,  1875  ... ...  8,403
Undertakings not yet due  ... w ` 10,711
4,760 I 17,002
2,600
105
2,055
LAND Oanaas.
Balance outstanding, 31st December, 1874 ... ... ... ... ...
Land Orders issued from 1st January, 1874, to 31st March, 1875 ... ...
Received on account Land Sales and Selection , 1st January, 1874,
to 31st March ,  1875 ... ...
Amount of non -transferable  Land Orders  cancelled , the currency of
same having expired ... ... . .. ... ... ... ...
Other cancellations  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
£26,005 11
11,230 13
306 10
821
6,825
9,356
Total.
£
44,116
6,661
15,333
22,122
... £21,521 12 9
... 36,976 11 4
58,498 4 1
11
6
9
61,5U 16 2
T.,.rl (lvrlva nnhaFnnrli»e..'i1 mt.. MorA  IRIfA
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Table N.
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION OF £240,000, SURPLUS REVENUE FUNDS.
STATEMENT of BALANCES UNEXPENDED On the 31st March, 1875.
BEAD OF EXPENDITIIBE.
Immigration ... ... ... ... ... ...
New Dredge ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dry-dock ... ... ... ... ... ...
Small Dredge ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bredge (Brisbane), Expense of Working ... ...
Dredge (Upper Brisbane) Expense of Working ...
Steam Tug (Maryborough) ... ... ... ...
Clearing Mary River ... ... ...
Wharf, Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ...
Groins, Upper Flat, Rockhampton .. ...
Embankment (Extension of), Pioneer River ...
Groin, Pioneer River ... ... ...
Cleveland Bay, Improvement of ... ... ...
Lighthouse, North Reef, Capricorn Group
Cape Capricorn Light and Signal Station Buildings
Light Vessels, Torres Straits ...
Electric Telegraphs Extension ... ... ...
Railways, Renewal of Rolling Stock ... ...
Railway Surveys ... ... ... ... ...
Table 0.
STATEMENT OF LOAN BALANCES, 31ST MARCH, 1875.
* Dr.  Balances.
BALANCE OR.
£ &d.
25,000 0 0
23,190 6 7
81 7 8
2,193 0 0
16 2 11
3,994 15 0
4,000 0 0
1,534 17 1
3,633 17 1
5,000 0 0
1,800 0 0
3,993 18 0
6,000 0 0
1,024 2 6
7,796 17 0
9,542 18 3
7,847 11 6
3,151 1 1
109,800  14  8
tCr. Balances.
£ 8. d. £ 8. d.
Immigration ... ... ... ...  ...  51,395 8 2 ...
S. and W. Railway ... ... ... ... 3,225 4 7
„ ' „ Brisbane to Ipswich ... 155,849 0 2 ...
G. N. Railway, Rockhampton to Westwood 349 12 9 ...
„ Westwood to Comet Junction ... 236,631 2 11
Electric Telegraphs ... ... ... .. 1,048 19 3 ...
Harbors and Rivers-
General Vote ... ... ... ... ... 5,092 8 7
Lighthouses ... ... ... ... ... 2,922 7 5
River Embankment, Mackay ... ... ... 89 17 6
Wharf, Gladstone ... ... ... ... ... 173 6 3
Municipalities, Loans to... ... ... ... ... 1,037 9 2
Public Works and Buildings-
General Vote ... ... ... ... ... 25,536 8 4
Supreme Court and Museum ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum ... ... ... ... 100 0 0 ...
Police Court and Lock-up, Brisbane ... 646 12 6 ...
Public Offices, Rockhampton ... ... ... 57 6 6
Custom House, Townsville... ... ... ...
„ „ Pioneer River ... ... ... 138 17 10
Bonded Store, Port Denison ... ... ... 40 0 0
Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... ... 130 3 9
Water Supply, Brisbane... ... ... ... 600 0 0 ...
„ Ipswich ... ... ... ... 239 9 8
Toowoomba ... ... ... 237 15 0 ...
Rockhampton ... ... ... 10,500 0 0
Roads, Southern Division ... ... ... ... 5,275 4 11
Wide Bay and Burnett ... ... • • ... 1,066 15 2
Central Division ... ... ... ... ... 14,242 18 9
Northern Division ... ... ... ... 13,633 4 10
Bridge over Condamine ... ... ... ... ... 633 15 1
„ Dawson ... ... ... ... ... 64 0 0
„ Approaches, Tarampa ... ... ... ... 57 18 6
TOTAL ... ... 224,192 2 1 306,823 5 6
• Being  expenditure on account of Loan Estimate authorised by Resolution of Assembly (£425,100), but not yet provided
for by Loan Bill.
t  Being unexpended  portion of  former Loans.
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Table P.
STATEMENT OF REVENUE RECEIVED IN 1874 AND ESTIMATED FOR 1875-6,
SHOWING INCREASE AND DECREASE UNDER EACH HEAD.
Head of Revenue. Received in1874.
Estimated for
1875-6. Increase. Decrease.
£ £ £
CUSTOMS ... 485,382 500,000 14,618
EXCISE 25,568 30,000 4,432
510,950 530,000 19,050
SALE OF LAND-
Auction and Selection Purchases
Purchase of Mineral Lands ...
...
...
Pre-emptive Purchases under " Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" ... ... ...
Rents  under Act of 1866 ... ... ...
Rent s under Acts of 1868 and 1872 ...
Surv ey Fees and other Receipts ... ...
RENT OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PURPOSES-
Rents and Assessment of Runs ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ...
GOLD REVENUE-
Miners' Rights ... ... ... 5,822 6,000 178
Escort Fees and other Receipts 7,338 10,000 2,662
13,160 16,000 2,840
DUTY STAMPS .. ... ... ... ... 41,808 46,000 4,192
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps ... ... ...  26,143 27,000 857
Contributions from Imperial Government
and other Colonies ... ... ...
Commission on Money Orders ... ... 1,247
19,422 30,000 10,578
11,774 3,000 ...
38,808 20,000
14,361
125,913 135,000 9,087
13,038 13,000
223,316 201,000 19,665
121,919 136,000 14,081
833 7,000 6,167
122,752 143,000 20,248
4,500 4,500
1,500 253
27,390 33,000 5,610
PILOTAGE AND LIGHT DUES ... ... ... 14,383
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS  ... ... ... ... 21,383
RAILWAYS...
LICENSES ...
OTHER RECEIPTS
8,774
18,808
14,361
38
16,000 1,617
25,000 3,617
119,377 150,000 30,623
33,382 36,000 2,618
33,047 37,000 3,953
TOTAL CASH REVENUE ... ... I £1,160,948
DEDUCT DECREASE ... ... ... ...
NETT INCREASE ... ... ...
1,233,000 114,033 41,981
...  41,981
... £72,052... I
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT Of the REVENUES Of VICTORIA, NEW SOUTH
for the Year ending 31st December, 1874.
Estimated Population ... ...
Customs ...
Victoria, 42 per cent, of total revenue,
or £2 2s. 7d. per head.
New South Wales, 27 per cent., or
£1 12s. 8d. per head.
Queensland, 42 per cent., or £2 19s. 5d.
per head.
Excise and  Inland Revenue-
Victoria, 2 per cent. of total revenue, or
2s. 9d. per head.
New South Wales, 7 per cent., or
Ss. 6d. per head.
Queensland, 9 per cent., or 12s. 4d.
per head.
rSpirits ... ...
Sugar
Licenses
Stamp Duty
Duty on Estates of
WALES, and
VICTORIA ,  NEW SOUTH WALES,
810,257. 584,000.
£ £
1,726,716 954,383
QUEENSLAND,
QUEENSLAND,
163,370.
485,382
32,832 10,800 25,568
33,883
9,742 85,872 33,382
100,871 41,808
deceased persons 67,888
Gold Duty ... ... 17,829 17
110,462  249,255
Territorial Revenue-
Victoria, 19 per cent. of total revenue,
or 19s. 2d. per head.
New South Wales, 41 per cent., or
£2 8s 10d. per head.
Queensland, 30 per cent., or £2 3s. 11.
per head.
Public Works-
Victoria, 25 per cent. of total revenue,
or £1 5s. 4d. per head.
New South Wales, 17 per cent., or
£1 Os. 8d. per head.
Queensland, 12 per cent., or 17s. 6d.
per head.
Miscellaneous-
Victoria, 12 per cent. of total revenue,
or 11 s. 2d. per head.
New South Wales, 8 per cent., or
9s. 7d. per head.
Queensland, 7 per cent., or 9s. 9d. per
head.
Victoria, £5 per head.
New South Wales, £6 0s. 3d. per head.
Queensland , £7 2s. Id. per head.
r
Laud Sales...
JI  Conditional Sales ...
Pastoral Occupation
1 Other Land Receipts
r If
Railways ...
ITelegraph ...
...
-i Water Supply
Tolls, Ferries ,  Rent,
&c.
irPost Office...
Port  and Harbor
Dues ... ...
Fees
Fines
All other  Receipts...
TOTAL ..
97,408 1,056,585
516,498 106,987
138,399 214,714
23,089 17,880
100,775
58,230
139,716
121,919
32,025
775,394  1,426,166 1  351,890
887,280 532,852 119,378
42,043 42,768 21,382
94,448 ... ...
4,710  28,630 2,040
1,028,481  604,250 142,800
149,936 106,941 27,390
20,103 30,215
100,467 34,411
19,441 7,437
122,864 101,226
412,811 280,260
1
£4,053,864 i 3,514,314
14,383
17,518
2,441
18,36S
80,100
1,160,947
Per tentage of Revenue derived from the Alienation of Crown Lands :-Victoria, 15 per cent. ; New South Wales
33 per cent. ; Queensland, 17 per cent.
Taxation proper (Customs, Excise, and Inland Revenue) of Victoria, £2 5s. 4d. per head ; New South Wales, £2 is. 2d
per head ; Queensland, £3 l ls. 9d. per head.
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Table R.
POPULATION RETURN-1874.
ARRIVALS-WHENCE.
MALES.  FEMALES.
Above 12.
Great Britain...
Australian Colonies
Germany ...
South Sea Islands
New York ...
'Singa' pore ...
New Caledonia
China ... ...
Batavia
Hong Kong
Total ...
Under 12. Above 12. Under 12.
TOTAL.
4,148 1,040 2,669 997 8,854
7,564 424  1,274  180 9,442
323 87 235 82 727
1,461 ... 42 ... 1,503
1 ... 1 ... 2
44 ... 1 ... 45
19 ... 5 ... 24
80 2 1 ... 83
5
13,679 1,553  4,233 1,260
DEPARTURES-DESTINATION.
Great Britain... ...
Australian  Colonies ...
South Sea Islands ...
Singapore ... ...
China ...
New Caledonia ...
Hong Kong ... ...
Manilla ...
United States of America
Total ...
111 21
4,763 285
1,028
38 14
6
17
5
40
20,725
60 27 219
1,098 211 6,357
82 ... 1,060
16 4 72
4 ... 21
50 1 1 3 55
1 1 2
1 ... 1
6,013 322 1,214
Total Arrivals ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20,725
Total Departures... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,794
Excess of Arrivals ... ... ... ... ... 12,931
Estimated Population, 31st December, 1873... ... ... 146,690
Estimated Increase by Excess of Births over Deaths ... 3,561
Excess of Arrivals over Departures ... ... ... ...  12,931
245 7,794
Estimated Population, 1st January, 1875 ... ... 163,182
Table S.
RETURN SHOWING THE VALUE OF THE UNDERMENTIONED GOODS EXPORTED FROM THE COLONY DURING EACH YEAR FROM 1860 TO 1874 INCLUSIVE (ALL PRODUCE OF THE COLONY ),  EXCLUSIVE
OF STOCK EXPORTED OVERLAND.
Population ... 28,056
Copper, Ore and Smelted
Cotton ...
Gold ... ... ...
Rum (Colonial) ... ...
Sugar
 (Colonial) ...
Tin - Sand, Ore, and
Smelted ..
Wool, Clean and Greasy...
Tallow
Hides ...
Preserved Meats ...
Misce  laneous .,.
TOTALS ... £
Exports per head...
1861. 1862. 1863. 1864.
34,367 45,077 61,690 74,036 87,804
£ £ j £
50 644 10,332
4 1,423
14,576 3,928 625
... ... ...
£ £
296 146
3,056 4,186 !
14,802 83,292
... ...
...
444,188 613,074 671,970 776,776 1,037,663
25,628 48,009 50,979 30,716 32,999
10,277 13,881 17,362 16,149 15,916
28,757 30,058 40,545 46,586 72,52
523,476 709,598 793,236 888,381 11,247,054
£ s. d. £ s.  d. ` £  s. d. £ s. d. £  s.  d.
18 13 2 120 12 11  117 11 11 114 8 2  116 16 10
1,713,263 12,267,954 12, 505,559  2,467,907
£ £ £ £ £ £
64,439 182,528 257,723 200,699 149,696 1,149,353
73,437 79,342 59,774 48,673 32,819 480,906
489,539 616,907 660,396 717,540 1,356,071 5,441,984
5,490  6,976 7,899 8,824 10,561 45,096
41 16,262 36,833 40,314 108,373 201,823
109,816 397,191 358,550 865,557
1,026,061 1,158,833  1,169, 812  1,374,526 11,420,881 15,141,523
167 ,2 30 139,181 100,201 50,899 43,045 1,178,515
38,263 45,816 56,721 72,941 58,891 491,447
61,354 78,540 67,430 63,957 68,459 423,622
80,781 110,101 108,421  180,236  152,702 1,622,788
2,006,635 2,434,486 2,635,026 13,155,800
 3,750,048
 27,042,614
£ s. d £ s. d. £ s. d. i! £ s. d. £ s. d.
17 7 3 19 9 0 19 14 7 '21 10 3 ,22 19 7
I I
RETURN SHOWING THE TOTALS OF IMPORTS FOR THE COLONY FROM 1860 TO 1874 INCLUSIVE ,  DISTINGUISHING DIRECT TRADE
1860. 1861, 1862. 1863. 1861. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869.
Amount of Imports- £ `! £ £ £ £ £ £ IM £ £ £
From Great Britain ... 56,730
„ All other Places 685,293
90,905 228,591 365,093 506,697
1
713,545 1 742,884 474,483 431,656
877,045 1,094,918 11,348,170
 1,761,257  !1,792,014 11,725,023 11,256,681 1,467,463
TOTALS... 742,023 967,950 1,32.3,509
Imports per  head... ...  126 8 11 28 3 3 29 7 2
1865. 1866. 1867.
96,201 99,849
£ £ £
18,440 33,918
12,197 19,218
92,938 85,561
885,299
57,155
24,167
63,268
987,659
53,597
27,159
4,644
154,735
66,038
26,631
189,248
1,419,421
90,293
31,693
23,926
313,090
1868.
107,427
1869.
109,897
1870. 1871.
 1872. 1873. 1874. TOTALS.
115,567  125,146  133,553  146,690  16 3, 1 82
£ £
77,136  87,268
68,929 51,217
593,516 523,045
380 4,966
1,057,211 1,098,149
122,544 166,039
29,827 32,384
31,184 34,128
126,710 113,946
1,153,464 1,366,491 2,160,340 12,107,437  2,111,142
£ s. d. £ s. d £ s. d  19  s. d. £ s. d.
13  2.  8.  114 4 1 21 12 8 19 12 4 19 4 2
£ s. d. i £ s. d 1 £ s. d £ s. d
27 15 10 30
 12 7 128 10 8
 25  13 0
1,731,164 1,899,119
17 6 9 17 13 6
WITH GREAT BRITAIN FROM OTHER PLACES.
1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. TOTALS.
£ I £ £ £ £ £
455,796 436,436
1,275,514
 1,140,903
1,731,310
394,793 474,845 965,278 1,015,684 7,353,416
1,167,872 1,700,745 1,774,655 1,818,130 20,885,683
1 339 1 562 665 2 17E577- , , , ,,
£ s. d
15 15 0
.
13121112  9
 8 16  5  91813  6 17  7 3
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Table T.
GENERAL ABSTRACT SHOWING THE
 AVERAGE LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE BANKS OF THE COLONY OF QUEENSLAND, FOR THE
DECEMBER
 QUARTER IN EACII YEAR FROM 1560 TO 1874.
1860.
I1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869.
I-
1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874.
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Notes in Circulation ...
 42,765
 63,1041  87,103 107,634 137,799 1 181,615 126,957 125,273 167,568 152,866 146,921 170,601 229,510 287,855 351,322
B ills in Circulation ... ... 2,473 4,499 1 11,903 14,352 22,398 25,060 11,871 12,400 9,797  8,413 8,428 10,192 8,580 7,414 11,454
Balances due to other Banks 17
 324 2,083 4,189 11,058 23,336 16,236 18, 796 18,654 15,743 13,147 14,587 14,475 45,585 77,955
Deposits
1
286,918 322,311 + 341,156 472,766 757,154 770,913 750,604 868,817 11,018,567 961,612 923,557 11,240,696 1,590,283 2,067,845 2,374,824
Total Liabilities ... £ 332,173  390,238  442,245 598,941 928,409 1,000,924 905,668 11,025,286 1214,586 1,138639  x'1,092,053 11,436,076 1,842,848 2,408,699 2,815,555
Coin
 ... 63,844 84,916 105,268 128,632  178,503 193,017 218,656 307,634 333,062 279,238 264,872 279,376 481,849 551,512 5,10,141
Bullion
 ... 43 40 ... 1,253 13,510 5,391 8,056 12,681 19;175 23,375 25,247 35,870 52:043  56,228 80,515
Government Securities
... ... ... 57,692
Landed Property ...
 13,749 18,016 25,538 34,542 38,874 52,532  62,184 68,746 82,386 84,267 83,546 84,005 1 88,163 96,909 100,108
Notes
 and Bi ll s of other Banks ,..
 1,293 1,528 2,287 8,649 17,201 9,118 7,766 8,346 9,859 14,931 124,244 f 7,880 13,377 15,576 15,617Balances due from other Banks ... 4,870 8,101 4,107 6,895 6,505 18,196 22,287 17,117 22,927 24,263 20,815 26,549 75,399 43,148 59,030
Discounts and all other Debts and
Advances ,., 490,862 618,316 751,679 1,055,990, 1,571:1892,003,207 1,906,487 1,586,034 1,583,818 1,576,748 1,306,770 1 ,203,938 1,489,515 2,153,698 2,680,092
Total Assets ... £ 574,661 730,917 888,879 1,235,961 1,825,782 2,281,461 2,225,436 2,000,558 12,051,227 2,002,822 1,725,494 1,695,3102,200,346 2,917,071 3,475,503
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.  I £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Deposits per head of Population 10 4 6  9 7 8 7 11 4 7 13 4 10 4 8 8 15 7 716 0 814 019 9 7 815 0 7 19 10 9 18 1 111 18 1 14 1 11 14 11 0
U.
LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the  BANKS
 of the Colonies of VICTORIA, NEw SOUTH WALES,  NEW
 ZEALAND, and QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter ended 31 December 1874.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation.
Victoria ...
New South Wales
New Zealand ...
Queensland ...
Bills in Circulation. Balances  due to otherBanks.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
1,395,501 18 10 S2,876 15
 8 188,495  4  10
1,053,108 13 8 36,792 17 9 231,499 16 3
848,701 16 1 72,567 4 1 28,040 17 0 1,253,196 11 7
351,322 9 3 11,454
 3 10  77,955 410
3,648,634 17 10 203,691 1 4 1525,991 2 11
ASSETS.
Coin.
Victoria ...
New South Wales
New Zealand ...
Queensland ...
£ s. d.
2,279,501 13  6
2,351,69315 2
1,389,207 6 3
540,141 6 6
Bullion .  Landed Property.
Government.
DEPOSITS.
Not bea ri ng Interest .  Beari ng Interest.
£  s. d. £  S.
4,922,187 8 0 { 7,516,398 12
5,281,937 1 0 6,603,020 12
2,467,136 14 1 1,829,417 2
1,077,016 7 10 1,297,807 7
d.
Total
 Deposits . I Total Liabilities.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6 12,438,586 0 6 14,105,45919 10
9 111,884,957 13 9  13,206,359  1 5
1 1 4,296,553 16 2 6,499,060 4 11
0 2,374,823 14 10 2,815,555 12 9
1,253,196 11 7 113,748,277 10 11
Notes and Bills of
other Ba tiks.
17,246,643 14  4 30,994,921 5 3 36,626,434 18 11
Balances due from other Notes and Bills
Banks. discounted  and all other
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
466,847
 13  6 705,598 8 5 183,777 3 7
255,960  19  9 324,171  8 10  45,453  5 10
217,654 7 0  168,148  15  11  24,908  18  9
80,515 8 0 100,107 18 9 f 15,617 8 9
£ 6,560,544 1  5 1,020,978 8 3 1,298,026 11 11
£ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
302,883 8 0 16,518,244 1 2
3,367,791 0 5 10,685,250 1 3
138,625 3 0 8,130,939 10 6
59,029 12 6 2,680,091 17 9
269,756  16 11
 3,868,329 3
 11 38,014,525 10 8
Funded and other
secu ri ties. Total Assets.
£  s. d. s. d.
20,456,852 8 2
17,030,320 11 3
581,625 17 10 10,651,109 19 3
... 3,475,503 12 3
581,625 17 10 51,613,786 10 11
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F
l IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee,
in honour of Her Majesty's Birthday, at
Government House, on MONDAY, 24th May, at
Twelve o'clock, noon.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOE THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume. Each
gentleman will come provided with two cards, with
his name legibly written thereon  ;  one to be left in
the Entrance Ha ll , and the other to be given to the
Aide-de-camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree
wi ll  assemble in the Principal Drawing-room ;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the Small
Drawing-room  ;  and the General Public in the
Hall.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. E. MAcCARIHY ,  4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1875.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I. of the Executive Council, has been pleased
I to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
1 Returning Officers for the several Electoral Dis-
tricts mentioned in connection with their respective
names :-
Logan - HUGO PIETZCRER ;
Stanley- RICHARD KERR ;
Fassifern - CHARLES HAYMAN BRAND;
Mulgrave - WILLIAM HART ;
Mitchell -JOHN CAMERON ;
Burke-JAMES AUGUSTUS PARREE.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN JOSEPH  POWER , M.R.C.S.,
to be Health Officer for the Port of Maryborough,
for the purposes of  "The  Quarantine  Act of  1863."
A. MACALISTER.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive  Council.  has been pleased
to appoint
G. T. MYLES and
H. E. EASTON
to be Trustees of the land reserved for Pastoral and
Agricultural Exhibits at Goondiwindi.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1875.
CORRECTION.IT is hereby notified thatthe name of
ROBERT HAMILTON MATHEWS
is to be substituted for R. H. Matthews ,  erroneously
inserted in the notice licensing him as a Surveyor,
which appears in page 886 of this year 's  Government
Gazette.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875
T] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
j l the Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY CHALLINOR, F.R.C.S., Eng.,
to be Visiting Surgeon and Inspector of the
Dianiautina and St. Vincent's Orphanages.
Such appointment to have effect from 1st April
now last past.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th May, 1875.ISIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to make the following appointments:-
CHARLES  SHORT  DICMEN,  Police  Magistrate at
Ravenswood,
to be Police  Magistrate  at Charters  Towers and
Millchester ; and
FRANCIS GILL
to be Police  Magistrate at Ravenswood ,  in the room
of Charles Short Dicken,  transferred.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th May, 1875.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
T
HE Sheepowners in the  Burke  Sheep District
having failed  to elect  Directors for the  current
year, His Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to
appoint the  following gentlemen  to be Sheep
Directors for the said district:-
JAMES GIBSON, Toomburra ;
MARTIN  HETZER, Norman;
FREDERICK E. NASH, Cambridge Downs;
EDWARD  PALMER, Canobie ; and
SAMUEL B. WALKER,  Sorghum Downs.
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
i] IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice
j 1 of the Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to accept the resi }Qnation tendered by
JOHN BORTHWICE
of his appointment as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection, situate in the county of
Bentinek, near Stanthope.
Portion. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 Stanthorpe 57 0 0
2 „ ... ... 37 0 0
3 „ ... 37 0 0
4 „ ... ... 40 0 0
33 „ ... .. 177 0 0
34 „ ... .. 176 0 0
35 „ ... .. 142 0 0
36 „ ... .. 54 0 0
37 „ ... .. 163 0 0
38 „ ... .. 227 0 0
39 „ 43 0 0
40 „ ... 222 0 0
6 Marsh ... ... ... 17 3 0
7 ... 20 0 0
8 „ ... ... ... 22 0 0
9 „ ... ... ... 24 0 0
10 „ ... ... ... 27 0 0
11 „ ... ... ... 25 2 0
12 ... ... 35 0 0
14 „ ... ... ... 41 0 0
15 „ ... ... ... 26 2 26
16 „ ... ... ... 67 0 0
17 „ ... ... ... 35 0 0
18 „ ... ... ... 26 0 0
19 „ ... ... ... 20 2 0
20 „ ... 105 0 0
21 „ ... ... ... 42 0 0
22 „ ... ... ... 32 0 0
33 Folkestone ... ... 20 0 0
34 „ ... .. 20 0 0
35 „ ... ... 20 0 0
36 „ ... .. 20 0 0
37 „ ... ... 20  0 0
38 „ ... .. 20 0 0
39 „ ... 20 0 0
40 „ ... ... 1 20 0 0
41 „ ... .. 18 2 13
42 „ .. 20 0 0
43 „ ... .. 18 0 0
44 „ ... .. 20 0 0
45 „ ... ... 324 0 0
46 „ ... ... 10 0 0
47 „ 211 0 0
48 „ ... .. 59 3 27
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -second
day of April ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
INpursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  Of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion. notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a
Public Road.
Description of a Road, one chain wide, resumed from
Selection 457, Brisbane District. (P. Jackson.)
From the south boundary of portion 427, parish
of Perry, easterly to its east boundary, containing
an area of three acres and twenty-nine perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  twenty-sixth day of May,
1875, at the Toowoomba Land  Office.
Part of the leased portions of G,ombungee and
Gowrie Runs, District of Darling Downs,
forfeited by reason of non-payment of rent.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
29, parish of King, and bounded thence by a line west
about 420 chains to the west boundary of Gowrie
ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary bearing
north to the range separating the waters of Oaky
Creek from those of Myall Creek ; thence by that
range north-easterly to the Main Dividing ]Range
thence by that range south-easterly to a point
bearing north from the north-east corner of Goom-
bungee Homestead Area ; thence by a line south to
the said corner of homestead area ; thence by the
north boundary of that homestead area and its
extension bearing west about 353 chains; thence
by a line south about two miles twenty-six chains
to the north-east corner of' portion 29, parish of
King; thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Go])  SAVE THE QUEEN 1 '
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM ` FLLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder  described shall be open to
Selection , under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN  RESERVE,
On Thirteen -mile Creek, Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west  210 chains to the east boundary of
portion 589; on the west by parts of that boundary
bearing north  and west; by the east boundary of
portion 609, by hart of the south and the cast
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east,  and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south and east boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part of the West, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
South and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eigh  hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of  the Executive C 'until, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart as an extension  of the Goombungee Home-
stead Area ,  subject to  the provisions  of the said
Act, and that  the said lands  shall be open to
Selection  as Homesteads and not otherwise, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-sixth day of May, 1875.
Extension  of the Goombungee Homestead Area,
District of Darling Downs.
About 2,800 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion
52, parish  of King ; thence on the east by the west
oundary of Goombungee Homestead Area, bearing
north ; thence on the north by a line  bearing west,
in continuation of the north boundary of said
homestead area, about 153 chains ; thence on the
west by a line south, along the west boundary of
Selection 39, Toowooniba Register, to the north-
west corner of portion 30; thence on the south by
the north boundaries of portions 30, 31, 32, and
52, parish of King, to the point of commencement,-
including selection 39, Toowoomba  Register, sur-
rendered to the Crown.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth  year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! .
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Exce ll ency
TO WIT. S  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," 1,  WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby  set apart as a Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise ,  at the Toowoomba Land Office, on and
after  TUESDAY, the  twenty-sixth day of May,
1875.
Lands forfeited from the Lease of C owrie Run,
District of Darling Downs, by reason of non-
payment of rent.
About 4,000 acres.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion
.9, parish of King, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west to the  west  boundary
of Gowrie 10 yearn' lease, thence by part of that
boundary hearing South to the summit of Boak
Peak ; thence by a line bearing south 4 degrees 30
minutes east to the north boundary of portion 222,
parish of King ; thence by part of the north boun-
dary of that portion and the north boundary of
portion 209 to its north-east corner; thence by a
line south 12 chains 66 links ; thence by a line
east 18 chains 90 links; thence by a line north 20
chains 55 links; thence by a line east 54 chains 21
links; thence by a line north 81 chains 94 links;
thence by a line east 71  chains 55  links ; thence by
a line north 33 chains ; thence by a line east 70
chains; thence by a line south 33 chains; thence
by a line east 137 chains 39 links; thence by a line
north along the west boundaries of portions 23, 26,
27, 29 parish of King, to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day
of April, in the  year of our Lord one
thousand eight  hundred and seventy-five,
and in the tliirly - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the 1st day of June, 1875, at the
Stanthorpe Land Office.
Description of Lands surrendered from the Lease
of Pikedale Run, in the Unsettled District of
Darling Downs, which have been reserved for
Township purposes under Proclamation dated
the 5th April,  1875.
About 51 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains ; thence south eighty
chains; thence east eighty chains; thence on the
west by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run ; thence on the east by the
same watershed northerly to the watershed separat-
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the head
of Pike's Creek ; and thence again on the east by a
south line to the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles as marked on Land Agent's map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's roign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,' Proclamation by His Excelleney
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
(N pursuance of clause forty-one of "The  Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
I
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 1st
day of June, 1875, at the Ipswich Land Office.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination  of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 15 chains and 80 links ,  347 degrees 14
chains  and  8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing east 28 chains
and 6 links  ;  on the east by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to  Murphy' s Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Gon SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
l applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.
I. Y. P.
1 T. Owen ...  Road separating  portion
380 from portions 237,
240, 241,  and 244  ...  Brassall ... 4 0 0
2 R. Hewlett Road  separating portion
236 from portion 504 u
3* Works De-
partment Road  separating port ion
242 from portion  243 Flinders '...  2 038
4*
5*
6*
7*
11
11
Road separating po rt ion
53 from portion 54 ...
Partof  the road separat-
ing portion 67 from
portion 58 ... ...
Road separating por-
tions 64,  59, and pa rt
of 58,  from port ions 63,
60, and part of 57 ...
I#
11
11
1 0 82
1 0 9
0 0 27
2 2 27
Road separating portion
30 from portion 36 ... Deuchar  ...  4 0 25
* These closures are proposed to be car ri ed out in connection
with new roads to be opened,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j l of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of 1869," that the lands here-
under described have been resumed from the leases
of the Runs called "Lilyvale " and " Markland,"
in the Leichhardt District, and that the said lands
will be reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
Lilyvale Run.
Area resumed-1, square miles.
Commencing at the east angle of the Taroom
Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line one mile ; thence on the east by a
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south line one mile sixty-six chains ; thence on the
south by a west line one mile seventy chains to the
right bank of the Dawson River at the junction of
Sandy Creek; thence on the east by the right
bank of that river downwards to the south corner
of the Taroom Town Reserve; and thence on the
north-west along the south-east boundary of that
reserve north-easterly ninety-four chains to the
point of commencement.
Markland Run.
Area resumed- 4 square miles.
Commencing at the  east angle  of the Taroom
Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the south
by an  east line one  mile ; thence on the east by a
north  line one mile  sixty-six chains ; thence on the
north by a  west line one  mile sixty chains to the
right bank of the Dawson River ; thence on the
west by the right bank of that river upwards to
the west corner of the Taroom Town Deserve;
thence on the south-east by a line south-easterly
along  the north-west boundary of that reserve
seventy-four chains fifty links; and thence on the
south-west by a line south-easterly one mile twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that application under the 27th section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has
been made for clos ng the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
No.
I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued  at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe, under the thirty-fourth section of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872."
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Under-Secretary.
During the  Month of April, 1875.
No. Name.  No. Name,
1,452 John Cahill 1,480 Peter Murat
1,453 Patrick McMahon 1,481 Patrick Hayes
1,454 Mathew Burns 1,482 Daniel Hayes
1,455 John Brown 1,483 William Salt
1,456 John Craig 1,484 Edward panne
1,457 George Sear 1,485 John Frank
1,458 David Samuel  1,486 William Currie
Dickson 1,487 Henry Wilcox
1,459 Frederick Flower 1,488 E. W. Bathurst
1,460 Robert Bainbridge 1,489 Thomas Hunt
1,461 George Spearpoint  1,490 John Lippiatt
1,462 John Stapleton 1,491 Ali Wong
1,463 Walter Stapleton  1,492 Vicars McMahon
1,464 J. W. Pillar 1,493 A. V. George
1,465 Leonard Evans  1,491 James Foster
1,466 John Carmichael 1,495 William Sherwood
1,467 George Edwards 1,496 Richard Allen
1,468 Dennis Hyde 1,497 Gone Sing
1,469 James Hugill 1,498 Ali Leong
1,470 William Hasler 1,499 Lung Jow
1,471 Thomas Hall 1,500 Wan Gum
1,472 Edward Farrell 1,501 Sang Leong
1,473 Ali Hop 1,502 Ali Yee
1,474 Ali Poom 1,503 Hip Yeong
1,475 Richard Benson  1,504 Ali See
1,476 Ah 7 in 1,505 Ali Kew
1,477 Coe  Choon  1,506 James Rielly
1,478 William Hallett 1,507 James Herman
1,479 John Adams 1,508 John Ryan
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
T T is hereby notified for general information that
1 an Office for the Selection of Land under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation -let of
1868," will be opened at Stanthorpe, on and after
TUESDAY, 8th June, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Situation. Parish.
Reserved road through selee- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
.L Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed containing  the erroneous name
and description, and such grants  respectively, and
every such deed,  shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,140.
N ame 'of Grantee-Annes Petersen.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of  error.-The name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant - 25th May, 1865 .  No. of Grant,
11,708.
il,  ame of Grantee - Patrick Pacey.
Description of land granted .- Portion  77 ,  parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area ,  42 acres.
Nature of  error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty -nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
CROWN LAND SALE.
CORRECTION.
THE Area of Lot  5 of the Sale to be held atIpswich, on the 8th June  next,  should be 70
acres instead of 86 acres, as stated in the Pro-
clamation.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley  ; part of
original portion  No.  153.
1 acre.
Commencing on the south -western boundary of
portion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly five chains  ;  on the north-east by a
line north -easterly  five chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly ,  parallel with the said
south-west boundary ,  two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south -westerly, parallel with
the south -east boundary ,five chains to south-western
boundary of portion  153;  and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south -easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions, and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and  ten links on the west by a
line bearing  north fourteen  chains ; on the north
by a line bearing  east  seven chains and fifty links
and on the east by a line bearing south  nineteen
chains and  sixteen links to the point  of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended  to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion  265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty  minutes
north  eleven chains and twenty  links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing  north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a  line bearing east nine
chains and  thirty-one  links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty -nine  li nks  to the point  of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion 2A,  parish
of Kilcoy, county of Canning ; area, 104 acres.
1lrature of error.-The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Coannell street ; on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
t) Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended  to  be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant ,  5th September ,  1873. No. of
Grant, 25,165.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description  of land .granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard ,  town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section ,  and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare street ;
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links ;
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh, River, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to a marked tree ; thence ten miles about
east back from the river to a marked tree ; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north-west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a line bearing east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND  AND A  CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wild ash.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
9 HE, undermentioned  Mineral Selection having
been withdrawn from the areas set apart for
mining license by proclamation ,  in accordance with
the thirty- third section  of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872," it is  hereby notified  that the same
will be open to Selection ,  as Mineral Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, 1st  June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements ,  if any, on the
Selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg. Local Date of
No. Ao.  Selection. Selected by Locality. Area.
1872 acres
1640 407 20 June T. 11. Fletcher On the Bel- 40
landean side
of Severn
River
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. I Situation. Parish. Ares,
1 Works Do- Part of road separating Boyd ...
A.
3
a. P.
1 4
2
partment
T. B. Lyons
portion 104 from
portion 102
Road separating por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 310 from portion
316
3 J. Schulz ... Reserved road through Walloon 3 320
portion 533
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-east corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west six chains and twenty links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing the Condamine River, and again on
the east by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen links ; and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River ; and on the north and east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 29th April, 187 5.
HIS  is to certify that Mr. JOHN VIVIAN
WILLIAMS, of Brisbane, having exhibited
evidence of competency as a Surveyor, has been
licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Survey or-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
u ill be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3  perches .
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes,ten chains and twenty-three links; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands'Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in ,
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
W r HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of  "The1" 1'  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural  Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868, "  has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road  can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.  Area.
A.  P_ P.
1 The Works Road  separating por- Logan  ...  14 2 38
Depart- tions 42, 43,  44, 45, 46,
ment. and 47, from portions
90 and 125,  and part
of 87.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder  described will  be
permanently reserved for the  purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of  Bulwer;
allotment  10  of  section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that  street easterly two
chains and fifty links; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two  chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street  two chains
and fifty linees ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Warner.
11 acres 11  perches.
Commencing on a road 150  links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road  bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight  links  ; on the south-
west by a line bearing  148 degrees  forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the  east  by a line  bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the  point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale,  town and parish  of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
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RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of JVerd, toe',, and parish of leraag;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Neran;,r str,•ets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five11
chains ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees lire chains; and on
he south-cast by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees fire chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of 11'ard town and parish of ,N'eranq
allotments 3 to 9 of section 6
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Xerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Aerang street two chains and fifty
links ; again on the south-cast by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with \erang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north east boundary line of allotrnent 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street  ;  and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly lour chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION or THE MAttvmOROT-Gmr HOSPTTAL
R rsnEva.
County of Marclh, town and parish of 117arrROrorrrylr.
2 acres  I  rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-c st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bn aring south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; ,on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and vinery-four links  ;  and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a halt links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PuRPOSYS.
County Of' Carlisle, pariah of Howard, town of
Mach ay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that stre^t hearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
lfiver ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" Llhe  Crown  Lands  _Ilienation Act of  1868,
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been. tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES ,  KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR  MACKAY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed 1 ortion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palunerston and Homebu:•h touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the sou,h by a line
bearing west three miles'and fifty chains;-on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight mile:, and eventy-
two chains  to the coast line ; thence by t f,e (,)ast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, acid thccLce by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th Dlarch, 1875.
H Eft EAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are  permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Uoverninent Gazette  f'or thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice  is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will he permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control  of the M unicipal
Council of the city of  Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE. FOR SEWERAGE.
Cornet, of Stanleq, parish of North -Brisbane,
nit,, of Brisbane, allotment No.  17  of section 32 .
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
sio,- of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of: llotment 16A, and hounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A. thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment L6A
and distant therefrom  ':10  links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd April, 1875
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of" The Crown Lands  Alienati n  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains; and on
the east by a line bearing south twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienati n Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
T. B.  STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD  PURPOSES.
County of Churchill, parish of  Tarampa.
(Amended description , cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 25th October,
1873, page 1734.)
1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing on the right hank of the  Brisbane
River on a road dividing it from part of portion
310, and bounded thence on the south by that road
bearing west five chains and seventy-three links ;
on the north-west by a Ibis- baring sixty-one de-
grees thirty-seven minutes, nine  chains and  twentyy-
one links, to the Brisbane River; and on the south-
east by that river downwards to the  point of com-
mencement.
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RESERVE FOR A ROADS PADDOCK AND DEPOT.
Town and parish, of Clermont.
About 198 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Sandy Creek,
at a point bearing easterly ten chains from the
north-east corner of portion 18, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing south to the Rock-
hampton Road ; on the south by that road easterly,
bearing about forty-one chains ; on the east by a
line bearing north to Sandy Creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek upwards to the, point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CRICKET GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Chewer, North
Ipswich.
8 acres  1 rood. 6 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Pine street
with the Terrace, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Terrace, bearing 100 degrees
30 minutes,  nineteen chains and  fifty links ; on the
south-east by a line bearing 190 degrees 30 minutes,
four  chains  and twenty-five links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 280 degrees 30 minutes,
nineteen chains and fifty links; and on the north-
west by Pine street, bearing ten degrees thirty
minutes , four  chains and  twenty-five links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
by the twenty-fifth section of
1r 1' " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose , notice thereof shall be published in the
overnment  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and  22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight  links  ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ;  on  the  east  by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight  links ;  and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB  A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millehester;
allotment  6 of section 8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1876.
T is hereby notified  for general  information
I that the  Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murphy' s Creek,  established under notice dated
6th December,  1878,  published  in page 2028 of the
Government Gazette  of 1872, is  canoelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
7 T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868." will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates:-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
Al the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their  witness.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each .month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympic, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the first Tues-
day in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,  the second Thurs-
day in April, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1875, and  every
alternate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in May, 1875, and every  alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND  AGENT 'S DisraIOT  or  CoozTOWN.
At the  Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday  in each month,
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BIIR:R.
At the Land Office,  Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday  in every  third month.
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MTABANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1875„and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in May, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day  in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
j Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Lnad
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grarts respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1875.
\T7HEREAS,  by the twenty - fifth section of
e " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  fo ;  thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesail ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHE NLS.
RESERVE FOIL A SCHOOL SITE.
County of 1lferivale, parish of Killarney.
Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 1st November,
1873, page 1769.)
7 acres 1 rood 30 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at the north-west corner of selection 157,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south twelve chains and seventy-eight links ; on
the south by a line bearing west nine chains and
eighteen links ; on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains and eight links to the Condamine
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th February, 1874.
"t i' HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
Y " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for Cemetery purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name  of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error in each Deed.-The  name John
Follows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended  grantee ,  instead  of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-lith May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie„
Description of land  granted.-Suburban allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of' Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area, two acres.
Na ure of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been insert. d as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moo
Date of Grant-30th October , 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees .-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh ,  and John Cleary.
Description of land granted .- Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area ,  ninety acres.
Nature of  error.-The  name  John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the Intended grantee,
instead of John O 'Leary.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, AT CHARTERS
TOWERS.
County of Davenport.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 199 de-
grees, and distant about thirty-three chains and
fifty links from the south-east corner of section lA,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west ten chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
10 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north ten
chains to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I I of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st clay of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEP LIENS,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
I T is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved front
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands , kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSON S interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government on
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within  certain districts  proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873,  at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
9
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available  for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers  workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
1
T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
Leases  Act  of 1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
31st December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not latt r than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.'
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, MACKAY.
r `ENDERS-will be received at this Office, and at
the Court Rouse, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FR,II)AY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bonded Store
at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender fur Bond Stare,
3lachct,q.'
Plan. Specification, and form of 'l'ender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten. per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Fender it ill not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2260.
H. E. KING-.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE..
F
RESII Tender s will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
pm. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Court House,
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenderfor Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Con'ract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2275.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BEENLEIGH.
T
ENDER8 will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Telegraph Office at Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender .as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane. within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the 'lender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2140.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, NERANG.
T
ENDEES will be received at this Office, until
4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the ith June next,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection
of Telegraph Office at Neraug.
Tenders to be endorsed `  Tender for Telegraph
Oice, Neranq."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposite the sum of ten per
cent. on  amount of  Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted. and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane; within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2140.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1873.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
I'ILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
F
1iES1i Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough. until Four o'clock p.tit. on FRIDAY, the
18th June next, front persons w illing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Teit ier jr uPilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and farther particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms,
and must state  the lime within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must, be a nremoranduin signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent . on arnoutrt of Tender as seenrity for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond  to Her Majesty for securing such
perfurmauce; otherwise the fender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w ill hut necessarily
be accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2156.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
J
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH Tenders will be  received at this
Office, and at the Court  Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough,  until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June  next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rockhampton,
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not  be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2157.
H. E. KING.
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
Department of Public Works,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, TOWNSti ILLS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Mary borough, until Four o'clock p.m.
Oil FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Gaol at
Townsville.
'l'enders to be endorsed  " Lender for Gaul,  Towns-
ville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted. and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of' the
Crown8olieitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the 'Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The low est or any Tender w'll not  necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
Tl  BUILItEL:A AND OTIIEIIS.
NOS I) STORE, COt)KTOWN.
7j17:NI)E1lS will be received at this Office, and
at the  Court House , Cooktown,  until Four
o'clock p.m.  ou FRID AY, the 28th  Dlav  next.
front persons  ailbug to contract for the erection of
Bonded Stnre at  Cook tan it.
Tenders to be endorsed  ` ' lender  Jog Bonded
b'tw'c, C.'ookluecn. '
Plan, Specihcation.  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at  the Court  House, Cooktown.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.'
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF. DEUCHAR,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 15thMarch, 1875, folio 651,  G vernmen  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-798. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORMANBY,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
'WITH reference to the Notice dated 2nd
1 1 March, 1875, folio 570,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being
deviation Portion 165, parish of Normanby,
county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-1343.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BRISBANE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 8th March,
1875, folio 611,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation
of Wickham street, Fortitud. Valley, Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given , in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Omce, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-775.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Warwick; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road,  are here.
by reminded that notice must be servea upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1651.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGh AM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 610,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from the
(Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural
Reserve, parish of Cunningham, county of Meri-
vale: Notice is hereby given, ia accordance with
the Act 4 William I V.,  No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion o+ road; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretaryy
within forty days from the date hereof, in sueh
manner and form as are provided in' the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-893.
11. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE. MILLCHESTER.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
NMagazine, Millchester, is approved as a place
where Gunpowder may be stored, subject to the
provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping and
carriage of Gunpowder, &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
For each and every barrel or package con-
S.  d.
taining  50lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks 1 0
Ditto ditto above  six weeks , per week 0 2
For each and every barrel or package con.
taining  less than 501bs., for any period
not exceeding  six weeks  ... ... .  0 6
Ditto ditto above  six weeks ,  per week 0 1
H. E.  KING.
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
V
N the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates
to
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will  not; be granted. Part '
of a month  will be charged  as one month.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
N OTICE is hereby given, the following  Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
u on the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGFR FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goods RATES.-The following  articles  selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed  at special  rates between all Stations and
Brisbane , until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner 's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in  kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial ), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh,  in cases.
Game.
B Hay,  pressed in bales.
B Maize.
Onions,  in bags.
Peas ,  in casks or bags.
Poultry.
From Toowoomba.
25s. per ton, or
ls. 3d . per cwt.
minimum is.
RATES  TO BRISBANE.
From Dalby.  From Warwick.
36s. 8d .  per ton, or
Is. 10d. per cwt.
Minimum Is. 6d.
40s. per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged on  a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles,  3d.  each.
„ exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Bay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six  gallons :-
25 miles, and under ... ... Id. per gallon.
over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
Miles.
a,
a.+ v
id
b
a. d. a. d. a. d. s. d. a. d.
Under 10 0 6 0 9  0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25 to 50 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3
50 to 80 1 6 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
80 to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
100 to 1.50 2 0 2 6  2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to  175 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given,  when the  L ine will  be
open for Public Traffic.
A. 0. HERBERT , A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways, Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways'  Office, Commissioner for;Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  22nd April,  1875, Brisbane ,  21st April, 1875.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
TOTICE is hereby given. under the fourteenth
lj` section of  " An  Act to make provision  for the
eonstrnetian by the Government  of Railways and for
the Regulation  of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863 ,  that His Excellency  the Governor,
with the advice  of the  Executive Council, has
primarily approved  of the  Map and Book of
Reference  of the proposed  new line Northern
Railway ,  sections Nos. 5, 6, and 7, from 58 miles
4 chains to 70 miles.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this office,
in writing, within one month from this date ,  any well
grounded objection which may exist to the adoption
of the said
ti
of railway ,  or any part thereof, or
of any works proposed in 'connection  therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEFNSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,Aramac, Banana, Beenleigb, Blackall, Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town,  Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
1ratton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milcbester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springaure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
front any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payabe on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
spy of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1875.
/TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 12 o'clock noon on MONDAY, the thirty-first
May instant, for the supply of two hundred pairs
extra strong  Brown Blankets of the same quality as
a sample blanket  to be seen at the Colonial Stores,
and to be delivered within ten months from the
date of acceptance of Tender.
A Bond for the due performance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose tender may
be accepted, in the sum of fifty pounds, with two
sureties in the sum of twenty-five pounds each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Brown
Blankets."
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified that tinder the provisions of
the Act 10 Vic., No. 34,
Mr. BERNARD C. MCGROARTY, Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Georgetown,
has been appointed Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, for the Registration District of Gilbert,
in the room of i11r. John P. B. Hamilton Ramsay,
resigned.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 12th ill ay, 1875.
NOTICE.
T
HE Reverend JOHN DAVID HENNFssny, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Denomination,
residing at Stanthorpe ,  in the Registration District
of Stanthorpe ,  and the Reverend PAUL CLIPSHAM,
a Minister of the Wesleyan Denomination ,  residing
at Brisbane ,  within the Registration District of
Brisbane ,  are respectively duly registered as
Ministers to celebrate Marriages  within the Colony,
under the provisions  of  " The dlarriaye Act of
1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
MR JOHN VIVIAN  WILLIAMS,  of Brisbane, isthis day licensed as a Survey r quali fied to
act under the provisions  and for the purposes of
1 he Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRANCIS' OR WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE
RIVER BAR.
( r consequence of the deposit of Silt in the
1 Outer Cutting, caused by the recent floods, the
available depth of xater has decreased about one
foot. The Tidal Signals made from the Light-ship
will, therefore, until further notice, represent one
foot less water in the West Channel than that
given in the notice issued from this office on the
27th November. 1873, and published in Pugh's
Almanac for the years 1874 and 1875.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office. 22nd April, 1875.
NOTICE.THE Scale of Charges for the insertion  of Advertiew
ments in the  Qxeeaeland  (Jovernmeat  Gazette  it
as foll ows -
Adve rt isements relating to Insolvent m Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, 1
tier animal.
All otner Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of its, for the '.first eight  lines  (or under),
and 3d. for every additional line, allowing ten
words to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that No ADVERTICEMEN7
WILL  tie INSaaven in the Gat-tie  unless  acooi„panie,i by
a remittance sull,•ient to cover the cost of its insertion
soon-ding  Co the above scale.
By Order,
JA&F FG Cl BFAT,,
`}overnment Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th  April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
rt,HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay  forthwith into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective  Runs, in  accordance
with the provisions of the sixty -first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause,  which  declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey  and E . A, Bullmore
Ditto .. ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ...
J. C. Boch ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson ...
J. Pettiford ... ... ...
Frederick Burne ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
E. M. Geary ... ...
G. O. Lyon
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
G. O. Lyon, L. McD. Playfair, and C.
H. Lyon
John Officer ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
C. M. Nutting ...
F. Williams ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ...
Ditto ...
E. Bradley and H. L. Zouch ...
Alexr. K. Finlay ... ... ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ... ...
Jones, Greene, Massie, and Sullivan ...
T. B. STEPHENS.
Area
District .  in square
Miles.
Amount.
Walker's Creek ... Warrego 60 15 0 0
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto ... ... 74 18 10 0
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto ... ... 82 20 10 0
Quilberry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50
East Barkoothullah ... ditto ... ... 80
West Barkoothullah ... ditto ... ... 80
Kahmoo Mulga ... ... ditto ... ... 50
Bundarra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50
12 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
East Burrandi ll a ditto  ... ...  57 14 5 0
West Burrandi lla ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Binnarbilla  ...  ditto ... ... 57 14 6 0
Binbilla West  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Moltke  ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Trochu  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50  12 10  0
Berlin  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Strasburg  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Paris  ... ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  36 8 15 0
Metz... ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 50  1 12 10  0
Sedan  ... ... ...  ditto ... 50  12 10  0
Orleans  ... ... ...  ditto ... 50  12 10  0
Junction Block  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  90 22 10 0
Narraport ... ... ditto  ... ...  50  12 10  0
Fairley Plains South ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Beechel East  ... ...  ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Beechel West  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  60 12 10 0
Koolpitta  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  60  12 10  0
Yalyery  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  25 6 5 0
Yalyery West  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Buthana  ... ... ...  ditto  ... ...  45 11 5 0
Koroit ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
liumeburn  West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Paroo North... ... ... ditto ... 38 9 10 0
Bierbank  East  ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Bierbank ... .. ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
lujuringa ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Haredean East  ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Haredean West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Quilbery ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Cookara  ... ... ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
Kebworth ... ... ditto ... ...  25 6 6 0
Cowley ... .. ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Bingala ...  ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
[T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expe-
dient to  open a new  Road from Toowoomba to Highfields, parish of Drayton, county of Aubt guy,
Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, and now  in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, ate now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at
the Police Office, Toowoomba ;  and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
75-1021.
H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF A DEVIATION ON THE ROAD FROM ToowooMBA TO HIGHFIELDiS ,  PARISH OF
DftAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A rkBLIC ROAD,
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCI L 4 WILLIAM IV., NO . 11.
tio. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How Held. Reputed Owner Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Ares. Remarks.
Portio n. Read.
1 A triangular piece of 402 Freehold... P. T. Gregory 180 2'
ohs.  Iks.
7 86 Irregular0 8 7}
land out of  the north-
west corner  of Portion
No. 402
1010
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions Nos, 11, 12, and 13, parish of Bulimbai, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to tl-.e Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75.1880. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  No. 11,  12, AND 13, PARISir OF BULIMBA ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
•
No. Portion of Road.
I Entering  portion No. 13
ou its western boun.
dary, and running
north - easterly out
across its  northern
boundary
2 Entering  portion No. 12
on its southern boun-
dary,  and running
north --easterly and
Gq
zo
$ m How Reputed Occupier Bearings
-° 1
held. Owner. .
Fee Robert  Robert Porter  N. 38° WE.
simple Porter
Fee Robe rt Robert Porter N. 38° 30' E.
simple Port er  N. 9° 0' ON.
N. 347°  30'E.
N. 312° E
north - westerly out I
ac ro ss its  northern
boundary
3 Entering  portion No 11
on its southern boun-
dary,  and running
northerly and north-
easterly out across its
northern boundary,
Bulimba Creek
Fee Robert
simple Porter
Robert Porter
Length
in Chains
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs.lks. A. R. P.
11 66 1 chain 1 1 3
13 85
5 96
.1 chain4 8
4 86'I
Paddock enclosed
with three-rail
split hardwood
fencing.
Paddock enclosed
2 3 17 with three-rail
spit hardwood
fencing.
2 89 i
4 31
12 31 1 chain 2
7 62
1 77 I
Homestead en-
closed with
3 25 three-rail split
hardwood fenc-
ing; portion be
ing cultivated
with sugarcane,
near the creek.
Department of Public Works,
Reputed
Owner.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
177° 34'
177° 31''
165° 34'
157° 41'
148°  OV
118° 5( '
137° 21'
fl
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Maryborough to Gympie, County of March, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the Intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Gympie ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist  to the formation of the Hoad in question.
75-1794. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  _MABYBOROUGH To GYMPIE, COUNTY OF MARCIT, WIDE BAY
DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
No. Portion of  Road.
o c 8 How held.0 AZ
kympie
1 Through part of selec-
Regls9 r Conditional
tion No. 1, parish of Purchase
Gundiah,  County  of  C. L. A.
March  Act,  1868
N. 328°  15'E.
N. 260' E.
N. 37° E.
N. 22°  45'E.
N. 355° 15' E.
Occupier .  Bearings.
Charles Charles  N. 190° 45'
Soarro tt Scarrott  168° 25'
152° 35'
2 Deviation of part of the  1  Immigration  M.  Jenkins  None  ... 171° 20'
ro ad frontage  to M. Act, 1869.
Jenkirs '  selection No.
8, parish of Gootchie
3 Deviation  of part  of the  I 12 Conditional, E. Booker None
road frontage to B.I Purchase 1
Bookers' selection  No. 1868 Act
3
4 Deviation of part of  the 86  Conditional I E. Booker ,'
ro ad fro ntage  to E. Purchase
Booker 's selection  of 1"68 Act
504 at,res
None
Brisbane, 10th May, 1875.
Breadth
Lengths.)  ' of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
14 5  3 chains 13 1 30 Unimproved
19 27 land ; not
10 52 fenced.
8 47 Irregu- 0 1 271  The land re-
lsr sume.t is the
permanent
roadway.
11 58  Irregu -  18 1231 Unimp ro ved
6 03 let and un-
15 20  fenced.
5 50
18 40
16 00
107°13' 10 38
130°0t' 4 91
142' 464' I 5 42
163° 31'  ,  6 31
114° 1*' 10 50
1:35° 59' ' 6 80
0  Deviation of part  of, 88  IT"mveiead  John Palmer John 115° 21,11 3 60
road frontage  to 1. 1868  Act  -hue'
Palmer 's selection of
260 acres
Irregu-
lar
2 36  The  land re-
sumod s the
permanent
roadway.
Irregu-  0 0 31 I Unimproved
_lar land.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road, from Beenleigh to N indooimbah, and from the Beenleigh and Nindooimba
Road t) the Logan Village and Albert Bridge Road, county of Ward, Moreton District: Notice is
hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in
force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-797.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEJ!NLEIUH 10 NINDOOIMBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON  DISTRICT,
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER 7HE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
foo
No. Portion of Road. How Held.
I Commencing in portion ... Freehold...
4A, parish of Wickham.
on the road from Been-
leigh to Cedar Creek,
and running south-
westerly to its south
boundary
2 Commencing on the east 1241 C. L. A. Act
boundary  of portion  Bris- of 1868"
19, same parish ,  end bane Homestead
running south-easterly Register
and southerly to its
south-east corner
3 A triangular piece out  1550 C. L. A. Act
of the east corner of Brle- of 1868"
portion 20 1 bane
Register
Reputed
Owner . I Occupier .
Francis Arnold Francis
Stephens, I Arnold
and Alfred Stephens
oulkie cad Alfred
Stephens Moulkie
Stephens
David Veivers David
Veivers
David Veivers David
Veivers
4 Commencing in portion F'u•leited The Crown
6. parish of  i) )ckhain, i ,S'elei ton
on the road from
Logan Village to
Chardon's Crossing,
and running  south-
westerly to its sou-
thern boundary
5 Commencing in the .., Freehold... W. Barrett... W. llarrett
north boundary of por-
tion 7, parish of Wick-
ham, and running
south-westerly to its
south boundary
6 Commencing in the ... . Freehold.. I W. Barrett... W. Barrett
north boundary of
portion 8,  parish of
Wickham, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
7 Commencing in the 1103  C. L.A. let  W. Barrett ...  W, Barrett
north boundary of Bris- of 1868"
fportion 9,  parish o bane
Wickham ,  and  running Register
south-westerly to its
south boundary
8 Commencing in the ... Freehold... Daniel Kelso
north boundary of
portion 10, parish of ,
Wickham, and running
south-westerly to its
western boundary
Daniel Kelso
9 Commencing in the east 976 C. L. A. Act Daniel Kelso 'hamel Kelso
boundary of portion aria- of 186i"
12, parish of Wickham, bane
and running south- Register
west"rlv to its south-
west corner I
lo' Commencing in the 583
north boundary oll
portion 4A, parish of
N ickham, and ruining
south-westerly to its
southern boundary
11 Comm neing in the 13),5
north boundary of Bris-
portion 15, parish of bane
Wickham and running Register
south-westerly to its
west boundary
12 Commencing on the east 1305
boundary of portion Bris-
I5n, and running bane
south-westerly to its Register
western boundary
13 Commencing on the east 1441
boundary of portion
17, parish of Wickham,
and running south-
westcrly to its west
boundary
C L A. Act  Caleb Curtis
of 1868"
Homestead
C. L.A Act,  J. S. Phipps
of 1868" I
C. L. A.ACt
of 1868"
J. S. l'lirpps
•' C. L. A. Act! A. Watt ...
of 18e8" I
Caleb Cnrtio
J.  S.  Phipps
J.  S.  Phipps
A.  Moodie
LengthiniBreadthBearings . Chains I ofRoad.
Area. Remarks.
ch. Ik
' '
A. R.  P.
'241° 0' 12711 Irregu- 6 0 30
227° 30' 6 49 1 lac
144° 0' 14 00 150 lke. 6 2 30
162° 0' 14 68
180° 0' 14 10
180° 0' 0 90 Irregu-
lar
0 0 6
221° 55' 23 (35 1501ks. 3 2 36
204° 45' 22 04 150 ks, 3 1 9
204° 15' 0 16 1150 lks.i 3 0 15
184° 0' 14 2.2
184° e'  15 78 150 Ike. 3 9 0
2180 30'  9 31
218° 30'  2 66 150 lks. l 3 11
227° 30'  8 08
227° 30'  15 55 150 lks  5 2 0
261° 30'  12 (6)
268° 3')'  6 45
210° (aY  3 (N)
2090 26' 15 77 15U lks. 3 3 8
230° 30' 9 79
230° 30'  1 24 1550 lks. 3 2 30
250° 55'  21 94
250° 55' 2 70 150 lksl 0 1 27
250° 5f! 23 .hl 1 150 lks, 5 3 34
241° 55'  16 31 I '
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No. Portion of Road.
14
15
16
17
NEW ROAD PROM BEENLEIGII TO  NINDOOIMBA--continued.
moo
boo m
z
Commencing on the east
boundary of portion 9,
parish of Wickham,
and  ru nning south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Commencing on the east
boundary of portion
10, parish of
and running south-
westerly to  its west
boundary
Commencing on the east
boundary  of portion
19, same parish, and
runningsouth-westerly
to the road from Logan
Village to Albert Bridge
Commencing in portion
7, same parish, on the
road from Logan Vil-
lage to Albert Bridge,
and running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
18 Commencing on the east
19
20
boundary of portion
7A, same parish, and
running south-wester-
ly to its south boun-
dary
Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 5 of same
parish ,  and  ru nning
south-westerly to its
south boundary
Commencing on the
no rt h boundary of
portion 11 of same
parish, and running
southerly to its south-
east boundary
21 Commencing in the
north-west boundary
of portion 18, same
parish, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
22 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 31, same  parish,
and running southerly
to its south boundary
22A Commencing in portion
1, parish of Moon-
doolan, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
23 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 30, sane parish,
and running south-
westerly  to its south
boundary
24 Commencing on right
bank of Flagstone
Creek,  and running
southerly tothe south
boundary of portion 6,
parish of
25 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 7,  endrunning
south-westerly to its
south boundary
Commencing in north
boundary of portion
11, parish of
and  ru nning  southerly
to its south boundary
27 Commencing in the
north boundary of per-
lion 10, same parish,
and running  southerly
to its south boundary
28 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tinn  9, same parish,
and running southerly
to its south boundary
29 Commencing in the
north boundary of por-
tion 3, and running
southerly to its south
boundary
942
941
181;9
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
C. L. A. Act G.
S.
Richard- Cl.
S.
241° 65'
of 1868
I
son  Richardson 220° 62'
242° 12'
C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Breadth
Lengths. of Area.
Road.
Chs. lks. A. a. P.
1 05 1501ks. 6 2 2
17 94
17 76
Remarks.
G. Richardson G. Richard-  242°  IT  24 98 150 Ike. 3 2 39
son
C. L. A. Act T. Plunkett T. Plunkett ?42° 12'
of 1868 269° 8'
227° 45'
688 C. L. A. Act Joseph  Ball Joseph Ball 252° 00'  45 92 Irre- 9 1 28
of 1868 215°  00' 12 74 gular
1127
645
C L. A. Act  J. Powne ll  J .  Pownell 215° 00'
of 1888 261° 30'
216° 00'
200°
C. L. A. Act Jas.  Bender- Jas  Hender. 200° 00'
of 1868 son son 216° 00'
195° 00'
192° 9'
178° 15'
921 C.L. A Act  J. Collins J. Collins
of 1868
1537
178° 15'
171° 00'
1759 00'
16 26  150 Ike. 6 33 Previous road
11 63 changed and
14 84  made wider.
3 10 150 iks  6 0 32 Previous road
25 97  altered and
12 39 made wider.
1 55
30 28 150 lks. 9 1 14 Previous road
12 12  widened.
11 32
8 31
0 15}
14 05 160 Ike. 3 2 28 Previous road
10 08 made wider.
0 99
C. L. A. Act John Collins John Collins 175° 00' 6 29
of 1868 213° 00' 13 75
180° 00' 33 35
187° 15' 15 04
1607 C. L. A. Act John Collins John Collins 187° 15' 50 91
of 1868 146° ' 7 63
Pre-emptive
purchase
1618 C. L A. Act
of 1866
150 iks. 10 1 17 Road changed.
150 lks. 10 1 2
John Collins JohnCollins  146° 15' 150  Iks. 11 1 22
179° 00' 58 50
196° 52' 0 201
John Collins
599 C. L, A. Act  John Collins
of 18`8
Road altered
and made
wider ; part
common with
the Jimboom-
ba road.
John Collins 196° 52'  16 69  150 lks. 12 3  11 Road changed.
187° 25' 26 80
220°  IT  20 82
211° 6' 10 16
174° 12' 5 15
204° 21' 5 88
John Collins 184° 2' 1 40 Irre-
192° 00'  91 00 gular
207° 00' 9 76 150 Iks
190° 15' 13 43
185° 00' 24 36
202° 00'  4 11 Irre-
192° 15' 10 51 glider
579 0. L.  A. Act Win.  Drynan
of 1868
Win.Drynan
876 C. L. A. Act Jane  Collins Jane Collins
of 1868
28 0 22 Previous road
changed and
made wider.
192° 15' 11 37  ... 13 2 35
209° 30' 46 15
181° 09' 33 92
201° 45' 7 90  150 Ike. 15 3 39
190° 22' 64 34
186° 16' 16 92
180° 00' 17 46
875 C. L. A. Act Jane  Collins Jane Collins  1809 00' 47  66 150 Ike. 12  0 19
of 1868  188° 15' 33 28
962 C. L. A. Act Hon. W. D.
of 1868 White
Hon. W. D.
White
528 C.  L. A. Act lion .  W. D. I Hon. W. D.
of 1868  White White
188° 16' 18 30
188° 15' 16 72
128° 00' 6 29
170° 00' 13 17
189, 00' 7 24
150 lke. 2 2 39
Irre- 9 3 15
gular
150 Ike.
Road changed
and made
wider.
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NEW RoAD-BEENLBI c,  To  NINDOOIMBA-continued.
No Port ion of Road.
30 Commencing in the
north bounda ry  of
po rt ion I, pari sh of
, and  ru n-
ning southerly to its
south boundary
31 Commencing in the 514
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 2, and  ru nning
southerly to its south
boundary
How Held.
Pre-emptive
purchase,
Nindoolm-
ba
C. L. A. Act
011168
How
held.
Occupier. Bearings.  Lengths.
ohs.  ]k-.
Hon. W.  D.  189° 00' 29 52
White  194° 00' 22 04
187° 15' 27 84
Hon. W .  D. 187° 15.
White 181° 00'
1206° 13'
2 36
24 04
16 96
18 00
Breadth
of
Road.
150 iks
150  Ike
Area. Remarks.
A. a. Y.
11 3 24
9 1 0 Partly old road
widened to
150 lks.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE BEFNLEIGH AND NINDOOIMBA  ROAD TO THE LOGAN
VILLAGE  AND ALBERT BRIDGE ROAD , COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
1
:2
3
Commencing  in portion (
7A,  parish of
on the road  from
Beenleigh to Nindo o-
imba ,  and running
northerly  to its no rt h
bounda ry
Commencing  in the
south boundary of
port ion 16, and  ru nning
no rt herly to its no rt h
boundary
Commencing at the
south boundary of
port ion 18, and running
no rt h-easterly to the
Logan Village and
Albe rt  River Road
1127 "P. L. A. Act  J. Pownell  ...  i J. Powne ll 355° 30'  11 24 100  Ike  5 3
of 1868" 2° 00' 13 02
326° 26' 7 84
355° 00' 18 59
333° 40' 7 62
1372 C L A Act CollinsJ Collin)J 333° 40' 6 78 1 100 Ike 7 3 4. . .
of 1868
' . ... .
354° 40' 21 00 Existing
264° 40' 3  69  Irregu- Roadslightly18° 00'
18" 00'
6 641' lar
26 64  100  lks altered.
22° 48' 11 69
Crown Land 22° 48' 24 62 1100 lks 2 1 22
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
28th April, 1875.
.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions Nos. 334, 333, 340, and 373, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., Nom 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H.E. KING.
75-1795.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 334, 333, 340 ,  and 373, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No.
Z
F O
Portion of Road. dM
0
1 Comnencin „  in the east
boundary  of portion
334, and  ru nning
north -westerly to its
north-west boundary
Reputed
Owner.
833 ;, G.  F. Moore
mom
Reputed
Owner.
Hon. IT. D.
White
Hon. W. D.
White
Length
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs. i in
Chains.
G. F. Moore
V U
August Kruger1August Kruger'
o a
R d o
2 Commencing at the east  832
Corner  of portion 333,
and running north-
westerly along its
north-east boundary
to its  north corner
3 Commencing at the eaat 1 910
corner of portion 351,
and running north-
westerly along pa rt  of
its no rt h-east boun-
da ry
4 'Commencing in the 1348
north -east boundary
of portion 373, and
ru nning north -wester-
ly and no rt h to its
north-east boundary
J. Fleishmann J. Fleishmann
mC
oar'
V o
d
-
Joseph Vogler J. Vogler
wV o
Breadth Area.
of Road.I
chs. Ike. A.  FL. P.
308° 30' 31 28
322° 25' I 00 12
322° 25' 34 75
322° 25' 16 62
310° 50' 3 16,
340° 50' I 3 161
322° 25' 10 83
360° 8 67
1001ks,
1001ks.
100 Ike.
(a triangu-
lar piece)
A triangu-I
lar piece,
100 lke.
Remarks.
3  0 14 Unimprove
3 1 36 Unimproved.
1 3 10 Unimproved.
2 0 13
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through selection 201, parish of ilo,,ill, county of Stanley : Notice
is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 1 William 1V., No. It, and now in force
in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of load abovementioned, are
now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at the t'olice Offce, Brisbane, and all persons
interested therein are  requested to transmit,  in ll ritin :,, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road
in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1196.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  2Oly PARISH OF MOGGILL,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY, TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM
IV., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road.
Running in a south-
westerly direction
thrm ,gh selection 2114,
and connecting two
existing roads
0
zo
ew
P4O
475
How
held.
Reputed
Owner.
°C L.A. D.  McCas-
Acr  q/ kill
1868"
Occupier.
- McLeod
Bearings. Lengthin Chains.
I chs lks.
215° 23' i 16 0
227° 25' 5 0
242 ° 7' 5 87,
Remarks.
Forest land
partly fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th April, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
j to open a  new lioad from Warwick to Killarney, parishes of Wildash and Cunningham, county of
Merivale, Darling Downs District: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, and at
the Police Office, Warwick, and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the formation of the road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1673.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO KILLARNEY, PARISHES OF WILDASH AND
CUNNINGHAM ,  COUNTY OF MERIYALE ,  DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT .  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV. M. 11.
No. Port ion of  Road. ReputedOwner.
1 From the south-east corner of port ion 39, parish Municipality of
of Warwick ,  through Warwick Commonage ,  in Warwick
a south -easterly direction to the South-west
corner of portion 434,  parish of Wildash
2 Public road  between portions 434 and 435, pari sh
of Wildash
The Cro wn
3 Public road  between portion 435, same parish,
and eastern portion of Town Commonage
The Crown
4 Public  road from  the south -east corner of portion  The Crown
435 south -easterly and easterly to the south-
east corner of portion  102 on the  west boundary
of the Camping Reserve, same parish
6 Running easterly through the Camping Reserve The Crown  ...
across  the Condamine River to the south -west
corner of selection 195, in the parish of  (' un-
ningham
6 Public road between selections 195 and 58,  and The Crown  ...
selections 339 and 338, same pa rish
7 Reserved public road through selection 58, same The Crown  ...
parish
8 Public road between selections 6 and 72 and The Crown  ...
selections 201, 73, and 415, same parish
Bearings.
90° 0'
117° 30'
119° 30'
103° 30'
1210 30'
124' 30'
134° 30'
152° 0'
143° 38'
161° 43'
I
Length Breadth
in Chains. of Road. Area. Remarks.
che. Ika. A. R. P.
4 60 12 chains 47 0 0 Surveyed  ro ad.
26 10
17 00
12 00
20 00
28 00
34 50
60 00
23 00
9 86
90" 0' 20 00
180° u' 22 48
I
Breadth
Area.
of Road.
A. R. P.
I chain 1 2 2 32
It chains 3 0 0 Surveyed road.
2 chains 4 2 0 Surveyed road.
139" 0' 70  00 2 chains  40 0 0 Surveyed road
139° 0' 8 10 average through leased
31, chains half of Can-
900 0'  8 00 ditto ping Downs
900 0' 71 00  2 chains Run.
180° 0' 2 20
90° 0' 32 25
easterly about t mile ... ... Road not  our-
veyed through
Camping Re-
serve.
90° 0' 27 10 2  chains 14 1 24 Surveyed road.
180° 0' 28 CO
90° 0' 6 10 -
180° 0' 8  66
1C4° 0 '  68 31 2 chains  13 1 0 Surveyed road.
104° 0'  460 19 2 chains 103 0 0 Surveyed road.
60° 0' 17 33
94° 30' 21 32
102° 0' 15 40
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NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT, NEW SOUTH WALES.
Registrar-General's Department,
Land Titles Office,
Sydney, 10th April, 1875.
NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT.
A PPLICATIONS having been made to bring the Lands hereunder described under the provisions of" The Real. Property Act,"  Certificates of Indefeasible Title will issue unless Caveats be lodged in
Form B of the said Act on or before the date named opposite each case respectively. .
Property.
Dates up to and
Name of Applicants.  Eesidence l inclusive of
1 which  Caveats
No. 3,770. Paddington, near the city of Sydney, 57 acres: William Geo. Penning-
Commencing at the intersection of the Point Piper road and
Piddington street ; and bounded on the south-east by said
road beaiing south 27 degrees 10 minutes west 720 links;
south 17 degrees 20 minutes west 970 links to a road 50 feet
wide; on the north-east by that road and a continued line
bearing south 45 degrees east 2,510 links ; on the north by a
line bearing north 89 degrees 2 minutes east 810 links ; on the
west by Cascade street, being lines bearing north 3 degrees 45
minutes east 1,475 links, and north 4 degrees 45 minutes west
705 links, to Paddington street ; and on the south-west by that
street bearing north 60 degrees west  2,356  links, to commencing
point. Also, 1 acre 2 roods : Bounded on the south-ea,t by
the Point Piper road, 280 links ; north-east by Paddington
street, 550links ; north-west by land of Mrs. Da%y, 280 links;
and south-west by a line bearing north 60 degrees west 525
links. Also, 2 acres 3 roods 33 perches : Bounded on the
north-west and north by William street north-easterly 490
links, and easterly 230 links; south-east, north-east, and
north-west by land of W. Tailor, being lines bearing south-
westerly 305 links, south-easterly 200 links, and north-
easterly 320 links ; again north-east by Paddington street, 200
links  ;  again south-east by the premises of Messrs. Newell,
King, and Taylor, 610 links ; and on the south-west by
Underwood street, 612 links. Also, 1 acre 32 perches
Bounded on the north-east by Underwood street, 400 links ;
south-east by a line 300 links ; south-west by the premises of
Messrs. Eaden, Mitchell, Hall, O'Mara, and Ownen, 400 links ;
and north-west by premises of Mr. Hendersen, 300 links.
Also, 1 rood 191 perches : Bounded on the south-east by
William street, 220 links ; north by land of T. Broughton, 272
links ; north-west by Union street, 90 links ; and south-west
by land of Mr. Cowhshaw, 210 links. Also, 16 12perches
Bounded on the south-east by Union street, 69 links ; north by
land of T. Broughton, 145 links ; and south-west by Mr.
Cowlishaw's land, 131 links. Also, 3 roods 171 perches
Bounded on the south by Underwood street, 313 links ; east
by Mr. Cowlishaw's land, 271 liuhs; north by land of T.
Broughton, 322 links ; and west by land of Mr. Cowper, 271
links. Also, 1 rood 12 perches : B named on the south by
Underwood street,  134,  links ; east by Air. Johnson's premises,
269 links; north by land of T. Broughton, 110 links ; and
west by Mr. Challenor's premises, 269 links. The lands above
described are all parts of 100 acres granted to Robert Cooper,
James Underwood, and Fran is Ewen Forbes, and known as
the " Paddington Estate."
ton, William Henry
Mackenzie  the elder,
John Piper  Mackenzie,
Robert John King,
Charles Wye  Weekes.
may be lodged.
1875.
Sydney 2nd July.
Diagrams delineating these lands may be inspected at the Registrar-General's Office, in Elizabeth
street, Sydney, and at Government Printing Office, Brisbane, Queensland.
Dated this 1st day of April 1875, at the Registrar-General's Office, Sydney.
E. G. WARD,
Registrar -General.
RRAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
Tali E Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodg nit, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Begistra -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
36 perches ,  being allotment 5 of section 28, parish and Richard Hutchins
town of  North  Brisbane ;  county of Stanley
44 acres 17 perches ,  being eastern suburban allotments 'The lion .  Louis Hope
39, 40, 41 ,  42, 43, 44 ,  45, and 46, parish of  So _,tli
Brisbane  (at Kmngaroo Point) ,  county of Stanley
Date  within which  a Cavoat
may be  lodged.
15th June, 1875.
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 10th May, 1875.
 j HE fallowing  S UMMARIES  of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, ToowooMnA, during the Months of October, November, and December, 1874, are published for
general  information.
GEORGE THORN,
 Junior,
Postmaster -General
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1874.
LATITUDE,
 27° 34 '  S.;  LONGITUDE,  152° 10'  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEvEL,  1,960 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  80 MILES.
BAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fakir` Temperature ofAir.
OZONE.
e a s a e
of d A
OD W a aq
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
ao M
OOTOBEL
Maximum ... 28-230  28'17828.206 68.0 80.0 68.0 84.0
Mean ... 28.095  28.034 28084 61.5 71.4 60.2 57.2
Minimum ... 27.899  27,832 27-803 48.0 58.0 50.0 46-0
Maximum
NOVEMBER.
28.056 27.991 27.994 79-0 900 78.0 69.0
Mean ... 27'928 27'90427.905 68.2 79-1 68-7 62.0
Minimum ... 27.774 27.740 27*787 68.0 680 60-0 550
Maximum
DECEMBER.
27.987 27.989127.974 74.0 86.0 77-0 67.0
mean ... 27.876 27.887 27.845 67.5 77.6  67-9 62.3
Minimum ... 27.709 27.664I27.663 60.0 670 56.0 56.0
Humidity.
a aka
a d of sa
V ao o N
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
RAIN. WIND. CLOUD.
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OCTOBER, 1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  64-4  degrees . Rain fe ll  on 7 days . Total Rainfall ,  1.42 inches. Elect ri cal Observations - 48 Positive; 33 Negative Prevailing Winds, B.E.
1873. 65.4 4 1.21 60 „ 21 B.E.
1872.  62.9 7 „  099 81 „ 12 8.E
1871. 62.5 9 2.31 79 „ 14 B.E.
1870.  64.0 18
 „
-
n 739 67 „ 24 N.E
NOVEMBER,
1869, 83.7
1874.- Mean Shade Temperature„of Month ,  72.0 degrees .
9
Rain fell on 5 days .
3.59 29
Total Rainfall ,  4.93 Electrical Observations - 67 Positive ;
2
I8 Negative. Prevailing Winds,
W. and E.
S.E.
1873.  6613 7 4.46 „ 51 „ 27 B.E.
1872. „  68.9 9 .. 82 1
 „ 56 „ 34 S.E.
1871.
 671 8
12
491 78
'
15 BY
1870. 68.8
1869.
 67-7  8
19 66 „6
4.39 „ 81
6 „
9
N.E.
`1.E and S.N.
DEOBMBER, 1874.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month 71,0 degrees. Rain fe ll  on 4 days . Total Rainfall ,  2.33 „ Electrical Observations - 67 Positive  ; 36 Negative. Prevai ling Winds, 8 E.
1873. 72.0 ,. 13 9.51 „ 43 36 S.E.
1872.  716 18 724 „ 67 86 S.F.
1871.  72.9 5 „ 1.58 73 20 B.E. and S.N.
1870.  72.1 n 8 6.72 , 77 2 N.E.
1869 7519 11 „  5-41  76 12 N.E.
The  readings of the Barometer at Teowoomba ,  1,960 feet above mean sea level ,  are corrected to 320  Fahrenheit only.
EDMUND MAO DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary 's
 Office,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1875.
1 1 H E following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and ASSETS  of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK (LIMITED), during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the
31st MAaoa. 1875. is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council. 4 Victoria. No. ]3.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the
 LIABILITIES and Asas 'rs of the Qi s NSLAND  NATIONAL
 BANK
 (LIMITED), taken from  the several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from
the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1875.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.
Notes in  Circulation €Not bearing Interest..,Bearing Interest
Bills  in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ..,
Balances
 due to other Banks ...
Deposits ... C Not bearing  Interest ...Bearing  Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities ...
$......8.
d.
144,403 16 4
282,930 16  0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date .,.
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ,,, ,,,
Amount  of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
Brisbane , 11th May, 1875.
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£  R.  d.
63,947 17 8
 Coined Gold
 and Silver ,  and other  Coined  Metals ,,.
2,383 11 2
36,406 10  4
Gold and
 Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Government Securities
 ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of
 other Banks  ... ...
Balances
 due from other  Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank,  including Notes,
Bills of E xchange, and all Stock and  Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
427,334 1`L 4 I Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£ 520,072 11 6
175,435 0 0
e per cent. per annum
6,263 1 0
7,077 6 6
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
£
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
67,403 4 8
29,963 12 10
20,992 5 3
1,176 13 10
39,703 13 6
647,185 13 6
706,425 3 7
E. R. DRURY, General Manager.
L. A. JOHNSTONE, Sub-Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge
 and belief , the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets  and Liabilities of the above  Bank
during the period specified ; and that the
 same  was made up from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof,  kept in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wailes,
4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 11th day of May, 1875. E. R. DRURY.
M. QUINLAN, Justice of
 the Peace.
Total Amount of Assets
II
I, the undersigned ,  being the General Manager
 of the
 Q,URRMaLAND N .&TIox1.L BANH  (Lr rv D),  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14 ,  section 9,
the stfm of £404 12s. 2d., for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £53,947 179. 8d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value
of the notes in circulation of the said Bank in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Retu rn .
Dated this 11th day of May, 1875. E. R. DRURY.
10.8
TIME TABLE.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
NORTHERN RAILWAY -On and after lat October, 1874, the following Time Table will comeinto operation until further notice.
A. 0. II E R BERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations Up Train,  11
Miles
Mixed. from  RockyCreek.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton... ... 11. 0 ... Rocky Creek .. 3. 0
.6 Gracemere ... ... 11'24 6 Goganjo ... ... 243
15 Stanwe ll . . 12' 0 624
..
Rosewood ...
. .
...
14A Westwood  € part ... ... 4, 0
30 Westward arrive  ...  1.0  20 Rosewood ... ... ... Adepart ...  1.15 29 Stanwell ... ... ... 6. 0
38 Goganjo  1.47 38 Gracemere ... ... ... 6.36
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10 44 Rockhampton ... ... 5. 0
(A.) The Train .  marked thw ,,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who wi ll  be charged the tare to the Station ,:t
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on  which  thev propose to slight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live  I  Parcels and
Fares. stock.  Miscellaneous.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending May 8th, 1875... ... ... 529 4 7 1,069 12 4
Corresponding  week last year  ... ... 4458 3 1,173 5 6
Inc re ase ... ...  ... 83 16 4
Decrease  ... ... ... 1 103 13 2
No. 4.
Total.
£ S. d.
1,677 8 9
1,6891  0
11 12 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1875.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office,  are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former  particulars, are
requested to state  where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists,  and to  place them where any person  may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The  DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A. 28 Alexandra Mrs., Powell's Station a
29 Alexander Mrs. C., Millchester a
1 ABERCROMBIE Robert (puntman), Beenleigh c 30 Alexander James, Maranoa River c
2 Adams -, Petrie terrace c 31 Alexander Robert, parish of Cunningham c
3 Adams Henry, Toowoomba e 32 Allan Miss Annie, Teowoomba p o
4 Adams John, Brisbane c 33 Allan Wm., Cooktown n z (2)
5 Adams Thomas (carrier), Barcoo c 34 Allen Alfred, Brisbane o c
6 Adair John, Upper Palmer a 36 Allen George, Brisbane u k
7 Adderbrook Thos. (solicitor), Warwick in 36 Allen Mrs. P., Millchester o c
8 Adderley -, Warw-ek c 37 Allison A., Cooktown o
9 Addison W., Brisbane u k 38 Allison Wm., Walloon and Camboon s
10 Addelberg Mrs. Chas., Maryborough a 39 Alnott F., Palmer a
11 Ah Foo, Belyando c 40 Althans John (carrier), Gojango c
12 Ali  Gien (Chinaman), Paddy's Gully s 41 Althouse -, Drayton c
13 Ali  Guy (gardener), Yamala c 42 Alvermann -, Beenleigh a
14 Ah Keed, Chinaman's garden, Cooktown c 43 Amerika Jeptha, Norman f
15 Ah Ming (Chinaman), Cooktown a 44 Ancott Fredk., Upper Camp s
16 Ali  Nees Jimmy (hotel-keeper), Cooktown c 45 Andersen Emilius, Maryborough f
17 Aherns August, Warwick o c (2) 46 Andersen F., Townsville c
18 Ali  Sam (miner), Stanthorpe o c (2) 47 Andersen Marie Kirstine, Townsville f
19 All  Som. (Chinese gardener), Townsville a 48 Andersen Magney, Rochford c
20 Ah Sung (Chinaman), Portland c 49 Andersen M. A., Mooloolab f
21 Ailler J., Charters Towers c 50 Anderson Mrs., Brisbane in
22 Aitkenhead William, Cooktown n z 51 Anderson Andrew, Stanthorpe c
23 Alback Miss, Rosenthal c 52 Andersson August, Herbert River f
24 Alcock Edward (laborer), Roma o e 53 Anderson Emilius, Mount Perry c
25 Aldridge Mrs. H., Ipswich o 54 Anderson James D., Palmer a (2)
26 Aldridge Mrs. J., Freestone c 65 Anderson John, schooner " Lady Douglas,"
27 Ald ri dge  W., Fortitud.Valloy c Mackay in
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56 Anderson Manby (laborer), Warwick o c 61 Beimeant W., Rosenthal c
67 Andlen J., Bungeworgoria  Station e  62 Beley Geo., Palmer p o
58 Andreasen Christian, Maryborough o 63 Bell Miss, Towsville u k
59 Andrews David, Cooktown c  64 Be ll  Miss  Grace, Townsville o
60 Andrews  Miss  L., Brisbane o 65 Bell Henry (carrier),  Palmer c
61 Anguls Antiena, Etheridge f 66 Bell John, Brisbane o
62 Ansche Arthur,  Brisbane s  67 Bell Mrs. Wm.,  Darling Downs a
63 Antiewich N., Palmer u k 68 Bellair --, South Brisbane c
64 Apwood T., Brisbane c 69 Bendrich Morris, Warwick c
65 Archy Mrs., Bundaberg c 70 Benfer P., Brisbane o c
66 Armadale  James  0.,  Charters Towers  o e  71 Benge -, Toowoomba c
67 Armatie Pius, Millchester c 72 Benne J., Brisbane or Cooktown u k
68 Armstrong James, Palmer a 73 Bennett -, Cooktown c
69 Arnold J., Creek street c 74 Bennett Edwd., Toowoomba o
70 Arnold James, Warwick o c 75 Bennett F., Brisbane o
71 Arnold Justus (bushman), Roma o c 76 Bennett W., Roma c
72 Arnold Richard, Brisbane m 77 Bennison Mrs., Eagle Farm c
73 Ashford W. M., Toowoomba o a 78 Benton -, Cooktown c
74 Ashby J., Upper Camp c 79 Benwell Frank, Charters Towers u k
75 Ashley -, Ipswich c 80 Beose --, Toowoomba c
76 Ashly Thos. (hawker), Mitchell Downs o s 81 Berni W. H., Ipswich o
77 Ashwin Arthur, Edwards' Camp a 82 Berry Miss, Brisbane u k
78 Atkins Mrs., Oakey Creak c 83 Berry W., Palmer n z
79 Atkins James, Brisbane c 84 Bertelson Lars, Bundaberg e
80 Atkinson James, Gympie e 85 Besford David, Rosenthal c
81 Atkinson James (solicitor), Townsville o 86 Best Walter, Toowoomba o c
82 Atkinson John, Miriam Vale u k 87 Betts Alfred, Cooktown c
83 Atkinson Wm., Brisbane u k 88 Bezold C., Rosenthal c
84 Austin J. (laborer), Bundaberg o c 89 Bezold M., Turner's Creek o
90 Biggs James (farmer), Ithaca Creek c
B. 91 Bignell Robert, Palmer c92 Biles Geo., Brisbane u k
1 BACKMORE W., Ipswich u k 93 Billson Wm., or John Sullivan, Cooktown c
2 Bacon Mrs .,  Brisbane c  94 Bingford Henry, Canning Downs f
3 Bager  Kjerstine, Charters Towers c 95 Bird Thomas ship "Alexandria," Brisbane u k
4 Bailey G., Palmer c 96 Birkby --, Townsville c
6 Bailey T., Stanthorpe c 97 Birmingham E., Beaconsfield c
6 Bailie Alfred, Maryborough o  98 Biserker Master, Roma c
7 Baines  Harry ,  Re, bank s 99 Bisno Louis, Cooktown n z
8 Blake Caroli ne ,  Ipswich c 100 Black Mrs .,  Brisbane u k
9 Baker Miss E .,  Ipswich o 101 Black Thomas ,  Bundaberg u k, c and o c (3)
10 Baldwin  Miss Susanna , Primary School, Fortitude 102 Blakeston H., Dalby o
Valley c 103 Blackie Robert (farmer),  Spring Creek c
11 Bals  Wm., Palmer c 104 Blacklock Thomas, Pelham  Reserve Dally c
12 Bamford -, Cooktown c 105 Blake C., Upper Camp, Palmer c
13 Banes  F. W., Tamrookum u k and p o (3) 106 Blake Geo., South Brisbane c
14 Banks Tom, Gympie u k 107 Bleakey James, Maryborough o c
15 Bannon J. F., Palmer t 108 Blewitt Charles, Millchester s
16 Barclay Robert (carpenter), Wilson's Paddock o c 109 Blyth Robert, Mackay t
17 Bards P, J., Townsville a 110 Boag W. (photographer), Stanthorpe c
18 Barker -, Millchester c 111 Board Miss E., Brisbane in
19 Barney - (billiard  marker ), Townsville c 112 Bodman Thomas, Nive Downs o
20 Bartlett Captain ship " Mary  Stewart,"  Mackay c 113 Boger -, Bundaberg c
21 Bartlett H., Ipswich u k (2) 114 Boissen Niels Jessen, Gympie c
22 Bartling  -, Brisbane n z 115 Boland M. J., Upper Camp,  Palmer a (2)
23 Barracks  Mrs. A .,  Noosa Saw Mills c 116 Bolger G., Upper Camp, Palmer c (2)
24 Barrett Thomas, Lucky Valley c 117 Bolston -, Brown Township c
25 Barrie  Alex., Maryborough o c 118 Bolton W., Isis Downs a
26 Barron  -,  Brisbane a  119 Bona Frank, Rockhampton u k
27 Barron Edmond (miner), Cooktown o c 120 Boney Mrs. or Miss Catherine , Brisbane s
28 Barron James  (storekeeper), Palmer c (2) 121 Bonner Tommy (Chinaman), Palmer c
29 Barry -, Roma c 122 Bonney T. E., Brisbane c
30 Barry Mrs., Townsville c 123 Bonney W. H., Cooktown c
31 Barry Jno., Taroom Station c 124 Booth John, Cooktown c
32 Barry Mrs. Michl., Roma o 125 Borck C., Cooktown c and o c (2)
33 Barry T., Toowoomba o 126 Borgent Mrs. F., Townsville c
84 Barry Wm., Palmer e 127 Borry Joseph,  Brisbane s
86 Barry Wm .,  Junction  Station e 128 Boruw  (?)  F., Roma c
36 Baaatt  Mrs.  N .  Je, Rosenthal s (2) 129 Bosanguet  Arthur Cecil,  Brisbane u k
87 Bassi Pietro,  Charters Towers m  1R0 Boughey Walter,  Palmer o
88 Batohler Chas.,  Ipswich c  131 Boulter Wm. S., Palmer m
39 Bates  A., Cooktown o  132 Boulton Wm.,.Pahner n z
40 Bates Lewis , Ipswich u k 133 Bourke  Henry M .,  Palmer a
41 Bates Robert John, Maryborough u k 134 Bourke Wm. C., Cooktown n z
42 Batton - (carrier ), Cleveland c 135 Bourne Arthur (painter),  Brisbane a (2)
43 Bawson  J. C., Townsville c 136 Bourne Arthur, Sandgate o c
44 Bawtres Saml .,  Ipswich a 137 BookmannT., Brisbane o
45 Bayliss Robert, Mount Coora c 138 Bower Wm., Toowoomba o
46. Reacher Joseph, Brisbane c 139 Bowes Chas., Gojango c
47 Bear Miss Lilley, Gympie c 140 Bowes Geo., Petrie Terrace Brisbane c
48 Beardmore O. J. C., Gladstone c 141 Bowker H. J. W. (solicitor), Cooktown c
49 Beaty Catherine, Brisbane o 142 Bowler Miss, Brisbane c
50 Beattie John, Palmer c (2) 143 Bowman W. F., Bowen terrace Brisbane c
51 Beaulien Ellen, Hospital, Brisbane o 144 Boyce John W., Taroom o c
62 Beaulien Mona. Valiner, Brisbane f 145 Boyce W., Nerang Creek o c
53 Becke E. H., Palmer s (2) 146 Boydell Thos. F., Charters  Towers e
64 Beck Frank  (miner ), Cooktown m 147 Boyle Francis, (carter), Brisbane o c
65 Beck Martin  (laborer ),  South Brisbane o e 148 Boyle W. J. D. D.,  Charters Towers e
66 Bedding  Thomas, Townsville c 149 Boys Isaac  (mariner),  Cooktown o c
57 Bee John ,  Portland  Station o  150 Boyson N. if. J., Noosa c
58 Behan Miohl .,  Cooktown c 151 Bradford  B., Palmer c
59 Behan Michl.,  Palmer m  152 Bradfoot Hugh , Townsville u k
60 Beier  Johp, )?almec o 163 Bradley  Captain ,  bri gpnting  "  E T p*  Jone,'
Mackay c
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154 Bradley Y., Cooktown e 3 Cafferty Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
155 Bradshaw  Mrs. Emily, Brisbane c 4 Cahill G., Fortitude Valley, Brisbane c
156 Brads °aw Miss Johanna, Rockhampton o c 2 5 Cahill G., Fortitude Valley, Brisbane c
157 Brad, :i homas, Georgetown a 6 Cahill Michael, Indooroopilly u k
158 Brady Thomas, Palmer c  7 Cahill Patrick, Brisbane o
159 Brastrup F. A., Charters Towers c 8 Calcot Thomas, Ipswich c
160 Brannelly John, Warwick c 9 Calder Alexander, Cooktown c
161 Bray J. T., Kilkivan a 10 Caldwell D., Swan Creek c
162 Breakey John, Palmer m (2) 11 Caldwell Mrs. Margaret, South  Brisbane c
163 B rennan  Mortimer, Sandy Creek, Palmer c 12 Callaghen James, Cooktown c
164 Brian  Thomas, Roma a 13 Callond Joseph, Charters Towers u k
165 Brien Edward, Millchester a 14 Callonay M., Cooktown c
166 Brindle -, Cooktown c 15 Calthupe William, Palmer a
167 Brittain Mrs. Edward, Brisbane m 16 Calvert R., Palmer c
168 Brodie  and Evans Messrs., South Brisbane a  17 Cameron -, Syduey s
169 Brohmann Johanna, Brisbane o 18 Cameron -, Brisbane o
170 Brooks  Miss  Elizabeth, Dalby c 19 Cameron Mrs., Brisbane m
171 Brooks John, Maryborough s 20 Cameron Mrs. H. S., Brisbane c
172 Brown A. C., Bundaberg c 21 Cameron D., Kelvin Grove c
173 Brown Mrs. Caroline, Townsville m 22 Cameron John, Roma c
174 Brown E., Cooktown c 23 Cameron J., Brisbane c
175 Brown Frank, Charters Towers p o 24 Cameron J. R. B., Brisbane o c
176 B ro wn Mrs .  James ,  Brisbane o  25 Cameron Murdock, Brisbane c
177 Brown Joseph ,  Bundaberg c  26 Cameron Samson Peirce,  Palmervi lle o
178 Brown Robert, Walloon c 27 Cameron M. J. B., Sydney c
179 Brown T., Charters Towers u k  28 Cameron Mrs. C., Stanthorpe c
180 Brown Wm., Cooktown a 29 Campbell Alex., May Town c
181 Brown W. J., Brisbane f 30 Campbell A., Camboon c
182 Brown W. W., Gympie c 31 Campbell C., South Brisbane a
183 Bruchmas Johannas, Townsville c 32 Campbell D., Townsville c
184 Breen J ., Brisbane c  33 Campbell Davie, Palmerville c
185 Bryan  James, Ipswich o 34 Campbell Geo. M ., Brisbane a
186 Buchwald Jacob, Townsville c 35 Campbell Geo. M., Stanthorpe c
187 Buck Geo .,  Palmer c  36 Campbell John,  Palmer o c
188 Buckler Frede rick ,  Drayton c 37 Campbell P., Rosenthal c
189 Budd Miss Ruth ,  Toowoomba c  38 Campbell William,  Palmer s
190 Budge  Kenneth, Goolyere,  Dowling ' s Cre ek o c 39 Cardell Mary,  Brisbane o
191 Budge  W., Cooktown  c and s (2) 40 Cardno John, Palmer m
192 Bundy  --,  Cooktown c 41 Carette  Miss  Matilda , Bundaberg o c
193 Bunn Charles  (shoemaker ),  Palmer a 42 Carlson P. S., Palmer c
194 Bunn Chas . (butcher),  Palmer a 43 Carlson P. S., Charters Towers m
195 Bunn James ,  Townsville s 44 Carlyon M., Roma c
196 Bunstein  D., Warwick c 45 Carmichael John, Charters Towers c
197 Burbridge Miss Annie, Brisbane u k 46 Carmody P., Swan Creek c
198 Burchell Geo. F., Kilmorey Station o 47 Carnegie James, Palmer s
199 Burchelt G. F., Camboon c 48 Carr Edward V. (miner),  Charters Towe rs  s
200 Buiyes M. A., Maryborough u k 49 Carr E. V., Charters Towers a
201 Burke  Martin, Brisbane o 50 Carr H., Palmerville c
202 Burke  W. R., Sandy Creek, Palmer c (2) 51 Carr John James, Dalby c
203 Burns  Miss Annie, Ipswich c 52 Cavoran Pat., Cooktown c
204 Burns  Miss Bridget, Ipswich c 53 I.'arrol John, Palmer o
205 Burn Edward , South  Bri sbane c  54 Caroll Mathew, Gympie road u k
206 Bu rn s Henry ,  Palmervi ll e c (3)  55 Carson Miss Annie, Brisbane c
207 Burns John, Brisbane u k 56 Carson Revd. J., Bowen c
208 Burns M., Brisbane a  57 Carson Revd. J., Bowen e
209 Bu rn s N .,  Palmer Diggings c  58 Carter Mrs., Double Bay, N.S.W. a
210 Burne  Richmond, Toowoomba m 59 Carter Miss, Brisbane s
211 Burns  William, Roma c 60 Carter G., Charters Towers c
212 Burrett George, Brisbane u k 61 Carter John, Brisbane u k
213 Burritt -, Brisbane c 62 Carter John, Brisbane o
214 Burrows Sam., Ipswich c 63 Cartney --, Coomera River c
215 Burrower  Thomas, Cbarleville e 64 Carlosso Dwneni.-o, Cooktown s
216 Burrows  William, Palmerville m 65 Carver Joseph, Swan Creek c
217 Burrows William H., Palmerville c 66 Casey Maurice, Charters Towers a
218 Burton  Charles, Toowoomba c 67 Casey Maurice, Charters  Towers e
219 Buschett Mrs. Adelaide, Toowoomba e 68 Casey M. D., Charters Towers c
220 Bush Thaapaa,  Kelvin Grove c 69 Casky -, Dalby c
221 Buawe ll  W., Weste rn  Cre ek o  70 Cassidy --, Dalby c
222 Butler Charles ,  Brisbane c  71 Cassidy -,  Googanga a
223 Butler  John,  Beenleigh o o (2)  72 Castles Maurice,  Warwick a
224 Butler  John,  B ri sbane s  73 Castle Peter, Glengallan c
225 Butler  John A., Cooktown n z 74 Cattell F., Brisbane u k
226 Butler J. R., Charte rs  Towe rs  m  75 Cattell P.,  Brisbane u k
227 Butler Mathew ,  Gulf of Carpentaria u k  76 Cavanagh Mrs. Thomas ,  Charters Towers o
228 Buttler  S., Ipswich u k 77 'Cavanagh G., Charters Towers a
229 Butt Mrs .,  Warwick c (2)  78 Caney B., Millcheater u k
230 Butt A., Rosenthal c 79 Cawthorne John, Cooktown a
231 Butterwort h C. E., Brisbane u k (2)  80 Casshelton Mrs., Cooktown c
232 Button  John, Canal Creek s 81 Chalk Mrs., Millchester c
233 Button Miss .  N., Canal Creek a 82 Chalk Mrs., Townsville c
234 Buxton  H., Palmer c 83 Champion Captain, Maryborough c
235 Byrne  Francis  (miner ),  Brisbane o c  84 Chapman -, Albert River c
236 By rn e  John, Natal Downs c 85 Chapman Mrs., Curbah Station c
237 Byrne John, Brisbane u k 86 Chapman J., Warwick s
238 Byrne  Joseph, Palmer c 87 Chappel John, Millchester c
239 Byrnes  J. A., Palmerville c 88 Chatfield Henry, Cooktown c
240 Byrne Pat., Morayfield c 89 Chesterton Geo., Brisbane m
241 Byrne Peter, Brisbane c 90 Childs Mrs. John, Millchester a
242 Byrnes Samuel , Palmer c 91 Chirk Cum, Ipswich c
92 Chisholm L., Beenleigh c
93 Chisholm L Beenlci h c
C. 94
., g
Christensen Soren Otto, Isis Downs f
1 CALLAIS Hugh, Millchester m 95 Chritie Mrs. Mary, Cooktown c
2 Cade Miss, Brisbane v  96 Clance Jno., Dalby e
1021
97 Clare Edwin South Brisbane o 190 Craig John A., Blackall o c
98
,
Clark Mrs. C., Brisbane c 191 Craig John A., Blackall e
99 Clark Frederick Cooktown c 192 Craig W., Paradise Downs c
100
,
Clarke George Edward, Millchester s 193 Cran J. W., Toowoomba c
101 Clarke James Warwick c 194 Crane J , Dalby c
102
,
Clark J., Millchester e 195 Crawford Arthur, Palmer c
103 Clark J. Cooktown s 196 Crawford James, Millchester u k
104
,
Clark J. K. Palmer s 197 Creek Miss Esther,  Brisbane u k
105
,
Clark Kate Stanthorpe c 198 Creen Jas. L., Creen's Greek c
106
,
Clark Kenneth, Palmer s 199 Cresfeild Win., Brisbane u k
107 Clark N., Palmer a 200 Cribbins Thomas, Brisbane a
108 Clarke K., Charters Towers s 201 Cribbins Thomas, Brisbane o c
109 Clayton George, Rockhampton c 202 Crickmore Mrs. E , Maryborough c
110 Clayton Henry, Charleville c 203 Crighton David, Charters Towers c
111 Clayton William, Nive Downs c 204 Cronin - -, Port Mackay a
112 llayworth M., Toowoomba c 205 Cropper Charles, Warwick o c (2)
113 Cleland Captain Robert, Maryborough u k 206 Crosbie J., Townsville c
1l4 Clements John, Maryborough in 207 Crosbie J., Cooktown o
115 Clewitt J., Gogango o c 208 Cross Herbert E., South  Brisbane o
116 Clifford Con, Dalby c LJ9 Crossland Edwin, Palmer c
117 Clifford W., Cooktown s 210 Crossland Edwin, Palmer c
118 Clinton John, Roma o c 211 Crow, Leedham, and Robarts, Sydney u k
119 Clinton  Miss S.  J, Brisbane u k 212 Crowley William, Millchester c
120 Clothier James, Brisbane c 213 Croydon J. A., Taroom o
121 Clime Michael, Palmer s 214 Cuddihy -, Cooktown in
122 Clime Michael, Palmer s 215 Cull Miss Mary, Brisbane in
123 Coars Henry, Bundaberg s 216 Cullen P., Palmer a
124 Coane Edward, Palmerville c 217 Culliton Patrick, Toowoomba s
125 Coane Edward, Palmerville c 218 Cum Chin, Gibson's Bay a
126 Coan Tye, Rockhampton c 219 Cummings Fredk., Lytton c
127 Coates E., Mackay a 220 Cummins W., Grandchester c
128 Cobb J Brisbane in 221 Curliz John, Palmer in
129
.,
Cochrane G., Ipswich c 222 Curran John, Bindango c
130 Coffitt J. Townsville c
131
,
Colire M., Warwick c D.
132 Colbourn David, Bustard Bay,  Gladstone u k 1 DAFF J. A., Rockhampton c
133 Colds F., Cooktown c 2 Dagg Richard, Brisbane f
134 Cole Fred. Thomas, Western Creek o 3 Daly Andrew, Palmer c
135 Coleman W. C., Toowoomba c 4 Dalrymple Hon. E.,  Brisbane u k
136 Coles Richard, Brisbane o c 5 Dance Allan, Rockhampton u k
137 Coles Richard, Brisbane o c 6 Daniell George, Toowoomba c
138 Collard --, Cooktown c 7 Dantel Gottlieb, One-mile Swamp o
139 Collett Henry, Brisbane c 8 Dantel John, Charters Towers c
140 Callinor Mat, Gympie c 9 D'Arcy R. J., Fleetwood c
141 Collins D., taympie c 10 Darker Michael, Roma o c
142 Collins Patric c, Toowoomba in 11 Darkin J., Ipswich c
143 Cclson ----, Brisbane e 12 Darr Theodor, Nieve Station c
144 Colson R. L., Brisbane c 13 Davidson Captain, Brisbane u k
145 Commings -, Toowoomba c 14 Davidson J. P., Claverton c
146 Conaon Joseph, Tambo c  15 Davie A., Sydney c
147 Conlan Thomas, Brisbane u k 16 Davies E. J., Inverell u k
148 Conley Emily, Brisbane e 17 Davies W. P., Brisbane c
149 Conley H., Drayton c 18 Davies --, Townsville s
150 Conlan A., Warwick c 19 Davies Alfred, Cooktown c
151 Conn Robt., Palmerville s 20 Davis G., Brisbane u k
152 l onn Robt., Palmerville a 21 Davies Henry, Brisbane u k
153 Connell, Michael, Roma c 22 Davis H., Palmer s (2)
154 Connell Peter, Palmer o 23 Davis Wm., Bundaberg c
155 Connolly -, Drayton c 24 Davis Win., Warwick c
156 Connolly Ann, Ipswich o 25 Davy S. C., Gympie s
157 Connolly Denis, Warwick c 26 Davy S. C., Gympie c
158 Conally W., Spring Creek c 27 Dawson Minnie, Maryborough c
159 Connor Hugh, Oakey Creek c 28 Day Edmund, Brisbane u k
160 Connar Michael, Cooktown a 29 Day Patrick, Brisbane u k
161 Conroy J., Warwick c 30 Deane Mrs., Townsville c
162 Conroy J., Warwick c 31 Deannery M., Palmer c
163 Constable Mrs., Brisbane a 32 Dear Joseph, Ravenswood it k
164 Conyer, Robert, Bogurella s 33 Delives Jacob, Welltown e
165 Cook Edward, Etheridge u k 34 Dellapiani B., Cooktown s (2)
166 Cooke George, Rockhampton u k 35 Delory Daniel,  Palmer c (2)
167 Cooke George, Rockhampton u k 36 Dempsey John, Palmer c
168 Cooke George, Rockhampton u k 37 Denman G., Cooktown s
169 Cook George, Rockhampton c 38 Denny F. S., Palmer m
170 Cook George, Palmer c 39 Denzler -, Maryborough c
171 Cook Thomas D., Brisbane u k 40 Deppeler Henri, Millchester f
172 Cooke William, Gogango c 41 Dennon Peter, Roma c
173 Cook W., Townsville c 42 De Serragutt Charles,  Palmer c
174 Cooper C., Rockhampton u k 43 Desmond Neilus,  Palmer c (2)
175 Cooper H., Charters 1 owers c 44 Devine Wm., Palmer c
176 Cooper J. H., Brisbane u k (3) 45 Dickson B. C., Cooktown o
177 Copley  Miss  E., Townsville c 46 Dillon John, Palmer t
178 Corey Mrs. W. C., Lilly Vale o 47 Dixon Charles, Gympie o
179 Cormyn Robert, Bogarella s 48 Dodds Anthony, Charters  Towers s (2)
180 Cornish and Party, Mossman River c 49 Doherty William, Palmerville c
181 Corrigan D., Cooktown c 50 Dolan Peter, Blackall c
182 Cosgrove James, Cooktown c 51 Dollard Simon, Charters Towers c
183 Coughlan Miss, Brisbane c 52 Donahy David, Palmer c
184 Coughlan Catherine, Brisbane c 53 Donald,on J., Townsville o
185 Coultart -, Roma u k 64 Donnelly John, Palmer n z
186 Co ilthwaite G., Rockhampton m k (2) 55 Donohue Mrs., Cooktown c
187 Cowen W. G., Ipswich n k 56 Donovan John, Brisbane o c
188 Crabb John, Palmer in (2) 57 Doonan William H., Palmer o c
189 Crabbe Samuel, Woogaroo s 68 Donner John, Taroom c
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59 Doudney Edwin, Cooktown c 12 Featherstone A. G., Mitchell Downs s
60 Doudney Edwin, Cooktown u k (2) 13 Feeby Elizabeth, Brisbane c
61 Douglas  Thos., Cooktown s 14 Fentler  Mies  Johanna, Bundaberg f
62 Dow  Mrs. Hannah, Cooktown o e 15 Ferguson C., Warwick c
63 Dow  James, Cooktown s 16 Ferguson Robert, Westwood c
64 Dowd M., Townsville c 17 Fernandez John, Stanthorpe c
65 Dowdall James, Palmer u k 18 Fernandos John, Ipswich o
66 Dowling James Edward,  Brisbane a 19 Feries , Townsville c
67 Downs Mrs. D., Townsville c 20 Ferris -, Millchester c
68 Doyle Mary Ann, Toowoomba o 21 Fewtrell --, Toowoomba c
69 Doyle Michael, Cooktown m 22 Field Thomas,  Brisbane a
70 Drain J., Palmer o 23 Fielding Wm., Oakey Creek c
71 Drayton Jos., Toowoomba c 24 Finch Charles, Palmer c
72 Drevar G. C., Cooktown m 25 Finch John, Brisbane o c (2)
73 Drew John, Palmer c 26 Finch R., Ipswich o
74 Drifton Edwd., Mitchell Downs c (2) 27 Find R., Rockhampton c
75 Drummond G. W., Palmer s 28 Finlayson -, Cooktown c
76 Dudley Joseph, Palmer m 29 Finlayson D., Toowoomba c
77 Dudley Joseph L., Palmer m 30 Fitton James,  Brisbane c
78 Duggan William,  Brisbane c  31 Fitzamy John, Millchester o c
79 Dullard John, Nive Downs c  32 Fitzgerald -, Maryborough c
80 Duncan -,  Brisbane c 33 Fitzjames  ---, Dawson c
81 Duncan Edward Grey, Brisbane o 34 Fitzsimmons James, Cooktown a
82 Daznnel  Mrs. Margaret, Charters Towers a k  35 Fleider Jacob, Palmer c
83 Dunn  Peter P.,  Palmer m  36 Fleming Hugh, Georgetown  n z
84 Dunn S. L., Brisbane u k 37 Fletcher James, Brisbane a
85 Dunham Thomas, Brisbane o 38 Fletcher J., Warwick c
86 Durr William,  Brisbane c  39 Flood M., Palmer c
87 Durrows --, Toowoomba c 40 Flynn -, Palmer o
88 Dwyer  Miss  Mary, Brisbane c 41 Flynn John, Brisbane u k
89 Dwyer Michael, Westwood c 42 Fogarty Thomas, Palmerville p o
43 Fogarty Thomas,  Brisbane c
E.  44 Foltner S., Brisbane c
1 EADE William, Maryborough f 45 Forbes J. G., Charters Towers a
2 Hades Richard, Palmer m 46 Forbes L., Cooktown f
3 Eady W., Brisbane s 47 Forde  Bernard , K olonga u k (2)
4 Eagar Hy., Cooktown n z (2) 48 Forrest Richard, Cooktown u k
5 Eagan Michael , Palmer c 49 Fuster Chas . E., Taro om c
6 Eagles  Mr., Brisbane c 50 Fortheringham  -,  Charters  Towers s
7 Hales George, Bundaberg c 51 Fouracre A., Warwick m
8 Earp Joseph, Yatala c 52 Foy G.  K., Cooktown c
9 Easton Miss  Jessie, South  Brisbane u k 53 Foy  Mrs. Marga re t ,  Brisbane o
10 Eastwood W., Townsville c 54 Fraizeer  William, Gympie e
11 Eavens H., Cooktown c 55 Francis  Miss  Amelia,  Brisbane o
12 Ebstruys Andreas Jensen, Stanthorpe f 56 Frances  S., Stanthorpe c
13 Edgar Miss, South Brisbane c 57 Franck Augustus,  Palmerville c
14 Edge W., Brisbane n z 58 Frazer Isabella, Townsville c
15 Edmonds Mrs. John, South Brisbane c 59 Frazer James, Roma u k
16 Edmonds William, Palmerville a 60 Frazer John, Barcoo c
17 Edridge Thomas, Brisbane s 61 Fredericksen Jens,  Bundaberg o c
18 Edwards Charles, Taroom o c 62 Freeman Mrs. George,  Palmer a
19 Edwards Joseph, Palmer c 63 Frezise  John, Cooktown c
20 Edwards T. B., Blackall u k 64 Frieze -, Drayton c
21 Edwards `t homas, Palmer o 65 Finnley  Miss,  Brisbane c
22 Egan  Patrick, Dalby, o 66 Fry  Miss E.,  Warwick c
23 Egan  William, Palmer u k 67 Fry Henry, Roma c
24 Eldridge Charles,  Palmer s 68 Fry William, Ipswich u k
25 Elkin Catherine, Brisbane u k 69 Fuller F., Marlborough c
26 Elkin Thomas Henry, Cooktown s 70 Fulton P., Cooktown c
27 Elkin Thomas Henry, Palmer c 71 Fulton Thomas, Warwick m
28 Ellams Alfred, Brisbane c 72 Fulton Thomas, Warwick s
29 Elligatt  Miss,  Brisbane c 73 Furgeson James, Cooktown c
30 Elliott --, Brisbane c 74 Furlong William, Brisbane u k
31 Elliott E. V., Palmer s G.32 Elliott E. E., Charters Towers a
33 Elwood -,  Drayton c 1 GABBETT  Frances ,  Maryborough o e
34 Emmerson Charles ,  Cooktown c (3) 2 Galbaly Oliver,  Palmer  in
86 Emmerson J., Palmerville c 3 Galloon and  Lyons , Cooktown o
86 Endreas -,  Warwick o  4 Gard  W .,  Palmer a
37 English Mrs., Warwick a (2) 5 Gardiner John,  Charters Towers u k
88 English Messrs.  James, Warwick  a 6 Gardiner William,  Cooktown u k (2)
89 Englitt Thomas,  Charters Towers s 7 Gardiner W., Roma a
40 Enright Thomas , Toowoomba o 8 Gardner  William,  Brisbane u k
41 Esstein  B. L., Townsville c 9 Gaston - junior , South Brisbane e
42 Ericksen  H., Townsville s 10 Gaynor Peter, Mitchell Downs o
43 Ervin  William J., Brisbane f 11 Gerhule J. J., Charters  Towers o
44 Etchels John Andrew, Palmer c 12 Gersheinemer -, Toowoomba c
45 Etchels John Andrew, Palmer u k 13 taerring W., Dalby o
46 Evans  G. F., Charters Towers u k 14 Gibbard Charles,  Brisbane u k
47 Evans Henry, Brisbane u k 15 Gibbett Joseph, Cooktown u k
48 Everest C. F., Brisbane c 16 Gibbons Mrs., Millchester c
17 Gibbs  Miss E., Bundaberg o
F. 18 Gibbs and Co., Cooktown c
1 FAHEY John, Drayton c 19 Giblett George, Brisbane c
2 Fahey The Hon. J., Brisbane c 20 Gilbert Thomas J., Palmerville c
3 Fairhe Miss  M., Brisbane c 21 Giles -, Charters Towers c
4 Falconer  Mrs. J.,  Brisbane u k 22 Giles Mrs ., Everton e
5 Faly Thomas ,  Brisbane c 23 Gill am James ,  Fleetwood u k
6 Falex  Alfred ,  Brisbane c 24 Gi ll  Wi ll iam H., Palmer a (3)
7 Fallaise M ., Dalby p o 25 Gill W.  H., Palmer o (3)
8 Fanning Mrs., near  Red  Lion c 26 Gillam T.  A., Gainsford o
9 Farley Thomas,  Bundaberg c 27 Gillespie -,  Stanthorpe o
10 Farquharson F. A., Faesiferr c 28 Giovett Daniel ,  B ri sbane c
11 Farron Mrs. Sarah,  Ipswich o 29 Gleeeon Mrs. P.,  Warwick a
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30 Glendinning Peter, Brisbane it k 35 Hapie James, Ipswich c
31 Glennon Mrs., Toowoomba c 36 Harcourt Mrs., Cooktown n z
32 Glynn P. W., Toowoomba f 37 Harcourt Mrs. S., Gulgong s
33 Glynn T., Fassifern c 38 Harcourt Mrs. W., Cooktown n z
34 Gold William, Maryborough c (2) 39 Harding Mrs., Brisbane c (2)
35 Gomme B., Fleetwood u k 40 Harding W., Cooktown c
36 Gong Que, Lilly Vale o  41 Hardstaff J., Charters Towers m
37 Goodfellow Richard M., Sydney u k 42 Hargraves and Co., Cooktown c
38 Goodfellow R. M., Palmer s 43 Hargraves John, Cooktown c (6)
39 Goodliff John W., Thomson River c  44 Harvey Edward, Edward's Camp n a
40 Goodwin - Walloon s 45, Harris Benjamin, Brisbane c
41 , Spring Creek c 46Gordon  James Harris John, Brisbane n z
42 Gordon and McLean, Palmerville c 47 Harris T. W., Brisbane c
43 Gordon James,  Brisbane s  48 Harris W., Maryborough c
44 Gorman  H., Brisbane s  49 Harris W. D., Cooktown c
45 Gorman  Martin, Roma c  50 Harrisson Alfred, Cooktown c
46 Gowan and Woods, Bundaberg e 51 Harrisson E., Toowoomba o
47 Graden Patrick, Roma m 52 Harrisson R. John, Ipswich c
48 Graham Andrew, Blackall c 53 Harrisson Henry, Brisbane c
49 Graham  James, Roma  54 Harrop William, Cooktown c
50 Graham  John, Cooktown n z 55 Harrowell Richard, Brisbane u k
51 Graham Thomas, Roma c 56 Hart William, Palmer s
52 Grant Gilbert, Cooktown u k 57 Harvey  Mrs.,  Brisbane u k
53 Grant  James , Townsville c 58 Hashwell Alfred, Palmer o
54 Grant Malcolm, Palmer m 59 Hassett Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
55 Grant Neil, Palmer n z (2) 60 Hasted Henry, North Pine u k and c (2)
56 Gratton  Samuel , Ipswich c 61 Hatwell D., Bundaberg c
57 Gravy Miss, Brisbane c 62 Haughton -, Townsville c
58 Gray M. A., Toowoomba o 63 Havie P., Pahnerville c
59 Greaves Leycester, Charters Towers c (2) 64 Hawkins George, Palmer s
60 Green -, Brisbane c 65 Hawkins H. H., Cooktown c
61 Green Frederick, Townsville s 66 Hawkins Philip, Cooktown m p o (3)
62 Green J. E., Brisbane u k 67 Hay Charles, Ipswich c (2)
63 Green  Thomas, Palmer  in  68 Hay Miss George, Maryborough c
64 Greenhead -, Brisbane c 69 Hay Mrs. Halkett, Tingalpa c
65 Greenwood Edward, Condamine u k 70 Hayes Mrs. Barney, Palmer c
66 Greenwood Edwin, Condamine c (2) 71 Hayes James, Palmerville c
67 Gregory A. G., Toowoomba c 72 Hayes Robert William, Brisbane u k
68 Gregson  and Pebble, Stanthorpe c 73 Hayn Fred., Brisbane c
69 Graham Edmund, Palmer o 74 Hayward E., Cooktown c
70 Greer Mrs. Helen, Gympie c 75 Healy Mrs. George, Brisbane s
71 Greer Thomas, Nerang Creek c 76 Healy James, Cooktown c (3)
72 Grey J., Palmer c 77 Healey Job, Townsville c
73 Grey Thomas, Palmer o 78 Healy Michael, Gympie s
74 Griffith  Miss  Nellie, Brisbane s 79 Heaney -, Brisbane e
75 Grinham David, Palmer to 80 Heard R. B., Cooktown c
76 Grogan Miss Susan, South Brisbane c 81 Heidke Carl, Maryborough c and o c (2)
77 Groom --, Mitchell Downs c 82 Heilich John, Warwick c
78 Groves William, Palmer s 83 Hemminsly P., Warwick c
79 Groves William, Palmer c 84 Henbeeker Peter, Charters Towers m
80 Guilefoyle T., Palmer c 85 Henderson Miss, Maryborough c
81 Guilfoy John, Bundaberg o 86 Henderson David, Goondiwindi o c
82 Guille Carey Wm, Brisbane c 87 Hendle John, Maryborough o c
83 Gumersol Joseph, Brisbane c 88 Henry Laurence, Warwick s
84 Gunman Miss M., Brisbane o c 89 Henning James, Townsville c
85 Guthe William, Palmerville a 90 Hennice -, Gourie road c
86 Guthrie John, Townsville u k 91 Henry A., Cooktown s
92 Henry John, Rosenthal c
H. 93 Henry John, Townsville c
91 Henry T., Blackall o c
1 HAGAN Miss Sarah, Brisbane f 95 Herbertson John, Palmer a
2 Hagerty William, Palmerville n z 96 Hess Richard, Palmer a
3 Haigh George H., Brisbane u k 97 Hewitt Charles, Cooktown m
4 Haines J, Cooktown c 98 Hicks W., Townsville u k
5 Halcron John, Townsville c 99 Hickey Michael, Cooktown c
6 Halgan John A., Bundaberg c 100 Hickson W. M. C., Brisbane a
7 Hall Mrs., Brisbane c 101 Hider George P., Palmer n z
8 Hall Benjamin, Gympie c 102 Higgins John, Roma c
9 Hall George, Palmer c 103 Higgins William, Cooktown s
10 Hall G., Palmer c 104 Higgins William, Brisbane c
11 Hallett Henry, Blackall s 105 Higginson --, Aramnac c
12 Halpin Thomas, Palmer e 106 Higginson James, Palmer c
13 Hamilton Arthur, Maytown s 107 Hilder J., Brisbane c
14 Hamilton David, Bundaberg c 108 Hill Mrs., Gympie c
15 Hamilton Fred., Toowoomba c 109 Hill James, Cooktown c
16 Hamilton  Miss  Jane, Townsville u k (3) 110 Hill Norris, Palmer c
17 Hammers Mathew, Weltown s 111 Hill Norris, Townsville c
18 Hammond E., Blackall s 112 Hill S., Lily Vale c
19 Hammond Geo., Canning Downs c 113 Hill W. M., Roma c
20 Hannon James, Gympie o 114 Hillier J. W., Ipswich c
31 Hansfield Paul, Millchester c 115 Hillman Charles, Brisbane u k
22 Hancock C. R., Brisbane u k (2) 116 Hill and Fretwell, Cooktown c
23 Hanley Miss J., Bundaberg c 117 Hiller Mrs. Jane, Brisbane s
24 Hanley Thomas Mrs., Brisbane c 118 Hillyard Robert, Blackall c
25 Hanton Thomas C., Brisbane u k 119 Hindley George, Sydney in k
26 Hannam H. B., Brisbane u k 120 Hines Joseph, Surat c
27 Hannon P., Townsville c 121 Hirst Fred., Brisbane u k
28 Hansen Miss Caroline, Maryborough c 122 Hishon B., Cooktown s
29 Hansen Carl Jorgen, Maryborough e 123 Hindes David, Gympie u k
30 Hansen John, Palmerville p o 124 Hitchins A., Ipswich s
31 Hansen John, Cooktown s (2) 125 Hitchins T., Warwick o c
32 Hansen t'eder, Bundaberg o 126 Hobkirk E. 0., Ipswich e (2)
33 Hansler George, Palmer c 127 Hobzberger Win. Henry, Brisbane
34 Hanzel --, Palmer a 128 Hockings J., Warwick c
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129 Hockings  W., Toowoomba o
130  Hodge Robert, Brisbane it k
131 Hogart -, Townsville c
132 Hogge  Martin, Gympie u k
133 Hose J., Brisbane c
134 Hollinworth 11. T., Brisbane s
135 Holloway Charles, Palmerston n z
136 Holmes George W., Brisbane n z
137 Holmes John, Brisbane c
138 Holernes Thomas, Charters Towers c
139 Homble J., Bundaberg c
140 Hood James, Palmerville c
141 Hoodsworth William, Brisbane c
142 Hooper T. H., Brisbane c
143 Hopkins Miss C., Brisbane u k
144 Horauve - -, Franklyn Vale c
145 Horan --, Townsville c
146 Horan Pat., Cooktown c
147 Here Henry Reid, Cooktown  o e and s (2)
148 Horigan Edward, Roma e (2)
149 Hortick Edward, Maryborough c
150 Horran Patrick, Etheridge c
151 Horton P. D., Palmer s (2)
152 Hoskins Thomas T., Brisbane c
153 Hough  Mrs. Bessie , Brisbane f
154 House F., Gympie c
155 Howard Mrs. Alice, Brisbane o c (2)
156 Howard Dennis, Cooktown c
157 Howard T. J., Warwick c
158 Howard J. P., Toowoomba c
169 Howes S., Warwick c
160 Howie Charles, Cooktown u k
161 Hoyes W. R., Brisbane c
162 Hoyles -, New Farm road c
163 Hubinger H., Cooktown c
164 Huck Charles,  B ri sbane c
165 Hucheson John, Cooktown a
166 Hudson George, Brisbane o
167 Hughes H., Townsville c
168 Hughes Mary Ann, Brisbane c
169 Hughes M. A., Brisbane s
170 Humphreys E., Millchester o c
171 Humphries John, Palmer s (2)
172 Hun Samuel, Brisbane e
173 Hunt Mrs., Gympie u k
174 Hunt George, Palmer n z
175 Hunt R., Warwick s
176 Hunter John, Brisbane u k
177 Hunter John T., Millchester u k
178 Hunter M., Cooktown c
179 Husband James, Townsville o c (2)
180 Hutton -, Warwick c
181 Hyms Joseph, Roma c
I.
1 IABEN Carl A., Mackay f
2 Impey Miss Barbara, Brisbane u k
3 Inglis Robert B., Palmer s
4 Ines Henry, Bulimba road c
5 Ines Miss  M. B., Brisbane c
6 Irvine George, Maytown o
7 Isaacs - , Lanark Downs c
8 Isaacs  A., Stanthorpe s
J.
1 JAFFE William, Palmer c
2 Jackson E., Lily Vale c (2)
3 Jackson Edward, Cooktown s
4 Jackson E. G., Sandy Creek, Palmer s
5 Jackson James, Townsville c
6 Jackson Thomas, Cook town c
7 James Thomas, Millehester u k
8 Jamieson John, C1serters Towers u k
9 Jamieson Lawrence, Warwick c and o c (2)
10 Jemison A., Upper Dawson c
11 Janson C. J., Charters Towers c
12 Jansen J., Palmer o
13 Jansen W. C. J., Ipswich o
14 Jeffery H., Palmer c
15 Jenkins John, Cooktown s
16 Jenkins J. W., Brisbane it k (2)
17 Jenkins William Kinnaird, Brisbane u k (2)
18 Jenkins P. A., Warwick o o
19 Jansen Chas., Palmer c
20 Jensen Frederick, Stanthorpe c
21 Jensen Jens Peter, Tallebuggera c
22 Jensen Soren, Townsville o c
23 Jerome Mrs., Wallfon u k
24 Johannsen F. C., Charters Towers f
25 Johns Robert, Charters Towers c
26 Johnson -, Brisbane c
27 Johnson Fred. G., Blackall c
18 Johnson Peter, South Brisbane c
29 Johnson Robert, Brisbane c
30 Johnson Thomas, Glfdstone c
31 Johnson William, Cooktown s
32 Johnson W. C, Cooktown s and  in  (2)
33 Johnson -, Bundaberg c
34 Johnston Fred., Maytown c
35 Johnston William, Maryborough c
36 Johnson G., Brisbane s
37 Jones Charles Sanders, Sydney n z
38 Jones R.  Al.,  Brisbane u k
39 Jones B., Mitchell Downs s
40 Jones C. W., Rockhampton it k
41 Jones E., Tiaro u k
42 Jones Miss E., Brisbane s
43 Jones E. D., Palmer c
44 Jones George, Palmer s
45 Jones Henry, Warwick o c
46 Jones John, Roma c
47 Jones R. 0., Charters Towers u k
48 Jones Thos. Rock, Palmer in
49 Jones Wm., Cooktown e (2)
50 Jones William, Townsville s and c (2
51 Jones William F., Townsville u k
52 Jordan John, Cooktown s
53 Jorgensen Peter, Isis Downs f
54 Jorgensen S., Warwick p o
55 Joseph J., Maryborough s
56 Joyce --, Langlo c
57 Joyce James, Palmer s (2)
58 Joyce J., Stanthorpe c
59 Jubb Mrs. J., Marathon c
60 Judd J., Brisbane u k
61 Julins W. H., Cooktown s
62 Justice John, Bundaberg it k
63 Jutt or Franz, Palmer n z
H.
1 KANE John, Rockhampton c
2 Kannavan Miss E., Brisbane a
.s Kannew John, Maryborough c
4 Kanning J. P., Brisbane c
5 Kanney J. P., Brisbane c
6 Katte F., Brisbane o c
7 Kavanagh Bridget, Bundaberg s
8 Kavanagh John, Warwick u k
9 Kavanagh Mrs. M. J., Brisbane o
10 Kavanagh Thomas, Palmer s
11 Keane C. D., Palmer c (2)
12 Kennelly Dennis, Palmer o
13 Kearns Patrick, Toowoomba it k
14 Kedir Peter, Charters Towers o c
15 Keelan Thomas, Brisbane o c
16 Keenan Thomas, Cooktown c
17 Keegan Laurence, Toowoomba c
18 Kellett William, Charleville o
19 Kelly Miss A., Brisbane c
20 Kelly Charlotte, Brisbane o c
21 Kelly Frank, Dalby c
22 Kelly James, Palmer c
23 Kelly Jos. John, Brisbane o
24 Ke lly M., Townsville o
25 Kelly P. H., Palmer o
26 Kelly M., Palmer c
27 Kelsey A. E., Brisbane u k
28 Keneally Arthur, Roma c
29 Kennedy Donald, Cooktown s
30 Kennedy James, Brisbane c t
31 Kennedy James A., Townsville o
32 Kennedy Robt., Gogango o c
33 Kennedy Thomas, Palmer c
34 Keolin T., Maryborough c
35 Kerr A., Brisbane c
36 Kettler --, Drayton c
37 Keyes  G..  Palmer s
38 Kilgour A. E., Palmer c
39 Kilgour A. E., Charters Towers e
40 Kilroy Thomas, Ipswich c
41 Kimo S., Palmer a
42 King Alexander, Palmerville c
43 King John, Palmer o
44 King John Henry, Cooktown u k
45 King Tommy, Palmer c
46 Kimna Mrs. D., Warwick s
47 Kinghorn Mrs., Brisbane u k
48 Kinnon Miss M. J., Fernberg a
49 Kirby James L., Palmer s
50 Kirkpatrick Daniel, Palmer c
51 Kirkman Miss, Brisbane u k
52 Kirnan Thomas, Cooktown m
53 Kitting Mrs. M., Charters Towers e
54 Kitson Arthur, Ipswich u k
55 Kitson Arthur 0., Ipswich c
56 Klein Andrew, Roma c
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57 Klotte  -,  Cooktown c 4 Magee and Page Messrs .,  Cooktown c
58 Knight F re derick ,  Townsville f 5 Magnusson Miss Marie ,  Ipswich f
59 Knight George, Stanthorpe c 6 Magraw Miss H., Cleveland Bay c
60 Knight Wi lliam, Stanthorpe u k 7 Maher Mrs .,  Bundaberg e
61 Knipe William, Roma c 8 Mahr Edward ,  Brisbane c
62 Knudsen Anders, Maryborough c 9 Mahoney Mrs., Upper Camp e
63 Koik August ,  Palmervi ll e c 10 Mahoney Marquis ,  Palmer c
64 Koppe Anna ,  Toowoomba o 11 Maishman Richd .,  Roma s
65 Kraft Christian ,  Maryborough 12 Maisley  William,  Brisbane road u k
66 Krause Mary Teney, Maryborough 13 Majurey Robt., Ed dstown n z
67 Kruger  -,  Brisbane e  14 Male George ,  Uppep m
15 Mallin James, Warwick c
L. 16 Maltman  -,  North Ipswich c
1 Brisbane c 17LACY Miss Mandles Thos .,  Stanthorpe c
2
,
Boggo o c 18Ladiosga Mrs. A. Mann  -,  Drayton c
3
,
Warwick c 19Lahev Miss C. Mann Kate, Stanthorpe o
4
,
Blackall c 20Laidlev  - Mann Lachlan ,  Stanthorpe o c
5
,
Lake John ,  Charters Towers c 21 Mans James ,  Brisbane  in
6 Brisbane s 22Lake Thomas Marchbank A., Brisbane c (3)
7
,
Brisbane c 23Lamb Benjamin Marks J. R., Dregho rn  m
8
,
Brisbane c 24Lamb George Markwell J., Brisbane c
9
,
Brisbane s 25Lamb Miss glary Marsh  IT.  R., schooner " Petrel," Mackay a
10
,
Maryborougb c 26Lameron John Marshall  -,  Brisbane u k
11
,
Lamond, Townsvi ll e c 27 Marshall Miss Louise ,  Gympie c28 Marshall  Mont,  Edwardstown c (2)12 Lane  -,  Indooroopi lly c (3) 29 Charters Towers  itMarsha ll13
14
Lane Joseph ,  Townsville c
Brisbane m 30Larkin C.
,
Marshall Robert ,  Palmerville s
15
,
Palmer c 31Larsen Janes Peter Martin David ,  Charters Towers a
16
,
Milchester o 32Lass James Martin David F .,  Millchester o c
17
,
Toowoomba e 33Latinton R. L. Martin Peter, Cooktown c
18
,
Toowoomba o c 34Lan Herman Maseoe M. James, Ipswich u k
19
,
Cooktown c 35Lawrence F. Malden James ,  Maryborough o
20
,
Charters Towers a 36Lawrence George Mason Frederick ,  Townsville c
21
,
o c 37Lawson George Roma Mason James ,  Palmervi lle  in
22
, ,
Brisbane c 38Lazaar W. Matthairs S , Brisbane c
23
,
Palmerville c 39Leaing James Matthews C. H. S., Ravenswood u k
24
,
Palmer c 40Leare James Mathews E. A., South Brisbane o
25
,
Palmer c 41Learson Wi ll iam Mathews C.  11. S., Upper Camp c
26
,
Townsvi lle c 42Learton Mrs. Matthews Joseph  (miner ),  Charters Towers o c
27
,
Charters Towers f 43Lebreton J. Matthews G.  8,  Brisbane c
28
,
Ravenswood c 44Ledingham G. S. Matthews Walter, Brisbane u k
29
,
Gympie u k 45Leeman Mrs. Jane Mathieson Duncan, Gympie e
30
,
Cooktown c 46Lefranze H. Maunsell S. G., Warwick c
31
,
Brisbane c 47Lenehan Robert Mascill James ,  Ipswich u k
32
,
Roma s 48Lenehan Sydney Mayer Mrs., Brisbane c
33
,
Toowoomba u k 49Lewes Mrs . Mayer Andrew ,  Palmerville c
34
,
Brisbane s 50Lewis Benjamin Mayne Mrs., Brisbane c
35
,
Palmer u k 51Lewis Edward Mayne Joseph, Millchester f
36
,
Cooktown c 52Lewis John Mays Mrs. W .,  Nashvi lle m
37
,
Brisbane u k 53Lewis Owen Mead Henry, Doughboy Creek p o
38
,
Brisbane o c 54Lincoln Henry Meads Henry, Rockhampton u k
39
,
Dalby s 55Lincoln Henry Meadows R., Palmerville t
40
,
I almer n z 56Linklater Joseph Meaney Michael, Palmer River s,
57 Mecann John Charters Towers e4L Linklater Joseph, Palmer n•z (4)
58
,
Mell - Townsville c42 Linklater Joseph, Palmer a o (2) ,
43 Lindgren R., Charters Towers c 59 Me ll is James, Cooktown s
44 Brisbane u Ic 60Lindmeyer F. Meloner John, Palmer River o c
45
,
Palmer s 61Lindsey Thomas Mendleson and Sampson Messrs., Brisbane s
46
,
Palmer c 62Linton George Mengel Konrad, Toowoomba c
47
,
Lippiard George, Brisbane c 63 Mercer Mrs. Andrew, Spring Hill p o
48 Lester and Co .,  Brisbane s 64 Meredith Edwin ,  Brisbane u k (2)
65 Merritt Geor e Dottswood m49
50
Little Mrs., Brisbane c (2)
66Little W., Palmer c
g ,
Meston A, Palmerville c (2)
61 Cooktown o 67Littleboy A. Meyer Emile ,  Brisbane f
52
,
Livingstone Alexander ,  Toowoomba c 68 Meyer F .,  Toowoomba f
53 Lloyd R .  G., Bundaberg c 69 Meyer H .,  Queen street c
54 Gympie e 70Lloyd Thomas Miles , Warwick c
55
,
Loch John ,  Clermont s 71 Millar Alic .  H., Cooktown n z
56 Talgai c 72Lochlond J. Mi llar James ,  South Brisbane c
57
,
Logie George ,  Brisbane u k 73 Millard H. S. B., Brisbane f
74 Millen J (dra er) Cooktown c58 Louch Maynard E .,  Roma s (2)
75
,. p
Miller Leichhardt Downs c59 Lowis J., Stanthorpe c ,
60 Ldcht F re derick John, Meringdah o c 76 Miller James ,  Brisbane o
61 Lowry D .,  Charters Towers c 77 Mi ller R .  D, Cooktown c
62 Lucas A., Warwick c 78 Miller William ,  Upper Palmer c ands (2)
63 Lucas H .,  Palmer n z 79 Miller William ,  Townsville s
64 Lukey Benjamin ,  Charters Towers s 80 Miller W .  D., Palmer River e
65 Lundbury  -,  Bundaberg c 81 iMillett  IV ., Brisbane o
82 Mills Charles Brisbane n  z66 Lusk Robt .,  Brisbane n z (2) ,
-67 Lusk Robert ,  Brisbane n z 83 Mills  J. B., Brisbane a and n z (3)
68 Lutzner August, Breakfast Creek c 81 Mitchell Mrs .,  Cooktown c
69 Lyford Miss E., Brisbane  it  k 85 Mitchell Edward, Charters Towers s
70 Lynds William ,  Palmer n z 86 Mitchell  Geo. Alex.,  Rocky Creek c
71 Lyne James ,  Palmer t 87 Mitchell  James,  Brisbane o e
72 Lynch J.,  Drayton c 88 Mitchell Robert, Cooktown c (2)
89 Mitche ll  Thomas Pahnerville s73 Lynch Michael ,  Roma c (2)
90
,
Moffatt Geor e Mooroochie c74
75
Lynch D .,  Millchester o
Lysaght Austin Palmer s 91
g ,
Moffett John ,  Dalby c
,
92 Molir H .,  South Brisbane c
93 Mohr J Toowoomba c
X. 9 1
.,
Moller Henry, Palmerville c
1 MADDEN--,  Cooktown c 95 Molloy  J., Ipswich o c
2 Madden  - (carrier ),  Warwick c 96 Moloney Michael ,  Warwick o e
3 Madigan Miss Bridget , Millchester o 97 Momford  Joseph, Brisbane u k
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98 Money J. S., Clermont c ' 34 McGeach Captain A. D., Bundaberg a
99 Mongomery J. S., Toowoomba f 35 McGhie W., Brisbane c
100 Monroe Miss Lizzie, School of Arts Hotel u k 36 McGilluray Miss M., Greenhill Farm u k
101 Moons Mrs. Margaret, Stanthorpe o c 37 McGillycuddy --, Cooktown c
102 Moony Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c 38 McGlean Daniel, Palmer o ,
103 Moore Andrew, Oakey Creek s 39 McGornlen, Thomas, Palmer o
104 Moore A. C., Gladstone in 40 McGrath -, Drayton c
105 Moore J. J., Brisbane c 41 McGrath Michael, Roma o e (2)
106 Moore William, Charters Towers c (3) 42 McGrath Patrick, Palmer River in
107 Moorooney -, Toowoomba c 43 McGregor Duncan, Palmer River c
108 Moreton William, Brisbane c 44 McGuinness Peter, New Farm road c
109 Morhadt William, Cooktown c 45 McGuire John, Warwick c
110 Morgan -, Townsville c 46 McGuire -- , Drayton c
111 Morgan Miss A., Brisbane c 47 McHattie Richard, Charters Towers in
112 Morgan Miss E., Gympie c 48 McHeeney James, Millchester c
113 Morgan Mrs. T., Bundaberg t 49 McHugh Andrew, Warwick c
114 Morris Charles, Palmer River c 50 McHugh Mrs. Logan, South Brisbane c
115 Morris George, Brisbane s and c (2) 51 Mellwain Robert, Dalby o c
116 Morris James, Mount Perry e 52 McIntosh G., Gogango c
117 Mirris James, Rockhampton o e 53 McIntyre Donald, Ravenswood c
118 Morris J. IT., Gogango n z 54 McIntyre Thomas, Dalby c
119 Morrisby Alfred, Palmerville c 45 McKay Andrew, Cooktown a
120 Morrison -, Reserve, Warwick c (2) 56 McKay D. M., Palmer n z
121 Morrison George IT., Brisbane f 57 McKay and Co. Messrs. E. and F., Brisbane c
122 Morrison R., Oakey Creek in 58 McKay James, Maryborough o c (2)
123 Morrison Roderick, Palmer River c 59 McKay Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o
124 Morrow Miss Emily, Brisbane s 60 McKay W. R., Roma o
125 Mortemore Mrs., Oakey Creek c 61 McKee E., Toowoomba c-
126 Mortimore William, Palmer River u k 62 McKee William, Palmer River in
127 Mortishead v-isa Mary, Millchester c 63 McKeinnan Denis, Cooktown c
128 Morwitch S., Cooktown c 64 McKellar -, Valley c
129 Mossman A. S., Palmer River o 65 McKenna Denis, Palmer River c
130 Mossman Hugh, Charters Towers a 66 McKenzie Mrs. Cath., Brisbane o
131 Mott Miss Alice, Mary River c 67 McKenzie George, Palmer River c
132 Muir Lawrence, Brisbane o c 68 McKenzie Mrs. John, Blackall a
133 Mullen John, Ipswich c 69 McKenzie Mrs. William , Brisbane s
134 Mullens J., Jondaryan c 70 McKey James, Palmer River c
135 Muller -, Drayton c 71 McKinlay D., Charters Towers c
136 Mulgeeney G, Ambi Downs in 72 McKlethwaite Mrs., Taroom c
137 Munday Charles, Cecil Plains o 73 McLachlan Captain, Maryborough s
138 Munnecke Louis, Toowoomba o 74 McLaughlin D., Franklyn Vale c
139 Munro G., Edwardstown c 75 McLaughlin Peter, Brisbane ii k
140 Munro Johu, Ipswich o 76 McLean A. W. G., Ipswich c
141 Munt Miss E., Logan road c 77 McLean Daniel, Edward town in
142 Murdock John, Warwick p o 78 McLean Henry, Gladstone in
143 Murdoch Captn. Peter, Mackay in i9 McLean P., South Brisbane c
144 Murphy Davy Nicholas, Warwick c 80 McLennan -, Wharf-street c
145 Murphy C., Calliope a 81 McLennan A., Brisbane o
146 Murphy Mrs. H., Cleveland Bay u k 82 McLennan D., Isis Downs c
147 Murphy James, Oakey Creek o c 83 McLennan K., Edward-street c
148 Murphy Patrick, Warwick o c 84 McLennan J., The Oval s
149 Murphey P., Gympie c 85 McLeod Mrs., Cooktown s
150 Murphy W., Stanthorpe c 86 McLeod Miss A., Cooktown in
151 Murray Mrs., Irishtown c 87 McLeod Alex, Ipswich a
152 Murray Mrs. E., Brisbane o c (2) 88 McLeod Miss Isabella, Georgetown u k
153 Murry Hugh, Cooktown c 89 McLeod P., South Brisbane e
154 Murry James, Calmurry Station c 90 McLeod W. C., Goondiwindi a
155 Myne Nicholas, Charters Towers o 91 McMahon John, Toowoomba o
92 McMahon Patrick, Cooktown c
Mc. 93 McMan Mrs., Ipswich c
94 McMeade J., Cooktown c1 MOADAMS --, South Brisbane c 95 McMillan James, Palmerville in
2 McAleese Hugh, Edwardstown a 96 McNair John, Palmer n z
3 McArow Patrick, Palmer o 97 McNally James, Warwick c
4 McAulay John, Edwardstown c 98 McNamara James, Palmerville in
5 McAulay Patrick, Clermont s 99 McNamara Michael, Palmerville s
6 McCabe Hugh, Millchester c 100 McNamara M. F., Cooktown a
7 McCall M., Palmer o 101 McNemoy James, Ravenswood s
8 McCamm Denis, Samford c 102 McNoughton A., Blackall c
9 McCann Phillip, Oak-wood Station c 103 McNulty John, Cooktown c
10 McCarey Thomas, Palmer c 104 McOid Samuel, Townsville c
11 McCaskill Donald, Maytown in 105 McPherson Alfred W., Roma in
12 McCaughy IT., Samford c 106 McPherson Gilles, Cooktown u k
13 McCallum E., Bundaberg c 107 MeQuilkin Mrs. Timothy, Warwick m
14 McConnell E., Maryborough c 108 McShan Miss M., Fortitude Valley
15 McCormack Highfields c 109 MeSween John, Portland o e
16 McCormick John, Maytown s 110 McSweeney B., Palmer River c
17 McCreeny Michael J., Brisbane u k 111 McTaggart Neal, Charters Towers f
18 McCrystal John, Palmer s 112 McTavish Messrs., Cooktown  c ann a (2)
19 McCulloch George, Rockhampton it k 113 McTavish P., Cooktown s
20 McDonald Angus,  Brisbane s 114 McVickar Mrs. W., Palmer River e
21 McMcDonald Doctor, Gympie e
22 McDonald Hugh,  Ravenswood s N.23 McDonald James M., Palmerville c
24 McDonald J. M., Goondiwindi s 1 NAAN John, Palmerville c
25 McDonald William, Cooktown c 2 Nash -, Brisbane c
26 McDonald William, Bowen a 3 Nealds H. E., Cooktown s
27 McDonnell Alex., Bundaberg 4 Neale Richard, Palmerville c
28 McDougal J., Ipswich c 5 Neil J., Boggo c
29 McDougal M., Brisbane o c 6 Neil John (blacksmith), Boggo e
30 McDowall .-, Cooktown c 7 Neilsen C., Brisbane o c
31 McElroy Felix, Millchester c 8 Neilsen Charles, Maryborough c
32 McFadden Mary Ann, Gympie o 9 Nelson --, Cooktown c
33 McFarghur William, Palmer e 10 Nelson Miss Annie, Millchester
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11 Palmer eNelson Rasmus 12 Patefield James, Warwick o e
12
,
Charters Towers  it  kNern Thomas 13 Paterson J. J., Charters Towers o e
13
,
Gympie  0Newport George 14 Paton -, South Brisbane c
14
,
Nicoll A. Ipswich n k 15 Patrick Alfred, Palmer River c
15
,
Nicoll A. Nanango c 16 Patterson George, Upper Palmer c
16
,
Nanango o uNicoll Andrew 17 Pattenden G., Palmer River in
17
,
Brisbane  it  kNicholls C. 18 Pattenden J., South Brisbane c
18
,
Nicholls T. W., Cooktown e 19 Patterson - -, Cooktown c
19 Nicholas Richard, Gladstone c 20 Patterson --, Spring Hill c
20 Nicholson Kate, Brisbane c 21 Pattison --, Logan c
21 Nicholson William, Oakey Creek c 22 Pattison R. C., Brisbane in
22 Nickles Thomas, Cooktown c 23 Payn Edward, North Ipswich c
23 Nickolans Ferdinand, Dalby f 21 Payne Sergeant, Bri4tne c
24 Nielson Miss Christian, Brisbane c 25 Pearce Joshua S., 8(likth Brisbane c
25 Nielson Johannes, Brisbane o c 26 Pedersen C.  Al.,  Palmer Rig cr c
26 Nielsson J., Brisbane c (2) 27 Pedersen C. V., Palmer River c
27 Nielsen Michael, Isis Downs f (2) 28 Pedersen Th. Chi., Tanibo f
28 Nielsen Michael, Maryborough f 29 Pedro Dirs. Don., Mitchell Downs c
29 Nilson A., Charters lowers c 30 Percival John, Charters Towers s
30 Nitsche John. Brisbane f 31 Perkins G., Ambi Downs e
31 Nixon Joseph. Brisbane u k 32 Perkins Griffith Williams, Warango u k
32 Noble James, Malvern c• 33 Perkins John, Glengallan o
33 Noble William, Cooktown s 34 Perrin George S., Upper Palmer in
34 Nock E., Palmerville c 35 Perrin George J. S., Upper Palmer in
35 Nolan A., Cooktown c 36 Pert Miss Eliza, Gympie c
36 Nolan Charles, Cooktown e 37 Peters James, Toowoomba c (2)
37 Nolan John, South Brisbane c 38 Petersen Cliristin, Mooloolah o c
38 Nolan Mrs. T., Brisbane c 39 Peterson Mrs. E., Brisbane c
39 Noring Miss, Wharf street c 40 Petersen E., Charters Towers f
40 Norman Charles, Townsville s 41 Peterson George, Murphy's Creek c
41 Northam T., Cooktown c (2) 42 Peterson Hans Christian, Gympie c
42 Norris Thomas, Ipswich o c 43 Peterson Heinrich, Maryborough o o
43 Nott Charles, Palmer s 44 Peterson Peter, Stanthorpe e
44 Nugent John, Toovooniba o c 45 Peterson W.  If.,  Millchester o e
46 Petterson A. Doughboy o
0. 47
,
Petty Joseph, Palmer River c
1 O ATES Josiah, Drayton in 48 Phelps J, Palmer River s
2 O'Brien Miss Catherine, Franklyn Vale c 19 Phillips -, Cooktown c
3 O'Brien C., Edwards town o 50 Phillips F., Charters Towers o (2)
4 O'Brien Daniel, Franklyn Vale c 51 Phillips James, Cooktown c
5 O'Brien E., Millchester s 52 Phillips P., Brisbane e
6 O'Brien H., Charters Towers s 53 Phillips Thomas, Tarooin o
7 O'Brien J., Mitchell Downs c 54 Phillips William, Enrilla c
8 O'Brien Maurice, Palmer River m 55 Phimister Robert, Charters Towers a
9 O'Connor Maurice D., Sandy Creek s 56 Pierce G. E., Townsville e
10 O'Connor Michael, Millchester e 57 Pierce J. C., Bowen Park c
11 O'Connor Michael, Cooktown c 58 Pigott Mrs., Brisbane c
12 O'Connor T. S.,'Mitchell Downs o 59 Piggot Gerald, Brisbane c
13 O'Connor William, Palmer River in and c (2) 60 Pitcher  J. S.,  Palmer t (2)
14 O'Dea Patrick, Toowoomba c 61 Pinchin John, Brisbane u k
15 O'Donnell Mrs., Brisbane c 62 Plant Harry, Millchester o
16 O'Donnell Charles, Brisbane o c 63 Plummet W. A., Palmer o
17 O'Donnell Charles, Charters Towers c 64 Pocock ---, Ipswich c
1S O'Dowd Symon, Cooktown e 65 Pocock W., Millchester o c
19 O'Flynn Patrick L., Stratton House o c 66 Polworth Mrs., Brisbane c
20 Ogier N., New Farm road o 67 Poole George, Palmer River c (1)
21 O'Halloren Robert, Palmer River m 68 Pope James, Brisbane  it  k
22 l )hlsen F., Brisbane o 69 Porter George W., Charters Towers o
23 O'Keeffe Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o e 70 Porter W.  If.,  Brisbane u k
24 O'Keefe J., Ipswich e (2) 71 Potter Alfred, Brisbane c
25 O'Keef John, Grandehester o 72 Potter Miss C., Maryborough u k
26 Oleary J., Edwards town s 73 Potter William, Brisbane c
27 Oline F. A., Palmerville c 74 Poulsen C., Mary street o e
28 Oliver W., Townsville s 75 Poultney W. H., Townsville  in
29 Olsen Andre, Maryborough c 76 Powell Charles, Brisbane in
30 O'Mara Mrs. Bridget, Stanthorpe o c 77 Pow'eh John, Cooktown c
31 O'Neil Mrs. Catherine, Townsville e 78 Powell J. R., Springsure u k
32 O'Neil John, Cooktown c 79 Powell Miss Kate, Ipswich o
33 O'Niel Stephen, Millchester o 80 Power Mrs. W.  IT.,  Charters  Towers s (2)
34 O'Niell W., Mitchell Downs c 81 Praed A. C. B., Brisbane c
35 Oppernian Henry, Brisbane f 82 Preston John, Palmer River s
36 O'Reilly --, Maryborough c 83 Price John, d9 aryborough c
37 Organ Benjamin, Palmerville c 84 Pries Antlers, Brisbane f
38 O'Riley Mrs., Ipswich c 85 Prin Sidnv, Rockhampton c (2)
39 Osborne Miss, South Brisbane s 86 Purdy Alfred, Cooktown u k
40 Osborne E. A. F. W., Brisbane o 87 Purcell Thomas, Palmer River c
41 O'Shannessy Andrew, Upper Palmer n Z 88 P) ne R. L., Brisbane u k (2)
42 Oslear C E Bundabcr s
43
.,. g
Ottaway - -, Burnett River c Q-
44 Owens J., Millehester c I QuALTROUGH W., Gympie c
45 Owen W., Enoggera e 2 Queely B., Townsville o
3 Ipswich oQuinlan C.
P. 4
,
Quinn Patrick, Stanthorpe c
1 PAG E Samuel, tlog;ntgo c (2)
R2 Paiugs W., Brisbane e .
3 Palitrysh Arnold, Tainbo f 1 RAMSA ]- , Brisbane o c
4 Palmer A. E. (carrier), Cooktown e and s (2) 2 Ramsay Albert, Coo sera e
5 Palmer Ben., Palmer o 3 Rtnnsay Joseph, Palmer o
6 Pahner W., Purges Creek it k 4 Hawsav Robert, Charters Towers in (2)
7 Palmer Miss S., Brisbane c 5 Fantasy William, Charters Towers in
8 Paren Mrs., Brisbane c 6 Ramsay W., Cooktown c (2)
9 Parker E. W., lialby c 7 Ramsay W. C., Charters Towers it k
10 Parrot Mrs. T., Kangaroo Point e 8 Rautsbotton J., Bowen street in
11 Parsons William John, Rockhampton u k 9 Randle E. H., Oakey Creek  4
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Ranger Samson, Doughboy Creek c
Ranning John, Cooktown c
Rasmussen Haren Anarie, Maryborough f (3)
Rathburn Joseph, Charters Towers s
Ratto F. A., Brisbane o
Ranendah Thomas, Palmer c
Read F., Palmer o
Redmond, W. B., Palmer u k
Redpath Miss A., Adelaide street c
Reedman Alfred, Brisbane o c
Reelan Thomas, Charters Towers a
Reid D., South Brisbane c
Reid J., Brisbane c
Reid Thomas, Sandy Creek s
Reid T., Sandy Creek o c
Reid Walter, Fanning River c
Reid Walter, Drayton c
Reilly Patrick, Roma o c
Reinhart C., Boundary street c
Rellke August, Warwick f
Rendells F., Cooktown n z
Reville Miss Eliza, Warwick o
Rewcastle David W., Cooktown m.
Rewitt  -, Drayton c
Reynolds -, Drayton c
Reynolds Bernard, Brisbane u k
Reynolds John, Palmerville o
Reynolds Miss M., Brisbane c
Reynolds Owen, Gladstone s
Reynolds Peter, Palmer in
Rice James, Upper Palmer n z
Richards C., Brisbane c
Richards George, Roma c
Richards George, Cooktown n z
Richardson George, Ipswich c
Richardson Richard, Cooktown c
Riddle Mrs. S., Dalby o c
Ridge J., Brisbane a
Rick Mrs., Brisbane o
Rieck G. T., Palmer River c
Ried James, Palmerville c
Rielay -, Cooktown c
Rieley Boronga Station c
Rienie Nathaniel, Palmer o
Riley Samuel, Boronga c (2)
Rillord -, Drayton c
Robarts - (pianist), Dalby c (2)
Roberts -, Malvern c
Roberts Evan, Palmer c
Roberts E., Edwardstown n z
Roberts E., Palmer m
Roberts Harry, Gympie c
Roberts James, Brisbane c
Roberts W., Charters Towers s
Roberts W. L., Blackall c
Robertson J., Townsville s
Robertson Magnus, Maryborough s
Robin John, Brisbane u k
Robins Robert, Mitchell Downs c (2)
Robins Mrs. W., Brisbane in
Robinson and Co. Messrs., Brisbane in
Robinson -, Bowen Bridge c
Robinson Frederick, Sandy Creek c
Robinson G., Brisbane c
Robinson G. L., Palmer s
Robinson Isaac, Cooktown c
Robinson John, Millchester c
Rockamer Miss Bartha, Maryborough c
Rodgers Charles, Palmer River c
Roe Robert, Charters Towers n z
Rogers Richard, Cleveland Bay c
Rolfe William, Port Curtis m
Rose Charles, Maryborough c
Rosen T., Brisbane f
Rosenbery -, Ann street c
Rosenlief and Party Messrs., Cooktown c
Rosentengel Richard, Charlestown f
Ross -, South Brisbane e
Ross C., Cooktown  C
Ross J. B., Townsville s
Ross James C., Palmer u k (3)
Ross R. M., Brisbane c
Ross William, Cleveland Bay n z
Ross W., Charters Towers c
Rottamah Johnny, Townsville o c
Rowe Richard, Charters Towers s
Rowe R. J., Charters Towers s and in (2)
Rowe W., Gympie c
Rowlands Thomas, Millchester s
Royston -, Warwick c (2)
Royston F., Warwick c
Rumble G. junior, Cooktown s
Rumble William, Cooktown c
Rumble William,  Cooktown  c s and m (6)
I
104 Rushton J. C., Brisbane o
105 Russell John, Brisbane e
106 Russell Luke, Palmer River c
107 Rutherford John, Palmer River o
108 Rutledge James J., Cooktown s
109 Rutlill Thomas, Krombit Station c
110 Ryan D., Coomera c
111 Ryan James, Daaudine Station m
112 Ryan J., Brisbane o c
113 Ryan Mrs. Maria, Stanthorpe o c
111 Ryan Miss Margaret, Brisbane a
115 Ryan Mary J., Gympie o
116 Ryan M., Maryborough c
117 Ryan Michael, Palmer River c
118 Ryan Patrick, Cooktown c
119 Ryan Patrick, Charters Towers c
120 Ryan Peter, Spring Creek o c
121 Ryan Thomas, Darkie Flat c
122 Ryan Thomas, Roma c
123 Ryan T., Nive Downs
S.
1 SALISBURY J., Brisbane c
2 Salisbury Sarah Jane, Brisbane o
3 Salisbury S. M., Brisbane c
4 Samrock John, Victoria Downs c
5 Sandberg Mrs. Johanna, Fassifern e
6 Saunders William, Edwardstown e
7 Sawyer Sarah, Brisbane c
8 Saxby -, Cooktown c
9 Schales Mrs. John, Charters Towers c
10 Schank -, Charters Towers c
l l Schirmer Henry, Gympie c
12 Schmidt Gustave, Cooktown f
13 Schmidt John, Maryborough c
14 Schroeder G. E. E. P. Messrs., South Brisbane o e
15 Schuhel Mrs. L., Maryborough c
16 Scott -, Toowoomba c
17 Scott E. D., Palmer s (6)
18 Scott James, Townsville o c
19 Scott Richard, Charters Towers m
20 Scott Robert Cooper, Brisbane u k
21 Scully ---, Cooktown c
22 Scurfield J., Wickham street c (2)
23 Seahon Michael, Brisbane u k
24 Seanher John, Stanthorpe e
25 Sear Jonathan, Brisbane u k
26 Searson William, Palmer River c
27 Sefton R., Cooktown m
28 Sciaroni Louis, Cooktown s
29 Seilfeildt and Reynolds Messrs., Cooktown s
30 Signen Claude, Spring Creek f
31 Selby R., Brisbane o
32 Selleke Auguste, Bundaberg c
33 Senington Mrs. S., South Brisbane o
34 Shairp Charles Norman, Brisbane u k (2)
35 Shalet C., Bundaberg c
36 Shaw -, Warwick c
37 Shaw Israel, Brisbane o
38 Sheehan James, Palmer s
39 Shehan J., Dalby c
40 Sheir Henry, Ipswich c
41 Shelly Thomas, Palmerville c
42 Shellard W., Palmer River c
43 Shellard William, Maytown o
41 Shepherd William, Millchester u k
45 Sheppard William, Millchester c
46 Sherlock A., Charters Towers o c
47 Shimmin Mrs. J. N., Townsville c
48 Shinners Michael, Palmerville m
49 Shinnick Miss E., Townsville c
50 Short L. F. H., Brisbane u k
51 Shuam Miss, Bowen Bridge c
52 Sidey Mrs. Ellen, Maryborough o c
53 Siehold Charles, Townsville c
51  Sielfeldt Jacob, Upper Camp, Palmer r
55 Siquart --, Charters Towers c
56 Silke John, Palmer River c
57 Silner Thomas, Brisbane o
58 Simmons John, Brisbane o
59 Simms Mrs., Mitchell Downs c
60 Simonis W. H., Stanborough s
61 Sin son Alf., Cooktown c
62 Simpson John, Ipswich c
63 Simpson L., Brisbane c
64 Sinclair Miss. Jane, Toowoomba a
65 Sinclair W., Palmervillo s (2)
66 Sinclair W., Palmerville c
67 Sinkleton L., Mitchell Downs c
68 Sirrah Charles, Palmer c
69 Sisk R., Dalby s (2)
70 Skehan Thomas, Palmer s
71 Skene John Balmer c
72 Skinner John, Mount Hutton 0
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73 Slad John Cooktown s (2) 170 Styroold Miss Laura, Charters Towers o
74 Slater Mrs. A. H., Brisbane o 171 Sullivan Daniel, Franklyn Vale c
75 Sleiman Harry, Bundaberg c (2) 172 Sullivan Denis, Brisbane o
76 Sloan John J., North Logan s 173 Sullivan D. R. 0., Millchester o
77 Sloan Thomas, Palmer a (2) 174 Sullivan John, Cooktown c
78 Sly William, Townsville s 175 Sullivan Timothy, Brisbane s
79 Smales Captain, Nerang Creek c 176 Sullivan T., Spring Creek c
80 Townsville u k 177 Sullivan Miss V., Stanthorpe oSmall Albert
81
,
Brisbane o 178 Sung Qui John, Cleveland Bay inSmall J.
82
,
Smeeth John, Palmerville s 179 Suney John (laborer), Warwick o a
83 Toowoomba c 180 Sutherland D., Edwards TowneSmith -
84
,
Smith A. McP., Oakey Creek c 181 Sutherland John, South Brisbane o
85 Mary River u k 182 Sutton Samuel, Brisbane u kSmith Charles
86
,
Smith Charles, Edwardstown c 183 Swan Mrs. (care of W. Swan),  Brisbane e
87 Smith Elizabeth, Ipswich o 184 Sweeney Edward, Warwick  c and o e (2)
88 Smith E. P., Boggo c 185 Sweeney Owen, Stanthorpe o
89 Smith M. F., Red Hill c 186 Swindell William, Bunya Creek a
90 Smith George, Rockhampton s 187 Syms Thomas, Cooktown o (3)
91 Smith Mrs. G., Townsville o 188 Symes Alfred, Cecil Plains c
92 Smith J. P., Paddington c 189 Symons Miss E., Brisbane a
93 Smith Jabez, Palmer c (2)
94 Smith James E., Palmerville c (8) T.
95 Smith Mrs. J., Brisbane c TAAFFE William, Palmer River c (2)
96 Smith Joseph, Ipswich c Taite John (tanner),  Brisbane m
97 Smith Mrs. Mary, Gympie o Talbot --, Cooktown a
98 Smith Preston, Palmerville c Talbot James (bushman),  Roma o a
99 Smith R., Millchester c Talbot John, Dalby c
100 Smith William, South Pine u k Tamper John (butcher), Stanthorpe o a
101 Smith William, Goondiwindi s Tate Mrs. James, Brisbane o
102 Smith William, Palmerville s Tate John, Adelaide  street o
103 Smith William, Palmer c  Taunt - (storekeeper), Dalby e
104 Smith Mrs. W. S., Brisbane c Taylor Mrs., Highlands c
105 Smith W. James R., Palmer c Taylor -, North Ipswich c
106 Smithson W., Palmer o Taylor A. J., Brisbane e
107 Smyth George, Warwick s Taylor Edwin, Townsville c
108 Smyth Mrs.  Mary,  Brisbane o c Taylor F. Y., Palmer River s
109 Snell E., South Brisbane c Taylor James, Brisbane u k
110 Sneyd Miss Louisa, Fortitude Valley c Taylor James, Toowoomba m
111 Somerville Thomas, Stanthorpe o c Taylor John, Palmer River o
112 Soot Thomas, Gympie c Taylor J., Spring Hill o
113 Sorenson A., Cooktown a Taylor Patrick, Townsville c
114 Sorensen N., Dalby o c Taylor Thomas Mrs., Goondiwindi u k
115 Sorensen S. F., Brisbane f Taylor William, Cooktown c
116 Sorensen William, Cooktown n z Taylor William A., Upper  Palmer c
117 Sourmen Miss M., Cleveland Bay c  Taylor W. J., Burenda  Station, Charleville s
118 Spans Charles, Charters Towers f Telford -, Drayton c
119 Spayne -, Bundaberg c Tepper John, Brisbane c
120 Spence James, Brisbane c Theobald Oswald, Warwick c
121 Spence Willan, Brisbane f Theny Miss Mary, New Farm Road a
122 Spendlove J., Enoggera c Thomas George, Cooktown m
] 23 Spinkley C., Cooktown c Thomas Joseph and Grace, Gladstone o
124 Spooner Mrs, Brisbane c Thomas William G., Millchester  s and m (5)
125 Springer Godfried, Brisbane c Thompson --, Murphy's Creek o
126 Squire -, Westbrook c Thompson Charles, Palmer River c
127 Stalley S., Caboolture c Thompson Christian, Charters Towers c
128 Stanley Mrs., P. 0., Brisbane p o Thompson C., Drayton c
129 Stanley Mrs., Millchester o Thompson John, Brisbane c
130 Stanley George, Stanthorpe o  Thompson Robert, Maytown e
131 Stanley George, Canning Downs c Thompson Thomas, Maryborough o a
132 Staples Arthur, Bindango c  Thomson C. (saddler),  Charters Towers a
133 Stark Mrs. Sophia, Brisbane o Thomson John, Palmerville in
134 St. Croix A. de, Toowoomba u k Thomson Thomas, Maryborough o c
135 Steedman W., Charters Towers o c Thorn --, New Farm Road c
136 Steel Ambrose, Goondiwindi o c Thorne Joseph, Millchester o c
137 Steele J., Marathon s Thornton T., Palmerville s and c (2)
138 Steenbaik Adolp., Brisbane f Thurgood Mrs. James, Brisbane m
139 Stephens -, Brisbane c Thygesen Christian, Cooktown a
140 Stephenson -, Cooktown c Timason John, Charters Towers c
141 Stephenson George, Warwick a Timoney Mrs., Toowoomba c
142 Stevens Mrs., Kangaroo Point c Toakley William W., Palmerville s
143 Stevens H. S., Brisbane c Tobin -, Charters Towers o c
144 Stevens T., Oakey Creek c Tobin Auguste Miss, Roma street a
145 Stevens Mrs. S. M., Brisbane o Tomalin Henry, Brisbane u k
146 Stevens -, Inverell s Tommey William, Warwick c
147 Stevenson Henry, Warwick o c Tomney Felix, Westbrook c
148 Stewart - (hawker), Brisbane c Tomey (South Sea Islander),  Gladstone o e
149 Stewart A. T. R., Cooktown s Tracey Thomas, Bundaberg c
150 Stewart James, Palmer n z Treacy Mrs. M. A., Russell street o e
151 Stewart James, Brisbane o Trednick -, Enoggera road c
152 Stewart R., Townsville s Tressider William, Spring Creek a
153 Stewart Thomas, Millchester u k Trezise John, Townsville u k
154 Stoeybach Henry, Beenleigh p o Trezise J. (carrier), Cooktown c
155 Stone Thomas, Millchester u k Tucker Mrs. M. J., Brisbane u k
156 Stone Thomas, Millchester s Tucker W. (carrier), Cooktown c (2)
157 Stopford William, Palmerville p o Tulloh R. W., Brisbane s
158 Stormont James S., Millchester s Tunstall Miss J., Ipswich c
159 Stout Christopher, Rishton s (2) Turnbull John, Talgai Station a
160 Streeter Henry, Stanthorpe o  Turner Alfred, Palmer River s
161 Striker John, Taroom c Turner J., Warwick c and s (2)
162 Stritch James, Maryborough o c Turner William, Goondiwindi s
163 Stroh Henry, Townsville o Turre -, Warwick e
164 Stroham J., Brisbane c Tyler E. (carrier), Townsville e
165 Strutches Archibald, Rockhampton s Tyson --, Kangaroo Point c
166 Brisbane u kStuart Mrs Emily
167
. ,
Stubbs James (carrier), Townsville c U.
168 Styles H. J., Yatala uk I URQUHART George, Townsville m
109 Styne Miss,  Gympie c 2 Urquhart  Mrs. James, Gtlenhaughton c
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V. 87 Wilkinson Mrs., Springhill c
88 Bundaberg cWilkinson A.1 VACKELL Francis T., Brisbane u k 89
,
Williams --, Euthella c2 Vaughan C. De C., Beenleigh c 90 Williams Charley Gladstone o c3 Vaughan Fred., Cooktown s 11
,
Williams Edward, Lower Palmer e4 Vend Alfred A., Cooktown c ,02 Williams E. P. Paluierville c5 Vesey Miss Sarah, Brisbane c 93
,
Williams G. R., Cooktown c6 Victor James, Valley c 91. W illianis.fac •k, Mmtown c (2)7 Vowden James, Logan River e 95 Williams Mrs. James Gregory Terrace at k8 Vraguizan  Vincent, L.'ooktown it z 96
,
Williams Jolut, Maytown e (2)
W. 97 Williams n.fobn, Beenleigli c
,)8 W'illianis Michael, Dalby o
1 WAGNER Andrew, Edwardstm+n c 99 Williams Samuel, Drayton c
2 Waker Harry, Brisbane c 1(X) \Will auns 'l  hotnas, Gogango e
3 Walker --, Mort Estate c 101 Williams \W., Bowen it k (2)
4 Walker -, Bowen Park c (3) 102 \Willianas \V. (baker), South Brisbane c
5 Walker Alexander, Palmer River it k 103 Williamson - -, Valley c
6 Walker Adam, J. F., Brisbane it k 101 Williamson Robert, Palinerville s
7 Walker Fred. C., Brisbane it k 105 \Willan E. J., Cooktown it k
8 Walker James , Charters Tow ers c 106 Willan E. J., Charters Towers c
9 Walker John, Brisbane c 107 Willis Edward, Maryborough u k
10 Walker J. A., Brisbane u k 108 Wilson -, Eduard street c
11 Walker J. E., Cookt,)wn o v 109 Wilson Mrs., Goondiwindi it k (2)
12 Walker John G., Brisbane it k 110 Wilson Charles, Palmer River s
13 Walker J. G., Townsville e 111 Wilson It., Welltow-n s
14 Walker John G., Brisbane c 112 Wilson John, Millchester c
15 Walker J. G., Palmer c 113 Wilson John, P.O., Brisbane c
16 Walker Joseph G., Dalrymple c (2) 111 Wilson John, P.O., Warwick
17 Walker W. P., Charters Towers e 115 Wilson Jolut, Yandilla c
18 Wallen Frederick, Roma Road c 116 Wilson J., Brisbane s
19 Walsh John, Palinerville c 117 Wilson J., Swan Creek e
20 Walsh John At., Edwardstown c (3) 118 Wilson Mrs J. M., Brisbane o
21 Walsh T., Rolleston c 119 Wilson Richard, Palmer c
22 Walters Daniel, Oakwood Station o c 1:,0 Wilson Robert, Cooktown c
23 Walters George, Brisbanq s 1 21 Wilson Thoma., Palmer River t
24 Wandoss Charles, Brisbane c 122 Wilson W., Dalby c -
25 Wane A. If., Brisbane f 123 Wilson W. D., Brisbane it k
26 Wang Hook ( Chinaman ), Palmer s 124 Wilson W. J., Brisbane e
27 Warburton Eliza K., Goondiwindi o 125 Winn William, Dive Downs o
28 Ward Arthur, Blythdale c 126 Winstone John, Brisbane it k
29 Ward  George  Cooktown c 127 Wiseman S., Palmer River o c
30 Ware John, Collington s 128 Wohun Mrs., Cooktown e
31 Wares  Mrs., Brisbane e 129 Wolf Granu, Toowoomba c
32 Warham Thomas,  Springsure s 130 Wong Yeen,  Gogango c
33 Warren  Archelaus, Charters  Towers  in 131 Won G in (Chinaman ),  Palmer c
34 Warren L. P., Brisbane c 132 Wood John,  Brisbane c
35 Warren L. P, P.O.,  Brisbane o e (3) 133 Woodruff  H. E., Brisbane c
36 Waters Daniel, Mitchell c 134 Woods Mrs. E., Dalby c
37 Watkins Michael, Maytown c (2) 135 Woods Theresa, Brisbane o
38 Watkins Thomas, Edwardstown s (3) 136 Woodward --, Cooktown e
39 Watson A., Ipswich c 137 Woodward -,  Brisbane c
4Q Watson G. C., Cooktown in (2) 138 \Wocl Mrs. Annie,  Brisbane o
41 Watson T. B., Cooktown s 139 Woolfrom William, Gladstone o c
42 Watson William (miner), Stanthorpe o c 1 a 0 Wright -, Petrie Terrace c
43 Waugh J., Brisbane o 141 Wright --, Ipswich c
44 Wanell A.,  Brisbane c 142 Wright C., Edward's Camp, Palmer s
45 Way John, Cooktown in 143 Wright C., Edward's Camp s
46 Wear J. W., Brisbane c 111, Wright C., Upper Palmer in47 Webb G., Wide Bay s 145 Wright  Miss  Eliza Maryborough c
48 Webb Michael (brickmaker), Kedron Brook 146
,
Wright  James,  Maryborough o c
49 Webber J. F., Toowoomnba c 147 Wright It. (farmer),  Bulimba c
50 Webster John (shepherd,) Warwick o c 148 Wright Capt. W. M., Rockhampton u k
5L Weihen Hans, ChartersT owers c 119 Witch --, Drayton Road c
52 Welch Charles, Palmer River o c
53 Welch J. T., Roma c Y.
54 Weller George, Eagle Farm c 1 YATES James (carrier ), Townsville c55 Welsh -, Ipswich c 2 Yearsley  E. H. Delacka u k
56 Welsh Alice,  Breakfast  Creek it k 3
,
Yorson John , Brisbane m
57 Welsh Michael, Brisbane c 4 Young George, Cooktown it k
58 Welsh Thomas, Rockhampton o c 5 Young James,  Brisbane c
59 West Miss Annie,  Brisbane s 6 Young James  W., Brisbane u k
60 Westwood John J., Palmer o 7 Young J., Gladstone s
61 Whalley John, Cook) own c 8 Young J. S., Palmer River n z
62 Wheatley Henry J, Cooktown c (2) 9
'
Young L. G., Palinerville e (2)
63 Whelan Patrick, lambo it k (2) 10 Yule George, Brisbane it k
64 Wheeler Acton '1 homes, Palmer it k (3) 11 Yule Udncy Brisbane u k
65 White -, (bootmaker,) South Brisbane c ,
66 White Miss, Petrie Terrace c Z.67 White Miss Alice, Brisbane e
68 White George  T, Palmer n z I ZANTE John, Cooktown e
69 White James, Charters Towers e 2 Zentler Martin, Bundaberg o c
70 White Jonathan, Palmer River s 3 Zink Mrs. F., Dalby c
71 White L., Bu nlaberg c 4 Zitt William, Moravia Downs f
72 Spring lfilt cWhite Thomas
73
,
Whitehead G., Palinerville in Initials, &c.
74 Whitfield William, Townsville a 1 F. R., P O., Ipswich c
75 Whiting J. junr., Cooktown s 2 Alpha, P.O., Maryborough (c) 2
76 Whittaker H., Brisbane a  3 Box,  P.O.,  'faroom e
77 Whitten -, Menzies street c 4 Dick the Saddler, Aranuac Station c
78 Whittker Mrs. G., Maryborough c 5 Housekeeper, Smichen's Station c
79 Wiehen M. IL, Charters Towers e 6 John (Polynesian), Cooktown o c
80 Wild --,  South Brisbane o e  7 Kapior (Polynesian), Maryborough o c
81 Wild Thomas, Palmer River e 8 Man (Polynesian), Maryborough o c
82 Wilder ---, Warwick c 9 Noel (Polynesian), Tinana o c
83 Wilder Julius, Millchester o c 10 The Manager, Cania Station c
84 Wilkans Joseph W., Upper Palmer s 11 The  Manager , Homeloin Station o c
85 Wilkeson Henry, Cooktown c 12 The Poundkeeper, Townsville o c
$6 Wilkie Mrs . John.,  Brisbane lu 13 Wahepana  (Polynesian), Maryborough o c
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NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTIC7,  is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at theCustoin House. Bowen ,  at Noon, on S.1 f l ; R DlY, the  5th proximo ,  under 113th Clause
Customs Art of  1873."
Date. Ship.
1867.
December 191 Boomerang
]868.
February 12
April 22 ..
September 3
October 3  ...
October 6 ...
1869.
February 9
May 25 ...
Black Swan ...
Prima  Donna...
Marion  Ronny Walton .. . „  B over 50... 5 cases ...
Paci fic  ... ...  Sykes  ... ...  Brisbane ... „ L over 53... 58 cases ...
131  over 53 12 cases ...
N over 53 10 cases ...
0  over 53 49 cases
11
Jane 28 ,,,
August 20...
.. ...
Auckland  ...  Lake  ... ... Sydney ... G over 54... 1 8 cases ...
Boome ra ng ... Harley  ... Maryborongh W. Clarke ... Lover 54... 2 h gsheads
Imported Quantities
and Desc ri ption of
Goods.
638 lbs .  tobacco
... 670 lbs. tobacco
,,, 420 lbs. tobacco
... 15 gallons brandy
... 513; gallons brandy
... 599 lbs. tobacco
... 173; gallons geneva
gallons brandy
... 194; gallons brandy
16,' gallons old tom
,,. 86Ifl,  gallons brandy
...  16  gallons brandy
,,, 100 gallons beer
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Customs, Brisbane , 5th May, 1875.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony,  in four volumes , demy quarto :-
' s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested totake notice thatall Remittances on acco nt of Imp und ng
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Poet-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
() N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
- f  in  pamphlet  form,  "Tire  Iu•olvenc: / Art of
1874," together  with "General  Rules in Insol
vency." Super-royal Svo. Price 2s. Gd. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULAT [ON S.
0
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet forni,  " The Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of'the Gold Fields of the whole of the
t`nlony." Demy Svo, Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Of>ce, Br sbane,
October 24, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM TIIE GOVERNMENT
LITEIOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASLTRY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or as. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
Master.
Harley...
Whence.
d Co I
Merchant. Marks and Description ofNumbers. 1 Packages.
Y over 4^-;` 2 half tierces
Cleveland Bay Jfacleod and Co. Lover 42-3  2 half tierces
aydney ... W. Clarke .. P over 13... 1 half tierce
„ Zimme,  Dian  C over 47...  9 cases ...
Sydney  ... J. D. Harley ...
an
Saunders  ... i Rockhampton E over 48...  29 cases
Cooke ... ... Sydney ... i G. Smith ... I over 48-,7, 5 boxes
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff's Office,
Bowen, 27th April, 1875.
GREGORY v. WARRY AND OTHERS.
TO ALL  PERSONS CONCERNED.
AKE Notice that a Writ of  Fieri Facial  has
been issued upon two certain orders of the
Honorable the Supreme Court of Queensland,
dated respectively the twenty-second day of May
and the. thirtieth day of September, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-four, upon the above
cause; and that all the Plaintiff's right, title, and
interest (if any) of, in, and to-
LOT 1.-All that piece of land containing one
rood and four perches. be the same more or less,
situated in the county of Herbert, parish of Pring,
and town of Bowen, being allotment eighteen of
section sixty-nine, commencing on the north-west
side of Gordon street at the south corner of allot-
ment seventeen, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly one chain ; on
the south-west by the north-east boundary line of
allotment nineteen north-westerly at. right angh s
to Gordon street two chains and eighty links; on
the north-west by the south-east boundary line of
allotment three, north-easterly parallel with Gordon
street one chain ; and on the north-east by the
south-west boundary line of allotment seventeen,
south-easterly at right angles to Gordon street two
chains and eighty links, to the point of commence-
ment.
Lor 2.-All that piece of land containing one
rood, be the same more or less, situated in the
county of Herbert, parish of 1"ri.ig, and town of'
Bowen, being the north-east half of allotment two
of section thirty-two, commencing at a point
bearing north-easterly and distant one chain from
the north corner of allotment one; ai,d bounded
thence on the south-west by a line bearing south-
easterly at right angles to William street, two
chains fifty links; on the south-east by the north-
west boundary line of allotment nine, north-easterly
parallel with William street one chain; on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of allot-
ment three, north-westerly at right angles to
William street two chains fifty links, to that street ;
and on the north-west by that street south-westerly
one chain, to the point of commencement.
LOT 3.-All that piece of land, situated in the
county of Herbert, parish of Pring, and town of
Bowen, being part of allotment ten of section thirty-
seven, containing by admeasurement five perches
and one-half of' a perch more or less, commencing
at the south corner of allotment one ; and bounded
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thence on the south- west  by Herbert street thirty-
eight links south-easterly ; on the south-east by a
line at right  angles  ninety and three-quarter links
north- easterly;  on the north-east by a road parallel
with Herbert street, thirty-eight links north-
westerly;  and on  the north-west by part of the
south-east  boundary of allotment one, at right
angles ninety  and three-quarter links south-westerly
to the point of commencement.
LOT 4.-All that piece of land situated in the
county of Herbert, parish of Pring, being portion
fifty-eight,  containing  by admeasurement thirty
acres two roods  and twenty perches, more  or less,
commencing  on a road one chain wide at the south-
east corner  of portion fifty-seven, and bounded
thence on  the north by the south boundary line of
that portion  bearing  west twenty chains and forty-
two links ; on the west by a line bearing south
fifteen chains ; on the south by a line bearing east
twenty chains  and forty-two links to the aforesaid
road ;  and on  the east by that road bearing north
fifteen chains to the point of commencement.
LOT 5.-All that piece of land situated in the
county of Herbert, parish of Pring, and town of
Bowen , being allotment four of section forty-three,
containing  by admeasurement two roods, more or
less, commencing  on the southern side of Living-
stone  street at  the north corner of allotment three,
and bounded thence on the north-west by that
street north-easterly two chains ; on the north-east
by the south-west boundary line of allotment five
south-easterly, at right-angles to Livingstone street,
two chains  fifty links ; on the south-east by the
north-west boundary line of allotment seven south-
westerly, parallel with Livingstone street, two
chains ; and on the south-west by the north-east
boundary  line  of allotment three north-westerly, at
right-angles  to Livingstone street, two chains fifty
links  to the point of commencement.
Lor 6.-All that piece of land situated in the
county of Herbert, parish of Pring, being portion
one, containing  by admeasurement five acres, more
or less,  commencing at the south-west corner of
portion two, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundary of that portion bearing east ten
chains ;  on the east by a line bearing south five
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west ten
chains  ;  and on  the west by a line hearing north
five chains  to the point of commencement.
LoT 7.-All that piece or parcel of land, containing
by admeasurement twenty acres three roods and
nineteen  perches, be the same more or less, situated
in the county of Herbert and parish of Pring, por-
tion fifty-nine A, commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-east corner of portion fifty-eight,
and bounded thence on the east by that road bearing
south eleven  chains  and ninety-three links to another
road  ; on the south by that road bearing two
hundred and  eighty degrees fifty-eight minutes
twenty chains seventy-three links ; on the west by
a line bearing  north eight chains and fifty-one links ;
and on the north by a line bearing east twenty
chains and  forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
LOT 8.-All that piece or parcel of land, containing
by admeasurement  thirty-five acres, be the same
more or less ,  situated  in the county of Herbert and
parish of Pring, portion seventy-four, commencing
on a road  one chain wide at the south-west corner
of portion seventy-five, and bounded thence on the
south by that road bearing west fifteen chains to
another road one chain wide; on the west by that
road bearing  north twenty-three chains and thirty.
nine links  ; on the north by a line bearing east
fifteen chains  ; and on the east by a line bearing
south twenty-three chains and thirty-nine links to
the point of commencement
Will be sold by the Sheriff of the Northern District
of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Cooke's Hotel,
Herbert street, Bowen, on SATURDAY, the
twenty-ninth (29th) day of May next, at Twelve
o'clock, noon, unless this execution is previously
satisfied.
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PATRICK MACARTHUR,
Sheriff.
44s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Crowley Moxley, of Brisbane, by
David Bugden, of Warwick.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon reading the two several affidavits of
John Gallwey respectively, sworn and filed herein,
and the affidavit of Samuel Bryant Wright, also
sworn  and filed herein, and upon hearing Mr.
William Granville Norris, in support of the said
Petition, it is ordered that the said Thomas Crowley
Moxley be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ;
and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Thomas Crowley Moxley, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the office of the Principal
Registry, on the seventeenth day of May, 1875, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Thomas Crowley Moxley
shall, on the fifteenth day of May, 1875, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true, and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far  as known, of his
creditors , and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of May, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry Taylor, of Rockhampton, by the said
Henry Taylor.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day
(and upon proof , satisfactory to the Court, of
the act of  insolvency  alleged to  have been com-
mitted  by the said Henry Taylor having been
given ), it is ordered that the said Henry Taylor
be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, of Brisbane, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered,
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Henry Taylor, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the twenty-eighth day of May,  1875,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Henry Taylor shall, on the twenty-
fifth day of May, 1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind, and of the names and resi-
dences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this tenth
day of May, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act  1861," and
in the Matter of the Normanby Copper Mining
Company (Limited).
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for the
winding-up of the above-named Company by
this Honorable Court, was, on the twelfth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, presented to this Honor-
able Court, by William Henry Cogzell, of Mount
Perry, in the Colony of Queensland ; Thom s
Shankie and Alexander Pringle, of the Tweed
River, in the Colony of New South Wales, mill-
owners, carrying on business together, under the
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name , style,  or firm  of " W.  H.  Co  zell and Co.,"
creditors of the said Company  :  and George Harris,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, mer-
chant ; James Gibbon ,  of Brisbane aforesaid,
Esquire ; George Byrne ,  of Brisbane aforesaid,
gentleman  ;  John Fenwick and James Hamilton
Scott, of  Brisbane aforesaid ,  commission  agents,
carrying on business together under the name, style,
or firm of " Fenwick and Scott" ; William Alcoek
Tully, of Brisbane aforesaid, Under Secretary for
Public Lands ; Thomas Bunton, of Brisbane afore-
said ,  gentleman  ;  Henry Kingsmill Shaw ,  of Bris-
bane aforesaid, clerk ; Thomas Fox Lings, of
Brisbane aforesaid, clerk  ;  Frederick Parish, of
Brisbane aforesaid, clerk; George Wilkie Gray, of
Brisbane ,  in the colony aforesaid ,  clerk ; Colin
Munro ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  merchant ; and
William Baynes ,  of Brisbane aforesaid ,  gentleman ;
contributories of the said Company. And that the
said  Petition is directed to be heard before the
Honorable Charles Lilley, a Judge of this Honor-
able Court, on the twenty-eighth day of Ma , in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-five ; and any creditor or contributory of the
said Company desirous to oppose the making of an
order for the winding-up of the. said Company
under the above Act, should appear at the time of
hearing ,  by himself or his counsel ,  for that purpose ;
and a  copy of the Petition will be furnished to any
creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring the same, by the undersigned ,  on payment
of the regulated charge for the same,
MAU1ICE LYONS,
317
Solicitor for the Petitioners,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the  Will of  Francis George New-
bold, late of Toorilla, in the District of Port
Curtis, Colony of Queensland ,  Esquire, de-
ceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the accounts in
the above Estate have been this day filed in
my office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
or before  TUESDAY, the  first day of June next,
and, if they should think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to such accounts ,  the same
will be duly inquired into at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this eleventh day of May, 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE and BROWNS,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
314 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Roulston, late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  storeman,
deceased.
J OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
Lion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will  be made to this Honorable Court, in
its Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed deceased may be granted
to William Wilson, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  Esquire, and Francis Robinson, of the
same place ,  storeman ,  the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane , this 14th day of  May, A.D.
1875.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
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Proctors for the said Executors.
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
NOTICE FOR  LICENSED GATE.
I
HEREBY  give notice that I intend to apply
at the  first Court  of Petty  Sessions ,  to be held
at the  Police Office, Toowoomba,  in the month of
June, 1875 ,  for leave to erect one Licensed Gate
upon the  road passing  through my  selection No.
629, Cooby Creek, parish of  Meringandan.
Description  of Gate - One Single Gate of sawn
timber.
GEORGE LOVEDAY.
Cooby Creek, May 10th, 1875.
316 4s. 6d.
NT OTICE is  hereby given , that at a  meeting of the. Shareholders of the Gayndah  Co-operative
Butchering  Company (Limited), held at Gayndah, on
the 14th of April, 1875, a Resolution  was passed to
wind  up the Company voluntarily.
By order of the Directors,
JOHN D. WALKER,
Gayndah, 6th May, 1875.
Manager.
315 3s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1875.  £ s. d.
May 8,-D. Martin ... ... .., ...  0 0 6
8.-T. Raymond .. ... ... ...  0 18 0
„ 10 -A. Just and Co. ... ... ...  0 5 0
12.-J. D. Walker ... ... ...  0 6 6
12.-R. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 2 0
14.-F. G. Mackay  ... ... ... 0 14 0
14.-C. Egan ... ... ...  0 1 0
14.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 7 0
14.-J. King ... ... ... ...  0 4 0
14.-P. Lenihar_ ... ... ... ...  0 4 0
„  14 -W.  J. Scott .,. ... ... ...  0 2 0
impouttbingo.
T" roundkeepers are reminded  that Adver"sements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ,  and no  such Adver•
tisement will be inserted in the  G azette  unless accom-
panied by a  remittance sufficient  to cover the  cost  of  its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Clifford,  on the 28th
of March, 1875, by W. J. Ashton, Esquire. Driv.
ing, lOs.
One bay mare ,  star ,  hind fetlocks white, like OC over
like ci over on over JS near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
325
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom ,  from Juandah, on the
9th May ,  1875, by order of W. Gorden ,  Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One grey mare ,  BYZ or BY7  near shoulder ,  like 4 in
diamond over like 4 p conjoined  (the L reversed)
off shoulder ,  like S in diamond off rump.
If not  released on or before the 8th June,  1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
323
W. J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich,  from Redbank Plains.
Driving,  1s. 2d . ;  Damages, 2s. 6d.
One brown mare, like M over M over JS over JS near
shoulder.
Also, from Warrill Creek .  Driving, 6d.
One bay horse ,  star , like  JC over 2 off shoulder.
If not  released on or before  let  June, 1875, wi ll  be
sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
313 2s.
1034
MPOUNDED at Gympie, from Goochie, by order of
I H. Missing, Esquire. Driving  expenses , 5s. per
head.
One eihcsnut snare, snip, 8 over .. over S near shoulder,
H lt+, off shoulder ; chesnut foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, M over AA.L conjoined near shoulder.
One iron-grey horse, G1 over E near shoulder, scar in
front.
One chesnut filly, 1 near shoulder, I near thigh.
One bay snare,  star , three white feet, W near shoulder ;
chesnut foal at foot.
One chesnut horse, 1 over S over JG near shoulder, like
OAS off shoulder.
One bay colt, snip, AAA over like LL near shoulder.
One bay horse, like F over GGover 9 off shoulder.
One big brown horse, DY over GF over JN near
shoulder.
One  grey  colt, dock, J off shoulder.
One bay mare, blaze, 2 near shoulder, 2 near thigh ;
foal at foot.
One bay yearling colt, like B3Y near shoulder.
One bay horse, wall-eyed, star, GM off shoulder.
One brown horse, like N over GIL near shoulder.
One black draught horse, del over x near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st of June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. RAYMOND, Poundkeeper.
312 15s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Miaamba, on the
1 11th May, 1875, by order of William Addison,
Esquire. Driving, 4s.
One black gelding, white face, four white feet, T near
shoulder.
One brown gelding, like DL near shoulder, BR near
thigh.
One grey mare, like BIC over JF (conjoined) over GF
or GE near shoulder, like GF or GE near thigh,
like H3B over like D8B (registered brands) off
shoulder ; roan foal at foot unbranded.
One brown gelding, 8 B M  (registered brand) over like
C (writing) B near shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th June, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
321
JAS. KING,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDEJ) at Mitchell, fromAmby Downs, o  the4th May, 1875, by order of J. L. Andrew, Esquire.
Driving, 3s.
One brown mare, ZY over like circle or C within  circle
off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  like H before two indistinct and
unintelligible brands like B blotched or 8 and like
6 or 9 near shoulder ,  star.
One bay mare, like  N i  near shoulder, BR near thigh.
One bay filly, unbranded.
One brown  mare , like W over like  P indistinct off
shoulder, JD (the  J reversed ) near shoulder ; bay
foal  at foot, unbranded.
One roan gelding,  like blotched brand over  S over like
Mill near shoulder, like TK  or TR near rump.
One bay gelding, RC over 5 c over like F  over  like TA9
near shoulder ,  star, white  marks on saddle, 6 near
thigh.
R. A. WHIPHAM,  Poundkeeper.
320 7s.
MPOUNDED at St. George, from Bandy Andy, onI the 4th May, 1875, by order of V. Dowling, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 8d. each.
One roan colt, JR near shoulder, JR off shoulder.
If not released on or before 1st June, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
319 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Gubberamuda, on the
1st of May, 1875, by order of James Lalor,
Esquire. Driving, 3s. 8d.
One bay mare, star, strap on leg, bell on neck, indis-
tinct brand like M over C near shoulder, like C
near ribs,  9BT (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, large star, indistinct brand over blotched
brand near shoulder.
One grey mare, like heart upside down off shoulder.
One black mare, GE2 near shoulder, hobble strap on leg.
One brown or black horse, st.sr, near hind foot white,
like TV over T near shoulder, blotched brand near
saddle.
One chesnut mar, star, stripe face,  near  hind foot white,
like M87 (registered brand)  near  shoulder.
From Bindango, on the 3rd of May, 1875, by order
of Jonathan McLean, Esquire.  Damages , from enclosed
lands, 2s. 6d. ; damages on entire, £3 ; driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay mare, dock tail, like E- 4C near shoulder,
blotched brand near thigh ; foal at foot.
One grey horse, indistinct brand like CW off shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like JL off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, star, near hind foot white, D near
shoulder, W off shoulder.
One brown horse, like 3ME (registered brand) near
shoulder, EH off shoulder.
One bay mare, white face, ZY1 (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One grey  mare , like WG or WC near  shoulder, near
hip down.
One bay entire horse, like WIT near shoulder, like
blotched brands near thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 1st of June, 1875, will
be sold to  defray expenses.
318
F. G. MACKAY , Poundkeeper.
14s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from enclosed cultivationpaddock on the Reserve, on 7th May, 1875, by Mr.
Patrick McNamara.  Damages and  driving  expenses,
£1 Os. 6d. per head.
One grey horse, TF near shoulder, blind off eye.
One bay horse, blotch brand and like EC or EG reversed
near shoulder, star.
One black horse, K sideways over J near shoulder.
One cream-colored mare, 3H and C or G reversed over
half-circle over L near shoulder, half-circle over L
near thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to pay expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
322 4s.
Printed and Published by JAaszs 0. Bsar „ Government  Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  15th May,187 5.
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TO THE
QUEENSLAND
Agricultural.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] TUESDAY,  18TH  MAY, 1875. [No. 58.
Department of Public Lands,
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
Brisbane, 6th May, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for  general  information, that the Rent of the undermentioned Selections in the Settled Districts,
and in  the Township Reserves, not having been paid on or before the 31st day of March last, they will become absolutely
forfeited unless the full amount of Rent in each  case , with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid to the Land Agent
of the District in which the Selections are situated within ninety days thereafter, asprescribed by the Act of 1868.
The following List  includes all Selections , the Rents upon which  were  unpaid on the 31st March, 1875.
T. B. STEPHENS.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Register
No.
obernrnent 1aette.
Lessee.
573 Allen, Alfred ...
595 Ditto .. ...
2171 Anders, John ...
1309 Armstrong, Thomas
1888 Ballard, John ...
2160 Bamberger, Louis ...
960 Barnard, John ...
1185 Barnes, Eli ... .
496 Barnett, John Wallace
1542 Barnard, John ...
1902 Battershill, William
1498 Baxter, Ole ... ...
1991 Ditto ... ...
1572 Benfer, Johann ...
1217 Berry, Eleanor ...
1657 Biggs, George
910 Blaker, Arthur Beckett
1830 Ditto ... ...
1726 Blakey, James ...
2269 Brown, Joseph ...
557 Buchanan, Thompson
2276 Buchanan, Jno. Arthur
1951 Buckle, Joseph ...
1452A Buckley, Timothy ...
1889 Ditto ... ...
2112 Ditto ... ...
2149 Buhot, John... ...
1685 Buisson, Lucien S....
2071 Burdett, W. T. ...
2035 Burnett, John ...
SUPPLEMENT
OF SATURDAY, 15TH MAY, 1875.
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
_- JAK 0 -1
First Class Second Class
Pastoral Pastoral. Year. Bent. Balance Due.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. B.  P. Z  s. d. £ s. d.
20 0 0 30 0 0 100 0 0 7th 5 10 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 540 0 0 7th 19 10 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
... 140 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
80 0 0 515 0 0 2nd 13 15 8 4 0 0
8 0 0 41 3 8 ... 6th 0 5 6
60 0 0 6th 1 10 0
100 0 0 100 0 0 150 0 0 7th 16 5 0
20 0 0 98 0 0 4th 3 9 0
100 0 0  3rd  2 10 0
26 0 0 174 0 0 4th 5 13 0
30 0 0 66 0 0 3rd 3 3 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... ... 704 0 0 6th 17 12 0
.. 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
40 0 0 ... 274 0 30 6th 9 17 6
... 70 0 0 3rd 214 0
60 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
40 0 0 24 0 0 ... 7th 312 0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 110 0
30 0 0 291 0 0 ... 3rd 910 6
80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
60 0 0 ... ... 3rd 410 0
106 0 0 ... 2nd 7 5 9
640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
... 64 0 0 ... 4th 112 0
83 2 0 3rd 2 0 0
154 1 0 ... 3rd 317 6 0 0 8
$0 0 2
1086
BRISBANE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
2148 Burnett, John
1345 Butler, William,  senior
1312 Ditto
1350 Butler, William, junior
632 Butler, John ...
1039 Butter, John
729 Ditto
2291 Cahill, Michael
1293 Campbell, John
1643 Campbell, Angus
1683 Campbell, Ewen
1684 Campbell ,  Donald ... ...
2125 Campbell , F. A. F.... ...
2318 Campbell ,  John Edwin ...
2337 Capson ,  Thomas ... ...
1992 Chandler ,  Thomas ... ...
240 Clark ,  William Peter ...
1666 Ditto ...
2032 Ditto ...
2360 Clark, John ...
2387 Ditto ...
1819 Cockerill, Mark ...
1362 Collett, Joseph ...
1832 Collins, James ...
1754 Collins, Daniel James
1783 Colquhoun, Archibald
1688 Commercial Bank ...
1315 Considine, John ...
1853 Corbett, John, junr.
914 Corbett, A. G. ... ..
1712 Crump, George Cresswell ...
1838 Daly, Michael ... ...
2073 Ditto
2325 Davenport Rich.
1718 Delpratt.  J. H. .. ...
1404 Dixon ,  Joseph
992 Ditto ...
1094 Ditto ...
1493 Ditto ..
2151 Dixon , J. C....
1258 Dunn, Jeremiah
918 Ditto ...
1879 Ditto
2103 Ditto ...
887 Eastwood, Charles ...
1926 Ellis, William Dunn
2130 Farry, James ...
1609 Ferguson, David ...
1907 Field, Henry ...
Nature of  Selection . Agricultural.
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
906 Fogarty , Michael ... ... ditto
1568 Foreman ,  James  ... ... ditto
1789 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1655 Ditto ... ... ... Homestead
2096 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
1509 Freeney ,  Martin  ... ditto
2301 French, Samuel Abel  ... ditto
1743 Freney,  Martin ... ... Homestead
885 Fuller , John Henry ... ditto
1891 Gardiner , John ... ...  Conditional
792 Gaynor ,  Peter . .. ...  Homestead
2178
923
2398
1540
2040
Gill, Charles ... ...
Green, Patrick
Grieve, Archibald Freeland
Griffin, John B. S.. ...
Halkett, David Henderson
1557 Hamilton, Douglas D.
1747 Hansen, Hans L. ...
2312 Hardcastle, Thomas
1985 Harris, John William
1982 Ditto ...
1806 Harris, Robert
1841 Hart, Charles Frederick
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Paradise
Run
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ 8. d.
,,, ... 80 0 0 2nd 113 4
... 73 0 0 5th 1 1410
198 1 11 5th 4 19 2 0 3 0
10 0 0 84 0 0 ... 5th 2 9 6
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
10 0 0 41 0 20 6th 0 10 6
... 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 5 0 0
30 0 0 107 0 0 5th 4 18 6
... 150 0 0 ... 4th 315 0
10 0 0 ... 115 0 0 4th 3 12 6
,., 400 0 0 4th 10 0- 0
... 91 1 0 2nd 2 2 2
... 80 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
126 0 0 2nd 1 1 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 196 0 0 8th 12 18 0
,,. ,., 110 0 0 4th 215 0
,,, ,,. 420 0 0 3rd 10 10 0
150 0 0 2nd 0 18 9
8 0 0 155 0 0 ... 2nd 014 4
6 0 0 44 0 0 ... 3rd 1 6 6
... 106 214 ... 5th 213 6
100 0 0 ... 3rd 213 0 0 5 6
206 0 0 4th 5 3 0
93 0 0 3rd 2 6 6
80.0 0 ...  1276 0 0 4th 12 18 0
105 0 0 ... 5th 7 17 6
272 0 0 3rd 6 16 0
100 0 0 200 0 0 1,330 0 0 6th 50 15 0
,,, 320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
,,, ,,, 135 2 0 3rd 3 8 0
178 0 0 3rd 4 9 0
... 150 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
20 0 0 282 0 0 4th 8 10 11
40 0 0 63 0 0 5th 216 2
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th  0 11  3
10 0 0 20 0 0 6th 0 7 3
30 0 0 120 0 0 6th 4 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th 3 0 0
60 0 0 150 0 0 3rd 6 15 0
44 0 0 4th 1 0 0
... 20 0 0 4th 010 0
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
100 0 0 300 0 0 5th 12 10 0
... 20 0 0 61 2 0 6th 211 0
,,, 20 0 0 191 0 0 3rd  5 15 6  4 211
... 100 0 0 128 3 16 2nd 8 4 6 0 0 6
170 0 0 ... 7th 1215 0
4 b 0 16 0 0 3rd 0 11 0
400 0  0 2nd 9 3 4
40 0 0 298 0 0 4th 9 9 0
87 0 0 2nd 2 3 6
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
140 0  0 2nd 1 9 2
10 1 5
10 0 2
90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0 0 7 11
55 0 0 4th 1 7 6
80 0 0 217 0 0 7th 9 8 6
230 0 0 3rd 5 15 ' 0
10 2 0
60 0 0  40 0 0 ... 6th ... 2 8 9
50 0 0 2nd 0 18 9
20 0 0 6th 0 0 10
... 100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
... 90 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... 366 0 0 3rd 9 0 6
10 12 3
100 0 0 1,180 0 0 4th 37 0 0
... 98 3 24 ... 4th 2 9 6
78 0 0
30 0 0 270 0 0 3rd 8 5 0
100 0 0  ... 3rd 2 10 0 2 11 8
10 12 11
300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
3rd 2 0 5
530 0 0 3rd 9 5 1
1037
BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
isterReg
No. Lessee.
1859 Hartnoll, Henry John
r 213 Henderson, Jane ...
1634 Hennesy, Thomas ...
2003 Hewett, William ...
1659 Higgins, John ...
1949 Hiscock, William ...
1415 Hodge, John .
322 Hodgson, Frederick
2082 Holliday, Joseph ...
1750 Holmes , William ...
1778 Hooton, Harry George
2090 Horan, James ...
1903 Hopkins, John ..
2203 Horrop, Nathaniel ...
1230 Hornig, C. G. ...
1561 Hucker, Samuel .
870 Hughes, Archibald...
2010 Jeffries, Henry ...
2279 Johnston, George
1831 Jones, Richard
1031 Keith, William
911 Kennedy, Rodger ...
1686 Kennedy, John ...
677 Kerr, John .. ...
2142 Kirchner, Heinrich... ...
t762 Kimmond, John ... ...
1017 Lade, Joseph John... ...
1872 Ditto ... ... ...
2124 Lander, Edmund ...
766 Ditto ... ...
162 Ditto ... ... ...
192 Ditto ... ... ...
1732 Lane, Henry ... ...
949 Letherland, Jonathan, jun....
2191 Litherland, Jonathan, senr.
1043 Low, James, jun.
641 Ditto ... ... ...
269 Ditto ... • ... ...
1652 Lowry, Robert ... ...
2282 Massey, James ... ...
2386 Maund, W. C. ... ...
2404 Ditto ... ... ...
1504 McDonald, Campbell
Coulson, Thomas
Coulson, Frank J.
L.,
H.,
2205 McDonald, Hugh ...
2307 Ditto ... ...
2213 McGavin, James Harvey ...
431 McLean, Archibald ...
1877 Mersen, Christian ... ...
1431 Merson , C. ... ... ...
1042 Morison, Daniel .
1269 Murdock, Francis Edward...
956 Mylett, Martin ... ...
1881 Nash,  Isaac ... ... ...
2326 O'Brien, Charles ... ...
1136 O'Connor, James .. ...
1905 O'Hea, James Denis .
2200 Florence HonoriaO'Reilly ,
2397 Ditto ... ... ...
1976 O'Shaughnessy, Patrick ...
2173 Panzram, Martin .., ...
2207 Pellatt, Theophilus ... ...
2164 Petersen, Christen
2253 Petrie, Thomas
2377 Pillinger, William
670 Pole, Sheldon
1597 Quinn, James
2362 Redhead, John ...
2353 Richards, Thomas ..
2328 Richardson, Geo. St.
2324 Rick, Christopher ...
993 Ridley, Thomas ...
1205 Ditto ... ... ...
342 Riggs, George ... ...
Nature of Selection .
Conditional
ditto ...
Fomestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,  1872
ditto  ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class Year.Pastoral. Rent .
Balan ce due.
R. P.A A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d.  £ s. d..
20 0 0 524 0 0 3rd 14 2 0  12 3 6
+3 0 11
46 0 0 ... 8th 3 9 0
...
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 238 0 0 3rd 6 19 0
132 0 0 4th 3 6 0
... 245 0 0 3rd 4 1 3
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
80 0 0 7th 6 0 0
...
140 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0 0 610
320 0 0 2nd 20 0 0
...
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
1,500 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
35 0 0 4th 0 17 6
30 0 0 130 0 0 7th 4 15 0 0 15 0
35 0 32 ... 3rd 0 18 0 0 6 0
to 1 0
220 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 15 0 3 2 6
+0 15 8
30 0 0 70 0 0 240 0 0 6th 11 15 0
32 1 0 ... 6th 0 16 6
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 210 0
193 3 28 7th 4 15 2
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
26 0 0 3rd 0 13 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
40 0 0 37 0 25 7th 4 0 0  0 5 9
80 0 0 8th 2 0 0  0 11 6
+0 2 11
90 0 0 ... 8th 410 0
100 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
155 0 0 6th 0 12 11
320 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
80 0 0 17 0 0 6th 4 8 6
50 0 0 80 0 0 7th 515 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 100 0 0 8th 810 0
20 0 0 25 0 0 4th 1 7 6
... 120 0 0 2nd 110 0
160 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
.,. ... 253 0 0 2nd 010 7
... 100 0 0 202 0 0  4th 10 1 0 0 0 10
... ... 225 0 0  2nd 3 15 0
... ... 140 0 0  2nd 1 9 2
... ... 100 0 0  2nd 1 13 4
100 0 0 ... 200 0 0  7th 12 10 0
40 0 0 ... 37 0 0  3rd 3 18 6
,,. ... 183 2 0  5th 4 12 0
160 0 0  6th 2 5 0
24 0 0 76 0 0 5th 2 16 0
... 60 0 0 400 0 0  6th 13 0 0
... ... 180 0 0  3rd 4 10 0
2,000 0 0  2nd 16 3 4
12 0 0. 60 0 0 ... 6th 0 19 6
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
6 000 0 0  2nd 100 0 0...
... 2,200 0 0
,
4,680 0 0  2nd 0 18 11
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
... ... 100 0 0  '2nd 1 13 4
... ... 200 0 0  2nd 3 15 0
... ... 100 0 0  2nd 1 9 2
... ... 200 0 0  2nd 0 16 8
30 0 0 ... 70 0 0  7th 4 0 0
... ... 89 0 0  4th 2 4 6
... ... 100 0 0  2nd 0 12 6
... ... 160 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
...
... 300 0 0  2nd 2 10 0
...
100 0 0 ... 2nd 0 16 8
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 011 3 0 3 9
+0 1 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 ... 6th 0 9 4
10 0 0 ... 70 0
I
0 7th 2 10 0
1038
BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
453 Riggs, George
1617 Rode, Ambrose P....
2229  Rotherey,Joshua
1999 Rowe, Ephraim William
2141
1137
1658
195
2238
2294
2261
1648
1994
1015
1473
1474
2392
2347
2131
1364
666
917
1086
1847
1921
1894
2082
1365
2381
1869
2189
2263
1919
1957
1541
2215
1243
1975
Schmidt, Heinrich
Sheals, Patrick
Sheehan, Julia
Sherman, F. J.
Sigley, Ch. Henry
Ditto ...
Sparks, Alonzo
Stapleton, George
Ditto ...
Starkey, George
Strain, Hugh
Ditto , ...
Ditto .
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
... I Homestead
Stratton , John ... ...
Tait, Samuel ... ... ...
Thiele, Christopher ...
Thorpe, Abraham Gorham
Titcomb, John ...
Toohey, Bernard ...
Tucker, Mary Ann...
Valentine, George ...
Voltz, Fredish
Walker, William Tuton
Warburton, John ...
Warner, William ...
Waters, John ...
Watt, Alexander  ...
Weeks, John Charles
Wendt, Henry ...
Whalan, James
Williams, Geo. J. ...
Winn, Richard ...
Wood, Arthur ...
Wynn, Annie ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead,
... Conditional
... ditto
1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Agri cultural.
A. R. P.
20 0 0
15 0 0
First Class  second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
... 60 0 0
392 0 0
160 0 0
... 147 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7th 3 0 0
4th 9 14 0
2nd 2 6 8
3rd 4 16 0 3 6 0
,., 120 0 0 ... 2nd 210 0
38 0 0 6th 0 9 6
30 0 0 ... 70 0 0 4th 4 0 0
48 0 0 ... 0 2 1
.,. ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
,., ,,. 100 0 0 2nd 1 010
.., 1,100 0 0 2nd 13 15 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
10 0 0 124 0 0 3rd 3 17 0
200 0 0 440 0 0 6th 21 0 0
$0 16 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 1 8
100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
30 0 0 30 0 0 5th  1 17  6
40 0 0 120 0 0 7th 5 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 6th 0 8 4
... ... 150 0 0 6th 3 15 0
... ... 678 0 0 3rd  16 19  0 0 1 8
100 0 0
140 0 0 3rd
3rd
200 0 0 2nd
... 5th
2nd
114 0 0 3rd
75 0 0 2nd
2nd
80 0 0 3rd
... 3rd
... 4th
2nd
97 0 24 6th
... 3rd
3 10 0
2 10 0
5 0 0
3 0 0
0 1 4
1 12 9
1 8 2
0 8 3
3 10 0
2 17 6
4 0 0
1 13 4
1 17 2
3 0 0
Homestead, 1872 80 0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... 6 0 0
Conditional 20 0 0
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ..
ditto .. ...
Conditional ..
Homestead ... 80 0 0
15 2 6
24 0 0
115 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
270 Atchells, John ...
466 Barr, E. J. ... ...
674 Ditto ... ...
731 Beaoon, Alexander...
304 Bohm, Wilhelm ...
624 Binstead, Arthur ...
578 Bird, Jesse .. ...
723 Black, John Montague
741 Ditto ...
395 Brooks, F. James ...
550 Bryan, Guy ... ...
410 Bryan, G. ... ...
440 Ditto ... ...
443 Burke, A. ...
273 Chisholm, M. M. ...
186 Christie, Robt. ...
746
423
583
584
687
402
635
202
719
479
463
505
747
Cox, Charles William
Croft, Herbert Edward
Day, John ...
Ditto ,.,
Eden, Henry
Flynn, Patrick
Ditto
Franklin, J. W.
Godfrey, George
Guinea, T. ...
Harris, George
Hart, Michael ..
Henderson, William
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive on
resumed half of
Pine-tree Creek
Run ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
.,, ditto
... ditto
... I Conditional
ditto
,., ditto ...
... 80 0 0 6th I 2 0 0
... 20 0 0 80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 420 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
... 20 0 0 138 0 0 6th 4 9 0
... 20 0 0 244 0 0 3rd 7 2 0
.. 119 0 0 3rd 2 19 6
20 0 0 34 0 0 2nd 1 7 5
80 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 210 8
80 0 0 250 0 0 765 0 0 5th 37 12 6
... 80 0 0 4th 4 0 0
17 0 0 223 0 0 5th 6 8 6
20 0 0 ... 30 0 0 5th 2 5 0
30 0 0 93 0 0 5th 4 11 6
100 0 0 60 0 0 160 0 0 6th 1410 0
15 0 0 ... 73 0 0 7th 219 0
300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 5th 2 7 6
20 0 0 156 0 0 3rd 4 18 0
,,, ,,. 115 0 0 3rd 217 6
128 0 0 2nd 3 4 0
20 0 0 61 0 0 5th 2 5 6
40 0 0 760 0 0 3rd 22 0 0
30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 7th 312 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 7
... 80 0 0 4tb 2 0 0
,,, .., 93 0 0 5th 2 6 6
80 0  01  4th  2 0 0
,., ... 850 0 0I 2nd 8 17 1
+0 0 5
41 16 11
$10 9 3
$0 6 1
1039
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee .  Nature of Selection.
660 Hervey, C. R. ...
698 Ditto
396 Holland, J.
700 Holliday, W.
707 Hopkins, Frederick
247 Humburg, Chas. ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
641 Jackson, J. W. W. ... ditto ..,
666 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
708 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
726 Klemann, Friedrich... ... Homestead ...
758 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ..,
411 Learnmouth, A. ... ... ditto ...
659 Levinge, Rd. ... ... Conditional ..,
686 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
684 Massie, M. ... ... ... ditto ...
545 Miskin, Wm. H. ,.. ... ditto
640 Morris, C. A. M. ... ... ditto ...
271 Moss, Edwd. ... ... Homestead ...
489 Nathan, George ... ... ditto
727 Orr, John ... ... ... Conditional ...
594 Orr, Robert ... ...  ...  ditto ...
206 Pfrunder, David ...  ...  ditto ...
359 Pratten, J. ... ... ... ditto ...
717 Quirk ,  Robert .,. ...
9 Ranking, R. A.
233 Rosemount, Jno.
236 Savage ,  Jas....
764 Schumann ,  Jochim Hein....
170 Seaton ,  Jas., junior... ...
603 Veivers , John ... ...
*622 Warren, Wm. S.
680 ;Williams, J.... ... ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead 0 3rd
£ s. d. £ s. d.
10 7 6 2 3 5
0 16 8
25 5 0
3 6 8
2 3 4
414 0 0 4 8
+0 1 2
16 0 0
25 0 0
16 13 4
0 14 7
0 10 0
1 11,0
10 1 0 1 10 3
9 19 6 2 2 10
+0 10 8
7 1 6 0 3 4
+0 0 10
3 5 0 0 510
16 0 0
1 2 0
2 15 0
1 6 3
3 15 0
5 10 0
11 6 0 0 11 0
+0 2 9
1 15 0
23 13 10
0 10 10
3 4 0
0  14  11
4 18 6
2 0 0
5 15 6
2 10 0
Agricultural. First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent .  Balance due.
A. R. P. A .  R. P. A. R. P.
... 105 0 0 205 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 2nd
155 0 0 709 0 0 5th
,.. 160 0 0 2nd
.. 130 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 30 0 0 68 0 0 6th
640 0 0 3rd
... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd
1,000 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 20 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 30 0 0 ... 2nd
... 61 2 0 5th
93 0 0 216 0 0 3rd
... 73 0 0 253 0 0 3rd
33 0 0 217 0 0 3rd
... 130 0 0 4th
640 0 0 3rd
60 0 0 42 0 0 ... 6th
20 0 0 80 0 0 4th
... ... 90 0 0 2nd
150 0 0 3rd
30 0 0 160 0 0 7th
50 0 0 50 0 0 191 0 0 6th
40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 2nd
473 3 8 ... 8th
60 0 0 40 0 0 6t'h
127 2 0 6th
10 0 0 104 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 30 0 0 77 0 0 7th
80 0 0 3rd
77 0 0 ... 3rd
100 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
1294
1382
2896
2690
2656
1404
1879
1948
2055
2714
3027
2253
3319
3081
2695
3099
2291
3117
;2682
2344
935
1021
667
3011
3050
1690
877
1567
1568
1932
1989
2215
2066
2492
3001
1755
2828
Ahearn, Rody
Alcorn, Simon
Anthaus, Jacob
Ditto
Behna , Wilhelm
Bell, John ...
Bell, Geo. ...
Bell, Arthur
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Bell, J. ...
Bjerke, Theodor
Blakiston, Arthur C. T.
Blakiston, A. C. T ...
Blas, Gustav ...
Bourke, J.
Boyd, Francis J. E.
Burges, Herbert ...
Butler, J. F.
Byrnes, Bowden, and Smith
Callighan, Daniel
Campbell, Geo.
Cameron, E. J.
Canrick, Thomas
Carmody, B..,.
Chapman, Fred.
Coleman, John
Ditto ..
Cook, W., jun.
Ditto ,,.
Coop, J.
Cole, Albert
Cossart, J.
Cossart, Joseph
Craig, John:—
Creedy, Denis
Homestead ... 30 0 0 93 0 0 .,. 6th 2 1 3
ditto 70 0 0 18 2 22 ... 6th 1 5 10
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 39 0 0 3rd 6 4 0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ... 3rd 2  10  0
ditto ... 25 0 0 32 1 0 ... 6th  0  14  6
ditto ... 20 0 0 81 0 0 ...  5th  2  15  6
ditto  ...  160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 75 1 0 5th 4  18  0
ditto ... 80 0 0 220 0 0 3rd  9 10  0
ditto ... 46 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 9 0
Homestead ... 13 0 0 51 2 0 ... 4th  1 15  9
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 0 8 4
Conditional ... ... 310 0 0 ... 2nd 14 4 2
ditto ... 30 0 0 153 0 0 ... 3rd 9 18 0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 1 8
ditto ... 40 0 0 . , . ... 4th 1 5 0
Conditional 100 0 0 ... 2nd 3 15 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ,.. 4th 2  10  0
Pre-emptive (E.
Haldon) ,.,
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
.., ditto
... Conditional
ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
.., ditto
... ditto
... I Conditional
40 0 0 304 0 0 7th 9 12 0
20 0 0 115 0 0 ... 6th 3 5 1
20 0 0 113 0 0 ... 7th 615 4
208 0 0 ... 3rd 15 12 0
10 0 0 42 0 0 ... 2nd 019 0
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
20 0 0 180 0 0 7th 510 0
140 0 0 500 0 0 746 0 0 6th 54 3 0
200 0 0 200 0 0 319 2 0 6th 33 0 0
160 0 0 5th 8 0 0
40 0 0 293 0 0 5th 10 6 6
160 0 0 ... 4th 313 4
15 0 0 22 2 0 5th 1 2 9
500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
40 0 0 285 0 0 3rd 10 2 6
30 0 0 88 0 0 ... 5th 3 6 6
60 0 0 ... .,. 3rd 410 0 3 0 0
+0 15 0
1010
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Year. Rent.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R.  P.  £ s. d. £ a. d.
... 160 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
460 0 0 3rd 11 10 0
2983
2997
3122
3281
Cuppaige, George
...Ditto
Davis, Charles ...
Dickman, Christn....
2958
1003
Doig, Robert ...
Dyer, Thomas S. ...
1919
264
1831
3026
2965
Elsenmenger, Fred.
England, James
Fahy, John ...
Flannery, John
Forbes and Raff
...
...
...
...
1133 Fullelove, Thomas ...
1752 Gayford, George ...
2289 Gees, C.
2798 Gracey, John
2350 Gragensen, II. C. ...
2081 Graham, Elizabeth ...
'2080 Graham, Jane ...
2796 Greacon, W. R. ..
3061 Greecy, Catherine ...
3256 Gendrachofski, Anton
1226 Hadley, Henry ...
2740 Hagemann, Andreas
3184 Hagarth, John ...
486 Hallam, Peter  Ulf.
497 Hallam, Jane F . ...
1834 Hand, John ... ...
1676 Handley, John ...
1775 Ditto ...
3180 Hansen, Jacob ...
2586 Harris, W. ... ...
1904 Hardwick, James ...
3153 Harris, George ...
1984 Harrold, Edgar ...
2998 Harth, John... ...
1383 Hawkins, George ...
3221 Hayes, Martin ...
1509 Hine, Edward ...
1019 Heenan, James ...
2594 Heike, C.
2358 Hennessy, J. ...
2595 Herryberg, C. ...
1212 Herrmann, Carl A....
2723 Hine, Thomas ...
2773 Hine, Job ... ...
1986 Hinrichsen, J. J. F.
937 Hirst, G. A. P. ...
938 Ditto ...
939 Ditto ...
940 Ditto ... ...
941 Ditto ...
936 Hirst, Aug. F. J. ...
2939 Hogan, Patrick
2103 Houser, H....
995 Hunt, Wm.... ...
2504 Hunter, Jas. ...
2249 Hursthouse, S. ...
2557 Itel, Frederick ...
2982 Jackson, Henry ...
2679 Jameson, William ...
2962 Jessen, J. W. ...
1049 Johnston, Wm. G....
1012 Johnston, Wm. ...
2140 Jones, John ... ...
2683 Juillerat, F. A.
2696 Jurgensen, H. T.
1865 Kamp, Ludwig
1689 Kane, MI.
1131 Kenway, George
1893 Keneally, Daniel
3168 Kerlin, George
3291 Kerr, Rd.
1188 Krueger, Chas.
3180 Kundle, Carl ... ,..
80 0 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
120 0 0
... 2nd 2 5 0
2nd 1 5 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 013 4
,,0 3 4
ditto ... 44 0 0 ... ... 7th 1 10 3
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 62 0 0 5th 3 1 0 1 6 6
ditto ... ... ... 469 0 0 8th 11 14 6
ditto ... ... 300 0 0 ... 5th 15 0 0
ditto ... ... 117 0 0 ... 3rd 5 17 0
Pre-emptive, ten
years' lease,
Colinton ... 30 0 0 150 0 0 320 0 0 3rd 17 15 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 78 0 0 ... 6th 0 9 0
ditto 15 0 0 68 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 3
ditto ... ... 43 1 0 4th 1 2 0 1  2 11
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0 2 5 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... 120 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 2  10  0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 1  0 10
ditto ... 15 0 0 130 0 0 ... 6th  0 11  1
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 3,600 0 0 2nd  52 10  0
ditto ... 40 0 0 290 0 0 ... 7th 17 10 0
ditto ... ... 85 0 0 ... 7th 4 5 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
Conditional ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 8 0 0
ditto ... ... 116 0 0 5th 5 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 138 0 0 2nd 3 3 7
ditto ...  ...  640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 5 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 2,560 0 0 2nd 42 13 4
ditto ... 10 0 0 ... 72 3 0 5th  2  11  6
ditto ... ... ... 460 0 0 3rd 11 10 0
Homestead ... 70 0 0 18 2 22 ... 6th 1 5 10
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ... 2nd 24 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 4 0 0
ditto 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 7th 3 6 5
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
Conditional 101 0 0 ... 4th 7 11 6
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
Homestead  ...  20 0 0 47 2 0 6th 1 19 0
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 0
Homestead  ...  20 0 0 73 3 0 5th 2 12 0
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 402 0 0 7th 15 1 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 191 0 0 7th 5 15 6
ditto ... ... 229 0 0 ... 7th 11 9 0
ditto ... ... 251 0 0 ... 7th  12  11  0
ditto  ... ... 50 0 0 310 0 0 7th 10 5 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 300 0 0 7th  10 10  0
Balance due.
*0 11 3
2 18 4
$0 14 7
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0 1 6 0
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
50 0 0 ...
50 0 0 49 0 34 ...
70 0 0 ...
20 0 0 80 0 0 ...
15 3 0 20 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0
320 0
10 0 0 50 0 0
125 0 0 107 0 0 ...
50 0 0 50 0 0
20 0 0 67 0
39 0 0 82 0 0 ...
100 0 0
46 1 30 ...
80 0 0 ...
15 0 0 31 0  (1
30 0 0 90 0 0
100 0 0
40...0 0 ...
80 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0
4th 0
7th 2
4th 1
4th 2
4th 0
3rd 2
0 3rd 7
3rd 1
6th 14
7th 2
0 4th 2
3rd 3
3rd 2
5th 3
5th 3
6th 0
5th 3
2nd 1
2nd 1
6th 0
2nd 1
14 7
17 3
15 0
15 0
5 6
18 0
6 8
12 6
14 6
17 3
13 6
10 3
10 0
10 6
0 0
4 5
7 6
9 2
0 0
10 0
6 3
$0 6 3
1041
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
905 Lake, John ... ...
3290 Larsen, Peter ...
2916 Law, Arthur... ...
2917 Ditto
2128 Lee, J. ...
2185 Le Grand, R. W. ...
2191 Ditto .. ...
2404 Lewis, R. F. ...
2448 Ditto ... ...
3082 Ditto ... ...
1882 Leslie, Geo.... ...
3173 Lord, William ...
2611 Lorterton, John, junr.
2934 Lorterton, John, junr.
2708 Lorterton, John, senr.
2709 ' Ditto ...
2857 Loterton, John, junr.
2930 Luton, Charles
3116 Mackay, Chas. H. B.
2941 Mandelkow, F. A. W.
3226 Mitchell, James ...
3246 Ditto ...
1686 Moore, Benjamin ...
2554 Mort, C. F.... ...
2037 Muller, G. ...
2978 Murphy, Thomas ...
2491 Murray, W.... ...
2174 McConnel, D. C.
2175 Ditto ... ...
2176 Ditto .. ...
2974 McCulla, Alexander
2976 Ditto ...
3230 McCulla, Edward ...
2292 McDougall, D. T....
2293 Ditto ... ...
2294 Ditto .. ...
3162 Ditto ...
3262 McKee, Edward ...
2950 McQuillan, James ...
630 Nairn, Jos.... ...
1020 Neil, John ... ...
969 Nelson, Peter
2955 Nemitz, Johann
3260 Nielson, Christian ...
2778 Noonan, Jas. ...
2815 Ditto ...
3128 North, Robert ...
1527 O'Donnell, Patk.
1772 O'Donoughue, Ml....
669 Palmer, Chas. ...
2497 Parr, F. C. ... ...
1387 Parsons, John ...
1707 Pechey, E. W. ...
3106 Perry, James George
2669 Ditto ... ...
2919 Pitt, Theodore ...
2680 Pointon, William ...
184 Ditto ... ...
292 Ditto ...
3198 Price, Richard ...
3303 Ditto ...
2987 Purtill, Michael ...
3200 Raddatz, Gootlieb ...
1025 Rafter, H. .
3154 Raven, Joseph Wilson
2460 Rea, J. ... ...
1612 Rea, John ... ...
1821 Ditto ... ...
1616 Reif, John ...
1617 Reif, Charles ...
98 Reid, John ...
2577 Rieck, A. ...
1881 Robarts, Margery ... ...
745 Ryan, Thomas ... ...
2778 Sandy, John ... ,..
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditionol ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Cresabrook ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ..
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Agricultural. First Class  Second  Class Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral. Rent.
Balance due.
A. R. P. A .  B. P. A. R. P. £  T.  d. £ a. d.
40 0 0 160 0 0 120 0 0 7th 14 0 0
60 0 0 2nd 0 10 Oi
150 0 0 1,450 0 0 3rd 43 15  0 20 0 0
$5 0 0
40 0 0  ... 138 0 0 3rd 6 9  0 3 5 0
$0 16 3
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
100 0 0 295 0 0 4th 12 7  6
10 0 0 40 0 0 150 0 0 4th 6 10 0
... 400 0 0 2,700 0 0 4th 87 10  0
... 100 0 0 820 0 0 4th 25 10 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 14 13  4
20 0 0 ... 80 0 0 5th 3 10  0
7,680 0 0 2nd 112 0  0
3 0 0 154 0 0 ... 4th 3 19 5 0 2 0
.
$0 0 6120 0 0 240 0 0 3rd 12 0  0
... 30 0 0 69 0 0 3rd 3 4  6
,,, 80 0 0 241 0 0 3rd 10 0  6
80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 7 0  0 3 16 5
40 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0  0
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 315  0
40 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
.., ... 400 0 0 2nd 5 0  0
100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 5th 2 7  6
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
... 240 0 0 5th 12 0 0
... 500 0 0 3rd 3 2  6
... ... 1,000 0 0 4th 25. 0 0
150 0 0 200 0 0 415 0 0 4th 27 17 6
150 0 0 300 0 0 351 0 0 4th 40 0  6
100 0 0 300 0 0 408 0 0 4th 32 14 0
... ... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
... 100 0 0 3rd 210  .0
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd. 1 5 0
40 0 0 ... 600 0 0 4th 18 0 0
1,080 0 0 4th 27 0 0
... 80 0 0 1,200 0 0 4th 34 0 0
... 400 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5  0
500 0 0 3rd 12 10  0
30 0 0 57 0 0 ... 6th 012 9
35 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 3 5 1
160 0 0 ... 6th 3 6  8
40 0 0 ... 3rd 0 6  8
60 0 0 ... 2nd 012  6
160 0 0 ... 4th 3 6 8
120 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
250 0 0 2nd 4 3  4
20 0 0 64 3 14 ... 6th 1 7  8
111 0 0 ... . 5th 8 6 6
50 0 0 30 0 0 6th 0 8  3
80 0 0 160 0 0 4th 8 0 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 017  3
83 2 0 5th 4 4 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 113  4
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0  0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 210  0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0  0 9 3 4
$2 5 10
... 608 1 11 8th 15 4 6
100 0 0 540 0 0 8th 18 10 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 0
... 1,280 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
300 0 0 2nd 4 7 6
10 0 0 135 1 27 ... 6th 3 15 6
640 0 0 ... 2nd 32 0 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
298 0 0 ... 6th 14 18 0
40 0 0 85 1 16 ... 5th 7 6 0
100 0 0 ... ... 6th 7 10 0
100 0 0 ... ... 6th 7 10 0
75 0 0 i ... 8th 0 14 0 0 3 6
20 0 0 75 0 0 ... 4th 2 12 6 2 12 6
40 13 2
5 0 0 35 0 0 ... 5th 1 1 3
50 0 0 ... 7th 3 15 0
40 0 0 ... { 60 0 0 3rd 4 10 0 2 10 0
+0 12 9
1042
IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
224 Schonfeld ,  John Henry
1919 Schulze ,  William ...
2670 Ditto
1096 Schultz ,  Carl ...
2698 Seeley ,  William ...
1619 Sheppard, John .
2999 Siegmund ,  Heinrich
1412 Slack ,  Ben. ... ...
2842 Stevenson ,  James ...
1411 Stokes, H. ...
1878 Stone ,  John ... ...
2232 Sweeney ,  Jas. ...
979 Taylor ,  John ...
2260 Taylor , W.... ...
869 Thomson ,  Peter ...
3318 Trulson ,  Ola... ...
2323 Truscheim, J. ...
1848 Ulrich, Lukas
371 Verra ll,  Chas. St. V.
2752 Walton ,  James ...
2273 Ward, P.
2957 Watson ,  John ...
3225 Webster ,  John ...
2613  Welk, A.
2159 Wells, E.
1582 Wendorf , C. W. F.
3282 White ,  James Edwn.
1920 Wheeler, Hy.
3308 Wil liams ,  Robert ...
234 Wilson ,  Francis
3010 Wockner ,  Christian
2417 Zarnke ,  F. ... ...
I ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
+0 2 10
Agricultural. Piret Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year. Rent . Balance dus.
A. R. P. A. B. P. A. B.  P. £ e. d.
20 0 0 95 0 0 8th 3 17 6
£ s. d.
25 0 0 73 0 0 ... 5th 215 3 0 5 3
40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0
25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 10
20 0 0 74 0 0 ... 3rd 2 12 0
2 0 0 156 0 0 6th 3 6 3
160 0 0 3rd 0 13 4
40 0 0 77 2 30 6th 1 8 9
... 80 0 0 240 0 0 3rd 10 0 0 613 4
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 019 9
20 0 0 43 0 0 5th 116 6
25 0 0 55 0 0 4th 3 5 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 216 3
37 0 0 86 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 9
10 0 0 140 0 0 ... 7th 715 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 015 0
15 0 0 26 0 0 ... 4th 1 4 3
10 0 0 139 0 0 ... 5th 3 17 0
30 0 0 50 2 0 ... 8th 416 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 1 8
20 0 0 101 3 0 4th 3 6 0
+1 13 4
80 0 0 220 0 0 3rd 9 10 0 3 3 4
... ... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 4th 2 6 3
25 0 0 35 0 0 6th 1 7 3
100 0 0 2nd 1 0 8
+0 15 10
10 0 0 105 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0 011 3
450 0 0  2nd 2 16 3
... 76 0' 0 40 0 0 8th 4 16 0
500 0  0 3rd 2 1 8
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 4th 2 17 6
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
896 Buchanan, J. G. .,.
384 Burgess, James ...
1090 Burgoure, John ...
100 Burns, James
772 Campbell, Alexander
324 Feather, John
1276 Fletcher, William T.
1223 Frawley, James ...
965 Harber, Joseph
932 Hazelgrove, Wm. ... .
930 Hewitt, Lizzie ...
933 Hewitt, Wm. ...
75A Keary, John ...
372 Keating, Michael ...
496 Keating, G.... ...
258 King, George ...
1017 Kuhl, Ludwig ...
570 Little, James ...
669 Lynch, Patrick ...
72B Meldon, Martin ...
883 Mullen, Robt. ...
1103 McCleverty, Wm....
668 McIntosh, Jas.
857 McLellan, John
1044 Perina, John
591 Robinson, T. G.
1105 Ryan, James
1079 Schmaling, Carl
1112 Sim,
588 Stephens, S. G.
589 Ditto
803 Stuck, Heinrich
388 Thomas, Edward ...
1071 Tucker, Chas. Turner
1274 Weedon, John James
225 Wheelwright, John H.
189 Ditto ... ...
Homestead 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
Homestead ... 9 0 0 41 0 0 ... 6th 0 9 1
ditto ,., 320 0 0 ... 2nd 7 0 0
Conditional ... 70 3 30 ... ... 8th 5 6 6
Pre-emption on
Rosalie Run... ... 1,300 0 0 413 0 0 4th 75 6 6
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0
Homestead 1868 ... 40 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
Conditional ... ... ... 120 0 0 2nd'  0 10  0
Homestead, 1872 129 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 .,. 3rd  16 10  0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd  16 10  0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
Conditional ... 95 1 8 ... ... 8th 7 4 0
Homestead ... ... 43 2 0 ... 6th 0 3 8
ditto ... ... 81 0 0 ... 6th  1 13  9
Pre-emptive on
Gowrie Run ... 2,329 0 0 ... 7th 116 9 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 40 0 0 ... 3rd 1 0 0 0 1 8
0 5
Conditional ... 640 0 0 ... ... 5th 48 0 0
+0
Homestead ... ... 37 0 0 ... 5th  0 18  6
Conditional 143 2 0 ... 8th  10 16  0
Homestead, 1868 ...  160 0  0 ,.. 4th 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 10 0
Conditional ... 83 2 0 ... ... 5th 6 6 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 11 0 0
Conditional ... ... 400 0 0 5th 20 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
Conditional ... ... 1,500 0 0 2nd  15  12 6
ditto ... 467 0 0 ... ... 5th 35 0 6
ditto ... 260 0 0 ,.. ... 5th  12  19  6
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ... 6th 5 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
Homestead,1868 ... 120 0 0 2nd  0 10  0
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 319 2 0 8th 8 0 0
1043
DALBY DISTRICT.
Register
No.
Lessee.
301 Barnett, Jonathan ...
323 Behean, Michael ...
219 Carmody, Mary T....
236 Carmody, Joseph James
277 Deane, .Edward ...
99 Halliwell, James ...
343 Hampton, Wm.
318 Kelly, O'Hara
213 Moffatt, William G.
223 Perkins, Thomas ...
55 Vickery, Ebenezer ...
56 Ditto ...
344 Winkle, Timothy ...
Hoffmann, - ...
Mann, Ales.... ...
Morrison, John ...
McCann, John ...
McNally, James
O'Dempsey, James P.
Ditto ...
pry, Courtney ...Stapleton, Patk.
Thornton, Nicholas
Townson, Wm. P...,
Young, Samuel ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
Run ... ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
40 0 0 ... 187 0 0 3rd 7 13
WARWICK DISTRICT.
993 Addison, John ...
892 Ahrens, August ...
843 Bartholomew, J. ...
812 Cleary, Henry ...
832 Copeland, Joseph ...
1052 Dougherty, Ed. ...
394 Gibson, Thomas ...
826 Gordon, Samuel .,.
891 Granshaw, George ...
294 Hoffman, George ...
688 Hoffmann, George ...
260 Hoffman, Jacob ...
668 Hoffmann, Jacob .,.
266 Hoffman, Philip ...
835 Hoffman, P.... ...
1111
1028
890
1025
866
499
1029
994
1040
738
813
988
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1868
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
581
746
118
713
777
688
781
751
752
810
794
835
160
667
386
811
694
761
775
817
788
Nature of Selection.
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... Conditional ..
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0
Conditional ...
Agricultural, Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R.  P.  A.  it.  P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ a. d.
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
Improvemts. 48 0 4
320 0 0 ... 2nd 5 0 0
1,634 2 0 ... 5th  81 15  0
... 182 2 0 5th 9 3 0
... ... 164 2 0 4th 4 2 6
1,275 0 0 6th 31 17 6
320 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 0
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 6 0 0
1,801 1 0 ... 5th 90 2 0
... 280 1 0 ... 6th 14 1 0
700 0 0
600 0 0
... , Conditional 100 0  01  3rd 2 10
3rd 12 3... Homestead,1872 5 0 0 315 0 0
...II
... Conditional ... ... ...  100-0  0 3rd 2  10
Im provements
Homestead, 1868 ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 0
Conditional ... 400 0 0 6th 10 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd j 4 0
Conditional ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 7th 8 0
ditto ... j ... 100 0 0 ... 4th 5 0
ditto ... 91 0 0 540 0 0 7th 18 1
ditto .. ... 100 0 0 4th 5 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 ... 140 0 0 7th 8 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2  15
Allen,  Thomas ,.. ...
Bleakley ,  James ... ...
Blissett , Robt. He nry ...
Carolan, Robert ... ...
Cichonski, H. A.
Cleary, Joseph ... ...
Conlan , John ...
Cuthbertson ,  Robert ...
Cuthbertson ,  John Mi ll er ,..
Denzler, J. H. ...
Fagg, Richard ...
Filar, Matthias ...
Garrett, Frank ...
Glasgow, Samuel ...
Gorleck, George ...
Greentree, Henry ...
Grenfell, H. S.
Hansen, Jorgen Carl
Hansen, John Peter
Hamilton, John ,.,
Ditto ,,, ,..
Homestead ...
Conditianal ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
ditto
Sugar purchase
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
154 0 0
252 0 0
320 0 0
200 0 0 2nd 4 3
40 0 0 ... 2nd 010
320 0 0 4th 12 0
8th 60 4 0
8th 57 12 0
2nd 2 0 0
+1 1 11
0
9
0 2 1 8
10 10 5
0
0
0
0
0
0 5 16 8
0
0
0
0 2 10 10
0 12 9
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
60 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
76 0 0 5th 1 18 0
... 255 0 0 2nd 4 5 0
40 0 0
2nd 3 6 8
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0 4 7 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 16
200 0 0
45 0 0 ... 40 0 0
260 0 0
40
...
0 0
12 0 0
1,300 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0
... ... 200 0 0
200 0 0
... 40 0 0 .
... 80 0 0 ...
744 0 0
40 0 0
... ... 100 0 0
10 0 0
160 0 0
1000 0
70 3 8
100 0 0
80 0 0
820 '0 0
1S0 0 0
41
0
0
6
8
4th 1 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
7th 4 7 6
d 19 16 0
d  0 16  8
3rd 32 10 0
2nd 0 18 9
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 0 10 0
2nd 1 3 4
2nd 0 5 0
7th  55  16 0
3rd 2 10 0
6th
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2 10 6
1 5 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
2 6 10
4 0 0
2 0 0
20 5 4
0 2 6
2 10 0
+0 12 6
1044
No.Raglpt Lessee.
MARY BOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
115 Heath ,  Richard ...
637 Ditto .. ...
731 Hendle , John ...
748 Ditto
729 Holcroft , William ...
207 Howard, George
664 Howard , William
828 Ditto
813 Hyde, E. A. ..
649 Jasch ,  Ferdinand ...
687 Libert, Octave de ...
732 Ditto ... ...
753 Ditto ... ...
686 Ditto ... ...
12 Lipsett, James
480 McDonald, Albert ...
715 Mcllvery, Joseph ...
776 Melville, A. W.
756 Meyer, Harild Emil
706 Nixon, F. F. ...
707 Ditto ... ...
705 Ditto
283 Nixon ,  Edward Stanley
179 Nolan, John ... ...
177 Ditto ... ...
780 Phair, John ... ...
491 Quin, William ...
34 Ramsay ,  Richard ...
840 $amud, Gregor ...
666 Reckitt ,  Albers ...
430 Rowland,  Benjamin
825 Schudel, Jacob
665 Smith,  Hercules ... ...
793 Sorrensen,  Christian ...
616 Steley, Abel... ... ...
734 Ditto ... ...
737 Stringer, C. A.
726 Templeton ,  James ... ...
826 Vollmerhause ,  Wiegand ...
588 Weir, Robert Martin ...
657 Whitley, Wm.
827 ditto
787 Wilson, Andrew Heron
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Agrioultural.
A. R. P.
180 0 0
155 0 0
Conditional ... 45 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
5 0 0
150 0 0
Year. Rent.  Balanoodue.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7th 8 0 0
4th 16 6 0 22 0 0
3rd 12 3 0 13 13 5
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0 0 16 8
$0 4 2
7th 6 1 0
3rd 5 0 0 5 0 0
$1 5 0
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 6 5 0
4th 1 1 0
3rd 14 2 6 11 15 5
$2 18 10
3rd 1 5 0 010 5
$0 2 7
3rd 2 9 6
3rd 11 17 0 9 17 6
8th 1 0 0
5th 2 12 6
3rd 12 7 6 13 11 3
+0 12 6
2nd 4 11 8
2nd 5 0 0
3rd 4 5 6
3rd 41 5 0
3rd 5 12 0
6th 33 0 0
7th 2 5 0
7th 6 6 6
2nd 018 9 0 2 6
5th 21 0 0
8th 16 0 0
2nd 0 2 6
3rd 3 0 0 016 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... 400 0 0
ditto ... 45 0 0
Sugar purchase 440 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
Homestead  ... 10 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto ... 46 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
6th 3 4 0
2nd 2 12 1
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 0 6 8
4th 1 8 0
3rd 3 4 0
+0 4 0
3rd 5 8 6 2 18 8
3rd 2 18 6
2nd 0 8 9
4th 6 1 0
4th 3 2 6
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 1 6 8
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
158 Adams , Walter ...
187 Allies, Cyril... ...
447 Andresen, Andreas
327 Baker, James ...
342 Baldry , Henry .. ...
227 Barton ,  Dunbar  13317 ...
279  Chap low,  Ralph9 ..,
92 Charlton ,  Frederick J. .
240 Christensen ,  Mads Peter ...
349 Cullen , John... ... ...
107 Evans, James ...
271 Franklin, William Henry ...
265 Giles, Rd.
286 Gorlick, George ... ...
368 Guilfoy, John
347 Habermann, Friedrick
60 Hedges , Charles ...
306 Hesse , Carl ... ...
308 Ditto ...
268 Hohm, Niels Lorsen
341 Hunt , William ...
74 Lodge, James ...
283 I  Lukin, George L. ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
140 0 0 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 960 0 0 4th 27 0 0
20 0 0  40 0 0 ...  2nd 0 8 9
... 60 0 0 ... 3rd 1 10 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P.' A. R. P.
... 320 0 0
... 112 0 0
21 0 0
80 0 0 ..,
80 0 0 ...
107 0 0
200 0 0
... 320 0 0
500 0 0
41 3 0
... 565 0 0
50 0 0
... 99 0 0
,., 474 0 0
75 0 0
105 0 0
... 45 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 170 3'  0
... 569 2 0
88 1 0
... 90 0 0
252 2 12
30 0 0
... 540 0 0
640 0 0
20 0 0 .
... 120 0 0
... 127 2 0
... 260 0 0
690 0 0
20...0 0
115 0 0
135 0 0
... 79 0 0
117 0 0
42 0 0
... 241 3 0
... 125 0 0
... 320 0 0
.8b o 0
160 0 0 3rd ' 4 0 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
12 0 0 J35 0 0 ...  3rd 3 8 2
30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th 214 4
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 6
15 0 0 130 0 0 ... 3rd  2 19  7
21 0 0 ... 6th 0 0 5
20 0 0 183 0 0 3rd 6 1 6
... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
50 0 0 ... 90 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
120 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
60 0 0 260 0 0 6th 11 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
15 0 0 315 0 0 3rd I 9 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 15 0
0 17$0 4
2 0
$0 10
6
5
0
0
5 10 0
$1 7 6
10 0 0 87 0 0 ... 3rd 2 11 0 0 1 6
7 0 0 133 0 0 6th 3 17 0
600 0 0 6,500 0 0 3rd 187 10 0
1015
Register
No. Lessee.
BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
284
343
430
210
117
124
344
Lukin, Gresley ...
Ditto ...
Lydicksen, Jens ...
Lyons, John Perry...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Maunsell, Vero ...
267 Moore, William George
3r;5 Mortensen, Niels Peder
190 Nolan, John... ...
153 Ditto ... .
383 Peirson, Henry Edward
282 PerkinsfThomas ...
20 Pierson, Edward ...
180 Ridler, R. and J. ...
189
181
140
263
72
288
15
35
36
75
132
144
45
58
149
237
?49
445
3'38
302
Ditto ... ...
Ditto' ... ...
Riedy, Thomas ...
Skyring, George ...
Strathdee, Robert ...
Thompson, John C.
Walker, Alexander...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Walker, Alex. C.
Ditto
Walker, Robert
Watson, Thomas
Ditto
Wynter, Henry Philip
Zollner, Carl ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastoral. Pastoral. Year . Rent. Balance  Due.
A. B. P. A.  R. P. A. B. P.
... 1,000 0 0 6,015 0 0 3rd
800 0 0 791 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 280 0 0 2nd
90 0 0 ... 41 0 0 4th
450 0 0 ... 538 0 0 6th
70 0 0 ... 130 0 0 5th
... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd
Homestead , 1872 10 0 0 310 0 0
Conditional  ... 30 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... . • •
ditto ...
ditto ... 175 0 0 ...
Pre-emptive on
Bingera Run,
leased half ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0
Homestead, 1872 320 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ...
Pre-emptive on
Bingera ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 255 0 0
ditto ... 36 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 25 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0
3rd
120 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 4th
1,000 0 0 5th
200 0 0 2nd
7,345 0 0 3rd
224 0 0 7th
£  S.  d. £  S.  d.
200 7 6
59 15 6 6 15 4
3 4 7
7 15 6
46 18 8
8 10 0
25 0 0 10 8 4
+2 12 1
12 7 6
5 5 0 1 4 0
5 0 0
25 0 0
3 15 0
169 3 6
18 14 6
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
1,120 0 0 4th 28 0 0
400 0 0 4th 12 5 0
145 0 0 5th 5 2  6
4th 12 0 0
540 0 0 6th 21 0 0
1,000 0  0 3rd 25 0 0 2218 4
+5 14 7
200 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 270 0 0
... 223 0 0
... 194 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 387 0 0
.., 200 0 0
... 311 1 0
457 0 0
... 400 0 0
310 0 0
100 0 0 505 0 0
119 2 32 ...
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
433
119
471
454
455
181
444
335
421
334
427
484
298
441
196
505
382
149
234
251
540
111
159
113
490
523
429
222
280
397
364
122
231
Berry, James ...
Blakesley, Henry, junr. ...
Buffey, John ...
Burke, Thomas ...
Ditto
Carter, Geo Fredk. St. John
Ditto ... ...
Caully, Thomas ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Clark, William ... ...
Clark, John ... ... ...
Collisson, Daniel ...
Comport, George Robert ...
Cunningham, John, junr....
Dart, G. W.
Dawson, James
Dawson, John William
Dibby, Thomas ...
Dibler, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Dowling, William ...
Dun, Charles ...
Ditto
Elworthy, William...
Farrelly, John ...
Finney, Benjamin ...
Frazier, Thomas ...
Fullerton, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Gerler, Benjamin Hirst
Godber, Robt. Henry
Ditto ... ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
1 Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
,,, 100 0 0
... 54 0 0 189 0 0 74 0 0
... ,,, ... 150 0 0
... ... 110 0 0
... 110 0 0
... 220 0 0 ... 171 0 0
8000
... 10 0 0 ... 70 0 0
... ... ... i00 0 0
... ... ... 200 0 0
80 0 0
... 260 0 0 102 0 0
.. 160 0 0 ...
... 40 0 0 ... 171 0 0
... 320 0 0
76 0 0
... 50 0 0 30 0 0 ...
... ... 30 0 0
...  76  3 0 ... 103 1 30
240 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 217 0 0
... 50 0 0 ... 30 0 0
... 200 0 0 ... 300 0 0
... ... 110 0 0
,,, 80 0 0
320 0 0
77 0 0
10 0 0 25 0 0 172 0 0
6 0 0 66 0 0
80 0 0
.., 300 0 0
80...0 0
7th 5 0 0
7th 10 0 0
7th 9 0 0
6th 24 14 0
5th 7 0 6
5th 5 0 0
6th 9 13 6
6th 6 5 0
5th 7 15 7
4th 11 8 6
4th 10 0 0
2nd 2 11 8
3rd 19 0 6
3rd 3 15 0
3rd
6tb
2nd
2nd
2nd
5th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
4th
2nd
3rd
5th
4th
4th
2nd
6th
5th
6th
2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
6th
4th
2 10 0
15 7 0
3 2 6
2 12 6
2 12 6
20 15 6
2 0 0
2 10 0
6 0 0
2 10 0
3 2 6
1015  8
5 0 0
1 10 0
17 11 0
4 0 0
7 6 6
4 0 0
2 14 7
2 12 6
0 15 0
8 7 6
1 0 0
12 18 6 0 4 0
4 10 0 +0 1 0
22 10 0
2 0 8
0 13 4
8 0 0
0 18 5
6 6 0
1 16 0
7 10 0
2 15 0
2 0 0
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection.
478 Hambleton, Thomas
526 Hancock, Thomas ...
371 Helsbam, Douglass...
375 Hendry, Daniel ...
470 Hurt, William ...
142 Inker, Samuel ...
498 Jensen, Andres ...
370 Joseph, Henry ...
425 Kew, Jabez ... ...
244 Knight, George ...
531 Lacy, H. A. M. .
365 Littleton, Henry Stuart
440 League, William ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
273 Lynch, Matthew  ... ...  ditto
479 McClure,  Thomas ... ... Homestead
236 McGhie ,  James ... ... Conditional
237 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
309 McIlwraith ,  James ... ...  Homestead
457 Ditto  ... ... ...  Conditional
279 McMaster ,  And. ... Homestead
398 Moffat ,  Thomas Helenus ... ditto
467 Ditto  ... ... ...  Conditional
451 Mullins ,  James ... ... Homestead
407 Murray ,  Matthew  ... ...  Conditional
255 Nahrung, Conrad
127 N evan, John
327 Nevin, John...
224 O'Brien, William
158 Ogden, James
88 Palmer, John
527 Peacan, Charles
410 Pearen, John
303 Ditto ...
Matthew
452 Ditto
503 Pedersen ,  Engelbrett
492 Peirce , George ...
284 Powell, Thomas
345 Pyne ,  Clement Lawless
346 Ditto ...
310
275
287
129
266
146
99
93
502
241
15
500
173
306
177
154
404
131
372
422
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
... Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Ramsey , John  Simeon ...
Rankin, Alex. ... ...
Ray, John .. ...
Reat, William .
Richardson , Rt. Alexander
Ridgeway ,  John Bell
Ryan , John ... ...
Searratt , Charles .
Sincock, Charles Henry ...
Skinner, Jacob ... ...
Skyring, Daniel ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Smith, James ... .
Ditto ... ...
Smith, Edward Thomas ...
Templeton, Andrew
Thrower, George ...
Truman, William Bligh ...
Walsh, William Sarsfield ...
Watson, William, junr.
411 Whitly,  Charles ... Homestead
520 Whitington, ... Conditional
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
76 0 0
... 4
10 0 0
80 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.I A. R. P.
40 0 0 ...
160 0 0
3,000 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
150 0 0 ...
145 0 0 ...
80 0 0
Year. Rent.
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
2nd
... 321 0 0 3rd
... 3rd
... 154 0 0 4th
210 0 0 2nd
302 2 0 3rd
... 360 0 0 3rd
... 153 2  2  4th
... 2nd
160 0 0 4th
160 0 0 4th
160 0 0 3rd
I 150"0 0 2nd22 0 0 57 2 0 ... 4th
... 154 0 0 3rd
... 123 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd
40 0 0
10 1 17
20 0 0
30 0 0
162 0 0•
160 0 0
83 0 0
16 0 0
152 0 0
160 0 0
50 0 0
62 0 0
30 0 0
50 0 0
350 0 0
200 0 0
500 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0
20 0 0 95 0 0
80 0 0 ...
60 0 0 40 0 0
30 0 0 34 0 0
40 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
88 0 0
... 25 0 0
...  1  60 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
...
149 0 0
20 0 0
60 0 0 20 0 0
15 0 0 ...
40 0 0
154 0 0
29 0 0 3rd
... 4th
... 6th
3rd
80 0 0 4th
... 5th
... 6th
2nd
150 0 0 3rd
3rd
91 0 0 3rd
2nd
154 0 0 2nd
686 0 0 4th
930 0 0 3rd
440 0 0 3rd
140 0 0 3rd
4th
,.. 4th
5th
96 0 0 4th
... 5th
6th
... 6th
... 2nd
4th
10 0 0 7th
,.. 2nd
... 5th
... 3rd
... 5th
5th
76 0 0 3rd
5th
155 0. 0 and
400 0 0 3rd
600 0 0
3rd
2nd
Balance due.
£ s. d. £
0 16 8
1 6 8
76 0  0
3 0 0 111 8
3 2 6
3 12 6
1 0 0
8 0 6
2 15 6
2 17 3
1 6 3
15 3 0
9 f! 0 2 5 0
+0 11 3
41`2 0
2 10 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
3 15 0
2 6 3
3 0 6
2 14 11
4 0 0
3 14 6 1 17 3
4 0 0
1 18 0
0 8 0
2 0 0
0 8 3
1 5 4
1 0 0
6 5 0
2 6 0
3 15 6
1 3 9
1 16 4
29 6 0
40 15 0
21 0 0
41 0 0
1 2 6
3 2 6
3 0 0
2 2 2
3 5 0
0 19 9
0 15 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
6 17 0
0 6 3
1 10 0
+0 18 8
14 11 8
13 12 11
8 6 8
$2 1 8
4 0 0
4 0 0
3 14 6
3 5 0
2  15 0
4 15 0
10 0 0 4 3 4
'3 0 2
6 0 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
543
585
.450
454
773
919
659
27
Atherton, John ...
Baker, Edwd. H. ...
Ballinger, Michael ...
Ballinger, Mary ...
Barrett, John ...
Barry, Robert ...
Beak, Montague
i
Binney, T. C.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Riverton ...
,.. 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
... 1 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
... 37 216 ... 5th 019 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
... ... 1,380 0 0 3rd  34  10  0
... ...
40 0 0 8th 1 0 0
1 0 10
1047
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.  Nature of Sel ction.
First Class Second ClassAgricultural. Pastoral .  Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. A. R. P. A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
419 Black, James ... Conditional ...  ... 250 0 0  450 0 0 5th 23 15 0
642 Black, David ... I 1 omestead ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
628 Bond, Richard ... Conditional 600 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
884 Brown , John ... Homestead, 1872 160 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
431 Butterly, T. H. ... Conditional ... 416 0 0 5th 10 8 0
336 Campbell, William ... Homestead ... 620 0 ... 6th 1 1 8
663 Camps, liichard ... ditto 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
768 Carroll, Edmond ... Conditional 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
211 Chardon, J. H. ... Homestead 150 0 0  ... 6th 0 6 3
365 Conacban, J. ...  ditto 160 0 0  ... 5th 4 0 0
463 Connor, D. ... ...  ditto 80 0 0 ... 5th  2  0 0
464 Ditto ... ...  ditto 80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 -0
595 Coombs, Eden ...  ditto 160 0 0  ... 4th 4 0 0
602A Coombe, Isaac .. ditto  80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
489 Corporation of the  Joint
Stock Bank ... Pre-emptive on
R 1 000 0 hCawarral un  600 0 ,0 0 4t 55 0 0
820 Creed, George ... Conditional 1,000 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
885 Culverhouse, Frederick ... Homestead, 1872 160 0 0  ... 2nd 013 4
596 Currin, Patrick Homestead 148 2 0  ... 3rd 3 14 6
284 Dempsey, James  ditto 142 0 0  ... 6th 2 1 5
867 Dempsey, James Conditional 160 0 0  ... 2nd 3 6 8
390 Dempsey, Joseph Homestead 127 0 0 ... 5th 3 3 6
373 Dempsey, T....  ditto 160 0 0  ... 5th 4 0 0
333 Devlin, P. .  ditto 132 0 0  ... 6th 2 15 0
707 Dolding, John ditto 160 0 0  ... 3rd 4 0 0
769 Dwyer, William  ditto 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
770 Ditto .. Conditional 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
309 Egan, Stephen Homestead  60 0 0 20 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 8
548 Evers, Detlef  ditto 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
459 Fenzie, J. ... Conditional 121 0 0 5th 3 0 6
608 Ditto .. ... ... ditto 158 0 0 4th 3 19 0
440 Ferguson, James ... Homestead 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
874 Finlay, George Charles ... Conditional 800 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
497 Fitzgerald, William  ditto 301 0 0  ... 4th 15 1 0
618 Fitzgibbons, Patrick ... Homestead 19 2 32  ... 3rd 0 10 0
341 Flynn, P. ... ...  ditto  150 0 0 ... 6th 3 8 9
377 Flynn, T. ditto  150 0 0  ... 5th 3 15 0
344 Flynn, M. ... ... ... ditto  150 0 0  ... 6th 3 8 9
473 Flynn, C. ditto  100 0 0  ... 5th 2 10 0
469 Gay, John ... ... ...  ditto 130 0' 0  ... 5th 3 5 0
482 Geary, W. ... ... ...  ditto 160 0 0  ... 4th 4 0 0
558 Geary, George .  ditto 160 0 0  ... 4th 4 0 0
797 Gensen, Frederick Nicholas  ditto 152 0 0  ... 2nd 2 17 0
495 Gillespie, Eliza ...  ditto 8 0 0  ... 4th 0 4 0
574 Gillespie, John ...  ditto 160 0 0  ... 4th 4 0 0
292 Goebel, C. H. W. ... ditto  160 0 0 ... 6th .2 13 4
248 Gordon, D. C. ...  ditto  40 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 8
500 Hardy, Philip  ditto 153 0 16  ... 4th 2 19 3
592 Harper, James  ditto 148 0 0 4th 3 14 0
196 Haynes, C. Conditional 200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
803 Hefferan. John Homestead  160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
257 Hobler, F. H. ..  ditto  125 0 0 ... 6th 1 6 0
644 Hobler, Francis H. ditto  21 0 0  ... 3rd 0 10 6
704 Hourigan, Bridget ,.. ditto  160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
764 Hourigan, Bridget ... Conditional 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
350 Hunter, R. M. ...  ditto 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
438 Ivey, D. ... Homestead 160 0 0  ... 6th 4 0 0
297 Jones, S. J....  ditto 98 0 0 ... 6th 1 12 8
612 Ditto ... Conditional 100 0 0  ... 3rd 5 0 0
791 Judas, Ludwig ... Homestead 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 16 8
793 Ditto ... ...  ditto 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 16 8
263 Lalley, James ...  ditto 114 0 0 ... 6th 1 3 9
458 Lalley, J.  J.. - - ...  ditto 141 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 6
550 Lamond, W. O.  ditto 115 0 0 ... 4th 2 17 6
445 Lanson, H. V. Conditional  160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
524 Lawrence, Freeman Homestead  155 0 0 ... 4th 3 17 6
800 Little, Robert ditto  160 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
538 Lovell, Robert Esk Conditional  120 0 0 615 0 0 4th 21 7 6
781 Ditto ... ... ditto 220 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
676 Luck, E. C.... .. ditto 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
296 Lutton, William, jun. Homestead 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
432 Macdonald, P. F. .., Conditional 1,542 0 0 5th 38 11 0
516 Ditto ... ditto 1,017 1 0 4th 25 9 0
226 Mackay, C. C. ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
412 Mackenzie, John ... ... Conditional 425 0 0 5th 10 12 6
4,00 Mackenzie, J., jun. ... Homestead 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
233 Mannion, P.... ... ... Conditional 150 0 0 6th 1 5 0
662 Martin, John .. Homestead 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
671 Ditto ... ... Conditional 80 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 1 ]3 4
+0 13 4
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Register Lessee.No.
810 Miller, Charles ...
575 Morey, Alfred F. ...
782 Ditto ... .
578 Ditto ... ....
626 Ditto ... ...
627 Ditto ... ...
697 Ditto .. ...
443 Murray, John ...
815 Murray, Campbell ...
814 Murray, Peter, sear.
647 McGavin, J. A. S....
649 McGladdery, William
387 McKim, R.... ...
611 McKinlay, William
298 Orr, William ...
324 O'Shanessy, John ...
816  Pacey, Flora ...
661  Part A. R.... ...,588  Pipe, Luke ...
591  Reeve, E. W. ...
625  Ditto ... ...
362  Reilly, Thomas ...
637  Reinhardt, Joseph ...
794  Ditto ... ...
457  Ross, G.
483  Ditto ... ...
484  Ditto ... ...
523  Ross, George ...
155  Rundle, M. S. ...
299  Ryan, Thomas
283  Sanderson, George...
801  Scott, David... ...
314  Seery, James ...
765  Ditto ... ,..
691  Shaw, Ann .. ..
218  Sheridan, Michael ...
319  Skinner, Joseph ...
541  Smith, Robert ...
366  Sommer, F.... ...
337  Stapp, H. T. ..
870  Stapp, Charles Turney
593  Stirling, R. J. ...
840  Thomason, Thomas...
94  Towns and Stuart ...
802  Ditto
466  Triffit, R. ...
587  Valentine, Thos. ..
481  Wallace, Frederick...
423  Warner, G. H.
236  Watson, J. E.
804  Wilson, David ...
537  Wood, E. G. L. ...
193 Blackman, Alfred ...
152 Drinan, Patrick ...
32 Friend, H. ...
34 Ditto ...
79 Friend, Henry
68 Hupenden, C.
189 Kelly, Michael
169 Maundell, John
66 Simms, J.
158 Turner, John Andrew
192 Young, James ...
204 Ditto ... ...
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
dim  ...
Homestead
Homestead,  1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.2
Pre-emptive on
Calliungal No.1
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Raglan ...
Conditional ...
Agricultural.
A.  it.  P. A.  B.
36 0 0
30 0 0 57 0
148 2
40 0
60 0 0
... 160 0
...
... 45 0
... 160 0
... 160 0
...
... 56 0
52 0
... 56 0
... 44 0
... 116 0
... 200 0
..
...
129 0
14 0 0 34 2
... 100 0
61 0
.0 0
...
... 150 0
... 133 0
... 160 0
160 0
54 0 0
... 144 1
... 160 0
... 320 0
First Class Second Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
320 0
...
...
...
...
...
320 0
320 0
160 0
160 0
159 0
160. 0
156 1
147 0
Year. I  Rent. Balance due.
P. A. B. P. s. d. £ s. d.
0 2nd 8 0 0
960 0 0 4th 18 0 0
A8 L  0 0 2nd 22 0 6
250 0 0 4th  6 5 0
315 0 0 3rd 7 17 6
448 0 0 3rd  11 4 0
361 0 0 3rd  9 0 6
5th 1 7 0
0 ... 2nd  8 0 0
0 ... 2nd  8 0 0
0 3rd 4 0 0
0 ... 3rd  2 11 0
0 ... 5th  3 14 6
0 3rd 1 0 0
40 0 0 6th 2 3 4
0 ... 6th  3 0 0
0 5 0
240 0 0 2nd  4 0 0
0 ... 3rd  1 2 6
0 ... 4th  4 0 0
0 4th  4 0 0
80 0 0 3rd  2 0 0
0 ... 6th  0 18 8
0 ... ...  1 6 0
0 ... 2nd  1 3 4
0 ... 5th  1 2 0
0 ... 4th  2 18 0
0 4th 10 0 0
82 0 0 4th  2 1 0
80 0 0 7th  2 0 0
0 ... 6th  2 3 0
38 ... 6th  0 16 4
0 ... 2nd  1 17 6
0 6th 1 2 10
0 432 0 0 3rd  12 6 0 0 13 1
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
0 ... 6th 0 18 9
0 ... 6th 2 9 10
0 ... 4th 4 0 0
0 ... 5th 4 0 0
...
6th 1 13 9
19 ... 2nd 1 4 2
0 ... 4th 4 0 0
0 ... 2nd 7 0 0
160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
1,280 0 0 2nd 24 0 0
0 ... 5th 4 0 0
0 ... 4th 3 6 5
0 ... 5th 4 0 0
0 ... 5th 3 18 6
24 ... 6th 1 4 8
1,000 0 0 2nd 18 15 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
64n 0 0  3rd  16 0 0
0 473 0 0  6th 21 16 6
80 0 0  6th 2 0 0
500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
150 0 0  5th 3 15 0
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
640 0 0 3rd  16 0 0
0 5th 1 6 0
4,000 0 0  3rd  100 0 0
640 0 0  2nd  9 6 8
80 0 0  2nd 0 10 0
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
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Register
No. Lessee.
31 Appleton, James ...
8 Bernstein, L.
2 Christian, W. and M.
3 Christian, William ...
4 Ditto ..
6 Christian, J. and W.
7 Christian, W.
15 Christian, W. M. ...
16 Ditto ...
9 Macartney and Mayne
23 Macartney, John Arthur
24 Ditto
29 Ditto ...
30 Ditto ... ...
34 Ditto ... ...
35 Ditto ... ...
36 Ditto ... ...
37 Ditto ... ...
38 Ditto ... ...
42 Ditto ... ...
43 Ditto ... ...
44 Ditto ... ...
45 Ditto ... ...
46 I Ditto
47 Macartney, John Arthur ...
48 Ditto .. ... ...
1 Mayne, E. G. ... ...
10 Ditto ...
40 Paterson, William Hunter...
32 Smith, John ... ...
41 Talbot, Edward ... ...
26 Talbot, Philip ... ...
33 Ditto ... ...
5 Talbot, P. ... ...
227 Antoney, Joseph ...
233 Black, Henry ...
222 Briggs, R.
214 Collings, J. S. ...
W. H.125  Corkhill ,
219  Cumming, Andrew
...
220  Ditto ...
44  Danger, W. J. ...
189 Gregory, J. A.
t203 Dit o ...
201 Ditto ... ...
149 Ditto ... ...
150 Ditto ... ...
151 Ditto ... ...
216 Ditto ... ...
217 Ditto
228 Ditto
236 Ditto
239 Ditto
260 Ditto
261 Ditto
262 Ditto
223 Macmillan, A. C.
224 Ditto ...
266 Nelson, James
15 Roberson, J.
127 Sprole, J.
234 Wilson, J. W.
235  Ditto ...
107 Yates. S. ... ... ...
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A. R. P.
Homestead 160 0 0
Conditional ... 200 0 0 ...
Pre-emption on
Mt. Funnel Run
Conditional
200 0 0
ditto ... 320 0 0 ...
Pre-emption on
Wilangi Run ...
Conditional ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 240 0 0
Pre-emption on
Waverley Run ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... •..
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ••.
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ..
ditto ..
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 160 0 0
ditto  ...  ... 160 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead .. 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... ... 140 0 0
BOWEN DISTRICT.
Conditional .. 100 0 01i
ditto ... i 40 0 0
.. .
ditto  ...
Homestead  ...
Conditional ..
ditto
Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Strath-
den and Clydes-
dale Consoli-
159 0 0
dated Runs ..
Conditional „
ditto ...  40 0 0 200
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 15 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ...  30 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 35 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ... 160
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
I Homestead ... ... 32
ditto 80 0 0
0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
3rd
210 0 0 6th
4th
1,280 0 0 7th
320 0 0 7th
610 0 0 7th
100 0 0 6th
... 5th
... 5th
4,00  0 0 5th
1,250 0 0 3rd
750 0 0 3rd
380 0 0 3rd
920 0 0 3rd
270 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
380 0 0 2nd
380 0 0 2nd
380 0 0 2nd
270 0 0 2nd
260 0 0 2nd
300 0 0 2nd
270 0 0 2nd
150 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
5,780 0 0 7th
1,440 0 0 5th
... 2nd
... 2nd
2nd
120 0 0 3rd
2nd
500 0 0 7th
162 0 0 3rd
96 0 0 3rd
648 0 0 3rd
600 0 0 4th
6th
640 0 0 4th
600 0 0 3rd
523 0
116 0
400 0
153 0
271 0
116 0
1,586  0
75 0
100 0
102 0
143 0
127 0
270 0
112 0
100 0
640 0
640 0
0 0
242 0
160 0
484 0
480 0
0 7th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 4th
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
2nd
0 8th
0 6th
0 3rd
0 3rd
1
0 0  1 ... 6th
£
4
20
10
32
32
16
10
16
12
10
31
18
9
23
3
9
5
6
5
2
2
3
2
1
1
0
144
36
2
3
2
3
2
19
s. d.
0 0
5 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 0
15 0
10 0
0 0
18 9
6 8
10 10
10 10
10 10
16 3
14 2
3 6
16 3
11 3
6 0
16 8
10 0
0 0
6 8
6 8
0 0
0 0
18 4
10 0
£  s. d.
0 0 6
11 11 0 0 18 710 4 8
5 8 0 0 2 610 0 8
19 14 0 7 6 0
15 0 0
2 6 4
16 0 0
15 0 0
13 1 6
2 18 0
23 0 0 8 9 2
12 2 4
4 13 4
7 8 0
3 13 6
41 17 7
0 16 4
2 10 0
2 11 0
5 17 4
3 15 11
6 15 0
2 16 0
2 10 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
3 6 8
6 1 0 0 4 0
6 0 0
11 16 6
12 0 0 1 7 2
10 6 10
0 1 4
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MACKAY DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
340 Absolon ,  Geo. Richard ...
249 Atherton ,  Edmund... ...
275 Bayley ,  Wm. ... ...
103 Bentley ,  Thomas ... ...
t84 Borron , J. M. ... ...
149 Ditto ..
360 Bruschke ,  Fredrick
373 Butterworth ,  Thos. B.
420 Cambell ,  John ... ...
332 Cashin , John ...
383 Chase ,  Richard William ,..
173 Cook , J. ... ...
400 Denman ,  Edward ... ...
241 Douglas, Jos.
310 Draper ,  Andrew ... ...
312 Ditto  ... ... ...
221 Garcia, R.
96 Graham ,  R.... ... ...
305 Ditto
165 Ironside , G.... ... ...
225 Kemp, William
372 Macartney , W. G....
413 Macdonald ,  Alex. Rose ...
205 Macdonald , C. C. ...
206 Ditto ... ...
184 Macdonald ,  James ... .
41 Martin ,  Martin, and Barker
209 Morrison, Wm. ..
339 Moss, George ...
210 Muggleton, James ...
267 McDonald, Archibald
303 Ditto
342 McLennan, Alexander
343 Ditto
56 O'Reilly, H. E. ...
357 Paine, J. E.... ...
329 Poynson, Levi ...
t82 Rhewben, A. M. ...
273 Ricketts, Geo. ...
183 Sachan, G. ... ...
199 Seal, P. ... ...
200 Ditto
218 Ditto ...
169 Sherry,  Al.  H. ...
336 Smyth, P. F. ...
235 Swifte, E. H. L.
234 Ditto
313 Ditto
407 Taylor, Matthew ...
406 Turner, John Sargent
222 Webster, Charles ...
Danielson, Andrew...
Davies, Richard ...
Edgar, William ...
Agricultural. First Class Second Class Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral. Rent.  Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R. P.
I
£ s.
218 0 0 4th 5 9
120 0 0 400 0 0 120 0 0 5th 32 0
... 300 0 0 5th 16 0
60 0 0 60 0 0 7th 4 9
50 0 0 350 0 0 240 0 0 7th 27 2
... 408 0 0 3,692 0 0 6th 112 10
160 0 0 ... 3rd 3 13
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10
135 0 0 2nd 1 8
260 0 0 44 1 0 4th 14 2
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0
40 0 0 50 3 0 6th 3 5
119 0 0 2nd 2 9
80 0 0 40 1 0 6th 5 0
150 0 0 4th 3 15
50 0 0 130 0 0 31 0 0 4th 10 19
60 0 0 100 0 0 46 2 0 5th 6 4
40 0 0 35 0 0 50 0 21 7th 6 0
60 0 0 140 0 0 55 3 15 4th 11 11
60 0 0 55 0 0 6th 4 7
30 0 0 40 0 0 33 0 0 5th 5 1
... ... 640 0 0 3rd 6 13
1,250 0 0 2nd 18 4
200 0 0 220 0 0 42 1 24 5th 27 1
120 0 0 80 0 0 30 0 0 5th 1:3 15
40 0 0 100 0 0 66 2 0 6th 9 13
100 0 0
300 0 0 340 0 0 64 0 0
... ... 80 3 0
100 0  0 100 0 0 39 3 0
40 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 160 0 0
2,500 0 0
... 1,000 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0 81 2 0
... 210 0 0
90 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 40 0 0
... 88 3 0
200 0 0
... 60 0 0 60 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 42 2 0
... 156 0 0 233 3 0
117 2 0 ...
10 0 0 ...
100 0 0 429 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 53 0 28
640 0 0
60 0 0 179 1 26
40 0 0  12,0100
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
I  I
140
142
125
13
116
103
37
42
67
60
187
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Hamil-
ton Run ...i
... Conditional
... ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Findlater, Charles ... ...
Gillies, John
Gleeson, Thomas ... ..
Hann, W.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Jenueu, Niel$
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
95 0 0 3rd 1 15 2
45 0 0 180 0 0 7th 6 15 0
60 0 0 120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
40 0 0 140 0  0 6th 610 0
16 0 0 168 0 0 6th  4 11  680 0  0  640 0 01 6th 17100
d. £ s. d.
0
0
0
63
0
8
0 1 9 2
+0 7 4
2
6
0
6
7
6 4 19 4
+1 4 10
0 0 5 0
2
6
6
11
6
6 3 13 0
+0 18 3
4
7
6
0
6
8th 7 10 0 0 8 10
5th 41 0 2
4th 2 0 6
5th 13 10 0
5th 16 0 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 62 10 0
3rd 25 0 0
7th 3 10 0
3rd 4 1 0
4th 5 5 0
7th 2 2 9
5th 5 10 0
6th 2 0 9
5th 5 0 0
5th 4 10 0
5th 6 1 6
6th 13 13 0
4th 2 19 0
5th 0 5 0
5th 28 19 0
4th 8 7 0
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 10 13 4
5th 14 10 0
+0 2 3
0 0 7
+0 0 2
+0 4 6
0 17 6
+0 4 5
... 350 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0 1 010
+0 5 3
300 0 0 332 0 0 8th 23 6 0
100 0 0 1 ... 3rd 2 10 0 1 5 0
0 .. NO  0 a  xnd 1 6 6
+0 6 3
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TOWN S V ILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
113 McDonald, John
117 Nilson, J. P.
108 Olivey, William
143 Steiglitz, J. C.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural First Class Second ClassPastoral.  Pastoral.
Year .  Rent .  Balance due.
A. R. P. A.  R. P. A. R . P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Homestead  ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0 2 6 8
+0 11 8
ditto
Conditional
160• 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
99A n n  3rd 5 10 ()  3 4 2
ditto ... ... 460 0 0 2nd 2  17  6
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
146
108
98
94
32
47
99
150
133
35
45
46
132
154
136
148
143
119
Alen, J.
Arnot,  J. T... ...
Buchanan, D. ...
Ditto ...
Cudmore , D. H. ...
Davinson, R. ...
Fahey, B.
Holland, Daniel ...
Le  Jenne,  P. ...
Mercer, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
McKenzie, A. R. ..
Ryan, Michael John
Simmonds, H. ...
Ditto ...
Steedman, W. ...
Twible , T. W. ...
Homestead ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
Homestead  ...  40 0 0
Conditional  ...  20 0 0
ditto ..
ditto ... 200 0 0
Homestead 80 0 0
Conditional  ...  20 0 0
ditto  ...  60 0 0
ditto .. ...
ditto .. ...
ditto .. ...
ditto .. ...
ditto ..
ditto ... 50 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0 200 2 0
... 690 0 0
... 590 0 0
560 0 0
40 0 0
100 0 0
400 0 0
200 0 0 1,520 0 0
... 100 0 0
20 0 0
500 0 0 642 0 0
...
300 0 0
40 0 0
150 0 0
... ( 640 0 0
350 0 0
COOK DISTRICT.
7 Munro, L.
12 Nisbett, John Heyde
11 Ramsay , Percy ...
13 Ramsay ,  John Simeon
3 Sachs, L. F.... ...
4 Ditto ... ...
Sugar ...  ...  640 0 0
ditto  ...  500 0 0
ditto 500 0 ()
ditto ...  11,000  0 0
ditto  ...  1,000 0 0
Conditional ... 640 0 0
COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
2 Waeber, Henry .., Homestead ... 80 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
15
18
5
22
17
Aplin, Henry
Cowl, Thomas H.
Feely, T. ...
Henry, Ernest
Shaw, Jerimy
... (Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto
CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
17 Reetz, Hermann Otto
16 Schutz ,  Hermann ...
18 Weir, Alexander ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
149 0 0
148 (1 0
155 0 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
'+016  0
3rd 2 0 0
4th 12 0 6
4th 18 10 0
4th 18 10 0
6th 20 0 0
6th 2 1 8
4th 4 0 0
2nd 9 3 4
3rd 63 0 0
6th 1 2 5
6th 4 0 0
6th 5 d 0
3rd 41 1 0
2nd 3 2 6
3rd 10 0 0
3rd 3 15 0
3rd 16 0 0
4th 12 10 0
3rd 48 0 0 16 0 0
34 7 6
34 7 6
68 15 0
75 0 0
48 0 0
+4 0 0
... 2nd
... 2nd
... 2nd
3rd
... 3rd
240 0 0
80 0 0
200 0 0
640 0 0
91 0 0
2nd 1 15 0
4th 6 0 0
4th 2 0 0
8th 5 0 0
2nd 8 0 0
4th [ 2 5 6
3rd
3rd
3rd
3 2 1
3 14 0
3 17 6
0 4 7
3 1 0
+0 15 3
1,000 0 0 2nd ! 20 16 89 Smith, W. ... ... Conditional ...
3rd 1 8 0 0320 0 08 Yaldwyn, J. H. ... ditto ...
Nature of Selection.
ROMA DISTRICT.
Register
No. Lessee.
63 Garland , C. F.A. ...
73 Mauchleton ,  Thomas
79 O'Connell,  John, senr.
95 Power , John ,,,
85 Suttor , W. C. ...
Homestead
1052
Agricultural.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
98 0 0
Conditional I 46 1 0
ditto ... .., 160 0 0
Homestead, 1868 160 0 0
Homestead, 1868  42 0 0 fl ,,,
SURAT DISTRICT.
7 Wood, W. ... Conditional ...
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
Smith, James
Adams, John Francis
Heap, Walter ...
Macalister, Arthur ,.,
Roach, William ...
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
40 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
97 Angel, Augustus A.
37 Damke, Leo ...
39 Damke, L. ,,.
92 Floyd, Thomas
89 Head, James
93 McLaughlin, Thomas
96 Mickelmore,
91 Richards, Charles ,,.
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional ...I 10 0 0
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
17 Wuth, C. M. Conditional ...
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
13
2
81
74
67
87
Balmain, John ,,.
Holmes, Richard ...
Irving, James
Jesse, Henry
Raymond, George ,.,
Viscardi, Curzio] ,,,
1 Brennan, James
13 Rasmassan , M. P.
Homestead ,,.
Conditional ,,.
900 0 0
50 0 0
330 0 0
109 0 0
100 0 0
First Class econd Class
Pastoral. Pastoral.
156 0 0
12,500 0 0
80 0 0
50 0 0
90 0 0
1187 2 26
80 0 0
640 0 0
A. R. P.
"THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
6 2 0
19 3 0
13 0 0
32 1 0
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
Immigration ... 9 0 0
58 2 0
MACKAY DISTRICT.
9 McCready , Hugh ... ...  Immigration ,.,
Year .  But.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
4th 2 9 0 2 9 0
3rd 3 10 6
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 8 11
$0 12 3
2nd I 83 6 8
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd 1 1 5 0
5th 16 10 0
5th 5 9 0
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 3 18 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 6 5 5
1 13 9
3 0 0
22 10 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 15 0
,0 18 9
3 11 6
$0 17 11
0 14 7
$0 3 8
4 3 9$1 1 0
4th  9 8 0
3rd
4th
2 0 0
32 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
3rd
6th
0 3 6
010 0 0 4 2
0 6 6 0 5 6
$0 1 4
0 16 6
0 4 6
1 9 6
0 4 11
1 4 7$0 6 2
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SUGAR AND COFFEE SELECTIONS, BROUGHT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
"THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
Name.
Where Situated.
County.
28 L. G. Rpss ... ... ... Carlisle ... Bassett ...
32 Bowen Sugar Company ... Herbert ... Kelsey ...
48 J. W. F. Beardmore ... Murray River...
54 Edward Wyndham Tufnell ... Stanley ... Samson Vale ...
Amount of
yearly rent
Area,  payable under
Act  Si
Viot .,  No. 48.
A. n. P. 2  S.  d.
331 0 0  24 16  6
1,257 0 0 31 8 6
1,280 0 0 96 0 0
685 0 0 51 7 6
LEASES UNDER THE SIXTY-SEVENTH CLAUSE OF "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF 1868."
Register
No. Lessee. Reserve.
Parish.
Port ion. Area.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
2
4
20
Beetham, Lydia ...
Dunn, Jeremiah ...
Hopkins, Rachael
Logan
Logan
Radcliffe
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
15
49
60
51
Collins, Ellen
Lewis, David
Ditto
Ditto
Ipswich
ditto
ditto
ditto
10
202
203
204
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
125
32
92
145
143
144
Cribb, Robert ...
Keating and Cronin ...
Munro, J.
Staffinsky, Charles Julius
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
ditto
ditto
ditto
127
73
134
88
86
87
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
47
48
66
57
77
83
84
85
Doran, James
Ditto
Elliott, Aynsley John
Ditto
Harris, George
Harris, John
Ditto
Ditto
Warwick
ditto
King's Creek
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
82
78
95
96
74
97
98
107
79 0 0
60 0 0
73 0 0
72 1 0
80 1 0
80 3 0
52 2 0
71 0 0
41 0 0
47 0 0
42 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
Rent.
B S. d.
5 18 6
4 10 0
6 9 6
5 9 6
6 1 6
6 1 6
3 19 6
5 6 6
3 1 6
3 10 6
3 3 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
52 1 0 3 19 6
62 0 0 413 08600 690
91 0 0 6 16 6
106 1 0 8 0 6
73 1 0 5 9 10
78 0 0 5 17 0
63 0 0 4 17 6
ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
31 Macare, Edwin Rockhampton ... 70 80 0 0 6 0 0
By Authority  :  JiYas 0 .  Bx44 Government Printer, William street,  Brlsbm%
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
THE Honorable the Sp aker of theLegislative Assembly directs it tobenotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the
Electoral District of SOUTH BRISBANE, in room of the Honorable THOMAS
BLACKET STEPHENS, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become
vacant by reason of the resignation thereof by the said Honorable
Thomas Blacket Stephens, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... South Brisbane.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... 19th May, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... 22nd May, 1875.
Polling Day... ... ... ... 26th May,  187  5.
Return of Writ ... ... 29th May, 1875.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority:  JAMES C. B]CAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XVI.] SATURDAY, 22ND MAY, 1875.
TO
suit the Public Convenience in connection
with the  Races , notice is hereby given, that
the hour of holding the Levde on Ner Majesty's
Birthday has been changed to Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Government House,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1875.
LL
L IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levde,
in honour  of Her Majesty's Birthday, at
Government  House, on MONDAY, 24th May, at
Eleven o 'clock a.m.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
REGULATIONS  FOR  THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levde w il l wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume.  Each
gentleman will  come provided with two cards, with
his name legibly written thereon  ;  one to be left in
the Entrance Ha ll , and the other to be given to the
Aide -de-camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entrde
will assemble in the Principal Drawing-room;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the Small
Drawing-room ; and the General Public in the
Ha ll .
By  His  Excellency 's Command,
R. H. MACCARTHY, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to make the following appointments under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868"
The POLICE MAGISTEATI. at Stanthorpe,
to be Acting Land Commissioner at that place ;
WILLIAM H')ETON
to be Land Agent at Stauthorpe.
A. MACALISTER.
[No. 60.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1875.
'IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The POLICE MAGIsrEATE at Stanthorpe
to act as Mineral Lands Commissioner for the
District of Darling Downs South,  in the  room of
Walter C. Hume, transferred.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM MONTGOMEEIE DAVIDSON, District
Surveyor at Maryborough,
to be Deputy Surveyor-General in the Department
of Public Lands.
A. MACALISTER.
The Treasury,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 20th May, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
JLI of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY BoTGEE, Pilot, Moreton Bay,
to be a Coastwaiter at that Port ,  vice  James Howe,
deceased. Appointment to take effect from the 1st
instant.
WILLIAM  HEMMANT.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 20th May, 1875.
L7 IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
j j of the Executive Counc il , has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES W. RICH, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Gladstone,
to be Shipping Inspector at Port Curtis ; and
BARTLEY FAHEY, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Endeavour River,
to be Shipping Inspector at that Port.
WILLIAM HEMM 4
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Colonial Secretary's O ffice,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1875.
LT IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
i of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE CHALE WATSON
to be a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1875
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
direct that the name of
ROBERT JAMIESON, Junr., Bulimba,
be substituted for Robert Jamieson, Bulimba, ap-
rearing in the Commission of the Peace, published
in the Supplement to the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 2nd January, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1875.
I
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to accept the resignation tendered by
WILLIAM PETER CLARK
of his appointment as a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES ROBERT DICKsoN, Esquire, M.L.A.,
to be a Member of the Board of General Education,
in the room of Thomas Blacket Stephens, Esquire,
resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
CORRECTION.
IT is hereby notified that the name of
WILLIAM GORDON
is substituted for Andrew Gordon, in the list of
Sheep Directors for Dawson District, published
in the  Gazette  of 24th April last, page t'28.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIBDS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-In-Chief of
Governor. the Colony of Queensland andits Dependencies.
B
Y virtue and in pursuance of the authority in
me vested, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
the Governor of the Colony of Queensland, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify, declare, and proclaim  " The Health Act of
1872" to be in full force within the Municipality
of Brisbane, in the said colony, for a period of six
months from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover_
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the leases of the following Selections of
Land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
142
213
626
Name of Lessee.
William Moffat
Jane Henderson
James Mitchell
Area.
A. R. P.
43 0 0
46 0 0
140 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Brisbane.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  fifteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  I  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
(L.s) -Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W.W. CAIRNS,  and St. George ,  Governor and
Governor.  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
{ N pursuance of clause forty -one of  "The Crown
j Lands Alienation  Art of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAInN8, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty-ninth
day of June, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
No. of
Por- Parish. No
No.  of
lica- LateLessee Area.
Land
Agent's
tion. tion. . District.
A. F. P.
27 'Bunda-
berg
288 J. 0. Thomp-
son
1,000 0 0 Bunda-
berg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO W1T.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order or St.
(L S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  " The homestead
Areas Act of  1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire , the Governor aforesaid, with the
aduce of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tions shall continue  to form part of the homestead
areas  within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open  to selection as Homesteads and
not otherwise , subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 29th day of
June, 1875,  at the several  Land Offices named.
c7 i
00 Parish .  District.
o
A.
- I--
Homestead Late Lessee.Area. I
Felton ., 896 Toowoom- Felton  ... J. G. Bu-
ha
Ditto .. 897 ditto ditto ... H
chatian. Aike ...
X722 Warwick Ellangowan S. J. Mehan
Value of improvements, 230.
Area.
A.
320
320
82
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our L,ird one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER..
GOD SAVE TIIE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Procl imation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro.
claim  that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No of Land.
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.  I Area. Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
896 James Glassen Buchanan 320
J
0 0 Toowoom-
ba
897 Henry Alke ... ...
!
320 0 0 ditto
722 Stephen Joseph Melian'i 82 0 0 Warwick
288 John Charlton Thouip. 1000 0 0 Bundaberg
sum
Given under my Band and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand. eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.
(L.s.)
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of " Th  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection,  situate  in  the  county of
Bentinck, near Stanthorpe.
Portion.  Parish. Area.
A. R.
•
P.
1 Stanthorpe 57 0 0
2 37 0 0
3 37 0 0
4 40 0 0
33
„
177 0 0
34
„
176 0 0
35 142 0
„
0
36 54 0
„
0
37 „ 163 0 0
38 227 0 0
39 43 0 0
40 222 0 0
6 Marsh  17  3 0
7 20 0 0
8 22  0 0
9 24 0 0
10 27 0 0
11 25 2 0
12 35 0 0
14 ,, 41 0 0
15 ,,  26 2 26
16 ,, 67 0 0
17 35 0 0
18 26 0 0
19 ,, 20 2 0
20 105 0 0
21 42 0 0
22 32 0 0
33 Folkestone  20 0 0
34 „ 20 0 0
35 20 0 0
36 20 0 0
37 „ 20 0 0
38 „ 20 0 0
39 20 0
„
0
40 20 0 0
41 18 2 13
42 20 0 0
43 18 0 0
44 20 0 0
45 324 0 0
46 10 0 0
47 , 211 0 0
43 59 3 27
Given under my Hand  and Sea],  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5  W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 ,"  1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
Run shall be open to Selection ,  under the  provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of June, 1875, at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the "Amamoor " or "Police Creek
Run," in the Settled District  of Wide Bay and
Burnett ,  which has become  forfeited  by reason
of  non-payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree about one and
a-half miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east from  Tooth' s station , Widgee  Widgee ; from
thence east twelve and a-half miles  by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both sides  ;  from thence north and  west by the
scrub across Amamoor Creek thirteen miles to a
marked tree ,  and from thence south five miles to
the starting point.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor .  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, " 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes,  as an  extension of the
Taroom Town Reserve.
DESCRIPTION.
8 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek
with the Dawson River, and bounded thence on the
south by an east line one mile and seventy chains ;
thence on the east by a north line three miles fifty.
two chains  ;  thence on the north by a west line one
mile sixty chains to the right bank of the Dawson
River ; and on the west  by the  right bank of that
river upwards to the oint of commencement,-
exclusive of the Town Reserve of Taroom, contain.
ing 800 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fifteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty- eighth year of  her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TER QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale  by auction otherwise than in
town or suburban lots ; and I further notify and
proclaim that the Proclamation dated 15th January,
1869, which appears in page 66 of the  Government
Gazette  of 1869, shall be and is hereby  cancelled,
so far as relates  to the Town Reserve of Gympie, as
notified therein.
Description of the amended  boundaries  of the Town
Reserve of Gympie, county of March.
Commencing on the right bank of the Mary
River, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
road forming part of the north- east  boundary of
Goldfield Homestead Selection 42 bearing three
hundred and twenty-five degrees about eleven
chains  ; on the north-west by a line bearing fifty-
five degrees seventy-four chains to the north corner
of section twenty-five ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees forty-
two and a-half chains to a point on the north-east
boundary of section 28; again on the north-west by
a line  bearing fifty-five degrees about fifty-four and
three-quarter  chains  to the original north-east
boundary of the town;  again  on the north-east by
a line being part of said original boundary of the
town bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees to
the north- east  boundary of the cemetery reserve ;
thence by part of the north- east  and south-east
boundaries of that reserve south-easterly and south-
westerly ; thence by continuation of aforesaid
original boundary of the town bearing one hundred
and forty-five degrees to Deep Creek ; thence by
Deep Creek downwards to the bridge at the Bris-
bane road ; thence by that road south-easterly to
the Imbil road about forty-seven and three-quarter
chains ; thence by the Imbil road south-easterly
about twelve chains ; thence by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about twenty-one  chains  to the junction
of a gully with the Mary River, and on the
remainder of the south-west by the Mary River
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE TITS QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in mevested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
A  ct  of  1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
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Esquire , the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder
described shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road resumed from portion 81, parish of Wararba.
(H. C. Dellit.)
From the south boundary of portion 81, parish of
Wararba, north-easterly and south-easterly to its
east boundary ;  containing 3 acres.
Road one chain wide ,  resumed from portions  273
and 274, parish of Goodna. (M. Kerwin.)
From the west boundary of portion 273, parish
of Goodna, south-easterly to its south boundary ;
containing 15 perches. From the north boundary
of portion 274, parish of Goodna, south-easterly to
its south boundary; containing 1 acre 2 roods and
6 perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 538,
Warwick District. (P. Muller.)
A strip of land along the whole of the west boun-
dary of selection 538, Warwick District, parish of
Rosenthal ; containing 3 acres 3 roods and 19 per-
ches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 453,
Beenleigh District. (J. Dolan.)
From the south boundary of portion 15, parish of
Tallebuggera, northerly to its north boundary ;
containing 2 acres and 3 roods.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 464,
Beenleigh District. (D. Guinea.)
From the south-east corner of portion 16A, parish
of Tallebuggera, running west along part of its
south boundary ; containing 2 acres and 2 roods.
Road  one and a-half chain wide, resumed from
selection 465, Toowoomba District. (James
Tyson.)
From the south-east boundary of selection 465,
Toowoomba District, parish of Hodgson, north-
westerly to its north boundary ; containing 2 acres
1 rood and 38 perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GoD SAVE THE  QUEEN  !
QIIEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause  forty- one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY,  the twenty -sixth day of May,
1875 ,  at the Toowoomba  Land Office.
Part of the  leased portions of Gvombundee and
Gowrie Runs, District  of Darling  Downs,
forfeited  by reason of  non-payment of rent.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
29, parish of King, and bounded  thence by  a line west
about 420 chains  to the  west boundary of Gowrie
ten years '  lease  ;  thence by that boundary bearing
north to the  range separating  the waters of Oaky
Creek from those of Myall Creek ; thence by that
range north-easterly to the Main Dividing Range
thence by that range south-easterly to a point
bearing north from the north- east  corner of Goom-
bungee Homestead Area ; thence by aline south to
the said corner of homestead  area  ; thence by the
north boundary of that homestead  area and its
extension bearing west about 353 chains; thence
by a line south about two  miles  twenty-six chains
to the north-east  corner  of portion 29, parish of
King; thence by the north boundary of that
portion bearing west to the  point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty- second
day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of,  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen-mile Creek, Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west 210 chains to the east boundary of
portion 589; on the west by parts of that boundary
bearing north and west, by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south and east boundary lines of portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north.boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the  east  boundary of portion
310, by the south boundarigs of portions 353, 534,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eigh hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . 3WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section  one of "  The Homestead
Areas Art  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive C uncil, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder  described shall be and are hereby set
apart as an extension  of the Goonibungeo Home-
stead Area, subject to the provisions  of the said
Act, and  that the said  lands shall be open to
Selection  as Homesteads  and not otherwise, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the twenty-sixth day of May, 1875.
Extension  of the Goombungee Homestead Area,
District of Darling Downs.
About 2,800 acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
52, parish of King ; thence on the east by the west
oundary of Goombungee Homestead Area, bearing
north  ; thence on the north by a line bearing west,
in continuation  of the north boundary of • said
homestead  area,  about 153 chains ; thence on the
west by a line south,  along  the west boundary of
Selection 39, Toowoomba Register, to the north-
west corner  of portion 30; thence on the south by
the north  boundaries  of portions 30, 31, 32, and
52, parish  of King, to the point of commencement,-
including selection  39, Toowoomba Register, sur-
rendered  to the Crown.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in  the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
Peak ; thence by a line bearing south 4 degrees 30
minutes east to the north boundary of portion 222,
parish of King ; thence by part of the north boun-
dary of that portion and the north boundary of
portion 209 to its north-easb corner; thence by a
line south 12 chains 66 links ; thence by a line
east 18 chains 90 links; thence by a line north 20
chains 55 links ; thence by a line east 54 chains 21
links; thence by a line north 81 chains 94 links;
thence by a line east 71 chains 55 links ; thence by
a line north 33 chains ; thence by a line east 70
chains ; thence by a line south 33 chains ; thence
by a line east 137 chains 39 links; thence by a line
north along the west boundaries of portions  23,  26,
27, 29 parish of King, to the point of commence-
men t.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of April, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirl y - eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  I W ILLIA M  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
l Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY,  the 1st day of June ,  1875, at the
Stan'horpe Land Office.
I
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  )  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion o the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  . the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872 ," 1,  WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homest %ads and not
otherwise ,  at the  Toovoomba  Land Office, on and
after  TUESDAY, the twenty-sixth day of May,
1875.
Lands forfeited ,from the Lease of Gowrie Run,
District of Darling Downs, by reason of non-
payment of rent.
About 4,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
19, parish of King, and bounded thence on the
north by  a line  bearing west to the west boundary
of Gowrie 10 years' lease, thence by part of that
boundary bearing south to the summit of Boak
Description of Lands surrendered from the Lease
of Pikedale Ifun, in the Unsettled District of
Darlinq Downs, which have  been  reserved for
Township purposes under Proclamation dated
the 5th April,  1875.
About 51 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1855, page 1767, at the head of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty  chains ; thence on the
west by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over Fat the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run; thence on the east by the
same watershed northerly to the watershed separat-
ing the Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the head
of Pike's Creek ; and thence  again  on the east by a
south line to the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of' commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles as marked on Land Agent's map.
Given under my Band and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . S W ILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Art of  1868,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
I
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY , the 1st
day of June ,  1875 ,  at the Ipswich Land Office
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 16 chains and 80 links, 347 degrees 14
chains and 8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide;
on the north by that road bearing east 28 chains
and 6 links ; on the east by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to Murphy's Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in  the thirty-eighth  year  of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHEN S.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1875.
CI.I,Z't N LANDS A].JENATION ACT
OF 1F68."
SITTINGS OF CO)y',MISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe ('cmnnssioners of Crown Lands under  "7he
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868." willhold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the iolloR ing dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
Rest Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday iI•
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their Aitness.
DARLING  DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At Vie Li nd Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land  Office,  Warvlick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land tiff ce, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterward.,.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
PORT CIIRTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE. BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
2SRTTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
mouth afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thnra-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DIsrRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cookt, an, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT of BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normauton,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat,' the first Thurs-
day in July, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LRICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and  every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
N onday in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the. following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1875.
DRAYTON COMMONAGE.
r N pursuance of the 5th section of the Additional
j Commonage Regulations of the 26th Septem-
ber, 187Q, established under  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Art of  1868," it is hereby notified for
general information that the undermentioned per-
sons have been elected Trustees of the Drayton
Town Common under the said regulations, and that
the Secretary for Lands has confirmed the appoint.
ments:-
RICHARD WHITTAKER,
HENRY NEALE, Senior,
RICHARD CLFARY,
RICHARD ANDERSON,
CHARLES [)ROUGHTON,
GEORGE W HITTAKER,
THOMAS JENKINS,
e,HARLEs FARQDHARSON,
PATRICK HANRAHAN.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
IT is  hereby notified for  general information that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled  Districts , have  been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries  thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Huns.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions ,  must for-
ward their  objections,  in writing ,  to this Depart-
ment ,  before the  17th day  of August next.
Plans of these Runs may be seen ,  and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application at
this Department.
A. MACALISTER.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run - Cargoon No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Richard J. and Francis
Anning.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Lolworth
No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south ten degrees east along the west boundary
of said Lolworth No. 3 Run and a prolongation thereof,
crossing the south head of Lolworth Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow to the watershed separating Lolworth
Creek, a tributary of the B urdekin River, in the unsettled
district of North Kennedy, from Walker's Creek, a
tributary of the Flinders River, in the unsettled district
of Burke ; thence by that watershed north-easterly to
the west boundary of Rocky Hills No. 2 Run in the un-
settled district of Burke ; thence along that boundary
bearing north to the north-east corner of last-named run ;
thence along the north boundary of the said Rocky Hills
No. 2 Run bearing west to the south-east corner of the
Rocky Hills Run also in the unsettled district of Burke ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
north boundary of that run to a point bearing west of
the north-west corner of Lolworth No. 3 Run ; and
thence on the north by an cast line to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cargoon No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Richard J. and Francis
Anning.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 ,'
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the north-west corner of Lolworth
No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line along the north boundary of the Cargoon No. 2
Run crossing Duck Creek thirty-two chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over XII on right bank of said
creek to the east boundary of Rocky
Hills Run in theunsettled district of Burke ; thence on the west bye a
north line along part of that boundary and a prolonga-
tion thereof in all eight miles ; thence on the north by
an east line to the Basalt River ; thence on the north-
east by the right bank of that river downwards to a
point forty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
X over X over X, said point being also the north-west
angle of the Cargoon No I Run ; and thence on the
east by a line bearing south ten degrees east along the
west boundary of last-named run six miles forty-eight
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run Reedy Springs No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-Richard J. and Francis A.
Anning.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ff
Total ... 30
Commencing on the right bank of the Clarke River
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over XXV, said
point being the `test corner of the Yering Run, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a south-east line
along the south-west boundary of last-named run and a
prolongation thereof in  all six  miles twenty-four chains;
thence on the south-east by a south-west line  six miles s
thence on the south-west by a north-west line four miles
twenty-four chains to a point bearing south-west of a
tree marked broad-arrow over IV at the head of the
Clarke River ; thence by a line bearing north-east one
mile thirty-two chains to the last-mentioned tree ; and
thence on the north-west by the right bank of the
Clarke River downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Reedy Springs No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-R. J. Anning and F. A.
Anning.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total
Commencing on the left bank of the Clarke River at
a tree marked broad-arrow over XXV, being a point
opposite the west corner of the Yering Run, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a north-west line three miles
fifty-six chains ; thence on the north-west by a south-
west line six miles ; thence on the south-west by a south-
east line five miles fifty-six chains to a point south-west
of a tree at the head of the Clarke River marked broad-
arrow over IV ; and thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north-east one mile twenty-four chains to the
Clarke River at a point opposite the last-named tree and
by the left bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ellen Vale.
Claimants of Lease-Anning and Co.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the east boundary of Newburgh No. 2
Run at the south-west corner of Wando Vale Run, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line along part
of the west boundary of first-named run and a prolon-
gation thereof, in all five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line ten miles ; thence on the east by a north
line five miles to the south-east corner of Weirdo Vale
Run ; and thence on the north by a west line along the
south boundary of last-named run, passing through a
tree marked broad-arrow over IV at the head of the east
branch of Camp Creek, crossing Camp Creek fifteen
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over VI, and
crossing Junction Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over XIV on the right bank of last-named creek ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lolworth No. 4.
Licensees-Fanning, Griffiths, and Co.
Estimated Area-
Available . ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth Creek at
a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over II, said
tree denoting the south-east corner of Lolworth No. 3
Run and south-west corner of Lolworth No. 2-'Run, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line five miles
thirty chains ; thence on the south by a west line five
miles twenty chains to the east boundary of Cargoon
No. 2 Run ; thence on'the west by a line bearing north
ten degrees west four miles to the south head of Lol-
worth Creek at a point opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow ; and thence on the north by the right bank of
that branch downwards to its junction with the main
branch of Lolworth Creek, and by the right bank of
that creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lolworth No. 6.
Licensees-Fanning, Griffiths, and Co.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10
,,
Total ... ... 40
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth Creek at
a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over II, said
point being also the north-east corner of Lolworth No. 4
Run ; and bounded thence on the west by a south line
along part of the east boundary of that run five miles
ten chains ; thence on the south by an east line eight
miles ; thence on the east by a•north line five miles
twenty-seven chains to the right bank of Lolworth Creek
at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over VII ;
and thence on the north by the right bank of last-named
creek upwards to the point of commencement,
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Name of Run-Toomba.
Claimants of Lease-Fanning, Griffiths, and Co.
Name of Run-Springy Grove.
Claimants of Lease-John M itchell and Patk.
Estimated Area-
Available ...
'
... ... 40 sr,uare miles.
Gilbert Gill.
Estimated Area-
Unavailable ... ... 10 „ Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 11
Total ... ... 50 „
Total ... ... 41
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth Creek at
a tree marked XV over broad-arrow, said point being
also the north-cast angle of Weaner Vide Rim, and
bounded thence on the west  by a  south line along part
of the cast boundary of that run two miles sixty chains ;
thence on the south by an cast line five miles seventy
chains to Hann's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over V ; thence on the south-east by the left bank of
that creek downwards to a point forty chains abo,,e a
tree marked broad-arrow over VII ; thence on the east
by a north line seven miles sixty chains to Lolworth
Creek at a point about twelve chains east of a tree
marked III over broad-arrow ; and thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Toomba No. 2.
Licensees -Fanning,  Griffiths, and Co.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... .. ... 39 square miles.
Unavailable .-. ... 9
,,
Total ... ... 48 >f
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over V, and bounded thence
on the north by am est line two miles sixty chains to
the left bank of Tomahawk Creek twenty chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over XIII on the left bank of
that creek, and by the left bank of Tomahawk Creek
upwards twenty chains to the last-mentioned tree ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing south forty
degrees west five miles ten chains ; thence on the west
by a south line seven miles to the left bank of the
Burdekin River at a tree marked broad-arrow over III ;
and thence on the south-east by the left bank of that
river downwards to the junction of Douglas Creek ; and
on the east by the right bank of that creek upwards to
the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-South Merino.
Claimants of Lease-John Mitchell and Patrick
Gilbert Gill.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 1 „
Total ... ... 26
Commencing on the left bank of Lolworth Creek at a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow, said tree
being distant one mile sixty-eight chains in a north-
westerly direction from a tree marked III over broad-
arrow on the right bank of said creek, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the north by a west line nine miles
twenty-four chains ; thence on the west by a south line
nine miles sixty chains to Lolworth Creek at a point
opposite a tree marked XV over broad-arrow at north-
west corner of Toomba Run ; and thence on the south-
east by the left bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tuppal.
Claimants of Lease--John Mitchell and Patk.
Gilbert Gill.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total .... ... 45 )f
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow on the left
bank of the Burdekin River at the junction of Camel
Creek, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
four miles thirty-six chains ; thence on the east by a
south line eleven miles ten chains to the left hank of the
Burdekin River at a point about forty-eight chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over XIV on the right
bank, and about forty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over XIII also on the right bank of the above
river ; and thence on the south-west and west by the
left bank of that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Briar Field.
Claimants of Lease-John Mitchell and Patk.
Gilbert Gill.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...
... 44 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ,.. .-. 54 11
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin River
at a tree marked broad-arrow about hall-a-mile below
the junction of the Clarke River, being also the north
corner of the Niall Run, and bounded thence on the
south-west, by a line bearing south-east along the north-
west boundary of that run five miles ten chains ; thence
on the south by an east line six miles : thence on the
east by a north line nine miles seventy chains to the
right bank of the Burdekin River at a Feint about forty
chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over  R V in
the bed of the river : and thence on the north-west by
the right bank of the Burdekin R:vcr upwards to the
point of commencement.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burdekin
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over XV, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a south-west line
along the south-east boundary of Merino Downs Run
five miles sixty chains ; thence on the south-west by a
line bearing south-east two miles forty chains to the left
bank of the Clarke River at a point about fifty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV on the
right bank of that river ; thence on the south-east by
the left bank of that river downwards to its junction
with the Burdekin River ; and thence on the north-east,
by the right bank of that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run -Mitchell Vale.
Licensees- John Mitchell  and Patk. Gilbert Gill.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable
Total ff
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin River
at a tree marked broad-arrow over III, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line along the west boun-
dary of Spring Grove Run seven miles to the south corner
of Kangaroo Hills No. 5 Run ; thence on the north-
east by a line bearing west 'twenty-one degrees north
along part of the south-west boundary of the last-
named run four miles thirty-two chains ; thence on the
west by a south line to the north-east corner of
Kangaroo Bills No. 9 Run and along the east boundary
of that run, in all, ten miles thirty-two chains, to the
Burdekin River (and passing through a point equi-
distant from trees marked broad-arrow over VII and
broad-arrow over VIII) ; and thence on the south-east
by the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-John Allingham and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable
Total
„
>f
Commencing on the left bank of Camel Creek, at a tree
marked broad-arrow, at the j unction of said creek with the
Burdekin River, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line along the north boundary of Tuppal Run four
miles and thirty-six chains ; thence on the south-cast by
a line hearing north twenty-eight degrees east seven
miles seventy chains ; thence on the north by a west line
four miles fifteen chains to the left bank of Camel Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over VIII ; and thence on
the north-west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Kangaroo H ills N o. 2. Name of Rau-Kangaroo Hills No. 6.
Claimants of Lease - Jo
Allingham.
hn and Christopher Claimants of Lease--John
Allingham.
and Christopher
Estimated Area- Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles. Available ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 11 Unavailable 5
Total ... ... 30 11 Total 33
Commencing on the right bank of Camel Creek, at a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over VIII,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line seven
miles ten chains; thence on the west by a south line six
miles twelve chains to the left bank of the Burdekin
River at, a point about ten chains north and eight chains
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over XXX on the
opposite bank of said river ; thence on the south by the
left bank of the Burdekin River downwards to the
junction of Camel Creek opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow; and thence on the south-east by the right bank
of Camel Creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 3.
Claimants of Lease - John and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable 11
Total ... ... 36
Commencing on the left bank of Camel Creek, at. it
tree marked broad-arrow over XVI, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line three miles and ten chains ;
thence on the east by a south line eight miles and forty-
five chains ; thence on the south by a west line to the east
corner of Kangaroo Hills No.1 Run and along the northern
boundary of that run, in all five miles and ten chains, to
the left bank of Camel Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over VIII ; and thence on the west by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run- Kangaroo  Hills No. 4.
Claimants of Lease  - John and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available . .. ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 20
Total n
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek, at a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over XII, and
bounded thence on the north by a west line nine miles
and sixty chains to the eastern boundary of Kangaroo
Hills No. 3 Run ; thence on the west by a line bearing
south along part of that boundary one mile and fifteen
chains ; thence again on the north by a west line along a
part of the south boundary of last-named run one mile ;
thence on the north-west by a line hearing south twenty-
eight degrees west along part of the south-east boundary
of Kangaroo Hills No. 1 Run two miles sixty chains to
the left bank of Tomahawk Creek ; thence on the south-
west by the left bank of that creek downwards to a point
twenty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XIII ; thence on the south by an east line two miles
sixty chains to the right bank of Douglas Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over V ; and thence on the east by
the right bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 5.
Claimants of Lease - John and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 11
Total ... ... 50 11
Commencing on the right bunk of Tomahawk Creek,
at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
south forty degrees west five miles and ten chains ; t hence
on the south-west by a line bearing west twenty-one
degrees north ten miles to the north-east corner of
Tuppal Run ; thence on the north-west by a line bearing
north twenty-eight degrees east along part of the south-
east boundary of Kangaroo Hills No. I Run five miles
ten chains to the right bank of Tomahawk Creek at a
point about fifty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow ;
thence on the north-east by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Commencing on the right bank of Douglas Creek, at a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over XII, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary of kangaroo Hills No. 4 Run five
miles and fifteen chains ; thence on the west by a north
line seven mile, fifty-si-c chains; thence on: the north by
an east line three miles fifteen chains to the right bank
of Douglas Creek at a tree narked broad-arrow over XX,
I lie last-lnentionect line also passing through a tree marked
broad-arrow, and strikes the said creek at it point where
it branches into two heads ; and thence on the oast by
the right bank of Douglas Creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Kangaroo  Hills No. 7.
Claimants of Lease - John and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 7
Total ... . 32 „
Conmienciug on the left bank of Douglas Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over V, and bounded thence on
the south by an east line three miles thirty-five chains
thence on the east by a north line seven miles sixty chains
thence on the north by a west line four miles fifty-five
chains to the left bank of Douglas Creek at a point
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over X11; and
thence on the west by the left bank of that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Hills No. 9.
Claimants of Lease - John and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available Area ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 11 „
Total ... ... 49 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin River
at a point about forty-eight chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over XI V on the right bank and about forty
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over XIII also
on the right bank of the above river, said point being
also the south angle of Tuppal Rum ; and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
cast boundary of that run eight miles fifteen chains
thence on the north by an east line five miles twenty-
four chains; thence on the east by a south line nine
miles forty-four chains to the left bank of the Burdekin
River at a point about sixty chains in a south-easterly
direction from a tree marked broad-arrow over VI11,
and about one mile and three-quarters below the junc-
tion of the Clarke River on the opposite side ; and
thence on the south by the left bank of the Burdekin
River upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run----Kangaroo Hills No. 11.
Claimants of Lease - Jo hn and Christopher
Allingham.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 1)
Total ... ... 40 11
Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin River
at  it  point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXVII,  said point being also the south -east corn er of
the Bagatelle Run, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line along the east boundary of last-named run
and a prolongation the reof-in all  eight miles and sixteen
chains ; thence on the north by  all  east line five miles to
the north -west co rn er of Kangaroo Hills No. 2 Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along that boundary
six miles twelve chains to the left bank of the Burdekin
River at a point about  eight  chains west of a tree
marked brood -arrow over  XXX on the  right bank of
that riser; and on the south  by the left  bank of the
Burdekin River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
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Name of Run-Powlathanga Lake.
Claimant of  Lease-The  Bank  of New  South Wales.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ...  37 square miles.
Unavailable 13
Total 11
Commencing on the left bank of Balfe's Creek at the
junction of Powiathanga Creek, at a point about twenty
chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over XVIII
on the right bank of the first-named creek, and where
the present road from the Cape Diggings to Mullche,ter
crosses Powlathanga Creek ; and hounded thence on the
south by an east line five miles ; thence on the east by a
north line ten miles, passing thirty chains west of a tree
marked broad-arrow oscr X and forty-five chains east of
a tree marked broad-arrow over Xl ; thence on the
north by a west line the miles; and thence on the west
be a south line ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Pandanna.
Claimant of Lease-John Langton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. , 11
Total ... ... 35
Commencing on the left bank of Graf Creek, a
southern tributary of the Bvrdekin River, at it tree
marked broad- arrow  over XVII, and bounded thence on
the north-east by a north-west line five miles forty-eight
chains  ; thence on the north-west by a line bearing
south-west seven miles  ;  thence on  the south-west by a
south-east line three  miles forty-eight chains to Gray
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow  over VIII ; and
thence on the south -east by the left bank of that creek
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run- Saddington.
Claimant of Lease- -John Langton.
Estimated Area-
Available  .. ... ... 30 squa re  m iles.
Unavailable ... 5
Total .. ... 35
Commencing on the right hank of Gray Creek, a
southern tributauv of the Burdekin River, at it point
opposite it tree marked broad-orrow over VIII, and
hounded thence on the south-west by a south-east line
five miles twenty chains ; thence on the south-east by a
north-east line urine miles forty chains; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line five miles eight chains to
the right batik of Gray Creek at a point opposite a tree
marked broad-arrow over XX; and thence on the
north-west by the right bank of that creek upwards  to
the point of commencement.
Name of fiun-'Sprin,b,ek."
Licensees--John Langton and Robert Williamson.
Estimated area---
Available .. ... ... 30 square miles.
l navailable 5 11
Total ... ... 35 11
Commencing on the left bank of Gray Creek (a
southern tributary of the Burdekin River) at a tree
marked broad-arrow over XIII, being the south corner
of the Maul Meal Run, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a north-west line along part of the south-
west boundary of that run three miles ten chains ;
thence on the north-west by a south-west line seven
miles sixteen chains ; thence on the south-west by a
south-east line to the north corner of Pandanus Run,
and along the north-east boundary of that run in all
seven miles twenty chains to Gray Creek, at a tree
marked broad-arrow over XVII, and thence on the
south-east by the left bank of that creek downwards to
S' point of commencement.
Name of Run-Spring Lake.
Claimant of Lease-William Mark.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...
Unavailable ...
Total ...
... 33 square miles.
3
... 36
Commencing at a point on the south-east boundary of
Funuara Run two miles north-east  of its south angle
where it is met  by the  west boundary of the  Plains Run,
and bounded thence on the east by a esuth line along
the west boundary of the last-named run five miles
seventy chains ; thence on the south by a west line eight
miles ; thence on the west by a north line three miles
twenty chains to Lolworth Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over XIII ; thence on the north by the right
bank of that creek downwards until it is intersected by
the south-west boundary of the Eumara Run at a point
about twenty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVIII ; thence by a south-east line along part of
the south-west boundary of the last-named run one mile
fifty chains ; and thence by a north-east line along part
of the south-east boundary of that run to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Reeves Lake.
Claimant of Lease-William Mark.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 11
Zotal ... ... 35 11
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth  Cre ek, at
a ti cc, marked broad-arrow over XITI,  said point being
also the north- west  corner of  the Spring  Lake  Run, and
bouu.led thence on the east by a south  line along the
west boundary of that run  and a prolongation thereof, in
all seven miles twenty chains; thence on the south by a
west line six miles fifty chains ; thence on the west by a
north line three miles  ten chains  to Lolworth  Creek at a
tree marked VI over broad- arrow ; and  thence on the
north-west by the right bank of that  creek downwards
to the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Rocky Bar.
Claimant of Lease-W il liam Mark.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square mil es.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 50 11
Commencing on the right hank of Lolworth Creek at
is  tree marked VI over broad-arrow, said point being
also the north-west angle of the Reeves Lake Run, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line along the
west boundary of that run and a prolongation thereof-
in all seven miles forty chains-to Hann's Creek at a
point about seventy-two chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over XIII ; thence on the south-east by
the left bank of that creek upwards to a point about
forty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over VII ;
thence on the west by a north line along the east boun-
dary of the Toomha Run seven miles sixty chains to
Lolworth Creek at a point twelve chains east of a tree
marked III over broad-arrow ; and thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Weaver Vale.
Claimants of Lease-R. Daintree, R. H. Bland, and
E. Klingender.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 55 square  m iles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth  Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXV, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line three  miles ten chains ;
thence en the south by -ail east line thirteen miles thirty-
two chains ; thence on the east by a north  line nine m iles
seventy chains to Lolworth Creek at a tree marked XV
over broad-arrow ; and thence on the north-west by the
right bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified or general information that
an Office for the Selection of Land under the
provisions of  " the Crown Lands Alienateon Act of
1868," will he opened at Stanthorpe, on and after
TUhSDAY, 8th June, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
1 T. Owen ... Road separating p,)rtion
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 244 ...
2 R. Hewlett Road separating portion
. 236 from -portion 501
-I
i
IA. H.  P.
Brassall ...I 4 0 0
1 0 32
3* Works De-
partment Road  separating  portion
242 from portion 243 1 Flinders ,.. 2 0 38
4* Road  separating portion
53 from portion 54 ... I „ 1 0 9
Partof the road  separat-I
ing portion 57 from
portion 58 ... ...
Road separating pog-
tious 64,  59, and pa rt
of 68, from portions 63,
60, and part of 57 ...
0 0 27
5*
8*
7*
2 2 27
Road separating portion
40 from portion 38 ... Deucbar  ...  4 0 25
* These closures are proposed to be carried out in connection
with new roads to be opened.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
i_TIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands here.
under described have been resumed from the leases
of the Runs called " Lilyvale " and " Markland,"
in the Leichhardt District, and that the said lands
will be reserved for Township purposes.
A. MACALISTER.
Lilyvale Run.
Area resumed-4 square miles.
Commencing at the east angle of the Taroom
Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line one mile ; thence on the east by a
south line one mile sixty-six chains ; thence on the
south by a west line one mile seventy chains to the
right bank of the Dawson River at the junction of
Sandy Creek ; thence on the east by the right
bank of that river downwards to the buth corner
of the Taroom Town Reserve; and thence on the
north-west along the south-east boundary of that
reserve north-easterly ninety-four chains to the
point of commencement.
Markland Run.
Area resumed-4 square miles.
Commencing at the east angle of the Taroom
Town Reserve, and bounded thence on the south
by an east line one mile; thence on the east by a
north line one mile sixty-six chains ; thence on the
north by a  west line one mile sixty  chains to the
right bank of the Dawson River ; thence on the
west by the right bank of that river upwards to
the west corner  of the Taroom  Town Reserve;
thence on  the south -east by a line north-easterly
along  the north- west boundary  of that  reserve
seventy-four chains  fifty links;  and thence on the
south-west by a line south -easterly one mile twenty
chains to the point of commencement .
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th May, 1875.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
L that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868" has
been made for clos ng the undermentioned  Road;
and all persons who may consider their inter, sts
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent 's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Situation.  Parish.
I Reserved road through selec- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "Tke Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of  Grant  respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and description ,  and such grants respectively, and
every such deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Annes Petersen.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of  error.-The name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee  instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
i` ame of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land ,ql  anted.-Portion 77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area, 42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
CROWN LAND SALE.
CORRECTION.
THE Area ofLot 5of the Sale tobe held atIpswich, on the 8th June  next , should be 70
acres instead of 86 acres ,  as stated in the Pro-
clamation.
T. B, STEPHENS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPIENS.
RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of  Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corn er of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing West  thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide;
on the north by that road hearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and  fifty  links ;  thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley ; part of
original portion No. 153.
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary of
portion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly five chains ; on the north-east by a
line north-easterly five chains ; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly, parallel with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly,' parallel with
the south-east boundary,five chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N1' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions, and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide  at the south -west corner  of portion  265, and
bounded  thence on  the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four  degrees  thirty minutes
north nine  chains and ten links  on the west by a
line bearing  north  fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing  east seven chains and  fifty links
and on the east by a line bearing south nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to  be  granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west  by that road
bearing 'e est thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty-nine links to the point  of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion  2A, parish
of Kilcoy, county of Canning ; area, 104 acres.
11Tature of error.-The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Cliannell street ; on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Ya:sage  street  ;  and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land ,granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare street ;
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains  and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links ;
and on the  west  by Macalister  street bearing south
two chains  to the point  of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of" 271e  Crown  Lands Alienati n  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described  have  been tem-
porarily reserved  for the  purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A  COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh  River,  Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles  to a marked tree ; thence ten miles about
east  back from the river to a marked  tree ; thence
five miles,  about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles  down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE  FOB WATF R SUPPLY  AND CAMPING
GB OUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  on a road  three chains wide at a
point  bearing west,  and distant three chains from
the north- west corn er  of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south  twenty- nine chains  and ninety links;
on the west by  a line  bearing south eighteen  minutes
east  fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a line bearing east  eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north  eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and  on the  east  by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes  east fifty-
one chains  and eighty- six links to  the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of two  acres for a
national school and a road  three chains wide, as
shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north- east corner  of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen  chains  and forty links ; on the south-
west by  a road  to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east  by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west six chains  and twenty  links, again on
the east  by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on  the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east  thirty-three  chains  and fifty-four
links, crossing  the Condamine River, and again on
the east by a line bearing north  sixteen chains and
seventeen links ; and  on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains  and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River  ; and on the north  and east  by that river
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided that before  any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale  for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be reserved  acid placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty -three links; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty -three links ,  and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety -six links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
r1HE undermeutioned Mineral Selection having
I been withdrawn from the areas set apart for
mining license by proclamation ,  in accordance with
the thirty -third section of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  18i2," it is hereby notified that the same
will be open to Selection, as Mineral Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY , 1st June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements ,  if any, on the
Selection to he paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF 1 'ARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg. Local Date of
No. I No. Selection.
1640
Selected by i Locality.
1872
407 20  June T. II. Fletcher On the Bel-
landean side
of Severn
River
Area.
acres
40
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
af'f'ected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHED ULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation . Parish. Area
1  Works De- Part of road  separating Boyd ...
A. 5.. P.
3 1 4
partme nt portion 104 Irom
portion 102
2  T. B. Lyons  Road separating por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 3L t from portion
316
3  J. Schulz  ...  Reserved road  through Walloon 3 320
portion 536
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April, 1875.
I T is hereby notified  for  general information, that
j application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton. No. Applicant. Situation.  Parish. I Area.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.) 1 The Works  Road separating por- Logan 14  2  38
2 acres 3  perches.
Commencing  at the south-West corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
Depart- tions 4s, 43, 41,,.15, 40,
ment. and 47, from portions
90 and 125,  and part
of 87.
bearing  west one chain ; on the west by lines bear.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of"The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been  temporarily
reserved for the purposes named  with  respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHEN S.
RESERVE FOB TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Carendish.
(Amended description, cancelling thit published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south-east cornea of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1.279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred aid seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes one bundled and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ;  on the west by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
111± llEA 8, by the twenty-fifth section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive u eeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunaer described will he
permanently reserved as shon• yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEP B EN S.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DaAYTO` AND
ToowooMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HOhTICUL-
TUBAL SOCIETY.
County of Auhigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoosz ba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a read one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains; on the west by lines
bearing three degn es three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes tea chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Hernia street bearing ea5 o:.e chain
and thirty-eight inks to the joint of eouimwuce-
mont.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
j,' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11 11  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Tiffin , town of 13ulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and  fifty links;  on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and  fifty links  ;  and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line hearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of commence-
ment.
IIFSFRVE FOR A SCHOOL.
I  ounly of Merirale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-Kest corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
hert street five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
CJouuty of Ward, town and parish of Yerang;
section 5.
Commencing  at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded  thence on the south-
west by Hill  street bearing 290 degrees five
chains; on  the north-west by  Price street bearing
twenty degrees  five chains; on the north-ea4t by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains; and on
;he south-east by Nerang  street bearing 200 de-
grees five  chains to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Mar&  town  and parish of Neruuq
allotments  3 to 9  of section 6.
1 acre 3 mods.
Commencing at the north corner of  the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly  five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-cast by that street south-westerly
three chains;  on  the south-west by the  north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two ehams and fitsy-
lmlcs; again on the south-cast by the;  north-wept
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boundary line of  all otment 2  south-westerly parallel
with Nerang  street  one'chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE MARYBOROUGH  HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of 111aryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-c at
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety -four and
a half links ;  on the south-east by the Hospital
1ieserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west  six chains  and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen  minutes east  six chains and twenty
and a half links  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the cast side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
cast by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
g 1 pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES , KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR  MACKAY.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek  where
the eastern  extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west three miles and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a line bearing east eight miles and seventy-
two chains to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creel
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
r "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
• T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of North  Brisbane,
city of Brisbane ,  allotment No .  17 of  section  32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side-of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south -westerly to Creek street ;
on the south -west by that street north -westerly to
Eagle street ;  on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south -westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment .16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
`1i7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks .
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid. the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE  CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22  perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
i
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
T IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j "the Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point hearing south  nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west tk enty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty ehnins; on the
north by a line bearing  east  thirty chains;  and on
the east by  a line  bearing south twenty chains to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment 6 of section 8, town cf Millckester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, tive chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April,  1875.
T is hereby notified for general information
1 that the Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murphy's Creek, established under notice dated
5th December, 1872, published in page 2028 of the
Gecerninent Gazette of  1872, is cancelled.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department. of Public Lands,
Brisbane,, 5th March, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Lnad
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively, and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061, 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee-John Fellows Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and I of section 22, town and parish of Bunda-
berg, county of Cook. Area, one rood each allot-
ment.
Nature of error  in each  Deed.-The  name John
Fellows Boreham having been inserted as that of
the intended grantee, instead of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-11th May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area,  two acres.
Nature of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been  insert , d as that of the intended  grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees.-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description of land granted.-Mineral  selection,
935, county of Bowen. Area, ninety acres.
Nature of error.-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John O'Leary.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Ii I° Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
i)ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
1 all Correspondence with the Government or
business relating  to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including  the issue  of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
IT is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on  each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
ntered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth  clause  of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does  not comprise  any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands  Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases of which will expire on and after the
3tls December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2Otu May, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BRISBANE EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND
OTHERS.
TANK STAND, TERMINUS, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 28th
instant, from persons willing  to contract for the
erection of a Tank Stand at the Railway Terminus,
Brisbane.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tender for Tank
Stand, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within- fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, MACKAY.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bonded Store
at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bond Store,
Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must  state the  time  within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender  there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Me; esty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the 'l'ender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2260.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at  the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Court House,
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenderfor Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2275.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 187 5.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BEENLEIGH.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 4th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Telegraph Office at Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2140.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, NERANG.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Telegraph Office at Nerang.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Neran,q."
Plan,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at  the Court  House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms and
must state  the time within which it is  proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposite  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the no
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2140.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
F
RESH Tenders  w ill be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough, until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th  June next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender ,fbr Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, or at Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on  proper  printed forms,
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver , at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not  necessarily
be accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2156.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this
Office and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from
persons willing to contract 1--r the erection of
Immigration  Barracks, Townsville.
Tendei s to be endorsed  ` •` Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court Houses, Townsville, Rockhampton,
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it  is proposed to
complete the  work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the suns  of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender ,  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not he taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2157.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, TOWNSVILLE.
n1ENDERS will be received at this Office,
and  at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Gaul at
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender Jot Gaol, Towns-
Ville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Toy n,i ille, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work', and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within Fourteen  days from
the usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be  taken  into  consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th April,  1 875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, COOKTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
the Court House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 28th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the  erection of
Bonded Store at Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender, for Bonded
Store, Cooktown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
rerformanee of the Contract, in the event of the
render being accepted,  and undertaking in  that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
.into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba  Creek,  parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with  the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
I that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the  road  referred to, according to the
Plan and Book  of Reference,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor- General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
Lite said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served  upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty  days from the date hereof ,  in such
manner  and form as are provided  in the sixth sec-
tion  of the Act above referred to,  or they will  he
forever foreclosed front ,in ch claim.
H. L. RING.
i5-1JPU
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 9th
April, 1875, folio  749,  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a new Road through
portion 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny,
Darling  Downs  District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the  said  portion of  road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice  must be served  upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such  manner and  form as are provided in
the sixth  section  of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
ff. E. KING.
75-2097.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April, 1875, folio 753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a new  Road from Dray-
ton to Allora, counties of Aubigny and Merivale,
Darling Downs District: Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as  are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3758.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DEUCHAR,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 651,  (fovernment Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Portion 36, parish of Deuchar, county of Meri-
vale, Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty  days  from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referrer
to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-798.  H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st  April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORMANBY,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 2nd
March, 1875, folio 570,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being
deviation Portion 165, parish of Normanby,
county of Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is
hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient o
open and make the road referred to. according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich  ; and all  persons  intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and  form as are
provided in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-1343.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BRISBANE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th March,
1875,  folio 611,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation
of Wickham street, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane,
parish of Brisbane, county of Stanley, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open  and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police
Office, Brisbane ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-775.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public. Works,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
'ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
V March, 1875, folio 651,  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road
from Farm Creek to Emu Creek, county of Meri-
vale. Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Warwick ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road, are her.
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by reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within  forty  days from the date
hereof, in such manner and  form  as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1651.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2 1st April, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 610,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from the
Killarney Road to the Swan Creek Agricultural
Reserve, parish of Cunningham, county of Meri-
vale: Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick ;
and all persons  intending  to claim  compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice  must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner  and form  as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-893.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MILLCHESTER.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine, Millchester, is approved as a place
where Gunpowder may be stored, subject to the
provisions of the Acts relating to the keeping and
carriage of Gunpowder, &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.
a, d.
For each and every barrel or package con-
taining 50lbs. of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks 1 0
Ditto ditto above six weeks, per wetk 0 2
For each and every barrel or package con-
taining  less than 501bs., for any period
not exceeding six weeks  ... ... ...  0 6
Ditto ditto  above six weeks , per week 0 1
H. E. LING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Business, Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
COOKTO WN.
During the Mouth ended 30th April, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name
90'2 Edward Fain 1904 Ah Hing
903 William Sliellson
GYMPIE.
4 Jno. Somerville 7 W. Sloane and J. Lam-
5 Sarah  Taylor bert
6 John Elworthy
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
0
N the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates:-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time, for which they have been  issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, the following Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGER Faris.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner 's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh,  in cases.
Game.
B Huy, pressed in bales.
s Maize.
Onions, in bags.
Peas, in casks or bag..
Poultry.
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From Toowoomba.
26s. per ton, or
Is. 3d. per cwt.
Minimum Is.
RATES TO BRISBANE.
Fro m Dalby . I From Warwick.
36s. 8d .  per ton ,  or 40s per ton, or
Is. 10d. per cwt. 2s. per cwt.
Minimum Is .  6d. Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged on a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
„ exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons:-
25 miles, and under .. id. per gallon.
Over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.  :-
Miles.
m C mb
a
A
nI
ti
R
.n
Under 10
10 to 25
25 to 50
50 to 80
80 to 100
100 to 160
160 to  1,5
s. d. R.  d. a. d.
0 6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
1 3 1 6 1 9 1 2 0 2 3
1 6 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
1 9 2 3 2 6 1 2 9 3 0
2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
S.  d. e. d.
Passengers , Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the  Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given , when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Off  ce,
Brisbane ,  21st  April, 1875.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
11.T OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
I' section of  " An Act to make provision for the
construction by the Government of Railways and fbr
the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed new line Northern
Railway, sections Nos. 5, 6, and 7, from 58 miles
4 chains to 70 miles.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can be
seen at this office, and all parties interested in the
lands to be affected by the said intended railway
are hereby required to transmit to me, at this office,
in writing, within one month from this date, any well
grounded objection which may exist to the adoption
of the said line of railway, or any part thereof, or
of any works proposed in connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 20th May, 1875.
REGULATIONS UNDER 126TH CLAUSE
"CUSTOMS ACT, 1873."
BORDER CUSTOMS DUTIES.
REI'rNDMENT OF DUTIES PAID ON SPIRITS AND
TOBACCO  TAKEN FROM BONDED WAREHOUSES,
FOR E XPORTATION  OVERLAND.
HE following amended Regulations respecting
1V the refundment of Duties paid upon spirits
or tobacco, transmitted from Bond  in Brisbane or
Ipswich, into New South Wales, for consumption
there,  having . been approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, are published for general
information. Former Regulations, dated 28th
December, 1872, are hereby cancelled.
1. The person paying duty upon spirits and
tobacco, intended for transmission overland to New
South Wales ,  shall, at the time of making such pay-
ment ,  notify to the Cusonls Authorities his in-
tention to apply for a refundment of duty upon the
goods reaching that colony.
2. The proper Customs Officer shall thereupon
examine the said goods, and shall re -weigh, or re-
gauge, and ascertain the st re ngth thereof by
Sykes' hydrometer ,  and shall take down the
numbers and marks  of'  the packages ,  and shall
embody this and other necessary information in a
despatch note.  A copy of this despatch note
shall be given to the person in charge of the goods
for presentation to the New South Wales Border
Officer, and the original sha ll  be filed in the Custom
House.
3. If within three months from the date of its
issue, the despatch note which accompanied the
goods shall be returned to the Collector of Customs,
with an endorsement thereon by a New South
Wales Border Officer,  certifying that he identifies
the goods mentioned therein, and that they have
been imported into the Colony of New South Wales
in exactly the same condition as to marks ,  quantity,
strength ,  or weight, as specified in despatch note,
that duty has been paid thereon to that Government,
and proof be given to the Collector of Customs, if
required, that such goods have not (nor any part
thereof )  been subsequently brought back for con-
sumption into Queensland ,- the amount of the duty
origina ll y paid to the Customs Authorities at Bris-
bane or Ipswich, shall thereupon be refunded.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSI.AND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
THE Sheep-owners in the Maranoa District are
hereby requested to meet at the Court House,
St. George, at noon  of'  SATURDAY, the 5th June
next, to elect a Sheep Director, in room of Jesse
Sharpley, deceased.
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st May, 1875.
7 'HE  following Amended Bye -law, made by the
Municipal Council of Warwick ,  having been
con firmed by His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, under his
Hand, in accordance with the 74th section of " The
Municipal Institutions  Act of  1864," the same is
hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
WARWICK MUNICIPALITY.
AMENDED BYE-LAW FOR THE REGULATION
OF MARKETS, MARKET DUES, ETC.
WHEREAS, by the provisions of  " The Municipal
Institutions Act  of 1864," power is given Munici-
palities to frame bye-laws for the regulation of
markets, market dues, &c., and to amend the same
whenever expedient for the Municipality :
It has been resolved by the Warwick Municipal
Council, by and with the sanction of the Governor
in Council, that the following Amended Bye-law
shall hereafter be in force for the regulation of
the Market Sale Yards within the Warwick
Municipality:-
I. The Municipal Council shall have power to
lease, either by auction or by tender, for any period
not exceeding twelve months at any one time, the
Market Sale Yards, and all dues and payments in
connection therewith, as at present in force in the
Bye-law passed by the Municipal Council of
Warwick, on the eighteenth day of August, 1862.
2. Whenever such Market Sale Yards and the
dues and payments in connection therewith shall
have been leased, the power of receiving such dues
and payments, and prosecuting for penalties for non-
payment and sueing for the recovery of the same, as
now vested in the Town Clerk by section No. 7 of
the aforesaid Bye-law, shall be and the same are
hereby vested in the Lessee.
Made and approved by the Council of the Muni.
cipality of Warwick, this 15th day of April, 1875.
FRAs. B. Woons,
Town Clerk.
F. MORGAN,
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER..
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
/GENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 12 o'clock noon on MON DAY ,  the  14th  June
next, for the supply of one thousand seven hundred
(1.700) Pairs of Blankets for the Aborigines, of the
same  quality as a sample blanket to be seen at the
Colonial Stores, and to be deFvered not later than 1st
February, 1876.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted  in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of #100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  Blankets
Mr -Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER. I
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
f'ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock noon on MONDAY, the thirty-first
May instant, for the supply of two hundred pairs
extra strong Brown Blankets of the same quality as
a sample blanket to be seen at the Colonial Stores,
and to be delivered within ten months from the
date of acceptance of Tender.
A Bond for the due performance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose tender may
be accepted, in the sum of fifty pounds, with two
sureties in the sum of twenty-five pounds each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Brown
Blankets."
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th May, 1875.
I
T i, hereby notified for general information, that
a Money Order Office has been opened in con-
nection with the Post Office at. Black Snake.
GEORGE THORN, JUNE.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1875,
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, in con-
formity with the provisions of the ninety-
fifth section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861,"
on and after the 5th day of June next,  to dispense
with the production of two Certificates of Title
standing in the name of John Hanlon, and num-
bered 8810 and 8848, for 1 rood 304 perches, being
subdivisions 1 and 2 of section 13 of portion 121,
parish of Bulimba, and 2 roods, being  subdivisions
3 and 4 of section 5 of portion 1, parish of Yeerong-
pilly, respectively, and more particularly  described
in the Register Book, vol. 72, folios 118  and 80 ; and
will cause memorials  of two transfers from Frederick
Orme Darvall, George Edmondstone,  and James
Gibbon, Trustees of the Queensland  Building
Society No 2, Mortgagees  exercising power of sale
of the said lands respectively in favor of Joseph
Auvache, to be entered on the duplicate of the said
certificates of title contained in the Register Book
aforesaid ; such entries, when so made, completing
the above transfers, and vesting the above properties
in the said Joseph Auvache ; the original  certifi-
cates of title having been  lost or mislaid.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FRANCIS' OR WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE
RIVER BAR.
I N consequence of the deposit of Silt in the
i Outer Cutting, caused by the recent floods, the
available depth of water has decreased about one
foot. The Tidal Signals made from the Light-ship
will, therefore, until further notice,  represent one
foot less water in  the West Channel than that
given in the notice issued from this office on the
27th November, 1873, and published  in Pugh's
Almanac for the years  1874  and 1875.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Port Office, 22nd April, 1875.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 20th May, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board of Education  will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 7th proximo,  Tenders
for the erection of School House  and Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan,  in accordance  with Plans
and Specifications, which may  be seen on applica-
tion to Mr. F. Mircliinn, Jondaryan,  or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
1080
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
1(1 HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay  forthwith  into the
jI Treasury ,  at Brisbane, the amounts  specified  in  connection with their respective  Runs, in accordance
with  the provisions  of the sixty-first  clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to the said clause, which declares  that  unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee or Licensee .
R., J., and F. Anning ...
Anning Company
R., J., and F. A. Anning
R., J., and F. A. Anning ...
Anning and Co. ...
Fanning, Griffiths, and Co. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... .
J. and C. Allingbam ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
The Bank of New  South Wales
John Langton ... ... ...
Ditto
J. Langton and R .  Williamson
Wi ll iam Mark ... ... ...
Ditto
R. Daintree ,  R. H. Bland, and
Klingender
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST  NOTICE-
Brisbane,  28th April,  1975.
E.
j IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j to open a new Road through portions Nos. 334 ,  333, 340, and 373, parish of Walloon ,  county of
Churchill, Moreton District  :  Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV ., No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane ,  and at the Police  Office,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing ,  to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date ,  any we ll -grounded
objections which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
"5-1795.
fi-
che. Ike.
30R° 30'  31 28 1001ke.
32'2° 25' 00 12
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 334, 333,  340, and 373 ,  PARISH OF  WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON  DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing in the  out
boundary of portion
334, and running
north -westerly to its
north -west boundary
2 ICommenoiog at the east
corner of port ion 333,
and running no rt h-
westerly along its
nort h-east boundary
to its north corner
a Commencing at the east
corner of portion 840,
and running north-
westerly along part of
its north-east boun-
dary
4 Commencing in the
north. out  boundary
of port ion 373, and
running north -wester-
ly and no rt h to its
no rt h-east boundary
E.
How
Name of Run.
Cargoon No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Reedy Springs No. 2
ditto No. 4
Ellen Vale ...
Lolworth No. 4 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Toombs ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Tuppal ... ...
Briar held ... ...
Spring Grove ...
South Merino ...
Mitchell Vale
Kangaroo Hills No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 11
Powlathanga  Leke ...
Pandanus ... ...
Saddington ... ...
Springbock ... ...
Spring Lake... ...
Reeves Lake ...
Rocky Bar ... ...
Weaner Vale ...
Reputed Occupier.
A. MACALISTER.
District.
Area in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
North Kennedy 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... 30 7 10 0
ditto ... 30 7 10 0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 25 6 6 0
ditto ... 40 10 0 0
ditto ...  50 12 10 0
ditto ...  48 12 0 0
ditto ...  45 11 5 0
ditto ...  54 13 10 0
ditto ...  41 10 5 0
ditto ...  26 6 10 0
ditto ...  37 9 5 0
ditto ...  33 8 6 0
ditto ...  30 7 10 0
ditto ...  36 9 0 0
ditto ...  70 17 10 0
ditto ...  50 12 10 0
ditto ...  33 8 5 0
ditto ...  32 8 0 0
ditto ...  49 12 6 0
ditto ...  40 10 0 0
ditto ...  60 12 10 0
ditto ...  35 8 )5 0
ditto ...  35 8 15 0
ditto ...  35 8 15 0
ditto ...  36 9 0 0
ditto ...  35 8 15 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 75 118 16 0
Bearings.
Length Breadth
Chains. of Road.held. Owner.
V
0 0.4m
La
4J0153 ,
G. F. Moore  G. F. Moore
U mU
832 August Kruger August  Kruger
5a
pj°tio
910 14 J. Fleishman
OV '0
1348 j Joseph Vogler
14DoT
H. E. KING.
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
3 0 14 Unimprove
322° 25'  34 75  100lke .  3 1 36 Unimproved.
J. Fletshmannl  822° 26'
340° 50'
J. Vogler
16 62 100 Ike .  I 1 3 10 Unimproved.
8 1St  (a triangu-i
lar piece) I
8400  50' 8 161
322° 26' 10 83
360° 8 67
A triangu-
lar piece,
100 lke.
2 0 13
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane,  26th  April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DIST}tICTS.
T
HE  Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless pay went is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Name of Lessee. Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey and E. A. Bullmore
Ditto .. ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ... ...
J. C. Boch ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson ... ... ...
J. Pettiford ... ... ...
Frederick Burne ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
E. M.  Geary ... ... ...
G. O. Lyon ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ..
G. O. Lyon, L. McD. Playfair, and C.
H. Lyon
John Officer ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
C. M. Nutting ... ... ...
F. Williams ... ... ...
Ditto ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ...
District.
Area
in square  Amount.
Miles.
Walker's Creek ... ... Warrego ... ... 60
£ s. d.
15 0 0
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto ... ... 74 18 10 0
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto ... ... 82 20 10 0
Quilberry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
East Barkoothullah ditto ... ... 80  1  20 0 0
West Barkoothullah ditto ... ... 80 20 0 0
Kahmoo Mulga ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Bundarra ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
East Burrandilla ... ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
West Burrandilla ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Binnarbilla ... ... ... ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
Binbilla West ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Moltke ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Trochu ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Berlin ditto ... ... 60 12  10  0
Strasburg ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Paris ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
Metz ... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Sedan ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
Orleans ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Junction Block ... ditto ... ... 90 22 10 0
Narraport ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Fairley Plains South ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Beechet East ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Beechel West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Koolpitta ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Yalyery ... ... ... ditto ... ... 25 6 6 0
Yalyery West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Buthana ... .., ditto ... ... 45 11 5 0
Koroit ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Humeburn West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Paroo North... ... ... ditto ... 38 9 10 '0
Bierbank East ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Bierbank ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12  10  0
Iujuringa ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12  10  0
Haredean East ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Haredean West ... ... ditto ... • ... 50 12 10 0
Quilbery . ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Cookara ... ... ... ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
Kebworth ... ... ... ditto ... ... 25 6 6 0
Cowley ... ... ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Bingala ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
E. Bradley and H. L. Zouch ... ...
Alexr. K. Finlay ... ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ... ...
Jones ,  Gre ene ,  Massie, and Sul livan ...
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House ,  Bowen,  at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 5th  proximo , under 113th Clause
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date. Ship. Master.
1867.
December 19 Boomerang  ...  I Harley...
1868.
Feb ru ary 12
April 22 ..
September 3
October3 ...  Black Swan ... Saunders
October 6 ...  Prima Donna ... Cooke ..
1869.
February  9 Marion Benny Walton
May 25 ... Paci fic  ... ... ,  Sykes ...
June 28  ...  Auckland  ... Lake .
August 20... Boomerang  ... Harley
Whence. Merchant. Marks andNumbers.
Description of
Packages.
Imported Quantities
and Desc ri ption of
Goods.
Sydney ... J. D. Harley ... Y over40- } i 2 half tierces  ...  638 lbs .  tobacco
Cleveland Bay Macleod and  Co.  L over 42-1 2 half tierces ... 670 lbs .  tobacco
Sydney  ...  W. Clarke .. .  ( P over 43... 1 half tierce ... 420 lbs .  tobacco
Zimmerman  C over 47... 9  oases  ... ...  15j gallons brandy
and Co.
Rockhampton  „  E over 48... 29 cases ...  ...  5111 gallons brandy
Sydney ... G. Smith  ...  I over 48- -.h, 5 boxes  ... ...  599 lbs. tobacco
R over 50... 5 cases ... ..  17 gallons geneva
Brisbane Lover 63... b8 cases. ... 10011, gallons brandy
v nM 53 z' b dll12 19
1 1-1
er sj ga o s ran yo cases  ... ..
N over 63 10 cases ... 16-A ga llons old loin
0  over  53... 49 cases  . ...  8 ga llons brandy.
.. ...  16 gallons brandy
... Sydney .. ! G over  54... 8 cases
... Maryborough W. Clarke  ...  L over  54... 2 hogsheads  ...  100 ga llons beer
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane, 6th May, 1875.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
i 7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
I 1 to open a new Road through portions Nos. 11, 12, and 13, parish of Bulimbi', county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line  of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing , to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1880.  H. E. KING.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  NO. 11,  12, AND 13, PARISH OF BULIMBA ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
op
No. Portion of Road. "
Imm
R9 0
Ente ri ng portion No .  13 .,.
on its western boon -
dary, and running
north - easterly out
ac ro ss its northern
boundary
Ente ri ng portion No.  121  ...
on its southern boun-
dary, and running
north - easterly and
north - westerly out
across its northern
boundary
How
held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier  Bearings.
I Fee
simple
Robert
Porter
Robert Porter N. 38° 30'E.
Fee Robe rt  Robert Porter  N. 38° 30' E.
simple Porter  N. 9° 0' OR.
N. 347° 30'E.
N. 312° E.
Entering  portion No 11 ... 1 Fee Robert
on its southern boun-  1 simple Porter
dary, and  ru nning
northerly  and no rt h-
easterly out across its
northern boundary,
Robert  Potter N. 328° 13 E.
i N. 560° E.
N. 37° E.
N. 22° 45' E.
N. 355° 15' E.
Length
in Chains
I chs. Ike.
11 66
13
5
4
4 861
2 89
4 31 I
12 31
7
7
Breadth Area Remarks.
of Road. .
1 chain  1
It.  P.
1 3 Paddock enclosed
2 3 17
with three-rail
split hardwood
fencing.
Paddock enclosed
with three-rail
1 chain 2 3 25
aptit hardwood
fencing.
Homestead en-
closed with
three-rail split
7 )
1
hardwood fenc-
ing; portion be
ing cultivated
with sugar cane,
near the creek.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
10th May, 1875.
.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient]
4 to  open a new  Road from Maryborough to Gympie, County of March, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby  given , that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No.  11, and
now in force  in this Colony ,  a Plan and  Book of Reference ,  showing the intended  line of Road
abovementioned, are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at  the Police
Office, Gympie ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Clerk
of the Executive  Council, within  one month  from this  date, any well-grounded  objections  which may
exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1794. H. E. KING.
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM MARYBOBOUGH TO GYMPIE ,  COUNTY OF MARCH ,  WIDE BAY
DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
aboo
0.1 Portion of Road. How held.
z
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. 1 of
Road.
,pe
R _ister chs. Ike.
1  Through part  of selec- 1 9 ;Conditional  Charles Charles N. 190° 45' 14 5 3 chains
Lion No. 1, parish of Purchase 8carrott  Scarrott 168°  25' 19 27
Gundiah, county of  C. L. A.
h 1 6
152° 35' 10 52
Marc 8 8I  Act,
2 Deviation  of part of the  1 'Immigration '  M.  Jenkins None ...  171° 20' 8 47 Irregu-
road frontage to M.  Act,  1869. lar
Jenkins '  selection No.
8, parish of Gootchie
3 Deviation  of part of the 12 Conditional '  E. Booker None ... 177° 34' 11 58 Irregu-
road frontage to E. Purchase 1771  34' 6 03 lar
Bookers' selection No. 1868 Act 165° 34' 15 20
3 157° 40' 5 50
148° 04' 18 40
118° 50' 16 00
137° 24'
4 Deviation of part of the 86 Conditional E. Booker: None 107° 13' 10 38 Irregu-
road frontage to E. Purchase 130° 03' 4 91 lar
Bookers selection of  1868 Act 142° 48' 5 42
564 acres 163° 33' 6 34
• 134° 18' 10 50
136° 63' 6 80
Deviation of  part of  ,  88  H•-meetead  John Palmer John 113° 25' . 3 60 Irregu-
road frontage to l J.  1889 Act  Palmer lar
85
96
8
Area. Remarks.
13 1 30 Unimproved
land ; not
fenced.
0 1 271 The  land re-
sumed is the
permanent
roadway.
18 1 2,31 Unimproved
and un-
fenced.
5 2 36 IThe [land re-
sumed is the
I
permanent
ro adway.
0 0 31 Unimproved
land.
Palmer 's  selection of  1
250 acres
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,Commissioner for Railways '  Office
Brisbane ,  30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
T ORTHFRN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October ,  1874 ,  the  following  Time Table will come
i
i
in to operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
6
15
24
30
38
44
Stations
Rockhampton ... ...
Oracemere
Stanwell
Rosewood ...
Westwood arrive ...f depart,..
Goganjo ... ...
-Rocky Creek ... ...
Up Train,
Mixed.
A.M.
11. 0
11.24
12.0
A
1. 0
1.15
1• t7
2.10
Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
6
14
20
29
38
44
Stations.
Rocky Creek
Goganjo
Westwood arrive ...
I depart ...
Rosewood ... ...
Stanwell ,.. ...
Gracemere ... .,,
Rockhampton... ...
Down Train
Mixed.
P.M.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5'0
5.36
5. 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guaid of the 'Prain, and paying the fare at the time of bookiug, from the place at which they Join the Train to the place
on wb,cb rhev propose to alight.
801iTHEIIN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ a. d. £ e. if. £ a. if. £ s.  if.
Week ending May 15th, 1875 712 0 10 1,04910 4 78 1 11 1,839 18 1
Corresponding week lest year 640 9 0 1,297 8 10 57 18 4 1,995 16 2
lncrea-e 71 11 10 20 3 1
Decrease 247 18 6 156 3 1
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REAL PEOYER:TY TRANSFER NOTICE.
fj`AKE  N otice , that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  "  Vie  Real  Property Act of  1£•61," Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land .  Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
3 acres  3 roods 9 perches, being suburban portion 139, George Raff ... i 23rd June, 1875.
parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
291 perches, being subdivisions 9, 10, 11 of suburban Fredk. Hurrell Holberton Ditto.
allotment 16 of section 8, at the Swamp on the
Drayton Reserve, parish of Drayton, county of
Aubignv
36 perches , being allotment 19 of  section  11, parish and Helen Poole ... 124th July, 1876.
town of North  Brisbane ,  county of  Stanley
8 roods 24 perches,  being allotments  4, 6, 14,  and 16 of James Gibbon  ... ..  Ditto.
section 14,  parish of Sodth Brisbane,  town of Brie.
bane, county of Stanley
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
N  provisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging r, byi himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant.
Registrar -General.
Date within  which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
36 perches, being allotment 19 of section 11, parish and Helen Poole ... ... 24th July, 1875.
town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
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General Post O ffice,
Brisbane, Queensland , 18th May, 1875.
T
HE following  SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of MARCg, 1875, are published for general information.
GEORGE THORN, JvNiou,
Postmaster -Genet al.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH, 187 5.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ; also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall of
the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
N
Distance from Maximum in 24 o. of Totalto dayName of Station .  Latitude  (South ) I  Longitude  (East )! Sea-coast .  hours ,  and date .
s Rain
fe ll . Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  ... 21° 30" 150° 10' 80 0.65 20th 7 2.33
Beenleigh (Windaroo) ... 27 49 153 8 10 2.75 7h 18 11.75
.Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 1.92 30th 18 3 87
Bowen ,.. ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.94 28th 6 2.46
Brisbane ,.. ... 27 28 153 6 10 1.90 17th 25 7'71
Caamboon .. 25 1 150 25 105 2.05 18th ' 4 2.47
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7 152 55 5 3.90 17th 19 14'66
.Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 4.60 17th 22 11 54
Cape Yorkt ... ... 10 40 142 35 on coast 1.57 25th 21 6.82
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 0.80 1st 6 2.60
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 1.16 2nd 6 3.74
Charleville ... ... 26 35 146 6 350 0.67 6th 2 1.07
Clermont ,.. ... 22 45 147 38 130 1.76 18th 6 2.85
Cleveland ,,. ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 1.55 17th 19 8'53
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0.10 19th 3 0.19
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Craven* ... ... 23 10 147 0 180
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0 142 0 119 1-25 8th 4 2.83
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 0.55 22nd 6 2.16
Durah* ... ... ... 26 20 ' 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55  16 1.82 6th
-
16 8.25
.Fairlie Plains ... ... 27 9 145 0 60) 1 43 6th 3 2 76
Gayndah ... ... 25 38 151 36 72 1.12 8th 5 1'21
George-tn, Ethridge Riv. 17 57 143 40 176 3-17 3rd 9 6'88
.Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 1.60 20th 8 2 70
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 1.60 19th 9 5'16
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 56 21 0.60 8th 8 3.45
G ympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30 3.60 17th 13 13.83
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 0.46 21st 10 2.24
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 5 4.08 21st 18 11.76
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.99 30th 15 3.54
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 1.32 1st 6 2.93
Sep el Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4  on coast 3.00 24th 3 400
Kimberley* ... ... 17 28 141 0  on coast
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast  3.10 19th 13 11.81
Mackay*... ... ... 21 10 149 6 5
Marlborough ,. ... 22 67 160 1 40 1.20  26th 5 2.48
Marlborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 6.80  17th 18 16.51
Nebo .. ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.30 3rd 8 1108
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 1.40 9th 10 4.30
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50 70  1-27  27th 2 2.50
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 1.62
Roma ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230  1-13  21st 3 2.26
Sandy Cape 24 48 153 25 on coast 8.05 15th 22 15.71
Springsure (Rainworth)* 24 30 149 0 1S0
h- .Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 10 28t0 90 2 5 063
St. Helena ... ... 27 26 163 16 on coast 3.60 17th 19 10-86
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 I 8 2.70 28th 7 5.97
Taroom ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0.35 21st 6 0.61
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 162 10 80 0.60 7th 7 1.25
Townsville* ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast I
Valley of Lagoons ... 18 23 1 145 0 140 0.35
.
5th 7 1.28
.Warwick
.,. ... 28 12 152 16 90 0 74 31st 7 1 76
Waterview ... ... 18 5 146 10 5 2.00 21st 10 , 8.72
Westwood ,.. ... 23 38 150 8 45 0.67 28th 10 2.98
Woody Island ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast 7'47 16th 18 15.57
* No Return received . t New  Station.
Greatest Rainfall during the month ,  16.51 inches ,  was at M,arybo ro ugh .  Greatest number of days rain fell ,  22, at Bandy Cape
and Cape Moreton. Greatest fall In 24 hours ,  8.05 inches ,  on 15th, at Sandy Cape.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteo ro logical Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1875.GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the
 AVERAGE LIABILITIES  and ASSETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS
 of the undermentioped BANKS of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
ended on the 31st March, 1875.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
not bea ri ng Interest.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in  circulation
bearing
 Interest.
Bills in Circulation
not bearing
 Interest.
Deposits not bearing  :  Deposits bearing
Interest.  Interest.
Amount
 of all debts due
to the Banks ,  including
Notes,  Bills of Exchange,
and all  Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description ,  excepting
Notes,  Bills ,  and Balances
due to the said Banks
fr om other Banks.
2 S. d. £  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... 44,945 6 4 3,457 16 7 102,958 15 11  213,087 1 7 364,449 0 5
Bank of New South
 Wales ... 105,798 16 11 29,742 12 11 433,289 12 10  345,881 2 1 914,712 4 9
Bank of Australasia ... ... ... ... 9,780 13 10  3,79516 8 60,924 19 8 150,699 6 3 215,20016 5
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ... 28,392 9 2 ... 381 9 4 3,533 3 11 112,767 8 10 117,697 19 1 262,672 10 4
Austra li an Joint Stock Bank ... ... ... ... ... 85,905 5 5 ` 2,357 8 0.. 9,092 1 1 256,957 5 5 176,784 2 5 531,096 2 4
Queensland National Bank ... ... ... ... ... 53,947 17
(
8 2,383 11 2 ... 36,406 10 4 144,403 16 4 282,930 16 0 520,072 11 6
TOTALS ... 328,770 9 4 12,376 1 9 78,774 8 3 1,101,301 19 0 1,286,980 7 5 2,808,203 5 9
ASSETS.
BANKS. Coined Gold and Gold and  Silver  in
Silver ,  and other Bu ll ion or Bars, and
Coined Metals .  Stamp Account.
£ a. d.
Union Bank of Australia ... ... ... 73,771 3 3
Bank  of New South Wales ... 192,226 11 1
Bank of Australasia ... 38,749 9 5
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ... 74,685 6 3
Australian Joint Stock  Bank ... ... ... 120,187 4 10
Queensland  National Bank ... ... .,. 67,403 4 8
TOTALS
 ... 667,02218 6
BANKS.
Government
Securities.
Bills  in Circulation
bearing
 Interest.
Landed Property.
Balances due  to other
Banks.
Notes and
 Bills  of ;Balances due  fr om
other Banks ,  other Banks.
£ S. d. £  S.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £
247 16 6 ... 15,500 0 0 109 1 0 19,848
33,054 9 9 ... 19,526 7 8  6,783 12 10 4,938
7410 0 ... 9,000 0 0  308 13 10
11,515 7 8  2,970 19 8 1,042
12,477 2 8 ... 21,860 6 11 6,291 3 1 640
29,963 12 10 ... 20,992 6 3 1,176 13 10 39,703
75,817 11 9 ... 98,394 7 1 16,640 4 3 66,174
Capital paid up
to date.
£
Rates per annum last Dividend. Bonus
Union Bank  of Australia ... 1,250,000 16 per cent. per annum
Bank  of New  South  Wales ... ,,,  1,000,000 171 per cent.  per annum
Bank of Australasia ...
 1,200,000 11 per cent.  per annum
Commercial Banking Company  of Sydney
 500,000 22 per cent .  per annum
Australian  Joint Stock  Bank ... ...
 500,000 101 per cent.  per annum
Queensland National Bank ... ... 175,435 6 per
 cent. per annum
TOTALS ... 4,625,435
I
...
Total
 Liabilities.
Total Amount of
Assets.
a. d. £
 S. d. £  S.  d.
18  7 282,656 3 6 392,133  2 10
14 0
 751,897 17 4 1,007,427 12  3
295,576 13 7 343,709 6 10
13  3
 352,044 12 11 442,258 18  9
1 8 543,792 9 11 705,248 9 1
13 6
 547,185 13 6 706,425 3 7
1 0
 2,773,153 10 9 3,597,202 13  4
Amount of  last Dividend Amount of the ReservedProfits the time of
a
declared. decl ari ng e ch Dividend.
£ s. d. £ a. d,
100,000 0 0 I 505,472 15 2
87,500 0 0 368,333 6 8
66,000 0 0 843,760 8 8
50,875 0 0 $28,278 14
 0
26,444 8 10 68,326 10  4
5,263 1 0 7,077 6 6
I 335,082 9 10  I 1,616,249 1 4
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
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NOTION.
rrnN Scale of  Marges  for the insertion  of Advertise.
1 ments  in the  Qiwwkmd  Governsaest  Gazette  is
as follows :-
Advertisements relatini to Insolvent et Intestate
Estates ,  or Letters of Administration, 6s. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating  to Impounded Stock, I
-per animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of $a.  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and ad .  for  every  additional line, allowing ten
words  to esch line.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVaRTISnMEN2
WILL BE INSERTED  in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost  of its  insertion
aoee.ding to  the above scale.
By Order,
JAHItti 0, BEAL,
q evsrnment P ri nts.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street , the Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes , demy quarto r-
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDREEPERS are requested to takenotice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Otte Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
(IN SALE, at the Government  Printing Office,I  in  pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with "General Rules in Insol
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE ,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " Tile  Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874- together  with  "  Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Anlony ."  Demy Svo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets , imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s .  the set .  To be had at the Government
Printing Office,  William street ,  Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF P. F. HANRAN,
'IOWNSVILLE.
,
SECOND Dividend, four shillings in the
pound, will be payable to the creditors whose
claims  have been proved and admitted, on and after
the 20th May instant, at our office, Flinders  street,
Townsville.
WM. J. MUNCE, Trustees.
W. G. EWAN,
332 4s. 6d.
In the Matter of Augustus Walter Swithin Smith,
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND of five shillings and sixpence
(5s. 6d.) in the pound, on all duly proved and
admitted  claims against  the above Insolvent Estate,
is now payable by the undersigned Trustee, at
Rockhampton.
All promissory notes and acceptances must be
produced before dividend can be paid.
Rockhampton, May 15th, 1875,
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
328  4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Crowley Moxley, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, an Insolvent.
ALFRED Holland, of Mary street, Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, merchant, has
been  appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent .  All persons having  in their possession
any of the effects of the Insolvent, must deliver
them to the Trustee, and all debts due to the
Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts,
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of May, 1875.
338
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
68.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A MEETING of the creditors of Edward Harts-
horne Forster, of Maryborough, adjudicated
insolvent, on the twenty-ninth day of April, 1875,
will be held at the office of the undersigned,
Supreme Co art House, Brisbane, on the fourteenth
day of June next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon,
for the purpose of considering the propriety of
sanctioning the acceptance by the Trustee of a
composition, or the assent by him to a scheme of
settlement of the affairs of the Insolvent, and for
the annulling thereafter of the order of adjudica.
tion made against the Insolvent.
Dated at Brisbane, the seventeenth day of May,
1875.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
R. K. MACNISH,
Maryborough,
Attorney for the  Insolvent.
By his Agents,
THOMPSON and HBLLICAR,
Brisbane.
337  6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
I matter of John Ferguson, of Warwick,
blacksmith, adjudicated insolvent on the 14th day
of December, 1874.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 29th day of May, 1875, will be excluded.
Date I this 20th day of May, 1875.
W. 'H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
839 4s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Hegarty, late of Oakey Creek,
below the Range, near Tocwoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Conrt, that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the said John Hegarty, deceased, may be granted
to Ellen Hearty, of Oakey Creek, below the
Range,  near  roowoomba, aforesaid, widow of the
said deceased.
Dated this eighteenth day of May, A.D. 1875.
336
RICHARD DODD,
Russell street, Toowoomba,
Proctor for the said Ellen  Hegarty.
6s. 6d.
In the Matter of George Dowden, of Ipswich,
cabinet-maker, an Insolvent.
T
HE  Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Ipswich,
before the Police Magistrate, on the seventh day of
June next,, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this nineteenth day of May, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
340 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queenslknd.
NOTICE.
FOR the  purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  "  The Marriage  At of  1864," we,
the Judges of the  Supreme  Court , do hereby  appoint
PHILIP SELREIM,  ofPalmerv ille ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  Police Magistrate ,  to be a Justice of
the Peace  for  the Registrar 's District of Palmer;
and OCTAVIUS ARMSTRONG,  of Tenningering, in the
Cqlony of Queensland ,  Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace, in the Registrar 's District of
Gayndah  ;  who shall, by virtue of this appointmen t,
give consent in the eases provided for, in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
JAMES COCKLE, C. J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES  LILLEY, J.
Dated this fourteenth day of May ,  A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.
T AKE notice ,  that the Partnership hitherto  exist-ing  betwe n us, the undersigned Joseph Moore
La Barte and Matthew Hogan, of Maryborough,
contractors ,  has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent  ;  and, in future, the business will be carried
on by the said  Matthew Hogan on his own account,
and who will receive all moneys and pay all debts.
Dated this eleventh day  of May, 1875.
J. MOORE LA BARTE.
MATTHEW HOGAN.
Witness-
HENRY WrALKER,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
331 5s.
FIVE POUNDS REWARD.
A
NY Person who shall give such information as
to the whereabouts of Michael Taafle, who
left Ireland in the year 1857 for Melbourne. He
is, if living , 36 years of age, of a sallow complexion,
dark-brown hair, with a flesh mark on his forehead,
height about five feet eight inches, and worked in
the Ballarat Gold Diggings, and after some short
time  left for the Snowy River Diggings, and has
not been since heard of. Any person, furnishing
the required information will receive the above
reward from
MESSRS. JAS. ODDIE AND CO.,
341
Dana street,
Ballarat.
6s.
The GOVERNMENT  PaINTas acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1875. £ S. d.
May 14.-T. Rose
... ... 0 2 0
15.-J. King ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
15.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
20.-R. Dodd ... . ... . 0 6 6
21.-H. Lloyd ... ,.. ... ... 0 3 6
21.-P. Leniban ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-R. A. Whipham ... ... 0 2 0
21.-W. Kewley... ... ... ... 0 5 0
21.-J. L. Denne
... ... 0 2 0
21.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... 0 1 0
21.-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 0 7 6
lEmpounbing%.
a,-T P,nend/ceepers are reminded  that  Advertise w en is
of Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be  inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a  remittance sufficient  to  cocerthe  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Mount Marlay,
by order of Mr. Jas. Duncan, on 12th May, 1875.
One red bullock, TP over like L off ribs.
If not released on or before the 4th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
329
T. N. ROSE, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Yamba,  on the 30th April, 1875, by
the Manager ,  Princhester Station.
One brown draught horse, collar-marked, AF over W
near shoulder, and very indistinct brand like 200
under near saddle
If not released on or before the 1st June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
330 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Wombo, on the
15th May, 1875, by order of John C. Montgomery,
Esquire. Driving, 4?.
One bay mare, like $' H over like  M5 near  shoulder;
colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay filly, stripe down  face , blotch brand near
shoulder.
One black  mare,  W off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
334 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Gayndah , from  Boomerang, Mount
Debateable Run, on the  11th  May, 1875, by order of
C. J. Humphery, Esquire. Driving, 2a. per head.
One Chesnut mare, blaze face, like g f near shoulder, like
Ur near thigh, hind feet white  ;  brown entire colt
foal at foot ,  unbranded ,  star, hind feet white.
Damages,  21.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
TIIOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.
333 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Mitchell ,  from Tyrconnell, on the
12th May,  1875, by order  of W. Moore, Esquire.
Driving, 5s.
O.1^ ba y gelding, like 102 near cheek ,  like Jm or Su
near shoulder , like P741 (registe re d brand) off
shoulder.
One Chesnut filly, blaze ,  like 38 before blotched bran d
like L  sideways off shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 15th  June, 1875, w
be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM , Poundkeeper.
343
1088
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Burrandowan, on the
12th May, 1875, by order of Fred. Borten, Esquire.
Driving, 10s. each.
One chesnut gelding, FR over H near shoulder, like
two hearts 6 off shoulder, off hind foot white, small
stripe, docked.
One bay gelding, like GF3 (registered) not plain near
shoulder,  near  hind fetlock white.
One brown mare, F over r1 both shoulders, TT off ribs,
star, off hind foot white ; brown colt foal at foot.
One dark-chesnut mare,  9 near  shoulder and rump, near
hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, like heart  over 2WA (registered)
near  shoulder,  star ,  snip, near  hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, illegible brand over JC near shoulder,
Fq over J conjoined off shoulder, bald face ; bay
filly foal at foot.
Also, from Town Common, by order of the Inspector.
Driving, 6d.
One bay gelding, like JL (the L reversed) over (ID con-
joined near shoulder, blotch brand  near  and off ribs,
docked, J near thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Delta, on 30th April,1875. Driving, 13s. 4d. per head.
One roan horse, like H over JC  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, blotch, indistinct brand  near  shoulder,
HW over EH off shoulder,  star  and snip, off hind
foot white.
Also, same date, from Rodney Downs. Driving, 20s.
per head.
One bay mare, like ER over MB near shoulder, like MB
blotch off shoulder, C9 near thigh,  star and snip,
near  hind foot white.
One bay horse, like over J VF conjoined near shoul-
der, star , off hind foot white.
Also, same date, from Police  Barracks . Driving,  2e. 6d.
One bay horse,  star  and snip, R near shoulder, Yx off
shoulder, Yx off  thigh, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Crows' Nest, Sandy
Creek, on the 21st January, 1875, by order of Mr
Thomas  Stevens. Damages and  driving ,  4s. 6d.
One brown colt, no brand visible,  star,  stripe, and snip,
o$' hind heel white.
If not  released  on or before 15th June, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses..
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
342 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, by t e Police.
One brown mare, like DM over LF conjoined (L re-
versed )  off shoulder ,  D off thigh ,  star,  with saddle
and bridle.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
346 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Mantuan Downs,
on the 3rd April, 1875, by James Philp , Esquire.
Driving, 10s. 10d.; damages, 2s. 6d. per bead. (Re-
advertised.)
Bay colt, two white feet, like Fib (registered brand)
near  shoulder.
Chesnut roan colt, like FIL (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 28th May, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
345
JOSEPH L. DENNE,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, 26th April, 1875.
One bay mare, white face, JH near Shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 26th May ,  1875, will
be sold to  pay expenses.
F. HINC+STON, Poundkeeper.
335 In.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper. I Printed and  Published by  JAMES  C.  BRAL,  Government Printer,
344, 58. William  street ,  Brisbane ,  22nd  May,  16; 6.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] SATURDAY,  22ND  MAY, 1875. [No. 61.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs the subjoined Circular Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, relating to Nominations to Naval Cadetships  assigned  to certain Colonies,
to be published  for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR  T HE  COLONIES  to  THE OFFICER ADMINISTERING THE GOVERNMENT OF
QUEENSLAND.
[Circular.]
Downing street,
19th February, 1875.
SIR,
The Lords  Commissioners  of the Admiralty have again placed at the disposal of the Secretary
of State for the Colonies the seven nominations to Naval Cadetships which, previously to 1872, when they
were suspended by their Lordships, had formerly  been assigned  to him for distribution  in certain
colonies.
2. These nominations , which are available only for colonists in the  strict sense  of the term, were
originally  assigned  to the North American and Australian Colonies, but as all were not invariably claimed
by those colonies, and the nominations lapsed if not claimed within the year, it often happened that
several were  annually lost to the colonial service, whilst the privilege of nominating would have been
much prized  in some of  the un-nominating colonies.
3. In these circumstances  it has been decided to increase the number of colonies to which these  Canada.
nominations  will in the first instance be assigned, and should all of them not have been applied for by Newttu th nd.
those colonies  by the end of the first quarter in each year, the nominations then at my disposal will  be wales.
made available  to meet any applications which may have been received from other  colonies. Qe nsly Quee nsland.
4. Should you have occasion to submit an application in favor of a candidate, you will take  care Tasmania.
South Australiathat he is within the limits of age prescribed by the enclosed regulations, that he is free from  any New Zealand.
physical defect, and that he is likely,  as far as can be ascertained , to be able to pass the necessary J-sl
examination , as the  nominations in all cases of  rejected candidates, from whatever  cause, are  considered  Barbados.
by the Admiralty to be forfeited. British Guiana.nd
5. I enclose  a copy of a form which is required by the Admiralty to be filled up by the  Parent or  Cape.
Guardian of the candidate, and which must be transmitted with any recommendation in favor of a Natal.
nomination  which you may make.  I also enclose  copies of Regulations for Candidates, Regulations while Ceylon.Mauritius.
under Training, and a Memorandum as to physical disqualifications for the service. Western Austra-
6. As the number of nominations at my disposal is very limited, you will point out to the  friends ha.
of any candidate whose name you may submit, in order that there may be no misapprehension and
consequent disappointment, that the recommendation  is made  by you without any  assurance  of my having
a vacant  nomination  at my disposal.
The Officer  Administering
The Government of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Name
1090
Irmo and  ddrses of Candidate. Date of Birth .  Parentage.
Weight ,  Height,
and
Measurement round
the Chest.
without clothes.
If Parent is prepared to pay £70 a year  (besides.
expense of out fit)  while Cadet In in Training
Ship, and £50 a year  (besides expense of outfit}
subsequently until he passes for the
rank of Lieutenant.
Signature  of Parent or Guardian
RFouLATIONS RESPECTING NAVAL CADETS.
For the Information of Candidates.
1. Nominations for Naval Cadetships will take place half-yearly immediately after the report of
the last examination has been received.
2. An examination of the young gentlemen who have obtained nominations will be held at the
Royal Naval College, Greenwich, under the direction of the Admiralty Examiners, on the third Wednesday
in June and the last Wednesday in November in each year, but the appointments will date from the 15th.
July and January following respectively.
8. No candidate will be eligible for examination in June whose age will not be within the following
limits on the 15th July following, viz., not less than twelve nor more than thirteen and a-half years of
age, nor in November whose age will not be within those limits on the 15th January following.
4. Every candidate will be required to pass the medical examination according to the prescribed
regulations, and must have been found physically fit for the Royal Navy.
He must be in good health and free from any physical defect of body, impediment of speech, defect
of sight or hearing, and also from any predisposition to constitutional or hereditary disease or weakness of
any kind, and in all respects well developed and active in proportion to his age.
An candidate rejected at the medical examination will, subject to the approval of the Board, be
finally excluded from the Royal Navy.
5. The candidate will be required to produce (1) a certificate of birth,* or declaration thereof made
before a magistrate, (2) a certificate of good conduct from the masters of the school or schools at which,
he may have been educated during the two previous years, or, if educated at home, from his tutors or the,
clergyman of the parish in which he resides ; and (3) a certificate of good health.
6. The candidates will be required:-
Marks assigned.
(a)  To write English correctly from  dictation  in a legible hand ... 100
(b)  To  read  from a modern English author with intelligence, and to  parse
easy sentences :.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 100
(c) Arithmetic,  as far as proportion and vulgar and decimal fractions ... 200
(d) Latin.  To read, translate, and parse passages from Latin authors into
English, and to translate easy sentences from English into Latin ... 200
(e)  Read, translate, and parse easy passages from  French,  or Outlines of
Modern Geography ...  ... .. ... ... ... 100
(f) Scripture History ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... 100
800
Four-tenths of the marks assigned must be obtained in each subject-320 marks in the aggregate.
7. A candidate whose age does not exceed thirteen on the 15th July or 15th January (as the case-
may be), who may not be successful, will be allowed to present himself again at the next examination
without undergoing a fresh medical examination, but no candidate will be allowed more than two trials.
Candidates whose age exceeds thirteen on the 15th July or 15th January following the examination, will
not be allowed a second trial.
8. Any candidate who fails to appear at the examination after he has obtained a nomination will
not be allowed to present himself at any future examination without a fresh nomination, except in the
case of illness, certified by a physician or surgeon, and approved by their Lordships, in which case the
candidate will be allowed to present himself at the following examination, provided he is still within the
limits of age ; but under no circumstances will such a candidate be allowed to appear at more than one
examination.
9. For all Cadets entered under these regulations, the annual rate of payment will be at the rate
of £70 per annum for the period in the " Britannia," to be paid half-yearly in advance to the Accountant-
General of the Navy. - But the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty reserve the power of selecting,
from among the candidates nominated at each half-yearly examination, a number, not to exceed 10, being
sons of Officers of the Royal Navy, Army, or Marines, or of Civil Officers under the Board of Admiralty,
with respect to whom the annual payment for the two years in the " Britannia " will be £40 only. In
selecting these their Lordships will have regard solely to the pecuniary circumstances of the Parents or
Guardians of the Cadets.
* A Certificate of Baptism wi ll  not be accepted.
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No application for admission on such reduced scale will be entertained unless made before the
Candidate is nominated.
10. The period of training on board the "Britannia" will be, as now, four terms : there will be
two terms  in each year. The first term of each year will be from February to July, the second from
August to December.
The vacations will be six weeks at Christmas, a week at Easter, and six weeks at Midsummer.
11. There will be an examination at the end of each term.
12. Cadets 'who pass unsatisfactory examinations at the end of any term will be warned that they
will be discharged at the end of the following term if they do not show sufficient improvement.
13. Any Cadet who shall have been specially reported to their Lordships as for any reason unfit
for the service will be removed from the Navy.
14. The Parent or Guardian of every Cadet will be required to provide outfit as under the
regulations in force hitherto, and to sign a declaration (on the admission of the Cadet to the " Britannia")
to the effect that he shall be immediately withdrawn on the receipt of an official intimation of his being
considered unfit for the Royal Navy.
By Command of their Lordships,
ROBERT HALL.
Admiralty, January, 1875.
NAVAL CADETS.
Regulations  respecting  Cadets while under Training.
(For the information of Parents and Guardians.)
1. The Naval Cadets who join the "Britannia" are allowed  four  terms-two in each year-to
complete their  course of  study ;-at the expiration of which they go up for final examination.
2. The  Terms are  from about the 1st February to the 15th July-and from about the 31st August
to the 20th December; and the Vacations will be six weeks at Midsummer, six weeks at Christmas, and
a week  at Easter ; the dates of commencement of Vacation depending upon the completion of the
examinations  by the President, Royal Naval College, Greenwich.
3. The friends of the Cadets must be prepared to receive them during the Midsummer and
Christmas  Vacations, but at Easter they can remain on board the " Britannia."
4. The following payment will be required  from  the Parents or Guardians of each Cadet while in
the " Britannia ":-
Before the  commencement  of each Term .. £35
except in the case of those received at the reduced rate of £40 a-year, whose half-yearly payments will be
£20 only.
5. The payments are to be made according to instructions which will be given in the Half-yearly
Claim that will be made by the Accountant-General upon the Parents or Guardians of the Cadets.
6. Great inconvenience  having been  experienced from these payments not having been punctually
made, Cadets, although received until their friends are communicated with, will not be considered as
entered for tuition until the  amounts  due have been received.
7. All travelling  expenses  for Cadets will be advanced. by the Paymaster of the " Britannia," who
will charge the same to the Cadets'  personal account  at the end of each term.
8. The Cadets  have a  weekly  allowance ,  and all expenses  attending their amusements are paid for
by the ship. It is therefore requested that their friends do not give them  any  money except on joining,
or on their return from the Vacations, and then the amount must not exceed Ten Shillings. It is
particularly requested that this  Regulation  be adhered to. Such money as  may  be required by a Cadet
for any special circumstances  will be advanced by the Paymaster under the authority of the Captain of
the " Britannia."
9. It is particularly requested that the Cadets bring their  linen  clean, and clothes and boots in
good order, when they join the ship, and also when they  return from  leave, and that the outfit, as
required, be complete.
10. Cadets are not permitted to open an account with tradesmen: Parents and Guardians are
therefore requested to pay no bills that may be sent them.
11. Should there have been any infectious  disease in  the house where Cadets have been staying
during their holidays, notice of the circumstance is to be given to the Commanding- Officer of H.M.S.
Britannia  "; and they are not to join until they have received  a communication  from him to that effect.
12. All letters relative to the Cadets should be addressed  as follows :-"  The Commanding Officer,
H.M.S. `Britannia,' Dartmouth."
13. Should Cadets bring valuable gold watches or chains with them to the Training Ship, they
will be taken from them and placed in security, until they return, to their homes. Silver watches
will be allowed to be used.
14. Parents or Guardians of Cadets must, in all  cases of  permanent change of residence, com-
municate  the same to the Captain of the Training Ship, without delay.
By Command of their Lordships,
ROBERT HALL.
Admiralty, September, 1874.
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LIST OF ARTICLES REQUIRED FOR A NAVAL CADET ON JOINING  HER MAJESTY'S SHIP
" BRITANNIA."
A Midshipman's Sea Chest Complete, with Name in full on top,  engraved on plain Brass  Plate :-
Length, 3 feet  6 inches ; Breadth, 2 feet; Height, 2 feet 3  inches.
It is requested that the Chest may be at Dartmouth  seven days  previous to the Cadet' s joining.
3 Pillow Cases  6 Pair Drawers ,  Merino
1 Hair Mattress, 5 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 9 in. 3 White  Flannel Shirts  (with  collars to turn down)
1 Hair Pillow 2 White Waiscoats
2 Blankets  )  12 Towels
1 Counterpane )}  6 ft. 6  in. x 4 ft.  6 in. 7 Merino Vests
3 Pair Sheets 2 Black Silk  Neckties (made up)
1 Uniform Jacket 2  Pair Braces
1 ditto  Trousers Superfine 3 Pair Strong  laced  Boots, with thick soles1 ditto  Waiscoat  1 Clothes Brush
1 ditto Cap, peak a turn down 1 Sponge
2 Working Uniform Suits (one of thick flannel ,  one of 1 Carpet Bag
pilot cloth)  1 Clothes Bag
1 Uniform Working Cap, peak  turn down  12 Pocket handkerchiefs
12 White Shirts 1 Pair  elastic-side Oxford Shoes ,  with strong soles
12 Collars 1 Brush and Comb
5 Night Shirts 1 Tooth Brush
12 Pair Merino Socks 1 Nail Brush.
3 White Flannel Trousers,  well shrunk
Pea Jackets  are not to  be supplied, as the thick Working Jacket  can be worn over the  Uniform Jacket, if
necessary.
Clothing to be distinctly marked with the Cadet's Name in full.
N OTF.-Trousers to be made without Pockets, and only one Pocket on the left breast of the Jackets of
the two Working Uniform Suits.
School Books and Instruments will be supplied  in " Britannia  " as required in each term.
With a view to prevent Parents and Guardians from incurring the inconvenience and expense of
preparing candidates for Naval Cadetships who may be physically unfit for Her Majesty's Service, it is
suggested that they submit the young gentlemen to examination by the medical adviser of the family, or
any other qualified medical practitioner, to whom the following points may be submitted as those upon
which they will, previous to their educational examination, be physically examined at the Admiralty.
It is to be understood that this private examination is merely suggested as a guide to Parents and
Guardians, and to lessen the chance of disappointment, and that it is by no means intended to take the
place of, or to influence in any way the regular official physical examination.
1. A weak constitution arising from imperfect development, or weakness of the physical powers of
the body, either hereditary or from chronic disease, wounds, or injuries.
2. Chronic eruptions on the skin or scalp.
3. Malformation of the head, with a dry, harsh, divergent state of the hair of the scalp, fracture or
depression of the bones of the skull, disordered intellect, imbecility, epilepsy, paralysis, or impediment of
speech.
4. Blindness or defective vision, as tested by Snellen's test types, in one or both eyes, fistula
lachrymalis, and ptosis.
5. Impaired hearing, or discharge from one or both ears, disease or thickening of the lining mem-
brane of the external ear.
6. Disease of the bones of the nose or of its cartilages, and polypus.
7. Disease of the throat, palate, or tonsils ; unsound teeth, offensive breath from constitutional
causes, unhealthy gums, scrofulous diseases of the glands of the throat or neck, external cicatrices from
scrofulous sores.
8. Functional or organic disease of the heart or blood vessels, deformity or contraction of the
chest, flattening of the sub-clavicular regions, phthisis, hcemoptysis, bronchitis, dyspn va, aphonia, chronic
cough, or other symptoms of tubercular exudation into the pulmonary tissues.
9. Swelling or distension of the abdomen, undue obesity, disease or enlargement of the liver,
spleen, or kidneys. Rupture, weakness, or distension of the abdominal rings ; vescical weakness or
incontinence.
10. The existence of any congenital defect or of varicocele.
11. Any disease of or pertaining to the alimentary canal.
12. Paralysis, weakness, impaired motion, or contraction of the upper or lower extremities, from
whafever cause; aneurism, a varicose state of the veins, especially of the leg. Bunions, distortion, mal-
formation of the feet, or malposition of the fingers or toes.
13. Distortion of the spine, of the bones of the chest, or pelvis, from injury or constitutional
defect.
No person is to be admitted into Her Majesty's Service unless he has had small-pox, or has been
vaccinated, and should the vaccine cicatrix not be considered satisfactory, he is to be reported fit only on
condition that he immediately submits to the operation.
In the event of the preliminary private examination making it apparent that a candidate is not
likely to pass the subsequent official physical examination, the Parent or Guardian is requested to inform
the Admiralty of the fact without delay, in order that another candidate may be nominated.
By  AuLhmjty: Jsxss C.  Ba.L, Government Printer,  Wi lliam street,  Brisbane.
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In the- Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Henry Marshall, late of Glengallan, in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to this Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration with the Will of
the said Charles Henry Marshall annexed, may be granted to George Harrison Wilson, of Ipswich, in
the said colony, merchant, the duly constituted Attorney of Henry Marshall and Louisa Mary Marshall,
the Executor and Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May, A.D. 1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Ipswich,
Proctor for the skid George Harrison Wilson.
By Authority :  JAxim C. Bsen , Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable THOMAS BLACKET  STEPHENS , Esquire,
as Secretary  for Public Lands of Queensland.
By His Excellency' s Command,
ARTHUR MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it tobe notified thathe has beenpleased to accept the resignation f
The Honorable THOMAS BLACKET STEPHENS, Esquire,
as Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR MACALISTER.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1875.HIS Excellency the Governor directs ittobe notified thathe has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable WILLIAM FRYAR, Esquire,
to be Secretary for Public Lands of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR MACALISTER.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable Wu,LIAM FRYA$, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
ARTHUR MACALISTER.
By Authority  :  JAMHe C.  BL&L, Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
to it. . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 31
Victoria, No. 46,  respecting  the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim  that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under.
mentioned place,  at Ten o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Town and Suburban Lots as may remain
unsold shall , at and after 11 o'clock on the
day following such auction, be open to selection
by purchase  at the upset price, in pursuance of the
18th  clause  of
'.
The homestead dress Act  of 1872."
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on the under.
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale  Under 1 acre, £1 12s. ; 1 acre and
under 5 acres , £1 18s. ; 5 acres and under 10 acres,
£2  12s.; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s.; 15
acres  and under 20 acres, £3 4s. ; 20 acres and under
30 acres, £3 12s. ; 30 acres and under 40 acres,
£3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 8s. ; 50
acres and  under 60 acres, £4 13s. ; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 is.; 80 acres and under 100
acres , £517s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres, £62s. ;
120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ; 160 acres
and under 240 acres, £7 6s.; 240 acres and under
320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres and under 480 acres.
£8 10s.; 480 acres and under 500 acres, £9 Ss.
600 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s.; 640 acres,
£10 ; above 6.40 acres and not exceeding 1,000
Acres, £14.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
BLACKALL,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 7TH DAY  OF JULY, 1875.
Ifo of  No of pr re
Lot AlloNo.tmofen
11-11011.1
Ares. per Acre^
I A. R. P. £  S.
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Blackall, town of Blackall.
1 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
2 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 1 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 1 1 0 0 8 0
6 6 1 1 0 0 8 0
7 7 1 1 0 0 8 0
8 8 1 1 0 0 8 0
9 9 1 1 0 0 8 0
10 10 1 1 0 0 8 0
11 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
12 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
13 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
14 4 2 1 0 0 8 0
15 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
16 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
17 7 2 1 0 0 8 0
18 8 2 1 0 0 8 0
19 9 2 1 0 0 8 0
20 10 2 1 0 0 8 0
21 1 3 1 0 0 8 U
22 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
23 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
24 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
25 5 3 1 0 0 8 0
26 6 3 1 0 0 8 0
27 7 3 1 0 0 8 0
28 8 3 1 0 0 8 -0
29 9 3 1 0 0 8 0
30 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
31 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
32 9 4 ' 1 0 0 8 0
33 10 4 1 0 0 8 0
34 1 6 1 0 0 S 0
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TOWN  LOTS- con tinue d.
No of cfN o N of f P rice ero
Lot.
I
Al ic huent. Section Area. Acre
p
.
A. R. P. I f% S.
35 2 6 1 0 0 8 0
36 3 6 1 0 0 8 0
37 4 6 j 0 0 8 0
38 5 6 1 0 0 8 0
39 6 6 1 0 0 8 0
40 7 6 1 •0 0 8 0
41 8 6 1 0 0 8 0
42 9 6 1 0 0 8 0
43 2 7 1 0 0 8 0
44 3 7 1 0 0 8 0
45 4 7 1 0 0 8 0
46 5 7 1 0 0 8 0
47 6 7 1 0 0 8 0
48 7 7 1 0 0 8 0
49 8 7 1 0 0 8 0
50 9 7 1 0 0 8 0
51 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
52 11 7 0 2 0 8 0
53 12 7 0 2 0 8 0
*54 1  8 0 2 0 8 0
55 2 8 0 2 0 8 0
56 3 8 0 5 0 8 0
57 4 8 0 2 0 8 058 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
59 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
60 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
61 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
62 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
•  The purchaser of Lot  54 to pay £300 for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty . eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
The Deed Fees and Survey Fees on  the under.
mentioned -,Lots will be charged according to the
following scale Under 1 acre, £112s. ; 1 acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s. ;  5 acres and  under 10 acres,
£2 12s. ; 10 acres and under 15 acres; £2 18s.;  16
acres and  under 20  acres,  £3 4s. ; 20  acres  and under
30 acres , £ 3 12s. ;  30 acres and under  40 acres, £3
18s. ; 40  acres  and under 50 acres , £4 8s. ; 50 acres
and under 60 acres, £4 13s.; 60  acres and  under 80
acres , £5 Is.; 80  acres  and under 100 acres , £ 517x. ;
100 acres and under  120 acres , £ 6 2s. ; 120 acres
and under 160 acres , £6 14s. ; 160 acres  and under
240 acres , £ 7 6s. ; 240 acres and under  320 acres,
£7 14s.;  320 acres  and under 480 acres, £8 IN. ;
480 acres  and under  500 acres , £ 9 8s. ; 500 acres
and under 640 acres, £918s .;  640 acres , £ 10; above
640 acres and not exceeding 1,000 acres, £14.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY-
BOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY, THE 29TH DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
o of No. of No. of Price per
I,ot. Allotment.{ Sectio :. Area. Acre No,-"'
I
'L. B. P. J  fi I.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, town of
Maryborough.
1 2 208
2 3 208 65 0
0 10 0
10 0
3 4 208 6 0 0 10 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Lennox, parish of Denison.
Portion.
4  175 31 0 0 0 15
5 176 ... 27 3 17  0  15
Parish of Ferguson.
6 37 ... I 380 0 0 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection, No. 278.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO.
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 29TH DAY OF  JUNE, 1875.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Clifton,  town of
Clifton.
Allotment. Section.
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s) Michael and St. George, Gov.
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance  with e jirovisions of tbo Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the GovERNOR aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and reclaim that the following Lots of Land will
b`9 offered 1br sale  by public auction, at the under-
ni itioned places , at Eleven o'clock, on the days
specified ,  at the  upset price *ffixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction , be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sale, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
f rom sale, shall  be open to selection by lease, at the
annual rent  established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
NOTE.-Single portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by  lease except  as Homesteads, but two or
more portions may be included in one Conditional
Purchase Selection.
1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 29TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1875.
TOWN LOT.
County of March, parish of Gympie, town of Gympie.
Portion.
1 1 1 1 ... 0 3 18a 1 '12 0
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Lennox, parish of Woonga.
*2 1 1& 2 1 .. I 72 0 0 1 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection, 38.
The purchaser of lot 2 to pay  £85 18s. for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
May, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
T
HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the
Electoral District of EAST MORETON, in room of the Honorable WILLIAM
FRYAR, Esquire, whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by
reason of the acceptance of office by the said Honorable William Fryar,
Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Bald Hi ll s.
Date  of Writ  ... ... ... Friday, 28th May, 1875.
Date of Nomination ... ... Friday , 4th  June, 1875.
Polling Day ... ... ... Thursday,  10th June,  1875.
Return of Writ .. . ... ... Tuesday, 15th June, 1875.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BE,  Government Printer ,  Willis- street , Brisbane.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th May, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the  Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to transfer the services of
ARCHIBALD McDowALL ,  District  Surveyor in the
Lands Department,
from the  District  of Darling  Downs, to that of
Wide  Bay and Burnett.
A. MACALISLER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th  May, 1875.
[ IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
to appoint,  by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,
No. 8 Company  Queensland  Volunteer  Rifles, to be
Lieutenants,
PATRICK GRIFFIN  CLANCY,
FnaxcI3 WILLOUGHBY EDGE BAITER.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  27th May, 1875.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER CUNNINGHAt HuME, Staff Surveyor of
the Second Class, ,
to be an Officer of the First Class ,  and District
Surveyor of the Darling Downs District, in the
room of A .  McDowall ,  transferred .  To take  effect
from the 1st June, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  27th May, 1875.
R
IS Excellency the Gove rn or,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WALTER CUNNIN GHAM HUME
to act as Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  for the
Unsettled District of Darling Downs, under the
provisions of "  The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869,"
in the room of A. McDowall ,  transferred.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1875.
1
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with  the advice
of the  Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN DOUGLAS,  Esquire,  M.L.A., and
JOHN SCOTT ,  Esquire , M.L.A.,
to be Trustees of the  Brisbane Grammar School, in
terms of  the Act of Council, 24 Victoria, No. 7.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th May, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive  Council, has been pleased to
direct that the name of
ERNST Bescu
be substituted for Henry  Bush ,  appearing in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  1st May instant.
A. MACALISTER.
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QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation By His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section thirty-three of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governorafore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands comprised
in the Mineral Selections contained in the Schedule
herewith, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from
the area  or areas  act  apart for Mining Licenses,
under Proclamations dated 7th January, 7th May,
9th March, 22nd June, and 10th August, 1874.
MINERAL SELECTIONS  WITHDRAWN FROM MINING
LICENSE, DISTRICT OF DARLINE DOWNS Sourn.
Register Local
No. No. Late Holders. Area.
A. R.
493 ... T. Perkins ... ... ... 60 0
496 ... J. S. Norrie ... 40 0
497 ... „ ... ... ... 40 0
501 ... A. E. Douglas and Co. ... 40 0
551 ... Cribb and Oxley ... ... 40 0
562 ... It ... ... 40 0
665 ... A. J. Potier... ... ... 40 0
683 ... W. Hannam ... ... 40 0
760 113 Britannia Company ... 60 0
761 114 „ ... ... 60 0
767 185 Cribb and Oxley ... ... 40 0
769 197 H. Horniblow ... ... 120 0
773 213 R. M. Stewart ... ... 100 0
818 100 J. Malone ... ... ... 80 0
843 160 W. C. Balls and Co. ... 40 0
856 178 A. Burgess ... ... ... 40 0
857 179 S. Thompson .. 40 0
1483 118 McKinley and McCulloch... 40 0
1484 119 „ „ ... 40 0
1492 169 D. Thompson and Co. ... 50 0
1500 200 Anderson and Tulloch ... 160 0
1510 220 H. Bracker ... ... ... 40 0
1511 221 11 ... ... ... 40 0
1520 230 T. S. Morgan and Co. ... 80 0
1521 231 Boyle and Ransome ... 40 0
1527 243 J. McCulloch and Co. ... 80 0
1537 254 W. Reader... ... ... 80 0
1546 271 D. Thomson and Co. 40 0
1562 291 Spring Creek and Broad-
water Company
160 0
1563 292 Spring Creek and Broad-
water Company
160 0
1569 299 R. Gibson and Co.... ... 80 0
1605 355 H. Boyle ... ... ... 40 0
1606 357 D. Gunn ... ... ... 40 0
1628 392 Clark and Tulloch ... ... 280 0
1632 396 Pettigrew and Keogh ... 40 0
1634 398 Ring and Weals ... ... 80 0
1635 400 G re er and Co. ... ... 40 0
1636 401 „ ... ... 40 0
1637 404 Pettigrew and Co. ... 40 0
1638 405 ,, .. ... 60 0
1639 406 M. Duggan and Co. ... 80 0
1644 417 H. Bracker and Co. ... 40 0
1645 420 Graham and Cameron ... 80 0
1646 426 L. A. Bernays ... ... 90 0
1650 435 'J. Wilson ... ... ... 200 0
1653 442 S. Harries ... ... ... 40 0
1658 448 E. Gallagher ... 120 0
1659 449 J. Pettigrew aed Co. ... 40 0
1661 452 M. Hogan ... ... ... 60 0
1663 458 J. B. Davis and Co. ... 40 0
1664 463 J. Pettigrew and Co. ... 40 0
1665 464 Mary Boyd .. ... 80 0
1670 488 H. Bracker and Co. ... 380 0
1674 520 T. Griffiths ... ... ... 40 0
1675 522 J. Rudd and Co. ... 40 0
1676 524 Sharp and Beresford ... 40 0
MINERAL SELECTIONS WITHDRAWN - continsed.
Register Local
No. No. Late Holders. Area.
A. R.
1677 525 R. Douglas and Co.  160 0
1678 526 Sharp and Beresford 40 0
1679 527 R. Douglas and Co.  160 0
1681 531 J. Mallon and Co.... 40 0
1683 533 Thorne and Keogh  80 0
1685 538 G. E. Forbes S0 0
1686 539 P. Horngan and Co. 80 0
1688 546 J. Passmore and Co. 40 0
1689 547 „ 40 0
1690 550 J. Thorne and Co....  40 0
1691 551 40 0
1697 605 H. Missing ... ... ... 62 0
1701 628 D. Gunn, junior ... ... 160 0
1702 629 D. Gunn ... ... ... 160 0
1703 647 J. and J. Melville ... ... 80 0
1952 645 J. H. Scott ... ...  160 0
2003 235 D. Gunn and Co. ... ...  40 0
2013 389 P. Higgins and Co. ...  40 0
2018 421 Graham and Cameron ...  40 0
2019 424 Gunn and Co. ... ...  40 0
2026 450 F. W. B. Stewart ... ...  40 0
2027 455 J. Camero n ... ... ...  80 0
2028 456 „ ... ... ...  80 0
2061 630 D. Gunn, junior ... ...  160 0
2062 631 „ ... ...  160 0
2098 727 Horwitz and Burgess ...  40 0
2105 740 E. S. Ross ... ... ...  40 0
2174 757 J. Burgess and Co.... ...  160 0
2175 783 R. Stewart ... ... ...  40 0
2201 383 Macdonnell and Mullen ...  320 0
2202 402 J. Greer and Co. ... ...  40 0
2203 413 F. Jackson and Co. ...  40 0
2205 500 J. Begge ... ... ...  40 0
2206 501 W. H. Groom ... ...  80 0
2207 504 D. Bugden ... ... ...  80 0
2208 508 R. Falkiner... ... ...  40 0
2213 557 J. Thorne ... ... ..  40 0
2214 558 G. B. Molls ... ...  40 0
2215 559 S. Moffatt ... ... ...  40 0
2217 594 J. Greer and Co. ...  80 0
2218 595 „ ... ...  80 0
2219 596 „ ...  80 0
2221 606 G. A. Armstrong and Co....  40 0
2224 615 P. W. Anderson and Co....  200 0
2225 627 G. A. Armstrong and Co....  40 0
2235 705 T. Lake and Co.  40 0
2236 706 J. T. Lewis and Co. ...  40 0
2240 716 M. Lyons ... ... ...  70 0
2241 717 „ ... ... ...  50 0
2243 732 Favilie and Parrot... ...  160 0
2245 737 Lukin and D'Arcy... ...  40 0
2246 738 ,, ...  40 0
2249 750 W. H. Snelling and Co. ..,  100 0
2250 751 F. Grisbrook and Co.  100 0
2253 755 Grisbrook and Wright ...  60 0
2254 759 Steel and Gunther... ...  100 0
2257 764 W. Wallis and Co. ...  40 0
2258 765 It 40 0
2265 784 J. P. Stuart and Co.  120 0
2266 785 H. Missirg  ... ...  40 0
2267 795 A. J. Potier  30 0
2268 805 Ring and O'Connell  40 0
2269 807 Hanan and Co. ...  40 0
2276 81ue A. J. Potier ...  24 3
2322 747 Hacket and Turner  80 0
2332 825 A. J. Potier... ...  20 0
2338 199 H. Horniblow ...  60 0
2366 819 Jno. Connor ...  40 0
2367 820 I Ring and Davenport  40 0
2368 821 )) 40 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEER!
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St .  Michael
W.W. CAIRNS,  and St. George ,  Governor and
Governor .  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notif y and  proclaim that
the portion of land  hereunder  described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of June, 1875, at the  Bundaberg  Land Office.
No. of No. of 1 Late LandPer-  Parish.
tion.
Applica-
tion. Lessee.
Area. Agent's
District.
27 Bunda- 288 I J .O. Thomp-
A. P. P.
1,000 0 0 Bunda-
berg son berg
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Exce ll ency
TO WIT.
I
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRxs, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of " Th  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection, situate in  the county of
Bentinck, near Stanthorpe.
Port ion .  Parish.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tions  shall continue to form part of the homestead
areas  within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to selection as Homesteads and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 29th day of
June, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
00
a°
Parish. District,Homestead Late Lessee.Area.  . Area.
A.
Felton ... 898 Toowoom-
ba
Felton ... I J. G. Bu-
chanan
320
Ditto ... 897 ditto ditto ...  H. Alke .. 320
'722 Warwick E llangowan 8. J.Meban 82
Area.
A. B. P.
1 Stanthorpe 57 0 0
2
„
37 0 0
3 37 0 0
4 40 0 0
33
„
177 0 0
34 176 0 0
35 „ 142 0 0
36 54 0 0
37 163 0 0
38 227 0 0
39 43 0 0
40 222 0 0
6 Marsh ... 17 3 0
7 20 0 0
8 22 0 0
9 24 0 0
10 » 27 0 0
11 25 2 0
12 35 0 0
14 41 0 0
15 26 2 26
16 67 0 0
17 35 0 0
18 26 0 0
19 20 2 0
20 105 0 0
21 42 0 0
22 32 0 0
33 Folkestone 20 0 0
34 20 0 0
35 20 0 0
36 20 0 0
37 „ 20 0 0
38 „ 20 0 0
39 » 20 0 0
40 » 20 0 0
41 18 2 13
42 20 0 0
43 18 0 0
44 20 0 0
45 » 324 0 0
46 » 10 0 0
47 „ 211 0 0
48
„
59 3 27
Value of improvements, £30.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- five, and in  the thirty-
eighth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -second
day of April,  in the year  of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred  and seventy
five, and in the thirty -eighth  year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I GOD SAVE TDE QUERN I
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause  forty- one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice  of the  Executive  Council, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned  forfeited
Run shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty -ninth day  of June, 1875, at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the "Amamoor" or "Police Creek
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which has become forfeited by reason
of non-payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree about one and
a-half miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east from Tooth's station, Widgee Widgee ; from
thence east twelve and a-half miles by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both sides ; from thence north and west by the
scrub across Amamoor Creek thirteen miles to a
marked tree, and from thence south five miles to
the starting point.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
j accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from
selection or sale by auction otherwise than in
town or suburban lots; and I further notify and
proclaim that the Proclamation dated 15th January,
1869, which appears in page 66 of the  Government
Gazette  of 1869, shall be and is hereby cancelled,
so far as relates to the Town Reserve of Gympie, as
notified therein.
Description of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Gympie, county qt March.
Commencing on the right bank of the Mary
River, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
road forming part of the north-east boundary of
Goldfield Homestead Selection 42 bearing three
hundred and twenty-five degrees about eleven
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing fit ty-
five degrees seventy-four chains to the north corner
of section twenty-five ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees forty-
two and a-half chains to a point on the north-east
boundary of section 28; again on the north-west by
a line  bearing fifty-five degrees about fifty-four and
three-quarter chains to the original north-east
boundary of the town;  again  on the north-east by
a line being part of said original boundary of the
town bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees to
the north-east boundary of the cemetery reserve ;
thence by part of the north-east and south-east
boundaries of that reserve south-easterly and south-
westerly ; thence by continuation of aforesaid
original boundary of the town bearing one hundred
and forty-five degrees to Deep Creek ; thence by
Deep Creek downwards to the bridge at the Bris-
bane road ; thence by that road south-easterly to
the Imbil road about forty-seven and three-quarter
chains ; thence by the Imbil road south-easterly
about twelve chains ; thence by a line bearing forty-
five degrees about twenty-one chains to the junction
of a gully with the Mary River, and on the
remainder of the south-west by the Mary River
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of' our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Gor SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation let  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall  be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TowN RESERVE,
On Thirteen-mile Creek , Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
406, and bounded  thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120 chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west 210 chains to the east boundary of
portion 589; on the west by  parts  of that boundary
bearing north and  west , by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south  and east  boundary  lines of  portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of' portion 196, by the south-east and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of' the west and the south boundary of
portion 312, by part 'of the west, the south, and
part of the east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the  east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 434,
568, and 567, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eigh hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD S4.XE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty-one  of " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under  the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the 1st day of June, 1875, at the
Stanthorpe Land Office.
Description of-Lands surrendered from the lease
of Pikedale  Run, in the  Unsettled District of
Darling Downs, which  have been  reserved for
Township purposes under Proclamation dated
the 5th April,  1875.
About  51 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Reserve
No. 18, as proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of
1856 , page 1767, at the bead of Pike's Creek ;
thence west eighty chains; thence south eighty
chains ; thence east eighty chains ; thence on the
west by a line south to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed north-easterly to a
tree  marked broad-arrow over F at the south-west
corner of Folkestone Run ; thence on the east by the
same watershed  northerly to the watershed separat-
ing the  Pike's Creek and Severn River waters
from those flowing into the Condamine River ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly to a point north of the north-east corner
of No. 18 Reserve on the Pikedale Run at the bead
of Pike's Creek ; and thence  again  on the east by a
south  line to  the north-east corner of said reserve,
the point of commencement,-exclusive of two
square miles  as marked on Land Agent's map.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor. •  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
ACt Of  1868,"  1,  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder
described shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road resumed from portion 81, parish of Wararba.
(H. C. Dellit.)
From the south boundary of portion 81, parish of
Wararba, north-easterly and south-easterly to its
east boundary; containing 3 acres.
Road one chain wide, resumed from portions 273
and 274, parish of Goodna. (M. Kerwin.)
From the west boundary of portion 273, parish
of Goodna, south-easterly to its south boundary ;
containing 15 perches. From the north boundary
of portion 274, parish of Goodna, south-easterly to
its south boundary; containing 1 acre 2 rocds and
6 perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from  selection 538,
Warwick District. (P. Muller.)
A strip of land along the whole of the west boun-
dary of selection 538, Warwick District, parish of
Rosenthal ; containing  3 acres 3 roods  and 19 per-
ches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 453,
Beenleigh District. (J. Dolan.)
From the south boundary of portion 15, parish of
Tallebuggera, northerly to its north boundary ;
containing 2 acres and 3 roods.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 464,
Beenleigh District. (D. Guinea.)
From the south-east corner of portion 16A, parish
of Tallebuggera, running west along part of its
south boundary ; containing  2 acres and 2 roods.
Road one and a-Half chain wide, resumed from
selection 465, Toowoomba District. (James
Tyson.)
From the south-east boundary of selection 465,
Toowoomba District, parish of Hodgson, north-
westerly to its north boundary ;  containing 2 acres
1 rood and 38 perches.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THR QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
(N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the' Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned portion
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 1st
day of June, 1875, at the Ipswich Land Office.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy.
132 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Murphy's Creek,
at the termination of a road one chain wide, and
bounded thence on the west by that road bearing
19 degrees 15 chains and 80  links , 347 degrees 14
chains and 8 links, and 349 degrees 30 minutes 31
chains and 71 links to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing  east 28 chains
and 6 links ; on the  east  by a line bearing south 55
chains and 80 links to Murphy's Creek ; and on the
south by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHEN S.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
I7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
i of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Reserve for a Manure Depot, at
Maryborough, a description of which appeared in
page 767 of the  Goe ernment Gazette  of 1869, is
cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
W  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided  that before  any Crown lands are - per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given , that  at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for Railway purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley ; part of
original portion No.  153.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th May, 1875.)
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary of
portion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly four chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly, parallel with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly, parallel with the
south-east boundary, four chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
. Brisbane , 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified  for general  information that
an Office for the Selection of Land under the
provisions  of  " Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," will be opened at Stanthorpe, on and after
TUESDAY, the 1st June, 1875; and not the Sth
June, 1876,  as stated  in the notice which appeared
in the  issues of  the  Government Gazette  of the 15th
and 22nd instant.
A. MACALISTER.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T
HE  Lessee of the undermentioned Run, situated
in the Unsettled Districts, having made ap-
t
lication for the instrument of lease to be issued to
im by the Government, the following description
of the boundaries thereof is hereby published in
pursuance of the 58th section of  " the Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said description, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department before
the 25th August, 1875.
A. MACALISTER.
Name of District-South Kennedy.
Name of Run-Red Rook Valley No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Jeremiah Rolfe.
Estimated Area-170 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Mistake Creek
opposite  a tree  marked HL over III:X. 62, and
bounded partly on the south by a marked tree line
bearing east five miles to a point bearing forty-nine
degrees distant twenty-eight links from  a Moreton
Bay ash-tree marked B over 5 ; bounded partly on
the west by a line bearing south about four miles
thirty chains to the Eastern River at a point about
forty-five chains in a direct line below its junction
with the Clyde Creek; bounded again on the
south by a part of the Eastern River to its junction
with Clyde  Creek,  and by the right bank of
that creek to its head in the Drummond Range
where there is a tree marked R over 8; thence on
the east by the Drummond  Range  in a northerly
direction to the head of Gregory Creek at a tree
marked G over 22; thence partly on the north by
the left bank of Gregory Creek downwards to a
point about six miles ten chains in a direct line
above its junction with Mistake or Gordon's Creek,
and about twenty-five chains south and ten chains
west of a tree in the traverse of the creek marked
G over 6e, ; bounded again on the west by a south
line two miles twenty chains ; thence again on the
north by  a line  bearing west six miles to Mistake
Creek about forty chains in a direct line, above a
tree marked M over  3012-; and bounded  again on
the west by the right bank of that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1875.
CROl1'N LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SIITINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "fhe
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
f'or the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their  witness.
DARLING DOWNS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba,  the second
Friday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in  each month.
A t the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in July, 1875,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Lund Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in  each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1875,  and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the. Land Office,  St. Lawrence ,  the first
Monday in  each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in every month..
At the Land Office, Gympie,  the first Wednes•
day in every month.
At the Land  Office, Bundaberg ,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Tenningering , the second
Wednesday  in each month.
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SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land  Office, Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in  July, 1875, and every  alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT  OF COOxTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURFE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in  every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday  in July, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in July, 1875, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
sittings , when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
I T is, hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . (  Parish. Area.
1 T. Owen ... Road separating portion
A. R. r.
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 244 ... Brassall ...  4 0 0
2  R. Hewlett Road separating portion
230 from portion 504 1 0 32
3* Works De-
partment Road separating portion
21Z from portion 213
'
1 Flinders ... 2  0 38
4* Road separating portion
53 from portion 54 ... 1 0 9
5*  11 Partof the road separat-
ing portion 67 from
portion 68 ... .. 0 0 27
8;  11
I
Road separating por-
tions 04,  59, and part
of 58, from portions 63,
60, and part of 57 2 2 27
7* u Road separating portion
30 from portion 36 .. Denchar ... 4 0 25
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that application under the 27th  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has
been made  for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Situation .  Parish.
1 Reserved road through selec- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and description, and such grants respectively, and
every such deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 18741. No. of
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Armes Petersen.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of error.-The  name  Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
Name of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land granted.-Portion  77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. . Area,  42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty- nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
CROWN LAND SALE.
CORRECTION.
THE Area ofLot 5of the Sale tobe held atIpswich, on the 8th June next, should be 70
acres instead of 86 acres, as stated in the Pro-
clamation.'these closures are proposed to be carried out in connection
with  new roads  to be opened. T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1876.
IA1 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands  are per.
manently reserved from sale  for any public purpose,
notice  thereof shall be published  in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for School  purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion  2i, parish
of gilcoy, county of Canning ;  area,  104 acres.
Nature of error.-The  starting point having been
described  as- commencing  on the right bank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
RESERVE  FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the  west  by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide;
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek ; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions, and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of  Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east  seven  chains and fifty links ;
and on the east by a line hearing south nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty-nine links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land  granted .- 10  acres,  county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland,  allotments  1, 2, '3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section  of Russell  and Passage streets , and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Cii annell street ; on the west by that
street  bearing south  ten chains  to Coburg  street ;
on the south by that street  bearing east  ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing  north ten chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and siaty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ;
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ;  and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten  chains  to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare street ;
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains and fifty -links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links ;
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A COMMONAGE.
On the  .Walsh River, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to a marked tree; thence ten miles abou
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east back from the river to a marked tree ; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOE WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north-west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east  fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by a line bearing east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND  A.  CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-east corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97; on the north by a line
bearing  west  six chains and twenty links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing the Condamine River, and again on
the east by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen links ; and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River ; and on the north and east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
THE undermentioned Mineral Selection having
been withdrawn from the areas set apart for
mining license by proclamation, in accordance with
the thirty-third section of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872," it is hereby notified that the same
will be open to Selection, as Mineral Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, 1st June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements, if any, on the
Selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING  DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg.
No.
1640
Local  Date of Selected  by Locality. Area.No. Selection.
1872 acres
407 20 June T. H. Fletcher On the Bel- 40
landean side
of Severn
River
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1368,' it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHEN S.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point  of commencement.
1 Works De-
partment
2 T. B. Lyons
3 J. Schulz'...
Situation. Parish,
Part of road  separating
port ion 104 from
portion 102
Road separating por-
tion 310 Prom portion
316
Reserved road through
port ion 532
Boyd ...
'tarampa
Walloon
Area
A. R. r.
3 1 4
3 033
3 3 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months front this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  I  Area.
1 The Works Road  separating por- Logan
Depart- tions 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
ment.  and 47,  from portions
90 and 125, and part
of 87.
I
A. R. P.
14 2 38
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Aliena ion Act  of 1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.'
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five  minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty- seven  minutes one hundred and
thirteen  chains and  fifteen links ; on the north by
a  line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line  bearing one  hundred and eighty degrees
thirty- seven minutes  one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen  linksto the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of " The
Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the period
aforesaid , the lands  hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Aubigni/, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No. 3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR A.  SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south-east corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains  and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the wept by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road  bearing west
eleven  chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point of  commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale,  town and parish  of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8  of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing  on the east  side of Herbert street
at the south -west corner  of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on  the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right  angles to Her-
bert  street  five chains  to a lane  on the east ; by that
lane  northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly  at right angles to
Herbert street five  chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and  parish of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by hill street  bearing  290 degrees five
chains ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees fi% a chains ; and on
she south- east  by Nerang  street  bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Nerang ;
allotments 3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links ; again on the south-east by the north-west
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boundary  line of allotment  2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang  street one  chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March,  town  and parish of Marjborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex  streets, and bounded thence on the north-eq st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south- east  by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes  west  six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen  minutes east  six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th March, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for use of the Aborigines.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINES ,  KENNEDY DISTRICT,
NEAR MACKAY.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated  1st July, 1871,
page 951.)
14,080 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek where
the eastern  extremity of the southern boundary
of the resumed portion of the consolidated runs
Cape Palmerston and Homebush touches said
creek, and bounded thence on the south by  a line
bearing west  three  miles  and fifty chains ; on the
west by a line bearing north three miles ; on the
north by a  line bearing east  eight miles and seventy-
two chains  to the coast line ; thence by the coast
line  southerly and westerly to the estuary of Sandy
Creek, and thence by the left bank of that creek
towards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water Supply.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY.
County of Carlisle, parish of Abingdon.
60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south nine chains
and fifty links, and thence west twenty-three chains
and thirty links from the north-west corner of
selection 376, and bounded thence on the south
by a line bearing west thirty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north twenty chains; on the
north by a line bearing east thirty chains ; and on
the east by a line bearing  south twenty cheiAs to
tho Fpimt a Poa l efee8le t,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
WHEREAS, H REAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
y " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th.March, 1875.
W`
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands A lienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Davenport ,  parish  of Millchester;
allotment  6 of section  8, town of Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, hearing 130 degrees ,  five chains
eighteen links ; on the south -east by a line bearing
220 degrees , four  chains and twenty links ; on the
south -west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four  chains and eleven  links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street-bearing  twenty-five
degrees, four chains  and thirty- six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
T
T is hereby notified  for general information
that the Reserve for Police Paddock, at
Murphy's Creek, established under notice dated
5th December, 1872, published  in page  2028 of tho
0overnnient gaRet0  of 1872, is cancelled,
T, P, 5T9P &-'@,
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T epartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
V
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " Th e Titles to Lnad
Act  of  1868, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in  every  deed containing the erroneous names,
and such grants respectively ,  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of  Grants-8th October, 1874. Nos. of
Grants, 27061 , 27062, 27063, and 27064.
Name of Grantee -John Fellows  Boreham.
Description of lands  granted.-Allotments 16, 5,
17, and 4 of  section 22 ,  town and parish  of Bunda-
berg, county  of Cook. Area,  one rood each allot
ment.
Nature of  error in each Deed.-The  name John
Fe llows Boreham having been inserted  as that of
the intended  grantee, instead  of John Fallows
Boreham.
Date of Grant-lath May, 1854.
Name of Grantee-John Moodie.
Description of land granted.-Suburban  allot-
ment 5 of section 7; parish of Drayton, county of
Aubigny. Area, two acres.
Apure of error.-The  name of John Moodie
having been insert, d as that of the intended grantee,
instead of John Moody.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, thnt
all Correspondence with the Government cr
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IIIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in  every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Date of Grant-30th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27208.
Names of Grantees .-Alfred Henry Brown,
William Sarsfield Walsh, and John Cleary.
Description  of land granted,- Mineral  selection,
936, county of Bowen . Area,  ninety acres.
Nature of  error .-The  name John Cleary having
been inserted as that of  the intended  grantee,
instead of  John O'Leary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
T is hereby notified for public information that
I the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District,  and also those  within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook,  are open to  Selection for conditional
purchases  and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
An area extending  for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each  side of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is  requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands , kept in his office.
T, B, STEPIENS,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 ! IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J 1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run. in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, ::s
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area  selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  July, 1870.
RENEWAL  OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of  "Di e Pastoral
Leases Act  of  1869 "  for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts,  the
current leases of which will expire on and after th e
3t1s December , 1870,  may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands ,  Brisbane, oa
forms to be obtained at his office. These  Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th May,'1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGIITKEEPER'S COTTAGE, -COWAN COWAN
POINT.
k'
RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m . on FRID...Y, the 11th
June next ,  from persons willing to contract for
erection of Lightkeeper 's Cottage at Cowan Cowan
Point, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Cottage,
Cowan Cowan Point."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signei by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within seven days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2396.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1875.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER THE BALONNE RIVER, SURAT.
FRESH Tenders will be  received  at this Office,
1 until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
June. 1875, from  persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge  over the  Balonne River ,  Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge
over Balonne River, Surat."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this office,
and at the office of Foreman  of Works, Dalby,
Tenders must be on proper .  printed forms, and
must state the time within  which  it is proposed to
complete the  work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of  Tender  as security for the due
performance  of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender  being accepted .  and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days  from  the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to  Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2021,
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
TO TUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO SHED, QUEEN'S WHARF,
BRISBANE.
MENDERS will  be received  at this  Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 11th
June next ,  from persons willing to contract for
repairs required to Shed on Queen's Wharf,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for  repairs
'o Shed."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
teen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
ljfltie,
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of  Tender  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2556.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, MACKAY.
ENDERS will be  received  at this  Office, and at
the Court House, Mackay ,  until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June  next, from persons
willing  to contract  for the  erection of Bonded Store
at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bond Store,
Mackay."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ,  and at the  Court  House,  Mackay.
Tenders  must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time  within which  it is proposed
to complete  the work ,  and at the  foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of
ten per cent, on amount of Tender as  security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being  accepted ,  and undertaking in
that  event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
daps from  the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise  the 'l' ender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2260.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court  Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton ,  and Maryborough ,  until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th Jane  next, from persons
willing to contract  for the erection of Court House,
Townsvi lle.
Tenders to  be endorsed  " Tenderfor  Court  House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
sees, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court  Houses ,  Townsville, Rock-
hampton ,  and Maryborough.
Tenders  must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time  within which  it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the  Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the  usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
fl, E. KING,
75-2275,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BEENLEIGH.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Telegraph Office at Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2140.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works.
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, NERANG.
T
ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Telegraph Office at Nerang.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Neran,q."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposite the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2140.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Office,
and at the Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th June next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottag, Part Curtis."
Plan e, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further articulars obtained, at this
Ofoe, or # Court Rausea, GJndstc ne a44 Mary.
boropoh,
Tenders must be on proper printed forms
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will nut necessarily
be accepted.
75-2156.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from
persons willing to contract fir the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,'and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rockhampton,
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2157.
i
It. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Gaol at
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Gaol, Towns-
ville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained. at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreein to deposit the sum of ten  per
Pont,  ou  wo It Of Tender, go looulity  for  t4e
of}A
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
.H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH  OF IPSWICH,
Y
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba  Creek,  parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William  IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is -therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and
the Po lice Office,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded '  that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will  be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1990
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, .PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated 9thApril, 1875 ,  folio 749,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road  through
portion 116 ,  parish of Geham ,  county  of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District  :  Notice is hereby given,
in accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased  to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Po li ce Office,
Toowoomba  ;  and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days  from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of  the Act  above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
76-2097.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W
1TH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April,  1875, folio  753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road  from Dray-
ton to Allora,  counties  of Aubigny  and Merivale,
Darling Downs  District: Notice  is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the ' said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided ' the sixth section of the ill
Act above referred to, or  they  will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3758.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  26th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
\TOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a new line of
Road  from Sideling Creek to Rush Creek,
parish of Whiteside, county of Stanley  (referred to
in Notices dated 6th  July, 1874,  and 16th Septem-
ber, 1874, folios 1356 and 1807, respectively, of
the  Government Gaette, )  has been formally marked
and opened  by the  proper officer,  and the same is
now open for public use.
75-2078.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1875.
POWDER MAGAZINE, MILLCHESTER.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Powder
Magazine ,  Millchester ,  is approved as a place
where Gunpowder may be stored, subject to the
provisions  of the  Acts relating to the keeping and
carriage of Gunpowder, &c.
The following rates for storage will be charged
under the provisions of the Act 7 William IV.,
No. 7, viz.:-
s.  d.
For each and every barrel or package con-
taining 5olbs .  of gunpowder and upwards,
for any period not exceeding six weeks 1 0
Ditto ditto above six weeks, per week 0 2
For each and every barrel or package con-
taining less than 50lbs., for any period
not exceeding six weeks ... ... ... 0 6
Ditto ditto above six weeks, per week 0 1
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
• Brisbane , 26th May, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
RAVENSWOOD.
During the Month  ended  30th April, 1875.
No. Name. No. Name
210 Yet Wah 212  Ed. Martin
211 J. O. Chisholm
UHARTERS TOWERS.
5,166 You Coon  5,169 George Peeps
5,167 Ah Fook 15,170 Byrne and Allnutt
5,168 Hoon Thy
PEAK DOWNS.
No. Name.
507 Ah You
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NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
ON the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates :-
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Season Tickets  should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
N OTICE is hereby given, the following Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGFE FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special  rates  between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner 's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey,  in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial ), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet- ro ot.
Carrots.
e Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh,  in cases.
Game.
B Hay ,  pressed  in bales.
B Maize.
Onions ,  in bags.
Peas ,  in casks or bags.
Poultry.
RAT Es TO  13RI5BANr.
From Toowoomba. From Dalby. From Warwick.
25s. per ton, or 36s. 8d. per ton, or 40s per ton, or
Is. 3d. per cwt. Is. 100. per cwt. 2s. per cwt.
Minimum is. Minimum Is. 6d. Minimum 2s.
Intermediate  stations to be charged  on a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons
25 miles, and under ... ... Id. per gallon.
Over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, ltd. „
Milk can; returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
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Under 10 ... 0 6
10to25 ... 0 9
25 to 50 ... 1 3
50 to 80 ... 1 6
8o to 100 ... .. 1 9
100 to 150 ... 2 0
150to1 5  ... ... 2 3
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0 9
1 3
1 9
2 0
2 6
2 9
3 0
t. d.
1 0
1 6
2 0
2 3
2 9
3 0
3 3
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Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANKBRANCHES of the above arnow open at Allora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook.
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Marlborough, Milchester, Moun t
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S: and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
i ny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
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Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane,  28th May, 1875.
THE  following Rules and  Bye-Laws of the
Warwick Hospital having been  approved by
His Excellency the Governor in Council ,  are hereby
published for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
RULES AND BYE-LAWS OF THE
WARWICK HOSPITAL,
As adopted by the Subscribers at a Special General
Meetinq, held at Warwick, on Mb day, April
12, 1875.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. Name.
The Warwick Hospital.
2. Object.
To afford medical aid to indoor patients.
3. Funds.
That this institution be supported by voluntary
contributions and charges to patients, together with
such aid as the Government may afford.
4. Government.
The Government of this institution shall be
vested in donors of £10 in one sum, or of a
greater amount , who shall be voters for life, and in
subscribers of at least £1 annually, who shall each
be entitled to one vote at any General Meeting
connected with the business of the Hospital.
5. Power  to Recommend  Patients.
Every annual subscriber to be allowed to recom-
mend one patient for each £1 he may have sub.
scribed ; a donor of £10 shall be considered a life
member of the institution, and shall be entitled to
all the privileges belonging to annual subscribers of
£1.
6. Voting.
All persons qualified and intending to vote for
the election of officers and committee shall deliver
to the chairman of such meeting a card, with the
names of the persons written thereon for whom he
intends to vote, the number of such persons not to
be greater than the number of persons to be
elected, otherwise the said vote to be null and
void ; and the said card, signed by the  person
presenting  it, after being read aloud by the chair-
man, shall be forthwith deposited in a box, and
shall not be withdrawn therefrom until the same
shall be delivered to scrutineers to be appointed by
the chairman of the  meeting . Provided that all
proxies voting for absent subscribers shall be them-
selves  subscribers, and shall produce to the chair-
man a written authority to act, signed by the
subscriber for whom they vote ; and such authority
shall only be in force for the particular meeting for
which it was given, or any adjournment of such
meeting. Provided further, that no vote, either by
person or proxy, shall be allowed unless the con-
tributor so desiring to vote shall have paid his or
her subscription and become qualified one month
prior to the holding of such meeting.
7. Contested Elections.
In the case of contested elections the chairman
shall appoint two scrutineers, and the poll shall
remain open for one hour after the delivery of the
first vote. If the votes be equal,  the  chairman to
have a casting vote.
8. Officers.
The officers of the institution shall be a President,
Treasurer, Secretary, Visiting Surgeons, and a
Committee of twelve, all of whom must be sub-
scribers to be eligible for office.
9. Appointment of Auditors.
Two auditors shall be appointed at the annual
meeting, such auditors not to be members of com-
mittee, or office bearers of the institution ; such
auditors to be nominated by a subscriber who is
also not a member of committee or office bearer ;
fourteen days notice of such nomination to be
given to the Secretary prior to the annual meeting.
10.  Servants.
The servants of the institution shall be such as
may be deemed necessary by the committee, who
shall have power to appoint or discharge such
servants ; the said servants to incur dismissal by
receiving, directly or indirectly, any gratuity from
any patient.
11.  Annual Meeting.
An annual  general meeting , to be held on the
third Thursday in January in each year, for the
following purposes :-To elect officers, to appoint
auditors, to regulate  all salaries  for the year  ensuing,
to receive the report of the committee and auditors
for the then ending year, and to transact any busi-
ness of which due notice has been given. Fourteen
days' notice to the'secretary to be given of all new
candidates for office ; provided that if at least ten
of the contributors entitled to vote shall not
assemble  and proceed to business within one hour
of the hour fixed for the time of meeting, no
election of officers shall be made, nor shall any
business be done at that time ; but in  such case
there shall be another meeting of the said institu-
tion at the  same  place and at the  same  hour of the
same day of the following week ; and at this last-
mentioned meeting any number of subscribers
qualified to vote as aforesaid, exceeding three, shall
constitute a meeting.
12.  Special General  Meeting.
Special general meetings shall be called at eight
o'clock in the evening by the secretar , giving
seven days' notice in the public papers of the day
of meeting, and of the purpose for which the meet-
ing is called, on the authority of the committee, or
on a requisition addressed to him, and signed by
at least five qualified subscribers ; but no other
business than the purpose mentioned in the said
notice shall be entertained. Provided that if at
least seven of the contributors entitled to vote shall
not assemble and proceed to business within one
hour from the time fixed for the meeting, no
business shall be done at that time ; but in such
case there shall be another meeting of the said
institution at the same place and at the same hour
of the same day of the following week ; and at this
last-mentioned meeting any number of subscribers
qualified to vote, as aforesaid, exceeeding three
shall constitute a meeting.
13.  Alteration of Laws.
No law of the institution shall be altered, nor
any new law proposed, nor any business transacted,
excepting such as herein provided for, except at an
Annual or Special General Meeting,  and fourteen
days' notice shall be given in writing to the secretary
of the business proposed to be discussed.
14. President.
The President shall be by his office chairman of
all meetings at which he may be present.
15. Treasurer.
The Treasurer shall be empowered to sue and be
sued on behalf of the institution. He shall render
to the Committee a quarterly account of all receipts
and disbursements on the second Tuesday in
January, April, July, and October respectively.
He shall deposit the funds of the institution at the
Joint Stock Bank, Warwick, in the name of the
Warwick Hospital; and all payments ordered by
the Committee shall be made by him by cheques,
bearing the signatures of the Secretary and Trea-
surer.
16.  Secretary.
The Secretary shall attend all  meetings, whether
general or in Committee, take minutes of pro-
ceedings, and assist the Committee in any business
which may be allotted to them. He shall keep the
Hospital books and accounts, and examine all
accounts against the Hospital, and shall keep for
public inspection a list of the persons entitled to
vote.
17. Visiting Surgeons.
The visiting surgeons shall have the entire
medical control of the patients, and for this pur-
r ose shall visit the Hospital at regular periods and
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when necessary  ;  and until a House Surgeon shall
have been appointed, they shall have control over
the wardsmen ,  nurses, and medical stores ; they
shall insert in a book, kept for that purpose, an
accurate  history of the cases, and the result of
their treatment ; they shall, on every alternate
Tuesday, lay before the committee a return of
gratis patients received and discharged, with date
of admission and discharge, and also a return of
paying patients and the number of days to be
charged to them ; they shall be empowered in
urgent cases to admit patients into, the Hospital
subject to the approval of the Committee at their
next meeting as to whether the patient shall be a
paying or a gratis patient. Provided always that
all  pauper  patients sent  into the Hospital by the
Police Magistrate for the time being shall be ad-
mitted on his order alone, such order to be accom-
panied by  a certificate  from the Government
Medical Officer, for the time being, that the patient
is suffering  fr om disease and is a fit subject for
admission to the Hospital. No pauper patient,
except as previously provided, shall  be admitted,
except on production of a ticket of admission
signed by a subscriber and endorsed by one of the
Medical Officers, except in cases of extreme ur-
gency.
18.  Committee.
The Committee shall consist of the President,
Treasurer, Secretary, the Visiting Surgeons, and
twelve persons selected from among the qualified
subscribers. No person being a contractor shall
be placed on the Committee, and any member of
the Committee becoming a contractor shall thereby
vacate his seat in  the Committee, and the Com-
mittee shall then proceed to act as in the case of
other  vacancies .
The Committee shall in Novem-ber in each year call for and decide on tenders for
the supply of goods for the ensuing year; they
shall have power to reject goods sup lied by the
contractors, and call for fresh tenders ifpnecessary;
they shall meet (five to form a quorum) on the
second Tuesday in January, April, July, and
October,  for the examination  of the  Treasurer's
account, and for the purpose of making a return
of all  instruments ,  furniture ,  stores , &c., received
and expended during the quarter ; on every alter-
nate Tuesday, and an other Tuesday when deemed
expedient (three to form a quorum), to authorise
the payment of money due to the servants and
contractors to the institution, a d for other debts
lawfully contracted on account of the institution,
and also for general purposes of the institution.
They shall appoint a Visiting Committee who shall
visit the wards and stores of the Hospital, and
make a note in the minute book of the state in
which they find them ; they shall institute and
receive correspondence on matters connected with
the institution, and shall have power to regulate
the admission and discharge of patients. The Dis-
penser, Secretary, and Matron, as well as all ser-
vants of the Hospital, shall be selected and ap-
pointed by the Acting Committee, from time to
time as may be  required, and the Acting Committee
shall have power also to discharge all officers and
servants  of the institution, on due cause being
shown. The Adting Committee shall in every case
prescribe the' duties of those employed. In any
cases  of emergency the Secretary shall have power
to call  the Committee together at any time.
19.  -Vacancies.
In case of any vacancies occurring among the
officers of the institution, the Committee shall
forthwith  call a Special  General Meeting for the
purpose of appointing a person to the vacant post,
and the Committee may fill the vacant post until
such general meeting takes place.
20.  "Visitors.
Ministers of religion shall at all times be per-
mitted to visit the Hospital, and to see any patient
who may request their ministrations, excepting in
cases prohibited by the Visiting Surgeons, whose
written permission must be obtained  by any  other
party wishing to visit a patient. The Wardsmen
and Nurses shall on no account/ receive visitors in
their quarters.
21.  Paying Patients.
All patients who are admitted to the Hospital
and are in  a position to pay will be charged at the
rate of £1 per week.
22. Clergymen.
All ministers of religion holding charges within
the town shall be eligible  as committee  men, though
not subscribers.
23.  Registration.
Every patient  on admission  to the hospital will be
required to answer the following questions for the
information of the Government, such answer to be
inserted in a register kept for that purpose:-
Name
Rank or Profession
Age
Where born
How long in the Colony
Parent's Name
Maiden Surname of Mother
Rank or Profession
Married at
Age when Married
If Married Issue
Living
To whom Married
24.  Diet.
For the guidance of the Wardsmen and Nurses,
the following  scale  shall be considered full diet for
each patient per diem:-
Bread
Meat
Tea
Sugar
Milk.
Everything else to be extra and especially ordered
by the Medical Officers.
L. E. LESTER,
President.
S. METFORD,
Secretary.
BYE-LAWS  FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE
DISPENSER.
1. He shall reside in the hospital ,  from which he
shall  not absent himself more than two hours in a
day, or after 10 o'clock at night, without the sanc-
tion of the honorary medical officers or the Ac ting
Committee .  He shall never be absent at the same
ti me as the Matron .  He shall devote his whole  ti me
to his duties, and shall  not be engaged in any other
pursuit outside the Hospital.
2. He shall be responsible for the order and dis-
cipline of the Institution ,  and shall  report to the
Act in g Committee any infringement of the rules
either on the part of servants or patients  ;  and, in
cases of drunkenness or gross insubordination, he
shall  immediately report same to the Visiting
Surgeons who are empowered to discharge sueh
patients if necessary.
3. He shall have under his charge, and be account.
able for,  all instruments ,  surgical a paratus, medi.
cines, utensils, and stores ,  and he sha11 prepare an
inventory in the month of December in every year,
and at such other  time as the Acting Committee may
direct, of all  furniture ,  utensils ,  medicines, and
stores under his charge.
4. He shall, on the admission of each male or fe-
male patient ,  receive from him or her any clothing,
money, or valuables of any description which they
may possess ,  and will  not require during their stay
in the institution  ;  and for all articles so received he
shall give the patient a receipt ,  particulars of which
shall be entered into a book kept for the purpose,
called  "  Patients '  P roperty-Book " ;  and this book
shall be submitted weekly to the Acting Committee.
On the discharge or death of a patient all such
articles shall be returned to him, or handed to his
friends or executors if approved by the  ' Acting
Committee .  He shall be responsible for the safe
custody of all  patients '  property left in his care,
t. Ile shall see that all patients on admission are
perfectly cleansed and bathed by the persons ap-
pointed to the work before they  enter  the wards,
and, if necessary, furnished with clean linen.
6. He shall affix to the bed of each patient a card,
stating the patient's name, age, religion ,  disease,
date of  admission , and diet.
7. He shall carefully dispense all medicines
ordered by the Visiting Medical Officers, shall
superintend genarally  their administration by the
nurses, and shall strictly carry out all instructions
given him with reference to the diet and treatment
of patients. He shall regularly visit each patient
morning, and evening, and as often during the day
or night as may be required by the cases under
treatment, and on his visit to the wards he shall
examine  their condition with respect to cleanliness.
temperature, and ventilation, and shall observe if
the nurses have done their duty. He shall go
round the wards with the Visiting Medical Offi,•ers,
and when required shall  assist in  the application of
surgvial appliances and dressings. He shall also
render any  assistance  required of him at operation.
8. He shall report immediately to the Visiting
Medical dfficer under whose care the case is, any
unfavorable system suddenly appearing in any of
the patients.
9. When any death occurs in the Hospital he
shall immediately report it to the friends of the
patient and to the Visiting Medical Officer who has
had charge of the case. From the latter he shall
obtain the necessary certificate, which he shall
transmit to the Registrar of the District. He shall
also ascertain  if the friends of the deceased are in
a position  to pay for the interment of the body, and
on their declining to do so, shall report the circum-
stances  to the Acting Committee.
10. He shall see that one bed is always kept empty
for the reception of any accident case that may be
brought in, and shall report to the Acting Commit-
tee when there is no vacant bed available.
11. He shall submit to the Acting Committee a
list of drugs, instruments, or any stores required
to be purchased : but at all times when necessary
for immediate wants,' he may purchase any medi-
cines required to carry out the instructions of the
Visiting Medicial Officers.
12. He shall examine all provisions ,  wines, beer,
spirits ,  medicines ,  and stores under his charge as
supplied, and he shall see that they are fit for the
use of the patients. He shall immediately return
all articles  found to be defective, and report the
circumstance to the Acting Committee.
13. He shall take care that the clergyman whom
any patient may desire to see be immediately sent
for.
14. He shall, when necessary in the interests of
the Institution, be empowered  to insist  on patients
rendering any assistance which may be required of
them about the house or grounds of the Institution :
this to be at all times consistent with the health of
the patients, and subject to the approval of the
Visiting MedicalOfficers and the Acting Committee.
BYE-LAWS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE
MATRON.
1. She shall reside in the Hospital, from which
she shall not absent herself for more than two hours
in a day, or after 10 o'clock at night, without the
sanction  of the Visiting Medical Officers or the
Acting Committee. She shall never be absent at
the same time as the Dispenser. She shall devote
all her time to her duties, and shall not be engaged
in any  pursuit outside the Hospital.
2. She shall have entire control over the female
servants  ;  she shall  see that they do the work allotted
to them, and shall have power to engage female
servants and nurses ,  and in cases of misconduct or
insubordination she shall report the same immedi-
ately to the Dispenser.
3. She shall go round all the wards,  male and
female, every  morning, see  that the beds  are made
and ascertain if any of the bedding requires chang-
ing : she shall see that the sheets are changed at
proper intervals, and that the blankets are kept
clean.
4. She shall see that the floors of the wards,
officers' and servants' rooms, passages,  staircase,
closets, and all other parts of the Institution are
scrubbed and swept as frequently  as may be neces-
sary to keep them clean and tidy.
5. She sliall take care that the clergyman whom
any patient may desire  to see  be immediately sent
for.
6. She shall see that all provisions are properly
cooked, and shall supervise the reparation of any
extras requiring  special care . She shall see that
the meals are served punctually to the patients.
She shall superintend the meals and see that all
portions of food unconsumed are returned to the
kitchen after each meal.
7. She shall distribute to those female patients
who are capable of sewing, any needlework that
may require doing, and shall be at liberty to employ
any patient in the work of the wards, subject to
the approval of the Medical Officer and the Acting
Committee.
8. She shall visit each ward at  least  twice a day,
and as often as may be required for the welfare of
the patients under treatment, or in the interests of
the Institution,
9. She shall preserve order and decorum amongst
the patients in her wards, and shall see that such of
them as are able to do so take their meals in the
dining room, and that all patients retire to bed at
eight o'clock.
REGULATIONS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF
PATIENTS AND VISITORS.
1. No pauper patient shall be admitted into this
institution without presenting a ticket of  admission
signed by a subscriber and endorsed by one of the
Medical Officers, except in cases of extreme urgency,
or except as provided for by rule 17.
2. No patient shall be allowed to leave the
Hospital without the sanction of the  medical
attendant , obtained through the Dispenser or
Matron.
3. No smoking allowed in the wards.
4. The utmost  cleanliness  to be observed by all
patients. Any patient wilfully neglecting this
rule, or committing any nuisance, will be liable to
dismissal at the discretion of the Visiting  Surgeons.
5. Persons wishing to visit patients in the
Hospital can only do so by obtaining written
permission  from the Medical Officers.
6. No visitor will be allowed to supply any
patient with drink or diet of any description,  unless
sanctioned by the Surgeon, under penalty of 'being
refused admission into the Hospital on any future
occasion. The Wardsman will be held responsible
for the due fulfilment of this Regulation.
7. Visitors or patients are cautioned  against
giving any gratuity to the Wardsman or Matron,
as they are liable to  dismissal  by receiving  the same
either directly or indirectly.
8. The Visiting Committee to41have the power to
inspect the wards, stores, &c., and they shall report
the condition  of same at  each General Committee
'Meeting.
9. It shall be competent for all patients to state
to the Visiting Committee any complaint or griev-
ance having reference to their general treatment,
which complaint shall be laid by the Visiting
Committee before the General Committee at their
next  meeting.
10. The Wardsman and Matron shall have full
power to enforce the above Regulations, subject to
the decision of the Visiting  Surgeons  and the General
Committee.
L. E. LESTER,
President,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 187 5.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock noon on MONDAY, the 14th June
next , for the supply of one thous and seven hundred
(1,700) Pairs of Blankets for the Aborigines, of the
same quality  as a sample  blanket to be seen at the
Colonial Stores, and to be delivered not later than 1st
February, 1876.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
\ OW published ,  at the Government Printing
.. Office,  William street, the Statutes of the
Colony,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound .. . ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 16 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. u. BEAL, '
Government Printer.
I
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice thatall  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office  Order,  or cash ;  otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane, 20th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
a Money Order Office has been opened in con-
nection with the Post Office at Black Snake.
GEORGE THORN, Juxa.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
Mr. ALEXANDER DoasEr has been appointed
Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths for the
Registration District of Palmer, at the Kings-
borough Gold Field. Also, that Mr. WILLIAM
SAMWELLS has been appointed Registrar of Births,
Marriages , and Deaths for the Registration District
of Ravenswood,  vice  William R. O. Hill, trans-
ferred.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 20th May, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
11
THE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 7th proximo, Tenders
for the erection of School House and Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan, in accordance with Plans
and Specifications, which may be seen on applica-
tion to Mr. F. Mirchinn, Jondaryan, or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1875.
IT is hereby notified that the following gentlemen
have been appointed Commissioners for Affida-
vits,  &c..-
JOHN R. COWAN, Esquire,  Solicitor ,  Beenleigh,
such Commission being determinable on his ceasing
to remain  on the Roll of Attorneys of the Supreme
Court of Queensland ;
JOHN ELLIOTT, Esquire, Solicitor, Clermont,
such Commission being determinable on his  ceasing
to remain  on the Rbll of Attorneys of the Supreme
Court of Queensland;
CHARLES E.  SMITH, Esquire, of Gympie, late
articled Clerk to W. E. Murphy, Esquire, Solici-
tor, of Brisbane, such Commission being determin-
able at the expiration of one year from the 19th
day of May, A.D.  1875;
SEPTIMU5 ALFRED STEPHEN , Esquire, Solicitor
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
such Commission being determinable on his ceasing
to practise as an attorney, &c., in Sydney.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief
Justice of Queensland.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON
SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Insolvency Act of
1874,"  together with  "General Rules  in  Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " the  Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874,"  together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields  of the whole of the
C:nlony.'  Demy 8vo .  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October. 24, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of the Brisbane River, from the
Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price 2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
NOTION.
rf1RE 8oa1e of Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
11 ments  in the Qseessiosd  Goverwaseat  Gazette is
es follows
Advertisements relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Estates,  or Letters of Administration,  60. 6d.
each.
Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, I
-ter animal.
All other Advertisements will be charged for at the
rate of Ss.  for the first eight lines  (or under),
and 8d .  for every additional line, allowing ten
words  to each line.
Advertisers are reminded that xo  ADVERTISEMENT
WILL EE INSERTED in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover  the cost of its insertion
soeording to the above scale.
By Order,
JAHE S  0. BEAL,
*avernment Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
  (I HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1 Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts speci fied in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first  clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said cause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall  be
forfeited.
A. MACALISTER.
i Area in
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run .  District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
R., J., and F .  Anning
Anning Company ...
R., J., and F .  A. Anning
R., J., and F. A. Anning
Anning and Co.
Fanning,  Griffiths, and Co.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
J. and C .  Allingham ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
The Bank of New South Wales
Jofin Langton ... ... ...
Ditto ...
J. Langton  and R . Williamson
William Mark ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
R. Daintree, R. H. Bland, and
Klingender
Cargoon No. 2 ...
ditto No. 3
Reedy Springs No. 2
ditto No. 4
Ellen Vale ...
Lolworth No. 4 ...
ditto No. 6 ...
Toombs ...
ditto No. 2 ...
Tuppal ... ...
Briar Field ... ...
Spring Grove ...
South  Merino ...
Mitchell Vale
Kangaroo ; Hills No. 1
ditto No. 2
ditto No. 3
ditto No. 4
ditto No. 5
ditto No. 6
ditto No. 7
ditto No. 9
ditto No. 11
Powlathanga Lake ...
Pandanus ... ...
Saddington ... ...
Springbock ... ...
... Spring Lake... ...
Reeves Lake
... Rocky Bar ...
E. Weaver Vale
£  S.  d.
North Kennedy ... 100 26 0 0
ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
ditto ... ...  25 6 5 0
ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
ditto ...  50  12  10  0
ditto ... 48 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 45 11 6 0
ditto ... ...  54  13 10  0
ditto ... ... 41 10 5 0
ditto ... ...  26  6 10  0
ditto  ... ...  37 9 6 0
ditto ... ...  33 8 6 0
ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
ditto ... ...  36 9 0 0
ditto ... ... 70 1710 0
ditto ... ...  50 1210 0
ditto ... ...  83 8 5 0
ditto ... ... 32 8 0 0
ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ...  35 8 ] 5 0
ditto  ... ... 35 816 0
ditto ...  35  8 15  0
ditto  ... ...  36 9 0 0
ditto ... ...  36 816 0
ditto  ... ...  50 1210 0
ditEb ... ... 75 1815 0
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
28th April, 1875.
.
l
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
rI to open a new. Road through portions Nos. 334, 333, 340, and 373, pariah of Walloon, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of Road abovementiolled, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General, Bris-
bane,  and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons interested therein are  requested  to transmit,
in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation  of the Road  in quetion.
H. E. KING.
75-1795.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 334, 333, 340, and 373, PARISH OF WALLOON,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC  ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Port ion of Road.
Commencing in the east
boundary of portion
834, and running
north -westerly to its
north -west boundary
dA
x2
How
held.
833
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
d o
G .  F. Moore
U m U 0
2 Commencing at the east 832
corner of port ion 333,
and running  north-
westerly  along its
nort h-east boundary
to its  north  corner
3 Commencing  at the east
corner of portion 340,
and running no rt h-
westerly along part of
its nort h-east boun-
dary
910
G. F. Moore
August  Kruger August  Kruger
J. Fleishman J. Fleishmannl
4 Commencing  in the 1348 It Joseph Vogler ;J. Vogler
nprth •east boundary
iof portion 373, and l 3 .0
running  no rt h -wester-
wester-ly and north to its o d o
north-east boundary
Length
i in BreadthBearings Area . Remarks.-. of Road.Chains.
chs. Iks. A. R. P.
308° 30' 31 28 1001ks. 3 0 14 Unimprove
322° 26' 00 12
322° 25' 34 75  100 iks . 3 1 36 Unimproved.
322° 26' 16 62  100 lks . 1 3 10 Unimp ro ved.
3400 60' 3 161 (a triangu-
3400 50' 3 164
lar piece)
A triangu- i 2 0 13
322° 26' 10 83 Iar piece,
380° 8 67 100 Ike.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees  and Lessees  of the undermentioned  Runs are  hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said  clause , which declares that  unless  payment is made within  six months
after notification in the  Govenament Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
T. B. STEPHENS.
C. H. Humphrey and E. A. Bullmore
Ditto ... ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ... ...
J. C. Bock ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ..
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson ... ... ...
J. Pettiford ...
Frederick Burne
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
E. M. Geary ... ... ...
G. O. Lyon ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
G. O. Lyon, L. McD.  Playfiir, and C.
H. Lyon
John Officer ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
C. M. Nutting ...
F. Wi ll iams ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ...
Ditto
E. Bradley and H. L. Zouch ...
Alexr. K. Finlay .... ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ...
Jones ,  Greene, Massie ,  and Sullivan ...
Name of Run.
Walker's Creek ... ... Warrego
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto
Qullberry ... ditto
East Barkoothullah ... ditto
West Barkoothullah ... ditto
Kahmoo Mulga ... ... ditto
Bundarra  ... ... ... ditto
East Burrandilla ... ... ditto
West Burrandilla ... ... ditto
Binnarbilla ... ... ... ditto
Binbilla West ... ... ditto
Moltke ... ... ... ditto
Trochu ... ... ... ditto
Berlin ... ... ... ditto
Strasburg  ... ... ... ditto
Paris ... ... ... ... ditto
Metz ... ... ... ... ditto
Sedan ... ... ... ditto
Orleans  ... ... ... ditto
Junction Block ... ... ditto
Narraport ... ditto
Fairley Plains South ... ditto
Beechel East ... ditto
Beechel West ... ditto
Koolpitta ... ... ditto
Yalyery ... ... ... ditto
Yalyery West ... ... ditto
Buthana  ... ... ...  ditto
£ s. d.
60 16 0 0
74 18 10 0
82 20 10 0
50 12 10 0
80 20 0 0
80 20 0 0
60 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
67 14 5 0
60 12 10 0
67 14 6 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
35 8 16 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
90 22 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12  10.0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
25 6 5 0
50 12 10 0
45 11 5 0
Koroit ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Humeburn West ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Paroo North... ... ... ditto ... ... 38 9 10 0
Bierbank East  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Bierbank ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Iujuringa  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Haredean East  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
Haredean  West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Quilbery ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Cookers ... ... ... ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
Kebworth ... ... ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
Cowley ... ... .., ditto ... 25 6. 5 0
Bingala  ... ... ... ditto ... 50  12 10  0
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House, Bowen, at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 5th proximo, under 113th Clause
Customs Act of  1873."
Date. Ship.
1867.
December  19 Boomerang  ... I  Harley...
1868.
12b
Name of Lessee.
Master.
ruaryFe
April  22 ..
September 3
October 3 ...
October 6 ...
1869.
February 9
May 25 ...
June 28 ...
August 20...
Black Swan ...
Prixa  Donna...
Whence. Merchant. Marks andNumbers.
Sydney  .  J. D. Harley ... Y over 40-1
Cleveland  Bay  Macleod and Co.  L over 42-4
Sydney  . W. Clarke .. P over 43...
Zimmerman  C over 47...11
and Co.
Rockhampton E over 48...
Sydney ... G. Smith ... I over 48-,r'
Marion  Benny  I  Walton ...
Paci fic ... Sykes  ... ...  Brisbane
Saunders
Cooke ...
Auckland  ...  Lake ... i Sydney
Boomerang ... Harley  ...  Maryborough
R over 50..
L over 53.. .
M over 53
N over 53
0 over 53 ..
G over 54..
L over 54.. .
Area
District,  in Square Amount.
Miles.
Description of
Packages.
2 half tierces
2 half tierces
1 half tierce
9 cases ...
29 cases
5 boxes
5 cases
58 oases ...
12 oases ...
10 apses ...
49 cases ...
8 cases
2 hogsheads
Imported Quantities
and Deecrlption of
Goode.
6.38 lbs. tobacco
ro-o lbs. tobacco
420 lbs. tobacco
15,4  gallons brandy
gallons  brandy
U bs.tobacco
17H  gallons geneva
104 l gallons b ra ndy
19 ga ll ons b ra ndy
1 gallons old l om
8611 gallons brandy
16 gallons b ra ndy
100 gallons beer
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane , 5th May, 1875.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD. FIRST NOTICE.
T7 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1. to open  a new  Road through portions Nos. 11, 12, and 13, parish of Bulimba, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this  colony,  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-1880. If.  E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  No.  11, 12,  AND 13, PARISH OF BULIMBA ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DIST RICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
I Entering port ion No . 13
on its western boon -
dary,  and running
no rt h - easterly out
ac ro ss its no rt hern
boundary
2 Entering portion No. 12
on its southern boun-
dary, and running
no rt h  -  easterly and
no rt h  -  westerly out
ac ro ss its no rt hern
boundary
zo
How
held .
Reputed
Owner. Occupier Beari ngs .
... Fee Robert Robert Porter )  N. 38° 30' E.
...
simple
Fee
Porter
Robert Robert Porter N. 38° 30' E.
simple Porter N. 9° 0' E.
N. 347° 30' E.
N.312°  E.
3 Entering port ion No . 11 ... Fee Robe rt
on its southern boon -  simple Porter
dary, and running
no rt herly and no rt h-
easterly out ac ro ss its
no rt hern boundary,
Bu limba Creek
Robe rt  Porter N. 328° 16' E.
N. 860° E.
N. 37° E,
N. 22° 46' E.
N.  3559  16' E.
I
Length
in Chains
Breadth
of Road. Ares.
Ohs. iks . I A. X.  P.
11 Be  , chain 1 1 3
13 85
5 96
4 8 1 chain 2 3 17
4 861
2 89 l
4 31 I
12 31  yl chain 3 3 26
7
1
62 JJJ77
Remarks,
Paddock enclosed
with  three-rail
split  hardwood
fencing.
Paddock  enclosed
with three-rail
split hardwood
fencing,
Homestead en-
closed with
three-rail split
hardwood fenc-
ing; po rt ion be-
ing cultivated
with sugarosue,
near the creek.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 10th May, 1875.
HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with  the  advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road  from Maryborough to Gympie ,  County of March , Wide  Bay District :
Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act  4 William IV.,  No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Gympie  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,.  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
75-1794. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM MARYBOROUGH  TO GYMPIE , `COUNTY OF MARCH, WIDE BAY
DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD , UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
o.  Port ion of Road. How held.
x1
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
I
Of
Road.
1 Gympte
Register chg. lks .
1  Thro ugh part of selec- 1 9  '.Conditional Charles Charles N.1901461  14 5 3 chains
tion No. 1, parish of) Purchase Scarrott Scarrott  168° 26' 19 27
Oundiah, county  of  C. L. A.
March  I 186
162°36'  10 62
Act, 8,
2  Deviation of part of the 1 Immigration M. Jenkins None ...  171° 20' 8 47 Irregu -
road frontage to M.
Jenkins '  selection No.
8, parish of Gootohie
Act,  1869. lar
0  Deviation of part of the 13 Conditional N.  Booker None ...  177° 84' 11 58 Irregu-
ro ad frontage to E. Purchase 177° 34' 6 03 lar
Bookers' selection No. 1668 Act 166° 34' 15 20
S 157-401 6 50
148° 04' 18 40
118° 50' 16 00
137° 24'
4 Deviation of part  of the in Conditional E. Booker None .,.  107° 13'  10 38 Irregu-
road frontage to E. Purchase 190° 03'  4 94 lar
Booker's selection of 1868 Act 142° 48'  5 42
684 acres 163° 33'  6 34
134° 18'  10 50
I 136° 63'  6 80
a Deviation of part  of 88 Homestead Johu Palmer John 126025,  3 60 Irregu-
ro ad fro ntage to i J. 1868 Act Palmer lar
Palmer 's selection of
260 sores
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
13  1 30 Unimproved
land ; not
fenced.
0 1 27}  The land re-
Ruined is the
permanent
roadway.
18 1 234  Unimproved
and un-
fenced.
5 2 36 The  land re-
sumed to the
permanent
roadway.
0 0 31 Unimproved
land.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
1\
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after lot October, 1874, the following Time Table will come
i. into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock.
hampton .
Stations Up Train,
Miles
Mired, from RockyCreek.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. P.M.
Rockhampton... ... 11 0 Rocky Creek 3. 0
6 Gracemere ... ... 11.24  6 Goganjo ... ... 3.24
15 Stanwell  ... ... 12. 0 14 Westwood
1
eve . 3.55
24 Rosewood ... ... A
..
depart .
.. .
4. 0
80 Westwood depart
arrive
...
1. 0
1.15
20
29
Rosewood
Stanwell
...
...
...
...
...
...
A
5. 0
38 Goganjo ... .. ... 1.47 38 Gracemere ... ... ... 5.36
44 Rocky Creek .. .. ... 2.10 44 Rockhampton... ... ... 5.0
(A.) The Trains  marked thug , A, will stop by signal to take  up passengers  only, whb will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they pro pose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and T talFares.  Stock. Miscellaneous. o .
S.  d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
Week ending May 22nd, 1876 ... ... 580 16 1 1 ,245 13 0 62 4 1 1,888 13 2
Corresponding week last year ... ... 552 2 3 1,601 4 0 61 18 6 2,215 4 9
Increase
... 28 13 10 0 5 7
Decrease  ...
... ... 355 11 0 ... 326 11 7
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th  May,  1875.
T
HE  following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Gatton Cemetery ,  for the year 1874, is
hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  GATTON CEMETERY, for the year 1874.
1
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
January 1st, 1874. £ s. d. January let ,  1874.  £ s. d.
To Balance in Bank  ... ... ... ... 8 15 4 By planting trees and cleaning paths ,  &c. ... 8 15 4
„ One cheque overdrawn for ... ... 1 16 1 „ Watering the trees  ... ... ...  1 16 1
£10 11 6 £10 11 5
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Gatton Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st December, 1874, is correct; and we
make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths
dot of 1867."
A. V. CARPENDALE,)
JOSEPH LOWE, } Trustees.
ROBERT BELL, )
Auditor-Josh WHITE, Acting C.P.S
Declared and signed before  me, at Gatton, this 29th April, 1875.
JOHN ROBINSON, J.P.
Gatton, 29th April, 1875.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TARE Notice ,  that  applications have been made to bring the Lands described below ender the
provisions  of " The Real Property  Act of 1561." Any person  desiring to oppose  must  do so by
lodging ,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said  Act, on or before  the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Desc ription and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant,
1 rood 19  perches ,  being subdivision 2 of eastern subur -  James Watson
ban all otment 109, parish of South Brisbane ,  county
of Stanley
26 perelies ,  being subdivision  1 of eastern  suburban Ditto
allotment 109, parish of South Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
1 rood ,  being subdivision 11 of section  2 of eastern ,  John Ranken
suburban allotment  119, parish of Ipswich, county of
Stanley
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS,
As OF  WEDNESDAY ,  THE 26TH DAY OF MAY,
A.D. 1875.
T is ordered by Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, the
I Chief Justice of Queensland, the Honorable
ALFRED JAXZ8 PETER  LIITWYCHE, and the Honor-
able CHARLES  LILLEY, Judges of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, That the office fees for
administering  the oath of  allegiance  or office to a
Justice of  the Peace , as set forth in the schedule to
the Regulss  Generales, as of Tuesday, the twenty-
sixth day of May, A.D.1863, be amended as follows:-
When any such oath of allegiance or office shall be
administered  either by the Court or a Judge thereof,
a fee of one  pound one shilling shall be paid to
the Registrar  of the Court for each such oath.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on FRIDAY, the fourth day of
June, A.D. 1875.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Henry Westgarth, of Brisbane
(trading as W. H. Westgarth and Co.), mer-
chant, by the said William Henry Westgarth.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said William Henry West-
garth be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ;
and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the Creditors of
the said William Henry Westgarth, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the seventh day of June, 1876, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Henry Westgarth
shall, on the third day of June, 1875, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and  liabilities  of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of May, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Date within which a Oaveat
maybe  Lodged.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Jesse Sharpley, late of Thurragai
Station, near  St. George, in the Colony of
Queensland,  grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expire.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court. that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above.
named Jesse Sharpley,  deceased , who died intestate,
may be granted to Booth Sbarpley, of Thurragai
Station aforesaid,  grazier,  the brother of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of May,
A.D. 1875.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
357
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the  said  Booth Sharpley.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of "  The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act of  1867,"  and of the Personal Estate of
Ali  Yum, late of Mount Auburn, deceased.
To  Ali  Su, and  Ali  Sang, and the next of kin.
And of the Personal Estate of Henry List, late of
Cooktown, deceased.
To the father and mother.
And of the Personal Estate of James Stritch, late of
Coranga, deceased.
To the next of kin.
TAKE Notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the per-
sonal  Estates of  Ali  Yum, Henry List, and James
Stritch, deceased intestate, or show cause within
one calendar month after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judge thereof; why orders should not be
made for me to collect, manage, and administer the
said Estates of the said Ah k um, Henry List, and
James Stritch, I shall, at the expiration of the said
one calendar mopth, apply by Petition to the said
Court, or a Judge of the said Court, for such orders,
and the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 29th day of May, A.D. 1876.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of June. at 10 o'clock, before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane,
354 13s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of David E. Marston, late of Bowen ;
I. T. W. Cranawick, James Blakeley, Charles
Michael, Louis Jensen, Lawrence Sullivan, and
William Smith, late of Cooktown ; Charles
Stevens, late of Dalby ; Thomas Madge, late
of Dinnercorner, near Helidon ; Soon Hab,
late of Warwick ; unknown deceased, late of
Daandine paddock ; Alexander Keith Collins,
otherwise Dr. Murray, late of Burenda ; Henry
Haryes, late of Gladstone ; John Martin, late
of Amby Downs ; Patrick O'Mara, late of
Townsville ; James Moran, late of Juandah ;
Tom Sandwich, late of Jervis Island, Torre.
Straits ; William. White, late of Cardwell;
and James  Hamilton, late of Walloon.
PURSUANT to Act of Parliament, 31 Vic.,
No. 10,  all persons having any claims against
the Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased
persons ,  are to come in and prove their debts at my
office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the
29th day of July next, or in default they will be
peremptorily excluded from all benefit accruing
from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 29th May, 1875.
355 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Sondergeld, late of Reedy
Creek, Highfields, near Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John Sondergeld, deceased, may
be granted to Michael Purtill, of Highfields, near
Toowoomba aforesaid ,  farmer ,  one of the Executors
named in the said Will, Michael Loll, the other
Executor therein named, having renounced Probate
thereof.
Dated t)Iis twenty -sixth day of May, A.D. 1875.
RICHARD DODD,
Russe ll  street, Toowoomba,
362
Proctor for  the said Michael  Purtill.
6s. 6d.
NOTICE.
THE  Partnership hitherto existing between theundersigned, under the style of "J. and C.
Blane," is this day dissolved by the retirement of
Mr. Christopher Blane from the firm.
Mr. John Blane will continue the business, dis-
charging all debts due by and receiving all moneys
payable to the late firm.
As witness the hands  of the  parties, this 22nd
day of May, 1875.
JOHN BLANE.
CHRISTOPHER BLANE.
Witness-
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Clerk to Mr. M. Lyons,
Solicitor , Brisbane.
356 6s.
LOST.
FIXED eposit Receipt of the Australian Jo ntBank, Cooktown, £200 in my favor. Al
persons  are cautioned  not to advance money against
same ; and the  finder  will  please communicate with
me.
JAMES KELLY,
Care of A.J.S. Bank, Sydney.
348 4s.
The GovxRNMENT PAINTE R ackn owledg es th e  re ceipt
of the  following amounts:-
1875. £ a. d.
May 22.-W. Kewley... ... ... ... 0 1 0
22.-T. N. Rose ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
25.-Cowton and Irwin ... ... ... 0 15 7
25.-J. Morgan ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
25.-C. Knvetzsch ... ... ... 0 2 10
25.-M. Jordan ... ... ... ... 0 9 9
25.-C. Fulloon ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
26.-Rogers, Chapple,  and Irwin ... 0 9 9
0 1 026.-T. W atson  ... ... ...
,, 26.-F. G. Mackay . ... ... 0 5 0
27.-A. Wyndham ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ 27.-W. Keith  ... ... ... ... 0 16 0
28.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
28.-W. J. Scott ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„
28.-W. Livesey ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1FmpaunbinflE.
#W Punndkeeper,are reminded  that  .4dvert, a,meais
of Impounded Stock  will be  charged for  at the  rate of
ONE SRILLINa PEE ANIMAL ;  and  no  such  Adrer-
tisement will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .tuflcient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville,  from Gowrie Cattle
Station, on the 18th  of May,  1875,  by order of
Walter Flood, Esquire,  for trespass .  Driving, 6s. 8d.
One bay colt, like CS or GS off shoulder , three white
feet, star and snip, long tail.
If not released on or before  the 25th of  June, 1876,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. LIVESEY,  Poundkeeper.
361  le.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba ,  from Eton Vale, on the20th of May ,  1875, by order  of E. D kin ,  Esquire.
Driving , 2a. per head.
One bay horse , blotch like  R or B with  BE  near shoulder,
star and snip.
One brown horse, JM  conjoined under illegible brands
near shoulder ,  collar -marked.
One black mare ,  2 over JW near  shoulder, star.
One chesnut  mare , JH conjoined near cheek, star.
One bay  horse,  balance over JH over 4 near shoulder,
collar-marked.
One bro wn colt ,  li ke registered Q near shoulder, near
hind fetlock  white, star.
One bay  mare,  C or G off shoulder ,  J off hip,  9  over H
near  shoulder ,  star and snip.
One brown mare WM over  W near shoulder ,  R in shield
brand near  thigh, S over  m over N or W off
shoulder.
Also, from the  enclosed land of Mr .  J. Roberts, Emu
Creek Plain ,  on the 22nd  of May, 1875 .  Damages,
2s. 6d . ;  driving ,  2s. 8d .  per head.
One bay mare ,  P over DM near shoulder ;  bay colt foal
at foot.
One bay mare , like C  or G near shoulder ,  1 or 4 with
GG near thigh,  sma ll  star and snip.
One bro wn mare , T or JT  conjoined over 0 or Q near
shoulder ,  star ,  off hind fetlock white.
If not  re leased  on or before  the 25th of June, 1875,
will  be sold to defr ay expenses.
858
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
lie.
IMPOUNDED  at Stoma, (wrongly described in former
advert isement).
One dark-bay mare ,  star ,  near hind foot white, indistinct
brand  like JP conjoined sideways over JP conjoined
near shoulder,  AN  off shoulder ,  like T near thigh.
One roan colt ,  WW near shoulder,  li ke GH off thigh.
One grey horse ,  fleabitten ,  blotched brand like CW off
shoulder, indistinct brand  like EP (the E  re versed,
the P upside down )  near shoulder.
One bay colt ,  like 4C"  (re gistered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay  colt ,  indistinct brand like MJ5 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th June ,  1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeepor.
861  5e.
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CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from Coonambula Run,
on the 7th April, 1875, by order of W. F. McCord,
Esquire .  D riving, 8s. 4d.
One ye llow -bay mare, meally muzzle ,  sma ll  star, K
over 6 near thigh ,  near hind foot white.
If not released on or before  the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS BLACK, Poundkeeper.
349 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Blackall,  from Malvern Hills, on
10th May, 1875, by A. R. Brown, Esquire. Driv-
ing, 4s. 2d.
One brown horse ,  like N over  GH near shoulder, blase
in face.
If not released on or before 15th June,  1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
852 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat, fro m Talavera Station, by
order  of A. Tooth ,  Esquire .  Driving expenses, 8d
Damages, £5.
One white bull, strawberry neck, R.AS  (registered
brand) off romp, top off near ear.
If not released on or before the 15th June ,  1875, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS WATSON, Acting  Poundkeeper.
350 Is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom , from Juandah, on the 9th
May, 1875 ,  by order of  W. Garden, Esquire-
D ri ving , 6s. 8d.
One grey mare , like BY1 or BY7 (registered brand)
near shoulder, like A in diamond  over F p conjoined
off shoulder ,  like S in diamond off rump.
If not released on or before 15th June ,  1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
W.' J. SCOTT,  Poundkeeper.
860  is.
IMPOUNDED  at Toowoomba ,  f ro m the lands of Mr.
J. Londergal ,  Highfelds ,  on 17th  May, 1875.
Damages and driving ,  4s. 6d.
One bay mare, JR or JHR conjoined reversed near
shoulder ,  like heart 6 heart off shoulder, sma ll  star,
like 65 near saddle.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Also, from Cooby Creek.
One brown mare ,  diamond over GD near shoulder, star ;
bay unbranded colt at foot.
One Chesnut mare ,  diamond over GD near shoulder.
If not released on or before 15th June, 1875 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
359 4e.
Printed and Pub lished by JAXzs 0. BaLI, Government Printer,
Will iam street, Brisbane ,  29th May,  W6.
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VOL. XVI.] MONDAY,  31sT  MAY, 1875. [No. 66.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint
the under-mentioned places to be additional Polling Places for taking the Poll for the Election
of a Member to serve in the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of East Moreton.
Electoral District.
East Moreton
Polling Places.
... ... ... Sandgate.
Samford.
Mooloolah.
Maroochie.
Pine River (Mr. Thomas Petrie's residence, North Pine).
A. MACALISTER.
By Authority ;  JAxss C. Bast , Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XVI.] SATURDAY, 5TH JUNE, 1875. [No. 67.
Colonial Secretary Office,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1875.
r j IS Excellency the Governor directs the  sub-
joined j Despatches, received from the Secre-
tary of State for the Colonies, to be published for
general information.
Augustus Charles Gregory (Surveyor-General of
Queensland) to the dignity of a Companion of the
Order of St. Michael and St. George, in considera-
tion of his very important and valuable services in
connection with the exploration of Northern Aus-
tralia.
A. MACALISTER.
No. 1.
ON THE SUBJECT OF THE FLAGS TO BE USED BY
THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF HER MAJESTY'S
SERVICE, AND THOSE RESERVED FOR THE SOLE
USE OF THE GOVERNORS OF THE COLONIES.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing  street,
23rd February, 1875.
Sin,-With reference to my predecessor' s Circular
Despatch of the 14th September, 1869,  enclosing
an Order in  Council on the subject of the Flags to
be used by the different branches of Her Majesty's
service, I  have to acquaint you, for your informa-
tion and guidance , that I have received  a communi.
cation from  the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty, in which they  state that they assume
that flags  of this description, viz., the Union Jack
with  a badge in the centre,  submitted for their
Lordships' approval from time to time, are for the
sole use of Governors  of Colonies.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Commanding
The Government of Queensland.
No. 2.
APPOINTMENT OF MR. AUGUSTUS GREGORY TO THE
DIVA ITV OF A COMPANION  OF THE ORDER OF
T. MICHAEL  AND ST. GEORGE.
Queensland ,  Downing street,
No. 11.  24th February, 1875.
Sin,-I have the honor to inform you that Her
Majesty has been pleased, on my recommendation,
to give directions for the appointment of Mr.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Cairns, C.M.G.,
&c., &c., &c.
No. 3.
TREATY BETWEEN HER MAJESTY AND  THE SwISs
CONFEDERATION, FOR THE MUTUAL  SURRENDER
OF FUGITIVE CRIMINALS.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
3rd March, 1875.
SiR,-I have the honor to transmit to you, for
publication in the colony under your Government, a
copy of a Treaty between Her Majesty and the Swiss
Confederation, for the mutual surrender of fugitive
criminals,  as well as  a copy of the Order in Council
of the 4th ultimo, for carrying into effect the Treaty
which came into operation on the 1st instant.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
EXTRACT FROM  " THE LONDON  GAZETTE " OF
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1875.
At the Court at Osborne House, Isle of Wight,
the 4th day of February, 1875.
Present-The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in
Council.
WHEREAS by an Act of Parliament  made and
passed in the session of Parliament holden in the
thirty-third and thirty-fourth years of the reign of
Her present Majesty, intituled  " An Act for Amend.
ing the law relating to the Extradition of Criminals,"
it was  amongst other things enacted, that where am
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arrangement  has been made with any foreign State
with respect to the surrender to such State of any
fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may, by Order in
Council, direct that the said Act shall apply in the
the case of such foreign State ; and that Her Majesty
may, by the same or any subsequent Order, limit
the operation of the Order, and restrict the same to
fugitive criminals who are in or suspected of being in
the part of Her Majesty's dominions specified in
the Order, and render the operation thereof subject
to such conditions, exceptions, and qualifications as
may be deemed expedient :
And whereas a Treaty  was concluded on the
thirty-first day of March last between Her Majesty
and the Swiss Confederation, for the Mutual Extra-
dition of Fugitive Criminally which Treaty is in the
terms following:-
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and the Swiss Con-
federation, having judged it expedient, with a view
to the better administration of justice and to the
prevention of crime within their respective terri-
tories and jurisdictions, that persons charged with,
or convicted of, the crimes hereinafter enumerated,
and being fugitives from justice, should, under
certain circumstances ,  be reciprocally delivered up,
have named as their Plenipotentiaries to conclude
a Treaty for this purpose, that is to say :
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, Alfred Guthrie
Graham Bonar, Esquire, Her Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Con-
federation ;
And the Federal' Council of the  Swiss  Confedera.
tion ,  Joseph Martin Kniisel ,  Member of the Swiss
Federal Council ;
Who, after having communicated to each other
their respective full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed upon and concluded the following
Articles
ARTICLE I.
The High Contracting Parties engage to deliver
up to each other those persons who, being accused or
convicted of a crime committed in the territory of
the one party, shall be found within the territory of
the other party under the circumstances and con-
ditions stated in the present treaty.
ARTICLE II.
The crimes for which the extradition is to be
granted are the following:-
1. Murder (including infanticide) and attempt
to murder.
2. Manslaughter.
3. Counterfeiting or altering money, uttering
or bringing into circulation counterfeit or altered
money.
4. Forgery, or counterfeiting, or altering, or
uttering what is forged, or counterfeited, or altered ;
comprehending the crimes designated in the Penal
Codes of either State as counterfeiting or falsifica-
tion of paper money, bank notes, or other securities,
forgery, or other falsification of other public or
private documents, likewise the uttering or bringing
into circulation, or wifully using such counterfeited,
forged, or falsified papers.
5. Embezzlement or larceny.
6. Obtaining money or goods by false pretences.
7. Crimes against bankruptcy law.
S. Fraud committed by a bailee, banker, agent.
factor, trustee, or director, or member or public
officer of any Company made criminal  by any  law
for the time being in force.
9. Rape.
10. Abduction  of minors.
11. Child stealing or kidnapping.
12. False imprisonment.
13. Burglary, or housebreaking, with criminal
intent.
14. Arson.
15. Robbery with violence.
16. Threats by letters or otherwise with intent to
extort.
17. Perjury, or subornation of perjury.
18. Malicious injury to property, if the offence
be indictable.
The extradition is also to take place for partici-
pation in any of the aforesaid crimes, as an
accessory before or after the fact.
ARTICLE III.
No Swiss shall be delivered up by Switzer-
land to the Government of the United  Kingdom ;
and no subject of the United Kingdom shall be
delivered up by the Government thereof to  Switzer-
land.
ARTICLE IV.
The extradition shall not take place if the person
claimed on the part of the Government of the
United Kingdom, or the person claimed on the part
of the Swiss Government, has already been tried
and discharged or punished, or is still under trial,
in one of the Swiss Cantons or in the United
Kingdom respectively, for the crime for which his
extradition is demanded.
If the person claimed on the part of the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, or if the person
claimed on  the part of the Swiss Government,
should be under examination,  or have been con-
demned for any other crime, in one of the Swiss
Cantons or in the United Kingdom respectively,
his extradition may be deferred until he shall have
been set at liberty in due course of law.
In case such individual should be proceeded
against or detained in the country in which be has
taken refuge ,  on account of obligations contracted
towards private individuals ,  his extradition shall,
nevertheless ,  take place  ;  the injured party retaining
his right to prosecute his claims before the com-
petent authority.
ARTICLE V.
The extradition shall not take place if, subse-
quently to the commission of the crime, or the
institution of the penal prosecution, or the convic-
tion thereon, exemption from prosecution or punish-
ment has been acquired by lapse of time ,  according
to the laws of the State applied to.
ARTICLE VI.
If the individual claimed by one of two Con-
tracting Parties in pursuance of the present Treaty
should be also claimed by one or several other
Powers, on account of other crimes committed upon
their respective territories, his surrender shall be
granted to that State whose demand is earliest in
date ; unless any other arrangement should be made
between the Governments which have claimed
him, either on account of the gravity of the crimes
committed ,  or for any other reason.
ARTICLE VII.
A fugitive  criminal shall not be surrendered if
the offence in respect of which his surrender is
demanded is one of a political character, or is
connected with a crime of that nature, or if be
prove that the requisition for his surrender has, in
fact, been made with a view to try and punish him
for an offence of a political character.
ARTICLE VIII.
A person surrendered can in no case be kept in
prison, or be brought to trial in the  State  to which
the surrender has been made, for any other crime,
or on account of any other  matters  than those for
which the extradition shall have taken place.
'I his stipulation does not apply to crijnes com-
mitted after the extradition.
ARTICLE IX.
The requisition for extradition must always be
made by way of diplomacy, and to wit, in Swit.
zerland by the British Minister to the President of
the Confederation, and in the United Kingdom to
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs by the
Consul-General of Switzerland, who, for the pur-
poses of this Treaty, is hereby recognised by Her
Majesty as a Diplomatic Representative of Swit-
zerland.
The requisition for the extradition  of an accused
person must be accompanied by a warrant of arrest
issued by the competent authority of the State
requiring the extradition, and by such evidence as,
according to the laws of the place where the accused
is found, would justify his arrest if the crime had
been committed there.
If the requisition relates to a person already con-
victed, it must be accompanied by the sentence of
condemnation passed against the convicted person
by the competent court of the State that makes the
requisition for extradition.
A requisition for extradition cannot be founded on
sentences passed  in contumaciam.
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ARTICLE X.
A fugitive  criminal  may, however, be apprehended
under  a warrant  issued by any police magistrate,
justice'of the peace, or other competent authority,
in either country, on such information or complaint,
together with such evidence or after such judicial
proceedings as would in the opinion of the officer
issuing the warrant justify its issue, if the crime
had been committed in that part of the dominions
of the two Contracting Parties in which he exercises
• jurisdiction. Provided, however, that in the United
Kingdom the accused shall in such case be sent as
speedily as possible before a police magistrate in
London. Such requisition may be made by means
of the post or by telegraph.
The accused shall, however, be discharged if,
within such reasonable time as, with reference to
the circumstances of the case ,  the police magistrate
may fix, the requisition shall not have been made
according to the stipulations contained in Article IX.
ARTICLE XI.
The extradition shall not take place before the
expiration of fifteen days from the apprehension,
and then only if the evidence be found sufficient,
according to the laws of the State applied to, either
to justify the committal of the prisoner for trial, in
case the crime had been committed in the territory
of the said State, or to prove that the prisoner is
the identical person convicted by the courts of the
State which makes the requisition.
ARTICLE XII.
In the  examinations  which they have to make
in accordance  with the foregoing stipulations, the
authorities of the State applied to shall admit as
entirely valid evidence the sworn depositions or
statement of witnesses taken in the other State, or
copies thereof, and likewise the warrants and
sentences issued therein, provided such documents
are signed  or certified by a Judge, Magistrate, or
Officer of such State, and are authenticated by
the oath of  some witness , or by being sealed with
the official  seal of a  British Secretary of $Sta.Le,
or of the Chancellor of the Swiss Confederation.
ARTICLE XIII. '
If sufficient evidence for the extradition be not
produced within two months from the date of the
apprehension of the fugitive, he shall be  set at
liberty.
ARTICLE XIV.
All articles seized ,  which were in the possession
of the person to be surrendered at the time of his
apprehension, shall, if the competent authority of the
State  applied to for the extradition has ordered the
delivery thereof, be given up when the extradition
takes places, and the said delivery shall extend not
merely to the stolen articles, but to everything that
may serve as a proof  of the crime.
ARTICLE XV.
The Contracting Parties renounce any claim for
the reimbursement of the expenses incurred by
them in the arrest and maintenance of the person
to be surrendered, and his conveyance to the
frontiers of the State from which he is required ;
they reciprocally agree to bear such expenses
themselves.
ARTICLE XVI.
The stipulations of the present Treaty shall be
applicable to the Colonies and Foreign Possessions
of Her Britannic Majesty.
The requisition for the arrest and surrender of
a fugitive criminal who has taken refuge in any
of such Colonies or foreign Possessions shall be
made  through the  Swiss Consul -General in London
to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, who
shall proceed in conformity with the provisions of
the present Treaty and the laws of the land.
.Her Britannic Majesty shall, however, be at
liberty to make Special arrangements in the British
Colonies and foreign Possessions for the surrender
of such indviduals as shall have committed in
Switzerland any of the crimes hereinafore men-
tioned, who may take refuge within such Colonies
and foreign Possessions ,  on the basis ,  as nearly as
may be, of the provisions of the present Treaty.
The requisition for the  surrender  of a fugitive
criminal from any Colony or foreign Possession of
Her Britannic Majesty shall be governed by the
rules  laid down in the preceding Articles of the
-present Treaty.
ARTICLE XVII.
The present Treaty shall come into force ten
days after its publication in conformity with the
forms prescribed by the laws of the High Con-
tracting Parties. It may be terminated by either
of the High Contracting Parties, but shall remain
in force for six months after notice has been given
for its termination.
The Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications
shall be exchanged at Berne in four weeks, or
e.ooner if possible,
In witness whereof the respective Plenipoten-
tiaries have signed the same and have affixed
thereto the seal of their arms.
Done at Berne, the thirty-first day of March, in
the  year of  our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-four.
(L.s) A. G. G.  BON  &R.
(L.s.) J. M. KN USEL.
And whereas a Protocol amending Article XVI.
of the aforesaid Treaty was signed by the Pleni-
potentiaries of Her Majesty and of the Swiss Con-
federation on the twenty-eighth day of November,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four,
which Protocol is in the following  terms :-
The undersigned Plenipotentiaries of Her Majesty
the  Queen of the United Kingdon of Great Britain
and Ireland, and the Federal Council of the Swiss
Confederation, having met in Conference have taken
into their consideration the following subject :-
They have directed their attention to the fact
that the second paragraph of the 16th Article of
the Treaty, which stipulates that the requisition
for the arrest of a fugitive criminal who has taken
refuge in any of the Colonies or foreign Possessions
of Her Britannic Majesty shall be made through
the Swiss Consul-General in London to the Secre-
tary of State for Foreign Affairs,  was not in
accordance with the law of England, and they have
consequently resolved to declare that the second
paragraph of that article  beginning :
"'The requisition for the  arrest, and concluding
with " and the laws of the land," shall be  null and
void, and in lieu thereof the following words shall
be substituted :
" The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive
criminal who has taken refuge in any of such
Colonies or foreign Possesions shall be made to the
Governor or to the Supreme Authority of such
Colony or Possession through the Swiss Consul,
or, in case there should be no Swiss Consul,
through the Consular Agent of another State
charged for the occasion with the Swiss interests
in the Colony or Possession in question.
"The Governor or Supreme Authority above-
mentioned shall decide with regard to such requi-
sitions as  nearly as possible in accordance with
the provisions of the present Treaty. He will,
however, be at liberty either to consent to the
extradition or report the case to the Government."
The other provisions of Article XVI. remain in
force as they have been agreed upon in the Treaty.
This Protocol shall be regarded and acted upon
as forming part of the Treaty in question.
In witness whereof the undersigned have signed
this Protocol, and have hereunto affixed their seals.
Done in duplicate, at Berne, the twenty-eighth
day of November, in the year of Grace one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four.
The Plenipotentiary of Great  Britain.
(L.a.) EDWIN CORBETT.
And whereas the ratifications of the said Treaty
and Protocol were exchanged at Berne on the
thirty-first day of December last :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the said recited Act,
dotli order, and it is hereby ordered, that from and
after the  first day of March, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, the said Act shall apply
in the case of the said Treaty and Protocol with
the Swiss Confederation.
(Signed) ARTHUR HELPS.
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No. 4.
[CIRCULAR.]
ON THE SUBJECT  OF THE REPRESENTATION OF
COLONIAL PRODUCTIONS AND MANUFACTURES
AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION TO BE
HELD  AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1876.
Downing street,
12th March, 1875.
SIR,
1. I have the honor to inform you that Her
Majesty's Government have accepted the invitation
of the President of the United States to take part
in the International Exhibition to be held at
Philadelphia in 1876, and have entrusted the
interests of the British section to the Lords of the
Committee of Privy Council on Education.
2. Her Majesty's Government attach special
importance to the worthy representation of colonial
productions and manufactures at this Exhibition,
which will be opened on the 10th of April, 1876,
and I request that you will bring the matter under
the consideration of your Executive Council, and
that you will give the widest publicity to it in the
colony under your Government.
3. Mr. Owen, C.B., the Director of the South
Kensington Museum, who has been appointed by
the Lord President of Her Majesty's Privy Council
Executive Commissioner for the British section,
has been informed by the General Director of the
Exhibition that, in May next, it will be necessary
that he should know approximately the amount of
space required by Great Britain and the Colonies,
and that the fullest details must be furnished before
the 1st of December next.
4. I hope to be able to transmit to you by next
mail the General Regulations of the Exhibition.
5. It will be desirable that you should inform
me by telegraph,  as soon as  it can be ascertained,
of the probable amount of space that will be
required by the Colony under your Government.
6. I propose that, as in the case of the Vienna
Exhibition of 1872, a London Committee of Colonial
Representatives should be formed to advise upon
matters connected with the exhibition of articles
from the Colonies.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
The Government of Queensland.
Government House,
3rd June, 1875.
ON SATURDAY, the 12th instant, at from two
o'clock p.m., His Excellency the Governor
will be happy to receive the Ladies and Gentlemen
who were present at the Fancy Dress Ball of the
28th ultimo, or to  whom cards  of invitation had been
issued for that or either of the two previous Balls.
The Reception would include any Ladies, the
gentlemen  of whose families are in the habit of
calling on Wednesday at Government House.
By His Excellency' s Command,
R. H. MACCARTH Y, 4th Regt.,
A.D.C.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
t-3 appoint
WILLIAM DAVID NISBET
to be Engineer of Harbors and Rivers .  Appoint-
ment to take effect from the 12th March, 1875.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
AMENDED NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES ROBERT DICKSON, Esquire, M.L.A.,
to be a Member of the Board of General Education.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
TT IL Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I ] of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS BUNDLE LLOYD and
ROBERT MCGAVIN
to be Agents to accompany ships employed in carry-
ing Polynesian Laborers between the South Sea
Islands and Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Polynesian Laborers Act of  1868."
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of "  The Crown Land s Alienation Act
of  1868," I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the leases  of the following  Selections of
Land, under the said Act,  are declared  forfeited.
Registe
No. of
Applica-
tion:
Name of Lessee. Area. ' Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
2368 Charles Alex- 80 0 0 Ipswich.
ander Howard
2660 William Kennedy 636 0 0 ditto.
2663 William Ryan ... 95 0 0 ditto.
278 James Dowzer ... 380 0 0 Maryborough.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor. with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK  JOSHUA WATHEN  BEARDMORE,
JOHN WALSH,
JAMES C. BAIRD,
MARK BRODZIAK, and
DAVID REID,
to be Trustees of the Cooktown General Cemetery,
under  " ° The Cemetery Act of  1865."
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this thirty -first day
of May, in the  year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FR•YAR.
1 GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
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QIIEENBLAND , ' Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W.W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Al ienati on Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of June, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
No.  of! No. of Ln'1 LandPor- Parish. Apolloa- Lesaua Area. Agent'stion. tion. . District.
A. R. P.
da-27 B 288 I J. 0. Thomp- 1,000 0 0 Sunda-8
rg son berg
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the eighth day
of June, 1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
Lands to be open to Selection,  situate in the  county of
I3entinck,  near  Stanthorpe.
Portion.  Parish.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty.
eighth year of her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEENI
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The HomesteadArea  A t of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec.
tions sha ll continue to form part of the homestead
areas within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to selection as Homesteads and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 29th day of
June, 1875, at the several Land Offices  named.
d
O O
Parish. District.HomesteadArea Late Lessee. Area.
Felton ... M Toowoom- Felton ... J. G. Bu-
A.
320
Ditto ... 897
ha
ditto ditto
chanan
IL Alke ... 320
•722 Warwick E llangowan S. J. Mehan 82
Area
A. R. P.
1  Stanthorpe  ... 57 0 0
2  ... 37 0 0
3 „ ... 37 0 0
4 „ ... 40 0 0
33  ... 177 0 0
34  ... 176 0 0
35 „ ... 142 0 0
36 „ ... 64 0 0
37 ,, ... 163 0 0
38  ... 227 0 0
39  ... 43 0 0
40  ... 222 0 0
6  Marsh  ... 17 3 0
7 ... 20 0 0
8 ... 22 0 0
9 ... 24 0 0
10 ,, ... 27 0 0
11 „ ... 25 2 0
12 35 0 0
14 41 0 0
15 ,' ... 26 2 26
16 ,, ... 67 0 0
17 ... 35 0 0
18 „ ... 26 0 0
19  ... 20 2 0
20  „ .., 105 0 0
21  ... 42 0 0
22  ... 32 0 0
33  Folkestone  .., 20 0 0
34 11 ... 20 0 0
35  ... 20 0 0
36 „ ... 20 0 0
37 ... 20 0 0
38  ... 20 0 0
39  .,, 20 0 0
40 „ ... 20 0 0
41 n ... 18 2 13
42 20 0 0
43 „ 18 0 0
44 20 0 0
45  ... 324 0 0
46
„
... 10 0 0
47 v ... 211 0 0
48  ... 59 3 27
Value of improvements, £30.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our L,)rd one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-second
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy
five, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GODpSAV$ THE QIIEENI GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QIIEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the undermentioned for-
feited Runs shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixth day of July, 1875, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Description  of the boundaries of the " Dunmora
Run," in the  Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett ,  which has become  forfeited by reason
of non-payment of rent.
About 8,881 acres.
Commencing  on the  main road  from Gayndah to
Maryborough where  it crosses  the Six-mile Creek,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north three
hundred and fifteen  degrees east  four hundred and
seventy- seven  chains to Log Bridge Creek ; thence
by the Log Bridge Creek upwards abouttwohundred
and`fifty  chains  southerly ; thence by a line bearing
east ten degrees south about three hundred and
eighty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing south
sixty chains  to the Maryborough and Gayndah
main road at its junction with the Glenbar road ;
thence by the last-mentioned road southerly to the
Twelve-mile Creek ; thence by that creek downwards
to the  west  boundary of the River Reserve ; thence
by the west and north boundaries of the River
Reserve northerly and easterly to the  Six-mile
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Description  of the boundaries of the "Mariana
Run," in the  Settled District of Wide Bay
and Burnett , which  has become  forfeited by
reason  of non-payment of rent.
About 38,707 acres.
Commencing  on Myrtle Creek at a spot about
37 chains in a direct line above the north-west corner
of portion No. 11, parish of St. Mary ; bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing about south
seventeen  degrees west for about 295 chains, and
thence bearing south forty degrees west for about
265 chains  ; thence on the north by a line bearing
east for 224  chains to the Mary River at the south-
west corner of portion No. 77, parish of St. Mary ;
thence  again  on the east by that river upwards for
about 173 chains in a direct line to a spot bearing
east  and distant about 20 chains from a tree marked
H ; thence on the south by a line bearing west 696
chains  ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
for about 293 chains to a tree marked B ; thence
again on  the north by a line bearing east for 228
chains ; thence  again  on the west by a line bearing
north for about 404 chains ; thence again on the
north by a  line bearing  east for 57 chains to a
tree  marked H on Myrtle Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards for about 537 chains in a
direct line to the point  of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this thirty-first day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the  thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. f WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
Run shall be open to  Selection , under  the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of June, 1875, at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the "Amamoor" or "Police Creek
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which  has become  forfeited  by reason
of non-payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree about one and
a-half miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east  from Tooth's station, Widgee Widgee; from
thence east twelve and a-half miles by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both sides; from thence north and west by the
scrub  across  Amamoor Creek thirteen  miles to a
marked tree, and from thence south five miles to
the starting point.
Given under my  Hand and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation .lct of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the eighth day of June,
1875, at the Stanthorpe Land Office.
TOWN RESERVE,
On Thirteen -mile  Creek, Stanthorpe District.
2,560 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
406, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south 120  chains ; on  the south by a line
bearing west  210 chains to the  east  boundary of
portion 589; on the west by parts of that boundary
bearing north and west, by the east boundary of
portion 609, by part of the south and the east
boundary of portion 461, by part of the south, the
east, and part of the north boundary of portion
449, by part of the north-east boundary of portion
445, by the south  and east  boundary  lines of  portion
384, by Thirteen-mile Creek to the south boundary
of portion 196, by the south,  east,  and part of the
north boundary of that portion, by part of the east
boundary of portion 412, by the south and part of
the east boundary of portion 674, and on the north
by the south boundary of portion 436, by part of
the west and the south boundary of portion 313,
by part of the west and the south boundary of
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portion 312, by part of the west, the south, and
part of the  east boundary of portion 311, by the
south and part of the east boundary of portion
310, by the south boundaries of portions 353, 534,
568, and 667, and by part of the west and the
south boundary of portion 406 bearing east to the
point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,. at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eigh hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
T. B. STEPHENS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
W HERE AS, by  the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette foi thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
eriod aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect o each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Merivale, parish of Leslie.
8 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the diversion
of Glengallan Creek at its intersection by the south-
west side of a road one chain wide at a point bear-
ing three hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven
minutes about ninety links from the north corner
of selection 400, Warwick district ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing three
hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven minutes
three chains, and three hundred and nine degrees
twenty-four  minutes nine chains  and fifty-five links ;
on the  west  by lines  bearing one  hundred and
seventy-eight degrees thirty minutes fifteen chains
and seven links  and one hundred and forty-seven
degrees  fifty minutes three chains and sixty links
to the diversion of Glengallan Creek ; and on the
south-east by that diversion upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY  AT COOXTOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
15 acres.
Commencing at the south side of Boundary street
at a point twenty-seven chains and forty links from
its intersection by the east side of Charlotte street;
and bounded thence on the north by Boundary
street, bearing two hundred and seventy-nine de=
green ten minutes  ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing one hundred and eighty-nine degrees ten
minutes  fifteen chains ; on the south by a line
bearing ninety-nine degrees ten minutes ten chains ;
on the east by a line bearing 'nine degrees ten
minutes fifteen chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Reserve for Botanic Gardens at
Maryborough, the description whereof appears in
page 521 of the  Government Gazette  of 1871, and
the two Wharf Reserves thereat, the d, scriptions of
which appear in the  Government Gazette  of 1873,
page 1939, and of 1874, page  572,  respectively, have
been placed under the control of the present
Municipal Council of that town.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
i
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown  Lands  Alinnation  Act of  1868," has been
made for closing of the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby,  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office,  George street.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. I Applicant.
i
Situation. Parish .  Area.
A
1
1
C. Unwin (  Reserved road through  I  Caboolture,  6' 2  0
portion 33
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
J
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
l of the Executive Council ,  directs it to he
notified, in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described have been resumed from the lease
of the  Run called Talavera, in the Maranoa District,
and that the said lands will be reserved for a
Police Paddock.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
TALAVERA RUN.
Area resumed, 640 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Talavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west,
line one mile forty-six chains; thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boundary
of the old Surat town reserve ; thence on the north
by an east line along part of that boundary to the
north-east boundary of the Talavera Run; and thence
on the north-east by a south-east line along part of
the north-east boundary of'the last-named run to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."T HE Lessees of theundermentioned Runs having
made application for the instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the
following descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
the 31st August, 1876.
W. FRYAR.
MARANOA.
Name of Run-Tomoo No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Situated on the left bank of the Mungullala
Creek, adjoining the south boundary of Scalby
Run, and commencing at a box-tree marked 8 over
broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the
left bank of said creek ; is bounded on the north by
a line east ten and a-half miles; thence on the east
by a line south about twelve and three-quarter
miles ; thence on the south by a line west about
lour and a-quarter miles to the Mungullala Creek,
striking three-quarters of a mile above the iron-
bark-tree marked XI over broad-arrow by Mr.
Commissioner Austin, on the left bank ; and on the
west by the left bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
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Name of Run-Tomoo No. 2.
Claimants of Lease - The Bank  of  -New  South
Wales.
Estimated Area - 100 square miles.
This run is situated on both banks of the Mungul-
lala Creek ,  adjoining the south boundary of Tomoo
No. 1 Run on the left, and the south boundary of
Hoogarbunna Run on the right bank of the said
creek ,  and commencing three -fourths of a mile
north of or above the tree marked XI over broad.
arrow by Mr .  Commissioner Austin ,  on the right
bank of the creek  ;  is bounded on the north by an
east line six miles  ;  thence on the east by a south
line ten miles ; thence on the south by a west line
eleven m iles ,  crossing the Mungullala Creek ;
thence on the west by a north line about seven
miles and a-half to the south boundary of Hoogar-
bunna Run ; thence on the north by that boundary
line east six miles to the box -tree marked 1 at
Holojerring Pool in the Mungullala Creek, and
cross in g the creek to another similar marked tree
on the left bank ,  and thence by the left bank of
that creek upwards about two miles and a-half to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Hoogarbunna.
Claimants of Lease - The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-75 square miles.
This run is situated on the right bank of the
Mungu llala Creek ,  adjoining the south boundary of
Scalby Run ,  and commencing at a gum-tree
marked 8 over broad-arrow by Mr .  Commissioner
Austin ,  on the right bank of the said creek,
originally marked AJ  ;  is bounded on the north by
a west line two miles ; thence on the west by a
south  line about fifteen miles  ;  thence on the south
by an east  line about ten (10)  miles to the Mungullala
Creek at a tree marked 1 at Holojerring Pool,
recorded by Mr .  Commissioner Austin; and thence
by the creek aforesaid upwards along the right bank
to the point of commencement.
NORTH  K ENNEDY.
Name of Run - Powlathanga Lake.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Balfe's Creek at
the junction of Powlathanga Creek, at a point about
twenty chains north of a tree marked broad-arro w
over XVIII on the right bank of the first-named
creek, and where the present road from the Cape
Diggings to Mi llchester crosses Powlathanga
Creek;  and bounded thence on the south by an
east line five miles ; thence on the east by a north
line ten miles ,  passing thirty chains west of a tree
marked broad-arrow over X, and forty -five chains
east of a tree marked broad -arrow over XI ; thence
on the north by a west line five miles ; and thence
on the west by a south line ten miles to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for a Po lice Paddock.
WILLIAM  FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  A POLICE PADDOCK ON TALAVERA
RUN.
Maranoa District.
690 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Talavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line one  mile forty -six chains ;  thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boun-
dary of the old Surat town reserve ; thence on the
north by an east line along part of that boundary
to the north-east boundary of the Talavera Run ;
and thence on the north-east by a south-east line
along part of the north -east boundary of the last-
named run to the point of commencement.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive  Council, directs it to be
notified that the Reserve  for a Manure Depot, at
Maryborough ,  a description  of which  appeared in
page 767  of the  Government Gazette  of 1869, is
cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1875.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described w ill be
reserved for Ra ilway purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley ; part of
original  portion No.  153.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th May, 1875.)
1 acre.
Commencing on the south -western boundary of
portion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south -east by that road
north-easterly four chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly ,  parallel with the said
south-west boundary ,  two chains fifty links ; on the
north -west by a line south-westerly ,  parallel with the
south-east boundary, four chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "Ike
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  w ill hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above -recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certi ficates ,  and their witness.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba ,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick ,  the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi ,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
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PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAT AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Offfiee, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every  alternaet
month afterwards.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all  persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant .  Situation .  Parish.
1 T. Owen  ...  Road separating portion
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 244 ... Brassall ...
2 R. Hewlett Road separating portion
236 from portion 501
3* Works De-
partment Road separating port ion
4*
5*
0+
7*
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
M ARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in  July,  1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special s;ttings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
CROWN LAND SALE.
CORRECTION.
THE Area of Lot 5 of the Sale to be held atIpswich, on the 8th June next, should be 70
acres  instead of 86 acres, as stated in the Pro-
clamation.
T. B. STEPHENS.
11
11
242 from portion  243  Flinders'...  2 0 38
Road separating portion
63 from portion 54 ...
Part  of the road separat-
ing portion 57 from
1 0 9
portion 58  ... ...  ,, 0 0 27
Road separating por-
tions 64, 59, and part
of 58, from portions 63,
60, and part of 57 ... 2 2 27
Road separating portion
30 from portion 30 .. Deuchar ...  4 0 25
+ These closures are proposed to be carried out In connection
with new roads to be opened.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  name  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective  grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and description, and such grants respectively, and
every such deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October,  1874 . No. of
Grant , 27,140.
Name  of Grantee- Annes Petersen.
Description  of land granted .- A ll otment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg .  Area ,  one rood.
Nature of  error.-Tile  name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead  of Anders  Pedersen.
Date of Grant-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
Name of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land ,granted.  Portion 77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area, 42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for general information.
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of'  868" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their inter sts
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Situation .  Parish,
1 Reserved road through selec- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising  an area  equel to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
,L I
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and Seal of  the Colon, describe  the ]ands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions ,  and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE EEFEERED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land ranted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links ;
and on the east by a line bearing south nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the  west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty-nine links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant; 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land  granted.-Portion 2A, parish
of Kilcoy, county of Canning ; area, 104 acres.
Nature of error.-The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
Kilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly  from the north -west corner of
portion 31, instead  of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant , 9th August,  1873. No.  Of
Grant,  25,005.
Name of Grantee,  Lawrence  O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland ,  allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 1211. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
t' ence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to  G ,annell street  ;  on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets ,  and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chain3
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,1f8.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare gtreet ;
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently i eserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide ;
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and fifty links; thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek ; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
T
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"'t'he  Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
ing three degrees three  minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight  minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183  degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety- six links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh River, Palmer River Gold Field,
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to a marked tree ; thence ten miles about
east back from the river to a marked  tree; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOR  WATFR SUPPLY  AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north-west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes  south twenty- nine chains  and ninety links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east fifty-two chains and seventy-tour links ; on the
south by a  line bearing  east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and  east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RtiSERV h FOR CAMPING GROUND AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Meriva7e, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north- east corner  of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that  portion bearing
south thirteen  chains and  forty links ; on the south-
er est by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east by  a line bearing  north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west six chains  and twenty  links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion, and portion
339 hearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing the Condamine River, and  again on
the east by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen links : and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen  chains  and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River; and on the north and east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Delartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16tH April, 1875.
WHEliEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Croxvn Lands Alienation Act of
1868,' it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
pnU pose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen  eonsecoiive  weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the peri,)d aforesaid, the lands 1,erenmfer rleserihed
kill be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RFSERVE No. 16.
County of  Aubiony, parish  of Drayton.
(Amended description ,  cancel li ng that published in
the  Government Gazette ,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acre  '1 p• -she-.
Commencing at the south -Hest corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a  lino
bearing west one chain  ;  on the west by lines bear-
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
r11HE undermentioned  Mineral  Selection having
been withdrawn from the areas set apart for
mining license by proclamation, in accordance with
the thirty-third section of  " The Mineral Lands
Art of  1872," it is hereby notified that the same
will be open to Selection,  as Mineral  Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, 1st June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements, if any, on the
Selection to be paid for at time of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg. Local  Date  of Selected by Locality. Area.No. No.  Selection.
1872 acres
1G40 407 20 June T. H. Fletcher On the Bel- 40
landean side
of Severn
River
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
r N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j `.' The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description. cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
13, and bounded thence' on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five  minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a  line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
Cuunty of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28tH Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north- east corner of
selection 261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven  minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty  degrees
thirty-seven  minutes one  hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd April, 1875.
T is  hereby notified for general information that
applications under  the 27th  section of " The
Crown Lands -4benat io n  Act  of  1868" have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish.
1 Works  Be. Part of road separating Boyd .,
partment portion 104 from
portion 102
2 T. B. Lyons Road separating por- Tarampa
tion 310 from portion
316
3 J. Schulz ... Reserved road through Walloon
portion 533
Area
A. H. P.
3 1 4
3 033
3 3 20
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
a ffected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPIENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Works Road separating por- Logan  ...  14 2 38
Depart- tions 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
ment. and 47, from portions
90 and 125, and part
of 87.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th April ,  1875.'
WHEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth section of  "TheW HEREAS,Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti.
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
ToowooMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
14e>lt.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W
% TIIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
TT  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the- purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Ti/in, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of  section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south- east  corner of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two  chains ; on  the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ; and on the  west  by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles  to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that  road bearing west
eleven  chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line  bearing  148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty- two chains  and thirty-four links ;
and on the  east by a line  bearing north  nineteen
chains and twelve links  to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merival e, town and  parish of Allora;
allotments 7 and 8  of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south- west corner  of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains  to a lane on  the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly  at right angles to
Herbert street five  chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains  ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains; and on
she south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five. chains to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town  and parish of Nerang;
allotments 3  to 9  of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of  the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly  five chains  to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains ;  on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links ; again on the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of eommencemenl,
EXTENSION OF THE  MARYEOEOtTOH 1TOSPTTAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish, of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex  streets,  and bounded  thence on the  north-e ,  st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria- street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south.
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION  OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
1IlencemeAt.
RESERVE FOR  A SCTM ot.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester;
allotment  6 of section 8, town cf Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ,- and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTOWN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNSETTLED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
I
T is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases and homesteads, under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
An area extending for six miles from Cooktown
along the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each side of said road, is reserved from
selection, with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered on the monthly requisition for auction
lands, kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Tublie Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.PERSONS interested are h reby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government or
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of i ublic Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of, the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease,  as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner  considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to he
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T, P. STBPUFNS,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral LandCommissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane,  21st  July, 1870.
?RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions  of the 41st section  of "The Pastoral
Leases Act  of 1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen years  of the  runs in the  unsettled districts, the
current  leases of which will expire on and after the
3tls December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY-BRIS-
BANE  EXTENSION.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEMPORARY ENGINE SHED AND PIT.-
TERMINUS, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th June,
from persons willing  to contract for the erection
of a Temporary Engine Shed at the Railway
Terminus ,  Brisbane.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender for Engine Shed,
&c,, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed forms,
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will'not necessarily be
accepted.
II. E.  KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTKEEPER'S COTTAGE, COWAN COWAN
POINT.
F
F RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th
June  next, from persons  willing to contract for
erection  of Lightkeeper's Cottage at Cowan Cowan
Point, Moreton Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Cottage,
Cowan Cowan Point."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. en amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2396.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER THE BALONNE RIVER, SUR,AT.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
1l until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
June, 1875, from persons willing to contract for
erection of a Bridge over the Balonne River, Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge
over Balonne River, Surat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this office,
and at the office of Foreman of Works, Dalby,
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every 'l'ender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sun of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2021,
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May,  1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO SHED, QUEEN'S WHARF,
BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRII1Y, the 11th
June next, from persons willing to contract for
repairs required to Shed on Queen's Wharf,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs
to Shed."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must Le a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. cn amount of 'I ender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crou n Solicitor, Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such per-
formance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
It. E. KING.
75-2556.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, MACKAY.
I ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court B ouse, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bonded Store
at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bond Store,
Mackay."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the 'l'ender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2260.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT IIOt SE, TOWNSVILLE.FRESH Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Court House,
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenderfor Court House,
T ownsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work,-and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of, the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual  notification of acceptance. a Bond
to Her 'Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2275.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.FRESH Tent ers will be received at his Office,
and at the Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary.
borough, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th June next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender Jbr -Pilot's
Cottage, J'ort Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at Court Houses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
'Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a  Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will nut necessarily
be accepted.
75-2156.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH Tenders will be received at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next. from
persons willing to contract for the er•ecciou of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Tounzsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rockhampton,
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily he
accepted.
75-2157.
If. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Gael at
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Gaol, Towns-
ville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen  days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not he taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w11 not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FLINDERS,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W  1 ITFI reference to the Notice dated 15thMarch,  1875,  folio 650,  G vernment Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to
Warwick Road parish of Flinders, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane. and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2090.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD
AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April, 1875, folio 751,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road to Gladfield
and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selec-
tion 891 (Warwick Register) to the Warwick and
Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert,
county of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is
hereby  given , in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-1936.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TIARO AND
ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH
AND LENNOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH referenceto the Notice dated 15th March,
1875, folio 681,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from the Redhank
Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro
and St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox,
Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
thrice, Aaryborough ; and all persona intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2418.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF ST. MARY
AND DENISON, COUNTY OF LEN-
NOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Myrtle
Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and
Denison, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby  declared expedient to
open and make the road refrred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2417.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 611,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in portion
122, parish of N orth, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1644.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
'\7 ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road; and it
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is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1990.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 9th
April, 1875, folio 749,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
portion 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with,
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
11. E. KING.
75-2097.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES  OF AUBIGNY
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITIT  reference to the Notice dated 7th
April ,  1875 ,  folio 753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Dray-
ton to Allora ,  counties of Aubigny and Merivale,
Darling Downs District :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV ., No. 11,  that
His Excellency 'the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office,  Drayton  ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road ,  are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within
forty days from the date hereof ,  in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will  be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3758.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portions 76, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 48, 49, 95, and 103, parish of Logan, county of
Ward, Moreton District (referred to in Notices
dated 1st June, 1874, and 10th September, 1874,
folios 1051 and 1808, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment  Gazette ),  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and  the same is  now open for
public use. I
H. E. KING.
75-453.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road from north-west corner of portion No.
68, to the Brisbane and Gympie main road, parish
of Warner, county of Stanley. Moreton District
(referred to in Notices dated 16th February, 1874,
and 31st March, 1874, folios 387 and 725, respec.
tively, of the  Government Gazette,)  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the  same  is now opened for public use.
74-4262. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road through subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 102, parish of Boyd, county of Ward,
Moreton District (referred to in Notices dated 16th
February, 1874, and 31st March, 1874, folios 389
and 725, respectively, of the  Government  Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-751. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line ofRoad through portiops Nos. 39, 38, and 69,
parish of Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 14th NQvem-
ber, 1874, and 1st February, 1875, folios 2287 and
261, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formally marked and opened by the -proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-204. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a new line of
Road through portion 1,  parish of Redland,
county of Stanley ,  District of Moreton (referred
to in Notices  dated 10th  February ,  1875, and 23rd
March, 1875 ,  folios 349 and  676,  respectively, of the
Government Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened  by the  proper officer,  and the same
is now  open for public use.
75-490.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
1 Road through portion 91, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, District of Moreton (referred to
in Notices dated 13th April, 1874, and 30th Decem-
ber, 1874, folios 805 and 2, (1875), respectively, of
the  Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer,  and the same is
now opened for public use.
74-6246.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  26th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
TOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a new line ofAN'Road  from Sideling Creek to Rush Creek,
parish  of Whiteside,  county of Stanley  (referred to
in Notices dated 6th  July, 1874,  and 16th Septem-
ber, 1874, folios 1356 and 1807, respectively, of
the  Government Gaette ,)  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
75-2078.
H. E. KING,
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Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places  respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
PALMERWILLE.
During the Month ended 30th April, 1875.
No. Name.
5,381 Jno. Hamilton
5,882 Claus Warnholtz
5,383 Henry Warnholtz
6,384 G. J. Marshall
5,385 One Tow
5,386 Jones and Miller
5,387 Ah Fang
GEORGETOWN.
No. Name.  No. Name.
305 Nil Desperandum  I 307 Ali Loy
Company
306 James Malcolm Mor-
rison
No. Name
5,388 McKenzie Bros.
6,389  Thos. Foster
5,390 Mr. ng and Co.
5,391 Si5,284 Jno. Maclean
6,285 W. Linch
5,286 Dines and Boughton
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
ON the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates :-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
NOTICE is hereby given, the  following Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGER FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed,  viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner ' s risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey,  in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial ), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh,  in cases.
Game.
B Hay, pressed in  bales.
B Maize.
Onions,  in bags.
Peas ,  in casks or bags.
Poultry.
RATES To BRIaBANE.
From Toowoomba.
tbs. per ton, or
Is. 3d. per cwt.
Minimum Is.
From Dalby.
36s. 8d.  per ton, or
18.104..per cwt.
Minim>im  is.  sd.
From Warwick.
40s. per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged on a similar scale.
A Cases returned ,  not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
„ „  exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter  tubs, or  kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed  fr om Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans ,  of  not  less than six gall ons
25 m iles, and under  ..  Id. per gallon.
Over 25 m iles ,  and under 50 miles , lid. „
M ilk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
Miles.
Under 10
10 to 25
25 to 50
50 to 80
80 to 100
100 to 160
150 to 1;5
R E: ` I
A
a
ma tf
8. d.
0 6
0 9
1 3
1 6
1 9
2 0
28
8. d
0 9
1 0
1 6
2 0
2 3
2 6
2 9
s. d.
0 9
1 3
1 9
2 0
2 6
2 9
-3 0
Rd
w b
e. d.
1 0
1 6
2 0
2 3
2 9
3 0
3 3
MV
e. d.
1 0
1 9
2 3
2 6
3 0
3 6
4 0
Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the fine will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st April, 1875.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PUBLICANS are  reminded  that unless the
Certificates granted  at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates, together with the Fee
required to be paid  in each case, are lodged at this
Office, on or before the  30th instant, such  Certifi-
cates will become void.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 4th June, 1875.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st May, 1875.
I T is hereby  notified for general information that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of May, 1875.
WILLIAM ILEMMANT,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Morehead, B. D. ... ... Brisbane.
Bell, Francis ... ... .. Cooktown
Thomas, J. ... ... ... Palmerville
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
S
(To 30th June, lb75.)
Ali Foo, Jimmy
Geohegan, Patrick
Clarke, Wm. A.
Radford, James
Hunt, Wm.
Ronald, W.
Chang, T. F. ...
Jones,  Thomas ...
Neal, John
Daveney, D.
Cooktown
Ditto
Clermont
Dalby
Goodna
Nebo
Palmerville
Ditto
Rockhampton
Warwick
Gibson, A. E. ...
Clewit, Felix ...
Fenwick, John
Scott, J. H.
Williamson, C. A.
Scott, Francis ...
Greer, W. H.
Cunningham, Ja 1.
McDermott, J. J.
AucTIONEEns.
Allora
Blackall
Brisbane
Ditto
Cooktown
Dalby
Georgetown
Maryborough
Springsure.
BILLIARDS.
Hansen, P. ,., ... .. Cooktown
Henry , D. ... ... .. Gympie
Hayes,  J. ... ... .. Ditto
McLennan ,  D. ... ... .. Normanton
Smith, W .  M. ... ... .. Palmerville
Martin, E. ... ... ., Tenningering
BAGATELLE.
Killeen, P. ... ... ... Clermont
Daly, J. ... ... ... Maryborough
Mont, D. ... ... ... Ditto
Meehan, D. ... .. Ditto
Landells, W. ... ... ., Mackay
Fenzie,  J. ... ... .. Rockhampton
Roberts, J. ... ... .. Ditto
Smith, H . ... ... ... Yaamba.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Aramac,  Banana, Beenleigh , Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda , Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook.
town,  Cunnamulla , Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, (great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, J imna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane ),  Springeure , S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom
Toowoomba , Townsville, Warwick, Westwood, ,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits  of five  shi llings  upwards will  be received
from any depositor , subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds  per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
}'urther information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock noon on MONDAY, the 14th June
next, for the supply of one thousand seven hundred
(1,700) Pairs of Blankets for the Aborigines, of the
same quality as  a sample  blanket to be  seen at the
Colonial Stores, and to be delivered not later than 1st
February, 1876.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for  Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further particulars can he supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
NOTICE.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.T HE Reverend ROBERT WILLIAM SPENCE, a
Minister of the Congregational Denomination,
residing  at Ipswich, in the Registration District of
Ipswich, is duly registered as a Minister to
celebrate Marriages within the colony, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
TENDERS FOR THE CONVEYANCE OF
MAILS.
TENDERS will be received until Noon ofSATURDAY, 12th instant, for the convey-
ance  of Post Office  Mails  between the General Post
Office and the Southern and Western Railway
Terminus, for one or two years.
Tenders are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application at the General Post Office.
The Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
The successful tenderer  must  pay to the Post-
master-General  a sum  equal to twenty per cent. of
the amount of his tender, as a guarantee, until his
bond and contract shall be executed.
The deposit to be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be inspected at the General Post
Office.
The Government will not  necessarily  accept the
lowest or any Tender.
GEORGE THORN, JUNE.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
(SHE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
I Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
A. MACALISTER.
Name of Leases or Licensee. Name of Run. District .
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
R., J., and F .  Anning Cargoon No. 2 ... ... North Kennedy ...
£ s. d.
100 .25 0 0
Anning Company ...any ditto No. 3 ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
R., J., and ? Anning Reedy Springs No. 2 ditto ... ... 30 710 0
R., J., and F . A. Anning ditto No. 4 ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
Anning and Co. Ellen Vale ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Fanning ,  Griffiths, and Co. Lolworth No. 4 ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ditto No. 6 ... ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
Ditto Toombs ... ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
Ditto ditto No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 48 12 0 0
J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill Tuppal ditto ... ... 45 11 5 0
Ditto ... ... Briar  Field ... ... ditto ... ... 54 13 10 0
Ditto ... ... Spring Grove ... ditto ... ... 41 10 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... South  Merino ... ditto ... ... 26  6 10  0
Ditto Mitchell Vale ditto ... ... 37 9 5 0
J. and C. Allingham Kangaroo  Hills No. 1 ditto ... ... 33 8 5 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 2 ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
Ditto ... ditto No. 3 ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 4 ditto ... ... 70 1710 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 5 ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
Ditto ... ditto No. 6 ditto ... ... 33 8 5 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 7 ditto ... ... 32 8 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 9 ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
ditto No. 11 ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
The Bank  of New South Wales ... Powlathanga  Lake ... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
John Langton ... ... ... ... Pandanus ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8  15  0
Ditto ... ... Saddington ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
J. Langton and A. Wi ll iamson ... Springbock ... ... ditto ... ... 35  8 15  0
William Mark... ... ... ... Spring Lake... ... ditto  . ... ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto ... Reeves Lake ... ditto ... ... 35 815 0
Ditto Rocky Bar .. ... ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
R. Daintree ,  R. H. Bland, and E. Weaner Vale ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Klingender
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice  of the  Executive  Council,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 206, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75-2081. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 206 ,  PARISH OF MOGGILL ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ch.  Ike .  A. a.  P.
Commencing on a 658 Under  It.  Logan ...  Unoccupied  310° 30 9 0 1 chain ...  2  3 6  Open
Government road and 0.  L. A. 3200 30'
5
13 0
land,to the no rt h Act of  318° 0' 51running
-boundary of Port ion  1888" unim
206 proved.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane, 26th  April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
HE Licensees  and Lessees  of the  undermentioned Runs are  hereby required to pay forthwith into the
11 Treasury ,  at Brisbane .  the amounts  specified  in connection  with their  respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to the said clause,  which declares that  unless payment is made within six.months
after notification  in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights  and interests of such defaulters  shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee ,  Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey  and E. A .  Bu ll more
Ditto ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ...
J. C. Boch ... ...
Ditto .,. ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford..,
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson ...
J. Pettiford ..,
Frederick Burne
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
E. M. Geary
G. O. Lyon
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
G. O. Lyon, L. MeD.  Playfair, and C.
H. Lyon
John Officer ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
C. M. Nutting ... ...
F. Williams ... ...
Ditto
F., T., G., and J. Williams
Ditto
E. Bradley and H. L. Zouch ... ...
Alexr. B. Finlay ... ... ...
F. Walter and  E. M. Geary ... ...
Ditto
Jones, Greene,  Massie,  and Sullivan ...
T. B. STEPHENS.
Area
District .  iin square Amount.
Miles.
Walker's Creek ... ... Warrego ...
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto
Quilberry ... ... ... ditto
East Barkoothullah ... ditto
West Barkoothullah ... ditto
Kahmoo Mulga ... ditto
Bundarra  ... ... ... ditto
East Burrandilla ... ... ditto
West Burrandilla ... ... ditto
Binnarbilla  ... ... ... ditto
Binbilla West .., ditto
Moltke ... ... ... ditto
Trochu ... ... ... ditto
Berlin ... ... ... ditto
Strasburg  ... ... ... ditto
Paris ... ... ... ... ditto
Metz... ... ... ... ditto
Sedan  ... ... ... ditto
Orleans  ... ... ditto
Junction  Block  ... ... ditto
Narraport ... ditto
Fairley Plains South • ... ditto
Beechel East .., ... ditto
Beechel West ... ... ditto
Koolpitta ... ... ... ditto
Yalyerv ... ... ... ditto
Yalyery West ... ... ditto
B uthana ... ... ... ditto
Koroit ... ... ditto ...
Humeburn West ... ... ditto ...
Paroo North... ... ... ditto ...
Bierbank East  ... ... ditto ...
Bierbank  ... ... ... ditto ...
Iujuringa  ... ... ... ditto ,..
Haredean East  ... ... ditto ...
Haredean  west ... ditto ...
Quilbery ... ... ... ditto ...
Cookers  ... ... .., ditto .,.
Kebworth ... ... ... ditto ...
Cowley ... ... ... ditto ...
Bingala ... ... ... ditto ...
£  S.  d.
60 15 0 0
74 18 10 0
... 82 20 10 0
.., 50 12 10 0
... 80 20 0 0
... 80 20 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 57 14 5 0
.., 50 12 10 0
57 14 6 0
50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 35 8 15 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
,.. 50 12 10 0
... 90 22 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
.,. 50 12 10 0
,., 25 6 6 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 45 11 5 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 38 9 10 0
,.. 50 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
.., 60 3210 0
.,. 50 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
.., 49 12 5 0
,.. 25 6 6 0
25 6 5 0
60 12 10 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Ti
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Boyne, county of Clinton, Port
Curtis District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gladstone; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-2425. H. E.  KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION No .  2, PARISH OF BOYNE,  COUNTY  OF CLINTON,
PORT CuRTIS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  L PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Portion of RoadNo
Register
No..of How held Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.. . .Belec-
ti0n.
Owner. . . Road.
1 A strip of land out of 70 Homestead William 1800 0'
chs. lks.
14 11 1 chain
A.  X.  P.
1 184
Portion No .  2, run -
ning along its east
Glad .
atone
selection
1868 Act
Pershouse
boundary Regis-
ter
I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Warwick to Acacia Creek through Portions Nos. 98, 499, and 501,
parish of Wildash ; and Portion No. 72 and Selections Nos. 1037 and 1039, parish of Killarney, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hel eby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Po lice Office,  Warwio 'c ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1889.
BOOB:  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO ACACIA CREEK,  THROUGH PORTIONS 98, 499, AND
501, PARISH OF WILDASH  ;  PORTION No. 72 AND SELECTIONS  1037  AND 1039, PARISH OF KILLARNEY,
COUNTY OF MEBIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ; TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  TUB
ACT OF  C OUNCIL 4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
s. q
I p O
lzi
War-
wick
Register
1 An irregular shaped .,.
portion out of the
-south boundary  of
portion 98
2 Commencing on the 2126
no rt h bounda ry  of
port ion 499,  and run.
ning soulherly to the
south boundary
3 Commencing on the 2127
north bounda ry  of
portion 501, and run-
ning south -Westerly to
its west boundary
4 Running due east 3013
through portion No,
72, parish of Killarney
6 Commencing on the 1037
west bounda ry  of
selection No. 1037, and
running south -easterly
to its east bounda ry
6 Commencing  on the 1039 1
west boundary  of of ,18118" ton
selection No .  1039, and
rtianing south -easterly
to its east boundary
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier  Bearings . Lengths. of Area.
Road.
ch. lk.
Fresh  ld 670  30' 4 66o H E J
1 chain
A. a. P.
... en ry  H . . ones AverageEdward 79° 0' 4 43 widthJones 102° 38' 1 831 1501ks . 2 0 12 Portion oc-126° 0' 3 74 cupied,
fenced,
"L easing  James Unoccupied 126° 0 ' 1 73  and pa rt ly
Act  of Brindley 161° 0'  0 86 cultivated
1866"  Bettington 1471  0' 6 38
174° 0'  4 22 1 chain 3 1 33  Selection
118° 30'  3 614 unim-
1440  0' 4 431 proved
212° 0' 14 26
"Leasing  J B. Betting .  Occupied 2120  0' 5 03 1 chain 0 1 22 Selection
Act of  ton  ° -  by fencers pa rt ly
1866"  fenced
and trees
ri nged
Leasing  J. B. Betting-
Act of ton
1886"
"C. L. A. Act  J. B. Betting.
of 1868" ton
"C. L. A. Act  J. B. Betting- Original
reserved
road
widened
NOTICE.-OVE$TIME GOODS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods will be sold by Auction, at the
Custom House, Bowen, at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 5th proximo, under 113th Clause
" Customs  Oct of  1873."
Date. ship.
1867.
December 19 Boomerang
1868.
February 12
April  22 ..
September 3
Octo ber3 ...  Black Swan ...
Octo ber 8 .,.  Prima Donna,..
1869.
February 9 Ma rion Benny
May 25 ... Pacific ... ...
June 28
August 20...
Auckland ...
Boomerang ...
Master.
Harley...
Saunders
Cooke ...
Walton
Sykes ..
Lake
Harley
Whence.
Unoccupied
Merchant.
90° 06' 38 26
137° 0' 2 83
90° 06' 6 00
90° 05' 8 19
1160  68' 63 96
126° 05'
Marks and
Numbers.
Average
160 lks.
3 chains
Remarks.
implored
3 chains 18 2 24 Original
reserved
road
widened
80 92 3 chains 17 1 10
Description of
Packages.
6 0 4 Selectionun-
Imported Quantities
and Desc ri ption of
Goods.
Sydney ... J. D. Harley  ...  Y  over " 2 halt tierces  ...  638 lbs. tobacco
Cleveland Bay Macleod  and Co. '  L over 42-}  2 half tierces ... 670 Its.  to bacco
Sydney  ...  W. Clarke .. P over 43... 1 half tierce ... 420 lbs .  to bacco
Zimmerman  C over  47... 9 cases  ... ...  15i. gallons brandy
and Co.
Rockhampton F.  over 48 ... 29 cases ... ...  51,21, gallons brandy
Sydney ... G. Smith  ...  I over 4A--s„, 5 boxes ... ... 599 lbs.  to bacco
Bri sbane
Sydney
Mary borough W. Clarke' ...
R over 50...
L over 53...
M over 53
N over 53
O over 53 ..
G over 54...
L over 54...
5 cases ...
58 cases ...
12 cases ...
10 cases ...
49 cases ...
8 oases .
2 hogsheads
17.211 gallons geneva
10fl gallons brandy
19sl gallons brandy
16 gallons  old lots
8(qf gallons brandy
16 gallons brandy
100 ga llons beer
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane , 6th May, 1875.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IT I9 Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through portions Nos. 11, 12, and 13, parish of Bulims, county of Stanley,
Moreton District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road above-mentioned. are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
96.1880. H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS No. 11, 12, AND 13, PARISH OF BULIMBA , C OUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT, TO BB PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF
COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
z!
LenHow RNo. B Portion of Road . held .  Owner• Occupier  Bearings . in Chains ,  ofrReadthoad . Area.  Rbmarke
1 Entering  portion No.13
on its western boun-
dary, and running
north  -  easterly out
across its no rt hern
boundary
2 Entering  portion No.12
on its southern boun-
dary,  and running
north  -  easterly and
north  -  westerly out
across its no rt hern
boundary
ch& lks ,  I A. A. P.
Fee Robert  Robert Porter ,  N. 38° 30' E.  11 60 .1 chain 1 1 8 Paddock enclosed
simple Porter
3 Entering  portion No . 11 ... Fee Robert
on its southern boon -  simple Porter
dary,  and running
northerly and north-
easterly out across its
northern boundary,
Bulimba Creek
Robert Porter  N. 328° 15' E.
N. S00u E.
N. 37° E.
N. 22°  45'M
N. 356° 15' E.
.,. Fee Robert Robert Porter N. 38° 30'  E.  13 85 Paddock  enclosed
simple Porter N. 9^ 0' E. 5 98 1 chain 2 3 17 with three-railN. 347°  30' E. 4  8 split hardwood
N. 312° E. 4 80  fencing.
Reputed
Owner.
Homestead en-
closed with
three-call split
hardwood fenc-
ing; portion be-
ing cultivated
with sugarcane,
near the creek.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
10th May,  1875.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road from Maryborough to Gympie, County of March, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and
now in force in this Colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Gympie ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-1794. - H. E. KING.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM MARYBOROUGH To GYMPIE , 'COUNTY OF  MARCH , WIDE BAY
DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV.,
No. 11.
od0. Portion  of Road. d How held.
Gympie
,Register
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.
I  Through  part of salsa 9 'Conditional Charles Charles  N,190° 46'
tion No.  1, parish ofd Purchase Scarrott Scarrott  168-261
Gundiah,  county  of I  C. L.  A.  152° 36'
March Act, 1868.
2 Deviation of part of the
1111
1 Immigration  M. Jenkins None  ...  171° 20'
road frontage  to M. Act, 1888.
Jenkins '  selection No.
8,  parish  of Gootchie
3 Deviation of part  of the 12  Conditional  E. Booker None  ...  177° 34'
road frontsge to E. Purchase  177° 34'
Bookers '  selection No. 1868 Act 166° 34'
3 157° 40'
148° 04'
118° 50'
137° 24'
4 Deviation of part of the
road frontage to E.
Booker's selection of
6044 acres
86 Conditional
Purchase
1868 Act
6 Deviation of pa rt  of 88  Homestead
road frontage  to t J. 1868  Act
Palmer 's selection of
250 acres
with three-rail
split hardwood
fencing.
2 89
4 31
12 31 1  chain 2 3 25
7 62
1 77
Breadth
Length s.  of Area .  Remarks.
Road,
chs. Iks ,  A. a. P.
14 5 3chains 13  1 30  Unimp ro ved
19 27  land ; not
10 62 fenced.
8 47 Irregu -  0 1 271 The land re-
lar sumed is the
permanent
ro adway.
11 68 Irregu- 18 1 231 Unimproved
6 03 lar and un-
16 20 fenced.
6 60
18 40
16 00
E. Booker None  ,.. 107° 13'  10 38 Irregu.
130° 03' 4 94 bar
142° 48' 6 42
163° 33' 6 34
134° 18' 10 60
136° 63' 6 80
John Palmer  John 115° 25'  3 60 Irregu.
Palmer  lair
6 236 IlThe land re-
sumed is the
permanent
roadway.
0 0 31 Unimproved
land.
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  4th June, 1875.
HE  following SUM3LART of OBsEEvA rroxs
 taken  at the METEOROLOGICAL STLTIoN, BRlsssxE ,  during the  Month of MAY, 1875,  is published  for general information.
GEORGE THORN ,
 JUNIOR,  Postmaster-General.
idazimtim
Mean ...
Minimum
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1875.
LAT., 27° 28' 3 "  S.; LONG .,  153° 16' 15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 140 FEET ; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10 MILES.
29 806
... ... ... ..
30.0 1.72 300 N 0 NW 1
W4SW13
20.1 •208 128.5
18 10
BE2-5  000 64 E 1  1
S
a
OZONE.
a
I d
at
a 
N1 NW3INO NW4 10
W9 SW8 WS SW8
39
83 BE  5 8 7 SE 2
E2 NE 0E2 NEO 0
10
4B
0
10 6 10
Summary of May 1875 Mean Shade Temp .,  6477 degrees .  Rain fell on 11 days. Total Rainfall ,  6.26 inches .  Evaporation ,  4.010 inches, Electrical Observations - 66 Positive ; 27 Negative .  Prevailing Winds,
1874 „ 61'5 7 1.07 „ 51406 75 18
 1. 11 1.
» » 1873 65.9 8 0'58 ,. „ 41 00 59 34 ,.
.. 1872  66.3 5  ,. b 0'28 5.300 b » „  69 „ 24
1871 67'3 6 0.83 3.950 72 „ 21 „ » »
1870 ,. b 62.8 15 2'81 3.200 40 „ 53 „ ,I b
w n 1869 65.2 » „ n 3  0'39 2.870 61 „ 32
r u 1868 67'3 u b b 12 1.15 b „ 4.283 o n „ 49
1867 ,. „ 67'4 13 8.97 „ ,. 2964 26 „ 07N ..
..
1868 66.9 17  3.32 2.830  43 60
N » 1805 „  ,.  63.3 3  0.41 4.550 »
I--a
32 32 8.3
I•
0 1 2
S.W.
S.W. and S.
S.
8. and S.W.
S.W.  and S.
8. and B.E.
8. and S.W.
S.W. and S.
S.W. and W.
S.W.
S.W.
The month opened  with cloudy  and shiny weather ;  f ro m the  5th to the  11th was  fine ;  and from 14th  to 31st shiny and  line weathe' alternated , with heavy  rains  on the 12th  and 27th ,  1.12 inches  and 1.72 inches having fallen  respectively.
The weather has been slightly cooler than usual during the month ;  the mean shade temperature ,  64'7°, being •8° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and •5° under the previous three years. The highest reading in
abade, 830°,  was on the 3rd; the lowest on grass ,  41.0°, was on the morning of the  16th.  The highest ba ro met ri c reading, 30.390, was at 9 a .m. on the 25th ,  and the lowest ,  29.647, at 3 p .m. on the 9th. The mean bargmetric readings have been below the
average of the month. Rain fell on 11 days ; the  total  fall, 6.26 inches, being 4.29 inches over the average of the month for the previous ten years, and 5.63 inches over the previous three years. The greatest fail in 24 hours ,  1.72 inches, was on
BAROMETER .  RYGROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit, and
reduced to mean
sea level.
Temperature Temperature of
of Air. Evaporation. Humidity.
d
d d d
a d 3 a  I
d
a A
d
a
d d d
. . . .. 7 . 650 ' - .000 030.390 30 320 030.376 68 82 0 0 65 066 0 0 1 000 1 100
30.06829.980 30.044 62.2 721 60.0 57'6 62.0 58.5 •746 •580 786
129.64729.687 64.0 61.0 52-01  48.0 52.0 45.0 •430 •360 480
5ELI-HEOISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
RAIN. WIND. CLOUD.
m m
m a _m
o d d m Summary of Direction.
L7 ..a a m q bG
6 P E S m a$
0 a
9 a.m. 3
 P.M. 9 P.M.
145.0 108.0 61.0 71.0 83.0 63.5
1241  92.6 529 66.5 74.1 54.2
67.0 66.0 41.0 63.0 62.5 42.0
the 27th. For fu rt her information as to the rainfall of the Colony ,  am  the general summary published monthly in the  Government Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer,
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
TIME TABLE.
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
.
X, ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
into operation  until further notice.
Miles from Miles
Rock -  Stations Up Train , from Rocky
hampton . Mixed. Creek.
Rockhampton... ...
6 Gracemere ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood
30 Westwood arrive ...I depart ...
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Ra ilways.
stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.-.j
11.0 Rocky Cre ek ... .. 3. 0
11.24 6 Goganjo  ... ... 3.24
12
s0 14 Westwood € dpart :::
:::
4
650
1. 0 20 Rosewood ... ... ... A
1.15 29 Stanwell ... ... ... 5' 0
1467 38 Gracemere ... ... ...  6.36
2.10 44 Rockhampton... ... ...  5. 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A,  will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the  station  at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they pro pose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and Total
Fares.  Stock.  Miscellaneous.
.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ S.  d. £ e. d.
Week ending May 29th, 1875 ... ... 665 13 3 905 10 10 82 15 8 1,653 19 9
Corresponding week lest year ... ... 442 110 1,104 4 1 70 1 7 1,616 16 8
Increase  ... ... ... 223 2 3 ... 12 14 1 37 3 1
Decrease  ...
... ... ... 19813 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  31st May, 1875.
No. 5.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED  LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1875.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office ,  are requested to
give  the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names ,  as such
reference will materia lly faci li tate  deliver.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such writt @n applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ;  and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to  file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE -The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
A- 29 Algirburg Mrs., Gayndah c
30 Alisson Thomas, Ipswich o c
1 ABBOTTS Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c 31 Allcock James, Charleville s
2 Adams Alfred, Maryborough c 32 Allan Fred., Cooktown in
8 Adams Alfred, Townsville c 33 Allen A. R., Loganholm e
4 Adams Edward, Toowoomba u k 34 Allen Mrs. James, Brisbane u k
6 Adams James, May-town c 36 Allen Joseph, Charters Towers s
6 Adams John, Brisbane c 36 Allen W. J., Gayndah o c
7 Adams John, St. George c 37 Alpen H., Palmerville a
8 Adams John A., Brisbane c 38 Alson Andrew, Maryborough o
9 Adams John F., Brisbane c 39 Amos William, Brisbane c
10 Adams J. H., Rockhampton in 40 Ancott F., Cooktown u k
11 Adderton A., Brisbane c 41 Anderson -, Condamine c
12 Adey F., Brisbane c 42 Anderson Thomas, Ipswich c
13 Adsett Gusan, Wilton o o 43 Anderson Mrs., Ipswich c
14 Aepfler Victor, Gympie c 44 Anderson H., Maryborough o c
15 Ah Ching, Gayndah c 45 Anderson Caroline, Rockhampton o
16 Ali  Chong, Goodna c 46 Anderson C. J., Brisbane c
17 Ahern Richard, Daintree o 47 Anderson F. W., Ipswich c
I8 Ali  Hen, Roma o c 48 Anderson George, Brisbane u k
19 Ah Hoe, Palmer c 49 Anderson James, Dalby c
20 Ali  Howe, Cooktown in 50 Anderson James D., Palmer s (3)
21 Ah Lee, Lower Palmer m 51 Anderson John, Dalby c
22 Ali  Pow, Palmer c 52 Anderson Jorgen P., Maryborough o c
23 Ah Pow, Tiers c 53 Anderson Manby, Warwick o c
24 Ah Que, Palmer c 54 Anderson Nicholas, Rockhampton u k
25 Ah See, Palmerville m 55 Anderson Niels, Rockhampton o c
26 Alberthsen Gardener It., Toowoomba f 56 Anderson Mitte, Millchester f
27 Allcock J. G., Condamine c 67 Andrews G. S., Rocky Creek c
28 Allessio C., Warwick s (5) 58 Andrews John, Brisbane o
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59 Andrews J., Warwick
60 Andrews T. M., Mount Cobra f
61 Ansford Mrs., Charters Towers c
62 Anticiveeh Antonio, Palmer u k n z (2)
63 Anticivech Mrs. N., Etheridge u k
64 Apjohn Thomas, Rockhampton c
65 Abrahamson Abraham, Rockhampton f
66 Argo G., One-mile c
67 Aristene John, Palmer f
68 Armstrong J. A., St. George o c
69 Armstrong J., Palmer c
70 Arnold William, Rockhampton c
71 Arrowemith W., Rockhampton c
72 Ash Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane o
73 Ash William, Brisbane o u k (2)
74 Ashington A., St. George s
75 Atherton Mrs. Kate, Gayndah o
76 Atkins Ernest R., Brisbane u k (2)
77 Atkins William, Morayfield o
78 Atkinson Benjamin, Neusa p o
79 Atkinson Charles, Brisbane in f (2)
80 Atkinson John, Palmer u k
81 Atwell Alfred, Bowen e
82 Atwell William, Toowoomba c
83 Ausmusfer - , Maryborough c
84 Austin W., Brisbane in
B.
1 BACON J. Ward, Vanilla c
2 Bagnall Wm., Ipswich c
3 Bailey A. C., Cooktown c
4 Baker and McClusky, Mackay c
5 Baker -, Brisbane in
6 Baker George, Charters Tower c
7 Baker Robert, Jimbour e
8 Baker R., Brisbane o e
9 Ball Edward, Toowoomba c (2)
10 Ball E., Copperfield s
11 Ball Elizabeth, Taroom u k
12 Ball F., Brisbane a
13 Ball T. J., Brisbane p o
14 Ballard G. T., Surat u k
15 Ballenger Mrs., Paddington c
16 Ballin J. H., Townsville s
17 Balser S. F., Townsville c and s
18 Bannon M. J., Palmerrille t
19 Banks Pat, Broadsound u k
20 Bangle John, Roma c
21 Barker E., Rosella Plains c
22 Barklay and Bunstan, Black Snake 0 c
23 Barlow John, Gully Creek u k
24 Barden William, Kelvin Grove o
25 Bard W. G., Brisbane u k
26 Barlow Joseph, Maryborough e
27 Barnes Mrs. Annie, Palmer c
28 Barnes Miss H., Brisbane c
29 Barnes 'Mrs. Richard, Palmer o e and s (2)
30 Barnett Patrick, Gympie c
31 Barnett 8, Toowoomba e
32 Baron James, Yatala c
33 Barratt James, Rockhampton u k
34 Barratt John, Auburn Station a (2)
35 Barrett John, Rockhampton c (3)
36 Barron John, Palmer c
37 Barry Mrs., Townsville e
38 Barry Ellen, Moggill u k
39 Barry Mrs. John, Rawbelle c
40 Barry William, Townsville e
41 Barthlemy -, St. George c
42 Barclet H., Mackay s
43 Barton, H. H., Brisbane c
44 Bates R. T., Rockhampton o c
45 Baynham F. J., Ipswich c
46 Beadle David, Yengarie u k
47 Beakey John, Cooktown c
48 Beal Mrs., Warwick c
49 Beasley Richard, Rockhampton o
50 Beaumont William, Roma e
51 Beaver William, Rockhampton u k
52 Beck F., Rocky Creek e
53 Beck Martin, One-mile Swamp o c
51.  Beck Samuel, Toowoomba e
55 Beecher Joseph, Brisbane c
56 Begg Alexander, Maryborough u k
57 Begman Christof, Charters 'lowers c
58 Beier Johan, Rockhampton c
59 Beley George, Carnarvon f
60 Beley  George,  Palmerville o and c (2)
61 Bell Mrs., Brisbane a
62 Bell Miss Grace, Townsville u k
63 Bell Henry, Mount Louisa c
64 Bell James, Charleville e
65 Bell Jeremiah, Rockhampton
66 Bell R. G., Bundaberg c
67 Beni Henry, Palmer e
68 Benda ll -,  Brisbane c
69 Bending Mrs., Oakwood u k
70 Benfer J., Tingalpa o c
71 Benga Mrs. Teresa ,  Toowoomba o
72 Bern F., Palmer m
73 Benn F. W., Palmer t (2)
74 Bennett H., Palmer a
75 Bennett Thomas, Brisbane a
76 Bentley Miss Kate, Bowen o
77 Benne ll  Frank, Charters Towers u k
78 Bergener Henry, Ardock c
79 Berghoffer  -,  Boggo c
80 Bergin Dennis, Gatton e
81 Bergin John, Maryborough o
82 Berry James ,  Tiaro c
83 Berry John, Palmer s
84 Berry Mrs. Sarah ,  Palmer a
85 Berry Miss T., Brisbane a
86 Berth Joseph, Cooktown e
87 Besford David, Rosenthal c
88 Bethel Lizzie, Rockhampton a
89 Bieck Martin ,  Boggo o c
90 Bienke Fred. Wilhelm, Brisbane f
91 Bierhals Johann ,  Toowoomba c
92 Burslaw  Win.,  Ra il way  li ne c
93 Bigg William, Dalby u k
94 Bi ll  Eberhard ,  Brisbane f
95 Bines Wi ll iam, One-M ile c
96 Binge John, Townsvi ll e a and  in  (2)
97 Birkby R., Bowen c
98 Black G . L., Milton c
99 Black J., St. George c
100 Black Jno., Cooktown c
101 Blacke Revd. J. K., Mackay u k
102 Blackman G., Charters Towers o
103 Blackwe ll  J., Charters Towers c
104 Blanch Robt .,  Brisbane o e
105 Bleich L., Toowoomba c
106 Bletcher J., Rocky Creek c (2)
107 Blomgvist  -,  Charters Towers f
108 Blyth Robert ,  Cooktown t
109 Boggis G., Palmer c
110 Bond James, Peak Downs n z
111 Bones Charley, Cooktown c
112 Bonham ,  Samuel ,  Ipswich c
113 Bonner Thomas, Surat c
114 Bonney J. E., Rawbe lle e
115 Booke Alexander ,  Charters Towers o c
116 Booker H., Logan Vi llage e
117 Booth Daniel, Roma a
118 Booth J., Cooktown i
119 Borgersdatter Eli, Rockhampton f
120 Bork Carl ,  Georgetown f
121 Bornemann August, Toowoomba c
122 Bott Jasper ,  Brisbane o e
123 Bottomlev  -,  Oxford Downs c
124 Bouden W. G., Charters Towers o
125 Bowers Robert, Cooktown a
126 Bowes Charles ,  Rockhampton c
127 Bourne Arthur ,  Brisbane o c
128  Bench  Wi ll iam Lewis, Palmer u k
129 Bouchard J ,,  Brisbane c
130 Boulton Wil liam, Palmer e
131 Bourke George, Cooktown s
132 Bourke H. M., Cooktown a (3)
133 Boyce Thomas, Moray field u k
134 Boyd Miss Ada, Rockhampton o
135 Boyd St .  Clair ,  Cooktown c
136 Boyland Wi ll iam, Charters Towers o
137 Boyle Michael ,  Cooktown c (4)
138 Boyle Michael ,  Rockhampton c (2)
139 Boyle Robt .,  Palmer c
140 Boyson N. H. J., Colothin Creek c
141 B : abazon, Captain ,  Brisbane c
142 Brackin Dennis, Palmer s and c
143 Bradford B., Palmer e
144 Bradford G. B., Cunnamu lla o (2)
145 Bradford  John, Dalby in
146 Bradley Edward, Marybo ro ' o
147 Bradley ,  George, Brisbane e
148  Brady James, Palmer c (2)
149 Brady Mrs. P., Maryborough c
150 Bray James, Brisbane c
151 Bray  John,  Banana c
152 Bray Michael ,  Mount Auburn c
153 Brennan Patrick, Marybo ro ugh ui
154 Brennan Peter, South Brisbane c
155 Brett  John  A., Palmer o
156 B re tten Henry, Cooktown e
157 Brewin R., One-mile c
158 Brewster G. H., Broadsound a
159 Brien J., Rockhampton o c
160 Brier Edwin, Palmer c
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161 Bright Geo. H., Cogan Creek c 24 Campbell  Mrs. Anastasia ,  Rockhampton 0
162 Breslin  Miss  M., Maryborough c 25 Campbell David, Palmer c
163 Brixton J. W., Brisbane m 26 Campbell D. A., Rockhampton o c (2)
164 Broadley Henry F., Palmer c 27 Campbell Mrs. D. C., Brisbane c
165 Brodie Peter, Logan c 28 Campbell Miss E.,  Brisbane s
166 Bromily S., Black Swamp, Gympie e 29 Ctmpbell George, Toowoomba e
167 Brooke James, Ipswich o c 30 Campbell G. M., Stanthorpe e
168 Brooker Richard,  Brisbane u k 31 Campbell G. N., Toowoomba s
169 Brooke Mrs . Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c 32 Campbell J. C. and M., Warwick c
170 Brooks  Miss  E., South Brisbane c (2) 33 Campbell Peter, Copperfield c
171 Brook F., Telemon o c 34 Cane Mrs. A.,  Brisbane c
172 Brooks T., Townsville c (2) 35 Clappie Messrs., Cooktown e
173 Brostrup Frederick, Charters Towers o 36 Cardwell C., Brisbane u k
174 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c (2) 37 Care Frederick, Warwick o e
175 Brown Albert, Townsville c 38 Carey A., Charters Towers o
176 Brown Charles, Westwood c 39 Carey Miss Mary, Townsville e
177 Brown E., Roma c 40 Carey Michael, Cooktown n z
178 Brown E. P., Westwood e 41 Carlisle --, Rosalie Plains c
179 Brown F., Durham Downs c 42 Carlowitz C., Palmer s
180 Browne James, Brisbane u k 43 Carlson F., Cooktown c
181 Brown James, One-mile c 44 Carlyon Cornelius, Rockhampton s
182 Browne John, Edward's Camp o 45 Carmody John, Bowen c
183 Brown John, Westwood c 46 Carmody J., Cooktown o
184 Brown John  Mrs., Brisbane s (2) 47 Carney Mary, Dalby o
185 Brown Mrs. Lydia,  B ri sbane a 48 Carolin Maryann, Rockhampton c
186 Brown Mathew, Townsville c 49 Carr Edward, Charters  Towers s
187 Brown  Samuel , Condamine e 50 Carr John, Charters Towers o  and s (3)
188 Bruckner -, Brisbane c 51 Carr John Cuthbert, Cardigan  Station c
189 Brummer Henry, Palmer m (2) 52 Carren Thomas, Mackay u k
190 Brunner Henry, Cooktown s 53 Carroll Frank, Mitchell Downs e
191 Bryan John, Maryborough c 54 Carter Mrs., Maryborough u k
192 Bryan John, Brisbane c 55 Carter Ellen, Brisbane f
193 Bryant B., Cooktown e 56 Carter William, Gayndah c (2)
194 Buttridge Mrs. Samuel, Brisbane u k 57 Cartwright The. H., One-mile e
195 Buchanan J., Mackay c 58 Cartwright The. N., Palmer  o and c (2)
196 Buckey John, Charters Towers u k 59 Casey George B., Clermont n z
197 Buette  Ernest,  Palmer c (2) 60 Casey Maurice, Charters Towers e
198 Buyd Richie W. J., Stanthorpe m 61 Cash S., Palmer s (2)
199 Bull Emily, Bulimba c 62 Cassey Robert, Maryborough u k
200 Bunhill Edward, Brisbane c 63 Cassiday E., Dalby c
201 Bunn -, Palmer a 64 Cassiday Thomas, Palmer c
202 Burgess  Thomas, Cooktown o c 65 Castile W. J., Rockhampton c
203 Burke Daniel, Palmer c 66 Castlin William, Palmer e
204 Burke John, Brisbane c 67 Cattell P., Brisbane u k
205 Burke  Miss  M., Leyburn c 68 Caulfield John, Cooktown s
206 Burke Walter, Palmer c 69 Causey J. A., Kilkivan s
207 Burke W. R., Palmer e 70 Cavanagh Michael, Rockhampton s
208 Burke Thomas, Broadsound o 71 Cawley Francis, Palmer  a and s (2)
209 Burk D., Palmer n z 72 Ceaser Edward, Rockhampton e
210 Burns Mrs . Mary, Palmer c 73 Chalk Thomas, Pine Mountain c
211 Burns Richmond, Brisbane a and a (2) 74 Chamberlane -, Gympie c
212 Bur ro ws Miss  Margaret, Brisbane u k (2) 75 Chambers W., Condamine c
213 Burrows W., Palmer m 76 Channon Henry, Cooktown c
214 Burt John, Gympie o 77 Chapman -, Albert River c
215 Burton Mrs. M., Ipswich o 78 Chapman M. Ann, Brisbane u k
216 Burton W., Bowen e 79 Chapman Carl A., Brisbane o
217 Burton W., South Brisbane c (2) 80 Chapman F., Banana o
218 Busiks J., Toowoomba c 81 Chard Lizzie, So. Brisbane c
219 Butchard William,  Palmer s (2) 82 Charleston William, Cooktown s (2)
220 Butcher and Smith, Brisbane c 83 Charters Jeremiah, Palmer s
221 Butller James and Laurence, Palmer n z 84 Chatfield G. S., Maryborough m
222 Butler James, Dalby c 85 Chattom Alexander, Brisbane u k
223 Butler J. A., Palmer n z 86 Chica A., Rockhampton c
224 Butler R. R., Condamine c (2) 87 Chisholm L., Beenleigh c (2)
225 Byrne B., One-Mile c 88 Chiverton C. K., Mackay u k
226 Byrne James, Gatton o c 89 Christensen Christian, Mackay f
227 B,rnes John, Bowen Bridge o e 90 Christihenson Mrs. Ramot, Charters Towers e
228 Byrn Miss Mary J., Brisbane, it k 91 Christenson  Miss Maria , Bowen c (2)
92 Christerson J., Townsville c
93 MaChristi x Town n zAlC. 94
., ye e
Christie Carl Uric, Stanwell n z
1 CAFFARY W., Cooktown m 95 Clance  Miss  Anne, Gympie e
2 Cahill W., Rockhampton c 96 Clarendon Walter, Condamine u k
3 Caine J., Rockhampton o 97 Clark Ann, Rockhampton m
4 Calder James, Townsville o 98 Clark Francis, Warwick c
5 Caldwell Hugh, Rockhampton s 99 Clark James,  Brisbane c
6 Caldwell M., Rockhampton e 100 Cl'4rke James, Rockhampton c
7 Callaghan Mrs., Palmer c 101 Clark John, Brisbane u k (2)
8 Callaghan and Co., Gympie c 102 Clark John A., Toowoomba s
9 Callaghan Dennis, Dulacca c 103 Clark J. A., Warwick e
10 Cally Mrs., Ipswich c 104 Clark Robert, Gympie c
11 Cally Pat., Ipswich e 105 Clark William, Gympie c
12 Calvert George, Palmer o 106 Clarkson M., South Brisbane c
13 Cameron Angus, Brisbane e 107 Clements William, Gympie c
14 Cameron A. S., Brisbane s c (2) 108 Clinieron William, Rockhampton a
15 Cameron D. H., Palmer c 109 Clines -, Stanthorpe c
16 Cameron G., Oval c 110 Cluth Edward, Palmer o
17 Cameron J, Rocky Creek e 111 Coble Charles, Rockhampton s
18 Cameron J., Bowen c 112 Cochrane Hugh, Townsville o e
19 Cameron W. J. B., Cooktown a 113 Cochrane James, Rockhampton u k
20 Cameron C. J., Townsville n z 114 Cochrane William, Condamine o
21 Cameron Robert, Cooktown o c 115 Cochrane W., Forest Vale s
22 Cameron William, Rockhampton c (2) 116 Cocker Robert W., Palmer c
23 Camera John, Bowen u k 117 Cody Michael, Cooktown o e
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118 Cogan Michael,  Palmer c  4 Daltorn Mickel, Rockhampton s
119 Colands Bridget, Townsville o 5 Dalton Thomas, Palmer c
120 Coleman W. C., Ipswich p o 6 Dan Miss, Townsville c
121 Colens  B., Cooktown s  7 Dandridqe Mrs. M.A., Maryborough e
122 Coleman  John, Surat, m  8 Dangar  Thomas, St . George s
123 Collins James, Brisbane u k 9 Dantell Mrs, Townsville o
124 Collins John, Westwood s 10 Dantell Annie, Gympie o
125 Collins S., Rockhampton u k 11 Dantel John, Millchester c
126 Colvin George, Cooktown c 12 Dargin John E., Rockhampton s (2)
127 Comery Patrick, Helidon c 13 Darling -, painter, Toowoomba c
128 Compton Henry, Brisbane m 14 Davenport T., Ipswich u k
129 Compton John, Townsville c 15 Davey -, Maryborough o
130 Conley James, Culcragie c 16 Davidson Captain, Cooktown, o c
131 Conliffe -, Euthella c 17 Davidson -, Brisbane c
132 Connell E., Gympie m 18 Davidson John, Brisbane c
133 Connell Michael,  Springsure s  19 Davies Thomas, Rockhampton s
134 Connolly  James,  Cooktown  m and n x (3)  20 Davies Alfred, Cooktown c
135 Connor -, Cooktown c 21 Davies Mrs. E., Brisbane o
136 Connor James , Wallan c 22 Davies Henry, Brisbane u k
137 Connor John, Townsville c 23 Davis John, St. George c
138 Conroy H. R. Cooktown s 24 Davis John, Palmer o
139 Considine Catherine, Edward's Pocket c 25 Davis M., Mackay c and o
140 Constantine Mrs., Sydney c and s (3) 26 Davies Miss Mary, Brisbane o
141 Convey Anthony, Palmer n z 27 Davies Miss Mary, Rockhampton f
142 Conway Thomas, Gayndah f 28 Davies Thomas, Ipswich c
143 Cook Charles, Condamine c 29 Davies Walter, Rockhampton c
144 Cooke T. Desbrizay, Brisbane u k 30 Davies W. P., Brisbane c
146 Cook Frederick  Palmer m (2)  31 Dau George,  Brisbane s
146 Coombe Robert, Surat c 32 Day John, Brisbane u k (2)
147 Cooney William St. George c 33 Dayl John, Ipswich u k
148 Cooper John, Gymyie u k 34 Dean H., Brisbane s
149 Cooper M., Brisbane  s and c (3)  35 Dear Henry, Charters Towers c
150 Cooper W. S., Doughboy Creek u k 36 Dear J., Gympie m
151 Coutts  E., Mackay o  37 De Gaitan James, Westwood o
152 Corbett F. A., Dalby o c 38 Degan Patrick, Toowoomba o
153 Corbett P. M., Cooktown c 39 Deliney William, Brisbane c
154 Corbett T. Rockhampton c 40 Demann -, Toowoomba c
165 CorJ fill W. H., Bowen s and c (6) 41 Dempsey John, Cooktown  n z and s (4)
156 Corlett A. E., Condamine s (4) 42 Dempsey J., Rockhampton c
167 Cormack Alexander Cooktown s 43  Dempsey J. J., Palmer s
158 Cornell William, Maryborough o c 44 Denison  Miss R ., Rockhampton c (3)
159 Cowen H, Warwick c 45 Denney Neil, Palmer c
160 Cosson Mrs., Rockhampton c 46 Denny Sam., Palmer s
161 Costello Mrs. J., Westwood c 47 Deppe Willhelm, Brisbane f
162 Costello Mathew, One-mile Creek o (3) 48 Detleogen Jorgensen, Tinana f
163 Costin Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c 49 De Vere John,  Maytown s (2)
164 Cotton Arthur D., Charleville s 50 Devine P., Rockhampton c (2)
165 Cowan W., Cooktown s 61 Denon Mary, Taroom o
166 Coughlan Patrick, Spring Hill o  52  Dew Robert,  Rockhampton o e
167 Coulburn  Samuel ,  Brisbane s  53  Dickie John, Palmer a k
168 Cowan A., Brisbane o c 54 Dickie E., Rocky Creek c
169 Cowling James Edward,  Brisbane s  55 Dickinan Christina, Kilkivan o
170 Cox Thomas J., One-mile Creek o c 56 Dickson B. C., Cooktown n z
171 Craig Robert, St. Epizeth u k 67 Dickson David, Charters  Towers s
172 Craig William N., Cooktown s 58 Dickson James, Rockhampton c
173 Cran -, Ipswich c 59 Dickson Thomas B., Palmer  s and n z (2)
174 Crane Thomas, Mackay c 60 Diens Katrine, Owanyilla o
175 Craneg Patrick, Brisbane c 61 Dietrich J., Palmer o
176 Cran  Miss , Yengarie s (2) 62 Dick Henry, Brisbane m
177 Crawford J. B., Cooktown o 63 Dillen James,  Palmer c
178 Crawshaw -, Spring Hill c 64 Dillon Thomas, West  Vale, Brisbane s
179 Crew  Samuel, Logan c  65 Dixon F. B. (surgeon), Darling Downs m
180 C1ibb T., Mackay s 66 Dixon John, Palmer o
181 Crisp  Miss Susan , Brisbane u k 67 Doblin William, Jimbour c
182 Crofton Mally, Gainsford u k 68 Dodd Louisa,  Brisbane c
183 Crompton John,  Brisbane c  69 Dodd T., Brisbane c
184 Crompton J., Lily Vale c 70 Doherty Hugh, Talavera e
185 Cro nin Miss E., Brisbane c  71 Dolan S., Rockhampton c
186 Cross Henry, One-mile Gympie c 72 Dolson Samuel, Murweck s
187 Crosbie  James , Rawbelle m 73 Don James, Brisbane c
188 Crossland Edward, Palmer c 74 Donald M. C., Brisbane e
189 Crothers  James,  Brisbane u k 75 Donaldson James, Wallan  Station o (2)
190 Crowe Leedham and Roberts, Sydney u k 76 Donaldson James, Dalby c
191 Crane Charles, Gayndah o 77 Dovecan John, Walloon c
192 Crowe Dennis, Cook Town c 78 Donley Miss Kate, Brisbane o
193 Crowther  Miss R .,  Brisbane s  79 Donnelly  Miss  Bridget, One-mile Creek p o
194 Cruikshank George, Gayndah c 80 Donoghue Michael, Charters Towers m
195 Crump A. C., Brisbane o c 81 Donovan -, Valley c
196 Cumming Alexander (2), Palmer o 82 Doran Mrs., One-mile Creek c (2)
197 Cummings Daniel, Ipswich c 83 Doran Miss Mary, Cooktown c
198 Cummings James Joseph, Palmer c 84 Doran R., Ipswich c
199 Cunningham Charles, Condamine o 85 Dormer John, Taroom c
200 Curnow Peter, Rockhampton c 86 Douglas James, Rocky Creek o c
201 Currier S., Millchester c 87 Douglas James, Rockhampton a
202 Curtis Miss, Brisbane m  88 Doutty R. C., Normanton c
203 Curtis  Edgar, Beenleigh o c 89 Dowd W. 8, Townsville s
204 Curtis  George, One-Mile Creek c 90 Downey Henry, Peak Downs c
205 Cusack  Andrew, Brisbane c 91 Downey Henry, Brisbane u k
206 Cuzsen  -,  Palmer c  92 Downie John. Noondoo c
93 Dacons R. C. N. Condamine c,
D. 94 Dowse W., Taabinga c and o c
1 DABELSTEIN E. G., Beenleigh c (4) 95 Doyle -, Brisbane c
2 Dall Miss, Maryborough c 96 Doyle Mrs., Maryborough e
3 Daley Charles,  Rockhampton o  97 Doyle Arthur,  Brisbane c
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98 Doyle Mathew, Rockhampton o c 34 Fleming Hugh and William, Palmer c
99 Drain James, Cooktown c 35 Fleming Thomas, Jimbour o
100 Drevar Gerarde C., Palmer m 36 Fletcher Walter, Brisbane e
101 Drummond Mrs., South Brisbane c 37 Fletcher W. H., Condamine a
102 Duckworth Mrs., Ipswich c 38 Flintoff W., Ipswich u k
103 Duff John H., Palmer m 39 Flood Edward, Brisbane c
104 Duffy Thomas, Langlo Downs c 40 Flood Miss Olivia, Eight-mile Plains c
105 Dugan William, Townsville o c 41 Flore A., Warwick c
106 Dunne Pat. (constable), Cooktown u k 42 Foden James, Beenleigh o
107 Dunn S. L., Brisbane u k 43 Fogg James, Palmer o
108 Dunstan James ,  Kilkivan c 44 Foley Miss Kate, Brisbane f
109 Dargan P., Rockhampton s 45 Foot George, Cooktown c
110 Dwyer John, Burnett Rayge s 46 Foran Henry, Millohester o
11l Dwyer William, Rosenthal o c 47 Forren Dugald McC., Yandilla u k
112 Dwyer Thomas C., Gympie m 48 Foster James ,  Brisbane a
113 Dymock D. L., Leyburn e 49 Fowles Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane u k
50 Fox Miss ,  South Brisbane is
E.  51 Fox C., Gayndah o
1 EADES R.,  Palmer m  52 Fox Mathew, Cooktown c
2 Eagan James ,  Talavera c s  53 Francis J., Stanthorpe c
3 Eagle  Alfred James ,  Brisbane u k (2) 54 Francis S., Toowoomba u k
4 Eagles C .  H. B., Brisbane c 65 Franklin Harry, Brisbane p o
6 Easton H .  E., Ipswich c 56 Fraser Colin, St. Lawrence c
6 Eaton Mrs .,  Brisbane c 57 Frazer H., Charters Towers c
7 Eaton Edward, Nerang Creek c 58 Frederiksen Jacob, Stanthorpe c
8 Ebeling F., Beenleigh f 59 Frederiksen Niels, Charters Towers o
9 Eden John ,  Palmer c (2) 60 Freer Joseph, Condamine Plains c
10 Edge Joseph ,  One-mile Creek o (2) 61 Fremlin C. R., Leyburn s
11 Edwards  -,  Roma c 62 Freytag C., Rosewood c
12 Edwards  -,  Brisbane c 63 Frederichsen Hugo, Roma o c
13 Edwards Mrs., South Brisbane c 64 Freth Robert, Cooktown c
14 Edwards J. B., Charleville c 65 Frond Hy., Rockhampton o
15 Egan Simon ,  Palmer o 66 Fry William, Brisbane u k
16 Elgie E. P., W. Warra c 67 Fry W., Toowoomba c
17 Ellerby H. M., Thorgomindah c 68 Fullarton James, Palmer u k
18 Elliott A., Maryborough c 69 Fullar Henry Thomas, Sydney u k
19 Elliott E .  R., Yengarie c (3) 70 Fuller W. J., Albert River c
20 Elliott George,  Nerang Creek o 71 Fulton Robert M., Brisbane u k
21 Elliott Mrs .  J., Kedron Brook ,  Brisbane u k 72 Furfer Charles, Rockhampton c
22 Ellis  - Cooktown s
23
,
Ellis E .  C., Townsville o G.
24 Elmes John, Rockhampton c 1 GAHAN M., Townsville is
25 Elwood Thomas, Brisbane c 2 Gale James, Brisbane m
26 Emmerson John, Brisbane u k 3 Gannon Alderman, Toowoomba c (3)
27 Emmerson William, Rocky Creek c 4 Gannon M. B., Toowoomba c
28 Engfer Hermern, Brisbane f 5 Gashet S., Palmer o
29 English Mrs. Marie, Strathone c 6 Gardiner Leah, Rockhampton f
30 Enright Timothy, One-mile Creek m 7 Gardiner William, So. Brisbane f
31 Epstein B. L., Townsville o 8 Gardiner W. S., Charters Towers s
32 Eres Mrs., Brisbane s 9 Garland Joseph, Ipswich u k
33 Erickson Hendrick, Palmer c 10 Garrod George, One-mile Creek c
34 Erichsen Louis, Warwick s (3) 11 Garthe Frederick, Gengilla Station c
35 Eugenie D. Advocate, Sydney f 12 Gath William, Charters Towers u k
36 Eva James, One-mile Creek c 13 Gat War, Tingha c (2)
37 Evans George, Edwards' Camp s 14 Gavan Michael, Waroonga o c
38 Evans G. F., Charters Towers u k 15 Guy James, Rockhampton u k
39 Evans H .  J., Brisbane c (2y 16 Geach Captain, Townsville s (7)
40 Evans J .  M., Brisbane s 17 Gedeins -, Cooktown c
41 Evennett Charles, Rockhampton s 18 Gelgher Wm., Charleville o
19 Gergher Mrs. Brisbane s
F. 20
,
George John A., Rockhampton o c
1 FABAN L., Mackay f 21 Geraherty James, Mackay c
2 Facey Thomas, Dalby e 22 Gerhold John Jost, Maytown c
3 Fairbrain Thomas, Mackay c 23 Gfrorer Herman, Palmerville m (3)
4 Far William, Maryborough o c 24 Gianone -, Brisbane c
5 Farmer Miss A., Brisbane s 25 Gibson A., Roma c
6 Farmer Martin, Cook-town a 26 Gigor August, Maryborough o c
7 Faro Guiseppe, St. George f 27 Gill William H., Cooktown s (2)
8 Farran Thomas, Ipswich f 28 Gillard William John, Rocky Creek c
9 Faulkner Mrs., Brisbane c 29 Gilligan James, Maryborough c
10 Fentzell F., Ipswich c 30 Gurard William, Auburn, N.S.W. u k
11 Fenzie James Palmer c 31 Glass James ,  Palmer s
12 Ferguson, J. H., Rocky Creek c 32 Gigeler Charles, Ipswich o
13 Ferguson J. S., Rocky Creek s 33 Glindon Patrick, Gympie c
14 Ferguson B. B., Charters Towers o 34 Glover Mrs., Brisbane c
15 Ferguson R. B., Charters Towers o 35 Goebel Mrs., Maryborough t
16 Ferrier William, Torilla Station s 36 Goddard Thomas, Dorah s
17 Field Louis, Brisbane c 37 1ogge Christopher, Cooktown s
18 Field F., Brisbane s 38 Gollogher James, Leyburn c
19 Fielding  Miss,  Mackay c 39 Goodall Miss D. M., Rockhampton c
20 Finch James, Gayndah c 40 Goodfellow Horace, Brisbane u k
21 Fitzgerald -, Spring Hill o 41 Goodfellow Richard, Sydney u k
22 Fitzgerald  Miss ,  Gatton u k 42 Goodland Edwin, Rockhampton c
23 Fitzgerald Mrs. Catharine, Warwick u k  43 Goold F., Dulacca c
24 Fitzgerald Charles David, Enoggera Gap u k 44 Gordon A. A., Rockhampton u k
25 Fitzgerald Ed., Stanthorpe f 45 Gordon James, Brisbane s
26 Fitzgerald John, Palmer c 46 Gordon Robert, Brisbane o
27 Fitzgerald Miss M. J., Brisbane o 47 Gorman -, Brisbane c
28 Fitzpatrick Miss E., Gympie c 48 Gorman John, Rosewood c
29 Fitzpatrick John, Rosewood c  49 Graham  Francies ,  Palmer n z
30 Fitzsimmons Creastine, Rockhampton o 50 Graham Henry, Palmer c and m (2)
31 Flannagan Mrs. Anne, Rockhampton f 51 Graham James, Rockhampton c
32 Flannagan  John, Palmer c 52 Graham Robt., Brisbane u k
33 Flanery Jeremiah ,  Cooktown m (2) 53 Grant A., Toowoommba c (2)
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54 Grant Daniel, Townsville c 64 Hay John, Gympie u k
55 Grant Miss Ellen, Condamine o 65 Hay Wm., Rockhampton o c
56 Gray James, Rockhampton u k 66 Hayden Miss A., Walloon o c
57 Gray James, Palmer c 67 Hayes Wm. Robert, Brisbane o
58 Gray Robert, Ravenswood m 68 Hayes Miss Anne, Brisbane f
59 Gray Robert, Peak Downs s 69 Hayward J., Rockhampton a
60 Gray Robert, Cooktown s 70 Headley Henry, Beenleigh c
61 Gray Sub-inspector, Normanton c 71 Healy Miss (teacher), Brisbane e
62 Green -, Warwick c 72 Healy George, Ipswich s and c (2)
63 Green G., Brisbane u k (4) 73 Heatherington Miss L., Brisbane o e
64 Greenley Mrs., Rockhampton c 74 Hebbard R., Maryborough c
65 Greetham H., Palmer c 75 Hebbard Thomas, Mackay u k
66 Greer Albert, Maryborough u k (2) 76 Hobe Miss Sarah, Townsville c
67 Greig Thomas, Maryborough u k 77 Heilbron A., Millchester m (2)
68 Greve Henry, Gayndah c 78 Henier Henry, The Grange c
69 Grieve John, Warwick o 79 Heilmuller Mrs. L., Cawarral c
70 Griffin F., Brisbane c 80 Hellier James, Bowen u k
71 Griffith Daniel, Brisbane u k 81 Hemmant -, Charters Towers c
72 Griffiths R., St. George s 82 Henderson and Thompson, Maryborough c
73 Grimes George, Coongoon, Surat o c 83 Henderson John William, Leyburn a
74 Grimes Patrick, Condamine o 84 Hendry Alex., Brisbane o c
75 Grogan M., Charters Towers s 85 Hennell Joseph, Brisbane u k
76 Grogan William, Brisbane c 86 Henry Greve, Gayndah c
77 Grochn Miss Auguste, Mackay c 87 Henry John, Rosenthal c
78 Grose Ambrose, Townsville m 88 Henry Thomas, Bowen Downs c (2)
79 Groves William, Palmer e  89 Hepton John, Rocky Creek u k (2)
80 Guorock Mary Ann, Rockhampton o 90 Herring F. M. and W. C., Brisbane u k
81 Gurdler Andrew, Brisbane u k 91 Herring W. C., Brisbane u k
82 Guthrie -, Mount Perry c 92 Hessen Samuel, Cooktown c
93 Hicks F. E. Dalby c (2)H. 94
,
Hicks H. E., Palmer c
1 HAARICHAEN Christi, Rockhampton c 95 Hickson Walter S., Palmer c
2 Haffers Mrs. J., Toowoomba c 96 Hides Geo. P., Maytown n z (2)
3 Hagan Simon, Cooktown c 97 Higham C. L., Charters Towers
4 Hahrn Carl, Palmer s 98 Hill and Fretwell, Cooktown c
6 Haigh George, Brisbane u k 99 Hill Miss Annie, Brisbane o c
6 Hawmann H., Toowoomba c  100 Hill Elizabeth, Townsville c
7 Hall -, Palmer c 101 Hill James, Brisbane o and u k (3)
8 Hall George (storekeeper), Palmer c (2) 102 Hill Stephen F., Maryborough f
9 Hall Robert, South Brisbane s 103 Hill W., Charters Towers c
10 Halpin John, Palmer c 104 Hill W. E., Yandilla u k
11 Halverson Mrs. Walter, Rockhampton u k 105 Hilsdon James, Rocky Creek o c and u k
12 Halvorsen Karen, Port Denison f 106 Hinchey Mary Ann, Rockhampton o
13 Hamill Henry, Ipswich c 107 Hinde George, Stanthorpe u k
14 Hamilton William, Palmer o 108 Hine Albert, Palmer m
15 Hammond -, Milton c 109 Hines John, Gatton o c
16 Hammond F., Warwick c (2) 110 Hing Harry, Palmer e
17 Hampson Thomas, Ipswich c (3) 111 Hinxman Robert, Townsville m
18 Hampton F. C.  0.,  Palmer s 112 Hirst Miss Frances, Tinana c
19 Hand Benjamin C., Copperfield a 113 Hinds J. R., Palmer c
20 Hand Mrs. R., Bowen f 114 Hobert -, Toowoomba o c
21 Hanlin James, Palmer e 115 Hobkirk -, Ipswich c
22 Hanlon James, Condamine c 116 Hockeman, Rocky Creek c
23 Hanly Edward, Brisbane u k 117 Hocking John, Brisbane m
24 Hanly Miss Mime, Brisbane u k 118 Hocking Joseph, Cooktown n z
25 Hannon Patrick, Roma c 119 Hockings W., Brisbane c
26 Hannan -, Brisbane o 120 Hodge H. B., Peak Downs c
27 Hauschildt Jurgen, Rosewood c 121 Hogers S., Rocky Creek c
28 Hansen Christian, Toowoomba f c (2) 122 Hodgson Edmund, Gayndah u k
29 Hansen Edward, Townsville c (2) 123 Hodson Herbert, Rawbelle c
30 Hansen Fred. A., Charters Towers s 124 Hoeschler August, Maryborough c
31 Hansen William, Brisbane f 125 Hofford Catherine, Mackay o
32 Hausler George, Edwards Town c 126 Hoffman Henry F., Cooktown o
33 Hauson John, Cooktown s 127 Hogan Edward, St. Lawrence e
34 Hanssen Takob Mass, Rockhampton f 128 Hogan Mrs. P., Rocky Creek c
35 Harbertson John, Palmer n z  129 Hogan Patrick, Mackay o
36 Harding Mrs., Cleveland Road c 130 Hogan Patrick, Mackay o
37 Harding F., Brisbane c 131 Hogan Patrick, Rocky Creek a
38 Hardataff John, Charters Towers t 132 Hogan Patrick, Townsville m
39 Haries David, Stanthorpe c 133 Hogarth James, Palmer c
40 Harkness A. F., Lochaber f 134 Hogarth Mary Ann, Townsville o
41 Harlon C., Brisbane c 135 Holden -, Bowen Bridge c
42 Harms H. & Co., Gayndah o e 136 Holland Bernard, Palmer a
43 Harper J., Charters Towers m 137 Holland John, Roma c
44 Harrington Mrs. M., Roma o 138 Holland John, Rockhampton o o
45 Harris A. E., Brisbane c 139 Holloway Charles, Palmer o
46 Harris Con., South Brisbane c 140 Holloway Roland, Cunnamulla a (3)
47 Harris Henry, Surat c 141 Holloway R., Charters Towers s
48 Har ris J., Gayndah c 142 Hohn Walbmor, Cooktown c
49 Harris Mrs. J., Brisbane u k 143 Holmes A. S. junior, Albert River o c
60 Harris Thomas, Cooktown a 144 Holmes John, Condamine o
51 Harris W. J., One-Mile Creek o c 145 Holingvist P. J., Maryborough f
52 Harrisson -, Copperfield c 146 Holswerth A., Charleville c
63 Harrisson James, Rockhampton c 147 Holt E. A., Townsville o
64 Harrisson W.  If.,  Copperfield c 148 Holt S., Banana c
65 Harragan Mrs. Bundamba o 149 Holzkrucht P. P., Rocky Creek c
66 Hart A. A., Condamine o 150 Hones George, Ipswich u k
57 Harvey James, Rockhampton f 151 Hood M. C., Jondaryan u k
58 Harvey R. W., St. George o c 152 Hook Ah, Laidley c
59 Harwood John, Gayndah c 153 Hopkins C., Brisbane u k
60 Hassall Joseph, Jimbour n z 154 Hopkins Miss C. A., Brisbane u k
61 Hassen Samuel, Cooktown c 155 Horain Charles, Condamine o
62 Havard Cornelius R., Brisbane u k 156 Horn F., Gayndah c
63 Hay Charles, South Brisbane c 157 Homburg -, Brisbane c
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158 Hornby J., Weranga o 41 Johnson  Miss,  Rockhampton o (6)
159 Horran  F., Dalby m 42 Johnson C. J., Mackay a
160 Horren F. A., Rockhampton c 43 Johnson J., Peak Downs f
161 Horst T., Rawbelle  o and c (2)  44 Johnson J. Townsville c
162 Horton P. D., Palmer s 45 Johnson William, Helidan e
163 Horler  Charles John, Palmer t 46 Jonston Augs., Palmer s
164 Houfman  Frederick, Palmer m 47 Johnstone Captain J.,  Brisbane s
165 Hourigan Daniel,  Brisbane u k  48 Johnstone Thomas, Palmer c
166 Hourigan  Thomas, Bowen o 49 Johnston Thomas,  Palmer n z
167 Houlton Joseph. Comongin s 50 Jones Benjamin, Palmer u k
168 Howald William, Westwood c 51 Jones Beresford, Humbug Creek s
169 Howe -,  Brisbane s  52 Jones D. M., Palmerville o
170 Howe J. 0., Taabinga u k (7) 53 Jones Edmund, Ope-mile Creek u k (2)
171 Howden J., One-mile Creek c 54 Jones Henry, Bulimba road c
172 Howels Captain D., Port Mackay s 55 Jones Mrs. Henry, Brisbane u k
173 Howes Thomas, Toowoomba c 56 Jones John, Palmer c
174 Howie John, Palmer c 57 Jones Joseph, Copperfield c (3)
176 Howie C., Palmer c 58 Jones Thomas, Cooktown m
176 Howse Mrs. G., Nanango c 59 Jones Thomas, Rockhampton o c
177 Hoyne P., Gympie u k 60 Jones William, Gympie m
178 Hudson  Miss  Louisa, Rockhampton u k 61 Jones W., Cooktown c
179 Huggett Frank, Upper Palmer m  62 Jong Pang, Cooktown c
180 Hughes -, Valley c 63 Joseph  Miss  E. M., Brisbane c
181 Hughes - (butcher), Ipswich c 64 Joyce J., Palmer j
182 Hughes William Arthur, Brisbane m 65 Jude Mrs., Brisbane m
183 Humphrey -, Hospital, Brisbane c 66 Jurd Charles, Brisbane u k
184 Brisbane sHumphrey Hugh
185
,
Humphrey John, Dalby c B.
186 Humphries  J., Charleston c 1 KAEGI John, Palmer c
187 Hunt Charles P., Charters Towers m 2 Kaieseri -, Townsville c
188 Hunter Andrew,  Palmer s 3 Kammerlein T., Ipswich c
189 Huntley W. A., Warwick m 4 Kane Patrick, Brisbane c
190 Hurbert -, St. George c 5 Kauplf -, Brisbane, f
191 Hurford  Miss  F., Brisbane c 6 Kavanagh Miss Bridget, Bundaberg m (2)
192 Hurley Thomas, Palmer c (2) 7 Kavanagh Henry M., Brisbane m
198 Hurley T., Dalby c 8 Kavanagh Thomas, Palmer s
194 Hurst G., Rockhampton c 9 Kayo -, Palmer c
195 Hurst George, Palmer o 10 Kays H. P., Townsville u k
196 Husband James, Millchester t 11 Kay John, Woombah c
197 Huston Joseph, Cooktown o c 12 Kayles John, Gayndah c
198 Hutchinson James, Bourke, N.S.W. in 13 Keable Walter, Rockhampton u k
199 Hutton -, Brisbane c 14 Keane 0. D., Edwards Town c (2)
200 Hutton J. C., Townsville s 15 Kearney John, Brisbane u k
201 Hymes E., Valley c 16 Kearns Timothy, Rockhampton u k (2)
17 Kearaley James, Brisbane u k
I. 18 Keating Bernard, Maryborough o c19 Keatte Gasselke Charters Towers c
1 INGOLD Miss, Brisbane o 20
,
Keder Peter. Charters Towers o c
2 Irish J., Humbug Creek 21 Keefe 0-, Palmer c
3 Irving James, Port Darwin m 22 Keelan Thomas, Charters  Towers s
4 Irvin James, Rosewood c 23 Kellar Thomas, Palmer c (2)
5 Ives Alfred, Palmer m 24 Kelly-, Stanthorpe c
25 Kelly Alfred Brisbane u kJ. 26
,
Kelly Dan, Palmerville o and c (2)
1 JACKSON -, Spring Hill c 27 Kelley W. E., Jimbour o
2 Jackson -, Edward street c 28 Kelley John, Gatton u k
3 Jacksohn  Miss  Jane, Rockhampton c 29 Kelly Joseph, Caboolture c
4 Jackson J., Palmer o 30 Kelly Peter, Roma c
5 Jackson Michael, One-mile Creek c (2) 31 Kelly Robert, Mackay w a
6 Jackson Peter, Greenbank Station c 32 Kelly Thomas S. Warwick f
7 Jackson Richard, Cooktown c 83 Kelleway -, Milton c
8 Jackson William, Brisbane c 34 Kemberley, Brisbane c
9 Jacobson Miss Elise, Rockhampton f 35 Kemp Mrs, Rockhampton u k
10 Jacobson P. H, Rockhampton c 36 Kenealy A., Bendamere c
11 Jacobson S. W., Brisbane a 37 Keneally J. J., Condamine c
12 Jakobson Anders, Dalby c 38 Kenelly Dennis, Palmer o
13 Jakobson Peter, Rocky Creek c 39 Kensley W., Cooktown c
14 James John, Townsville m 40 Kennard Captain Harry, Townsville e
15 James Philip, Townsville c 41 Kennedy J., Dalby c
16 Jamieson Laurence, Palmer c 42 Kennedy Robert, Brisbane o
17 Jansen August, Brisbane f 43 Kennedy William, Brisbane o
18 Javorsky C. M., Rockhampton o c (2) 44 Kennedy Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton e
19 Janffe William, Palmer c 45 Kerns James, Palmer s
20 Jeffries Mrs., Rockhampton c 46 Kessell John, Westwood s
21 Jeffrey H., Palmer c (2)  47 Kettle Richard, Gatton c
22 Jeffery Joseph, Copperfield u k 48 Keygeigen Miss K., Brisbane c
29 Jenkins George, Doughboy Creek c 49 Kidd John, Warwick o c
24 Jenkins  R. J., Brisbane o c 50 Kifford %1 in., Palmer c
25 Jenkins Richard N., Millchester c 51 Kinard  Miss  B., Brisbane c
26 Jenkin P., Townsville c 52 Kin -, Rhine Creek c
27 Jensen M., Marlborough f 53 King Mrs. Brisbane c
28 Jensew  Erik, Brisbane c 54 King B. M., Brisbane m
29 Jensew O. Mrs-, Maryborough o c 55 King George, Yaamba c
30 Jerden W. S., Rockhampton s 56 King John, Rockhampton c
31 Jervis P., Brisbane o c 57 King John, Wallan c
32 Jesse Ferdinand, Maryborough m  58 King John Brewer, Cooktown n z
33 Jen Henry, Palmer s 59 King J. H., Condamine c
34 Jittell Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k 60 King R. A., Gympie c
35 Joadan Carl, Charters Towers o 61 King Thomas, Roma o c
36 John -, Rocky Creek c 62 Kinnear James B., Palmer c (2)
37 Johns Livis D., Cooktown c 03 Kipling Joseph Banana c (2)
38 Johnsen Miss Emma, Port Mackay c 61 Klock Michael, Brisbane f
39 Johnson Emma, Charters Towers c (8) 65 Knight George, Stanthorpe c
40 Johnson William, Maryborough f 66 Knott George, Normanton I
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67 Knowlden John, Townsville e
68 Kundst ro m  Niels, Cooktown o
69 Kowitz Mathilde, Brisbane f
70 Krause Ludwig, Townsville f
71 Kreaton Sopfie, Gympie c
72 Kruger Farmer, Mackay c
73 Kuhn Mrs., Rawbe lle c
74 Kuson Hugh, Palmer c
L.
1 LACY Miss, South Brisbane c (5)
2 Lacy S. H., Rockhampton o c (2)
3 LaidleyJoseph, Brisbaneg e
4 Laing  James,  Cooktown n z (2)
6 Latham John, Palmer m
6 Lambert John, Milton c
7 Lambert Louis, Brisbane o
8 Lamont Miss  E., Dalby c
9 Lancaster  Mrs., Dalby e
10 Landregan Mrs., Valley c
11 Lang W., Brisbane c
12 Langbecker  Dr. W., Toowoomba f
13 Lange -, Logan o
14 Langford Elizabeth, Roma o
16 Lane George, Townsville c
16 Lune W., Indooroopilly c
17 Lanz Peter, Cooktown s
18 Larber C., Maryborough c
19 Larking  --=,  Bindango a
20 Larkom John, Townsville a
21 Larkom G., Palmer s
22 Larrey Mrs., Brisbane u k
23 Larsson P.,  Maytown  o
24 Latham  John, Cooktown m
25 Latridge Mrs., Brisbane u k
26 Langhorn Charles, One-mile Creek u k
27 Langton William, Mackay c
28 Larers J., Kedron Brook c
29 Lawrence  -, Townsvi lle c
30 Lawrence  Franklin, Cooktown a (4)
31 Lawrence George, Charters Towers o
32 Lawrence Henry Crane, Rockhampton u k
33 Lauson Mrs., B ri sbane c
34 Lawson Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers c
36 Lawton Henry, Dalby c
36 Lea Samuel ,  Mackay e
37 Leach Miss Mary, Ipswich u k
38 Learwood R. B., Ipswich c
39 Leavers  George, Brisbane c
40 Leavy James, Mackay u k
41 Leary Thomas, Palmer p o
42 Leben August, Helidon c
43 Ledingham  Maggie,  Brisbane c
44 Lee Christopher, Maryborough c
46 Lee Thomas, Yengarie e
46 Leese Ralph, Rockhampton s
47 Legat R., Brisbane c
48 Leitz Carl, Blythedale s
49 Lenehan John, Dawson c
60 Lenz Wilhelm, Brisbane f
51 Leslie P., Dalby a
62 Levingstone Robert, Cooktown c
53 Lewis Edward, Palmer u k
64 Lewis J .,  Mackay o
65 Lewis J., Rockhampton c
56 Lewis Lewis ,  Palmer m
67 Lewis Thomas, Peak Downs u k
68 Lewis W. J., Brisbane o e
59 Lihon -, South Brisbane c
60 Lind Charles, Gayndah o
61 Lindemyer David, Roma c
62 Linderberg Peter, Rockhampton o c
63 Lines  John,  Milton c
64 Liniment Harry, Charters Towers c
66 Linning F. W., Toowoomba f
66 Linett Daniel, Brisbane c
67 List H., Palmer c
68 Little Mrs., Brisbane c
69 Little W. J., Westwood c
70 Little W., Palmer c
71 Lloyd E., Maryborough s
72 Lobbe Jonathan, Palmer p o
73 Lobner Peter Thomsen ,  Mackay e
74 Lock Joseph, Euthella c
75 Logue Patrick, Townsville e
76 Long Eliza, South Brisbane o c
77 Long Patrick,  Mackay u k
78 Long Wm., Maryborough o a
79 Loosly W., Beenleigh c (2)
80 Lorten H. C., Stanthorpe c
81 Loseby Arthur, Brisbane c
82 Love Hugh, Dalby c
83 Lovell David, Bowen u k
64 Lovett Edward, Brisbane u k
85 Low James, Cambooya c
86 Lourie John, Dalgangal c
87 Lowry Edward, Marlborough u k
88 Loxton Mr. or Mrs., Valley c
89 Lucas Fred. John, Brisbane u k
90 Lucas G., Palmer c
91 Ludgate Mary, Dalby o e
92  Lux  Choo,  Cooktown c
93 Lusk Robert, Brisbane n z
94 Lybord Miss E., Brisbane u k
95 Lynch Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k
96 Lynch Mrs. Catherine,  Darling street o a
97 Lynch John,  Coonambula c
98 Lynch John, (cowrie c
99 Lynrod Mrs., Rockhampton c
100 Lyon  Miss  B., Hillside c
M.
1 MADDEN Dennis,  Roman c
2 Maddern  W. G., Cooktown t
3 Maddock John, Logan c
4 Maddocks  Samuel , Rosalie u k
6 Madigan I homas ,  Charters Towers o
6 Mads  M., Valley e
7 Madsen P. J., Rockhampton o c
8 Madsen  Miss Sina , Brisbane f
9 Madson -, Moreton Island e
10 Magui re  Thomas, Cooktown a and w a
11 Maher Martin, Townsville c
12 Maher Peirce, St. Lawrence o e
13 Mahony Thomas, Rockhampton a
14 Mail James, Brisbane u k
15 Malain George ,  Brisbane c
16 Malcolm Daniel ,  Cooktown n z
17 Malim George, Brisbane u k (2)
18 Malone  E. J., Palmer o
19  Malone Patrick ,  Brisbane a k
20 Malone Thomas, Gympie a
21 Maloney W., Gatton c
22 Malton Mrs. H., Gympie s
23 Mannakay E., Rockhampton u k
24  Manus  James ,  Brisbane  in
25 Manson Alexander ,  Cooktown a
26 Manson Wil li am, Palmer o
27 Manuel E., Brisbane c
28 Marback  Philip,  Rosewood c
29 Marchmont James, Crocodile Creek o
30 Marron Thomas ,  Townsvi ll e c
31 Mark -, Westwood c
32 Marks William, Townsville  in
33 Markwell G. H., Brisbane o
34 Marsha ll  H., Brisbane u k
36 Marshall Mount, Palmer c
86 Marsha ll  Mrs. Ne lly ,  Millehester o
37 Marstin  William,  Palmer a
38 Marten Chas .,  Mackay u k
39 Martin  Albert F., Cooktowu e
40 Martin Duncan, Rockhampton s
41 Martin Mrs. F., Rockhampton c
42 Martin  H., Charters  Towers a
43 Martin James, Stanthorpe o
44 Martin  John, Westwood e
46 Martin J. H., Dee River c
46 Martin Peter ,  Daintree e
47 Martin Miss Sarah E ll en, B ri sbane u k
48 Martyn Henry, Bowen u k
49 Martyn J. J., Bowen o
50 Maskell Jas., Ipswich u k
51 Massie  John, Valley e
52 Masters  W. and F., Cooktown a
53 Matchett Richard, Roma c
54 Mateson M., Auburn e
65 Mathews G., Brisbane c
56 Mathewson Miss Mary ,  Milton a and m
57 Mathaison Jens Peter, Stanthorpe c
58 Mathison O. M., Townsville c
59 Mathison S., Rockhampton f
60 Maund W. C., Neardie Station a
61 Mavour James, Dalgangal f
62 Mayall Robert, Gympie e
63 Mayer  -,  Brisbane c
64 Mayer Andrew, Palmer a (2)
65 Meade John, Yabba p o
66 Meade Mrs. Sarah ,  Townsvi lle o
67 Meaneun  James,  Warwick e
68 Medland G. R., Ipswich a
69 Medley George, Charters Towers c
70 Mee War, Jembaicumbane  s and c (2)
71 Mohan Edward, Stanthorpe u k
72 Mellor Walter,  Palmer a
73 Mengell Konrad, Toowoomba c
74 Merrill Thomas, Brisbane u k
75 Merrin H., Brisbane u k
76 Michelsen Carl, Bowen f
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77 Nickels R., Charters  Towers o  8 Nelson Joseph, Palmer o
78 Middleton W., Rockhampton u k 9 Nesham C., Brisbane u k
79 Migne J., Palmer c 10• Newberry T., Cooktown n z
80 Millburn John James, Rockhampton u k 11 Newman George,  Toowoomba c
81 Miles -,  Palmer c 12 Newman John  (seaman ),  B risbane e
82 Milford  James, Dalby c Li Newman  Martin ,  Coranga c
83 Milian  James,  Palmer n z (2) 14 Newton D. G., Spring Hill c
84 Millar Mrs., Brisbane s (2) 15 Newton  Isaac, Cunnamu lla a
85 Millar Mrs. A. R., Brisbane u k 16 Newton  Christensen ,  Mackay f (2)
86 Miller Charles, Dalby u k (2) 17 Nichols C., Kilkivan o c
87 Miller George, Greenbank c 18 Nicholas  Mrs. George , Rockhampton e
88 Miller George, Charters Towers c 19 Nicholl  Francis, Roma c
89 Miller R., Townsville c 20 Nicholson Andrew, Palmer River m (2)
90 Miller Richard, Cooktown c  21 Nickless  Edward (laborer),  Roma o c
91 Miller Robert, Townsville o  22 Nielsen  H. L., Brisbane f
93 Miller William Adams, Beenleigh u k (2)  23 Nielsen Jorgen,  Rockhampton f
93 Miller W. D., Palmer c  24 Nielsen Jorgen,  Rockhampton c
94 Millengen Charles, Maryborough s  25 Nielsen Michael,  Beenleiqhf
95 Milne John, Brisbane c  26 Nielsen  H. L., Toowoomba f (2)
96 Milner John, Jimbour c  27 Nielson  J., Brisbane o c
97 Milner H., Ipswich c  28 Nielson  Leonard, Tiaro o
98 Mills John B., Rosenthal c  29 Nillsen  Martin,  Gayndab o
99 Mills G., Brisbane c 30 Nimmo J., Condamine c
100 Min$ihan -, Palmer c 31 Noble  James, Cooktown m
101 Minihen Denis, Brisbane u k 32 Nock E., Palmerville c
102 Minslow F., Rockhampton s 33 Nohar Daniel, Condamine c
103 Mirchinn August, Roma c 34 Nolan C., Townsville c
104 Mitchell Hugh, Millchester o 35 Noon Job, Brisbane c
105 Mitchell John, One-mile Creek o 36 Noon, Meyer, and Co.  Messrs.,  Brisbane u k
106 Moers Wilhelm, Brisbane c 37 Nordstrom T., Gympie o
107 Mohaffay William, Roma c 38 Norman G., Palmer River c
108 Mohr Daniel, Toowoomba c (2) 39 Norris -, Cooktown o c
109 Molan Daniel, One-mile Creek n z  40 Norris Mrs. B. H. B., Rosella Villa, Town sville t
110 Moller Dorothea, Palmer o 41 Norris Thomas, Cooktown c
111 Moller Peter, Owanyilla f 42 Norris W. P., Townsville c
112 Molloy Mrs., Port  Darwina  43 Norton Alfred, Roma c
113 Molloy  Mrs. Margaret , Brisbane o 44 Nowil E. (bushman), Gayndah c
114 Moloney J., Warrill Creek c 45 Nunn George, Broadsound c
115 Molonyneux Edward, Brisbane m 46 Nurcombe  F., Brisbane e
116 Monaghan James Ravenswood u k
117
,
Monahan P., Charters Towers c 0.
118 Montgomery J. S., Toowoomba f 1 OATES Josiah,  Ravenswood m (2)
119 Montgomery Robert, Cressbrock c 2 O'Brien Charles, Millchester  u k o c (2)
120 Moodie A., Beenleigh c 3 O'Brien H. L., Condamine c
121 Moore Mrs., Rockhamptom c 4 O'Brien Morgan, Rockhampton c
122 Moore George, Rockhampton o 5 O'Brien M., Dalby c
123 Moore  P. H., Palmer c 6 O'Connell  James , Warwick o c
124 Moore Stanley, St. Helena u k 7 O'Connell John, Highfields c
125 Moore William, Palmer c 8 O'Connell P., Condamine o
126 Moore W., Charters Towers c 9 O'Connor Arthur,  Rawbelle Station u k
127 Morahan Michael, Edwards Camp c 10 O'Connor T. L. Ambi Downs o
128 Moratsch G., Boggo c 11 Odgers Robert, Peak Downs u k
129 Morgan Alfred, Calliope e 12 O'Donnell -, Townsville c
130 Morgan  W., Townsville c 13 O'Donnell J., Mackay c
131 Mortimer J., Rockhampton s 14 O'Donnell John, Gympie o
132 Mortimer Mary Ann, Brisbane o 15 O'Donnell Thomas, Cooktown t
133 Morris Charley, Palmer c  16 O'Donnelly George A., Palmer River c
134 Morris C., Palmer c 17 O'Donohue J. J., Palmer River c
135 Morris William, Le burn c 18 O'Dwyer Thomas, One-Mile s
136 Morrison  Bridget, One-mile o 19 O'Flanagan J. T., Brisbane u k
137 Moses J., Rockhampton c 20 O'Flynn J. J., Fortitude Valley c
138 Moss M. and Co., Brisbane c 21 Ogden Edmund, Lagoon Pocket u k
139 Moyer -, Palmer s 22 Ogden James, Euthulla Station a
140 Moynahan Jeremiah, Darling Downs u k 23 Ogden William, Rosalie Station c
141 Muir Thomas, Toowoomba s 24 O'Gilohhan Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c
142 Muirson K., Toowoomba o 25 Ogleby, W., Townsville a
143 Mullins Martin, Brisbane c 26 O'Grady Michael, Gatton Station u k
144 Muller -, Brisbane c 27 O'Keeffe Thomas, Cooktown in
145 Muller Daniel, Palmerville c 28 Oldham Thomas, Dalgangal  Station c
146 Muller Henry, Brisbane c 29 O'Leary Timothy, Palmer u k
147 Muller Wilhelm, Toowoomba in 30 Oliver George (schr. "Jessie Kelly),  Townsvi lle a
148 Mullines John, Redcliff o 31 Olivey John, Townsville c
149 Munt Eliza, Logan Road c 32 Olivey William, Townsville u k
150 Mun Yut, Gayndah s 33 Oiling H. C. (or Oscar West"), Warwick a
151 Murphy A., Rocky Creek c 34 Ohnan Mrs. Harriet, Cooktowu a
152 Murphy Denis, Brisbane c  35 Olssen  Karen Marie, Townsville f
153 Murphy John, Dalrymple c 36 Olsen Martin, Dalby c
154 Murphy John F., Charters Towers o 37 O'Meara Patrick, Palmerville a
155 Murrand Mrs. Maria, Townsville o 38 O'Neill Charles, Cooktown c
156 Murray Miss Alice, Mackay c 39 O'Neil James, Townsville c
157 Murray Charles Green, Gympie a 40 O'Neil John, Townsville c (2)
158 Murray George, Moreton Bay n z 41 O'Neil Patrick, Condamine u k
169 Murray John, Cooktown n z 42 O'Neil Patrick,  Palmerville a
160 Murray William, Stanthorpe o 43 Oppermann Henry,  Brisbane f
161 Myne Nic, Charters Towers o 44 Organ  Benjamin, Palmerville m
45 Orgill Thomas, Palmerville c
N.  46 O'Reilly James, Cooktown n z
1 NAAN John, Palmer River c 47 O'Reilly Michael, Charleville a
2 Nayle Edward, Nerang Creek c 48 Ormsby J. A., Jimbour  Station s
3 Neal C., Ipswich u k 49 Orr James, Palmer o
4 Nedoes (bird-fancier), Brisbane c 50 Osborne Charles, Brisbane u k
5 Neil John, South Brisbane c 51 Osborne Hon. Capt. E. A., Waterview House c
6 Neils  Richard, Macke c 52 Osborn Samuel, Cooktown s
7 Neitson  N. (carpenter,  One-mile e 63 Osborn e S. J. A., Mitchell Downs o c
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54 Osborne W., Hospital,  Brisbane p o 83 Finer  Mrs. J ., Rockhampton o
55 O'Shannessy A., Palmer River s 84 Ping Samuel Henry, Dalby e (4)
56 O'Shen S. P., Rocky Creek o 85 Pit Edwin, South Brisbane e
57 O'Sullivan D. R., Townsville o 86 Pohlman William, Maryborough c
58 O'Sullivan William, Toowoomba  c and s (2) 87 Pollard Fred. John, Walloon, Ipswich o
59 O'Toole R., Dalby c 88 Polley Carl A. (laborer), Maryborough o o
60 Otta George, Charters Towers o 89 Polio P. Marco, Palmerville c
61 Otto George, Cooktown o 90 Pollock R., Rockbampton c
62 Owen Thomas, Canangara s 91 Polman Henrich, Gympie road e
63 Owen William, Stanthorpe u k 92 Poison Donald, Dalby u k
93 Poole Mrs.  James  H. Maryborough c
P. 94
,
Poole W., Brisbane c
PACHOLKE A. F., Nebo o (2) 95 Pope John, Roma c (2)
Packe John, Cooktown c 96 Pope J., Rockhampton c
Packe John, Daintree River c 97 Pope W., Cawarral c
Page John (sawyer), Stonehenge c 98 Popham Jesse, Cooktown u k
Palliser Charles, Cooktown o 99 Porter -, Five-mile Water c
Palmer -, Beenleigh c (3) 100 Porter Charles, Charlotte  street c
Palmer Benjamin, Palmerville c 101 Porter F., Ipswich c
Palmer James, Palmer River c 102 Poten Mrs. M., Stanley street c
Palmer J. H., Bowen in 103 Potts Alexander, Goodna a
Palmer N., Mackay c 104 Powell  -, Tinana c (2)
Palmer William, Purge, Creek u k 105 Powell John, Charters Towers c •
Palmer W. K., Kilcraigie, Gayndah o c 106 Powell J. R., Brisbane u k
Park James, Yandilla station u k 107 Power James C., Palmer River n z
Park J. B., Mackay o 108 Power G. L., Rockhampton f
Park William, One-mile, Gympie u k 109 Power Thomas, Brisbane f (2)
Parkes - (saddler), Cooktown c 110 Power William, One-Mile e
Parkes C. (saddler), Cooktown c 111 Powles Harry, Mackay o
Parnell Mrs. John, Peak Downs c 112 Pribe -, Townsville c
Parry Morris, Brisbane o  113 Price Bevington, P.O., St. G eorge c
Parry Robert H., Palmer River u k 114 Price E. H., Logan e
Parssen Robert, Cooktown p o 115 Price E. W., Brisbane a
Pascoe J., O'Rourke's Camp c 116 Price Hugh (schooner " Ottawa"), Townsville c
Pasmore John Donald, Bowen u k 117 Price Mary Ann, Mackay o
Paterson Adam, Rockhampton c 118 Pridmore W. B., Charters Towers c
Paterson R. L., Charleville a (2) ] 19 Prin W., Townsville u k
Paterson W. J., Millehester e 120 Prince S. L., Toowoomba a
Paton Henry, Clermont o 121 Ptact Paulen, Gayndah Hotel o
Paton H., Gayndah c 122 Pullen Henry D. L., Palmerville c
Patrick William, Blythedale c 123 Purcell John, Bowen s
Patton R., Cardbeign in 124 Princil William. Mackay c
Patterson Adam, Rockhampton c 125 Purdeen -, Adelaide Park c
Pattison J. A., Brisbane u k 126 Pyne Patrick, Rishton o
Patton -, Kedron Brook c
Patton Henry, Clermont a
Paur George, Loganhohne p o 1
Q.
QUEELY R. Townsville oPayne -, Logan c (3) 2P h
,
Quinn C. A., Mackay c (2)
ayne John, Rock ampton u k (2) 3 Quinn C A. Mackay cPearce Joshua, South Brisbane c 4
'
. ,
Quinn E. Dalgangle Road oPeace Richard, Rocky Creek e 5
,
Quinn F Kelvin Grove u kPearn Captn. Robert, Townsville c 6
.,
Quirk John Magnolia Plantation oPears Mrs., South Brisbane c
Pearson Charles, Beenleigh o c 7
,
Que See, Toowoomba a
Pearson Miss  E., Maryborough u k
Pearson  F., Brisbane u k (2)
Peck James, Clifton Station u k 1
R.
RADFORD Richard, Condamine a
Pederson Mrs. M., Rockhampton c 2 Raduszeskie Mrs. Julia,  Bowen e
Pellatt M. M., Canning Downs u k 3 Rae Mr., surveyor, St. George c
Pentland Miss Eliza, Rockhampton s 4 Rae W. H. (surveyor), St. George  s and a (4)
Percival and Humphries Messrs., Edwardstown c 5 Raferty Michael, Cooktown c
Percival John, Charters Towers s (2) 6 Ramsay William, Cooktown n z
Percy W., Cooktown o 7 Randle E. H., Palmer River s
Permewan T. R., Peak Downs Station u k 8 Rankin J. L. C., Burketown u k
Perrey Henry, Brisbane u k 9 Ramin Mrs., Spring Hill c
Perrin Charles, Rockhampton c 10 Ravenscroft H., by e
Perry John, Gympie c 11 Rawlings Richard, Mackay c
Perymoore -, Broadsound c 12 Raymond Ben., Gatton c
Peter James, Mackay c 13 Rea Thomas, Yandilla o
Peters John, Palmer o 14 Read  Miss,  Bondara c
Petersen Kund, Toowoomba c 15 Read J. W., Brisbane f
Peterson H. M., Gatton c 16 Read J. W., Dalby c and p o (2)
Peterson J., Cooktown in 17 Read R., Mackay s
Peterson J. W., Brisbane f 18 Reherity Edward, Brisbane c
Peterson Miss T., Brisbane c 19 Reddel Caroline, Bowen o
Petterson  Miss  Christina, Brisbane c 20 Redden W. C., Rockhampton o c
Petty  Miss  Maggie, Molangool o 21 Redman He Wise, Brisbane c
Phelan John (miner), Cooktown o c 22 Ree W., Rockhampton c
Phillips Mrs., Boulton Terrace c 23 Rees R., P. O., Roma o c
Phillips Mrs., Cool-town c 24 Reenes John, Palmer River 9
Phillips E., Charters Towers u k 25 Refford William, Cooktown c (2)
Phillips E., Ravenswood o 26 Rehill John, Palmer o (2)
Phillips George, Brisbane n z 27 Reid -, Brisbane c
Phillips Mrs. Jane G., Cooktown o c 28 Reid James Wyatt, Brisbane s
Phillips Josiah, Palmerville c 29 Reid Percy, Rockhampton c
Phillips Miss M. E., Mary street c (2) 30 Rennison Charles A., Bowen o c
Phillips S. J., Petrie Terrace c 31 Renny L., Maryborough o
Phillips Thomas, Beenleigh c 32 Ronson W., Brisbane n z
Pickering J., Brisbane o 33 Reppel J., Dalby o
Pigott Daniel, Palmer n z 34 Rettke August, Warwick f
Pilbrow -, Palmer River c 35 Reynolds James, Brisbane in
Pile John, Palmer River c 36 Reynolds Thomas, Brisbane u k
Pine A., St. George' s Bridge s  37 Richards Mrs., Toowoomba c
Pinar James, Rockhampton o 38 Richards R. E, Barambah o
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89 Richardson  W., Milchester e (2) 12 Saunders -, Rocky Creek 0
40 Richardson W. J., Stanthorpe c 13 Saunders G., Fig-tree Pocket s
41 Rigney Mrs. Mary Ann, Brisbane s 14 Saunders G., Brisbane u k
42 Riley Bob, Copperfield c 15 Saunders W. H., Brisbane u k
43 Riely Charles, Mackay c 16 Savine John (farmer), Jondaryan o a
44 Billy Michael, Bremer Creek c  17 Say Sun (Chinese store), Roma 0
45 Ripley George, Charters Towers o c  18 Scanlan M., Roma c
46 Ripperger Gutlef, BeisFane c 19 Scharlin S. P., Cooktown o
47 Rippon W., Owanilla c (2)  20 Schatzel Peter, Crocodile Creek f
48 Road Joseph, Rockhampton u k 21 Scherer Miss Carolina, Rockhampton o c
49 Robarts J., Dalby c 22 Schmidt George, Ipswich f
50 Roberts John, Toowoomba u k 23 Schneider -, Bowen c
51 Robarts S. Warde, Charters Towers c 24 Schneider Adam, Surat e
52 Roberts (carrier), Townsville c 25 Schneider Edward,  Maranoa c
63 Roberts -, Nanango c  26 Schneider George, Leyburn o
54 Roberts Mrs. Brisbane c 27 Schnyder Melchior, Mackay f
55 Roberts E., Palmer o 28 Schoales William, Townsville 0 c
56 Roberts Edward, Cooktown n z 29 Scott G., Palmer River c
57 Roberts George, Palmer River s 30 Scott Walter, New Farm e
58 Roberts M. H., Rockhampton c 31 Scott William, Palmerville c
69 Roberts and Co., Millchester c 32 Schubert -, Logan River c
60 Roberts R., Rocky Creek c 33 Sehuby J. jnnr., Reseweod o c
61 Roberts William, Palmerston n z 34 Sculling Thomas, Roma o
62 Roberts William J., Millchester a 35 Seager Robert, Gowrie Station c
63 Roberts R., Maryborough e 36 Scales Reuben, Brisbane n z
64 Robertson Alexander, Magnolia Plantation c 37 Seifert Carl, Ipswich road c
65 Robertson Alexander, Brisbane c 38 Seller Levi, Charters Towers o
66 Robertson Hugh W., Charters Towers a 39 Seller S., Charters Towers c
67 Robertson George A., Palmer River o 40 Simpson Mrs,, Brisbane c
68 Robinson  Edward, Maryborough o c 41 Senior Scarth, Millchester o e
69 Robinson George, Toowoomba c  42 Senior William, Millchester o
70 Robinson G. L., Palmer Diggings c 43 Seward W., Bowen s
71 Robinson John, Langlo Downs s 44 Shanahan Michael, Stanthorpe in
72 Robinson J., Townsville a 45 Shannon John, Brisbane n z (2)
73 Robinson J., Rockhampton s 46 Sharp Mrs. E., Brisbane u k
74 Robinson  Thomas , Palmer c  47 Sharp G., Ipswich c (2)
75 Robinson Mrs. Tom, Brisbane f 48 Shaw Israel, Rockhampton c
76 Robson James, Palmer River u k 49 Shawl -, Belle Vue House e
77 Robison Mrs. John, Rockhampton e 50 Sheamer Thompson, Millchester p o
78 Robson Walter, Doughboy Creek u k 51 Shearlock Paul, Charleville o c
79 Rogers --, (farmer) Darkey Flat c 52 Sheele William, Gayndah c
SO Rogers G., Loganholme c 53 Sheen Miss Amy, Gympie o
81 Rogers J. (farmer), South Brisbane c 54 Sherlock Andrew, Charters Towers e
82 Rogers  Richard, Spring Hill e 55 Sherlock R., Cooktown o a
83 Robing George, Dalby f 56 Shield William, One-Mile Creek a
84 Roing G. C., Brisbane s 57 Shimouse Mrs., Gatton c
85 Romsey James, Brisbane m 58 Shipcott William, Warry street a
86 Rose Mrs., Gayndah s 59 Shipp J., Darling Downs e
87 Rose Mrs. Mary, Brisbane a 60 Shipperley George, Brisbane u k
88 Rose  Mrs., One-mile road o 61 Shirley -, Rosalie'Plains c
89 Ross C., Cooktown e  62 Sholl Martin, North Branch c
90 Ross Mrs. Emma , Millehester o 63 Short Daniel, Ipswich c
91 Ross William,  Brisbane c  64 Short Lawrence F. H., Brisbane u k
92 Rosser  Edward, Peak Downs a 65 Shroden George or Elizabeth, Rockhampton u k
93 Roughen  Mrs., Brisbane c 66 Siefers Mrs., Rockhampton c
94 Rourke  P., Cooktown s 67 Sihnhert Master Emil, Ballandean c
95 Routhenburge  Michael , Cooktown e 68 Silvester A., Doughboy Creek u k
96 Bonding Thomas, Palmerville c 69 Simpson William, Bowen u k
97 Royston Mrs, Warwick c 70 Simson Mrs., Bulimba c
98 Ruad  G., Roma c (2)  71 Sinclair Cullin, Condamine c
99 Rudfeldt Gustaf Johansson, Rockhampton f 72 Sington -, Brisbane c
100 Russell John W., Rockhampton c 73 Sink Frantz, Roma c
101 Russell William, Glenelg c 74 Skene John W., Palmerville c
102 Russon  Thomas,  Brisbane e  75 Skiffington Hugh, Brisbane u k
103 Rutherford -, Magnolia Plantation c 76 Skinner John, Cooktown o c
104 Rutherford  Mrs. E ., Copperfield c (4) 77 Skipper John (shepherd ), Roma o e
105 Rutter Sam, Star Copper Mine c 78 Slack Thomas, Condamine o c
106 Ryan Ann, Rockhampton o 79 Slade William, Ipswich o
107 Ryan Miss Bridget C., Charlotte street o c 80 Slattery Thomas, Palmer River a
108 Ryan James, Roma c 81 Sloane Mrs. Elizabeth, Charleville o
109 Ryan J., Maryborough e 82 Sloan James, Ravenswood u k (2)
110 Ryan John,  Brisbane c  83 Sloan  James , Rochford e
111 Ryan Lawrence, Warwick o c and c (2) 84 Smith and Thomas  Messrs ,  Ipswich e
112 Ryan Michael, Copperfield c 85 Smith --, George street c
113 Ryan Patrick (miner), Stanthorpe o e 86 Smith - (carpenter), Edward street c
114 Ryan Thomas, Gympie c 87 Smith Mrs. South  Brisbane c
116 Ryan Thomas, Blythedale c 88 Smith  Miss,  Toowoomba e
116 Ryan T., Rockhampton e 89 Smith Alexander, Helidou e
117 Ryesberry Frederick, Rockhampton a 90 Smith Miss A., Charters Towers a
118 Ryland James, Milton a 91 Smith Miss Ada, Charters Towers c
92 Smith Miss  A. R., South  Brisbane u k
S. 93 Smith Mrs.  Bridget,  Pine Mountain o94 Smith, Sandy Creek o
1 SACHLEY  Rev., Rockhampton o 95 Smith D.,  Mount Esk o o
2 Sainsbury  William ,  Palmer River o  96 Smith Edward  Stephen, Tingalpa c
8 Sallow James,  Mackay p o  97 Smith F.,  Brisbane o
4 Samson Miss D .,  Rockhampton a (2)  98 Smith F .  T., Brisbane o
5 Sanders Edwin,  Palmerville m (4) 99 Smith George,  Mount Debateable u k
6 Sanders  J., Cooktown e 100 Smith George, Maryborough c
7 Sanders  Thomas,  Cooktown a 101 Smith George, Clermont o
8 Sanders Walter ,  Brisbane u k (2)  102 Smith G. S. (painter ),  Petrie Terrace o
9 Satcholke  August ,  Mackay o a 103 Smith Henry (storekeeper),  Stanthorpe o
10 Satzburgh -, Maryborough o 104 Smith H., Canis, c
11 Sauer D .,  Toowoomba c 105 Smith Herbert, Brisbane o
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106 Smith Mrs. Jabez,  Glencoe o 200. Sutherland Mrs. Annie, Toowoomba s
107 Smith James, Copperfield o 201 Sutherland Miss C. A., Brisbane c
L08 Smith  J., Surat c 202 Sutherland John, South Brisbane
109 Smith J., Claverton Station c 203 Sutherland Mrs. Peter, Dalby o
110 Smith J., Rockhampton f 204 Svendsen R., Westwood c
111, Smith John, Millchester o 205 Svendsen H. C., Mackay f
112 Smith John, Palmer o 206 Svenson Jons., Fleetwood o
113 Smith  John, Beenleigh c 207 Svenss  Olle, Charters Towers f
114 Smith John (ship " Indus"),  Brisbane e 208 Sweeney Mrs. William, Charleville e
115 Smith  J. E., Palmer River  c and o c (2) 209 Sweeney William, Ipswich c
116 Smith J. H., Rockhampton c 210 Swinbourne J., Toowoomba c
117 Smith  Mrs. Kate,  Brisbane u k 211 Swindills John, Brisbane u k
118 Smith Miss Lucy, Brisbane o 212 Sword H., Roma c
119 Smith Michael ,  Banana c 213 Symes J. D., Surat c
120 Smith Robert, Palmer River c 214 Symmons Miss Elizabeth, Townsville c
121 Smith Robert (trooper), Too' oomba a 215 Symons John, Townsville s
122 Smith  Miss R .. Rockhampton u k 216 Symons Louis, Maryborough u k
123 Smith Sidney, Brisbane u k 217 Symons Thomas, Maryborough s
124 Smith Thomas, Palmer River u k 218 Symor Mrs. Callan, Rockhampton c
125 Smith  William Rockhampton c
126
,
Smith W. J. (surgeon), Roma in T.
127 Smythe F. J., Townsville c TAAFE MICHAEL, Brisbane u k
128 Smythers John.  Palmer o Talbot John, Brisbane a
129 Sobbe Johann T., Brisbane f Tait John, Cooktown o
130 Somerset W. If., Kennedy c Tauswah Mrs, Rawbelle c (2)
131 Soren  August, Helidon c Tansey Miss Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c
132 Sorensen C., Nerang Creek o and c 2 Tate James, Brisbane c
133 Sorensen  William, Palmer River n z 2 Taylor Gilbert, Palmer in
134 South J., Eaton Vale u k Taylor X., Palmer w a
135 Southwick Mr. M. H., Copperfield o Taylor Henry, Toowoomba s
136 Spencer, Smith, & Co., Brisbane in Taylor James, Brisbane  is  k
137 Spencer J. (surgeon), Mount Abundance in Taylor James, Brisbane s
138 Spencer  Phillip, Charters Towers o Taylor John, Brisbane u k
139 Spent  A., Edwardstown c Taylor John, Dalby c
140 Sperling Frederick, Brisbane c Taylor John, Gympie f
141 Spilsbury Henry, Eulo Station s Taylor John Ewener, Maryborough f
142 Spreadborough James, Warwick c Taylor J. S., Brisbane s
143 Sp ro wlep  Thomas, Gympie c Taylor Mark, Loganholme o (2)
144 Stafford B., Rawbelle c Taylor Robert, Ipswich a
145 Staines  Alfred (blacksmith), Rockhampton o c Taylor G. H., Brisbane e
146 Standen  Charles, Cooktown c Taylor T. H., Brisbane c
147 Stanley Mary, Warwick o Taylor William, Broadsound c
148 Stanley  R., Rosewood Gate c Tedress Henry, Bowen u k
149 Stannese Miss Dagmar, Brisbane c Tegel Olson, Rockhampton f
150 Stannett  -, Cooktown o Teichart Charles, Cooktown a
151 Stanwell  F., Rockhampton f Tellis Mrs., Spring Hill e
152 Stark Henry I with  in Temple T., Ipswich Road c
153 Starkey  John ,  Rockhampton o c Tenison Miss  Mary, One-mile Creek e
154 St . Croix Aaron  de, Toowoomba u k Tenner H. F. B., Brisbane in
155 St.  Croix  U  Mrs., Spring Hill u k Terrier Charles, Palmer o
156 Steel George , Edwardstown c Terrille -, Maryborough s
157 Steiner  Miss Emily ,  Rockhampton c Terry James, Bowen c
158 Ste ll er  William ,  Owanilla o Teach Gottlieb, Brisbane c
159 Stephen  R., Condamine c Thayes Dennis, Jondaryan c
160 Stephens William, Palmer o Thayne Alexr., Gayndah u k
161 Stephens W., Maryborough c Theobald Oswald, Warwick  c and u k (2)
162 Stevens  Alfred B., Mackay c Thermont John, Telemon c
163 Stevens Susan ,  Rockhampton o Thero George, St. George c
164 Stevens  Thomas, Palmer c Thessell John, Westwood a
165 Stewart  Donald, Cooktown u k Tholy William, Cooktown s
166 Stewart  George (hawker), Logan River c Thomas Mrs., Brisbane u k
167 Stewart John, Maryborough u k Thomas David,  Brisbane s
168 Stewart  John, Condamine c Thomas Therese, Brisbane o
169 Stewart  John ,  Taroom c Thomas William, Charters Towers c
170 Stewart John, Gayndah c Thomas M., Charters Towers o
171 Stewart R. F., Binges a (2) Thompson -, Rosalie c
172 Stian S. M. F., Rockhampton o e Thompson A. J., Toowoomba c
1'3 Stiles H., Maryborough u k Thompson C., Surat c
174 Stirling William, Palmer c Thompson D., Ipswich c
175 Stone J. (carrier), Townsville c Thompson Herbert, Townsville e
176 Stone Thomas, Millchester u k Thompson James, Rockhampton u k
177 Stone Mrs. Win. A. Spencer, Brisbane u k Thompson Mary, Stanthorpe o c
178 Stone Mrs. Wm. A. Spencer, Brisbane u k (2) Thompson W. F., Warwick u k
179 Stott John, Brisbane in Thompson W. G., Rockhampton o
180 Stranberg F. C., Cooktown c Thomson Jacob, Beenleigh c (2)
181 Strands  Edward, Village of Logan c Thomson Thomas, Maryborough o a
182 Streeter  Henry, Dalby c Thomson George, Maryborough e
183 Streghley Henry G., Junction Creek a (2) Thomson J., Charleville s
184 Strene  J. J., Eaton Vale c Thomson Mrs. Mary, Goldburn u k
185 Streten James ,  Brisbane u k Thomson William, Palmer o
186 Strickland  Mrs. Anna, Norman Gaff u k Thomson W., Townsville c
187 Sroid John, South Brisbane c Thorn Alfred, Rawbelle u k
188 Strovelet John, Nebo c Thorn J. A., Surat c
189 Stuart William, Mackay c Thornton J., Palmer c (4)
190 Stubbs J., Rocky Creek a Thonson Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
191 Stuby  Mrs. Elizabeth , Cooktown o Tickle J., Fleetwood s
192 Sue Sang Tommy, Roma e Tidman William, St. George c
193 Sue Sang Tommy ,  Roma c (2) Tierney John, Maytown p o (2)
164 Sullivan  Eliza Ann, P.O., Dalby o Till William, Ipswich a
195 Sullivan P. (drayman), Dalby c Tilley -, Palmer c
196 Sullivan William, Helston e I Tillyer Samuel, Rockhampton u k197 Sullivan William Talavera o Timmings J., Brisbane e
198 gunners William, George street s Tippits R., Brisbane c
199 Surlick A. F., Mount Maria o c Tirrell Mrs., Maryborough a
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74 Todd Mrs .  Mercer ,  Rockhampton u k 33 Ward John,  Rockhampton o
75 Tolano R., Mackay c (3) 34 Ward Mary, Peak Downs c
76 Brisbane cToillet  George 35 Ward Patrick, Gatton c
77
,
Tollossen Theodore, Rockhampton o 36 Ward T., Ipswich u k
78 Tomlin Edgar W., Rockhampton o c (3) 37 Warden A., Rawbelle  Station c
79 Tomkins George Brisbane c 38 Warden James, Toowoomba u k
80 Toms Williams l risbane c 39 Ware Mrs., North Quay e
81 Tootell Hugh, Taroom c 40 Waridel Mrs., Cooktown c
82 Tough George, Sandy Creek c 41 Waridel Mrs., Rockhampton c
83 Towey James, Palmer c (2) 42 Waridel John, Talevera c
84 Towsend Mrs., Brisbane c 43 Warner F. H., Rockhampton c
85 Toy Wm. Hy., Charters Towers o and m 44 Warner Herman, Mackay o
86 Tozer W. P., Jundah c 45 Warner H. H., Mackay o (2)
87 Tracey A., Palmer c (2) 46 Warner Rev. T. D, Rockhampton o
88 Tracey Miss Margaret J., Maryborough c 47 Warren John,  Palmer River n z
89 Train G., Palmer c 48 Warren J. (contractor), Gympie c
90 Traines James, Cooktown s 49 Waters James (Road Party), Leyburn c
91 Trassey Pat., South Pine e 50 Watkings -, Ipswich c
92 Travers Thomas, Rockhampton u k 51 Watkins -,  Brisbane s
93 Tredinck -, Enoggera Road c 52 Watkins Mrs., Ipswich c
94 Tregurtha -, Condamine c 53 Watson Arthur, Rockhampton u k
95 Trieschman  -,  Brisbane c 54 Watson Mrs. E., Toowoomba o
96 Tucker George, Auburn u k 55 Watson George, Brisbane s
97 Tucker Walter, Bowen u k (3) 56 Watson J. P., Brisbane c
98 Tuckett  A., Dalby c 57 Watson Walter, Bundy Station o
99 rulloch John, Ipswich c (2) 58 Watson W. F., Brisbane u k
100 Tullet George, Cooktown s 59 Watt A., Beenleigh o c
101 Tully Francis, Brisbane e 60 Watts Edwin (ploughman), Stanthorpe o e
102 Turly P., Townsville e 61 Watts J., Maytown c (2)
103 Turnbull -, Charters Towers m 62 Way John, Palmerville e
104 Turner and Pegson, Charters Towers c 63 Way John, Palmerville c
105 Turner Mrs., Brisbane e 64 Waugh - (schoolmaster), Toowoomba c (2)
106 Turner Daniel, Maryborough s 65 Wear John, Condamine c
107 Turner John, Warwick c 66 Weaver Captain, Rockhampton c
108 Turnbridge Henry, Rocky Creek e 67 Weaver Edward, Brisbane a k
109 Twyet -,  Townsville c 68 Weaver Phcnbe J., Brisbane f
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I
Tyler -, Samford c
U.
UNDERWOOD Miss T., Toowoomba c
69 Webb George,  Brisbane c
70 Webb S. H., Cooktown e
71 Webb S. H., Cooktown s
72 Webster William, Ipswich e
73 Webster W. and A.  B. Messrs.,  Ipswich p o2 Upperton J. F., Cooktown f (2) 74 Weedon S. H. Ipswich c3 Uridge George, Brisbane s , Rocky Creek e75 Weedon William4 Urquhart George, Townsville  in ,Paradise Farm n z76 Weedon W.5 Urquhart George, Roma c ,Condamine c 277 Weir J. M.6 Urquhart William, Gayndah c , Rockhampton o c78 Weisse Frederick7 Usler Pigen Klara, Rockhampton f ,Ipswich o c79 Welk Adam8 Uttley James, Cooktown s
V.
,
80 We llams S .,  Moreton Island c
81 Weller E. A., Rockhampton e
82 We ll er Harry ,  Brisbane c
I YACHELL Francis T., Pine River f 83 Weller Jacob, Sandy Creek c
2 Vale Wm., Rockhampton o c 84 Welsh Thomas, Gainsford u k
3 Vass William, Rocky Creek s 85 Werner H. Harman,  Mackay  c
4 Verge Samuel, Palmer s 86 Werren William, Charters Towers u k
5 Verger S. G., Palmer s 87 West  Miss, George street s
6 Verley Robt., Palmer a 88 West G., Brisbane c
7 Vicars J. A., Ipswich p o 89 Westford Frederick, Ipswich c
8 Vick James, Copperfield u k 90 Whallerd James, St. John's Creek e
9 Volff Andreas, Rockhampton c 91 Wheeler Acton Thomas, Palmer u k
10 Vogt Herriman, Burnet District f
W.
92 Wheny John  (carrier ), 'Townsvi lle c
93 Whitby Mrs. C., Maryborough c
94 White - Millchester c
I WADDLE John, Yengarie o e
,
95 White Frederick, Noorindoo e
2 Waddren W. G., Oakey Creek c 96 White George Toms, Palmer River n z
3 Wainwright J. 11., Condamine o e 97 White John, Rockhampton o e
4 Wair John, Brisbane u k 98 White Joseph, Toowoomba e
6 Walker -, Brisbane c (2) 99  White Jonathan ,  Townsville s
6 Walker Alexander, Cressbrook Station e 100 White Miss Margaret, Rockhampton m
7 Walker Alice L., Brisbane o 101 White Thomas, Spring Hill c
8 Walker Fred. C., Brisbane u k 102 Whitebain Mrs. 7., Rockhampton o
9 Walker John E., Cooktown m and o (2) 103 Whitehouse Joseph, Bowen Downs u k
10 Walker John G., Brisbane u k 104 Whiteman George,  Brisbane u k
11 Walker John Young, West End c 103 Whitford Miss Emma, Rockhampton u k
12 Walker Ralph, Lower Palmer  in 106 Whitton J., Bowen c
13 Walker It., Rockhampton c 107 Whyer -, (fisherman ),  Rockhampton e
14 Walker Thomas James, Palmer River n z (2) 108 Wieting T., Rockhampton c
15 Walker W. T. L., Toowoomba c 109 Wiggins C., Helidon o e
16 Wall H. J., Thorgbmindah s 110 Wigton Miss M. A., Brisbane a
17 Wallace Mrs. B., Ravenswood e 111 Wilkie Mrs. John, Brisbane m
18 Wallace Sandy, Bowen o 112 Wilkinson Alfred Brisbane m
19 Walsh Mrs., Maryborough c 113 Wilkinson C., Palmerville c
20 Walsh Ann, Bowen c 114 Wilkinson G., Toowoomba e
21 Walsh Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k 115 Willby Edwin, Rockhampton e
22 Walsh James S., Gayndah e 116 Wi lles W., Bromelton Station u k (2 )
23 Walsh John, Palmerville c 117 Willen George, St. George c
24 Walsh T., Rolleston c 118 Williams -, Dalby c
25 Walters Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o e 119 Williams  Mrs. Bowen  Bridge c
26 Walters  T M., Leichhardt  street c 120 Williams  Mrs., Brisbane c
27 Walworth -, Toowoomba c 121 Williams R., Beenleigh c
28 Walworth John, Magnolia Plantation m and o c (2) 122 Williams George, Boolburra o e
29 Ward George, Palmer River c (2) 123 Williams George, Cooktown n z
30 Ward James, Taroom c 12 L Williams James, Armidale a
31 Ward Jacob, Gympie c 125 Williams James, Armidale m
32 Ward  J. W., Blythedale c 126 Williams J. W., Palmer s
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127 Williams John,  Beenleigh e 188 Worrell Mrs. E.,  Logan  Village e
12$ Williams John, Millchester e 184 Wraight William, Ipswich uk
129 Williams John (farmer), Albert River c 185 Wray William, Glenelg c
130 Williams John, Palmerville a 186 Wright George, Lyndhurst uk (2)
131 Williams John, Peak Downs u k 187 Wright J., Rockhampton u k
132 Williams John, Brisbane u k 188 Wright Robert (tanner), Bulimba o
133 Williams Richard, Peak Downs a 189 Wright Thomas, Rockhampton c
134 Williams Richard, Palmer River c (2) 190 Wright William J., Rockhampton u k
135 Williams Richard, Rockhampton c 191 Wyer T., Rockhampton u k
136 Williams Richard Cooktown c 193 Wyse - (carrier), Bowen c
137 Williams Robert, Rockhampton o c (2) 194 Wyse P., Bowen c
138 Williams W. (baker), South Brisbane c
139 Williams William, Millchester u k Y.
140 Williamson H., Surat e 1 YALDWYN W. Taroom c141 Williamson Thomas F., Ipswich c (2) 2
,
Yates W T Charleville s142 Wills -, One-Mile c 3
. .,
Yates Sidney Melrose c143 Wilson - (schoolmaster), Ipswich c 4
,
Yelm J. P. Maryborough c144 Wilson -, Maryborough c 5
,
Townsville cYoung Captain Henry145 Wilson Charles (butcher), Sandy Creek c 6
,
Rockhampton oYoung James E.146 Wilson Mrs. E., Brisbane u k 7
,
Palmer cYoung Johnny H.147 Wilson Frederick, Charters Towers o 8
,
Young L. J Palmer c148 Wilson George, Charters Towers o 9
.,
Palmer  inYoung Weston John149 Wilson G. A, Rockhampton m 10
,
Yule Udney Brisbane u k150 Wilson James, Townsville f ,
151 Wilson Thomas, Wallan Station u k Z.152 Wilson Mrs. Mar South Brisbane o earet
153
g ,
Wilson Robert Palmer River c 1 RABEL Ludwig, Walloon o c,
154
,
Dalby e 2Wilson Robert Zimmerman -, Toowoomba f
155
,
Ipswich a 3Wilson Mrs. Robert Zin John, Brisbane c
156
,
4Wilson W. H., Ipswich c (2) Zohune -, Maryborough o e
157 Wilstein-, Townsville c 6 Zuncker Wilhelm, Oxford Downs o
158 Wilton William Maryborough o
159
,
Wiltshire Captain D. R., Brisbane a Initials.
160 Winchester John, Euroka Station c 1 ALPHA, Brisbane c (2)
161 Wing J., Ipswich u k 2 C. E., Brisbane c
162 Winter John, Gatton c 3 C. H., Brisbane s
163 Wise -, Campbell 's street c  4 D. O. S., Brisbane a
164 Witherall Mrs., Rockhampton s 5 E. F. W., Brisbane o
165 Woods and Edwards  Messrs.,  Palmer River c 6 G., Brisbane m
166 Wood A., Stanthorpe s 7 G. 0., Brisbane c
167 Wood Clavering, Rockhampton u k 8 M. N., Rockhampton c
168 Wood Miss Elizabeth, Brisbane u k 9 W. M., Brisbane e
169 Wood Captain H., Cooktown a (2) 10 W. T., Taroom u k
170 Wood John, Kilkivan c 11 X. Y. Z., Brisbane c
171 Wood Joseph John, Brisbane u k 12 X. Y. Z., Rockhampton s
172 Woods Mrs. Michael, Marlborough f 13 G. P. O., Brisbane c
173 Woodcock Charles A. J., Tinana o 14 M. Henry, Townsville o
174 Woodhead John, Boroondara u k 15 Inspector Slaughter-houses, Ipswich c (2)
175 Woodruff John Winthrop, Townsville u k 16 Joe (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o 0
176 Wolksen Johannes, Beenleigh c 17 Little Sam, Roma c
177 Wolworth John, Magnolia Plantation c 18 Sam (South Sea Islander), Maryborough o c
178 Wool and Wales  Messrs., Tiaro c  19 Secretary Licensed Victuallers' Society, Brisbane c
179 Woolard J., Bowen c 20 Serget (Chinaman), Cooktown c
180 Woolcock E., Palmerville c (2) 21 Servant Girl, Ann street, e
181 Woollard John, Mackay e 22 Servants' Registry Office, Brisbane c
182 Wond Frederick, Palmer River o 23 Willie (South Sea Islander), Nerang Creek o
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 82nd clause of  " The
Customs  Act  of 1873."
Date. Ship. Master .  Whence.
1874.
October 29 Balclutha ... Be ll  ... ... Sydney
Nov.18  ... Suffolk ...  Byford  ..:  London
1875.
,. „
February 1 Lady Bowen  ...  Cottler  ...  Brisbane
February  201 Lady Young  ...  Hill
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875.
Consignee . Marks and packages. Contents.Numbers.
... 1 case ... ... Bamboo stems.
L. Sampson  .., ...  129 boxes  ... ...  Clay pipe bowls.
W. and M.  C. Ryan ... 1 package
Thompson
1 case  ... ... Tobacco in tins.
Order  ... ...  00lnsquare 1 came  ... ...  Chinese tobacco.
25 under
A. Fees  ...  0 over 921  1 hogshead  ... I  Ale (allege).
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs,
11
FOR ARREARS OF RENT.
!NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by  auction,  at the Custom
TNT House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 114th clause of  " The
Customs  Act  of 1873."
Date. Ship. Master. Whence. By whomWarehoused .  I
1 Marks and
Numbe rs . Packages. Contents.
1872.
Apr1111  ... Balolutha ... Sydney ... Wing Wah and
Co.
Y over 280 1 ease ... 60+1 lbs.  cigars.
July 2 ..
1874
11 Phillips 11 Henry Reed ... % over 288 10 bags ... 1,400 lbs .  raw coffee,
March 12... Southern Belle Carpenter ... London ,.. W. and M. C.
Thompson
Z over 338 15 hogsheads 780 gallons ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Customs, Brisbane,  2nd June, 1875. Collector  of Customs.
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STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  dewy quarto .-
£ R. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shil lings, must be male by
post -Office  Order, or  cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be retu rn ed.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
`J
ON SALE, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874,"  together with " General Rules  in  Insol
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 20th May, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
HE  Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 7th proximo, Tenders
for the erection of School House and Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan, in accordance with Plans
and Specifications, which maw be seen on applica-
tion to Mr. F. 11dirchinn,  Jondaryan ,  or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
CORAL PATCH, INNER ROUTE.
C
APTAIN SCOTT, of the schooner " Three
Brothers," reports the  existence of a small
coral patch, awash at low water, lying  one mile
south-east from Young Island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 27th May, 1875.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1875.
OTICE is hereby given. that WALTER
O'REILLY, of Mount Perry, WILLIAM
AUGUSTUS CONCANON, of Brisbane, and HERBERT
WIGAN SWAYNE, of Copperfield, have this day
been admitted as duly qualified Medical Practi-
tioners . Also, that AUGUST FREDERICK SAPSFORD,
of Brisbane, JOHN LEQuIRE ADAMS, of Brisbane,
FHILIP WAYNE, of Brisbane, EDWARD PURCHASE,
of Cooktown, and MICHAEL HENRY CORMACK, of
Brisbane, have this day been admitted as Chemists
and Druggists.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
" BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
DISTINGUISHING EARMARK FOR INOCU-
LATED CATTLE.
NOTICE TO CATTLE OWNERS AND OTHERS.
TO  afford Cattle Owners an opportunity of
placing a permanent distinguishing mark on
Inoculated Cattle, it is hereby notified for  general
information, that the mark known as the " Crop
Earmark," formed by cutting off the point square
across the right or left ear, but so as not to remove
more than one-third of the ear, has been set apart
for the above purpose.
The above earmark has accordingly been with-
drawn from the list of distinctive marks authorised
by section 8 of the above-named Act, to be allotted
by Inspectors of Brands.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Brands.
Brands Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Matter of Josiah Hall, of Rockhampton,
draper, an Insolvent.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
4s. 2,,d. in the &, is now payable at the Office
of the  undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1875.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Dawson, of Rockhamp.
ton, in the Colony of Queensland,  jewe ller, an
Insolvent.
W ALTER Reid, of Rockhampton  aforesaid,
merchant, has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the Insolvent. All persons having
in their possession any of the effects of the Insol-
vent, must deliver them to;the Trustee, and all debts
due to the Insolvent must he paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts,
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of June, 1875.
369
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Dominic Weisser, of Mackay, in
the Colony of Queensland,  watchmaker, an
Insolvent.
ADOLPHUS MARKS, of Brisbane,  merchant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent. All persons having in their pos-
session any of the effects of the Insolvent, must
deliver them to the Trustee, and all debts due to
the Insolvent must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts,
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of June, 1875.
370
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar,
6s.
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to the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Howe ,  late of Moreton Bay,
in the  Colony  of Queensland , pilot, deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after  the expira-
TN  tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that  Letters of  Administra-
tion of all the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects
of the above -named James  Howe, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Margaret
Howe, of Brisbane ,  in the said  colony, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated this third day  of June,  A.D. 1875.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
374
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Margaret Howe.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward Corser ,  late of Mary-
borough ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  solicitor,
deceased.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed Edward Corser ,  deceased, may be
granted to Edward Be rn ard Cressett Corser, and
Henry Corser , both  of Maryborough aforesaid, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of May , A.D. 1875.
CORSER AND MORTON,
Adelaide street ,  Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Edward Bernard
367
Cressett Corser and Henry Corser.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of "  The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act  of 1867,". and of the Personal Estate of
Ali  Yum, late of Mount Auburn, deceased.
To  Ali  Su, and Ah Sang, and the next of kin.
And of the Personal Estate of Henry List, late of
Cooktown, deceased.
To the father and mother.
And of the Personal Estate of James Stritch, late of
Coranga, deceased.
To the next of kin.
TAKF, Notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the per-
sonal Estates of  Ali  Yum, Henry List, and James
Stritch, deceased intestate, or show cause within
one calendar month after the date hereof, to the
satisfaction of the Supreme Court of Queensland,
or the Judge thereof, why orders should not be
made for me to collect, manage, and administer the
said Estates of the said Ah Yum, Henry List, and
James Stritch, I shall, at the expiration of the said
one calendar month, apply by Petition to the said
Court, or a Judge of the said Court, for such orders,
and the  same  will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, the 29th day of May, A.D. 1875.
MEMORANDUM :-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of June, at 10 o'clock, before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers, at the Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane.
354 13e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Thorne, late of
Durah, in the Colony of New South Wales,
and Cotherstone, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate have been this day filed in
my Office, and all parties having any claims on the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are requested to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before WEDNESDAY, the 11th day of July
next, and if they should think fit, object thereto ;
and if no exception shall be taken to such Accounts,
the same will be duly enquired into at my said
Office, on  the above day, at the hour of Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,.
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND  BROWNE,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
368 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN EQUITY.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act  1863," and
in the Matter of the Normanby Copper Min-
ing Company (Limited).
B
Y an Order made by the Honorable Charles
Lilley, Esquire, a Judge of this Honorable
Court, in the above matter, dated Friday, the
twenty-eighth day of May, A.D. 1875, on the
Petition of William Henry Cogzell, of Mount
Perry, in the Colony of Queensland, Thomas
Shankie and Alexander Pringle, of the Tweed
River, in the Colony of New South Wales, mill-
owners, carrying on business together under the
name, style, or firm of " W. H. Cogzell and Co.,"
creditors of the said Company ; and George Harris,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, merchant,
James Gibbon, of Brisbane aforesaid, Esquire,
George Byrne, of Brisbane aforesaid, gentleman,
John Fenwick and James Hamilton Scott, of Bris-
bane aforesaid, commission agents, carrying on
business together under the name, style, or firm of
" Fenwick and Scott," William Alcock Tully, of
Brisbane aforesaid, Under Secretary for Public
Lands, Thomas Bunton, of Brisbane aforesaid,
gentleman, Henry Kingsmill Sbaw, of Brisbane
aforesaid, clerk, Thomas Fox Lings, of Brisbane
aforesaid, clerk, Frederick Parish, of Brisbane afore-
said, clerk, George Wilkie Gray, of Brisbane, in
the colony aforesaid, clerk, Colin Munro, of Brisbane
aforesaid, merchant, and William Baynes, of Bris-
bane aforesaid, gentleman, contributories of the said
company : It was ordered that the said Normanby
Copper Mining Company (Limited) be wound up
by this Court, under the provisions of  " The Com-
panies Act  1863," and that the costs of the said
Petitioners of and occasioned by the said Petition
be taxed by the proper officer of this Court, and
when taxed be paid out of the estate of the said
Company. And further, that the said order be
served on the Secretary of the said Company, at
the registered office of the said Company, and that
notice of the said order be published once in the
Queensland Government Gazette  and  Maryborough
Chronicle  newspaper, and that such service be so
made and such notice so published within twelve
days from the day of the date of the said order.
MAURICE LYONS,
Solicitor for the said Petitioners,
372
Queen street, Brisbane.
12s. 8d.
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The GovE$NMENT PBINTEB acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1875. £ s. d.
May 29.-R. Dodd ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
31.-G. Aubrey ,.. ... ... ... 0 14 0
„ 31.-C. Caskeet ... ... ... ... 0 16 3
31.-A. Z. Just and Co.... ... ... 0 3 6
Juno 1.-Christison Brothers ... ... I 0 0
„ 1.-White and Stephens ... ... 1 4 0
1.-W. H. Buzacott ... ... ... 1 12 6
1.-J. L. Denne... ... ... 0 2 0
1.-W. Bewley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1. J. Fisher ... ... ... 0 4 0
1.--Corser and Moreton ... ... 0 6 6
„ 2.-J. McMamis ... ... ... 0 6 6
3.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
„ 4.-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
tttnpounbingE.
Poundkeeperaarerenminded that Advertrsinienfs
"'Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEI, ANIMAL;  and no such  Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a rein ittancesuficient tocoverthecost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick,  from enclo3ed  paddock,
Freestone  Creek, ou 22nd. Miy, 1875, by order of
Mr. James Wilson .  Driving expenses , is. 4d.  per head.
One bay filly ,  no brand visible ,  near hind  heel white,
star.
One chesnut filly, indescribable brands near  shoulder,
bald face ,  near hind foot white, white spot on off
side under belly.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
371
IMPOUNDED at Allum, from Clifton, on the 31st
May, 1875, by order of W. B. Tooth. Driving, 2s.,
damages, 2s. 6d.
One brown mare, no brand visible.
One bay mare, D near shoulder, IIS near thigh.
One brown mare, S off shoulder, 71 off saddle, two fort/
feet white, star.
One roan horse, JC near shoulder, heart off shoulder,
One bay mare, like 44 or AA near shoulder, star.
One black  filly, IWG near shoulder, E near ribs.
One bay colt, blotch brand near shoulder.
One brown mare • in circle near shoulder, fistula mark,
two fore feet white, near hind foot white, star.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
376 8s.
I
MPOUNDED  at St. George, from Cashmere, on the
24th May, 1875, by order of R. Williams ,  Esquire,
Driving, 5s. 10d.
One bay mare ,  star, like N over 81 near shoulder, T over
A off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th of June, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
377 Is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Malvern Hills, on
the 10th May, 1875, by A. R. Brown, Esquire.
Driving, 4s. 2d.
One brown cob horse, N over GH near shoulder, like cross
over  0  over V off shoulder, small blaze in face,
collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeepor.
364
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Nindy Gully, on
the 22nd May, 1875, by order of W. Reynolds,
Esquire. Driving, 5s. each.
One grey horse, like indistinct Z near shoulder, indescrib-
able brand near thigh.
One black cob, F.R near shoulder, docked tail.
If not released on or before 25th June, 1875, will  be
sold to defray expenses.
CIIkS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
378 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Millchester, from Gloucester Block,
on the 15th May, 1875, by order of P. Hogan,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d.
One chesnut mare, B over TM near shoulder, 4EMI
over C2L off shoulder, off hind foot white, blaze
down face.
One chesnut gelding, CN near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotch brand near shoulder, R in
circle over like JA conjoined near thigh, MC off
shoulder, small star.
One blown gelding, CS near shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, several letters blotched near shoulder,
off hind foot white, white stripe down forehead.
One cliesnut gelding, over RP off shoulder, rI near
thigh, star, two hind feet white.
One bay snare, 8 over PS over PC near shoulder, small
star.
One bay mare, R over R sideways off shoulder, illegible
brand near ribs, mark off ribs, white mirk near hip,
small star.
One bay gelding, LH near shoulder, near hind foot
white, star.
One bay mare, JS over S over RR near shoulder, off
hind and off fore foot white, blaze on face.
One grey mare, v near shoulder.
One bay gelding, Sr near thigh, illegible brand near
shoulder, near hind foot white.
One bay mare, half circle over M near shoulder.
One bay gelding, CJB conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on before the 22nd June, 1875,
will be sold to defray expenses.
2s.
366
GEORGE AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
14s.
IMPOUNDED  at Allora, from Clifton, on 28th May,
1875, by order of W. B. Tooth,  Esquire. Driving,
2s. 2d. ; damages ,  2s. 6d.
One yellow  steer, white  back, like WN6  near ribs, notch
out of top and bottom of near ear.
One red and  white steer , like WN6 near  ribs, notch out
of top and bottom near ear.
One roan bulloc :., like SC or JC  off ribs, notch out of off
ear.
One red and  white steer ,  JOR off  rump ,  notch out of
off ear.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1875, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
375 4s.
rMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Meteor Downs, on
j the 10th May, 1875, by order of Wm. Kelman,
Esquire. Driving and damages, 5s. lOd. per head.
One blue roan mare, 317 near cheek, like W near neck,
MA1 (registered brand) over S:a near shoulder,
hind feet white, blind off eye.
One bay horse, like 8 over C over like blotched 1 near
shoulder, star, saddle-marked.
One dark-bay mare, G or C near shoulder, C near thigh,
G or C overW2A (registered brand) off shoulder,
saddle-marked.
One strawberry cow, FOS off ribs, piece out of lower
portion off ear ; red and white calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
365 4s.
Printed and Published by TAMPS C. BNAL, Government Printer
William street, Brisbane, 5th June, 16; 5.1s.
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QUEENSLAND,) Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in- Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act
31 Victoria, No. 46, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the GovERNOR aforesaid. With
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the following Lots of Land
will be offered for sale by public auction, at the
under-mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock, on the
days specified, at the upset price affixed to each
Lot respectively., (Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots as may remain unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price ; and that on and after the thirtieth
day following such auction sales, the Country Lots
which may remain unsold, and are not withdrawn
from sale, shall be open to selection by lease, at the
annual rent established by the Act for the class to
which the land may belong.
NOTE. Single portions under 40 acres cannot be
selected by lease except as Homesteads, but two or
more portions may be included in one Conditional
Purchase Selection.
The Deed .Fees and Survey Fees on the under-
mentioned Lots will be charged according to the
following scale Under 1 acre, £1 12s.; 1 acre and
under 5 acres, £1 18s.; 6 acres and under 10 acres,
£2 12s.; 10 acres and under 15 acres, £2 18s. ;
15 acres and under 20 acres, £3 4s.; 20 acres and
under 30 acres, £3 12s.; 30 acres and under 40
acres, £3 18s.; 40 acres and under 50 acres, £4 8s.;
50 acres and under 60 acres, £4 13s.; 60 acres and
under 80 acres, £5 Is.; 80 acres and under 100
acres, £5 17s.; 100 acres and under 120 acres,
£6 2s.; 120 acres and under 160 acres, £6 14s. ;
160 acres and under 240 acres, £7 6s. ; 240 acres
and under 320 acres, £7 14s. ; 320 acres and under
480 acres, £8 10s. ; 480 acres and under 500 acres,
£9 8s. ; 500 acres and under 640 acres, £9 18s. ;
640 acres, £10; above 640 acres and not exceeding
1,000 acres, £14.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUFSDAY. TIMI, 13TI3 DAY OF JULY, 1875.
No.  Of  No.  Of  No. of
Lot.  portion.
'PriceArea. per Acre.
A. a. r. £ s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Ward,  parish of Melcombe.
1 26 80 0 0  0 15
27 64 0 0 0 15
3 28 57 0 0 0 15
4 30 co  0 0  0 15
5 31
Parish
60 0 0  0 15
of Woogaroo.
*6 I 350 1 ...
Being Forfe
Parish of
1 160 0 0 1 0 15
ited Selection, tie.
Indooroopilly.
7 1 199   ... 1 31 0 0 1 0 15
Beim Forfeited Selection, 189?.
* The purchaser  of ]ct  6 to pay £18 for improvement.'
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSW1CII,
ON TUESDAY, THE 13TH DAY OF JULY, 1875.
No. of  No.  of I Xo. of
Lot. Allocnleut )  Section. Area.
A. B. P.
0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich,  town of
Ipswich.
{ Subdivision No 1 of1 .
I Z13 4 0
'm2 3 28 0
3 4, 28 0
4 5 28
5
6
6 28
7 28
7 8 28
8 9 28
9 10 28
10 11 28
11 12 28 0
12 13 28 0
13 14 28 0
14 .. 45 0
15 2 45 0
16 3 45 0
17 4 45 0
18 5 45 0
19 6 45 0
20 7 45 0
21 11 45
22 1'3 45
23 13 45
24 14 45
25 15 45
26 I 16 45
27 1 46
28 2 46
29 3 46
30 4  46
31 5 46
32 6 46
33 7 46
34 8 46
35 9 46
36 10 46
37 11 46
38 12 46
39 13 46
40 14 46
41 1 47
42 2 47
43 3 47
44 4 47
45 5 . 47
46 6 47
47 7 47
48 8 47
49 9 47
50 10 47
51 11 47
52 12 47
53 12 27
  The purchaser of lot
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 20
0 1 20
0 1 20
0 1 20
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 274
0 1 324
0 1 10
0 1 10
0 1 10
11 1 10
0 1  20
0 1 20
0 1 20
0 1 38
0 1 38
0 1 221
0 1 20
0 2 14
0 2 3i
0 2 14
Trice per
Aere,
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50  0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
50 0
0 2 0 50 0
0 2 20 50 0-
0 2 20 50 0
0 2 20 50 0
0 2 20 50 0
0 1 33 50 0
to lay £70for;mlrotcmuils.
0 16 11000 0
0 32 50 0
0 32 50 0
03.2 50 0
0 32 50 0
0 32 50 0
1 12 50 0
1 11 50 0
0 32 50 0
0 32 50 0
0 32 50 0
0 22 50 0
0 32 50 0
1 20 50 0
1 10 50 0
1 10 50 0
1 10 50 0
1 10 50 0
1 3' ( 50 0
1 5 50 0
No. of
Lot.
Xo. of
Portion.
Xe. of Area.
A. R. P.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Chuwar.
54 142
55 143
56 146
57 147
58 148
59 151
60 153
61 157
62 158
63 I 152
12 0 0 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
11 2 7r, 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
14 3 0 0 15
15  2  22 0 15
11 2 16 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND  OFFICE, BEEN-
LEIGH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 13TH DAY OF JULY, 1875.
No. of No, of No. of
Lot. Portion.
1
2
3
4
Area.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price
per Acre.
£ a.
Price per
Acre.
County of Ward, parish of  Coomera.
43
44
45
46
*5
22 0 30 0 15
18 0 0 0 15
29 2 37 0 15
20 0 30 0 15
Parish of Boyd.
61 1 ... 1 40 2 0 1 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection,  No. 48.
Parish of  Albert.
0 149 1 ... 1 100 0 0 1 0 15
Being Forfeited Selection, No. 218.
•  The purchaser of lot 5 to pay £42 for  improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  seventy-five,  and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM  FR.YAR.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  JAMES  C. B. -AL, Government Printer,  Wi ll iam street, Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 18'72."
T
HE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of May  last, is  published for general
information; in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands' may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must  be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1875.
rOnMSa  IMAM
Brand No. of
Registered . ,Certificate
Horses.
7 D o0 9950 1 Nil
8 D Q 9959 Nil
9 D 0 9960 Nil
D P 9 9966 Nil
D b P 9972 Nil
D 8 P 9975 Nil
D 9 P 9976 i Nil
GDP 9977,Nil
3 D P 9989 N il
4DP 9993 N il  ...
bDP 9995 Nil ...
10017 Various ...
9DIP 10018 Nil ...DQ6 10019 Nil ...
DQ1 10020 Various ..
DQ2 10025 Nil ..
DQ3 10026 N il  ...
DQ4 10029 N il  ...
DQ5 10030 Nil ...
DQb 10039, Nil
DQ7 10035 Nil
DQ8 10036 Nil
Cattle.
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
... Various
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
... Nil
Hama
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PUPZUMIL
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... Francis Mirchinn ... .. I Jondaryan ... .. Jondaryan
... Alfred Duncan Bowman... Reserve ... ... Roma
... Richard Marr ... ... Wcstgrove ... ... Mitchell
... William Edward Bain ... Yengarie ... ... Yengarie
...  If  ugh Maelachlan.., ... Yalebone Creek ... Roma
... Daniel Avery ... ... Town Common ... Clermont
! John Hannon ... ... Lode Creek, Sugarloaf Stanthorpe
I  Joshua Wellington ... Hayston's Camp ... Copperfield
Robert Burns ... ... Riverside, Pine Moun- Ipswich
tain
...
I
Heinrich Damm .., Parish of Flinders ... Ipswich
August Thoreborne ...  Beenleigh  ...  Beenleigh
Charles Conrad ... ...  Gracemere  ... ... Rockhampton
... James Burch ...
... Martin Breene ...
,.. Dethlef Arps ...
... Charles Douglas ...
... John Henry Johnson
Robert McCandless
William Maybush
James Hogan ...
George Groom ...
John Carr ...
Reserve ... ... i Banana
Mackay ... ... Mackay
North Rockhampton I Rockhampton
Reserve ...
Crosbister ...
Blue Mountains
Combarngo ...
Reserve ...
Reserve ...
Depot Hill . , .
... Nil ... ...
,+ over H nearshoulder
... N il  ... ...
...N il
Various
Cunnamulla
Toowoomba
Stanthorpe
Surat
Roma
Roma
Rockhampton
1174
Brand
I
No. of
R egi.te red. Certiacate.l
Horses.
DQ9
DGQ
D1Q
D2Q
D3Q
D4Q
D9R
DY 4
5ED
10037 Various
10039
10010
10045
10046
10047
10038
99  4
10052
10050
10008
Various ...
Various ...
w ...
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
TD conjoined
Nil ... ...
Various ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
E 2 E 10013 Nil
E L b 10003 Nil
FA9
FN4
FaR
0,  bE
4 G: L
c/  3T
Vf4T
GMT
9951 Nil
10+11 Nil
10004 Various
10009
10065
9969
9999
10011
Fo'MMHR BRAND.
Cattle.
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil ... ...
Nil ... ...
Nil .. ...
Nil
over G near shoulder
H 5 Y 9991 Various
J b U 10057 Nil
J 7 U 9983 Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
... Various
Nil
J a U 10002  Nil ... ... I Nil
KA4
KB5
KBa
K  7  B
K4H
KKG
GKW
L5C
GLC
LE7
LQ5
2LN
L4R
bLR
7LR
LSb
LTG
9954 Nil
10060 Nil
10066 Nil
10021 Nil
10000 Nil
9992 Nil
10061 Nil
10016 Various
99(15 Various
9980 JL
9957 Various
10005 Various
10001 Nil
10062 Nil
9990 Nil
99:9 Nil
9984 Nil
9956 Nil
10013 Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
i Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
2 N A 9985  Various ... ... Various
N 4 M 10053 Nil ... ... Nil
PE9
P2F
P7F
P7L
(5PN
aPP
PY3
PY
1QC
QS1
10015 Nil ...
10059 Nil ...
10063 Nil ...
10051 P
10061 Nil ...
10031 1'N near shoulder
9952 Nil ...
9948  Various ...
10042 Various ...
9963 Nil
1('012
9998
R 4 E 9974
b R E 9994
9 R N 10024
Nil
Various
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Various
N il
... Nil
... Various
Name.
James Hanlon ..,
Thomas Blake ...
William White ...
Thomas Walter ..,
Charles McPherson
William Sparks ...
Mary Agnes Dunbar
Robert D. Smith ...
William Dunn ...
James Duffy
John Duffield, junior
Thomas Barnes
PHOp*IBTOB.
Run or Farm whore
B ra nd is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run  or Farm.
Drayton ...
Couuuonage...
Commonage ...
Isis Downs ...
... Drayton
.,, Warwick
... Townsville
Isis Downs
Ipswich
Roma
Arthur  street ...
Reserve ... ...
Yeppen Causeway .. Rockhampton
Canobie .., Cloncurry
... Reserve ... ... Harrisville
. Drayton ... ... I Drayton
North Pine ... ... North Pine
Relcliffe ... North Pine
GattonWilliam Leyton ... ... Tent Hill
Frederick Arnold ... ... Jondaryan ...
Janes Ferguson ... ... Aramac ..,
William Ferguson Reid ... Bandmuba ...
George Edwards  ... ...  Cre ssbrook ...
William Giles  ... ... Highfield
Thomas Garland  ... ...  Strathmore ...
Thomas Grave ...  ... Nive Downs ...
James Grant  ... ... Ai ington ...
MichaelHIyde  ... ... Maryland ,.,
Julia Sales
... John Moffitt
... Thomas Jarrow
Arthur Kelly ...
William Bourke ...
William  Brandenburg
Bannerman Kenn
Christie Hensel ...
James Macfarlane
William O'Keeffe...
Charles Letebford ...
John Cress and Co. ...
John 1)avid Linde ...
Michael Goggins ... ...
Michael McLoughlin ...
Wheldon  Tomlin ... ...
It.  S. S. Pym ... ...
Joseph Lester ... ...
Robert McLaren ..
George Louis Rutherford
Thomas L .  Simmons ...
William Lott ... ...
Jondaryan
... Aramac
... Upper Bandamba
... Wa ll oon
... Warwick
Bowen
... Cltarleville
... Blacka ll
... Stanthorpe
East Doongal ... Elliott
Doughboy ... ... Lytton
Cooper's Plains ... Cooper's Plains
Limestone street  ...  Ipswich
Reserve .. Allora
Cabbage -tree Creek ...  Brisbane
Judd  street ,  Petrie Brisbane
terrace
Commonage ... ... Dalby
Kuba  Kuba ... ... Murphy's Creek
Clark's Creek ...  Rocky Waterholes
Reserve ... ...
Rockford ...
Drunnner's Creek ...
Warwick ... ...
Drayton .. ...
Grassmere ...
Stanton Harcourt ...
Laidley ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Gold Fields ... . .
Pratten ... ...
Bowen ...
St. Lawrence
Ravenswood
Mount Perry
Warwick
Drayton
St. 11 eorge
Mary-borough
Laidley
Rockhampton
Ravenswood
Warwick
Bowen
Andrew Anderson ... Upper South Pine .. Bunya
... Allan McDonald ... ... Reseri c ... ... Dalby.
John Peter and Co. ... Beaconsfield... ... Aramac
Peter Fraser ... ... Gold Fields .. ... Kilkivan
Patrick Flemming ... Severn River ... Stanthorpe
Patrick Lynch ... .. Reserve ... ... Dalby
Jens  Petersen ... ... Seven-mile Waterhole  Brisbane
Patrick O'Neil ... ... Farm  .. ... Toowoomba
Anthony William Darvall Tent Hill ... Gatton
Patrick Corkery- ... ... Laidley Creek .. Laidley
William Palfrey .. ... Sandy Creek,  Stanwe ll  Rockhampton
The Mount Perry Copper Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
Mining Co.
John William Carroll ... Tho.uson River ... Aramac
Francis Quilty Southcrden Lillyvale, Ipswich  road Brisbane
Edward Ryan  ... ...  Tambourine  ... ...  Tambourine
Robert E. lurnbull ... Mount Abundance ...  Roma
Michael Rowen  ... ...  Tookabarnoo  ...  Thorgomindah
1175
Brand 1 No.  Of
ltegieterod.  iCertifleate
ROG 9996
ROb 10049
R70 10069
R 3 Y 9953
R 7 Y 9973
10035
SGF 10022
SSP 10006
9947
'S7Y 9955
T N 9 10032
T U 4 10007
T 4 Y 9987
UC9 9971
Uge 10023
9UC 10067
991,3
OUH 9986
10027
GUST 9961
9949
'U7W 9970
4UW 9962
U 7 10010
Y1N 9978
YY2 9997
bWYj 9982
><C1 10028
GYBI 9981
3YC 9958
YS4 10014
YS5 10070
YYa 10048
3YY 9967
4YY 10033
10058
9YY 10068
Z B 5 9988Z 1 C 10054
Z U 7 10041
Z W G 10056
YOR?[ER BBARD.
Horaes.
Win circle off  shoulder I Various
Various  ... .. I Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Various ... ... Various
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Various  ... ... Various
Various  ... ... Nil
Various ...  ... Various
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil  ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Various  ... ...  Various ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ...  ...  Nil ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... C M off  romp
BL ... ... BL ...
Nil ... ... Nil ...
Nil ... ... Various ...
Various ...  ...  Various ...
Various  ... Nil ...
Various ... ... Various
Various ... ... Various
Nil Nil
Various ... ... Various
Various Various
Various . .. ...  Various
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil .. Nil
Sin circle near shoulder Same
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil  ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Name.
... Richard O'Donoghue
... John Rosa ...
... Robert Gr,,.iam ...
... Thomas Reedy ..
... Christian Retschlag
,ROrRn:aOR.
Rue or Fan .,  where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Warwick ...
Main Range...
Three-mile Scrub ...
Upper Bnndamba ...
Rosewood Scrub
Warwick
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Ipswich
Walloon
.., Samuel Dickson ... Crlenlyon
... Mary Frances Surlick ... Commercial hotel ...
... Peter Smith ... ... Upper Brisbane ...
... Johan Charlsen ... .... Bunclaberg ... ...
... Joseph Stay ...  ...  Grafton street, ...
... Thomas Tobin  ...
... Jane Stuart
Thomas Taylor ...
Leyburn
Mitchell
Wivenhoe
Bundaberg
Warwick
Clifton .. Clifton
Redeliffe ... .  North Pine
Vale of Leven,  Haldon Clifton
John Collins and Sons ... Morney Plains ... Thorgouiindah
George Crouch ... ... Reserve ... ... Roma
Terence Cunningham ... Bowen ... ... Bowen
William Arthy ... ... School, Tadooroopilly West Milton
George Harris ... ... Yaamb, ... ... Yaamba
Catherine McGowan ... Lytton ... ... Tingalpa
Edward Thomas Parr Smith t Breseton Lodge, Boggo Rocky Waterholes
Charles Bretherton ... Gibbs street, Valley... Brisbane
Janet Williams ... ... i Beenleigh ... ... Beenleigh
George Weller ... ... I Eagle Farm ... ... Breakfast Creek
James Duncan ... ... Maryborough ... Maryborough
Archibald John Richardson Koongal, Lake's Creek Rockhampton
... Henry Joshua Hughes ... Warnnick .. ... Warwick
John Wheatley ... ... Commons ge ... ... Copperfield
Ernest  Henry Carr ... Balcomha ... ... Rockhampton
Edward  Bates, junr.
William Cluness ,  junr. ...
Harry Scott ... ...
Wil liam Schultz ... ...
John Messer ... ...
Peter Heavey ... ...
Stephen Burgess ... ...
Ebenezer Simpson ...
Jessie Scott ... ...
... Carl Beitz ... ...
... Edward Albert Clarence ...
... McIver and Curtis ...
... I Joseph  Willis ... ...
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during  the Month of MAY, 1875.
Brand.
4TS
4BT
T:W G
B7W
M2C
No. of
°feruttcate.
4623
7332
569
681
4806
711
Transferrer.
R. Towns and Co.
James Hill ...
William and Alexander Wilson...
Archibald Beardmore Buchanan...
John Harrex ,,. ... ...
Arthur Campbell B. Praed ...
Transfe re e.
Oakey Creek, Grace- Rockhampton
mere
Rosenthal ... ... Warwick
Rolleston ... ... Rolleston
Caboolture ... ... Caboolture
Redford ... ... Mitchell
Surat .. ... Surat
Village of Logan ... Village of Logan
Reserve ...
. 1
ISurat
Taromco ... .. Walloon
Hodgson's Reserve .
Glenlyon ... ...
Mickerclla ... ...
Glenll on ... ...
Roma
Leyburn
Charlevillo
Leyburn
Name of  Run where Brand
is to be used.
John Hay ... ... ... I Thurrulgunnia
William McKeeva and Alexander Tambo ...
Johnston
Alexander Wilson ... Mount Stuart
John George Hannay Wilson ... Orion Downs
Harrex and Desmond ... ... Carriers ...
Robert Laidlaw Paterson ... Monte Chri,to
Nearest Post Towa.
Cunnamu lla
1'ambo
Warwick
Boolburra
Normanton
Gladstone
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CHANGE  OF RESIDENCE.
70RYER BRAND.
Brand. No. of
ertifcate. Horses. Cattle.
Name. Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used. Nearest Post Town. RemarA.
CbU 8786 Nil ... Nil Thomas Wallice ... Reserve... ... ... ... Surat
FA1 321 FXA near
shoulder
Same Fox and Adair ... Copperfield and St. Lawrence St. Lawrence
Ya
4227 JT over B Nil John Thomas Brigg Boamore  ... ... Grantham
U 5480 Nil ... Nil Benjamin Guymer... Rosewood Crossing ... ... Westwood
The following BRANDS have been CANommED :-
H b D No. of Certificate, 7212.
H K 9 1016.
MN2 229.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar  of Brands.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
QtiEET SLANP
obernineut6aette.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] SATURDAY, 12TH JUNE, 1875. [No. 70.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1875.
I- IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM  ARCHER,
EDWARD CROSS,
HUGH MACDONALD,
MICHAEL RILEY, and
DONALD MCDONALD,
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Show Grounds
for the Central Queensland Graziers' and Farmers'
Society, established by notice of this date.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES F .  GATAKER
to be a  Staff  Surveyor of the Second Class, in the
Survey Branch of the Public Lands Department.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1875.
R
IS Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS SKARRATT HALL,  Goulburn ,  New South
Wales,
to be a Magistrate of the Territory.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
11
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint theundermentioned members of the Police
Force to be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses and of
Cattle intended for Slaughter, within the districts
mentioned  in connection  with their respective
names :-
Senior  Constable  MICHAEL BYRNE, Cooktown ;
Senior Sergeant  PATRICK  BRANNELLY, Rock.
hampton ;
Senior Constable  THOMAS SMYTH, Roma;
Senior Sergeant PATRICK KEANE,  Stanthorpe.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, and in terms of the
Act of Council 29 Victoria, No. 23, has been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ALCOCK TULLY, Esquire, Under Secretary
for Public Lands,
to be Nominal Defendant in the matter of a Petition
addressed to His Excellency by Alexander Archer,
Esquire, of Brisbane, Bank Manager, under the
provisions of the said Act.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. J WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section of  "The Crown Landa Alienation Act
of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid, with the advice of
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the Executive Council, ao hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Leases of the following Selections of
land, under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Restate
ofNo Land.
Applica- Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
tion. District.
A.B.  P.
1783 Archibald Colquhoun 93 0 0 Brisbane.
1841 Charles Frederick Hart 100 0 0 ditto.
586 Michael O 'Brien .. .  658 0 0 Ipswich.
167 Cornelius Brosnan .. 640 0 0 Warwick.
177 Ditto ... ....550 0 0 ditto.
141 Tom Thomas ... .. ,145 0 0 Gympie.
147 Lyndon J. A. Poing- '228 0 0 ditto,
156
desire
Charles Sbeinpflug ... 216 0 0 ditto.
176 Sarah Lucy Smith ... 160 0 0 ditto.
226 Henry Smith ... ... 80 0 0 ditto.
246 Cornelius Galloway .. 80 0 0 ditto.
258 George Thrower  ... `  80 0 0 ditto.
31 John Kearsey Carman 40 0 0 Roma.
47 Charles  Ignatius  Moran
1
80 0 0 ditto.
51 John Brown  ... ...1 80 0 0 ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOT SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. , WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
. of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of June, 1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
No. of i
Por- Parish.
tion.
27 ' Bunda•
berg
No l of
App lica-
tion.
288
Late
Lessee. Area.
I A. R. P.
J.0. Thomp- 1,000 0 0
son I
Land
Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Bunda-
berg
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourteenth day of May,
in- the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five,  and in  the thirty.
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael  and St . George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
j Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth day
of July, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
No. o No. of Land
Por- Parish . Applica - Late Lessee. Area A gent's
tion. tion. District.
226 Mutdapilly 586 M.  O'Prien ...
A.
658
H. P.
0 0 Ipswich.
10 Tiaro .. . 141 T.  Thomas ... 145 0 0 Gympie.
... 147 L J .  A. Poing- 228 0 0 ditto.
10 166
desire
C.  sheinpaug 215 0 0 ditto.
178 S. L.  Smith  ... 160 0 0 ditto.
225 H.  Smith .. 80 0 0 ditto.
246 C.  Galloway 80 0 0 ditto.
258 G. Thrower 80 0 0 ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth  day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  I
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation  by His ExcellencyTO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The HomesteadArea  A t of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tions shall continue to form part of the homestead
areas 'within  which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to selection  as Homesteads and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 29th day of
June, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
v A
00
a.
Parish.
-0
o,
od District.
Homestead Late Lessee.Area. Area.
I A.
Felton 896 Toowoom-
ba
Felton  ...  J. G. Bu-
chanan
320
Ditto 897 ditto ditto . ..  IL Alke ... 320
*722 Warwick Ellangowan S. J. Mehan 82
value of imp ro vements, 230.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Aliena'ion
Act  Of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder
described shall be  and are  hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 2374,
Ipswich District, being portion 230, parish of
Laidley. (J. Gunn.)
From the south boundary of portion 230, running
northerly to its north boundary ; containing three
acres one rood seven perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 2446,
Ipswich District, being portion 231, parish of
Laidley. (R. Hickey.)
From the south boundary of portion 231 north-
westerly  to its  west boundary ; containing one acre
ten perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from selection 1463,
Ipswich District, being portion 201, parish of
Laidley. (J. Seppard.)
From the south corner of portion 201, parish of
Laidley, running along its east boundary to Laidley
Creek ;  containing  two roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of- our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, )} Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section  one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLiNG-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and' are
hereby set  apart as a  Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions  of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open  to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise ,  at the Bundaberg  Land Office, on and
after  TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
Description  of lands surrendered by the Lessee from
the lease  of "Binges-a and Bi anyan Consolidated
Run," in  the Wide Bay and Burnett District.
13 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Burnett
River at the  confluence of a small creek  distant
i bout thirty  chains in  a direct line above the head
station of Bingera ,  and bounded thence on the
north -east by a line bearing about one hundred and
five degrees one hundred and ninety chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over ET over V in triangle on
the Elliot River ; thence on the east by the Elliot
River, being the eastern boundary of the  run, to its
head at its intersection with the track from Eureka
to Bingera ; thence south-westerly by that track
about two hundred and ten chains to a bloodwood-
tree marked broad arrow over EA over IX ; thence
by a line west about twenty chains  to a dense
scrub ; thence by that scrub in a northerly direc-
tion about four hundred chains to the River
Burnett ; and thence by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive C ,until, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart respectively as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Goondiwindi Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Area surrendered by the Lessee from the lease of
Carbuckey" or " Callandoon  Run," in the
Unsettled District of Darling Downs.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the south bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River at a point opposite
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over GB, and
bounded thence on the  west  by a south line about
three miles fifteen chains to the north bank of the
Macintyre River; and thence on the south-east
and north-east by the north bank of the said
Macintyre River upwards to the effluence of the
said Callandoon branch ; and by the left bank of
that branch downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Area surrendered by the Lessee from the lease of
the " Bromfield  Run," in  the Unsettled District
of Darliig Downs.
10 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over GB, and bounded thence
on the east by a north line two hundred  and eighteen
chains to the Yambocully Creek at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B,  said line forming the
western boundary of the Goondiwindah  Run ; thence
on the north by the  last-named creek downwards
to the junction of Piggy Piggy Creek, and by  Piggy
Piggy Creek upwards to a point about three miles
and five chains in a straight line westerly from
the last-named tree marked broad-arrow over P;
thence on the west by a south line about three
miles and forty chains to the Callandoon branch of
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the Macintyre River, the said line being parallel to
and distant three miles west from the western
boundary of the Goondiwindah Run ; and thence
on the south  by the  right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River upwards to the tree
marked broad-arrow over GB  first -mentioned, the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
for about 293 chains to a free marked B ; thence
again on the north by a line bearing east for 228
chains ; thence again on the  west by  a line bearing
north for about 404 chains;  thence again on the
north by a line bearing east for 57 chains to a
tree marked H on Myrtle  Creek ;  and thence by
that creek downwards for about 537 chains in a
direct line to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirty -first day
of May,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty -eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  J WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,-  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause  forty -one of "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the undermentioned for-
feited Runs shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the sixth day of July, 1875,  at the Maryborough
Land Office. +
Description of the boundaries of the " Dunmora
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which has become forfeited by reason
of non-payment of rent.
About 8,881 acres.
Commencing on the main road from Gayndah to
Maryborough where it crosses the Six-mile Creek,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north three
hundred and fifteen degrees east four hundred and
seventy-seven chains to Log Bridge Creek ; thence
by the Log Bridge Creek upwards about two hundred
and fifty chains southerly ; thence by a line bearing
east ten degrees south about three hundred and
eighty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing south
sixty chains to the Maryborough and Gayndah
main road at its junction with the Glenbar road ;
thence by the last-mentioned road southerly to the
Twelve-mile Creek ; thence bythatcreek downwards
to the west boundary of the River Reserve ; thence
by the west and north boundaries of the River
Reserve northerly and easterly to the Six-mile
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Description of the boundaries of the " Mariana
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay
and Burnett, which has become forfeited by
reason  of non-payment of rent.
About 38,707 acres.
Commencing on Myrtle Creek at a spot about
37 chains in a direct line above the north-west corner
of portion No. 11, parish of St. Mary ; bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing about south
seventeen degrees west for about 295 chains, and
thence bearing south forty degrees west for about
265 chains ; thence on the north by a line bearing
east for 224 chains to the Mary River at the south-
west corner of portion No. 77, parish of St. Mary ;
thence again on the east by that river upwards for
about 173 chains in a direct line to a spot bearing
east and distant about 20 chains from a tree marked
H ; thence on the south by a line bearing west 696
chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor ,  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of'  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
Run shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty-ninth  day of  June, 1875 ,  at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the "Amamoor" or "Police Creek
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which has become forfeited by reason
of non payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree about one and
a-half miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east from Tooth's station, Widgee Widgee; from
thence east twelve and a-half miles by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both sides ; from thence north and west by the
scrub across Amamoor Creek thirteen miles to a
marked tree, and from thence south five miles to
the starting point.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
j N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR Snow GROUNDS  FOR USE OF THE
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND GRAZIERS' AND FAR-
MERS ' SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere, portion
No. 262.
45 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on a road four chains wide at a
point bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
fifty minutes and 3istant four chains from the east
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corner of section 4, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Port Curtis Road bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees fifty minutes
fifteen chains and ten links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty-five degrees
fifty minutes thirty-eight chains ninety-three links ;
on the west by the road first aforesaid bearing tour
degrees fifty-eight minutes twenty-three chains
seve links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing forty-five degrees fifty minutes twenty-
one chains  and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Whiteside.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in  the Government Gazette,  dated 20th June,
1874.)
46 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of a road one
chain wide intersecting the west boundary- of por-
tion  52,  and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing north twenty chains ; on the north
by portion 82 bearing west twenty-five chains ; on
the west by portion 83 bearing south thirteen
chains and  ninety links ; on the south, by the
aforesaid road bearing one hundred and twenty-
three degrees four chains, one hundred and forty-
one degrees four chains and twenty-five links, one
hundred and thirteen degrees two chains, sixty-
seven degrees three chains and fifty links, one
hundred degrees thirty minutes seven chains,
eighty-three degrees three chains and five links,
ninety degrees two chains, and ninety-three degrees
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
1 T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "Ihe
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in  pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in eachmonth.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in-June, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1875, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND  AGENT'S  DISTRICT OF COOSTOwN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF Bu$$E.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in July, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th June, 1875.
r T is hereby notified for general information, that
j the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Min eral Land  Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the  thirty- fourth section of  " The
Mineral  Lands Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under-Secretary.
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
i hd hT
During the Month of May, 1875.
n eac .ues ay mont Name .No No. Name,At the Land Office Stanthorpe, the first .,
Friday in each month 1509 Wm. Law 1520 See Quay. 1510 Wm. Scott 1521  John Sands
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT. 1511 James Cameron 1522 lease Neden
1512 John Staener 1523 Michael RyanAt the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second 1513 George Edwards 1524 Barnard WithersMonday in every month. 1514 Wm. Cronk 1525 Patk. McDermott
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third 1515 S. Hickinbotham 1526 F. W. B. Stewart
Thursday in June, 1875, and every 15116 Aaron Allen 1527 Soren Olsen
alternate month afterwards. 1517 George Cameron 1528 Philip Marshall
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first 1518 Chris. Rosenthorne 1529 Wm. Marshall
Monday  in each month. 1519 Ali Cong 1530 John Comerford
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
W HERE",  by the twenty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose ,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  foi thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
County of Merivale, parish of Leslie.
8 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the diversion
n Glengallan Creek at its intersection by the south-
sest side of a road one chain wide at a point bear-
ng three hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven
minutes about ninety links from the north corner
of selection 900, Warwick district ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing three
hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven minutes
three chains, and three hundred and nine degrees
twenty-four minutes nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the west by lines bearing one hundred and
seventy-eight degrees thirty minutes fifteen chains
and seven links and one hundred and forty-seven
degrees fifty minutes three chains and sixty links
to the diversion of Glengallan Creek ; and on the
south- east  by that diversion upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESER VE  FOR  A CEMETERY AT COOxTOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
15 acres.
Commencing at the south side of Boundary street
at a point twenty-seven chains and forty links from
its intersection by the east side of Charlotte street ;
and bounded thence on the north by Boundary
street, bearing two hundred and seventy-nine de-
grees ten minutes ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing one hundred and eighty-nine degrees ten
minutes fifteen chains ; on the south by a line
bearing ninety-nine degrees ten minutes ten chains n
on the east by a line bearing nine degrees te-
minutes fifteen chains to the point of commence
went.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the Reserve for Botanic Gardens at
Maryborough, the description whereof appears in
page 521 of the  Government Gazette  of 1871, and
the two Wharf Reserves thereat, the dt scriptions of
which appear in the  Government Gazette  of 1873,
page 1939, and of 1874, page 572, respectively, have
been placed under the control of the present
Municipal Council of that town.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thaapplication under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alineation  Act  of  1868," has been
made for closing of the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby ,  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's  Office,  George street.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
SCHEDULE of ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . j Parish, Area.
. P.
1 C. Unwin  Reserved  road through I Caboolt  ure,l  to.
82 0
portion 33
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
PASTORAL  LE tSES  ACT OF 1869."
E  l
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified ,  in pursuance of the 55th section of  " The
Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869," that the lands here-
under described  have been resumed from thti}lease
of the Run called Talavera ,  in the Maranoa District,
and that the said lands will be reserved for a
Police Paddock,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
TALAVEaA RUN.
Area resumed, 640 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Talavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line one mile forty-six chains ; thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boundary
of the old Surat town reserve ; thence on the north
by an east line along part of that boundary to the
north-east boundary of the Talavera Run ; and thence
on the north-east by a south-east line along part of
the north-east boundary of the last-named run to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."THE Lessees of theunder-mentioned Runs having
made application for the instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the
following descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of "  The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
Any  persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
he 31st August, 1875.
W. FRYAR.
MARANOA.
Name of Run-Tomoo No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area- 100 square miles.
Situated on the left bank of the Mungullala
Creek, adjoining the south boundary of bcalby
Run, and commencing at a box-tree marked 8 over
broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the
left bank of said creek ; is bounded on the north by
a line east  ten and a-half miles ; thence on the east
by a line south about twelve and three-quarter
miles; thence on the south by a line west about
four  and a-quarter miles to the Mungullala Creek,
striking three-quarters  of a mile  above the iron-
bark-tree marked XI over broad-arrow by Mr.
Commissioner Austin, on the left bank ; and on the
west by the left bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tomoo No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The  Bank  of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
This run is situated on both banks of the M ungul-
lala Creek, adjoining the south boundary of Tomoo
No. 1 Run on the left, and the south boundary of
Hoogarhunna Run on the right bank of the said
creek, and commencing three-fourths  of a mile
north of or above the tree marked XI over broad-
arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the right
bank of the creek ; is bounded on the north by an
east line six miles ;  thence on the east  by  a south
line ten miles  ; thence on the south by  a west line
eleven miles ,  crossing  the Mungullala Creek ;
thence on the west by a north line ab"ut seven
miles and a-half to the south boundary of' Hoogar-
bunna Run ; thence on the north by that boundary
line east six miles  to the box-tree marked 1 a
Holojerring Pool in the Mungullala Creek, and
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crossing the creek  to another similar marked tree
on the left bank, and thence by the left bank of
that creek upwards about two miles and a-half to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hoogarbunna.
Claimants  of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated  Area- 75 square miles.
This  run is situated  on the right bank of the
Mungullala Creek, adjoining the south boundary of
Scalby Run, and commencing  at a gum-tree
marked 8 over bread-arrow by Mr. Commissioner
Austin, on the right bank of the said creek,
originally marked AJ ; is bounded on the north by
a west line  two miles; thence on the west by a
south line about fifteen miles ; thence on the south
by an  east line  about ten (10) miles to the Mungullala
Creek at  a tree  marked 1 at Holojerring Pool,
recorded by Mr. Commissioner Austin ; and thence
by the creek aforesaid upwards along the right bank
to the point of commencement.
NORTH K ENNEDY.
Name of Run-Powlathanga Lake.
Claimants  of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-50 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Balfe's Creek at
the junction of Powlathanga Creek, at a point about
twenty chains north of  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over XVIII on the right bank of the first-named
creek, and where the present road from the Cape
Diggings to Millehester  crosses  Powlathanga
Creek; and bounded thence on the south by an
east lane  five miles ; thence on the east by a north
line ten miles , passing thirty chains west of a tree
marked broad-arrow over X, and forty-five chains
east  of a tree marked broad-arrow over XI ; thence
on the north by a west line five miles ; and thence
on the west by a south  line ten  miles to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1875.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
j . applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Pariah. i Area.
A. R.  P.
1 T. Owen ... Road separating  portion
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 2411 ... Brassall ... 4 0 0
2 R. Hewlett Road separating portion
236 from portion 504 „ 1 0 32
3* Works De-
partment Road separating  portion'
242 fro m portion 243 1 Flinders ...  2 0 38
4* Road separating  portion
53 from portion 54 ... „ I 1 0 9
5* Part of the road separat -
ing portion 67 nom
portion 68  ... ... „ 0 0 27
6* Road separating por-
tions 64 ,  59, and part
of 58 , from portions 63,
60, and part of 57 ... 2 2 27
7* Road separating  portion
30 fro m portion 36 ... Deuchar ... 4 0 25
• '1 hese closure, are proposed to be carried out in connection
with new  ro ads to be opened.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th June, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of" the Crown Lands  Alienati n  Art  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information  that the
lands hereunder  described  have been temporarily
reserved for a Police  Paddock.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  A POLICE PADDOCK ON TALAVERA
RUN.
Maranoa District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Talavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line one mile forty-six chains; thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boun-
dary of the old Surat town  reserve;  tbence.on the
north by  an east line along part of that boundary
to the north- east  boundary of the Talavera Run ;
and thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along  part of the north- east  boundary of the last-
named  run to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Reserve for a Manure Depot, at
Maryborough, a description of which appeared in
page 767 of the  Got ernment Gazette  of 1869, is
cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in  every deed containing the erroneous name
and description, and such grants respectively, and
every such deed,  shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHEN S.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. • No. of
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Annes Petersen.
Description o, land  granted.-Allotment 12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of error.-The  name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Graut-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
1V ame of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land  granted.-Portion 77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area, 42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
ITHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for Railway purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley ; part of
original  portion No.  153.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government  Gazette,  dated 8th May, 1875.)
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary of
portion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly four  chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly, parallel with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly, parallel with the
south-east boundary, four chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153 ; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th April, 1875.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion 2A,  parish
of Lilcoy, county of Canning ;  area, 104 acres.
Nature of error.-The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
Kilcov Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north- east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage  streets,  and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Channell street ; on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and ifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that  the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in  the Schedule hereunder
written ,  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the'Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant  respectively ,  under his Hand
and Seal of  the Colony,  describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent  that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions ,  and such grants  respectively , and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide  at the south-west corner of portion  265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links ;
and on  the east by a line bearing south  nineteen
chains  and sixteen links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing  east nine
chains and  thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty -nine  links to the point  of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted .-2  roods , county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard,  town  of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east  corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly  two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right  angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the  east  by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare  street
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended  to be  granted.-
Commencing at the  intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare  street bearing east two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains ; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links ;
and on the west by Macalister  street bearing south
two chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
5 ' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
t I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of Meringandan
Creek at the north -east corner  of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south  by the north
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boundary line of that selection bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and  fifty  links ; thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek ; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that application under  the 27th  section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868" has
been  made for closing  the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Situation .  Parish.
Reserved  road through selec- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included  in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 187 5.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh River, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the  junction  to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to a marked tree ; thence ten miles about
east back from the river to a marked tree ; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down  the creek, to the  junction  of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant three chains from
the north- west corner  of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east fifty-two chains and seventy-four links ; on the
south by  a line bearing east  eighteen minutes north
thirteen  chains and  eighty-eight links ; thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north  sixteen chains  ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid  bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains  and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING GROUND  AND A  CROSSING
PLACE.
County of llferivale, parishes of Cunningham and
IVilda..ih.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north-east corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west  six chains  and twenty  links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing  the Condamine River,  and again on
the east by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen links ; and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River ; and on the north and east by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th April, 1875.
NOTICE.
r HE undermentioned  Mineral Selection having
1 been withdrawn from the areas  set apart for
mining license by proclamation , in accordance with
the thirty-third section of  " The Mineral Lands
Act of  1872,"  it is  hereby notified that  the same
will be open to Selection, as Mineral  Lands, accord-
ing to the surveyed boundaries thereof, on and after
TUESDAY, 1st June, 1875, at the Mineral Lands
Office, Stanthorpe.
The value of the improvements,  if any, on the
Selection  to be paid for at time  of application.
T. B. STEPHENS.
DISTRICT OF DARLING  DOWNS SOUTH.
Reg.
No.
1640
Local Date of
No. Selection. Selected by Locality. Area.
1872 acres
407 20 June T. H. Fletcher On the Bel- 40
landean side
of Severn
River
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd April, 1875.
r T is hereby  notified for general information that
1  applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office  at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 works De-
partment
2 T. B. Lyons
3 J. Schulz ...
Situation. Parish. Area
Part of road  separating Boyd ...
A.
3
H. P.
1 4
portion 104 from
portion 102
Road separating por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 31) from portion
316
Reserved road through Walloon 3 320
portion 53.'.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
F
pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow's Nest, County of Cavendish.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five  minutes one
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hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing  one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing  on a road  one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection  261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
chains and fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
IT is hereby, notified for general information, thatapplication under the 27th section of ,( The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, " has been
made for the closure of the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
WTHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "TheCrown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
votice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
ToowoOMBA AGRICULTURAL  AND  HORTICUL-
TURAL  SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2451.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing  east  one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
1 The Works  Road separating  per-  Logan
Depart- Lions 42, 43,  44, 45, 46,
ment. and 47, from portions
90 and 125, and part
of 87.
A. R. F.
14 2 38
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,'  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof' shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 1911 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of Bulwer;
allotment  10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south- east corner  of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road  bearing west
eleven  chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by  a line bearing  north  nineteen
chains and twelve links to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on  the south by the north boundary
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line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert  street  five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town and parish  of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing  at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains ; on  the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains ; and on
,he south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees  fi ve  chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang ;
allotments  3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains ;  on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right  angle  to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links; again on  the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ;  again on  the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street  ;  and on  the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point  of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE MARYBOROUGH  HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March,  town  and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres  1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex  streets, and bounded thence on the north-es st
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes  south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south- east  by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes  west six chains and twenty-three and
three- quarters  links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John street bearing north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
of
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the  east  side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing  east  to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided thht before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by  said reserve  north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a  line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Davenport ,  parish  of Millchester;
allotment  6 of section 8, town cf  Millehester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner  of the Church  of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north -east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees ,  five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees ,  four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north -west  by that street  bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane, allotment No. 17 of  section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte  street,  at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek  street ;
on the south- west  by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street ; on the  west  by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that  allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
( IQ Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as  mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner  considers
workable, and should be reserved  for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS.
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
1 $ IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area  for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected oes not comprise any A lluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas. -
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th October, 1874.
LANDS WITHIN THE COOKTO WN LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT AND THE UNETILED
DISTRICT OF COOK.
I T is hereby notified for public information that
the lands within the Cooktown Land Agent's
District, and also those within the Unsettled Dis-
trict of Cook, are open to Selection for conditional
purchases  and homesteads, under " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Art of  1868."
An area  extending  for six miles from Cooktown
along  the road to the Palmer Gold Field, and two
miles on each  side of said road, is reserved from
selection , with the view of being brought forward
at auction.
It is requested that all applications to have lands
in the neighborhood of Cooktown brought forward
at auction  may be addressed to the Land Agent, or
entered  on the monthly requisition for auction
lands,  kept in his office.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government or
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue  of Deeds, Auction  Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
1 T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of  "Tlie Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen  years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
3tls December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be  obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will  require to be lodged not later than three
months  prior to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed  in the said Act.
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY-BRIS-
BANE EXTENSION.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HORSE AND CARRIAGE LOADING BANK-
TERMINUS, BRISBANE.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June,
from  persons willing  to contract for building Horse
and Carriage  Loading Bank at the Brisbane Ter-
minus.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Horse and
Carriage Loading Bank."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper"printed forms,
and must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; other" ise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COURT HOUSE, ST. GEORGE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m, on FRIDAY, the 9th
July next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of additions to Court House at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Court House, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera.
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-708.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, SURAT.
r ' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Surat, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July next, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Electric
Telegraph Office at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Ofce, Surat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office,  Surat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memofandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of 'l'ender  as security for
the due performance of the Contract  in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2697.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. GEORGE.
If` ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Telegraph Office, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July next, from
Persons willing to contract for erection of Electric
Telegraph Office at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Telegraph
Office, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2697.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th may, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOND STORE, MACKAY.
(p' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bonded Store
at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Bond Store,
Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the '1 ender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2260.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, TOWNSVILLE.
F
RESH  Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville,
Rockhampton. and Maryborough, until  Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Court House,
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court House,
Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must by on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2275.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, PORT CURTIS.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at th  Court Hous s, Gladstone and Mary-
borough, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
18th June next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Pilot's Cottage at Port Curtis.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Port Curtis."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at Court Rouses, Gladstone and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms
and must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the .foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent, on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
75.2156.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock-
hampton. and Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of a Gaol at
Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Gaol, Towns-
ville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rock.
hampton, and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on )proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
vrformance of the Contract in the event of the
ruler being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the 'l'ender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w'll not  necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING,
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th May, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
A
IMMIGRATION DEPOT, TOWNSVIL'LE.
1'
RESH Tenders will be received
Office, and at the Court Rouses, Townsville,
Rockhampton, and Maryborough, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th June next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Immigration Barracks, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Immigration
Barracks, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Townsville, Rockhampton,
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2157.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice dated 9th
W  April, 1875, folio 759,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Selection, Toowoomba Register, 995, parish of
Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
75-1111.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice, dated 1st April,
1875, folio 715,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the o ening of a new Road, being deviation of
Crow's Zest Road, in Selection 936, parish of
Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of Road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ;
and all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2497.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF FLINDERS,
COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W V 1' ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th7  March, 1875 ,  folio 650,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to
Warwick Road parish of Flinders ,  county of
Churchill, Moreton District  :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will  be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2090.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD
AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April, 1875, folio 751,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road to Gladfield
and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selec-
tion 891 (Warwick Register) to the Warwick and
Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert,
county of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is
hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they will be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-1936.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TIARO AND
ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH
AND LENNOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th March,
1875, folio  681,  Government Gazette ,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from the Redbank
Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro
and St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox,
Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
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the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of RE ference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2418.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF ST. MARY
AND DENISON, COUNTY OF LEN-
N'OX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated. 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Myrtle
Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and
Denison, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to the
an and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2417.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITT ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st1 April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1990.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OIi CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 611,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in portion
122, parish of North, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of  road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred  to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyoi-
General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof ,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section  of the  Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1644.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 9th
April, 1875, folio 749,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
portion 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereb declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
L Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba; and all persons intending  to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are  hereby
reminded that notice  must  be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form  as are  provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from  such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2097.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY
4y
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND  NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April, 1875, folio  753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Dray-
ton to Allora, counties of Aubigny and Merivale,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; . and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient o open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
-forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
74-3758.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Farms on left bank of Laidley
Creek, parish of Mort, county of Churchill (referred
to in Notices dated 28th September, 1874, and
17th December, 1874, folios 1936 and 2459. respec-
tively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and the
same is now open for public use. H. E. KING.
75-541.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE  is hereby given, that a  new  line of
N  Road through Portions 476 ,  425, and 459,
parish of Walloon ,  county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 22nd June,
1874 ,  and 14th December ,  1874, folios 1169 and 2460,
respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette ),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-2368.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portions 76, 41, 42, 43, 44.
45, 48, 49, 95, and 103, parish of Logan, county of
Ward, Moreton District (referred to in Notices
dated 1st June, 1874, and 10th September, 1874,
folios 1051 and 1808, respectively, of the  Govern-
ment  Gazette), has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and the same  is now  open for
public use.
H. E. KING.
75-453.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road from north-west corner of portion No.
68, to the Brisbane and Gympie main road, parish
of Warner, county of Stanley, Moreton District
(referred to in Notices dated 16th February, 1874,
and 31st March, 1874, folios 387 and 725, respec-
tively, of the  Government Gazette,)  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
74-4262. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 102, parish of Boyd, county of Ward,
Moreton District (referred to in Notices dated 16th
February, 1874, and 31st March, 1874, folios 389
and 725, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the  proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-751. II. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
..NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a new line ofRoad through portions Nos. 39, 38, a d 69, •
parish of Burnett, county of Stanley ,  Moreton
District  (referred to in Notices dated  14th Novem-
ber, 1874, and 1st February ,  1875,  folios 2287 and
261, respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-204. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that a new line of
l Road through portion 1, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, District of Moreton (referred
to in Notices dated 10th February, 1875, and 23rd
March, 1875, folios 349 and 676, respectively, of the
Government Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer,  and the same
is now open  for public use.
75-490.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875,
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
1 Road through portion 91, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, District of Moreton (referred to
in Notices dated 13th April, 1874, and 30th Decem-
ber, 1874, folios 805 and 2, (1875), respectively, of
the Government Gazette),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and  the same is
now opened  for public use.
74-6246.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
. Road from Sideling Creek to Rush Creek,
parish of Whiteside, county of Stanley (referred to
in Notices dated 6th July, 1874, and 16th Septem-
ber, 1874, folios 1356 and 1807, respectively, of
the  Government  Gaette,)  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer , and the same is
now open for public use.
75-2078.
H. E. KING.
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
ON the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO BRISBANE.
NOTICE is hereby given, the following PassengerFares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGER FARES.-:Id. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special 'rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh, in cases.
Game.
a  Hay,  pressed in  bales.
B Maize.
Onions, in bags.
Peas, in casks or bags.
Poultry.
RAI ES TO BRISBANE.
From Toowoomba. From Dalby. From Warwick.
25s. per ton,  or 36s. Sd. per ton,  or 40s, per ton, or
Is. 3d . per cwt. L. 10d. per ewt. 2s. per cwt.
Minimum Is.  Minimum Is .  6d. Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged on a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
„ „ exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at  same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons :-
25 miles, and under ... ... Id. per gallon.
Over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-Tbe  following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged , viz. :-
Miles.
o v np
a
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a. d. e. d. s. d. a. d. a. d.
Under 10 0 6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25to50 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3
50 to 8o 1 6 2 0 2 0  2 3 2 6
so to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
100 to 150 2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to  175 2 3 2 9 3 0  3 3 4 0
Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across the Brisbane  River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HER BERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 9th June, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, BRISBANE STATION.
i' ENDERS will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd July next, from persons willing to rent a Book-
Stall at the Railway Station, Brisbane,  up to 31st
December, 1876.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Book- Stall,
Brisbane."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the Book-
Stall according to Plan and Specification, which
may be seen at the Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1875.
T
HE following Donations have been received by
the Curator of the Brisbane Museum during
the month ended 31st May
Mr. Hall-One platypus.
Mr. S. Winders-Collection of fossils from the Lias E.
Mr. Lade, Kedron Brook-Collection of moths.
Mr. W. M. Boyce-One musk drake, one snipe (stuffed).
Mr. Dabee Singh-A pair of buffalo horns (India).
Mr. Boreham, South Brisbane-Collection of coleoptera.
Mr. French-Three beetles (foreign).
Mr. Cliff, Singleton-One piece stephanite (silver ore).
Mr. C. E. Beddome-Collection of beetles  (Somerset).
.!dr. Jeays-One fossil fern.
Mr. Illidge-Two moths, young  native  bear,  cluster of
cocoons of a native moth.
Mr. Ilarrisson, Rockhampton-One piece fibrous mala-
chite, some centipedes.
Mr. W. Sutton, Bulimba-Glasswool, slags, graphite.
Mr. Walter Hill, Botanical Gardens-One hare (dead).
Mr. Gardner-Two birds.
Mr. H. St. George-One box of shells, one box day-
flying moths,  one fish.
Mr. Charles Dicken, Ravenswood-Collection from dif-
ferent claims.
Mr. Hackett-Collection of copper  specimens  and fossils
from the Star River.
Mr. A. M. G. Simpson, Clifton-Coal specimens, and
fossils of the coal formation.
VISITORS-2,032.
H. E. KING.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PIJBLICANS are reminded that unless the
Certificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of  Magistrates ,  together with the Fee
required  to be paid in each case, are lodged at this
Office,  on or before the 30th instant, such Certifi-
cates will become void.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
1)ItANCHES of the above  are now open  at Allora,
Aramac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail-
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek,  Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie),  Pimpama , Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo , Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any  depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
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Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 9200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but j
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either b letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of to above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 12 o'clock noon on MONDAY, the 14th June
next, for the supply of one thousand seven hundred
(1,700) Pairs of Blankets for the Aborigines, of the
same quality as a sample blanket to be seen at the
Colonial Stores, and to be delivered not later than 1st
February, 1876.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
A. MACALISTER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatClause 1,4, No. 6, of  "The P stage Act of
1871," has been amended to read as follows :-
Clause 14. The Governor in Council may by any
such regulation as hereinbefore provided define
packets and direct what packets may be sent by
post as town country and foreign packets within
the meaning of this Act, &c.
No. 6. Packets (in covers open at the ends or
sides and the contents legibly endorsed
thereon) containing  writing paper, envelopes,
scrip, pamphlets, maps, plans, specifications,
music, photographs (on paper), magazines,
reviews, placards, almanacs, prospectuses,
paintings, engravings, printers' proofs, or
periodical publications other than news-
papers.
GEORGE THORN, Juur.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
TENDERS FOR THE CONVEYANCE OF
MAILS.
TENDERS will be received until Noon of
SATURDAY, 12th instant, for the convey-
ance of Post Office Mails between the General Post
Office and the Southern and Western Railway
Terminus, for one or two years.
Tenders  are required to be written on a form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously on
application  at the General  Post Office.
The Tender  must bear  the  bona flde  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two  responsible persons willing
to become  bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may  direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of  the contract.
The successful  tenderer  must pay to the Post-
master-General a sum equal  to twenty per cent. of
the amount of his tender, as a guarantee, until his
bond and contract shall be executed.
The deposit to be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
The general conditions referred to in the printed
form of tender can be, inspected at the General Post
Office.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
GEORGE THORN, Juxs.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SHOAL OFF MONKHOUSE POINT, INNER
ROUTE TO TORRES STRAITS.
ON the edge of the 3 fathom line off Monkhouse
Point, as shown on the chart, a Shoal Patch
exists, with not more than 9 feet upon it at ordinary
low water springs. The Pilot at the Endeavour
River places it in the following position, viz.
Mount Cook (Summit), W. by S.
-1S.
Grassy Hill(LookoutHouse), N.W. by W. ' W.
Rocky Islet, S.E. by S. S. southerly.
The water for some distance in-shore is from 3 to
6 feet deeper than on the shoal, and to the east-
ward, the bank extends from it about 1, cables,
carrying from 15 to 18 feet of water, which then
deepens to 4, 6, and 7 fathoms as shown on the
chart.
Vessels will be clear of this danger and of the
edge of the bank, while keeping Rocky Islet open
of Walker Point, and of the rocky point to the
southward.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE, MORETON BAY.
j N consequence of changes which have taken place
j in the South Entrance to Moreton Bay, the
following alterations are made in the Sailing Direc-
tions for entering by that Channel:-
To carry the deepest water over the Bar, near the
crossingnow in use, keep thewesternmost rocky knoll
just open to the eastward of the centre hummock
of the triple hill at the back. When over the Outer
Bar, haul up and gradually bring the rocky knoll
in a line with the centre hummock,' passing the
western spit of the detached break at a short cable's
distance, and keeping those marks on until the
beacons at the south end of Moreton Island are
well open of the north- east  end of the south break.
The beacons  in line  lead in, over the Bar, to the
northward of the detached break, in 14 feet 6 inches
low water springs-past the south break and up the
Main Channel as formerly.
There  is also  a Channel over the Bar, on the south
side of, and at a short cable's distance from, the
detached break, with about 13 feet 6 inches at low
water.
As it cannot be expected that so many channels
will long  remain  open to their present depth, due
precaution must be observed in taking the Bar.
G, P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and  Harbors,
Brisbane , June 8th, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WEST CHANNEL, BRISBANE BAR,
ON and  after this date the punt moored at the
north-west end of the Inner Cutting will be
replaced by a Beacon, marking the elbow of the
bank.
Masters of vessels using this channel are cau•
tioned that the Dredge is now at work in the Outer
Cutting ,  a red flag by day and a white light by
night showing the side upon  which  she is to be
passed.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane ,  June 6th, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
r
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified-in connection with their respective uns, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, u hich declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
R., J., and F. Anning ...
Aiming Company ...
R., J., and F. A.Annirg ...
R., J., and F. A. Anning ...
Anning and Co. ...
Fanning, Griffiths, and Co. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
J. and C. Allinghaiu ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
,Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
The Bank of New South Wales
John Langton ...
Ditto ...
J. Langton and R. Williamson
William  Mark ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .
R. Daintree, R. H. Bland, and
Klingender
Name of Run.
... Cargoon No. 2 ...
... ditto No. 3
... Reedy Springs No. 2
... ditto No. 4
... E llen Vale ...
... Lolworth No. 4 ...
... ditto No. 6 ...
... Toomba ... ...
... ditto No. 2 ...
... Tuppal ... ...
... Briar Field ... ...
... Spring Grove ...
... South Merino ...
... Mitchell Vale
... Kangaroo  Hills No. 1
... ditto No. 2
... ditto No. 3
... ditto No. 4
... ditto No. 5
... ditto No. 6
... ditto No. 7
... ditto No. 9
... ditto No. 11
Powlathanga  Dike
Pandanus
... Saddington ... ...
... Springbock ... ...
..  Spring Lake... ...
... Reeves Lake ...
Rocky Bar ... ...
E. Weaner Vale ...
District.
... North Kennedy
ditto
...
I
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
A. MACALISTER.
Area in
Square
. Miles.
Amount.
a. d.
25 0 0
18 15 0
7 10 0
7 10 0
12 10 0
6 5 0
10 0 0
12 10 0
12 0 0
11 5 0
13 10 0
10 5 0
6 10 0
9 5 0
8 5 0
7 10 0
9 0 O
17 10 0
12 10 0
8 5 0
8 0 0
12 5 0
10 0 0
12 10 0
8 15 0
8 15 0
8 15 0
9 0 0
8 15 0
12 10 0
18 15 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it' expedient
to open a  new Road through portion No. 206, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Brisbane; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.,
75-2081. H. E. KING.
BOOS :  or REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 206 ,  PA1118H  OF 1\IOGGILL,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
110RETON DISTRICT ,  TO BTU PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No, Portion of Road.
commeneing on a
Government  road and
I running to  the north
boundary  of Portion
200
Register
No. of Flow Held ReputedSelec- Owner. Occupier.
lion.
658 Under
"C. L. A.
Act of
1868"
It. Logan... 1. noccupied
dthBrea
Bearings. Length& of Area. Remarks.
310' 30'
320- 30'
316° 0'
Road.
ch. lks.
0 0 1 chain...
13 0
5 61
A. R. P.
2 a b Open
forest
land,
unim.
proved.
1196
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DIST)ff' TS.
T
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey and-E. A. Bullmore
Ditto ... ... ...
C. H. Humphrey ... ...
J. C. Boch ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
T. Anderson and J. Pettiford...
Ditto
T. Anderson ... ... ...
J. Pettiford ... ... ...
Frederick Burne ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... .
Ditto ... ...
E. M. Geary ... ...
G. 0. Lyon ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
G. 0. Lyon, L. McD. Playfair, and C.
H. Lyon
John  Officer  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
C. M. Nutting ... ... ...
F. Williams ... ... ...
Ditto ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
E. Bradley and H. L. Zouch ... ...
Alexr. K. Finlay ... ... ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ... ...
Ditto
Jones, Greene, Massie, and Su ll ivan ...
District.
Area
in square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
Walker's Creek ... ... Warrego ... ... 60 15 0 0
Gibber Ahmoo ... ... ditto ... ... I 74 18 10 0
Ahmoo Beenbah ... ... ditto ... ... 1 82 20 10 0
Quilberry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
East Barkoothullah ... ditto ... ... 80 20 0 0
West Barkoothullah ... ditto ... ... 80 20 0 0
Kahmoo Mulga ... ... ditto ... .. 50 I 12 10 0
Bundarra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
East Burrandilla ... ... ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
West Burrandilla ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Binnarbilla ... ... ... ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
Binbilla West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Moltke ... ... • ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Trochu ... .. ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Berlin ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Strasburg ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Paris ... ... ... ... ditto ... 35 8 15 0
Metz... ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
Sedan ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Orleans ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Junction Block ... ... ditto ... ... 90 22 10 0
Narraport ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Fairley Plains South ... ditto ... 50 12 10" 0
Beechel East ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Beechel West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Koolpitta ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Yalyery ... ... ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
Yalyery West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Buthana ... ... ... ditto ... ... 45 11 5 0
Koroit ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Humeburn West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Paroo North... ... ... ditto ... ... 38 9 10 0
Bierbank  East  ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Bierbank ... ... ... ditto ... ...  190 12  10  0
Iujuringa ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12  10  0
Haredean East ... ... ditto ... ... 50 18 10 0
Haredean West ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Quilbery ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12  10  0
Cookara ... ... ... ditto ... ... 49 12 5 0
Kebworth ... ... ... ditto ... .... 25 6 5 0
Cowley ... ... ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Bingala ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
I
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  May,  1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Boyne, county of Clinton, Port
Curtis District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gladstone ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-2425. H. E. KING.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 2, PARISH OF BOYNE, COUNTY OF CLINTON,
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV ., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. Of Reputed
selec How held.-  Owner. occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road
Area.
tion. .
1 A strip of land out of 70 Homestead William 180° 0'
ohs. lka.
14 11 1 chain
A. 8. P.
] 124
Portion No .  2, run-
ring along its east
boundary
Olad .
stone
Regis-
ter
Selection
1868 Act
Pershouse
Remarks.
1197
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
How Held.
[_,] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive  Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open  a new Road from Warwick to Acacia Creek through Portions  Nos. 98 ,  499, and 501,
parish of Wildash ; and Portion No. 72  and Selections  Nos. 1037 and 1039, parish of Killarney,  county
of Merivale ,  Darling Downs : Notice is hereby  given,  that  in conformity  with  the provisions  of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the
intended  line of  road abovementioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office of the  Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Warwick  ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing ,  to the Clerk  of the Executive  Council, within  one month from this date, any
well-grounded  objections which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1889.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK To ACACIA CREEK, THROUGH PORTIONS 98, 499, AND
501, PARISH  OF WILDASH  ;  PORTION No. 72 AND SELECTIONS  1037 AND 1039 ,  PARISH OF KILLARNEY,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE,  DARLING DOWNS ; TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL  4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
No. Portion  of Road.
d00
z
War-
wick
Register
1 An irregular shaped ,,, Freehold...
portion out of the
south boundary of
portion 98
Reputed
Owner. I Occupier
Henry  II. E. Jones
E d  dwar
Jones
2 Commencing on the 2125  "Leasing  James
north boundary of  Act  of Grindley
port ion 499, and run- 1866 Bettington
ping  southerly to the
south boundary
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths. of Area.
Road.
67° 30'
79° 0'
102° 38'
126° 0'
128° 0'
161° 0'
147° 0'
174° 0'
118° 30'
144° 0'
212° 0'
3 Commencing  on the 2127  'Leasing  J, B. Betting- Occupied 212°
no rt h boundary of  Act of  ton by fencers
port ion 501,  and run- 1868"
ning  south-westerly to
its west boundary
4 Running due east 3013
through portion No.
72, parish of Killarney
5 Commencing on the 1037
west boundary  of
selection No. 1037, and
running south -easterly
to its east bounda ry
ch. 1k.
4 55
4 43
1 831
3 74
1 73
0 86
5 38
4 22
3 511
4 431
14 26
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
Average
width
1501ks.
1
j
A. S. P.
Remarks.
2 0 12 Portion oc-
cupied,
fenced,
and partly
cultivated
1 chain 3  1 33 1 Selection
unim-
1 proved
0' 5 03 1 chain 0 1 22
"Leasing  J. B.  Betting- Unoccupied'  90° 05' 38 26
Act of  ton 137° 0' 2 83
1868 "  90° 05' 6 00
"C. L. A. Act  J. B. Betting - ...  90° 05' 8 19
of 1868"  ton 116° 58' 53 96
0 Commencing  on the 1039  "C. L. A. Act  J. B. Betting-
wyst  boundary of of 1868" ton
selection No. 1039, and
running south -easterly
to its east boundary
125° 05'
1 chain
Average
150 Ike.
3 chains
Selection
pa rt ly
fenced
and trees
ringed
6 0 4 Selectionun
3 chains 18 2 24
improved
Original
reserved
road
widened
60 92 3 chains  17 1 10  Original
i reserved
ro ad
widened
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE,
`ARE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the  bands  described below under  t) e
pro visions of  " The  Real Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose  must  do so l.y
lodging,  by himself  or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of  said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of Applicant.
1 rood 32 perches ,  being allotments .12 and 13 of section
23, parish and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
1 acre 2 roods 32 perches, being allotment 56, parish
of Ipswich, near Ipswich, county of Stanley
32 perches ,  being allotment 14 of section 4, parish and
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
1 rood 281 perches ,  being allotment 2 of section -,
parish of North Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane ,  county of
Stanley
144 perches, being allotment 18 of section 3, parish of
South Brisbane ,  city of Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
9 acres 1 rood 6 perches, being allotments 1, 2, 3, of
section 131, and allotments 3 and 4 of section 114,
parish and town of Maryborough ,  county of March
18 perches ,  being subdivision 2 of allotment 20 of
section 36, parish of North Brisbane , county of
Stanley
37 perches, being subdivisions 8 and 9 of suburban por-
tion 121 ,  parish and town of  North  Brisbane , county
of Stanley
The Australian Mutual
Provident Society
Ditto, by 1 heir attorney,
John M. Thompson
Ditto ... ... ..,
Win. Pettigrew
John Harris, by his attor-
ney, George Harris
Mary  Pendergast... ...
Peter Mangane ...
Daniel Foley Roberts ...
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
12th August, 1875.
12th July, 1875.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , Queensland, 10th June, 1875.
11E follow ing SUMMARIES Of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL
 STATION, SOMERSET, CAPE YORK, during the Months of January, February, and March, 1875, are published
for general information.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
GEORGE THORN, JuaT.,  Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAR EN AT SOMERSET , CAPE YORK, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH, 1875.
LATITUDE,  10° 44' 30" S.; LONGITUDE,  142° 36' 15" E. HEIGHT  OF OBSERVATORY  ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  150 FEET; ON  SEA -OOABT.
EAROMETER COR. TO
32° FAHR.  AND  s FA
LEVEL.
Inches.
Maximum
Mean ...
Minimum
JANUARY.
of c a,
a M cc
Temperature of
Air.
a P.
W M
... ... ... ... ... 29.935 29 '835 29925  91'0 91.0 83.0
FEBRUARY.
maximum ... ... ...
Mean
 ... ... ... ...
Minimum ... ... ...
Maximum
Mean ...
Minimum
MARCH.
... 29.858 '29'76029.836
 84-1  85.5  80-3
... 29.794129.70029-758 75.0 77.0 76-0
29.868 '29.79929.916
 84-0  86.0 81.0
..  29-824.29-7,38'29-806  79.9 80.7 1 78.0
... 129.757j129.612 29'745 75.5  72-5
... .., 129.950 29.85229 .947  86-5 87-0
I 1
... ... 29.881129.766 29.861 j
 82-8  1  83-3
... ... 129-796 29-694129-7s8
`
76-0 76-0
83-0
79.4
75-0
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
m
81.0
78.5
74.5
80.0
77-2
74.0
m w
a a.
m co
82'0 78 '0 1.000 1.000 '970
78.4 76 .6 •745 • •643  802
76'0 1  740 '500 500 '550
80-0 78-0  1.000
77.3
72-5 73.0
I
•650
1.000
•832
•630
1-000
-901
•600
-'r
81-0
78-7
76.0
80.0
77.9
75-0
76-1  •861
80.0
76.1
74.5
•1000. •950 1.000
.799 '748 •818
700 I •500 720
SELF-REGISf R1NG RAINTHERMOMETERS. .
° uMR m OS  ii c a VelocityA F ua I A in miles05 during
x7 x
5 5 a
S
24 hours.
S
1620 1133-0  78.0 04.0 1 81.0  17-5 '750 380
145.9 116 0  742 89.6 77'4
 12-2 084 181.3
108-0 91.0  72.0 8010 74'5 510 '000 81
139-0 108-0 76-0 87'0 770.0 12.5 2.560 586
117-6 96.2 73'7 8i 1
 75-4 9.0 680 352
9210 820 72,0 79.0 72.0 6.0 •000 199
156.0 128.0 78 0 97 81.0 17.0 11-570 660
138.0 1114'0 74'8 873 76.4 11-0 '250  223
198 D 90,0 73.0 81.0 73.0 5.0
1
•000 91
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
9 a.m.
N O NW 7
Wo SW9
80
 SE 10
El NE5
1 N 0 NW 5
W2SW21
SO SE0
EO NE0
Ni NIV4
W 2  SW8
S 1 SE 12
M O N}32
8
 P.M.
NO
WO
$0
E 1
N0NW2
W 0 SW 25
so sEO
E0 NE0
9 p.m.
NW3INO NW21
SW91W2 SW9!
SE 7IS2 SE6
NE 9 II E 2 NE A
NO NWO
W3 811 0
81 8E31
El NEO
NO
WO
so
EO
NW I
SW27
1SE O
NEO
NO NW0
WO SWO
SO  BE 31
EO SE0
10
4.6
JANUARY ... Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 83.3 degrees. Rain fell on 10 day s. Total Rainfall, 2.82 inches. Prevailing Winds, S.E. and S.W.
FEBRUARY ...
 Mean  Shade Temperature of Month, 79.5 degrees. Rain fell on 24 days. Total Rainfall,  16.60 inches . Prevailing Winds, S.W. and W.S.W.
MARCII ...
 Mean Shade
 Temperature of Month, 81.8 degrees. Rain fell on 21 days. Total Rainfall,  6.82 inches . Prevailing Winds, S.E. and S.W.
The recording of Meteorological Observations
 at Cape  York, having
 been resumed  after a lapse of several years, the results will in future be published in the same form as the other Observations taken in the Colony, so that all may be reduced to
a uniform  system.
The Observations are taken by the Resident Magistrate, C. D. H. Aplin, Esquire.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Humidity.
CLOUD.
0-10.
E t~
7a
c. m a>
10 320
4 •210
0 •000
10 10 10 '210
9 9  6-7  •092
5 4 0 '000
1199
NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT, NEW SOUTH WALES.
Registrar-General's Department,
Land Titles Office,
Sydney, 10th April, 1876.
NOTICE UNDER REAL PROPERTY ACT.
A PPLICATIONS having been made to bring the Lands hereunder described under the provisions of
"The Real Property Act,"  Certificates of Indefeasible Title will  issue unless  Caveats be lodged in
Form B of the said Act on or before the date named opposite each case respectively.
Property. Name of Applicants.
No. 3,770. Paddington, near the city of Sydney, 57 acres:
Commencing at the intersection of the Point Piper road and
Piddington street; and bounded on the south-east by said
road bearing south 27 degrees 10 minutes west 720 links;
south 17 degrees 20 minutes west 970 links to a road 50 feet
wide ; on the north-east by that road and a continued line
bearing south 45 degrees east 2,540 links; on the north by a
line bearing  north 89 degrees 2 minutes east 810 links ; on the
west by Cascade street, being lines bearing north 3 degrees 45
minutes east 1,475 links, and north 4 degrees 45 minutes west
705 links, to Paddington street ; and on the south-west by that
street bearing north 60 degrees west 2,356 links, to commencing
point. Also, 1 acre 2 roods : Bounded on the south-east by
the Point Piper road, 280 links ; north-east by Paddington
street, 550 links ; north-west by land of Mrs. Davy, 280 links ;
and south -west by a line bearing north  60 degrees west 525
links. Also , 2 acres 3  ro ods  33 perches : Bounded on the
north-west and north by William street north-easterly 490
links, and easterly 230 links ; south-east, north-east, and
north-west by land of W. Taylor, being lines bearing south-
westerly 305 links, south-easterly 200 links, and north-
easterly 320 links; again north-east by Paddington street, 200
links ;  again  south-east by the  premises  of Messrs. Newell,
King, and Taylor, 610 links ; and on the south-west by
Underwood  street, 612 links.  Also, 1 acre 32 perches :
Bounded on the north-east by Underwood street, 400 links ;
south- east  by a line 300 links ; south-west by the premises of
Messrs . Eaden, Mitchell, Hal1, O'Mara, and Ownen, 400 links ;
and north- west  by premises of Mr. Hendersen, 300 links.
Also, 1 rood 192 perches: Bounded on the south-east by
William street, 220 links ; north by land of T. Broughton, 272
links ; north-west by Union street, 90 links ; and south-west
by land of Mr. Cowlishaw, 240 links. Also, 161, perches :
Bounded on the south-east by Union street, 69 links ; north by
land of T. Broughton, 145 links ; and south-west by Mr.
Cowlishaw's land, 131 links. Also, 3 roods 172 perches :
Bounded on the south by Underwood street, 313 links ; east
by Mr. Cowlishaw's land, 271  links ; north by land of T.
Broughton,  322 links ;  and west by land of Mr. Cowper, 271
links. Also, 1 rood 12 perches : Bounded on the south by
Underwood street, 134  links ; east  by Mr. Johnson's premises,
269 links ; north by land of T. Broughton, 110 links ; and
west by Mr. Challenor' s premises , 269 links. The lands above
described are all parts of 100  acres granted  to Robert Cooper,
James Underwood,  and Francis  Ewen Forbes, and known as
the " Paddington Estate."
Residence.
Dates up to and
inclusive of
which  Caveats
may be lodged.
` 41875.
Sydney 1,2nd July.
1
Diagrams delineating these lands may be inspected  at the  Registrar -General 's Office, in Elizabeth
street,  Sydney,  and at Government Printing Office, Brisbane ,  Queensland.
Dated this 1st day of April 187. n` the  Registrar .General 's Office, Sydney.
E. G. WARD,
Registrar-General.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
William Geo. Penning-
ton, William Henry
Mackenzie the elder,
John Piper Mackenzie,
Robert John King,
Charles Wye Weekes.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS,
Passenger
Pares.
B s. d.
Goods and Lin
Stook.
B
Parcels  and
1iUoellaneoiu. Total.
R.  d. F S. d. £ s. d.
8 4 88 10 0 1,785 10 4I
611 i_ 7s 5 0 1,865 9 8
10 5 0
3 7 79 19 4
Week ending  June 5th, 1875 673 17 0 1,028
Corresponding week last year 540 17 9 1,251
Increase 132 19 3
Decrease 223
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE.
SGUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
.- On and after  14th June ,  1875 ,  the following  Time Table will come  into  operation  until further notice.
135-12-75.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
WATER
MARY.
YILBS.
BRISBANE ,  IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
STATIONS. UP TRAINS.
From From Too-
Brisbane .  woomba.
58
1
27 2}
63 4
44 41
77 6
62 71
43 14
68 18
91 171
74 201
65 231
111 30
140 34
198 40
274 43
574 47
335 51
340 60
465  71
788 81
1530 91
1921 100
10411
1577 107
1577 107
1121
116
1522 124
131
140
1432  142
144
1500 153
156
162
1498 165
1577 107
112
119
1267 128
I 135
149
1122 151
Brisbane •..
Milton ...
Toowong .
Indooroopilly
Oxley Point
Oxley West.,.
Oxley
Goodna .,.
Redbank ...
Moggill Ferry
Bundamba ...
Ipswich ...
Wa lloon ...
Rosewood ...
Western Creek
Grandchester
Victoria Tunnel
Laidley ...
Gatton ...
Helidon ...
Murphy's Creek
6.30 ... 12.5
6.33 12.8
6.37 12.12
6.42 .. 12.17
7.0 *12.38
A A
7.10 ... 12.46
A.Y. A.M. NOON.
.. *7'32 ... 1110
. A ... A
A A
A ... A
(ar
ri
ve 8.0 ... 1 1.38
I depart 8.15 ...
... ...
 8-37
... ...
A ... ...
arrive 9.12
depart 9.17 ... ...
... ... A ...
... 59.54
10.23 ...
arrive 10.58
I depart 11.3 ... ..
f arrive 11.38 ... ...
t depart *11.43
arrive ..Highflelda  •„
••• depart 12.35 ... ...
Toowoomba ...
arrive 123
f depart 1.48 ] 110 ...
Mahoney's Gate
Gowrie Junction ...
A A
P.M.
... ...arrive  2.13
7 Gowrie Junction ... depart  ...  11.25 ...  2.15
121 For Williams '  Camp  ... ... ...  A ... A
l6 Westbrook
 Crossing  ... ... ...  A ... A
24 Cambooya ... ... ... 12.20 ... 3.10
31 Emu Creek
 Siding  ... ... ...  A ... A
40 King 's Creek  ... ... ... ...  1.13 ... 43
42 Clifton . ... 1.23 ... 4.13
44 Simpson 's Siding  ... ... ... ... A ... A
.. ...  2'0 ... 4'5053 Hendon
 (for Al,
56 Deuchar's Crossing ... .. ... A ( ... A
62 Lyndhurst Road  ... ... .. ...  A I ... A
6,2565' Warwick  ... ... ... ...  235
...  Cowrie  Junction ..
nG
depart
e .. ... ...
... Oakey Creek
 *.. ... ...
...  Jondaryan ... ... ... ...
Bowenville  ... ... ...
...  Blaxland 's Siding  ... ... ...
Dalbv ... ... ... ...
2.18
A
2.58
3.26
A
A
4.33
P.Y.
21.50
2.63
2.57
3.2
3.22
A
3-32
53'66
A
A
A
4.24
430
4.52
A
A
5.27
5.32
A
6.9
6,38
57.13
7.28
8.3
8.55
9.43
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
1281
1311
134}
136
138
144,11
146
147;
148
149;
151
152
From
Warwick.
STATIONS.
Dalby
Blaxland 's Siding ...
Bowenville ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Oakey Creek... ...
Gowri e .. ...
Gowrie Juliet on ,..
A.Y.
arrive ...
. Warwick ... ... ...  6-20
3 Lyndhurst Road ... ... A
9 Deochar 's Crossing ... ... A
12 Hendon  (for Allora ) ... ...  6.66
21 Simpson 's Siding
 ... ... ...  A
23 Clifton ...
 7.27
25 King 's C
re
ek ,,, ... ... 7.37
34 Emu Creek Siding
 ... ... ...  A
41 Cambooya
 ... ... ...  8.20
49 Westbrook Crossing
 ... ...  A
52f For Williams' Camp .. A
58 Gow ri e Junction ... arrive 9.15
Gow ri e Junction
65
* Trains  meet here.
MILES.
From
Dalby.
P.Y.
5.20
5.23 3
5.27 16
5-32  24
55.53 33
A 40
6.3 45
6.25 --
A •..
A
653
Mahoney's Gate
Toowoomba
Highfields ...
Murphy' s Creek
He lidon ...
Gatton ...
Laidley
Victo ri a Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
Bundamba ..
Moggill Ferry
Redbank
(;0odna ...
Oxley ... ..
Oxley West ...
Oxley Point
Indoo ro opilly
Toowong
Milton
Brisbane ..•
depart
f,rrive
2 depa rt
arrive
depa rt
arrive
depart
arri ve
1 depa rt
s arrive
depa rt
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 9th June, 1875.
it. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
A.M. A.M.
6.55
A
A
8b
8.32
A
A.Y. P.Y. P.Y.
635
A
A
710
A
7.47
7.57
A
8.50
A
A
... 9.18
... A
9.46
6.35 10.8
7.21 *10.54
511.43
*8.10 11.48
8.45 12.23
*90
 12,30
9.30 1.0
*9.54 1.22
A A
10.29 1.57
10,34  2.2
A A
119 2.43
11.29 3.5
1134 3.23
A A
A A
A A
12.2 •3.56
12.22 4.18
12.33 4.29
*l238 4.34
12.58  4-54
1.3 5'1
1.6 6.4
110 5.8
7.0 4+45
A A
A A
A A
57.32 5.15
7.54 5.37
S.. 5'49
8.10 *5.53
8'30 6.13
8.35 6.18
8.38 6.21
8.42 6.25
9.46
A
10.15
NOTE.-The  Trains will stop  only at those  places  at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take  up passengers ,  who will be charged the fare to the  Station  at which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the  Train  to that at which they propose to alight.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
NORTHE1tN RAILWAY.- On andinto operation until further notice.
TIME TABLE.
after 1st October, 1874, the following Time Table  will come
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rook-
bampton.
6
15
24
30
38
44
Stations
Rockhampton...
Gracomere ...
Stanwell
Rosewood
Westwood S arrive ...depart ...
Goganjo
Rocky Creek ... ...
Up Train,
Mixed.
Miles
from Rocky Stations.
Creek.
Down Train
Mixed.
a.m.
11. 0
11'24
12. 0
A
1 0
1.15
1.47
2.10
Rocky Creek
6 Goganjo
14 Westwood I  arrive ...depart ...
20 Rosewood
29 Stanwell ...
38 Gracemere ... ...
44 Rockhampton... ...
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers  only, who  will be charged the fare to the Station at
which  their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by  giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking , from the  place at which they join the Train to the place
on which they propose to alight.
R
EVENUE and  EXPENDITURE  of the DALBY MUNICIPALITY, for the half-year  ending 31s
December, 1874.
1st July, 1874.  £ a. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... 16 0 8
31st December, 1874.
To Rates ... ... .., ... ... 233 7 10
„ Water carriers'  licenses ...  ... ... 17 12 •0
General carriers' licenses ... 8 10 0
„ Cash for timber  used  in constructing
culverts ... ... ... ... 20 18 2
„ Commonage fees  ... ... ... ... 74 4 0
„ Fine and costs , re John Hay, for furious
riding ... ... ... ... ... 2 3 6
„ Town Inspector, repayment of advance 1 0 0
„ Cash per Scott for removing  carcass  of cow 0 6 0
„ J. S. Jessop, for first cask  of water  to fire 2 0 0
F. Carsten, for ditto ... 2 0 0
„ Rent of  whim, wells, &c., to 1st January,
1875 ... ... ... ... ... 11 10 0
„ Overdraft  at Commercial  Bank ... 11 5 6
Surplus balance ... ... .. . ... 7 0 3
31st December, 1874. £ a. d.
By Town Clerk 's salary  ... 58 2 9
C. W. Ebbs,  assessment... ... 5 0 0
„ Reserve Inspector ... ... ... 64 5 10
Labor ... ... ... ... ... 126 8 6
J. Thorneloe Smith, travelling expenses 6 6 0
Stamps and postages ... ... ... 0 17 0
Kerosine  ... ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Stationery ... ... ... ... 6 15 11
Removing  carcasses  ... .., ... 0 16 0
Water  to fires  ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
Cartage ... ... ... ... ... 4 1 6
Table  lamps, kero sine ... ... ... 2 15 3
Candles and  matches  . ... ...  0 3 0
J. Marks, posts  and rail s  ... ,..  13 1 2
Fees  to Auditors ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
Nails ... ... ... ... ...  2 1  '6
Padlocks ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Cheque book ... ... ... ... 0 8 4
Overcharge on timber refunded to Mr.
W. Wood ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Lamp glasses .. ... ... ... 0 9 9
„ M. Connelly, rails for new dam, and
cartage  ... ... ... ... 7 6 0
„°C. Skelran ,  loam and cartage  ...  5 14 6
Mrs. Helsham, cleaning Town Ha ll  ... 4 10 0
Timber, per J. Gargett ... ... ... 2 5 0
„ Alterations, &c., to whim, per James
Marks .. ... ... ... 50 0 0
Summons,  re  Hay ... ... ... 0 3 6
Printing and advertising... ... ... 4 12 0
„ Landy Bros., rope for whim ... 5 1 6
A. Johnstone, inspecting timber in new
dam ... ... 1 1 0
James Wainman, ditto, ditto ... ... 1 1 0
C. E. Chubb, attorney' s costs . ... 4 8 5
„ Timber account, per Mrs. Morton ... 8 8 0
„ R. D. Adam, waterpipe ... ... ... 1 0 0
Jas. Lavercombe ,  emptying and refill ing
tank ... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Exchange on cheques ... ... ... 0 1 6
„ Interest on overdrafts ...  ... 1 2 0
Balance in hands of Town Clerk ... 4 8 6
£407 17 11 £407 17 11
EDWD. CAMPBELL,
Mayor.
ROBT. DEXTER,
Town Clerk.
We have this day examined the foregoing account, with the books and vouchers connected there-
with, and hereby certify the same to be correct.
Dalby, 21st April, 1875.
383
CHARLES E .  CHUBB,
JOHN W. FLYNN,
P.M.
3. 0
3.24
3.55
4. 0
A
5. 0
5.36
5. 0
I Auditors.
31s.
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UNCLAIMED GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
l House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 82nd clause of  " The
Customs  Act  of  1873."
Date. Ship.
1874.
October 29 Balclutha ,,,
Nov, 16 ...  8n ffolk'
1875.
..
Februa ry  1  Lady  Bowen ,,,
February 20 Lady Young ,,,
Master .  Whence.
Be ll  ... ... Sydney
Byford' .. London
11 11
Cottier  ...  Brisbane
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875.
Consignee.
L. Sampson .,.
W. and M. C.
Thompson
11
... Order ... ...
A. Feez
Marks and
Numbers. Packages.
... 129 boxes ...
i case
Byars  ...  1 package
1 case ...
OCinsquare 1 case ...
25 under
0 over 921 1 hogshead
Contents.
Clay pipe bow ls .
Bamboo stems.
Tobacco in tins.
Chinese tobacco
Ale (ullage).
WILLIAM  THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
FOR ARREARS OF RENT.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 114th clause of  " The
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date . Ship. Master . Whence.
1872.
April 11  ... Balclutha ...  Weir  ... ...  Sydney
July 2  ...
1874
„ Phill ips
,
March 12  ... Southe rn  Belle Carpenter ...  London
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875.
By whom Marks and Packages ContentsWarehoused . Numbers. . .
Wing Wah and Y  over 280 1 case ... 601_n lbs. cigars.
Co.
Hen ry  Reed  ... X  over 286  110  bags ... 1,900  lbs. raw coffee.
W. and M .  C. Z over 336 15 hogsheads 750 gallons ale.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
DISTINGUISHING EARMARK FOR INOCU-
LATED CATTLE.
NOTICE TO CATTLE  OWNaRs AND OTHERS.
`O afford Cattle Owners an opportunit of
placing  a permanent distinguishing mark on
Inoculated  Cattle, it is hereby notified  for general
information , that the mark  known as  the "Crop
Earmark ," formed by cutting off the point square
across the  right or left ear, but  so as  not to remove
more than  one-third of the ear, has been set apart
for the above  purpose.
The above  earmark  has accordingly been with-
drawn  fr om  the list of  distinctive marks  authorised
by section  8 of the  above-named  Act, to be allotted
by Inspectors  of Brands.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector  of Brands.
Brands Office,
Brisbane,  31st  May, 1875.
STATUTES  OF THE COLONY.
N OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, Wi lliam street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto
Thompson
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are  requested, whendescribing brands ,  to mak  a distinction bet een
"Registered" and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May,  1874,
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of the  Brisbane  River, from the
Outer  Beacon, Moreton  Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets ,  imp. Price  2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William  street, Brisbane.
6th November, 1874.
NOTICE.
HE  Scale of  Charges for the insertion of Advertise.
Tments in the  Quemmkasd  Goverxmeai  Gazette  is
to  follows:-
£ S.  d. Advertisements  relating to Insolvent of Intestate
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0 Estates ,  or Letters of Administration ,  6s. 6d.
Half Bound ... ... 3 16 0 each.
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6 Advertisements relating to Impounded Stock, 1
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
-per animal.
All other  Advertisements wi ll  be charged for at the
rate of 3s. for the first  eight lines  (or under),
d 3d f
NOTICE.
an . or  every  additional  line ,  allowing ten
words to each line.
POUNDREEPERS are requested  to thke notice thatall  Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  live  shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order , or cash; otherwise  tlh advertisements
will  be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Advertisers are reminded that No  ADVa8TI85MBNT
WILL  BE  INS6fTLD in the  Gazette  unless accompanied by
a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its insertion
aoeo*ding to the above scale.
By Order,
JAME$ 0. BEAL,
§overnmeat Prints
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
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GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874," together with "Regulations for the
M anagement of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAT,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the  Government  Printing Office,
in  pamphlet  form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874,"  together  with " General Rules in Insol
vency. "  Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
Chief Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1875.
I T is hereby notified that the following  gentlemen
have been appointed Commissioners for taking
Affidavits, &c.
GEORGE JAMES SLY, Esquire, Solicitor, of Sydney
in the Colony of New South Wales, such Commis-
sion being determinable on his ceasing to practise
in Sydney aforesaid ;
WILLIAM EDWARD PARRY O%EDEN,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Charleville, in the Colony o
Queensland, such Commission being determinable
on his ceasing to hold the above office at Charleville
aforesaid; and
FRANCIS F.  POWER, Esquire, Solicitor, of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honor the Chief
Justice of Queensland.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
THE Board  of Education will receive ,  until noon
on MONDAY,  the 7th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan ,  in accordance with Plans
and Specification ,  which may be seen on applica-
tion  to Mr.  F. Mirchinn ,  Jondar yan, or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 5th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School Rouse and Teacher's
Residence at Gatton, in accordance with Plans
and Specification, which maybe seen on application
to Mr. J. Stubbersfield, Gatton, or at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 28th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence in the Parish of Warner, 'South Pine,
in accordance-with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE Board  of Education will receive ,  until noon
on MONDAY,  the 21st instant ,  Tenders for
the erection of a detached  Kitchen and  Bed-room,
at Doughboy Creek School,  in accordance with
Plans and Specification , which  may be seen on
application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A
SITTING of the above Court was held at
11 the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on Friday, the 4th day of June,
A.D. 1875. No business being on the Paper, the
Court was adjourned to MONDAY, the 5th day of
July, A.D. 1875.
By Order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Matter of  John Leguire  Adams, of Cooktown,
an Insolvent.
THE Court  has appointed the last examination of
the Insolvent to take place at Brisbane, on the
twenty-eighth day of June instant,  before the
Police Magistrate.
Dated this ninth day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
385
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY FRIEND.AFURTHER  Dividend is intended to be de-
clared in the matter of  Henry  Friend, of
Gladstone, adjudicated insolvent on the sixth day
of January, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
thirtieth day of June ,  1875 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this eleventh day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
388
J. S. TURNER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of James Howe, late of Moreton Bay,
in the Colony of Queensland, pilot, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expire.tion of fourt en days from th  date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named James Howe, deceased, who died in-
testate, may be granted to Ann Howe, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of June, A.D. 1875.
WALTER HORArIO WILSON,
387
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Ann Howe.
6s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As or  FRIDAY, THE  4TH DAY OF JUNE, A.D. 1875.IT is ordered an irected by the Honorable Sir
JAMES COCKLE, Knight, the Chief Justice of
Queensland, the Honorable ALFRED JAMES PETER
LIITWYCHE, and the Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
Esquires , Judges of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land : That  all moneys  which have been paid into
Court in  any cause  or matter, concerning the dis-
posal  of which an order or direction shall have been
given  either by the Court or a Judge thereof, shall
be kept as heretofore in the Bank of New South
Wales, to the credit of a Trust Account, in the name
of the Registrar of the Supreme Court ; until they
shall be paid out of Court ; and that  all moneys
which may hereafter be paid into Court in any cause
or matter  concerning the disposal of which an order
or direction shall be given either by the Court or a
Judge thereof, shall be paid by the said Registrar
into  the said Bank, to the credit of the said Trust
account.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
IN the matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Peter Kelly, licensed hawker, of Rockhampton,
by the said Peter Kelly. Upon the hearing of this
Petition this day, it is ordered that the said Peter
Kelly be, and he is hereby adjudged, insolvent ; and
that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Peter Kelly, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Principal Registry, Brisbane, on the
twenty-eighth day of June, A. o. 1875, at Ten o'clock
of the forenoon ; and it is further ordered that the
said Peter Kelly shall, on the twenty-sixth day of
June,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate , a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of  the names and residences , so far as known,
of his  creditors , and of  the causes  of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under  the Seal  of the Court, this ninth
day of June, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Heller, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration of the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Robert Heller,
deceased, may be granted to Seigmund Berens, of
the City of  Brisbane , in the said colony, merchant,
the duly constituted attorney of Johanne Christiana
Pankrath Heller, of Schutzberg, in the Kingdom of
Prussia, widow, the mother and only next of kin
of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of June, A.D. 1875.
394
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for the Applicant,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Lucas, late of Moggill, in the
Colony of Queensland, butcher, deceased.
N O'TICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof
in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette ,  application
will be made to this Honorable Court,  in its Eccle-
siastical  Jurisdiction, that Probate of the last Will
and Testament of the above-named deceased may be
granted to Ellen Georgiana Lucas, of Moggill afore-
said, widow of the said deceased, and Thomas Roper,
formerly of Moggill, aforesaid, Executor and Ex-
ecutrix named in and appointed by said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this 9th day of June, A.D. 1875.
ROBERTS AND DALY,
Proctors for Executor and Executrix,
384
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
As required by the Fifty-third Section of  " The
. Mercantile Act of  1867."
STYLE of the Partnership.-" Stoward andanother."
Names of the Partners.-Henry Cox Corfield,
of Woongool, in the Parish of Tinana, in the
County of March, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Justice of the Peace-Special Partner ;
Henry Stoward, of Maryborough, in the Colony
aforesaid, Esquire, Justice of the Peace-General
Partner.
Capital contributed by Special Partner.-£1,000
(one thousand pounds sterling).
Capital contributed by General Partner.-£500
(five hundred pounds sterling).
General nature of  Business .-Butchering and
other Business, except that of Banking and
Insurance.
Principal Place of  Business .-Kent street, Mary-
borough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership.-The Twentieth
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-five.
Termination of Partnership -The Twentieth day
of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
eight.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certificate
is true and correct.
H. C. CORFIELD,
HENRY STOWARD.
Acknowledged by the above-named persons before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough, this
twentieth day of May, A.D. 1875.
JOHN GRAHAM, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds, at Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
1875, at thirty-five minutes past Eleven, from Tom
Else, of Brisbane, a true copy of the within
Certificate, verified by William Barns, of Mary-
borough, and numbered 5, Book 1 (31 Vic. No. 36,
Sec. 57).
386
SETH L. PETERSON,
Deputy Registrar -General.
]Is.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following ainounts
1875. £ s. d.
June 5.--J. Fisher ... ... ... 1 0 0
5.-T. Black 0 1 0
8.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 1 0
9.-White and Stephens ... ... 0 0 8
9.-Municipal Council, Dalby ... ... 1 11 0
9.- J. G. Mackay ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 9.-W. S. Roberts ... ... ... 0 19 6
„ 9.-W. Crawford ... ... ... 4 6 3
10.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
11.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
11.-T. N.  Rose .. . .. ... ... 0 7 0
11.-Hunt and Groon. ... ... ... 1 7 3
„ 11.-H. Lloyd 0 2 0
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Empounbingo.
gW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
q f Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Sherwood, on the
14th May, 1875, by order of Wm. Kelman, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One red steer, W2B (registered brand) near ribs, slit
near ear, piece off top off ear.
One strawberry steer,  W2B (registered  brand) near
ribs, slit near ear, piece off top off ear.
One white cow, MD conjoined near rump, (nN5 (regis-
tered brand) off rump, piece out of top near ear.;
One strawberry-roan cow, MD conjoined near rump,
GN5 off rump, piece out of top near ear; roan bull
calf at foot.
One roan cow, MID near ribs, (#25 off rump, piece out
of top near ear.
One roan heifer, aN5 (registered brand) off rump.
One light-roan cow, (I N5 off rump, MD conjoined near
rump, piece out of top near ear.
One light-roan steer, G-N5 off rump.
One liver, red, and white steer, GN5 off rump.
One red and white cow, CF near shoulder, CF near
rump, 9 near thigh, AT7 (registered brand) off
loin, piece out of top near car; red and white
heifer calf at foot unbranded.
One red and white heifer, 1CF over AT7 (registered
brands) near ribs, two slits off car.
One yellow cow, white back, 1CF over AT7 (regis-
tered brands) near ribs, two slits off ear ; red
heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One red and white steer, 1CF over AT7 (registered
brands) near ribs, two slits off ear.
One white steer, AM over AT7 off ribs, 70 off shoulder,
like A off rump, piece off lower part off ear.
One red and white bullock, AT near ribs, M near rump,
piece out of top near ear.
One light-roau cow, 11I near shoulder, ;M near rump,
AT7 off loin, piece out of top near ear.
One red and white spotted heifer, no visible brands.
One red and white spotted heifer, no visible brands.
One white heifer, red ears, no visible brands.
One strawberry bull, no visible brands.
If not  released on  or befere the 15th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
380
J. FISHER,  Poundkeeper.
19s.
I
MPOUNDED3  at Gayndah,  from Bandon, on the
27th May,  1875,  by order of  J. J. Cadell,  Esquire.
Driving, 3s.
One dark -iron grey, JH near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 6th July, 1875,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.
379 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma  (wrongly described in former
advertisment).
One Chesnut  mare, star, strip face, near hind  foot white,
like MS7 (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay colt, like M3J (registered brand) near thigh.
If not released  on or  before the 6th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
381
F. G. MACKAY,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed lands
of Messrs. Shanahan and Jennings, Westbrook, on
7th June, 1875. Damages and driving, 4s. 6d. per
head.
One black mare, SM near shoulder.
One Chesnut mare, HF near shoulder, off hind fetlock
white, star.
If not released on or before the 6th  July,  1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
392 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, fromMerivale, on th  25th
May, 1875, by order of J. C. Smythe, Esquire.
Driving, 15s.
One roan mare, blaze, like c- over r near shoulder.
If not released on or before 6th July, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPIIAM, Poundkeeper.
382 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om Clifton, on 28th May,
1875, by order of W. B. Tooth, Esquire.  Damages,
2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s.
One bay mare, XX or AA near shoulder, star.
One bay colt, like WH conjoined near shoulder.
If not released on or before 25th June, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
Also, from same place, on 4th June. Driving, 2s.
One dark-chesnut horse, W sideways over M near
shoulder, fore feet shod, saddle-marked, star.
One bay horse, F over WJ near shoulder, WJ near hip,
saddle-marked, star.
One bay entire colt, no visible brand.
One black horse, .. over B over 2 over W2 near
shoulder, B off shoulder, blotch like heart 5 heart
off shoulder, fistula.
Also, from same place, on 4th June. Driving, Is.
One white cow, MD conjoined over K near ribs, K near
thigh,  K near cheek, piece out of near ear.
One  ref and white calf, no visible brand.
If not released on or before 6th July, 1873, will be
sold to defray expenses.
Jh tIES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
389 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from a'paddoek in Lime-
stone street. Damages, 2s. 6d.
One spotted yearling bull, no legible brand.
If not  released  on or before the 25th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Also, from Redbank  Plains . Driving, Is. 2d.-,
damages. 2s. 6d.
One brown mare, like M over M over JS  over JS near
shoulder, like J near rump.
If not released on or before the 6th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Middle Cr ek,
Rosenthal, on 4th June, 1875, by order of Mr.
Michael Bezold,  for trespass.  Driving expenses, 3s. per
head.
One brown mare, AST near shoulder, star, three white
feet ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, AST near shoulder, bald face, off fore
and near hind foot white ; foal at foot.
One chesnut mare, W off shoulder,  -  in circle off thigh,
like diamond diamond 5 near thigh, like diamond
diamond 5 near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One brown mare, BB near saddle, like B near shoulder,
star, three feet white.
One bay horse, K in circle  near  shoulder,  over M near
thigh, blotched brand under like td off shoulder,
star and snip, both hind feet white.
One black mare, like ei over 5 and two diamonds near
shoulder, blotched brand off  shoulder, off  hind
foot white.
One grey horse, aged, blotched brand off shoulder, like
C and blotched brand near shoulder, like D near
neck.
If not released on or before 6th July, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
T. N. ROSE,  Poundkeeper.
390 7s.
Printed and Published by Jdass  C. Beet ,  Government  Printer,
William street , Brisbane ,  12th June, 1875.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1875.
]r IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
1 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN NEIL
to be a Trustee of the Goodna General Cemetery,
in the room of Mr .  James Brown ,  resigned.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th  June, 1875.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ADAM MOFFATT
to be a Government Agent to accompany ships
employed in carrying Polynesian laborers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland ,  under the
provisions of  "The Polynesian  Laborers Act of
1865."
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN HARDGRAVE
to be a Member of the Board of Waterworks.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES EDGAR ADAMS
to be Junior Clerk in the Legislative Assembly
Office ; such appointment to have effect from 1st
[No. 71.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall  be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-second
day of July, 1875, at the Warwick Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-I
Lion.
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A.  R.
157 Cornelius Brosnan 640 0 0 I Warwick.
177 Ditto ...1 550 0 0 1 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
May last.
A. MACALISTER.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
QUEENSLAND,
I WILLIAMTO WIT. )  W
by His Excellency
ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. (L.s) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover- W. W. ('ArPNS, and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-
first  section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim  that the lease of the following Selection of
land, under  the said Act, is declared forfeited.
Registrr
Land Agent'sNo. of i
Applies Name  of Lessee . Area. District.
tion.
I-
*480A John Horsepool
A. R. P.
45 0 0
I
Maryborough
*  Selection  No. 3, held under  "Immiiraiion Act."
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after 1UL+SDAY, the twentieth day
of July, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
No. o
Por- Parish.
tion.
No. of
Applica- Late Lessee.
tion.
Area.
Land
A gent's
District.
226 Mutdapilly
I
186 M.O'Prien...
A. R, P.
658 0 0 Ipswich.
10 Tiaro ... 141 T. Thomas ... 145 0 0 Gympie,
147 L J. A. Poing-' 228 0 0 ditto.
10
desire
156 C.: heiDptlug 215 0 0 ditto.
176 S. L. Smith.. 160 0 0 ditto.
225 H. Smith 80 0 0 ditto.
246 C. Galloway
268 G. Thrower
80 0 0 ditto.
80 0 0 ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Governor .  Commander -in-Chief of  the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
{ N pursuance of clause forty -one of  "The Crown
{ Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portion of ]and hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty-ninth
day of June ,  1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
No. of No. of L t LandI'or- Parish. Applies- a eL Area. Agent'stion. tion. ossee. District.
27 Bunda- 288
A. R. P.
J C. Thomp. 1,000 0 0 Bunda-
berg son I berg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sevtnty-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover.
W. W. CAILNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
j Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire , the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do , by this my
Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tions shall continue to form part of the homestead
areas  within which they  are respectively situated,
and shall be open to selection as Homesteads and
not otherwise ,  subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after  TUESDAY,  the 29th day of
June,  1875,  at the several Land Offices named.
r
d oy00,
Parish. District. Homestead Late Lessee Area
zm
,
Area. .
Felton .. 896 Toowoom- Felton ... J. G. Bu-
A.
320
Ditto ... 897
ba
ditto
chanan
ditto ... H. Alke .. 320
•722 ti'arwick Ellangowan S.J. Mehan 82
Value of impro%ements, E30.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Go SAVE THE QUEEN ! GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QIIEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.A.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depnedencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Art of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a
Public Road.
Description of a Road, one chain wide, resumed
from selection 1,200, Ipswich District, being
portion 16, parish of 1ugandan. (J. Haygarth.)
From the south-west corner of portion 16, parish
of Dugandan, running north-easterly to its north
boundary ; containing six acres and 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, GOT-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of "  The .Fmestead
Areas Act of  1872,". 1, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 27th day of July, 1875.
Area surrendered by the Lessee. from the lease 'f the
Run " Texas," in the Unsettled District of
Darling Downs.
9 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum. tree marked broad-arrow over X, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line four
miles, thence on the north by a west line four miles
f, rty chains, thence on the west by a south line
two miles fifty chains to the Severn River, and
thence on the south by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of a pre-emptive purchase of one hundred and sixty
acres, and a proposed pre-emptive purchase of two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and  Commander -in-Chief of
Governcr.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
Areas Act  of 1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Bundaberg Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
Description of lands surrendered by the Lessee from
the lease  of "Bingera and Branyan Consolidated
Run," in the Wide Bay and Burnett District.
13 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek  distant
about thirty chains in a direct line above the head
station of Bingera, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing about one hundred and
five degrees one hundred and ninety chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over ET over V in triangle on
the Elliot River ; thence on the east by the Elliot
River, being the eastern boundary of the run, to its
head at its intersection with the track from Eureka
to Bingera ; thence south-westerly by that track
about two hundred and ten chains to a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over IX; thence
by a line west about twenty chains to a dense
scrub; thence by that scrub in a northerly direc.
tion about four hundred chains to the River
Burnett ; and thence by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation by His  Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive C,uncil, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be  and are  hereby set
apart respectively as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that  the said lands
shall he open to Selection  as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Goondiwindi Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Area surrendered by the Lessee from the lease of
Carbuckey" or " Callandoon  Run," in the
Unsettled District of Darling Downs.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the south bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River at a point opposite
a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over GB, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line about
1210
three miles fifteen chains to the north bank of the
Macintyre River ; and thence on the south-east
and north-east by the north bank of the said
Macintyre River upwards to the effluence of the
said Callandoon branch ; and by the left bank of
that branch downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Area surrendered  by the Lessee from the lease of
the " Bromfield  Run," in the  Unsettled District
of Darling Downs.
10 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River  at a gum-tree
marked  broad- arrow  over GB, and bounded thence
on the east  by a north line two hundred and eighteen
chains to  the Yambocully Creek at a box-tree
marked broad- arrow  over B, said line forming the
western boundary of the Goondiwindah Run ; thence
on the north by the last-named creek downwards
to the  junction  of Piggy Piggy Creek, and by Piggy
Piggy Creek upwards to a point about three miles
and five chains in a straight line westerly from
the last-named  tree marked broad-arrow over B ;
thence on the west by a south line about three
miles and  forty chains to the Callandoon branch of
the Macintyre River, the said line being parallel to
and distant  three miles west from the western
boundary of the Goondiwindah Run; and thence
on the south by the right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River upwards to the tree
marked  broad-arrow over GB first-mentioned, the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the undermentioned for-
feited  Runs shall be  open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixth day of July, 1875, at the Maryhorough
Land Office.
Description  of the boundaries of the " Dunmora
Run," in the  Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which  has become  forfeited by  reason
of non-payment of rent.
About 8,881 acres.
Commencing on the main  road from Gayndah to
Maryborough where it crosses the Nix-mile Creek,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north three
hundred and fifteen degrees east four hundred and
seventy-seven chains to Log Bridge Creek ; thence
by the Log Bridge Cieek upwards about two hundred
and fifty chains southerly ; thence by a line bearing
east ten degrees south about three hundred and
eighty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing south
sixty chains to the Maryborough and Gayndali
main road at its junction with the Glenbar road ;
thence by the last-mentioned road southerly to the
Twelve-mile Creek ; thence bythat creek downwards
to the west boundary of the River Reserve ; thence
by the west and north  boundaries  of the River
Reserve northerly and easterly to the Six-mile
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Description of the boundaries of the " Mariana
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay
and Burnett, which has become forfeited by
reason of non payment of rent.
About 38,707 acres.
Commencing on Myrtle Creek at a spot about
37 chains in a direct line above the north -west corner
of portion No. 21, parish of St. Mary ; bounded
thence on the east by  a line bearing about south
seventeen degrees west f'or about 295 chains, and
fbence bearing south forty  degrees  west for about
265 chains ; thence on the north by a line bearing
east for 224 chains to the Mary River at the south-
west corner of portion No. 77, parish of St. Mary ;
thence again on the east by that river upwards for
about 173 chains in a direct line to a spot bearing
east and distant about 20 chains from a tree marked
H ; thence on the south by a line bearing west 696
chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
for about 293 chains to a tree marked B ; thence
again on the north by a  line bearing east for 228
chains ; thence again on the west by a line bearing
north for about 404 chains; thence again on the
north by a line bearing east for 57 chains to a
tree marked H on Myrtle Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards for about  537 chains in a
direct line to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this thirty-first day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Exce ll ency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of clause forty -one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
Run shall be open to Selection ,  under the  provisions
of the said Act, on and  after TUESDAY, the
twenty-ninth day of June ,  1875, at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the "Amamoor" or "Police Creek
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which has  become  forfeited by reason
of non-payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked tree about one and
a-half miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east from Tooth' s station , Widgee Widgee ; from
thence east twelve and  a-half miles  by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both sides; from thence north and west by the
scrub across Amamoor Creek thirteen  miles to a
marked tree, and from thence south five  miles to
the starting point.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1875.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
I T is hereby notified that the undermentioned
Leases under  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of  1868," having been executed by His Excel-
lency the Governor ,  are now lying at the Land
Agents' Offices, to be delivered to the Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion. i
Name of Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
BowEN DISTRICT.
254 Mackenzie, James 2280 0 0
253 Lynam, Mathew 400 0 0
222 Briggs, Robert ,. 628 0 0
251 Welsh, John ... ... 634 0 0
250 Ditt 661 0
224
o
Macmi llan , Archibald 640
0
0 0
Campbell
223 Ditto .. 640 0 0
197 Bradley, Charles George 77 0 0
MACKAY DISTRICT.
394 Atherton, Richard .. 245 0 0
393 Ditto ... .. 640 0 0
358 Kemmis, Arthur ... 640 0 0
357 Paine, John Emanuel... 121 2 0
292 Paget, John Gray .. 315 0 0
232 Kean, Ruben .. 480 0 0
201 McCready, Hugh ... 290 2 0
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
22 Joss, William .. 100 0 0
21 Christian, Mark Millett 80 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... 320 0 0
GLADSTONE  DISTRICT.
127 Drinan, Patrick .. 5090 0 0
7 Peter, J., Macleay Geo., 80 0 0
Onslow, A. W., and
Onslow, W. C.
WARWICK  DISTRICT.
969 Hall, William ... .. 80 0 0
940 Grieve, William .. 531 0 0
870 Hamner, Thomas .. 423 0 0
867 McConville, James .. 640 0 0
858 Campbell, James .. 649 0 0
855 Hall, William ... ., 203 0 0
854 Hall, George .. 194 0 0
849 Connolly, Patrick .. 364 0 0
848w Gillespie, Leonard .. 355 0 0
845 Aberthnot,  James .. 100 0 0
844 Aherns, August .. 300 0 0
841 Evans, Andrew ,. 100 0 0
840 Hall, Amos ... .. 100 0 0
839 Grayson, Allen... ... 100 0 0
834 Allen, Henry ... ... 80 0 0
807 Butler, James ... ... 160 0 0
803 Butler, David ... ... 200 0 0
802 McAra, James ... ... 58 0 0
776 Allen, Henry ... ... 117 0 0
767 Bradburn, William ... 160 0 0
766 Palmer, William Laver 640 0 0
761 Grieve, William ... 122 0 0
760 McIntosh, James ... 438 0 0
758 Affleck, John .. 313 0 0
748 Johnson, John, junr. ... 1 630
Affi k
0 0
ec , John ...757 ... 320 0 0
741 Burgess, George ... 233 0 0
692 Keim, Michael... ... 320 0 0
688 Hoffman,  George ...  100 0 0
687 Schoch, Christian ... 200 0 0
678 Wilson, Robert Shaw ... 878 0 0
675 Stevens, Thomas ... 1575 0 0
673 Jensen, Niels ... ... 120 0 0
672 Patterson, Andrew ... 873 0 0
671 Feetzel, Carl ... 1566 0 0
670 Gordon, Samuel ... 87 1 0
668 Hoffmon , Jacob ... 100 0 0
667 McIntosh ,  James .. . 320 0 0
665 Reader , W illiam .,, 211 0 0
662 Mitche ll , Henry ,,, 248 0 0
659 Affieck, Peter ,,, ... 906 0 0
651 Muir, Wil liam ... ... 244 0 0
638 Grieve , William
...  6406 0 0
595 Green, Charles Henry.,. 1440 0 0
594 Green , Charles Henry... 492 0 0
593 Green , Charles Henry.., 628 0 0
384 Abbrrthnot ,  James ...  100 0 0
4959
4960
4961
4962
4963
4964
4965
4966
4967
4968
4969
4970
4971
4972
4973
4974
4975
4976
4977
4978
4979
4980
4981
4982
4983
4984
4985
4986
4987
4988
4989
4990
4991
4992
4993
4994
4995
4996
4997
4998
4999
5000
5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
5010
5011
5012
5013
5014
5015
5016
5017
5018
5019
5020
5021
5022
5023
5024
5025
LEASES LYING}  FOR  DELIVERY- continued.
i I
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
737
765
763
757
735
734
730
728
719
718
717
716
710
704
599
598
592
521
Name of Lessee.
MARYEOROUGH
Area.
i A. R. P.
DISTRICT.
Stringer, Chas. Augustus 125 0 0
Beier, August .. ... 78 0 0
Kinbacher, Niklaus 80 0 0
Petersen, Jorgen Christ. 126 3 0
Petersen, Hinrich ,., 60 3 0
Steley, Abel ... ... 135 0 0
Ross, John ... ... 135 2 0
Illidge, J. Mason, senr. 377 0 0
Bartholomew, James ... ' 80 0 0
Wilson, Andrew Heron 124 0 0
Bart, Robert .. 80 0 0
White, David Philip .. 312 0 0
Cunningham, James .. 250 0 0
Neubauer, Carl... .. 71 0 0
Wales, Alfred 77 0 0
White, David Philip ... 317 0 0
White, David Philip 150 0 0
Corser, Edward ... 59 1 12
No of
Lease.
5026
5027
5028
5029
5030
6031
5032
6033
5034
5035
5036
6037
5038
5039
5040
6041
6042
5043
ROMA DISTRICT.
77 KOrner, Charles 239 0 0 15044
64 Robertson, John ... 103 0 0 5045
GOONDIWINDI  DISTRICT.
2 Holmes, Richard ... 640 0 0 5046
CLERMONT DISTRICT.
110 Moat, Crofton... ... 194 0 0 6047
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
114 Waller, Edwin Shepherd 107 0 0 5048
71 Cassady, Patrick ... 425 0 0 5049
70 Cassady, James ... 1282 0 0 6050
67 Arnot, John Thomson 600 0 0 6051
54 MacKenzie, Isabella J. 936 0 0 5052
43 Boyle, William Henry... 414 0 0 5053
39 Gardiner, Francis Cashel 1420 0 0 6054
38 Cudmore, Daniel Heny 1045 0 0 5055
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
689
660
659
464
408
188
2337
2334
2330
2272
2246
2243
2080
2079
2064
2056
2046
2040
2013
1982
1979
1879
1815
1590
McKavanagh, Patrick...
Hervy, Cecil Richard ..,
Witty, William Knight
Jordan, Henry ...
Pearson, Charles ,,,
Christie, Robert .,,
120 0 0
310 0 0
230 0 0
260 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
BRIE BANK DISTRICT.
Copson, Thomas ,. 126 0 0
Schroder, Paul .. 62 0 0
Barnes, Eli ... .. 120 0 0
Hall, David 40 0 0
McDonald, C. Livingstone 166 2 0
Stuart, William Henry 899 1 12
MacGavin, Robert .., 320 0 0
Wilson, Ben. Gilmore... 814 0 0
Bright, Charles Duncan 315 0 0
Pointon, William ... 128 0 0
Cross, James ... 80 0 0
Halkett, D. Henderson 366 0 0
Stewart, William ... 417 0 0
Harris, John William... 630 0 0
Bergin, John Delany ... 430 0 0
Dunn, Jeremiah .., 211 0 0
Collins, John ... 1700 0 0
MacDonnell, Randall ... 1 958 0 0
IPSWICR  DISTRICT.
5056
6057
5058
5060
6061
5062
5063
5064
5065
5066
5067
5068
6069
6070
6071
6072
5073
6074
5075
6076
5077
6078
5079
5080
2965 I Forbes, Geo., and Ruff, 600 0 0 5081
Alex.
2964 McGrory, Robert ,.  196 0 0 5082
2845 Rosentreter, Johan .. 80 0 0 5083
2620 Mason, George ..  251 0 0 5084
2619 Mason, George .. 801 0 0 5085
2584 Abbott, John ... 650 0 0 6086
2447 McDonald, Campbell T. 1100 0 0 , 5087
2333 Turner, Wm., and Ran-  226 0 0 5088
kin. John, Executors
of Jessie McDonald
2332 Ditto ... .. 330 0 0 5089
2311 Thorn, George ... ... 80 1 0 5090
2312 Bell, J. P., and J. A.... 640 0 0 5091
2162 Graham,Wm.,Williams, 625 0 0 5992
C., Turner, J. S.,
Trustees  of W. Kent
and E . Wienholt
2161 Ditto 800 0 0 6093
2160 Ditto ... ... 1130  10 00  6094
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LEASES LYING FOB DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
App lica-
tion,
Name of  Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
No of
Lease.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT - continued.
1996 Connellan, Lucius ... 400 0 0 5095
1894 Ord, David, junr. ... 1220 0 0 5096
1307 Watson, Samuel ... 150 0 0 5097
1153 Jost, John Philipp 1156 0 0 5098
3037 Campbell, Alex., and 354 0 0 5099
Hay, John
775 Brennan, Eugene 117 0 0 5100
3032 Birch, Isabella ... 87 2 0 5101
3024 Somerville, James ... 183 0 0 5102
30[3 Engels , August 121 0 0 5103
3008 Wood, Henry Conwe ll  830 0 0 5104
2991  Varley, Richard ,. 140 0 0 5105
2981 Randall, Edwin 549 0 0 5106
2980 Ditto ... .. 610 0 0 5107
2977 Hines, Edwin ... 90 0 0 5108
2967 Forbes, G. E. and Raff, 860 0 0 5109
Alex.
2966  Ditto ... .. 1189 0 0 5110
3191 Handley, John ... 1280 0 0 5111
3187 Lord, Frederick .. 648 0 0 5112
3049 Rieck, Adolph ... .. 98 0 0 5113
3041 Bell, Joshua Peter 173 0 0 5114
3039 Campbell, Alex., and 1748 0 0 5115
Hay, John
3038 Ditto ... ... 440 0 0 5116
1030
1026
1001
999
995
992
972
962
954
797
694
790
305
364
357
350
346
345
339
338
337
331
318
315
308
280
261
195
310
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
Pechey, Edward Wilmot
Tansey, Michael ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Munro, Archibald ...
Dempsey, Mathew ...
Reilly, Anthony Albert
Janson , Christian ...
Bradley, Mathew ...
Bidgood, Alfred ..,
Baldock, M. B., Gore,
W. F., and Osmond,
de Lancey Priaulz
Campbell, Alexander ...
McClelland, John ...
972 0 11
160 0 0
240 0 0
142 2 0
640 0 0
308 0 0
63 0 0
720 0 0
80 0 0
140 0 0
2560 0 0
5117
5118
5119
5120
5121
5122
6123
5124
5125
5126
300 0 0
5127
5128
900 0 0 5128A
5129
5130
5131
5132
5133
5134
5135
5136
5137
5138
5139
5140
5141
5142
5143
614
308
513
506
463
493
492
392
402
386
381
375
344
333
304
280
276
260;
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
Jensen ,  Niels Cristian ... 69 3 0
Mullett, Edward ... 324 0 0
Boisen , Niels Peter ... 200 0 0
Holt, William Harvey 1563 0 0
Smith, John 223 0 0
Xnight, Robert ... I • 294 0 0
Wynl er, Henry Philip 630 0 0
Barton , Augustus Purling 630 0 0
Drynan, James 1385 0 0
Johnston, David Fredk. 700 0 0
Barton,  Augustus P. ... 4360 0 0
Hesse, Carl  ... 330 0 0
Chappelow, Ralph ... 320 0 0
Wright, Samuel 80 0 0
Knox , Edward, and 1070 0 0
Stephen, Consett
Walsh, William Henry 1500 0 0
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
Cotham, Laurence ...
McMullan, John ...
Cotham, Laurence ...
Corley, Thomas,  senr....
Smoldon, Daniel ...
Bonny, Ernest  Arthur...
Peirce, George ...
Chippindall, W. Tatlock
Fitzgerald, John ...
Mathewson, Peter ...
Byrne, George ... ...
Hendry, Daniel ...
Clancy, James ... ...
Appleby, Thomas .,.
Broadbent, John ...
Fullerton, James ...
Maltman, Jnhn ..
Robt. Alex.
264 0 28
300 2 0
97 0 27
86 0 0
180 0 0
95 0 0
154 0 0
317 0 0
152 0 0
96 0 0
77 0 0
80 0 0
400 0 0
264 0 0
154 0 0
207 0 0
77 0 0
96 0 0
5144
5145
5146
5147
5148
5149
5150
5151
5152
5153
5154
5155
5156
5157
5158
5159
5160
5161
5162
LEASES LYING FOR  DELIVERY-continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of  Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
265
260
244
215
205
184
121
510
490
485
467
455
454
453
442
426
405
403
401
297
248
378
482
480
418
A. R. P.I
GYMPIE  DISTRICT - continued.
Mullaly, Thomas  438 0 0 5163
Broadbent, John 352 0 0 5164
Knight, George ... 154 0 0 5165
Callaghan, Henry 194 0 0 5166
Cunningham, David ... 60 0 0 5167
Staley, John ... .. 87 0 0 5168
Corley, Thomas,  senr .... 86 0 0 5169
Drain, Chas. S. Aitkin 77 0 0 5170
Farrelly, John... ... 110 0 0 5171
Lipsett, James .. ... 144 0 0 6172
Moffatt, Thos. Helenus 123 0 0 5173
Burke, Thomas ... 110 0 0 5174
Ditto ... .. 110 0 0 5175
Thoreson, Nils ... 85 0 0 5176
Atherton, J. Townsend 244 0 0 5177
Wilkin,  Albert  Henry... 650 0 0 5178
Thrower, George ... 96 0 0 5179
Ogden, James .. .. 195 0 0 5180
Ingham, Nicholas ... 118 3 0 5181
Callaghan, Henry ... 77 0 0 5182
Mant, G., and Littleton, 496 0 0 5183
H. S.
Skyring, Zacharich .. 154 0 0 5184
McConnell, John ... 239 0 0 6185
Ditto 533 0 0 5186
Atherton, J. Townsend 1114 0 0 5187
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
McGavin, J. A. Skelly 108 0 0
Bartholomew, J. Thos. 156 2 0
Stapp, Henry Turney 54 0 0
Duncan, Robert .. 120 0 23
Anderson, Alexander ,,. 200 0 0
McKenzie, John 120 2 0
Murray, John ... . 456 0 25
Martin, John ... 190 0 0
Ditto 616 0 0
Dwyer, William 289 3 0
McEvoy, Patrick .. 345 0 0
Ditto  ...  408 0 0
Mahony, Jeremiah 195 0 0
Campion, James ., 640 0 0
Dwyer, William ... 160 0 0
Glasgow, John ... 960 0 0
Seery, James ... 462 0 0
Antonini, Michael ... 265 0 0
McDonald, Duncan ... 215 0 0
Mylrea, John .. ... 600 0 0
Risien, Henry Walters 1130 0 0
Flynn, Patrick.., ... 360 0 0
Ditto ... 360 0 0
Arrowsmith, John ... 1280 0 0
McEvoy, George ... 993 0 0
Ditto ... 1201 0 0
Mahony, Jeremiah ... 360 0 0
Ballinger, Michael ... 372 0 0
Muhy, John Harding... 676 0 0
Risien, Henry Walters 434 0 0
Flowers, William Henry 640 0 0
Luch, Edward Charles 640 0 0
Rogers, James ... ... 636 0 0
Bates, Edward... ... 328 2 0
McCartney, Adam ... 632 0 0
Palfrey, Emanuel ... 80 0 0
Molloy, Joseph ... 744 0 0
Jones, Stephen James... 100 0 0
Hearnev, James ... 264 0 0
York, John ... ... 50 0 0
Gordon, John .., 143 0 0
Uther, W. T., and H. A. 40 0 0
5188
5189
6190
5191
5192
5193
5194
5195
6196
5197
5198
5199
5200
5201
5202
5203
5204
6205
5206
5207
5208
6209
5210
5211
5212
5213
5214
5215
5216
5217
5218
5219
5220
5221
5222
5223
5224
5225
5226
6227
5228
6229
DALBY  DISTRICT.
303 1 Vickery,  Ebenezer  ... 1 1930  0 0  1  5230
58
TOWNSYILLE DISTRICT.
Towns, Stuart, King,
and K nox, Execu-
tors of the late R.
Towns
232 0 0I 5231
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
W `' Y
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 "The Crown Lands Alienation Art  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for School purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, parish, of Darlington.
2 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at a point
bearing 339  degrees 30  minutes one  chain and
eighty-nine links from its intersection by the
southern boundary of portion 18, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west five
chains  and forty links ; on the west by a line
bearing  south three chains and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing east six chains and ninety-
eight  links;  and on the north-east by the said road
bearing
,332
degrees 30 minutes one chain eighty-five
links and 339  degrees 30  minutes one  chain and
eighty- nine links  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th  June, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water supply.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY
County of Stanley, pariskc of Redcli'e.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north ten chains
and thence  east  one chain from the south-east
corner of  portion 510, and bounded thence on the
west  by a road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains; on  the south by another road one chain
wide bearing  east  ten chains ; on the east by another
road one chain wide bearing north twenty chains ;
and on the north by another road one chain wide
bearing west ten chains and five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
TOWN RESERVE OF GYMPIE.
71HE following amended description of the boun-
daries of the above Town Reserve, proclaimed
under  "Tube Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
is substituted for that contained in the Proclamation
dated the 14th May last, and published in page
1060 of this year' s  Government  Gazette.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Description of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Gympie, county of March.
Commencing on the right hank of the Mary
River, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
road forming part of' the north-east boundary of
Goldfield Homestead Selection 42 bearing three
hundred and twenty-five degrees about eleven
chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing fifty-
five degrees seventy-four chains to the north corner
of section twenty-five ; on the north-east by a line
bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees for!y-
two and a-half chains to a point on the north-east
boundary of section 28 ; again on the north-west by
a line bearing fifty-five degrees about fifty-four and
three-quarter chains to the original north-east
boundary of the town; again on the north-east by
a line  being part of said original boundary of the
town bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees to
the north- east  boundary of the cemetery reserve ;
thence by part of the north-east and south-east
boundaries of that reserve south-easterly and south-
westerly ; thence by continuation of aforesaid
original boundary of the town bearing one hundred
and forty-five degrees to Deep Creek ; thence by
Deep Creek downwards to the bridge at the Bris-
bane road ; thence by that road south-easterly to
the Imb il  road about forty-seven a d three-quarter
chains; thence by the Imbil road south-easterly
about twelve chains ; thence by a line bearing two
hundred and twenty-five degrees about twenty one
chains to the junction of a gully with the Mary
River, and on the remainder of the south-west by
the Mary River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
WITHDRAWAL OF LANDS FROM
SELECTION.
I IIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice/ of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the land hereunder described is with-
drawn from selection,  in pursuance  of section 41 of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868."
WILLIAM FRYAR.
On Cawarral Run, Settled District of Port Curtis.
The land to the north  of the  northern boundary
of Yeppoon  Reserve, bounded on the west by selec-
tion No. 461 ;  on the north by a line east to the
coast; and on the east by the sea-coast to the
north boundary of the reserve.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th June, 1875.
" CIIOWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS  OF COMMISSIONERS.
IT is hereby notified for public  information, thatthe Commissioners  of Crown Lands  under  "Ike
Crown Lands  Alienation  let of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in  pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the  under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
DARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A t the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondivrindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month. '
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WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF  ]KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF Buanx.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in July, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
daSpecial sittings , when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
1
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora.
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR SHOW GROUNDS FOR USE OF THE
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND GRAZIERS ' AND FAR-
MERS '  SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, parish of Gracemere, portion
No.  262.
45 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on a road four chains wide at a
point bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
fifty minutes and distant four chains from the east
corner of section 4, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Port Curtis Road bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees fifty minutes
fifteen chains and ten  links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing  two hundred and twenty- five degrees
fifty minutes thirty-eight chains ninety-three links;
on the west by the road first aforesaid bearing four
degrees fifty-eight minutes twenty-three chains
seven links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing forty-five degrees fifty minutes twenty-
one chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND.
County of Stanley, parish of Whiteside.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 20th June,
1874.)
46 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of a road one
chain wide intersecting the west boundary of por-
tion  52,  and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing north twenty chains ; on the north
portion  82 bearing  west twenty-five chains ; on
Z west by portion 83 bearing south thirteen
chains and ninety links ; on the south by the
aforesaid road bearing one hundred and twenty-
three degrees four chains, one hundred and forty-
one degrees four chains and twenty-five links, one
hundred and thirteen degrees two chains, sixty-
seven degrees three chains and fifty  links, one
hundred degrees thirty minutes seven chains,
eighty-three degrees three  chains  and five links,
ninety degrees two chains, and ninety-three degrees
two chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  foi thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Merivale, parish of Leslie.
8 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the diversion
n Glengallan Creek at its intersection by the south-
sest side of a road one chain wide at a point bear-
ng three hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven
minutes about ninety links from the north corner
of selection 400, Warwick district ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing three
hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven minutes
three chains, and three hundred and nine degrees
twenty-four  minutes nine  chains and fifty-five links ;
on the west by lines bearing one hundred and
seventy-eight degrees thirty minutes fifteen chains
and seven links and one hundred and forty-seven
degrees fifty minutes three chains and sixty links
to the diversion of Glengallan Creek ; and on the
south-east by that diversion upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT COOETOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
15 acres.
Commencing at the south side of Boundary street
at a point twenty -seven chains  and forty links from
its intersection by the east side of Charlotte  street ;
and bounded thence on the north by Boundary
street, bearing two hundred and seventy-nine de-
grees ten minutes ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing one hundred and eighty-nine degrees ten
minutes fifteen chains ; on the south by a line
bearing ninety-nine degrees ten minutes ten chains n
on the east by a line bearing nine degrees te-
minutes  fifteen chains to the point of  commence
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  directs it to be
notified, that the Reserve for Botanic Gardens at
Maryborough ,  the description whereof appears in
page 52 1 of the  Government Gazette  of 1871, and
the two  Wharf  Reserves thereat, the dt scriptions of
which appear in the  Government Gazette  of 1873,
page 1939 ,  and of 1874 ,  page 572, respectively, have
been placed under the control of the present
Municipal Council of that town.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
j T is hereby notified for general information, tha
i application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alinnation Act  of 1868," has been
made for closing of the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
No.
1
i north of or above the tree marked XI over broad-
I by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the rightbank of the creek ; is bounded on the north by an
east line six miles ; thence on the east by a south
line ten miles ; thence on the south by a west line
eleven miles, crossing the Mungullala Creek ;
thence on the west by a north line about seven
miles and a-half to the south boundary of Hoogar-
bunna Run; thence on the north by that boundary
line east six miles to the box- tree  marked 1 a
Holojerring Pool in the Mungullala Creek, and
crossing the creek to another  similar marked tree
on the left bank, and thence by the left bank of
that creek upwards about two miles and a-half to
the point of  commencement.
Name of Run-Hoogarbunna-
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-75 square miles.
This  run is situated  on the right bank of the
Mungullala Creek, adjoining the south boundary of
Scalby Run, and commencing  at a gum-tree
marked 8 over broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner
Austin, on the right bank of the  said creek,
originally marked AJ ; is bounded on the north by
a west line two miles; thence on the west by a
south line about fifteen miles ; thence on the south
by an east line about ten (10)  miles  to the  Mungu llala
Creek at a tree marked 1 at Holojerring Pool,
recorded by Mr. Commissioner Austin; and thence
by the creek aforesaid  upwards along  the right bank
to the point  of commencement.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD To BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
Caboolture, 1 6 2 0C. tuwin  I  Reserved road through
portion 33
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
TIIE Lessees of theunder •meutionedRuns having
made application for the instruments of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the
following descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of "  I he Pastoral Leases Art of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
he 31st August, 1875.
W. FRYAR.
MAEANOA.
-Name of Run-Tomoo No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
Situated on the left bank of the Mungullala
Creek, adjoining the south boundary of Scalby
Run. and commencing at a box-tree marked S over
broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the
left bank of said creek ; is bounded on the north by
a line east ten and a-half miles ; thence on the east
by a line south about twelve and three-quarter
miles ; thence on the south by a line west about
four and a-quarter miles to the Mungullala Creek,
striking three-quarters of a mile above the iron-
bark-tree marked XI over broad-arrow by Mr.
Commissioner Austin, on the left bank; and on the
west  by the left bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Tomoo No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-100 square miles.
This run is situated on both banks of the 31 ungul-
lala Creek, adjoining the south boundary of Tomoo
No. 1 Run on the left, and the south boundary of
Hoogarbunna Run on the right bank of the said
creek, and commencing three-fourths of a mile
NORTH K ENNEDY.
Name of Run-Powlathanga Lake.
Claimants of Lease-The Bank of New South
Wales.
Estimated Area-- 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Balfe's Creek at
the junction of Powlathanga Creek, at apoint about
twenty chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow
over XVIII on the right bank of the  first-named
creek, and where the present road from the Cape
Diggings to Millehester  crosses Powlathanga
Creek; and bounded thence on the south by an
east line five miles ; thence  on the east  by a north
line ten miles, passing thirty chains west  of a tree
marked broad-arrow over X, and forty-five chains
east of a tree marked broad-arrow over XI ; thence
on the north by a west line  five miles ; and thence
on the west by a south  line ten miles  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th June, 1875.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for a Police Paddock.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOB A POLICE PADDOCK ON TALAVERA
RUN.
Maranoa District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Talavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line one mile forty-six chains; thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boun.
dary of the old Surat town reserve  ;  thence on the
north by an east line along part of that boundary
to the north-east boundary of the Talavera Run
and thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along part of the north-east boundary of the last.
named run to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1876.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," have been
made  for the closure of the undermentioned roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 T. Owen ...  Road  separating portion 1
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 244 ... ! Brassall  ...  4 0 0
2 R. Hewlett Road separating portion
236 from portion 504 „ 1 0 32
3*  Works De-
partment  Road separating  portion
242 from portion 243 Flinders ...
4* Road separating portion
53 from portion 54 ...
G+ Part of the  ro ad separat-
6•
7* 11
lag portion  57 from !
2 0 38
1 0 9
portion 58 ... .. 0 0 27
Road separating por-
tions 64,  69, and part
of 58, from  portions 63,
60, and part or 57 ... 2 2 27
Road separating  portion
30 from portion 36 .. Deucbar ... 4 0 25
• These closures are proposed  to be carried out in connection
with new  ro ads to be opened.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Reserve for a Manure Depot, at
Maryborough, a description of which appeared in
page 767 of the  Government Gazette  of 1869, is
cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May,  1875.--
W  V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration fthe period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
reserved for Railway purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley; part of
original  portion No.  163.
(Amended description cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th May, 1875.)
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary of
port ion 153 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by that road
north-easterly four chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly,  parallel  with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly, parallel with the
south-east boundary, four chains to south-western
boundary of portion 153; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty  links to point of commencement,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and description, and such grants respectively, and
every such deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Armes Petersen.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of error.-The  name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant-25th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
Name of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land granted.-Portion  77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area , 42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed  as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links  instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
.Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions, and such grants respectively, and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ;  county of Churchill, parish of  Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty  minutes
north nine chains and ten links on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links ;
and on the east by a line bearing south  nineteen
chains  and sixteen links to the point of commence.
meat.
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Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing  on a road one hundred and fifty links
wide at the south -west corner  of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north  eleven  chains and  twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links  ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and  thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty- nine  links to the point of  commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
.Description  of land granted.-Portion  2A,  parish
of Kilcoy, county of  Canning ; area, 104 acres.
iVature  of error.-The  starting point having been
described  as commencing  on the right bank of
Kilcov Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north-east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land grunted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to CLannell street ; on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
hereby given, that at the  expiration  of the  period
aforesaid , the lands  hereunder described will be
reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Aubignr/, parisis of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandau
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that selection bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing  east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
i T is hereby notified  for general information,
i that application under the 27th  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" has
been made for  closing  the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can  be seen at  this, and the
Land Agent's Office,  at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,1e 8.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted. -- 2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard ,  town of Mackay ,  allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section. and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links  ;  on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
Macalister street two chains to Shakespeare street
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to  Sc  ggranted.-
Commencing  at the intersection of Macalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east ttii o
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains  ;  on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1S75.
NY  HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
inanently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Govrra ncnt
Gazett e  for  thirteen c in ecutive weeks : I' otioe is
Situation.
Reserved road through selec-
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the
Works Department
Parish.
Roundback.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th April, 1876.
N pursuance  of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved f'or the purposes named with
respect to  each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RiSVRVE FOR A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh Ricer, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles to it marked tree; thence ten miles about
east back from the river to a marked tree ; thence
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook; parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres  3 roods.
Commencing on a road three  chains wide at a
point bearing west, and distant  three chains from
the north-west corner of portion  one, and  bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen  minutes
cast fifty-two chains and seventy-tour links ; on the
south by a line bearing cast eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty-eight links i thence by
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a road  one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty-six links to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING GROUND AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale, parishes of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River, at the north- east corner  of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the west boundary of portion 98 ;
on the east  by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97; on the north by a line
bearing west  six chains and twenty links,  again on
the east  by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on  the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing east thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing  the Condamine River, and again on
the east by a line bearing north sixteen chains and
seventeen  links ; and on the north by a line bearing
west seventeen  chains and fifty links to the Conda-
mine  River ;  and on  the north and east by that river
downwards  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
Y
pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for the purposes named with respect to
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crow 's Nest, County of Cai'endish.
(Amended description ,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th December,
1872,  page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing  one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-east boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by part of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874,  page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection  261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven  minutes one  hundred and thirteen
chains  and fifteen links ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty-seven minutes one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line  bearing ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
b!. a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
rty-seven minutes one hundred and thirteen
ains and  fifteen links to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd April, 1875.
7 T is hereby  notified for general information that
1 applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Art  of  1868"  have  been
made for closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. i Applicant. I Situation.  Parish. i Area
I A. R. 1.
I Works De - ' Part of road separating Boy) 3 14
partment portion 104 from
portion 102
2 T. B. Lyons  Road separating  por- Tarampa 3 0 33
tion 310 f r oin portion
316
3 J. Schulz ... Reserved road through Walloon 3 3 20
port ion 532
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of Bulwer;
allotment 10  of section 1.
2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of Pilot street at
the south- east corner  of allotment 9, and bounded
thence on the south by that street easterly two
chains and fifty links ; on the  east  by the west
boundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles  to Pilot street two chains ; on the north by
a line westerly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty lines ; and on the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to  Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road  bearing west
eleven chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing 148 degrees forty-five
minutes  twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the  east by a line bearing  north nineteen
chains and  twelve  links  to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Merivale, town and parish of Allora;
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acres.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
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RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains ; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five  chains; and on
,be  south -east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, town and parish of Nerang ;
allotments 3 to 9 of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north  corner  of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Hill
street south-easterly five  chains  to Nerang  street ;
on the south-east by that  street  south-westerly
three chains ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links ; again  on the south-cast by the north-west
boundary line of allotment 2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the north-east boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION OF THE MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-e st
by Sussex street bearing  east  thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety - four and
a half links ;  on the south -east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing  south thirty  degrees fourteen
minutes west six chains and twenty -three and
three-quarters links  ;  on the south -west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links  ;  and on the
north -west  by John street  bearing  north thirty
degrees fourteen minutes east six chains and twenty
and a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street  ;  on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east  by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
\) 7 HEREAS, by the  twenty -fifth  section of
Y " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be  p ermanently reserved for the purposes
named  with respect to each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION  OF THE STANTHORPE  CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by a line cast four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the cast by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the luint of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
Counly of  Davenport ,  parish of Millchester;
allotment 6 of section 8, town  (f Millchester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of  England  grant,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south -east by a line  be aring
220 degrees ,  four chains and twenty links; on the
south -west by allotment 7, bearing 310 deg re es,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty -six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
X HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V V  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,'  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches.
Commencing  at the south -west corner of section
3A, and bounded  thence on  the south by a line
bearing west one chain  ;  on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and  twenty-three  links ; on the
north by Herries  street bearing  east to the north-
west corner of section 3A ; and on the east by that
section bearing 191  degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty -three links, and 183  degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety -six links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder  described will be
permanently  reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural  and Horti. '
cultural  Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR SHOW YARDS ,  DRAYTON AND
TOOWOOMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description , cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page  24,51.)
6 acres 22  perches.
Commencing at the intersection of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south  nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point of commence.
ment.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Art of
1868," it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are  permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under  the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of  Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
REsru E FOR  SEWERAGE.
County of Stanley, parish . of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section 32.
35 perches.
Commencing  at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street  ; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of  allotment  16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that allotment and a
line in continuation  south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one  links,  and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment 16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands.
Brisbane , 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
fl
IS Excellency the Governor , with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above disti pct, proclaimed  an area for Mining
Licenses  on the 31st day of October,  1872, be also
declared available for Selection  by lease,  as mineral
lands ,  subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the  Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
J
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified  that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed  an area for  ruining
Licenses  on 31st January, 1873., be also declared
available  for selection by purchase  or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers  workable. and should be reserved for
Mining License Area.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 187 0.
RENEWAL OF PASTOEAL LEASES.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1569."
IT is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 91st section of  "The Pastoral
itases  --let  of  1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the runs in the unsettled districts, the
current ]eases  of which will expire on and after the
3tls December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions  will require to be lodged not later than three
wonths prior  to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Conmusssioucr of Crown Lauds.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
PERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government or
business relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lauds.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1874.
`1
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation  of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain  districts proclaimed on the
:30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
FRESH Tenders will be  received  at this Office,
1' and at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th July
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Telegraph Olfico at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Offer, St. Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS &c., BENEVOLENT ASYLUM,
DUNWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.ut. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
July next, from persons willing to contract for
executing repairs, &c.,  to Benevolent  Asylum,
Dunwicli.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Repairs
4'e., Benevolent  Asylum, Dunseieh."
Plan, Specification, and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot ofevery Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, at rceing to deposit the suet of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty  for securing such per-
formance ;  otherwise  the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
11. L. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COURT HOUSE, ST. GEORGE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Police Office, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of additions to Court House at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,
Court House, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-708.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, SURAT.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Surat, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July next, from
persons willing to contract for erection of Electric
Telegraph Office at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Surat."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Telegraph Office, Surat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2697.
H. E. KING.
.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. GEORGE.
75-2697.
75-2620.
above referred  to, or  they will  be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
75-1111.
H. E. KING.
Ij'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Telegraph Office, St. George, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July next, from
persons  willing to contract for erection of Electric
Telegraph Office at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF
COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th April,
1875,  folio 803,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road, from Beenleigh to
Nindooimbah, County of Ward, Moreton District:
Notice is hereby given,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Beenleigh  ;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD. PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 9th
April,  1875,  folio 759,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Selection, Toowoomba Register, 995, parish of
Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the
Police Office,  Toowoomba  ;  and all persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby  reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF  DOUGLAS,
COUN1 Y OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
U VW '
ITH reference to the Notice, dated 1st April,
1875, folio  715,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening  of a new Road, being  deviation of
Crow's Nest  Road ,  in Selection 936, parish of
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Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs .
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the'
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,. has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of Road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of -Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
76-2497.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 187 5.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FLINDERS,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 650,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Mount Flinders Pre-emptive No. 1, and thence to
Warwick Road parish of Flinders, county of
Churchill, Moreton District : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to. according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2090.
H. E. KING.
.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD
AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERI.
VALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W% 7ITH reference to the Notice  dated 7th , 75-2417.1 1 April, 1875, folio 751,  Government Gazette, _
relative to the opening of a new Road to Gladfield
and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and from Selec-
tion 891 (Warwick Register) to the Warwick and
Ipswich Road, parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert,
county of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is
hereby given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Warwick ;  and all persons  intending to
claim compensation  in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or 'they will: be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
H. E. KING.
75-1936.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TIARO AND
ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH
AND LENNOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
%\T ITH reference to the Notice dated 15th March,
ii 1875, folio 681,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from the Redhank
Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro
and St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox,
Wide Bay District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the
date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2418.
Depa rt ment  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF ST. MARY
AND DENISON, COUNTY OF LEN-
NOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITIl reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Myrtle
Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and
Denison, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim  compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  G overnment  Gazette,NIN
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to she
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
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the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will  be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-1990. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875, folio 611,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in portion
122, parish of North, county of Churchill, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, in accordance with
the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyoi-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-1644. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD. PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated 9th
vY April, 1875, folio 749,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
portion 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubigny,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-2097. 11. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road through Farms on left bank of Laidley
Creek, parish of Mort, county of Churchill  (referred
to in Notices dated 28th  September ,  1874, and
17th December, 1874,  folios  1936  and 2459. respec-
tively, of the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally
marked and  opened by the proper  officer,  and the
same is now  open for  public use.
75-541.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
7 OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
IN Road through Portions 476, 425, and 459,
parish of Walloon, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 22nd June,
1874, and 14th December, 1874, folios 1169 and 2460,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-2368.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
i OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Portions 76, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 48, 49, 95, and 103, parish of Logan, county of
Ward, Moreton District (referred to in Notices
dated 1st June, 1874, and 10th September, 1874,
folios 1051 and 1808, respectively, of  the Govern-
ment Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened
by the proper officer, and the same is now open for
public use.
75-453.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL  NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that a new line of
Road from north-west corner of portion No.
68, to the Brisbane and Gympie main road, parish
of Warner ,  county of Stanley, Moreton District
(referred  to in Notices  dated 16th February, 1874,
and 31st March ,  1874, folios 387 and 725, respec-
tively ,  of the  Government Gazette, )  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
74-4262. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th
April, 1875, folio 753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Dray-
ton to Allora, counties of Aubigny and Merivale,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., N o.  11,  that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ; and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Drayton ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof, in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of'the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3758.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through subdivisions 1 and 2 of
portion 102, parish of Boyd, county of Ward,
Moreton District (referred to in Notices dated 16th
February, 1874, and 31st March, 1874, folios 389
and 725, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),
has been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-751. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through portions No. 39, 38, and 69,
parish of Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 14th Novem-
ber, 1874, and 1st February, 1875, folios  2287  and
261, respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has
been formally marked and opened by the proper
officer, and the same is now open for public use.
75-204. H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD .- FINAL  NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through portion 1, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley ,  District of  Moreton (referred
to in Notices dated 10th February ,  1875, and 23rd
March, 1875, folios 349 and  676,  respectively, of the
Government  Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same
is now open  for public use.
75-49C.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE  is hereby given .  that a new line of
Road through portion 91 ,  parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, District of Moreton (referred to
in Notices dated 13th  April,  1874, and 30th Decem-
ber, 1874, folios 805 and 2,  (1875),  respectively, of
the  Government Gazette ),  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now opened for public use.
74-6246.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
I OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
. Road from Sideling Creek to Rush Creek,
parish of Whiteside, county of Stanley (referred to
in Notices dated 6th July, 1874, and 16th Septem-
ber, 1874, folios 1356 and 1807, respectively, of
the  Government Gaette,)  has been formally marked
and opened by the proper officer, and the same is
now open for public use.
75-2078.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1875.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed Line
of Railway, sections 5, 6, and 7, of the Northern
Railway, from 58m. 4c. to 70m. Oc., has been ap-
proved and confirmed without any alterations ; and
that in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the said Line of Railway,
according to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence  so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and
copy thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions , at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1875.
j t is hereby notified for the information of per-
sons  interested, that the issue of the under-
mentioned Gold Mining Lease awaits the payment
of the balance of rent due thereon. Unless the
rent due is paid within three months from this
date, the lease will be declared forfeited.
No. In whose favor.
205 Messrs.  Pollock and
Staley
Gold Field. Balance to
pay.
I s. d.
Gympie 1 0 0
H. E. KING.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens, at the
places respectively specified.
H. E. KING.
COOKTOWN.
During the Month ended 31st May, 1875.
No. Name.
905 Phillip Halpin
906 Sen Hah See
907 Allan and Gibson
908 Wm. Harris
909 Win. Ramsay
No. Name
910 Colravey Bros.
911 Smith and Fitcher
912 Harvey and Bird
913 Little Bros. andCo.
914 R. Maher and Co.
RAVENS W OOD.
213 Ah Sam  216 BrodziakandRodgers
214 M. Franzeman 217 Ah Sam.
215 On Wah and Co.
NOTICE.
SEASON TICKETS.
N the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
y Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the following rates:-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been  issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO  BRISBANE.
N
T OTICE is hereby given, the following Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY PASSENGIR FARES.-3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following articles selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner's risk only).
Ice, packed (owner's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey, in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh, in cases.
Game.
B Hay,  pressed in bales.
B Maize.
Onions, in bags.
Peas, in casks or bags.
Poultry.
RA9 ES TO BRISBANE.
From Toowoomba. From Dalby. From Warwick.
25s. per ton, or
Is. 3d. per cwt.
Minimum is.
Its. 8d. per ton, or
to.  10x. per cwt.
Minimum Is. 6d.
40s per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2s.
Intermediate  stations to be charged  on a similar scale.
A Cases returned, not exceeding 100 miles, 3d. each.
„ „ exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed from Indooroopilly
Station, at the convenience of the Department.
Milk in cans, of not less than six gallons :-
25 miles, and under ... ... ld. per gallon.
Over 25 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans returned free.
PARCELS  RATES.-Tbe following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations  will be charged, viz.:-
Miles.
M •O l R3 N'd .O Ry
e d.  s.d.  8. d. a.d.  e, d.
Under 10 0 8 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25  0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25 to 50  1 3 1 6 1 9 1 2 0 2 3
50 to SO 1 6 2 0 2 02 3 2 6
SO to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
10o to 150 2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to 1:5 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
Passengers, Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across  the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Ferry.
Due notice will be given, when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, BRISBANE STATION.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd July next, from persons willing to rent a Book-
Stall at the Railway Station, Brisbane, up to 31st
December, 1876.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenderfor Book-Stall,
Brisbane."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the Book-
Stall according to Plan and Specification, which
may be seen at the Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.
P
UBLICAN  S are reminded that unless the
Certificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates, together with the Fee
required to be paid in each case, are lodged at this
Office, on or before the 30th instant, such Certifi-
cates will become void.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above  are now  open at Allora,
Aramac,  Banana , Beenleigh,  Blackall, Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah, GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail.
way, Gympie, Ipswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, Maryborough, Milehester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not'exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue-
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any  of'  the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by  applying,
either by letter  or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
4ny of the  above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
TENDERS.j T is hereby notified or general information that
the Tender of Messrs. FINNEY, ISLES, AND Co.,
Brisbane, for the supply of one thousand seven
hundred pairs of Blankets, on account of the public
service, has been accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
TENDERS.
T T is hereby notified for general information that
J the Tender of Messrs. GRIMES AND PETTY,
Brisbane, for the supply of two hundred Brown
Blankets, on account of the public service, has been
accepted.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1875.
T
HE following  Bye-law, made  by the  Municipal
Council of Brisbane ,  having been confirmed
by His Excellency  the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, under his Hand, in
accordance  with the 74th section of  " The Munici-
pal Institutions  Act of  1864," is hereby published
in the  Government Gazette.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
BYE-LAW No. 19.
Bye-law to amend Bye-law dVo. 4 -for regulating
the licensing of Carters, Drivers, and Drawers
of Wood and Water.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to amend
Bye-law No. 4, for the licensing and regulation of
carters, drivers, drawers of wood and water,
and other vehicles, passed by the Municipal Council
of Brisbane, on the 23rd April, 1864, and to
repeal certain portions thereof, and to substitute
other provisions therefor : It is therefore ordered
by the Council of the Municipalty of Brisbane,
by virtue of the powers and authority in them
vested by  " The Municipal Institutions Act of
1864," and the authority of the same, as follows:-
1. The first clause of the said recited Bye-law
in so  far as the same relates to the time such license
shall continue and be in force, is hereby repealed.
2. Every license issued under the said recited
Bye-law shall continue and be in force until the
thirty-first day of December next after the 'issuing
thereof, and no longer.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Brisbane,
this thirty-first day of May, 1875.
HENRY G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
JAS. SWAN,
Mayor.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -five, and in the
thirty- eighth year of her Majesty 's reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
Clause 14, No. 6, of  "The Postage Act of
1871," has been amended to read as follows :-
Clause 14. The Governor in Council may by any
such regulation as bereinbefore provided define
packets and direct what packets may be sent by
post as town country and foreign packets within
the meaning of this Act, &c.
No. 6. Packets (in covers open at the ends or
sides and the contents legibly endorsed
thereon) containing  writing paper, envelopes,
scrip, pamphlets, maps, plans, specifications,
music, photographs (on paper), magazines,
reviews, placards, almanacs, prospectuses,
paintings, engravings, printers' proofs, or
periodical publications other than news-
papers.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th June, 1875.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
Mr. ROBERT MILLER, of Beenleigh, has been
appointed Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marri-
ages, for the Registry District of Logan, in the
room of Mr. James Gibson.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th June, 1875.
NOTICE.
f1HE Reverend BENEDICT SCORTECHINI, a Minis-
ter of the Roman Catholic Clinch, having
removed from Gympie, in the Registration District of
Gympie, to Logan, in the Registration District of
Logan, has given notice of such removal, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864,."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1875.
NOTICE.
r 11HE Reverend WILLIAn LAMBIE NELSON, Min-
inter of the Presbyterian Church, having re-
moved from Rockhampton, in the Registration Dis-
trict of Rockhampton, to Toowoomba, in the Regis-
tration District of Toowoomba, has given notice of
such removal, in accordance with the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Deputy Registar-General.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
'tc . OW published,  at the Government Printing
I S Office, William street,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy  quarto:-
9  s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth  Bound .. . ...  2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
1OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be matte by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEA L,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered Brand "  after the description of the former
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITIIOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C II ART of the  Brisbane River, from the
C Outer Beacon, Moreton Bay,  to Victoria
Bridge, in three  sheets, imp .  Price 2s .  per sheet,
or 5s . the set. To  be had at the Government
Printing Office,  William street, Brisbane.
5th November, 1874,
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane,  17th May, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
Y
CIIE  Licensees and Lessees  of the  undermentioned Runs are  hereby  required to pay forthwith into the
1 Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection  with  their respective Runs ,  in accordance
with  the provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall  be
forfeited.
A. MACALISTER.
Name of  Lessee or  Licensee.
Area in
Name of Run.  District. Square Amount.
Miles.
$ a. d.
R., J., and F. Anning ... Car goon No. 2 ... North Kennedy  100 25 0 0
Arming Company ,.. ditto No. 3 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
R., J., and F. A. Anning ... Reedy Springs No. 2 ditto ...  30 7 10 0
R., J., and F. A. Anning ,.. ditto No. 4 ditto ...  30 7 10 0
Anning and Co. Ellen Vale ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Fanning, Griffiths, and Co. ... Lolworth No. 4 ... ditto ...  25 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 6 ... ditto ...  40 10 0 0
Ditto ... ... .. Too mbs ... ditto ,., 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ditto No. 2 ... ditto ...  48 12 0 0
J. Mitchell and P. G. Gill ,.. Tup pal ... ... ditto ...  45 11 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Bri ar Field ... ... ditto ...  54 13 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Spr ing Grove ... ditto ...  41 10 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Sou th Merino ... ditto ...  26 6 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mit chell Vale ditto ...  37 9 5 0
J. and C. Allingham ... ... Kan garoo Hills No. 1  ditto ..,  33 8 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 2 ditto ...  30 7 10 0
Ditto ... ... ,.. ditto No. 3  ditto ...  36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 4  ditto ...  70 17 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto N o. 5  ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 6 ditto ...  33 8 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ditto No. 7 ditto ...  32 8 0 0
Ditto ,., ,.. ... ditto No. 9 ditto ,..  49 12 5 0
Ditto ... ditto N o.  11 ditto ...  40 10 0 0
The Bank of New South Wale, Pow lathanga La ke ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
John Langton ... ... ... Pan danus ... ,., ditto ...  35 8 15 0
Ditto ... Sad dington ... ... ditto ...  35 8 15 0
J. Langton and R. Williamson Spr ingbock ... ... ditto ...  35 8 15 0
William Mark... ... .. ... Spr ing Lake... ... ditto ...  36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ree ves Lake ... ditto ...  35 8 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Roc ky Bar ... ... ditto ..,  50 12 10 0
R. Daintree, R. H.
Klingender
Bland, and E. We aner Vale ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Department  of "blic Works,
Brisbane,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 206, parish of Moggill ,  county of Stanley ,  Moreton
District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that in conformity with the provisions of the Act  4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in force in this colony ,  a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned ,  are now deposited  at the Office  of the Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Clerk
of the Executive Council ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist
to the formation of the Road in question.
75.2081. H. E. KING.
BOOM OF REFERENCE of ROAD THROUGH PORTION 206, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., No. 11.
Register
No. Portion  of Road. No. OfSe1ec- How Held
Lion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ch. lke. A.  H.  P.
310° 30' 9 0 1 chain...  2 3 8 OpenCommencing on a 658 Under R. Logan ... Unoccupied
320° 30' 13 0 forestGovernment road and  "0. L. A.
316° 0' 5 51 land,running to the north Act of
unim-boundary  of Portion 1868"
proved.206  1
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1875.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRIJTS.
j
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are  hereby  required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts speci fied in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty -first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause,  which  declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run.
C. H. Humphrey  and E . A. Bullmore
Ditto ...
C. H. Humphrey
J. C. Boch ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
T. Anderson and J.
Ditto ...
T. Anderson ...
J. Pettiford ...
Frederick Burne
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Pettiford...
E. M. Geary ... ... ...
G. O. Lyon ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ..
G. O. Lyon, L. McD. Playfair, and C. Buthana ...
H. Lyon
John Officer ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
C. M. Nutting ...
F. Williams ...
... ... Koroit
Ditto ... ... ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams ...
Ditto ... ... ...
E. Braaley and H. L. Zouch o.
Alexr. K. Finlay ...
F. Walter and E. M. Geary ...
Di
... Humeburn West
Peroo North...
Bierbank East
... Bierbank ...
... lujuringa
... Haredean East
... Haredean West
... Quilbery ...
... Cookara ...
... Kebworth ...
Cowley ...
Jones, Greene, Massie, and Sullivan ... Bingala ...
T. B. STEPHENS.
Area
District.  in  Square
1
Miles.
Warrego ... ... 60
ditto ... ... 74
ditto ... ... 82
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 80
ditto ... ... 80
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 57
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 57
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 35
ditto ... ... 60
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 90
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 25
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 45
Amount.
£ s. d.
15 0 0
18 10 0
20 10 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
14 5 0
12 10 0
14 5 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
8 15 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
22 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
6 6 0
12 10 0
11 6 0
ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
ditto ... ... 38  9 10
ditto ... ... 50 12 10
ditto ... ... 50 12 10
ditto ... ... 50 12 10
ditto ... ... 60  12  10
ditto ... ... 50 12 10
ditto ... ... 50 12 10
ditto ... ... 49 12 5
ditto ... ... 25 6 5
ditto ... 25 6 5
ditto ... ... 60 12 10
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Boyne, county of Clinton, Port
Curtis District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gladstone; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
75-2425. H. E. KING.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 2, PARISH OF BOYNE, COUNTY OF CLINTON,
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
Register
..P T?.-t.A
No. Portion of Road. Selec-
tion.
.,.,.. ...- I Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
1800 0'William1
i
A strip of  land out of  70 I Homestead
PerehousePortion No. 2, run- Glad- Selection
ning along its east stone  i, 1868 Act
boundary  Regis-'
ter
Walker's Creek ...
Gibber Ahmoo ...
Ahmoo Beenbah ...
Q,uilberry .
East Barkoothullah
West Barkoothullah
Kahmoo Mulga ...
Bundarra ...
East Burrandilla ...
West Burrandilla ...
Binnarbilla .. ...
Binbilla West ...
Moltke ... ...
Trochu ... ...
Berlin ... ...
Strasburg ... ...
Paris... ... ...
Metz... ... ...
Sedan ... ...
Orleans ...
Junction Block ...
Narraport ..
Fairley Plains South
Beechel East ...
Beechel West ...
Koolpitta ... ...
Yalyery ...
Yalyery West
J A. R. P.
1 chain I 1 124
ohs* lke.
14 11
I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1 1 IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Warwick to Acacia Creek through Portions Nos. 98, 499, and 501,
parish of Wildash; and Portion No. 72 and Selections Nos. 1037 and 1039, parish of Killarney, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1889.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM WARWICK  TO ACACIA  CREEK ,  THROUGH PORTIONS 98, 499, AND
501, PARISH  OF WILDASH  ;  PORTION No. 72 AND SELECTIONS  1037  AND 1039 , PARISH OF KILLARNEY
COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ; TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THE
ACT OF COUNCIL 4  WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
I An irregular shaped
portion out of the
south boundary of
portion 98
2 Commencing on the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 499,  and  ru n-
ning southerly to the
south boundary
How Held . Owners Occupier
War-
wick
Register
2125
1 831
3 74
11866" Bettington 147° 0' 5 38
Freehold...
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths. of
Road.
67° 30'
79° 0'
102° 38'
126° 0'
ch. 1k.
4 65
4 43 Average
width
160 lks.
"Leasing  I  James I Unoccupied '  126° 0' 1 73 t
Ael of  Brindley 161° 0' 0 86
174° 0' 4 22 1  chain 3 1 33 Selection
118° 30' 3 511 unim-
144° 0' 4 431 proved
212° 0' 14 26
"Leasing  J .  B.  Betting- Occupied  212° 0' 6 03 1 chain 0 1 22 Selection
Act  of  ton by feueera partly
1866"  fenced
and trees
ringed
Henry
Edward
Job  n
H. E. Jones
3 Commencing on the  2127
no rt h boundary of
portion 501, and run-
ning south -westerly to
its west boundary
4 Running due east 3013
through portion No.
72, pa ri sh of Killarney
5 Commencing on the 1037
we,st boundary of
selection No. 1037, and
running south-easterly
to its east boundary
6 Commencing on the 1039
west boundary of
selection No. 1039, and
running southeasterly
to its east boundary
"Leasing  J.  B. Betting - Unoccupied
Act of  tun
1866"
"C. L. A. Act  J. B.  Betting-
qf 1868" ton
"C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
J B. Betting-
ton
90° 05' 38 26
137° 0'  2  83
90° 05' 8 00
90° 05' 8 19
116° 58' 53 96
126° 05'
1 chain
Average
150 Iks.
3 chains
Area.
A.  R.  P.
2 0 12 Portion oc-
cupied,
fenced,
and partly
cultivated
6 0 4 Selection un
improved
3 chains 18 2 24 i Original
reserved
road
widened
Remarks.
60 92 3 chains 17 1 10 Original
reserved
road
widened
Commissioner  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
j
N ORT11ERN RAILWAY.- On and after 1st October ,  1874 ,  the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations
IUp Train,
Mixed .
' Miles
from Rocky
Creek.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
Rockhampton... ...
a.m.
11. 0 Rocky Creek
p.m.
3. 06
Graeemere 11.24 Goganjo 3.24
15 Stanwell 12. 0 11 Westwood arrive ...I
3.55
24 Posewood ... ... A depart... 4. 0
30 Westwood
I
arrive ... 1. 0 20  Rosewood ... ... A
depart ... 1.15  29  Stanwell
G•
... ...
5.3638 Goganjo ... ... racemeret7  381 ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 2.10  44  Rockhampton... .. 5. 0
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the tare to the Station at
which their journey terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do  so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the 'Train, and pay in g the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
on which thav propene to slight.
TIME TABLE.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.- On and after
 14th June, 1875, the following  Time Table will come into operation  until further notice.
26-6-75. BRISBANE ,  IPSWICH , TOOWOOMBA, DALBY, AND WARWICK.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 9th June, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
VEST
IBOVE
MILES. MILES.
Mica
Z ATER
ARK.
From From
Brisbane .  woo
Too-
mba.
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Trains meet here.
Noma.-The Trains will stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers, who will be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates . Passengers  requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to
 the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare
 at the  time of booking, from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they  pro pose  to  alight.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goode and Live
Stook.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ e. d. £ a. d. £ S.  d. £ a. d.
Week ending June 12th, 1875. 609 9 7 1,09711 7 117 18  5 1,824 19  7
Corresponding  week lost year 611 3  9 1,187 12 11 91 1 5 1,789 18 1
Increase 98 5 01 26 17 0 35 1 6
Decease 90 1 4 ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 82nd clause of  " The
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date. Ship.
1874.
October  29 Balclutha ...
Nov.16 ... Suffolk ...
11
1875.
February 1 Lady Bowen ...
Februa ry  20 Lady Young ...
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Vaster.
Bell ...
Byford'
Cottler
Hill ...
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875.
Whence.  Consignee. Marks andNumbers. Packages. Contents.
... Sydney ... L. Sampson  ... ... 129 boxes ... ... Clay pipe bowls.
1 case ... . ..  Bamboo stems.
... London ... W. a•,d M. C. Ryan  ... 1 package ...
Thompson
... Brisbane  ... Order ...
A. Peez
FOR ARREARS OF RENT.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by  auction , at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 114th  clause of  " The
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date . Ship . Master . Whence.
1872.
April 11  ... Balclutha ...  Weir ... Sydney
July 2  ...
1874
„ Phillips
.
March 12  ... Southern Belle Carpenter London
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875.
1 case  ... ...  Tobacco in tins.
OC 4n square  1 case  ... ...  Chinese  tobacco
25 under
0 over 921 1 hogshead  ...  Ale (ullage).
WILLIAM THORNTON,
-Collector of Customs.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r`AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
1 provisions of "  The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the day named.
HENRY SCOTT,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
By whom
Warehoused .
Marks and
Numbers. Packages. Contents.
... Wing Wah and
Co.
Hen ry Reed  ...
Y over 280
X over  286
1 case ... l
10 bags ...
60, 1. lbs .  cigars.
1,400  lbs. raw coffee.
... W. and M. C. Z over 336 15 hogsheads 750 gallons ale.
Thompson
Name of App licant. Date within which  a Caveatmay be  lodged.
36 perches ,  being all otment  19 of section 11, parish and Helen Poole ... ....24th July, 1875.
town  of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
General Post Office,
Brisbane , Queensland, 10th June, 1875,
r
HE following
 StJMMASIES of OBSERVATIONS  taken at the  METEOROLOGICAL  STATION, CAPE  MORETON, during the Months of January, February, and March, 1875, are published for
general intormation .
GEORGE TIIORN, Junior,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES
 OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MOREPON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH, 1875.
LATITUDE, 270 1'  S.;  LONGITUDE ,  1530 28 '  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL ,  320 FEET  ;  ON SEA -COAST.
BAROMETER.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
JANUARY.
FEBRUARY.
30.094  30'087  30.102
.,. 29.920  29'867  29.892
Cor. to 32° Fahr.
8
0
.,,
 29,617  29.563
Hro;OMETER.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation.
809  68'0
76.2
 83,1
72.0 77.0
30.588 30.588 130.658 ,  800  85.0
29.982
 29-917 29-944  75.4 79.2
29.816 29.736 291 69  67'0 68.0
Maximum . .. ... ... ...
Mean
Minimum
,,,
MARCH.
Mimum .,
Mean ... ...
Minimum ,.. ..,
30'108 30.050  315,113,  80'0 88'0
29.888 29-869  299141 76.0 78.5
I
29'731 29.631  29.553 69 0  72.0
H
d a
co m
Humidity.
d
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
G
m
a
S
a
WIND. I CLO11C. OZONE,
Summary of Direction. 0-10.
9 a m. 3  P.M.
N 2 NW 8 ;N5
78.0 75'0 78.0  75.0 940 790 •890 153.0 120.0 71.0 90.0 77.0 16-0  11.300
W1 SWO Wo
75-6 70 *6 73 *8  70.4 •752 •602 -740 143.1 110.0 C5,5 841 72.7 11.9
'
123
+ l
S1 SE 4 80
72 0 66.0 6210 6610 '500 280 -580 125.0 96.0 58 0 80.0 69'0 7.0 I •000
I E 13 NEE 2 E13
Ni .+W011 N3
1 78.0 77.0 80.0 75.0 1.000 1.000 11000 150.0 113.0 72'0 89.0 75.0 20.0 3.050 Wi SWOI WO
75.3 1 730 I 74-7 72.2 873 •716 •836 130-4 110:13  67.3 82.0 71.7 10.8 •57o 80 SRI SO
68-0 66.0 660 66.0 •710 •570 •710 76'0 I 71.0 62.0 73.0 65.0 5 .0 -000 E18 NE4 E15
' 2'0 . 0 1.00 1 1 . 1 4'0 70'0 90.O 4.077 0^ 4.
NO NW2 N3
, 79 0 77 0 8 077 94 0 000 460 1 1 600
W3 SW21 W0
74-5 72'2 74'0 72'0 852 •780 '864 128.0 • 102.4 65-6 81.0 719 9.2 •372
62 SL12iSO
70-0 67.0 68'0 66.0
i
700 •450 670 89.0 78'0 45.0 t 74.0 67.0  4-0 '000
I1 E9 ESNEO! I i
JANUARY ,  1875 .- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 78.3 degrees.
1874. „ „  780  „
1873. „ 74.1 „
1872. 77.4 „
1871.  76.6 „
1870.  77.0
FEBRUARY,  1875.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 76.6 degrees.
1874.  78.3
1873. „ 74'6
1872. 78.4
1871. 78.5
1870. 76.4
7N AI CII.  1875.-) fern Shade Temperature of Month 83 .2 degrees.
1374 .  76'8
1873 .  74.8.
187 2 . 71.5 ,
1871. „ 74.3 „
„ 1870, 75'
9pm.
.\WO N9 NW0
SWO wo SWOI
SE1580 SE2
NE4IE14 NE6
NWO N5 NNO,
SW0i WO 811.0,
SE4160 81:3
I
NE6 E17 :,E3
NW1 N2 NW2
SWZ  WO
 SWOJ
SE171S1
 SE 131
N1.1 E13 NEO
8
c. ch m
10 10 1') ...
5'0 44 4.7 ...
0 1 1 0 1
10 10 10
7 6.81 611
...
3 t 2 1 1- ...
lo 10 10
6.3 64 6.1
2 2 1 ..
Rain fell on 9 days. Total Rainfall, 3-82 inches. Electrical Observations -52 Positive; 35 Negative Prevailing Winos, E.
„ „ 12 9 30 75 „ 16 S.E.
„ „ 15 534 72 „ 21 S.E. and E.
„ 12 1608 59 „ 34 E. and S.E.
„ 12 13.47 49 „ 44 E.
6 5.97 66 27 &E. and1 .E.
Rain  fell on 22 days. Total Rainfa ll , 16.23 Elect ri cal Observations -71 Positive ; 13 -Negative. Prevailing Winds, E.
11 „
12 „
1.67
4'10
„ 50 „
64 „
34 „
20 „
E.11
SJ
15 4.57 41 „ 44 0.E. a.Id E.
3.30 52 „ 32 S.E.
6.79 72 12 E and S . E .
Rain fell on 22 da,} s. Total Rainfall, 1154 Electrical Observations- 62 Positive ; 31 Negative. Prevailing Winds, E. and S.E.
12 362 78 „ 15 E. and  S.E.
17 1123 69 „ 21 S.E.  and  E.
14 13.42 66 „ 27 S.E. and S.
13 „ 8.62 50 „ 43 S.E, and E,
16 „ 2757 72 „ 12 E.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE, 11MOREFON BAY.
T
N consequence of changes which have taken place
in the South Entrance to Moreton Bay. the
following alterations are made in the Sailing Direc-
tions for entering by that Channel :-
To carry the deepest water over  tie  Bar, near the
crossingnow inuse,keepthewesternmost rocky knoll
just open to the eastward of the centre hummock
of the triple bill at the back. 1 % hen over the Outer
Bar, haul up and gradually bring the rocky knoll
in a line with the centre hummock, passing the
western spit of the detached break at a short cable s
distance, and keeping those marks on until the
beacons at the south' end of Moreton Island are
well open of the north-east end of the south break.
The beacons in line lead in, over the Bar, to the
northward of the detached break, in 14 feet  6  inches
low water springs-past the south break and up the
Main Channel as formerly.
There is also a Channel over !'.io Bar, on the south
side of, and at a short cable's distance from, the
detached break, with about 13 feet 6 inches at low
water.
As it cannot be expected that so many channels
will long remain open to their present depth, due
precaution must be observed in taking the Bar.
G. P. HEATH, Co:::uander R.N.,
Portmastei.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, June 8th, 1875.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SHOAL OFF MONKHOUSE POINT, INNER
ROUTE TO TORRES STRAITS.
I
ON the edge of the 3 fathom line off Monkhouae
Point, as shown on the chart, a Shoal Patch
exists, with not more than 9 feet upon it at ordinary
low water springs The Pilot at the Endeavour
,liver places it in the following position, viz.:-
Mount Cook (Summit), W. by S.
4
S.
Grassy If ill (Lookout House), N.W. by W. 2 W.
Rocky Islet, S.E. by S. 2 S. southerly.
The water for some distance in-shore is from 3 to
t; feet deeper than on the shoal, and to the east-
ward, the bank extends from it about 12 cables,
carrying from 15 to 18 feet of water, which then
deepens to 4, 6, and 7 fathoms as shown on the
chart.
Vessels will be clear of this danger and of the
edge of the bank, while keeping Rocky Islet open
of Walter Point, and of the rocky point to the
southward.
G. P.  HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
Education Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June,  1815.
TO CARPENTERS.
,
" `  l l;E Board of  Education will receive, until noon
I on MONDAY, the 7th  proximo, Tenders for
the erection  of a School  House and  Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan ,  in accordance with Plans
and Speci fication ,  which may be seen on applica-
tion to Mr. F. Mirchinn ,  Jondaryan ,  or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
H E Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 5th proximo,'fenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Gatton, in accordance with ;Mans
and Specification, which may be seen on application
to Dir. J. Stubbersfield, Gatton, or at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Education  Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
fIHE Board of Education will receive,  until noon
on MONDAY, the 28th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence in the Parish of Warner, South Pine,
in accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
r € i R E Board of Education will receive,  until noon
on MONDAY, the 21st instant, Tenders for
the erection of a detached Kitchen and Bed-room,
at Doughboy Creek School, in accordance with
Plans and Specification, which may  be seen on
application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government  Printing  Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Ac.
of 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
(`nlony." Demy 8vo. Price  2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Br sbane,
October 24, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
,f tN SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
t,
' in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing Office, Brisbane,
October  24, 1874.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1875.
TRADE MARK.
T is hereby notified that  Messrs. Stewart and
Hemmant, of Queen street,  Brisbane ,  for and
on behalf of Mr. A. Martin, of East street, Rock-
hampton, Chemist, have, in pursuance of the fourth
section of  " Trade .Marks Act of  1864," applied to
register a Trade Mark, of the following description-
namely, the letters MFC conjoined , in a circle,
" Maitland Fever Cure," prepared and sold by A.
Martin, Chemist, East street, Rockhampton.
Being a label of any size or color, with the Trade
Mark as shown thereon, and Maitland Fever Cure,
to be applied to bottles  of any size ,  containing a
medicinal preparation for curative purposes, and for
the alleviation of pain.
Notice is hereby given, that  unless it be shown
to my satisfaction. before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or that
such Trade :Hark is s.; like some other Trade Mark
that it may be mistaken for the same, a certificate
will, in pursuance of'the provisions of the said Act,
be issued to the said A. Martin, certifying that he
is entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,1Secretary .  Registrar of the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
1234
Brisbane , 17th June, 1875.
W HEREAS His Excellency the Governor,with the advice of the Executive Council,
by Proclamation dated the 5th day of March last,
has ordered and declared that the District Court
shall be holden at the town or place of St. George,
in the Western District, twice in each year, at
intervals  of not more than seven nor less than five
months ;  and that the Criminal Jurisdiction of the
Western District Court shall be exercised at the
said town  or place of St. George : Now, notice is
hereby given, that I, CHARLES WILLIAM BLA%F.NEY,
pursuant  to the powers vested in me as a Judge of
the said Court by the Act 31st Vic., No. 30, do
order and direct that the first sitting of the
Western District Court at St. George, for transac-
tion of business  in its  Criminal and Civil Jur"sdic-
tion , shall be held in that town or place on
TUESDAY, the 12th day of October next.
CHAS. W. BLAKENEY,
Judge of the Western District Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Francis Hicks, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper and general dealer,
by Tyndall Bright, Henry Arthur Bright,
Heywood Bright, Charles Edward Bright,
Reginald Bright, and Frederick Hamilton
Hart  (trading as merchants ,  under the name,
style, or firm of "Bright Brothers and Com-
pany.")
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof, satisfactory to the Court, of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Francis
Hicks having been given, it is ordered that the said
Francis Hicks be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ; and that William Henry Miskin,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Francis Hicks, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on MONDAY, the twenty-
eighth day of June instant, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Francis Hicks shall, on the twenty-fifth day of
June instant, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and  of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of June, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
GRAHAM  L. HART,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Registrar.
Attorney for the Petitioning Creditors.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick James O'Regan, late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
surveyor, deceased.
N
O TICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Patrick James O'Regan, deceased, may be granted
to Catherine Mary O'Regan, the sole Executrix
named  in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1875.
THOMAS BUNTON,
404
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Jeremiah  Scanlan,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have been this day filed in
my office, and all parties having any  claims on  the said
Estate, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
MONDAY, the twelfth day of July next, and if
they should think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to such accounts, the same
will be duly enquired into at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this seventeenth day of June, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE  AND BROWNE,
Proctors for the Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
406 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Goods of Michael Marshall,
late of Surat, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased.
N OTIC E is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have been this day filed in
my office, and all parties having  any claims against the
said Estate, or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen  street , Brisbane, on
or before MONDAY, the nineteenth day of July
next, and if they shall think fit object thereto, and
if no exception shall be taken to such accounts, the
same  will be duly enquired into at my said office,
on the above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this seventeenth day of J11110, &.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CHARLES EDWARD CHIIBB,
Proctor for Administratrix,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
405 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Wallace  Hans  Foote,  late  of Moravia
Downs, in the Colony of Queensland,  deceased,
intestate.
N
l,1 OTICE is hereby  given,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Wallace Hans Foote, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Alexander Raff, of
Brisbane, in the said colony, Curator of Intestate
Estates, the lawfully constituted attorney of Randal
Foote, the father of the said  deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this eleventh day of June,
A.D. 1875.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the  said Alexander Raff,
402
Queen street, Brisbane,
6s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Charles Ireton, Late of Nebo, in
the Colony of Queensland,  deceased ,  intestate.
1\T
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Charles Ireton, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Alexander Ralf, of Brisbane, in
the said colony, Curator of Intestate Estates, the
lawfully constituted attorney of John Ireton, the
father of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this eleventh day of June,
A.D. 1875.
403
MACALISTER, AND MEIN,
Proctors for the said Alexander Raff,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY FRIEND,
GLADSTONE.
A
FURTHER Dividend of Ten Shillings (making
with previous distribution Fifteen Shillings)
in the pound, has been declared in the above Estate,
and is now payable at my office.
Creditors who fail to prove their claims by 30th
June will be excluded.
J. S. TURNER,
Trustee.
Brisbane,  15th  June, 1875.
407 4s.
CERTIFICATE  OF LIMITED  PARTNERSHIP,
As required  by the Fifty -third Section of  " The
Mercantile  Act of  1867."
STYLE  of the Partnership .-"  Stoward and
another."
Names of the Partners .-Henry Cox  Corfield,
of Woongool,  in the Parish of Tinana, in the
County of  March, in  the Colony  of Queensland,
Esquire, Justice of the Peace - Special Partner ;
Henry Stoward ,  of Maryborough ,  in the Colony
aforesaid ,  Esquire ,  Justice of the Peace - General
Partner.
Capital contributed by Special Partner . £ 1,000
(one thousand pounds sterling).
Capital contributed by General Partner.-£500
(five hundred pounds sterling).
General nature of Business .- Butchering and
other Business,  except that of Banking and
Insurance.
Court House,
Bowen, 3rd June, 1875.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Bench of
Magistrates at Bowen have this day ap-
pointed GEORGE JAMES BOULTER to be Bailiff of
the Small Debts Court, Bowen ,  in the room of
Edward Beaufort Cu ll en ,  dismissed.
By Order,
JAMES POWERS,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
1T OTICE is hereby given, that the Bench of
l Magistrates at Maryborough have this day
appointed Mr. JAMES DewzER to be Poundkeeper
at Maryborough, for the year ending 10th June,
1876.
By order of the Bench,
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Maryborough, 11th June, 1875.
NOTICE FOR LICENSED GATES.
I
HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply at
the Petty Sessions to be  holden in Gladstone,
on the 28th June, for permission to erect Gates on
the road running through my selection, No. 194,
parish of Auckland.
JOSEPH WILSON.
Briffney Creek, 3rd June, 1875.
397 3s. 6d.
PARTNERSHIP  NOTICE.
1 1HE  Partnership hitherto existing between the
undersigned has this day been dissolved by
mutual consent.
R. S. WARRY.
C. J. CROFTON.
Witness-
JOHN HANDS.
Brisbane , 4th June, 1875.
410 3s.
Principal Place of Business.-gent street, Mary- ]' J
borough aforesaid. 1'
Commencement of Partnership.-The Twentieth Ro
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eer
seventy-five. diss
Termination of Partnership.-The Twentieth day A
of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy- 187
eight.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certificate
is true and correct.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between us, in the Town of
ckhampton, in the trade or business of Auction-
s  and (general Commission Agents, was this day
olved by mutual consent.
s witness our hands, this fifth day of May, A.D.
5.
S. B. DAVIS,
J. LLOYD JONES.
H. C. CORFIELD, Witness-
HENRY STOWARD. W. R. D'AEcy,
Acknowledged by the above-named persons before Solicitor, Rockhampton.
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for  409 3s.
the Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough, this
twentieth day of May, A.D. 1875.
JOHN GRAHAM, J.P. The GovERNxcNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
Received into the Office for the Registration of of the following  amounts
Deeds, at Brisbane, this ninth day of June,  1875.  £ s. d.
1875, at thirty-five minutes past Eleven, from Tom June 12.-Thomas Rutherford 0 8 0
Else, of Brisbane, a true copy of the within 12.-Josh. Wilson ... ... ... 0 3 6
Certificate, verified by William Barns, of Mary- „ 12.-William P. Mellefont ... ... 0 6 6
borough, and numbered 5, Book 1 (31 Vic. No. 36, „ 15.-T. N. Rose ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
Sec. 57). „ 17.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
017.-H. Lloyd .. 2 0„ ... ... . ...
SETH L. PETERSON,
„ 17.-T. Porter ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
Deputy Registrar-General.  18.-W. J. Scott... ... ... ... 0 2 0
386  I IS.  „ 18.-W. G. Jackson ... ... ... 2 0 0
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Emw unbfng%.
t.W  Pundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be  charged for at the rate of
Ows `.SHILLING YSB. ANIMAL;  and  no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied bq a  remittance .suffieient to cocerthe  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Ripple Vale,
on the 25th May, 1875, by R. Triffit, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s. 10d. per head.
One bay mare, J and like writing B near shoulder, white
hairs on back.
One brown mare, D8J over like AU near shoulder, white
hairs on back, star.
One bay mare, SC (indistinct brand) over like T near
shoulder, off fore and near hind foot white, long
tail.
One flea-bitten grey horse, T near shoulder, like 61 near
ribs, saddle-marked, short tail.
One bay mare, like X over RH over like R near shoul-
der, like TR off shoulder, white hairs on wither,
saddle-marked.
One bay filly, like I near cheek, like I near hip.
One brown horse, like C off thigh, collar-marked, saddle-
marked, star.
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS RUTHERFORD, Poundkeeper.
397 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Rockwood, on
the 31st May, 1875, by J. Reid, Esquire. Driving
expenses , 10s. 4d.
One bay horse, W over X over like JB (conjoined) near
shoulder, indescribable brand near thigh, sore on
back, shod all round.
If not  released  on or before the 25th June, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS RUTHERFORD, Poundkeeper.
396 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Canning Creek, on
the 12th June, 1875, by order of A. Gillispie,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 3s. 4d. each.
One light-bay or chesnut colt, heart 9 heart over C7B
near  shoulder, two hind feet white, blaze down face,
silver mane and tail.
One bay filly, C7B  near  shoulder.
One black colt, like JE or FE near shoulder, star and
snip, two hind feet white, near fore foot white.
One bay horse, OH off ribs,  near  hind foot white.
If not  released on  or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
400
THOMAS PORTER, Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Clifford, on the 30th
J. May, 1875, by order of W. J. Ashton, Esquire.
Driving, IN. per head.
One grey mare, like 0 over like -  near  shoulder, like
2 and two hearts  (Roma pound brand) off shoulder.
One bay or brown filly foal, unbranded, progeny of the
above ma re .
If not released on or before the 6th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
W. J. SCOTT, Poundkeeper.
408 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Commonage,on the 12th June, 1875, by order of P. Healy.
Driving expenses, Is. 10d. per head.
One brown heifer, DR7 (registered brand) of rump,
piece out near and off ear.
One brindle steer, W8M (registered brand) off ribs,
slit near ear, piece out top and botton off ear.
If not released on or before 20th July, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
401
HANNAH LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
j MPOI LADED at Allora, from Clifton, on the 12th
1 June, 1875, by order of W. B. Tooth. Driving
expenses, 19. 6d.
One bay mare, like AM or HM conjoined  near  shoulder.
4 off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One dark-bay mare, - over T near shoulder, two hind
heels white.
One bay mare, SH near shoulder (the S reversed ), star.
If not released on or before 20th July, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
399
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
3s.
I
MPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Middle Creek,
Rosenthal, on the 9th June, 1875, by order of Mr.
Michael Bezold, for trespass.
One chesnut mare, gM (conjoined)  near  shoulder, star
near fore foot, both bind feet white ; foal at foot.
One bay horse, JN (conjoined) near shoulder, star and
snip, S near rump, two white feet.
One bay, UR (conjoined)  near  shoulder, star.
One hay horse,. MN6 (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
MM off shoulder, star and snip, both fore feet and
near bind foot white.
One brown colt, ,yi over H near shoulder, star.
One black mare, TT near shoulder, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 6th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
T. N. ROSE, Poundkeeper.
398 6s.
Printed and Published by JAnES C. 3sai Government Printer,
Will iam street ,  Brisbane, 18th Juue, 1875.
S'UPPLE AI ENTT
TO THE
QUEEN S LAND
J5ob rrum eut ati'ttt
OF SATURDAY, 19TH JUNE, 1875.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XVI.] WEDNESDAY , 23RD  JUNE, 1875. 'No. 72.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor directs the subjoined Despatches, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published for general information.
A. MACALISTER.
No. 1.
[CIRCULAR.]
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION TO BE HELD AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1876.
(FURTHER DESPATCH RESPECTING)
Downing street,
1st April, 1875.
SIB,
With reference to my Circular Despatch of the 12th instant, on the subject of the
International Exhibition which it is proposed to hold at Philadelphia in 1876, I have now the
honor to transmit to you a copy of a letter from `Mr. Owen, enclosing copies of the General
Regulations with Summary, concerning the Exhibition, also Form of Application for space to
be used by Exhibitors in this country, with a Circular Letter issued to them.
2. I request that you will lose no time in laying these Papers before your Executive
Council, and that you will acquaint me with the result at your earliest convenience.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
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Enclosure No.  1.
MR. OWEN TO THE COLONIAL OFFICE.
TIIE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PHILADELPIIIA.
[COPY.]
Offices of the British Executive,
Craig's Court, Charing Cross, S.W.,
18th March, 1875.
SIB,
Referring to recent correspondence, I have the honor to transmit herewith two
hundred copies of the General Regulations, with Summary concerning the above Exhibition,
and have to request that you will be good enough to move Lord Carnarvon to cause them to be
forwarded by the next mails to the Governors and Lieutenant-Governors of Her Majesty's
Colonies.
I beg also to  enclose some  copies of the Form of Application, which will be used by
Exhibitors in this country, together with a Circular-Letter now being issued to them.
These papers have been marked " For information only," because Colonial Exhibitors
will naturally make their applications to Local Committees, which will state to this Executive
through the Colonial Office the precise amount required in each Group.
But it is probable that the Circular-Letter and Form of Application may be  useful, as
suggestions, to some of the Colonial Committees.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) P. CUNLIFFE OWEN,
Executive Commissioner.
R. G. W. Herbert,  Esquire,
Under  Secretary of State for the Colonies.
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PHILADELPHIA.
BRITISH SECTION.
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE LORDS OF THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL  FOR  EDUCATION.
His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K .G., Lord President of the Council.
EXECUTIVE COMMISSIONER :
PHILIP CUNLIFFE OWEN, ESQ., C.B.
GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR EXHIBITORS.
Issued by the United  States Centennial Commission.
Duration of
Exhibition.
1.  The Exhibition will be held in the Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. It will be opened
on the 10th May, 1876, and closed on the 10th November of the same year.
Diagrams and  IT. Full diagrams of the buildings and grounds will be furnished to the Executive
plans. Commissioner.
Applications for III. Applications for space and negotiations relating to British Exhibits must be conducted
space to be made with the Executive Commissioner.
to British Exe-
cutive Commis-
sioner.
Allotment of  IV. The Executive Commissioner will notify to the Director-General, not later than
space by 1st 1st May, 1875, whether an increase of space is required by British Exhibitors.May,  1875.
Approximate V. Before 1st December, 1875, the Executive Commissioner must- forward to the Director-
plans of space General approximate plans of allotment of space assigned, and list of Exhibitors for Officialbefore  1st Dec., Catalogue.
Ports of entry. VI. Exhibits brought into the United Sates, at the ports of New York ; Boston ;
No duties on Portland, Maine ; Burlington, Vermont ; Suspension Bridge, New York ; Detroit, Port Huron,
bit nfor Exhi- Michigan ; Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Norfolk, New Orleans, and San Francisco, will be
allowed to go forward to the Exhibition Buildings, under proper supervision of the Customs
Officers, without examination at port of entry, and at the clo,4e of the Exhibition will be allowed
to go forward to the port from which they are to be exported. No duties will be levied upon
such goods  unless  entered for consumption in the United States.
Expenses  to be VII. The transportation, receiving, unpacking, and arranging of the Exhibits to be at
borne by exhibi-o the expense of the Exhibitor.
Transportation,
&c.
Special  arrange- VIII. The installation of heavy articles requiring special foundations or adjustment should,
ment for heavy  by special arrangement, begin as soon as the progress of the work upon the buildings will
goods and  loun- permit. The general reception of articles will commence on 1st January, 1876, and no  articles
dations.
will be admitted after 31st March, 1876.
Space not XI. Space assigned and not occupied on the 1st April, 1876, will revert to the Director-
assigned  on 1st General for re-astiguinent.
April.
X11 J f exhibits are not intended for coil >etition it must be  on  stated by the ExhibitorHors contours.
and they will be placed hors contours by the International Juries.
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XIII. An official Catalogue will be published in four distinct versions ; viz., English , official cata-
French, German, and Spanish. The sale of these catalogues is reserved to the Centennial llogguuesfour ran.
Commission.
XIV. All exhibits, except in such Collective Exhibitions as may receive special sanction,  Arrangement
will be arranged under some one group of the 10 following departments :- into 10 depart-
i. Raw materials-Mineral, vegetable, and animal.
ii. Materials and manufactures used for food or in the arts, the result of extractive
or combining processes.
iii. Textile and felted fabrics ; apparel, costumes, and ornaments for the person.
iv. Furniture and manufactures of general use in construction and in dwellings.
Y. Tools, implements, machines, and processes.
vi. Motors and transportation.
vii. Apparatus and methods for the increase and diffusion of knowledge.
viii. Engineering, public works, architecture, &c.
ix. Plastic and graphic arts.
x. Objects illustrating efforts for the improvement of the physical, intellectual, and
moral condition of man.
XV. Foreign Commissions may publish catalogues of their own sections. Catalogues offoreign sections-
XV1. Exhibitors will not be charged for space. A limited supply of steam and water No charge for
power will be supplied gratuitously. The quantity of each will be settled definitively at the space,
of water
time of the allotment of space. Any power required in excess of that allowed will be furnished and steam
by the Centennial Commission at a fixed rate. Demands for such excess of power to be settled power.
at the time of the allotment of space. Supply in excess.
XVII. Exhibitors must provide at their own cost, all show cases, shelving, counters, Expenses of ex-
fittings, &e., which they may require ; and all countershafts, with their pulleys, belting, &c., for hibitors, show
transmission of power from the main shaft in Machinery Hall.
cases, &c.
All arrangements of articles and decorations must be in conformity with the general plan
adopted by the Director-General.
XVIII. Special constructions of any kind, whether in the buildings or grounds, can only specialconstruc-
be made on the written approval of the Director-General. Mons.
The Centennial Commission will take precautions for the safe preservation of all objects Precautions
in the Exhibition ; but it will in no way be responsible for damage or loss of any kind, or for against are.
accidents by fire or otherwise, however originating.
XIX. Favorable facilities will be arranged by which Exhibitors or Foreign Commissions Arrangements
may insure their own goods. for  insurance.
Foreign Commissions may employ watchmen of their own choice to guard their goods watchmen.
during the hours the Exhibition is open to the public. Such appointments to be subject to the
approval of the Director-General.
XX. Foreign Commissions, or such agents, as they may designate, shall be responsible Foreign com-
for the receiving, unpacking, and arrangement of Exhibits, as well as for their removal at the ge tans and
close of the Exhibition ; but no person shall be permitted to act as such agent until he can give
to the Director-General written evidence of his having been approved by the proper Commission.
XXI. Each package must be addressed :-" 1 o the Commission for [name of country] at Addresses on
the " International Exhibition of 1876, Philadelphia, United States of America," and should packages.
have at least two labels affixed to different but not opposite sides of each case, and giving the
following information :-
(1.) The country from which it comes ; Details of
(2.) Name or firm of the Exhibitor ; addresses.
(3.) Residence of the Exhibitor ;
(4.) Department to which exhibits belong ;
(5.) Total number of packages sent by the Exhibitor;
(6.) Serial number of that particular package.
Within each package should be a list of all objects it contains.
XXII. If no authorised person is at hand to receive the goods on their arrival at the Treatment of
withoutExhibition building, they will be removed without delay, and stored at the cost and risk of s consignee.
whomsoever it may concern.
XXIII. Articles that are in any way dangerous or offensive, also patent medicines, Forbidden
nostrums and empirical preparations, whose ingredients are concealed, will not be admitted to exhibits.
the Exhibition. Removal or
XXIV. The removal of goods will not be permitted till the close of the Exhibition. goods forbiddentill  close.
XXV. Sketches, drawings, photographs, or other reproductions of articles exhibited, will Actin as to
only be allowed upon the joint assent of the Exhibitor and Director-General, but views of ketches, , &c., of
portions of the building may be made upon the Director-General's sanction.
XXVI. Immediately after the close of the Exhibition, Exhibitors shall remove their 91st Dec., 1876,
effects, and complete such removal before 31st December, 1b76. Goods then remaining will. be last a forremov
removed by the Director-General and sold for expenses, or otherwise disposed of under the Disposition of
direction of the Centennial Commission. goods left.
XXVII. Each person who becomes an exhibitor thereby acknowledges and undertakes to obligation to
observe regula-keep the rules and regulations established for the government of the Exhibition. tious.
XXVIII. Special regulations will be issued concerning the exhibition of Fine Arts, the special regula-
organization of International Juries, awards of prizes, and sales of special articles within the lions
of yet
buildings, and on other points not touched upon in these preliminary instructions.
XXIX. The Centennial Commission reserves the right to explain or amend these nightofCen-
reulations whenever it may be deemed necessary for the interests of the Exhibition, tehnial Commis.r Y sron to amenil
rules.
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DIGEST OF REGULATIONS FOR FOREIGN EXHIBITORS AND COMMISSIONS,
ISSUED BY UNITED STATES CENTENNIAL COMMISSION, GOVERNING
THE FREE IMPORTATION OF GOODS.
First.-No duty, customs fees, or charges are required on any importation of exhibits,
and a new form of entry will be employed in all cases, at the port where such goods are
received.
Second.-The sole ports of entry at which importations for exhibition can be made free of
duty are :-New York ; Boston ; Portland, Maine ; Burlington, Vermont ; Suspension Bridge,
New York ; Detroit, Port Huron, Michigan ; Chicago ; Philadelphia ; Baltimore ; Norfolk ;
New Orleans ; and San Francisco.
Third.-All articles assigned for exhibition inust be accompanied  by  an invoice or schedule
of the numbers, character, and commercial value of each shipment, which statement must have
been previously attested before either a consul of the United States or a civil magistrate of the
XXI., page 2. country in which such articles have been produced, or from which they are shipped to the
United Slates. Such verified bill of contents and values must be in triplicate-one copy for the
collector of customs at the port of entry; one for the duly authorised agent or Exhibitor, or for
the British Executive ; and one for the collector of the port of Philadelphia. The agent, in all
cases, must be recognised by the Director-General of the Exhibition, and who will, by virtue of
his authority, verify the goods and make entry ; and all packages and enclosures containing goods
for such Exhibition must be conspicuously marked accordingly.
Fourth.-All goods arriving so marked and represented, either at the time of the arrival
or at any time while remaining in the custody of the collector of customs'at the port of arrival,
will, on general order, when entered at said port, be delivered without examination to such
recognised agent or agents of the exhibitor, to be by him or them forwarded by bonded line of
transportation to Philadelphia, there to be delivered to the custody of the collector of that port.
Fifth. -Entry for warehouse will be made for all such transported packages on arrival at
the port of Philadelphia, and original entry of all goods for exhibition coming direct to Philb,-
delphia. This entry having been made, the goods will be retained in the custody of the collector
until the Exhibition building or some building suitable for safe custody, erected by the
Executive of the Exhibition, be ready to receive them.
Sixth.-Separate records of all packages received by the collector at Philadelphia will be
made by the storekeeper at that port, to contain the owner's name, the agents, the country from
which shipped, the date of shipping, the name of vessel, the date of arrival, the description and
value of goods, and the specific marks and numbers of packages. [Blank forms prepared to
contain these particulars will be forwarded to Exhibitors in due course.]
Seventh.-When the Exhibition building or warehouse for secure custody shall be ready,
descriptive permits in duplicate will be issued by the collector to the storekeeper of port. One
copy  to be preserved by storekeeper, the other to be delivered with goods to a proper officer of
customs, stationed at Exhibition building or warehouse ; and all packages shall be opened in
presence of an officer of customs, who will verify contents from such descriptive permit.
Eighth.-In case of receipt of packages by the collector of Philadelphia, imperfectly
described or verified, or in regard to which information shall have been received questioning the
good faith of the persons forwarding the same, the collector may direct an examination ; and if,
in conference with the Director-General, the goods are found not to have been forwarded in good
faith for exhibition, they will be charged with duty according to their value and classification,
and held by collector, subject to appeal to the Secretary of the Treasury, to await proper claim
and payment of duty by the owners.
Ninth.-All charges for transportation, cartage, and freight accruing on goods arriving
for exhibition will be required to be paid by owner or his agent at the time of their delivery to
the custody of' the collector of customs at Philadelphia, before the permit is issued for their
delivery to the Exhibition building. No fee for entry, permit, or other official act, and no duties
will be charged against any such goods until after their withdrawal from Exhibition for sale at
its close or during its continuance.
Tenth.-All articles received and entered at Exhibition may be withdrawn for sale or
delivery, at any time consistently with the regulations of the Exhibition, on payment of the
duties in force at the time of importation, and on verification by an officer of the Appraiser's
Department of the port of Philadelphia. On payment of said duty, without any other fee or
expense, the owner or agent shall receive a permit for removal from the Exhibition.
Eleventh.-All goods to be returned to Great Britain will be verified by the customs
officer in charge of Exhibition, re-enclosed, duly marked and forwarded, under permit of col-
lector, to any port desired, or they may be exported direct from Philadelphia.
es
SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION.
OUTLINES OF THE SYSTEM FOR THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PHILADELPHIA.
The Act of Congress instituting the Exhibition of 1876 gives the grand outlines of a
classification when, in the preamble, it announces " An Act to provide  for  celebrating the ()ne
Hundredth Anniversary of American Independence by holding an International Exhibition of
Arts, Manufactures, and Products the `oil and Mine ;" and further, by  " an Exhibition of
the natural resources of the country and their development, and of its progress in those
arts which benefit mankind in comparison with those of older nations; " and again, in Section I.,
An Exhibition of American and Foreign Arts, Products, and Manufactures."
The Commission is thus to provide for the exhibition of the products of the soil and of
mines, and for all the productions of the arts, not only of the United States, but of foreign
lands.
The progressive development of those arts is also to be shown comparatively. The
requirements of the organic act were carefully considered in the formation of the system of
classification which follows. This system is based on the idea of evolution or derivation of
manufactured products from the crude materials of the earth. It groups objects in the fol-
lowing order
1. The natural products of the earth useful to man, or the basis of manufactures.
2. The manufactures, and results of the combinations and working of such products.
3. The means and appliances by which the results have been attained.
4. The resultant effects of such productive activity.
This is a comprehensive general expression of the classification. The raw or unmanu-
factured materials are placed first, at the base or foundation, and then in succession, as nearly as
possible, in the order of their development, the results of the use of these materials, placing at
the end the higher achievements of intellect and imagination,
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DEPARTMENT I.-MATERIALS IN THEIR UNWROUGHT CONDITION-MINERAL, VEGETABLE,
AND ANIMAL.
GROUP 10.-Minerals, ores, building stones, metals, and metallurgical products.
Including miscellaneous and systematic collections of minerals ; iron and steel ;
copper, tin, lead, &c., &c., viewed as, materials.
GROUP 11.-Agricultural products used chiefly for food.
Grain, root crops, vegetables, fruits, and dried vegetables and fruits of all kinds.
GROUP 12.-Arboriculture and floriculture.
Fruit trees, ornamental trees and shrubs, flowers, ferns, &c.
GROUP 13.-Forest products. .
Including logs and sections of trees, samples of wood of all kinds ; worked timber
or lumber for buildings; dyewood, corks, lichens, mosses, and ferns ; gums,
resins, &c.
GROUP 14: -Aromatic, oleaginous, saponaceous, stimulating, and narcotic substances of vegetable growth,
vegetable drugs and perfumes.
Including tobacco, tea, coffee, spices, &c.
GROUP 15.-Fibrous or hairy substances of vegetable or of animal origin used in the arts.
Including cotton, flax, hemp, jute, &c., wool, raw silk, and hair.
GROUP 16.-Animals, live stock, &c
Including domestic and wild animals, poultry, birds, insects, &c.
GROUP 17.-Fish and aquatic life, and fish products.
Fish for food, fresh or preserved ; oysters, shells, coral, seaweed, whalebone, &c.
GROUP 18.-Animal products used as food, or as the basis of manufactures, exclusive of aquatic products.
Including skins, leather, ivory, glue, feathers, butter, and fats of all kinds.
GROUP 19.-P re served meats, vegetables, and fruits.
DEPARTMENT II.-MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURES, THE RESULTS OF EXTRACTIVE OR
COMBINING PROCESSES.
GROUP 20.-Extracts and compound of animal or vegetable origin, used chiefly for food.
Such as starch, sugar, syrups, alcohol, &e., malt liquors, bread, biscuit, pastes,
confectionery, &c.
GROUP 21.-Chemicals, pharmaceutical preparations, and fertilizing compounds.
Including alkalies, salts, mineral and vegetable acids, bleaching powders, artificial
manures, &c.
GROUP 22.-Medicinal compounds, perfumery, essences, pomades, cosmetics, aromatic vinegars, &c.
GROUP 23.--Oils, soaps, candles, illuminating and other gases.
GROUP 24.-Paints, pigments, dyes, colors, turpentine, oils, varnishes, printing inks, writing inks,
blacking, &c.
GROUP 25.-Cements, artificial stone, concrete, beton.
Lime, hydraulic cement, plasters, mastics, and specimens showing their strength.
GROUP 26.-The ceramic art-terra cotta, bricks, tiles, faience, porcelain, and majolica.
GROUP 27.-Glass and manufactures of glass.
GROUP 28.-Explosive and fulminating compounds.
In small quantities only, and under special regulations. Shown in the building only
by empty cases and cartridges.
DEPARTMENT III.-TEXTILE AND FELTED FABRICS, APPAREL, COSTUMES, AND ORNAMENTS
FOR THE PERSON.
GROUP 30.-Yarns and woven goods of vegetable or mineral materials.
GROUP 31.-Woven and felted goods of wool and mixtures of wool.
GROUP 32.-Silk and silk fabrics and mixtures in which silk is the predominating material.
GROUP 33.-Ready-made clothing, knit goods and hosiery, military clothing, costumes and clothing for
special objects.
GROUP 34.-Hats, caps, boots and shoes, gloves, mitten, &c., straw and palm leaf hats, bonnets, and
millinery.
GROUP 35.-Laces, embroideries, and trimmings for clothing, furniture, and carriages.
GROUP 36.-Jewellery and ornaments worn upon the person.
GROUP 37.-Artificial flowers, coiffures, buttons, trimmings, fans, umbrellas, sun shades, walking canes,
pipes and other objects of dress or adornment exclusive of jewellery.
GROUP 38.-Fancy leather work ; pocket books, toilet cases, travelling equipments, valises and trunks.
GROUP 39.-Stationery, paper, pasteboard, card board, wall papers, building paper, and paper industry
generally.
DEPARTMENT IV.-FURNITURE AND MANUFACTURES OF GENERAL USE IN CONSTRUCTION
AND IN DWELLINGS.
GROUP 40.-Furniture, drawing room, parlor and chamber suits, office and library furniture, &c.
Quote 41.--Gold, silver, and silver plated ware ; urns, samovars, epergnes, and table furniture generally.
GROUP 42.-Artistic metal work, bronzes, mantel clocks, &c.
Gorr 43.-Mirrors, stained and enamelled glass, cornices, picture frames, and upholstery.
GRotr 44.-11ousehold implements, apparatus, and articles used in dwellings, not included in other groups.
Including  sundry  appliances, washing apparatus, wringers, wooden ware, baskets,
dairy furniture and fittings, meat safes, refrigerators, &c., &c.
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GROUP 45.-Manufactured parts of dwellings.
Such as sashes, blinds, doors, wainscoting, ceilings, mantels.
GROUP 46. Apparatus and fixtures for heating, lighting, ventilating. and cooking.
Such as furnaces, steam radiators, stoves, gas fixtures, reflectors, lanterns, lamps,
shades ; kitchen furniture.
GROUP 47. Hardware used in construction, exclusive of tools and implements.
This includes spikes, nails, screws, tacks, bolts ; locks, latches, hinges, pulleys ;
plumbers' and gasfitters' hardware; furniture-fittings, ships' hardware and
fittings.
DEPARTMENT V.-TOOLS, IMPLEMENTS, MACHINES, AND PROCESSES.
GROUP 50.-Miscellaneous hand-tools and appliances used in various arts. Cutlery.
GROUP 51.-Fire-arms, ordnance, and other instruments and apparatus for the destruction of life ; for
hunting, trapping, fishing.
GROUP 52.-Machines, tools, and apparatus of agriculture, forestry, and alimentary industry.
GROUP 53.-Machines, tools, and apparatus of mining, metallurgy, chemistry, and the extractive arts.
GROUP 54.-Machines and tools for working wood, metals, or stone.
GROUP 55.-Machines and implements of spinning, weaving, felting, paper-making, sewing, and making
clothing and ornamental objects.
GROUP 56.-Machines and apparatus for type-setting, printing, stamping, embossing, pressing, and for
making books and paper working.
DEPARTMENT VI.-MOTORS AND TRANSPORTATION.
GROUP 60.-Motors and apparatus for the generation and transmission of power.
Steam engines, boilers, water wheels, gas engines, electro-magnetic engines, shafting,
belting, pulleys, gearing, &c.
GROUP 61.-Hydraulic and pneumatic apparatus ; pumping, hoisting, and lifting.
GROUP 62.-Vehicles and apparatus of transportation upon common roads,
Carriages, carts, wagons, wheel-barrows, road engines, &c.
GROUP 63.-Railway plant, rolling stock, and apparatus.
Locomotives, railway carriages, freight cars, trucks, hand cars, &c. Cars for horse
railways, rails, switches,  signals, &c.
GROUP 64.-Transportation upon suspended cables. Aerial transportation, pneumatic transportation.
GROUP 65.-Boats and sailing vessels.
GROUP 66.-Steamships, steamboats, propellers, and all vessels propelled by steam or other motors.  (See
also  GROUP 67.)
GROUP 67.-Boats or vessels designed for special purposes.
Such as telegraph cable vessels, life boats, dredging boats, coal barges and  steamers,
water boats for conveying railway trains, ferry boats, &c.
DEPARTMENT VII.--APPARATUS AND METHODS FOE THE INCREASE AND DIFFUSION
OF KNOWLEDGE.
GROUP 70.-Educational apparatus and methods.
Toys, games, school furniture, fittings, and apparatus ; drawing and writing books,
and methods of instruction, &c.
GROUP 71.-Typographic aids to the preservation and dissemination of knowledge, books, periodicals,
newspapers.
GROUP 72.-Charts, maps, and graphic representations.
GROUP 73.-Telegraphic instruments and methods.
GROUP 74.-Instruments of precision and apparatus of physical research, experiment, and illustration.
GROUP 75.-Meteorological instruments and apparatus.
GROUP 76.-Mechanical calculation ; indicating and registering apparatus, other than meteorological.
GROUP 77.-Weights, weighing and meteorological apparatus ; measures and coins.
GROUP 78.-Chronometric apparatus-time-keepers of all kinds ; watches, clocks, &c.
GROUP 79.-Musical instruments and acoustic apparatus.
DEPARTMENT VIII.- ENGINEERING, PUBLIC WORKS, a'  RCHITECTUBE, &C.
GROUP 80.-Agricultural engineering.
Examples of farm arrangement ,  management, &c. Systems of planting ,  harvesting,
&c. Maps, models, &c.
GROUP 81 .- Mining engineering.
Examples of mine construction and working ,  including hoisting ,  ventilation, and
tra nsporting .  Models and maps.
GROUP 82.-Civil engineering.
Examples of construction of bridges and other public works, illust ra ted by models,
dra wings, and plans.
GROUP 83.-Dynamic and industrial engineering.
The construction and working of machines  ;  examples of planning and the
construction of manufacturing and metallurgical establishments.
GROUP 84 .- Railway engineering.
Location of  ra ilways ,  and the construction and management of railways,
GROUP 85. - Mili tary engineering.
G ROUP 86.-Naval engineering.
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DEPARTMENT IX.-PLASTIC AND GRAPHIC ARTS.
GROUP 90.-Sculpture.
GROUP 91.-Painting.
GROUP 92.-Line-drawing and engraving.
GROUP 93.-Chromo-lithography and lithography.
GROUP 94.-Photography.
GROUP 95.-Industrial designs.
GROUP 96.-Mosaic and inlaid work.
GROUP 97.-Architectural designs and models.
GROUP 98.-Decoration and furnishing of interiors of dwellings and of public buildings.
This group is designed to include special exhibitions of harmonious combinations of
objects for interior decoration, included under various groups and classes.
GROUP 99.-Landscape gardening.
This group is designed to include examples of artistic laying out and planting of
grounds, parks, and gardens.
DEPARTMENT X.-OBJECTS ILLUSTRATING EFFORTS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE
PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL, AND MORAL CONDITION OF MAN.
GROUP 100.-Physical development and condition.
This group is designed to include exhibitions of the nursery and its accessories in
combination ; of gymnasiums and manly sports ; alimentation ; dwellings
combining conditions essential to health and comfort ; hotels, public houses,
public baths, lavatories, &c.
GROUP 101.-Medicine and sanitary.
GROUP 102.-Benevolence.
The displays in this group will consist of such objects as illustrate the working and
results of benevolent institutions. Models, plans, and graphic presentations of
statistics would be appropriate, and the institutions themselves may be visited.
GROUP 103.-Government and law.
Models, drawings, statistics, graphic representations, &c.
GROUP 104.-Religious organizations and systems.
This group is intended to include such objects and statistics as illustrate the origin,
nature, growth, and extent of various religious systems and sects, and of mis-
sionary effort, Sunday schools, &c.
GROUP 105.-Educational.
Illustration of the various systems and accessories of education, from the infant school
to the university. Including special schools of science and art, libraries, &c.
GROUP 106.-Institutions, societies, and organizations having fox their object the promotion of science.
Illustrations of the rise, progress, and results of the various organizations for the pro-
motion of science. Models, drawings, descriptions, and statistics.
GROUP 107.-Co-operative associations.
To illustrate the practical working and results of industrial organizations, working
men's unions, &c., of secret societies, and of co-operative effort generally.
GROUP 108.-Music and the drama.
GROUP 109.-Exhibitions of works of art and industry.
To illustrate the organization, working, and results of great exhibitions; their influence
upon industry, art, science, and civilization generally.
THE DIVISIONS AND THE NOTATION.
It will be seen from the foregoing that there are ten principal divisions called Depart-
ments, and that each department may be divided into ten groups, and these groups when desired
are divided into ten classes. The notation is as follows, the number of the group or class indi-
eating its place in the system:-
Departments. Groups. Classes.
I. 10 19 ... ... 100 109
II. ... ... ... 20 29 ... ... 200 299
III. ... ... ... 30-- 39 • .. ... 300 399
IV. ... ... ... 40--  49 ... ... 40C 499
V. ... ... ... 50 59 ... ... ... 500 599
Vi. ... ... ... 60- - SO .. ... ... 600 699
VII . ... ... ... 70--7n ... ... ... 700 799
VIII. ... ... ... 80--89 ... ... ... 800 899
IX. ... ... ... 90--99 ... ... ... 900 999
X 100 109 1000 1099. ... ... ... ... ... ...
THE ARRANGE %IENT.
It was resolved at the outset, that the arrangement of objects should be both geographical
and systematic, combining the two elements of arrangement by countries and arrangement by
the nature of the objects, thus securing the great advantage of having the productions of each
country kept together and at the same time placed according to their nature,  similar  products or
manutactures  being continuously grouped in  parallel zones crossing  the space  assigned to each
country.
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The arrangement or placing  of the objects will conform generally as  closely as  practicable to
the sequence of the classification. The closer the approximation to it the better. There may be
exceptions  without destroying the symmetry and system. The spaces may be assigned to groups
rather than  to classes . The detail of the arrangement need not be carried  so far as the classes,
unless it  is convenient and expedient to do so. Entire groups may be excepted from the sequence
in the building, in consequence of the peculiar nature of the objects, or some conditions imposed
by the building or site.
The idea requires adherence to a parallel arrangement of the departments from I. to X.,
and of the groups within the departments, all the objects being placed  in zones , side by side, so
that continuous  areas, of greater  or less width, crossing these  zones,  may be  assigned to each
country, thus keeping the exhibits from each country together, while at the  same  time they are
arranged according  to the  nature  of the objects.
THE HISTORICAL SECTION. '
Special provision is made for the illustration of the progress made in the industry, art,
and civilization of the century by the assignment of a separate space, to be known as the
Historical Section, crossing all of the departments, for the reception and proper display of relics,
and any objects illustrating the progress of industry and the arts, especially such objects as
pertain to the early history of the United States in colonial or revolutionary times. The furni-
ture and costumes in use at the beginning of the century would form a very interesting addition
to the appropriate group, as would also the tools, arms, machines, and vehicles of that period in
other groups.
A. T. GOSHORN, Director-General.
J. L. CAMPBELL, Secretary.
*'#* All  communications to be addressed to the Executive Commissioner, 5, Craig's Court,
Charing Cross, London, S.W.
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1876-PHILADELPHIA.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CONDITIONS UPON WHICH THE EXHIBITION WILL BE
CONDUCTED.
Her Majesty's Government having accepted the invitation of the President of the United
States to take part in the International Exhibition, to be held at Philadelphia in 1876, have
placed the British Section under the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, and the
Lord President of the Council has appointed Mr. Philip Cunliffe Owen, C.B., Executive Com-
missioner. While the Executive will do all in its power generally to assist and advise British
Exhibitors, it will be understood by Exhibitors that, in accordance with the precedents of
previous International Exhibitions, they or their agents must be responsible for the packing,
forwarding, unpacking, and reception of their goods, as well as for their safety during the con-
tinuance of the Exhibition.
The salient points of the general regulations affecting foreign exhibitors and the special
regulations governing the free importations of exhibits, as determined by the Centennial Com-
mission, are, so far as at present decided, as follows :-
PRINCIPAL CONDITIONS.
Exhibition
opens 10th  May, 1. The Exhibition will be open at Philadelphia on the 10th May, and close on the 10th
closes 10th November, 1876.
November, 1876, Before 1st Ma 1875 the British Executive must state whether the s ace allotted is2 y, , p.Executive must
apply for extra sufficient  or deficient, and should therefore receive the demands from proposing exhibitors before
space before 1st 25th April, 1875.May,
in 3. Before 1st December, 1875, the Executive must send  in  plans  in  detail, showingPlans  details g
before 1st individual allotments, with all Catalogue information.
December , 1875.
Space gratis. 4. No charge for space.
Steam and water 5. No charge made for a limited quantity of steam and water power. The quantity to be
power. arranged at time  of the allotment of space, and any excess of power to be applied for at same
time, and to be furnished by the Centennial Commission at a fixed rate.
Exhibits exempt 6 . Goods for exhibition to be considered as bonded and exempt from Customs duties.
from duty.
7. The  usual noxious  and explosive substances are prohibited.Articles pro-
hibited. 8. Exhibitors or their  agents are  responsible for the packing, forwarding, receiving, and
Packing, for- unpacking of their goods, at both the opening and the close of the Exhibition. The owner,warding,  inc.
agent, or consignee , must be present to receive goods.
Reception of 9. Reception of exhibits will commence on 1st January, 1876, and no articles will be
exhibits,  admitted after 31st March, 1876.
Special arrange-  10. The installation of heavy objects requiring special foundations or adjustment should,
went for  heavy by special  arrangement , begin as soon as progress of works will permit.objects.
space not 11. Space  assigned  and not occupied on the 1st April, 1876, will revert to the Director-
occupied 1st General for re-assignment.
Aril.
Date of removal 12. All goods  must,  under penalties, be removed before 31st December, 1876.
of goods. 13. The objects exhibited will be protected against piracy of inventions or designs.
Protection of Sketches, drawings, photographs, or other reproductions ofarticles exhibited, will only bedesigns, ac.
allowed upon the joint assent of the exhibitor and Director-General.
Insurance. 14. The Centennial Commission will take precautions for the safe preservation of all objects
in the Exhibition, but will not be liable. Facilities will be arranged by which exhibitors may
favorably insure their goods.
special regale- 15. Special  regulations  will be issued concerning the exhibition of Fine Arts, the organ-
Lone. ization  of International Juries, awards of Prizes, and sales of special articles within the buildings,
and other points not touched on in these preliminary instructions.
Offices of  the British Section,
b, Craig's  Court, Charing Cross, S.W.,
1st March, 1875.
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Offices of the British Executive,
5, Craig's Court, Charing Cross, S.W.
March, 1875.
I beg to inform you that Her Majesty's Government have accepted the invitation of the
President of the United States, to take part in the International Exhibition to be held at
Philadelphia in 1876, and have decided that the interests of the British section shall be  entrusted
to the charge of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education.
In furtherance of this arrangement, His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Lord
President of the Council, has been pleased to appoint me to act, under the direct  instructions of
His Grace, as Executive Commissioner ; and I now beg to enclose, for your information,  copies
of the general regulations of the Exhibition, in which are embodied the system  of classi fication,
and the customs regulations.
For convenient reference, I have caused a digest to be prepared, showing the points of
special interest to British manufacturers and produers.
Should you be disposed to exhibit, I beg to point out that the form of application sent
herewith should be returned to me with the least possible delay, the latest date at which
applications can be received from British Exhibitors, being the 25th of April next. The
distance between England and America renders a strict adherence to this rule of the highest
importance.
I have received the Lord President's instructions to proceed to America early in June,
returning in the course of July, in order that I may become personally acquainted with all
matters of local detail of interest to exhibitors. On this  occasion , I shall be accompanied by
Colonel Herbert Samford, R.A., one of the Official Delegates appointed  to assist  in the
Executivework, who will remain in Philadelphia, representing the Executive, until I myself proceed to
take up residence there in the early days of next year, in order to superintend the labors of the
installation , and to render to the exhibitors in the British Section , in accordance  with His
Grace 's wishes, all possible assistance.
I have, &c.,
P. CUNLIFFE OWEN,
Executive  Commissioner.
Enclosure No. 2.
DUPLICATE TO BE  RETAINED BY EXHIBITOR.
No. 2.
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PHILADELPHIA.
BRITISH SECTION.
Under the direction of the Lords of the Committee of Council for Education.
His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G., Lord President of the Council.
Executive Commissioner-Philip Cunliffe Owen, Esq., C.B.
Name and Christian name
in full, or name of Firm
Business or Profession ...
Address, in  full ...
General nature of goods,
specifying Departments
in which it  is pro posed
to exhibit . (For parti-
culars see bsok.)
Space applied for
Signature
APPLICATION  FOR SPACE.
Industrial Hall ...
Machinery Ha ll  ...
Agricultural Hall ...
Horticultural Ha ll  ...
Date
No. of Square Feet.
As the allotment of space must depend upon the number of individual applications, it
may be found necessary to give precedence to those made at an early date ; it is therefore
requested that this form may be FORWARDED  BEFORE THE 25TH  OF APRIL, 1875, TO
The Executive Commissioner,
International  Exhibition of 1876,
5, Craig's Court, Charing Cross, London, S.W,
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It is not necessary that letters addressed as above on Exhibition matters should be pre-
paid. Intending Exhibitors are informed that the Catalogue of the British Section will be
printed by Her Majesty's Printers. On the allotment of space being officially notified,
Exhibitors will be requested to furnish the necessary information for the Catalogue. All
correspondence connected with the Catalogue will be from the above offices. No advertisements
will  be inserted.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to mark under the Head of Department or Depart-
ments the Group or Groups in which they propose to exhibit, with such details as at the present
date they are able to supply.
Full particulars will be found under General Regulations C., System of Classification.
DEPARTMENT I.
Groups  10  to  19.
Raw Materials ,  Mineral ,  Vegetable,
and Animal.
DEPARTMENT II.
Groups  20  to 28.
Materials and Manufactures used for
Food or in the Arts, the Result of
Extractive  or Combining Processes.
DEPARTMENT III.
Groups  30  to  39.
Text ile and Felted Fabrics , Apparel,
Costumes ,  and Ornaments for
the Person.
DEPARTMENT IV.
Groups 40 to 47.
Furniture and Manufactures of General
Use in Construction and in Dwellings.
DEPARTMENT V.
Groups  60  to  56.
Tools, Implements ,  Machines, and
Processes.
DEPARTMENT VI.
Groups  60  to 67.
Motors and Transportation.
DEPARTMENT VII.
Groups 70 to 79.
Apparatus and Methods  for the  Increase
and Diffusion of Knowledge.
DEPARTMENT VIII.
Groups  80  to  86.
Engineering , Public Works,
Architecture, &c.
DEPARTMENT IX.
Groups  90 to 99.
Plastic and Graphic Arts.
DEPARTMENT X.
Groups  100 to 109.
Objects  il lustrating  Efforts for the
Improvement  of the Physical,
Inte llectual ,  and Moral Condition of Man.
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No. 2.
[CIRCULAR.]
ON THE SUBJECT OF A PROPOSED SCHEME FOR THE EXCHANGE OF
MONEY ORDERS BETWEEN INDIA AND CERTAIN BRITISH POS-
SESSIONS INCLUDING QUEENSLAND, WITH ENCLOSURES.
Downing street,
25th March, 1875.
SIR,
I have the honor to transmit to you the accompanying copy of a letter stn 3-ch. 1875
from the India Office, enclosing one from Mr. Monteath, relative to a scheme for the ism.rebruary,
exchange of Money Orders between India and certain British Colonies, including that
under your Government.
I have informed the Secretary of State for India that I am not aware of any
objection to this proposal, and that you have been given to understand that Mr.
Monteath bas been instructed to open negotiations with the Colonial Governments for
this purpose.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
[copy.]
THE INDIA OFFICE  to  THE COLONIAL OFFICE.
India Office, London,
5th March, 1875.
SIR,
I am directed by the Secretary of State for India in Council to forward to you,
for submission to the Earl of Carnarvon, copy of a letter from Mr. A. Monteath, the Director. Datevd is sFeb
General of Post Offices in India , now on special  duty in this country.
2. Mr. Monteath, you will observe,. proposes to open  negotiations  for Money Order
arrangements  between India and the Post Offices of the following British Colonies :-I., the
Dominion of Canada ; II., Newfoundland ; III., Jamaica ; IV., Cape of Good Hope ; V., Natal ;
VI., Hong gong, including the subordinate Agencies of Shanghai and Yokohama ; VII.,
Mauritius, including the Seychelles ; VIII., the Straits Settlements ; IX., New South Wales;
X., New Zealand ; XI., Queensland ; XII., South Australia ; XIII ., Tasmania  ; XIV., Victoria ;
XV., Western Australia.
3. Lord Salisbury, I am directed to state,  is desirous , should the Earl of Carnarvon see
no objection, that the Governments and Administrations of the Colonies above mentioned may be
informed that Mr. Monteath has been instructed to opera negotiations for the purpose of securing
a direct exchange of Money Orders between their respective Post Offices and India.
4. A separate letter has been addressed on the same subject to the Foreign Office, with
reference to the  foreign  countries mentioned by Mr. Monteath.
The Under Secretary of State,
Colonial Office.
SIR,
I am, &c.,
(Signed) GEORGE HAMILTON.
Copy.]
MR. MONTEATH to THE INDIA OFFICE.
26, Manchester street,
16th February, 1875.
Adverting to the item marked E in the list of duties in which I am engaged, given
in my letter of the 24th December, 1874, and to your reply of the 22nd January, I have the
honor to report that I am now ready to place myself in communication with the Post Offices of
Foreign Countries and British Colonies, with which it may be considered desirable to negotiate
Money Order arrangements on behalf of the Government of India, and I propose to open
negotiations on the subject with the Post Offices of the Foreign Countries and British Colonies
named below, viz.
Foreign Countries.
France.
Italy.
Switzerland.
Belgium.
Denmark.
Holland.
Egypt.
United States of America.
British Colonies.
Dominion of Canada.
Newfoundland.
Jamaica. ,
Cape of Good Hope.
Natal.
Hong gong, including the subordinate
Agencies of Shanghai and Yoko-
hama.
Mauritius, including the Seychelles.
Straits  Settlements.
New South Wales.
New Zealand.
Queensland.
South Australia.
Tasmania.
Victoria.
Western Australia,
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22nd  Dec., 1871.
As respects  the Dominion of Canada, it should be mentioned that there is already an
exchange  of Money Orders with India, but it is through the medium of the British Post Office,
and the employment of this intermediate agency gives rise to double work and to the charge of
double  rates of commission . My negotiations in th'.s case would have for their object the
arrangement of  direct  relations.
Should the  Secretary  of State  see no  objection, I would request that steps may be taken
for informing  the Governments and Administrations of these countries of the fact of instructions
having been given to me to open negotiations with the view of seeking the assent of the Post
Offices concerned to a direct  exchange  of Money Orders with British India, and of arranging the
mode  and conditions  of such exchange, the arrangements so made being subject to the approval
of the respective Governments, viz., of the Foreign Country or British Colony on the one hand,
and of British India on the other hand.
As soon as  I receive intimation from you of the necessary communications having been
made , I propose to address direct the Postal Authorities of the countries concerned.
I may mention here, for your information, that I propose taking steps at the same time
for negotiating  arrangements  of a similar kind with the British Agencies at Alexandria, Suez,
Constantinople, Smyrna, Gibraltar, and Malta, but in respect of these my negotiations need no
introduction, as they will be carried on with the General Post Office, London.
I have included in the List of British Colonies given above only one (Jamaica) out of the
whole number of British West India Islands, deeming it expedient to keep my present negotia-
tions within moderate limits, and considering it probable that arrangements come to with Jamaica
would in all likelihood be readily accepted by the Governments of any of the other Islands with
which it may be deemed expedient to seek Money Order relations.
I have also omitted from the List given  several  smaller Colonies and places which are on
the Money Order List of the British Post Office, viz.:-
British Guiana, including Berbice and Demerara.
British Honduras.
Bermuda.
Falkland Islands.
St. Helena.
Gambia.
Lagos.
Sierra Leone.
Gold Coast.
Valparaiso.
Coquimbo.
Arrangements can, if necessary , be subsequently negotiated with any of the above.
I have, &c.,
(Signed) A. M. MONTEATH.
To the Under Secretary of State for India.
No. 3,
[CIRCULAR.]
ON THE SUBJECT OF RE-EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN
PENSIONED UNDER THE SUPERANNUATION ACT WITH ENCLOSURE.
Downing street,
16th March, 1875.
SIR,
I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a letter from the Treasury,
having reference to the re-employment of persons who have been pensioned under the
Superannuation Act.
My object in sending you the Circular is to call your special attention to the
second case, in which a pension already granted may be forfeited under the 11th Section
of the Act, and to request that you will bear in mind that any such person, serving in the
colony under your Government, who desires to resign his office before he is sixty years
of age or permanently disabled, should be expressly cautioned that his resignation will
entail the loss of the pension granted to him in respect of his previous services.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
[COPY.]
RE-EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN PENSIONED UNDER THE
SUPERANNUATION ACT.
Treasury Chambers,
22nd December, 1871.
SIR,
I am directed by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, to acquaint
you, for the information of the Earl of Kimberley, that the attention of their Lordships has been
called to the necessity of some further Measures, in order to give due effect to the 11th Section
of the Act 22 Vic., cap. 26. The Section in question  is in  the following terms :-
" Every person to whom a Superannuation or Compensation Allowance shall have been
granted before he shall have attained the age of sixty years shall, until he has attained that age,
" be liable to be called upon to fill, in any part of Her Majesty's dominions in which he shall before
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" have served, any public office or situation under the Crown for which his previous public ser-
" vices may render him eligible, and if he shall decline when called upon to do so, to take upon
" him such office or situation, or shall decline or neglect to execute the duties thereof satisfac-
" torily, being in a competent state of health, he shall forfeit his right to the Compensation or
" Superannuation Allowance which had been granted to him."
The cases in which a Pension already granted may be forfeited under this section, may
be divided into two classes :-
1. Cases in which a Pensioner, being under 60 years of age, and in a competent state of
health, declines an offer of suitable employment under the Crown.
2. Cases in which a Pensioner having accepted an offer of employment under the Crown,
subsequently resigns it before attaining the age of 60, and being still in a competent state of
health to perform the duties required of him.
As regards the first class of cases, my Lords request that every case of this kind may be
immediately reported to this Board, in order that my Lords may be enabled to judge of the
sufficiency of the evidence offered respecting the state of the Pensioner's health, and to take
such further steps (if any) as may be necessary in that behalf.
As regards the second class of cases, I am desired to state that my Lords hold that
an Officer re-called under the said section to the Civil Service is in just the same position as if
he had never left it, with this single exception, that whenever he retires with the Certificates and
under the circumstances prescribed by the Act, the Pension formerly awarded to him will revive,
or (so far as it may not have been suspended by the 20th Section of the Act 4 and 5 William
IV., cap. 24) will continue, and will constitute the minimum which he has then to receive as a
retiring allowance.
My Lords request, therefore, that if any Officer who has been recalled to duty in your
Department, desires to resign his situation before he is 60 years of age, or permanently disabled,
he may be expressly cautioned, that his resignation, if persisted in, will entail the loss of the
Pension which has been granted to him in respect of his previous services. In the event of the
Officer persisting in his resignation, after receiving such a warning, my Lords request that the
circumstances of the case may be immediately reported to this Board, in order that the necessary
steps may be taken to enforce the forfeiture of the Pension.
My Lords wish it to be distinctly understood, that in order that an Officer should be en-
titled to retain a Pension, if he resigns the Office in which he has been re-employed before attain-
ing the age of 60 years, it is necessary that he should produce such a Medical Certificate as would,
with reference to the terms of the 10th Section of the Superannuation Act of 1859, justify this
Board in awarding him a Superannuation Allowance.
In the event, therefore, of a re-employed Pensioner tendering a Medical Certificate of ill
health in connection with the resignation of his appointment, my Lords request that before such
Certificate is acted upon, it may be forwarded to this Board, together with a statement of the
circumstances attending the resignation, and an expression of the opinion of your Department on
the merits of the case, in order that my Lords may be in a position to judge whether the case is
one in which the Pension may properly be allowed to revive or continue.
I  am, &c.,
(Signed) WILLIAM LAW.
R. G. W. Herbert, Esq.,
Colonial Office.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  stree  Brisbane
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. f WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Gold
Yields Act  of 1874," 38 Victoria, No. 11, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby proclaim that the following shall be deemed
to be a gold field under the said Act :-
LEYBURN GOLD FIELD.
About 4,780 acres.
Commencing  on the main road from Warwick to
Leyburn,  at its  intersection with the east boundary
of the Leyburn Town Reserve, and bounded thence
on the west by that boundary and a line bearing
south about two miles seventy chains to the north
boundary of selection one hundred and eighteen ;
on the south by part of that boundary, the north
boundary of selection 416, and  a line  bearing east
about three miles five chains to a point bearing
south from the south-west corner of selection 1090;
on the east by a line and part of the west boundary
of selection 1090, bearing north about two miles
fifty-five chains to the above-mentioned road from
Warwick to Leyburn ; and on the north by the
south side of that road westerly to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
H. E. KING.
[No. 73.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th June, 1875.
C_( IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
LLI of  the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM LAMBERT FOWLES
to be a Trustee of the Clermont General Cemetery,
in the room of John Mackay, resigned.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1875.
g IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
Mr. ANGUS MACSAY
to be a Member of the Board formed to inquire
into, and report upon :-
1. The causes and best methods of prevention
and of cure of Diseases in Sheep, Cattle, and
Horses.
2. The same as to Wheat, Sugar- cane , Vines,
Bananas, and other cultivated Plants.
3. The best method of improving the Natural
Pastures of the colony.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1875-
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM STANLEY WARREN
to be  a Bailiff of Crown Lands for the purpose of
inspecting and reporting on Conditional Purchase
and Homestead selections within the Land  Agent's
Districts of Toowoomba ,  Warwick, and Dalby,
and of performing the other duties set forth in
section  116 of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act
of 1868,"  in the room  of William White,  resigned ;
such appointment to-take effect from the  1st July
next.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN! WILLIAM FRYAR.
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Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ARTHUR NEILL
to be a Pilot at the Burnett River,  vice  Thomas
Clarke, deceased.
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1875.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867.
T
HE  Owners in the Springsure District having
failed to elect Sheep Directors for the current
year, His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the following  gentlemen  to be Sheep
'Directors for that District, namely :-
ALEXANDER STEWARTLAuEiE , ArcturusDowns;
ROBERT PATTC•N, Cairdbeign ;
HENRY RICHARDS,  Springsure;
JOHN GEORGE HANNAY WILSON, Orion Downs;
and
JAMES PHILPS ,  Mantuan Downs.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1875,
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867.
FAILING the Election by the Sheep Owners inthe District, His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
BooTH SHARPLEY, of Boolagar,
to be a Sheep Director for Maranoa District, in
room of Jesse Sharpley, deceased.
A. MACALISTER.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th June, 1875.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867.
THE Owners in the Dalby Sheep District arerequested to meet in the Court House, Dalby,
at 12 noon  of SATURDAY, the 10th  July  next, to
elect  a Sheep Director  in room of  Mr. T. S.  Beatty,
resigned.
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1N pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with t e  provisionsof the sixty-
first section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the Leases of the following  Selections of
land, under  the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register LandNo. of Name of Lessee. Area. Agent'sA pplioa- Districttion. .
A.
996 Alexander J. Manson 330
R.  P.
0 0 Brisbane
1435  Ditto ...  161 0 0 ditto
1625  Frederick G. Cox ...  55 0 32 ditto
2682  Herbert Burges ... 320 0 0 Ipswich
484 Thomas Stevens ... 640 0 0 Warwick
759 William P. Townson... 85 0 0 ditto
11 James C. Boyd ... 72 0 35 Springsure
64 Cornelius McAlister ... 631 0 0 Towsville
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEII'N I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His  Excellency
TO WIT . I WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of'the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the portions of land hereunder described shall
be open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-
seventh day of July, 1875, at the several Land
Offices named.
ob
x a
Parish.
oop
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
46 Cabool- 996 A. J. Manson  ...
A.
330
P..
0
P.
0 Brisbane
52
ture
ditto ...  1436
1
Ditto .. 161 0 ditto
012 Dixon ...  2682 IT.  Burgess .. 320 0  Ipswich1
484 J. Stevens 640 0 0  Warwick
24&25' Robinson  759 W. P. Townson 85 0 0 ditto
1&5  1Spri ngaure  11 J. O. Boyd ... 72 0 35 Springaure
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  let  of 1868,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire,  the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify and proclaim  that
the portions  of land hereunder described sha ll  be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on  and after  TUESDAY, the twenty-second
day of July, 1875, at the Warwick  Land Office.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sD iistrct.
A. U.  P.
157 Cornelius  B ro snan 640  0 0 Warwick.
177 Ditto ... '  550 0 0 1 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QIIEENBLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth day
of July, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
No. of
No. of Land
Por- Parish . Applica- Late Lessee. Area . Agent's
tion . tion. District.
226 Mutdapilly 586 M. O'Brien ...
A.
658
H. P.
0 0 Ipswich.
10 Tiaro ... 141 T. Thomas ... 145 0 0 Gyrppie.
,,, 147 L.  J. A. Poing - 228 0 0 ditto.
10 156
desire
C.  8heinpaug 215 0 0 ditto.
176 S.  L. South ... 160 0 0 ditto.
... 225 H.  Smith  ... 80 0 0 ditto.
,., 246 C. Gelloway 80 0 0 ditto.
... 258 G.  Thrower 80 0 0 ditto.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the ytar of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Got, SAVE THE  QUEEN  I
QUEENSLAND ,'  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.S) Distinguished Order of St .  Michael
W.W. CAIRNS,  and St. George ,  Governor and
Governor .  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of clause  forty- one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the  twenty-ninth
day of June ,  1875, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
No. of I
Por- Pari sh.
tion.
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Late
Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
D>,triet.
27 Bunda.
berg
1
288 J.  C. Thomp-
son
A. F. P.
1,000 0 0 Bunda-
berg
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five, and in the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tions shall continue to form part of the homestead
areas  within which they are respectively situated,
and shall be open to selection as Homesteads and
not otherwise, subject to the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the 29th day of
June, 1875, at the several Land Offices named.
oo
o "
za
Parish.
d
da°i District.
Homestead
Area Late Lessee.Area.
Felton ... 896 Toowoom- Felton  ... I.  G.  Bu-
A.
320
Ditto ... 897
ba
ditto ditto  .. . H. A
chanan
Ike  ... 320
*722 Warwick Ellangowan S. J. Mahan 82
Value of improvements, 930.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lird one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- five, and in  the thirty-
eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEENI
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  s  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of clause forty -one of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and pro claim that
the lands hereunder described shall be  open  to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, onand after  TUESDAY,  the tweny -seventh day of
July, 1875,  at the  Rockhampton  Land Office.
Description  of Lands  open to Selection under " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868."
The unalienated and unsurveyed lands within the
Town Reserve of  Woodville, in  the Settled District
of Port Curtis,- exclusive of an area of one square
mile, as shown on the Land Agent 's Official Map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -second
day of June ,  in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five, and in the thirty -ninth  year  of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j]C,' HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty.
third year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend the Laws relating to Town and
Suburban  Lands,"  and numbered eight,  in section
one, power  is given  to the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, by Proclamation in
the  Government Gazette,  to rescind either wholly or
in part  any Proclamation setting apart any Crown
lands as town or  suburban lands ; and whereas it is
expedient  to rescind  all previous Proclamations in
connection  with the unalienated  lands  in and around
the Town Reserve of Woodville, in the Settled
District of Port Curtis, with the view of throwing
the said lands open to selection by lease, under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868": Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,  in pursu-
ance  of the power and authority in me vested, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, declare that all previous
proclamations having reference to the  lands as
aforesaid ,  in and around  the hereinbefore-mentioned
Town  Reserve , shall be and are hereby rescinded, of
which all  persons are  requested to take due notice.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SATE THE  QUEEN!
QIIEENSLAND, ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of clause  forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned portions
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY , the
twenty-seventh day of July, 1875, at the Land
Offices of the districts within which they are
respectively situated.
BRISBANE  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Moffat, county of Ward.
Portions Nos. 1 to 40, 42, 64, 69 to 79, 86 to 93,
97 to 103, 107, 109, 111, 113 to 119, 129 to 140, 147
to 169, 171, 172, 174, 176, 180 to 182, 200 to 206,
211 to 220, 222, 224, 226, 228 to 231, 233 to 236,
241 and 242.
BEENLEIGE  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Moffat, county of Ward.
Portions Nos. 247 to 25G, 254 to 260, 262, 263,
274, 275, 278 to 286, 289, 290, 297 to 299, 313, 314,
341 to 344.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
6oD SAYA TH  Qurn !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His  Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor  and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
'V pursuance of clause forty-one of  " The Crown
Y Lands Alienation Act of  1838 " I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection , under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the twenty-seventh day of
July, 1875, at the Rockhampton Land Office.
Description of lands surrendered by the Lessee from
the lease of the Run "Lake Learmouth,"  in the
Settled District of Port Curtis.
101, square miles.
Commencing on Canoona Creek at the north side
of the road ten chains wide which forms the north-
east boundary of pre-emptive selections Nos. 126
and 127, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a line north-westerly about seven miles to the
north-east corner of the Woodville Town Reserve ;
on the west by the east boundary of that reserve
bearing south to the road from Woodville to
Canoona Head Station ; on the south-west by that
road south-easterly to Bonnie Doon Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to Canoona Creek ; and
on the east by Canoona Creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
June, inZthe year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- five, and in the
thirty-ninth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QIIEENSLAND, S  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. l WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael  and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
I  Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart respectively  as Homestead  Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that  the said lands
shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the twenty- seventh day  of July,
1875.
Description of lands surrendered by he Lessee from
the lease of the Run " Gracemere" in the Settled
District of Port Curtis.
County of Livingstone, Parish of Pluyfair.
1,860 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of West.
wood  Town Reserve and bounded thence on the
south-west by a line bearing three hundred and seven
degrees thirty minutes thirty-one  chains ten links ;
on the west by a line bearing  sixteen degrees
ninety-two chains thirty links,  thence bearing
thirty-seven degrees thirty  minutes one  hundred
and five chains ; on the north -east by  a line bearing
one hundred and twenty-seven degrees thirty
minutes one hundred and eight chams ; on the
south-east by a line bearing two hundred and seven-
teen degrees thirty minutes about one hundred and
fifty-seven chains to the north boundary of West-
wood Reserve aforesaid, and thence by that boun-
dary bearing west to the  point of commencement.
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County of Livingstone, parish of Playfair.
4,413 acres.
Commencing on Neerkol Creek at the north-west
corner of  W. Archer's forty-five acres, portion 2
parish of Playfair ; and bounded thence on the east
by the west boundary of that portion bearing south
forty chains seventy links, thence by the south
boundary of same portion bearing east fifteen chains,
thence by a line bearing south eight chains forty
links to the Great Northern Railway Line ; on the
south-east by that railway line south-westerly to
the south corner of original selection 26; on the
south-west by the south-west boundary of same
selection bearing three hundred and seven degrees
thirty minutes one hundred and thirty- six chains
sixty links ; on the north-west by a line bearing
thirty-seven degrees thirty minutes one hundred
and twenty-three chains ; thence by a line bearing
three hundred and ten degrees forty-four chains
twenty links ; thence by a line bearing north
twenty-one chains forty links to N eerkol Creek ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement,--exclusive of a reserve
as published in the  Government Gazette  of 1875,
page 637.
County of Livingstone, parish, of Wiseman.
622 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain west from
the south-west corner of portion 67, parish of
Wiseman, and bounded thence on the east by a
road one chain wide bearing three hundred and
fifty-nine d grees thirty minutes eighty-one chains
fifteen links ; on the north by a line bearing west
seventy-six  chains twenty- six links ; on  the west
by a line bearing south eighty-one chains fifteen
links ; and on the south by a line bearing east
seventy- seven chains  twenty links to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty - ninth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depnedencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Art of  1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a
Public Road.
Description of a Road, one chain wide, resumed
from selection 1,`100, Ipswich District, being
portion 16, parish of Dugandan. (J. Haygarth.)
From the south-west corner of portion 16, parish
of Dugandan, running north-easterly to its north
boundary ; containing six acres and 2 roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment I-louse, Brisbane, this fifteenth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the tlorty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Cominand,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN  l
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section one of  " The Homestead
I Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby set  apart as  a Homestead Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 27th day of July, 1875.
Area surrendered bi' the Lessee from the lease of the
Run " Texas, in the Unsettled District of
Darling Downs.
9 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum. tree marked broad-arrow over X, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line four
miles, thence on the north by a west line four miles
forty chains, thence on the West by a south line
two miles fifty chains to the Severn River, and
thence on the south by the right bank of that river
upwards to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of a pre-emptive purchase of one hundred and sixty
acres, and a proposed pre-emptive purchase of two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation  by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described  shall be and are
hereby set  apart as a Homestead  Area, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, and that  the said lands
shall be open to Selection  as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Bundaberg Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
Description of lands surrendered  by the  Lessee from
the lease  of "Bingera  and Branyan Consolidated
Run," in the Wide  Bay and Burnett District.
13 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence  of a small creek distant
about thirty chains in a direct line above the head
station of Bingera, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing about one hundred and
five degrees one hundred and ninety  chains to a tree
marked broad-arrow over ET over V in  triangle on
the Elliot River ; thence on the east by the Elliot
River, being the eastern boundary of the run, to its
head at its intersection with the track from Eureka
to Bingera ; thence south-westerly by that track
about two hundred and  ten chains  to a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over IX ; thence
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by a line west about twenty chains to a dense
scrub ; thence by that scrub in a northerly direc-
tion about four hundred chains to the River
Burnett ; and thence by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Ci )uncil, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be and are hereby set
apart respectively as Homestead Areas, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, and that the said lands
shall be open to Selection as Homesteads and not
otherwise, at the Goondiwindi Land Office, on and
after TUESDAY, the 20th day of July, 1875.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Area surrendered by the Lessee from the lease of
" Carbuckea/" or "Callandoon Run," in the
Unsettled District of Darling Downs.
3 square miles.
Commencing on the south bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River at a point opposite
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over GB, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line about
three miles fifteen chains to the north bank of the
Macintyre River ; and thence on the south-east
and north-east by the north bank of the said
Macintyre River upwards to the effluence of the
said Callandoon branch ; and by the left bank of
that branch downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Area surrendered by the  Lessee from the lease of
the " Bromfield Run," in the Unsettled District
of Darling Downs.
10 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over GB, and bounded thence
on the  east  by a north line two hundred and eighteen
chains to the Yambocully Creek at a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B, said line forming the
western boundary of the Goondiwindah Run ; thence
on the north by the last-named creek downwards
to the junction of  Piggy  Piggy Creek, and by Piggy
Piggy Creek upwards to a point about three miles
and five chains in a straight line westerly from
the last-named tree  marked broad-arrow over B ;
thence on the west by a south line about three
miles  and forty chains to the Callandoon branch of
the Macintyre River, the said line being parallel to
and distant three miles west from the western
boundary of the Goondiwindah Run ; and thence
on the south by the right bank of the Callandoon
branch of the Macintyre River upwards to the tree
marked broad-arrow over GB first -mentioned, the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of June,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of clause forty-one of " Th e Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands included in the undermentioned for-
feited Runs shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the sixth day of July, 1875, at the Maryborough
Land Office.
Description  of the  boundaries of the " Dunmora
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett, which  has become  forfeited  by reason
of non-payment of rent.
About  8,881 acres.
Commencing on the main road from Gayndah to
Maryborough where it crosses the Six-mile Creek,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north three
hundred and fifteen degrees east four hundred and
seventy-seven chains to Log Bridge Creek ; thence
by the LogBridge Creek  upwards about two hundred
and fifty chains southerly ; thence by a line bearing
east ten degrees south about three hundred and
eighty five chains ; thence by a line bearing south
sixty chains to  the  Maryborough and Gayndah
main road at its junction with the Glenbar road ;
thence by the last-mentioned  road southerly to the
Twelve-mile Creek ; thence bythat creek downwards
to the west boundary of the River Reserve ; thence
by the  west and north boundaries of the River
Reserve northerly and easterly to the Six-mile
Creek, and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Description of the  boundaries  of the " Mariana
Run," in the Settled District of Wide Bay
and Burnett ,  which has  become forfeited by
reason  of non-payment of rent.
About 38,707 acres.
Commencing on Myrtle Creek at a spot about
37 chains in a direct line above the north-west corner
of portion No. 11, parish of St. Mary ; bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing about south
seventeen degrees west for about 295 chains, and
thence bearing south forty degrees west for about
265 chains ; thence on the north by a line bearing
east for 224 chains to the Mary River at the south-
west corner of portion No. 77, parish of St. Mary ;
thence again on the east by that river upwards for
about 173 chains in a direct line to a spot bearing
east  and distant about 20 chains from a tree marked
H ; thence on the south by a line bearing west 696
chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
for about 293 chains to a tree marked B; thence
again on the north by a line bearing east for 228
chains ; thence again on the west by a line bearing
north for  about 404 chains; thence again on the
north by a line bearing east for 57 chains to a
tree marked H on Myrtle Creek ; and thence by
that creek downwards for about 537 chains in a
direct line to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirty -first day
of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-five,
and in the thirty-eighth year of Her
Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM FRYAR.
GOD SAYE THE QIIEEN l
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QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of clause  forty-one  of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868,"  1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice  of the  Executive  Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that
the lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
Run sha ll  be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and  after TUESDAY, the
twenty -ninth day of June, 1875, at the Gympie
Land Office.
Description of the " Amamoor" or "Police Creek
Run," in  the Settled District of Wide Bay and
Burnett,  which has  become forfeited  by reason
of non-payment of rent.
20,000 acres.
Commencing at a marked  tree about one and
a-half  miles south of the head of Amamoor or
Police Creek, which lies about twenty miles south-
east from  Tooth' s station , Widgee Widgee; from
thence east  twelve and a-half miles by the Bunya
Scrub to where the scrubs block in the creek on
both  sides ;  from thence north and west by the
scrub across  Amamoor Creek thirteen miles to a
marked tree , and from thence south five miles to
the starting point.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, and in the
thirty-eighth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. MACALISTER.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
about twelve chains ; thence by a line bearing two
hundred and twenty-five degrees about twenty one
chains to the junction of a gully with the Mary
River, and on the remainder of the south-west by
the Mary River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall he published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for School purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward, parish of Darlington.
2 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 339 degrees 30 minutes one chain and
eighty-nine links from its intersection by the
southern boundary of portion 18, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west five
chains and forty links ; on the west by a line
bearing south three chains and forty links ; on the
south by a line bearing  east six  chains and ninety-
eight links ; and on the north-east by the said road
bearing 332 degrees 30 minutes one chain eighty-five
links and 339 degrees 30 minutes one chain and
eighty -nine  links to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th June, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Water suppl
WIL .LIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1875.
TOWN RESERVE OF GYMPIE.
T
HE  following amended description of the boun-
daries of the above Town Reserve, proclaimed
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
is substituted for that contained in the Proclamation
dated the 14th May last, and published in page
1060 of this year's  Government Gazette.
WILLIAM FRYAR•.
Description of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Gympie, county of March.
Commencing on the right hank of the Mary
River, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
road forming part of the north-east boundary of
Goldfield Homestead Selection 42 bearing three
hundred and twenty-five degrees about eleven
chains ;  on the north-west by a line bearing fifty-
five degrees seventy-four chains to the north corner
of section  twenty-five ; on the north- east  by a line
bearing one  hundred and forty-five degrees forl•y-
two and a-half chains to a point on the north-east
boundary of section 28;  again on  the north-west by
a line  bearing fifty-five degrees about fifty-four and
three-quarter chains to the original north-east
boundary of the town;  again on the north-east by
a line  being part of said original boundary of the
town bearing one hundred and forty-five degrees to
the north-east boundary of the cemetery reserve ;
thence by part of the north-east and south-east
boundaries of that reserve south-easterly and south-
westerly ; thence by continuation of aforesaid
original boundary of the town bearing one hundred
and forty-five degrees to Deep Creek ; thence by
Deep Creek downwards to the bridge at the Bris-
bane  road ; thence by that road south-easterly to
the Imbil road about forty-seven a d three-quarter
chains ;  thence by the Imbil road south-easterly
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY,
County of Stanley, parish of Redel fe.
20 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north ten chains
and thence east one chain from the south-east
corner of portion 510, and bounded thence on the
west by a  road  one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains; on the south by another road one chain
wide bearing east ten chains ; on the east by another
road one chain wide bearing north twenty chains;
and on the north by another road one chain wide
bearing west ten chains and five links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June. 1875.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COM MISSIOIIERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "qhe
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth secti )n of the
above-recited Act at he under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates:-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the first Friday
in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the first Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors applying
for certificates, and their witness.
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DARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
A; the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1875, and every
alternate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND  BuRNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1875, and every
alternate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternaet
month afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOHTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF  BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the first Thurs-
day in July, 1875,, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in June, 1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Clermont ,  the last Thurs-
day in June ,  1875, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure,  the fourth
Monday in June ,  1875 ,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
holiday ,  the sitting will be held  on the  following
Special sittings, when necessary ,  in addition to
he above, will be duly notified from time to time.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1875.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been  tempora.
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  SHOW  GROUNDS FOE USE OF THE
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND  GBAZIERs '  AND FAR-
MERS ' SOCIETY.
County of Livingstone, parish of Graacemere, portion
No.  262.
45 acres 2 roods 20 perches.
Commencing on a road four chains wide at a
point bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
fifty minutes and distant four chains from the east
corner of section 4, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the Port Curtis Road bearing one
hundred and thirty-five degrees fifty minutes
fifteen chains and ten links ; on the south-east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty-five degrees
fifty minutes thirty-eight chains ninety-three links ;
on the west by the road first aforesaid bearing four
degrees fifty-eight minutes twenty-three chains
seven  links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing forty-five degrees fifty minutes twenty-
one chains and fifty links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND.
County of  Stanley ,  parish  of Whiteside.
(Amended description ,  cancelling  that published
in the  Government Gazette,  dated 20th June,
1874.)
46 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the north side of  a road one
chain wide intersecting the west boundary of por-
tion 52, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion bearing north twenty chains ; on the north
by portion 82 bearing west twenty-five chains ; on
the west by portion 83 bearing south thirteen
chains and ninety links ; on the south by the
aforesaid road bearing one hundred and twenty-
three degrees four chains, one hundred and forty-
one degrees four chains and twenty-five links, one
hundred and thirteen degrees two chains, sixty-
seven degrees three chains and fifty links, one
hundred degrees thirty minutes  seven  chains,
eighty-three degrees three chains and five links,
ninety degrees two chains, and ninety-three degrees
two chains to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th June, 1875.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  foi thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of the
period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will
be permanently reserved for the purposes named
with respect to each.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
County of Merivale, parish of Leslie.
8 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the diversion
on Glengallan Creek at its intersection by the south-
west side of a road one chain wide at a point bear-
ing three hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven
minutes about ninety links from the north corner
of selection 400, Warwick district ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing three
hundred and twelve degrees thirty-seven minutes
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h ree chains, and three hundred and"nine degrees
w enty-four minutes nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the west by lines bearing one hundred and
seventy-eight degrees thirty minutes fifteen chains
and seven links and one hundred and forty-seven
degrees fifty minutes three chains and sixty links
to the diversion of Glengallan Creek; and on the
south-east by that diversion upwards to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY AT COOxTOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
15 acres.
Commencing at the south side of Boundary street
at a point twenty-seven chains and  forty  links from
its intersection by the  east  side of Charlotte street;
and bounded thence on the north by Boundary
street, bearing two hundred and seventy-nine de-
grees ten minutes ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing one hundred and eighty-nine degrees ten
minutes fifteen chains; on the south by a line
bearing ninety-nine degrees ten minutes ten chains n
on the east by a line bearing nine degrees te-
minutes fifteen chains to the point of commence
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified, that the -Reserve for Botanic Gardens at
Maryborough, the description whereof appears in
page 521 of the  Government Gazette  of 1871, and
the two Wharf Reserves thereat, the descriptions of
which appear in the  Government Gazette  of 1873,
page 1939, and of 1874, page 572, respectively, have
been placed under the control of the present
Municipal Council of that town.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th May, 1875.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," have been
made for the closure of the undermentioned roads;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices at Ipswich and Warwick.
A. MACALISTER.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pari sh .  Area.
I T. Owen .. .  Road separating  portion
380 from portions 237,
240, 241, and 244 ...
2 R. Hewlett Road separating port ion
236 from portion 504
Road separating portion
53 from portion 54 ...
5P Works De-
partment  Road separating port ion
242 from portion  243 Flinders ...
4r
5*
6*
7*
Brassall ...
11
2 0 38
1 0 9
Partof the  ro ad separat-
ing portion 67 from
portion 58 ... .. 0 0 27
'Road separating por-
tions 64, 59,  and pa rt
of 58, fro m port ions 63,
60, and part  of 57 ...
Road separating portion
30 front' portion  36 Deuc liar...
2 2 27
4 0 25
• These closures are proposed to be carried out in connection
eith new roads_to,be.oprus1..
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
1 T is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the 27th section of "  The
Crown Lands Alinnation Act  of 1868," has been
made for closing of the undermentioned Road; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby, are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George  street.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
No.
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation .  I Parish. Area.
C. Unwin Reserved road through Caboolture,
portion 33 1
A.  F.  P.
6 2 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
N pursuance  of the twenty- fourth section of
I " The  Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information  that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for a Police Paddock.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE FOR  A POLICE PADDOCK ON TALAVERA
RUN.
Maranoa District.
640 acres.
Commencing at the east angle of the Ttlavera
Run, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line one mile forty -six chains  ;  thence on the west
by a north line seventy chains to the south boun-
dary of the old Surat town reserve ; thence on the
north by an east line along part of that boundary
to the north-east boundary of the Talavera Run ;
and thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along part of the north-east boundary of the last-
named run to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will  be
reserved for Railway purposes.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
RESERVE  FOR RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
Parish of Oxley, county of Stanley; part of
original portion No.  153.
(Amended description  cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 8th May, 1875.)
1 acre.
Commencing on the south-western boundary cf
portion 163 at its intersection by the northern side
of road diversion along the railway line, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
north-easterly four chains; on the north-east
by a line north-westerly, parallel with the said
south-west boundary, two chains fifty links ; on the
north-west by a line south-westerly, parallel with the
south-east boundary, four chains to south-western
boundary of portion 163; and on the south-west
by part of that boundary south-easterly two chains
fifty links to point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1875.
NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the Reserve for a Manure Depot, at
Maryborough, a description of which appeared in
page 767 of the  Gorernment Gazette  of 1869, is
cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th May, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the name of
the intended Grantee and the land intended to be
granted,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name and  description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous name
and description, and such grants respectively, and
every  such  deed, shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-8th October, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,140.
Name of Grantee-Annex Petersen.
Description of land granted.-Allotment  12 of
section 32, town of Bundaberg. Area, one rood.
Nature of error.-The  name Annes Petersen
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee instead of Anders Pedersen.
Date of Grant-26th May, 1865. No. of Grant
11,708.
Name of Grantee-Patrick Pacey.
Description of land granted.-Portion  77, parish
of Moggill, county of Stanley. Area, 42 acres.
Nature of error.-The  north boundary is des-
cribed as bearing west six chains and sixty-nine
links instead of eight chains and sixty-nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th  April, 1875.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that by force of the Act
aforesaid the correct descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous des-
criptions ,  and such grants respectively ,  and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant, 22nd September, 1866. No. of
Grant, 15,518.
Name of Grantee, John Holland.
Description of land granted.-11  acres 2 roods
27 perches ; county of Churchill, parish of Brassall,
protion No. 266. Commencing on a road one chain
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north nine chains and ten links on the west by a
line bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north
by a line bearing east seven chains and fifty links
and on the east by a line bearing south nineteen
chains and sixteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing on a road one hundred and  fifty links
wide at the south-west corner of portion 265, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that road
bearing west thirty-four degrees thirty minutes
north eleven chains and twenty links ; on the west
by portion 270 bearing north nine chains and forty
links ; on the north by a line bearing east nine
chains and thirty-one links ; and on the east by a
line and portion 265 bearing south fifteen chains
and sixty-nine links to the point of commencement.
Date of Grant, 7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant, 27,475.
Name of Grantee, Louis Hope.
Description of land granted.-Portion 2A,  parish
of gilcoy, county of Canning ; area, 104  acres.
Nature of error.--The  starting point having been
described as commencing on the right bank of
gilcoy Creek, fifty-three chains and twenty-five
links southerly from the north-west corner of
portion 34, instead of from the north- east corner of
portion 34.
Date of Grant, 9th August, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,005.
Name of Grantee, Lawrence O'Neill.
Description of land granted.-10  acres, county of
Stanley, parish of Cleveland, allotments 1, 2, 3,
and 4 of section 120. Commencing at the inter-
section of Russell and Passage streets, and bounded
thence on the north by Russell street bearing west
ten chains to Cbannell street ; on the west by that
street bearing south ten chains to Coburg street ;
on the south by that street bearing east ten chains
to Passage street ; and on the east by that street
bearing north ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Russell and
Passage  streets, and bounded thence on the north
by Russell street bearing two hundred and sixty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Channel street bearing one hundred and
seventy-four degrees thirty minutes ten chains
on the south by Coburg street bearing eighty-four
degrees thirty minutes ten chains ; and on the east
by Passage street bearing three hundred and fifty-
four degrees thirty minutes ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Date of Grant, 5th September, 1873. No. of
Grant, 25,168.
Name of Grantee, Frank Henry Smith.
Description of land granted.-2  roods, county of
Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of Mackay, allot-
ment 1 of section 21. Commencing at the south-
east corner of the section, and bounded thence on
the west by Macalister street northerly two chains ;
on the north by the south boundary line of allot-
ment 2 easterly at right angles to Macalister street
two chains and fifty links ; on the east by the west
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly parallel with
iVlacalister street two chains to Shakespeare street
and on the south by that street westerly two chains
and fifty links to the point of commencement.
Description of land intended to be granted.-
Commencing at the intersection of Vacalister
and Shakespeare streets, and bounded thence on
the south by Shakespeare street bearing east two
chains and fifty links ; on the east by allotment 10
bearing north two chains; on the north by allot-
ment 2 bearing west two chains and fifty links
and on the west by Macalister street bearing south
two chains to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1875.
HEREAS, by the  twenty -fifth  section of
P " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided  that before  any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid,  the lands hereunder described will  be
reserved for School purposes.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Aubigny, parish. of Meringandan.
40 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Meringandan
Creek at the north-east corner of selection No. 77,
and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that  selection  bearing west thirty-
three chains and sixty links to a road one chain
wide ; on the west by that road bearing north
fourteen chains to another road one chain wide
on the north by that road bearing east twenty-six
chains  ; thence by a line bearing south eight chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing east seven
chains and two links to Meringandan Creek ; and
on the east by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1875.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
j that application under the 27th section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Departuent their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, at Bowen.
T. B. STEPHENS.
five miles, about south, to Spring Creek ; thence ten
miles  down the creek, to the junction of the creek
with the river.
RESERVE  FOR  WATER SUPPLY AND CAMPING
GROUND.
County of Cook, parish of Gooburrum.
143 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at a
point bearing west ,  and distant three chains from
the north -west corner of portion one, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west eighteen
minutes south twenty-nine chains and ninety links ;
on the west by a line bearing south eighteen minutes
east fifty -two chains and sevent yy-four links ; on the
south by a line bearing east eighteen minutes north
thirteen chains and eighty -eight links  ;  thence by
a road one chain wide bearing north eighteen
minutes east one chain and east eighteen minutes
north sixteen chains ; and on the east by the road
first aforesaid bearing eighteen minutes east fifty-
one chains and eighty -six links to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of two acres for a
national school and a road three chains wide, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's Office.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING GROUND AND A CROSSING
PLACE.
County of Merivale,  parishes  of Cunningham and
Wildash.
Commencing  on the left bank of  the Condamine
River, at the north- east  corner of portion 102, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion  bearing
south thirteen chains and forty links ; on the south-
west by a road to the west boundary of portion 98;
on the east by a line bearing north to the south
boundary of portion 97 ; on the north by a line
bearing west  six chains  and twenty  links, again on
the east by portion 97, bearing north twenty-five
chains ; on the south by that portion and portion
339 bearing  east  thirty-three chains and fifty-four
links, crossing  the Condamine River, and  again on
the east by a line bearing north  sixteen chains and
seventeen  links ;  and on  the north by a line bearing
west seventeen chains  and fifty links to the Conda-
mine River ;  and on  the north  and east  by that river
downwards to the point  of commencement.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Situation .  Pari sh.
1 Reserved road through selec- Roundback.
tion 63, Bowen District,
comprising an area equal to
that included in a new road
recently proclaimed through
the same selection by the-
Works Department
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  A COMMONAGE.
On the Walsh.ZRiver, Palmer River Gold Field.
From the junction to Spring Creek with the
Walsh River, thence down the Walsh River five
miles  to a marked tree ; thence ten  miles about
east back  from the river  to a marked  tree ; thence
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1875.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it
is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect o
each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Parish of Crowv's Nest, County of  Cavendish.
(Amended description,  cancelling  that published in
the  Government  Gazette ,  dated 8th December,
1872, page 2028.)
960 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
13, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing forty-five degrees five minutes one
hundred and twenty chains ; on the north-east by
a line bearing one hundred and thirty-five degrees
eighty chains ; on the south-east by a line bearing
two hundred and twenty-five degrees one hundred
and twenty chains to the north-cast boundary of
portion 9 ; and on the south-west by art of that
boundary bearing three hundred and fifteen degrees
eighty chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
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R ESERVE TOn POLICE  PADDOCK, NEAR ROMA.
County of Waldegrave.
(Amended description, cancelling that published
in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 28th Novem-
ber, 1874, page 2324.)
1,279 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain and a half wide
at a point bearing north and distant one hundred
and fifty links from the north-east corner of
selection  261, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing two hundred and seventy degrees
thirty-seven minutes  one hundred and thirteen
chains  and fifteen  links  ; on the west by a line
bearing thirty -seven minutes  one hundred and
thirteen chains and fifteen links ; on the north by
a line bearing  ninety degrees thirty-seven minutes
one hundred and thirteen chains ; and on the east
by a line bearing one hundred and eighty degrees
thirty-seven  minutes one  hundred and thirteen
chains and  fifteen links to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1875.
IT is hereby notified for general information thatapplications  un er the 27th section f  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " have been
made for closing  of the undermentioned Roads ;
and  all  persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can  be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office at Brisbane and Ipswich.
T. B. STEPHENS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish, Area
1 Works De- Part of road  separating )  Boyd ...
A.  B.  P.
3 1 4
partment
2 T. B. Lyons
portion 104 from
portion 102
Road separating por- Tarampa 3 033
tionSlO from portion
316
3 J. Schulz ... Reserved road through Walloon 3 320
portion 532
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd April, 1875.
\HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale  for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tiffin, town of Bul46er;
allotment 10 of section 1.
2 roods.
Commeneing 'on the north side of Pilot street at
the south -east corner of allotment  9, and bounded
thence on  the south by that street easterly two
chains  and fifty links ; on the east by the westboundary line of allotment 11 northerly at right
angles  to Pilot street  two chains  ; on the north by
a line wester ly parallel with Pilot street two chains
and fifty links ;  and on  the west by the east
boundary line of allotment 9 southerly at right
angles to  Pilot street two chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
11 acres 11 perches.
Commencing on a road 180 links wide at the
north-west corner of portion 132, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing  west
eleven chains and fifty-eight links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing' 148 degrees forty-five
minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-four links ;
and on the east by a line bearing north  nineteen
chains and twelve links. to-the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Merivale,  town and  parish of Allora;•
allotments  7 and 8 of section 2.
2 acre s.
Commencing on the east side of Herbert street
at the south-west corner of allotment 6, and
bounded thence on the west by that street southerly
four chains; on the south by the north boundary
line of allotment 9 easterly at right angles to Her-
bert street five chains to a lane on the east ; by that
lane northerly parallel with Herbert street four
chains; and on the north by the south boundary
line of allotment 6 westerly at right angles to
Herbert street five chains.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town  and parish of Nerang;
section 5.
Commencing at the intersection of Hill and
Nerang streets, and bounded thence on the south-
west by Hill street bearing 290 degrees five
chains; on the north-west by Price street bearing
twenty degrees five chains ; on the north-east by
that street bearing 110 degrees five chains ; and on
;he south-east by Nerang street bearing 200 de-
grees five chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Ward,  town  and parish - of Nerang ;
allotments 3 to 9  of section 6.
1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east. by Hill
street south-easterly five chains to Nerang street ;
on the south-east by that street south-westerly
three chains ; on the south-west by the north-east
boundary line of allotment 2 north-westerly at
right angle to Nerang street two chains and fifty
links; again on the south-east by the north-west
boundary line of allotment2 south-westerly parallel
with Nerang street one chain ; again on the south-
west by the northeast boundary line of allotment 10
north-westerly two chains and fifty links to Price
street ; and on the north-west by that Street north-
easterly four chains to the point of commencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE MARYBOROUGH HOSPITAL
RESERVE.
County of March, town and parish of Maryborough.
2 acres I rood 32 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of John and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-eyst
by Sussex street bearing east thirty degrees four-
teen minutes south three chains and ninety-four and
a half links ; on the south-east by the Hospital
Reserve bearing south thirty degrees fourteen
minutes  west six  chains and twenty-three and
three-quarters links ; on the south-west by a line
bearing west thirty degrees fourteen minutes north
three chains and ninety-four links ; and on the
north-west by John  street  bearing north thirty
de rees fourteen  minutes east six  chains and twenty
an a half links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB PUBLIC PURPOSES.
County of Carlisle, parish of Howard, town of
Mackay.
2 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Pioneer
River on the east side of Byron street, and
bounded thence on the west by that street bearing
south to Victoria street ; on the south by that
street bearing east to Goldsmith street ; on the
east by that street bearing north to the Pioneer
River  ; and on the north by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1875.
W
HER-EAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" Tht Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall bn published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April,  1875.
THEREAS, by the  twenty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,'  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be reserved and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Toowoomba-
T. B. STEPHENS.
T. B. STEPHENS.
EXTENSION OF THE STANTHORPE CEMETERY
RESERVE.
6 acres and 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Stanthorpe Cemetery Reserve, thence bounded on
the west by said reserve north twelve chains fifty.
eight links ; on the north by a line east four chains
eighty-eight links ; on the east by a line south twelve
chains fifty-eight links ; and on the south by a line
west four chains eighty links to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Davenport, parish of Millchester ;
allotment  6 of section 8, town of Millehester.
1 acre 3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the east side of Jardine street,
at the west corner of the Church of England grant,
and bounded thence on the north- east  by that land
and allotment 5, bearing 130 degrees, five chains
eighteen links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
220 degrees, four chains and twenty links ; on the
south-west by allotment 7, bearing 310 degrees,
four chains and eleven links to Jardine street ; and
on the north-west by that street bearing twenty-five
degrees, four chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th April,  1875.
W
IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is
provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved as show yards for use of the
Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Society.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW YARDS, DRAYTON AND
ToowooMBA AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba, section No.  3A.
(Amended description, cancelling that published in
the  Government Gazette  of the 19th December,
1874, page 2461.)
6 acres 22 perches.
Commencing at the  intersection  of Herries street
with a road one chain wide, and bounded thence on
the east by that road bearing south nineteen chains
and ninety-six links ; on the south by James street
bearing west four chains ; on the west by lines
bearing three degrees three minutes nine chains
and ninety-six links, and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; and on
the north by Herries street bearing east one chain
and thirty-eight links to the point  of commence.
ment.
RESERVE No. 16.
County of Aubigny,  parish  of Drayton.
(Amended description , cancelling  that published in
the  Government Gazette,  dated 4th April, 1874,
page 714.)
2 acres 3 perches. '
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
3A, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west one chain ; on the west by lines bear-
ing three degrees three minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links and eleven degrees forty-eight
minutes ten chains and twenty-three links ; on the
north by Herries street bearing east to the north-
west corner of section  3A;  and on the east by that
section bearing 191 degrees forty-eight minutes
ten chains and twenty-three links, and 183 degrees
three minutes nine chains and ninety-six links to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March,  1875.
\,{' IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Sewerage pur-
poses, and placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of the city of Brisbane.
T. B. STEPHENS.
RESERVE FOR  S$ WERAQE.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane,
city of Brisbane,  allotment  No. 17 of section  32.
36 perches.
Commencing at the termination of the north-west
side of Charlotte street, at the southern boundary
of allotment 16A, and bounded thence on the south-
east  by that street south-westerly to Creek street ;
on the south-west by that street north-westerly to
Eagle street; on the west by that street northerly
to the west corner of allotment 16A, thence by the
south-west boundary line of that  allotment and a
line in continuation south-westerly parallel with
Creek street eighty-one links, and thence by a line
parallel to the north boundary line of allotment .16A
and distant therefrom 130 links easterly to the point
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1874.
!T OTICE is hereby given, that the Mineral Land
Commissioner for the District of Darling
Downs South, will, on the first TUESDAY in every
month, hold his Court Sittings, as prescribed in the
sixth clause of the Regulations with respect to the
alienation of or otherwise dealing with Mineral
Lands within certain districts proclaimed on the
30th December, 1873, at Stanthorpe.
T. B. STEPHENS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd October, 1874.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTICE.
P
ERSONS interested are hereby informed, that
all Correspondence with the Government or
business  relating to the Public Lands of the Colony,
including the issue of Deeds, Auction Sales, and
the Leasing of Pastoral Land, should be addressed
to the Secretary for Lands.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th November, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON FOLKESTONE RUN,
DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
7 1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Folkestone Run,
in the above district ,  proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on the 31st day of October, 1872, be also
declared available for Selection by lease, as mineral
lands, subject to the conditions that the area
selected does not comprise any alluvial tin deposits
which the Mineral Lands Commissioner considers
workable, and should be reserved for mining
license areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  3rd June, 1874.
MINERAL LANDS ON PIKEDALE RUN, DIS-
TRICT OF DARLING DOWNS SOUTH.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J _1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the lands within the Pikedale Run, in
the above district, proclaimed an area for Mining
Licenses on 31st January, 1874, be also declared
available for selection by purchase or lease, as
Mineral Lands, subject to the conditions that the
area selected does not comprise any Alluvial Tin
Deposits, which the Mineral Lands Commissioner
considers workable, and should be reserved for
Mining License Areas.
T. B. STEPHENS.
Crown Lands Office,
Brisbane, 21st July, 1870.
RENEWAL OF PASTORAL LEASES.
" PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
1T is hereby notified that Applications under the
provisions of the 41st section of  "The Pastoral
leases het of  1869 " for renewed leases for four-
teen years of the  runs  in the unsettled districts, the
current leases  of which will expire on and after the
3tls December, 1870, may be addressed to the
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Brisbane, on
forms  to be obtained at his office. These Applica-
tions will require to be lodged not later than three
months prior to the expiration of the existing  leases,
as prescribed  in the said Act.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th June, 1875.
TO SAWYERS AND TIMBER GETTERS.
YATALA BRIDGE ,  ALBERT RIVER.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th July
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of rough and sawn Timber for a Bridge at Yatala,
Albert River ,  delivered at the Ferry. Rough
timber at per foot lineal ,  and sawn timber at per
foot super.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  f or Rough (or
Sawn)  Timber, Yatala Bridge."
Speci fication and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office, and
at the Police Office, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-3071.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th June,  1875.
TO SAWYERS AND TIMBER GETTERS..
WATERFORD BRIDGE, LOGAN RIVER.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th July
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of rough and sawn Timber for a Bridge at Water-
ford, delivered at the Ferry. Rough timber at per
foot lineal, and sawn timber at per foot super.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Rough (or
Sawn ) Timber, Waterford Bridge."
Specification and form of Tender may be seen,
and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and the Police Office, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed form, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
76-3071.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
1 and at the Telegraph, Office, St. Lawrence,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th July
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, St . Lawrence."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, St .  Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  17th June ,  1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS &c., BENEVOLENT ASYLUM,
DUNWICH.
T
will be received at this Office, until
j Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
July next ,  from persons  willing to contract for
executing repairs , &c., to Benevolent Asylum,
Dunwich.
Tenders to be  endorsed  Tender for Repairs
41e.,  Benevolent  Asylum, Dunwich."
Plan,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the  work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of  Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
No  from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty  for securing such per-
formance;  otherwise the Tender  wi ll  not be taken
into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO COURT HOUSE, ST. GEORGE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, St .  George and Dalby,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
July next ,  from persons w illing to contract for
the erection of additions to Court House at St.
George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Court House ,  St. George."
Plan,  Specification,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, St. George and Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the  Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into considera-
tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-708.
It E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. GEORGE.
(VENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Offices, St. George and Dalby,
until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July
next, from persons willing to contract for erection
of Electric Telegraph Office at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office., St. George."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Offices, St. George and Dalby.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the contract in the event of the
Fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual noti fication of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken  in to consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
H. E. KING.
75-2697.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1875.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, SURAT.
fi' ENDERS will be  received  at this Office, and
j at the Telegraph Office, Surat, until Four
o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th July  next, from
persons willing to contract for erection  of Electric
Telegraph Office at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Surat."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office,  and at  the Telegraph  Office, Surat.
Tenders must be  on proper  printed forms, and
must state the time within  which  it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount  of Tender  as security for
the due  performance  of the  Contract  in the event
of the  Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event  to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen  days from the  usual noti fication of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
75-2697.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF
COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
'WITH reference to the Notice dated 14th
1 1 April, 1875, folio 803 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening  of a new  Road from the
Beenleigh and Nindooimbah Road to the Logan
Village and Albert Bridge Road, county of Ward,
Moreton District  :  Notice is  hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to con-
firm the said portion of road ;  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient o open and make the
road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the office of the  Surveyor-
6 eneral, Brisbane, and the Police Office,  Beenleigh;
and all  persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road, are hereby  reminded that
notice must  be served upon the Colonial  Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof,  in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred  to, or  they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-2620.
H. E KING .
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF
COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 14th April,1875, folio 803,  Government Gazette,  relative
to the opening of a new Road ,  from Beenleigh to
Nindooimbab, County of Ward, Moreton District:
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance  with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the ' said portion of
road; and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General ,  Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office,  Beenleigh  ;  and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary within forty days from
the date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2620.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITII reference to the  Notice dated 9th
April, 1875 ,  folio 759 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Selection ,  Toowoomba Register ,  995, parish of
Douglas, county of  Aubigny,  Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance  with the Act
4 Wi lliam IV ., No. 11,  that His Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office,  Toowoomba ;  and all  persons intend-
ing to claim compensation in respect of the said
road, are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and
form as are provided in the sixth section of the Act
above referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed
from such claim.
75-1111.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DOUGLAS,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice, dated 1st April,
1875, folio  715,  Government Gazette ,  relative
to the opening of a new Road ,  being deviation of
Crow 's Nest Road ,  in Selection 936, parish of
Douglas, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs :
Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with the
Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said por-
tion of Road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the  Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,
Toowoomba ;and all  persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and form as are provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
76-2497.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FLINDERS,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference  to the Notice dated 15th
March ,  1875,  folio 650,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
Mount Flinders Pre-emptive  No. 1,  and thence to
Warwick Road parish of Flinders ,  county of
Churchill, Moreton District  :  Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to confirm the said portion of road;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make  the road  referred to, according to
the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons intending
to claim compensation in respect of the said road,
are hereby reminded that notice must be served
upon the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days from
the date hereof, in such manner and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2090.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLADFIELD
AND GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERI-
VALE.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated 7thApril,  1875 ,  folio 751 ,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road to Gladfield
and Strathmillar Homestead Areas, and  fr om Selec-
tion 891  (Warwick Register )  to the Warwick and
Ipswich Road ,  parishes of Gladfield and Gilbert,
county of Merivale, Darling Downs  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  in accordance with the Act  4 William
IV., No. 11, that  His Excellency the Gove rn or, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased  to confirm the said portion of road; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Warwick ;  and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary ,  within forty days  from the
date hereof ,  in such manner and form as are pro-
vided in the sixth section of the Act above referred
to, or they  will: be forever foreclosed from such
claim.
75-1936.
H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD,  PARISHES  OF TIARO AND
ST. MARY, COUNTIES OF MARCH
AND LENNOX
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to  the Notice dated 15th March,
1875 ,  folio 681,  Government Gazette ,  relative
to the opening of a new Road from the Redbank
Crossing to the Frankstone Road, parishes of Tiaro
and St. Mary, counties of March and Lennox,
Wide  Bay District  :  Notice is hereby given, in
accordance with the Act 4 Wi ll iam IV .,  No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said portion of road ; and it' is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make
the road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office,  Maryborough; andall persons intending to
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claim compensation in respect  of the said  road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon
the Colonial Secretary, withih forty days from the
date hereof,  in such manner  and form as are
provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
75-2418.
H. E. KING.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF ST. MARY
AND DENISON, COUNTY OF LEN-
NOX.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
April, 1875, folio 716,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Myrtle
Creek to Maryborough, parishes of St. Mary and
Denison, county of Lennox, Wide Bay District :
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said portion of road ;
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to
open and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Maryborough ; and all persons intending to
claim compensation in respect of the said road, are
hereby reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
H. E. KING.
75-2417.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated 1st
1 April, 1875, folio 716,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road on the left
bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley : Notice is hereby  given, in
accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to confirm the said portion of road ; and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of
the said road are hereby reminded that notice
must  be served upon the Colonial Secretary,
within forty days from the date hereof, in such
manner and  form  as are  provided in the sixth sec-
tion of the Act above referred to, or they will be
forever foreclosed  from such claim.
75-1990. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF NORTH,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference  to the Notice dated 8th
March, 1875 ,  folio 611,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road in portion
122, parish  of North,  county  of Churchill,  Moreton
District  :  Notice is hereby given ,  in accordance with
the Act 4 Wil liam  IV., N o. 11, 1 hat  His Excellency
the Gove rn or,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of
Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich ;
and all persons intending  to claim compensation in
respect of the said road are hereby reminded that
notice must be served upon the Colonial  Secretary
within forty days from the date hereof , in such
manger and form as are  provided in the sixth
section of the Act above referred to, or they will
be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-1644. H. E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GEHAM,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 9th
April, 1875, folio 749,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through
portion 115, parish of Geham, county of Aubiguy,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given,
in accordance with the Act 4 William IV., No.
11, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said portion of road ; and
it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred to, according to the Plan
and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba ; and all persons intending to claim
compensation in respect of the said road are hereby
reminded that notice must be served upon the
Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date
hereof, in such manner and form as are provided in
the sixth section of the Act above referred to, or
they will be forever foreclosed from such claim.
75-2097.  If.  E. KING.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1875.
NEW ROAD, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY
AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH  reference  to the Notice dated 7th
V 1 April, 1875, folio 753,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a new  Road from Dray-
ton to Allora, counties of Aubigny  and Merivale,
Darling Downs District : Notice is hereby given, in
accordance  with the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of
the Executive Council, has  been pleased to
confirm the said portion of road ;  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the road referred  to, according  to the Plan
and Book of Reference,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor- General, Brisbane, and
the Police Office, Drayton ; and  all persons
intending  to claim compensation  in respect of
the said road, are hereby reminded that notice
must be served upon the Colonial Secretary, within
forty days from the date hereof,  in such manner
and form as are provided in the sixth section of the
Act above referred to, or they will be forever fore-
closed  from  such claim.
H. E. KING.
74-3758.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Farms on left bank of Laidley
Creek, parish of Mort, county of Churchill (referred
to in Notices dated 28th September, 1874, and
17th December, 1874, folios 1936 and 2459, respec-
tively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and the
same is now open for public use.
75-641.
H. E. KING.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line ofRoad through Port ons 476, 425, and 459,
parish of Walloon, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 22nd June,
1874, and 14th December, 1874, folios 1169 and 2460,
respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the  same is now  open for public use.
H. E. KING.
75-2268.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1875.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed Line
of Railway,  sections  5, 6, and 7, of the Northern
Railway,  from 58m . 4c. to 70m. Oc., has been ap-
proved and confirmed without any alterations ; and
that in pursuance of the 17th section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the said Line of Railway,
according  to the Map or Plan and Book of Refer-
ence  so confirmed, to be seen at this Office, and
copy thereof at the Office of the Clerk of Petty
Sessions , at Rockhampton.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE. -__ _-- -- - -
SEASON TICKETS.
0
N the opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station-date to be hereafter
declared-Season Tickets will be issued on applica-
tion to this Office, between the undermentioned
Stations and Brisbane, at the foll owing  rates :-
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Season Tickets should be given up on the expira-
tion of the time for which they have been issued,
otherwise fresh tickets will not be granted. Part
of a month will be  charged as one month.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd April, 1875.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OPENING TO  BRISBANE,
NOTICE is hereby given, the following  Passenger
Fares, Goods Rates, &c., will be charged
upon the Opening of the Line to the Brisbane
Terminal Station.
ORDINARY  PASSENGFE FARE9 .- 3d. per mile First
Class, and 2d. per mile Second Class, to and from
all Stations.
Goons RATES.-The following  articles  selected
from the General Goods Classification, will be
conveyed at special rates between all  Stations and
Brisbane, until the Final Opening of the Line, after
the Railway Bridge has been completed, viz.:-
Fish, dried.
Fish, fresh (owner 's risk  only).
Ice, packed (owner's risk only).
Bacon, packed.
Honey , in kegs and jars.
Wine (colonial), in bottle.
Arrowroot.
Beans.
Beet-root.
Carrots.
A Dairy produce (except milk).
A Fruit fresh ,  in cases.
Game.
B Hay,  pre ssed in bales.
B Maize.
Onions,  in bags.
Peas, in casks or bags.
Poultry.
From Toowoomba.
25s. per ton, or
is. 3d.  per cwt.
Minimum  Is.
RATES TO BRISBANE.
From Dalby.
36s. Sd.  per ton, or
Is. 10d. per owt.
Minimum is. 6d.
F rom Warwick.
40s. per ton, or
2s. per cwt.
Minimum 2s.
Intermediate stations to be charged on a sim ilar  scale.
A Cases returned,  not exceeding 100 miles,  3d. each.
exceeding 100 miles, 6d. each.
Butter  tubs or kegs, at same rates.
B Hay and maize to be conveyed  fr om Indooroopilly
Station ,  at the convenience of the Department.
M il k in cans ,  of not less than six  gallons:-
25  miles,  and under  ... ...  Id.  per  gallon.
Over 26 miles, and under 50 miles, lid. „
Milk cans  returned free.
PARCELS RATES.-The following Parcel Rates
to and from all Stations will be charged, viz.
Miles. 1 fi tl7Otl
a
$a
a. d. a. d. a. d. a. d. s. d.
Under 10 0 8 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 0
10 to 25 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 6 1 9
25 to 50 1 3 1 6 1 9 2 0 2 3
50 to 80 1 8 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 6
80 to 100 1 9 2 3 2 6 2 9 3 0
100 to 150 2 0 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 6
150 to 175 2 3 2 9 3 0 3 3 4 0
Passengers , Goods, &c., will be conveyed free,
across  the Brisbane River, Oxley Point Perry.
Due notice will be  given , when the Line will be
open for Public Traffic.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
1 Brisbane , 21st April, 1875.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1875.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, BRISBANE STATION.
TENDERS will be received at this Office,
j until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
2nd July next, from persons willing to rent a Book-
Stall at the Railway Station,  Brisbane , up to 31st
December, 1876.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenderfor Book-Stall,
Brisbane."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the Book-
Stall  according  to Plan and Specification, which
may be seen  at the Chief Engineer's Office,  Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
WIDE BAY BAR.
IN consequence of the growth of0the Middle
Bank to the North-westward, the Square
Beacons leading through the Middle Channel, have
been shifted, and now lead over the Bar on an East
and West bearing,  in not  less than 16 feet at low
water springs.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , June 23rd, 1875.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.
PUBLICANS are reminded that unless theA. O. HERBERT, Certificates granted at  the Annual  Licensing
Meeting of  Magistrates , together  with the FeeiC i f ilRomm ss oner or a ways.
required  to be paid  in each case ,  are lodged at this
NOTICE TO MARINERS. Office, on or before the 30th instant,  such  Certifi.
BEACONS-INNER ROUTE AND TORRES
cates wi ll become void.
STRAITS. The Treasury,
THE following is a list of the Beacons erected in Brisbane, 4th June, 1875.
Torres  Straits and  the Inner Route thereto.
Those which are Red and Triangular are to be
left on a vessel's Starboard hand, when bound
southwards ; and those which are Black and Square,
on her Port hand.
Bed and Triangular.
a Reef,  north-west end.
C Reef, north end.
d Reef, centre.
Black and Square.
HorE ISLANDS.
b Reef, west end.
e Reef, west side.
POINT LOOKOUT.
Sand-bank dry, with rocks
E.S.E. 2# miles from
Point Lookout.
COLE ISLANDS AND HOWICK GROUPS.
r Reef. a Reef, west side.
PRINCESS  CHARLOTTE'S BAY TO FAIR CAPE.
d Reef,  east  end. C South-west end.
e Reef,  centre.  g South-west end.
f Reef, centre.  1 West side.
Ill West side.
Heath Rocks, centre. No. VI . Reef, west side.
No. VII. Islet, west side.
Chilcott Rocks, centre. Reef in 13°  18' 30" S. lat.,
west side.
tt Reef, west side.
v Reef, south-west end.
y Reef, centre.
Middle Reef, south end. e Reef, north-west end.
PIPER ISLANDS.
East  elbow of Eastern  Reef. h Reef, south end.
k Reef, islet north-west
end.
CAPE GRENVILLE  TO PORT ALBANY.
V Reef, north- west end.
X Reef, north- west end.
Z Reef, west end.
PRINCE of  WALES' CHANNEL.
Ipili Reef, centre. North-west Reef, Ham-
mond Rock bearing S.W.
Ince Point, E. by S. J S.
The beacon on the south-east end of the Piper
Island Reef has been cut down by the natives.
Upon the eastern end of a. Reef, to the westward
of the Flinders Group, is a second and smaller beacon
to the northward of the main beacon, which will
assist in distinguishing the reef.
The beacon originally erected on in. Reef near
Young Island, having been placed on sandy bottom,
has been washed down. When re-erected, it will
be placed on Young Island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane,  23rd  June, 1876.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st January, 1875.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at Allora,
Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall. Bowen
(Port Denison), Boolburra, Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Calliope, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Cleveland, Condamine, Cook-
town, Cunnamulla, Curriwillinghi, Dalby, Drayton,
Gatton, Gayndah,GeorgeTown, Gladstone, Goodna,
Goondiwindi, Greenmount, Great Northern Rail.
way, Gympie, Ippswich, Jimna, Leyburn, Mackay,
Marlborough, 14iaryborough, Milchester, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton,
One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pimpama, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office (Bris-
bane), Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stanthorpe,
St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue'
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
Iny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM HEMMANT.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd June, 1875.
TRANSMISSION OF MONEY ORDERS BY
TELEQILAPH. -
I( T is hereby notified ,  for general information, that
1 His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of  Money Orders  being  transmitted by
telegraph between any Money Order Office in
Queensland ,  and between Queensland and any
Money Order  Office  in New South Wales, Victoria,
and South Australia ,  having telegraphic communi-
cation ,  on payment  of the  usual Telegraph charge
for a message, in addition to the Money Order
Commission . To come  into operation on the 1st
July next.
GEORGE THORN, Junr.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1875.
SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
seventh clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1860," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the
Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, 17th August, 1875, at Eleven o'clock.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall
be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale, together with the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months
to stock the country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as
prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE ,  ox  TUESDAY ,  17TH AUGUST,
1875, AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Bounda ries.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
Q M O
£ d.
wA
to
2 s.
1 Clive ... 25 Commencing at the south -west corner of the
Anneyberry Run, being a spot three hundred
and sixty chains south fro m a tree marked
X in quadrangle on the right bank of the
Dawson River about two miles above the
junction of Scott ' s Creek, and bounded thence
on the north by the south boundary of Anney-
berry Run ,  being a  line bearing east four
hundred and eighty chains  ;  on the east by a
line bearing  south four hundred and eighty
chains ;  on the south by a line bearing west
four hundred and eighty chains ; on the west
by a line bearing north four hundred and
eighty chains ,  crossing Euroombah Creek to 1875. 1887.
the point  of commencement  ... ... ... 1 1 July 30 June 1 0
2 Picton  ...  25 Commencing at the watershed between Scott's
Creek and Euroomba Creek at a point bearing
south  fr om a tree marked X in quadrangle and
situate on the right bank of the river Dawson
about two miles above the junction of Scott's
Creek, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing south to the south -west corner of
Clive Run, said point being eight hundred and
forty chains south from aforesaid tree marked
X in quadrangle  ;  on the south by a line bear-
iup west four hundred chains ; on the west by
a lin e bearing  north to the  watershed separat-
ing Euroombah Creek  fr om Scott 's Creek ; and
on the north by said watershed north-easterly 1877.
to the point of commencement  ... ...  2 1 July 30 June 1 0
3 Ingsdon  ...  25 Commencing on a point  on North Creek (a tribu-
tary of the  Isaacs River), at a tree marked
broad •arrow over N over  VIII, and bounded
thence on the north -west by a line bearing
north-east  about four miles fifty chains  ;  thence
on the north-east by a  line bearing south-east
five miles  ;  thence on the south-east by a line
bearing south -west to the corner of Bullingdon
Run, and along the north -western boundary of
that run to the North Creek at a tree marked
broad-ar ro w over N over V ; and thence on
the south-west by the left bank of that creek
upwards to the point of commencement 21 1 July 31 Dec. 1 0 6 6
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LEICHHARDT DISTRICT- continued.
4 Winchester
Downs ... 25 Commencing at a tree on the Isaacs River marked
broad-arrow over S and star over K, and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
south six miles silty chains ; thence on the
south by a line bearing east five miles to the
western boundary of Exeter Downs  ;  thence
on the east by a portion of that boundary,
being a line bearing north to the Isaacs River
four miles twenty chains ; thence on the north
by the right bank of that river upwards in a
westerly direction to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
15
1875. 1890.
1 July 30 June 1 0
Aa
p
£ t.
6 15
5 Stanley ... 75 Commencing on the left bank of the Clarke
6 Niall
River ,  at a point about twelve chains above a
tree on the opposite bank ,  marked bro ad-ar ro w
over VII, said point being opposite the north
corner of the Yering Run, and bounded thence
on the north -east by a north -west  li ne eight
m iles sixty chains  ; thence  on the north-west
by a south -west line twelve miles forty chains ;
thence on  the south-west by a south-east line
crossing the  Gregory  River at a point no rt h-
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over VI or,
the right bank and passing  through  said tree to
the north corner of the Reedy Springs No. 4
Run and along the north-east boundary of that
ru n, in all  nine m iles forty chains ,  to the Clarke
River at a tree marked broad-arrow  over XXV ;
and thence on the south -east by the left bank
of that river downwards to the point of com- 1876.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  14 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15 21 0
100 Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Burdekin River, at its  confluence with the
River Clarke, and bounded thence partly on
the north -east by the  first-named river down-
wards for  about forty chains to  a tree marked
broad-arrow ; then again on the  north-east by
a south-east  line  five miles ten ohains ; thenc
on the south -east by a south -west line seventeen
miles ; thence on the south-west by a north-
west line seven miles crossing  Maryvale Creek
to the Clarke River, at a point opposite to a
tree marked broad -arrow  over XVI ; and thence
on the north-west by the right bank of that
river downwards to As point of commencement 15
1890.
1 July ,  30 June
7 Nulls Nulls
No. 3 ... 68 Commencing at the south -eastern  corner of Nulls
Nulls No. 2 Run, being a point about one mile
eight  chains easterly  of a tree marked broad-
arrow over  XVIII  near some  waterholes on
the road ; and bounded thence on the east by
a south line crossing Allingham's Creek, and
passing through a point about forty chains due
west of a tree marked bro ad -arrow over XVII
near said creek about  nine m iles forty chains
to the Great  Basalt wa ll  ;  bounded thence on
the south by said wall in a westerly direction
to a point where there is a tree marked broad-
arrow over XVI on the south- eastern boun-
dary of the Tallegulla No. 3 Run ; and thence
on the north-west by the south-eastern boun-
dary of that  run sixteen  miles  sixty chains,
passing through a point eight chains north-
west of a tree  marked broad- arrow  over XXII
on the road, to the southern boundary of
Nulls  Nulla  No. 2 Run ; and thence on the
north by  part of the southern boundary of
that  ru n, being an east line two miles and a
half to the point of commencement ... ... 15 1 July 30 June
0 15
0 15
Lot. Name of Run.
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NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT-continued.
8 Tallegulla
No. 1 ... 40 Commencing at the south-west corner of Nulla
Nulla Run on Basalt Creek, at a point about
two miles and a-half in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over 1 near the con-
fluence of  a small  creek with the said river;
and bounded thence on the north-east by the
south-western boundary of the Nulla Nulla
No. 2 Run, being a south- east line  four miles
and ten chains ; thence on the north by a por-
tion of the southern boundary of that run,
being an east line seven miles ; thence on the
south-east by a south-west line nine miles and
twenty chains; and thence on the south-west
by a north-west line six miles and a-half to the
Basalt River at a tree marked brotad•arrow over
VI ; and thence on the west by he said river 1875.
downwards to the point of commencement ... 15 1 July
9 Lugano No. 2 25 Commencing on the north boundary of the St.
John's Rood Run, at the south- west  corner of
the Lugano No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on
the east by a north  line along  the west bound-
ary of  the  last-named run, five miles forty
chains to the south boundary of the Como
Run ; thence on the north by a  west  line along j
part of that boundary five miles  thirty-six
chains to the east boundary of Wyandotte No.
1 Run ; thence on the west by a south line'
along part of the  last-mentioned  boundary and
part of the east boundary of Wyandotte No. 2
Run five miles forty  chains ,  crossing  Cassiday
Creek at a point about eight  chains above a
tree marked  broad-arrow over XI to the north-
west  angle  of St. John's Rood  Run ; and
thence on the south by an  east line along part
of north boundary of last- named run , and cross-
ing Cassiday Creek at a point about  one mile
in a direct line above  a tree  marked broad-
arrow over VII five miles thirty- six chains
to the point of  commencement  ... ... 15 1 July
10 Lugano No.3 25 Commencing on the north boundary of the St.
John's Roodji,un, at the south-west corner of
the Lugano No. 1 Run, and bounded thence
on the east by a north line five miles forty
chains to the south boundary of the Como
Run ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of that boundary five miles  fifty chains ;
thence on the west by a south  line along the
east boundary of Lugano No. 2 Run, five miles
forty  chains  to the north boundary of the St.
John's Rood Run ; and thence on the south
by an  east line along part  of the  last -mentioned
boundary five miles fifty  chains  to the point of
1890.
30 June 0 15
30 June 0 15
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... 15 1 July 30 June
11 Wyoming
No. 3 ... 25 Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Kinrara Run ,  at the south -west corner of the
Wyoming  No. 2 Run ,  being a point bearing
east of Mount Lang ,  and  bounded  thence on
the east by a north  li ne along the west boun-
dary of the last -named run to the south
boundary of the Walter' s Plains Run  ; thence
on the  north by  a west line along part of the
last-named boundary five miles to the north-
east angle  of the Westhall  Run, being a point
bearing north of Mount Lang; thence on the
went by a south  line along part  of the cast
boundary of the Westhall Run  five miles to
the summit of  Mount Lang;  and thence on
the south  by an east  line along part of the
north boundary of the  Kinrara Run five miles
to the point  of commencement  ... ... 15 1 July 30 June
0 15
0 15
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NORTH KENNEDY  DISTRICT- continued.
12 Wyoming
No. 2 ... 25 Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Kiuraara Run, at the south-west angle of
Wyoming No. 1 Run, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along the west boun-
dary of the last-named run five miles to the
southern boundary of the Walter ' s Plains Run ;
thence on the north by a west  line along part
of the last -mentioned boundary five miles,
crossing the western branch of Anthi ll  Creek
(a northern tributary of the Burdekin River) ;
thence on the west by a south line along the
eastern boundary of Wyoming No. 3 Run five
miles to the northern boundary of the Kinrara
Run ; and thence on the south by an east line
along part of the last -named boundary five 1875. 1890.
miles to the point of commencement ... ... 15 1 July 30 June 0 15
13 Rotherfield
No. 3 ... 25 Commencing on the north boundary of The Glens
14 Rotherfield
Run, at the south -west corner of the Rother-
field No .  2 Run, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along the west boundary
of the last -mentioned run five miles to the
south boundary of the Prairie Run ; thence on
the north by a west  li ne along part of that
boundary six miles; thence on the west by a
south  line five miles to the north boundary of
The Glens Runs ; and thence on the south by
an east line along part of the last-named
boundary six miles to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 1 July 30 June 0 15
vy
r°',
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No. 2 ... 25 Commencing on the north boundary of The Glens
Run, at the south -west corner of the Rother-
field No. 1 Run ,  and bounded thence on the
east  by a north line along the west boundary
of the Rotherfield No. 1 Run five miles to the
south boundary of the Prairie Run ; thence on
the north by a west line  along  part of the last-
mentioned boundary  six miles ;  thence on the
west by  a south line  along the  east  boundary
of the Rotherfield No. 3 Run five miles to the
north boundary of The Glens Run ; and thence
on the south by an east line along part of that
boundary  six miles  to the point of commence-
15
16
Lake Lucy
No. 3 ...
Lake Lucy
No. 2 ...
15 1 July 30 June 0 15
26 Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River,  at a point forty chains below a tree
marked broad -arrow over VI, said point being
also the north corn er of Lake Lucy No. 2 Run,
and bounded then ce  on the south -west by a
south-east line along the north-east boundary
of that run nine miles twenty chains  ;  thence
on the south-east by a  north-east  line three
miles sixty chains; thence on the north-east
by a north -west line nine miles forty chains to
the Burdekin River, at a point south -east of a
tree marked broad -arrow over  IX on the op-
posite bank  ;  and thence on the north-east by
the left bank of the Burdekin River downwards
to the point of commencement  ... ...  15 1 July 30 June 0 15
25 Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River, at a point about eight chains below a
tree marked broad -arro w over II, said point
being also the north corner of the Lake Lucy
No. 1 Run ,  and bounded thence on the south-
west by a south-east line along the north-east
boundary of last -named run nine miles fifty
chains;  thence on the south-east by a north-
east line three miles fifty chains;  thence on
the north-east by a north-west line along the
south -west boundary of the Lake  Lucy No. 3
Run nine miles twenty chains to the Burdekin
River ,  at a point  forty  chains below a tree
marked broad -arrow  over VI ; and  thence on
the north -west  by the left bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement ... 16 1 July 30  June 0 15
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NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT-,  continued.
17 Arthur's'
Plains  No.3
1
25 Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
18 Arthur's
River,  ate  point  thirty -two chains west of a tree
marked  XXXVIII, and bounded thence on the
north by an  east line passing th ro ugh said tree,
along  the south boundary of the Arthur's
Plains  No. 1 Run  seven miles sixty chains ;
thence on the south-east by a south-west line
nine miles forty chains to the east angle of the
St. John's Rood Run ; thence  on the south-
west by a north -west line along the north-east
boundary  of last -named run four miles to the
Burdekin River ,  at a tree marked XXXIV ;
and thence  on the west by the left bank of that
river upwards  to the point  of commencement 15
Plains No. 2 25 Commencing on the left bank of the Burdekin
River ,  at a point  thirty- two chains below a tree
marked XLIV, said point being also the north-
west corner  of Arthur  s Plains No. 1 Run,
and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along  the north boundary of that run six
miles thirty chains ; thence on the south-east
by a north -east line two miles sixty chains to
the south-west boundary of Lake Lucy No. 1
Run ; thence on the north-east by a north-
west line along part of that boundary five miles
forty chains to the Burdekin River ,  at a point
about ten chains below the junction  of Anthill
Creek on the opposite side ; and thence on the
north and west by the left bank of the Burdekin
River downwards to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  16
19 Wyyaandotte
No. 4 ... 26 Commencing on the north boundary of the Wyan-
dotte No. 3 Run,  at the south-west corner of
the Wyandotte No.1 Run, and bounded thence
on the east  by a north  line along  the west
boundary of the last -named run  four miles sixty
chains ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles  forty chains ; thence on the west by a
south line four miles sixty chains ; and thence
on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the Wyandotte No. 3 Run
five miles forty chains to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... 15
20 Wyandotte I
No. 3 ... 25 Commencing on the left bank  of the Dry River,
at a point where the west boundary  of Wyan-
dotte No.  2 Run strikes that river , and bounded
thence on the east by  a north line along the
western boundary  of the  last-named  run four
miles sixty chains  to the south boundary of the
Wyandotte  No. 1 Run ; thence  on the north
by a west line along part of the last -mentioned
boundary and the south boundary of Wyan-
dotte No.  4 Run six miles twenty chains  ; thence
on the west by a south  line three  miles i wenty
chains to  a tree marked R over DR in  diamond ;
and thence  on the south by an east line two
miles twenty chains  to the left  bank  of the Dry
River and by that river downwards to the
point of commencement  ... ... ...  16
Wyandotte
21 No .  2 ... 25 Commencing on the le ft  bank of the  Dry River,
at a tree marked  XXV, and bounded  thence on
the east by a north line along the west boun-
dary of St.  John ' s Rood Run and a part of the
I west boundary of Lugano No. 2  Run  eight
m il es twenty chains ,  cro ssing Cassiday Creek ;
thence on  the north  by a west  line along part
of the south boundary  of Wyandotte No.1 Run
four miles sixty chains crossing  Cassiday Creek ;
thence on  the west by  a south line along the
east boundary  of the Wyandotte No. 3 Run
four miles sixty  chains to the Dry River ; and
thence on  the south-west by the left bank of
that river  downwards  to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...  16
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DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
22  Wild  Horse
Paradise 57
23 Caledonia...
Commencing on the left bank of the Moonie
River at a tree marked 68, and bounded thence
on the north-east by a south-east line along
part of the south -west boundary of the Starva-
tion Camp Run four miles seventy chains ;
thence on the south -east by a south -west line
five miles sixty chains to the east corner of the
Scrubby Gully Run ; thence on the south-west
by a north -west line along the north-east
boundaries of the last-named run and Boun-
dary Run ten  miles ,  crossing the Moonie River
at a point twenty-four chains above a tree
marked 78 on the right bank of said river ;
thence on the north -west by a north -east line
along pert of the south-east boundary of the
Northwood Run about five miles sixty chains
to the east angle of the Starvation Camp Run ;
and thence again on the north-east by a south-
eastline along part of south -westboundary of the
last-named run five miles ten chains crossing
the Moonie River to the point of commence- 1875.
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... . 9 1 July
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
75 Commencing on the Landsborough River at a
tree marked  broad-arrow over L on the north
boundary of Demeron Run, and bounded
thence on the south by a west  line six miles
forty chains ; thence on the west by a north
line fifteen miles; thence on the north by an
east line  three miles forty chains to the Lands-
borough River, at a point about half-a-mile
below a tree marked broad-arrow over L over
III at the junction of Jerking Creek with said
river ; and thence by that river downwards to
the point of commencement ... ... ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
at 1 July
1884.
30 June 1 0
1878.
31 Dec. 1 0
24 Yarrawonga 76 Commencing at a gum -tree marked bro ad-arrow
over K in tri angle on its west side, situated on
the right bank of the Wellwatered Creek of
Kennedy, an eastern affluent of the Warrego
River ; bounded thence on the west by a por-
tion of the  eastern boundary  of the A No. 6
Run, being a north line  six miles  thirty-nine
chains to the south boundary of the Bungoo
Run ; thence on the north by a portion of the
south boundaries of the Bungoo and Myall
Plains Runs ,  being an east line six miles forty
chains to the left bank of the Wellwatered
Creek of Kennedy at a gum -tree marked broad-
arro w over KI in triangle on its south side ;
thence again on the north by a continuation of
the said east  line three miles forty chains ;
thence on east by a south  line ten miles ;
thence on  the south by  a west line ten miles to
the south-east oorner of the aforesaid A No. 6
Run ; thence again on the west by a portion of
the east boundary of the last-mentioned run,
being a north line three miles forty-one chains 1879.
to the marked tree hereinbefore first described. 4} 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
26 Yarran  ..,  25 Commencing at a gum -tree on the le ft  bank of
the Nivelle River marked broad-arrow over N16
in triangle on its south side  ;  bounded thence
on the south by an east line three miles ten
chains ; thence on the east by a north line five
miles  ; thence on the north by a west line five
miles ,  cro ssing the said river at a box -tree on
the left bank marked broad-arrow over N17 in
triangle on its south side ; thence on the west
by a south line five miles ; ar d thence again
on the south by an east line one mile seventy
chains to the marked tree hereinbefore first
described ... ... ... ... 5 1 July
1880.
30 June 0 15
14 b
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WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
26 Merramonca  25 Commencing at the north -east  corner of the
Boobara  North Run at a point eight chains
east of and opposite to an ironwood-tree
marked broad- arro w over B in triangle on its
north side, and bounded thence on the north
by an east  line along  part  of the south boundary
of the Paroo Run  one mile  and fifty-five chains
to a yapunyah-tree marked  broad-arrow over
P in triangle on its north  side  ; thence on the
west by a north  line along  the east boundary
of the Paroo  Run five miles  to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over M in triangle
on its south  side ;  thence by  an east  line along
part of the south boundary of the Paroo Nortb
Run and a prolongation  thereof along part of the
south boundary of the Duggambla Run four
miles  twelve chains to a point five  chains east
of and passing through  a mulga -tree marked
broad-arrow over M in triangle; thence on the
east by a south line ten miles ; thence on the
south by a  west  line five  miles  sixty-seven
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over MK
in triangle  ; and thence on the west by a north
line along  part of the  east  boundary of the
Boobara North Run five miles to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ... 21
27 Geelong  ... 25 Commencing at the south -east  corner of the
Beechel East  Run on the east side of Beechel
Creek at  a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over BE over G in triangle on its west side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part  of the east boundary of the
Beechel  East Run nine  miles sixty chains to a
point one mile twenty chains north of, and
passing through, a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over 7 in  triangle  on its south-
west side on  the left bank of Taroura Creek ;
thence on the north  by an east line along part
of the south boundary of the Large Run and
the south boundary of the Yalyery Run, in all
six miles  seventy-two chains (crossing  Taroura
Creek,  and on its  south bank passing through
a tree marked  broad-arrow  over T over 9 in
triangle  one mile fifty chains from north-west
corner of the Geelong Run); thence on the
east by a south  line along  part of the west
boundary of the Paroo West Run four miles
eight chains to a gidyah-tree marked broad-
arrow over Y over PW on its east side, to the
north boundary of Humeburn North Run ;
thence on the south by a west line along a part
of the north boundary of that run  three miles
seventy-four chains to a gidyah- tree marked
broad-arrow over HN in triangle  on its west
side; thence again on the east by a south line
along a part  of the west boundary of the Hume-
burn North  Run five miles  fifty-two chains to
a point sixty -eight chains east of a mulga-tree
marked broad-arrow over 11W  in triangle,
said point  being the  north- east  corner of Hume-
burn West  Run ; and thence  on the south by a
west line along  part of the north boundary of
that  run two miles  seventy-eight  chains, pass-
ing through  said tree , to the point of com-
mencement  ... ... ... ... ...
ac
as.
1875. 1896.
1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
21 1 July 30 June 0 15 10 0
28 Geari  ...  35 Commencing  at the south- westoorner  of the Buck-
enby North  Run at a box -tree marked broad-
arrow  over BN over L in triangle  on its west
side , and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along  part of the south boundary of
the Leicester  Run five miles ten chains  ;  thence
on the  east by a south line ten miles  ; thence
on the south by a west line seven miles to the
south-east corner of the Buckenby Run at a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over  7 in triangle
on its south side ; thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the .
Buckenby Run ten ropes ; and thence again
on the north by an east line  along  part of the
south boundary of Buckenby North Run one
mile and seventy chains passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over G
in triangle  to a poin t thirty-three  chains east
of the  said tree, the point  of commencement  21 1 July 30 June 0 15 17 10
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WARREGIO  DISTRICT- continued.
29 Dugganbla 26 Commencing at the south-east corner of the
Paroo North Run at a point  two miles seven-
teen chains  west of a mulga -tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle, and bounded thence
on the south by an  east  line passing through
said tree five miles ; thenee on the east by a
north line seven miles forty chains to a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over 7  in triangle on
its south side ; thence on the north by a west
line along part of the south boundary of the
Buckenby Run five miles to a yapunyah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over 2 in triangle on its
south-west side ; thence on the  west  by a south
line along the west boundary of the Paroo
North Run  seven miles  forty chains to the 1875."  1896.
point of  commencement  ... ... ... 21 1 July  30 June 0 16 9 10
30 Yarron
Plains ... 30 Commencing at the north- west  corner of Yarron
Vale Run at a point twenty-two chains  east of a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over Y in
triangle on its north side, and bounded thence on
the north by awestline five miles passing through
said tree ; thence on the west by a south line
eight miles passing through a box-tree on west.
ern bank of Yeatman Creek, an eastern tributary
of Beechel Creek, marked broad-arrow in
triangle on its west side six miles forty-eight
chains south of the south boundary of the
Orleans Run, and one mile thirty-two chains
from the north boundary of the Fairlie Plains
Run ; thence on the south by an east  line along
part of the north boundary of the Fairlie
Plains Run one mile four chains ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Fairlie Plains Run ; and
thence on the south by an east line three miles
seventy-six chains to a mulgar-tree marked
broad-arrow over YY in triangle on its south
side; and thence on the east by a north line
along the east boundary of Yarron Vale Run
to the point of commencement... ... ... 21 1 July 30 June 0 15
31 Ballymana  40 Commencing at the north- west  corner of the
Humeburn South Run at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over HS in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the north by a
west  line along part of the south boundary of
the Humeburn Run one mile thirty- four chains
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H in
triangle on its east side at the south-west
corner of the Humeburn Run ; thence on the
east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of that run four miles twenty-seven
chains to the south-east corner of the Hume-
burn West Run at a point two miles twenty-
four chains north  of and passing  through a
box-tree on the north bank of the Twelve-mile
Creek marked broad- arrow  over T over 8 in
triangle  on its east  side ; thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of the
Humeburn West Run four miles two chains ;
thence on the west by a south  line ten miles
twenty-five chains ; thence on the south by an
east line five miles  thirty-six chains to the
west boundary of the Humeburn South Run
at a point seventy-eight chains south of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over B in triangle on
its north side ; and thence on the east by a
north line  along  part of that boundary five
miles seventy-eight chains passing through
said tree  and crossing  Yarrill Creek, and on its
north bank passing through  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 5 in triangle on its
south side to a point four miles sixteen chains
north of said tree, the point of commence-
ment 21 1 July 30 June
11 10
0 16 12 10
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32 Waverly  ...  25 Commencing at the north-east corner of the gar-
goolnah Run at a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over K in triangle on south side ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a south line ten miles
along east boundary of said ran to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over KW in triangle on
its north side; thence on the south by an east
line along a part of the north boundary of the
Buckenby North Run to a box -tree marked
broad -arrow over BN over L in triangle on its
south side and a prolongation thereof along a
part of the north boundary of the Leicester
Run, in all five miles ; thence on the east by a
north line ten miles ; thence on the north by a
west line to a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over W in triangle on south side at the south-
east corner of Woodstock Run and a prolonga-
tioh thereof along a part of the south boundary
of the said Woodstock Run, in all five miles ,  to 1875. 1896.
the point of commencement  ... ... ...  21 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
33 Leicester  ...  35 Commencing at the north -east corner of Buckenby
North Run at a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over BN over L in triangle on its south side,
and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along a part of the south boundary of the
Waverley Run and a prolongation thereof
seven miles ;  thence on the east by a south
line ten miles  ;  thence on the south by a west
line to the north -east corner of the Geari Run
and along part of the north bounbary of that
run, in all seven miles to the south -east corner
of Buckenby North Run at a box -tree marked
broad -arrow over BN over L in triangle on its
west side  ;  and thence on the west by a north
line along the east boundary of last -named run
ten miles to the point of commencement  ...  21 1 July 30 June 0 15 17 10
84 Ailsa  ...  40 Commencing at the north -west corner of the
Buckenby West Run at a mulga -tree marked
broad -arrow over BW over A in triangle on its
north side ,  and bounded thence on the east by
a south line along the west boundary of the
Buckenby West Run ten miles to a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over A in triangle on its
east  side, crossing Boobandary Creek, and on
its north bank passing through a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over B over 2 in triangle
on its east side one mile fifteen chains from the
north -west corner of the Buckenby Run to
the north boundary of Paroo West Rnn ;
thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of the last-named run,
the north boundary of Yalyery Run, and a
part of the north boundary of Large Run, in
all seven miles , to a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over A in triangle on its north side ;
thence on the west by a north line along part
of the east boundary of last-named run and a
prolongation thereof, in all ten miles, to a
mulga-tree marked broad -arrow over A in
triangle on its south side in the south boun-
dary of the Yarron Plains Run ; and thence
on the north by an east line along parts of the
south boundaries of the Yarron Plains and
Yarron Vale Runs passing through a mulga-
trae marked  broad -arrow over YY in triangle
on its south side at the south-west corner of
the Yarron Vale Run seven miles to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ...  21 1 July 30 June 0 15 17 10
35 Woodstock 35 Commencing at the north -east  corner of  K argool-
nah East Run ,  at a tree marked broad-arrow
over KSW in triangle, and bounded thence on
the west bya south linealong theeast boundary
of that run ten miles to a box-tree marked
broad -arrow over KE in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of Kargoolnah Run
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over K in
triangle on its south side ,  and a prolongation
UBEZPIRED  TBEMS of LEASES  OF SURVEYED RUNS - continued.
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WARREGO DISTRICT- continwd.
thereof along part of the north boundary of
Waverly Run ,  in all five miles to a box-tree
marked broad -arrow over W in triangle on
south side ; thence on the east by a north line
ten miles ; thence on the north by a west line
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over SW in
triangle on its south side, at the south-east
angle of the Serpentine Run, and a prolonga-
tion thereof along part of the south boundary
of last-named run, in all five  miles to  the point 1875. 1896.
of commencement ... ... ... ... 21 1 July 30 June 0 16 12 10
36 Large  ...  25 Commencing at the south -east corner of the
Fairlie Plains Run (on the left side of Beechel
Creek ),  being a point one mile twelve chains
east of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
FPS in triangle on its  east  side, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line  passing
through said  tree along  part of the south boun-
dary of the said run one mile thirty-four
chains  ;  thence on the west by a south  li ne
along the east boundary of the Fairlie Plains
South Run to a leopard-tree marked broad-
arrow over  FPS in triangle  ten miles  ; thence
on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the Beechel East Run one
mile to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over  B E
in triangle on its north -west side ; thence again
on the west by a south  line along  a part of the
east boundary of Beechel East Run twenty
chains  ; thence again on the south by an east
line crossing  the head of  Taroura Creek along a
part of the north boundary of the Geelong
Rt:n three miles sixty-nine chains ; thence on
the east by a north line  along  the west boun-
dary of the Yalyery Run eight miles thirty-one
chains ;  thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Ailsa
Run seventeen chains to a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over  A in triangle on its north
side ; thence  again on  the east by a north line
along a part of the west boundary of the Ailsa
Run one mile  sixty-nine chains;  and thence on
the north by a west line three miles eight
chains to the point of commencement... ... 21 1 July
I
30 June 0 15 11 5
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed it
expedient to open a new Road, being part of road from Gowrie Siding to Meringandan, parish of
Meringandan, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs: Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the
provisions of the Act 4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from
this  date,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
75-2642. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF RBFERFNCR  OF PART OF ROAD FROM GOwBIB  SIDING TO MBRINGANDAN, PARISH OF
MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNs  ;  TO BS PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD
UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM 1V., No. 11.
No. Port ion of Road. How Hold. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. lke.  A, a, r.
1 Running in  a north -  992 Conditional Mathew Mathew  29" 0' 35 74 2 chains 14 1 22
easterly direction Too- selections ,  Dempsey Dernpsey* 18° 0' 19 11
through  selection 992 woomba  "C. L. 4.  350 0' 18 84
from its west to its  Register  Act Of
east boundary 1868"
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Department  of gab lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
UNSURVEYED RUNS
Brisbane, 21st June, 1$75.
.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN
LANDS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-
sevbnth clause  of  "Tire Pastoral Leases met of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May,
1870, established under said Act, relating to the Sale by Auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the
boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the unexpired terms of the Leases of Un-
surveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or oth„rwiae,
will be offered fooale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen  street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 17th August, 1875, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous  Lessee in  the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs
will only be sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the
area  or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The country comprised in the runs has not yet been surveyed,  but arrangements  are being made
to have the boundaries defined, and the Government reserve the right of increasing the available area if
it should be discovered that the estimate set down opposite each run is less than the character of the
country warrants. In the event of the available  area  being increased, the purchaser will be liable for
the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite  to its name
in the appended Schedule, according to the estimated  area  in each  case  ; and the highest amount bid
shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule  annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
Sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six
months to stock the country; failing in which, or not thereafter  maintaining  the amount of stock thereon
as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may become cancelled.
Full information  respecting  the boundaries and situation of the Runs,  so far as  is known, may be
obtained by application to this Department.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
SAI AT  THE AVCTION ]Rooms  of  A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET , BBIBBANE , o3P TUESDAY, 17TH AUGUST,
1875, AT ELEVEN  O'CLOCK, A.M.
Lot. Name of Run.
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Description  of Boundaries.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
Years.
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LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
1 Carbine 25 Bounded on the north-east by the south-west
-Creek No. 2 boundary of Carbine Creek No. 6 Run, being
a line bearing south-east from Carbine Creek ;
on the north- west  by Carbine Creek ; on the
south-west  by a line bearing south-east from
Carbine Creek five miles distant from the
north-east boundary;  and on  the south-east
by a north -east and  south-west line  at an ave-  1876. 1877.
rage distance  of five miles from Carbine Creek 2 1 July 30 June 1 0
2 Carbine 25 Commencing on the right bank of Carbine Creek
Creek No. 6 opposite the south-west boundary of Llandillo
Run, which  is a line  bearing south-east from a
point five  miles  south-west from a remarkable
hill called Mount Livingstone, and bounded
thence on the north-east  by a line bearing
south-east ; on the south-east by  a line bearing
south -west five  miles ,  and at an average dis-
tance  of five  miles  south-east from Carbine
Creek ; on the south-west by  a line  bearing
north-west to Carbine Creek ; and on the
north-west by Carbine Creek downwards to the 1888.
point of commencement ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June 1 0
3 Robinson 's 25 Commencing  at the upper part of the broken
Creek No. 2 country on the Dawson River above Hornet
Bank Station, and bounded on the east by the
broken country  five miles  ; on the south by a
line parallel to the Dawson River five miles
from it ; and on the west by a north line to
the Dawson River at the junction of the Boyd
River of Leichhardt with the Dawson River ;
on the north by the Dawson River downwards
to the point of commencement  ... ... 13 1 July 30 June 1 0
4 Ardah ... 25 Commencing on the east boundary of Anney
berry Run  at a point 150 chains  north from
the south- east corner  of that run, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing east
to the eastern watershed  of Bridge Creek ;
on the east and south by the watershed of
Bridge Creek  southerly and westerly to
the eastern  boundary of Clive Run ; on the
west by portions of the eastern  boundaries of
Clive  and Anneyberry runs, being a  li ne bear- 1889.
ing north to the point of oommenoement  ,,,  14 1 July  30 June 1 0
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NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
5 Vale of Her- 60
bert
Desc ription of Bounda ri es.
0
00
A
M pp
a J.
Bounded on the north by the Rockingham Range
from Dalrymple Gap west-north-westerly, and
by a line on  the same course crossing  the River
Herbert about  one and a-half miles above the
crossing -place of the Valley of Lagoons and
Rockingham Bay road to the crest of the main
coast range called Sea-view Range; bounded
on the west by that range ten miles southerly
to the junction of Mount Farquharson with
the same ; bounded on the south by Mount
Farquharson and a line due easterly from the
eastern  end of the  same  to the western base of
Mount Leach ; and on the  east  by Mount
Leach and the spurs thereof to the starting 1875. 1890.
point in Dalrymple Gap ... ... ... 15 1 July  30 June 0 15
6 Goshen ... 25 Goshen  commences  where the south-west boun-
dary of the Vale of Cashmere Run strikes the
River Herbert;  thence along the left bank of
said river till it runs into the Gorge and
Rapids ; thence by a line in a north-west
direction about six miles to the southern
boundary of the Vale of Cashmere ; and thence
by a portion of that boundary to starting point
on river two and a-half miles ...  ... ... 15 1 July  30 June 0 15
BURKE DISTRICT.
7 Kalara West Commencing  at a tree  marked M over VIII on
the western  bank of the river Giliott, and
bounded thence on the north  by a line bearing
west  five miles ; on the  west by a line bearing
south ten  miles  ; on the south by a  line bearing
east to the  Giliott River; and thence by the
western bank  of that river to the point of
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...
unexpired
Term of
Leas e.
5}
1880.
31 Dec. 0 10
MARANOA DISTRICT.
8 Bonnavonna 50 On the Neebie Creek, situated about fifteen miles in
a southerly direction from the Bendena Station,
starting at a tre e marked IH on the east bank
of the Neebie Creek,  starting  east two and
a-half miles ; thence north ten miles ; thence
west five miles ; thence south ten miles ; thence
east two and a-half miles to point of com- 1875. 1883.
mencement ... ... ... ... ... 8j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 15
9 Wierabun ... 40 Commencing on the southern boundary of the
block called Western Lagoons Creek, originally
granted to Charles Coxen, and bounded on the
north by the southern boundary of that block
and Crown  lands  two miles and a-half on each
side of the  water-course ,  or chain of lagoons
called the Western Lagoons; on the west by
a north and south line by compass eight miles ;
on the south by a line parellel to the said
northern boundary  line  of the block  now being
described  five miles  ;  and on the  east by a
north and south line eight miles to the point of
commencemeut  ... ... ... ... ...
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
10 Paradise
Downs No.1
70
11 Vergemont
No. 2
75
15
1875.
1 July
1890.
1 July 80  June 0 15
Commencing on the north-eastern corner of En-
niskillen Downs, thence north ten miles ;
thence west  ten miles  ; thence south  ten m iles
to the north-west corner of Enniskillen Downs ;
thence east ten miles along the northern boun-
dary of Enniskillen Downs to the point of 1875. 1896.
commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  21 1 July 80 June 0 15
Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek,
where that creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No.  3;  thence west
five miles ; thence by a line parallel with the
creek upwards ten miles ; thence east ten
miles ; thence by a line parallel with the creek
downwards ten miles ; thence west five miles
to the point of commencement... ... ... 21 1 July , 30 June 0 15
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
12 Evesham
No. 6
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UwaxrIBxn  TsRxs  of LEASES o>r UNSUnvsYED RUNS-continued.
75 Commencing at a point on Vergemont Creek, I
where the said creek is intersected by the north
boundary of Vergemont No. 1; thence west
five m iles  ;  thence by a line para ll el to the said
creek upwards ten miles  ; thence  east ten
miles  ;  thence by a line pare llel to the creek
downwards ten m iles ;  thence west five m iles
to the point  of commencement ... ... ... 21
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
1875.
1 July
1896.
30 June 0 15
13 Euro No .  5 75 Commencing at the western corner of Euro No.
1 Run  ;  thence parallel  with  Mueller ' s Creek
downwards ten miles  ; thence  at right angles
to and intersecting said creek ten miles ; thence
para llel with Mue ller's Creek upwards ten
miles  ;  thence at right angles to and intersect - 1875. 1896.
ing said creek to point of commencement ... 21 1 July 30 June 0 12
14 Euro No. 6 75 Commencing at the western corner of Euro No.
5 Run  ;  thence parallel with Mueller 's Creek
downwards t n miles  ;  thence at right angles
to and intersecting said creek ten m iles  ;  thence
para llel with Mueller 's Creek upwards ten
miles  ;  thence at right angles to and intersect-
ing said creek ten m iles to point of commence-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...  21 1 July 30 June 0 12
15 Eu ro  No .  7 75 Commencing at the western corner of Euro No.
6 Run, thence parallel with Mueller's Creek
downwards ten m iles ;  thence at right angles
to and intersecting said creek ten miles ; thence
parallel with  Mueller's  Creek upwards ten
miles  ;  thence at right angles to and intersect-
ing said  creek  ten miles to point of commence-
ment 21 1 July  130 June 0 12
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  31st  May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portion No. 206, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley, Moreton
District : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.,
No. 11,  and now in  force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Brisbane ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk
of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any well-grounded  objections  which may exist
to the formation of the Road  in question.
75-2081. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 206, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road.
Registe
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
ch. lke. A. B. P.
Commencing on a 868 Under B. Logan... Unoccupied 3101  30' 9 0 1 chain ... 2 3 6 Open
Governmeat road and 0. L. A. 320° 30' 13 0 forest
running to the north Act of 3160  0' 5 61 land,
boundary of Portion 1868" unim-
206 proved.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  21st  June, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
1 to open a new Road from Selection No. 913 (Toowoomba Register) to the Westbrook Railway
Level Crossing, parish of Westbrook, county of Aubiguy, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that
in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 William IV.5 No. 11, and now in force in this colony,
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now  deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Drayton ;  and all persona
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within
one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road
in question.
H. E. KING.
"5-2401.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  SELECTION  913 (TOOWOOMBA  REGISTER),  TO THE WESTBROOK
RAILWAY LEVEL  CROSSING ,  PARISH OF WESTBROOK ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING  DOWNS; TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.  Portion of Road.
1 A strip of  land along
the western side of the
railway line .  running
In a south-easterly
direction  through a
closed road between
selections 913 and por-
tion 75
How held.
Freehold ...  Shanaghan
and Jennings
2 A strip of land along  ditto ... ditto ...
the western  side of the
railway line ,  running
in a south-easterly
direction from the
west to the south
boundary  of portion
75
3 A Strip of land along ditto
the western side of the
railway line, running
In a south-easterly
direction through a
closed road between
portions 75 and 74
4 A strip of land along ditto
the western side of the
railway line ,  running
in a south -easterly
direction from the
north to the east
boundary of port ion
74
5 A strip of  land along
the western  tilde  of the
railway line ,  running
in a south-easterly
direction  through por-
tion 73 from  its west
boundary to the Rail-
way Level Crossing
ditto ,.. ditto ...
Reputed
Owner.
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth Area.of Road. Remar ks .
Shanaghan 148° 39'
ohs. Ike.
1 96
A.
501ks. 0
R. P.
016} Unimproved
and Jennings open plain.
ditto 148° 39' 1 9 21 ditto 0 138 1 ditto.
ditto ... i 1480 39'  2 39 ditto 0 0 19 ditto.
ditto ,..  1480 39' 21 94 ditto 1 1 23 ditto.
164° 51' 6 67
ditto  186° 47' 1 4 00 ditto 0 1 3 ditto.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  31st May, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Boyne, county of Clinton, Port
Curtis Distriet : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4
William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gladstone ; and all persons interested  therein are  requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this  date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
76-2426. H. E. KING.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION No.  2, PARISH OF BOYNE, COUNTY OF CLINTON,
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL 4
WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1
Register
Portion of Road. No .  ofSelec- How held.
tion.
A strip of land out of
Portion No 2, run-
ning  along  its east
boundary
70
Glad-
stone
Homestead
Selection
1868 Act
Regis-
ter
Reputed
Owner.
William
Pershouse
Occupier. Bearings.
.,. ' 180° 0'
Lengths.
ohs, Ike.
14 11
Breadth
of
Road.
1 chain
Area.
A. P.. P.
1 124
Remarks.
1284'
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1875.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1J to open a new Road from Warwick to Acacia Creek through Portions Nos. 98, 499, and 501,
parish of Wildash ; and Portion No. 72 and Selections Nos. 1037 and 1039, parish of Killarney, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of the Act
4 William IV., No. 11, and now in force in this colony, a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested to
transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
H. E. KING.
75-1889.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FEOM WARWICK TO ACACIA CREEK ,  7HBOUGH PORTIONS 98, 499, AND
501, PARISH OF WILDASH ; PORTION No. 72 AND SELECTIONS 1037 AND 1039, PARISH OF KILLARNEY
COUNTY OF MERIYALE, DARLING Downs ; TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER 7 11E
ACT OF COUNCIL 4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. { Portion  of Road.
Qo
How Held. ReputedOwger.
Breadth
Occupier  Bearings. Lengths. of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ch. lk.  A. A. P.
Jones  67° 30' 4EH 55.,
79° 0' 4 43 Average
width
1
102° as, 1
126° 0' 3
gat  2 0 T2 Portion  oc-
74 160 Ica. cupied,
fen
Unoccupied 128° 0' 1 73  ') and partly
161° 0' 0 86 cultivated
147° 0' 5 38
174°  (Y  4 22 1 chain 3 1 33 Selection
118° 30' 3 61} unim-
141° 0' 4 433 proved
212° 0' 14 26
!  Occupied J 212° 0' 5 03 1 chain 0 1 22  Selection
by fencers partly
fenced
and-trees
ringed
'
1 chainUnocoupie 90° 05 38 26 Average
1
137° 0' 2 83  6 0 4 Seleationun160 lks90° 05' 8 .00  improved3 chains
90°  OF  8 19  3 chains 18 2 24 Original
116° 58' 53 96  reserved
ro ad
widened
125° 05' 60 92 3 chains 17 1 10  Original
reserved
ro ad
widened
1 An irregular shaped
portion out of the
south boundary of
portion 98
War-
wick
Register
2 Commencing on the 2125
nort h boundary of
port ion 499 ,  and run-
ning southerly to the
south boundary
$ Commencing  on the 2127
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 601, and run-
ning south -westerly to
its west bounda ry
4 Running due east 3013
th ro ugh portion No.
72, parish of Ki llarney
5 Commencing  on the 1037
west boundary of
selection No.1037, and
running south -easterly
to its east boundary
8 Commencing on the 1039
west boundary of
selection No. 1039, and
running south-easterly
to its east boundary
Freehold ...  Henry
Edward
John
"Leasing  James
Act of Brindley
1860"  Bettington
I
"Leasing  J .  B. Betting -
Act of  ton
1888"
" Leasing  J. B. Betting-
Act of  ton
1868"
"C. L. A. Act  I.  B. Betting-
of  1868" ton
"C. L. A. Act  J. B. Betting-
of 1868" ton
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 30th September, 1874.
TIME TABLE.
NORTHERN RAILWAY. -On and after 1st October ,  1874, the following Time Table will come
.114  into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Hiles from
Rock.
hasepton.
Stations Up Train,Mixed.
M
from
Cr
iles
Rooky
eek.
Stations. Down TrainMixed.
a.m. p.m.
Rockhampton .., 11. 0 Rocky Creek  .,. 310
6 Graoemere  ... ... 11-24 6 Goganjo .. ... ... 3.24
15 Stanwell  ... ... ... 12' 0 14 Westwood arrive . 55
24 Rosewood ... ... A
... . . 0
20 Rosewood ... ... ... A30 Westwood
€ depart, ., ... 1'15 29 8 tanwel l ... ... ... 5' 0
38 Goganjo  ... ,.. ... 1.47 38 Gracemere ... ... ... 5'36
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... 2.10  V 44 Rockhampton... ... 5.0
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal  to take  up passengers  only ,  who will  be charged  the fare to  the Station at
wbirh their journey  terminates.  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only  do so  by giving notice at the  preceding
station to the Guard of the  Train ,  and paying  the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place  at which they join the  Train to the place
on which they pro pose to alight.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1875.
SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until Noon, on MONDAY, 19th July next, from persons
willing  to contract for the supply of Duck, Calico, &c., as per accompanying  list, for year ending
30th June, 1876, in such quantities as may be required from time to time by the Colonial Storekeeper in
Brisbane, from whom printed forms of Tender  and all  necessary information  can be obtained.
Ad valorem  duties to be included in the prices quoted.
" A sample of  each article  to be tendered for will be kept open for inspection in the Colonial Stores,
and each article supplied must be in every respect equal to the  sample."
The Tenders must state the price at which each  separate  article tendered for is to be supplied.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing  to be answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in such case that they will  severally  execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the notification of
the acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance, in the sum of two
hundred pounds.
The probable quantities of each article required are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only approxlmative, and the contractors must supply  more or less
of each article as required.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
A. MACALISTER.
Estimated  Requirements,
3,000 yards ...
2,300
5,000
3,500 11
750
500
70 dozen ...
300 yards ...
800 pairs ...
500 yards ...
200 „ ,,,
700 pairs ..,
Government Duck
Articles.
Flannel  ... ... ..
Scotch Twill ... ... ...
Grey Calico ... ..
Hessian ... ...
Osnaburg ... ... ...
...
...
Men's Felt Hats ... ... .. ...
Ticklenberg ... ... ..
Men's Mole Trowsers (assorted  sizes) ...
Fine Towelling ... ... ... ...
Coarse „ ... ... .. ...
Blankets ... ... ... per pair.
UNCLAIMED GOODS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 82nd clause of  " The
Customs  Act of  1873."
Date .  Ship .  Master .  Whence .  Consignee . Marks andNumbers.
1874.
October 29 Balolutha  ...  Bell ... ... Sydney  ...  L. Sampson ,..
Nov. 16 ...  Suffolk' ...  Byford  ...  London  ...  W. and M .  C. Ryan ...
11 1111
1875.
Februa ry  1 Lady Bowen  ...  Cottier
February 20 Lady Young  ...  Hi ll  ,..
... Bri sbane
Customs, Brisbane , 2nd June, 1875.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
FOR ARREARS OF RENT.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by auction, at the Custom
House, Rockhampton, on SATURDAY, the 10th proximo, under the 114th clause of  " The
Customs  Act  of  1873."
Date. Ship.  Master . Whence. By whomWarehoused .
Marks and
Numbers.
1872.
IApril 11 ...  Balclutha  ... Weir ... Sydney Wing Wah and
C
Y over 280
July 2 ,, Phillips 11
o.
Henry  Reed  ... X over  286
1874.
March 12  ...  Southern Belle Carpenter ... London W. and M.  0. Z over 398
Thompson
Packages.  Contents.
1 case
10 bags ...
15 hogsheads
601' lbs ,  cigars.
1,400  lbs ,  raw coffee.
780 gallons ale.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Thompson
At-
,.. per yard.
... 11
11
ff
per dozen.
per yard.
per pair.
per yard.
11
Packages.  Contents.
129 boxes  ...  ... Clay  pipe bowls.
1 case ... Bamboo stems.
1 package ...
11  ...  I  case  ... ...  Tobacco in tins.
Order ... ...  OO+nsquare  1 case  ... ..,  Chinese tobacco
25 under
A.  Fees  ... 0 over 921 1 hogshead  ...  Ale (clings).
Customs, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1875. Collector of Customs.
TIME TABLE.
SOIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY
.- On and  after 14th June, 1875 ,
 the following
 Time Table will cone into operation  until further  notice.
26-6-75.
FEET
ABOVE
HIGH
Y1LES.
STATIONS.
WATER
 From From Too-
YAax.
 Brisbane.  woomb a,
58
27
63
44
77
62
43
68
91
74
65
ill
140
198
274
574
335
340
465
788
1530
1921
••• Brisbane  ... ... ... ...
6.30
A.M.
Milton  ... ... ... ...
 6-33 ...
23 ... Toowong
 ... ... ...  6.37 ...
4 ...
 Indooroopilly
4t ... Oxley Point
... ... ...  7,0
6 ... Oxley West... ... ... ... A
71 •.. Oxley ... ... ... . •. 7.10 ...
14 ... Goodna
 ... ... ... +7.32 ...
16 ... Redbank
 .. ... ... ...  A
1 Moggill Ferry . ... ... ...
 A ...
Bundamba . ...
231 •,• arrive 8.0Ipswich  •.. depa rt  8.15
90 ... Walloon 8.37
34 ... Rosewood
 ... ... ... ...  A
40 ... Western Creek
 ... ...  A ..•
43 ... Grandchester  ... ( ar rive 9.12 ...j depart 9.17
47 ... Victoria Tunnel
 ... ... ...  A ...
51 ... Laidley
 ... ... ... ... +9.54
60 ... Gatton
 ... ... ...  1023
71 Hehdon f arri ve 1068Z  depa rt  11.3
81 I Murphy 's Creek  ..• arrive 11.38 •••depart
 +11.43 ...
91 Highflelds
 ...
arri°8
"' depart 12.35
I00 •••  Toowoomba arrive 123depart 1.48 ]10
1041 ... Mahoney 's Gate
 ... ... ..
 A A
1577
 107 7 Gowrle Junction
 ...
 arrive 2.13 ...
1577 107
1
110
1522 124
131
140
1432 143
144
1500 153
156
162
1498 165
1577 107
112
119
1257 128
136
140
1122 153
Gowrie Junction depart
 ..  11.25
For Williams '
 Camp  ...  . •.. A
Westbrook Crossing A
Cambooya  ... .. ...  12.20
Emu Creek Siding
A3
King's
Creek  1
Clifton
 .. ... .. •..  1.23
Simpson 's Siding
 .. ... ... A
Hendon  (for Allora) ... .... ... 2.0
DeuchaYs Crossing
 A
Lyndhurst Road A65 ... ...
..
..•
Warwick 2.35
Cowrie  Junction
 ...  depa rt I 2.18
Gowrie •. ... .. A
Oakey Creek
 •.. ... ...  2.56
Jondaryan ... ... ... ...  3.20
Bowenville
 ... ... ...  A
Blaxland's Siding  ... ... ... A
Dalb9  ... ... ... ...  4.33
BRISBANE ,  IPSWICH ,  TOOWOOMBA ,  DALBY ,  AND WARWICK.
UP TRAINS.
NooN.
12.5
12.8
12.12
12.17
*12.38
A
12.48
1.10
A
A
A
138
P.Y. P.Y.
.•. 2.50
... 2.53
... 2.57
32
3.22
... A
... 3.32
... *3.56
... A
... A
... A
..• 4.24
•.. 4.30
... 4.52
A
... A
6.27
5.32
69
6.38
*713
728
... 8 3
2.15
A
A
310
A
43
4.13
A
4.50
A
A
5.25
P.Y.
5.20
5.23
5.27
5.32
•5.53
A
6B
6.25
A
A
A
6.53
MILES.
From From
Dalby.  Warwick.
S
16
24
33
40
46
4711
52
61
71
81
92
101
105
109
112
118
122
128,)
1311
1341
136
138
1441
148
1474
148
1494
151
152
* Trains meet here.
STATIONS.
Dalby
Blaaland 's Siding ...
... Bowenvi lle ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Oakey Creek... ...
Gowrie
Cow ri e Junction ...
Warwick ... ...
3 Lyndhurst Road
9 DeuchaYs Crossing
12 Hendon
 (for A ll ora)
21 Simpson 's Siding ...
23 Clifton ... ... ...
25 King's Creek ..
34 Emu Creek Siding ...
41 Cambooya ...
49 Westbrook Crossing
621 For Will iams' Camp
58 Cowrie Junction ...
Gowrie Junction
65 Toowoomba
Highflelds
... Murphy's Creek
Mahoney s Gate
Helidon ...
Gatton
Laidley
Victo ri a Tunnel
Grandchester
Western Creek
Rosewood ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
Bimdamba
Moggi ll  Ferry
Bedbank ...
roodna
Oxley . ..
Oxley West
Oxley Point
Indooroopilly
Toowong ...
Milton ...
Brisbane •••
arrive
arri ve
depart
arrive
depa rt
arrive
depart
arrive
depa rt
arrive
depart
arrive
depa rt
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  9th June, 1875.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
A.Y. A.Y. A.Y.
6'56
A
A
A.Y. P.Y. P.Y.
8.0
8.32
A
6.20
A
A
6.55
A
7.27
7.37
A
820
A
A
9.15
6 35
A
A
7.10
A
7.47
7.57
A
0.50
A
9.18
A
9'46
9.45
A
0,15
6.35 109
7.21 *10,54
*11.43
*8.10 11.48
8.45 12.23
*9.0
 12-30
9.30 1.0
*9.54 1'22
10.29 1.57
10,34  2.2
A A
A A
11.9 2.43
11.29 3.5
11.34 323 70 4.45
A A A A
A A A A
A A
122 *3.58 *7.32 6.15
12.22 4.18 7.54 5.37
12.33 4.29 8••+ 5.48
*12.38 4.34 8.10 +5.53
12.58
 4-54 8.30 6.13
1.3 5.1 8.35 6.18
1.6 5.4 8.38 6.21
1.10 6.8 8.42 6.26
Non. - The Tratns •wi ll  stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop.
(A.) The Trains  marked thus ,
 A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers ,
 who wi ll  be charged the fare to the Station at which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedin
s tation to the Guard of the Train ,
 and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to that at which they propose to alight. g
General Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  24th June, 1875.
 1HE following SUMMARIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, ToowooMBA, during the Months of January, February, and March, 1875, are published for
general information.
Ua
•CS
O
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH, 1875.
LATITUDE ,
 27° 34 '
 S.;  LONGITUDE,  152° 10 ' E., HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  SEA LEVEL,  1,960 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 80 MILES.
I  BAaOYETEE . I HIGROMETEa .
SELF -REGISTERING ESIN.I WIND.
THERMOMETERS.
Temperature of Temperature ofCor. to 320 Fahr. Air. Humidity.Evaporation.
O4
S R
d a d Id a
S S
a a ad
E
D
m N OD OD N m ao N w 00 N aD
JANUARY.
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
...
...
...
...
...
28,017  28,017
27.881 27.856
27.835 27.673
28.039
27.892
27'663
77.0
69.5
630
91,0
81.3
87-0
760
 70,0
69.5
 64-9
60.0 600
76-0
 71.0
70-3
 64.8
64.0 80.0
•940 •880 •9401700
'758 •529 752 1479
•520 •290 •400 110.0
FEBRUARY.
Maximum
Mean  ...
Minimum «  ... ...
...
...
..
...
27.952
127.834
127.328
27940
27.789
27.198
27-991
27.768
27.172
690
66.5
59,0
850 73.0 69.0
73.6 66.9
 63-9
61-0 59-0 53-0
750
88.6
640
70-0
654
580
1.000
•886
•730
1000 1.000  155-0
798 •893 125.5
•470 •780 75.0
XABM... ..
Maximum
. ... ....
28.081 28.030 28,0341 71.0 84.0 740 680 770 720 1000 1000 •840  156-0
Mean ... ... 127.878
1
27.843 27.8791 659 73-3  66.6 64.1 89.1 84.6 •822  637  -795 119-6
Minimum ... ... 27.679127.677 27.5891
 60-0 6510
 61-0 59-0  630 61.0 •640 •520 •390  no
JANUARY, 1875. - Mean Shade Temperature
 of Month ,  73.4 degrees . Rain fe ll  on 6 days.
1874. „ 724» „ 141873. 67.8 12
1872. 71.8 , 19
1871.
„  71,2 12
FMB,rARY,
1870. 714  „
1875.- Mean Shade Temperature
 of Month , 690 degrees .
12
Rain fell on  15 days.
1874 „ 70.1 8
187h. 6914 11
1872.
„ 71.2 131872.
„
1871
7a0 17
MAROH,
. 70,9
1875.- Mean Shade
 Temperature of Month 6 8'6
 degrees . Rain fell on 7 days.
„ 1874. 67.7 „ 12
1873. 674 151872. 67.2 12
1871. 88.5 12
1870. 690 26
m
42 0
S N
0
130.0 68.0  98.0 67.0 39,011.530
118.1 55.6
 87-1  58.8 28.3 073
90.0 44.0  70,0  53.0 1 16.0 •000
1050 600 90.0 61.0 35.0 2.2001
934  56.1 78.4 57.2  19-2  •380
69.0 50.0 61.0 51.0 8.0 000
1080
 59-0 85-0  610  28.5 '600
95-0  52.5 76.0 566  19-4  •040
750  46,0  88.0 530 11.5 1  1)00
Total Rainfall ,  227 inches.
9'08
6.93
602
3.98
4.50
Total  Rainfa ll , 10.90
4.36
2-93
4-70
2.72
2.46
Total Rainfall, 1-26
4.74
5.88
2.76
2.19
12.58
GEORGE THORN, Junior,
Postmaster -General.
Summary of Direction. 0-10.
8am. 2p.m.
Ni NW1 NO NW2
WO SW2 W1 5W2
80 BE20 82 BE11
E 1 NEO E4 NEO
NO NW2 Ni
W1 SWO WO
Si BE 20 80
E3 NE11E6
NO NW31N0
W2 SWO W2
SO BE23 80
BO NEO EO
Electrical Observations - 76 Positive; 17 Negative
39 38
62 41
50 37
66 „ 18
78 10
Electrical Observations - 61 Positive  ;  33 Negative.
42 , 20
65 „ 19
47 36
60 17
76 8
Elect ri cal Observations-58 Positive  ;  25 Negative.
39 32
64 „
 50
72 „ 17
76 „ 14
42 34
NW 2
SW O
BE 18
NEO
8 H8 P.M.
a CY
OD N
NO NWO
WO  SW3
80 SE20
EO NE 0
10 10
5.7 4.6
0 0
NO NW2!
WO SWO
80 BE22
EO NE0
lrl f+lCL
H N
10
6
0
10 9 10 ...
8-6  7.7 79 ...
2 2 0 ...
NWOINO NW1
SWO1wo SW O
BE 19
 81  BE 20
NEO EO NEO
CLOor. OZO NE.
10
7
0
10
7.4
2
Prevailing Winds, BE.
S.E.
B.E.
. B.E.
N.E. and E.
N.E. and E.
Prevailing Winds, B.E.
B.E.
B.E.
.. .. B.E.
E. and N.E.
N.E. and E.
Prevailing Winds, S.E.
„ B.E.
B.E.
S.E. and S.W.
,. E.
E. and N.E.
The readings of the Barometer at Toowoomba (1,900 feet above the  Mean Sea  Level )  are corrected to 324 Fahrenheit only.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observes.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week ending June  19th, 1875 731 3 1  1,262 16  6 93 15 9 2,087 15 4
Corresponding  week last year 1,244 8 811552 1 6 77 9 6 1,873 19 8
Increase
Decrease
_
_ _
179 1 7 18 7 10 16 6 3 213 15 8
Total amount received during 1875, to date 50,050 15 11
Corresponding amount last half year ... 46,334 10  5
Increase 3,716 5 6
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
ABSTRACT  of ACCOUNTS of the ROMA MUNICIPALITY for the HALF-YEAR. ending 31st December,
1874.
Da.
1874. £ s. d.
July 1- To Balance  ... ... ...  40 9 5j
„
,,
,,
Interest on Loan ... 8 10 0»
Day labor ... ... ... 31 12 0 1
Dray hire ... ... ... 8 5 0
Blacksmith's account ... 5 4 0
Stores ... ... ... ... 4 5 5
Sundry debits ... ... ... 5 3 6
Advertising,  Dalby Herald ...  4 9 0 1
Balance of contract for northern
road .. ... 17 0 0
Removing and packing clock ... 1 10 0
Destroying nuisances ... ... 2 0 0
Reward, T. Crozier . 2 2 0
Town Clerk' s salary  and office
account ... ... ... 92 2 3
CR.
£ s. d.
By amount of rates collected ... ...  122 18 6
„ License fees ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
„ Endowment of rates, half-year ending
30th June, 1874 ... ... ... 66 9 3
„ Auction fees ... ... ... ... 2 1 0
Balance of fines ... ... ... 0 9 0
Overdraft ... ... ... ... 26 14 101
£22212 7f
Overdraft ... ... ... 26 14 10*
Examined, and found correct.
Compared with Books, and found to be correct.
WALTER  CRAWFORD,
435
Acting Town Clerk.
Education Office,
Brisbane , 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
f!HE Board of Education  will receive , until noon
on MONDAY, the 7th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Jondaryan, in accordance with Plans
and Specification, which may be seen on applica-
tion  to Mr. F. Mirchinn, Jondaryan, or at this
Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
1 HE Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 5th proximo, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence at Gatton, in accordance with Plans
and Specification, which may be seen on application
to Mr. J. Stubbersfield, Gatton, or at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
£222 12  71
F. W. WHITE, Auditors.
T. W. ROHAN,
J. MURPHY, P.M.
17s.
Education Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1875.
TO CARPENTERS.
T
HE  Board of Education will receive, until noon
on MONDAY, the 28th instant, Tenders for
the erection of a School House and Teacher's
Residence in the Parish of Warner, South Pine,
in accordance with Plans and Specification, which
may be seen on application at this Office.
E. BUTTERFIELD,
Secretary.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
®N
SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Ac.
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy Bro. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,  Brisbane,
October 24,1874.
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STATUTES OF THE COLONY. In the Supreme Court of Queensland.NOW published, at the Government Printing IN INSOLVENCY.Office ,  Wi lliam street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto. - In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Ed d M S£ s. d. war c weeny, of the  Sugarloaf,  nearStanthorpe by the said Edward McSweenFu ll  Bound  ... ...  4 10 0 , y.
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0 UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day (andCloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6 upon proof ,  satisfactory to the Court, of the
J . u. BEAL, debt of the petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
all eged to have been committed by the said Edward
Government Printer. McSweeny ,  having been given ),  it is ordered that
idh bt ye sa Edward McSweeny be, and he is here
NOTICE. adjudged insolvent ,  and that William Henry Miskin;POUNDREEPERS are requested to takenotice thatEsquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it isfurther ordered that the First General Meeting ofall  Remittances on account of Impounding , for thethe creditors of the said Edward McSweenyAdvertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post •Ofilce Order ,  or cash; otherwise the advertisements
,
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
iwill be returned. strar of this  Court , on the fifth day of July, 1875,Reg
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon ;  and it is furtherJ. 0. BEAL ,
ordered that the said Edward  MeSweeny  shall, on
Government Printer. the second  day of July,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to
this Estate a full and accuratethe T uste i true
NOTICE.
, ,r e n
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabi li ties
idPOUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when ences, soof every kind ,  and of the names and resof his creditors ,  and of the causes offar as knowndescribing brands ,  to make a distinction between
"
,
his inability to meet his engagements.
" Registered and other brands, by placing the words
"Registered  Brand"  after the description of the former Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
Registered brands type wi ll  be used for such descriptions; third day of June, 1875.
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used. By the Court,
J. C BEAL. , J. MACKENZIE SHAW,Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Registrar.
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of the  Brisbane  River, from the
Outer  Beacon, Moreton  Bay, to Victoria
Bridge, in three sheets, imp. Price  2s. per sheet,
or 5s. the set. To be had at the Government
Printing Office, William street,  Brisbane.
5th November, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874," together with " General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office, Brisbane,
October 24, 1874.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
REGULA GENERALIS.
As of FRIDAY,  THE 4TH  DAY OF JUNE, A.D. 1875.
T is ordered and directed by the Honorable SirI
JAMES COCKLE, Knight, the Chief Justice of
Queensland, the Honorable ALFRED JAMES PETER
LUTWYCHE, and the Honorable CHARLES LILLEY,
Esquires, Judges of the Supreme Court of Queens-
land : That all moneys which have been paid into
Court in any  cause  or matter, concerning the dis-
posal of which no order or direction shall have been
given either by the Court or a Judge thereof, shall
be kept as heretofore in the Bank of New South
Wales, to the credit of a Trust Account, in the name
of the Registrar of the Supreme Court, until they
shall be paid out of Court ; and that all moneys'
which may hereafter be paid into Court in any cause
or matter concerning the disposal of which an order
or direction shall be given either by the Court or a
Judge thereof, shall be paid by the said Registrar
into the said Bank, to the credit of the said Trust
Account.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Lehane, of Dalby, in the Colony of
Queensland, by the  said Thomas  Lehane.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Thomas Lehane
be, and he is hereby adjudged,  insolvent  ; and that
William Henry Riskin, Esquire, of Brisbane, be
Official Trustee  of his Estate. And it is further
ordered, that the First General Meeting of the
creditors  of the said Thomas Lehane, for the
election of aTrustee, be held at the Principal Registry,
on the fifth day of July, 1875, at Ten o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Thomas Lehane shall, on the second day of July,
1875, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names  and residences , so far as known, of his
creditors , and of the  causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of June, 1875.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Augustus Wilson, of
Condamine, an insolvent.
ON the nineteenth day of July, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-five, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, William Augustus Wilson,
adjudicated insolvent on the twentieth day of
November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
four, will apply to the Supreme Court of Queens.
land, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this nineteenth day of June, 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
420
1290
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward Hartshorne Forster, of
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
an insolvent.
JHER•EAS under an Insolvency Petition
presented to this Court  against the said
Edward Hartshorne  Forster, an order of adjudica-
tion was made on  the twenty-ninth day of June,
A.D. 1875: This is to  give notice  that the said
adjudication  was, by order of this Court, annulled
on the sixteenth  day of June,  1875.
Dated this  eighteenth  day of June, 1875.
418
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patriek Francis Hanran, of
Townsville,  an insolvent.
THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Townsville, on WEDNES.
DAY, the fourteenth day of July, 1875, at Ten
'o clock in the  forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth  day of June, 1875.
438
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Barnes, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named John  Barnes, deceased , who died  intestate,
may be granted to Charles Frederick Chubb, of
Ipswich, in the said colony, the lawfully constituted
attorney of Emma Agnes Barnes, widow of the
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this 23rd day of June, A.n.
1875.
CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Charles  Frederick Chubb.
421  Be. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Henderson, of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, Esquire, deceased.
l
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expi ra-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honorable Court, that Ancillary Letters of Probate
of the Will of the above-named James Henderson,
deceased, may be granted to Joseph Black Dixon,
of the City of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
.
, land, the dul constituted attorney of Sarah
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Anthony Corry, late of Mundubberra,
near  Gayndah, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in  the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the  said  Honorable
Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-named
Anthony Corry, deceased, may be granted to John
Graham, formerly of Gayndah, but at present of
Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland, mer-
chant, and Catherine Corry, the wife of the said
Anthony Corry, the Executor and Executrix named
in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough, this twenty-sixth day of
June, A.D. 1875.
R. LYONS,
Bazaar street, Maryborough,
Proctor for the said Executor and Executrix.
411 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Hughes, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland,  auctioneer and
commission agent, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-Lion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof,  application  will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  David Hughes, deceased, may be
granted to  Harriet Hughes ,  of Ipswich aforesaid,
the sole  Executrix  named in the  said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-second day of
June, A.D. 1875.
J. MALBON THOMPSON,
Brisbane street,  Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Harriet  Hughes.
By his  Agent-
G.  V. HELLICAR,
Town Hall, Brisbane.
417
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s
Be. 6d.
Henderson, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, the widow of the said deceased, and the
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated the 24th day of June, A.D. 1875.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for the said Joseph Black Dixon,
Queen street Brisbane.
436 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Walter Poole, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, club providore,
deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor.
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects, of the above-
named W alter Poole, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Philip Poole, of Brisbane afore-
said ,  baker ,  brother of  the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
June, A.D. 1875.
PETER MACPHERSON,
419
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Philip Poole.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John O'Hegan, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony of Queensland, freeholder , deceased.
N
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named John O'Hegan, deceased, may be
granted  to Patrick O'Sullivan, of Ipswich, one of
the Executors named in the said Will, reserving
leave for Daniel O'Hegan, the remaining Executor
named in the said Will, who  resides  out of the
jurisdiction of the said Honorable Court, to come
in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this twenty-third day of June, A.D. 1875.
JAMES O'SIULLIVAN,
429
22, Town Hall, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executor.
Be. 6d.
1291
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of William McClure ,  late of Brisbane;
Lewis R. McCoy, late of Townsville; Alex-
ander Bagnell Kavanagh , late of Cloncurry ;
Ernst Zobler ,  late of Cannindah Station ;
David Stuttridge, late of Charters Towers ;
James Thomas , Otto  Collins, and Ben Rotuma,
late of District St. Lawrence; James Neil,
late of Creek Creek  ;  Wil liam Linklater, late
of Rockhampton ; John Owen, late of Sydney ;
Michael Bulger ,  late of Maryborough ; and
George Deichmann, late of Cooktown.
PURSUANT to Aet of Pa rliament , 31 Vic., No.
10, all persons  having any  claims against the
Estates of any of the above-named deceased persons,
are to come in and prove their debts at my office,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the 26th day
of August next ; or in default they will be per-
emptorily excluded from all benefit accruing from
the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Supreme  Court House,
B ri sbane, 26th day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
427 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  " The  Curator  of Intestate  Estates
Act of  1867 ," and of the Personal Estate of
Samuel Davidson Smith, late of Maryborough,
deceased.
To a brother and the next of kin.
And of the Personal Estate of George Deichmann,
late of Cooktown ,  deceased.
To the next of kin.
And of the Personal Estate of William McClure,
late of Brisbane ,  deceased.
To the next of kin.
T
AKE notice that, unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of Administration to the
Personal Estates of Samuel Davidson Smith ,  George
Deichmann ,  and Wil liam McClure ,  deceased
intestate ,  or show cause within one calendar month
after the date hereof ,  to the satisfaction of the
Supreme Court of Queensland ,  or a Judge thereof,
why orders should not be made for me to collect,
manage ,  and administer the said Estates of the said
Samuel Davidson Smith ,  George Deichmann, and
William McClure ,  I shall ,  at the expiration of the
said one calendar month , apply  by Petition to the
said Court ,  or a Judge of the said  Court,  for such
orders, and the same will be made accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane ,  the twenty -sixth day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
MEMORANDUM :- Cause will be expected to be
shown by you ,  if at all , on  MONDAY,  the twenty-
sixth day of July, at Ten o'clock ,  before the Judge
then sitting in Chambers ,  at the Court House,
Queen street ,  B ri sbane.
428 6s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto  existing  between the undersigned
Robert Douglas , junior , and Richard Nixon"Binnel ,
lately carrying on business  as Graziers under the
name, style,  or firm  of " Douglas and inney," at
the Station or Run known as Mount Observatory,
in the Maranoa  District, has been this day dissolved
by mutual  consent.
Dated this 21st day of May, 1875.
ROBT. DOUGLAS, Junr.
RICHARD NIXON BINNEY.
Witness--
CHAS. Tom, J.P.
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PURSUANT to an Order of the Supreme Court
of Queensland ,  in Equity, made in a cause,
Hugh Ross ,  Donald Ross ,  and Mary  (his wife),
Janet Ross, Agnes Ross .  and Cather ine Ross
(an infant ),  by the said Donald Ross ,  her next
friend , Plaintiffs,  and Robert Ross, Defendant, the s
creditors of Janet Ross ,  late of Greenbank Station,
near Dalby ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  who died
on or about the month of December ,  1863, are, byy
their Solicitors ,  on or before the twentyseventh
day of August  next,  to come in and prove their
debts at the Supreme Court Office, Brisbane ,  before
the Master in Equity ,  or in default thereof they
will be peremptorily excluded from the benefit of
the said Order.
MONDAY , the twentieth day of September
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoons at the said
Supreme Court Office, is appointed for hearing and
adjudicating upon the claims.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
422
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
L7s. 6d.
PURSUANT to an Order of the Supreme Court
of Queensland ,  in Equity ,  made in a cause,
Hugh Ross, Donald Ross ,  and Mary  (his wife,
Janet Ross, Agnes Ross ,  and Catherine Ross (a),
infant ),  by the said Donald Ross ,  her next friendn
Plaintiffs, and Robert Ross ,  Defendant ,  the persons
claiming to be next of kin to Janet Ross ,  late of
Greenbank Station ,  near Dalby ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  who died in or about the month of
December ,  1863, are, by their Solicitors, on or
before the twenty -seventh day  of August  next, to
come in and prove their claims at the Supreme
Court Office,  Brisbane ,  before the Master  in Equity,
at Brisbane ,  or in default thereof they will  be
peremptorily excluded from the benefit of the said
Order.
MONDAY , the twentieth day of September
next ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon ,  at the said
Supreme Court Office, is appointed for hearing and
adjudicating upon the claims.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of June ,  A.D. 1875.
423
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and  for the District of Warwick, in Queens-
land.
PHILIP NEILAN, hereby give notice that I
I, intend to apply, on TUESDAY, 3rd August
next, for leave to erect a Swing Gate on the Road
from Warwick up Deuchar's Creek, between Bald
Mountain paddock and John Grayson' s selection,
adjoining  my selection 321 WR.
PHILIP NEILAN.
19th June, 1875.
424 3s. 6d.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
As required by the Fifty-third Sectica of  " Tree
Mercantile Act  of 1867."
C TYLE of the Partnership. Stoward and
Another."
Names of the Partners.-Henry Cox Corfield,
of Woongool, in the Parish of Tinana, in the
County of March, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, Justice of the Peace-Special Partner;
Henry Stoward, of Maryborough, in the Colony
aforesaid , Esquire, Justice of the Peace-General
Partner.
Capital contributed by Special Partner.-21,000
(one thousand pounds sterling).
Capital contributed by General Partner.-9500
(five huntjred pounds  sterling).5s. 6d.
1292
General nature of Business -Butchering and
other Business, except that of lianking and
Insurance.
Principal Place of Business:--gent street, Mary-
borough aforesaid.
Commencement of Partnership.-The Twentieth
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-five.
Termination of Partnership.-The Twentieth day
of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
eight.
We hereby acknowledge that the above Certificate
is true and correct.
H. C. CORFIELD,
HENRY STOWARD.
Acknowledged by the above-named persons before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for
the Colony of Queensland, at Maryborough, this
twentieth day of May, A.D. 1875.
JOHN GRAHAM, J.P.
Received into the Office for the Registration of
Deeds, at Brisbane, this ninth day of June,
1875, at thirty-five minutes past Eleven, from Tom
Else, of Brisbane, a true copy of the within
Certificate, verified by William Barns, of Mary-
borough, and numbered 5, Book 1 (31 Vic. No. 36,
Sec. 57).
386
SETH L. PETERSON,
Deputy Registrar-General.
lis.
The GOVERNMENT PxlNrE R  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts
1875. £ s. d.
June 19.-F. T. Raynor ... ... ... 0 8 1
22.-J. Downer ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
22.-A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 1 0
28.-T. Black ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
23.-A. Tooth ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
23.-R. Hunter ... ... ... ... 0 2 2
23.-W. B. Johnson ... ... ...  0 2 6
24.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
24.-J. Stewart... ... ... ... 0 2 0
24.-A. Morgan ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
24.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 11 0
25.-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
25.-R. A. Whipham ... ... ... 0 1 0
kmpounbtng%.
t$A'  Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertaeements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance .suffi cient  to cover the cost  o J  its
insertion.
I
MPOUNDED  at Mitchell, from Amby Junction, 14th
June, 1875, by order of Mr. J. Coglan. Driving, 5s
One black gelding, like W or d reversed over W near
shoulder.
If not released on or before 20th July, 1875, will be
sold to defray expenses.
413
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
is.
I
MPOUNDED  at Maryborough, from Teebar, June
11th, 1875, by order of William Eaton, Esquire.
Driving, 7s. 6d. per head.
One light -brown horse ,  black points ,  hogged mane, JS
over blotch near shoulder, s ecck on off eye.
One black horse ,  0195 near saddle, H off  neck, H off
shoulder.
One cheenut horse, hind feet white, TA over SLY over
TS near shoulder ,  star ,  small stripe down face.
One dark-hay mare, EB near neck, X off thigh, star.
One bay more, like JR conjoined near shoulder, star.
One bay colt, near hind foot white, like 8X or 2X near
shoulder, star.
One chesnut horse, 5 off shoulder, anchor over WB over
W near shoulder,  small star.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses. 9
.412
JAMES DOWZER, Poundkeeper.
7s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Mount Thabor, onFebruary 17th, 1875, by Mr. Gerold Pigott. St ayed
from pound.
One bay colt, CR near thigh, star, stripe and snip, near
hind heel white.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
426
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
is.
CORRECTED BRAND.
MPOUNDED at Gayndah, on the 11th May, 1875,
I from Boomerang, Mount Debateable Run, by order
of C. J. Humphery, Esquire. Driving, 2s.
One chesnut mare, blaze face, like frC near shoulder and
thigh, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 20th July,  1875,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
THOS. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
446 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from Clifton, on June 19th,
1875, by order of W. B. Tooth, Esquire. Driving
expenses, is.
One bay  mare,  b over M near shoulder , like  lit  near
saddle, saddle-mark.
One bay horse, like YD off shoulder, like JH conjoined
near  thigh, cob tail,  star , saddle-mark.
If not released on or before 20th July, 1875, will  be
sold to defray  expenses.
415
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bell  street.
One bay  horse, star  and snip, like  M over y near
shoulder.
One bay horse, like diamond over CID over JH conjoined
near  shoulder, like WM off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 20th July,  1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
414 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, fromUgly Mountain pad-dock, by order of Mr.  Martin Crane ,  on June 12th,
1875.  Damages and  driving  expenses ,  5s. per head.
One bay  mare,  like JP  near  shoulder, like HR conjoined
off shoulder ,  star ,  white off side  under saddle ;
black foal at foot, three blotched brands near thigh,
stripe down face, hind feet white.
One chesnut  mare,  WW over IB near shoulder,  IB near
ribs, star ,  stripe  and snip ,  off hind foot white, white
spots.
One brown horse, like FD near shoulder,  star and snip,
near hind heel white.
One bay filly, like EP7 or EF7 near  shoulder, near hip
down,  small star.
One chesnut horse, like 0 over like 00  off shoulder,
illegible  brands near  shoulder , star , Stripe,  and snip,
near  hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, JS  near shoulder ,  J sideways near
thigh,  small star  and snip, hind heels white.
One bay mare, illegible brand and like C or G near
shoulder, like T near thigh,  small star  ; brown filly
foal at foot, unbranded, hind heels white.
Also, from same place, on June 15th, 1875 ;  damages
and driving  expenses , 5s. per head.
One roan horse, like BW near  shoulder.
One black horse, CJ near shoulder,  illegible brand off
shoulder, star, bell on.
One cheenut  mare,  like D over  like  J  +  C  near shoulder,
like 301 near  ribs ,  like W near thigh, star.
If not released  on or before  20th July ,  1875 ,  will be
sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
425  10s.
T MPOUNDED at St. George, from Thuraggy, on the
1 10th of June, 1875, by order of B. Sharply, Require.
Driving, 2s. 4d.
One brown horse, star, WS over 2  near  shoulder, HB
off shoulder, like 2 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
431 1s.
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IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Boombeh, on the
11th June, 1875, by order of P. M. McCawley,
Esquire. Driving is.
One fleabitten grey horse, like WM over W near shoulder,
like  0  over C off shoulder, like W off thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, x ill
be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
432 1s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Gullanarber, on the
10th June, 1875, by order of G. M. Kirke, Esquire.
Driving, Is.
One brown horse, speck on off eye, like H.W over like
W over W near shoulder, like 8 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
430
IMPOUNDEI) at St.  George, from Waroo, on the 15thJune, 1875, by order of R. McDougall, Esquire.
Driving, 6s.
One black mare, two hind fetlocks white, W near shoulder,
LW3 (registered brand) off  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
433 Is.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Westgrove, on June
14th, 1875, by order of R. Collins,  Esquire .  Driving,
4s.
Onebay mare, like indistinct TAll over II -  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th July, 1875, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. A. WHIPHAM, Poundkeeper.
434 Is.
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